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FOREWORD BY ULRICH SIEBER

Editors’ acknowledgments
Having finally reached our Ithaca, an honorary volume comprising a
plethora of remarkable contributions, we wish to acknowledge every‐
one who made this journey enjoyable and worthwhile. First and fore‐
most, we would like to thank all the contributors who went above and
beyond with a view to submitting insightful and contemporary papers
of high academic quality and integrity. We respected the writing and
reference style of each contributor to the utmost, bearing in mind the
unique style of each author and not wishing to stylize our volume. We
hold that consistency of legal scholarship indeed prevails through this
thought‐provoking diversity. Hence, we endorsed such scholarship
through opting to catalogue the studies thematically, rather than al‐
phabetically.
We also wish to thank our publisher, Ant. N. Sakkoulas, who made
this publication possible and who accommodated our every request.
Last but not least, we thank Professor Nestor Courakis for his unceas‐
ing efforts and commitment to excellence that inspired us to achieve
his expectations. We took the important decision to have this volume
published, primarily, in electronic format. The benefits of such a deci‐
sion are patent and significant: the volume is published over a brief pe‐
riod of time, especially given the wealth of entries; it is free to be ac‐
cessed and downloaded, allowing any Scholar to peruse, consult, and
reference it; and it curtails the environmental impact of printing and
distributing such a large tome across the globe.
On a final note, a common, cardinal principle, shared by all of us
with Professor Courakis, inter alia, is that of continuously striving to
promote meaningful academic partnerships, that is, ones imbued with
idea crosspollination. Therefore, any questions, comments, or sugges‐
tions to each and every one of us, are eagerly welcomed.
Athens, Cambridge, Freiburg, and Oxford
April 2017

The Editors

Foreword
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Ulrich Sieber
Director at the Max Planck Institute for
Foreign and International Criminal Law, Freiburg i.Br.

With this Festschrift, friends, students, and colleagues pay tribute to Pro‐
fessor Dr. Nestor Courakis, who is celebrating his 70th birthday this year.
They wish to honour an outstanding scholar who gathered a wealth of interna‐
tional experience early in his career, significantly promoted the advancement
of the criminal sciences, made important contributions to improvements in
crime control, and who always supported young researchers and colleagues
with great commitment.
I.
Nestor Courakis’ academic career epitomizes that of an open‐minded, in‐
ternational researcher with wide ranging interests. He completed his law stud‐
ies at the University of Athens (1971) and his studies of economics and politi‐
cal science at the University of Thessaloniki (1973). In 1977, he was awarded
a doctorate from the University of Freiburg for his dissertation, Zur soziale‐
thischen Begründung der Notwehr (On the Socio‐Ethical Rationale of Self‐
Defence), written under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Hans‐Heinrich Jescheck.
Nestor Courakis continued his education at the University of Paris II and at
the Paris Institute of Criminology, where he earned diplomas for advanced
studies in criminology. Subsequently, he returned to Freiburg to conduct re‐
search and − along with Prof. Anna Benaki, later Speaker of the Hellenic Par‐
liament –joined the Greek researchers who laid the foundations for the close
cooperation between the Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International
Criminal Law in Freiburg and Greek criminal law science that is still flourish‐
ing today.
After his time abroad, Nestor Courakis returned to Greece in 1981 to pur‐
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sue his academic career. In 1984, he earned a post‐doctoral lecturing qualifica‐
tion (Habilitation) at the University of Athens, and in 1993, he was appointed
professor in the Department of Criminal Sciencesat its law faculty, where he
taught criminology, economic criminal law and criminology, juvenile criminal
law and criminology, gender criminology, criminalistics, penology, and
criminal policy. Nestor Courakis also took on a position as director of the Cen‐
tre for Research in Criminal Law and Criminology in 2001. During this time,
he never lost interest in foreign legal systems: He taught as a visiting profes‐
sor at Oxford University (1996, 1997) and later at several universities in Cy‐
prus and Italy; in the following years, he was often a guest researcher at the
Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law and at Prof.
Dr. Klaus Tiedemann’s Department of Criminology and Economic Criminal
Law.
In 2014, he was awarded the title of Emeritus Professor at the University
of Athens, which did not diminish his creative energy in the least. Since then,
he has been teaching and researching as a full‐time professor of criminal law
and criminology at the University of Nicosia in Cyprus.
II.
Nestor Courakis is an exceptionally productive scholar. In addition to 14
monographs, his scientific work comprises approximately 200 contributions to
journals, Festschrifts, and anthologies in Greek, German, English, French,
and Italian. Furthermore, he has served as editor and co‐editor of numerous
anthologies and journals, including the e‐journal called “The Art of Crime”.
This comprehensive body of written work is astonishingly diverse. It includes
articles on criminology as well as on criminal law, whereby the subject of his
research is often viewed from the perspective of both disciplines− the honour is
one of very few researchers who have mastered both disciplines equally. Publi‐
cations on the fundamental subjects and questions of law round off his contri‐
bution to “the entire spectrum of criminal science.”
A theory of punishment and the law of penal sanctions are at the heart of
his criminological research, including the analysis and development of alterna‐
tive penal sanctions. The range of criminological subjects addressed by Nestor
Courakis is, however, much broader: He has conducted research on the devel‐
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opment of crime in Greece and on juvenile gangs in Athens, analysed political
violence, “bullying”, and violence in connection with soccer matches, traced
the development of ethno‐psychology in the context of criminal law, written
papers on the prison system, and drafted blueprints for future developments in
criminology. As director of the Centre for Research in Criminal Law and
Criminology at the law faculty of the University of Athens, he headed 15 em‐
pirical research projects on key issues of criminal law, such as euthanasia, cor‐
ruption, incarceration of women and juveniles, and hooliganism.
Nestor Courakis’ contributions to criminal law are equally broad. They
primarily address the general part of criminal law, economic criminal law
(with ground‐breaking contributions to the development of thefraus legis
clause in criminal law, to EU fraud, and to financial crime), corruption, sen‐
tencing, the legal definition of organized crime, and legal issues of migration.
One of his masterpieces is his treatise on the historical development of Greek
criminal law from antiquity to the present (with a focus on the theory of pun‐
ishment and the prison system). Special mention should also be made of his
textbook on economic criminal law − already in its third edition − which has
become a standard reference work in Greek criminal law science.
The publications in which Nestor Courakis brings criminology and crimi‐
nal law together methodologically are particularly interesting. This approach
is clearly apparent in his papers on criminal policy, in which he convincingly
achieves the cross‐fertilization of criminal law and criminology as called for by
his doctoral supervisor. Focuses on criminal policy can be found in his work in
the areas of juvenile criminal law, economic criminal law, prison law, and
hooliganism. His keen perception of current developments and the broad per‐
spective of his criminal policy analyses are also evident in his recent work on
the relationship between criminal policy and social justice; initial results in
this area were published in a first volume in 2016.
Nestor Courakis’ research is based not only on criminological approaches
and criminal law doctrine, however, but often relies as well on the method of
comparative legal research, e.g., in studies on the structure and interpretation
of English criminal law and in his comparative analysis of the criminal law of
corruption. Thus, his oeuvre – like that of his teachers Hans‐Heinrich Jescheck
and Klaus Tiedemann in Freiburg and his mentors Jacques Léauté and Jean
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Carbonnier in Paris – is characterized by a successful amalgamation of crimi‐
nal law, criminology, comparative criminal law, and criminal policy. In order
to respond to the challenges posed by today’s global information and risk soci‐
ety, this approach − one adopted early on by Nestor Courakis – is indispensa‐
ble.
Finally, it is hard to overlook the fact that Nestor Courakis’ interests go far
beyond the penal sciences: This is readily apparent from his book on classical
ideals for a modern education, his writings on the culture and values of Clas‐
sical Greece, as well as his publication on the military strategy of the Byzan‐
tine emperors − presented to the members of the Academy of Athens. In an era
of scientific specialization, the honouree, with his expertise in many fields and
with the broad sweep of his writings, evokes the Renaissance spirit of the homo
universalis.
III.
It has always been important to Nestor Courakis not just to commit his
thoughts on law and criminology to paper. He has actively presented them to
students and legal practitioners, and he has been widely acclaimed for doing
so.
As a teacher at the University of Athens, he developed new courses that
expanded the boundaries of previous university curricula and led to the publi‐
cation of three standard textbooks in the areas of economic criminal law, gen‐
der criminality, and criminal policy. As evidenced by the numerous contribu‐
tions from young researchers in this Festschrift, he was the dedicated mentor
of numerous students, masters’ degree students, and doctoral candidates,
whom he encouraged to present their ideas at the many conferences he organ‐
ized.
Nestor Courakis enriched the practice of law by contributing to the draft‐
ing of many legislative proposals in Greece and by making recommendations
to the Council of Europe, including a recommendation on new ways of ad‐
dressing juvenile delinquency. Greek legislation on the law of sanctions,
prison administration, drug law, hooliganism, and juvenile criminal law all
bear his hallmark. He was a member of the Criminal Law Commission respon‐
sible for the new Greek criminal code, vice president of the National Radio and
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Television Board, advisor to the Greek government in criminological matters,
and served as his homeland’s representative on various committees of the
Council of Europe, the European Union, and the United Nations. Within this
framework of administrative and practical activities that were entrusted to the
honouree, he was able to put his research results into practice. For example,
from 2007 to 2010, he headed Epanodos, the Centre for the Rehabilitation of
Former Inmates of Correctional Institutions supported by the Greek Ministry
of Justice, and was president of the Greek Consultative Body against Corrup‐
tion from 2013 to 2015. In addition, he served as a defence lawyer in Greece.
Nestor Courakis’ academic and other professional efforts earned well‐deserved
recognition when he was still quite young. He was a fellow of the Athens Bar
Association, the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the French
government, and the Max Planck Society. For his doctoral dissertation, he
earned the distinction “summa cum laude” from the law faculty of the Uni‐
versity of Freiburg. Already in 1974, he received the Aghis Tambakopoulos
Prize from the Academy of Athens for his essay on the abuse of rights in civil
and public law. He was awarded the Prize of the Society of Greek Penalists in
1985. In addition, in 2012 he was distinguished with a very special honour:
He was appointed a full member of the European Academy of Sciences and
Arts in Salzburg − a position reserved for only a small number of European
scholars. In 2015, 137 of his colleagues, most of them Greek, presented him
with a remarkable volume based on papers presented at a congress organized
in honour of the occasion of his 35th anniversary as a professor. It can be seen
as the first volume of the present international Festschrift.
IV.
Regardless of his many professional achievements and distinctions, Nestor
Courakis has remained the same friendly, considerate, and polite scholar I
came to know and appreciate 40 years ago when he was conducting research at
the Freiburg Institute for Criminology and Economic Criminal Law. Despite
his modest nature, in any discussion with Nestor Courakis, one quickly senses
his keen interest, his attentiveness, and his vibrant personality. His empathy
and enthusiasm also enrich any scientific discussion: He expresses criticism
clearly, but also always objectively, constructively, and courteously. In aca‐
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demic debates, his positive attitude to others is often reflected in the fact that
he prefaces his critical commentary, even to questionable contributions, with a
few words of praise. Due to his calm and dignified manner, he enjoys a high
standing as a mediator and builder of bridges in situations involving academic
controversy and other differences of opinion. For his students, he has always
been a reliable counsel or whose suggestions for improvement are at the same
time encouraging and confidence‐building.
Nestor Courakis ’balanced temperament and optimism have also shaped his
approach to scientific thinking as a whole. His studies often take a holistic ap‐
proach towards combining contrasting views. One example is his theory on
“synthetic criminology”, which since the 1980s, has been recognized as a fun‐
damental and progressive synthesis of traditional and contemporary thought
on the nature and function of criminology.
Nestor Courakis is highly respected not only for his academic achievements
but is also held in high esteem, both nationally and internationally. He is well
known both nationally and internationally. It therefore comes as no surprise
that 94 friends and colleagues from Greece, Germany, France, England, and
many other countries immediately agreed to contribute to this Festschrift. It is
a personal honour and privilege for me to author the foreword to this publica‐
tion, both because of my high regard for the rich tradition of Greek criminal
law science and because of my great admiration for my friend Nestor
Courakis.
In closing, it is my great pleasure to congratulate Nestor Courakis on his
70th birthday on behalf of all the contributors to this Festschrift and to thank
him for many years of cordial friendship as well as for his significant contribu‐
tion to criminal law, criminology, criminal policy, comparative criminal law,
and to the history of law. We wish him many more successful and happy years
with his family, friends, and research colleagues, and we also wish him quiet
moments on the beaches of his cherished sea, which he loves to gaze upon while
pondering wise solutions to the problems of our time.
Freiburg, April 2017
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Vorwort
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Ulrich Sieber,
Direktor am Max‐Planck‐Institut für ausländisches und internationales
Strafrecht, Freiburg i.Br.

Freunde, Schüler und Kollegen wollen mit dieser Festschrift Prof. Dr. Nes‐
tor Courakis ehren, der in diesem Jahr seinen 70. Geburtstag feiert. Siewürdi‐
gen einen herausragenden Gelehrten, der früh internationale Erfahrungen
sammelte, die Kriminalwissenschaften wesentlich weiterentwickelte, wichtige
Beiträge für eine bessere Kriminalitätskontrolle leistete sowie junge Wissen‐
schaftler und Kollegen mit großem Engagement unterstützte.
I.
Der akademische Werdegang von Nestor Courakis zeigt einen weltoffenen,
internationalen Wissenschaftler mit breit gefächerten Interessen. Er absolvier‐
te zunächst ein Studium der Rechtswissenschaft an der Universität Athen
(1971) und ein Studium der Wirtschafts‐ und Staatswissenschaften an der
Universität Thessaloniki (1973). 1977 promovierte er mit der Schrift „Zur so‐
zialethischen Begründung der Notwehr“ bei Prof. Dr. Hans‐Heinrich Jescheck
an der Universität Freiburg i.Br.An der Universität Paris II und am Institut
für Kriminologie von Paris erwarb er Diplome für weiterführende kriminolo‐
gische Studien. Anschließend forschte er wieder in Freiburg und gehörte – e‐
benso wie die spätere Parlamentspräsidentin Prof. Anna Benaki – zu den grie‐
chischen Wissenschaftlern, die den Grundstein für die heute enge Zusammen‐
arbeit des Freiburger Max‐Planck‐Instituts für ausländisches und internatio‐
nales Strafrecht mit der griechischen Strafrechtswissenschaft legten.
Nach diesen Auslandsaufenthalten setzte Nestor Courakis seine akademi‐
sche Karriere 1981 im Heimatland fort. Er habilitierte 1984 an der Universi‐
tät Athen und wurde dort 1993 zum ordentlichen Professor an der strafrecht‐
lichen Abteilung der juristischen Fakultät ernannt, wo er insbesondere Kri‐
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minologie, Wirtschaftsstrafrecht und Wirtschaftskriminologie, Jugendstraf‐
recht und Jugendkriminologie, Genderkriminologie, Kriminalistik, Strafvoll‐
zug und Kriminalpolitik unterrichtete. Ab 2001 leitete er zusätzlich als Direk‐
tor das Institut für strafrechtliche und kriminologische Forschungen. Auch in
dieser Zeit blieb er an ausländischen Rechtsordnungen interessiert: 1996 und
1997 lehrte er als Gastprofessor an der Universität Oxford und später an ver‐
schiedenen Universtäten in Zypern und Italien; in den folgenden Jahren war
er häufig Gast am Max‐Planck‐Institut für ausländisches und internationales
Strafrecht und an Prof. Dr. Klaus Tiedemanns Lehrstuhl für Kriminologie
und Wirtschaftsstrafrecht in Freiburg. Die Emeritierung an der Universität
Athen (2014) hat seine Schaffenskraft in keiner Weise gebremst. Seither lehrt
und forscht er als ordentlicher Professor für Strafrecht und Kriminologie an
der Universität Nikosia auf Zypern.
II.
Nestor Courakisist ein überaus produktiver Gelehrter. Neben 14 Mono‐
graphien umfasst seinwissenschaftliches Schrifttum etwa 200 Beiträge in
Zeitschriften, Festschriften und Sammelbänden in griechischer, deutscher,
englischer, französischer und italienischer Sprache. Hinzu kommen Sammel‐
bände und Zeitschriften, die er – wie die Online‐Zeitschrift „The Art of Cri‐
me“ – als Herausgeber oder Mitherausgeber betreute. Dieses umfangreiche
Werk ist thematisch und methodisch außergewöhnlich breit gefächert. Es um‐
fasst Beiträge sowohl zur Kriminologie als auch zum Strafrecht, wobei der
Forschungsgegenstand häufig aus den Blickwinkeln beider Wissenschaften be‐
trachtet wird – der Jubilar beherrscht die beiden Disziplinen als einer von we‐
nigen Wissenschaftlern in gleich meisterhafter Weise. Arbeiten zu den Grund‐
lagenfächern und Grundlagenfragen des Rechts ergänzen diesen weiten Be‐
reich der „gesamten Kriminalwissenschaften“ zusätzlich.
Im Mittelpunkt seiner kriminologischen Forschungen stehen dabei die
Konzeption einer „Theorie der Strafe“ sowie das Sanktionen recht einschließ‐
lich der Analyse und Entwicklung von alternativen Sanktionen. Die Spann‐
weite seiner kriminologischen Themen reicht jedoch weit darüber hinaus: Er
forschte zur Kriminalitätsentwicklung in Griechenland und zu Athener Ju‐
gendbanden, analysierte die politische Gewalt, das „Bullying“ und die Ge‐
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walt in Fußballveranstaltungen, zeichnete die Entwicklung der strafrechtli‐
chen Ethnopsychologie nach, schrieb über das Gefängniswesen und entwarf
Zukunftsperspektiven für die Kriminologie. Als Direktor des Instituts für
strafrechtliche und kriminologische Forschungen der Rechtswissenschaftli‐
chen Fakultät der Universität Athen leitete er 15 empirische Forschungspro‐
jekte zu zentralen strafrechtlichen Themen wie der Euthanasie, der Korrupti‐
on, des Strafvollzugs für Frauen und Jugendliche sowie des Hooliganismus.
Ähnlich facettenreich sind die strafrechtlichen Arbeiten von Nestor Coura‐
kis. Sie betreffen vor allem den Allgemeinen Teil des Strafrechts, das Wirt‐
schaftsstrafrecht (mit grundlegenden Beiträgen zur Entwicklung einer Um‐
gehungsklausel, zum EU‐Betrug und zur Finanzkriminalität), Korruption,
Strafzumessung, die rechtliche Erfassung der organisierten Kriminalität so‐
wie Rechtsfragen der Migration. Eines seiner Meisterwerke behandelt die ge‐
schichtliche Entwicklung des griechischen Strafrechts von der Antike bis heu‐
te (mit Schwerpunkten auf der Theorie der Strafe und dem Gefängniswesen).
Hervorzuheben ist auch sein – inzwischen in der 3. Auflage publiziertes –
Lehrbuch zum Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, das zu einem Standardwerk der griechi‐
schen Strafrechtswissenschaft geworden ist.
Besonders interessant sind die Beiträge, in denen Nestor Courakis Krimi‐
nologie und Strafrecht methodisch zusammenführt. Dies ist unter anderem in
seinen kriminalpolitischen Arbeiten der Fall, in denen er überzeugend die
Forderung seines Doktorvaters nach einer gegenseitigen Befruchtung von
Strafrecht und Kriminologie verwirklicht. Kriminalpolitische Schwerpunkte
setzte er vor allem in den Bereichen des Jugendstrafrechts, des Wirtschafts‐
strafrechts, des Strafvollzugsrechts und des Hooliganismus. Die rasche Auf‐
nahme aktueller Entwicklungen und der weite Blickwinkel seiner kriminalpo‐
litischen Analysen zeigen sich im Übrigen auch an seinen aktuellen Arbeiten
über das Verhältnis von Kriminalpolitik und sozialer Gerechtigkeit; Ergebnis‐
se hierzu hat er 2016 in einem ersten Band veröffentlicht.
Die Forschung von Nestor Courakis stützt sich aber nicht nur auf Krimi‐
nologie und Strafrechtsdogmatik, sondern oft auch auf die Methode der
Rechtsvergleichung, z.B. in Untersuchungen zur Struktur und zur Ausle‐
gung des englischen Strafrechts oder in seiner vergleichenden Analyse des
Korruptionsstrafrechts. Sein wissenschaftliches Œuvre zeichnet sich damit –
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ähnlich wie das seiner Freiburger Lehrer Hans‐Heinrich Jescheck und Klaus
Tiedemann sowie seiner Pariser Mentoren Jacques Léauté und Jean Carbon‐
nier – durch eine glückliche Verbindung von Strafrechtsdogmatik, Kriminolo‐
gie, Strafrechtsvergleichung und Kriminalpolitik aus. Für die notwendigen
Antworten auf die neuen Probleme der globalen Informations‐ und Risikoge‐
sellschaft ist dieser – von dem Jubilar schon früh gewählte – Ansatz heute un‐
verzichtbar. Dass die Interessen von Nestor Courakis über den Bereich der ge‐
samten Kriminalwissenschaften noch weit hinausgehen, belegen auch sein
Buch über die klassischen Ideale für eine moderne Ausbildung, diverse weitere
Schriften zur Kultur und zu den Werten des klassischen Griechenland sowie
sein – auch vor den Mitgliedern der Akademie von Athen präsentierter – Bei‐
trag zur Kriegsstrategie der byzantinischen Kaiser. In einer Zeit der wissen‐
schaftlichen Spezialisierung erinnert der Jubilar mit seiner übergreifenden
Fachkompetenz und seinen weit ausgreifenden Werken an das Ideal des homo
universalis der Renaissance.
III.
Nestor Courakis gab sich nicht damit zufrieden, seine rechtswissenschaftli‐
chen und kriminologischen Ideen auf dem Papier zu entwickeln. Er brachte sie
auch tatkräftig in Lehre und Rechtspraxis ein und erhielt hierfür viel Aner‐
kennung. In der Lehre schuf er an der Athener Universität neue Kurse, welche
die Grenzen der bisherigen universitären curriculae überschritten und zur
Herausgabe von drei fundamentalen Lehrbüchern in den Bereichen des Wirt‐
schaftsstrafrechts, der Genderkriminalität und der Kriminalpolitik führten.
Mit großem Engagement förderte er – wie sich auch in der großen Beteiligung
jüngerer Wissenschaftler an der vorliegenden Festschrift zeigt – seine Studen‐
ten, Masterstudenten und Doktoranden, denen er schon früh die Präsentation
eigener Beiträge auf den zahlreichen von ihm organisierten Konferenzen er‐
möglichte. In der Rechtspraxis wirkte Nestor Courakis an vielen griechischen
Gesetzentwürfen und an Empfehlungen des Europarats mit, z. B. an jener ü‐
ber neue Wege im Umgang mit Jugenddelinquenz. Besonders in der griechi‐
schen Gesetzgebung zum Sanktionenrecht, zum Strafvollzugsrecht, zum Dro‐
genrecht, zum Hooliganismus und zum Jugendstrafrecht ist seine Handschrift
unverkennbar. Er war Mitglied der Strafrechtskommission für das neue Grie‐
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chische Strafgesetzbuch, Vizepräsident des Nationalen Rats für Rundfunk
und Fernsehen, Berater der griechischen Regierung in kriminologischen Fra‐
gen und Vertreter seines Heimatlandes in verschiedenen Komitees des Euro‐
parats, der Europäischen Union und der Vereinten Nationen. Hinzu kamen
weitere administrative und praktische Tätigkeiten, die es ihm ermöglichten,
seine Forschungsergebnisse anzuwenden. So leitete er von 2007 bis 2010 das
vom griechischen Justizministerium geförderte „Zentrum für die Eingliede‐
rung ehemaliger Häftlinge (Εpanodos)“ und war von 2013 bis 2015 Präsident
des griechischen Beratungsgremiums für Korruptionsbekämpfung. Daneben
engagierte er sich als Strafverteidiger vor griechischen Gerichten.
Die wissenschaftlichen und die sonstigen beruflichen Erfolge von Nestor
Courakis erfuhren schon früh die verdiente Anerkennung. Er war Stipendiat
der Rechtanwaltskammer Athen, des Deutschen Akademischen Austausch‐
dienstes (DAAD), der französischen Regierung und der Max‐Planck‐
Gesellschaft. Die Rechtswissenschaftliche Fakultät der Universität Freiburg
zeichnete seine Dissertation mit dem Prädikat „summa cum laude“ aus. Be‐
reits 1974 wurde er für seine wissenschaftliche Arbeit über Rechtsmissbrauch
im privaten und öffentlichen Recht mit dem „Aghis‐Tambakopoulos‐Preis“
der Akademie von Athen geehrt. 1985 wurde ihm der Preis der Vereinigung
der Griechischen Strafrechtler verliehen. Eine ganz außergewöhnliche wissen‐
schaftliche Auszeichnung erhielt er 2012: Die Europäische Akademie der Wis‐
senschaften und Künste in Salzburg ernannte ihn zum ordentlichen Mitglied
– eine Ehrung, die nur wenigen europäischen Strafrechtswissenschaftlern zu‐
teilwird.2015 widmeten 137 vor allem aus Griechenland stammende Kollegen
Nestor Courakis aus Anlass seiner 35‐jährigen Tätigkeit als Professor der U‐
niversität Atheneinen eindrucksvollen Sammelband, der auf den Beiträgen ei‐
nes für ihn organisierten Kongress beruhte und als vorweggenommener erster
Band der vorliegenden internationalen Festschrift gesehen werden kann.
IV.
Bei all diesen Erfolgen und Ehrungen blieb Nestor Courakis immer der
freundliche, rücksichtsvolle und höfliche Wissenschaftler, den ich vor 40 Jah‐
renam Freiburger Institut für Kriminologie und Wirtschaftsstrafrecht kennen
und schätzen gelernt habe. Im Gespräch spürt man allerdings trotz seiner Zu‐
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Foreword / Vorwort Ulrich Sieber

rückhaltung rasch sein waches Interesse, seine persönliche Zuwendung und
seine große Ausstrahlung. Ähnlich rücksichtsvoll und engagiert ist er in wis‐
senschaftlichen Diskussionen: Seine Kritik ist stets klar, aber immer sachlich,
konstruktiv und freundlich. Die positive Einstellung zum Gegenüber zeigt
sich in diesen wissenschaftlichen Diskussionen oft daran, dass er seinen kriti‐
schen Bemerkungen selbst zu recht fragwürdigen Beiträgen zunächst einige
lobende Worte vorausschicken kann. Bei wissenschaftlichen und anderen
Meinungsverschiedenheiten zwischen Kollegen genießt er aufgrund seines ru‐
higen und würdevollen Auftretens sowie seiner Sachlichkeit als Vermittler
und Brückenbauer hohes Ansehen. Für seine Studenten und Doktoranden war
und ist er ein stets verlässlicher Ratgeber, der Verbesserungsvorschläge auf
ermutigende und das Selbstvertrauen stärkende Weise anbringt. Ausgegli‐
chenheit und Optimismus prägen auch die wissenschaftliche Denkweise von
Nestor Courakis im Ganzen. Seine Studien zielen oft auf eine holistische Ver‐
einigung von gegensätzlichen Sichtweisen. Dies zeigt bereits seine Theorie zur
„synthetischen Kriminologie“, die als eine grundlegende und weiterführende
Synthese traditioneller und neuerer Betrachtungen über das Wesen und die
Funktionen von Kriminologie seit den 1980er Jahren anerkannt ist.
Der Jubilar wird daher nicht nur wegen seiner fachlichen Leistungen, son‐
dern auch wegen seiner Persönlichkeit hoch geachtet, in Griechenland und
weit darüber hinaus. So verwundert es nicht, dass 94 Kollegen und Freunde
aus Griechenland, Deutschland, Frankreich, England und anderen Ländern
ihre Mitwirkung an der vorliegenden Festschrift sofort zusagten. Für mich
persönlich ist die Einladung zu diesem Vorwort eine besondere Ehre und Aus‐
zeichnung, sowohl aufgrund meiner Hochachtung vor der traditionsreichen
griechischen Strafrechtswissenschaft als auch der großen Wertschätzung für
meinen Freund Nestor Courakis.
Es ist mir daher auch eine große Freude, abschließend im Namen aller
Mitwirkenden an dieser Festschrift dem Jubilar Nestor Courakis herzlich zu
seinem 70. Geburtstag zu gratulieren und ihm für viele Jahre der freund‐
schaftlichen Verbundenheit ebenso zu danken wie für seine bedeutenden Bei‐
träge zum Strafrecht, zur Kriminologie, zur Kriminalpolitik, zur Strafrechts‐
vergleichung und zur Rechtsgeschichte. Wir wünschen ihm viele weitere er‐
folgreiche und glückliche Jahre im Kreise seiner Familie, seiner Freunde und
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seiner Wissenschaftlerkollegen, aber auch ruhige Stunden am Strand seines
geliebten Meeres, auf das er so gerne hinausblickt, wenn er neue wissenschaft‐
liche Lösungen für die Probleme unserer Zeit entwickelt.
Freiburg, April 2017
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ESSAYS – BEITRÄGE

I. Crime and Crisis

Temporality and kairicity in experiencing crises

EVANGELOS MOUTSOPOULOS
Academy of Athens

Abstract: The theory of kairicity helps us understand the epistemo‐
logical value of exactitude, and its ontological expression through the
Aristotelian watchword of entelechy, that is, the transient history both
of exactitude itself and of intentional consciousness.
The term crisis can be assigned etymologically to a Proto‐Indo‐
European root *(s)ker‐ from which are derived, in Greek, the verb κεί‐
ρω, “cut” (with its aorist passive ἐκάρην), κουρά, “haircut”, the con‐
nected adjective καίριος“incisive, decisive” and the abstract noun και‐
ρός [kairos], “favourable opportunity”. The noun καιρός was watered
down in Hellenistic times to mean simply (as for example in the Gos‐
pels) “a period of time”. In the classical age, by contrast, it denoted
“the decisive distinction between two separate sections of a single
process”. In similar fashion, when seen in epistemological terms, “cri‐
sis” evolved to mean “a decision regarding the difference between true
and false (just and unjust)”, and the noun implied a tool for making
this decision, a “criterion”, this being a norm following which the
judge (κριτής) came to a specific decision.
We should not overlook the fact that, at the stage in question, there
existed a strong etymological correlation between the Latin noun cri‐
men and the Indo‐European group of terms already mentioned, with
the idea of “a sharp separation from a norm”. It is interesting to com‐
pare the term dommage in French and the Modern Greek κρῖμα, “a
pity!”, each of these implying a prior negative judgment.
There is a powerful dialectical relationship between a discontinuity
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within acontinuity and a continuity within a discontinuity. This oppo‐
sition is resolved through the transcontinuity inherent in the crisis.
Every instance of crisis can in fact be represented in graphic form as a
curve. The curve originates from specific preliminary indications,
reaches its summit or acme –again a Greek term‐ only to fade away,
giving birth in the process to an apparently new situation that is, in
fact, only the continuation of an evolution, long in the preparing, to‐
wards a final result. The term which Aristotle employs for this result is
ἐντελέχεια [entelechy] (Physics, Θ’ 5, 257 b 7; Metaph., Θ’ 8, 1050 a 23).
Since it has this strong structure, a crisis that is on its way is not dif‐
ficult to foresee, even if consciousness often pretends to have been
given no warning about impending calamity. The denial of crisis is al‐
ready in itself, in the strict sense, a crisis –a tentative shot at providing
society as a whole with seemingly impartial judgment. Nevertheless,
there will always be some exceptional minds, some sages, who are al‐
ready well aware and conscious of exactly what is taking place, as a
matter of their own experience of important factual aspects. So we
should bear in mind that the entelechy of a specific crisis may on occa‐
sion be dramatically influenced by the entelechy of some crisis that is
parallel with it, or even opposite to it. Furthermore, to be aware of such
a situation without condemning it, is a crimen, the equivalent of a pun‐
ishable offence. From this point of view, no crisis is to be tolerated, and
getting at the truth –which we can redefine as “precision” or “exacti‐
tude” – should be our immediate or gradual objective.
The intentional consciousness ought thus to be continuously on the
watch to take advantage of the opportunities offered to it in the course
of reality’s flux. It ought indeed to be seeking such moments well in
advance. And so kairicity, the doctrine of kairos, reveals itself to be both
subjective and objective, for it opposes itself to mere temporality in that
it marks awaited opportunities within the normative event flow, except
for complications attached to prior events. To sum up. The theory of
kairicity helps us to understand the epistemological value of exactitude
and its ontological expression through the Aristotelian watchword of
entelechy, that is, the transient history both of exactitude itself and of
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And standing I remained once again with a burnt hand here
On this edge of the world where the calamities thrust me
To fight the ʺNonʺ and the ʺImpossibleʺ of this world.
Odysseus Elytis

I. Preamble: Where the word is unspoken/ We will build with new
speech [T.S. Eliot]
The present article seeks to explore the modern oscillation between
despair and hope within the specific locus of Hellenic territory seen
through national and international challenges. This rather rough explo‐
ration intends to discuss no rhetorical or futuristic inquiries but a struc‐
tured situation already on us. As the author is vivid part of the situa‐
tion discussed, the offered discourse is a firmly situated observation
and wishes to be seen as such. If this inquiry does have any value, it
consists exactly in the projection of an internal time‐sense, of a per‐
sonal‐ and yet as narrative objective‐ experience of the changing beat in
the rhythms of perception within the geography of the so called Greek
crisis. The ascription of tragic sentiments to certain events of the cur‐
rent crisis is not an exaggeration but the metaphor of Greek Tragedy
shall be avoided in this context, mostly because every ancient Greek
Tragedy implies a catharsis,1 an emotional resolution, and this is not yet
the case with this modern situation and secondarily because the terms

1

Aristotle, Poetics.
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imply a generalization that is not valid in the current state of affairs.
Each one of us carries an individualized life‐scenario while on the lad‐
der of public existence. The theater of crisis intensifies our cultural
idiolect, our vulnerability to the eye of an external beholder, or our de‐
fiance toward an ‘external, alien law’. In this theater, these of us who
are privileged, less privileged or at loss of any hope for the future or in
constant fear, stay together to live through the same self‐divisive proc‐
ess: we are simultaneously actors and spectators of the drama of our
life. This implies a post‐modern condition and is far from ancient trag‐
edy. If despite this self‐awareness some have the courage to push fur‐
ther and become the exceptional personages of this ascribed unfairly
collective negativity, they become individual heroes. They connect oc‐
casionally the net of societal cohesion. There is momentarily a bit of
collective joy, laughter and light time. But everyday tragic experience
of loss, sadness and anguish for survival offers other scripts of hero‐
ism. They are the narratives of the mundane heroism of the small occa‐
sions, or these that entail cutting across pain and moving forward. One
needs to scratch the surface of passing time to read this stuff that lurks
beneath. Even beneath the laughter that mimics or realizes the joy of
life which is emphatically still here.
A tragedy implies a central event or a series of interconnected
events while the present economic crisis implies a multiplication of
second‐order events (i.e. events following or caused by the implemen‐
tation of structural austerity) that remain invisible or uncharted. Be‐
cause of the complexity of the problems and the length of chains of ef‐
fect, assignment of causes and consequences is not achievable with any
degree of reliability.
Tragedy re‐named: Even if for the rest of the spectators the current
situation seems like a tragedy, for us it should be named and experi‐
enced otherwise. It should be a new chance. We know because we
share a precedent: When around 493BCE one of the very first works of
tragedy ‘The Fall of Miletus’ by the tragic poet Phrynichus was staged
in Athens‐in fact two years after the events with which it dealt actually
occurred‐ the Athenians were so unsettled by what they saw that they
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were reduced to weeping.2 Herodotus provides the following account
of their reaction to that performance:
“The Athenians…showed their profound distress at the loss of the
Miletus in a number of ways, but in none so clearly than in their recep‐
tion of Phrynichus’ play; for when Phrynichus produced his Fall of Mi‐
letus, the audience in the theater burst into tears, and the author was
fined a thousand drachmae for reminding them of a disaster that was
theirs (hos anamnesanta oikeia kaka). A law was subsequently passed
forbidding anybody ever to put the play on stage again”.3
Beyond a few exemptions the tragic poets did not use actual histori‐
cal events within living memory on stage again. Likewise, in modern
Athens or in Thessaloniki, the period we pass through is probably a
period of shared remembrance we shall cut across to the best of each
one’s abilities, a period then to forget and forgive and not to recall al‐
though we shall permit its artistic reproduction.
It is now a time when one after another almost every certainty of the
past is showing signs of weakness both on national and international
level. The implications of the Great Global Recession in 2008 as well as
the various challenges to established modes of representative democ‐
racy are two seemingly divergent and yet intertwined loci of public
anxiety in many parts of the world. Yet within the territory of our na‐
tional dialectic of despair and hope there are certain idiosyncratic ele‐
ments, some of which shall be sketched in the present analysis. The in‐
ference ‘idiosyncratic’ refers to culturally distinctive traits of modern
public discourse either actual or imaginary.
Time’s pace is always emotionally charged. It does influence certain
emotional flows through expectations, desires or fears and is especially
influenced by certain emotions. Joy quickens the pace of felt time. Sad‐
ness slows down time’s race or at least feels to do so. Denial pins time
down to nothingness only to start pacing step by step again. Crisis of

2 P. A. Kottman, Memory, Mimesis, Tragedy: The Scene Before Philosophy,
Theatre Journal, 55, 2003, 81‐97, 83.
3 Ib. translation of Herodotus’ text slightly changed.
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any kind either accelerates the pace of urgent time or, again, slows
down time’s steps. It depends upon the position of the observer. Yet
there is another way around the clock: It does suggest running ahead
of the felt pace of time no matter what. It is like writing in perfect verse
a “Waste Land” over the head of a disaster.
II. Crisis and its perpetuation: The burnt‐out ends of smoky days [T.
S. Eliot]
“Crisis. From the Greek word κρίσις, ‘Judgement’, ‘result of a trial’,
‘turning point’, selection, decision (according to Thucydides), but also
‘contention’ or ‘quarrel’ (according to Plato), a standard, from which to
derive criterion, ‘means for judging’, but also ability to discern, and
critical, ‘suitable to judge’, ‘crucial’, ‘decisive’ as well as pertaining to
the art of judgement”.4 All of the above meanings are subsumed in the
use of a single word to describe economic recession: economic crisis.
A general discourse on crisis offered by Edgar Morin, suggests that
a crisis is an event [in our case a set of events] that reveals: it reveals
what usually remains invisible; It urges us to realize what we do not
wish to realize. The crisis reveals elements that are inherent to the real
and are not merely accidents. It represents a moment of truth. Simulta‐
neously, a crisis is an event that has an effect: on the one hand the crisis
sets in motion not only forces of decomposition, disorganization, and
destruction, but also forces of re‐construction, innovation, invention. A
crisis shows that what worked had its limitations, its drawbacks, its
counter‐effects.5 There appears the need and the incentive to invent
something new, both at the micro‐level and the macro‐level.6 Yet that
incentive is imperative and in need of actualization in a very particular
context, in which emotions, passions, and fears tend to pervert reason.
4 C. Bordoni in Z. Bauman and C. Bordoni, State of Crisis, Cambridge, Polity
Press, 2014, 1.
5 E. Morin, Pour une théorie de la crise, in E. Morin, Sociologie, Paris, Fayard,
1984, 139‐153, 144‐145.
6 Ib., 140‐141.
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Passions run high and do not always permit the endeavor to overcome
the crisis by rational means.
Economic crisis is a phase of instability because of the lack of in‐
vestments, a decrease in production, an increase in unemployment, a
situation, in other words, that implies a societal turmoil, a vicious circle
of cause and effect. “Any adverse event, especially concerning the eco‐
nomic sector, is ‘blamed on the crisis’. It is an attribution of responsibil‐
ity absolutely depersonalized, which frees individuals from any in‐
volvement and refers to an abstract entity sounding vaguely sinister”.7
In order to get a glimpse of the kind of economic crisis that clouds
our hopes, it is important to read carefully those with expertise on the
issue: “In 2010”, assert Ghellab and Papadakis, “while global recovery
was still fragile and unemployment remained high or was still rising,
governments in several European countries became increasingly
alarmed by mounting fiscal deficits and public debt ratios, and
abruptly shifted the focus of public policy from the stimulation of the
economy to cutting public spending in order to restore fiscal balance.
Most of these governments, in particular those in southern Europe,
have come under strong pressure from financial markets to start reduc‐
ing deficits sharply and immediately”.8 When the severity of the crisis
was realized in Greece it led to an emergency stabilization of a finan‐
cial system on the edge of collapse. In fact it did happen something
that was inconceivable before it actually occurred. An announcement
came from the then P.M. which urgently suggested that Greece would
be temporarily in need of financial support from IMF. Both EU and IMF
came to the rescue of the country offering a tremendous amount of
money. The situation was described as bleak. Nevertheless, it was as‐
serted, time and again, both at home and internationally, that after the
implementation of a carefully planned set of structural adjustments the
situation would return (at least gradually) to a post‐crisis normality.
Ib., 2.
Y. Ghellab and K. Papadakis, The Politics of Economic Adjustment in Europe:
State Unilateralism or Social Dialogue? In The Global Crisis, Causes, Responses
and Challenges, International Labour Office, Geneva, 2011, 81‐91, 82‐83.
7
8
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Instead of this, the period of austerity has been extended ever since.
The country passes year in and year out from one structural adjust‐
ment to the next while its debt increases and its social cohesion be‐
comes dissolved.9 During this period opens up the space which will be
called Interregnum. By this term, it is meant the period of time be‐
tween two normal periods, the one prior to the current crisis and the
prospective one, the aftermath of crisis, hoping that there will be any‐
time soon such an aftermath.
Continuing the reading of the same text we learn that “since the
eruption of the financial crisis in 2008, two technical terms, ‘spreads’
(the extra interest rate required when investments are seen as risky)
and CDS (Credit Default Swaps: the price to insure against default on
the sovereign debt), two indicators used by large investment banks,
suddenly became the indicators most watched when it came to assess‐
ing the health of national economies and deciding additional measures
of austerity. The shift of the main focus of public policy‐makers away
from traditional macroeconomic indicators to indicators measuring fi‐
nancial risk, denotes a de facto departure from a ‘political economy’
crisis‐response approach towards a ‘financial‐market‐driven’ ap‐
proach, a trend related to the financialization of the real economy and
workers’ personal income‐a major systemic transformation of the capi‐
talist economy”.10
The present analysis will not offer an evaluation of the social impact
of structural adjustment measures, or the specific needs for reforma‐
tion in certain areas. The adjustment imposed aimed at the reduction of

9 M. Castells, J. Caraça and G. Cardoso, AFTERMATH, The Cultures of the Eco‐
nomic Crisis, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2012, 4, W. Streeck, The Crisis in
Context: Democratic Capitalism and its Contradictions, in A. Schäfer and W.
Streeck (eds.), Politics in the Age of Austerity, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2013, 262‐
286, J. E. Stiglitz and Daniel Heyman (Eds.), Life after Dept, The Origins and Reso‐
lutions of Dept Crisis, IEA, Conference Volume 152, New York, Palgrave Macmil‐
lan, 2014, G. Christodoulakis (ed.), Making Risks in the European Periphery Debt
Crisis, New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2015.
10 Ib.
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fiscal deficits especially by lowering public expenditure, gradually
eliminating various subsidies, raising prices of utilities, freezing or re‐
ducing public sector pay, capping pension payments and increasing re‐
tirement age. For those not knowing what the whole situation entailed
these measures appeared as a necessary condition, a pharmacon,11 that
would save the country. Yet it became soon intelligible that the enter‐
prise of saving the country had its own logic outside public discussion,
common rationalization and human needs.12 In addition to that, proba‐
bly for the first time, this enterprise implied a huge blame‐game that
affected every single citizen of the country. Every now and then, and
especially before every evaluation process (review), certain European
periodicals offered precious pieces of analysis that created a brute fact
of causality. What was offered as a help (in fact a lot of money which
was not known were it was going) was deemed a loss because it was
given to a people not worthy of it. The depicted reality implied that the
money goes straight to people’s pockets. These people of the country
appeared as responsible for the whole situation, individually and col‐
lectively. Such a scenario, though, reflects a clear deviation from what
is known from other analogous situations. This was not certainly the
case with any other country despite the fact that the geographical indi‐
cations North/South in Europe turned out to imply a binary opposition
with the South taking the bad part of it.
Balibar depicts and judges the situation as follows: “The first imme‐
diate effect of the ‘remedy’ applied to the Greek crisis was the angry
protest of the Greek population. It is debated whether this should be
seen as a cowardly denial of the population’s responsibility or a nor‐
mal rejection of an unjust collective punishment. Leaving aside the
criminal elements that have interfered, it seems to me that the Greek
protest was fully justified, for at least three reasons.” It is the first of
these reasons that interests us for the present analysis and this asserts:
11 Pharmacon is a ‘medicine’ that acts as both remedy and poison [when taken
in excess]. See J. Derrida, Plato’s Pharmacy, transl. B. Johnson, The University of
Chicago Press, 1968.
12 The rhetoric turned out as ‘rescuing the European currency’.
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“we have been witnessing a completely insane denunciation of the
whole Greek people: the corruption and the lies of the politicians were
blamed on the people as such, indiscriminately”.13 This is, of course, a
wonderful fallacy with direct and indirect effects. Because of this, [and
beyond the fact that not every former Greek politician was corrupt],
the eye of the beholder on international level is directed against each
specific performance of each one of the people of the country con‐
trasted against an (unknown) ideal performance. The structural ad‐
justment measures became invisible and took the shape of ‘money
given for’, while it appeared as if individual human effort was enough
to overcome structural austerity. If this was not the case, then the
blame was put on an individual’s shoulder for dysfunctional adapta‐
tion. These insults spoken or written against a whole country and its
politicians reflect what Bourdieu names a magical attempt at categori‐
zation: kategorein, in Greek, from which our word category comes,
originally means to accuse publicly.14 Through this act of speech one
tries to set new symbolic boundaries, or to organize forms of classifica‐
tion.15
It is well discussed by many scholars that collective responsibility
[and subsequently collective punishment as just deserts] is a pre‐
modern phenomenon that has been transformed through modern
law.16 It was an integral part of vendetta, the customary law that im‐
plied private revenge measured through the rule of talio [eye for an
eye: And if any mischief follow, then thou shalt give life for life, eye for
eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burning for burning,

13

E. Balibar, Europe: Final Crisis? Some Theses, in Theory and Event, 2010, 13.

2.
14 P. Bourdieu, Social Space and Symbolic Power, Sociological Theory, 7, 1,
1989, 14‐25, 21.
15 P. Bourdieu, Symbolic Power, Critique of Anthropology, 1979, 4, 77‐85, 77.
16 W. I. Miller, Bloodtaking and Peacemaking, Feud, Law and Society in Saga
Iceland, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1997, M. Archimandritou, Vendetta
and the Law, (in Greek), Athens‐Thessaloniki, Sakkoulas, 2007.
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wound for wound, stripe for stripe. Exodus 21.23‐25].17 Collective re‐
sponsibility did decline and eventually eclipsed when ancient and
modern law introduced the question on the mental attitude of the actor
of a criminal act with regard to it: i.e. premeditation. Prior to this trans‐
formation, accidental killing, mistaken killing and pre‐meditated kill‐
ing were treated exactly the same way, providing the same response: a
new killing. In Ancient Greek history Draco was the first legislator who
introduced an elaboration of the issue of premeditation in his law (621
B.C.). Aristotle discusses in two different works‐Eudemian Ethics II 6‐9
and Nicomachean Ethics III 1‐the (causal) responsibility and correlative
lack of responsibility of agents for their actions.18 To make a very long
and complicated story short it should be added that a second wave of
blood feud customary laws came down from medieval European peo‐
ple to persist for some centuries over Rome itself and were eventually
eliminated by early modern laws that created the public interest for re‐
solving conflicts [personified as the interest of a Prince, initially], over
the private interests of small collectivities connected by blood ties
[families], territorial ties [neighborhoods] or different kinds of medie‐
val European dependencies. In those contexts collective responsibility
means a. the active responsibility of a collectivity being it a family, a
neighborhood or a group of dependants of a prince to take revenge for
an injury caused to one of them and b. the passive responsibility of all
of the members of such a collectivity [and the acceptance of blame and
diminished honor] for an injurious act caused by one of them. Hyams
in his excellent ‘Rancor and Reconciliation in Medieval England’ infers
that the instrumental emotion in feuding societies is, of course, ha‐
tred.19 There we find societal relationships organized around the bipo‐

W.I.Miller, Eye for an Eye, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006.
J. –P. Vernant, Intimations of the Will in Greek Tragedy, in, J.‐P. Vernant, P.
Vidal‐Naquet, Myth and Tragedy in Ancient Greece, transl. J. Cloye, New York,
Zone Books, 1990, 49‐84, M.A. Formicelli, Aristotle’s Theory of Proairesis and its
Significance for accounts of human action and practical reasoning, Boston College
Thesis, Boston, 2009.
19 P. Hyams, Rancor and Reconciliation in Medieval England, Ithaca, Cornell
17
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lar antithesis friend/enemy. One last but not least element of the pre‐
modern processes of conflict resolution is the fact that in those shame
and honor societies, the criterion of measuring honor, which means the
evaluation of somebody’s public value, rests on the view of the be‐
holder and is never static but restless and dynamic.20
All of the above analysis of causal collective responsibility in pre‐
modern times presupposes a prior injurious act the consequences of
which fall upon the shoulders of a whole group. Therefore, accusations
against anyone without rightful implications formally established
through the judicial system, negative evaluations that are based only
on the fact that someone is a member of a certain group, represent a
relic of older times surpassed by Enlightened Modernity. Rumors that
reproduce stereotypes are again part of the polemical situation of ener‐
gized hatred in blood‐feud societies. It is therefore necessary to decon‐
struct our pre‐judgments, pre‐conceptions and prejudices each time we
face a person and his/her potential, a people and their potential.21 At an
individual level this would be a necessary cognitive exercise. Things
are pretty much more difficult when we have to deconstruct ideologi‐
cal clouds. Because, “there is no solid ground on which to stand whilst
applying the lever of ideological analysis”.22 It is suggested though that
this can probably be overcome by the simple application of robust
pragmatism.23

University Press, 2003.
20 For a preliminary discussion see E. R. Dodds, The Greek and the Irrational,
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1962.
21 T. Reuter, Medieval Politics and Modern Mentalities, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2006.
22 C. Geertz, Ideology as a Cultural System, in his The Interpretation of Cul‐
tures, New York, Basic Books, 1973, 193‐233, 194.
23 T. Reuter, ib., 107.
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III. Interregnum and Symbolic Violence: Because I know that time is
always time [T. S. Eliot]
Interregnum, besides anything else, means that a close fabric of
human life is temporarily set out of line. One of the most provocative
statements on the current state of our globalized human societies has
been given by Keith Tester. Tester suggests that the various crises that
dominate social life at the dawn of the twentieth century can be best
captured by the idea that we are presently experiencing a period of in‐
terregnum.24 Interregnum in Latin history was used for the first time to
describe the interval of time between the death of Romulus and the
appointment of Numa Pompilius as the next King of Rome.25 Gramsci
re‐energizes the old concept by asserting that “the crisis consists pre‐
cisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot be born”.26
Bauman is fascinated by the flexible concept and describes it in such a
way that it goes far beyond the routine process of transferring heredi‐
tary power and is instead sociologically useful in helping to capture
those seminal moments when an entire social order starts to fragment
and to lose its grip at a time when there is no new social order to take
its place.27 Carlo Bordoni discusses Bauman’s Liquid Modernity and at‐
tributes to the concept of Interregnum a similar meaning: “Translated
into today’s terms this principle may still be valid if we substitute the
figure of the sovereign [in the archaic version of interregnum] with the
rules of civilization imposed by modernity [liberty, equality, frater‐
nity]. Once these rules fall short, there is no substitute to fill the void of
the interregnum”.28 Gramsci attached the concept of interregnum to ex‐

24 K. Tester, Pleasure, Reality, The novel and Pathology, Journal of Anthropo‐
logical Psychology 21, 2009, 23‐26, 25.
25 Titus Livius, I. 17.
26 A. Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, London, Lawrence and
Wishart, 1971, 276.
27 Z. Bauman, Interregnum, in 44 Letters from the Liquid Modern World, Cam‐
bridge, Polity Press, 2010, 120.
28 C. Bordoni, Interregnum Beyond Liquid Modernity, Bielefeld, Transcript,
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traordinary situations and therefore he would have named the Greek
economic crisis as an Interregnum par excellence.29
Bauman recognizes three aspects of living in the world of interreg‐
num: First of all we are all haunted by ignorance. We do not know
what to do, how to do it. The other aspect very closely lettered to igno‐
rance is the feeling of impotence, that we do not know how to do it.
The third aspect is the loss of self‐confidence and the feeling of hu‐
miliation, we are inadequate, nothing really happens despite all self‐
sacrifice nothing really changes.30 Interregnum looms like an abyss.
Some have learned early to walk the void. Others simply enter it. And
still others take it personally. This last feels like Kafka’s guilt for an act
he did not commit. A suicide note in my region a couple of months ago
had the following content: ‘I feel worthless. I cannot manage to support
my family…’
Beside the general modern interregnum, the modern Greek inter‐
regnum, is a rather specific version of it: it appears as the time between
two different kinds of normality [a prior‐pre and a post], and signifies
a time of huge sacrifice on the part of the Greek people that rests, ac‐
cording to the legitimizing it rhetoric, on an axiomatic principle in
western civilization, that of sacrificing present time to the chance of fu‐
ture prosperity. Opposing to this is the principle that suggests the en‐
joyment of life to its fullest every moment, every day as if it were the
last day of one’s life. Despite the fact that it is thought provoking, in
this analysis there will be not discussed the attitude of these who do
prefer to burn the moment for the sake of enjoying the beauty of the
flames. With regard to the first axiomatic principle there can be traced
several quite divergent human attitudes during the current crisis. One
state of mind that appears absorbed in pure despair is suggesting that
all this [austerity measures] is done in vain because it is known ‘che del
futuro fia chiusa la porta’ [Dante, Inferno, 10]. If the future has its door

2016, 18.
29 Ib.
30 Z. Bauman, Interregnum, p. 10
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closed, then inequality and poverty shall be the rule of the day. And
the day shall not bring news at all, because the perpetuity of crisis
turns out murmurs into silences and various steps into a uniformity of
marching ahead. This entails that the most desirable fluid modernity is
transforming itself into a crude solid modernity.31 Yet according to this
view in Shakespearean terms [King Lear] we might be reminded that:
‘the worst is not/ so long as we can say “This is the worst”.
There can be found still another attitude, at the opposite side of the
spectrum, according to which some view things pragmatically and yet
live with an emotionally charged quality of hope.32 Expectations of pro‐
gress, of individual and communal enfranchisement are still and al‐
ways alert. In between these two opposite poles there can be seen all
the colors of an open horizon depending on the position of the be‐
holder. Because in such a crisis the most apparent, the most tangible
consequence is that each one becomes happily or tragically individual‐
ized according to his or hers means and chances.33 Yet there are always
those who can cut across walls and make chances for themselves where
chances there are not. Furthermore, there are culturally inscribed ways
of dealing with difficulty that are recognized in divergent individual‐
ized and collective stances: still enjoying life to its fullest by available
means.
One very interesting attitude though is the privileged state of mind
of some who neither despair in the prospect of a better future nor as‐
pire for it: they are in a state of psychic denial. Stanley Cohen has me‐
ticulously elaborated on the issue and has provided us with five ways

Z. Bauman, Liquid Modernity, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2000.
E. Bloch, The Principle of Hope, Cambridge MA, MIT Press, 1995 [1954].
33 Tragic Individualization is described by Ulrich Beck in Living in the world
risk society, Economy and Society, 35, 3, 2006, 329‐345, 336: ‘As a consequence eve‐
ryday life in world risk society is characterized by a new variant of individualiza‐
tion. The individual must cope with the uncertainty of the global world by him‐or
herself. Here individualization is a default outcome of a failure of expert systems
to manage risks’.
31
32
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to deny real life’s information.34 The first is called Reality‐Knowledge
denial. According to this the truth claim of a statement may be denied:
‘there is no economic crisis’. Or the existence of the reality is not con‐
tested but there is a denial with regard to someone’s knowledge of it.
Denying the facts and denying your awareness of the facts are different
issues. Asserting that a statement about factual reality is untrue is lit‐
eral (total, complete, factual, or flat) denial. The second is called Inter‐
pretive Denial and concedes that something is happening. But this
‘something’ must be seen in a different light from what is alleged, or
does not really belong to this designated class of events.35 The third in
line Implicatory Denial concedes the facts of the matter and even their
conventional interpretations, but does not recognize their expected im‐
plications. The forth is a bipolar denial: Truth and Deception stand at
the opposite poles of it. At one extreme, statements that deny either
that something exists or is known about may be true and made in good
faith. At the other extreme, there is deliberate deception, blatant lies of‐
fered cynically and in bad faith.36 The fifth category of denial is again
bipolar: Conscious and Unconscious. Conscious is the denial of matters
of fact one obviously knows and, nevertheless refuses to admit. The
most complicated denial is the unconscious one. This is so because
such a denial is described as a defense mechanism. Uncomfortable
truths that are too threatening to know are banished to some inaccessi‐
ble zone of the mind.37
Cohen asserts that three of the standard four components of human
action fit naturally: cognition (knowing): you deny the facts or your
knowledge of them. Emotion (feeling): you deny your feelings. Moral‐
ity (judging): you approve of what was done or profess not to have any
judgement. The forth component, action (behaviour) applies to denial
in a less obvious way. It may entail ignorance of the facts, indifference,
34 S. Cohen, States of Denial, Knowing about Atrocities and Suffering, Cam‐
bridge, Polity Press, 2001, 21.
35 Ib., 22.
36 Ib.
37 Ib., 23.
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apathy, passive by‐standing. All these may be explained better by po‐
litical beliefs, cowardice, laziness, selfishness or sheer amorality rather
than seen as pure states of psychic denial.38
In a similar fashion Ulrich Beck adopts the three basic possible re‐
sponses to global risks (sketched by Hannah Arendt): denial, fatalism
and new beginnings. He asserts that ‘those three responses are also
strategies for action and in order to study the strategies of new begin‐
nings we have also to study the strategies of denial and fatalism. We
have to understand the dialectics between, on the one hand, denial and
fatalism and, on the other hand, making the unimaginable imaginable,
the impossible, possible. Fatalism and denial are only perceptions. The
power of new beginnings consists of more than perception, namely a
package of three components: knowledge, vision, action’.39 Between fa‐
talism and making the impossible possible there is not a social vacuum:
One could detect grades of inaction and action. A very interesting
stance is one that expresses what could be called creative pessimism:
despite the fact that one is pessimist about the future he or she tries his
or her best in order to move forward. Humor shall be left aside because
it would require a very specific analysis. Yet it does play a huge role in
dealing with the current crisis in Greece.
One way to avoid the turmoil of bad memories during the current
interregnum is to exercise what Nietzsche describes as therapeutic am‐
nesia.40 Yet within the solid structures of economic strain one finds ex‐
amples of time irreparable, events irreversible and most painfully peo‐
ple lost. This is a social trauma that requires time and huge effort to
heal. In addition to all this one should count the fact that there exists a
structural connection between despair (apognosis) and violence. Vio‐
lence directed towards others and violence against oneself. Cases of

Ib.
U. Beck, Risk, Class, Crisis, Hazards and Cosmopolitan Solidarity/Risk
Community‐Conceptual and Methodological Clarifications, FMSH‐WP‐2013‐21,
April 2013, 1‐11, 8.
40 F. Nietsche, Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie für das Leben, Zürich,
Diogenes, 1984 [1874].
38
39
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suicide because of economic strain, is a matter of fact that each one of
us knows firsthand.41 Aggressiveness because of despair is much more
difficult to be proven. Yet one recognizes it in spasmodic violent out‐
bursts that depict through recognizable gestures their real cause.42 For
some people time passes mechanically. For others it does run dramati‐
cally. Yet there are always these who create beyond the morbid stuff of
human degradation a garden of hope.
Modernity promised a new world full of aspiration: there is the
promise of equality among human beings, the promise of a close rela‐
tionship with nature, that of social security, the promise of work first
and work ethic next, and, last but not least, the promise of the belief in
progress through solidarity. Yet most of these promises become time
and again allegories of speech within the context of constant austerity.
Additionally, ‘modern society has become a risk society in the sense
that it is increasingly occupied with debating, preventing and manag‐
ing risks that it itself has produced’.43 Xenophobia, racism, populism,
search for scapegoats and all kinds of extremisms are the major risks to
deal with. Yet in the milieu of structured austerity the distinction be‐
tween risk and catastrophe tends to eclipse. “The concept of crisis” as‐
serts Beck, “blurs the distinction between the (staged) risk as the fu‐
ture‐in‐the‐present and catastrophe as the present‐in‐the‐future (of
which we can ultimately know nothing).44 It is though well known that
risk does not mean catastrophe. Risk means the anticipation of catas‐
Z. Bauman and C. Bordoni, State of Crisis, 5.
For a detailed view on crime in the epoch of crisis see Crime and Penal Re‐
pression during the Time of Crisis (in Greek), Essays in honor of Professor Dr.
Nestor Courakis, ed. Dr. M. Gasparinatou, Athens, A. Sakkoulas, 2016.
43 U. Beck, Living in the world risk society, Economy and Society, 35, 3, 2006,
329‐345, 332.
44 Beck rejects also the common nostalgia of returning to normalcy by saying
“The use of ‘crisis’ deceives us into imagining that by overcoming the crisis today
we shall be able to revert to a pre‐crisis state of affairs. In contrast, ‘risk’ exposes
the ‘secular difference’ between the impending global threat and the responses to it
available to us in the framework of national policies”, in U. Beck, Risk, Class, Cri‐
sis, 6/11.
41
42
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trophe. Risks exist in a permanent state of virtuality, and become topi‐
cal only to the extent that they are anticipated.45 On the other hand,
probably temporarily, we witness a by‐polirization of the public dis‐
course on risks. Risk assessments centre of course around the critical
issue of debt service while risks with the regard to costs in human life,
resources, and normal societal functioning are sometimes treated as
collateral damages. A continuum of social sacrifice is thus legitimized
despite the fact that it is exactly this continuum that is producing a sec‐
ond‐order events that lead to negative evaluations. Reduced numbers
of teachers in the public sector [due to austerity measures] becomes, of
course, an evaluating factor of a less promising educational process.
Another tendency that unfolds corollary to this implies that in matters
like education arithmetic measures instead of or in addition to qualita‐
tive evaluations become the predominant modes of evaluating results
and reaching conclusive arguments. Yet Beck criticized early enough
the ‘mathematicized morality’ of expert thinking and public discourse
on ‘risk profiling’.46 Human beings cannot and should not be reduced
to plain numbers. Every human being is somebody much more than
what he or she possesses. Every human being is even much more or
more complex that all the social attributions (labels‐formal and infor‐
mal) actual for him or her at a certain time.47 This is what I mean when
I say to my students that each one of them is somebody more complex
and more promising than the aggregate of all the grades he or she has
received throughout his or her lives. Numbers (and even established
evaluations) with regard to individual human agency measure only a
certain aspect of the past and leave untouched most of the capital of
(the unknown) human potential, the positive opposite of negativity
measured in risk profiling.
Within the context of structured austerity there is another hidden
U. Beck, Living in the world, 332.
Ib., 333, and U. Beck, The Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, London,
Sage, 1992.
47 M. Nussbaum, Hiding from Humanity, Disgust, Shame and the Law, Prince‐
ton, Princeton University Press, 2004.
45
46
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epidemic: structures are forms of hidden persuasion which employ
that everyone gets what one deserves through them. The fact that such
structures are seen as normal forms of societal living is a matter of mis‐
recognition that leads to undeserved inequality. If these structures are
conceived as given, if the world is taken for granted, if societal con‐
struction is seen as natural then symbolic violence will take, as in many
cases takes, its course to be exercised upon agents with their complic‐
ity.48 This happens because, as Bourdieu asserts “their mind is con‐
structed according to cognitive structures that are issued out of the
very structures of the world”.49 What is understood by misrecognition,
according to the same author, does not fall under the category of influ‐
ence. It is not the logic of ‘communicative interaction’ where some
make propaganda aimed at others that is operative here. It is, Bourdieu
asserts, more powerful and insidious than that: being born in a social
world, we accept a whole range of postulates, axioms, which go with‐
out saying and require no inculcating.
“Any symbolic domination presupposes on the part of those who
are subjected to it a free adherence to values…The specificity of sym‐
bolic violence resides precisely in the fact that it requires of the person
who undergoes it an attitude which defies the ordinary alternative be‐
tween freedom and constraint”.50 Thus, the analysis of the unques‐
tioned acceptance of the world, due to immediate agreement of objec‐
tive structures and cognitive structures, represents the true foundation
of a realistic theory of domination and politics. It is therefore said that
of all the forms of ‘hidden persuasion’, the most implacable is the one
exerted, quite simply, by the order of things.51
What is the picture of this order of things that should be taken care
of? If Ulrich Beck is correct in his current analysis about the future of

48 P. Bourdieu, The Force of Law: Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field,
Hastings Journal of Law, 38, 1987, 209‐248, 233‐234.
49 Ib.
50 P. Bourdieu, Ce que parler veut dire. L’économie des échanges linguistiques,
Paris, Arthène Fayard, 1982, 36.
51 P. Bourdieu, Sur le pouvoir symbolique, Annales, no. 3, 1977, 405‐411.
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Europe then there must be ‘an idea of a two‐speed Europe that has
been suddenly revived, bypassing questions of its democratic legiti‐
macy. The meaning of European cooperation and integration has be‐
come fundamentally ambiguous, and it is above all the new underclass
that is suffering from this ambiguity. Its fate is uncertain: in the best
case, it will be federalism, in the worst, neo‐colonialism’. In order to
deal with the new situation Beck schematizes four principles that work
to build trust in Europe: ‘The principle of fairness. The expansion of
Europe also leads to new dependencies and obligations. What is crucial
is that the methods adopted as well as the results achieved should be
perceived as fair and just by all participating parties. The principle of
equalization. The question of how the large, powerful members of the
Union treat the smaller states will decide whether Europeans will get
along together in the future‐and indeed whether Europe can survive as
an entity. […]. The principle of reconciliation. Since it is entirely normal
for there to be inequalities and anomalies in such a complex mosaic of
countries, economies, cultures and democracies, a policy of reconcilia‐
tion is needed between stronger and weaker partners. Disagreements
ought not to be exacerbated by put‐downs and accusations. The princi‐
ple of non‐exploitation. Finally, safety mechanisms must be built into the
political architecture of Europe to prevent the powerful countries from
exploiting the weaker partners for their own profit’.
Beck in fact suggests that Europe needs a European structural ad‐
justment that will lead to its further democratization. History will
judge the truth of his assertions. For the time being the key issue in the
southern part of the continent is the functioning of austerity. With re‐
gard to this it is asserted that “the austerity model corresponds to a
questioning of the European social model, both in geopolitical terms as
a standard reference for political and economic development, and from
an internal European perspective as the downsizing of the aspirations
and democratic expectations of many European citizens”.52 “Auster‐

52 A. C. Ferreira, The Politics of Austerity as Politics of Law, Onati Socio‐legal
Series, 6, 3, 496‐519, 517. Available from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2831995.
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ity”, concludes Blyth, “has been tried and will keep being tried, at least
in the Eurozone until it’s either abandoned or voted out. It doesn’t
work. In fact, as we have repeatedly seen, it makes the debt bigger and
not smaller. So the debt is there and it needs to be paid off, or forgiven.
Given that forgiveness outside the confessional is unlikely, and the
other options, inflation and default, are even worse, it is pretty much
inevitable that over the next few years financial repression and higher
taxes on top earners will become a part of the landscape… This is how
we are going to deal with our debts‐through taxes and not through
austerity. Not because austerity is unfair, which it is, not because there
are more debtors than creditors, which there are, and not because de‐
mocracy has an inflationary bias, which it doesn’t, but because auster‐
ity simply doesn’t work”.53 Here we are.
IV. Epilogue: History has many cunning passages [T. S. Eliot]
With regard to austerity, the crucial question for a legal scholar
would be that of Juvenal: Sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes?54 Where,
in other words one finds an accountability principle that sets safe‐
guards regarding the taken action? Where stands the measure and the
utmost limit of such an action? The questions are, of course, rhetoric.55
With respect to a more European Europe: If, according to Frazer, the
most general meaning of justice is parity of participation, and this was
53 M. Blyth, Austerity: The history of a dangerous idea, New York, Oxford Uni‐
versity Press, 2013.
54 J. Juvenalis, Liber Secundus, Satura VI, lines, 347‐348. Juvenal suggested by
posing the famous question that wives cannot be trusted, and keeping them under
guard is not a solution‐because the guards cannot be trusted either. For a critique
of the question with respect to economic analysis see Leonid Hurwicz, But who
will Guard the Guardians, Nobel Prize Lecture, December 8, 2007.
55 My thoughts are shaped by penal theory and the discussion on ‘Garantismo
Giuridico” by I. Manoledakis, The Legal Good, Athens‐Thessaloniki, Sakkoulas,
1998 and L. Ferrajoli, Diritto e Ragione. Theoria del Garantismo Penale, Bari,
Laterza, 1990. Therefore, it is hard to understand modern processes with so serious
consequences for people’s lives without a charted territory of permitted action.
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the core meaning of democratic justice in ancient Greece, according to
this genuine democratic interpretation of the principle of equal moral
worth, justice requires social arrangements that permit all to partici‐
pate as peers in social life. Overcoming injustice means dismantling in‐
stitutionalized obstacles that prevent some people from participating
on a par with others, as full partners in social interaction.56 Equality,
Dignity and Social Justice for all is the horizon of our thoughts. The
economic capital available for this may be at the present time slim. Yet
the cultural capital that underwrites our realities permits nothing less
as an aspiration. Our pace is set from the beginning by the Poet: Alle
Menschen werden Brüder. Sisters and Brothers we shall eventually be.

56 N. Frazer, Reframing Justice in a globalizing world, in N. Frazer and Pierre
Bourdieu, (Mis)recognition, Social Inequality and Social Justice, London‐New
York, Routledge, 2007, 17‐35, 20.
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La responsabilité pénale des personnes
morales et la notion de sanction
SOTIRIOS LYTRAS
Professeur émérite de lʹUniversité dʹAthènes

Introduction
Le thème de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales dans le
contexte européen, qui nous intéresse en principe dans le cadre de cette
étude, date depuis longtemps.1
Il s’est accru à partir de 1992 quand, à la suite d’une initiative de
l’Union européenne,2 une pluralité d’Etats européens ont introduit
cette institution dans leur ordre juridique.3

1 Connu en Grande Bretagne depuis 1842, il y fut introduit par « l’Interprétation
Act 1889 ». V. B. Bouloc (G. Stefani ‐ G. Levasseur ‐ B. Bouloc), Droit pénal général,
Précis Dalloz, 20ème éd. 2007, p. 274 note 1 et la note suivante.
2 Remontant même à l’année 1977. E. Dreyer, Droit pénal général, 3ème éd. 2014,
Lexis‐Nexis, p. 773 note 3. V. au même auteur, ibid p. 776 note 20 des Conventions
du Conseil de l’Europe et des Nations‐Unis relatives à l’introduction au niveau eu‐
ropéen et international de l’institution en cause.
3 Voir sur ce sujet, J. Walther, Convergences, tendance(s), et discussion(s) euro‐
péenne(s) relatives à la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales in (sous la di‐
rection des D. Brach‐Thiel et A. Jacobs) La responsabilité pénale de la personne
morale, L’Harmattan, 2015, p. 159.
Crucial, le Deuxième Protocole à la Convention (en date du 26 Juillet 1995,
JOCE 27 nov. 1995, C. 316) relative à la protection des intérêts financiers des com‐
munautés européennes, du 19.6.1997 (JO 19.7.1997, C. 221), notamment art. 4 ) et
très importantes, des textes plus nouveaux, les directives 2011/92/UE et 2011/36
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Le problème majeur résultant de cette évolution tient au fait que,
suivant les principes régnant en droit pénal traditionnel, la personne
morale n’est pas sujette à des sanctions pénales, dont les seules destina‐
taires sont les personnes physiques, à savoir les êtres humains.
Longtemps prévalue cette conception, n’a pas pu résister au temps,
la délinquance ayant comme point de référence l’activité d’une per‐
sonne morale, d’une dimension souvent importante, dépassant des li‐
mites supportées par les sociétés, voire les Etats.4
Punir les seuls organes dirigeants ou leurs représentants était, non
seulement impossible, ceux‐ci étant souvent en fuite et parfois insolva‐
bles5, mais en plus, le centre de la délinquance, c’est‐à‐dire la personne
morale, restait intact, apte à être le foyer de nouveaux crimes.
Ce fut la cause pour laquelle le changement plus haut décrit a pu
avoir lieu.6

/UE du Parlement et du Conseil du 13 déc. 2011 et du 5 avril 2011, respectivement.
Une liste de pays ayant introduit cette responsabilité dans leur système pénal v. F.
Zeder, Die Strafbarkeit von juristischen Personen in Europa: Ein Uberblick, in: Un‐
ternehmensstrafrecht‐eine Praxisanleitung (Hotter / Lunzer / Schick / Soyer (Hg),
Schriftenreihe der Vereinigung Oesterreichischer Strafverteidigerlnnen ‐ Band 12,
nw Verlag, Recht, 2010, p. 226, comme aussi, F.J. Bedecarratz Scholz «Rechts‐
vergleicende Studien zur Strafbarkeit Juristischen Personen», Nomos‐Dike 2016, p.
58.
4 K. Tiedemann, «Die Bebussung von Unternehmen nach dem 2 Gesetz zur Be‐
kampfung der Wirtschaftskriminalitat”, NJW 1988, p. 1169 et s., M. Kaiafa‐Gbandi,
Guidelines on liability of legal persons “ex crimine”. The European research pro‐
ject on “corporate criminal liability and compliance programs” Commentary on
competence of the EU and the compatibility of the proposed guidelines with the
principles of European criminal law” in (Sous la dir. de G. Giudicelli‐Delage et
S.Manacorda) La responsabilité pénale des personnes morales : Perspectives euro‐
péennes et internationales, Société de législation comparée,2013, p. 125 et s.
5 P. Conte et P. Maistre de Chambon, Droit pénal général, 1990, Paris, Masson,
p. 203, B. Bouloc(G. Stefani, G. Levasseur, B. Bouloc) op.cit. p. 274, S. Lytras, La no‐
tion des amendes administratives et la conformité à la Constitution de leur infliction, (en
langue hellénique), éd. Sakkoulas, Athènes‐Komotini 1986, p. 46 note 25.
6 D. Spinellis, Sanctions pénales ( ? ) à des personnes morales et procédure
d’application (en langue hellénique), Chroniques Pénales 2003, p. 97 et s., R.
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Cela étant, on doit maintenant faire état , dans un premier temps, de
l’introduction de cette institution en droit positif répressif (Section I)
avant de préciser, dans un deuxième, fidèles à notre sujet, la répercus‐
sion de cette évolution sur la notion de sanction7 (Section II). Le tout
dans l’univers juridique européen, conçu comme contenant les Etats du
continent européen en soi et en tant que membres de l’Union euro‐
péenne, aussi bien que cette dernière.
Section I La responsabilité pénale des personnes morales, donnée du
droit positif.
L’introduction de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales8
dans l’ordre juridique des pays européens ne devait pas, en principe,
nous occuper que très brièvement ici. On serait, en effet, très content de
constater que ce principe fut introduit dans certains seulement d’entre
eux et de passer par la suite à notre analyse, l’apparition du phéno‐
mène même dans un seul des Etats européens pouvant être source de
tous nos syllogismes et réflexions.
Si l’on ne le fait cependant pas, c’est dans notre intérêt de préciser
mieux le rôle que joue cette responsabilité en tant que facteur de révé‐
lation de la place que tient la notion de sanction dans le domaine ré‐
pressif.

Scholz, Strafbarkeit juristischer Personnen ?, ZRP, 2000 p. 435 et s. plaidant lui en
faveur de l’introduction de la responsabilité en cause dans l’ordre juridique alle‐
mand et enfin les auteurs déjà (supra note 4) évoqués.
7 On entend sous le terme de sanction: le mal imposé à une personne à cause de
la violation par elle d’une règle de droit. Sur le contenu de cette notion voir en dé‐
tails, S. Lytras, La notion de sanction et la distinction fondamentale des sanctions,
L’Harmattan, 2015, passim.
8 Qu’on note ici que dans le cadre de cette étude notre intérêt porte uniquement
sur les entités qui ont la personnalité juridique. C’est à leurs cas, d’ailleurs, que se
sont posés les problèmes majeurs concernant notre sujet. Ainsi, si dans certaines
législations on parle de la responsabilité pénale des entreprises ou des associations,
celles‐ci tombent sous notre intérêt uniquement si elles sont dotées de la personna‐
lité juridique. Voir sur ce sujet F. J. Bedecarratz Scholz, op.cit. p. 39 et s.
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Cela étant et comme l’activité des personnes morales n’est pas à
l’origine seulement de leur responsabilité pénale, on s’arrête en pre‐
mier temps à toute sorte de responsabilité cause des sanctions, autres
que pénales § 1, avant d’attaquer de front, par la suite, notre propre ob‐
jet § 2.
§ 1 La responsabilité des personnes morales autre que pénale.
On tient à se référer ici, en principe, à l’activité des personnes mora‐
les qui attire vers elles, si elle se déploie contre la loi, l’application de
sanctions administratives ou disciplinaires, représentant les types à ca‐
ractère répressif les plus usuels, les autres types y étant contenus ou ne
présentant qu’exceptionnellement la qualité de sanction. 9
Or, l’examen du droit positif des Etats européens, l’Union Euro‐
péenne y comprise, montre clairement que des sanctions de divers ty‐
pes faisant partie du domaine répressif sont appliquées indifférem‐
ment aux personnes récalcitrantes, que ce soient physiques ou morales.
Ainsi :
1. Règlement (CE) 1/2003 du Conseil du 16 décembre 2002 relatif à
la mise en œuvre des règles de concurrence prévues aux articles 81 et
82 du traité10, dont l’article 23 (au Chapitre VI intitulé ‘Sanctions’) est

9 Les sanctions disciplinaires entrant, elles aussi, dans le concept des sanctions
administratives, au moins, ce qui est le plus usuel, si elles sont appliquées par des
autorités administratives, c’est pour des raisons de simple commodité que l’on les
traite ici séparément. Pour des raisons de commodité, également, nous traitons
dans le cadre de ce paragraphe les mesures répressives appliquées par des tribu‐
naux autres que pénaux.
On évite, par ailleurs, de se référer ici, séparément, au terme de sanction civile
désignant traditionnellement, au moins pour la théorie, des données ne correspon‐
dant pas toujours aux traits propres de la notion de sanction. Ainsi de
l’indemnisation. D’ailleurs, dans la pluralité des cas, les données répressives méri‐
tant la qualification de sanction du domaine civil sont appliquées par des tribu‐
naux. Voir S. Lytras, La notion de sanction et la distinction fondamentale des sanc‐
tions, L’Harmattan, 2015, p. 69 et s. p. 116.
10 JO L 1 du 4.1.2003, p.1. A noter que ce règlement a remplacé celui du 17/1962 qui
prévoyait en son article 15 des amendes contre les mêmes destinataires (entreprises et asso‐
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ainsi libellé :
Paragraphe1 : « La Commission peut, par voie de décision, infliger
aux entreprises et associations d’entreprises des amendes jusqu’à
concurrence de 1% du chiffre d’affaires total réalisé au cours de
l’exercice social précédent lorsque, de propos délibéré ou par négli‐
gence :
a) elles fournissent un renseignement inexact ou dénaturé en ré‐
ponse à une demande faite en application de l’article 17 ou de l’article
18, paragraphe 2 ;
b) c) d)…
e) des scellés apposés en application de l’article 20, paragraphe 2,
point d), par les agents ou les autres personnes les accompagnant
mandatés de la Commission, ont été brisés »…
Paragraphe 2 : « La Commission peut, par voie de décision, infliger
des amendes aux entreprises et associations d’entreprises lorsque, de
propos délibéré ou par négligence :
a) elles commettent une infraction aux dispositions de l’article 81 ou
82 du traité, ou b)…
c) elles ne respectent pas un engagement rendu obligatoire par déci‐
sion en vertu de l’article 9 ».11
2. Concernant ce qui présente plus d’intérêt, le domaine discipli‐

ciations d’entreprises) donc instituait‐il dès cette époque dans le contexte de l’Union euro‐
péenne des sanctions autres que pénales. A noter également que quant à ces sanctions,
l’ordre juridique de l’Union européenne ne connaissant pas la séparation des pouvoirs clas‐
sique, il ne convient pas à proprement parler de donner la qualification de sanctions admi‐
nistratives, celles‐ci devant être traitées comme des sanctions communautaires, sinon
comme des simples sanctions.
11 Dans le même sens, le Règlement (CE, Euratom) No 2988/95 du Conseil du 18
décembre 1995 relatif à la protection des intérêts financiers des Communautés eu‐
ropéennes (JO L 312 du 23.12.95 p. 1) dans l’art. 7 du quel est bien marqué que
« Les mesures et sanctions administratives communautaires peuvent s’appliquer
aux organismes économiques visés à l’art. 1er, à savoir les personnes physiques et
morales, ainsi que les autres entités auxquelles le droit national reconnaît la capaci‐
té juridique, qui ont commis l’irrégularité… ».
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naire, conçu ici d’une façon assez large12, on évoque ici les cas suivants
du droit positif hellénique :
a. La loi 682/1977 « Etablissements privés d’enseignement général et
Internats scolaires », dont l’art. 42 prévoit contre leurs propriétaires
(personnes, d’après l’art. 1 de la même loi, physiques ou morales) les
sanctions disciplinaires suivantes :
a) Blâme, b) amendes jusque à 30.000 euros, c) retrait provisoire….
et d) retrait définitif…. de leur permis de fonctionner.13
b. La loi 2725/1999 permettant l’infliction de sanctions disciplinaires
aux associations ou sociétés sportives, personnes morales, à cause des
comportements irréguliers de leurs organes aussi bien que de leurs
simples supporters, 14dont (art 41 Z § 3c) prévoit des amendes à hau‐
teur de 60.000 euros, et la sanction de jouer un match à huis clos, sanc‐
tions augmentées en cas de récidive.15

12 On passe ainsi d’une approche anthropocentrique, l’action disciplinaire
concernant traditionnellement les relations des ensembles organisés avec ses
agents, notamment l’Etat et ses fonctionnaires, à un statut englobant les relations
entre ensemble organisés et autres ensembles qui à conduit à des relations discipli‐
naires entre eux et ainsi à un régime permettant l’infliction des sanctions à des per‐
sonne morales. Voir là‐dessus, S. Lytras, Le phénomène disciplinaire en droit pu‐
blic hellénique contemporain (en langue hellénique), éd. A. Sakkoulas, Athènes ‐
Komotini 1989 p. 206 et s.
13 Dans le même sens les sanctions Infligées, à son époque, en vertu du DP 685/1972,
formellement caractérisées par la jurisprudence comme des peines disciplinaires. (CEE
3496/78), «…imposées pour des violations des dispositions en vigueur qui règlent la façon
dont ces établissements {établissements privés d’enseignement technique et professionnel}
doivent accomplir leur œuvre éducative et la responsabilité, entre autres, des propriétaires
des ces établissements en ce qui concerne l’exécution de cette tâche » (même arrêt).
14 Thème intéressant aussi particulièrement le droit positif français. Voir sur ce
point, S. Lytras, op.cit. p. 220, note 203. Voir aussi, ibid, p. 224 note 213 les contri‐
butions y affectées, à l’époque, par la doctrine. Voir, également, Avis, CE, 29 oct.
2007, Société sportive professionnelle, (AJDA 2008, p. 919).
15 Voir S. Lytras, ibid, p. 221, des dispositions permettant, sous le règne de la loi
75/1975, aujourd’hui abolie, l’infliction à une association sportive –entre autres‐ de la peine
disciplinaire d’être privé d’un match à domicile et de se voir imposer un match hors de ses
bases, si des débordements dus aux joueurs ou aux supporters du club ont eu lieu à
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3. D’une importance particulière, enfin, pour rester à ces quelques
exemples, le cas des OWI (infractions contre l’ordre) du droit allemand
qui connaît carrément la responsabilité en cause en prévoyant comme
sanctions des amendes (Geldbusse) contre des personnes juridiques
aux articles .29 et 30 de la loi afférente.16 . On lit ainsi à l’art. 30 de cette
loi titrée «Geldbusse gegen juristische personnen und Personenverei‐
nigungen »:
§ (1.) “Hat jemand ‐ eine Straftat oder Ordnungswidrigkeit began‐
gen durch die Pflichten welche die juristische Person oder die Perso‐
nenvereinigung treffen, verletz worden sind oder die juristische Person
oder die Personenvereinigung bereichert worden ist oder worden soll‐
te, so kann gegen diese eine Geldbusse festgesetz werden”….
L’intérêt majeur de cette loi, vue l’optique de notre approche, tient
au fait que, bien que l’application de ces amendes ait été confiée aux
autorités administratives, les Geldbusse n’ont effectivement pas cessé
d’avoir des relations étroites avec l’arsenal pénal, la preuve étant que
des recours éventuels contre les actes infligeant ces derniers sont jugés
par des tribunaux pénaux.17Ce qui renforce décisivement leur caractère
sanctionnateur, comme notre analyse par la suite (infra p. 8 et s.) le
montrera pleinement.
Pour H. Mattes, même, «Als Ergebnis bleibt somit die Festellung,
dass die Geldbusse eine echte Strafe im Sinne des Strafrechts und zwar
eine Geldstrafe ist, die sich von der sonstigen Geldstrafe insbesondere
der (frueren) Ubertretungsgeldstrafe, ausser in einigen positiv‐
rechtlich zu regenlden Besonderheiten nicht unterscheidet ».18, 19

l’intérieur ou en dehors du stade, pendant ou après la compétition.
16 Il s’agit du Gesetz uber Ordnungswidrigkeiten de 24.5.1968 (BGB L.I.S. 481) in
der Fassung von 19 Februar 1987). Infra note 19.
17 Dans notre étude, en S. Lytras, La notion des amendes administratives et la
conformité à la Constitution de leur infliction, précité, p. 208 note 381 et p. 297 note 64,
nous les avons d’ailleurs caractérisées de données hybrides du pouvoir exécutif.
Pour leur caractère nettement sanctionnateur, T. Papakiriakou, Das Griechishe
Verwaltungsstrafrecht in Kartellesachen, Centaurus Verlag, 2002, p. 265.
18 H. Mattes, Untersuchungen zur Lehre des Ordnungswidrigkeiten, Duncker et
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En conclusion, la responsabilité des personnes morales dans des
domaines répressifs autres que typiquement pénaux affiche une forte
présence dans l’espace juridique européen de notre temps, ce que notre
approche atteste.
§ 2 La responsabilité pénale des personnes morales.
La prolifération des sanctions autres que proprement pénales pou‐
vant être appliquées aux personnes morales elles‐mêmes, constitue une
évolution importante. Elle est loin cependant de marquer décisivement

Humblot, Berlin, 2te Halbband, p. 299.
19 C’est, en principe, dans le cadre de l’ordre juridique allemand que la dépéna‐
lisation, conçue comme un moyen de politique anticriminelle, a pu, en agissant sur
le domaine répressif, transformer son image et faire passer dans les mains de
l’Administration une large marge de sanctions traditionnellement infligées par des
tribunaux pénaux.
L’amorce de ce processus coïncide avec la Wirtschaftsstrafgesetz de 26 juillet 1949
(WiGBl.S.193) qui, rompant avec le passé et ayant qualifié certains comportements
contraires à la législation économique et punis jusque‐là en tant que contraven‐
tions, d’Ordnungswidrigkeiten, les a nettement distingués des Straftaten, (actes cri‐
minels) tout en prévoyant contre eux, comme sanction, au lieu de la peine pécu‐
niaire (Geldstrafe), l’amende (Geldbusse).
L’introduction générale des OWI dans l’ordre juridique allemand a eu cepen‐
dant lieu avec la Ordnungswideigkeiten ‐ gesetz de 25 Marz 1952 (BGBL.I. S.177), qui a
fait étendre l’institution dans l’ensemble du terrain pénal répressif, en y englobant
la totalité ou presque des cas qui jusqu’alors constituaient des contraventions de
police, passibles de peines pécuniaires (Geldstrafe) , infligées par des tribunaux pé‐
naux.
Un pas encore vers cette direction fut la transformation par l’article 3 de EGO‐
WIG 1968 (BGBL.I S.503) des contraventions routières en OWI, (§ 24 StVG), tandis
que comme point final, en principe au moins, de ce processus nous pouvons signa‐
ler l’abolition par la loi les contraventions en tant que catégorie soumise à sanction
du Code pénal allemand. § 12 du Strafgesetzbuch (St GB) in der Fassung von 2 Ja‐
nuar 1975 (BGBl 1 s. 2).
Voir sur les points indiqués ici, en détails, H. Mattes, Untersuchungen zur Leh‐
re von den Ordnungswidrigkeiten, Ester Halbband, Duncker et Humblot ‐ Berlin
1977, p. 178 et s.
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leur statut juridique et de provoquer ainsi des changements profonds
dans le domaine répressif.20 C’est ce qui s’est passé avec la reconnais‐
sance de leur responsabilité pénale.
(a) De cette évolution, comme on eut l’occasion de noter à
l’introduction, on n’a pas de sérieuses traces avant 1990.21C’est en effet
dans le courant des années 1990 que ce mouvement a pris une ampleur
qui l’érige en facteur déterminant du domaine répressif.22
De cette ampleur des textes ayant institué la responsabilité pénale
des personnes morales dans l’ordre juridique des Etats européens, on
se contente de citer ici ceux concernant la France, un pays qui nous in‐
téresse par excellence et à plusieurs égards, ainsi que la Belgique.23
20 Ne serait‐ce qu’ à cause du fait que la vague des sanctions administratives qui
constituent la grande masse des sanctions non pénales infligées aussi contre les
personnes publiques, passe par le biais de l’acte administratif unilatéral , dont le
régime emprunte en principe. Voir R. Chapus, Droit administratif général, Tome 1,
15ème éd., Montchrestien 2001, p. 1172 et s., S. Lytras La notion des amendes adminis‐
tratives et la conformité à la Constitution de leur infliction, précité, p. 17 note 36.
21 Le cas de la Grande Bretagne plus haut évoqué ‐note 1‐ mis à part, on peut en
plus citer ici le droit néerlandais qui connaît l’institution (art. 51 C.P.) dès 1953, J.
Pradel, Droit pénal comparé, 3ème éd., 2008, Précis Dalloz, p. 170 note 2.
22 Voir sur ce point infra p. 8 et s.
23 Tout en se référant‐supra note 3. ‐à la liste des pays ayant introduit
l’institution, dont –en plus de ceux qui furent déjà cités‐ le Portugal, l’Espagne, la
Norvège, la Finlande, le Danemark, l’Autriche et la Suisse. Il est par ailleurs à noter
que, vu la particularité de notre approche, l’introduction de l’institution même
dans un ordre juridique d’un pays européen ‐chose évoquée déjà, supra p. 1 et s.‐
suffirait à faire état des changements profonds pour le domaine répressif engen‐
drés par cette évolution, la peine cessant dorénavant d’être une affaire des person‐
nes physiques, dans le sens qu’elle est appliquée seulement à eux et à eux seuls.
Vu la même particularité, on n’ a pas besoin, non plus ici, de s’occuper de la fa‐
çon dont la responsabilité pénale est admise dans l’ordre juridique des pays inté‐
ressés, l’essentiel étant qu’une personne morale soit condamnée pénalement c.à.d.,
en principe, par un tribunal pénal. Sur les modèles d’imputation de la responsabili‐
té, en cause, et des sanctions y afférentes, S. Manacorda, La responsabilité des per‐
sonnes morales et l’harmonisation pénale européenne : modèles normatifs et obs‐
tacles théoriques,. in (Sous la dir. de G. Giudicelli‐Delage et S. Manacorda) La res‐
ponsabilité pénale des personnes morales : Perspectives européennes et internatio‐
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En droit français, c’est par l’art. 121‐2 du Code pénal de 1994 que
cette responsabilité fut introduite. Selon cet art., en effet, « Les person‐
nes morales, à l’exclusion de l’Etat, sont responsables pénalement …
des infractions commises, pour leur compte, par leurs organes ou re‐
présentants … ».24 Evolution généralisée sous la loi 2004‐204 du 9 mars
2004.25
De même, s’agissant de la Belgique, cette responsabilité fut l’œuvre
de la loi du 4 mai 1999, suivie en cela par le Code pénal belge, dont
l’article 5 est ainsi libellé : « Toute personne morale est pénalement
responsable des infractions qui sont intrinsèquement liées à la réalisa‐
tion de son objet ou la défense de ses intérêts ou des celles dont les faits
concrets démontrent qu’elles ont été commises pour son compte »26.
b. Cette évolution n’a pas touché, cependant, le droit positif helléni‐
que qui ‐sous l’influence allemande, encore que la jurisprudence du
BVerfG n’était pas hostile à une telle optique (20.323.335)‐ fermement
refuse cette possibilité. Les choses ont commencé à évoluer, néan‐
moins, ces derniers temps à la suite de certains documents (Protocoles,
Conventions) internationaux parmi lesquels la Convention des Nations
Unies du 31 octobre 2003 contre le crime international. Selon, en effet,

nales,précité, p. 23 et s. et F. Zeder, op.cit., p. 234 et s.
24 B. Bouloc (G. Stefani‐G. Levasseur‐B. Bouloc), Droit pénal général, précité, p.
272 et s., E. Dreyer, Droit pénal général, précité, p. 774 et s.
25 Ph. Raimbault, La discrète généralisation de la responsabilité pénale des per‐
sonnes morales, AJDA 2004, p. 2427 et s., D. Boccon‐Gibod, Sur la responsabilité
des personnes morales Perspectives européennes in (Sous la dir. de G. Giudicelli‐
Delage et S. Manacorda) La responsabilité pénale des personnes morales: Perspec‐
tives européennes et internationales, précité , p. 116 et s.
26 Voir l’évolution sur ce sujet, en droit belge, entre autres, in : P. Thevissen,
« Retour sur la genèse de la responsabilité des personnes morales en droit belge »,
in « La responsabilité pénale de la personne morale » (sous la dir. de D. Brach‐Thiel
et Ann Jacobs), L’Harmattan, 2015, p. 15 et s., Ann Jacobs, « La loi belge sur la res‐
ponsabilité pénale des personnes morales à l’aune de la jurisprudence », ibid, p. 113
et s. et A. Masset, « Consécration du principe de la responsabilité pénale des per‐
sonnes morales en droit belge : le principe, les peines et les particularités procédu‐
rales », ibid, p. 53 et s.
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l’art. 10 de la loi de ratification 3875/2010 de cette Convention‐ « Sous
la réserve des principes de droit de l’Etat Partie, la responsabilité des
personnes juridiques peut être pénale, civile ou administrative ».
Ainsi, bien que le droit hellénique n’ait pas procédé nettement jus‐
qu’à présent à la reconnaissance du caractère pénal d’une sanction in‐
fligée à une personne juridique, la possibilité qu’il a de le faire est
pleine de signification.
Ce qui concerne aussi les autres Etats‐ notamment l’Allemagne‐ qui
insistent à le refuser.27
c. Notons, enfin, pour clore notre analyse à ce point, la directive
2011/92/UE du Parlement européen et du Conseil, du 13 décembre 2011
relative à la lutte contre les abus sexuels et l’exploitation sexuelle des
enfants ainsi que de la pédopornographie28… dont l’article 13, intitulé
‘sanctions à l’encontre des personnes morales’ (nous intéressant fort
ici) est ainsi libellé en son paragraphe 1 :
‐ « Les États membres prennent les mesures nécessaires pour
que toute personne morale déclarée responsable au sens de
l’article 12, paragraphe 1, soit passible de sanctions effectives,
proportionnées et dissuasives, qui incluent des amendes pénales
ou non pénales et éventuellement d’autres sanctions, notam‐
ment :
a) des mesures d’exclusion du bénéfice d’un avantage ou d’une aide
publics ;
b) des mesures d’interdiction temporaire ou définitive d’exercer une
activité commerciale ;
………..
e) la fermeture temporaire ou définitive d’établissements ayant ser‐
vi à commettre l’infraction. »
Cela étant, qu’on évalue maintenant l’impact de cette évolution sur
le droit positif, notamment en ses données répressives.

27 G. Jacobs, Strafrecht Allgemeiner Teil, 2è Auf., W. de Gruyter/Berlin New Y‐
orK 1991, .p. 148
28 JO L 335 1 du17.12.2011 p. 1.
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Section II. L’institution de la responsabilité pénale des personnes
morales en droit positif et la notion de sanction.
L’admission de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales
en droit positif, comme nous l’avons déjà évoquée dans
l’introduction, n’a pas été œuvre facile. Il fallait, avant tout,
que soient abandonnés ou non suivis29 les principes fonda‐
mentaux du droit pénal30, dont par excellence celui de person‐
nalité des peines31, dernier bastion, pour la théorie tradition‐

29 Si l’on accepte que dans le cadre du droit de l’Union européenne ces princi‐
pes ne sont pas toujours prêts à se prévaloir. Voir., ainsi, au sujet du principe de
culpabilité, privé d’une consécration solennelle, R. Sicourella, Nulla poena sine
culpa : un véritable principe commun européen ?, RSC, 2002 p. 15 et s., S. Mana‐
corda, op.cit., p. 45 et M. Poelemans, La sanction dans l’ordre juridique commu‐
nautaire, Bruylant/L.G.D.J. 2004, p. 574. Que des signes de leur présence effective,
là, ne sont pas absents : K. Tiedemann, Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, Karl Heymans Ver‐
lag, Koln, Berlin , Munchen, 2004, p. 131, Sicourella , ibid, p. 20 et s.
30 Son essence même pour s’aligner à L. de Graeve, Analyse critique du principe
de responsabilité pénale des personnes morales in (sous la direction D. Brach‐Thiel
– A. Jacobs, « La responsabilité pénale de la personne morale. Enjeux et avenir »),
p. 35.
31 Axé autour de la thèse, élaborée en principe par la théorie du droit pénal al‐
lemand (D. Spinellis, op.cit p. 97 ) ‐refusant constamment aujourd’hui cette respon‐
sabilité‐ que la peine ne peut s’adresser qu’aux êtres humains.
Conçue, ici, pour indiquer que la peine doit toucher celui qui a effectivement
produit le crime, (Bouloc (G. Stefani‐G. Levasseur‐B. Bouloc) op.cit. p. 273), ce qui
représente son sens normal. Nul n’est passible de peines ‐ énonce la Cour de Cassa‐
tion, Crim. 16 Déc. 1948, Bull. 291 ‐ « qu’à raison de son fait personnel ».
« Ein funktionsgerechter Handlungsbegriff, écrit de sa part C. Roxin , Strafrecht
Allg. Teil B I 4e Aufl. 2006, Verlag C.H. Beck, p. 256 § 8 c 44, ergipt sich, wenn man
die Handlung als « Personlichkeitsausserung » versteht. Das heisst : Handlung ist
zunackst einmal alles,, was sich einem Menschem, als seelisch‐geistiges Aktions‐
zentrum zuordnen lasst ».
Thèse qui, en plus, a le sens que l’auteur de l’acte punissable doit avoir agi avec
faute (principe de culpabilité personnelle, (Schuldprinzip), tout en étant en mesure
de comprendre ce qu’il a fait (Unrechtsbewusstein,) aussi bien que le sens de la ré‐
action de l’ordre juridique, personnalisée à la peine lui étant infligée. Un tout, dont
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nelle32, en notre estime, de la supériorité de la peine en droit
répressif. Supériorité dont la décadence, amorcée par le recul
et l’abandon des thèses prônant une différence qualitative du
délit criminel sur le délit administratif 33§1, a trouvé sa fin

seul un être humain peut se rendre compte. « Das gesamte Strafrecht, insbesondere
die Strafrechtdogmatik, wird auf bestimmten Prinzipien aufgebaut‐écrit F.J. Bede‐
carratz‐Scholz op.cit.p.99 au sujet de la culpabilité personnelle, nous intéressant
particulièrement ici –die wesentlicher Bestandteil des Systems sind. Diese sind
u.a…….. das Schuldprinzip …..». Egalement significative la position de Graewe,
lorsque il écrit, op.cit.p.34 «… seule une personne physique peut être à l’origine de
la faute » et celle de C. Mylonopoulos , Droit pénal, Partie Générale I, P.N. Sakkou‐
las, Athènes 2007, p. 110 (en langue hellénique), pour qui, appuyé sur les données
de la législation pénale hellénique, le reproche de culpabilité en tant que désap‐
probation morale ne peut être adressé qu’à « une personne physique ». Disons,
pour en finir ici, que pour désigner le principe en cause on utilise parfois, en théo‐
rie, l’expression « principe de la responsabilité pénale personnelle»,dont celui de la
personnalité de la peine, d’un sens différent, est le corolaire, v. F. Desportes et F. Le
Gunehec, Droit pénal général, Economica, 14ème éd. 2007, p. 470 et s. La jurispru‐
dence employant le terme : « principe de la personnalité des peines », c’est à elle
que va notre préférence. (CE, Sté Credit agricole Indosuez Cheuvreux, 22 Nov.2000
(AJDA, 2000, p. 1069).
32 En parlant, par ailleurs, de la théorie traditionnelle du droit pénal on se réfère
à celle développée dans l’espace juridique européen‐ en principe en France et en
Allemagne‐ dont les thèses nous reproduisons ici sans qu’on les adopte nécessai‐
rement. Pour éviter, cependant, toute confusion, on prend soin, de s’en distancie
chaque fois que l’on le juge nécessaire.
33 Ce qui nous oblige de nous référer à la fameuse théorie de J. Goldschmidt,
exposée dans son œuvre, Das Verwaltungsstrafrecht, Karl Heymans Verlag, Berlin
(1902).Goldschmidt étant le plus fervent défenseur d’une telle différence, qu’il nous
soit ainsi permis, dans le parcours de notre approche, de nous référer uniquement à son
œuvre, la considérant comme la plus authentique parmi celles des auteurs acceptant les
mêmes thèses que lui. L’essentiel, d’ailleurs, est de montrer plus l’échec des théories, disons‐
les qualitatives, dans leur ensemble, que de décrire l’une ou l’autre d’entre elles qui sont
unanimes quant au point crucial : l’aspect qualitatif de la donnée en cause. Un panorama
succinct des thèses développées sur ce sujet v.in : E. Wiederin, Die Zukunft des Verwal‐
tungsstrafrecht (Verhandlungen des Sechzenten Osterreichischen Juristentages, Graz
2006, III /1, Strafrecht), Manzsche Verlags‐und Universitatsbuchandlung, Wien 2006, p.
34 et s.
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avec la reconnaissance de la responsabilité pénale des person‐
nes morales § 2.34
§ 1 La théorie de la différence qualitative entre délit criminel et délit
administratif (Théorie Goldschmidt) et la place de la peine en droit ré‐
pressif après son déclin.
La théorie Goldschmidt militant en faveur de la peine, en tant que
réaction contre le crime, et de sa supériorité par rapport à toute autre
donnée répressive, nous allons présenter ses points principaux (a)
avant de faire état de son déclin et de la répercussion de celui‐ci sur la
place de la peine dans le domaine répressif (b).
a. J. Goldschmidt ‐ devant des nouvelles à son époque réalités pous‐
sant l’Administration et l’Etat plus généralement à développer, en vue
du bien commun, une action plus énergique nécessitant de leur faire
endosser encore plus de pouvoirs répressifs, en partant d’une approche
historique et comparative‐ est arrivé à l’idée d’une différence qualita‐
tive entre « Straftaten schweren » et « Straftaten leichten », « einfa‐
chen », interprétant cette différence « als Gegensatz zwischen Verfas‐
sungs‐und Verwaltungsstrafrecht », la Constitution représentant pour
lui l’ordre juridique (Rechtsordnung), l’Administration quant à elle,
orientée au bonheur de la Société humaine (Wohlfahrsforderung).
D’après lui, la violation de l’ordre juridique constitue un délit (Un‐
recht, Rechtswidrigkeit) contre lequel la Société réagit avec la peine.
Par contre, si quelqu’un agit contre la volonté de l’Administration ou
ses ordres, il ne prête pas son concours à une action dirigée vers le
bonheur commun. Le résultat en est que le droit pénal administratif
par lequel la Société réagit contre ce manquement, est un « Pseudo‐
strafrecht » et die « Verwaltungsstrafe » enthalt « principiell nicht wie
die Rechtsstrafe die Beeintrachtigung des Rechtssphare eines Wil‐
lenstragers, sondern die Maassregelung eines Hilfsorgan… ».35
34 Il va de soi que nous aurions pu avoir ce résultat, à la suite de la reconnais‐
sance de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales par le règne de la théorie
de la différence qualitative entre délit criminel et délit administratif.
35 J. Goldschmidt, ibid, p. 529 et s, 552, 556.) Voir .aussi avec profit‐bien qu’en
substance‐ Fleiner F, Institutionen des Deutschen Verwaltungsrecht, 8ème éd. (2
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Pour Goldschmidt, en d’autres termes, la différence entre ces deux
types de délits ,différence nettement qualitative autant que radicale,
porte sur l’intérêt protégé, consistant, dans le cas des comportements
jugés criminels, en la violation des intérêts juridiques (Rechtsguter),
condition n’existant pas au délit administratif, où l’on est devant une
omission de prêter son soutien à l’Administration pour qu’elle atteigne
ses objectifs (Verwaltungsguter), différence irradiée par ses adeptes,
notamment E.Schmidt et E. Wolf,36 tant sur le contenu de l’illicite que
sur son imputation.37
Le résultat en est que sur cette base le droit pénal, dans toutes ses
grandes composantes (délits et peines notamment), affiche une pré‐
sence forte, lui réservant la primauté indiscutable dans le domaine ré‐
pressif.38

Nachdruck) Tubingen 1928, p. 216 note 7 (1963 Scientia Verlag AALEN), ainsi que
la traduction en langue hellénique de cette même’8ème éd. par G. Stymfaliades, p
197 note 7.
36 E. Wolf, « Die Stellung der Verwaltungsdelikte in Strafrechtssystem », Fest‐
gabe fur Reinhard v. Frank II, p. 517‐588, Tubingen 1930, E. Schmidt, Das veue
westdeutsche Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, 1950, dont l’œuvre a influencé l’adoption par le
législateur allemand de l’institution des OWI, sans cependant ‐ à une exception
minime près‐ que celles‐ci soient acceptées comme représentant des données quali‐
tativement différentes des crimes (A. Czer, Dissertation Wurzburg, 1961 p. 47). Bien
que la théorie de Goldschmidt ait d’ailleurs eu une grande répercussion sur la doc‐
trine, elle n’a pas eu d’ influence sur le législateur, ses idées figurant seulement aux
projets des lois ( Entwurfe),H. Mattes, op.cit. erster Halbband p. 150.
37 V. sur ce point –entre‐autres– S. Lytras, « La notion des amendes administratives
et la conformité à la Constitution de leur infliction », Ed. Sakkoulas, Athènes 1986, en
langue hellénique, p. 231 et s. notamment note 48.
38 On doit noter, ici, à l’occasion, qu’avant que soient développées des thèses
sur une différenciation des délits, il n’y eut aucun besoin de parler, en droit pénal,
d’une substance qualitative de ces données, que ce soit le crime ou la peine. C’est,
en effet, en présence des données liées à ce qu’on avait appelé le droit pénal admi‐
nistratif que des questions et des problèmes afférents se sont effectivement posées.
Du coup, la peine s’est trouvée en danger devant des nouveaux types de sanctions
minant‐en faveur de la notion de sanction‐ sa suprématie dans le domaine répres‐
sif, chose difficilement aperçue à l’époque.
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b. Traiter, cependant, pénalement, les intérêts liés à l’activité de
l’Administration de façon différente, comme s’ils étaient de moindre
importance pour la société et la vie des Etats en n’ayant pas de réper‐
cussions directes et importantes sur eux, relevait de l’arbitraire, voire
de l’absurde.
Basée ainsi sur une donnée de valeur au moins ambivalente, la
théorie proposant une supériorité de nature qualitative du délit crimi‐
nel ne devait pas résister pour longtemps, exposée comme elle l’était
dès sa naissance à de sérieuses critiques.
Ainsi sans difficulté, bien qu’avec un retard significatif,39 on a, en
doctrine40, accédé à la thèse, devenue majoritaire, qu’entre les deux ty‐
pes de délits, criminel et administratif, n’existait qu’une différence
quantitative, que l’on a précisée finalement comme une différence de
sanction.41

39

Signalé par H.‐H. Jescheck (Das deutsche Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, JZ 1959 p. 457

et s.).
40 On pense, en principe ici, aux doctrines allemande et hellénique, refusant
constamment d’admettre la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales. Pour des
cas d’adoption de cette reconnaissance en droit positif allemand avant la deuxième
guerre mondiale et juste après, voir K. Tiedemann, Die « Bebussung » von Unter‐
nehmen nach dem 2.Gesetz zur Bekampfung der Wirtschaftskriminalitat , préci‐
té,.p. 1169 et s.
41 Ainsi Chorafas N., Droit pénal, 9ème éd.1978, p. 135 (en langue hellénique), H.‐
H. Jescheck, Das deutsche Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, op.cit. p. 460, et H.‐H. Jescheck / T.
Weigend, Lehrbuch des Strafrechts, All. Teil, 5ème éd., 1996, Duncker et Humblot/
Berlin, § 7, 3b p. 58, (légérement modifiée), N. Androulakis, Droit pénal, Partie Gé‐
nérale, Droit et Economie, P.N. Sakkoulas, Athènes 2000, p. 7 et s., en langue hellé‐
nique, qui constate, même, ibid, p. 52, que jusqu’à présent n’est pas rendu possible
d’avoir une définition essentielle ferme de la notion du crime.
« Schwiriger ist es, ‐énonce de son côté Bverf.G. 27.19 (29) en adoptant en substance
la même thèse‐ die exacte Grenzlinie zwischen dem Kernbereich des Strafrechts und dem
Bereich der blossen Ordnungswidrigkeiten zu ziehen, zumal in diesen Grenzbereich die in
der Rechtsgemeinschaft herrschenden Anschauungen uber die Bewertung des Unrechtsge‐
haltes einzelner Verhaltensweisen in besonderen Masse dem Wechsel unterworfen sind ».
Pour une critique appropriée de la thèse Goldschmidt voir encore in K. Tie‐
demman, Wirtschafts‐strafrecht und Wirtschafts‐Kriminalitat 1 Allg. Teil., Rech‐
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c. La thèse de la différence qualitative abandonnée, la doctrine s’est
tournée, pour répondre aux problèmes théoriques aux quels elle était
confrontée, du côté de la peine, devenue ainsi, par la force des choses,
l’élément premier du domaine répressif, donc du droit pénal.
Réponse à l’illicite criminel, la peine faisait d’ailleurs partie, dès le
début, de la même substance que lui, reflétant une allure répressive
qualitative.
Conçue sur cette base, la peine continuait, même après l’abandon
susmentionné, d’être traitée comme quelque chose d’aliud par rapport
aux autres données répressives, notamment par rapport aux sanctions
administratives et même comme la donnée souveraine.42
Quels traits cependant propres aux peines auraient pu être à la base
et justifier une telle affirmation?
Qu’on note dès le début que ces traits ne pouvaient être recherchés
dans les soi‐disant fonctions de la peine en tant qu’intimidation du
coupable, son amélioration, en tant peur, enfin, provoquée aux autres
hommes qui, en cas de pareil comportement, auraient à subir le même
sort, données qui sont étrangères au contenu de l’acte juridique

tswissenschaften, 1976, p. 130 et s. Notons, enfin, que la soi‐disant théorie mixte
prônant une approche qualitative‐quantitative du sujet‐ C. Roxin, op.cit. p. 59,
note 194, C. Mylonopoulos, op.cit. p. 50, note 52 avec des références appropriées,
est privée d’importance pour notre approche. Comme on vient, en effet, de noter
(supra note 34), le résultat provoqué en droit pénal, à la suite de la reconnaissance
de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales, pouvait avoir lieu même du rè‐
gne de la théorie de la différence qualitative entre délit criminel et délit administra‐
tif.
42 On eut l’occasion de montrer, v. S. Lytras, « La notion de sanction et la dis‐
tinction fondamentale des sanctions », précité, p. 135 n. 33, que cela relevait de
l’arbitraire, une donnée privée de caractère qualitatif ne pouvant rendre qualitati‐
vement différente la réponse répressive basée sur elle, ou ‐ce qui revient au même‐
la peine supposée qualitativement différente , comment ne pouvait transgresser
son contenu qualitatif au comportement sanctionné par elle. Dans le même sens,
mais en direction contraire, N. Androulakis, lorsque, il écrit : « Si (la peine) … est
un mal fort, le crime aussi doit en être un. », ibid p. 55.
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même.43 Ils se sont d’ailleurs montrés inaptes à faire déceler une diffé‐
rence matérielle quelconque entre sanctions en droit positif hellénique,
donc de fonder sur elles une différence qualitative au profit de la
peine44.
Ils doivent, par contre, et on pense ici sur les rails de la théorie tradi‐
tionnelle, être en relation avec l’homme, base de la société humaine45,46.
Le droit pénal, destiné à protéger les intérêts de la société, ne peut que
s’adresser aux hommes qui, seuls comme nous venons de le constater,47
peuvent comprendre le sens et le contenu des règles du droit pénal et
les valeurs que celles‐ci incarnent, donc, en fin de compte, le contenu et
le sens des sanctions leur étant infligées à cause de leurs actes.48
43 Que ces données, dont la valeur s’avère ainsi relative, ont trait à l’auteur d’un
acte et non au contenu de l’acte même, Ch. Eisenmman, Cours de Doctorat,1958‐
1959, p. 171, S. Lytras, Agents et organes administratifs, Thèse Paris, 1973, p. 59
note 7, Kelsen, Théorie pure du droit, traduction Ch. Eisenmann, 1962, p. 151.
44 S. Lytras, « La notion de sanction et la distinction fondamentale des sanctions,
p. 84 et s.
45 « Toute infraction pénale, intentionnelle ou non‐ écrit L. de Graeve, op.cit. p.
33 ‐ ne peut prendre appui que sur l’« homme », personne physique et psychique ».
A noter ici que par le terme de «personne physique» nous devons comprendre
l’homme en tant qu’être biologique, la personnalité juridique des hommes n’étant
en fait, tout comme celle des personnes morales, que le fait du droit. V. ‐là‐dessus‐
A Papachristou/S. Lytras, « Les personnes morales à « double nature » dans la ju‐
risprudence du Conseil d’Etat hellenique » in Tome d’honneur pour les 75 années
du Conseil d’Etat hellénique, éd. Sakkoula SA, Athènes‐Salonique, 2004, en langue
hellénique, p. 809 et s.
46 En agissant de la sorte, il est clair qu’on laisse de côté tous les autres traits qui
pourraient soutenir la thèse d’une différenciation qualitative de la peine par rap‐
port aux autres sanctions que nous avons examinées dans notre étude : La notion
de sanction et la distinction fondamentale des sanctions précitée, p. 79 et s., à la
quelle nous renvoyons.
Ils n’ont pas, d’ailleurs, de relation quiconque avec l’essentiel de notre appro‐
che qui consiste à rechercher si la personne morale a qualité à être, en tant que
telle, destinataire d’une peine.
47 Supra p. 8, note 31.
48 Pour un aperçu pertinent de cette thèse, voir in A. Kaufmann, Zur Frage der
Beleidigung von Kollektivpersonlichkeite, in Schuld und Strafe, Studien zur Straf‐
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d. Cela étant, on se rend vite compte que les seuls traits auxquels la
théorie traditionnelle du droit pénal, suivie en cela par la jurispru‐
dence, pourrait et a effectivement pu se baser, c’est l’effet de la peine
sur la personne coupable, notamment la désapprobation exprimée à
travers elle pour ce qu’elle a fait et sa stigmatisation consécutive, à
cause de son infliction par les tribunaux pénaux49.
Ainsi, de la doctrine hellénique, entre autres, Androulakis qui, après
avoir considéré la peine (Strafe) comme « die wirklich zentrale und
primare Grosse, um die sich hier alles drehen mus », note très significa‐
tivement que « Strafe ist eine gesetzlich vorgesehene harte, d.h. stigma‐
tisierende und peinliche Behandlung, die einem Subjekt vom Staat als
exklusiver Ausdruck seiner besonderen Missbiligung eines normwid‐
rigen Verhaltens wegen auferlegt wird, damit sie als solche empfunden
wird ». 50
Chose nettement marquée aussi, dans l’arrêt précité du BVerfG
27.19 (33), au sujet des Gelstrafe (réponse à un crime) et des Geldbusse
(réponse à une OWI), où l’on lit : « Sie unterscheiden sich jedoch da‐
durch, dass nach allgemeiner Anschauung mit der Verhangung einer
Kriminalstrafe ein ehenruhriges, autoritatives Unwerturteil uber eine
Verhaltensweise des Taters, der Vorwurf einer Auflehnung gegen die
Rechtsordnung und die Festellung der Berechtigung dieses Vorwurfs
verbunden sind (BVerfGE 22,49(80)» et, juste après, « Demgegenuber
wird die an eine Ordnungswidrigkeit gegnupfte Geldbusse lediglich al
seine nachdruckliche Pflitchenmahnung angesehen und empfunden,

rechtsdogmatik, Carl Heymans Verlag, KG, 1966, p. 257. Voir encore ici G. Eidam,
Unternehmen und Strafe, Carl Heymanns Verlag, 7e auf. 2014 p. 100, F.J. Bedecar‐
ratz Scholz op.cit. p. 107 et s. et L. de Graeve, op.cit. p. 36.
49 Désapprobation liée et allant de pair avec la culpabilité. P. Conte et P. Maistre
de Chambon, op.cit. p. 207.
50 N. Androulakis, Uber den Primat der Strafe, ZStW, 1996, p. 302 et p. 303. Que
sur cette base on ne peut pas fonder une différence qualitative des sanctions, donc
de la peine, en droit positif hellénique, voir S. Lytras, op.cit., notamment p. 69 et s.
Réticent à l’accepter comme trait de la définition de la peine, N. Courakis, Théorie
de la peine, 2006, Ed. Sakkoula, Athènes‐Salonique, (en langue hellénique) p. 33.
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die keine ins Gevicht fallende Beeintrachtigung des Ansehens und des
Leumundes des Betroffenen zur Folge hat, mag sie dessen Vermogen
auch ebenso starck belasten wie eine vergleichbare Geldstrafe.Ihr fehlt
der Ernst der staatlichen Strafe (BVerfGE 9, 167 (171) ; 22, 49 (79) ».
e. En partant de cette base il semble, aux yeux de la théorie péna‐
liste, notamment celle allemande et hellénique, presque illogique de
vouloir punir pénalement les personnes morales : sur ces dernières, en‐
tités fictives ou réelles peu importe ici,51 la peine, le remède pour pro‐
téger les valeurs sociales, conçue comme la réponse de la société hu‐
maine à la délinquance, ne pouvait, sous ces conditions, avoir le moin‐
dre résultat, l’homme restant le point de référence unique de toute
donnée pénale.
Or, quoi qu’il en soit, la responsabilité pénale des personnes mora‐
les, instituée déjà dans l’ordre juridique des pays européens, constitue
un fait52, dont nous devons à présent mesurer les conséquences, no‐
tamment sa répercussion sur la notion de sanction, objet de notre pro‐
pre approche.

51 Accepter avec la Cour de Cassation (Cass. Civ. 28 Janvier 1954, D. 1954 jur. p. 217)
note Levasseur, qu’il s’agit d’entités réelles, ne change pas les choses, ni notre optique.
L’essentiel est que la personne morale ne puisse pas agir comme si elle était un être humain.
Pour un aperçu des idées exprimées sur ce sujet v. in F. J. Bedecarratz Scholz, op.cit. p.
43 et s. V. aussi à Bouloc, (G. Stefani ‐ G. Levasseur ‐ B. Bouloc) op.cit. p. 273, les thèses
pour ou contre exprimées sur cette matière, et à D. Brach‐Thiel « La responsabilité pénale
de la personne morale en France Genèse et objectifs »,in (sous le direction) D. Brach‐Thiel
et A. Jacobs « La responsabilité pénale de la personne morale », précité, p. 8 et s. des consi‐
dérations plus ou moins analogues.
52 Dont on trouve, en France, une consécration solennelle par la jurisprudence ‐
dans la Cass. Crim. 26 Juin 2001, Décision 00‐83466, Bul. crim. 2001 N. 161, p. 504‐
lorsque celle‐ci énonce : « Que, par ailleurs, dans les cas prévus par la loi, la faute
pénale de l’organe ou du représentant suffit, lorsqu’elle est commise pour le
compte de la personne morale, à engager la responsabilité pénale de celle‐ci, sans
que doive être établie une faute distincte à la charge de la personne morale », cité et
traduit par F. J. Bedecarratz. Scholz, op.cit. p. 261 (note 846).
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§ 2. La notion de sanction au lendemain de la reconnaissance de la
responsabilité pénale des personnes morales en droit répressif.
Que l’on précise dès maintenant que, dans une de nos études pu‐
bliées récemment53, on avait soutenu que l’évolution concernant la
consécration de la responsabilité pénale des personnes morales milite
de façon décisive en faveur de la thèse selon laquelle, en domaine ré‐
pressif, c’est la notion de sanction et non celle de peine qui prévaut, y
étant la notion souveraine.
De sorte que l’étude en mains apparaît, sur ce point précis, comme
sa prolongation naturelle, empruntant de sa substance, si non de ses
propres mots.
(a)Comme on vient de le noter, selon la théorie traditionnelle du
droit pénal, la peine porte en elle une désapprobation personnelle de
l’auteur d’un acte que l’ordre juridique juge digne d’être sanctionné,
donnée qui assure une différence qualitative en sa faveur.
Pour que cette thèse puisse cependant avoir un sens, même si nous
admettons que l’élément de la désapprobation soit incorporé au fait
sanctionnateur en constituant ainsi un élément de la peine,54 il faudrait,
comme nous l’ avons bien noté que « les faits sanctionnateurs pénaux
aient, à eux seuls, un poids particulier (par exemple, s’ils ne consistent
qu’en emprisonnement) par rapport à d’autres faits sanctionna‐
teurs ».55
Or, sans vouloir reproduire ici toute notre argumentation ‐on rai‐
sonne, d’ailleurs, dans le cadre de ce que nous avons appelé dans notre

53 Il s’agit de notre étude S. Lytras, La notion de sanction en droit répressif eu‐
ropéen : droit pénal ou droit sanctionnateur ; ERPL/REDP Vol. 27, No 2 2015, p.
837 et s.
54 Chose que nous avons nettement refusée pour les données du droit positif
hellénique, la désapprobation n’étant pour nous que l’autre fasse de notre possibi‐
lité d’appliquer la peine, tout en étant, d’ailleurs, propre à toute sorte de sanctions
et non seulement aux sanctions pénales. V. là‐dessus S. Lytras, La notion de sanc‐
tion et la distinction fondamentale des sanctions, précité, p. 108 et s. et infra note
59.
55 S. Lytras, ibid.
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étude précitée (note 53) espace européen‐ on constate que des peines
privatives de libertés, bien qu’en extension limitée, relèvent aussi de la
compétence des autorités administratives, telles les sanctions appli‐
quées par des autorités militaires dans le cadre de leur pouvoir disci‐
plinaire.56 En plus, si des peines pécuniaires sont prévues contre cer‐
tains délits, il n’en reste pas moins que des sanctions pécuniaires d’une
somme, à l’occasion, énormément plus élevée, sont prévues et appli‐
quées comme sanctions administratives, très répandues ces derniers
temps, et même à l’origine des vrais systèmes sanctionnateurs auto‐
nomes.57
Et cela sans se référer au fait que la violation de certaines règles,
sanctionnée pénalement comme contraventions dans l’ordre juridique
de certains Etats58, ne répond pas à l’exigence demandée, de sorte que
la désapprobation personnelle manquant dans ces cas, vient affaiblir
ainsi la thèse prépondérante de la peine dans le domaine répressif.
Ni faire état ici du fait que, si la dissolution d’une personne morale
peut être l’objet, tant de sanctions pénales qu’administratives, son
équivalent parmi les sanctions pénales appliquées aux personnes phy‐
siques, la peine de mort, est aujourd’hui partout ‐dans les pays du
continent européen, au moins‐ abolie.
Ce qui conduit à la conclusion que la désapprobation liée à
l’application de toute sorte de sanctions ne s’en diffère entre sanctions
pénales et autres, notamment administratives.59
56 Sans se référer aux internements administratifs du droit français des temps
plus ou moins troublés de jadis. Ni au fait que la plupart des peines privatives de
liberté sont transformées ou se transforment en pratique à des peines pécuniaires
et que la peine de mort est aujourd’hui partout ‐dans les pays du continent euro‐
péen, au moins‐ abolie, tandis que son homologue parmi les sanctions administra‐
tives, à savoir la dissolution des personnes morales, est encore en vigueur.
57 S. Lytras, op.cit., p. 134 et s., G. Eidam, op.cit. p. 80.
58 V. ainsi l’art. 459 du Code Pénal hellénique, selon lequel celui qui contrevient
toute disposition de police réglant des objets autres que ceux du chapitre 26 du
Code pénal est puni d’amende ou d’arrestation. Pour des cas analogues du droit
français v. B. Bouloc (G. Stefani ‐ G. Levasseur ‐ B. Bouloc), op.cit. p. 7.
59 Désapprobation bien évoquée par l’arrêt 2244/1979 du CEE, renvoyant en
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b. Les choses n’ont pas eu une allure différente, même dans des
pays comme l’Allemagne où les contraventions représentant ce que
nous pouvons appeler la délinquance mineure, sont abolies.
Là aussi, le caractère sanctionnateur des Geldbusse, non seulement
comme on vient de le noter60 ne faisait pas de doute, mais en plus une
différence de base entre celles‐ci et les peines61 semble tellement incer‐
taine, reflétant mieux une différence nettement quantitative.62
Quoi qu’il en soit, le résultat est que l’on se trouve ici devant deux
champs sanctionnateurs bien établis et distincts, le champ répressif pé‐
nal classique, constitué de peines prévues contre les actes criminels et,
à côté de lui, différent et autonome, constitué d’amendes contre les in‐
nombre à d’autres de ses arrêts qui, ayant à juger sur sa compétence, estime que
«Peu importe … que celui à qui cette sanction de l’amende a été imposée puisse,
conformément à l’article 583 du code de procédure civile en vigueur, exercer la
voie de recours de l’opposition devant des tribunaux civils, puisque le caractère
dominant de cet acte est la désapprobation personnelle du coupable ». Voir là‐
dessus, S. Lytras, op.cit., p. 106.
60 Supra p.4 et p. et 8 s. Voir, encore, R. Scholz, op.cit. p. 437 et K. Tiedemann,
Die «Bebussung» von Unternehmen nach dem 2. Gesetz zur Bekampfung der
Wirtschaftskriminalitat, précité, op.cit. p. 1174, qui parle lui à son égard de « echte
Sanction ».
61 Supra ibid.
62 Cramer, Grunbegriffe des Rechts der Ordnungswudrichkeiten, Verlag W.
Kohlhammer, 1971, p. 19 (13). Le fait par ailleurs évoqué à l’occasion, que certains
comportements appellent des sanctions particulièrement graves, donc nécessaire‐
ment des peines, conduisant ainsi à leur différence qualitative, ne change pas les
choses. Pour que les sanctions pénales soient qualitativement différentes il faudrait
que toutes présentent cette caractéristique, ce qui ‐en droit positif‐ est le propre
d’une notion juridique et fait son autonomie. La meilleure preuve de ce manque est
que la jurisprudence se trouve, dans les cas au moins indiqués plus haut –supra
note 41‐, dans une difficulté caractérisée de tracer des limites certaines entre le
noyau du droit pénal et celui des OWI, donc de juger si la réaction en cause était la
plus adéquate. Voir aussi, infra, note 66.
Ainsi toute tentative de fonder sur ce fait une différence qualitative tombe par
elle‐même, tout en montrant par ailleurs que la thèse d’une différence qualitative ‐
quantitative entre ces deux données répressives ‐développée pour faire face à ce‐
lui‐ci‐ est privée de tout fondement en droit positif.
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fractions à l’ordre, celui des OWI63, 64.
De sorte qu’à la suite de cette évolution‐ la désapprobation du cou‐
pable ne pouvant être cantonnée au seul camp du droit pénal‐ la sanc‐
tion pénale, sous son sens classique au moins, a cessé de représenter
tout le domaine répressif, œuvre n’étant dorénavant qu’en partie ac‐
complie par elle.65
Du coup, la notion de sanction, érigée ainsi en substrat commun à
toute mesure répressive, la peine y comprise, sortant de son ombre,
devient la notion principale, prédominante en ce domaine66, 67.

63 Constatation avec la quelle F. J. Bedecarratz Scholz finit son œuvre, en disant‐
op.cit. p. 386 ‐ « Demenstprechend ist es nicht unbedingt erfordelich, eine straf‐
rechtliche Verantwortlichkeit vorzusehen, solange sie durch ein wirksames, ange‐
messenes und abschreckendes Sanktionssystem ersetz wird, was in dem deutschen
Beispiel gegeben ist ».
64 Le fait que les règles concernant l’application en droit positif des sanctions
non pénales ne sont pas , en principe, concentrées dans un texte législatif, comme
c’est le cas en Allemagne avec les OWI, n’empêche pas de se trouver devant un
système sanctionnateur, digne de son nom. Comme il arrive, notamment, avec les
sanctions administratives prévues dans l’ordre juridique hellénique, qui ‐ à
l’exception de celles disciplinaires concernant les fonctionnaires publics‐ sont ap‐
pliquées sur la base d’un grand nombre de lois. S. Lytras, La notion de sanction et
la distinction fondamentale des sanctions, op.cit., p. 134 et s. et T. Papakiriakou,
Das griechishe Verwaltungsstrafrecht in Kartellesachen, op.cit., p. 182.
65 Conclusion renforcée par l’existence en droit positif allemand, de mesures répressives
autres que typiquement pénales, dont les Geldbusse du droit disciplinaire (N. Achterberg,
Allgemeines Vervaltungsrecht, 2ème éd. 1986, C. F. Mόller Juristischer Verlag Hei‐
delberg, p. 257), dont la présence affaiblit davantage, au sujet qui nous intéresse, la place
particulière des peines au domaine répressif. Voir encore, sur ces sanctions, K. Tiedemann,
Vervaltungsstrafrecht und Rechtsstaat, OJZ, 1972 ,p. 291, et S. Lytras, « La notion des
amendes administratives et la conformité à la Constitution de leur infliction », précité, p.
239.
66 Ils peuvent nous objecter, cependant, que selon l’arrêt précité du BVerfG
27.19 (33)‐supra p. 12 ‐ entre Gelstrafe et Geldbusse) existe bien une différence es‐
sentielle, donc qualitative, quant à la désapprobation portée par chacune d’elles à
la personne du coupable, étant donné que pour ce tribunal, comme on a vu, tandis
que l’application d’une peine apporte «ein ehrenruhriges, autoritatives Unwertur‐
teil uber eine Verhaltensweise des Taters» la Geldbusse doit être vue comme
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c. Bien que notre démarche soit finie par cette conclusion solide68,
admettons, pour les besoins de l’analyse, de concert avec la doctrine
pénale dominante, et prêtant à la jurisprudence de BVer.G (27.19.33) le
sens par nous repoussé, que l’élément de la désapprobation person‐
nelle reste –alimentant un argument de valeur au service de la peine‐
encore intact, empêchant sa destitution en faveur de la notion de sanc‐
tion.
Or, à cet argument, la reconnaissance de la responsabilité pénale des
personnes morales a mis fin.
Infligée uniquement aux personnes physiques, aux hommes, la
peine,‐comme nous avons noté en notre étude que nous venons de ci‐
«keine ins Gevicht fallende Beeintrachtigung des Ansehens und des Leumundes
des Betroffenen» lui manquant «der Ernst der staatlichen Strafe». Or, en lisant at‐
tentivement l’arrêt, on voit qu’au sujet de la désapprobation le tribunal met
l’accent deux fois sur la gravité de l’agression contre le coupable, donc sur une
donnée à caractère quantitatif, en parlant de «keine ins Gevicht fallende Beein‐
trachtigung» et «der Ernst der staatlichen Strafe», ce qui nous pousse à admettre
qu’il y voit, comme dans l’ensemble des relations entre Straftaten et Ordnungswi‐
drigkeiten une différence nettement quantitative. (Du même avis K. Tiedeman, i‐
bid, p. 290).Et cela quand le même tribunal note bien en son arrêt 9.137 (145) «Als
Strafe kann nur ein Ubel betrachtet werden,das wegen eines rechtswidrigen Ver‐
haltens verhangt wird. Das gilt fur Kriminalstrafen und fur Verwaltungsstrafen
(Geldbussen) in gleichen Weise», (K. Volk: Der Begriff der Strafe in der Rechtspre‐
chung des Bundesverfassungsgericht (ZStW 1971, p. 416).
Quoi qu’il en soit, même si la thèse contraire, repoussée ici par nous l’emporte,
celui‐ci est sans importance sur la valeur de notre position concernant la place de la
notion de sanction en droit répressif contemporain, comme nous aurons à le mon‐
trer par la suite.
67 Voir infra, note 76, les raisons pour lesquelles cette évolution n’a pas pu être
enracinée surtout par la doctrine.
68 Notons, à l’occasion, qu’en droit répressif hellénique, comme nous l’avons
soutenu et prouvé, la peine avait perdu sa position dominante, position jusqu’ à
présent jamais regagnée. Voir S. Lytras, La notion de sanction et la distinction fon‐
damentale des sanctions, précité p. 69 et s. et c’est cette conclusion qui sort de
l’examen du droit positif dans l’espace européen. Voir S. Lytras, La notion de sanc‐
tions en droit répressif européen : Droit pénal ou droit sanctionnateur?, précité,
passim.
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ter, p. 840, ne trouvait pas de difficulté « de se prévaloir toujours
comme étant le représentant authentique du domaine répressif, un
“aliud” par rapport aux autres sanctions », chose qui faisait en sa fa‐
veur la différence.
Appliquée maintenant aux personnes morales aussi, entités n’étant
pas des êtres humains, donc sans aucune relation avec la condition
humaine, la peine perd son caractère anthropocentrique et avec lui sa
possibilité d’agir sur les hommes et eux seuls, devenant ainsi un simple
outil aux mains de l’Etat.
Une évolution néfaste ‐un vrai crime de lèse‐majesté contre la peine‐
chose impensable pour les pénalistes traditionnels.69
d. Normalement, une donnée de pénalisation que constitue
l’acceptation par le droit positif de la responsabilité pénale des person‐
nes morales devait avoir comme conséquence le renforcement de la
peine dans le domaine répressif, militant en faveur de sa suprématie
dans ce domaine.
Or, il n’en est rien.
Et cela, non seulement du fait que l’application des peines aux per‐
sonnes morales enlève, comme on vient de le noter, toute sa valeur à
cet argument, mais en plus, parce que le caractère anthropocentrique
de la peine ‐base solide de tout pouvoir pénal‐ mis a part, écarté, la
peine a dû céder sa place souveraine devant l’ampleur du phénomène
sanctionnateur, en faveur de l’Administration70, devant la sanction,
couvrant désormais en tant que notion dominante la totalité du pou‐
voir répressif.
Evidemment, et on a vu cela, l’infliction de sanctions de divers or‐

F. J. Bedecarratz Scholz, op.cit. p. 48 et s.
Le fait que dans des textes de provenance de l’Union européenne, comme
ceux par nous cités, des directives notamment, il est offert aux Etats membres des‐
tinataires de chaque directive concernée le choix de prendre à leur guise comme
mesures adéquates contre la criminalité des sanctions pénales ou des sanctions
administratives, milite de façon sans équivoque de cette ampleur, donc en défini‐
tive de la position dominante de la notion de sanction dans le domaine répressif.
69
70
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dres aux personnes morales n’était pas quelque chose de nouveau.71
Œuvre d’organes administratifs, la sanction administrative peut
s’adresser à tous les administrés, parmi lesquels les personnes publi‐
ques, sans se soucier, en principe au moins, si l’on a affaire à un com‐
portement intentionnel ou fautif, directement imputé à un être hu‐
main.72 Fait à la suite du quel la sanction à vu sa cote monter en flèche
dans la bourse du domaine répressif.
Mais être jugé et condamné par un juge pénal, voire un tribunal pé‐
nal, cela est bien différent et le résultat unique de l’évolution plus haut
décrite.
C’est un pas de plus et même définitif pour la sanction dans son as‐
cension au podium répressif, après le développement accru des sanc‐
tions administratives, la dépénalisation et sa présence majeure dans le
cadre du droit de l’Union européenne, et celui issu de la jurisprudence
de la Cour EDH.73 Y compris la régression des sanctions pénales priva‐

71 Vive, encore, en France la parole de M. Hauriou qui, se référant à la nature et
au régime juridique des amendes contre les contraventions de grande voirie, écri‐
vait déjà avant la fin du XIXème siècle :
« Il suit de là –il se referait, lui, à sa propre analyse‐ que les amendes de grande
voirie, n’obéissent pas à la maxime du droit pénal que les peines doivent être ri‐
goureusement personnelles, ne sont pas de véritables peines. C’est ce qui est
confirmé par deux autres caractères qu’elles présentent 1o en cas de récidive, elles
n’entrainent pas l’emprisonnement 2o elles peuvent être mises à la charge des per‐
sonnes morales, qui certainement, dans notre droit ne sont point considérées
comme susceptibles d’encourir une responsabilité pénale ». (M. Hauriou, note sous
CE 8 mai 1896, S. 1897.111, p. 113). De sa part Nézard‐ « Les principes généraux du
droit disciplinaire », Thèse Paris 1903, p. 248‐ en affirmant que « Il n’a donc pas
d’obstacle juridique à l’établissement d’une responsabilité disciplinaire collective »,
partage constamment ce point de vue.
72 Voir pour le droit français, M. Guyomar et P. Collin, Chronique générale de
jurisprudence administrative française, AJDA 2000, p. 997 et s. sur l’affaire CE So‐
ciété Crédit Agricole Indosuez Chevreux 22 nov. 2000 Req. No 207697, précité, avec
référence aux conclusions A. Seban sur cette même affaire.
73 Voir sur ce point notre étude, La notion de sanctions en droit répressif euro‐
péen : Droit pénal ou droit sanctionnateur?, précitée, p. 841 et s.
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tives de liberté, partout en tant que telles.74
A sa suite, en effet, la sanction est devenue sans le moindre doute la
notion dominante du domaine répressif.75
e. Il est presque choquant, devant une réalité si claire, que la doc‐
trine n’ait pas pu saisir la notion de sanction en soi, même là– et l’on
pense ici à l’Allemagne‐ où le discours scientifique est amené à un
moment à admettre l’existence d’un délit administratif essentiellement
différent du délit criminel, et la différence consécutive entre peines et
peines administratives‐ plus proches à nous Geldstrafe et Gelbusse,
données à caractère sanctionnateur plus qu’ évident. Or, même dans ce
cas, la doctrine se contentait à limiter son intérêt à la distinction entre
ces deux notions, sans plus.
Ainsi, elle n’a pas pu amener les choses là où elles devaient en être,
à savoir à la révélation du caractère propre, autonome, de la notion de
sanction et du rôle principal de celle‐ci, qu’elle aurait dû mettre à la
base de toutes les analyses scientifiques ayant comme objet l’ensemble
des mesures répressives prévues et infligées par des organes publics en
tant que réaction contre l’illicite, voire le domaine répressif tout en‐
tier.76, 77

N. Courakis, Théorie de la peine, précité, p. 10.
G. Giudicelli‐Delage, Introduction in : (sous la dir. de G. Giudicelle‐Delage et
S. Manacorda) La responsabilité pénale des personnes morales :Perspectives euro‐
péennes et internationales, précitée, p. 16, en mettant l’accent sur la possibilité lais‐
sée « par l’Union entre une responsabilité pénale stricto sensu et une responsabilité
punitive pouvant être administrative», ne fait que refléter fidèlement cette image.
76 Parmi les principales causes qui ont conduit la doctrine à suivre cette attitude
et que nous avons décrites à notre étude, « La notion de sanction en droit répressif
européen : droit pénal ou droit sanctionnateur ? », précitée, à la quelle ‐p. 848 et s.‐
nous renvoyons, on doit noter l’ attachement de la doctrine au schéma classique
droit‐ sanction, aussi bien que le fait qu’elle voit dans le mouvement des sanctions
administratives le moyen de la réalisation des buts administratifs qui éloignent‐
tous les deux‐ son regard du fait répressif de ces données en soi, et ‐en ce qui
concerne la doctrine allemande, en plus‐ du fait que la Geldbusse, étant considérée
comme une donnée en substance à caractère pénal, se trouvait à inégalité de trai‐
tement, par rapport à la peine et à elle subalterne.
74
75
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Conclusion

La consécration en droit positif de la responsabilité pénale des per‐
sonnes morales a décisivement aidé la sanction à devenir la notion
souveraine du domaine répressif.
Conçue et attachée sur l’anthropocentrisme et ancrée sur le principe
de la personnalité des peines, impliquant son application aux indivi‐
dus étant à l’origine des comportements punissables, la peine ne pou‐
vait pas faire face à l’illicite, dont les générateurs étaient des groupe‐
ments, formés en personnes morales.
La réaction sociale empêchée ainsi de prendre la forme pénale, en
principe plus forte, la chose jouait en faveur des vrais délinquants, des
hommes de paille étant souvent punis à leur place.
L’arsenal répressif mis en difficultés et en partie anéanti, la situation
a commencé à s’améliorer, une fois le concept des sanctions adminis‐
tratives mis en place. Si, ainsi, le groupement ne pouvait être pénale‐
ment puni, il pouvait voir sa responsabilité mise en cause, dès qu’à
l’encontre de ses agissements, étant considérés comme tels les faits de

77 Des approches de la doctrine à la notion de sanction qui n’ont cependant pas
manqué, nous en avons évoquées en notre étude précitée, Ibid p. 848 note 48.
Ayant une relation étroite avec notre propre sujet, on doit mentionner ici, avec in‐
térêt, l’article de L. de Graeve «Analyse critique du principe de la responsabilité
pénale de la personne morale » précité, qui ‐sans concentrer son regard à la notion
de sanction elle‐même et en tirer les conséquences en résultant‐ prend soin de met‐
tre l’accent sur des évidences sérieuses en disant‐ citant ici mot à mot P. Conte et P.
Maistre de Chambon, Droit pénal général, Paris A Colin, coll. U, No 369‐ (p. 35) :
« Toutefois, devant cet état de droit « il apparaît d’évidence que l’imputation d’une
responsabilité pénale aux personnes morales est de nature à bouleverser des théo‐
ries déjà passablement fragiles » … et de remettre ainsi en cause l’essence même du
droit pénal » et, plus bas (p. 42). « Par l’ émergence de la responsabilité pénale des
personnes morales, le droit pénal devient un droit purement sanctionnateur puis‐
que toute idée d’amendement semble étrangère en ce domaine » et enfin (p. 43 in
fine)‐ avec référence à P. Conte et P. Maistre de Chambon, ibid, « Le droit pénal des
personnes morales serait alors un droit de la sanction stricto sensu… ».
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ses organes, une sanction administrative était prévue.
Une fois ce principe admis, la réaction sociale sous forme de sanc‐
tions administratives, y compris les sanctions fiscales, prenant des di‐
mensions considérables, l’admission de la responsabilité pénale des
personnes morales tant privées que publiques ne devait pas tarder.
Sélectivement appliqué dans le passé, au moins dans le droit fran‐
çais, mais étant depuis longtemps en vigueur sans les pays anglo‐
saxons, le principe de responsabilité de telles personnes s’est vu ‐sur
l’instigation du droit communautaire‐ généralisé avec l’adoption du
nouveau Code Pénal de 1994 et, ce qui a une plus grande valeur, par le
plus grand nombre d’Etats membres de l’Union Européenne.
Il est hors de doute, ainsi, que l’admission de la responsabilité pé‐
nale des personnes morales est la conséquence directe de ces grands
événements qui ont poussé la notion de sanction au sommet des no‐
tions du domaine répressif, tout en élaborant, corrélativement, la des‐
cente de la peine de son rôle traditionnel dans ce même domaine.
Erigée même en notion principale du domaine répressif, la sanction,
sous le contenu évoqué plus haut, a pu obliger la peine ‐incapable sous
les circonstances nouvelles de jouer son rôle traditionnel, lié à un
concept anthropocentrique‐ de lui prêter son statut à elle.78 Tout en
mettant en grand embarras les pays qui continuent à nier cette réalité,
obligés de faire recours à des procédés non toujours les mieux adaptés
pour répondre aux nécessités de nouveaux temps79.
78 On se réfère ici au fait que des sanctions non pénales accèdent au régime pro‐
tecteur des peines, comme cela arrive avec les sanctions faisant partie de la « ma‐
tière pénale » de l’art.6 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme, ex‐
pression à la quelle sont englobées des sanctions manifestement sans aucune rela‐
tion avec des peines comme les sanctions disciplinaires. V. CEDH Engel et al. c/
Pays‐Bas du 8 Juin 1976, Série 1 No 22 de la CEDH.
79 L’embarras devant cette évolution est manifeste en droit positif hellénique
qui, entièrement décidé de ne pas abandonner l’aspect anthropocentrique du droit
pénal, institue, l’occasion donnée, des sanctions administratives très lourdes envers
des personnes morales. Comme c’est le cas s’agissant de la ratification de la
Convention de l’ONU contre la corruption, à l’occasion de laquelle le législateur
grec (L. 3666/2008 (ΦEK A 113)) en se référant (art. 8) à l’art. 10 de la loi 3560/2007
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Introduction
La crise hellénique n’est pas un défaut imprévu de la construction
incohérente du système‐euro mais un phénomène sui generis. Cette
crise a des racines plus profondes, dues à la structure de l’Etat, aux
conceptions – valeurs et aux comportements des citoyens.
Il s’agit à la fois d’une crise économique et financière, d’une crise
politique, d’une crise d’Etat de Droit et d’ Etat Social et surtout d’une
crise d’ anomie sociale (Mitropoulos, 2014).
Depuis 1974 corruption, clientelisme, impunité, absence de solidari‐
té sociale, mauvaise gestion de finances ont abouti à la rupture du
contrat social.
« Absolute freedom » et ‘facile leftism’ avaient pendant quatre de‐
cennies affaibli la légitimation des institutions et encouragé en même
temps le rejet du contrôle sociale et le refus de la Loi.
Ce phénomène a conduit à la réapparition de groupes soit disant
révolutionnaires et guérilla.
La crise économique donne à cette pathologie politique un argu‐
ment moralisateur et une base à des réactions pseudo‐justicières face
aux actes gouvernementaux (Kassimeris, 2015).
Dans ce contexte, où la contestation dynamique des groupes sociaux
se confond avec les manifestations « révolutionnaires » qui mettent en
danger la securité des biens et des personnes (pillages, brisement de vi‐
trines, ravage des bâtiments publiques, bombes, violence physique
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contre des politiciens) une nouvelle génération des terroristes réappa‐
raît.
Ces « terroristes ‐ sauveurs » de la souffrante société et « défen‐
seurs » du pauvre et du marginalisé remet en discussion l’ancienne
question du crime (dit) politique (Belantis, 2004).
Si le terrorisme est « une violence préméditée motivée politique‐
ment, perpétrée contre des cibles non combattantes par des groupes
nationaux marginaux… » (Mareri, 1999: 79‐91) cela signifie que le ter‐
rorisme traditionnel représente une provocation contre la Démocratie.
Ce n’est pas le cas en Grèce contemporaine. Il s’agit plutôt des terroris‐
tes haut en couleurs (Netchaiev) qui propagent le nihilisme et non pas
de “freedom fighters” (Martin, 2003) qui visent à la mise en libération
du peuple et à la révolution (violence populaire). Ce n’est pas une ré‐
bellion ordinaire mais un complexe de trafiquants des drogues, de cri‐
minaloides, de hooligans, d’anarchistes, de militants contre pouvoir et
peut‐être d’ agents de pays étrangers.
Je ne vois pas comment la lutte contre le terrorisme au niveau de la
légistation internationale (Dimopoulos, 2006, Dimopoulos‐Kosmatos,
2008) puisse surpasser cette (ir)rationalisation de la violence en Grèce.
Cette indiscipline sociale, cette désobéissance politique et finalement
cette armée des crimino‐guérilleros (Schmitt, 1963) est répandu dans le
monde entier soit à cause de la globalisation soit à la récession et la
pauverisation des pays sous‐développés et par conséquent ce n’est pas
possible de les refréner à travers les lois et la jurisprudence (Belantis,
2006).
Cette criminalité « aveugle » qui se manifeste par actes violents sans
stratégie sociale, sans ancune approbation populaire, sans message po‐
litique (mise à part l’ emphase paroxystique de la haine erga omnes) s’
agite aux limites d’un terrorisme sui generis.
Ainsi se réapparaît la necessité de réflechir dans ce cadre du
contexte et du contenu du crime politique (Papastamou – Prodromitis,
2010).1

1

J’exclue de l’analyse le rôle et l’activité criminelle de l’Aube Dorée car il s’agit
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Si l’histoire n’est que la canalisation de la violence, si la zone grise
de l’activité de l’opposition prend souvent la couleur noire du Terro‐
risme, si la crise de légitimation de l’Etat peut être surpassée unique‐
ment par des moyens politiques (même extrêmes), alors le Terrorisme
et le Pouvoir se trouvent en guerre perpétuelle, en tant qu’ennemis ju‐
rés (Chaunu, 1978).
Cependant, ni chaque activité politique est une activité terroriste, ni
chaque action de terrorisme est‐elle politique. Pour cela, tous ces cas
doivent composer le droit de la violence sociopolitique, quelque chose qui
ressemble au droit de la guerre, et nous ne devrions pas tenter de les
affronter et de les résoudre selon les dispositions du droit pénal com‐
mun.
Même si les criminels politiques n’« accélérèrent pas l’histoire »,
la criminalité politique terroriste constitue une réalité, pourvu qu’il s’agit
de « politique » et non pas du crime organisé.
Les définitions abondent, les lois (et la jurisprudence) sont en sur‐
plus, les théories viennent et reviennent, les interprétations politiques
dépendent et sont en fonction de la position de chaque écrivain, le sup‐
port populaire est recherché (avec des moyens divers), la détermination
du degré de politisation de l’organisation (qui est évalué surtout à tra‐
vers des objectifs stratégiques et de l’idéologie interposée) reste une ca‐
ractérisation cruciale. Le concept et le critère de la pondération moyen‐
objecti et la disponibilité des moyens ou l’inspection des motivations plus
intimes du criminel (politique ou non) ou même les caractéristiques des
victimes, tourmentent les spécialistes et sont désormais l’objet d’une
critique (en tant qu’argument moralement et politiquement corrects)
(Grivas, 1987).
Tout semble possible. Et c’est vrai.
Le crime politique varie dans l’espace‐temps. Le passage, par
exemple, de la résistance et de la défense à la trahison suprême, ou à la
violence armée est facile. La violence verte de l’écologie radicale et le ter‐

d’un parti parlémentaire, members duquel sont en procès pour la constitution
d’une organisation criminelle (et non pas pour terrorisme).
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rorisme de l’Etat ‐paramilitaire s’alternent souvent imperceptiblement
et créent une confusion dans l’opinion publique (Hagan, 1997).
Pour cette raison sans doute faut‐il plusieurs ans pour réévaluer le
concept, la teneur et la gestion du crime politique, qui de toute façon
constitue un problème conflictuel perpétuel, quand les terroristes et les
criminels du droit commun travaillent ensemble.
D’un côté les “opposés” ne tolèrent pas les restrictions imposées par
l’autorité, de l’autre la Démocratie devient de moins en moins tolérante
envers la contestation. Le consensus légitimant n’est plus désormais une
solution facile surtout en raison de la crise. L’abus d’autorité autant
que la désobéissance sociale sont interprétés comme casus belli ou
comme un chantage aux dépens du cours (politique) historique (Ross,
2003).
Quoique les états libéraux encourent un risque d’actions terroristes
majeur, puisqu’ils ont – ou plutôt avaient – posé des limites à leurs ré‐
actions, tout le planète semble s’inquiéter de l’éventualité d’une rup‐
ture généralisée (sous la forme de conflits politiques violents ou de
coups terroristes frappant à l’aveuglette).
Ainsi il nous paraît nécessaire de réaffirmer la notion du crime poli‐
tique.
Nous considérons un crime quasi‐politique lorsque les sept facteurs
suivants concourent de façon accumulative:
1. qu’il (pré‐)existe une formation politique en dehors du spectre par‐
lementaire (indépendamment de la nature du régime).
2. qu’un programme politique d’élargissement de la démocratie ait été
rendu public.
3. que les coupables aient la conviction politique que leur objectif poli‐
tique est noble et concerne le peuple entier.
4. que les valeurs politiques “libératrices”du criminel politique soient
clairement en conflit avec les valeurs politiques “décadents” de
l’Etat justifiant la crise de la confiance politique (en d’autres mots,
non à la violence privée de sens). En plus il doit s’agir d’une pé‐
riode de relâchement politique et de conflits.
5. qu’une action violente de petite envergure politique ait été program‐
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mée (à savoir, une action qui n’ait pas pour objectif le renverse‐
ment de l’État, car alors il s’agirait d’une révolution ou d’une in‐
surrection); qu’il s’agisse d’“actions transitoires intermédiaries”.
6. qu’elle ne vise pas directement des citoyens innocents et sans défense
(en d’autre mots, pas aux cibles “fortuites”).
7. qu’aucune réprobation populaire violente n’ait été déclarée à
l’encontre des objectifs politiques, des moyens, de la proportionna‐
lité et de la nécessité (Panousis, 2007).
Du moment que les coupables invoquent les arguments ci‐dessus, il
s’agit d’un crime quasi‐politique et il incombe aux autorités policières /
judiciaires de démontrer le contraire (Manoledakis, 2007).
Par conséquent, la teneur politique de l’action est posée comme limite
extrême du crime politique par rapport au crime commun.
Tout ce qui sort de ce cadre sera classé comme crime (simple ou ter‐
roriste), selon sa portée objective et subjective (avec ou sans facteurs
aggravants, conformément aux provisions du Code Pénal).
Morale
Le Droit pénal politique (concernant le crime politique) et le Droit pé‐
nal criminel (concernant le crime organisé et le Terrorisme) doivent être
distingués (quant à la substance et à la procédure) sans ambiguïté,
couvertures ou lacunes.
Le seul point de rencontre est la possibilité que le Terrorisme soit
présenté comme un crime prépolitique, à savoir comme un terrorisme
politico‐criminel. Dans ce cas, il faudra qu’un Tribunal ou un Conseil
Suprême décide en session préliminaire laquelle des deux composantes
de l’assertion exerçait la plus grande influence sur l’activité de
l’organisation et par rapport à la juridiction (Petropoulou, 2014).
De fait, lorsque nous nous trouvons devant une crise généralisée de
légitimation où la nécessité de remplacer / renverser le système écono‐
mique et politique prévaut soit à toute « répression gouvernementale »
soit à la possibilité de compromis, surtout lorsque l’autorité démocra‐
tique se trouve en conflit avec la souveraineté populaire (Panourgia,
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2013), alors il faut réexaminer, sans peur ni passion, le sens et la teneur
du crime politique et du criminel politique sans pour autant confondre
l’ idéologie, la criminalité organisée, la corruption politique et le rôle
des services secrets.
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Einführung
Die „Gedanken zur Problematik der Zurechnung im Strafrecht”, die
ich im Jahr 1970 erstmals veröffentlicht habe,1 sind, wie Fr.‐Chr. Schroe‐
der2 sagt, seit „Mitte der achtziger Jahre … in allen größeren Lehrbü‐
chern und Kommentaren zum deutschen Strafrecht anerkannt” und
haben auch international weite Verbreitung gefunden. Ich hatte dabei
an einen von Honig schon 40 Jahre vorher veröffentlichten Beitrag über
„Kausalität und objektive Zurechnung”3 angeknüpft. Darin entwickel‐
te Honig den Gedanken, dass dem Täter ein von ihm bewirkter Erfolg
nur zuzurechnen sei, wenn er „als zweckhaft gesetzt gedacht werden”
könne.
Der Sinn dieser Konstruktion lag in dem Bestreben, völlig irreguläre
und unbeherrschbare Kausalverläufe von der Zurechnung auszu‐
schließen, auch wenn sie dem Wunsch und Willen des Täters entspre‐
chen. Wenn jemand einen anderen zu einer Flugreise überredet und
dabei das Ziel verfolgt, dieser möge bei einem Absturz zu Tode kom‐
men, liegt dennoch keine tatbestandsmäßige Tötung vor, wenn dieser
1 Roxin, Festschrift für Richard M. Honig, 1970, S. 133 ff. Der Beitrag ist auch ab‐
gedruckt in: Roxin, strafrechtliche Grundlagenprobleme, 1973, S. 123 ff.
2 Fr.‐Chr. Schroeder, Festschrift für Androulakis, 2003, S. 669.
3 Honig, Festgabe für Frank, Bd. I, 1930, S. 174 ff.
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Erfolg tatsächlich eintritt. Denn die Veranlassung zu einer Flugreise ist
als Mittel zur Tötung eines Menschen bei objektiver Betrachtung unge‐
eignet. Sie lässt sich daher nicht als „zweckhaft gesetzte” Tötungs‐
handlung denken.
Auf diese Weise gelang es Honig, gänzlich außergewöhnliche Kau‐
salverläufe aus dem Tatbestand auszuschließen. Denn unvorhersehba‐
re Ereignisse lassen sich zur Erreichung tatbestandsmäßiger Erfolge
nicht zweckhaft einsetzen.
Honigs Konzeption hat in den folgenden Jahrzehnten wenig Auf‐
merksamkeit gefunden. Das ist auch verständlich. Denn sie besagt im
Ergebnis nicht mehr als die schon aus dem 19. Jahrhundert stammende
Adäquanztheorie,4 derzufolge ein Verhalten nur dann ursächlich ist,
wenn es eine allgemeine Tendenz zur Herbeiführung des tatbestands‐
mäßigen Erfolges besitzt, so dass ganz außergewöhnliche Bedingungs‐
zusammenhänge als nicht ursächlich gelten.
Der spätere Siegeszug der Lehre von der objektiven Zurechnung ist
erst dadurch möglich geworden, dass ich die „Bezweckbarkeit” durch
den Gedanken der Risikoschaffung ersetzt habe. Ich hatte schon im
Jahr 1970 geschrieben:5 „Die objektive Bezweckbarkeit eines schaden‐
stiftenden Kausalverlaufs hängt … davon ab, ob das Verhalten der in
Frage stehenden Person ein rechtlich relevantes Risiko tatbestandlicher
Rechtsgüterverletzung schuf oder nicht. Diese Rückführung der objek‐
tiven Bezweckbarkeit auf das Risikoprinzip ermöglicht eine Auffäche‐
rung unseres Maßstabes, die es gestatten könnte, für die Erfolgsdelikte
eine vom Kausaldogma völlig gelöste allgemeine Zurechnungslehre zu
erarbeiten.” Ich will das im Folgenden etwas näher ausführen.

Was ist objektive Zurechnung?
Jemandem einen Erfolg objektiv zuzurechnen bedeutet, die Tatbe‐

4 Ihr Begründer ist Johannes von Kries (1853‐1928). Näheres dazu bei Roxin,
Strafrecht, Allgemeiner Teil, Bd. I, 4. Aufl. 2006, § 11 Rn. 39 ff.
5 Roxin, Festschrift für Honig, wie fn. 1, S. 135 f.
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standsverwirklichung als sein Werk zu beurteilen. Die Kausalität allein
kann dafür nicht genügen. Denn da die Äquivalenztheorie sämtliche
Bedingungen des Erfolges für kausal erklärt, kann jede noch so harm‐
lose Handlung zur Ursache eines deliktischen Erfolges werden. Wenn
z.B. ein Professor eine Vorlesung ankündigt und ein Student auf dem
Wege dorthin durch fremdes Verschulden Opfer eines Verkehrsunfalls
wird, ist auch der Professor für den Tod des Studenten kausal. Denn
wenn er die Vorlesung nicht angekündigt hätte, wäre der Student noch
am Leben. Es wäre aber natürlich unsinnig zu sagen, dass der Profes‐
sor eine Tötungshandlung begangen und den Tatbestand eines Tö‐
tungsdelikts verwirklicht habe.
Die Kausalität ist daher eine zwar notwendige, aber nicht hinrei‐
chende Voraussetzung für die Erfüllung des Tatbestandes. Das Vorlie‐
gen objektiven Unrechts ist vielmehr durch zwei aufeinander aufbau‐
ende Prüfungen zu ermitteln. Auf der ersten Stufe ist die Kausalität
des Täterverhaltens zu ermitteln. Auf der zweiten Stufe ist dann zu un‐
tersuchen, ob dem Täter die von ihm verursachte Tatbestandsverwirk‐
lichung zugerechnet werden kann.
Die Voraussetzungen der objektiven Zurechnung sind aus der Auf‐
gabe des Strafrechts abzuleiten. Wenn diese im Rechtsgüterschutz be‐
steht, ist dieser nur dadurch zu gewährleisten, dass alle Handlungen
verboten werden, die ein unerlaubtes Risiko für das geschützte
Rechtsgut begründen. Wer ein solches von ihm erkanntes oder für ihn
erkennbares Risiko schafft, dem wird das Geschehen als vollendetes
Delikt zugerechnet, wenn das Risiko sich in einem Tatbestandserfolg
verwirklicht. Der Täter hat dann mindestens fahrlässig gehandelt. Ob
darüber hinaus vielleicht sogar eine vorsätzliche Tat anzunehmen ist,
ist nach weiteren, selbständigen Kriterien zu prüfen.
Zugerechnet wird also die Verwirklichung eines vom Täter geschaf‐
fenen unerlaubten Risikos für das geschützte Rechtsgut. Risikoschaf‐
fung und Risikoverwirklichung sind jeweils selbständige Zurech‐
nungs‐voraussetzungen. Wer einen anderen schwer verletzt, hat das
Risiko eines tödlichen Ausgangs geschaffen. Stirbt das Opfer an der
Verletzung, hat sich das Risiko verwirklicht, und ihm wird das Ge‐
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schehen als vollendete Tötung zugerechnet.
Wenn dagegen das Opfer nicht an der Verletzung, sondern an ei‐
nem im Krankenhaus ausgebrochenen Brand stirbt, hat sich nicht das
vom Täter geschaffene Risiko verwirklicht. Denn eine Körperverlet‐
zung schafft nicht das Risiko eines Feuertodes. Der Täter ist also nur
wegen Körperverletzung oder – bei Vorliegen eines Tötungsvorsatzes
– wegen versuchter Tötung zu bestrafen.
Entsprechendes gilt, wenn das Opfer einer Körperverletzung auf
der Fahrt ins Krankenhaus einem Verkehrsunfall erliegt. Auch hier hat
sich nicht das geschaffene Risiko einer möglicherweise tödlichen Kör‐
perverletzung verwirklicht. Vielmehr hat ein davon unabhängiger
Umstand den Tod herbeigeführt. Auch wenn z.B. das Opfer nur des‐
halb stirbt, weil es eine rettende Bluttransfusion verweigert, hat sich
darin ein vom Opfer selbst gesetztes Risiko und nicht das ursprüngli‐
che Verletzungsrisiko verwirklicht.
Ich will im Folgenden die Voraussetzungen unerlaubter Risiko‐
schaffung und Risikoverwirklichung etwas näher darstellen. Vollstän‐
digkeit ist bei der Vielzahl der relevanten Konstellationen nicht zu er‐
reichen. Aber immerhin sollen die wichtigsten Zurechnungsprobleme
erläutert werden.
Die Schaffung eines unerlaubten Risikos
1. Zurechnungsausschluss bei Risikoverringerung
Wenn A dem B ein Messer in die Brust stoßen will, C aber dem A in
den Arm fällt, so dass der Stoß auf die Schulter des B abgelenkt wird,
wo er eine nur geringe Wunde verursacht, ist C für die Schulterverlet‐
zung des B kausal. Er hat aber keine tatbestandsmäßige Körperverlet‐
zung begangen. Denn er hat das von A geschaffene Verletzungsrisiko
nicht vergrößert, sondern verringert. Das Geschehen ist daher dem C
nicht als Körperverletzung zuzurechnen.
Als Fall der Risikoverringerung ist auch eine Lebensverlängerung
anzusehen. Wenn das Leben eines schwer erkrankten Patienten nicht
auf die Dauer zu retten ist, ärztliche Maßnahmen aber sein Leben um
mehrere Monate verlängern, ist der Arzt kausal für den späteren Tod
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des Patienten. Dem Arzt ist aber, weil er das Sterberisiko durch seine
Behandlung gemindert hat, keine Tötungshandlung zuzurechnen.
Das Prinzip der Risikoverringerung gilt nicht nur für Tötungen und
Verletzungen, sondern für alle Delikte, z.B. auch für Diebstahl und Be‐
trug. Wenn A aus einer ihm zugänglichen Kasse 10.000 Euro stehlen
will, und B, der ihn von seinem Plan nicht abbringen kann, ihn wenigs‐
tens dazu bewegt, sich mit 1.000 Euro zu begnügen, die er zur Behe‐
bung seiner augenblicklichen finanziellen Schwierigkeiten benötigt, ist
B für den Diebstahl von 1.000 Euro kausal. Aber er ist nicht wegen Bei‐
hilfe zum Diebstahl zu bestrafen, weil er das Risiko und damit den
Schaden des Opfers vermindert hat.
2. Zurechnungsausschluss bei fehlender Gefahrschaffung
Eine Zurechnung des Erfolges ist auch dann ausgeschlossen, wenn
ein Verhalten für einen Erfolg zwar kausal ist, aber kein juristisch
messbares Risiko seines Eintritts geschaffen hat. Alle Ereignisse des so‐
zialen Lebens stehen in vielfältigen kausalen Zusammenhängen, von
denen die meisten schon wegen ihrer Risikoindifferenz für eine straf‐
rechtliche Zurechnung ausscheiden. Hierher gehört z.B. die vorher (II.)
erwähnte Vorlesungsankündigung, die den Unfalltod eines Studenten
verursacht: Sie schuf kein juristisch relevantes Risiko für ein derartiges
Ereignis.
Das gilt für jede Veranlassung zu oder Mitwirkung bei normaler,
rechtlich irrelevanter Lebensbetätigung, wie dem Spazierengehen, dem
Treppensteigen, Baden, Bergwandern usw. Selbst wenn solche Verhal‐
tensweisen in seltenen Ausnahmefällen Verletzungen oder Sachbe‐
schädigungen im Gefolge haben können, werden die damit verbunde‐
nen sozialadäquaten Minimalrisiken vom Recht vernachlässigt, so dass
eine durch sie vermittelte Erfolgsverursachung von vornherein nicht
zurechenbar ist.
3. Zurechnungsausschluss bei erlaubtem Risiko
Eine Zurechnung ist aber auch dort ausgeschlossen, wo der Erfolg
auf einem statistisch durchaus relevanten Risiko beruht, das Eingehen
eines solchen Risikos aber vom Gesetzgeber aus übergeordneten
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Gründen des Gemeinwohls erlaubt wird. Das beste Beispiel bietet der
Straßenverkehr, der jährlich eine nicht geringe Zahl von Toten und
Verletzten fordert. Diese Schäden werden wegen der gesellschaftlichen
Vorteile, die eine Benutzung von Kraftfahrzeugen mit sich bringt, vom
Gesetzgeber hingenommen, solange die Verkehrsteilnehmer die vorge‐
schriebenen Regeln einhalten, durch die die Zahl der Opfer so weit wie
möglich reduziert werden soll. Wer diese Regeln befolgt, bewegt sich
im erlaubten Risiko, so dass ihm trotzdem eintretende Schadensfolgen
nicht zugerechnet werden.
In den Bereich des erlaubten Risikos fallen der gesamte öffentliche
Verkehr (also auch der Luft‐, Schienen‐ und Wasserverkehr), der Be‐
trieb von Industriewerken (speziell gefährlicher Anlagen), die Aus‐
übung risikobehafteter Sportarten, ärztliche Heilbehandlungen im
Rahmen der lex artis und ähnliche Betätigungen. Es ist nicht immer
leicht, rechtlich irrelevante von erlaubten Risiken abzugrenzen. Doch
ist die Frage ohne praktische Bedeutung, weil eine Zurechnung in bei‐
den Fällen ausgeschlossen ist. Ein Indiz für erlaubtes Risiko ist immer‐
hin das Vorhandensein von Verhaltensnormen, wie sie Verkehrsbe‐
stimmungen, Sicherheitsvorschriften oder die Regeln der ärztlichen
Kunst darstellen.
Es gibt einige Spezialfälle des erlaubten Risikos, von denen hier be‐
sonders der Vertrauensgrundsatz hervorgehoben werden soll. Er ist im
Recht des Straßenverkehrs entwickelt worden und bedeutet, dass jeder
Verkehrsteilnehmer auf die Einhaltung der Verkehrsregeln durch an‐
dere vertrauen darf, solange nicht konkrete Indizien dieses Vertrauen
erschüttern. Wenn jemand die Vorfahrt hat, muss er also nicht an jeder
Straßenecke stoppen, um zu prüfen, ob jemand das Vorfahrtsrecht
missachtet, sondern er kann zügig durchfahren. Wenn es dennoch zu
einem Zusammenstoß kommt, weil ein nicht vorfahrtberechtigter Wa‐
gen unvorhersehbarer weise über die Kreuzung fährt, sind demjeni‐
gen, der auf seine Vorfahrt vertraut hat, die Folgen nicht zuzurechnen.
Das verbleibende Risiko ist im Interesse einer flüssigen Verkehrsregu‐
lierung erlaubt. Anders ist es nur dann, wenn jemand sieht, dass ein
anderer die Vorfahrt missachtet. Dann darf er nicht einfach drauflos‐
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fahren und es auf einen Verkehrsunfall ankommen lassen, sondern er
muss sich zurückhalten.
Der Grundsatz lässt sich auf andere Lebensbereiche in der Weise
übertragen, dass jeder auf ein straffreies Verhalten anderer vertrauen
darf, solange nicht konkrete Umstände dieses Vertrauen als unbegrün‐
det erscheinen lassen. Wenn der Inhaber eines Haushaltswarenge‐
schäftes ein scharfes Messer, ein Beil oder selbst Streichhölzer verkauft,
weiß er natürlich, dass man Menschen mit dem Messer erstechen, mit
dem Beil erschlagen und mit Streichhölzern einen Brand entfachen
kann. Aber er darf darauf vertrauen, dass die Käufer ordnungsmäßig
mit den Waren umgehen werden; sonst wäre ja auch ein Handel mit
ihnen unmöglich. Eine dennoch erfolgende strafbare Verwendung liegt
im Bereich des erlaubten Risikos; die etwa mit den gekauften Gegens‐
tänden verübten Delikte sind also dem Verkäufer nicht zuzurechnen.
Anders ist es nur, wenn bei demjenigen, der einen Gegenstand er‐
wirbt (oder sich sonst verschaffen will) eine „erkennbare Tatgeneigt‐
heit” besteht. Wenn also in meinem Beispiel der Verkäufer durch das
Fenster sieht, wie sich vor seinem Laden eine gewalttätige Auseinan‐
dersetzung abspielt und einer der Teilnehmer in den Laden stürzt, um
ein langes und scharfes Messer zu erwerben, gilt der Vertrauensgrund‐
satz nicht mehr. In einem solchen Fall schafft der Verkauf ein uner‐
laubtes Risiko für menschliches Leben. Wenn der Käufer mit dem Mes‐
ser einen Kombattanten ersticht, ist also nicht nur dieser wegen vor‐
sätzlicher Tötung zu bestrafen. Auch dem Verkäufer wird der Erfolg
als fahrlässige Tötung und im Falle des Vorsatzes sogar als Beihilfe zu‐
gerechnet.
Der Vertrauensgrundsatz gilt auch für die Abgrenzung der Ver‐
antwortungsbereiche bei arbeitsteiligem Zusammenwirken, etwa bei
einem Operationsteam. Hier hat auch der deutsche Bundesgerichtshof6
anerkannt, dass „sich die dabei beteiligten Fachärzte grundsätzlich auf
die fehlerfreie Mitwirkung des Kollegen aus der anderen Fachrichtung
verlassen können”. Das Risiko, das durch mögliche Fehler anderer

6

Neue juristische Wochenschrift (= NJW), 1980, 649 (650).
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Mitglieder des Teams geschaffen wird, darf also hingenommen wer‐
den, ohne dass dem einwandfrei arbeitenden Arzt ein daraus etwa er‐
wachsender Schaden zugerechnet wird. Das verdient Zustimmung,
weil es den Arzt von der Konzentration auf die eigene Arbeit mit even‐
tuell gefährlichen Folgen ablenken würde, wenn er zusätzlich noch alle
anderen Beteiligten überwachen müsste. Allerdings ändert sich auch
hier die Lage, wenn der Arzt den Fehler eines Kollegen bemerkt. Dann
muss er einschreiten, wenn er eine Zurechnung des aus dem Fehler
entstehenden Schadens zu seiner eigenen Person verhindern will.
Die Verwirklichung des unerlaubten Risikos
Neben der unerlaubten Risikoschaffung wirft die Verwirklichung
des unerlaubten Risikos eine Reihe weiterer Zurechnungsprobleme
auf. Der einfachste Fall ist natürlich der, dass der Erfolg ausbleibt; der
Täter, der mit Tötungsabsicht auf das Opfer schießt, verfehlt es um
Haaresbreite. Das ist der klassische Fall des Versuchs. Ein Erfolg, der
nicht eintritt, kann nicht zugerechnet werden. Die Schaffung des uner‐
laubten Risikos wird aber als Versuch bestraft, sofern die versuchte
Begehung des in Frage stehenden Delikts unter Strafe steht und die
Grenze der straflosen Vorbereitung überschritten ist.
Schwieriger und interessanter sind die Fälle, in denen der Täter
durch Schaffung eines unerlaubten Risikos den Erfolg verursacht hat,
dieser sich aber nicht als Verwirklichung des verbotenen Risikos dar‐
stellt. Ich will das an vier besonders wichtigen und viel diskutierten
Fallgruppen erläutern.
1. Keine Risikoverwirklichung bei völlig außergewöhnlichen Kausalverläufen
Hierher gehören die schon anfangs erwähnten Fälle, dass das Opfer
eines Tötungsversuches nur verletzt wird, dass es aber beim Transport
mit dem Krankenwagen in die Klinik einem Verkehrsunfall oder in der
Klinik einem dort ausgebrochenen Brand erliegt. Hier fehlt eine Ver‐
wirklichung des geschaffenen Risikos. Denn das Risiko einer Verlet‐
zung besteht darin, dass der zugefügte Körperschaden zum Tode
führt. Die Verletzung begründet aber nicht das Risiko, Opfer eines
Verkehrsunfalls oder eines Brandes zu werden.
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Man muss sich allerdings vor der Annahme hüten, dass schon jede
Abweichung des Kausalverlaufs von den Vorstellungen des Täters die
Risikoverwirklichung ausschließt. Das ist nämlich dann nicht der Fall,
wenn die Abweichung von vornherein im Rahmen des Möglichen und
Vorhersehbaren lag. Wenn A den Nichtschwimmer B von einer hohen
Brücke in den Fluss stürzt, um ihn ertrinken zu lassen, dieser aber auf
den Sockel des Brückenpfeilers prallt und sich dabei das Genick bricht,
hat sich trotz der Kausalabweichung das vom Täter geschaffene Risiko
noch verwirklicht. Der Täter ist also wegen vollendeten Mordes zu be‐
strafen. Denn die Möglichkeit eines tödlichen Ausganges dieser Art
war mit dem geschaffenen Risiko von vornherein verbunden, ist also
nicht zufällig und daher zurechenbar.
Fälle solcher Art sind in der Rechtsprechung nicht selten. Wenn je‐
mand einen anderen mit einem Beil töten will, dieser aber nicht an den
Beilhieben, sondern an der durch sie hervorgerufenen Wundinfektion
stirbt, liegt trotzdem eine Risikoverwirklichung und ein vollendetes
Tötungsdelikt vor.7 Denn auch im Infektionstod realisiert sich eine
durch die Beilhiebe geschaffene Gefahr; der Erfolg ist also das Werk
des Mörders. Ebenso ist der Erfolg dem Täter zuzurechnen, wenn ein
bewusstlos Verletzter nicht an der Verletzung, sondern daran stirbt,
dass er sich erbricht und an seinem eigenen Mageninhalt erstickt.8
Denn auch ein solcher Ausgang lag im Rahmen der geschaffenen Ge‐
fahr, ist also eine Risikoverwirklichung.
Manchmal sind differenzierende Untersuchungen nötig. Wenn je‐
mand mit einer durch seinen Apotheker fahrlässig verursachten Vita‐
minvergiftung ins Krankenhaus kommt und dort an einer vom Kran‐
kenhaus nicht zu verantwortenden Grippeinfektion stirbt,9 hängt die
Zurechnung des Erfolges davon ab, ob Infektion und Grippetod eine
Folge der vergiftungsbedingten Konstitutionsschwächung auf Seiten
des Patienten sind. Wenn ja, hat sich die vom Apotheker geschaffene
Entscheidungen des Reichsgerichts in Strafsachen (= RGSt), Bd. 70, 259.
Entscheidungen des Bundesgerichtshofs in Strafsachen (= BGHSt), Bd. 24, 213.
9 Oberlandesgericht (= OLG) Köln, Neue juristische Wochenschrift (= NJW),
1956, 1848.
7
8
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Gefahr verwirklicht, und er ist wegen fahrlässiger Tötung zu bestrafen.
Hat dagegen die Grippe unabhängig von der Schwächung durch die
Vitaminvergiftung zum Tode geführt, liegt auf Seiten des Apothekers
nur eine fahrlässige Körperverletzung vor, weil ihm der Tod des Pati‐
enten nicht zugerechnet werden kann.
Differenzierend wird in der deutschen Rechtsprechung und Litera‐
tur auch das schwierige Problem an eine Verletzung anschließender
ärztlicher Kunstfehler behandelt. Verletzt A den B und stirbt dieser im
Krankenhaus an leichteren Mängeln der ärztlichen Behandlung, so
wird das von der überwiegenden Ansicht noch als Verwirklichung des
Verletzungsrisikos angesehen und dem Erstverursacher als fahrlässige
Tötung zugerechnet. Denn das Risiko leichterer ärztlicher Behand‐
lungsfehler sei mit jedem Krankenhausaufenthalt verbunden und da‐
mit Bestandteil der durch die Verletzung erschaffenen Gefahr. Beim
Vorliegen eines groben ärztlichen Kunstfehlers – wenn also etwa eine
Medikamentenverwechselung zum Tode führt – wird dagegen eine
Zurechnung zum Erstverursacher abgelehnt. Denn derartige Ereignisse
gehören nicht zum normalen Risiko einer Körperverletzung.
2. Keine Risikoverwirklichung, wenn das unerlaubte Risiko sich nicht im Er‐
folg ausgewirkt hat
Neben dem Fall, dass ein unerlaubtes Risiko nur auf Grund eines
völlig ungewöhnlichen Kausalverlaufs zum Erfolg führt, steht als selb‐
ständige Fallgruppe ausgeschlossener Risikoverwirklichung die Kons‐
tellation, dass ein kausaler Zusammenhang zwischen der verbotenen
Gefahrschaffung und dem Erfolg gänzlich fehlt.
Ein berühmtes Beispiel dafür liefert der in ähnlicher Form vom
Reichsgericht entschiedene „Ziegenhaar‐Fall”10. Der Leiter einer Fabrik
gab an seine Arbeiterinnen chinesische Ziegenhaare zur Verarbeitung
aus, ohne eine vorgeschriebene Desinfektion durchführen zu lassen.
Vier Arbeiterinnen wurden durch Milzbrandbazillen infiziert und
starben. Eine Untersuchung ergab, dass das vorgeschriebene Desinfek‐

10

RGSt 63, 21.
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tionsmittel gegenüber dem in Europa bisher unbekannten Bazillus
unwirksam geblieben wäre.
Wenn, wie in diesem Fall, der Erfolg auch bei ordnungsmäßigem
Verhalten eingetreten wäre, hat sich das Risiko, das in der Nichtdesin‐
fektion lag, nicht verwirklicht. Der Erfolg kann dem Fabrikleiter also
nicht zugerechnet werden. Es wäre unangemessen, die Unterlassung
eines nutzlosen Verhaltens als fahrlässige Tötungshandlung zu beur‐
teilen. Der Fabrikleiter kann höchstens – und in milderer Form – we‐
gen Unterlassens einer vorgeschriebenen Desinfektion bestraft werden,
wenn dafür eine besondere Strafdrohung existiert.
Fälle solcher Art sind nicht selten. Ich will nur noch einen Sachver‐
halt anführen, den in abgewandelter Form der deutsche Bundesge‐
richtshof entschieden hat.11 Ein Radfahrer war unter einen überholen‐
den Lastwagen geraten und getötet worden. Dabei hatte der überho‐
lende Lastwagen vorschriftswidrig einen zu geringen Seitenabstand
eingehalten. Der Radfahrer war betrunken und hatte, wie es für solche
Fälle typisch ist, in einer alkoholbedingten Kurzschlussreaktion sein
Rad nach links gezogen. Sachverständige stellten fest, dass er auch
dann unter den Wagen geraten wäre, wenn der vorgeschriebene Sei‐
tenabstand eingehalten worden wäre.
Auch in diesem Fall hat das zu enge Heranfahren zwar ein uner‐
laubtes Risiko geschaffen, aber dieses hat sich im konkreten Geschehen
nicht ausgewirkt. Der Lastwagenfahrer kann nicht wegen fahrlässiger
Tötung, sondern nur wegen Verletzung des Abstandsgebotes bestraft
werden, sofern diese selbständig unter Strafe steht.
3. Keine Risikoverwirklichung, wenn der Erfolg nicht vom Schutzzweck der
übertretenen Sorgfaltsnorm gedeckt wird
Bei solchen Sachverhalten verwirklicht sich zwar – anders als in den
beiden ersten Fallgruppen – ein vom Verursacher geschaffenes Risiko;
aber die Vermeidung des realisierten Risikos entspricht nicht dem
Schutzzweck der verletzten Sorgfaltsnorm.

11

BGHSt 11, 1.
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Ich will das zunächst an ganz einfachen Fällen verdeutlichen, die
unsere Gerichte tatsächlich beschäftigt haben. Wenn jemand vor
Schreck an einem Herzschlag stirbt, weil ein anderer ihn mit einem
Auto in verkehrswidriger Weise überholt12 oder einen leichten Auf‐
fahrunfall verursacht,13 dann ist das Risiko eines solchen Ereignisses
durch das falsche Fahrverhalten des Verursachers immerhin, wenn
auch unbeträchtlich, erhöht worden. Denn die tödliche Schreckreakti‐
on steht in einem über die bloße Kausalität hinausgehenden Zusam‐
menhang mit dem Verkehrsverstoß.
Dennoch ist der Todeserfolg in beiden Fällen dem Fahrer nicht zu‐
zurechnen. Der Grund dafür ist, dass der Zweck der übertretenen Ver‐
kehrsvorschriften nicht darin besteht, andere vor einem Schreck zu
bewahren. Ihr Zweck ist vielmehr, aus Zusammenstößen resultierende
äußere körperliche Schäden anderer Verkehrsteilnehmer zu vermei‐
den. Im Erfolg hat sich also nicht das Risiko verwirklicht, dem vorzu‐
beugen der Gesetzgeber mit den übertretenen Verkehrsvorschriften
bezweckte. Dieser Umstand schließt die Zurechnung aus.
Der Gedanke, dass für die Verwirklichung eines unerlaubten Risi‐
kos nicht jeder Zusammenhang zwischen Risikoschaffung und Erfolg
genügt, sondern dass ein spezifischer Schutzzweckzusammenhang be‐
stehen muss, lässt sich auch auf kompliziertere Sachverhalte anwen‐
den.
In dem sogen nannten Radfahrer‐Fall14 waren zwei Radler im Dun‐
keln mit unbeleuchteten Rädern hintereinander gefahren. Der vordere
Radfahrer stieß wegen der fehlenden Beleuchtung mit einem entge‐
genkommenden Radfahrer zusammen. Der Unfall wäre auch schon
vermieden worden, wenn nur der hintere Radfahrer sein Fahrrad be‐
leuchtet gehabt hätte.
Dass der vordere Radfahrer durch Unterlassen der Beleuchtung ei‐
ne fahrlässige Körperverletzung begangen hat, ist klar. Aber ist der Er‐

OLG Stuttgart, Verkehrsrechts‐Sammlung (= VRS), Bd. 18, 1960, 356.
OLG Karlsruhe, Juristische Schulung (= JuS), 1977, 52.
14 RGSt 63, 392.
12
13
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folg auch dem hinteren Radfahrer als fahrlässige Tötung zuzurechnen?
Das ist richtigerweise abzulehnen. Denn der Zweck der Sorgfaltsnorm
– des Beleuchtungsgebotes – ist allein die Vermeidung eigener Unfälle.
Die Vermeidung eines fremden Unfalls, um den es hier geht, liegt au‐
ßerhalb dieses Zwecks und kann daher nicht zugerechnet werden. Der
Fahrer des hinteren Rades kann also höchstens wegen einer Verkehrs‐
übertretung (unterlassene Fahrradbeleuchtung) zur Verantwortung
gezogen werden.
In dem sogen nannten Zahnarzt‐Fall15 hatte ein Zahnarzt einer Frau
unter Vollnarkose zwei Backenzähne gezogen. Sie starb dabei an
Herzversagen. Die Frau hatte ihm mitgeteilt, dass sie „etwas am Her‐
zen” habe. Der Zahnarzt hätte daher eine vorherige Untersuchung
durch einen Internisten veranlassen müssen. Eine nachträgliche Prü‐
fung ergab allerdings, dass der Herzfehler bei einer solchen Untersu‐
chung nicht entdeckt worden wäre. Jedoch hätte die Frau in diesem
Fall wegen der durch die internistische Untersuchung bewirkten Ver‐
zögerung der Zahnoperation einige Tage länger gelebt. Kann der
Zahnarzt wegen fahrlässiger Tötung bestraft werden?
Diese Frage ist zu verneinen. Denn zwar hat der Zahnarzt durch die
unterlassene Beiziehung eines Internisten das Leben seiner Patientin
um einige Tage verkürzt, und prinzipiell ist auch die Lebensverkür‐
zung eine Tötung. Auch wer einen Sterbenskranken umbringt, begeht
ein Tötungsdelikt. Aber im vorliegenden Fall entspricht die Zurech‐
nung des Erfolges nicht dem Schutzzweck der Sorgfaltsnorm. Denn die
Pflicht zur Beiziehung eines Internisten verfolgt nicht den Zweck, das
Leben des Patienten um den für eine internistische Untersuchung er‐
forderlichen Zeitraum zu verlängern. Sie soll vielmehr eine Gesund‐
heitsbeschädigung oder einen Todesfall verhindern, die durch ein Or‐
ganversagen während einer Vollnarkose eintreten könnten. Dieser
Zweck war aber im vorliegenden Fall nicht erreichbar, so dass das Ver‐
säumnis des Zahnarztes sich insoweit nicht ausgewirkt hat.
Auf weitere Beispiele will ich verzichten. Doch sei immerhin darauf

15

BGHSt 21, 59; meine Schilderung vereinfacht den Sachverhalt.
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hingewiesen, dass auch der vorher (II.) erwähnte Sachverhalt, dass das
Opfer einer Verletzung stirbt, weil es eine rettende Bluttransfusion
verweigert, in die Fallgruppe der nicht durch den Schutzzweck der
Sorgfaltsnorm gedeckten Erfolgsherbeiführungen gehört. Denn es ist
nicht der Zweck des Verletzungsverbotes, Opfer einer Körperbeein‐
trächtigung vor der Herbeiführung ihres Todes durch selbstverant‐
wortliche Entschlüsse zu schützen. Solche Fälle kommen vor, weil
manchmal Sektenangehörige trotz Aufklärung über die Folgen aus re‐
ligiösen Gründen eine Bluttransfusion verweigern. Es handelt sich hier
um den Fall einer Risikoübernahme durch den Verletzten. Eine solche
Risikoübernahme schließt eine Zurechnung des Erfolges zum Verlet‐
zungstäter aus, so dass der Erstverursacher nur wegen fahrlässiger
Körperverletzung bestraft werden kann.
4. Der Streitfall der Risikoerhöhung
Abschließend soll noch ein im Rahmen der Risikoverwirklichung
besonders umstrittenes Problem kurz erörtert werden. Es wird durch
den von mir geprägten Begriff der „Risikoerhöhung” gekennzeichnet.
Wir können dabei an den schon erörterten Lastwagen‐Fall (IV., 2) an‐
knüpfen, bei dem ein betrunkener Radfahrer durch einen Lastwagen
zu Tode gekommen war, der ihn mit zu geringem Seitenabstand über‐
holt hatte. Ich habe schon dargelegt, dass keine Erfolgszurechnung
stattfinden sollte und somit keine fahrlässige Tötung vorliegt, wenn
der Erfolg auch bei Einhaltung des gebotenen Seitenabstandes einge‐
treten wäre, so dass die unerlaubte Gefahrschaffung sich nicht im Er‐
folg niedergeschlagen hätte.
Wie ist der Fall aber zu entscheiden, wenn, wie es sich in der Reali‐
tät verhalten hatte, der Erfolg bei Einhaltung des gebotenen Seitenab‐
standes zwar möglicherweise ebenfalls eingetreten, möglicherweise
und mit demselben Grad an Wahrscheinlichkeit aber auch vermieden
worden wäre?
Der Bundesgerichtshof hat den Täter freigesprochen, und ein Teil
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der Literatur ist ihm darin gefolgt.16 Im Wesentlichen wird das mit
dem Gedanken begründet, dass in einem solchen Fall nicht sicher sei,
ob sich das vom Täter geschaffene unerlaubte Risiko verwirklicht habe.
Nach dem Grundsatz „in dubio pro reo” (im Zweifelsfall für den An‐
geklagten) müsse daher von einer Zurechnung des Erfolges abgesehen
und das Vorliegen einer fahrlässigen Tötung verneint werden. Dem
tritt die von mir begründete „Risikoerhöhungstheorie” entgegen,17 der
sich ein anderer Teil der Literatur angeschlossen hat.18 Mein Gedanke
ist der, dass bei Einhaltung des gebotenen Seitenabstandes der Über‐
holvorgang als erlaubtes Risiko anzusehen wäre, so dass dem Lastwa‐
genfahrer aus diesem Grunde der Erfolg nicht zuzurechnen wäre.
Wenn er aber, wie es im konkreten Fall geschehen war, durch zu enges
Heranfahren an den Radler das erlaubte Risiko überschritt und diese
Überschreitung auch nicht wirkungslos bleibt, sondern das Risiko des
Erfolgseintritts steigerte, verwirklicht sich im Tode des Radfahrers ein
unerlaubtes Risiko, so dass dem Lastwagenfahrer der Erfolg als fahr‐
lässige Tötung zuzurechnen ist.
Die Gegenmeinung beruht auf dem Irrtum, dass man das Risiko in
einen erlaubten und einen unerlaubten Teil aufspalten und auf diese
Weise für den unerlaubten Teil die Risikoverwirklichung bezweifeln
könne. Wenn aber der Täter das erlaubte Risiko überschreitet und da‐
durch die gerade noch tolerierbare Gefahr weiter erhöht, schafft er ein
im Ganzen verbotenes Risiko. Dieses insgesamt verbotene Risiko ver‐
wirklicht sich auch, wenn der Erfolg eintritt. Daran besteht keinerlei
Zweifel, so dass der Grundsatz in dubio pro reo kein Anwendungsge‐
biet hat.
Die hier abgelehnte Auffassung führt auch zu untragbaren Ergeb‐

16 Eingehende Nachweise in meinem Lehrbuch Strafrecht, Allgemeiner Teil,
wie Fn. 4, § 11 Rn. 90, Anm. 190.
17 „Pflichtwidrigkeit und Erfolg bei fahrlässigen Delikten”, in: Zeitschrift für die
gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft (= ZStW) 74 (1962), 411 ff. Auch in: Strafrechtliche
Grundlagenprobleme, 1973, 147 ff. Von diesem Band ist auch eine spanische Aus‐
gabe erschienen, Madrid, Reus, 1976.
18Roxin, wie Fn. 4, § 11 Rn. 90, Anm. 189.
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nissen. Wenn z.B. bei einer ärztlich indizierten Risikooperation der
Chirurg durch grobe Kunstfehler den Tod des Patienten herbeiführt,
müsste er nach der Gegenauffassung straflos sein, weil auch bei einer
lege artis durchgeführten Operation die Möglichkeit eines tödlichen
Ausgangs bestanden hätte. Das würde den Verzicht auf jegliche Sorg‐
faltsanforderung gerade dort bedeuten, wo besonders große Sorgfalt
geboten ist.
Schluss
Ich habe versucht, in dem begrenzten Umfang eines Festschriftbei‐
trages die zahlreichen Probleme darzustellen, die sich im Bereich der
objektiven Zurechnung für das Strafrecht ergeben. Meine Darstellung
kann naturgemäß nur die Grundlagen umfassen. Sie mag aber doch
zeigen, dass es möglich ist, sehr komplizierte Fragen der strafrechtli‐
chen Haftung nach übergeordneten Maßstäben rational einleuchtend
zu beantworten und durch ein Netzwerk zusammenhängender Leit‐
gedanken auch im Einzelfall ein der willkürlichen Entscheidung ent‐
zogenes, regelgeleitetes Ergebnis zu erzielen. Dass man über einige Lö‐
sungen streiten kann, habe ich am Ende meiner Ausführungen am Bei‐
spiel der Risikoerhöhungslehre zu zeigen versucht. Aber auch für sol‐
che Kontroversen muss gelten, dass sie durch generell gültige Argu‐
mente und nicht durch Dezisionen entschieden werden sollten, die nur
die individuelle Konstellation betreffen.
Ich schließe meinen Beitrag mit einem herzlichen Glückwunsch für
Herrn Prof. Courakis. Die freundschaftliche Beziehung zu ihm und zu
Griechenland ist eine wichtige Bereicherung meines Lebens. Ich wün‐
sche ihm Glück und Gesundheit und noch viele Jahre tatkräftigen
Schaffens.
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Introduction
The aim of this paper is to sketch the basic contours of an interna‐
tional crime of intentional indebtedness. The criminalization rationale
is based not on ordinary notions of international criminalization, but
rather on a human rights‐based approach. By this I mean that the harm
which the proposed offence seeks to rectify is the violation of particu‐
lar fundamental rights that are recognised as such by the entire inter‐
national community, including the countries that incur ‘bad’ debt.
Hence, the key criterion is not direct victimization, nor necessarily the
heinous or injurious nature of the conduct in question under domestic
or international law, although these (as well as the illegal nature of all
or some of the conduct) might play some part in the process. Rather, as
will be demonstrated, the persons responsible for incurring ‘bad’ debt
utilize means that are generally lawful, albeit wholly illegitimate, while
at the same time violating fundamental human rights.
With this in mind, persons that may incur liability for this (theoreti‐
cal at the moment) international crime are those that possess the politi‐
cal and financial capacity to pass on or to accept such debt. The list is
confined to a few natural persons, inter‐governmental organizations,
as well as corporations in the form of funds, banks and other financial
institutions. Others have written more extensively about the civil liabil‐
ity of states and international financial institutions as both lenders and
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borrowers for the creation of such ‘bad’ or unsustainable debt,1 and
hence the non‐criminal liability of states and inter‐governmental or‐
ganizations will not be addressed here. The paper will seek to justify
the promulgation of this offence on the basis of a human rights‐based
approach and at the same time demonstrate that justice considerations
are essential in this process. It will also show that justice (including the
rule of law, avoidance of impunity and others) is not a novel criterion
for expanding international criminalization. In fact, it has been used in
the course of the twentieth century in order to justify the creation of
new offences in the absence of pertinent practice. Although it is the be‐
lief of the present author that the creation and repudiation of odious
and illegal debt are best handled by means and processes other than
criminal law, at the end of the paper I discuss the added value of
criminalization and prosecution.
The Three Processes of International Criminalization
The process of establishing substantive international crimes is typi‐
cally undertaken through the three key sources of international law,
namely treaties, custom and general principles. Treaties are the most
common among the three, given states’ preference for clarity and pre‐
cision and crimes established by treaty can be international (e.g. piracy
jure gentium)2 or transnational in nature (e.g. organized crime).3 In the
latter case, treaties may set out the general framework of the criminal
conduct in question and refer to domestic laws for particular aspects of
liability. For example, treaties setting out transnational crimes rely on
member states’ domestic law in respect of the criminal liability of legal
persons.4

1 See O. Lienau, Rethinking Sovereign Debt: Politics, Reputation and Legitimacy
(Harvard University Press, 2014); R. Howse, ‘The concept of odious debt in public
international law’, UNCTAD Paper 185 (July 2007).
2 UN Law of the Sea Convention (UNCLOS) 1982, Art 101.
3 Palermo Convention on Transnational Organised Crime 2000, Arts 2 and 5.
4 See M. Pieth & R. Ivory, Corporate Criminal Liability: Emergence, Convergence
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Although the criminalization of conduct through custom is now
rare, chiefly because most international and transnational crimes have
been set out in regional or global treaties, its utility remains significant.
It should not be forgotten that the regulation of particular conduct by a
treaty does not stop the customary regulation of the same conduct in
parallel fashion. By way of illustration, the customary definition of
crimes against humanity is different from the definition provided in
the ICTY, ICTR and ICC statutes. Moreover, most treaties covering in‐
ternational crimes are to some degree antiquated and the elements of
crimes therein have developed differently through the practice of states
or international tribunals. For example, the ‘public official’ element in
the UN Torture Convention has now been extended to cover also pri‐
vate actors. Hence, the interpretation of a treaty crime may indeed be
derived from subsequent (to the adoption of the treaty) practice. Fi‐
nally, it should be stated that with respect to some crimes states prefer
the absence of a comprehensive treaty because several aspects of its
regulation do not meet with global consent and as a result the defini‐
tion of the offence under customary law is a much better option. This is
true as regards a comprehensive definition of terrorism under interna‐
tional law, whereby states are divided on issues such as the level and
nature of violence permitted to national liberation movements and
what distinguishes the latter from a terrorist group.5
Finally, general principles stemming from the domestic criminal laws
of states, which in most cases overlap with custom, provide evidence
of a crime, but have never been used as an independent source of in‐
ternational criminalization. International criminal tribunals have used
general principles as a methodological tool in order to extract princi‐
ples of criminal procedure. In fact, the criminal procedure rules of in‐
ternational tribunals have developed almost exclusively on this basis.
Exceptionally, the ICTY in the Furundzija case relied on general princi‐
ples of criminal laws in order to determine the legal nature of forced
and Risk (Springer, 2011).
5 See I. Bantekas & L. Oette, International Human Rights Law and Practice (Cam‐
bridge University Press, 2nd edition, 2016), chp 17.
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oral penetration, namely whether a mere sexual offence or a species of
rape.6
A Fourth Process Based on Justice
The three aforementioned processes of international criminalization
have as their hallmark the element of consent. Indeed, it is because of
such content that the regulation of particular conduct as a crime is pos‐
sible. Nonetheless, there are several notable instances whereby states
have unilaterally criminalized detestable conduct without first seeking
universal or regional consent. Such unilateral action has been predi‐
cated on justice demands and before we highlight several notable ex‐
amples it should be pointed out that justice has also been the basis for
the post facto criminalization of conduct in several instances of history,
as was the case with crimes against peace and crimes against humanity
in the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal.7
From a unilateral perspective, several states in the aftermath of the
Yugoslav crisis in the early 1990s indicted and convicted individuals of
grave breaches, war crimes and crimes against humanity, even though
the conduct in question had taken place in a non‐international armed
conflict. In the 1990s, as indeed now (although which much less force),
crimes taking place in the context of non‐international armed conflicts
were deemed domestic crimes, rather than international ones, and at‐
tracted solely criminal liability under domestic laws. Hence, the attri‐
bution of international criminal liability was a radical departure, which
however met the subsequent consent of the international community.
Several countries have, in addition, unilaterally (through their
criminal laws) expanded the definitions of treaty crimes in order to en‐
compass a broader range of perpetrators. The Ethiopian Criminal
Code, for example, following the defeat of the Derg regime, added ‘po‐
6 See ICTY Prosecutor v. Furundzija, Trial Chamber Judgment (10 Dec. 1998), 38
ILM (1999), 317, paras 180‐184.
7 Art 6, 1945 Agreement for the Prosecution and Punishment of the Major War
Criminals of the European Axis, 82 UNTS 279.
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litical’ groups to the range of groups that could be the target of a geno‐
cidal campaign, despite the fact that this particular group was ex‐
cluded in the definition of the 1948 Genocide Convention.8
Moreover, the doctrine of command responsibility was adopted by
US military commissions in occupied Japan, and later in Axis‐defeated
territories, to try those with control over others who failed in their duty
to prevent or punish. This was at a time well before the doctrine of
command responsibility attained customary status, its aim being to
avoid granting impunity to those in senior positions of command who
claimed that persons under their authority committed offences which
they had not ordered.9 In equal measure, the ‘control over the act’ the‐
ory of perpetration expounded by Claus Roxin and which was later
employed by German courts in the DDR Borderguards case exemplifies
in what manner domestic courts are willing to expand the boundaries
of existing international crimes or indeed create new ones in the inter‐
ests of justice.10 This is also the case with the so‐called Radbruch for‐
mula, which was specifically designed to avert injustice to victims of
Nazi atrocities as well as to deny impunity to perpetrators.11 Had it not
been for such an expansion of criminal liability many of the pertinent
8 Article 281 of the Ethiopian Penal Code included political groups as possible
targets of genocide and the country’s former president was charged as such for his
role in the so‐called “Red Terror” campaign between 1977 and 1978. Special Prose‐
cutor v. Mengistu Hailemariam and Others, (Ethiopia) (2006). See F. K. Tiba, ‘The
Mengistu Genocide Trial in Ethiopia’, (2007) 5 Journal of International Criminal Jus‐
tice 513. In the Jorgić case the German Federal Constitutional Court accepted that
article 220(a) of the Criminal Code in force in 1997 was consistent with interna‐
tional law, despite encompassing within its ambit of group destruction “a group as
a social unit in its distinctiveness and particularity and its feeling of belonging to‐
gether”. The relevant passages are cited in Jorgić v. Germany (ECtHR) (2008), paras.
18, 23, 27 and 36.
9 See G. Mettraux, The Law of Command Responsibility (Oxford University Press,
2009)
10 See C. Roxin, Straftaten im Rahmen organisatorircher Machtapparate, (1963)
110 Goltdammer’s Archiv fur Strafrecht 193‐207.
11 See S. L. Paulson, ‘Radbruch on Unjust Laws: Competing Earlier and Later
Views?’ (1995) 15 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 489.
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crimes would have lacked a culpable perpetrator.
A central motive underlying this section is to emphasise that where
the interests of justice are indeed legitimate and the state in question
(and its pertinent institutions) is acting in good faith, unilateral crimi‐
nalization is an acceptable feature of international relations. Indeed,
there was no international outcry, let alone voices of concern, against
any of the unilateral acts of criminalization or expansion of criminal li‐
ability mentioned in this section, despite the fact that they expanded
the ambit of the law significantly and had an impact on personal liabil‐
ity. If anything, such innovations were welcome and in some cases
provided impetus to other states to act likewise (e.g. international
criminalization for crimes committed in non‐international armed con‐
flicts) and ultimately solidify such criminalization through subsequent
inter‐state action in the form of a multilateral treaty; in the case at
hand, the International Criminal Court (ICC) Statute.
The ‘Directness’ Element in International Criminalization
A feature of international criminalization that generally goes unno‐
ticed is the directness of the conduct to its impact or harm (to the vic‐
tims or other protected interests). The crime of murder, for example,
involves: a) a direct link between the killing of the victim by the perpe‐
trator, which in turn warrants some kind of culpability and; b) the
death of the victim. In equal measure, the robbing of another ship on
the high seas has a direct impact on the property and safety of the per‐
sons on the targeted vessel. Some international crimes, however, or
conduct that could be labeled as repugnant, do not produce direct
harm, at least in temporal terms. The impact of psychological forms of
torture do not mature immediately on their intended victims. More‐
over, the deprivation of food, water and other life‐sustaining resources
from a population by its leadership, whether because of corruption,
misappropriation, intentional deprivation, or other reasons, produces
effects on the victims’ lives (whether life threatening or other) once the
deprivation reaches a particular threshold. This may be months or
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even years after the deprivation has taken place. In between this time,
people perish from natural causes, diseases, crime and other causes.
The length of time between the initial deprivation and the ill‐health or
death of the victims will make it difficult to link the initial conduct
with the harm to the victims. Yet, there can be no doubt that if one
were to eliminate those conditions that are un‐connected to the initial
conduct, which are not contributory causes, then the initial conduct
(i.e. the deprivation) is the sole (or more potent) cause of the victims’
demise. This legal construct (a species of sine qua non or ‘had it not
been for the deprivation’) has been applied by theorists in order to ex‐
plain in what manner otherwise illegal or repugnant conduct produces
indirect harm to a large number of victims (such as institutionalized
grand corruption by state leaders) in such a way that it amounts to a
crime against humanity.12
Indeed, law‐makers give far less weight and ascribe almost mini‐
mal, or no, culpability to state conduct that has no direct criminal im‐
pact, while at the same harm to socio‐economic rights by reason of in‐
ter‐governmental conduct is viewed as acceptable. This is particularly
true in an age of austerity, where deep spending cuts which lead to re‐
striction of access to public goods, such as food, water, healthcare and
welfare are directed by states and intergovernmental institutions. Yet,
limited or wholesale restrictions to such public goods have been
known to lead to ill health, death, suicides, high infant mortality rates
and lack of access to choices and opportunities, which is the quintes‐
sence of multidimensional poverty and in fact its very definition.
Quite clearly, the deprivation of public goods from the general pub‐
lic, which in turn culminates in the life‐threatening conditions identi‐
fied in the previous paragraph encompasses the same criminal quali‐
ties as other any other conduct that produces the same results or out‐
comes. Hence, an intentional deprivation of healthcare or food which
leads to the death of 20 per cent of a state’s elderly population, as well
12 I. Bantekas, ‘Corruption as an international crime and crime against human‐
ity: an outline of supplementary criminal justice policies’, (2006) 4 Journal of Interna‐
tional Criminal Justice 466‐484.
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as the deterioration of the health of 40 per cent of the population is ef‐
fectively the same as if those very segments of the population were
targeted by other means, such as direct killings, beatings or depriva‐
tion of liberty in poor conditions. Moreover, there can be no doubt that
besides the actus reus of the offence, under the conditions described
above, the mens rea dimension is not all that elusive. The culprits un‐
derstand and accept the impact of their conduct. No policy maker de‐
prives people of their fundamental socio‐economic rights by means of
large contracts with lenders and IFIs and then passes detailed laws
without knowing exactly the impact of such measures on the popula‐
tion. The niceties of determining the type of mens rea required in this
eventuality should not bother us too much, given that they are acting
either under direct intent or dolus eventualis/indirect intent. While it is
true that many types of defences have arisen under both domestic and
international laws in order to negate culpability, in the case at hand the
principal offenders are policy makers, leaders of IFIs, top politicians
representing multilateral and bilateral lenders and the leaders of bor‐
rowing countries which impose on their peoples such conditions.
Given that all these actors identify, dictate and ultimately implement
these policies while clearly understanding and knowing full well their
impact on civilian populations, their culpability should be without
question.
Despite the considerations above, we have yet to define what type
of crime we are talking about and whether it resembles with mass
criminality type of crime, such as crimes against humanity, or whether
it is simply a conduct‐type of crime, such as corruption. This will be at‐
tempted in the following sections.
Some Problems with the Human Rights‐based Approach to Crimi‐
nalization
We have already stated that the element of ‘directness’ both in time
and place simply facilitates prosecution but is not the sine qua non cri‐
terion for the existence of criminal conduct. For the purposes of this
study, there are several issues that at first glance render the human
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rights‐based approach to international criminalization problematic.
However, after closer scrutiny such apprehensions are of a legalistic
nature only and are overcome by reference to ordinary notions of
criminal laws or the application of justice.
It goes without saying that the formulation of a human rights‐based
approach to international criminalization requires consensus as to the
meaning of human rights and in addition the content of the (human
rights) obligation must be binding on those incurring criminal liability.
The former will be explored in the next section, so here we shall focus
on the bearers of the obligation. The human rights‐based approach
must correspond to existing fundamental human rights. These are ar‐
ticulated in both customary international law, treaties of a universal
nature (such as the ICCPR and the ICESCR) and to a much lesser ex‐
tent in general principles of law. Having identified our sources we
must now address those incumbent with the pertinent obligations.
Human rights obligations are addressed to states and increasingly in‐
ter‐governmental organizations assume the same obligations, either: a)
by becoming parties to existing treaties (eg the EU acceding to the UN
Disabilities Convention);13 by adopting new specifically designed trea‐
ties (eg. The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights) or; c) by adopting in‐
ternal bylaws, which become part of the institutional law of the organi‐
zation.
While states are generally obliged to adhere to the obligations con‐
tained in international human rights treaties to which they are parties –
these have an extraterritorial effect14 – they have carved out unaccept‐
able (and certainly null and void) exceptions for themselves in the

13 This is rare, however, and the EU is exceptional in this respect. In practice,
the EU typically issues a declaration which determines whether the particular obli‐
gations referred to in the treaty are to be conferred upon it by virtue of the EU trea‐
ties, or whether they remain with the states themselves. See Declaration concerning
the competence of the EC with regard to matters governed by the CRPD, Annex II
to Council Decision 2010/48/EC, OJ L 23 (27 January 2010), 55‐60.
14 See para 9 of Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of
ESC Rights [Maastricht Principles].
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event of bilateral and multilateral lending or other debt‐creation
agreements. Loan agreements, broadly understood, are complex and
involve a variety of actors in diverse capacities, functions and liabili‐
ties. Sovereign financing may be classified as involving: a) private
lenders lending to states; b) sovereigns lending to sovereigns and; c)
sovereigns (including IFIs) and private lenders lending to sovereigns.
There are two formal types of loan/financing agreements between pri‐
vate lenders and sovereigns, namely syndicated and bonded loans. The
former involve the mobilization of resources by a number of commer‐
cial banks in favor of a single sovereign borrower.15 Syndicates may be
classified into direct and participation syndicate, although it is not im‐
possible for loans to be granted by individual banks or a small group
without recourse to a syndication process (so‐called ‘club deals’).16
Bonded loans refer to the issuance of sovereign bonds by states and
their purchase by private parties (banks, funds, institutional investors,
etc), whereby upon maturity of the bond the sovereign pays bondhold‐
ers both the capital spent as well as the agree yield or interest. Al‐
though these agreements are of a private nature, the inability of the
state to repay its debts raises the prospect of litigation in several juris‐
dictions. In practice, the interpretation of the bond transaction and the
loan agreement is construed solely in its commercial capacity and the
courts (in industrialised nations) take no notice whatsoever of the
pressing human rights obligations of the borrower state. Vulture funds,
specifically, pursue litigation outside the framework of any PSI (hair‐
cut) agreement entered into by the borrower state and its other credi‐
tors. In this manner, the human rights obligations of the borrower state
play absolutely no role in the ensuing litigation and judgments may be
enforced against the commercial property of the state abroad as it is
not subject to any immunity limitations.
Loans, co‐financing, adjustments and other financial agreements
15 See A, Mugasha, The Law of Multi‐Bank Financing (Oxford University Press,
2007), 88‐91.
16 See M. Megliani, ‘Private loans to sovereign borrowers’, in I. Bantekas & C.
Lumina (eds), Sovereign Debt and Human Rights (Oxford University Press, 2017).
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that create debt between sovereigns, whether bilaterally or multilater‐
ally, would ordinarily give rise to the treaty and customary obligations
of the states involved. Lending states would be obliged to respect the
human rights commitments of their counterparts, due to the extraterri‐
torial effect of such obligations, while on the other hand borrower
states would be forced to provide said rights to their own people. This
means that inter‐sovereign lending cannot lead to an artificial fragmen‐
tation between the regime of human rights and that of sovereign fi‐
nancing. Yet, in practice, bilateral and multilateral lending agreements
are framed either in non‐binding terms (such as memoranda of under‐
standing) or their applicable law is the private law of a particular na‐
tion.17 Several loan facility agreements entered into between sovereign
borrowers and the IMF in particular were specifically drafted in a
manner that avoids contractualisation.18 The exclusion of the treaty for‐
mat to these transactions is suspicious at first glance, particularly since
the parties are sovereign actors. Although it is beyond the scope of this
paper to explain the ‘hidden’ benefits of non‐binding accords over a
treaty, it should not go unnoticed that treaties are governed by interna‐
tional law, whereas private agreements are governed by any law cho‐
sen by the parties. International law encompasses also international

17 Many recent sovereign loan agreements designate English law as the parties’
choice of law. For example, all the loan facility agreements entered into between
Greece and its creditors, from 2010 until 2015.
18 These consisted of bilateral loans with EU member States through a single
loan facility agreement, worth a total of EUR 80 billion and a stand‐by‐ arrange‐
ment with the IMF at a value of EUR 30 billion. Although the loan facility may be
described as a treaty under certain circumstances, stand‐by‐arrangements are regu‐
lated under Art XXX(b) of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement, with the IMF having
consistently described them as non‐contractual in nature. In order to clarify that
stand‐by‐agreements are not in fact contracts the IMF adopted two distinct deci‐
sions: Decision No 2603‐(68/132) 20 Sep 1968 and Decision No 6056‐(79/38) 2 March
1979. In particular, para 7 of the 1968 Decision stated that “in view of the character
of stand‐by‐arrangements, language having a contractual flavor will be avoided in
stand‐by‐documents”. See generally, J. Gold, The Legal Character of the Fund’s Stand‐
by‐Arrangements and Why it Matters, (IMF Pamphlet Series No 35, 1980).
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human rights law, whereas a private agreement can, and usually does,
bypass international human rights obligations of all parties concerned.
The particular choice of law means that the court or tribunal desig‐
nated to hear a dispute arising from the agreement will be constrained
by the parties’ choice of law. Moreover, the private nature of the
agreement means that governing elites will find it much easier to by‐
pass parliamentary procedures that would otherwise force them to
bring a treaty before parliament for scrutiny, public discussion and ap‐
proval. Parliament is thus prevented from refusing to approve the
agreement in question on constitutional and human rights grounds.
Finally, the contractual nature of the agreements ‘legitimises’ the par‐
ties to forget their public dimension and the fact that they are merely
representatives of their people and instead acts as purely private ac‐
tors. This is achieved by the insertion of confidentiality clauses with
the aim of bypassing constitutional scrutiny, something which is in‐
consistent with constitutionalism and key principles such as self‐
determination. Such privatisation of public life ultimately leads to the
absence of the rule of law and breeds systematic corruption.
The purpose of this section was meant to demonstrate that both
lenders and borrowers make a significant effort to bypass and indeed
avoid any human rights obligations in the drawing of lending instru‐
ments. The instruments they enter into are sound under private law
and in any event powerful states have a history of international law
making which focuses on legality rather than legitimacy. A potent ex‐
ample is trade liberalisation, which has had detrimental effects on the
livelihood of poor farmers in the developing world but has benefited
the wealthy in the developed world and a few elites in poor countries.
The pertinent WTO agreements are based on state consent, hence law‐
ful, but lack all sense of legitimacy, because they favour the few at the
expense of the many. The same is true with the creation of odious or il‐
legal debt. Besides the instruments that create this type of debt, lenders
do not even recognise the concept of odious and illegal debt. Although
its practical dimension is clear it has only been invoked in a handful of
cases and lenders put pressure on borrowers to avoid any invocation of
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these concepts, even by offering concessions and debt relief.19
With the above considerations in mind, creditors generally pursue a
twofold objective: a) to bypass any constitutional and international
human rights obligations and; b) to avoid any link between debt and
its adverse with human rights. As the next section on odious and ille‐
gal debt will demonstrate, such a link is the direct outcome of all forms
of illegal debt, thus giving rise to human rights obligations as well as
potential criminal liability for those responsible.
Odious Debt as Illegal and Criminal Debt
It is perhaps prudent at this stage to briefly examine the various
contours of odious debt and its sub‐categories. There are several defini‐
tions, to be sure,20 but for the purposes of this paper we shall make use
of those articulated in the preliminary report of the Greek Debt Truth
Committee because it is most recent, was drafted by a broad array of
actors, namely academics from across the globe, civil society and po‐
litical figures and the definitions therein were not disputed, despite the
fact that the Committee itself came under sustained political pressure
both from within and outside Greece.
1. Odious debt
The Greek Truth Committee went on to define odious debt, as a
matter of customary international law, as debt:
which the lender knew or ought to have known, was in‐
curred in violation of democratic principles (including con‐
sent, participation, transparency and accountability) and
used against the best interests of the population of the bor‐
rower state, or is unconscionable and whose effect is to deny

19 See I. Bantekas, ‘Unilateral repudiation of odious and illegal debt’, in I.
Bantekas and C. Lumina, Sovereign Debt and Human Rights (Oxford University
Press, 2017).
20 In addition, a report consistently cited as formulating the customary elements
of odious debt contains pertinent definitions. See R. Howse, ‘The concept of odious
debt in public international law’, UNCTAD Paper 185 (July 2007).
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people their fundamental civil, political or economic, social
and cultural rights.21
Quite clearly, the odious dimension of a debt brings into question
two distinct but inter‐related elements, namely its unconscionable na‐
ture and its conflict with fundamental human rights. It assumes that
the very existence of the state is derived from the will of its people and
that governments merely articulate that will in both the domestic and
international spheres as representatives of the people. It is a fundamen‐
tal principle of representation or agency, that the latter is obliged to
perform its duties in the best interests of the principal. Consequently, a
debt that is incurred in a manner that is antithetical to the interests of
the borrowing state (or the lending state for that matter) or which is in
conflict with the fundamental rights enjoyed by the people of that
state, cannot reasonably or legally be demanded by the people in ques‐
tion (through its government). Such a debt cannot have offered any
benefit to the people as such, only to a particular class of individuals,
typically those involved in the original agreement. Given that the peo‐
ple derive no benefit from such a debt, there can be no claim of unjust
enrichment. Although this idea of odious debt, which is predicated on
the juscogens principle of economic self‐determination, has found ex‐
pression in the work of truth committees and several notable arbitral
awards,22 public and private lenders have, not surprisingly, taken a
very hostile stance against its invocation by indebted states. It is clear,
however, that the creation of odious debt is predicated on conduct that
is unlawful on the part of both lender and borrower, with the conduct

21 The Committee was set up by a decision of the President of the Greek Par‐
liament on 4 April 2015. It issued its first preliminary report as Truth Committee
on Public Debt, Preliminary Report (June 2015), available at: http://www.Hellenic
parliament.gr/UserFiles/8158407a‐fc31‐4ff2‐a8d3‐433701dbe6d4/Report_EN_final.
pdf. Henceforth it will be referred to as Truth Committee preliminary report, at 10.
22 In the Tinoco arbitration [Great Britain v Costa Rica], (1923) 1 RIAA 371, it
was clearly stated that knowingly providing a loan to a government that will not
be beneficial to its people constitutes a hostile act and merits no entitlement for re‐
payment.
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itself being unlawful under both domestic and international law. The
fact that the conduct is legalized through an agreement is irrelevant for
the purposes of criminal law.
2. Illegitimate debt
The second type of odious debt is illegitimate debt. This was de‐
fined by the Greek Debt Truth Committee as:
Debt that the borrower cannot be required to repay because the
loan, security or guarantee, or the terms and conditions attached to
that loan, security or guarantee infringed the law (both national and in‐
ternational) or public policy, or because such terms and conditions
were grossly unfair, unreasonable, unconscionable or otherwise objec‐
tionable, or because the conditions attached to the loan, security or
guarantee included policy prescriptions that violate national laws or
human rights standards, or because the loan, security or guarantee was
not used for the benefit of the population or the debt was converted
from private (commercial) to public debt under pressure to bailout
creditors.23
The Committee’s definition was dictated by the underlying condi‐
tions of the Greek debt and by that time the idea of illegitimate debt
was more theoretical than practical. It was assumed that a debt was il‐
legitimate where it had been incurred legally but which was ethically
unconscionable, whether procedurally or substantially. It suffices here
to state that it is now well recognised that debt constitutes a policy in‐
strument to the same degree as its economic and fiscal dimension.24
Borrowing states may incur cheap debt (i.e. with preferential interest

23 Debt Committee preliminary report, at 10; see also Report on Effects of For‐
eign Debt and other Related International Financial Obligations of States on the
Full Enjoyment of All Human Rights, particularly Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, UN Doc. A/64/289 (12 August 2009), paras. 8‐22.
24 In Postova Banka AS and Istrokapital SE v Greece, ICSID Award (9 April 2015),
para 324, it was held that: sovereign debt is an instrument of government monetary
and economic policy and its impact at the local and international levels makes it an
important tool for the handling of social and economic policies of a state.
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or long repayment periods), where available, for fungibility purposes,25
or with a view to attracting investment from particular countries, un‐
dertake infrastructure projects that secure their current levels of em‐
ployment, etc. On the other hand, public works or public‐private part‐
nerships (PPPs) are money‐intensive and constitute the primary financ‐
ing projects for banks, hedge funds and other private financiers. They,
in turn, urge industrialised nations to lobby on their behalf for funding.
Thereafter, it is in the interests of the private funders and the states
(which may and usually do contribute partly to large projects espe‐
cially in the developing world) to make sure that repayment of the
loans is prompt. Once a private bank whose finances are linked to a
country is exposed to a toxic (non‐repaid) debt, there is a domino effect
on the banking sector and the state in question because of the inter‐
connectedness of the international private financing system, which in
turn sustains the domestic job market, consumer spending and ulti‐
mately the availability and collection of taxes. As a result, lending
states not only have a financial interest in the repayment of debt in‐
curred by borrowing states, but may also find it expedient to offset
such debt by using it as a political tool in order to achieve financial or
political benefits.
It is precisely the pursuit of such financial and political benefits that
is at the heart of the doctrine of illegitimate debt. In the case of the
Greek debt, illegitimacy encompassed both a procedural and a sub‐
stantive dimension. As to the first, Greece’s multilateral lenders en‐
tered into actions or statements that either deteriorated the country’s
creditworthiness – which forced it to borrow under higher interest
rates or be excluded from the private financing markets – or culmi‐
nated in decreasing the value of its sovereign bonds.26 Moreover, these
very statements and actions had a very profound effect on the way that
the Greek government entered into negotiations regarding the servic‐
J. E. Stiglitz, Globalization and its Discontents (Norton 2003), 44‐46.
Greek Debt Truth Committee, ‘Illegitimacy, illegality, odiousness and un sus‐
tainability of the August 2015 MoU and Loan Agreements’ (25 September 2015),
available at: http://cadtm.org/Illegitimacy‐Illegality‐Odiousness
25
26
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ing of its debt, as well as in the way that the Greek people exercised
their democratic right to address the country’s debt issue. These ac‐
tions have been held to constitute unilateral coercive measures. Given
that powerful creditor states are able to interfere in borrower states’
constitutional processes and enter into statements or other actions that
knowingly culminate in harming the economy of the borrower and the
livelihood of its population (unilateral coercive measures), reference to
‘force’ in Article 52 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT) may be construed as including forms of economic coercion.27
This type of economic coercion qualifies, among others, as unlawful in‐
tervention in one’s domestic affairs which, although does not invali‐
date consent, may nonetheless offer a basis for denouncing a loan
agreement under Article 56(1)(b) VCLT.
When a heavily indebted country is under severe political pressure
to repay its debt under severe conditionalities or face the prospect of
bankruptcy with unknown – but significantly exaggerated – conse‐
quences, especially when its original debt is of dubious legality – is not
permitted to negotiate in good faith and is contracting under a degree
of coercion. Such coercion was documented by the Greek Truth Com‐
mittee as regards the negotiation of debt restructuring, but also in rela‐
tion to the referendum of July 2015 where the Greek people were effec‐
tively asked to vote whether they accepted the severe conditionalities
(austerity) associated with the latest (proposed) loan agreement, or
otherwise favoured fiscal independence, which may have encom‐
27 The Final Act of the VCLT includes a declaration, initially tabled by The
Netherlands (in reaction to a request by developing countries that consent to a
treaty under economic pressure be considered as ‘coercion’), stating that: “The UN
Conference on the Law of Treaties ... condemns the threat or use of pressure in any
form, military, political, or economic, by any State, in order to coerce another state
to perform any act relating to the conclusion of a treaty in violation of the princi‐
ples of sovereign equality of states and freedom of consent”’ Draft Declaration on
the Prohibition of the Threat or Use of Economic or Political Coercion in Conclud‐
ing a Treaty’, adopted by the Conference without a formal vote. ‘Draft Report of
the Committee of the Whole on Its Work at the First Session of the Conference’, UN
Doc A/Conf. 39/C. 1/L. 370/Rev. 1/Vol. II (1969), at 251‐252.
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passed the parallel use of a national currency, repudiation of the debt,
or other measures.
Besides the procedural illegitimacy of sovereign debt, as described
in the previous paragraphs of this section, substantive illegitimacy
concerns the offer and consideration of a debt that is wholly unneces‐
sary. The UN Independent Expert on debt and human rights issued a
report on the purchase of ships at preferential rates by Ecuador in the
1970s, financed by Norwegian loans, through an aid program. These
ships were of little, or no use, to Ecuador at the time and in the process
was saddled with a significant debt. When interest rates later increased
Ecuador’s interest obligations increased manifold and the only entity
that made a profit from this arrangement were Norwegian ship build‐
ers. Much later Norway acknowledged that this project was of no
value to Ecuador and its people and went on to unilaterally extinguish
the remainder of the debt.28
3. Illegal debt
Although the concept of debt illegality shares some common fea‐
tures with odious and illegitimate debt, it is very much predicated on
the violation of laws, whether domestic or international and hence is
easier to identify. The Greek Truth Committee defined illegal debt as:
debt in respect of which proper legal procedures (including those relat‐
ing to authority to sign loans or approval of loans, securities or guaran‐
tees by the representative branch or branches of government of the
borrower state) were not followed, or which involved clear misconduct
by the lender (including bribery, coercion and undue influence), as
well as debt contracted in violation of domestic and international law
or had conditions attached thereto that contravened the law or public
policy.29
The rule whereby states may not invoke their domestic law as justi‐
fication for violating their obligations under international law30 is in‐
UN Doc A/HRC/14/21/Add.1 (21 April 2010).
Truth Committee, preliminary report, at 10.
30 Art 32, ILC Articles on State Responsibility.
28
29
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applicable in situations where the lender intended to violate or bypass
fundamental provisions of domestic law, particularly of a constitu‐
tional nature, through a debt instrument entered into with the bor‐
rower. This is because such an agreement violates the principle of le‐
gality, fails to satisfy good faith and breaches third parties’ legitimate
expectations. Surely, the superior character of an agreement under in‐
ternational law was not meant to be used in order to blatantly bypass
and violate fundamental constitutional provisions, breach human
rights and put third parties’ legitimate expectations into doubt. The
Greek case is emblematic of such practices by sovereign lenders. Under
articles 28 and 36 of the Greek Constitution all international agree‐
ments must be ratified formally by parliament subject to special ma‐
jorities and in any event they cannot violate fundamental rights and
liberties. Following the debt crisis, the government passed Law
3845/2010, article 1(4) of which granted the Finance Minister authority
to negotiate and sign the texts of all pertinent loan and financing
agreements (including treaties, contracts and MoUs) but these had to
be brought to parliament for formal approval and ratification under
normal constitutional procedures. A few months later, article 1(9) of an
obscure Law 3847/2010, modified article 1(4) of Law 3845 by stipulat‐
ing that the term ‘ratification’ [by parliament] be replaced by ‘discus‐
sion and information’. Moreover, all pertinent agreements (irrespective
of their legal nature) were declared as producing legal effect upon their
signature by the Minister. Hence, articles 28 and 36 of the Constitution
were effectively abolished by a mere legislative amendment in com‐
plete defiance of the procedures for amending the Constitution.
The Fundamental Contours of a Crime of Intentional Indebtedness
Any discussion as to the fundamental legal basis for an interna‐
tional crime of intentional sovereign indebtedness should begin with
an identification of the value for which protection is sought. In the case
at hand, this value concerns the enjoyment of fundamental socio‐
economic rights, particularly those encompassed in global human
rights instruments such as the 1966 International Covenant on Eco‐
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nomic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Despite the fact that sov‐
ereign indebtedness violates most, if not all, civil and political rights
(eg threats to the economy by lenders inhibit the right to free and fair
elections, democratic governance and others), the emphasis for the in‐
ternational crime under consideration is on socio‐economic rights be‐
cause these determine the living quality and physical survival of the
person. Lack of access to fundamental medicines, healthcare, food and
water ultimately results in death, sickness or an acute deterioration of
living standards, which is incompatible with the ICESCR and other
positive obligations of the state under regional instruments, such as the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Equally, the crime of
intentional indebtedness should include all those situations whereby
the state is forced to resort to financial measures that violate economic
self‐determination, as is the case with privatisations of otherwise suc‐
cessful and profitable state enterprises or the sell‐off of natural re‐
sources.31
Because the level of deprivation would always be hard to quantify,
as indeed its length/duration, more objective criteria are required for
grounding the offence as such. Although the aim of this paper is sim‐
ply to provide a brief skeleton/sketch of the contours of such an inter‐
national offence, it is perhaps appropriate to link deprivation of a fun‐
damental socio‐economic right with the ability of the state to satisfy
such a right in two particular circumstances, namely: a) even under its
current condition of indebtedness, or; b) if it is prevented from satisfy‐
ing these rights as a result of a repayment scheme that does not allow it
to finance fundamental public services. Hence, the state (and pertinent
physical persons) are not liable only where: a) they have not commit‐
ted a criminal act (as defined by domestic and international law) in the
process of incurring a debt; b) there are no financial or other means to
provide, protect and respect the pertinent fundamental public service
to their people and; c) they are not precluded from providing these as a
31 In the latest bank recapitalization of Greece in 2015 the banks whose share
prices were very low, only private funds were allowed to participate, but not the
general public through the normal purchase of shares through the stock market.
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result of repayment scheme (to their lenders).
The mens rea of the offence must be predicated on intention/dolus
eventualis. However, the assessment of such mens rea must be consistent
with the context and background of the conduct as a whole. It is must
also encompass a ‘knowledge’ component on the part of the pertinent
actors. By way of illustration, the drawing of a budget that provides for
deep cuts to healthcare and which has been shown, or is known to its
drafters, to exclude the poorest strata and the elderly from affordable
healthcare (and hence all the pertinent consequences, health‐related or
otherwise) constitutes an intentional or foreseeable act as to that popu‐
lation’s living standards and ultimate health or social condition. In the
contemporary world, such linkages are obvious and well known. For
example, the absence of affordable healthcare has been shown to cul‐
minate in preventable deaths, still‐births and pre‐natal deficiencies,
preventable elderly conditions and others. The mens rea concerns con‐
duct involving a policy or widespread occurrence. Knowledge as to
consequence must be predicated on non‐rebuttable presumptions be‐
cause of the notoriety of such consequences and sensible access to ad‐
visors, which governments and lenders are presumed to have. Equally,
knowledge on the part of the ‘lender’ that a particular transaction is
harmful to the state and its people, or that the debt is odious, would
give rise to a criminal liability on the part of the ‘lender’.32
As far as perpetrators are concerned, in most cases borrower gov‐
ernments are mere accomplices to the intentional sovereign indebted‐
ness engineered by IFIs, private financial institutions and lending gov‐
ernments. This means any construction of criminal liability should take
into consideration not only those implementing sovereign indebted‐
ness policies but also those that engineer or impose it against borrow‐
ing governments and their peoples, even if the government in question
32 The Greek Fund for Privatisations of State Assets (TAIPED) took paid advice
from a German consultancy firm, which advised privatization and the sale of air‐
ports (at relatively low prices) to FRAPORT, which itself is a subsidiary of the con‐
sultancy firm. FRAPORT itself is a subsidiary of Lufthansa. A clear conflict of in‐
terest at all levels for the non‐state actor and clear knowledge of the circumstances.
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concurs or is complicit in the overall plan. In this manner, the afore‐
mentioned actors will be induced to become prudent lenders and will
only involve themselves in sovereign financing on the basis of strict cri‐
teria and in a manner that respects fundamental human rights, which,
it should be reminded, constitute fundamental obligations for states
both under their treaty obligations as well as under their domestic con‐
stitutions.33
Although the matter needs further consideration, it is prudent to
say that the international crime of intentional indebtedness should not
be a results‐based crime. If the objective criteria of the actus reus are
satisfied and the pertinent actors were aware of these and consented to
their materialization the crime should be deemed as have been real‐
ized. It would not only be absurd to wait for an impact on the popula‐
tion, but this would also be impractical and unjust. It would also pro‐
vide incentives to the culprits, who after all yield politico‐financial
power – to hide the impact of their policies through multiple means. It
should not be forgotten that some of the most serious international
crimes do not require even a single victim and the elements of these of‐
fences is satisfied irrespective of victimization. This is true for example
with respect to conspiracy (to commit any international crime) and in‐
citement to commit genocide. The key criterion is the violation of fun‐
damental socio‐economic rights (and civil and political rights as the
case may be) irrespective of the immediate depth of impact on the civil‐
ian population.
Added Value of an International Criminal Dimension
It is now common place in international decision‐making to assess
additional layers of protection, or law making on the basis of the added

33 The criminal liability of corporations under both domestic and international
law has been discussed for some time and some concrete steps have been taken.
See C Wells, Corporations and Criminal Responsibility (Oxford University Press,
2001); MJ Kelly, Prosecuting Corporations for Genocide (Cambridge University Press,
2016).
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value that such additional protection or law making will bring about.34
Added value considerations involve financial criteria, as well as avoid‐
ance of duplicative efforts, enhanced and complementary protection
and others. This section provides several reasons as to why an interna‐
tional criminal dimension might provide added value to the alleviation
of the calamities associated with intentional sovereign indebtedness. It
should be pointed out that at present there are very few efforts to ad‐
dress sovereign indebtedness comprehensively and lender states have
made it clear states must honor ‘commitments’ even if this involves a
gross violation of their human rights obligations.
a) This is important because a criminal investigation will provide a
record of events and determine who has done what and how.
b) Moreover, it will give us an enforceable result. With a conviction
and the characterization of assets as assets of illicit origin, the re‐
turn of such assets to the country of origin becomes easier.
c) Equally, a criminal investigation allows the prosecuting state to se‐
cure attendance of witnesses, the accused and evidence situated
abroad through bilateral arrangements.
d) Furthermore, although it will not stop corporate/banking/public
fraud criminality, a criminal conviction is an excellent first step for
the development of better banking codes, corporate codes of con‐
duct and better monitoring by audit and other authorities.
e) It sensitizes the public to be aware of the relevant issues and not
tolerate them. In Greece, for example, the general public did not
care about the results of the Committee on the Truth of the Greek
Debt.
f) Also, something that is ethically detestable may reach such public
consensus as to become a crime (eg unconscionable contracts / con‐
cessions; making profit from interest rates; vulture funds)

34

See A Hellum, Women’s Human Rights (Cambridge University Press, 2015), 10.
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Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to set forth a paradigm for international
criminalization that complements, rather than contradicts, existing
criminalization process; namely, through a human rights‐based ap‐
proach. The case study for this process was the practice of intentional
indebtedness by those persons in a position to make it happen. Tradi‐
tional approaches are inapplicable to this practice because many of the
discrete acts that comprise are clad under veils of legality and are pur‐
sued under the guise of private law. Moreover, the stated intention of
these actors is to salvage the target country’s economy and by doing so
restore the living standards of its population. In this manner, the prac‐
tice of indebtedness seems not only amply justified but benevolent.
This paper is concerned only with odious, illegal, illegitimate and un‐
sustainable debt. Not all sovereign debt is of this nature and in fact
states often borrow to improve the lives of their people, raise employ‐
ment, create infrastructure etc. However, ‘bad’ debt typically violates
domestic law as well as international human rights law, which bind all
pertinent actors. As a result, where a person in a position of authority
(whether from the part of the lender or the borrower) agrees, and in
fact undertakes, to incur a ‘bad’ debt in violation of international hu‐
man rights obligations, in the knowledge of the violation, the proposed
offence would be satisfied, irrespective of any immediate harm to a
class of victims. Although it is supposed by the present author that
harm is inevitable from a ‘bad’ debt, the offence is not results‐based.
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Summary: Before attempting a coherent and analytical evaluation of
the criminal law Act 1882/1990 for tax offences, it is necessary to state
that from the early 90s up until today, the legal framework and the pe‐
nal approach of the subject matter has been amended many times,
mainly in order to assess the enforcement of public law liabilities. Most
of the reforms of the regulatory framework took place in 2011, in order
to combat, prevent and suppress the scourge of tax evasion, which is
claimed to be one of the major causes of the economic recession. How‐
ever, these reforms have been strongly criticized by many academics of
the legal society as particularly rigorous, ineffective and in conflict
with the general principles of the Greek Penal Law. Over the last years,
there has been a positive approach to rationalize the Penal Law for tax
offences, in order to comply with the political, financial and social real‐
ity in Greece. Moreover, the failure to pay debts to the State on behalf
of the citizen is assessed and addressed as a result and not as a main
factor of the economic crisis itself.
According to the Greek national Law, the debt of taxpayers relating
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to public law liabilities is a criminal offence, stated in Article 25 of Law
No. 1882/1990. Under Article 25 of Law No. 1882/1990, as currently in
force, after the amendment of Law No. 4337/2015: “whosoever does not
pay to the tax administration, ‐including public‐law legal persons,
governmental organizations, public‐sector operators‐, public law li‐
abilities for a period exceeding four (4) months shall be punished by a
term of imprisonment of: A) at least one year, if the total debt from
every cause, including interest payments and interest‐like charges of
any kind until the date the debit note is issued, exceeds the amount of
100.000 Euros”. B) At least three years, if the total debt, according to
those stated in A) case above, exceeds the amount of 200.000 Euros.
Criminal prosecution is initiated following a request lodged by the
head of the tax office, or the audit authorities or the customs office, to
the public prosecutor of the district court of their establishment. The
application shall be accompanied by the relevant issued depit note in‐
cluding interest payments and interest‐like charges of any kind. The of‐
fence can remain unpunished, if the amount of money due to public
law liabilities has been fully settled at any stage of the trial”.
When referring to public law debts, we mean every type of public
law debts, such as taxes including interest payments and interest‐like
charges of any kind, fines or fees regulated by law etc. The particular
amount of debt of public law liabilities, which indicates the incrimina‐
tion of the specific offence is being regulated by the criminal legislator,
in order to be in accordance with the prevailing social and financial
conditions as well as other factors, such as the necessity to battle tax
evasion and the necessity to relieve congestion in the criminal courts,
in the interest of the harmonious functioning of justice.
More specifically, Article 25 of Law No. 1882/1990 (Greek Govern‐
ment Gazette A 43 of 23 March 1990) has been subject to a series of
amendments. In its initial form, the penalization of the particular of‐
fence, concerned loan debts and tax debts that exceeded the amount of
100.000 Drachmas and generally debts of public law liabilities that ex‐
ceeded the amount of 300.000 Drachmas. In 2001, under Article 18
par.2 and Article 28 par. 2‐4 of Law No. 2948/2001 (Greek Government
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Gazette A 242 of 19 October 2001) following the Council Deci‐
sion of 19 June 2000, Greece entered the euro zone, therefore the
amount of debts were adjusted to the new functional currency and the
incrimination of the offence concerned loan debts and tax debts thatex‐
ceeded the amount of 3.000 Euros and debts of public law liabilities in
general that exceeded the amount of 6.000 Euros. Moreover, in 2002
there is no longer a distinction between tax debt and public law liabili‐
ties and all debts now have “a unitary nature” and a common way in
addressing and resolving the issue. Under Article 34 par. 1 of Law No.
3220/2004 (Greek Government Gazette A 15 of 28 January 2004) there is
an increase on the amount that indicates the incrimination of the spe‐
cific offence to debts that exceed the amount of 10.000 Euros. The Leg‐
islator was “forced” to proceed with an increase of the amount after as‐
sessing the broader economic conditions of the country and its citizens.
As an immediate result, public law liabilities that did not exceed the
amount of 10.000 Euros, where considered as minor offences, out of
penal law.
In 2009 the Greek economy faced a time of profound crisis, which
was aggravated following the signature of the first memorandum.
Since then, the Greek Legislator begun to relate the public law liabili‐
ties with the economic recession of the country. Tax evasion is consid‐
ered as an extremely immoral action against the society. Therefore,
new measures to combat tax evasion were affected such as provisions
relating to the Court of Auditors that enable it to perform its role more
easily and effectively, the expansion of powers of control bodies, the
creation of a Financial Public Prosecutor’s Office and the Revenue Po‐
lice. Moreover administrative and criminal penalties became more se‐
vere.
Furthermore, Article 3 of Law No. 3943/2011 amends once again the
Article 25 of Law No. 1882/1990 making punishable public debts which
exceeded the amount of 5.000 Euros. We have to bear in mind that with
this change, there was an inevitable expansion of the boundaries in‐
criminating the particular offence in comparison to the previous legal
regime of Law No 3320/2004, which had raised the amount on debts
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that exceeded 10.000 Euros. The strictest penal treatment, of those in
debt was not exhausted only by reducing the incriminating amount of
debt, but was also extended to the very nature of the crime itself.
Tax offences fall into the category of ‘instant’ crimes under article 17
of Greek Penal Code, therefore the actual crime is committed four
months after the payment deadline of the debt is due. The legislator of
penal Law No 3943/2011, however, shares a different view and opin‐
ion. According to his will, tax evasion should become a “constant”
crime that falls within the scope of flagrante delicto. The procedure is
set out in article 242 of the Code of Penal Procedure. In accordance
with article 3 of the Penal Law act No 3943/2011 “the Crime is being
committed four months after the payment deadline of the debt and until the
supplementation of time equal to the 1/3 of the limitation period of the crime.”
Likewise, the amendment of article 3 par.2 of the Penal Law act No
3943/2011 set the minimum sum required in order to convert the sen‐
tence of imprisonment into a financial penalty. In particular, it raised
the conversion sum from 3 euros per day (applicable at that time) to 20
Euros. This was applied exclusively to tax related crimes and not to
other common criminal law offences.
The Explanatory Memorandum that accompanies penal Law No.
3943/2011 is very important as it aids the understanding of those legis‐
lative actions. According to the legislator’s thoughts, since 2009 tax
evasion has considerably expanded in Greece and worldwide by con‐
cealing sources of income. Furthermore, tax evasion remains an obsta‐
cle to economic and social development, depriving the state of mini‐
mum financial resources which have crucial role to the fulfill‐
ment of broader public policy objectives in the areas of health, educa‐
tion and welfare. Tax evasion also puts the citizens on an unequal foot‐
ing, exacerbates the state’s fiscal problems, decreases public revenue,
negatively affects the State budget, on the back of younger generations.
The Greek legislator believes that tax evasion reduces public wealth,
while tax avoiders are getting richer. Under these circumstances of
global economic crisis and current budgetary problems of the state, tax
evasion is strongly considered by the legislator as a cause of State’ s fi‐
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nancial insolvency and a negative element of national economy, as
a scourge that affects all sectors of society and compromises the finan‐
cial interests of the Community and the people. For these reasons the
battle against tax evasion is of a major political importance and critical
the States’ budgets. Success in the battle against tax evasion is neces‐
sary to achieve the objectives of sustainable growth, employment,
competitiveness and social cohesion. According to the legislator’s will,
these goals could be achieved only if criminal law provisions were
more stringent.
Penal Law act No 3943/2011 was criticized mainly for its severity, its
disproportionate adverse impact on the people but also as the intro‐
duction of flagrante delicto proceedings on tax offenses. There were
even judgments of lower criminal courts, which considered this law, in
the application of this offense procedure unconstitutional and diamet‐
rically opposite to Article 2 and 7 of the Constitution on the protection
of human dignity, of the nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege princi‐
ple, and generally incompatible with the doctrine and principles of
criminal law. Besides, both the criminal law and the Criminal Tribu‐
nals have been primarily established for protecting the rights of the de‐
fendants and not in order to assist the state collect debts.
This legislative failure was ultimately perceived by the Greek legis‐
lator, who under art. 20 of Law No 4321/2015 (Government Gazette 32 /
03.21.2015) abolished the flagrante delicto procedure and increased the
in criminality limits from 5.000 € in debts to over € 50.000. Up until
then, thousands of small debtors had suffered and had been humili‐
ated in public by flagrante delicto arrest and detention and there was
once again a congestion of the criminal courts, filled up with minor
cases as such and with no substantive results in combating tax evasion.
In the Explanatory Memorandum that accompanies penal Law No.
4321/2015 and in the conscience of the Greek legislature, the concept of
economic crisis starts to take a different meaning, by putting things on
a more humanitarian basis. The tax increase, the continuous reduction
of wages, the explosion of unemployment and the continued reduction
of income, according to the legislature of Law No 4321/2015, have been
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worsening the economic situation of the citizens and the country. Thus
a considerable part of citizens and enterprises are actually unable to
meet and satisfy all of their obligations, resulting in the accumulation
of uncollected confirmed debt.
Penal Law No 4321/2015 readjusted the boundaries of criminality
and eliminated the in flagrante procedure. Its main aim was the recov‐
ery of the country and its citizens. Moreover, it aimed to restart the
economy and the recessionary climate, with the aim of ensuring the
operation of enterprises and especially small businesses and the main‐
tenance of self‐employed professionals. Likewise, the last amendment
of article 25 of Law No. 1882/1990, which took place with Article 8 of
law No. 4337/2015 (Government Gazette129 /17.10.2015) made punish‐
able the public debts which exceeded the amount of 100.000 Euros, in‐
stead of 50.000 Euros, relieving congestion in the criminal courts.
Despite the numerous favorable penal reforms, which at a time of
global economic crisis, ‘humanize’ the provisions of criminal tax law,
the minimum sum required in order to convert the sentence of impris‐
onment into a financial penalty remains until today stable, at the high
rate of 20 euros per each day of imprisonment. That, in addition to the
interest‐like charges which as estimated go up to 98% of the sum of the
conversion, make it impossible for the majority of the defendants to
pay for the conversion, with an immediate effect to end up in prison
for state debts and be treated like a common criminal. Another unsatis‐
fied demand of the legal society is the distinction between unintended
debtor, ie people who because of over taxation and their low income,
are not able to pay the established taxes and in general their public
debts and between debtors who have the ability to pay their state debts
but they avoid to do so. The distinction between these cases of state
debtors would make criminal law more fair and consistent with the
principles of criminal law and would satisfy a demand of the Greek so‐
ciety.
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Introduction
During the past decade, legal commentators in Europe and beyond
witnessed a remarkable integration of legal institutions accompanied
by an increased harmonization of laws.1 In the field of private interna‐
tional law, for instance, several E.U. Regulations containing common
rules for jurisdiction, choice‐of‐law, and enforcement of judgments in a
variety of private law issues were enacted.2
This “modern European private international law” is designed to
operate in an environment of free movement of persons sharing a
“European citizenship”,3 free movement of goods, workers, enterprise

1 See Lagarde & von Hoffmann, The Europeanisation of Private International Law,
passim (1996).
2 See, for example, the “Rome Regulations” on the law applicable to contractual
obligations (Regulation (E.C.) 593/2008 – “Rome I”), non‐contractual obligations
(Regulation (E.C.) 864/2007 – “Rome II”), divorce and legal separation (Regulation
(E.U.) 1259/2010 – “Rome III”), and successions (Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012 –
“Brussels/Rome IV”).
3 Article 20(1) TFEU: “Citizenship of the Union is hereby established. Every
person holding the nationality of a Member State shall be a citizen of the Union.
Citizenship of the Union shall be additional to and not replace national citizen‐
ship.” See Isin/Saward, Enacting European Citizenship, passim (2013); Grammati‐
caki‐Alexiou, Papasiopi‐Pasia & Vassilakakis, Private International Law, 519 et seq.
(5th edition, 2012) [in Greek].
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and capital within an internal market,4 and free movement of judg‐
ments within a common area of freedom, security, and justice.5 This
evolution of European private international law was celebrated as a
contribution to multiculturalism in an era of globalization.6
The underlying policies of multiculturalism and globalization also
justified an important change in the choice of connecting factors in the
modern choice‐of‐law process. The traditional debate between national‐
ity and domicile gave way to the emerging connecting factor of habitual
residence.7 The harmonization process also “invaded” areas of the law
that were traditionally considered more “sensitive” areas, such as fam‐
ily and succession law.8
But, recent political developments (e.g., Brexit, the Italian referen‐
4 Article 26(1) and (2) TFEU: “1. The Union shall adopt measures with the aim
of establishing or ensuring the functioning of the internal market, in accordance
with the relevant provisions of the Treaties. 2. The internal market shall comprise
an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons,
services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties.”
See Egan, ‘Single Market’ in Jones, Menon & Weatherill, The Oxford Handbook of the
European Union, 407 et seq. (2012).
5 Article 67(1) and (4) TFEU: “1. The Union shall constitute an area of freedom,
security and justice with respect for fundamental rights and the different legal sys‐
tems and traditions of the Member States … 4. The Union shall facilitate access to
justice, in particular through the principle of mutual recognition of judicial and ex‐
trajudicial decisions in civil matters.” See, e.g., the “Brussels regulations” on juris‐
diction, recognition and enforcement of judgments in general civil and commercial
matters (Regulation (E.U.) 1215/2012 – “Brussels Ibis”), in matrimonial and paren‐
tal matters (Regulation (E.C.) 2201/2003 – “Brussels IIbis”), and in matters of suc‐
cession (Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012 – “Brussels/Rome IV”).
6 See Basedow, ‘Multiculturalism, gloablisation, and the law of the open soci‐
ety’, 62 RHDI 715, 733 et seq. (2009); Vrellis, ‘La loi et la culture’, 62 RHDI 449
(2009).
7 See Vrellis, Private International Law, 80 (3rd edition, 2008) [in Greek].
8 Family and succession law issues were originally excluded from E.C. compe‐
tence, only to be added in later Treaty amendments by way of special procedure
(“enhanced cooperation”). See Article 328(1) TFEU. See also recital 8 of the pream‐
ble to Regulation (E.U.) 1259/2010; recitals 7 and 8 of the preamble to Regulation
(E.U.) 650/2012.
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dum, and the lingering threat of Grexit) and an accompanying Euro‐
scepticism have led some commentators to suggest that the pendulum
may be swinging back to a more “traditional” and less “globalized”
Europe. To the author of this humble contribution in honor of a truly
global scholar such as Professor Courakis, this debate is reminiscent of
an older discussion concerning the perennial tension between national‐
ity and domicile as connecting factors in the choice‐of‐law process. The
purpose of this short article is to revisit this discussion.
In Search for the Optimum Personal Law
Every natural person has (or ought to have) a “homeland,” that is, a
legal, persistent (and perhaps emotional) relationship with a state or
nation. This relationship is important for a variety of reasons. For im‐
migration purposes, a person “belonging” to a particular country may
reside and work there or, when traveling abroad, the person may seek
diplomatic protection with the consular authorities of her country.9 For
jurisdictional purposes, a person may be sued before her home court.10
And, more importantly and germane to our discussion, with respect to
personal status, the validity of important juridical acts (e.g., marriage,
adoption, testament, etc.) or the existence of crucial juridical facts (e.g.,
kinship, parenthood, etc.) will be determined by the personal law, that
is, the law of the state or country with which the person is more closely
connected.11
For centuries, conflicts scholars have debated what that personal
law should be. Two were the prime candidates: the law of nationality
(lex patriae) and the law of domicile (lex domicilii).12

9 See Vrellis, Immigration Law, 15 et seq. (2nd edition, 2003) [in Greek]; Pa‐
pasiopi‐Pasia & Kourtis, Immigration Law, 4 et seq. (3rd edition, 2007) [in Greek].
10 See, e.g., Article 4 of Regulation (E.U.) 1215/2012.
11 See Hay/Borchers & Symeonides, Conflict of Laws, §§4.30 et seq. (5th edition,
2010).
12 See Grammaticaki‐Alexiou, Domicile of the Natural Person in Private Interna‐
tional Law, passim (1980) [in Greek]·de Winter, ‘Domicile or nationality? The present
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1. Nationality
The term “nationality” has many legal connotations as well as his‐
torical and political overtones. For the purposes of this discussion, the
term “nationality” is used as defined, rather successfully, by Marida‐
kis:13 Nationality is a public law bond between an individual and a
country or state, pursuant to which that individual belongs to the peo‐
ple14 of that country or state.
As mentioned, nationality is important in several areas of public
law. Here, we discuss nationality as a connecting factor designating the
applicable law to the personal status of an individual (natural person).
The concept of origin (origo)can be traced back to Greco‐Roman
times, although the concepts adopted in the ancient laws and customs
of Greece and Rome do not correspond to the modern terms of national
(citizen) or foreigner (non‐citizen).Be that as it may, the identity of a
person as a “citizen” of a Greek city‐state or of the Roman Empire
meant that the private laws of that person’s homeland would apply to
issues of personal status.15 The same concept of origo resurfaced later,
during the 5th and 7th centuries A.D., when the scope of application of
the medieval laws of the Frankish and Germanic tribes (leges bar‐
barorum) depended on a person’s tribal origin.16

state of affairs,128RCADI 347 (1969‐III); North, ‘Reform but not revolution – gen‐
eral course on private international law’,220 RCADI 26, 141 (1990‐I); Cavers, ‘Ha‐
bitual residence: a useful concept?’, Am. U. L. Rev. 475 (1972); Vrellis, Private Inter‐
national Law, 80 [in Greek]
13 Maridakis, Private International Law, Vol. II, 248 et seq. (2nd edition, 1968) [in
Greek].
14 “People” is defined as the total number of individuals having the nationality
of a country, wherever these individuals may be located; “population” is defined
as the total number of individuals (nationals or non‐nationals) that are present
within a country at a given time of a census. See Krispi‐Nikoletopoulos, Nationality
Law, 42 et seq. (1965) [in Greek].
15 See Maridakis, 249 note 21.
16 See, for example, the scope of application of the lex salica or the lex ripuaria as
discussed by Reimitz, History, Frankish Identity, and the Framing of Western Ethnicity,
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The concept of nationality as we know it today appeared when the
modern States were created. From the 1800s, nationality played an im‐
portant role not only for the cultivation of a “national conscience” and
“state identity”, but also for reasons of migration policy. As people
were on the move across continents and oceans in search for a better
life, some countries, such as the United States and the United King‐
dom, became countries of influx of population whereas other coun‐
tries, such as Germany and Greece, were countries of outflow of popu‐
lation. Choosing nationality as a connecting factor became an impor‐
tant policy decision for the latter countries of outflow, as it maintained
that person’s bond with the motherland. Thus, a Greek immigrant to
the United States would take Greek law with her.17 In the “eyes of
Greece,”18 Greek law would still apply as the personal law of Greeks
residing abroad. The application of the national Greek law was consid‐
ered to be part of that immigrant’s heritage. That heritage would also
be passed on to that person’s posterity.Hence, the system of jus san‐
guinis prevailed as to the acquisition of Greek nationality. A person
born to Greek parents anywhere in the world would automatically ac‐
quire Greek nationality.19
As a connecting factor, nationality dominated the scene in the pri‐
vate international law of Continental Europe. Virtually all choice‐of‐
law rules concerning marriage,20 incidents of marriage,21 divorce,22 chil‐

233 et seq. (2015).
17 See Maridakis, 264.
18 That is, according to Greek private international law.
19 The principle of the “law of blood” does not mean (and never was intended
to mean) “purity” of a nation. That is so, because it is possible for a naturalized
citizen as well to pass citizenship on to her posterity by birth. See Maridakis, 251
note 30; Vallindas, Nationality Law, 50 (1943) [in Greek]; Papasiopi‐Pasia, The Prin‐
ciple of Jus Sanguinis: Ethnicity or Nationalism? Developments and Modern Trends in
Greek Nationality Law, Efimerida Dioikitikou Dikaiou, 293 (2012) [in Greek].
20 Substantive and formal validity of the marriage are determined by the na‐
tional law of the parties to the marriage (see Article 13 of the Greek Civil Code).
21 The incidents of marriage are governed primarily by the law of the common
nationality of the spouses (see Articles 14 and 15 of the Greek Civil Code).
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dren,23 and succession24 pointed to the national law (lex patriae), while
the law of domicile retained a subsidiary role as applicable only in
cases of stateless persons or in the rare cases of absence of the spouses’
common domicile.25
In the 1990s, however, a change in the global demographics started
to become more apparent. Countries of outflow of population, such as
Greece and Italy, suddenly became countries of massive influx of im‐
migrants from the east. Soon, the countries of the Mediterranean be‐
came main ports of entry for migrants crossing from Asia into Europe.
Immigration and asylum laws in Greece have been amended several
times within the last twenty years to cope with the new social reality.26
A significant change in nationality law was also made, incorporating
the doublejus soli principle.27 But, the choice‐of‐law rules enacted in the
Greek Civil Code of 1946, which were based on the nationality princi‐
ple, remained unchanged. Based on these rules, a Greek judge was
therefore instructed to apply the law of the nationality of a migrant, as
the governing law to issues of personal status. To determine the valid‐
ity of a marriage or a will, or the existence of a divorce, or the requi‐

22 Divorce is governed by the law applicable to the incidents of marriage as of
the time of initiation of divorce proceedings (see Article 16 of the Greek Civil
Code). But, see the new choice‐of‐law provisions in Regulation (E.U.) 1259/2010.
23 The relationship between parent and child is governed primarily by the law
applicable to the incidents of marriage as of the time of birth (see Article 18 of the
Greek Civil Code).
24 Succession to the entire estate (principle of unity) is governed by the national
law of the decedent at the time of death (see Article 28 of the Greek Civil Code).
But, see the new choice‐of‐law provisions in Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012.
25 See, e.g., Articles 29 and 14 of the Greek Civil Code. However, it is noted that
“domicile” actually refers to “habitual residence” and not the English concept of
domicile as discussed below. See Maridakis, 258 et seq.
26 See Papasiopi‐Pasia/Kourtis, 25 et seq.
27 See Papasiopi‐Pasia, The Principle of Jus Sanguinis: Ethnicity or Nationalism?
Developments and Modern Trends in Greek Nationality Law, Efimerida Dioikitikou Di‐
kaiou, 293, 300 (2012); idem, ‘The right to nationality under the constitution of
Greece’, 69 Armenopoulos 813 (2009) [in Greek].
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sites of paternity concerning a migrant in Greece, the Greek judge had
to take notice of and apply that migrant’s national law. Soon Greek
judges had to become versed in Albanian law, Afghan law, Syrian law,
Turkish law, or the Sharia law, as the case may be.
The need to move away from the strict application of the law of na‐
tionality was quickly identified by several commentators in Continen‐
tal Europe.28
2. Domicile
The concept of domus was known in Roman law and still retains its
importance in the civil law.29 Here, however, we discuss domicile as a
connecting factor in the choice‐of‐law process. For the purposes of our
discussion, we will adopt Story’s popular definition of domicile:30
“That is properly the domicile of a person where he has his true, fixed,
permanent home and principal establishment, and to which, whenever
he is absent, he has the intention of returning.”
The elements of residence (corpus) and intention of remaining and/or re‐
turning (animus manendi et revertendi) are also present in the Roman law
concept of domus. What differentiates common law domicile, however,
is the distinction between domicile of origin and domicile of choice.31
Domicile of origin is the domicile obtained by a person at birth; it will
usually derive from the domicile of a parent or it will attach to the
place of birth. In effect, domicile of origin will often coincide with na‐

28 See, e.g., Rabel, The Conflict of Laws, Vol. I, 177 (2nd edition, 1958); Bucher,
‘Staatsangehörigkeits‐ und Wognshitzprinzip. Eine rechtsvergleichende Übersicht’,
28 Schweizerisches Jahrbuch für internationals Recht – Annuaire Suisse de droit interna‐
tional, 76, 131 (1972).
29 See, e.g., Windscheid/Kipp (ed.), Lehrbuch des Pandektenrechts §§ 36, 55 (8th
edition, 1900); Balis, General Principles of Civil Law, § 14 (8th edition, 1961) [in
Greek].
30 Story, Conflict of Laws, § 41 (8th edition, 1883); see also Restatement (Second)
Conflict of Laws, §§ 11, 12 (1971).
31 See Dicey, Morris & Collins, Conflict of Laws, 117‐121 (13th edition, 2002).
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tionality. A person may abandon her domicile of origin in favor of a
new domicile of choice. To effect such a change, an intent to take a new
abode and to abandon the old must be manifested. It is possible, how‐
ever, that the domicile of origin may revive in cases where the domicile
of choice is abandoned and no new domicile of choice is designated.32
As a connecting factor, domicile is particularly useful in the United
States and the United Kingdom, where the need arises for assimilation
of the inflowing population. Application of the local law of the domi‐
cile, instead of a multiplicity of national laws, is a practical necessity.33
In a federal nation, such as the United States, domicile is in particular
attached to the State (that is, the territorial unit) with which a person
retains a persistent relationship. Nationality (citizenship) still retains its
importance in public law, although the principle of jus soli is usually
applied for the acquisition of national citizenship at birth.34
Although domicile seems to serve the practical needs of a multicul‐
tural society, nevertheless the peculiarities of common law domicile
become apparent in the international conflict of laws, especially when
a civil law court is called to apply the common law concept of domi‐
cile.35
For example, suppose a Greek court, by application of Greek choice‐
of‐law rules, is called to apply the national law of a United States citi‐
zen to determine the law applicable to this person’s succession.36 In es‐
sence the Greek judge is instructed to apply “United States law” to the
succession. Naturally, “United States law” must refer to the law of a

32 See Graveson, Conflict of Laws, 185 et seq. (7th edition, 1974); Reese, ‘Does
domicile bear a single meaning?’, 55 Colum. L. Rev. 589 (1955).
33 See Nygh, ‘The reception of domicil into English private international law, 1
Tasmanian U. L. Rev. 555 (1961)
34 See Hay/Borchers/Symeonides, §§ 4.1‐4.3.
35Id., §§ 4.11‐4.12.
36 According to Article 28 of the Greek Civil Code, succession is governed by
the national law of the decedent at the time of death. We refer to this provision for
the needs of this example (Note, however, that this rule has been replaced pursu‐
ant to Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012).
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State of the United States. In this example, the solution could be pro‐
vided by the definition of “state citizenship” in the United States Con‐
stitution37 for citizens of the United States are citizens “of the state
wherein they reside” and, in this context, residence means domicile.
Consequently, a choice‐of‐law reference by a Greek court to “United
States law” as the national law of a person will include a reference to
the law of the state wherein this person is currently domiciled. This ref‐
erence provides an easy transition from national law to common law
domicile.
However, this transition does not work well when there is no rule
of reference38 or when the United States person in our example is
domiciled outside the United States and, therefore, maintains a United
States citizenship but has abandoned her state citizenship. A possible
solution in this case would be to refer, by a limited renvoi, the issue to
the current law of the domicile outside the United States.39 Another so‐
lution, particularly followed in the United Kingdom, would be to refer
to the law of the domicile of origin, even though it was abandoned by
that person when she moved to another State or abroad.40
These peculiarities of domicile have been critiqued by common law
commentators who argue in favor of a less rigid system for the desig‐
nation of the personal law.

37 According to the first sentence of the first section of the 14th Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution: “All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state
wherein they reside.” (emphasis added).
38 For example, the United Kingdom has no rule for allocation of domicile be‐
tween England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Nevertheless, a choice‐
of‐law reference to “British law” or “United Kingdom law” will most likely refer to
domicile, even though there is no rule to allocate such domicile to one of the terri‐
torial units of the United Kingdom. See Cheshire, North & Fawcett, Private Interna‐
tional Law, 159 et seq. (14th edition, 2008).
39 See Hay, Borchers & Symeonides, § 4.12.
40 See, e.g., Re O’Keefe [1940] 1 ALL ER 216, and critique in Cheshire, North &
Fawcett, 159 et seq.
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3. Habitual residence
Being mindful of the noted shortcomings of the competing princi‐
ples of nationality and domicile, contemporary conflicts scholars have
proposed a third option: habitual residence.
This connecting factor is gaining popularity in the international con‐
flict of laws,41 and it is preferred in the modern European choice‐of‐law
rules.42 In the international setting, this connecting factor became espe‐
cially popular with the Hague Convention of 1980 of the Civil Aspects
of International Child Abduction.43 According to Article 3(a) of this
Convention, “The removal or the retention of a child is to be consid‐
ered wrongful where (a) it is in breach of rights of custody attributed to
a person, an institution or any other body, either jointly or alone, under
the law44 of the State in which the child was habitually resident immedi‐
ately before the removal or retention” (emphasis added).45
Likewise, the recent E.U. Successions Regulation46 employs this con‐
necting factor both as a basis for jurisdiction for succession disputes, as
well as a connecting factor for the designation of the law applicable to
See de Winter, 348 et seq.
See Baetge,Die gewöntliche Aufenhalt im internationalen Privatrecht, passim
(1994).
43 See Grammaticaki‐Alexiou, International Child Abduction According to the 1980
Hague Convention, 93 et seq. (1996) [in Greek]; Beaumont & McEleavy, The Hague
Convention on International Child Abduction, 88 et seq. (1999). The Hague Conference
on Private International Law makes frequent use of this connecting factor in its
conventions. This connecting factor was first used in the Hague Convention of
1896 on Civil Procedure.
44 The term “law” refers to the whole law of the country of the child’s habitual
residence, by application of the doctrine of renvoi. See Grammaticaki‐Alexiou, Inter‐
national Child Abduction According to the 1980 Hague Convention,101; Grammati‐
caki‐Alexiou, Papasiopi‐Pasia & Vassilakakis, Private International Law, 261; Pérez‐
Vera, Explanatory Report on the 1980 Hague Child Abduction Convention, 445 et seq.
(1980).
45 See Grammaticaki‐Alexiou, International Child Abduction According to the 1980
Hague Convention, 91 et seq.
46 Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012.
41
42
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the succession.47
The determinative use of this connecting factor in the above exam‐
ples and in several other international and European instruments ren‐
ders its definition profoundly crucial. However, a precise definition of
habitual residence is noticeably missing from the international conven‐
tions and European regulations. It is said that definition of this term
has been resisted so that courts will enjoy more latitude to determine
habitual residence in a more flexible way than would be the case for
nationality or domicile.48 Be that as it may, a lack of a definition may
oftentimes create legal uncertainty.
The Council of Europe has provided the following non‐binding
definition (or description) of habitual residence:
… 7. The residence of a person is determined solely
by factual criteria; it does not depend upon the legal en‐
titlement to reside. 8. A person has a residence in a
country governed by a particular system of law or in a
place within such a country if he dwells there for a cer‐
tain period of time. That stay need not necessarily be
continuous. 9. In determining whether a residence is
habitual, account is to be taken of the duration and the
continuity of the residence as well as of other facts of a
personal or professional nature which point to durable
ties between a person and his residence.10. The volun‐
tary establishment of a residence and a person’s inten‐
tion to maintain it are not conditions of the existence of
a residence or an habitual residence, but a person’s in‐
tentions may be taken into account in determining
whether he possesses a residence or the character of
that residence. 11. A person’s residence or habitual
residence does not depend upon that of another per‐

47 See Kindler, ‘Vom Staatsangehörigkeits‐ zum Domizilprinzip: das künftige
internationale Erbrecht der Europäischen Union’, IPRax 44 (2009).
48 See Cavers, 485.
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son.49
Therefore, it is left to the courts to determine what habitual resi‐
dence is, and, as a matter of fact (factum)50, where is it located.51 This
determination is made with reference to objective factors (e.g., duration
of stay in one place) as well as subjective factors (e.g., intent to settle in
a particular place, relations and connections with one place, etc.).52 On
the basis of these factors, habitual residence may be formed through
the passage of time and it also may be lost instantaneously when the
individual abandons a place and moves elsewhere.53 However, during
a person’s absence, the old habitual residence will persist until a new

49 Council of Europe Resolution 72(1) on the Standardization of the Legal Con‐
cepts of “Domicile” and “Residence” (1972). An express (though incomplete) defi‐
nition isattempte din Article 19 of Regulation (E.C.) 593/2008 “on the law applica‐
ble to contractual obligations” (Rome I Regulation) (“1. For the purposes of this
Regulation, the habitual residence of companies and other bodies, corporate or un‐
incorporated, shall be the place of central administration. The habitual residence of
a natural person acting in the course of his business activity shall be his principal
place of business. 2. Where the contract is concluded in the course of the operations
of a branch, agency or any other establishment, or if, under the contract, perform‐
ance is the responsibility of such a branch, agency or establishment, the place
where the branch, agency or any other establishment is located shall be treated as
the place of habitual residence. 3. For the purposes of determining the habitual
residence, the relevant point in time shall be the time of the conclusion of the con‐
tract”). An analogous definition is also contained in Article 23 of Regulation (E.C.)
864/2007 “on the law applicable to non‐contractual obligations” (Rome II Regula‐
tion).
50 Conversely, the connecting factors of nationality and domicile are legal con‐
necting factors (jus) determined in accordance with the law of State of nationality
and the forum, respectively. See Maridakis, 254 et seq.; Hay, Borchers & Symeon‐
ides, §§ 4.8‐4.10; Pérez‐Vera, 445.
51 See North, ‘Reform but not revolution – general course on private interna‐
tional law, 220 RCADI 26, 141 et seq. (1990‐I).
52 Concerning the jurisprudence on the Hague Convention on Child Abduc‐
tions, see Beaumont & McEleavy, 112 et seq.
53 See Davis, Rosenblatt & Galbraith, International Child Abduction, 15 et seq.
(1993).
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habitual residence is established.54
It should be obvious that habitual residence, as a connecting factor,
is situated somewhere between nationality and domicile, though it is
more closely related to domicile rather than nationality. However, it
should also be clear that habitual residence and domicile are not one
and the same. Habitual residence was designed as a less persistent and
more flexible connecting factor. Although domicile and habitual resi‐
dence could, and often do, coincide, technically it is still possible that
habitual residence and domicile (particularly domicile of origin) may
differ.
Nevertheless, confusion between these two concepts is evident in
several statutes, especially in the United States, where it seems that the
two terms are often used interchangeably.55 For example, Article 38 of
the Louisiana Civil Code provides the following definition of domicile:
“The domicile of a natural person is the place of his habitual resi‐
dence.” Article 39 continues: “A natural person may reside in several
places but may not have more than one domicile. In the absence of ha‐
bitual residence, any place of residence may be considered one’s domi‐
cile at the option of persons whose interests are affected.”56 It should be
noted that “habitual residence” in the sense of these provisions must
not be confused with the term “habitual residence” in Article 3 of the
Hague Convention on Child Abductions as discussed above.
Confusion also exists as to the legal treatment of this connecting fac‐
tor. Although the prevailing opinion is that this connecting factor
54 But, especially in the case of habitual residence of minor children, it would be
difficult to imagine an autonomous residence that would be unrelated to its par‐
ents’ residence. In other words, the habitual residence of a child or an interdict will
most like coincide with that of the parent or legal representative. See Grammati‐
caki‐Alexiou, International Child Abduction According to the 1980 Hague Convention,
98; but al so see Beaumont & McEleavy, 91 et seq.
55 See Hay, Borchers & Symeonides,§4.14.
56 Yiannopoulos (ed.), Louisiana Civil Code, Vol. I (2016). These provisions were
revised in 2008. The revision comments under these provisions state that these Ar‐
ticles are based on the old Articles of the Louisiana Civil Code of 1870 and the ju‐
risprudence of the Louisiana courts.
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should be treated as a matter of fact (factum) and not law (jus), the
opinion has been expressed that determination of habitual residence
must be made by reference to the law of the forum and is subject to un‐
restricted appellate review.57
Finally, the redactors of the recent E.U. Successions Regulation ad‐
mitted that in some instances the designation of the habitual residence
can be a complex endeavor.58

In Place of a Conclusion:
The Proper Personal Law in a Multicultural Society
It is often said that nationality, as a connecting factor, represents a
“closed society” unwilling to assimilate or incorporate migrants and

57 See Beaumont & McEleavy, 93. On the meaning and function of the connect‐
ing factor in a bilateral choice‐of‐law rules, see Vrellis, Private International Law, 79
et seq.
58 According to recital 24 of the preamble to Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012: “In cer‐
tain cases, determining the deceased’s habitual residence may prove complex. Such
a case may arise, in particular, where the deceased for professional or economic
reasons had gone to live abroad to work there, sometimes for a long time, but had
maintained a close and stable connection with his State of origin. In such a case, the
deceased could, depending on the circumstances of the case, be considered still to
have his habitual residence in his State of origin in which the centre of interests of
his family and his social life was located. Other complex cases may arise where the
deceased lived in several States alternately or travel ed from one State to another
without settling permanently in any of them. If the deceased was a national of one
of those States or had all his main assets in one of those States, his nationality or
the location of those assets could be a special factor in the overall assessment of all
the factual circumstances.” See, in more detail, Odersky in Bergquist U. et al. (eds.),
EU Succession Regulation – Commentary, Article 4 nos. 9 et seq. (2015); Dutta in Mün‐
chKomm Bd. 10, Article 4 EuErbVO, nos. 2 et seq. (6th edition. 2015); Hertel in Rau‐
scher (Hrsg.), EuZPR/EuIPR Kommentar, Vol. V, Article 4, nos. 22 et seq. (2016);
Bonomi A. & Wautelet P., Le Droit Européen des Successions, Article 4 nos. 14 et seq.
(2016); Caravaca, Davì & Mansel (eds.), The E.U. Succession Regulation – A Commen‐
tary, Article 4 nos. 4 et seq. (2016).
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foreigners, whereas habitual residence, as a modern version of domi‐
cile, is more suited for the needs of an “open society” willing to accept
multiple cultures.59
This opinion may be overstating reality. A closer look could reveal
that recognition of, and respect for, national differences among mem‐
bers of a society could be a sign of openness, whereas a tendency to as‐
similate different ethnic groups in one system of personal law could be
perceived as a sign of exclusion of the right to be different. Take, for
example, a Muslim immigrant in a European country. This individual
may wish to obey Sharia law; she may feel connected to her mother‐
land and may intend to be governed by her national laws. Application
of the lex patriae will satisfy this request, whereas application of the lex
domicilii will exclude such a possibility. Another solution would be to
give this person a right to choose (and therefore determine) her own
personal law.60
In essence, the ultimate choice of the proper personal law rests on
what type of society we envisage. If an “open society” is truly a goal,
perhaps a choice of personal law would be warranted.61
Whatever the societal concerns may be, one truth is undeniable:

See Basedow, 715, 736 et seq.
For example, according to recital 38 of the preamble to the E.U. Succession
Regulation (Regulation (E.U.) 650/2012): “This Regulation should enable citizens to
organise their succession in advance by choosing the law applicable to their suc‐
cession. That choice should be limited to the law of a State of their nationality in
order to ensure a connection between the deceased and the law chosen and to
avoid a law being chosen with the intention of frustrating the legitimate expecta‐
tions of persons entitled to a reserved share.”
61 Public policy would also play a subtle counterpart to ensure a fair balance
and a just result, in accordance with how the Romans envisioned the object of the
law: “Iuris proecepta sunt hoec: honeste vivere, neminem laedere, suum cuique tribuere”
(“The precepts of the law are these: To live honorably, not to injure another, to give
each his due.”) (Corpus Juris Civilis, Institutes 1:1). See Vrellis, ‘Nationality and
domicile in the era of globalization’ in Krispis Foundation, The World Council of Hel‐
lenes Abroad (SAE) According to the Constitution and the Laws of Greece – History and
Prospects, 35 et seq. (2008).
59
60
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Law may be written perfectly in the books, but the success of the law is
measured in action, as applied in human society, as Professor Courakis
very aptly reminds us.62

62 Courakis, ‘Towards a Greek immigration policy with humanity and an effec‐
tive outcome’, in Fouskas & Tsevrenis (eds.), Contemporary Immigration in Greece: A
Sourcebook, 45 et seq. (2014); idem, ‘Anti‐corruption efforts in Greece: between law in
books and law in action in “The art of crime” (www.theartofcrime.gr), July 2015.
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Employer’s criminal liability due
to inconsistency in paying social security
contributions during a financial crisis period
KONSTANTINOS DIMARELLIS
Lecturer, University of Nicosia

Introduction1
Social security expresses state’s welfare to protect its citizens from
various kinds of dangers that may confront within society. Social secu‐
rity systems emerged during the last years of 19th century and were es‐
tablished after the Second World War, when social security was lifted
to a basic state concern. International conventions, such as the Univer‐
sal Declaration of Human Rights, the European Social Charter, the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of European Union and the Interna‐
tional Labor Convention Nr. 102, highlight the importance of social se‐
curity and include provisions that guarantee and regulate the right for
social security.2
Social security in Greece is conducted through the social security
organizations. Greek citizens are classified and belong to seven social
security organizations, depending on whether they are employees,
freelancers, scientists, farmers, civil servants, seamen or journalists.3 It
should be noted that a further merging of the social security organiza‐

1 The judgments which are mentioned below are derived from the legal data‐
base ‘NOMOS’ (lawdb.intrasoftnet.com).
2 Stergiou, Social Security Law, 2nd edition, Sakkoulas Publications, Athens‐
Thessaloniki, 2014, p. 1.
3 Stergiou, Social Security Law, pp. 54‐55.
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tions is intended, aimed at assimilation of benefits. Of course, such a
merging would raise the tangible risk of deterioration, rather than the
improvement of benefits.
Employees come under the insurance of the Social Security Institu‐
tion (SSI)4. Social security contributions are paid through a tripartite
funding by the worker (labor contributions), the employer (employer
contributions) and the state5. Employer contributions do not constitute
contributions that the employers pay as insured themselves to the so‐
cial security organization of freelancers for their own social security,
but the employer’s contributions as attributable for the social security
of each employee to the employees’ social security organization (SSI).
The Greek state has penalized the employer’s inconsistency with
paying employees’ social security contributions, in order to force em‐
ployers to pay the contributions allocated to them and ensure the col‐
lection of the employer’s contributions. In fact, such legislative provi‐
sions that criminalize the employer’s inconsistency in paying social se‐
curity contributions exist in many countries, such as the Netherlands,
Germany, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Portugal and Austria.6
Legislative Framework: The Penal Offenses of Non‐payment and
Non‐imputation of Social Security Contributions
The Law 86/1967 standardized employer’s criminal liability for two
separate offenses: the offense of non‐payment employer contributions
and the offense of non‐imputation labor contributions to SSI.7

Stergiou, Social Security Law, pp. 379 ff.
Stergiou, Social Security Law, pp. 486 ff.
6 Hoenig & Hammerl, Insolvency and Restructuring Law in Central and Eastern
Europe, Linde, Wien, 2014, p. 53; Kirchner, Kremp & Magotsch, Key Aspects of Ger‐
man Employment and Labor Law, Berlin‐Heidelberg: Springer, 2010, p. 78; Wood,
Principles of International Insolvency, 2nd edition, London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2007,
para. 19‐018, Boone, International Insolvency, 3rd edition, London: European Lawyer
Reference Series, 2002, p. 61.
7 Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 480 ff.
4
5
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An employer who fails to pay the employer social security contribu‐
tions within one month after they become due and provided that the
amount exceeds € 20.000, shall be punished with imprisonment from 3
months to 5 years and fine.8 When an employer withholds and does
not impute the labor insurance contributions to the SSI within one
month since they become due and the amount of labor insurance con‐
tributions withheld exceeds € 10.000, shall be punished with impris‐
onment from 6 months to 5 years and fine9. When the total debt ex‐
ceeds € 150.000 within a period of 20 months, which begins one month
since the social security contributions become due, it is a continuous
flagrant crime.10
The standardization of penal offenses of non‐payment and non‐
imputation of social security contributions intends to protect the legal
right of property of the social security organizations and, allegedly,
“the obligation of solidarity that social security embodies”.11 The state
considered that the solidarity of the social security is affected by non‐
payment of social security contributions and the survival of the social
security organizations and the response to their obligation to offer
benefits to their insured are threatened, thereby criminalized these
employers’ behaviors.
If a new law that increases the threshold of persecuted acts is is‐
sued, it applies as more lenient for the prosecuted employer. Hence,
since the debt, after the increase of the amounts, does not exceed the
increased criminality limit, the prosecutions are being discontinued in
accordance with the principle of the prohibition of retroactive founda‐
tion or augmentation of the offense.
In the case of the employer is a legal entity, the person who is crimi‐
nally liable and is prosecuted as perpetrator of the offenses of non‐
payment and non‐imputation of social security contributions should be
specified. The crucial element for a person to be deemed as criminally
Art. 1 par. 1 of Law 86/1967, as amended by the Law 4038/2012.
Art. 1 par. 2 of Law 86/1967, as amended by the Law 4038/2012.
10 Art. 1 par. 6 of Law 86/1967.
11 Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 482.
8
9
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liable is the actual exercise of management of the entity at the time12
the offense was committed, i.e. the participation in administrative and
financial decisions of the legal entity.13
The above provisions do not apply and the employer is not prose‐
cuted for non‐payment of contributions that is obliged to pay as in‐
sured in the freelancers’ social security organization.14 The criminal
proceedings against freelancers for non‐payment of their own contri‐
butions as insured is contrary to the principle “nullum crimen sine
lege”, as the employer in that case is prosecuted for an act which is not
standardized into law by proceeding to an unacceptable analog exten‐
sion and application of criminal law.15
Constituent Elements of Offenses
It is crucial to point out the constituent elements of the offenses of
non‐payment and non‐imputation of social security contributions,
which must be also included in the reasoning of court’s decisions
against an employer.16
Firstly, the total amount of chargeable contributions is part of the
constituent elements of the offenses, in order to establish whether it

12 Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 484, Supreme Court, Judgments 501/2013,
1394/2012, 1115/2008.
13 Art. 1 par. 7 and 8 of Law 86/1967 specifies the persons who are criminally
liable in certain types of legal entities, see also Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 484‐
486.
14 Art. 30 of Law 4321/2015, see also Kremalis, Social Security Law, Ant. N.
Sakkoulas Publications, Athens‐Komotini, 1985, p. 170. Due to Stergiou, Social Se‐
curity Law, p. 480, f.n. 258, the employer should be prosecuted even if he owes the
social security contributions to the freelancers’ social security organization for his
own social security.
15 Nonetheless, in the past employers were prosecuted and punished for non‐
payment of social security contributions owed to the freelancers’ social security
organization, see also Supreme Court, Judgments 1214/2013, 928/2009.
16 Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 483.
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falls into the criminality threshold formulated for each of the offenses.17
The state considered that the protected legal right is not affected by
non‐payment and non‐imputation of smaller amounts than those indi‐
cated and the prosecution does not seem appropriate and decriminal‐
ized debts of smaller amounts, since the means of enforcement of the
Tax Code were considered as adequate in order to collect them.18 Fur‐
thermore, it must be indicated the social security organization to which
the contributions are chargeable, in order to clarify whether it is about
labor contributions which are attributable for the insurance of each
employee to SSI and not for social security contributions to be paid
from the employer as a freelancer for his own social security.19 Another
constituent element is the capacity of the persecuted as employer or
their status as a legal representative when the employer is a legal en‐
tity,20 in order to be secured that the prosecution has been brought and
the sanction was imposed to the person who actually bears criminal li‐
ability because of his status as the employer who is under the obliga‐
tion to pay social security contributions.
In contrast, the number21 and the names22 of the workers whose con‐
tributions were not paid, the duration that each of them worked23 and
the regular earnings for each of them24 do not refer to the constituent
elements which are included in the law and establish the criminal li‐
ability of the employer.

17 Supreme Court, Judgments 178/2014, 773/2014, 1061/2013, 1727/2011, 1809/
2011, 2/2010, 151/2010, 1095/2010, 681/2009.
18 Konstantinou–Mpaltas, The offenses of non‐payment and non‐imputation of
social security contributions (Art. 1 par. 1 and 2 of L. 86/1967), after the amendment
of Art. 33 of L. 3346/17.6.2005’, published in the legal magazine Armenopoulos,
2006.1369 ff. (1370).
19 Supreme Court, Judgments 773/2014, 1061/2013, 1727/2011, 681/2009.
20 Supreme Court, Judgments 1727/2011, 2/2010, 635/2010, 1358/2009.
21 Supreme Court, Judgments 78/2015, 773/2014, 1105/2011, 658/2009, 683/2009.
22 Supreme Court, Judgment 78/2015.
23 Supreme Court, Judgments 78/2015, 773/2014, 683/2009. In contrast, Supreme
Court, Judgments 178/2014, 1061/2013, 2/2010, 635/2010, 1095/2010, 681/2009.
24 Supreme Court, Judgments 78/2015, 658/2009, 683/2009, 1302/2009.
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As far as the culpability is concerned, the Law 86/1967 does not re‐
quire additional information to determine the intent of the deceit, nor
discern between immediate or potential, as presumed inherent in the
production of the events leading to the affirmation of the offenses.25
Means of Preventing Imposition or Execution of Sanction
The standardization of non‐payment and non‐imputation of social
security contributions aims at forcing the collection of contributions
from the debtor‐employer and creating insurance awareness among
employers.26 The threat of sanctioning serves as a means of preventing
the commission of the offenses mentioned above. Elimination of of‐
fence, suspension of prosecution, postponement and interruption of
execution of the sanction are means which prevent the imposition or
execution of the sanction. These means suggest that the primary pur‐
pose of the statute is the collection of contributions and not the convic‐
tion nor punishment of the employers who have paid or regulated
their debt and whether they are consistent with the arrangement either
have paid their debt.27
First, the offense is eliminated when the employer pays the contri‐
butions owed until the day before the hearing of the case at first in‐
stance. The payment results from receipt or other document by the so‐
cial security organization, which shall immediately inform the judicial
authorities that the debt has been paid and the employer is no longer
criminally liable. In this case, the case is withdrawn from hearing and
shall be closed by a Prosecutor’s act.28

Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 484.
Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 480, Petroglou, ‘The debtor’s penal confronta‐
tion of social security contributions in case of arrangement or payment of the debt’,
Inspection of Social Security Law, 1999.522 ff. (522).
27 Petroglou, ‘The debtor’s penal confrontation of social security contributions
in case of arrangement or payment of the debt’, Inspection of Social Security Law,
1999. 522 ff. (524).
28 Art. 1 par. 5 of Law 86/1967, see also Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 483,
25
26
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Furthermore, prosecution against the employer gets suspended, if
the employer makes a payment arrangement of the debt, as long as he
abides by the conditions of the arrangement, while, in case of total re‐
payment, the offense is eliminated.29
Finally, when the employer has entered into an arrangement for
partial payment of the debt, the execution of the sanction is postponed
or is not executed, if it has already begun. Postponement or interrup‐
tion of execution of the sanction is intended to facilitate the payment of
debt. The sanction is eliminated if the debt, for which the sanction was
imposed, is fully paid.30
Τhe Employer’s Moral Damage Due to Untimely Notification of
Elimination of Offense on Behalf of the Social Security Organization
When the social security organization fails to inform the judicial au‐
thorities that the employer has paid the debt and the sanction has been
eliminated, the employer suffers from moral damage and insult of his
personality31. In that case the award of compensation stands for its le‐
gal correctness and is also attuned with the purpose of the law. First, it
is legally correct, as the employer has suffered moral damage and in‐
sult of his personality, because of the failure of the social security or‐

Margaritis, ‘Embezzlement (Art. 375 of Penal Code and 1 par. 1 of L. 1608/1950)
and social security (labor and employers’)contributions’ (Art. 1 of L. 86/1967)’, Pe‐
nal Justice, 2006.68 ff. (72), Petroglou, The debtor’s penal confrontation of social se‐
curity contributions in case of arrangement or payment of the debt’, Inspection of
Social Security Law, 1999. 522 ff. (522).
29 Art. 28 par. 15b’ of L. 4321/2015 andArt. 18 par. 11b’ of L. 2434/1996, see also
Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 483, Petroglou, The debtor’s penal confrontation of
social security contributions in case of arrangement or payment of the debt’, Inspec‐
tion of Social Security Law, 1999. 522 ff. (523).
30 Art. 28 par. 15b’ of L. 4321/2015 andArt. 18 par. 11b’ of L. 2434/1996, see also
Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 483, Petroglou, The debtor’s penal confrontation of
social security contributions in case of arrangement or payment of the debt’, Inspec‐
tion of Social Security Law, 1999. 522 ff. (524).
31 Athens Court of Appeals of Administrative Justice, Judgment 1570/2012.
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ganization to carry out its obligation to inform the judicial authorities
regarding the payment of the debt and the elimination of the offense.32
Thus, the employer is ethically and personally exposed through the
penal proceedings to an indefinite number of persons (courts, col‐
leagues, family etc.) without a lawful cause, because of the negligence
of the social security organization to inform the judicial authorities. At
the same time, the award of compensation is attuned with the purpose
of the law. The possibility that the employer would bring actions
against the social security organization and ask for adjudication of
compensation may be a means of pressure on the organizations in or‐
der to perform their tasks as required and the employer will not be ex‐
posed to unlawful penal proceedings and unjustified mental damage.
Conclusions
The provisions of Law 86/1967 are characterized by their preven‐
tive, rather than for their retributive and repressive aim. Their intend is
to prevent the employers from non‐payment and non‐imputation of
social security contributions and to force them to correspond to such
employer’s obligation.33 Criminal Law is used as a means of collection
of social security contributions, when other means of coercion of em‐
ployers (enforcement by means of Tax Code) are deemed insufficient.
The modern era is marked by a strong economic crisis and social
unrest. Business turnover as well as income are reduced, resulting in
discontinuation of operation of more and more businesses, as they are
unable to pay their debts to the state and individuals. The interest of
social security organizations to defend the legal right of their property
by pursuing penal proceedings against debtors in order to collect the
contributions owed is, of course, reasonable. But the prosecution and
punishment of employers in such cases now represents a very common

32 For the civil liability of the State for compensation, see Council of State, Judg‐
ments 1970/2009, 2536/2008.
33 Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 480.
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phenomenon. Although there are no official statistic records, the cases
that led to courts and sanctions that are imposed against employers
grow increasingly. Obviously, the non‐payment of social security con‐
tributions is not always due to employer’s recalcitrance to pay his
debts, but may be due to real inability to pay because of the general
economic hardship and scarcity.
First, the state might have to adjust the amounts constituting the of‐
fenses of Law 86/1967 and review the facilitation means of repayment
of debts by the employer. The amounts of € 20,000 and € 10.000 respec‐
tively are considered to be very low. Inconsistency of payment of social
security contributions for a few months (depending on the size of each
firm and the number of employees) leads to extensive cases of em‐
ployer’s criminal liability. This inconsistency, as mentioned above, is
not necessary due to employer’s recalcitrance or unwillingness to pay,
but it may be caused by temporary financial crunch, in view of the
general liquidity problem that exists in the economy. Besides, the em‐
ployer may fail to pay such contributions, whereas simultaneously is
expected to receive large sums of money from their debtors, so their
culpability for non‐payment is placed under dispute. The liquidity
problem swells amid restrictions on banking transactions (capital con‐
trols), especially if the employer depends on financial remittances from
abroad. Therefore, a first step could be to increase the amounts that
standardize the criminality of the two offenses.
Secondly, it is proposed the reform of the procedures of suspension
of the prosecution and postponement or interruption of execution of
the sanction. The Law 86/1967 already provides procedures that facili‐
tate the employer and prevent the latter’s prosecution and punishment.
These procedures should become more flexible, by prompting, for ex‐
ample, a grace period of non‐payment or extending the number of
doses of adjustment of payment of debts34. Otherwise, the criminal

34 In contrast Stergiou, Social Security Law, p. 480, where it is mentioned that the
means of suspension of prosecution and postponement or interruption of the
execution of the sanction may lead to circumvention of the legislative framework.
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proceedings and the sanction imposed against the employer without
enabling, ultimately, the collection of contributions does not meet the
objective of protecting the legal right of property of the social security
organizations.
In conclusion, we must always take into account that the aim of the
standardization of the offenses of non‐payment and non‐imputation of
social security contributions is the facilitation of the collection of the
contributions owed. A system that only ensures the employer’s crimi‐
nal liability and the enforcement of a sanction against him, without
guaranteeing and enabling the collection of contributions, is unfair and
ineffective. Thereby, we suggest the review of the legislative frame‐
work that would make the payment system of social security contribu‐
tions fairer for the employer and prompt insurance awareness, without
invalidating employer’s criminal liability as a means of pressure for the
collection of social security contributions.
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Introduction
Whenever the world has been faced with an economic crisis or re‐
cession, there has been intense rhetoric about the ostensibly higher
crime rate caused by financial difficulties. The recent economic crisis
has been no exception and has revived the popular and academic in‐
terest in the interconnection between economic hardship and crime.
Various criminological theories in general and, to a greater extent,
neo‐classical theories are based, among other aspects, on the notions of
“strain” (e.g. Merton, 1938, Agnew, 2001) and “rational choice”(i.e. eco‐
nomic crime theory and rational choice theory [Cornish & Clarke, 1984;
Becker, 1974]). They suggest that it is “logical” that the high levels of
unemployment and the “bad” economy, in general, should increase
crime rates and that the “good” economy should reduce criminal activ‐
ity. This reasoning, however, and the related investigations which have
been carried out in order to verify or disprove these theories, pertain
mainly to economic difficulties in general, without focusing on periods
when there is a collective confrontation of economic crises on a na‐
tional or global level.
It is obvious that periods of economic crisis or recession possess dif‐
ferent characteristics than any general period of economic difficulty, as
it has a collective impact, and, for this reason, research conducted on
the subject of crime, during such a period, should be conducted in a
distinct and singular manner. As a result, the methods used for the in‐
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vestigation of the relationship between economic crises or recessions
and crime should be equally analogous of the idiosyncratic nature of
such research.
Many researchers have attempted to examine the interrelationship
between economic crises and crime quantitatively and have used a va‐
riety of methods. However, this type of research often seems to utilise,
to a large extent, the same methodological tools which are repetitively
applied. As a result, these studies appear to show common and re‐
peated theoretical and practical obstacles which occur mainly from a
methodological standpoint.
This article will attempt to highlight some of the methodological
problems found in quantitative research conducted in order to inter‐
pret the issue of a possible relationship between economic recessions or
crises and crime. In addition, this article will endeavour to highlight
the common and repeated methodological problems, as well as to illus‐
trate possible “good” practices based on this illustration. In this way, it
could be possible to conduct “robust” and reliable research on the sub‐
ject matter in the future.
The Complexity of Quantitative Research in Linking Economic Cri‐
ses and Crime
In quantitative criminological research, the link between economic
crises and crime is mainly sought for while taking into account one or
more Financial Soundness Indicators (FSIs) in relation to overall crime
or in relation with one or more types of crime, which in turn are com‐
pared either between two or more periods of time, or by observing the
variations of the phenomena in a given period, in one or more loca‐
tions.
As far as concerns the economic indicators which are commonly
used in studies conducted to prove or disprove that financial crises or
recessions and crime are interconnected, these are usually parameters
such as unemployment rates, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), con‐
sumption indexes, housing foreclosure rates, poverty and other eco‐
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nomic indicators such as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the Con‐
sumer Confidence Index (CCI). Additionally, in some cases, the issue is
discussed while taking into consideration the overall economic reces‐
sion or crisis as a distinct phenomenon, without focusing on the spe‐
cific parameters which constitute an economic crisis or recession (e.g.
Kriesburg, Guzman & Vuong, 2009 and Rodriguez & Larrauri).
The economic indicators which are selected are in turn, usually,
compared with one or more types of crime, in order to identify the in‐
terconnection, or the lack thereof, between the phenomena. Although
there has been a plethora of comparative research which has attempted
to confirm or disprove this seemingly causal relationship, investigating
the relationship between economic crises and crime has mainly been
limited to a narrow field which looks at very specific types of criminal
activity.
More specifically, attempts at examining the relationship between
the two phenomena have been based, to a very large extent, within the
sphere of property crime (e.g. de Blasio & Menon, 2013; NIEIR, 2009;
Krisberg, Guzman & Vuong, 2009) and violent crime (e.g. Campos,
Dent, Fly & Reid, 2011; Krisberg, Guzman & Vuong, 2009; Nilsson &
Estrada, 2003). Moreover, there are but few exceptions which have
studied other types of crimes, such as, for example, Blomberg, Hess &
Weerapana (2004) whose study assessed the connection between eco‐
nomic conditions and terrorism. As a result, it is apparent that there
has been a large neglect within these types of research concerning the
ways in which the economic crisis and the levels and types of crime
may be connected. At the same time, it becomes evident that illegal po‐
litical violence and other forms of crimes, which are highly prominent
during times of crises, are ignored (Xenakis & Cheliotis, 2013, p. 719).
One of the reasons why property crime and violent crime are pri‐
marily selected for this type of research is because, due to the fact that
they are theoretically based on the classical criminological theories, it is
“easier” to speak of economic difficulties in general and to link these
difficulties to the impact they may have on “common” crime. More‐
over, these crimes are extensively defined and, as a result, it is easier to
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analyze them. In addition, on a practical level, these types of crime are
more frequently reported to the police and, thus, there is a large and
relatively valid volume of quantitative data available (UNODC, 2011 ,
p. 10).
The fact that certain crimes are usually “preferred” has resulted in
the use of one (e.g. Braithwaite, Chapman & Kapuscinski, 1992), or two
(e.g. Wolff, Cochran & Baumer, 2013) types of crime, or a categories of
crime (e.g.. Hollis, 2011; NIEIR, 2009; Police Federation of England &
Wales, 2009), which are in turn presented as descriptors of the relation‐
ship between economic crises and crime in general. The use of individ‐
ual types of crime is likely to lead to bias and false positive, or nega‐
tive, results when comparing the economic health of a country or re‐
gion and crime. For example, when taking into consideration cases of
vandalism, it would seem that there are low levels of this type of crime
in neighborhoods with high levels of vacant homes due to foreclosure.
However, this is likely to be due to the fact that vandalism is not re‐
ported to the police, in areas with a diminished population – due to a
high amount of foreclosures ‐, without this necessarily meaning that
there is a low level of vandalism is such areas. As a result, it is impor‐
tant to bear in mind the fact that if two events occur at the same time,
this does not necessarily mean that they are interdependent.
Furthermore, there is an evident absence of quantitative research
which focuses on the relationship of economic crises or recession and
“white collar” crimes and, in the few such studies which have been
conducted, “white collar” crimes are usually “absorbed” within the to‐
tality of the narrative of crime and are not subjected to a deeper analy‐
sis (e.g. Rodriguez & Larrauri, 2012; Cui, 2010). This is an issue on
which Xenakis & Cheliotis (2009) have reflected and where they spe‐
cifically mention that this may be due to the notion that such crimes
tend to be rarer, as recorded events, than property or violent crimes.
However, when taking into account the importance of the anthropo‐
centric, economic and political ramifications of “white collar” crimes,
and as they respectively parallel the effects of an economic crisis, it is
obvious that these crimes should be examined more thoroughly and
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should not be overlooked.
Ideally, a comparison should be implemented, between each sepa‐
rate category of crime, but also with respect to the overall crime rates,
and to the individual consequences of an economic crisis at specific lo‐
cations. In this way, it could be more feasible to create a more informa‐
tive representation of the relationship of economic health and crime. It
is obvious, however, that to perform such a study the appropriate time
and financial outlay are required, something which is not always read‐
ily available in an academic study.
One of the most important parameters which greatly affect the qual‐
ity of quantitative research which aims to prove or disprove the rela‐
tionship between economic hardship and crime is the method of quan‐
titative data analysis itself. More specifically, it has been stated that
these quantitative studies are often carried out with the use cross‐
sectional data or of time‐series data (Box, 1987; Dongil, 2006).
Cross‐sectional data are data from units observed at the same time
or within the same time period. These data can be simple observations
of a sample survey or deduction made from all units within a popula‐
tion (Biørn, 2013, p. 1). However, the use of cross‐sectional data has
been criticized, as it has been seen as a form of “photographing” of the
data of one particular period of time (Box, 1987, p. 87) and, therefore,
the results cannot successfully be compared with other periods of time.
On the other hand, time‐series data are data extracted from a unit or
a group of units which are observed over several successive periods. A
time‐series constitutes a sequence of data points, typically measured at
successive time periods spread out between uniform time intervals.
The temporal variability of the data, if extensive enough, allows the re‐
searcher to examine the effects of fluctuations in crime rates, and to ex‐
amine the occasions of absence of variations with respect to crime
(Fajnzylber, Lederman & Loayza, 2000, p. 236). As a critique of time‐
series data it has been noted (e.g. Levitt, 2001, p. 377) that utilizing
these types of data is an extremely “slow” way of answering questions
of a criminological interest. An additional criticism is that the investi‐
gation of a possible interdependence between the two phenomena has
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been described as difficult to detect by using time‐series data, because
there is little chance of identifying the causal, or non‐causal, relation‐
ship between variables and, therefore, the results may be misleading
(Levitt, 2001).
In response to the issues presented by the above two methods, some
researchers (e.g. Arvanites & Defina, 2001; de Blasio & Menon, 2013)
have used panel data. These data contain observations of multiple phe‐
nomena obtained over multiple time periods for the same group of
units or entities. They constitute, as a result, a combination of time‐
series and cross‐sectional data that allow the researcher to exploit the
spatial and temporal changes within the variables which are of interest.
The additional degrees of “freedom” available, in this manner, in re‐
lation to time series data or cross‐sectional data, enable for a more ac‐
curate estimate, and permit for the use of a larger amount of controlled
variables and, as a result, researchers can interpret statistically signifi‐
cant relationships and may conclude, with respect to linking events
more closely, to causal relations rather simple propinquities. On the
other hand, the ability to use both types of data is important, as it helps
to reduce the chances of error and imprecision, in connection to the ac‐
tual relationship between economic cycles and crime. As a result, and
while bearing in mind that it is very common for errors to occur be‐
tween spatial and temporal units, because the parameters are hetero‐
geneous within the unit subsets, it is likely to produce a form of, possi‐
bly, incorrect causal heterogeneity or homogeneity between the spatial
and temporal parameters.
Although the above data analysis methods are the most prevalent,
other methods such as Propensity Score Matching1 (e.g. Wolff, Cochran
& Baumer, 2014), the “difference‐in‐differences”2 research model (e.g.

1 Propensity score matching is a statistical matching technique which attempts
to estimate the effect of a treatment, policy, or other intervention by accounting for
the covariates that predict receiving the treatment. (Dehejia & Wahba, 2002).
2 The difference‐in‐differences research design is a method used in economet‐
rics and quantitative / quantitative research in the social sciences that attempts to
mimic an experimental research design using observational study data, by study‐
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Cui, 2010), and the economic regression model3 (e.g. Police Federation
of England & Wales, 2010) have also been utilized in such research.
These methods, despite being less common, may pose as useful alter‐
natives to the overused methods mentioned above. They do, however,
also possess similar inherent problems as do the above methods.
In conclusion to the above mentioned methods, one could say that
they possess three major recurring methodological obstacles. Firstly,
when an economic crisis and crime are measured simultaneously,
within the same time period, the analysis cannot adequately describe
what variable is the cause and which variable is the consequence. Sec‐
ondly, in cases where a correlation between the two phenomena is de‐
tected, these methods do not explain how to determine whether those
who are less likely to commit a crime under “normal conditions” are
also those who choose to act in this way when facing financial difficul‐
ties. Thirdly, the causal processes displayed by the major criminologi‐
cal theories are examined in greater detail when contemplating the be‐
havior of people before they are faced with financial difficulties, and
not during this period.
In response to the above quandaries, the use of longitudinal studies
could be suggested. By using longitudinal studies, which would enable
the monitoring of a group of people over the course of many years,
while collecting multiple observations on all aspects of their lives, the
parameters on which the debate of whether economic difficulties affect
– or do not affect – criminality rely on, could be distinguished in a
more accurate manner. At the same time, whether or not there is a
convergence of the two phenomena could be portrayed more unambi‐
guously.
Nevertheless, the greatest practical barrier to using longitudinal
studies, in order to investigate the matter in question, is that a financial
crisis does not occur during regular or scheduled intervals, at specific
ing the differential effect of a treatment on a ‘treatment group’ versus a ‘control
group‘ in a natural experiment. (Lechner, 2011, p. 167).
3 The economic regression model is a statistical tool for the investigation of rela‐
tionships between variables (Sykes, 1992).
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locations, and, as a result, it cannot be guaranteed that the group which
is being monitored will face a financial crisis while it is being observed.
On the other hand, the fact that such an investigation would allow for
a more clear detection of the consequences of an economic crisis or
downturn on crime and on other social consequences, justifies its use
and, for this reason, it could be considered the most successful investi‐
gative method. This is also due to the fact that longitudinal studies also
focus on the qualitative and not only the quantitative aspects of scien‐
tific research.
In addition, longitudinal studies could help overcome “lag effect”.
Lag effect is an issue which commonly occurs in studies which exam‐
ine the relationship between economic crises and crime, which are
conducted without enough time having passed after a financial crisis
or recession has occurred, hence not allowing for enough time for the
consideration of the macroeconomic consequences of such a period
(e.g. Campos, Dent, Fry & Reid, 2010; Cui, 2010; de Blasio & Menon,
2013; Hollis, 2011; Þórisdóttir, R. & Árnason, 2011; Rodriguez & Lar‐
rauri, 2012; UNODC, 2011; Wolff, Cochran & Baumer, 2013) or which
make predictions about these consequences (e.g. NIEIR, 2009; Police
Federation of England & Wales, 2009). This means that, if we consider
that an economic recession or crisis of a certain country has an impact
on crime, these consequences may occur later on in time and not im‐
mediately after or concurrent with the onset of financial difficulties. By
using longitudinal studies it is possible to include repeated observa‐
tions of the various variables for a long time, even for decades.
Another problem that often occurs in studies on the matter in ques‐
tion is the exclusive use of “hard” data for large spatial areas (e.g. for
the whole country) without taking into consideration the possible rea‐
sons for the possible increase of specific crimes in specific areas. De‐
spite the fact that, generally, at a national level there is some homoge‐
neity among regions, it is not possible for specific areas of a country to
face exactly the same problems as other areas, during an economic cri‐
sis.
Research has shown that, in general, economic recessions and crises
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are more consequential in urban areas (Sanogo & Luma, 2010; Ruel,
Garrett, Hawkes & Cohen, 2010; Baker, 2008). This is likely due to bet‐
ter coping mechanisms which may be in place in rural areas (e.g. self‐
sufficiency and production of agricultural products and livestock) and,
also, due to the strong dependence of people living in urban areas to
the circulation of readily available “cash” and to a designated lifestyle.
As a result, and while making the assumption that an economic crisis
does cause crime, it would be inappropriate to assume that economic
difficulties will have the same impact on crime in urban and rural ar‐
eas. Furthermore, the conclusions drawn regarding the relationship be‐
tween national crime rates and economic variables may not be able to
be generalized in all areas of a country. In essence, there may be a rela‐
tionship between the economy and crime in specific areas of the coun‐
try, even if the relationship is not visible at the national level. The
analysis of “local” data can be difficult because of the different types of
crime seen in different states, provinces, cities, neighborhoods, or even
in entire countries. However, analysis on a smaller scale may be more
useful in order to be in a position to observe variations in crime in a
specific period, either during or after a financial crisis, something
which would be attainable by using a longitudinal research design.
The comparison of crime rates in different areas for different periods of
time also poses a similar problem because of the “conceptualization” of
crime. More specifically, the definitions given to various forms of crime
and what constitutes a specific offense vary by region and over time. In
this way, the indicators used in studies conducted on the economic cri‐
sis and crime, may be comparable neither by region nor by time.
Therefore, all the different parameters on the concepts of time, space,
crime and economy, should be taken into account in research on eco‐
nomic downturns and crime, and explanatory discussions should of‐
fered, rather than merely simple illustrations and statistics reports de‐
signed to “exhibit” the occurring phenomena.
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Concluding Thoughts

It is important to bear in mind the fact that crime is an episodic and
sporadic phenomenon and that there is no unique and singular effect
of the economy on crime. In addition, the subject matter is clearly more
complex than a mere causal relationship of “action” and “reaction”. As
a result, in order to understand the mechanisms that influence fluctua‐
tions in crime, it is necessary to take into consideration and understand
the temporal and spatial scope within which we are stating our argu‐
ments and the “driving forces” which are in effect on a local, national
and global level and not to limit ourselves to individual parameters
that may be of relevance.
Furthermore, although it would seem “logical” to assume that there
indeed would be an increase in crime during a period of financial crisis
or recession, this is not exclusively due to the notion that the theoreti‐
cal “rational choice” effects are enabled and cause people who would
otherwise not commit crimes to act in such a manner, but perhaps that
this is because other relevant mechanisms “wear out” or cease to be as
effective as in prosperous times. More specifically, when a country
faces economic difficulties, it is expected that the funds usually spent
on protective mechanisms for crime prevention will diminish, thus in‐
creasing the risk of victimization. These mechanisms may include, in‐
dicatively, the lessening of police patrols or the inability of the State to
provide for social welfare and medical treatment to those who need it,
with all the possible consequences which may occur as a result.
For this reason, it is important for research related to economic cri‐
ses and crime, to be assessed also in respect of a qualitative point of
view during and after periods of economic crises or recession instead
of merely investigating the symptoms of a crisis (e.g. unemployment)
on a quantitative level. As a result, ideally, future studies conducted on
the subject matter should combine a variety of quantitative and quali‐
tative methodological approaches and procedures, as is the case of
longitudinal studies, which have, in fact, been characterized as the
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“bridge” between quantitative and qualitative methods (Ruspini,
1999).
In essence, whether and in which exact way economic difficulties,
particularly during an economic crisis, affect crime remains a problem‐
atic question. However, and even though, due to the usual lack of
funds and time for the improvement of academic studies, this article
contemplates idyllic conditions, it could perhaps be possible to answer
the question of whether, and in which way, economic difficulties dur‐
ing a financial crisis or recession, could affect crime, through a thor‐
ough and comprehensive investigation, which would make use of all
the “good” methodological practices.
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The examination of unfair terms
in consumer contracts in Cyprus before
European Union’s intervention –
administrative sanctions –
criminal sanctions and the way forward
IOANNIS GIOKARIS
Ph.D. Candidate, University of Newcastle, Attorney at Law

The fundamental aim of this article is to critically examine the situa‐
tion existed in the area of standard contract terms in consumer con‐
tracts in Cyprus before the intervention of the European Union’s
through the European Directives. Before the writer moves to the analy‐
sis of this important topic it is crucial to refer to the research method
that the writer has selected in order to gather all the important infor‐
mation.
Research Method
The researcher conducted interviews with civil servants, experi‐
enced lawyers, presidents and vice presidents of consumer organiza‐
tions and directors of banking, insurance institutions, relevant business
organizations and Ex‐Directors of the electricity Authority of Cyprus
and Cyprus Telecommunications Authority. The purpose of the inter‐
views was to examine the level of consumer protection in Cyprus be‐
fore and after European Union’s intervention and to establish the im‐
provements that the European Directives have offered to the Cypriot
consumers and what further actions need to be taken in order to im‐
prove further the consumer protection. It should be noted that the in‐
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formation obtained by these interviews helped the researcher promul‐
gate the third chapter and part of the fourth chapter of his PhD thesis.
Furthermore it is crucial to mention that the method selected was the
most appropriate one since The Cypriot Competition and Consumer
Protection Service of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and
Turism did not hold any records concerning the examined period
(1960‐1991). For this reason the Director of Competition and Consumer
Protection Service Mr. Charalambos Rousos promulgated an official
document that certified that the aforementioned Ministry does not
hold any records and that the best way for obtaining this important in‐
formation was to conduct personal interviews with individuals that
were civil servants and were working at the Service during the period
under investigation. Additionally, the researcher obtained Ethical Ap‐
proval by the Dean and the Ethical committee of Newcastle University
in order to conduct these interviews. Finally the interviewees have
been given all the necessary information through the information sheet
and they have signed the consent form, which explicitly states that the
researcher can use the data of the interviews both for his PhD thesis
and for any other publications.
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Introduction
The purpose of this article is to analyze the topic of the unfair terms
that have been used by the Cypriot businesses in the contracts con‐
cluded with the Cypriot consumers during the period 1960‐1991, that is
the period before the European Union generates, through the promul‐
gation of specific Directives, important changes to specific consumer
topics such as the topic of the unfair contract terms in consumer con‐
tracts. More specifically the first section of this article will consider the
various attempts that the Cypriot government has made in the realm of
consumer topics. The second section will provide an introduction to
the topic of the unfair terms in consumer contracts in Cyprus and will
explain its importance. In the third section of this article various unfair
contract terms that existed in the contracts concluded between the
Cypriot consumers and the various insurance, banking, institutions,
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businesses, the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) and the Cyprus
Telecommunications Authority (CYTA) will be presented and be sub‐
jected to a critical analysis. In the subsequent sections other fundamen‐
tal problems such as the non‐existence of an official Authority to deal
with the standard contract terms in consumer contracts, the various
forms of unintelligibility and the urgent need for the establishment of a
black and grey list of standard contract terms will be considered and
analyzed in order to have a more complete picture about the level of
protection that had been offered to the Cypriot consumers by the Cyp‐
riot legislator. In the penultimate section of this article the writer will
discuss the administrative and criminal sanctions that should be ap‐
plied to the area of standard contract terms that were unfair in order to
combat and eliminate them from the contracts concluded between the
Cypriot businesses and the Cypriot consumers. It is important to men‐
tion at this point that the suggestions that will be made for the better‐
ment of the protection offered to the Cypriot consumers in relation to
the area of unfair contract terms in consumer contracts can be taken
into consideration not only by the Cypriot legislator but also from
other national legislators and certainly by the European legislator. Es‐
pecially at this moment that the European Union envisage to revise the
European directives that deal with various consumer topics such as the
contracts concluded away from business premises, the distance selling
contracts and the topic of unfair terms in consumer contracts the sug‐
gestions that are being expressed on this article will be a valuable con‐
tribution to the improvement of the protection offered to the European
consumers.
A. Brief Assessment of the Protection Offered by the Cypriot Govern‐
ment to the Cypriot Consumers Between the Period 1960‐1991
In this introductory section there will be a brief assessment of the
initiatives that had been taken by the Cypriot government to increase
the protection offered to the Cypriot consumers. At the outset it should
be noted that indeed during the period 1960‐1991 the Cypriot legislator
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had enacted certain pieces of legislation that manage to deal with top‐
ics that had generated specific problems to the Cypriot consumers. On
the other side it is obvious that certain areas that had to be covered by
specific legislative acts such as the area of the unfair terms in consumer
contracts and contracts concluded away from business premises had
not been regulated by the Cypriot government. The ex directors of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry Dr Froso Hatjiluca and Georgios
Mytides admitted that the Cypriot government partially responded to
specific problems that have been generated to the Cypriot consumers
by enacting specific legislative acts.1 One of these acts that had been
implemented by the Cypriot government to strengthen consumers’
protection was the law 94/1979 in relation to the hygiene of the meat.2
The purpose of the aforementioned law was to establish some rules in
relation to the procedures that needed to be followed for the killing of
animals for food. As the directors of the Ministry of Commerce and In‐
dustry had pointed out this specific legislative act had to be promul‐
gated because there were many incidents of food poisoning because
the people who butchered the animals did not abide to the prescribed
food hygiene standards.3 More specifically the aforementioned law
obliged the people who slaughtered animals to proceed to these ac‐
tions only to a place that had been specifically designed for such ac‐
tions such as a slaughterhouse4 and additionally the Cypriot butchers

1 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
2 Law 94/79 “in relation to the hygiene of meat”, number 1571 (14.12.79) Official
Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 1211‐1215.
3 Interviewee number (1) – Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) – Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) – Le‐
ontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) – Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry; Interviewee number (5) – Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
4 See article 3 (1) of the Law 94/79 “in relation to the hygiene of meat”, number
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could proceed to the butchery of animals only after the veterinarian
that had been appointed by the Cypriot government had made the of‐
ficial inspection of the meat.5 Another important piece of legislation
that was enacted by the Cypriot government was the law 23/1986 that
had dealt with the mineral oils (readjustment of the retail selling
price).6 The purpose of the aforementioned law was to readjust the re‐
tail selling price of the oil, the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and the
light and heavy fuel oils that were used by the Cypriot consumers be‐
cause the prices that had been established in the previous years by the
oil companies were excessive and brought the Cypriot consumers to a
disadvantaged position.7 According to the Ex‐Directors of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry many complaints have been submitted by
the Cypriot consumers during the period 1982‐1985 in relation to the
selling price of the oil.8 More specifically after an important investiga‐
tion that had been made by civil servants of the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry it had been found that the oil companies that operated in
Cyprus had increased significantly the prices offered to the Cypriot
consumers and additionally some oil companies that operated in cer‐
tain cities had established higher prices than other companies that op‐

1571 (14.12.79) Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 1211‐1215.
5 See article 3 (3) to (8) of the Law 94/79 “in relation to the hygiene of meat”,
number 1571 (14.12.79) Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 1211‐1215.
6 Law 23/86 “in relation to the mineral oils (readjustment of the retail selling
price)”, number 2123 (14.03.86) Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 731‐732.
7 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
8 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
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erated in different cities.9 This practice was extremely unfair for the
majority of the consumers because the consumers that used to live in
the cities with the higher prices had to spend a significant amount of
their monthly salary to cover their oil needs. In other words the oil
companies in Cyprus had exploited the Cypriot consumers by estab‐
lishing high retail oil prices.
The aforementioned examples clearly demonstrate that the Cypriot
legislator had recognized some areas such as the hygiene of the meat
and the prices of the oil, that brought to a disadvantaged position the
Cypriot consumers and tried through the promulgation of specific
pieces of legislation to rectify the problems. On the other side there
were topics such as the use of standard contract terms that were unfair
to the contracts concluded with the Cypriot consumers as well as the
contracts concluded away from business premises that generated vari‐
ous problems to the Cypriot consumers but the government failed to
proceed to the necessary actions to deal with these topics. One of the
reasons that the Government had not proceeded to the coherent treat‐
ment of these consumer topics was that there were some important po‐
litical issues that had arisen during the period under investigation. One
of these political issues was the Turkish invasion in 1974 in the north‐
ern part of Cyprus that resulted in the occupation of 38 per cent of the
island by the Turks.10 Moreover another consequence was that 160.000

9 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
10 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20)
Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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thousand Greek Cypriots that were living in the occupied regions had
to move to southern part that was still under the control of the Greek
Cypriot government.11 Consequently the Cypriot government had to
provide shelter, food, medical and psychological help to the refugees
something that demanded a lot of financial and human resources in
order to accommodate all these people. Additionally another interre‐
lated problem that had been pointed out by the Presidents of consumer
organizations was that the pressure from the consumer organizations
had been minimal.12 Some of the reasons for this was that there was
only one consumer organization in Cyprus during the period 1960‐
1991 and this organization had not the sufficient number of members
or the appropriate economic resources in order to put pressure on the
government to proceed to the necessary actions for the betterment of
consumer protection.13 Additionally the Cypriot government envis‐
aged to develop the Cypriot economy and for this reason it did not
want to enact complex and detailed pieces of legislation that would
make the various businesses that wanted to invest on Cyprus reluctant
to proceed to such actions.14 Lastly it is worth mentioning at this point
11 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director
of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou
– Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; In‐
terviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organi‐
zation ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
12 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
13 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘ Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life.
14 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director
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that the Cypriot citizens had not developed the so called consumer
conscience that would have helped them to realize that only through
the enactment of specific legislative acts by the Cypriot government
their rights would have been better protected.15
The Need for a Coherent Protection from the Use of Standard and
Non‐standard Contract Terms
In the previous section it has been demonstrated that the Cypriot
legislator should have promulgated a specific legislative act that would
have dealt with the topic of the unfair contract terms. The purpose of
this section is to provide more details about the topic of the unfair
terms in consumer contracts and discuss the reasons that a specific leg‐
islative act should have been promulgated by the Cypriot legislator in
order to provide a coherent protection to the Cypriot consumers. From
the interviews that have been conducted in Cyprus there was a consen‐
sus that the new act should establish a specific form of control to all the
standard contract terms that are used by the businesses to the contracts
concluded with the consumers. The standard contract terms are the
contractual terms that one of the contracting parties had promulgated
in advance with the aim to use these terms in an indefinite number of
contractual agreements.16 The public officials were of the opinion that

of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou
– Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; In‐
terviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organi‐
zation ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
15 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioan‐
nis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee
number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – Presi‐
dent of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life.
16 See Marianos Karasis, ‘The Judicial Control of the General Terms of Transac‐
tions’ (1992), 13‐14; Aris Kazakos, ‘Civil Law, the Economy of the Market and the
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during the seventies the number of the standard contract terms used
by the various businesses and financial institutions were growing rap‐
idly.17 From 1980 to 1985 the public officials argued that there were a
substantial amount of complaints made by the Cypriot consumers in
relation to the use of standard contract terms by the businesses.18 Fi‐
nally from 1985 to 1990 the complaints made by the Cypriot consumers
have been doubled and it was obvious that the majority of the Cypriot
businesses and the banking and insurance institutions have promul‐
gated standard contract terms that the majority of them had been un‐
fair.19 The major argument of the public officials for the urgent need of
the promulgation of a specific legislative act dealing with the standard
contract terms was that the extensive use of these pre formulated terms
by the various businesses and institutions had created a cognitive defi‐

Protection of the Consumers’ (1987, 149‐151; Nikolaos Deloukas, ‘The General
Terms of Transactions’ (1952), 16.
17 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐ employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
18 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
19 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
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cit to the Cypriot consumers since the consumers had to be subjected to
very complex information that the vast majority of them could not un‐
derstood.20 Indeed as Georgios Mytides and Froso Hatziluca have
pointed out many consumers complaints’ were in relation to the non‐
comprehensibility of the various standard terms that had been incor‐
porated in the Cypriot consumers’ contracts by the big businesses.21
Additionally another important argument that was supported by the
Presidents of the Cypriot consumer organizations was that the Cypriot
consumers could not escape from the imposition of the standard con‐
tract terms since the various businesses of each sector have made an
agreement among themselves to impose standard terms in all the con‐
tractual agreements made with the Cypriot consumers.22 In other
words if a particular consumer wished to avoid the imposition of stan‐
dard contract terms and turn to a business that could negotiate the
terms of his contract, this could not be feasible since the businesses
have the same policy to offer to their clients predetermined contract
terms.23 Finally some experienced Cypriot lawyers added to the above
20 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
21 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
22 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
23 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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arguments, that a specific legislative act that would protect the Cypriot
consumers from standard contract terms should have been promul‐
gated because the businesses and the financial institutions are finan‐
cially superior by the consumers and at the same time the consumers
do not have the necessary experience and knowledge in relation to the
products and services that these businesses offer.24
Some Examples of Standard Contract Terms That Could Be Consid‐
ered Unfair
The purpose of this section is to examine certain sectors and to pro‐
vide some examples of standard contract terms that could be consid‐
ered unfair.
1. Insurance companies and the use of standard contract terms that could be
considered unfair
The insurance sector was one of the sectors that used to impose sev‐
eral standard contract terms that could be considered unfair. During
the interviews the state officials, the lawyers, the presidents of the con‐
sumer organizations identified various terms that seemed unreason‐
able and created various imbalances to the rights of the Cypriot con‐
sumers.25 For instance a standard contract term that was used by the
24 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
25 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
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majority of the Cypriot insurance companies was the one that pre‐
scribed that, in the home insurance contracts, the insurance company
had to pay a compensation to the Cypriot consumer that was equal
when the house had been built.26 In other words, if a Cypriot customer
had made a home insurance contract with an insurance company in
1985 and his house had been built in 1971 then if the house had been
destroyed by a fire, then the company had to pay, not the current value
of the house, but the value that had the house when it had been built
14 years ago. Such a term could not be deemed fair and certainly had
created an imbalance on the obligations of the two parties. The one
party, which on our occasion is the Cypriot customer has to pay an
amount that reflects the social and economic conditions of the 1985
year and on the other side the insurance company must pay the value
that the house had 14 years ago.
Moreover the majority of the insurance companies had incorporated

Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice
President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of
Life’; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
26 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice
President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of
Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insur‐
ance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance
company; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Inter‐
viewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20)
Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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some standard contract terms that provide the right to these companies
to renew automatically the insurance contract.27 In particular the prac‐
tice that was followed by the insurers was the following: They con‐
clude an insurance contract with the customers for 1 year. After the ex‐
piry date the companies sent back the document to the customers and
they informed them that they had made an automatic renewal in order
to make the life easier to the Cypriot consumer.28 Moreover the com‐
pany provided a limited period of time to the customers to cancel the
contracts.29 If the customers had not explicitly stated to the companies
that they had proceeded to the cancellation of the contract, this silence

27 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance com‐
pany.
28 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Di‐
rector of Insurance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Direc‐
tor of Insurance company.
29 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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and inactivity was perceived as an acceptance of the contractual
agreement. As have been noted by the public officials and the con‐
sumer representatives such a term that provided the aforementioned
right to the insurance company could be considered unfair. The reason
was that the aforementioned right had violated the free will of the
other party and created an enormous pressure to the Cypriot consum‐
ers to accept the new contract without providing sufficient time to
them to proceed to a concrete investigation of the contract.30 Moreover
other commentators had rightly pointed out that if the customers did
not exercise the right to cancel the contract within the period pre‐
scribed by the insurers then they could not do anything and they had
to adhere to the content of the contractual agreement.31
Another instances that standard contract terms could be considered
unfair were at the insurance contracts providing medical care. In these
contracts although the fees that the customers used to pay were exces‐
sive the contract excepted a lot of services from the scope of the con‐
tract. For instance the directors of the Ministry of the Commerce and
Industry mentioned complaints by the Cypriot consumers in relation
to insurance contracts providing medical care.32 On certain occasions

30 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
31 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
32 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
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although the main body of the contract stated that the insurance com‐
pany has the obligation to compensate the customer for every medical
need that will occur to the Cypriot customer, in the footnotes there
were imposed certain exceptions. The presidents of the consumer or‐
ganizations mentioned some examples that demonstrate these excep‐
tions. Some consumers when they had visited the dentist and then
asked the insurance company to cover the expenses, they had been in‐
formed by the company’s legal representatives that the aforementioned
medical service is not covered by the insurance contract.33 In fact when
the customer insisted on this point saying that the main body of the
signed contract prescribed that the company must cover all the medical
needs of the client, the legal representatives pointed out to the excep‐
tions that were in the footnotes.34 Within the exception scope were also
the dental services provided to the consumers. Another important ex‐
ception that fueled hundreds of complaints from women was the issue
of the gynecological examinations. Once again the women who had
concluded a medical care insurance contract with the insurance com‐
panies were convinced that the gynecological examinations were in‐
cluded in these contracts. When these women had visited gynecolo‐
gists and made all the necessary examinations they informed the gyne‐
cologist to conduct the insurance company in order to obtain the
money.35 Once again the lawyers of the companies informed their cus‐

viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
33 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
34 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
35 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
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tomers that the gynecological examinations were not included to the
contract and pointed out to the footnotes where these exceptions had
been made.36 For the aforementioned analysis it is obvious that the in‐
surance companies had limited the rights of the consumers considera‐
bly and on the other side the consumers had pay ed large sums of
money because they had the impression that the contract had covered
all the medical expenses. Moreover the fact that the main body of the
contract stated that the insurance company has the obligation to cover

Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘ Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
36 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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all the medical expenses of the client and then in the footnotes with
small letters and technical language it was stated that certain medical
activities are excluded, could be considered a misleading practice. The
way of drafting will be considered in the next section of this article.
Moreover on many occasions the insurance companies granted the
right to themselves to interpret some provisions of the contract without
consulting the consumer or the consumer’s legal representatives.37 This
particular practice was followed by the vast majority of the insurance
companies in the health insurance contracts. For instance in the health
insurance contracts there were provisions that prescribed that in the
case of inability of the clients to perform their working tasks because of
an illness then the company was obliged to compensate the insurance
customer.38 When on certain occasions the customers who had working

37 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization
‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou
– President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality
of Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insur‐
ance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance
company; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Inter‐
viewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20)
Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
38 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Direc‐
tor of Insurance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director
of Insurance company.
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accidents and could not continue to offer their services until they had
been completely cured, asked the insurance company to cover their
medical expenses, the insurance companies in the majority of the cases
refused.39 The reason stated was that the inability to work had to be
complete and not partial. The doctors that were appointed by the in‐
surance company to establish whether the client had full inability to
work pleaded that because the customers could walk this fact alone
proved that these individuals were capable of continuing their works.40
The aforementioned facts clearly demonstrated that a specific legisla‐
tive act that would cover the topic of the unfair contract terms was es‐
sential in order to deal with the aforementioned issues. It was also the
opinion of the interviewees that there should be a list with certain
terms that would be considered a priori unfair. In particular terms like

39 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Di‐
rector of Insurance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Direc‐
tor of Insurance company.
40 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization
‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou
– President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality
of Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insur‐
ance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance
company; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Inter‐
viewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20)
Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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the above‐mentioned ones that restrict to a large extent the rights of the
consumers and at the same time expand considerably the insurance
companies’ rights should be deemed a priori unfair. Moreover terms
like the ones analyzed above that granted to the insurance companies
the sole right to interpret provisions of the contractual agreement con‐
cluded with the clients must also considered a priori unfair.
2. Standard contract terms that had been used by the banking institutions in
Cyprus and could be considered unfair
The banking sector was one of the sectors that had imposed several
standard contract terms that on several occasions brought to an ex‐
tremely disadvantaged position the Cypriot consumers. The ex direc‐
tors of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry had confirmed that
many complaints made to the department were in relation to the stan‐
dard contract terms of the aforementioned institutions.41 Additionally
some experienced practicing lawyers that had personally reviewed
hundred of contractual agreements that had been established between
different banking institutions and the Cypriot consumers argued that
most of these pre‐formulated contract terms limited considerably the
rights of the Cypriot consumers and on the other side increased sub‐
stantially the rights of the banks.42 Many standard contract terms that
were applied to the mortgage agreements between the banks and the
Cypriot consumers had several standard contract terms that could be

41 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
42 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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considered unfair. One disadvantageous standard contract term that
had been imposed to the Cypriot customers was the one that pre‐
scribed that if the customer had made an early repayment of the loan
he had to pay a considerable amount of money as a compensation.43
According to the Ex‐Directors of the Ministry of Commerce and Indus‐
try such a standard contract term was unfair because the banks had not
demonstrated how they had suffered a damage by the early repayment
of the loan.44 Furthermore the Presidents of the consumer organiza‐
tions argued that such an early repayment was beneficial for the Cyp‐
riot banking institutions because they had the opportunity to invest the
returned money to the market or to place them to other services of‐
fered to the Cypriot consumers such as the granting of personal or con‐
sumer loans or the purchase of other banking services by the consum‐
ers through installments.45 Another standard contract term that was
used extensively by the majority of the banking institutions in Cyprus
was the one that prescribed that the banking institution had the right
to terminate the mortgage agreement when the customer had violated
any term of the contract and additionally that all the terms of the con‐
43 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
44 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
45 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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tract are substantial.46 This standard contract term was heavily criti‐
cized by the various commentators because in a contractual agreement
some of the terms are fundamental and can have as a consequence the
termination of the contract and others are immaterial and cannot have
as an effect the termination of the contract. More specifically let’s sup‐
pose that A has concluded a loan contract with a banking institution. If
A fails to pay the first installment of the loan and informs the bank that
he is not going to pay any of the remaining installments then this cer‐
tainly constitutes a substantial violation of the loan agreement and
consequently the bank can proceed to the termination of the contract
and ask the customer to pay all the installments of the loan and some
compensation for the violation. On the other side if the aforementioned
person has pay ed four installments of the loan and from the fifth in‐
stallment fails to pay one fifth of the money then this case does not
constitute a substantial violation of the loan agreement. In other words
the loan agreement made between the bank and the customer had to
provide a specific and a legitimate reason under which the bank can
terminate the contractual agreement and not to allow the bank to ter‐
minate for whatever reason the contract with the customer. According
to the representatives of the consumers such a standard contract term
demonstrated with the most emphatic way how the banking institu‐
tions used their superior bargaining position to impose unfair contract

46 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (11) Michael Kypri‐
anou – Director of Banking institution; Interviewee number (12) Savvas Stouppas –
Director of Banking institution and Deputy Mayor of Limassol; Interviewee num‐
ber (13) Afxentis Afxentiou – Director of Banking institution.
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terms to the Cypriot consumers.47 Additionally two practicing lawyers
that had a great experience with standard terms imposed by the vari‐
ous businesses argued that the aforementioned term violated the rela‐
tionship of trust that was established between the bank and its custom‐
ers since it created an excessive financial burden to the Cypriot con‐
sumers who had to pay immediately the whole amount of the loan
when they had violated any term of the loan agreement.48
3. Unfair standard contract terms in the telecommunications contracts
After the independence of Cyprus in 1960 the Cyprus Telecommunica‐
tion Authority (CYTA) was the sole company that provided telecom‐
munication services to the Cypriot consumers. According to the inter‐
viewees the aforementioned company because of its monopolistic posi‐
tion in the market imposed various standard terms in the contracts
concluded with the Cypriot consumers that could be considered un‐
fair.49 According to the Ex‐Directors of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry there was a sufficient amount of complaints by the Cypriot

47 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
48 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer.
49 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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consumers in relation to certain standard terms that the aforemen‐
tioned company had used in the contracts concluded with its Cypriot
customers.50 Some of these complaints were in relation to a standard
contract term that prescribed that if the customer took the decision to
end the one year contract that he had concluded with CYTA before the
expiry of the one year period then this customer had to pay the fixed
charges of the whole year.51 A fixed charge was a standard charge that
the Cypriot consumers had to pay to the CYTA regardless of the num‐
ber of phone calls that they had made. Such a term according to the
commentators had restricted to a large extent the freedom of the con‐
sumer since the Cypriot customers could not avoid the contract in the
case that the economic conditions or the initial circumstances that
made the customers concluded the contract had significantly
changed.52 More specifically the presidents of consumer organizations

50 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
51 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (14) Nicos Mozoras – Ex‐Director of the
Cyprus Telecommunications Authority; Interviewee number (15) Michalis Elpi‐
dorou – Ex‐employee of the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority.
52 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
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Dr Loucas Marcou and Loucas Aristodemou had argued that there
were many examples of Cypriot consumers that after they had con‐
cluded the one year contract with the CYTA they decided after two
months to end the contract and that they were obliged by the com‐
pany’s representatives to pay the fixed charges of the one year period.53
In other words many Cypriot consumers ended up paying four or five
times more than the actual amount they had to pay for using the ser‐
vice.54 The most sensible solution would have been for the Cypriot con‐
sumers to pay the fixed and the variable costs because they had used
the telecommunication services for two months and then to pay a small
fine because they had ended the contract before the expiry date.
Another standard contract term that was widely used by the CYTA
in the contracts concluded with the Cypriot consumers was a term that
dictated that the customer did not have the right to terminate the con‐
tract for cause such as the excessive rise of the fixed and variable
charges by CYTA.55 In other words this term had deprived the Cypriot

viewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee number
(19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas Tsirides
– Practicing lawyer.
53 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
54 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
55 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
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customer by a fundamental right such as the one that prescribed that
the customer can terminate the contract for a legitimate reason. Such a
legitimate reason is of course when the telecommunications provider
proceeds to an excessive increase of the various charges. On the other
side CYTA had the right to terminate the contract when the customer
had not payed in time the monthly bill. Here as has been rightly noted
by the consumers’ representatives the aforementioned standard con‐
tract term was extremely unfair for the Cypriot consumers since the
company was allowed to terminate the contract for a legitimate reason
but at the same time the company’s representatives had deprived the
consumers from the aforementioned right.56 In other words the Cypriot
customers’ rights had been narrowed to a large extent although they
were the weaker party to the contract and had to face a company that
acquired a monopolistic position in the Cypriot market.
4. Standard contract terms that could be considered unfair in the contracts
concluded between the Cypriot consumers and the Electricity Authority of
Cyprus (EAC)
The electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) was established in 1952
while Cyprus had been under the control of the British Empire. After
Cyprus independence the EAC was the sole provider of electricity to
the Cypriot consumers and as the CYTA, acquired a monopolistic posi‐
tion in the Cypriot market. According to the Ex‐Directors of EAC the

tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (14) Nicos Mozoras – Ex‐Director
of the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority; Interviewee number (15) Michalis
Elpidorou – Ex‐employee of the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority.
56 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
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aforementioned company never obtained any grants from the Cypriot
government although it was a public corporate body.57 The ex directors
of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry argued that many com‐
plaints that have been made by the Cypriot customers during the 70s
and 80s concerned some standard contract terms that have been im‐
posed to the Cypriot consumers by the EAC.58 Moreover the presidents
of the consumer organizations in Cyprus had received many com‐
plaints in relation to certain standard contract terms that have been
imposed to the Cypriot customers and that had generated a huge im‐
balance between the rights and obligations of these people.59 One stan‐
dard contract term that had been used extensively by the aforemen‐
tioned company with the contracts concluded with the Cypriot con‐
sumers was the one that prescribed that the EAC had the right to
automatically renew the one year contract after the one year period
had expired.60 Such a term according to the Directors of the EAC was

57 Interviewee number (16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Author‐
ity of Cyprus; Interviewee number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the
Electricity Authority of Cyprus.
58 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
59 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
60 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization
‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou
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not unfair since the whole procedure had been followed in order to fa‐
cilitate the Cypriot consumers.61 Additionally the Directors pointed out
to the fact that the Cypriot consumers that envisaged to have electricity
could not conclude a contract with another company since the EAC
had a monopolistic position in the Cypriot market.62 On the other side
many commentators argued that such a term had been unfair because
the Cypriot consumers should be granted the opportunity to decide
whether they want to continue to receive electricity by the aforemen‐
tioned company.63 Additionally another group of commentators added
to the above that the new contract offered to the Cypriot consumers
had terms that prescribed that the Cypriot consumer had to pay higher
fixed and variable charges than the ones that he used to pay under the
former contractual agreement.64 In other words the EAC had pro‐

– President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality
of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘ Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
(16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Authority of Cyprus; Interviewee
number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the Electricity Authority of Cy‐
prus.
61 Interviewee number (16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Author‐
ity of Cyprus; Interviewee number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the
Electricity Authority of Cyprus.
62 Interviewee number (16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Author‐
ity of Cyprus; Interviewee number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the
Electricity Authority of Cyprus.
63 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director
of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee number
(20) Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
64 Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou –
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ceeded to fundamental changes in relation to the prices that the con‐
sumers had to pay and consequently a right should have been given to
the consumers to decide whether they wanted to conclude the new
contractual agreement or to proceed to the termination of the contract.
Moreover another standard contract term that had been used by the
EAC was the one that dictated that the EAC’s liability is limited when
its employees had caused some damages to the houses of the consum‐
ers after they had not repaired properly the electric wires that were lo‐
cated inside the houses.65 The aforementioned term had produced
huge imbalances between the rights and obligations of the two parties
because a similar term that would have prescribed a limited liability
for the Cypriot consumer had not been established. Moreover another
standard contract term that is closely connected with the previous term
was the one that prescribed that the Cypriot consumer had an ex‐
tremely limited period to bring an action against the EAC to the court
from the day that he had been aware of the damage.66 After the expiry

Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’.
65 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
66 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization
‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou
– President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality
of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
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of the limitation period the consumer had lost the right to file for a
lawsuit and could not proceed to any actions to recover his financial
losses from the damages that had been caused by the employees of the
EAC. Once again such a clause clearly limited the freedom of the Cyp‐
riot consumer to file a lawsuit against the EAC and caused an imbal‐
ance in his rights and obligations since the EAC had not been subjected
to a similar clause.67
The Necessity of the Establishment of an Official Body for the
Evaluation of the Cypriot Consumers’Complaints
One of the biggest problems that the consumers face in relation to
the topic of the unfair contract terms was that there was not an official
body to review the various complaints’ of the Cypriot consumers. The
Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce Frosso Hatziluca argued that
the fact that the Cypriot legislator had not created an official body to
review the complaints of the Cypriot consumers did not generate a
problem only to the topic of the unfair contract terms but to other im‐
portant consumer topics because official authorities had to be estab‐
lished in order to review the complaints of the consumers and proceed

(16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Authority of Cyprus; Interviewee
number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the Electricity Authority of Cy‐
prus.
67 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee number
(19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer.
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to the necessary actions in order to rectify these problems.68 Addition‐
ally two other Ex‐Directors of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Georgios Mytides and Yiannis Kontos added to the above that an offi‐
cial body helping the consumers with the topic of the unfair contract
terms would boost consumer’s confidence since the Cypriot consumers
were reluctant to engage themselves to court proceedings.69 The public
officials were of the opinion that a public body could represent better
the interests of the Cypriot consumers.70 The Presidents of consumer
organizations insisted on the fact that a private organization such as an
Independent Authority or Consumer Ombudsman Service could rep‐
resent better the interests of the consumers.71 Here one can notice a dis‐
agreement among the various commentators as to the best way of rep‐
resenting the interests of the consumers. Some commentators were in
favor of the creation of a public body that would represent the interest
of consumers in relation to the topic of the unfair contract terms and
other commentators were of the opinion of a private organization. The
public officials were of the opinion that a public body could represent
better the interests of the consumers because it will have more author‐
ity when it interacts with various businesses and financial institu‐

68 Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.
69 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
70 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
71 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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tions.72 For instance as has been suggested by some commentators a
public official could take some actions against the businesses which
use unfair contract terms that could not have been taken by the repre‐
sentatives of consumer organizations.73 Some examples that demon‐
strate the aforementioned argument are the imposition of some fines to
the companies that refused to cooperate with the public body74 or the
issuance of restraining orders.75 Additionally it was suggested that a
public body could represent the totality of the Cypriot consumers since
the consumer organizations did not have a large amount of members
and thus cannot be said that they represent all the consumers in Cy‐
prus.76 On the other side of the spectrum it was pointed out by the
72 See also Hondius Ewoud, ‘Unfair contract terms: new control systems’ (1978)
26 The American Journal of Comparative Law, 525, 537‐538.
73 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
74 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practic‐
ing lawyer; Interviewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer.
75 See also Hondius Ewoud, ‘Unfair contract terms: new control systems’ (1978)
26 The American Journal of Comparative Law, 525, 538.
76 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practic‐
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Presidents of consumer organizations that the a private organization
could represent better the consumers’ interests because these organiza‐
tions would not have been subjected to governmental control.77 More‐
over the representatives of consumer organizations argued that the
Cypriot government was more inclined to satisfy the interests of the
major businesses and financial institutions78 and this can be proved by
the fact that a specific legislative act that would govern the topic of the
unfair contract terms had not been enacted although there were sug‐
gestions both by the consumer organizations79 and some public offi‐
cials80 that such an act was more than necessary in order to combat the
continuous use of the unfair terms in consumer contracts.

ing lawyer; Interviewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer.
77 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
78 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
79 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
80 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
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Many Problems in Relation to the Intelligibility of the Standard
Contract Terms in the Various Consumer Contracts in Cyprus
One serious problem that derived from the various interviews con‐
ducted in Cyprus in relation to the topic of the standard contract terms
in consumer contracts was that the vast majority of the Cypriot busi‐
nesses and the various financial institutions incorporated terms that
were unintelligible. The purpose of this section is to analyze the main
forms of unintelligibility that could be found in the consumer contracts
just before European Union’s intervention in the topic of the unfair
contract terms. It should be noted at this point that a complete treat‐
ment of such an important topic is beyond the scope of this article. The
main focus of this section is to demonstrate that indeed in the period
between 1960 and 1991 the Cypriot consumers had serious problems in
relation to the intelligibility of the various terms and to mention some
examples that support the aforementioned argument.
The various public officials argued that indeed there were many
complaints received by the Cypriot consumers that were closely con‐
nected with the unintelligibility of the standard contract terms in con‐
sumer contracts.81 More specifically Froso Hatjilucas and George
Mytides argued that most of the complaints expressed by the Cypriot
consumers had to do with one way or another with issues of intelligi‐
bility.82 To the same lines of thought the Presidents of the Cypriot con‐
sumer organizations Loucas Aristodemou and Petros Marcou argued

81 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
82 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
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that most of the standard contract terms incorporated in the consumer
contracts by the various businesses were incomprehensible and could
not be understood by the consumers. The aforementioned commenta‐
tors reached this conclusion because they had personally reviewed
hundreds of contractual agreements concluded between Cypriot busi‐
nesses and the Cypriot consumers.83 Moreover they had obtained nu‐
merous information concerning the intelligibility of the standard con‐
tract terms by the various complaints made by the Cypriot consum‐
ers.84
One specific form of unintelligibility that was recognized by the to‐
tality of the commentators was that many banking, insurance and fi‐
nancial institutions incorporated standard contract terms that were
constructed in a very technical and legal language.85 More specifically

83 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
84 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘xCyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
85 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President
of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee num‐
ber (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus
Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Elena Maliali –
Vice President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Qual‐
ity of Life’; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of In‐
surance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insur‐
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as has been noted by the Directors of banking institutions on many in‐
stances Banks incorporated a standard contract term in the contractual
agreements with the Cypriot customers that prescribed that the Bank
excluded its liability if their employees had proceeded to some actions
that damage the customers’ rights due to slight negligence and as‐
sumed liability in the case of gross negligence or willful misconduct.86
It is obvious that this kind of legal terms such as slight and gross negli‐
gence could be understood by the majority of the Cypriot consumers.
The Presidents of the consumer organizations argued that especially
between the years 1985‐1990 numerous Cypriot consumers send com‐
plaints to the consumer organizations concerning legal terms used by
the various businesses in the consumer contracts that were difficult to
be understood by a layperson.87 Additionally some lawyers that have
reviewed consumer banking contracts verified that many of these con‐
tracts contained legal terms such as the ones mentioned above that
could be understood only by lawyers or highly educated individuals
but were completely incomprehensible for the vast majority of the
Cypriot consumers.88

ance company; Interviewee number (11) Michael Kyprianou – Director of Banking
institution; Interviewee number (12) Savvas Stouppas – Director of Banking institu‐
tion and Deputy Mayor of Limassol; Interviewee number (13) Afxentis Afxentiou –
Director of Banking institution; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Prac‐
ticing lawyer; Interviewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer.
86 Interviewee number (11) Michael Kyprianou – Director of Banking institu‐
tion; Interviewee number (12) Savvas Stouppas – Director of Banking institution
and Deputy Mayor of Limassol; Interviewee number (13) Afxentis Afxentiou – Di‐
rector of Banking institution.
87 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
88 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
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Now turning to the insurance contracts the public officials verified
that many contracts offered by the Cypriot insurance companies to the
Cypriot consumers drafted in a technical, legalistic language that could
not be understood by the majority of the public.89 For example two di‐
rectors of insurance companies in Cyprus have indicated that a com‐
mon term that was used was the so called force majeure clause. More
specifically the wording of the insurance contracts that had used this
clause took the following form: ‘The insurance company has no obliga‐
tion to perform its obligations derived from the contract in the cases of
force majeure.’90 The vast majority of the insurance companies had not
provided an explanation of this technical term and this has as a conse‐
quence the majority of the consumers not to understand the exact cir‐
cumstances that an insurance company is discharged by its obliga‐
tions.91 The meaning of the aforementioned term is that a party of a
contractual agreement is released from its responsibility when an event
is occurred that is beyond its control. For example if a person con‐
cludes a home insurance contract with an insurance company and the
house of this person is destroyed by a flood or an earthquake, that is an
event that is beyond the insurance company’s control, this company is
discharged by its obligation to provide compensation for the destruc‐
tion of the house due to the force majeure clause.

89 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
90 Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insur‐
ance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance
company.
91 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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The second form of unintelligibility that has been recognized by the
commentators was the fact that important information were not incor‐
porated in the main body of the contractual agreement but was im‐
ported in the footnotes. The public officials certified that on many in‐
stances the complaints of the Cypriot consumers were in relation to the
aforementioned problem.92 More specifically two public officials ar‐
gued that the main body of the contractual agreement was drafted in
such way that did not state clearly that the consumer should also read
the footnotes.93 A notable example to understand the aforementioned
situation is the following: A Cypriot customer had concluded a loan
agreement with the bank. The customer had pay ed five installments of
the loan but he failed to pay the sixth installment. The problem with
the wording of the aforementioned contract was that in the main body
of the contract it was said by the bank that if the customer failed to pay
one of the installments the bank could impose a fine; but next to the
word fine the drafters of this contractual agreement put an asterisk and
in the footnotes they wrote that the bank had the right to terminate the
loan agreement and to demand all the remaining installments and
compensation for the breach of the contract.94 In other words this im‐

92 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
93 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
94 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou –
Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; In‐
terviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer organi‐
zation ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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portant information that provides the bank a very important right in‐
stead of being incorporated in the main body of the contract it had
been incorporated in the footnotes. Here it is worth mentioning that
the Presidents of the consumer organizations contended that the word‐
ing contained in the footnotes were in small print and that many con‐
sumers failed to notice the important information situated in there.95
Other commentators added to the above that especially the majority of
the elderly people who often had vision problems because of their age
never had read this important information contained in the footnotes
because the letters were in small print.96 Similarly in the insurance con‐
tracts many important information were incorporated in the footnotes.
A notable example was in the case of life insurance contracts where in
the main body of the contractual agreement the insurers stated that the
premium paid by the insured covered all the illnesses and in the foot‐
notes the drafters imposed several exceptions. This fact as has been
stressed out by the Presidents of the consumer organizations had been
a misleading practice from the insurance companies since many of the
Cypriot consumers who concluded these kind of contracts had not pay
ed attention to the footnotes.97 Some Cypriot lawyers who had the op‐
portunity to examine many of these life insurance contracts offered by
the Cypriot insurance companies, argued that the wording of the con‐
tracts was formulated in such a way that did not help the consumers to
understand that they had to look at the footnotes and that in the foot‐
95 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
96 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
97 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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notes there were important information that should have been noticed
by the insured people in order to understand the essence of the con‐
tract.98 Similarly in the contractual agreements formulated with the
Electricity Authority of Cyprus and the Cypriot Telecommunications
Authority there were similar problems. More specifically two Ex‐
Directors of the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) verified that on
many instances important information were incorporated in the foot‐
notes.99 In particular the contractual agreements concluded with the
Cypriot consumers by the Electricity Authority of Cyprus had a stan‐
dard contract term that prescribed that the customer had to pay certain
amount of money every month for the electricity provided by the EAC.
As the Directors pointed out next to this standard contract term that
appeared in the main body of the contract signed by the customer there
was an asterisk and in the footnotes there was another term which pre‐
scribed that the Electricity Authority of Cyprus has the absolute power
to determine both the fixed charge and the variable charge without
asking the customer.100 In other words this important standard contract
term that granted the right to the EAC to change at its will the money
that the Cypriot consumer must pay had been incorporated in the
footnotes in small print. Here it is worth mentioning that the consum‐
ers’ representatives argued that such an important standard contract
term should have been put in the main body of the contract because
such information is vital for the customer in order to decide whether
he is going to conclude the contract with the EAC.101 Other critics sug‐
98 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
99 Interviewee number (16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Author‐
ity of Cyprus; Interviewee number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of the
Electricity Authority of Cyprus.
100 Interviewee number (16) Spyros Savvides – Ex‐Director of Electricity Au‐
thority of Cyprus; Interviewee number (17) Demetrakis Malialis – Ex‐Director of
the Electricity Authority of Cyprus.
101 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
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gested that even if this term or other standard contract terms that were
used by the EAC, which could be said that were unfair, were incorpo‐
rated to the main body of the contract and could be seen clearly by the
customers would not change anything since the EAC had a monopolis‐
tic position in Cyprus and the Cypriot consumers were obliged to con‐
clude the contract if they wanted to use electricity in their houses.102
The public officials added to the above that many Cypriot consumers
had complained to the department of Industry and Commerce about
the frequent changes in prices that the EAC had proceeded especially
in the 1970s and 1980s.103
Moreover another important limitation that has been emphasized
by the various commentators was that in order for the consumers to
understand the meaning of some standard contract terms they needed
to read the code of practice and other documents that have been prom‐
ulgated by the businesses.104 In other words the body of the contractual
agreement that had been signed by the consumer could not provide an
answer for the interpretation of a term. For example if a consumer
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Eleni Valili – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
102 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
103 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
104 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
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opened a banking account with a banking institution there were some
standard contract terms in relation to the manageable fees that the con‐
sumer had to pay for the various services that were offered to him by
the employees of the bank. These contractual terms were constructed
in such a way that did not specify exactly the amount of money that
the customer must pay but instead they prescribed that the customer
must look certain pages from the bank’s code of practice or other leaf‐
lets and small books of the bank. This procedure was extremely
lengthy and on many instances the consumers could not read all these
documents in order to find out the ways that the banks use to deter‐
mine the exact amount of the manageable fees that the customers must
pay.105 Additionally even if some consumers had the time to study
carefully these documents many of the consumers could not fully un‐
derstand them because they did not possess the appropriate education
and legal expertise to understand the complicate way of determination
of that fees.106 Similarly in the insurance contracts the various insur‐
ance companies they had terms that prescribed that these institutions
have the right to change the premium that the insured party must pay
and this determination is described in full details to the codes of prac‐
tice and other documents that had been given to the customer.107 In

105 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’.
106 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas
Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
107 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of In‐
surance company; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insur‐
ance company.
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other words the main body of the contractual agreement given to the
insured by the insurance company did not clearly specify how the
company would determine the amount of money that the insured must
pay.
An additional problem of drafting in relation to the standard con‐
tract terms that were offered by the Cypriot businesses to the Cypriot
consumers was that on many instances these terms were drafted in a
very general abstract way.
Here it is worth mentioning a fifth problem in relation to the use of
the standard contract terms from the Cypriot businesses. This problem
is extraordinary and did not appear to the research that the writer has
made when he examined the British and the Greek positions in relation
to the use of the unfair terms in consumer contracts. Many Cypriot
businesses after the independence of Cyprus in 1960 from the British
Empire continued to conclude contractual agreements written in Eng‐
lish with the Cypriot consumers. This practice was quite disturbing for
the Cypriot consumers since the vast majority of the Cypriot citizens
used the Greek language as their mother tongue and could not speak
English fluently. Although many Cypriots were familiar with the spo‐
ken English because of the British occupation they could not under‐
stand the essence of these contractual agreements because they had
been drafted in a very legalistic way by the businesses’ representa‐
tives.108 Other critics suggested that the businesses and the various
banking and insurance institutions that made use of this practice en‐
visaged to bring the Cypriot consumers in a disturbing position and to
make them not understand certain standard contract terms that
granted extensive rights to the aforementioned enterprises.109 Zacharias

108 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry;Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
109 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
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Koulias and Costas Tsirides argued that many lawyers who had been
employed by the big businesses to draft the contracts concluded with
the Cypriot consumers purposefully had adopted the drafting of these
contracts in English in order to avoid any complaints by the Cypriot
consumers in relation to some standard contract terms.110 It is submit‐
ted at this point that since the Cypriot consumers had some problems
understand the Greek contractual agreements written in Greek, as has
been shown above, that concluded with the Cypriot businesses, it is
obvious that it would be much more difficult to understand contracts
that were written in legal English.
The Promulgation of a List with Black and Grey List Standard Con‐
tract Terms in order to Strengthen the Position and Improve the Pro‐
tection of the Cypriot Consumers
One big issue of debate was whether the new legislative instrument
needed to have a list of unfair contract terms. It has to be noted that the
majority of the interviewees shared the opinion that the new legislative
act dealing with the unfair contract terms should incorporate a list with
standard contract terms that could be considered unfair. One of the
reasons that supported the above mentioned opinion was that this list
would have been a valuable help for the Cypriot judges to take the cor‐
rect decisions when they dealt with unfair terms in consumer con‐
tracts.111 Moreover according to some commentators, including the
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
110 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (20) Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
111 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
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Presidents of Cypriot consumer organizations, the Cypriot consumers
would have substantial benefits from such list because they could use
this list as a toolbox when they would conclude contractual agreements
with the various businesses.112 In other words the list could have been
used as an indication from the Cypriot consumers in order to deter‐
mine if their contractual agreements contained suspicious terms. Addi‐
tionally the list could help the various businesses to create standard
contract terms that would take into consideration the interests of the
consumers and also to eliminate from their standard contracts provi‐
sions that are included in the list and have a high probability to be un‐
fair.113
The area of debate among the interviewees was the form that this
list should take. More specifically some of the interviewees were of the
opinion that the list had to contain terms that were automatically unen‐
forceable, the so called ‘black list.’114 In other words if a business or the
banking and the insurance institutions had incorporated terms in the
contracts concluded with the Cypriot consumers that were identical
with the provisions of the list then these terms were declared auto‐

Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
112 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
113 Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Interviewee
number (20) Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
114 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros
Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Associa‐
tion’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
(8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Con‐
sumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
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matically void and could not create any burden to the consumers.
Other commentators argued that the list should include contract terms
that could not be deemed automatically unenforceable but should be
presumed unfair, the so called ‘grey list.’115 In other words if the vari‐
ous businesses and the financial institutions have incorporated stan‐
dard contract terms in the contractual agreements concluded with the
Cypriot consumers that match with the ones included in the list then
there should be a presumption that these terms are unfair. The propo‐
nents of the creation of a black list of terms based their opinion on cer‐
tain standard contract terms that they thought that they were ex‐
tremely unfair for the consumers. For example some of the supporters
of the black list of terms pointed out to the practice that was followed
by the Cypriot insurance companies and the Electric Authority of Cy‐
prus to renew automatically the contractual agreement that was of a
fixed duration with the Cypriot customers without first consulting the
consumer.116 Here it should be noted that on certain occasions some in‐
surance companies sent the new contract to the Cypriot customers but
they had incorporated a standard contract term that prescribed that if
the customer does not express his acceptance to the contract in a dura‐
tion of three, five or seven days then his silence constituted acceptance
of the new contractual agreement.117 This policy and these standard

115 Interviewee number (3) Leontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris
– Ex‐employee of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
116 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros
Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Associa‐
tion’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
(8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Con‐
sumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
117 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
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contract terms that granted the aforementioned right to the businesses
to automatically extend a contract of fixed duration without first pro‐
vide a reasonable time for the Cypriot consumers to accept the contrac‐
tual agreement were extremely detrimental for the Cypriot consumers
and thus these kind of standard contract terms had to be declared
automatically void by the Cypriot law.118 Moreover the proponents of
the creation of a black list of standard contract terms were of the opin‐
ion that contractual terms that prescribed that the Cypriot consumers
must pay an excessive fine in the case that they failed to perform a
duty derived by the contractual agreement must be automatically in‐
validated. For example the standard contract terms that were used ex‐
tensively by the banking institutions and prescribed that if the cus‐

Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘ Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance com‐
pany.
118 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (8) Elena Maliali – Vice President of the
consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Inter‐
viewee number (9) Aristos E. Aristidou – Managing Director of Insurance com‐
pany; Interviewee number (10) Paniccos Malactos – Director of Insurance com‐
pany.
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tomer failed to pay one of his installments he was obliged to pay an ex‐
cessive amount of money as a compensation had to be considered as
void per se. Moreover other similar terms that were used by the insur‐
ance companies and prescribed that if the customer decided to with‐
draw from the health or the home insurance contract, had to pay com‐
pensation fees that were above the average, would have to be included
in the black list. Additionally the advocates of the establishment of a
black list of standard contract terms were of the opinion that contrac‐
tual terms that the Cypriot consumers did not have the opportunity to
be familiar with before the formulation of the contractual agreement
had to be included in the aforementioned list. More specifically the
aforementioned analysis demonstrated that the Electricity Authority of
Cyprus and the National Telecommunications Authority incorporated
some standard contract terms in the agreements with the Cypriot con‐
sumers that prescribed that if there were some damages in the tele‐
phone lines and in the electric generators that were located in the
houses of the customers then the above‐mentioned authorities were
obliged to send their employees to repair the problems. Additionally
these standard contract terms prescribed that the determination of
these costs would be made according to the rules contained in the
codes of practice and other books that have been issued by these busi‐
nesses. Here it should be noted that these documents had not been
provided to the customers before the conclusion of the contract and
thus, the Cypriot consumers did not have the opportunity to familiar‐
ize themselves with the content of these terms. It is submitted at this
point that the advocates of the establishment of a black list of standard
contract terms were right since the aforementioned examples demon‐
strate that some contractual terms violated to such extent the freedom
of contract of the Cypriot consumers that should have been declared
automatically void. On other occasions some other standard contrac‐
tual terms should be included in the so called grey list since at these in‐
stances the court taking into consideration all the circumstances of the
case will have to decide whether this term could be deemed or not un‐
fair.
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The Use of Administrative and Criminal Sanctions in the Topic of
the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts for the Better Protection of
the Cypriot Consumers
The vast majority of the interviewees were of the opinion that the
Cypriot government needed to enact a legislative act dealing with the
unfair contract terms and that this act should establish an administra‐
tive authority that would have dealt with the Cypriot consumers’ com‐
plaints in relation to the unfair contract terms and additionally that this
act must include some administrative sanctions.119 The proponents of
the establishment of administrative sanctions for the elimination of the
unfair terms from the contracts concluded between the businesses and
the consumers argued that this solution is the most appropriate since
the administrative authority can impose the administrative sanctions
quicker than the civil and the criminal sanctions that would have been
imposed by the Cypriot courts. This argument is correct since as many
commentators argued the court proceedings in Cyprus were lengthy
and consequently if someone wanted to take this route on some occa‐
sions he would have to wait a long period before the final decision of
the court.120 Additionally the standard of proof is lower than the one

119 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (5) Sotiris Milikouris – Ex‐employee of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.
120 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas
Aristodemou – President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union
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that is required in a criminal court.121 More specifically the administra‐
tive authority had to show a standard of proof that is the one of bal‐
ance of probabilities in order to impose administrative sanctions to the
businesses that have violated the rules. This standard of proof is much
lower than the burden of proof in the criminal court that is beyond any
reasonable doubt.122 In other words the Cypriot consumers would have
more chances to succeed and punish the businesses that made exten‐
sive use of unfair contract terms if they had made the complaints to the
Administrative authority since this Authority could act quicker. On the
other side of the spectrum there were some voices of concern that ex‐
pressed the opinion that on certain violations the criminal sanctions
would have been more appropriate for the elimination of the continu‐
ous use of unfair contract terms. The proponents of this idea argued
that on certain occasions such as the use of the so called ‘black listed
terms’ from the Cypriot businesses or in the case where the Cypriot
companies have used highly unintelligible terms the administrative
penalties are extremely low and the economic benefits that are derived
by the use of standard contract terms are greater and consequently the
businesses prefer to violate the law and be subjected to the administra‐

and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing law‐
yer; Interviewee number (20) Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
121 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry; Interviewee number (18) Zacharias Koulias – Practicing lawyer; Inter‐
viewee number (19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20)
Costas Tsirides – Practicing lawyer.
122 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leon‐
tios Perikleous – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Inter‐
viewee number (4) Ioannis Kontos – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.
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tive sanctions by the administrative authority.123 In other words in such
situations a group of commentators were of the opinion that only the
criminal sanctions imposed by a court could make the businesses re‐
move the unfair standard contract terms and comply with the unfair
contract terms legislative act. Another important argument against
administrative sanctions when businesses are making use of the black
listed terms or highly unintelligible provisions is that these type of
sanctions does not generate a social stigma to the businesses that is
closely connected to a conviction that is made by a criminal court.124
Indeed when a company make use of extremely unfair contract terms
such as the so called black listed terms that we have mentioned in the
previous sections, a small monetary fine imposed by the Administra‐
tive authority is not the most appropriate way of deterrence. On the
contrary if the Cypriot businesses had the fear that the use of the so
called black listed terms could lead to a criminal conviction then they
would be more eager to remove these kind of terms from the contracts
concluded with the Cypriot consumers because the damage to their
public image would have been greater. In other words this group of
commentators were of the opinion that the Cypriot legislator needed to
use both administrative and criminal sanctions to combat the extensive
use of unfair standard terms in the contracts concluded between the
Cypriot businesses and the Cypriot consumers.
Moreover the advocates of the criminal sanctions were of the opin‐
ion that these criminal sanctions should take the form of monetary
fines or adverse publish orders. In relation to the monetary fines the

123 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number 7 – Lou‐
cas Aristodemou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 8 –
Petros Markou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 9 Eleni
Valili – Vice President of Consumer Organization.
124 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (3) Leontios Perikleous – Ex‐Director
of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
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commentators were of the opinion that the legislative act should im‐
pose fines for 1000 to 5000 euros for the Cypriot businesses that make
use of the so called black contract terms in the contracts concluded
with the Cypriot consumers.125 Moreover the commentators opined
that the law should prescribe that if the company violates again the law
for instance if the company uses again the same so called black term in
the contracts with the consumers the fines should be doubled.126 In
other words if the companies proceeded to the same violations of the
law and impose again the same terms that have been deemed void by
previous court orders then the law should increase the criminal fines
that these companies need to pay.
Additionally the law should provide the opportunity to the Cypriot
courts to impose adverse publicity orders to the Cypriot businesses.
This penalty option would be a very valuable weapon in the hands of
the Cypriot judges since the Cypriot businesses which have been sub‐
jected to that measure would have been obliged to publicize the courts’
conviction at their own expense.127 According to the same commenta‐
125 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number 7 – Lou‐
cas Aristodemou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 8 –
Petros Markou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 9 Eleni
Valili – Vice President of Consumer Organization.
126 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number 7 – Lou‐
cas Aristodemou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 8 –
Petros Markou – President of Consumer Organization; Interviewee number 9 –
Eleni Valili – Vice President of Consumer Organization.
127 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros
Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Associa‐
tion’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
(19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas Tsirides
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tors the imposition of such a penalty would deter the businesses from
adopting such kind of unfair terms since their prestige would have
been severely damaged by the publication of the convicting orders.128
Using the words of the president of consumer Organization dr Loucas
Aristodemou ‘If the Cypriot judges had been granted by the law the
right to impose criminal sanctions such as the imposition of adverse
publicity orders to the companies that made extensive use of the so
called black contract terms then these companies would have pro‐
ceeded immediately to the removal of these terms from the contracts
concluded with the Cypriot consumers.’129 To the same lines of thought
Petros Markou who had been many years the President of the con‐
sumer organization ‘Cyprus consumers’ association’ argued that espe‐
cially the huge businesses in Cyprus that care much more for their
public image than the medium sized or small businesses would have
decreased significantly these kind of terms from the consumer con‐
tracts since such negative publicity would have decreased significantly
their profit and the number of their customers.130
A Brief Assessment of the New Legislative Act Dealing with the Un‐
fair Contract Terms and the Way Forward
In this last section a brief assessment of the Cypriot legislative act

– Practicing lawyer.
128 Interviewee number (1) Georgios Mytides – Ex‐Director of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (2) Dr Phrosso Hatjilucas – Ex‐
Director of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Interviewee number (6) Petros
Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer organization ‘Cyprus Consumers Associa‐
tion’; Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’; Interviewee number
(19) Kikis Kazamias – Practicing Lawyer; Interviewee number (20) Costas Tsirides
– Practicing lawyer.
129 Interviewee number (7) Dr Loucas Aristodemou – President of the consumer
organization ‘Cyprus Consumer’s Union and Quality of Life’.
130 Interviewee number (6) Petros Markou – Ex‐President of the consumer or‐
ganization ‘Cyprus Consumers Association’.
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that was promulgated by the Cypriot legislator to deal with the impor‐
tant topic of the unfair terms in consumer contracts will be provided.
Additionally some suggestions will be made for the better protection of
the Cypriot consumers from the use of unfair terms in their consumer
contracts. It should be noted, as it has been reported in the introduc‐
tory section, that it is not the main goal of this article to provide a com‐
plete treatment of the changes made after the European Union’s inter‐
vention in the realm of the consumer topic of the unfair contract terms.
The Cypriot legislator finally enacted the law 93(I)/96 in relation to
unfair terms in consumer contracts131 in 1996. Many commentators
have argued that one of the main reasons that the Cypriot government
enacted the aforementioned law was that there was a desire for Cyprus
to enter the EU and one of the conditions for this acceptance was the
harmonization of Cypriot laws with the European Directives and
Regulations. Additionally another interrelated reason for the promul‐
gation of the aforementioned act was that there were many suggestions
from public officials that work in the Ministry of Commerce and Indus‐
try during the period 1960‐1991 for the promulgation of a law that
would have dealt with the important topic of the unfair terms in con‐
sumer contracts. In fact many directors of the ministry of Commerce
and Industry have stressed the fact that the Cypriot governments had
delayed to regulate the aforementioned topic that is of particular im‐
portance for the Cypriot consumers.
The aforementioned law brought some important and welcome
changes. More specifically the aforementioned law imported the notion
of good faith132 and established some criteria133 that should be taken
into consideration both by the administrative authorities and the Cyp‐

131 Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms in consumer contracts’ number 3097
(8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 476.
132 See Article 5 (3) Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms in consumer con‐
tracts’ number 3097 (8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 476.
133 See Article 5 (3) (a), (b) and (c) of the Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms
in consumer contracts’ number 3097 (8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic,
476.
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riot judges in order to determine whether a certain standard contract
term violates the principle of good faith.
Additionally another important development was that the Cypriot
legislator introduced an indicative and non‐exhaustive list of terms
that can be considered unfair. It should be noted at this point that the
list contained in the annex is the so called grey list and this means that
the terms contained in that list are not declared automatically void but
they can be nullified only after the Cypriot judges proceed to such de‐
termination.
Moreover the legislative act dealing with the unfair contract terms
in Cyprus incorporated the so called intelligibility provision. Article 7
of the aforementioned law prescribes that the seller is obliged to offer
standard contract terms that are intelligible and in the case that a stan‐
dard contract term generates more than one meanings then the inter‐
pretation more favorable for the consumer must prevail.134 Such a
treatment for the Cypriot consumers is beneficial since the analysis of
the previous sections has demonstrated that the various businesses had
made an extensive use of unintelligible terms in the contracts con‐
cluded with the Cypriot consumers.
The most welcome change that the aforementioned law brought
was the establishment of an official body that would deal specifically
with the consumer topic of the unfair contract terms. More specifically
the Director of the Department of Competition and Consumer protec‐
tion has the duty to examine the complaints made by the Cypriot con‐
sumers and to determine whether any standard contract term is un‐
fair.135 Additionally the Director has the right to initiate court proceed‐
ings for the issuance of a prohibitory degree against any person that
uses unfair terms in the contacts concluded with the Cypriot consum‐
ers. The aforementioned changes have increased considerably the pro‐
tection offered to the Cypriot consumers since as the previous analysis
134 See article 7 of the Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms in consumer con‐
tracts’ number 3097 (8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic.
135 See Article 9 (1)of the Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms in consumer
contracts’ number 3097 (8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 476.
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had shown one of the most fundamental problems, prior to the enact‐
ment of this Law was that there was not an official body that could
evaluate the complaints of the Cypriot consumers and proceed to the
necessary actions in order to help them with the standard contract
terms that were unfair.
Although the above‐mentioned legislative act incorporated some
provisions that elevated to a large extent the protection offered to the
Cypriot consumers there are some problematic issues that still remain.
One of these problems is that the Cypriot legislator did not place under
the protective ambit of the aforementioned legislative act the contract
terms that were the product of negotiation between the business and
the Cypriot consumer.136 In other words only the terms that have been
formulated in advance by the business can be examined by the afore‐
mentioned law. Certainly such development cannot provide a com‐
plete satisfaction to the Cypriot consumers because as the previous
analysis had shown many commentators were of the opinion that the
consumers should be equally protected by both individually and non
individually negotiated terms in consumer contracts. The main reason
for such treatment was the fact that many businesses can utilize their
superior position and impose terms to the consumers that had been the
product of individual negotiation but because of consumers’ ignorance
or lack of the appropriate educational level were extremely unfair and
created extremely onerous obligations to them. In other words the
mere fact that some contractual terms are the product of negotiation
between the businesses and the consumers this does not necessarily
mean that they are fair and reflect equally the rights and the obliga‐
tions of the two parties.
Additionally some problems arise in relation to the intelligibility
provision. As we have mentioned earlier if a written term in the con‐
tract concluded between the business and the Cypriot consumer gen‐
erates multiple meanings then the most favorable interpretation for the

136 See Article 3 (1) of the Law 93 (I)/96 ‘in relation to unfair terms in consumer
contracts’ number 3097 (8.11.96), Official Journal of the Cypriot Republic, 476.
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consumer must prevail. But the law does not prescribe what is happen‐
ing when all the interpretations of a contract term are unfavorable for
the Cypriot consumers. Additionally the law does not prescribe any
administrative or criminal sanctions for the instances that the Cypriot
businesses, the insurance and banking institutions make extensive use
of unintelligible terms. According to the suggestions made by the pub‐
lic officials and the other commentators the new act should have im‐
posed specific administrative sanctions like monetary fines when the
various businesses incorporate incomprehensible terms in the contracts
concluded with the Cypriot consumers. Moreover according to a group
of commentators in the cases that there is an extensive use of unintelli‐
gible terms from the businesses then certain criminal sanctions should
be prescribed such as the imposition of large fines ranging from 2000 to
5000 thousand euros and the imposition of adverse publicity orders.
Finally another important problem was that the aforementioned law
did not include the so called black terms. From the aforementioned
analysis it was obvious that the various commentators were of the
opinion that certain terms such as the one that allows the company to
automatically renew the contract concluded with the Cypriot con‐
sumer or the standard contract term that provide the right to the com‐
pany to terminate the contract for any reason and ask the consumer to
pay an excessive amount as a compensation should be considered by
the law as ‘black terms’ and be deemed automatically void by the law.
Unfortunately the Cypriot legislator did not proceed to such a distinc‐
tion and promulgate a grey list of standard contract terms that cannot
be automatically considered void but they can be nullified only by af‐
ter the judges have considered the specific circumstances of each case.
Additionally the Cypriot legislative act that regulates the topic of the
unfair terms in consumer contracts does not prescribe specific adminis‐
trative actions such as the imposition of monetary fines or other sanc‐
tions that have been highlighted above when the companies have
found to have used unfair terms by the Cypriot judges.
Consequently it is submitted that the Cypriot legislator should con‐
sider in the following amendments to incorporate some or all the sug‐
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gestions of this article for the more effective protection of the Cypriot
consumers in relation to the topic of the unfair terms in consumer con‐
tracts. Additionally the European legislator could take into considera‐
tion the aforementioned suggestions since there are continuous efforts
by the European Commission for the revision of certain Directives that
are dealing with different consumer issues such as the unfair terms in
consumer contracts.
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Diritto penale del rischio e rischi
del diritto penale fra scienza e società

*

VINCENZO MILITELLO
Università di Palermo

1. Diritto penale del rischio è formula icastica e che suona adeguata
ai tempi: rispetto alla congerie attuale di punti di emersione
dell’intervento penale, una chiave di lettura unitaria, anche solo come
modello dominante, restituisce un baricentro che ne orienta la lettura.1
D’altra parte, se la società si caratterizza sempre più per il rischio, il
diritto penale ‐ che della società è riflesso e insieme sostegno ‐ non può
che connotarsi per lo stesso carattere.2
Come molte espressioni che assurgono a paradigmi penalistici in un
certo periodo, al pari cioè dei non meno noti modelli del diritto penale
del nemico o del diritto penale moderno (come per i reciproci del

* Il testo, in una versione abbreviata, è stato presentato al Convegno “Processo
alla scienza” il 28 maggio 2015 all’ Università di Padova. Con piacere viene qui
destinato al valoroso collega Nestor Courakis,nel ricordo dei comuni soggiorni
friburghesi.
1 “Una categoria per la diagnosi dei tempi a scopo critico‐culturale” la definisce
F. Herzog, Società del rischio, diritto penale del rischio, regolazione del rischio.
Prospettive al di là del diritto penale, in Critica e giustificazione del diritto penale
nel cambio del secolo, L. Stortoni/L. Foffani (cur.), Milano 2004, 357.
2 Sul relativo collegamento C. Prittwitz, Risiko und Strafrecht. Untersuchungen
zur Krise vom Strafrecht und Kriminalpolitk in der Risikogesellschaft, Frankfur,
1993 [e la sintesi aggiornata in ID., Società del rischio e diritto penale, in Critica e
giustificazione (cit. nt. 1), 373 s.]; C. Piergallini, Attività produttive e imputazione
per colpa, prove tecniche di “diritto penale del rischio”, in RIDPP, 1997, 1474 s.; B.
Mendoza Burgo, El derecho penal en la sociedad de riesgo, Madrid, 2001; C. Perini, Il
concetto di rischio nel diritto penale moderno, Milano 2010.
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diritto penale del cittadino e del diritto penale classico), la capacità di
delineare tratti caratterizzanti univoci nell’oggetto di studio è però
limitata. Pesa soprattutto la compresenza in un concreto sistema penale
di elementi diversi che impediscono di ascriverlo in blocco all’uno o
all’altro dei paradigmi di volta in volta prospettati in termini
assolutizzanti.
Nel caso del rischio la situazione è poi complicata dalla pluralità di
ruoli e corrispondenti significati nei quali la nozione rileva nel diritto
penale.
1.1. Una prima forma di rilevanza della nozione del rischio in diritto
penale può dirsi di tipo politico‐criminale: il riferimento ad esso
descrive un modello di ordinamento che si distacca dall’illecito penale
costruito su un evento di lesione o quantomeno di pericolo (concreto)
rispetto a beni individuali afferrabili e dominabili da un unico soggetto
tramite relazioni di causa‐effetto. Un utilizzo del rischio questo che si
presta tanto all’approccio del diritto penale del nemico, quanto a quelli
del diritto penale moderno: al di là delle rispettive divergenze
nell’interpretazione dei caratteri tipici del sistema penale, in entrambi
questi recenti approcci politico‐criminali, le relative analisi ruotano
intorno al ruolo dominante che il rischio assume per fondare la
responsabilità penale nelle società contemporanee, non più
caratterizzate ‐ neanche solo prevalentemente ‐ dalle offese di lesione
dei vari beni penalmente tutelati. È questo il terreno proprio del diritto
penale del rischio.3
1.2. Un secondo ambito di considerazione penalistica del rischio ha
natura più propriamente dogmatica: questa volta esso rappresenta un
criterio normativo per restringere la causalità naturalistica e incentra su

3 Si tratta del Risikostrafrecht quale “teoria critica del moderno sviluppo del
diritto penale”, come la descrive L.Kuhlen, in Goltdammers Arkiv fuer Strafrecht, 1994,
347 (con riferimento ai lavori di di cui ai lavori di C. Prittwitz, cit. supra nt. 2). In un
tale diritto penale la funzione centrale diventa il controllo del rischio, più che la
repressione del danno: B. Bruenhober, Von der Unrechtsahndung zur Risikosteu‐
rung durch Strafrecht und ihre Schranken, in Streitbare Strafrechtswissenschaft,
FS‐ Schuenemann, R. Hefendehl ed al. (cur.), Berlin, 2014, 3 s.
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di sé uno dei più solidi criteri su cui si sviluppa la relativa rilevanza
penale, nel contesto più generale dell’imputazione obiettiva
dell’evento. Qui esso convive all’interno di una struttura del reato in
cui lesione o pericolo concreto possono bene esser presenti nella
struttura della previsione incriminatrice, ma il rischio opera una
riduzione teleologica di quest’ultima. Il motto relativo potrebbe essere
il rischio nel diritto penale.4
1.3. Una terza forma di rilevanza è infine quella che riferisce il
rischio allo stesso diritto penale e alla sua unità costitutiva essenziale, il
reato. Qui il rischio non opera sul contenuto, sui requisiti del diritto
penale, ma si rivolge alla possibilità di vedersi applicare il diritto
penale nell’esercizio della propria attività: il rischio è riferito al
soggetto del fatto di reato (l’autore) e non più attiene alle caratteristiche
dell’offesa realizzata (dunque a quelle della vittima). Quest’ultima
situazione può essere scolpita nella formula il rischio del diritto
penale.
2. Su tutte queste diverse modalità di interazione fra il diritto penale
e il rischio si staglia una nozione logica di tale elemento, che è
preliminare ad una corretta impostazione dei problemi connessi: per
rischio si deve intendere una probabilità di un evento.
Da qui, un problema di chiarimento dei rapporti con la nozione di
pericolo, che esprime pure la probabilità di un evento futuro.
L’analogia logica non è però identità contenutistica: già a livello
generale il rischio si estende a comprendere ogni tipo di evento, tanto
negativo (il verificarsi di un danno: ad es. rischio di un sinistro
stradale), ma anche ‐ seppur meno di frequente ‐ positivo (ad es. in una
lotteria: rischio di vincita).
In ambito penalistico, poi un’analisi attenta a cogliere le diversità
sul piano dogmatico fra le due nozioni rileva che il rischio si riferisce
ad una valutazione ex ante, ma rispetto ad una situazione che è sfociata
4 A questa accezione della nozione si possono ricondurre i lavori di J. Wolter,
Objektive und personale Zurechnung von Verhalten, Gefahr und Verletzung in
einem funktionalen Strafrechtssystem, Berlin, 1981; W. Frisch, Vorsatz und Risiko,
Köln, 1983; Id.,Tatbestandsmässiges Verhalten und Zurechnung, Heidelberg, 1988.
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nella effettiva lesione o danno, e dunque il relativo riferimento serve a
rapportare reciprocamente i due stati per verificare se l’evento
effettivamente verificatosi rappresenti o meno la concretizzazione del
genere di eventi la cui probabilità era stata creata dalla condotta del
soggetto. Il pericolo invece esprime una offesa che non si è
concretizzata in un risultato lesivo distinto dalla stessa condotta
(esempio, il delitto tentato) e dunque rimane una probabilità non
confermata dal decorso reale.5
3. Vero è peraltro che in ambito penalistico la nozione di pericolo
vanta origini più risalenti ed è penetrata più diffusamente nel lessico
dommatico: nel ricostruirne quello che è stato segnalato come il suo
“percorso di successo” nel diritto penale tedesco, si è di recente fatto
riferimento al suo emergere sin dal XVI secolo (in specie nella
Constitutio Criminalis Carolina del 1532) in relazione alla legittima difesa
(in caso di pericolo inevitabile alla propria integrità).Già all’inizio del
XIX secolo il riferimento al pericolo serviva per la sistematica della
parte speciale: i manuali cominciavano ad individuare la categoria del
pericolo per indicare raggruppamenti nel catalogo dei reati. Ad es.,
essa compare espressamente nell’intitolazione “dei delitti di comune
pericolo” di Grolman, ed nella contrapposizione fra varie forme di
pericolo individuale e pericolo comune nella categorizzazione proposta
nel Lehrbuch di P.A. Feuerbach. Quest’ultimo autore peraltro, nel
progettare il codice penale Bavarese del 1813, faceva più volte
riferimento alla categoria del pericolo, tanto in relazione ai delitti di
danno della proprietà connessi ad un pericolo, quanto in relazione alle
azioni pericolose che cagionano un danno (considerate come delitti
colposi), quanto alla minaccia di un pericolo per la vita come scusante.
E la riflessione teorica si dedica al delitto di pericolo già nel 1825,
benché la prima trattazione monografica arriverà nel 1886.6
5 Sul punto, se si vuole, V. Militello, Rischio e responsabilità penale, Milano,
1988, 24 s .
6 In proposito anche per i riferimenti ulteriori, cfr. F.C.Schroeder, Der Siegeszug
der Gefahr im Strafrecht, in Gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft in internationaler
Dimension. FS‐Wolter, M. Zoeller ed al. (cur.), Berlin, 2013, 247 s.
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Il riferimento al concetto di rischio è invece successivo alla
emersione del pericolo, affiancandosi ad esso senza sostituirlo: Binding
sin dalla prima edizione di Die Normen und ihre Uebertretung del 1876
offre una sistematica del delitto di pericolo ed al contempo introduce la
nozione di “rischio moderato, misurato” nel delitto colposo. Da allora
il ruolo del rischio nel diritto penale si è andato dilatando, sino ad
assumere almeno il triplice significato prima evidenziato. Ma la
relazione originaria con il pericolo rimane diffusa e non è raro che i
due concetti siano impiegati come sinonimi, il che certo non aiuta a
individuare gli specifici ambiti e problemi di volta in volta in
considerazione.
4. La vicenda della qualificazione giudiziaria dei fatti del terremoto
dell’Aquila rappresenta una test significativo delle problematiche
connesse al rapporto fra diritto penale e rischio e delle incomprensioni
derivanti dalla sua confusione con il concetto di pericolo. Nel corso del
processo in questione, di fronte al rischio sismico concretizzatosi in un
preciso momento e luogo si è fatto riferimento alla possibilità di
integrare la colpa omissiva nelle condotte di chi non lo ha riconosciuto
e pubblicizzato, sostanzialmente attribuendo al rischio un ruolo non
solo necessario, ma anche sufficiente per l’imputazione dell’evento
colposo di morte e/o lesioni. In tal modo, si trasforma però il criterio
del rischio in sede di imputazione dell’evento, tradizionalmente
utilizzato in funzione limitante per contrastare la tendenza di fare della
colpa una forma di responsabilità oggettiva mascherata, in uno schema
fondante un rimprovero di colpa del verificarsi dell’evento.
Ciò però equivale a trascorrere inconsapevolmente da quello che
abbiamo sopra indicato come il rischio nel diritto penale (segnatamente
nella struttura del delitto colposo) al distinto e già pure richiamato
diritto penale del rischio: questo esprime la tendenza, tipica di una
società del rischio come l’attuale, a passare ad incriminazioni non
fondate sul verificarsi dell’evento, ma che anticipano la tutela alla
stessa creazione di un rischio non consentito, specie quando il
disvalore dell’evento sia particolarmente elevato, ad es. per il numero
di soggetti potenzialmente coinvolti.
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Infine, il ricorso a schemi costruiti sul rischio piuttosto che
sull’evento verificatosi, considerati come sufficienti a fondare la
responsabilità penale pur in relazione a delitti di evento lesivo,
dimostra come il reato finisca per essere un rischio connesso alla
società contemporanea: in molteplici settori di essa la tecnicizzazione
delle competenze e dei processi causali consentono di indicare solo
probabilità e non certezze nell’eziologia di un evento. Chi opera in tali
settori dove dunque fare i conti con un rischio del diritto penale, che va al
di là delle tradizionali cause di scostamento fra i fatti di reato
commessi e quelli perseguiti. Questi ultimi dipendono da deficit di
efficienza del sistema di law enforcement, e dunque riguardano
l’effettività della norma penale; invece la costruzione dei reati di
evento su schemi di imputazione non causalistici ma probabilistici
attiene alla stessa integrazione astratta della fattispecie incriminatrice, e
dunque incide sulla materia del divieto fissato dalla norma penale. Ciò
per di più finisce per far dipendere la qualificazione penale della
condotta da valutazioni quantitative ricavate da altre scienze, in cui
normalmente convivono diversi paradigmi esplicativi dei fenomeni
studiati, con conseguenti differenze nella spiegazione e comprensione
delle relazioni fra gli eventi. Situazione di incertezza scientifica che
inevitabilmente si riflette sul livello di rischio del diritto penale.
5. Le rilevate aporie sono peraltro il frutto di una più generale
difficoltà di adattare gli schemi tradizionali della tutela penale di beni
come vita ed incolumità personale, per lo più affidati a reati causali di
evento individuale, ai caratteri delle macro‐lesioni che connotano le
catastrofi naturali (inondazioni, terremoti, slavine) e i disastri
tecnologici (incidenti durante processi chimici, o in impianti nucleari.
Dal punto di vista extra‐penale si è operata una distinzione di
tipologie di intervento nei confronti di fatti simili, che serve a meglio
individuare competenze e responsabilità nella complessa interazione
dei contributi umani volti a contrastarne i relativi danni.7

7 Più ampiamente R. Rengier, Zur Rolle und Reichweite des Strafrechts bei
Katastrophen, in Gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft (cit. nt. 6), 199 s.
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Si è così distinta in primo luogo una attività di prevenzione delle
catastrofi: essa comprende tutte le azioni precedenti il relativo evento
che sono volte ad evitarlo o a contenerne i danni. Questa prima forma
di intervento si riconosce essere più difficile proprio rispetto all’evitare
le catastrofi naturali (come appunto i terremoti); mentre nel caso di
incidenti gravi quali i disastri tecnologici può avere una sua rilevanza,
Ne fu un esempio l’incidente centrale nucleare di Tohoku, 2011: l’onda
dello Tsunami, alta circa 14 m, investì la centrale nucleare di
Fukushima Daiichi, scavalcando le barriere di protezione (alte circa 6
m) ed invadendo i locali della centrale. Un ruolo importante l’attività
preventiva può averlo però anche rispetto alle catastrofi naturali:
esemplare i divieti di costruzione o quantomeno l’imposizione di
standard costruttivi adeguati nelle zone specialmente esposte al rischio
di inondazioni o altamente sismiche.
L’attività di prevenzione in senso proprio si distingue dalle azioni
di riduzione del danno da catastrofe, che sono da adottare
preventivamente: qui ad esempio giocano un ruolo i piani di
evacuazione degli edifici in caso di catastrofi, la predisposizione di
allarmi generali, l’addestramento e l’aggiornamento di forze apposite
di intervento (protezione civile).
Infine vi è una attività di contenimento dei danni da catastrofi da
realizzare dopo il relativo verificarsi. Questa volta si tratta di azioni
volte a individuare le vittime e soccorrere i feriti, evacuare le zone
interessate, assicurare assistenza ai parenti e ai sopravvissuti.
Tutte queste diverse forme di intervento in caso di catastrofe
attivano soggetti e responsabilità diverse, interrogando di conseguenza
la questione dell’accertamento della responsabilità penale secondo
criteri differenti.
L’esigenza di non confondere i vari piani dell’intervento in caso di
catastrofe non sembra essere stata adeguatamente considerata nella
vicenda giudiziaria del terremoto dell’Aquila. Esaminiamo alcuni dei
punti più problematici nel primo grado di giudizio.
6.1. La sentenza del tribunale dell’Aquila (in composizione
monocratica) ritiene di aggirare l’impossibilità di affermare la
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prevedibilità del terremoto, inteso come evento concreto con una
precisa collocazione geo‐temporale. A tal fine, disconosce che su tale
elemento naturale si debba radicare la tipicità della condotta (in specie,
il rimprovero di colpa) degli imputati rispetto ai reati ad essi ascritti di
omicidio e lesioni colpose, e sposta piuttosto il relativo giudizio dalla
prevedibilità/evitabilità dell’evento naturalistico (terremoto) alla
violazione di un dovere di previsione/prevenzione del rischio del
terremoto.
[p. 184:] Il giudizio di prevedibilità/evitabilità tipico della colpa, che
si basa sulla cristallizzazione di giudizi ripetuti nel tempo, non ha ad
oggetto
il
terremoto
quale
evento
naturalistico
non
deterministicamente prevedibile e non evitabile; ma ha ad oggetto una
attività di valutazione in termini di previsione e [p. 185:] prevenzione
del rischio, finalizzata alla tutela della vita e dell’integrità fisica, che il
legislatore disciplina e demanda alla Commissione Grandi Rischi.
Il giudizio di prevedibilità/evitabilità, dunque, non riguarda
l’evento naturalistico (terremoto) ma l’evento lesivo del bene –
interesse giuridicamente tutelato dalle fattispecie contestate (vita e
integrità fisica).
Già in quest’ultima conclusione si annida il vizio logico‐normativo
dell’intero argomentare: l’opposizione – creata ritenendo di sfuggire
così all’indiscutibile imprevedibilità del terremoto – fra evento
naturalistico e evento giuridico (bene, interesse giuridicamente
tutelato) appare erroneamente riferita nel primo caso al terremoto e nel
secondo caso ad un evento descritto in termini talmente generali ed
astratti da perdere ogni possibilità di essere qualificato come elemento
di riferimento necessario a concretizzare il rimprovero di colpa penale,
almeno rispetto ad una incriminazione costruita su un evento come
morte o lesioni. L’evento da considerare per un tale giudizio è invece
quello che colloca la lesione ai beni della vita e dell’integrità fisica in un
preciso contesto spazio‐temporale, perché solo così la lesione
prodottasi può essere raccordata con il relativo processo causale in
modo da verificare i giudizi di prevedibilità ed evitabilità dell’evento
concreto, e non piuttosto del genere di eventi a cui quello può
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ricondursi o di un evento come tipo astratto. Se i singoli eventi lesivi
sono stati causati dal terremoto niente altro che un salto logico è il
prescindere da quest’ultimo per affermare la prevedibilità ed
evitabilità di quegli stessi eventi.
6.2. Per motivare il proprio convincimento, la sentenza di primo
grado richiama però espressamente (p. 247 ss.) la denominazione della
commissione. In particolare, dalla sua intitolazione ai grandi rischi
(inteso come pericolo di lesioni) e non alle grandi calamità (intesi quali
eventi di danno) si deduce che il non aver previsto non tanto l’evento
(terremoto) ma la stessa possibilità del suo verificarsi (il rischio di esso)
sia sufficiente a fondare il giudizio di imperizia e di negligenza a
fondamento del rimprovero di colposo mancato impedimento
dell’evento morte o lesioni.
Un tale argomentare è però incompatibile con il dato normativo che
i reati di omicidio e lesioni colposi non sono costruiti sul mero pericolo
dell’evento, ma sulla sua causazione effettiva. Si tratta infatti dei più
tipici esempi di reati colposi di evento, la cui struttura si differenzia
nettamente da quella dei delitti colposi di pericolo, previsti ad esempio
nell’art. 450 c.p.
La differenza fra queste due distinte specie di reati colposi passa
proprio dal termine di riferimento della colpa: la prevedibilità
necessaria a fondarla deve riguardare nel primo caso (art. 589‐590)
l’evento effettivo, e non il pericolo dell’evento, che è invece sufficiente
per l’altra tipologia di reati colposi, esemplificata dall’art. 450.
Se dunque – come la stessa sentenza riconosce – il terremoto come
causa dell’evento è, allo stato delle conoscenze, imprevedibile, ritenere
che la probabilità della causa (cioè il relativo pericolo) possa essere
sufficiente a fondare il rimprovero per la causazione dell’evento
equivarrebbe a trasformare omicidio e lesioni colposi da reati di danno
a reati di pericolo.
La scelta dell’intestazione della Commissione alla “previsione e
prevenzione dei grandi rischi”, se ha un valore volto a descrivere i
compiti amministrativi dell’organo, non può fuorviare il giudizio
penale di colpa rispetto agli eventi di morti e lesioni derivati dal
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terremoto, la cui imprevedibilità naturalistica, scientificamente
accertata e riconosciuta in sentenza, non è scalfita dalla fissazione
normativa di compiti amministrativi di un organo. Questi infatti
servano piuttosto a definire obiettivi di azione la cui violazione può
essere sanzionata o in via amministrativa o creando appositi illeciti
omissivi di pericolo.
In definitiva, la sentenza commette un duplice errore logico‐
normativo, trasformando per un verso la prevedibilità richiesta per il
giudizio di colpa in una previsione come compito della Commissione,
ed al contempo e per altro verso gli eventi dannosi della vita e
dell’incolumità personale in meri pericoli rispetto a quei beni.
6.3. Illuminante infine può essere accostare l’argomentazione
seguita dalla sentenza con un dato normativo già prima considerato.
Ammesso che si voglia muovere alla Commissione un addebito di
mancata previsione del rischio del terremoto (peraltro nel verbale della
riunione della stessa si rileva espressamente che “una scossa” forte
“come quella del 1703 … non si può escludere in modo assoluto”), ed
una volta negato, come sopra evidenziato, che ciò basti a fondare la
colpa a fondamento dei reati di evento di cui agli art. 589 e 590, si
potrebbe pensare di qualificare il comportamento della Commissione
ai sensi dell’art. 450, che si è visto incriminare proprio i delitti colposi
di pericolo.
Ma qui sorge un insuperabile ostacolo all’affermazione di
responsabilità ricercata, che a ben vedere si riflette anche se si
considerano i diversi reati di cui agli art.589 e 590: il testo della norma
di cui all’art. 450 incrimina infatti “l’azione o l’omissione colposa che fa
sorgere o persistere” una serie di “eventi di comune pericolo” ‐ in
termini moderni potremmo dire di “grandi rischi” – che sono descritti
tassativamente: “il pericolo di un disastro ferroviario, di
un’inondazione, di un naufragio, o della sommersione di una nave o di
un altro edificio natante”. Come si rileva facilmente, l’ampia
elencazione – che pure comprende fenomeni anche naturali, come
l’inondazione ‐ non contempla i terremoti (come evento di comune
pericolo o grande rischio): evidentemente, il legislatore assume che un
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tale fenomeno, non potendo essere causato né da una azione umana né
tantomeno essere prevedibile, non possa assunto a fondare una pretesa
di evitare “una azione o omissione colposa” che faccia quantomeno
“persistere il pericolo” di un tale evento, al pari delle altre condotte –
analoghe, ma diverse perché in alcuni casi prevedibili ‐ penalmente
sanzionate dalla norma in esame. L’inesigibilità di una tale condotta
impedisce di poter muovere un rimprovero di mancata previsione
delle cautele necessarie. Ed una tale mancanza di esigibilità da parte
dell’ordinamento non può che essere ancora più evidente se al pericolo
dell’evento si sostituisce la sua concretizzazione in lesioni effettive ai
beni della vita e dell’incolumità personale.
7. Se poi si guarda nell’ottica più generale delle aspettative sociali
che le catastrofi suscitano, il ricorso al rischio come criterio per
imputare gli eventi di morte e lesioni in situazioni di disastri
tecnologici o di catastrofi naturali può apparire una risposta alle spinte
dell’opinione pubblica per individuare le responsabilità in tali casi
caratterizzati da offese particolarmente gravi e diffusive. Ciò si collega
ad una crescente domanda di tutela della sicurezza, che è fortemente
influenzata dall’attenzione dei mass media in materia. La sicurezza è
infatti nozione reciproca a quella di rischio: la contraddizione di una
società del rischio che al contempo aspira ad assicurare la sicurezza
finisce per scaricare le proprie tensioni sul sistema dei valori tutelati
dall’ordinamento giuridico. Le torsioni di istituti quali il delitto
colposo d’evento o la stessa responsabilità omissiva realizzate
attraverso il ricorso al paradigma del rischio quale criterio di
imputazione finiscono per essere aspetti a valle di un problema
politico‐criminale più generale: quello indotto dall’aspirazione alla
sicurezza affidata al diritto penale e alla connessa spinta alla
prevenzione dei pericoli più che alla repressione delle lesioni ai beni
rilevanti.
Il carattere pervasivo del riferimento alla sicurezza in Paesi diversi è
il risvolto della diffusione qualitativa e quantitativa dei rischi nelle
società contemporanee, specie occidentali. D’altra parte, proprio il
riconoscimento di principio di fondamentali libertà nei rispettivi
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ordinamenti pone il problema della legittimazione, nel contesto di un
approccio integrato fra le varie politiche di sicurezza, del ricorso anche
al diritto penale, che sempre implica una restrizione delle libertà. In
breve, la società del rischio ha bisogno davvero di un diritto penale del
rischio o – ciò che è lo stesso – della prevenzione affidata al diritto penale
come garanzia anticipata della sicurezza?
La questione può assumere un duplice profilo: empirico o
valutativo. Dalla prima prospettiva, la risposta è univocamente
positiva: nei fatti, in Italia tutti i “pacchetti sicurezza”, quali che siano
stati i rispettivi interpreti politici presenti nella democrazia italiana,
dimostrano il ricorso costante al diritto penale. Se ne ricava che nelle
scelte politiche concrete questo anzi rappresenta non l’extrema ratio, ma
la stessa struttura portante delle misure di contrasto ai fenomeni
criminali considerati. Le misure para‐penali sembrano ridotte piuttosto
a mero contorno delle norme penalistiche, quasi in funzione servente
di una maggiore efficienza di quelle. Si inverte così il senso
tradizionale del principio di sussidiarietà del diritto penale rispetto agli
interventi di controllo, in cui è la forza delle sanzioni penali a servire al
funzionamento degli strumenti regolativi degli assetti sociali e di
interesse, rafforzandone l’efficacia preventiva dei conflitti.
L’effetto attrattivo del diritto penale si inquadra nell’uso politico
più generale del ricorso alla sicurezza. Si tratta di contesto che nelle
società democratiche contemporanee si presta ad affrontare i problemi
più svariati in termini carichi di significati emozionali, tali da
richiedere risposte “immediate, decisive e speciali”8: in Italia, ad
esempio, non è raro che la questione della sicurezza venga qualificata
come “grave emergenza nazionale” per attribuirle priorità nel novero
degli obiettivi dell’azione pubblica. Ciò si accompagna alla
rappresentazione mediatica delle paure o comunque delle attenzioni
nei confronti dei pericoli per beni come l’incolumità personale9, che
I. Loader/N. Walker, Civilizing security, Cambridge 2007, 10‐11.
Di un “agitato sentire sociale” che associa fenomeni molto diversi fra loro in
“unico, grande filone <<emergenziale>>” parla ad es. Flick, I diritti fondamentali
della persona alla prova dell’emergenza,in “A tutti i membri della famiglia
8
9
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alimenta un clima in grado di inibire un controllo critico delle scelte
compiute.
La scienza penale non può certo appiattirsi su questa politica della
sicurezza, a pena di perdere ogni autonomia critica e di snaturarsi in
politica tout court10. Se però si passa dalla descrizione alla valutazione
dei fatti, il percorso diventa più accidentato e si aprono differenti
alternative nella compatibilità fra diritto penale e sicurezza: per un
verso, infatti, l’inerenza della sicurezza ai compiti primari e fondanti di
un organismo pubblico, al quale i cittadini conferiscono il monopolio
della forza, è principio alla base dell’accezione moderna di Stato già nel
pensiero di Hobbe11. Inoltre, che per realizzare tale compito sia
fondamentalmente possibile il ricorso al diritto penale è dimostrato
dalla esistenza di norme in tal senso sin dai codici del liberalismo
classico: in Italia ne sono esempio i delitti contro lo stato nel codice
liberale del 1885.
Non convince dunque l’idea che la scienza penalistica possa solo
esercitare una critica radicale alla sicurezza come compito del diritto
penale12. La tesi è nobile nelle intenzioni: mantenere l’indipendenza
dalla politica e così la propria ragion d’essere appunto scienza. Essa
però sembra erigere una turris eburnea penalistica che espelle il
confronto con la realtà empirico‐criminologica, ed in specie il contrasto
ai rischi per beni fondamentali dell’individuo, indubbiamente presenti
e caratterizzanti le moderne società complesse. Se il diritto penale fosse
umana” per il 60° della Dichiarazione Universale, s.l. a. (ma Milano 2008), 262. Sul
protagonismo dei mezzi di comunicazione sociale nelle società contemporanee
rispetto alle fortune in esse del diritto penale simbolico, M. Díez Ripolléz, Il diritto
penale simbolico e gli effetti della pena, in Critica e giustificazione del diritto
penale (cit. nt. 1), 150 s. Sul ruolo dei media rispetto al tema della sicurezza interna
ad es. T. Würtenberger, Sicherheitsarchitektur als interdisziplinäres Forschungsfeld,
in Sicherheit und Freiheit statt Terror und Angst, Riescher (Hrsg.), 2010, 102 s.
10 Un rifiuto vigoroso in W. Naucke, La robusta tradizione del diritto penale
della sicurezza: illustrazione con intento critico, in Sicurezza e diritto penale,
M.Donini/M.Pavarini (cur.), Bologna, 2011, 74 s.
11 T. Hobbes, Leviathan, Cap XIII, XVII.
12 È la posizione di W. Naucke ribadita di recente nel testo prima citato (nt. 10).
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estromesso del tutto dalla prevenzione dei rischi, la relativa tutela non
resterebbe certo affidata alla sola sicurezza amministrativa e di polizia,
ma finirebbe anche per essere gestita da forme privatistiche di
prevenzione dei rischi: la diffusione di queste, alimentata da una
industria della sicurezza in costante espansione, produrrebbe però
inevitabili diseguaglianze sociali nell’effettiva garanzia dei diritti
individuali e collettivi: solo i ricchi potrebbero permettersi di pagare
ciò che la polizia non riesce a prevenire!
Sotto questo profilo, riconoscere un fondamento costituzionale alla
sicurezza va oltre il ricorso ai documenti internazionali ed europei che
lo menzionano espressamente: basta il fondamentale principio di
uguaglianza dei cittadini di fronte alla legge a riconoscere una
legittimazione di principio all’intervento pubblico di tutela.
Con ciò il diritto penale non può certo dirsi automaticamente
“sdoganato” in questa azione pubblica; al contrario, il ricorso ad esso
evidenzia un paradosso del rapporto fra sicurezza e libertà dei
cittadini. È stato in proposito rilevato che la concentrazione del potere
coercitivo penale rende lo stato al contempo una garanzia ed una
minaccia per la sicurezza dei cittadini13. Si tratta peraltro di verità non
certo esclusiva del problema della sicurezza, quanto piuttosto
immanente al diritto penale tout court: “tutela di beni giuridici
mediante lesione di beni giuridici”, come ci è noto almeno dai tempi di
Franz von Liszt.
Sullo specifico terreno qui in esame, non è vero poi che la sicurezza
sia destinata, nel medio/lungo termine, ad esercitare una tirannide
rispetto alla contrapposta esigenza della libertà. Ciò sarebbe dovuto ‐
secondo una prospettazione recente, che si richiama all’approccio delle
neuroscienze14 ‐ alla natura ancestrale dell’istinto di autotutela che la
sicurezza esprime. La libertà invece sarebbe un mero valore ideale,
incapace di contrapporsi adeguatamente alle spinte irrazionali che
13 Cfr. R.C. Hanschitz, Sicherheit ‐ Mythos der Moderne. Eine Phänomenologie
der Fahrlässigkeit, Freiburg 2005, 121 s.
14 C. Prittwiz, La concorrenza diseguale fra sicurezza e libertà, in Sicurezza e
diritto penale (cit. nt. 10), 105 s.
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sostengono l’altro valore. Si tratta però di uno scenario non certo
scontato: l’istinto di autotutela è sempre esistito, ma ciò non ha
impedito l’affermarsi nella storia del mondo occidentale di una rete di
libertà che oggi rappresentano per noi una tavola radicata di valori,
anche costituzionalmente tutelati.
Né ancora si può ridurre il fascio attuale dei diritti di libertà e più in
generale dei diritti fondamentali della persona ai soli Abwehrrechte,
diritti del singolo contro aggressioni dei poteri pubblici: come rivela il
sorgere di diverse generazioni di diritti, è progressivamente emerso un
ruolo dello Stato non solo come guardiano notturno dei diritti di
libertà, ma come soggetto che promuove attivamente la tutela dei
diritti. Di ciò, la Costituzione Italiana fornisce una indicazione
esemplare, grazie al completamento del principio dell’eguaglianza
formale dei cittadini di fronte alla legge (art. 3 co.1) con la prospettiva
sostanziale, che impegna lo stato a rimuovere gli ostacoli che
impediscono la concretizzazione della parità formale (art. 3 co.2).
Si conferma così l’esistenza fra sicurezza e libertà di un rapporto
obbligato, ma non si dice quale ne sia il punto di equilibrio e sopratutto
non si dice che tale linea debba essere segnata dal diritto penale.
Invece, non si può attribuire alla sicurezza uno status di macro‐bene
collettivo, tale da consentire un intervento penale limitato solo dai
contingenti bisogni punitivi di volta in volta concretizzabili nei settori
più diversi. Certo la sicurezza rappresenta lo sfondo e l’elemento
comune di esigenze di tutela tanto individuali quanto collettive in
molteplici ambiti della vita contemporanea. Ma in relazione a ciascuno
dei beni giuridici implicati va di volta in volta criticamente verificata la
legittimazione dell’intervento penalistico che si spinge a prevenire
anche i pericoli.
In proposito, non si tratta solo di adottare criteri di razionalità
politico‐criminale, come quello di proporzione fra bene tutelato, grado
del pericolo e risposta penale, ma di rispettare anche i principi
costituzionali (in Italia, in specie personalità‐colpevolezza e di riserva
di legge statuale). Questa rete di controllo non può comunque fornire
una risposta unica in tutte le situazioni possibili: al di là della garanzia
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di un nucleo duro intangibile nel godimento dei diritti (che vieta ad
esempio il ricorso alla tortura), la concreta individuazione del punto di
equilibrio nei singoli casi va democraticamente ricercata nella
consapevolezza dell’ineliminabile rapporto di tensione fra sicurezza e
libertà. Il “dissenso razionale” e la “moralità del conflitto” fra questi
due valori emerge nel modo più chiaro proprio sul terreno penalistico:
entrare e muoversi in esso richiede dunque un surplus di responsabilità
e cautele15.

15

S. Besson, The Morality of Conflict, Oxford 2005.
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Supreme Administrative Court ordering the treatment of a multiple
sclerosis patient with the most innovative and expensive treatment
during the peak of the Greek economic crisis. Surely that decision
would have caused some eyebrows to raise, specially if the national
health insurance budget is under extreme pressure.
Curiously, other judicial decisions that have addressed collective
claims have elicited the exact opposite moral intuitions. Indeed, the
Koufaki and Adedy v. Greece cases – also know as the ‘crisis jurispru‐
dence’ – are an instance in which several commentators have de‐
nounced that the Greek and European courts are not doing enough in
order to protect human rights. Some have even gone as far as to sug‐
gest that we are witnessing a dangerous attack against hard‐won hu‐
man rights in which economic considerations are trumping legal and
moral reasons. Thus, the nightmare of every human rights’ advocate
seems to be materializing: Troika accountants deciding which human
rights Greeks possess.
Nevertheless, despite these vitriolic reactions, I shall attempt to of‐
fer in this short essay an alternative viewpoint that could have the po‐
tential to reconcile two apparently divergent positions: a principled
commitment to human rights and a qualified defense of the ‘crisis ju‐
risprudence’ of the ECHR and the Greek Courts, one which finds sup‐
port from an adequate understanding of the nature of rights and
whose venerable pedigree stretches from Aristotle to Joseph Raz.
Indeed, at the heart of the discussion surrounding the nature of
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human rights lies the old‐aged threshold question: What is the threshold
for determining the existence and the content of a determinate human
right?
Although at first sight the threshold question may only seem apt for
the musing of philosophers or ivory tower scholars, it has an immense
practical value and purchase. Indeed, the problems surrounding the
indeterminacy of the human right to health are one instance in which
the tendency to lump a plethora of human interests have prompted se‐
rious discussion regarding its correct or true extension. Some progres‐
sive definitions have gone as far as to suggest that entitlements to gen‐
der equality, access to information, employment, education and others
fall within the domains of the human right to health (Gostin and
Friedman 2013, Gostin 2014, Tasioulas 2015, Sreenivasan 2012, 2014,
O’neill 2009, Ruger 2006, 2009). Consequently, these approaches seem
to view the human right to health as a vortex that sucks the content of
other rights into its voracious maw.
Not surprisingly, this normative sloppiness has triggered unex‐
pected consequences. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that the cur‐
rent imperialistic definition of the right to health, namely ‘the highest
attainable standard of health’, is allowing those who can afford litiga‐
tion in developing countries to grab a substantial part of the healthcare
budget for themselves, worsening health inequalities (Ferraz 2009,
2013, 2014, Tasioulas 2014, 2015). From a normative viewpoint, the
situation is equally controversial. Even if we reluctantly accept the idea
that the human right to health encapsulates a generous mix of human
interest such as education and employment entitlements, the question
as to why these resources must be distributed under the requirements
of the right to health rather than under principles of distributive justice
or economic efficiency still looms large (Sreenivasan 2012, Daniels
2008).
Not surprisingly, the threshold question and the controversies sur‐
rounding the human right to health may help us to understand the
problems that also haunt the human right to property. Indeed, some‐
what contentiously, I shall argue that the human right to property, as
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litigated in the (Koufaki & ADEDY v Greece) and (Giavi v Greece)
cases, raises the same definitional and compositional problems as the
human right to health and, consequently, it must face the challenge of
the threshold question:
Are entitlements to full salaries and pensions really part of the hu‐
man right to property? Is the content of the human right to property
immutable on the face of economic hardship? Is the right to property
really set back by a reduction of 20% of salaries and pensions and other
reductions in allowances and benefits during periods of economic cri‐
sis?
Although these are controversial questions, it could be argued that
these compositional questions have received some attention in the past,
either in a direct or indirect way. Thus, in order to avoid reinventing
the wheel again, it may prove to be useful to discuss the strands of
thought that have attempted to address the concerns surrounding the
nature of human rights and threshold question.
Indeed, among these, the legalistic strand has been one of the most
influential on the field. Amartya Sen (2008, 2012) argues that through‐
out the history of human rights, there has been a strong tendency to re‐
late human rights to law. This tendency can be understood as the result
of the longstanding tradition of enshrining rights into positive law and
the habitus of legal professionals to equate human rights practice with
legislation. Nevertheless, Sen argues that legislation is not the only
way through which human rights can promote desirable changes (Sen
2012). On the contrary, the idea of human rights as moral rights has a
much more diverse and richer role. Activities such as the work of the
Red Cross, Amnesty International, Oxfam, can easily be considered as
means for effectively advancing human rights practice. Thus, Sen con‐
tends that legal discourse does not exhausts human rights practice or
promotion.
Whilst Amartya Sen remind us some of the limits of the legalist tra‐
dition, John Tasioulas (2012) articulates a more compelling critique of
the limits of the legalistic approach. Tasioulas (2012) notes that the le‐
galistic approach lacks a justificatory strategy in order to decide which
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rights should be enshrined into positive laws and which should be
their content. Thus, the fact the legalist approach makes room for an
imperialistic definition of the human right to health as the ‘highest at‐
tainable standard of health’ should not surprise us at all (General
Comment 14 of the CESCR). Clearly, this school of thought offers no
real solace to anyone interested in finding an evaluative framework in
order to meet the challenge of the threshold question.
Another significant contribution to this debate emerges from the
foundationalist account of human rights. At the heart of this account
lies the proposal that human rights should be grounded on the ‘per‐
sonhood account’ (Griffin 2009). Its most vocal proponent, James Grif‐
fin, has argued that human rights should play a paramount role on the
protection of human agency, namely, our ability to pursue and form
conceptions of the good. Despite the centrality that Griffin attaches to
human agency, he also highlights the role that ‘minimum or essential
provisions’ play on allowing us to exercise our human agency. Indeed,
human beings must have at least a minimum or essential provision of
resources and capabilities in order act autonomously (Griffin 2009).
Although at first sight one could argue that the foundationalist ac‐
count seems to provide a normative justification for the nature of hu‐
man rights, Joseph Raz (2010) has deftly argued that it faces insur‐
mountable contradictions. Indeed, Griffin’s argument seems to derive
human rights from basic features that are both essential and valuable.
Nonetheless, the difference between something being valuable and
having a right to it is conspicuously blurred on Griffin’s account. In
other words, the foundationalist account attaches ultimate value to our
individual personhood but fails to distinguish the relationship between
value and right, which is of paramount importance since Griffin fails to
defend the idea that that valuing something establishes a right over it
(Raz 2010). Indeed, if one follows Griffin’s argument one could say that
‘if the love of my children is the most important thing to me then I
have a right to it’ (Raz 2010: 325). Clearly, that would be untenable
conclusion since no one has a right to be loved by somebody else be‐
cause valuing something is not sufficient to establish a right over it.
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Examples like this abound, and of course, they lend support to the idea
that Griffin’s thesis suffers from a radical instability. Hence, these logi‐
cal contradictions give support to Raz’s conclusion that the relation‐
ship of value and right is not properly articulated by the foundational‐
ist account.
Likewise, Griffin’s account does not fare much better in relation to
the threshold question. Raz notes that this account does not help us to
elucidate which human rights are derived from the protection of hu‐
man agency, let alone which rights are derived from the protection of
the so called minimum conditions (Raz 2010). Indeed, the personhood
account fails the test of que threshold question since grounding human
rights in the protection of minimum conditions does not help us to elu‐
cidate the content of different human rights. Questions such as what
level of minimum conditions are the appropriate ones are left without
any satisfactory answer. Consequently, Griffin’s assertion of minimal
standards offers no guidance in order to devise a reasonable threshold
that could help us to determine the existence and the content of any
given human right.
Now, another main philosophical account of the nature of human
rights that has attempted to offer guidance regarding their existence
and content has been the ‘functionalist account’. Notably, John Rawls’
contribution to this strand of thought has been extremely succinct but
highly influential. In his work ‘The Law of the Peoples’ (1999) Rawls
contends that human rights ‘are a class of rights that play a special role
in a reasonable law of peoples: they restrict the justifying reasons for
war and its conduct, and they specify limits to a regime’s internal
autonomy’ (Rawls 1999: 79). According to Freeman (2007) human
rights play a double role on Rawls’ account: First, governments cannot
claim sovereignty against internal violations of human rights hence
they set limits to the internal autonomy of any government and sec‐
ond, human rights restrict arguments for war and its conduct.
Along similar lines, Raz (2010) argues that human rights violations
trigger international interventions and responses against the perpetra‐
tors, thus they set limits to states’ sovereignty. Not surprisingly, his
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functional reading emerges from current human rights practice: ‘while
human rights are invoked in various contexts, and for a variety of pur‐
poses, the dominant trend is to take the fact that a right is a human
right as a defeasible sufficient ground for taking action against viola‐
tors in the international arena’ (Raz 2010: 328). Thus, Raz’s argument
supports the idea that the violation of human rights disarms the moral
justification of state sovereignty.
Despite the similarity of Rawls and Raz’s accounts, Raz contends
that human rights can be held against other international actors, do‐
mestic institutions or individuals. But, at the centre of this account lies
the fact that only rights whose violation warrant external intervention
are considered human rights. Of course, this characterization carries
important consequences: Since human rights are moral justifications
against the sovereignty of some states, there is no argument for sus‐
taining that human rights have a universal feature (Raz 2010). This is
the case because human rights can only be asserted when the condi‐
tions are ‘appropriate for governments to have the duties to protect the
interest which the rights protect’ (Raz 2010: 335). When the necessary
conditions are not appropriate it will not be possible to articulate a
moral justification for holding a state accountable. Moreover, it will not
be plausible to claim that a duty has been violated. Thus, a right to
higher education cannot be asserted within a state that lacks the mate‐
rial and structural capabilities to provide for it.
Whilst the functionalist account attempts to characterize the nature
of human rights according to actual practice, John Tasioulas notes that
this account fails to grasp the historical evidence that compliance to
human rights does not presuppose or relies on international interven‐
tion. On the contrary, ‘domestic mechanisms such as elite‐initiated
agendas, litigation and popular mobilization’ have played a crucial
role on human rights compliance (Tasioulas 2012: 23). Likewise, the
functionalist account is vulnerable on other fronts. James Hathaway
has argued that the prevailing human rights practice has embraced one
very specific facet of human dignity anchored in western political
thought, whereas ‘the developmental needs of the third world were
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largely excluded from the scope of human rights protection’ (Hatha‐
way 1990: 141). Thus, according to Hathaway, it would be difficult to
conceive international interventions over human right aspirations
promoted by third world countries.
Another prominent account that also aims to explore the nature of
human rights is one in which a plurality of values plays a major role.
Indeed, Tasioulas contends that within a sensible orthodox account
human rights are doubly pluralistic: Regarding the moral values that
ground them, and second, regarding the practical implications they
create. Thus, human rights are seen as ‘moral rights possessed by all
human beings simply in virtue of their humanity’ (Tasioulas 2012: 26).
Now, the real upshot of Tasioulas (2014) account is that he defended
the idea that grounding human rights in the interest they serve is not
the same as identifying the right with the interest that is at stake. Con‐
sequently, the paramount question for any theory that aims to clarifies
the nature of human rights is to clarify when a person’s interest can
generates duties.
Employing a Razian framework, Tasioulas argues that the interac‐
tion between interest and duties has the potential to illuminate the ex‐
istence and content of different human rights. Thus, banking on the
promising features of the razian conception of rights, Tasioulas ad‐
dresses the threshold problem with the following schema: i) Consider‐
ing an historical context, having X serves one’s basic interest. For ex‐
ample our interest in autonomy, health, property and so on; ii) Simply
in virtue of our humanity the interest in having X is ‘pro tanto of suffi‐
cient importance to justify the imposition of duties on others’ such as
the protection of our interest; iii) Duties are feasible claims on others
only insofar as they take into account the constraints of human nature
and social life in any given specific historical context (Tasioulas 2014).
In simple terms, this schema proposes two main stages. The first one
entails an analysis of the ‘pro tanto’ case of a duty. The second one
seeks to affirm or reject the existence of that duty according to its feasi‐
bility. This latter stage is of utmost importance since it will leads us to
ask the question of what is possible according to present circum‐
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stances. For instance, it is all too possible that ‘some people may have a
right to a more than adequate standard of living’ in some wealthy na‐
tions (Tasioulas 2014: 14). Thus, this schema allow us to clearly grasp
the temporal evolution of human rights taking into account any given
specific socio‐historical conditions.
In a similar direction, Cass Sunstein, borrowing the Razian concep‐
tion of rights, contends that ‘rights are interests of persons that are suf‐
ficiently weighty to generate duties on the part of others’. Thus, for
Sunstein and Holmes, almost every right implies a correlative duty ‘
(Holmes and Sunstein 2013: 43).
Now, having articulated the structure of the orthodox account, we
can start to envisage how this account may yield some sensible argu‐
ments that could help us to put forward a qualified defense of the ‘cri‐
sis jurisprudence’ of the ECHR and the Greek Supreme Administrative
Court without jettisoning a principled defence of human rights.
Indeed, we believe that the gist of the answer lies on the fact that
feasibility is of paramount importance, especially if we take into ac‐
count that it is undoubtedly tied to scarcity (Posner and Vermeule
2007). Clearly, there is a strong moral case for not imposing duties onto
others if the feature of scarcity make it too burdensome within our cur‐
rent circumstances. Thus, prioritising scarce economic resources for
satisfying a human right to property whose compositional structure
was adequate before the Greek economic crisis may negatively impact
other more important human needs under current circumstances and
hence would impose an unbearable burden onto other Greek citizens.
Moreover, Adrian Vermeule also argues that the cause of many con‐
flicts between pro tanto duties is scarcity, and that the root of several
disparate arguments in the world of human rights is that the the fea‐
ture of scarcity places a frontier at which we can claim a protection of
any given interest (Vermeule 2011). ‘Respect the distinction between
persons as much as you like, and the nature of the world will still be
such that scarcity places constraints on feasible combinations of liberty
and security’ (Vermule 2011: 7). Clearly, this point is not only applica‐
ble to issues related to security and liberty in particular. Even if we
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were speaking about providing basic healthcare attention over secur‐
ing worker’s pension contributions in full, the arguments will carry the
same weight.
Indeed, on the grounds of scarcity, it may be sensible to rule out a
human right to property that includes full entitlements to salaries, pen‐
sions and other benefits such as the ones suggested by the plaintiffs.
Specially if we understand this situation as a positive duty to provide
all the potential right‐bearers with all the benefits of full salaries, pen‐
sions and allowances. Arguably, the scarcity of resources and the con‐
sequent economic limitations arising from the Greek financial crisis
made it impossible to cover such benefits for all potential right‐bearers
without placing unbearable burdens onto other Greek citizens.
Nevertheless, this argument does not presuppose the contents of the
right to property cannot be properly affirmed considering what is fea‐
sible during the economic crisis. Arguably, other more essential eco‐
nomic benefits would fall within the limits of the right to property dur‐
ing the Greek economic crisis. It may be the case that the ECHR and
the Greek Supreme Administrative Court would have rejected a 50%
reduction of salaries, pensions and allowances given our previous ar‐
guments.
Consequently, it may be sensible to contend that reducing salaries,
pensions and allowances below certain level would be aninstance of
human rights violation and, on the other hand, not providing a an enti‐
tlement to salaries and pension equal to the ones established before the
economic crisis would not entail a human rights violation. Indeed, our
analysis suggest that the crisis‐jurisprudence of the European Court of
Human Rights and the Supreme Administrative Court may not repre‐
sent a blatant curtailment of hard‐won human rights. In other words,
this jurisprudence is not a ‘wolf that comes as a wolf’. Rather, it could
be argued that it sensibly embraces the inescapable fact of scarcity in
order to address deep moral and legal questions.
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Sommario: 1. La questione: il perimetro e le identità. – 2. Struttura
dell’incriminazione e inquadrature problematiche. – 3. Alla ricerca del
persistente fondamento di una incriminazione tradizionale: la
letteratura anglosassone di fronte al Blackmail. – 4. Riprovevolezza e
ingiustizia nel rapporto tra mezzi e scopo. –4.1. L’illiceità estorsiva e la
sconnessione tra la minaccia di esercizio del diritto e lo scopo concreto
perseguito. – 4.2. L’estorsione integrata dallo scopo di realizzare un
vantaggio ulteriore, maggiore o diverso. – 4.3. La vendita del silenzio
come ipotesi di estorsione per sconnessione qualitativa. – 5. Note in
tema di abuso del diritto come condotta coercitiva.
La Questione: Il Perimetro e le Identità
La rilevanza penale della minaccia di esercitare una prerogativa
giuridica s’inserisce tra le tematiche in cui l’individuazione dell’abuso,
come dato parallelo a quello rappresentato dal diritto, non è che lo strumento
per tentare una maggiore delimitazione di quel diritto.1 E l’intercettazione
dell’essenza di tali reati non può che avvenire sull’area di contatto tra
condotta, destinazione funzionale del diritto e scopo perseguito da chi
lo brandisce.2
Utilizzata come mero strumento di coercizione, la minaccia di

1
2

Stortoni L Così, L’Abuso di Potere nel Diritto Penale, Milano, 1978, p. 1.
Cfr., ancora, L. Stortoni, L’Abuso di Potere, cit., p. 109.
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realizzare un male giusto può condurre all’integrazione di diverse
fattispecie penali. E non si tratta di ipotesi che ledono soltanto
l’integrità psichica3 o la libertà morale della vittima,4 ma anche di fatti
che offendono beni personalissimi (come la libertà sessuale5), o
interessi pubblicistici (come il buon andamento e l’imparzialità
dell’azione amministrativa6). Tra le identità criminali che la coazione
mediante la minaccia di esercizio di un diritto può assumere, però, è
certamente l’estorsione quella più interessante.7
A certe condizioni, dunque, e per ragioni che meriterebbero intere e
interdisciplinari ricerche, la pretesa lecita tende talvolta a degenerare in
ricatto, e la relazione giuridica in estorsione. Ed è stato dimostrato non
solo che la maggioranza dei fatti di estorsione sono ipotesi in cui il
ricatto si fonda sulla minaccia di diffondere o utilizzare legittimamente
determinate informazioni,8 ma anche che proprio quest’ambito
rappresenta uno dei territori criminali a più alta cifra oscura.9
Ed è proprio il peculiare oggetto (im)materiale di tale estorsione,
ovvero le informazioni, ad attivare il mercato tra la disposizione
patrimoniale della vittima e la promessa di riservatezza del ricattatore.
Infatti, con i termini Chantage (in Francia e Germania), Chantaje (nei
paesi di lingua spagnola), Schweigegelderpressung (nei paesi di lingua
tedesca) e Blackmail (nei paesi anglosassoni) si individuano ipotesi in

Cfr., A. Nisco, La tutela penale dell’integrità psichica, Torino, 2012, p. 106 ss.
Cass., Sez. V, 18 dicembre 2003, n. 4633, in CedCass., rv. 228064.
5 Cass., Sez. III, 11 giugno 2008, n. 37251, in CedCass., rv. 241277.
6 Cass., Sez. VI, 8 maggio 2013, n. 20428, in CedCass., rv. 255076.
7 Tema che in Italia non ha ricevuto particolari attenzioni, con l’eccezione
dell’indagine di Gatta G.L., La minaccia. Contributo allo studio delle modalità della
condotta penalmente rilevante, Roma, 2013, p. 185 ss.
8 E non, invece, sull’ipotesi ordinaria di minaccia di commettere un reato ai
danni della vittima; il riferimento è alla ricerca condotta dal Prof. Dr. Günther
Kaiser citata da Maurach R.‐Maiwald W.‐Schroeder F.C., Strafrecht. Besonderer Teil.
Teil. 1, Heidelberg, 2009, p. 577.
9 Krause, ‘Gedanken zur Nötigung und Erpressung durch Rufgefährdung
(Chantage)’, Festschrift für Spendel, Berlin, 1992, p. 548.
3
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cui si mette a prezzo il silenzio su determinate informazioni.10
Le informazioni, non false,11 per mantenere riserbo sulle quali si
esige un prezzo,12 possono essere le più varie. Solo per fare qualche
esempio: a) informazioni che possono azionare o sostenere un’indagine
penale; b) informazioni che possono azionare o essere utilizzate in un
procedimento civile; c) informazioni che possono fondare o sostenere
un procedimento amministrativo; d) informazioni imbarazzanti o
compromettenti, ma legittimamente acquisite e legittimamente
rivelabili,13 su condotte o caratteristiche della vittima del ricatto.
In questo quadro, tuttavia, non tutte e non sempre le minacce di
utilizzazione di queste informazioni possono integrare un’estorsione,
uno Chantage, un Blackmail. E bisogna muoversi analizzando il
rapporto tra gli elementi del comportamento storico e il diritto, per
comprendere ove l’esercizio di quest’ultimo degeneri in abuso e il
comportamento in reato. Ecco, dunque, il perimetro dello studio sulle
identità di quella che, dato lo strumento concreto di coercizione,
potrebbe anche chiamarsi ‘estorsione informativa’.
Struttura dell’Incriminazione e Inquadrature Problematiche
Sebbene siano almeno cinque le lingue correntemente utilizzate
nella discussione del tema dell’estorsione per esercizio del diritto, è
certamente la sensibilità del mondo anglosassone ad aver anticipato

10 Solo per una prima e puntiforme indicazione: in Frazier Francia, ‘Chantage’,
voce, Répertoire Pènal, II, 2000, p. 1 ss.; in Barquìn Sanz Spagna, Artìculo 171, in Co‐
bo del Rosal, Comentarios, VI, Madrid, 1999, p. 183 ss.; Vogel J. Germania, §253 StGB,
in Leipziger Kommentar, 8, Berlin, 2010, p. 447 ss.; F. W. Krause, ‘Gedanken zur Nö‐
tigung und Erpressung durch Rufgefährdung (Chantage)’, in Festschrift für Spendel,
Berlin, 1992, p. 547 ss.; negli Stati Uniti, Fletcher G., ‘Blackmail: the paradigmatic
crime’, Univ. Penn. Law Rev., 141, 1993, p. 1617 ss.
11 Se fossero false, infatti, si sarebbe dinanzi alla minaccia di una calunnia; fatto
illecito di per sé che ricadrebbe nella ipotesi ordinaria della minaccia di un male
ingiusto.
12 Senza la pretesa di un prezzo potrebbero anche essere del tutto lecite.
13 Altrimenti anche in questo caso si verificherebbe la minaccia di un male
ingiusto in sé, la quale ovviamente è estorsiva in re ipsa.
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concetti e questioni, e aver raggiunto il più intenso scambio
intellettuale tra legislatore, dottrina e giurisprudenza.14 Sono proprio i
paesi anglosassoni, dunque, ad aver positivizzato le prime norme; ed è
stata la dottrina inglese ad averne per prima analizzato la struttura e
dibattuto i fondamenti.15
A raccontare di questo primato è lo stesso termine inglese, Blackmail:
composto da un derivato del francese maille, nome dato alle somme
estorte dai banditi scozzesi come prezzo per la protezione dei
latifondisti inglesi, e dalla denominazione di una legge del 1601 che
proibì (appunto) tale black mayle.16 Nel diciottesimo secolo, la norma fu
estesa a coprire i casi in cui veniva richiesta una dazione patrimoniale
in cambio dell’astensione dalla proposizione di accuse per determinati
crimini. E durante l’epoca Vittoriana, si cominciò a punire la richiesta
di denaro sotto la minaccia della rivelazione di informazioni
incriminanti o imbarazzanti.17
Del resto, è del 1817 la prima specifica normativa degli Stati Uniti
d’America;18 fattispecie che oggi sono presenti in ciascuna
giurisdizione statunitense, sebbene con caratteristiche mai del tutto
identiche. Le 52 diverse regolamentazioni presenti negli States, infatti,
non soltanto modulano le tipologie di pretese che sono considerate
criminali19 (in taluni stati incentrate su quelle patrimoniali,20 in altri

14 Si pensi che la prima raccolta sistematica di riflessioni è persino degli anni
Trenta, con Goodhart A., Essays in Jurisprudence and the Common Law, Cambridge,
1931, p. 175 ss.
15 Per un breve percorso ricostruttivo, cfr., Lindgren J., ‘More blackmail ink: a
critique of Blackmail, Inc., Epstein’s Theory of Blackmail’, Conn. Law Rev., 1984, 16,
p. 909 ss.
16 Helmholz R. H., ‘The Roman Law of Blackmail’, Jour. Legal. Stud., 2001, 30, p.
35.
17 Si rinvia a A. McLaren, Sexual Blackmail: A Modern History, Cambridge, 2002,
p. 12.
18 L. M. Friedman Name Robbers: ‘Privacy, blackmail, and assorted matters in
legal history, Hofstra Law Rev., 2002, 30, p. 111.,
19 Quelle dei 50 stati più il codice federale e quella del codice del District of
Columbia.
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stati anche su comportamenti coartati e prestazioni sessuali21) ma
anche l’ampiezza delle eventuali cause esimenti (del tutto assenti in
alcuni stati22 ma relativamente ampie in altri23).
Decisamente diverso, invece, è l’assetto normativo degli
ordinamenti delle altre letterature giuridiche prese in considerazione. E
ciò non tanto perché la questione ha tradizionalmente gravitato attorno
alla sussunzione di queste ipotesi sotto una delle due prototipiche
fattispecie‐madre, la coercizione (o violenza privata) e l’estorsione.
Quanto perché, anche se taluni ordinamenti hanno provveduto a
estrapolare una fattispecie speciale di estorsione informativa,24è

20 Come Alabama (§§ 13A‐8‐1(13), Arizona (§ 13‐1804, 2009), South Carolina (§
16‐17‐640) e Texas (§§ 31.01.03).
21 Come lo stato di Washington (§§ 9A.56.110‐130, 9A.04.110).
22 Come il Kansas (§ 21‐3428).
23 È il caso dello stato di New York (§§ 135.60, 155.05).
24 Il riferimento è all’ordinamento francese e a quello spagnolo.
Article 312‐10 del codice penale francese:
“Le chantage est le fait d’obtenir, en menaçant de révéler ou d’imputer des faits
de nature à porter atteinte à l’honneur ou à la considération, soit une signature, un
engagement ou une renonciation, soit la révélation d’un secret, soit la remise de
fonds, de valeurs ou d’un bien quelconque.”
Artículo 171 del codice penale spagnolo:
“1. Las amenazas de un mal que no constituya delito serán castigadas con
pena de prisión de tres meses a un año o multa de seis a 24 meses, atendidas la
gravedad y circunstancia del hecho, cuando la amenaza fuere condicional y la
condición no consistiere en una conducta debida. Si el culpable hubiere conseguido
su propósito se le impondrá la pena en su mitad superior.
2.
Si alguien exigiere de otro una cantidad o recompensa bajo la amenaza de
revelar o difundir hechos referentes a su vida privada o relaciones familiares que
no sean públicamente conocidos y puedan afectar a su fama, crédito o interés, será
castigado con la pena de prisión de dos a cuatro años, si ha conseguido la entrega
de todo o parte de lo exigido, y con la de cuatro meses a dos años, si no lo
consiguiere.
3.
Si el hecho descrito en el apartado anterior consistiere en la amenaza de
revelar o denunciar la comisión de algún delito el ministerio fiscal podrá, para
facilitar el castigo de la amenaza, abstenerse de acusar por el delito cuya revelación
se hubiere amenazado, salvo que éste estuviere castigado con pena de prisión
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sempre attorno ai luoghi concettuali della riprovevolezza e ingiustizia
del male minacciato che continuano ad addensarsi le riflessioni.25
Ecco, dunque, la divaricazione delle prospettive problematiche: nei
paesi anglosassoni, dove l’incriminazione del Blackmail è parte del
tessuto tradizionale del diritto penale, la maggior parte delle questioni
si concentra sul fondamento assiologico e sulla solidità razionale
dell’incriminazione26. In alcuni ordinamenti europeo‐continentali,
invece, le questioni interpretative si limitano soltanto a lambire quelle
assiologiche, per focalizzarsi soprattutto sul rintracciamento della
particolare nota di illiceità che è ritenuta necessaria per sussumere le
ipotesi di Chantage sotto i concetti tradizionali di coercizione e di
estorsione.27
Al centro si colloca, però, la struttura concettuale di tali fattispecie;
struttura bicondizionale, perché l’impegno a ‘non fare se remunerati’ è
connesso all’impegno a ‘fare se non remunerati’.28 Nel caso della
estorsione informativa, dunque, la bicondizionalità si sviluppa in
questo modo: “se mi paghi non rivelerò informazioni per te
incriminanti o imbarazzanti, ma se non paghi le rivelerò”. E sono
proprio forma e contenuto di questa struttura logica a essere alla base
delle due inquadrature problematiche rintracciabili in letteratura:
quella anglosassone e quella europeo‐continentale.29
Forse sono soltanto intervalli di sfumature prospettiche: ma mentre
gli anglosassoni si chiedono se sia fondata (o se non sia invece
irragionevole) la punizione della struttura
bicondizionale
superior a dos años. En este último caso, el juez o tribunal podrá rebajar la sanción
en uno o dos grados.”
25 Sul concetto di Verwerflichkeit di recente, G. Altvater, §240 StGB, in Leipziger
Kommentar, VII, 2 Teilband, Berlin, 2015, p. 397 ss. e la bibliografia ivi citata. Sul
concetto di ingiustizia si veda, per tutti, G. L. Gatta, La Minaccia, cit., p. 149 ss. e la
bibliografia ivi citata.
26 A questo confronto sarà dedicato il paragrafo 3.
27 Su questa analisi, invece, si concentrerà il paragrafo 4.
28 È la impostazione di J. Feinberg, The Moral Limit of the Criminal Law, Vol. 3,
Harm to Self, Oxford/New York, 1986, p. 216.
29 J. Feinberg, The Moral Limit, cit., pp. 217‐219.
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dell’Informational Blackmail, gli europei continentali guardano alla
connessione tra le due proposizioni condizionali con l’intenzione di
rintracciarvi quella nota di illiceità necessaria a punire il ricatto
realizzato con la parvenza del diritto.30
Alla Cicerca del Persistente Fondamento di una Incriminazione
Tradizionale: la Letteratura Anglosassone di Fronte al Blackmail
Diverse le suggestioni problematiche che gli anglosassoni leggono
nella struttura bicondizionale del Blackmail.31 In primo luogo, il fatto
che viene punita la minaccia di una condotta che altrimenti potrebbe
essere legittimamente realizzata manifesta quella anomala sinergia in
cui due elementi leciti possono trasformarsi in comportamento illecito,
se combinati tra loro mediante un rapporto condizionale.32 Altro
interessante aspetto della bicondizionalità è la distinzione di queste
ipotesi da quelle legate a semplici (anche se molto ‘dure’) trattative
negoziali33. Infine, si pone la questione34 se l’offerta del male minore
eserciti una vera costrizione, cioè se non aumenti, invece che ridurre, le
opzioni di azione del soggetto destinatario della minaccia.35
Preliminare al dibattito sulla solidità del giudizio di meritevolezza
della fattispecie nella dottrina di lingua inglese, si rintraccia una serie

30 Nella letteratura anglosassone si discute se sia possibile parlare di un vero e
proprio paradosso, rispetto alla criminalizzazione del Blackmail, sul punto si veda
K. Levy, ‘The solution to the real blackmail paradox: the common link between
blackmail and other criminal threats’, Conn. Law Rev., 2007, 39, 1056 ss.
31 Solo per segnalare la letteratura più recente, R. Shaw, ‘The morality of black‐
mail’, Phil. & Pub. Affairs, 2012, 40, 165; P. H. Robinson, M. T. Cahill & D. M.
Bartels, ‘Competing theories of blackmail: an empirical research critique of crimi‐
nal law theory’, Texas Law Rev., 2010, 89, p. 29.
32 Sulla ‘normalità’ di questo effetto, anche per ulteriori riferimenti bibliografici,
ancora K. Levy, ‘The solution to the real blackmail paradox’, cit., p. 1056 ss.
33 Tra gli altri, sul punto si veda, J. Lindgren, ‘Unraveling the paradox of
blackmail’, Col. Law Rev., 1984, 84, 680.
34 Solo in parte connessa alla precedente.
35 Levy K., The Solution to the Real Blackmail Paradox, cit., p. 1072; R. Hardin,
‘Blackmailing for mutual good’, Penn. Law Rev., 1993, 141, 1787.
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di analisi economiche del Blackmail.36 Da tutte le prospettive dottrinali,
infatti, viene riconosciuto che, in assenza di una fattispecie come quella
del Blackmail, ci sarebbero notevoli danni sociali. Tali costi sociali, si
dice, sarebbero legati a una ‘altrimenti inefficiente allocazione delle
risorse’, a sua volta causata dagli sforzi che verrebbero profusi per
proteggere le informazioni riservate, da un lato, e per cercare di creare
un’organizzazione capace di riuscire sistematicamente a scoprirle e
metterle a profitto, dall’altro lato.37
Danni sociali, questi, considerati una debolezza inevitabile dalle
isolate voci statunitensi che ritengono del tutto infondata
l’incriminazione e ne chiedono la depenalizzazione.38 Tale
impostazione è fondamentalmente espressione di un approccio liberale
puro, per cui ciò che si può legittimamente compiere deve potersi
anche lecitamente minacciare, e opinare diversamente non sarebbe che
un’inaccettabile lesione della libertà negoziale degli individui.39
La forbice interpretativa di cui tali posizioni abolizioniste
rappresentano un’estremità giunge sino a quella dottrina
soggettivistica che ritiene il Blackmail meritevole di pena per il solo
fatto che il soggetto vuole consapevolmente arrecare un male ingiusto,
strumentalizzando una sua prerogativa giuridica. Agli antipodi
dell’approccio liberale puro, dunque, è nella malvagità della
motivazione del ricattatore che si rintraccia la giustificazione
dell’incriminazione.40
36 W. M. Landes W. M. and R. A. Posner, ‘The private enforcement of law’, Jour.
Legal Stud., 1975, 26.
37 R. H. Coase, ‘The 1987 McCorkle Lecture: Blackmail’, Virg. Law Rev., 1988, 74,
674; Epstein R.A., ‘Blackmail, Inc.’, in Univ. Chi. Law Rev., 1983, 50, 566. Tali autori,
assieme a Landes e a Posner, ritengono che l’analisi costi‐benefici sia anche a
fondamento dell’incriminazione.
38 W. Block, ‘Berman on blackmail: taking motives fervently’, Flor. State Un.
Busin. Rev., 2003, 57, 61.
39 W. Block, ‘The case for de‐criminalizing blackmail: a reply to Lindgren and
Campbell’, West. State Univ. Law Rev., 1997, 24, 225; R. L. Christopher., Meta‐
blackmail, Georgetown Law Jour., 2006, 94, 746.
40 M. N. Berman M. N., ‘On the moral structure of white collar crime’, Ohio State
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All’interno di questa ampia forbice interpretativa, però, ci sono due
approcci teorici che si potrebbero definire di tipo relazionale, e che si
segnalano per profondità d’intuizione e fecondità argomentativa: la
teoria dell’usurpazione e la teoria della dominanza.
Secondo la prima teoria, il disvalore del Blackmail starebbe
nell’annichilimento o nello sfruttamento parassitario che il ricattatore
fa degli interessi di soggetti terzi. Soggetti che sarebbero (o potrebbero
essere) i titolari di un’azione a propria tutela e a danno legittimo della
vittima dell’estorsione.41 Ecco che il ricattatore non fa che negoziare
(per proprio esclusivo vantaggio) utilizzando una leva giuridico‐
fattuale appartenente a soggetti terzi. Tali terzi, di conseguenza,
vengono privati della possibilità di soddisfare i propri interessi e ne
subiscono un danno. L’unico vantaggio, così, è quello del ricattatore, il
quale pretende dal ricattato un’utilità come prezzo per la soppressione
dell’interesse del soggetto terzo.42
Sebbene presenti diverse caratteristiche, potrebbe sempre ricondursi
al concetto generale di usurpazione (anche se questa volta non a danno
di soggetti terzi ma dell’ordinamento stesso), l’impostazione di chi
ritiene che il Blackmailer violerebbe il dovere di rivelare l’informazione
senza occultarla al fine di trarne profitto.43 Teoria che ritiene ci debba
essere la violazione di tale dovere per poter identificare una minaccia
come minaccia estorsiva di esercitare un diritto.44 La violazione del
quale dovere, fa dell’autore dell’estorsione colui che usurpa lo stato
della possibilità di tutelare i propri beni giuridici.

Jour. Crim. Law, 2007, 5, p. 322 ss.; M. N. Berman, ‘Meta‐blackmail and the eviden‐
tiary theory: still taking motives seriously’, Georgetown Law Jour., 2006, 94, p. 787 ss.
41 J. Lindgren, ‘Unraveling the paradox of blackmail’, in Colum. Law Rev., 1984,
p. 671; J. Lindgren, ‘Blackmail: an after word’, in Univ. Penn. Law Rev., 1993, 141, p.
1981.
42 J. Lindgren, ‘Unraveling the paradox’, cit., 672.
43 Senza che a dire il vero risulti chiaro se tale dovere sia formalmente giuridico
o anche solo morale.
44 Si veda, J. Feinberg, The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law. Vol. 4, Harmless
Wrongdoing, Oxford/New York, 1988, p. 211 ss.; 238 ss.; 241 ss.; 249 ss.
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La seconda impostazione relazionale, invece, individua il
fondamento dell’illiceità dell’estorsione informativa nel fatto che essa
crea una relazione di dominanza e subordinazione tra il soggetto che
eleva il ricatto e il soggetto destinatario della minaccia di rivelazione45.
E il criterio identificativo dell’estorsione starebbe nella considerazione
che soltanto qui la relazione di minaccia‐soggezione ha una durata
potenzialmente illimitata, dato che il ricattatore può sempre rinnovarla
e può sempre alzare il prezzo per il suo silenzio.46
Riprovevolezza e Ingiustizia Nel Rapporto Tra Mezzi e Scopo
A differenza della letteratura anglosassone, che pone l’attenzione
sulla razionalità logica e assiologica della fattispecie tipica del
Blackmail, l’interesse della letteratura continentale, soprattutto italo‐
tedesca, si concentra sul rintracciamento stesso di una via
d’incriminazione. Via rivolta verso la dimostrazione dell’integrazione
della specifica nota d’illiceità presente nelle fattispecie a
caratterizzazione coercitiva, ovvero la violenza privata e la Nötigung,
da un lato, l’estorsione e la Erpressung, dall’altro lato.47
Nota di illiceità speciale che nell’ordinamento tedesco è espressa
essenzialmente dal concetto di riprovevolezza della minaccia del male
rispetto allo scopo perseguito (Verwerflichkeit48), e che nel codice
italiano è affidata alla questione dell’ingiustizia della minaccia‐mezzo,
sia in quanto tale che rispetto al fine perseguito.49
Realizzandosi ordinariamente nella minaccia di un male ingiusto
per ottenere un ingiusto profitto, in queste ipotesi, dunque, l’estorsione
si caratterizza per la minaccia di un male giusto,50 o meglio

In questo senso, Fletcher, ‚Blackmail’, cit., 1626 ss.
Tanto che si può differenziare dai casi di Blackmail unisussistenti, c.d. one‐shot
transaction, così Fletcher, Blackmail, cit., 1627.
47 Si veda G. Altvater, § 240 StGB, cit., 333 ss.; G. L. Gatta., La minaccia, cit., p.
149 ss.; J. Vogel, §253 StGB, cit., 447 ss.
48 Cfr., G. Altvater, § 240 StGB, cit., 333.
49 Gatta G. L., La minaccia, cit., p. 149 ss.
50 In dottrina, tra gli altri, Mantovani, Delitti contro il patrimonio, Cedam,
45
46
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apparentemente giusto, dato che il contesto concreto della condotta
rivela, appunto, un abuso del diritto.51 Ebbene, questo carattere di
illiceità, che autorizzerebbe la sussunzione sotto la fattispecie di
estorsione anche della coartazione a fine di lucro realizzata
minacciando l’esercizio di un diritto, trova una dottrina schierata quasi
interamente a suo sostegno. Soltanto alcuni giuristi normativisti
tedeschi, infatti, negano possa tecnicamente parlarsi di coercizione, e

Padova, 2012, p. 184 ss.; Macrì, ‘Estorsione’, in Cadoppi‐Canestrari‐Manna‐Papa,
Trattato di diritto penale, Parte Speciale, Vol. X, Utet, Torino, 2011, p. 231 ss.;
Laurino, ‘L’estorsione’, in Viganò‐Piergallini, Reati contro la persona e contro il
patrimonio, Giappichelli, Torino, 2011, p. 437 ss.; Cerase, ‘Art. 629’, in Lattanzi‐
Lupo, Codice Penale, Vol. XI, Tomo II, Giuffrè, Milano, 2010, p. 168 ss.; Baccaredda
Boy‐Lalomia, I delitti contro il patrimonio mediante violenza, Cedam, Padova, 2010, p.
520 ss.; Mecca, ‘L’estorsione’, Cedam, Padova, 2009; Fiandaca‐Musco, I delitti contro
il patrimonio, Zanichelli, Bologna, 2008, p. 152 ss.; Antolisei, Manuale di diritto penale,
Parte speciale, Vol. I, Giuffrè, Milano, 2008, p. 423 ss.; Marini, ‘Estorsione, voce’, in
Dig. disc. pen., Vol. IV, Utet, Torino, 1990, p. 337; Mantovani, ‘Estorsione’, voce, in
Enc. giur., Vol. XIII, Treccani, Roma, 1990; Ragno, Il delitto di estorsione. Lineamenti
dommatici, Giuffrè, Milano, 1966; Conti, ‘Estorsione’, voce, in Enc. dir., Vol. XV,
Giuffrè, Milano, 1966, p. 995.
51 In tema di abuso della situazione giuridica e diritto penale, già Stortoni,
L’abuso di potere, cit., 119 ss. Il tema dell’abuso del diritto incrocia, da una
prospettiva di teoria generale del diritto, innumerevoli declinazioni specifiche, solo
per segnalarne alcune tra le più recenti: Corso, ‘Abuso del diritto in materia penale:
verso il tramonto del principio di legalità?’, Corr. trib., 2011, 2937 ss.; Giacometti,
‘La problematica distinzione tra evasione, elusione e abuso del diritto’, Riv. it. dir.
proc. pen., 2013, 451 ss.; Flick, ‘Abuso del diritto ed elusione fiscale: quale rilevanza
penale?’, Giur. comm., 2011, 465 ss.; Flick, ‘Abuso del diritto ed elusione fiscale:
quali sanzioni tributarie?’, Giur. comm., 2012, 177 ss.; Giovannini, ‘Il divieto d’abuso
del diritto in ambito tributario come principio generale dell’ordinamento’, Rass.
trib., 2010, 962 ss.; Natoli, ‘Abuso del diritto e abuso di dipendenza economica’,
Contratti, 2010, 524 ss.; Rescigno, Un nuovo caso di abuso del diritto, in Giur. it., 2011,
795 ss.; Scognamiglio, L’abuso del diritto, in Contratti, 2012, p. 5 ss.; Caprioli, ‘Abuso
del diritto di difesa e nullità inoffensive’, Cass. pen., 2012, 2444 ss.; Orlandi, ‘Abuso
del diritto o diritto all’abuso?’, Cass., pen., 2012, 3599 ss.; Consolo, ‘Note
necessariamente divaganti quanto all’“abuso sanzionabile del processo” e
all’“abuso del diritto come argomento”’, Riv. dir. proc., 2012, 1284 ss.
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dunque di estorsione.52
Tale ultima tesi esclude che la costrizione fine o la costrizione
mezzo possano tutelare una qualsiasi libertà di realizzazione del
volere, e limita l’ambito assiologico della Nötigung alle sole libertà
giuridicamente tutelate. Si ritiene, così, che la presenza di una libertà
già in sé limitata perché incombente un diritto altrui che può di certo
essere legittimamente esercitato quando non preceduto anche dalla
minaccia, non possa essere oggetto di ulteriore restrizione, dato che si
minaccia di far valere la sua preesistente e insita delimitazione.53 Lo
spazio di libertà, dunque, non verrebbe ridotto.54
Con l’eccezione di tale impostazione, la dottrina è orientata a
identificare una coercizione in senso tecnico anche nella minaccia di
esercitare un diritto. La questione, appunto, è quella di rintracciare la
morfologia di questa clausola d’illiceità, sia essa chiamata
riprovevolezza, Verwerflichkeit, ingiustizia del profitto, o sia essa
individuata dalla formula estorsiva zu Unrecht zu Bereichern. Ed è una
morfologia, questa, che si ritiene plasmata dalla relazione tra il mezzo
coercitivo usato (la minaccia di esercitare un diritto) e lo scopo
concreto perseguito (caratterizzato da un ingiusto arricchimento). Ed è
in questa relazione che si debbono rintracciare gli indici di rilevanza
penale dell’abuso del diritto.
1. L’illiceità estorsiva e la sconnessione tra la minaccia di esercizio del diritto e
lo scopo perseguito
Concetto e teoria dell’abuso penalmente rilevante, inteso come
52 Per una rassegna analitica di queste posizioni si rinvia a A. Sinn, Die Nötigung
im System des heutigen Strafrechts, Baden Baden, 2000, p. 62 ss.
53 Analizza questa posizione, anche in prospettiva critica, A. Kross., Notwehr
gegen Schweigegelderpressung, Berlin, 2004, p. 77 ss.
54 Si veda per esempio G. Timpe, Die Nötigung, Berlin, 1989, p. 156. Ma tale
impostazione, tuttavia, non esclude la possibilità di una meritevolezza di pena per
il fatto di chi minaccia l’esercizio di un diritto, ma ritiene che il fondamento sia
eventualmente da rintracciarsi nella categoria dei reati di sfruttamento, il cui
prototipo è il reato di usura, cfr., J. P. Manalich, Nötigung und Verantwortung, Baden
Baden, 2009, p. 251.
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sconnessione tra mezzo e scopo, sono espressione dell’elaborazione
della dottrina tedesca.55 Benché individuata e teorizzata, la questione è
stata però analizzata più dal punto di vista dell’oggettività giuridica
che da quello dei meccanismi logico‐giuridici di trasfigurazione della
minaccia di esercitare un diritto in fattispecie di reato. L’impressione,
dunque, è che siano giurisprudenza56 e dottrina italiane57 ad aver
meglio puntualizzato come tale combinazione tra mezzi e scopo possa
risultare illecita, coartante ed estorsiva.58
Sul versante tedesco, la dottrina dominante ritiene che tanto la
Nötigung quanto la Erpressung possano essere realizzate anche
attraverso la minaccia di tenere condotte conformi al diritto.59 La
clausola espressa di illiceità speciale, secondo cui per essere
penalmente rilevante la minaccia deve essere riprovevole (Verwerflich),
è ritenuta integrata non tanto dalla natura del mezzo coercitivo o da
quella dello scopo perseguito, quanto dal fatto che si può rintracciare
una sconnessione tra lo scopo concretamente perseguito dal soggetto e
quello affidato al diritto, il cui esercizio è stato minacciato.60 La
connessione tra mezzi e scopo del comportamento del reo, dunque,
viene posta al centro dell’interpretazione della fattispecie, in modo che
la norma sulla Nötigung possa garantire la libertà della vittima contro

Si veda per tutti, J. Vogel, §253 StGB, cit., 448.
Che sin dagli anni Sessanta, almeno dalla sentenza Cass., Sez. II, 16 maggio
1961, Riv. it. dir. proc. pen., 1962, 511 ss. condividono natura e dimensione della
responsabilità penale per estorsione tramite minaccia di un male giusto.
57 G. L. Gatta, ‘La minaccia’, cit., 149 ss.
58 Da ultimo, Cass., Sez. II, 12 novembre 2015, n. 50150, Dir. Gius., 22 dicembre
2015; Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 1 febbraio 2013), n. 5239, Adduci,
CedCass., rv. 254975; Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 8 marzo 2013), n. 10995,
Corona, Dir. Giust., 11 marzo 2013; Cass., Sez. II, 20 novembre 2012, n. 48733,
Parvez, in CedCass., rv. 253844; Cfr., Cass., 31 gennaio 2013, n. 7972, De Maio,
CedCass., rv. 254995; Cass., Sez. II, 5 giugno 2013 (dep. 21 giugno 2013), n. 27328,
DeJure.
59 J. Vogel, §253 StGB, cit., p. 448.
60 H. Engelhard, Das Chantage‐Problem im geltenden und künftigen deutschen Straf‐
recht, Breslau, 1912, p. 51 ss.
55
56
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influssi abusivi sulla volontà. La facoltà di tenere un determinato
comportamento, infatti, non si ritiene possa autorizzarne anche uno
diverso e condizionato al primo in maniera eterodossa.61
A differenza dell’approccio tedesco, centrato sulla questione
dell’oggettività giuridica, la dottrina italiana cerca di cogliere le
ripercussioni della particolare struttura condizionale della minaccia‐
mezzo.62 Ed è proprio considerandone la struttura logica, che si ritiene
necessario abbandonare un approccio monolitico al tema
dell’ingiustizia della minaccia.
Ordinariamente intesa come prospettazione di un male contra ius,
infatti, la minaccia esercitata al fine di ottenere un determinato
comportamento implica la necessità di analizzare il rapporto tra il male
maggiore già incombente e il male minore prospettato solo ex post,
quale via d’uscita dal raggio d’azione del primo.63 Si impone la
necessità di verificare che, una volta escluso che il male sia contra ius,
non residui illiceità sotto forma di male non iure.64 Dato che prospettare
la concretizzazione di una situazione conforme al diritto non esprime
di per sé alcuna illiceità, la questione è quella di comprendere come la
destinazione di tale mezzo verso un fine eterodosso possa iniettare
nell’azione quel carattere di ingiustizia che i suoi elementi presupposti
non presentavano.
Il passaggio logico non è affatto estraneo alla natura delle questioni
di diritto. Come già opportunamente evidenziato, non solo il codice
civile italiano identifica una delle cause di invalidità del contratto nella
minaccia di far valere un diritto per ottenere vantaggi ingiusti (art.
1438 c.c.), ma la dottrina civilistica ha anche individuato parametri
qualitativi e quantitativi di decodificazione di tale ingiustizia di natura
teleologica.

61 G. Arzt, ‘Zwischen Nötigung und Wucher’, in F. S. Lackner, Berlin‐New Y‐
ork, 1987, p. 646; T. Gutmann, Freiwilligkeit als Rechtsbegriff, München, 2001, p. 278.
62 Che è parte di quella struttura bicondizionale individuata da Feinberg J., The
Moral Limit, cit., pp. 216 ss.
63 G. L. Gatta, ‘La minaccia’, cit., 187.
64 Così, G. L. Gatta, ‘La minaccia’, cit., 188.
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Se il contratto soddisfa interessi estranei a quelli per cui esiste il
diritto della parte divenuto oggetto dell’obbligazione, esso non ha
nessuna connessione con quel diritto, e dunque la minaccia del suo
esercizio è violenza che invalida il negozio giuridico.65 Il primo criterio,
così, stigmatizza l’esercizio del diritto in modo difforme dalla
destinazione teleologica in vista della quale di tale diritto è stato
intitolato il soggetto.66
Allo stesso modo della frustrazione della destinazione teleologica
del diritto, parte della dottrina civilistica ritiene di espandere l’area di
applicazione dell’annullabilità del contratto ex art. 1438 c.c. anche ai
casi in cui il soggetto che minaccia l’esercizio del diritto voglia ottenere
un vantaggio maggiore, o comunque sproporzionato, rispetto a quello
che tipicamente (e fisiologicamente) l’esercizio di quel diritto potrebbe
comportare.67
E tale ideale divaricazione, tra sconnessione qualitativa e
quantitativa nella relazione tra la minaccia dell’esercizio di un diritto e
lo scopo concreto perseguito, è stata ben colta dalla giurisprudenza
penale della Corte di Cassazione. Sebbene, infatti, in Italia non si sia
registrata la diffusa attenzione dottrinale tedesca o statunitense, la
qualificazione estorsiva della minaccia di esercitare un diritto ha però
beneficiato di un particolare e acuto impegno della giurisprudenza.68 Si
è consolidato e continua a irrobustirsi, infatti, quell’orientamento che, a
certe condizioni, individua un’estorsione nella pretesa economica
65 V. Roppo, Il Contratto, Milano, 2011, p. 779; F. Galgano F., Il Negozio Giuridico,
Milano, 2002, p. 338.
66 Così, G. L. Gatta, ‘La minaccia’, cit., 197.
67 In questo senso, A. Trabucchi, ‘Violenza (vizio della volontà) (diritto
vigente)’, Nov. dig. it., Vol. XX, Torino, 1975, 947. In senso contrario, R. Sacco R., Il
Contratto, Torino, 1975, p. 589 ss.; e, adesivamente, G. L. Gatta, ‘La minaccia’, cit.,
199. che ne trae poi l’inapplicabilità del criterio quantitativo rispetto alla
identificazione della rilevanza penale (p. 200) di questo tipo di minaccia di
esercitare il diritto.
68 Che sin dagli anni Sessanta, almeno dalla sentenza Cass., Sez. II, 16 maggio
1961, Riv. it. dir. proc. pen., 1962, 511 ss. condividono natura e dimensione della
responsabilità penale per estorsione tramite minaccia di un male giusto.
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connessa alla rinuncia a esercitare un diritto.69
2. L’estorsione integrata dallo scopo di realizzare un vantaggio ulteriore,
maggiore o diverso
In una delle due più importanti pronunce, la Cassazione giudicò il
titolare di una impresa di manutenzione, il quale aveva preteso da
alcuni clienti, tramite missive inviate dal proprio avvocato, il
pagamento di fatture maggiorate rispetto al valore dei lavori
effettivamente svolti.70 Con tali missive, l’avvocato prospettava
l’intenzione di «procedere secondo legge»,specificando pure la possibilità
di ricorrere a decreti ingiuntivi. Mentre uno dei destinatari
dell’intimazione si risolse a pagare anche il non dovuto, cedendo così
alla pretesa “transazione”, altri resistettero e alcuni sporsero anche
denuncia.
La Cassazione richiama qui il principio per cui c’è estorsione
quando il ricorso alla giustizia è prospettato come mezzo per realizzare
uno scopo che si colloca al di fuori del perimetro teleologico che
caratterizza l’azione che si prospetta d’intraprendere.71 E c’è estorsione
perché l’ingiustizia del profitto è determinata dalla proiezione della
condotta verso un vantaggio ulteriore, maggiore o diverso da quello
tipicamente connesso al diritto esercitabile.
A integrare l’ingiustizia del profitto che fa scattare l’estorsione,
dunque, è la pretesa qualitativamente o quantitativamente sconnessa
dal rapporto giuridico, fonte del diritto che si minaccia di esercitare. Il
69 Da ultimo, Cass., Sez. II, 12 novembre 2015, n. 50150, Dir. Gius., 22 dicembre
2015; Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 1 febbraio 2013), n. 5239, Adduci,
CedCass., rv. 254975; Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 8 marzo 2013), n. 10995,
Corona, Dir. Giust., 11 marzo 2013; Cass., Sez. II, 20 novembre 2012, n. 48733,
Parvez, CedCass., rv. 253844; Cfr., Cass., 31 gennaio 2013, n. 7972, De Maio,
CedCass., rv. 254995; Cass., Sez. II, 5 giugno 2013 (dep. 21 giugno 2013), n. 27328,
DeJure.
70 Cass., Sez. II, 29 novembre 2012, n. 48733, CedCass., rv. 253844.
71 La sentenza richiama una delle prime decisioni sul punto, Cass., Sez. II, 8
febbraio 1974, n. 5664, CedCass., rv. 88648, annotata da Albamonte, ‘In tema di
minaccia nel delitto di estorsione’, Giust. pen., 1976, II, 336 ss.
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rapporto sottostante, così, degrada a mera occasione per
strumentalizzare il potere giudiziario al fine di soddisfare scopi
estranei (in qualità o quantità) al riconosciuto diritto.72 E la Corte, per
altro, non limita tale sproporzione ai soli casi di credito da contratto,
ma estende esplicitamente il ragionamento anche alle obbligazioni da
fatto illecito, e quindi anche al risarcimento del danno. Collocandosi,
così, nel solco tracciato da quei precedenti che già avevano identificato
il carattere estorsivo della richiesta di un risarcimento
sproporzionato.73
Se tale ultima sentenza si concentra per lo più su una sproporzione
quantitativa, l’attenzione di una successiva importante decisione della
Sezione II è tutta riposta sulla sconnessione qualitativa. Decisione che
si concentra sulla rilevanza penale di una sorta di vendita del silenzio su
circostanze compromettenti e imbarazzanti per il soggetto ricattato.74
3. La vendita del silenzio come ipotesi di estorsione per sconnessione
qualitativa
È proprio con la “vendita del silenzio” che si concretizza quella
condizione di debolezza circolare e ineluttabile di cui si avvale
l’estorsore; condizione per cui il rimedio al ricatto, cioè la denuncia, è
già lesione della reputazione, realizza già il male minacciato che si
vorrebbe evitare.
Nella sua essenza, infatti, la condotta giudicata estorsiva da questa
ulteriore decisione altro non è che la vendita di un silenzio, offerto a un
noto sportivo sulla sua presunta relazione extraconiugale.75Silenzio
consistente nel “ritiro definitivo dal mercato” delle prove fotografiche
di tale liaison, con correlativa garanzia scritta di “definitività” e di

72 In questo senso, anche Cass., Sez. II, 16 gennaio 2003, n. 16618, CedCass., rv.
224399.
73 Così, infatti, già Cass., Sez. II, 9 febbraio 1970, n. 273 CedCass., rv. 115339; e
Cass., 18 marzo 1986, n. 7380, CedCass., rv. 173383.
74 Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 8 marzo 2013), n. 10995, Corona, Dir.
Giust., 11 marzo 2013.
75 I riferimenti sono della sentenza Corona citata alla nota precedente.
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“silenzio” da parte della donna ritratta in sua compagnia. In sostanza,
si mise in vendita un “accordo di riservatezza” su fatti potenzialmente
compromettenti e lesivi della reputazione del soggetto passivo.76
La decisione individua il Kern dell’estorsione per vendita del
silenzio nella sconnessione tra il mezzo usato, cioè la prospettazione
dell’esercizio del diritto di cronaca, e lo scopo perseguito: ottenere
denaro dal titolare del diritto all’immagine. Il diritto di cronaca prevale
sul diritto all’immagine e alla riservatezza, infatti, soltanto quando gli
agenti perseguono finalità tipicamente giornalistiche.77
C’è un diritto in vista del quale esercizio può essere lesa la
reputazione del soggetto passivo; ma è un diritto che viaggia su un
binario unico, che è quello delle finalità giornalistiche. Non c’è altro
modo, senza il consenso dell’interessato, per far soccombere il diritto
alla tutela della propria immagine e della propria reputazione.
L’estorsione per esercizio apparente del diritto scatta nel momento
stesso in cui la condotta dei soggetti attivi, non percorrendo l’unico
binario giuridico legittimo, degrada lateralmente verso l’interesse
privato che si cerca di soddisfare, lucrando i vantaggi nascenti dal
coinvolgimento diretto dell’interessato. Sfruttando, così, la percezione
che la vittima ha della potenziale dannosità della diffusione dei propri
dati personali, e ciò in un contesto in cui la motivazione all’acquisto
non può che essere adulterata da spiccate componenti emotive.78

76 Cfr., Cass., Sez. II, 20 ottobre 2011, n. 43317, Corona, Cass. pen., 2012, p. 4092;
Cass., Sez. II, 16 maggio 1961, Riv. it. dir. proc. pen., 1962, 511.
77 Per la ricostruzione della questione interpretativa, si veda Notargiacomo, ‘La
Corte di Cassazione alla ricerca di un difficile equilibrio tra trattamento lecito di
dati personali ed estorsione’, Cass. pen., 2012, 4098 ss.
78 Afferma, infatti, la Corte di Cassazione nel caso Corona del 2013,
riprendendo letteralmente un passo della sentenza Corona del 2011: “non sono
date alternative alla pubblicazione giornalistica di dati personali altrui come forma
di utilizzazione commerciale delle informazioni da parte di chi ne sia venuto in
possesso, ... non essendo quindi consentito al possessore dell’informazione
“sensibile” di lucrare i vantaggi del coinvolgimento, nella possibile competizione,
del diretto interessato, e di sfruttare, nel versante “privato”, le variabili percezioni
soggettive della potenziale dannosità della diffusione dei propri dati personali, in
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La liceità o meno della diffusione delle immagini è quindi
indifferente: se anche il reo avesse avuto il diritto di far pubblicare le
foto in suo possesso, l’esercizio di tale diritto sarebbe stato alternativo
soltanto alla rinuncia integrale al loro utilizzo.79 Secondo la Cassazione,
infatti, coinvolgere il titolare del diritto alla reputazione è
ontologicamente incompatibile con un uso non strumentalizzato del
diritto di cronaca. E qui si annida l’estorsione: il soggetto viene
coinvolto direttamente proprio perché la minaccia dell’esercizio del
diritto faccia leva sulle sue debolezze, viziando una scelta dispositiva
la cui motivazione è intrisa di fragilità dovute a componenti emotive
personali.
In tal modo, un male astrattamente giusto, ma connesso al
perseguimento di un fine ingiusto, trasforma la prospettazione
potenzialmente lecita in estorsione. Se nell’estorsione il male
prospettato può anche essere giusto, qui la riprovevolezza sta nel
perseguimento di un ingiusto profitto. Profitto che capitalizza il fine di
coartare la volontà altrui per ottenere risultati non consentiti, non
dovuti o non possibili tramite l’esercizio del diritto. Esercizio che in tal
modo viene strumentalizzato per scopi diversi da quelli per cui il
diritto è previsto e tutelato.80

un ambito in cui la motivazione all’acquisto sarebbe inevitabilmente condizionata
da comprensibili aspetti emotive”.
79 Come del resto esplicitamente affermato da Cass., Sez. II, 20 ottobre 2011, n.
43317, Corona, Cass. pen., 2012, 4092 ss.: “la condotta estorsiva potrebbe essere
realizzata anche mediante immagini acquisite e pubblicabili lecitamente, qualora
chi ne sia in possesso intenda utilizzarle per fini diversi dalla loro diffusione,
l’utilizzo delle fotografie per la vendita alle persone coinvolte non essendo né
tutelata né consentita dalle norme in material”.
80 A sostegno di tale impostazione, si vedano: Cass., Sez. II, 24 settembre 1991,
n. 3380, Pergola, CedCass., rv. 189680; Cass., Sez. II, 25 ottobre 1999, n. 12444,
Santonicola, CedCass., rv. 214407; Cass., Sez. II, 13 marzo 2002, n. 36942, Pepe,
CedCass., rv. 227317; Cass., Sez. II, 16 gennaio 2003, n. 16618, Stanisela, CedCass.,
224399; Cass., Sez. II, 28 novembre 2007, n. 774, Beato, CedCass., 238904; Cass., Sez.
II, del 6 febbraio 2008, n. 12082, Sartor, CedCass., rv. 239740; Cass., Sez. II, 17 marzo
2009, n. 16562, Aprile, CedCass., rv. 244549; Cass., Sez. II, 4 novembre 2011, n. 119,
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Strumentalizzato da un soggetto che cerca una “vittima” e non,
invece, una “controparte”; che punta alla coartazione e non, invece, a
una relazione giuridica legittima. Un soggetto che vuole consumare il
reato, non esercitare un diritto.
Note in Tema di Abuso del Diritto Come Condotta Coercitiva
La panoramica prima abbozzata mostra come si possa individuare
un ampio raggio problematico concernente l’estorsione per abuso del
diritto. Questione centrale della teoria generale del diritto e della teoria
del reato.81
Ciascun diritto è predeterminato verso un fine. Un fine che rende
legittima l’eventuale compromissione di interessi di terzi che l’esercizio
del diritto può comportare. Solo dentro questo solco teleologico è
possibile limitare le libertà e danneggiare gli interessi altrui. Quando si
utilizza il diritto per realizzare uno scopo atipico, scopo a cui esso non
è destinato, si altera l’equilibrio nella relazione tra le sfere di libertà
degli individui.82
E ciò avviene tutte le volte in cui si usa il diritto per ottenere utilità
atipiche, vantaggi che il suo esercizio non solo non potrebbe procurare,
ma ai quali esso non è teleologicamente connesso: a) ottenere una
somma maggiore o in tempi più brevi del dovuto; b) una somma per
titoli diversi da quelli scaturenti dall’obbligazione; c) pretendere
comportamenti su piani diversi da quelli relativi alla contestazione
elevata; d) pretendere beni o comportamenti da individui diversi da
quelli assoggettabili all’esercizio del diritto.83
Si ha estorsione per abuso del diritto quando l’azione che si
prospetta al soggetto passivo non è in rapporto di funzionalità rispetto

Ferranti, CedCass., rv. 246306.
81 L. Stortoni L., ‘L’abuso di potere’, cit., 1.
82 Cfr., G. Vassalli, Il diritto alla libertà morale, in Studi giuridici in memoria di F.
Vassalli, II, Torino, 1960, p. 1642.
83 Cass., Sez. II, 18 gennaio 2013 (dep. 8 marzo 2013), n. 10995, Corona, Dir.
Giust., 11 marzo 2013; Cass., Sez. II, 20 novembre 2012, n. 48733, Parvez, CedCass.,
rv. 253844.
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al soddisfacimento del proprio legittimo interesse, ma mira a ottenere
una pretesa ulteriore ed estranea al rapporto dal quale si fa nascere la
prospettazione dell’azione. Azione che non trovando giustificazione in
quel rapporto è da considerarsi illegittimamente perseguita.84
Tale assetto punitivo è riconosciuto anche quando la vittima
dell’estorsione è colta in flagranza di reato,85 quando ha preso
l’iniziativa dell’assunzione dell’obbligazione incongrua,86 o quando ha
ottenuto qualche vantaggio dall’aver ceduto alla costrizione.87
Si può certamente discutere sulla tenuta delle singole decisioni,
quello che però appare con chiarezza è la necessità di tutela del
legittimo rapporto tra le posizioni giuridiche e tra le sfere di libertà.
Equilibrio che è compito dell’ordinamento apprestare e che per tale
ragione è monopolisticamente gestito dallo Stato, il quale riconosce
prevede e garantisce i diritti e le rispettive destinazioni funzionali.88
Volendo distillare le suggestioni raccolte sinora, si può affermare
che la richiesta di denaro condizionata alla prospettazione
dell’esercizio del diritto non è reato solo quando si può ravvisare la
simultanea presenza di tre elementi:
a) omogeneità: la pretesa economica è originariamente e tipicamente
connessa al diritto/potere che si minaccia di esercitare;
b) identità: il soggetto che avanza la pretesa è il titolare del quel
diritto/potere;
c) congruità: la pretesa economica corrisponde, in qualità e quantità,
a quella azionabile e soddisfacibile legittimamente.
Cass., Sez. II, 20 novembre 2012, n. 48733, Parvez, CedCass., rv. 253844.
Cass., Sez. II, 16 maggio 1961, Castricini, Riv. it. dir. proc. pen., 1962, 511.
86 Cass., Sez. II, 20 ottobre 2011, n. 43317.
87 Cass., Sez. II, 11 dicembre 2008, n. 10542.
88 D. A. Dripps, ‘The priority of politics and procedure over perfectionism in
penal law, or, blackmail in perspective’, Crim. Law and Phil., 2009, 3, 254 ss.
L’autore sostiene che dal punto di vista della teoria politica del diritto, la
riprovevolezza del Blackmail starebbe nell’usurpazione del potere dello Stato di
monopolizzare l’applicazione del diritto penale. Monopolio che garantirebbe non
solo il giusto processo ma anche la presenza di processi di non‐selezione di
determinate offese.
84
85
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Chi minaccia di esercitare il diritto al di fuori di una situazione di
oggettiva omogeneità giuridica, di identità soggettiva e di congruità
della pretesa, dunque, cerca un profitto ingiusto e si fa scudo del diritto
per realizzare una coercizione illecita. Illecita non tanto perché
compiuta brandendo il diritto, quanto perché esso viene torto, deviato,
rovesciato a schietta ingiustizia.89
Il rovesciamento del diritto è tanto incisivo che l’estorsore non può
reclamare nemmeno il fatto che il soggetto passivo avrebbe comunque
potuto resistere in giudizio e ivi tutelare i propri interessi. Se è vero,
infatti, che il processo è il luogo in cui far valere le proprie
argomentazioni sterilizzando le ingiuste pretese avversarie, non si può
negare che la stessa minaccia di giungere al processo è già
prospettazione di un male.90 Come efficacemente sostenuto, infatti, la
prospettazione dell’ingiustificato coinvolgimento in un’azione legale
costituisce già la minaccia di un danno economico ed emotivo, danno
che è ingiusto nella misura in cui il coinvolgimento è privo di
fondamento.91
Non solo, dunque, è estorsiva la pretesa che vuole realizzare un
vantaggio sproporzionato, ma è lo stesso processo il “male maggiore”
che il ricattatore può utilizzare per piegare la vittima ad accettare il
“male minore”, costituito dal pagamento di una somma indebita.
Il diritto e il processo vengono, così, strumentalizzati per violare la
libertà morale e il patrimonio.
Con la punizione di tale strumentalizzazione, l’ordinamento
rivendica il monopolio nella gestione delle controversie, nella
qualificazione dei fatti di reato e nella identificazione delle eventuali

89
90

Cfr., Mohrbach, Die Chantage, Hamburg, 2007, p. 9 ss.
È la teoria di Carnelutti F., Lezioni sul processo penale, vol. I, Roma, 1949, p. 48

ss.
91 Afferma la Corte, che «il processo, di per sé, come intuì un grande giurista,
costituisce una pena (e, quindi, un danno) sia in termini economici che di stress
emotivo. Deve pertanto ritenersi che l’ingiustificato coinvolgimento in un’azione
legale, già avviata o anche solo prospettata, costituisce – per chiunque sia
consapevole dell’ingiustizia della pretesa – una minaccia».
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sanzioni. Si rivendica l’amministrazione pubblica del diritto, che
identificando le situazioni tipiche ne inquadra poi i titolari e i relativi
obbligati. Con la strumentalizzazione, infatti, il perseguimento di un
interesse egoistico è correlato allo sfruttamento parassitario di interessi
di soggetti terzi, le cui prerogative, private o pubbliche, vengono
pretermesse dal ricattatore, il quale interpone i propri interessi tra il
diritto dei terzi e la pregressa posizione di soggezione della vittima. Si
realizza un profitto sfruttando la soppressione di un interesse attuale o
potenziale di un soggetto terzo.92
E questa situazione determina spesso anche un altro effetto.
Mercanteggiando tramite lo sfruttamento degli interessi di soggetti
terzi, chi pone il ricatto non può garantire mai la piena effettiva
liberazione, cioè un accordo che regoli definitivamente il rapporto tra
autore e vittima. Non si possono transare vertenze delle cui posizioni
giuridiche non si può disporre, perché sono in capo ad altri soggetti o
perché sono prerogative del potere pubblico. Questa indisponibilità,
per la natura dell’oggetto o per l’assenza di titolarità, determina una
situazione di persistente reiterabilità della pretesa estorsiva. Nasce,
così, una avvilente relazione di dominanza‐subordinazione tra
estorsore e vittima.93
Dominanza che accentua gli effetti della torsione del diritto.
L’offerta estorsiva crea, infatti, quel cortocircuito per cui la stessa
azione a tutela del proprio patrimonio e della propria libertà morale
(attuabile denunciando il ricatto) realizza il male, compromette già e
comunque la reputazione della vittima.
Ed è proprio la condotta che porta alla rappresentazione di tale
dilemma a essere uno degli elementi che caratterizza questo tipo di
estorsione. Tanto che si è prestata particolare attenzione ai tempi e
modi con cui il ricattatore, invece che esercitare il diritto, cerca la
vittima per renderla consapevole del possesso e prospettarle la vendita
delle informazioni compromettenti. Non si percorre, dunque, la strada

92
93

J. Lindgren, ‘Unraveling the paradox’, cit., 702 ss.
Fletcher, ‘Blackmail’, cit., p. 1626 ss.
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che il diritto concede, ma si prende la via traversa del contatto con chi
potrebbe avere interesse a pagare per evitare che il diritto faccia il suo
corso.94
E si cerca tale contatto con la vittima per rappresentarle la
concretezza del male, dei riflessi negativi e delle conseguenze dannose
che questa potrebbe subire da un eventuale esercizio del diritto da
parte dell’estorsore. È il contatto con il soggetto passivo allo scopo di
sfruttarne economicamente le debolezze, è la narrazione del male un
chiaro indice di trasformazione della trattativa spregiudicata in
estorsione.
Perseguendo direttamente il diritto, il soggetto passivo subirebbe
un danno giusto. Ma deviando dal diritto e cercando il contatto con la
vittima per ottenere l’indebito, si dà causa alla prospettazione del
dilemma: o sottomettersi alla volontà e pagare, o subire il male, che si
reagisca o meno al ricatto. Dilemma che è l’emblema della coercizione
dell’estorsione informativa.95
Come si è visto, però, il sottomettersi non libera mai. Non può
liberare, perché il ricattatore usa leve giuridiche di altri soggetti, privati
o pubblici. E così il male minore della lesione della libertà morale e del
patrimonio si aggiunge, non si sostituisce, al male maggiore che la
vittima vuole evitare e che continua a incombere.
Dinanzi alla spregevole viltà di chi lede la libertà morale e il
patrimonio mediante la strumentalizzazione del diritto, dunque, si
deve reagire con la denuncia. Si tutela la propria libertà morale, e con
essa la dignità stessa, quando si sceglie di sottrarsi all’ignobile
(in)giustizia privata.

94 Per la Cassazione, la tempistica dei contatti con la vittima dopo l’acquisizione
dell’informazione riservata svela che il primo e unico intento degli autori fu la
torsione del diritto di cronaca verso uno sfruttamento privatistico e illecito. La
vittima, si rileva, fu immediatamente contattata e informata dell’esistenza delle
foto compromettenti, senza che ci fosse mai stato alcun contatto con organi
d’informazione.
95 Sul concetto di dilemma si sofferma in particolare Antolisei,Manuale di diritto
penale, cit., p. 143.
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Introduction
The main question legal systems have been struggling with after the
attacks on the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon on September 11,
2001, and especially after the constant rise of ISIS since 2011, is the
question of prevention, and particularly whether it is possible to make
terrorism “predictable.” In other words, whether it is possible to fore‐
see, for purposes of effective prevention, based on information and in‐
telligence by the police and the secret services, that a terrorist attack
will be committed by certain individuals at a particular place in a spe‐
cific time in the near future, in order to prevent it from happening.
However, “terrorism” and “predictability” are mutually exclusive,
since unpredictability is a substantial element of terrorism – precisely
the element that spreads the terror. European legal orders have applied
various counter‐terrorism methods, either by reforming their existing
criminal law provisions or by creating special counter‐terrorism legis‐
lation. This study will examine the preventive solutions implemented
by the legislations of two European countries that have been particu‐
larly confronted with terrorism and have, for this reason, developed
strategies to counter the risk of terrorist attacks in the broadest way
possible: France and the UK (more specifically, England and Wales).
As targets of terrorist organizations for some decades already, both
countries have been particularly eager to reform and update their
counter‐terrorism framework. Relevant legislation in France has been
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tested since the beginning of 2015, when gunmen attacked the Paris
headquarters of the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo, marking the start
of a series of attacks against the country in the following months. In the
wake of these attacks, new counter‐terrorism legislation focusing on
the surveillance of terrorist suspects has been introduced and con‐
stantly reinforced with new provisions creating mostly administrative
measures to tackle the risk of terrorist attacks in the near future. Eng‐
land, on the other hand, has taken a more holistic approach to the risk
of a future terrorist attack. It has not only reformed its criminal and
administrative law and police practices, but has also attempted to ad‐
dress the problem of radicalization of individuals who live in the na‐
tional territory yet are drawn to terrorism by using means other than
legal coercion.
This study starts out with a general presentation of the legal frame‐
work and the police practices regarding the prevention of the risk of
future terrorist attacks in France and England. Subsequently, the focus
is on the (administrative) legal provisions governing the surveillance of
terrorist suspects and affiliates in both countries. The analysis closes
with the examination of the effectiveness of these means of terrorism
prevention, while at the same time addressing the question whether
the legislators should turn to alternative measures for the prevention of
the risk of terrorism.
Prevention of the Risk of Terrorism in France and England: Legal
Framework and Police Practices
1. The French legal system
France has been confronted with terrorism since the end of the
1970s when it experienced both left‐wing revolutionary terrorism,
mainly due to the activity of the terrorist group Action Directe,1 and na‐

1 Action Directe was a radical left‐wing underground organization in France, ac‐
tive between 1979 and 1987, which perpetrated a series of gun assaults and assas‐
sinations. See more in: M. Y. Dartnell, Action Directe: Ultra‐left terrorism in France
1979–1987, London 1993, pp. 73‐165; W. Dietl, K. Hirschmann and R. Tophoven,
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tionalist‐separatist terrorism by groups active in Brittany, Corsica, and
the Basque Country.2 By the early 1980s, however, and as the activity
of the aforementioned groups more or less faded, France had become a
target of Islamist terrorist groups. This triggered the gradual develop‐
ment of quite an extensive counter‐terrorism legislation: at first, the
legislation was aimed at dealing with already committed terrorist at‐
tacks by introducing to the French Penal Code (Code Pénal, hereinafter:
CP) criminal offence provisions typically connected with terrorism but
took in the following years a more preventive approach to counter the
risk of terrorism.
In general, counter‐terrorism provisions have existed in the French
Penal Code since 1986 as part of the provisions on the protection of
public security.3 The French legislator uses two legislative techniques
to create the substantive elements of what is characterized as a “terror‐
ist act.” On the one hand, specific, restrictively enumerated acts typi‐
cally connected with terrorism, such as intentional homicide, explo‐
sion, arson, severe bodily harm, abduction, or damage to property, are
defined as terrorist offences when committed in conjunction with an
Das Terrorismus‐Lexikon: Täter, Opfer, Hintergründe, Frankfurt 2006, pp. 87‐88.
2 On the activities of the Basque organization ‘Iparretarrak’ see W. Dietl, K.
Hirschmann and R. Tophoven, Das Terrorismus‐Lexikon: Täter, Opfer, Hintergründe,
Frankfurt 2006, pp. 57–61; A. Pérez Agote, ‘Prophétie auto‐réalisée et deuil non
résolu. La violence politique basque au XXIe siècle’, in: X. Crettiez and L. Muchielli
(eds.), Les Violences Politiques en Europe: un état des lieux, Paris 2010, pp. 105‐122. On
the terrorist groups in Brittany see: A. Pérez Agote, ‘Prophétie auto‐réalisée et
deuil non résolu. La violence politique basque au XXIe siècle’, in: X. Crettiez and L.
Muchielli (eds.), Les Violences Politiques en Europe: un état des lieux, Paris 2010, pp.
105‐122. On the Corsican separatism see X. Crettiez, ‘La violence politique en
Corse: état des lieux’, in: X. Crettiez and L. Mucchielli (eds.), Les Violences Politiques
en Europe: un état des lieux, Paris 2010, pp. 123‐139; H. Kushner, Encyclopedia of Ter‐
rorism, Thousand Oaks 2003, pp. 256‐257; R. Ramsay, The Corsican Time‐Bomb,
Manchester 1983, pp. 118‐119, 200–201, 205.
3 The relevant provisions were introduced with the law 86‐1020 of 9 September
1986 (Loi n° 86‐1020 du 9 septembre 1986 relative à la lutte contre le terrorisme et aux at‐
teintes à la sûreté de l’Etat). See more in: V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kri‐
minalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 179‐180.
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individual or collective enterprise which aims at a serious disruption of
the public order through intimidation or terror (Art. 421‐1 CP); it is in
this way that these acts attain a special gravity in the context of terror‐
ism(the so‐called terrorisme par reference, or “terrorism on the basis of
referral [to other criminal provisions]”). This special gravity, attributed
to the commission of specific criminal offences by the purpose of in‐
timidating the public, is the subject matter of the aforementioned “ter‐
rorist criminal offence”4 On the other hand, the CP itself defines certain
acts ab initio as terrorist (infractions terrorists autonomes, or “autonomous
terrorist offences”). All the acts in this category share the fact that the
substantive elements are fulfilled regardless of whether the terrorist at‐
tack takes places or not. The legislator intervenes in order to prevent
the (future) commission of a specific criminal offence (in the case of
“eco‐terrorism” in Art. 421‐2 CP) or the commission of more serious
criminal offences (terrorist acts) by thwarting their development al‐
ready at the preparation stage (the so‐called infractions obstacles, or “ob‐
stacle offences”).5
The Code Pénal defines the following acts as “obstacle offences”:6 the
financing of terrorism, namely making one’s assets available for terror‐
ist purposes (terrorisme financier, or terrorisme par financement, Art. 421‐
2‐2 CP);7 the so‐called “presumed terrorism,” namely the dispropor‐
tionality between income and lifestyle of a person when he or she has
regular contacts with persons involved in the financing of a terrorist
activity or engaging in terrorist activity in any way (terrorisme presumé,

4 Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale
(Online), Paris 2015, paras. 8, 51.
5 Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale
(Online), Paris 2015, paras. 8, 51.
6 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
181‐187.
7 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 483; E. Dreyer, Droit Pénal Spé‐
cial, Paris 2012, paras. 761–762; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 912;
Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale (On‐
line), Paris 2015, paras. 75‐78.
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Art. 421‐2‐3 CP);8 the encouragement – by any means – of persons to
join a terrorist organization (terrorisme par recrutement, Art. 421‐2‐4
CP);9 the participation in a terrorist organization (terrorisme par groupe‐
ment ou entente, Art. 421‐2‐1 CP), either as a simple member with or
without an active role in the terrorist operations, or as a leader;10 the
direct encouragement to commit terrorist acts and the glorification of
terrorist violence (terrorisme par provocation ou apologie, Art. 421‐2‐5 CP)
– the commission of these two acts through the internet is considered
an aggravating circumstance;11 finally, the preparation to commit a ter‐
rorist act (preparer la commission d’une des infranctions mentionnees au [Ti‐
tre] II12), described as an individual enterprise (terrorisme par entreprise
individuelle13), whose substantive elements are the research, procure‐
ment, and production of dangerous objects or substances, the collection

8 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 484; E. Dreyer, Droit Pénal Spé‐
cial, Paris 2012, para. 763; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 912; Y.
Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale (Online),
Paris 2015, paras. 79‐82.
9 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 485; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spé‐
cial, Paris 2015, para. 912; Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et
de procédure pénale (Online), Paris 2015, para. 84.
10 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 482; E. Dreyer, Droit Pénal Spé‐
cial, Paris 2012, paras. 759–760; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 911;
Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale
(Online), Paris 2015, paras. 57, 67. On the autonomy of s. 421‐2‐1 CP with regard to
the provisions on the criminal organization see Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Ré‐
pertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale (Online), Paris 2015, paras. 67‐74.
11 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 486; J.‐J. Hyest and A. Richard,
Rapport des Sénateurs sur le projet de loi renforçant les dispositions relatives à la lutte con‐
tre le terrorisme, Paris 2014, pp. 42–48; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015,
para. 913; Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pé‐
nale (Online), Paris 2015, paras. 85–89; S. Pietrasanta, Rapport pour l’Assemblée Na‐
tionale sur le projet de loi (no 2110), renforçant les dispositions relatives à la lutte contre le
terrorisme (N° 2173, Assemblée Nationale), pp. 91‐94.
12 It refers to the part “Titre II: Du terrorisme” of the CP.
13 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
186‐187.
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of information on places or people that facilitates their surveillance or
the commission of an attack, the training for terrorist purposes and the
production of the means for these purposes, the visits to certain inter‐
net pages, or the procurement of documents that encourage terrorist
acts, and the stay at a terrorist camp abroad (Art. 421‐2‐6 CP).14 The
commission of the relevant acts by only one person suffices for the
criminalization of the obstacle offences; the participation in a terrorist
organization is not a prerequisite. In addition, the criminalization of
these offences does not depend on whether the terrorist act has ulti‐
mately been committed or not. The criminalization of acts by using a
terminology that permits broad interpretation, such as “financing,”
“encouragement (to join a terrorist organization),”“keeping regular
contact,” and “participation (in a terrorist organization)” indicates that
the limits of criminal liability are placed in a very preliminary15 stage of
a terrorist attack that may actually never successfully be carried out.
Apart from these criminal law provisions, France has introduced
administrative measures, primarily in the Code of Home Security (Code
de Sécurité Intérieure, hereinafter: C.Séc.Int.). Most of these provisions
refer to the collection of information and the intelligence gathering by
the secret services, in particular to surveillance by means of technol‐
ogy. A new, recently added provision has created a ban on interna‐
tional travel to prevent persons living on French territory from travel‐
ing to typical “terrorist” destinations such as Syria or Afghanistan in
order to receive training in terrorist camps or to fight alongside ISIS in
France or abroad. Besides the Code of Home Security, a series of laws

14 C. André, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para. 487; J.‐J. Hyest and A. Richard,
Rapport des Sénateurs sur le projet de loi renforçant les dispositions relatives à la lutte con‐
tre le terrorisme, Paris 2014, 49–51; V. Malabat, Droit Pénal Spécial, Paris 2015, para.
913; Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pénale
(Online), Paris 2015, paras. 90–100; S. Pietrasanta, Rapport pour l’Assemblée Nationale
sur le projet de loi (no 2110), renforçant les dispositions relatives à la lutte contre le terror‐
isme, pp. 98‐101.
15 On the criminal liability in the preliminary stage of terrorist attacks see V.
Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 187‐190.
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have created databases of persons suspected of threatening the public
order over the last decades; these laws have been constantly reformed
to broaden the scope of persons eligible to have their personal data
stored by the police and the secret services. These administrative
measures will be analyzed in the following part.
In terms of law enforcement practices, an important role in the pre‐
vention of terrorist violence is the cooperation between police, intelli‐
gence agencies, and the judiciary. Information sharing has led to the
gathering of comprehensive intelligence, which is another important
tool in the prevention of terrorist attacks. As part of the reform16 of the
intelligence services in 2008, the Direction Centrale du Renseignement In‐
terieur (“Headquarters of Home Intelligence Service”, hereinafter:
DCRI),17 which emerged by fusing the Direction de la Surveillance du
Territoire (“Direction of Surveillance of the Territory,” hereinafter: DST)
and the Direction Centrale des Renseignements Généraux/Renseignements
Généraux (Headquarters of the Intelligence Service”, hereinafter: RG),18
was given a key role in collecting and analyzing terrorism‐related in‐
formation, mostly on Islamist terrorist organizations.19 The shadows of
the past, however, have been haunting the new intelligence service
structure: whereas the informal organizational routines of the intelli‐

16 For an analysis of the reform with further references see V. Chalkiadaki, Ge‐
fährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 203‐206.
17 The DCRI is the French homeland security agency, which has also police
powers.
18 The RG was created with the Décret n° 85‐1057 du 2 octobre 1985 relatif à
l’organisation de l’administration centrale du ministère de l’intérieur et de la dé‐
centralisation and the DST with the Décret n°82‐1100 du 22 décembre 1982 fixant
les attributions de la direction de la surveillance du territoire. On the competences
of DST and RG see G. Segell, The French Intelligence Services, in: T. Jäger and A.
Daun (eds.), Geheimdienste in Europa: Transformation, Kooperation und Kontrolle,
Wiesbaden 2009, pp. 44‐46..
19 On the powers and the division of competences among the French agencies
that dealt with terrorism see the analysis of Foley, in: F. Foley, Countering Terrorism
in Britain and France: Institutions, norms and the shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013,
pp. 94, 101‐121.
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gence services facilitated a close cooperation with a part of the judici‐
ary described as the “investigating judges” (juges d instruction20), they
made it harder or even impossible to cooperate with a large number of
agencies in the field of information and intelligence analysis (Rensei‐
gnements généraux de la préfecture de police/Direction du Renseignement de
la Préfecture de Police de Paris, Gendarmerie) and in criminal prosecution
(police judiciaire or “judicial police”21). The reform of the C.Séc.Int. in
2015 has broadened the scope of duties of law enforcement agencies in
general, though, once again, particular consideration was given to in‐
telligence gathering through the creation and use of databases with
personal data of (potential) terrorists and their contact persons. Since
2009, several of these “anti‐terrorism databases” have been in opera‐
tion, including the databases PASP22 and – the so‐called “defence se‐
cret” – CRISTINA,23 used by the DCRI to monitor acts of terrorism and

20 More on the investigating judges inH. Vlamynck, Droit de la police,Paris 2011,
para. 81. Also: M. McColgan and A. Attanasio, France: Paving the Way for Arbitrary
Justice (Report for FIDH), 1999 (online source), pp. 31‐32. Particularly on the rela‐
tions between the investigating judges and the counter‐terrorism agencies see J.
Shapiro and B. Suzan, ‘The French experience of counter‐terrorism’, Survival
2003/1, 75, 77‐79 (on the period before the reform); N. Cettina, Antiterrorisme: Une
Fragile Coordination?, 2011 (online source), 6; F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Brit‐
ain and France: Institutions, norms and the shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, pp.
122, 124‐129 (on the period after the reform).
21 G. Segell, ‘The French intelligence services’, in: T. Jäger and A. Daun (eds.),
Geheimdienste in Europa: Transformation, Kooperation und Kontrolle, Wiesbaden 2009,
pp. 46‐48.
22 On the anti‐terrorism databases before PASP see D. Batho and J.‐A. Bénisti,
Rapport d’information pour l’Assemblée nationale sur les fichiers du police, Paris 2009,
pp. 68‐72; V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017,
pp. 212‐217; Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure
pénale (Online), Paris 2015, paras. 315–317.
23 On CRISTINA see V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik,
Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 217‐219; L. Delabie, ‘CRISTINA sous l’oeil du Conseil d’État:
les fichiers classés secret défense sont sous contrôle’, AJDA 2010/33, 1878–1882; J.‐
M. Pastor, ‘Le décret créant le fichier CRISTINA pouvait être dispensé de publica‐
tion’, AJDA 2010, 812.
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espionage.
2. The English legal system
England has been struggling with terrorism much longer than
France due to the actions of the IRA since the beginning of the 20th
century. The UK tried to combat the separatist IRA‐terrorism with le‐
gal provisions that applied in part to Northern Ireland and in part to
the UK as a whole.24 After the attacks on the World Trade Centre, the
new challenge of international Islamist terrorism led to the develop‐
ment of the CONTEST concept, a macro‐level counter‐terrorism strat‐
egy aimed not only at reducing the risk of terrorist attacks but also at
strengthening the perception of security among the population,” (…)
so that people can go about their lives freely and with confidence.”25
This holistic approach to the risk of terrorist violence is based on four
pillars: the Pursue pillar for measures against attacks that have already
been committed (near term response to terrorism, mostly the criminal
and administrative legal framework), the Prevent pillar for measures
against forthcoming attacks, to prevent them from taking place (longer
term measures than Pursue) – both pillars aim at reducing the likeli‐
hood of a terrorist attack; the Protect pillar for measures to reduce the

24 On the armed struggle of the IRA and the legal framework to combat the IRA
terrorism see:R. Alonso, The IRA and Armed Struggle, New York 2007, pp. 1‐194; W.
Dietl, K. Hirschmann and R. Tophoven, Das Terrorismus‐Lexikon: Täter, Opfer,
Hintergründe, Frankfurt 2006, pp. 61‐64; P. Neumann, IRA: Langer Weg zum Frieden,
Hamburg 1999, pp. 7‐217;A. Oehmichen, Terrorism and Anti‐Terror Legislation: The
terrorised legislator? Antwerpen 2009, pp. 135‐136, 138‐139; C. Walker, Terrorism and
the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 1.140–1.146. On the so‐called Diplock courts and the
special procedures for IRA terrorists see J. Jackson and S. Doran, Judge without Jury.
Diplock trials in the adversary system. Oxford 1995, pp. 1‐286;D. Korff, The Diplock
Courts in Northern Ireland: A fair trial? Utrecht 1985, pp. 17‐100. On the practice of
internment see C. Delisle, Leading to Peace: Prisoner resistance and leadership develop‐
ment in the IRA and Sinn Fein, Ottawa 2012, pp. 107‐115; A. Oehmichen, Terrorism
and Anti‐Terror Legislation: The terrorised legislator? Antwerpen 2009, pp. 146‐147.
25 HM Government (ed.), CONTEST: The United Kingdom’s strategy for countering
terrorism, London 2011, p. 9.
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vulnerability of the public and the national infrastructure to an attack
(long term measures); and the Prepare pillar to reduce impact and dura‐
tion of the disruption in the event of a terrorist attack, by taking into
consideration national emergency plans and ensuring that the relevant
arrangements are effectively implemented.26 The present Pursue‐pillar
focuses on legislation and law enforcement practices.
English counter‐terrorism legislation is very comprehensive. The
English legislator has always aimed at countering the risk of terrorism
within the limits of criminal justice as much as possible. Already before
the attacks of 11 September 2001, the UK introduced the Terrorism Act
2000, a legislative apparatus of both substantive and procedural crimi‐
nal law provisions, which addressed, for the first time, all forms of ter‐
rorism – including international – and not just the separatist IRA‐
terrorism, as had been the case for decades.27 The key piece of reform
of this Act was the provision on the legal definition of terrorism;28 it
was also the first time to provide for the prosecution of terrorist financ‐
ing,29 as practice had already proven it a most effective counter‐
terrorism method facilitating the prevention of an attack at its onset.
Characteristic elements of the act are the listing of specific organiza‐
tions as “proscribed terrorist organizations” and the use of the legisla‐
tive technique of scheduled offences: the counter‐terrorism legislation
is based on a list of criminal offences typically committed in the context
of a terrorist attack, such as intentional homicide, arson, or abduction.
In the context of counter‐terrorism, this legislative technique has the
26 D. Omand, Securing the State, London 2010.64. On the CONTEST (COunter‐
TErrorism Strategy) concept see: HM Government (ed.), CONTEST: The United
Kingdom’s strategy for countering terrorism, London 2011, pp. 1–18; V. Chalkiadaki,
Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 241‐244 (with further
references).
27 See a brief presentation of the Act in V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der
Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp. 230‐232.
28 R. Talbot, Draconian powers, Experimentation and Human Rights in British
Counter‐terrorism Legislation, in: J. McEldowney and G. Weick (eds.), Human Rights
in Transition. Frankfurt 2003, pp. 138‐140.
29 See Arts. 14–18 TA 2000.
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advantage of dealing with terrorism by “regular” or general laws in‐
stead of implementing special legislation that might be considered dis‐
concerting or of questionable effectivity. In addition, this technique al‐
lows for a differentiated treatment of the two distinct forms of terror‐
ism (IRA‐separatist and Islamist).30 Along with the more recent Terror‐
ism Act 2006, a series of precursor offences have been introduced and
are still in force: the training to use weapons and explosives (Arts. 54,
55 TA 2000), which was later broadened to include all kinds of training
for terrorist purposes (Arts. 5–8 TA 2006);31 the possession of objects
and information on terrorist purposes (Arts. 57 and 58 TA 2000 respec‐
tively);32 specific “acts preparatory to terrorism” (Art. 5 TA 2006),
which are not explicitly mentioned in the text of the provision and may
include any act that could derive from the membership to a terrorist
organization – the perpetrator needs to commit (or assist in the com‐
mission of) the acts with the purpose of committing (or assisting the
commission of) them as well as with the purpose of encouraging ter‐
rorism by the commission (or the relevant assistance);33 the member‐
ship or support provided to one of the proscribed organizations (Arts.
11, 12 TA 2000 respectively);34 the direction of the terrorist organiza‐
tion, which is provided for as a distinct criminal offence and is not sub‐
sumed under the membership (Art. 56 TA 2000);35 and the encourage‐

30 More on the proscription in S. Forster, Freiheitsbeschränkungen für mutmaßliche
Terroristen. Eine Analyse der Terrorismusgesetzgebung des Vereinigten Königreichs,
Freiburg 2010, pp. 151‐161;C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras.
8.18‐8.49.
31 A. Jones, R. Bowers & H. D. Lodge, Blackstone’s Guide to TA 2006, para. 3.20;
C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 5.10‐5.18, 5.24‐5.26.
32 F. Galli, The Law on Terrorism: The UK, France and Italy compared, Brussels 2015,
60–61; P. Roberts, ‘Criminal procedure, the presumption of innocence and judicial
reasoning under the Human Rights Act’, in: H. Fenwick, G. Phillipson & R. Mas‐
terman (eds.), Judicial Reasoning under the UK Human Rights Act, Cambridge 2007,
383–390;C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 5.44–5.45, 5.72‐5.80.
33 C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 5.90‐5.103.
34 TA 2000, Explanatory Notes: Sections 11‐12, 13.
35 C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 5.33‐5.41;C.Walker and
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ment to commit terrorist acts (Arts. 1–4 TA 2006).36
Key elements of this strategy are the administrative measures pro‐
vided for in the Anti‐terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (repealed)
and Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 (repealed), as well as in the Ter‐
rorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act 2011 and the
Counter‐Terrorism and Security Act 2015. These administrative meas‐
ures are the already abolished administrative detention and control or‐
ders, the terrorism prevention and investigation measures, and the
temporary exclusion orders respectively. In addition, terrorism‐related
administrative measures are included in the Terrorist Asset‐Freezing
etc. Act 2010, targeting the financing of terrorist acts by restricting the
financial activity of persons or institutions by means of the so‐called
designation orders. All these measures constitute a system of restric‐
tions imposed on the activities of specific individuals in order to pre‐
vent them from preparing a terrorist attack, usually by means of deci‐
sions of administrative organs (orders) and not by court judgments, as
will be analyzed in the next part of this study.
Turning to the question of law enforcement, the agencies most in‐
volved in terrorism‐related work are the MI5 and specific police agen‐
cies such as the Counter‐terrorism Command of the Metropolitan Po‐
lice. Especially after 11 September 2001, the Government, the police,
and the secret services sought to reinforce the role of these agencies in
countering terrorism. A number of official top‐down reforms in the
field of cooperation between the police and the secret services were
undertaken in the first years after the attack on the World Trade Cen‐
tre, though they were only partially successful. Initially, the compe‐
tences of the MI5 and the counter‐terrorism departments of the London
Metropolitan Police (Special Branch, Anti‐terrorism Branch) were very
much distinct. The MI5 was the only agency for intelligence gathering;
K. Reid, ‘The offence of directing terrorist organisations’, Crim. L. R. 1993, 670‐674.
36 F. Galli, The Law on Terrorism: The UK, France and Italy compared, Brussels 2015,
78;M. Conway & C. Walker, ‘Countering terrorism via the internet’, in: G. Lennon
& C. Walker, Routledge Handbook of Law and Terrorism, London 2015, pp. 423‐427; A.
Staniforth, Preventing Terrorism and Violent Extremism, Oxford 2014, pp. 158‐161.
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nevertheless, the intelligence gathered by MI5 constituted impermissi‐
ble evidence for the court. On the other hand, the London Metropolitan
Police was only active in the prosecution stage and primarily dedicated
to evidence collection for presentation before the court. Over the years,
however, this distinction gradually faded, to be restored de facto again
in 2006, with the fusion of the two Branches of the London Metropoli‐
tan Police into one, the so‐called “Counter‐Terrorism Command”
(hereafter: CTC).37 The CTC was responsible both for the collection of
information to be presented as evidence before the court and for the
prosecution of suspected terrorists. Over time, the CTC focused more
on criminal prosecution, using a general analysis of the available data.
As a result, the Special Branch’s specialization in the particularities of
Islamist terrorism, acquired after years of focusing only on this area of
expertise, slowly disappeared, as it was no longer indispensable.
Hence, more space for information analysis and management was left
to the MI5. The following pattern emerged: intelligence gathering and
related activities were the competence of MI5, investigations and
criminal prosecution generally that of the CTC. On the other hand, the
cooperation between the law enforcement agencies in general and the
judiciary has been limited to certain specific aspects of the prosecution
(cooperation of the Crown Prosecution Service with the Police, only
rarely with MI5).38
In addition, two specialized departments were created for the gath‐
ering and analysis of intelligence in the years following the attack on
the World Trade Centre. The Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre (herein‐
after: JTAC) within the MI5 consists of police officers, secret service
agents, and military officers; its competences include the determination
of the national terrorism threat level,39 the release of relevant warnings

37 F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain and France: Institutions, norms and the
shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, pp. 150‐152.
38 F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain and France: Institutions, norms and the
shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, pp. 152‐154.
39 The national threat levels are the alert states that have been in use since 2006
by the British government to warn of the likelihood of a terrorist attack in the UK,
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for the Government, and the compilation of detailed reports on status
and activities of various terrorist organizations for use by the govern‐
ment and other institutions and organizations in order to create more
sophisticated counter‐terrorism strategies.40 The Police International
Counter Terrorism Unit (hereinafter: PICTU) was the second depart‐
ment, this time created within the Metropolitan Police, consisting only
of police officers tasked with the dissemination of the intelligence of
the MI5 and the JTAC among a broad network of police officers.41
The description of the counter‐terrorism strategy in England would
not be complete without the so‐called Neighbourhood Policing. Since
September 11, 2001, the phenomenon of home grown terrorists in Eng‐
land has reached alarming dimensions, in terms of numbers and con‐
sequences. For the identification of the potential “next‐door terrorists”,
the police has been gradually oriented to systematically use informa‐
tion collected from individuals and other social actors in the
neighbourhood in order to put those prone to commit terrorist acts and
even suicide attacks under surveillance. In addition, special
neighbourhood police units have been created (the Police Community
Support Officers) to address the demand for more – or more evident –
police presence in the neighbourhood to prevent crime and anti‐social
behaviour. This pattern of special police units at the neighbourhood
level in conjunction with the information exchange with local social ac‐
tors (e.g. social workers, children’s social services, youth education
services, health centres) constitutes Neighbourhood Policing, which
has been gradually systematized and conceptualized into a concrete

so that government departments and agencies can react accordingly. The five dif‐
ferent levels are as follows: low – moderate – substantial – severe – critical. See
more information online: https://www.gov.uk/terrorism‐national‐emergency.
40 On the development and role of JTAC see F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in
Britain and France: Institutions, norms and the shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, pp.
163‐167; A. Staniforth, Preventing Terrorism and Violent Extremism, Oxford 2014, p.
110.
41 F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain and France: Institutions, norms and the
shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, p. 167.
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policing scheme with its own rules and principles.42 In the context of
counter‐terrorism in particular, the focus of Neighbourhood Policing is
on the collection of any kind of information with relevance to potential
terrorists and terrorist suspects living in a specific neighbourhood.43
However, an analysis of the aspects of Neighbourhood Policing is not
an objective of this study, which focuses on the administrative counter‐
terrorism measures provided for by legal provisions. The following
chapter returns to the presentation of counter‐terrorism legislation and
analyzes the relevant administrative law provisions for the surveil‐
lance –in a broader sense– of potential terrorists and terrorist suspects.
Administrative Law Provisions on Surveillance of Terrorist Suspects
1. France
The escalation of terrorist violence worldwide due to the rise of ISIS
in Iraq and Syria since 2011 gave birth to the phenomenon of French
citizens travelling abroad with the purpose to participate in this or‐
ganization’s armed conflict and even to return to France to continue its
mission by committing serious attacks. The legislative response to this
phenomenon was the law on “reinforcing the provisions regarding the
struggle against terrorism”44 of November 2014. It added not only two
new provisions to the French Penal Code (on the encouragement to
and glorification of terrorist acts, and on the individual terrorist enter‐
prise) but also established in the Code of Home Security the adminis‐
trative prohibition of leaving the French territory.45 Under the new
rule, such a prohibition shall be applied to any French citizen who
gives rise to “serious reasons” to believe that this person has engaged

42 Association of Chief Police Officers (ed.), Practice Advice on Professionalising
the Business of Neighbourhood Policing. London 2006, pp. 6‐11. On the difference with
community policing, see M. Rowe, Introduction to Policing, London 2014, pp. 95‐118.
43 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
296‐301.
44 Loi n° 2014‐1353 du 13 novembre 2014 renforçant les dispositions relatives à
la lutte contre le terrorisme.
45 Art. L.224‐1 C.Séc.Int.
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in travelling to a foreign country for the purpose of participating in ter‐
rorist activities there or of getting to operation fields where conditions
exist to prepare for an attack on France upon his or her return. It is an
administrative measure, by a written and reasoned decision of the
Minister for Home Affairs, imposed for a duration of six months after
the person has been notified of the prohibition, with a possible exten‐
sion not to exceed two years in total. The person’s identity card and
passport are declared invalid, so that he or she has to carry a special
document with their credentials for as long as the prohibition exists.
Any travels abroad – or even the attempt to do so – constitute criminal
offences. The Minister of Home Affairs even has the power to inform
airlines, transport companies, and travel agencies of the prohibition
imposed on a certain individual, so that the person has no chance to
travel abroad in the first place.46
Another fundamental counter‐terrorism law is the law on intelli‐
gence, which was enacted in July 2015 and added an entire part (Livre
VIII) to the Code of Home Security called Du renseignement (“On intel‐
ligence”).47 This part defines the mission of specialized intelligence ser‐
vices and the conditions under which these services may use technol‐
ogy (such as security interceptions, GPS systems, etc.) to access mas‐
sive (connection) data in order to collect any piece of information pos‐
sibly relevant to certain public interests restrictively enlisted48 in the
C.Séc.Int., including personal data.49 The law on intelligence provides
that these intervention techniques may be used by specialized intelli‐
gence services after relevant authorization by the Prime Minister. The
latter is obliged first50 to consult the “National Commission for the con‐

46 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
191‐192; Y. Mayaud, Terrorisme. Dalloz – Répertoire de droit pénal et de procédure pé‐
nale (Online), Paris 2015, paras. 344‐351.
47 Loi n° 2015‐912 du 24 juillet 2015 relative au renseignement.
48 Art. L.811‐3 C.Séc.Int.
49 Arts. L.821‐1–L.821‐8 C.Séc.Int.
50 Art. L.822‐1 C.Séc.Int.
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trol of information techniques” (hereafter: the Commission)51, an inde‐
pendent (administrative) authority handling, among others, the com‐
plaint of any individual with a direct and personal interest in the col‐
lected information.52 The law also regulates the length of time the col‐
lected data will be stored by the intelligence services,53 provides for a
specific regime of authorization and control for international surveil‐
lance measures, and establishes a judicial remedy before the Conseil d’
État open to the Commission and to anyone with a direct and personal
interest.54 The law also provides procedural exemption rules in order to
safeguard national security secrets.
Besides these provisions, the following points need to be empha‐
sized in the context of surveillance techniques used against terrorism:
–
in Art. L.811‐3 C.Séc.Int., the law explicitly refers to the preven‐
tion of terrorism as a distinct public interest (along with national secu‐
rity, France’s essential economic and scientific interests, the fundamen‐
tal interests of foreign policy, and the prevention of the continuation of
activities of dissolved combat groups and militia), for which the collec‐
tion of information by secret services is permitted;
– in Arts. L.851‐3, 851‐4 C.Séc.Int., referring to the collection of infor‐
mation and documents55 of the networks of service providers (bulk
data, such as a list of incoming and outgoing calls of a subscriber, the
date and duration of the communication, the location of a terminal
piece of equipment, etc.), the law includes provisions stating that the
collection of information relevant to an individual previously recog‐
nized as a threat may be operated in real‐time on the networks and
operators of electronic communication only for counterterrorism

51 The synthesis and powers of the Commission (Commission nationale de con‐
trôle des techniques du renseignement) were specified in the law on intelligence
(Loi n° 2015‐912 du 24 juillet 2015 relative au renseignement) and subsequently in‐
corporated into the Code of Home Security (Arts. L.831‐1‐L.833‐11 C.Séc.Int.).
52 Art. L.833‐4 C.Séc.Int.
53 Art. L.822‐2 C.Séc.Int.
54 Art. L.833‐4 C.Séc.Int.
55 See also the new Art. L.851‐1 C.Séc.Int.
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needs. Such data collection procedures may be operated by special‐
ized intelligence service agents individually commissioned for this
purpose and after consultation with the Commission. These special‐
ized agents may also request the Prime Minister to lift the anonymity
of the data circulated by operators of electronic communication net‐
works, based only on the automatic processing of anonymous ele‐
ments that may constitute a potential terrorist threat;
– following the authorization described in the law56 and exclusively for
the purpose of preventing a terrorist attack, as explicitly stated in
law, the use of a device of proximity (e.g. radar, antenna, or any kind
of sensor) is allowed for a strictly defined period to intercept directly
any communication sent or received by the terminal equipment. In
other words, the intelligence services may request the right to put
hidden microphones in a room, in computers or on objects such as
cars, or to use antennae to capture telephone conversations or mecha‐
nisms that capture text messages; in this way, the law actually legal‐
izes tools of mass surveillance.57
The collected information is stored in DCRI databases. Two of its
databases operate as the main counter‐terrorist databases following a
long history58 of name changes and debates on the scope of information
and data to be stored on them: the database Prévention des atteintes à la
sécurité publique (“Protection against offending public security,” here‐
inafter: PASP) and the Centralisation du renseignement intérieur pour la
sécurité du territoire et des intérêts nationaux (“Centralization of intelli‐
gence for the security of the territory and the national interests”, here‐
inafter: CRISTINA). PASP was created59 in 2009 to cover information

Arts. L. 851‐5, L. 853‐1, L. 853‐2 C.Séc.Int.
V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
193‐194.
58 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
209‐216.
59 Décret no 2009‐1249 du 16 octobre 2009 portant création d’un traitement de
données à caractère personnel relatif à la prévention des atteintes à la sécurité pub‐
lique.
56
57
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and intelligence relevant to the threats to public security and public
order in general, although it was primarily intended to include data of
persons involved in sport‐related violence or violence in urban com‐
munities. De facto, however, it evolved into a counter‐terrorism data‐
base, with the purpose of storing and analyzing information on specific
persons, whose individual or collective activity indicates that they may
significantly disturb public security.60 Such “indications” exist on the
basis of facts known to the intelligence services that provide reasons
for the hypothesis that certain individuals (are prone to) engage in vio‐
lence. A decree defines the kind of personal data to be stored in the da‐
tabase. The duration of storage is quite long: ten years after the last
event that triggered the entry of the individual into the database.61
CRISTINA was created,62 in the framework of the 2008 reform of the
intelligence services, as a database for information and intelligence
relevant to terrorism, espionage, and, more generally, any activity pos‐
sibly relevant to national interests.63 In fact, CRISTINA took over all the
data that had been stored in confidential DST and RG databases since
1986 and has been treating them in a closed system. Classified as “na‐
tional defence secret,”64 CRISTINA contains all highly confidential data
relevant to the work of the DCRI; its creation was not even published
in the official Gazette, officially to protect the relationship of trust and

60 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
216‐217.
61 Arts. 4, 5 Décret no 2009‐1249 du 16 octobre 2009 portant création d’un
traitement de données à caractère personnel relatif à la prévention des atteintes à la
sécurité publique.
62 CRISTINA was created in the context of the founding of the DCRI (Décret n°
2008‐612 du 27 juin 2008 portant modification du décret n° 85‐1057 du 2 octobre
1985 relatif à l’organisation de l’administration centrale du ministère de l’intérieur
et de la decentralization).
63 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
217‐219.
64 The definition and the treatment of data characterized as “national defence
secrets” (secrets‐défense) are found in the French Code of Defence (Arts. R.2311‐1–
R.2311‐9 C. Déf.).
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confidentiality between DCRI and the rest of the secret services. The
DCRI is the only agency with control over the database, meaning that
only a limited number of DCRI officials have access to its information.
As a result, the data stored in it remain secret and undisclosed even to
persons affected. If an individual specifically requests disclosure of
whether their name is stored in CRISTINA or not, a judge has to visit
the DCRI Headquarters and check on the spot whether pertinent data
exists in the system. There is no deadline for storing such data: it will
be removed from the database “after the purpose for storage has been
served”, that is, practically never.65
2. England
A fundamental part of the English counter‐terrorism strategy have
always been the administrative measures provided for in the repealed
Anti‐Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (hereinafter: ATCSA
2001) and Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 (hereinafter: PTA 2005), as
well as in the Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act
2011 (hereinafter: TPIMA 2011), and the Counter‐Terrorism and Secu‐
rity Act 2015 (hereinafter: CTSA 2015). These measures include the –
already abolished – administrative detention and control orders as well
as the terrorism prevention and investigation measures, currently in
force, and the temporary exclusion orders respectively. The ATCSA
2001 introduced procedural changes regarding the deportation of cer‐
tain foreigners, who, based on indications held by the Government,
were deemed to be involved in international terrorist activities. In par‐
ticular, the act authorized the State to detain individuals suspected of
being related to international terrorism for an indefinite period of time,
who could not be deported for practical reasons (e.g., lack of transpor‐
tation between the UK and the place where the individual came from)
or legal reasons (e.g., imminent risk of being subjected to torture in the
place he or she came from, which would be a violation of Art. 3

65 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
218‐219.
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ECHR). According to ATCSA 2001, (even short) delays in the deporta‐
tion process triggered the implementation of administrative detention,
a form of imprisonment implemented by decision (issuance of the so‐
called “detention certificate”) of the Secretary of State, during which
the individual would be held in custody for an indefinite period of
time based only on the Secretary`s assumption that the individuals in
question were involved in international terrorism.66 The persons would
only be released if a state were ready to accept them. Only the gov‐
ernment could repeal the detention. A remedy against the decision of
imposing the administrative detention was examined by the Special
Immigration Appeals Commission (hereinafter: SIAC).67 The incom‐
patibility of this administrative detention with the ECHR was repeat‐
edly stated in the doctrine and in jurisprudence, and was also con‐
firmed by the House of Lords. The latter did not automatically annul
the provisions on detention, but its decision A (FC) and others (FC) (Ap‐
pellants) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department (Respondent)68 trig‐
gered a debate in the doctrine that led to a legislative change with the
enactment of the PTA 2005, which abolished the administrative deten‐
tion and introduced the so‐called “control orders”.69

66 S. Forster, Freiheitsbeschränkungen für mutmaßliche Terroristen. Eine Analyse der
Terrorismusgesetzgebung des Vereinigten Königreichs, Freiburg 2010, p. 167.
67 The Special Immigration Appeals Commission is a superior court of record in
the United Kingdom established by the Special Immigration Appeals Commission
Act 1997, presided by a High Court judge with whom two other Judges adjourn.
68 A (FC) and others (FC) (Appellants) v. Secretary of State for the Home De‐
partment (Respondent) [2004] UKHL 56 (Decision of 16.12.2004). Comments on
this judgment in: D. Feldman, United Kingdom: House of Lords on Anti‐terrorism,
Crime and Security Act 2001 in A. and others v. Secretary of State for the Home Depart‐
ment and X and another v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, Decision of 16 De‐
cember 2004 (Terrorism, Human Rights and their Constitutional Implications – case
note), EuConst 2005/3, 535‐546. See also F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain and
France: Institutions, Norms and the Shadow of the Past, Cambridge 2013, pp. 213–214.
69 F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain and France: Institutions, Norms and the
Shadow of the Past, Cambridge 2013, 213–215. More on the administrative detention
see S. Forster, Freiheitsbeschränkungen für mutmaßliche Terroristen. Eine Analyse der
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The control orders were defined in the PTA 2005 as measures that
impose certain obligations on specific persons in order to prevent them
from pursuing “terrorism‐related activity”70 as a way to protect the
public from the risk of a terrorist attack. The law defined “involvement
in terrorism‐related activity” as follows: the commission and prepara‐
tion of, as well as the instigation to terrorist acts; the facilitation and
encouragement to the commission of, preparation of, and instigation to
terrorist acts; the support or help to persons for whom it is known or
believed that they maintain contacts with terrorist suspects and par‐
ticipate in the commission of, preparation of, and instigation to terror‐
ist acts. The PTA 2005 included a detailed list of specific restrictions
(Art. 1 para. 4 PTA 2005) to be imposed by means of a control order,
such as curfews, electronic monitoring, limitations on the use of certain
objects (e.g., computers) or of means of communication (e.g., the inter‐
net), restrictions on contacts with specific persons (so‐called “associa‐
tion bans”), travel bans, and self‐deportations. As a rule, these restric‐
tions were cumulatively imposed.71 In terms of the way in which they
were imposed, there were two kinds of control orders: derogating con‐
trol orders (Art. 4 PTA 2005), imposed exclusively by court decision
upon request by the Secretary of State, and non‐derogating control or‐
ders (Art. 2 PTA 2005), issued by the Secretary of State and confirmed
by a court decision stating that the Secretary’s decision is not obviously
flawed.72 Whether an order was characterized as derogating or non‐
derogating depended on whether it involved a “derogating obligation”
for the individual or not, namely an obligation that is in principle in‐
compatible with the right to freedom according to Art. 5 ECHR.73 Ac‐
cording to relevant case law, restrictions on the stay in a particular
place or restrictions on the freedom of movement for a period of time

Terrorismusgesetzgebung des Vereinigten Königreichs, Freiburg 2010, 166–176. Also V.
Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, 260–263.
70 See Art. 1 para. 9 PTA 2005.
71 C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 7.17‐7.18.
72 C. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Oxford 2011, paras. 7.27‐7.42.
73 Art. 10 PTA 2005 in conjunction with Art. 14 paras. 1, 6 HRA 1998.
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not to exceed 24 hours are compatible with Art. 5 ECHR. It was, how‐
ever, questionable whether a restriction of individual freedom in the
context of a control order could be construed to extend to detention.
The prerequisites for the imposition of a derogating control order by
the court (material the court may rely on to establish the involvement
of the individual in terrorism‐related activity; reasonable grounds for
believing that the imposition of obligations on that individual is neces‐
sary to protect the public against the risk of terrorism; risk associated
with a public emergency in respect of which there is a designated
derogation74 from the whole or a part of Art. 5 ECHR; the obligations
to be imposed with the control order in question qualified as “derogat‐
ing obligations”)75 were much stricter than in a non‐derogating control
order, where the court only examined the “obvious flawlessness” of
the Secretary of State’s decision to impose the order (based on reason‐
able grounds to suspect the individual’s involvement in terrorism‐
related activity and consider the control order necessary to protect
members of the public from a risk of terrorism).76
The compatibility of the control orders with the Human Rights Act
1998 and the ECHR was contested time and time again in theory and in
case law.77 This resulted, several years later, in the introduction of a

See the Human Rights Act 1998 (Designated Derogation) Order 2001.
Art. 4 para. 3 PTA 2005
76 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
263‐267.
77 See for instance: Secretary of State v JJ and others, [2006] EWCA Civ 1141[2007]
UKHL 45 (compatibility of the CO with Art. 5 Sch. 1 Part I HRA 1998, Art. 5
ECHR); Secretary of State v MB and AF, [2007] UKHL 46 (compatibility of the CO
with Art. 6 para. 1 Sch. 1 Part I HRA 1998, Art. 6 ECHR); Secretary of State for the
Home Department v E and another, [2007] UKHL 47 (compatibility of the CO with
Art. 5 ECHR); Secretary of State for the Home Department (Respondent) v AF (Appel‐
lant) (FC) and another (Appellant) and one other action, [2009] UKHL 28 (compatibility
of the CO with Art. 6 EMRK). For a detailed analysis of the relevant case law see A.
Oehmichen, Terrorism and Anti‐Terror Legislation: The Terrorised Legislator? Antwer‐
pen 2009, 171–172. On the relationship of the CO with other ECHR rights see [2007]
EWHC 233 (Admin) § 309; [2007] EWCA Civ 459 § 121; A [2008] EWHC 1382
74
75
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system of different orders, the “terrorism prevention and investigation
measures” (hereinafter: TPIMs) with the Terrorism Prevention and In‐
vestigation Measure Act 2011 (hereinafter: TPIMA 2011). The TPIMA
2011 is currently in force and explicitly declares, in its first section, the
abolition of the control orders. The current version of the TPIMA 2011
has been subject to the reform of the Counter‐Terrorism and Security
Act 2015 and is slightly stricter than the originally enacted TPIM sys‐
tem.78 Similar to their predecessors, the TPIMs address individuals
constituting a potential terrorist threat for the public who cannot be
prosecuted on the basis of criminal law provisions, nor be deported, if
they are foreigners, on the grounds of lack of evidence. The TPIMs are,
in fact, the restrictions provided for in Schedule 1 of the Act and are
imposed by notice of the Secretary of State (a “TPIM notice”). The Act
requires that five conditions, which need to exist cumulatively at the
time of the imposition of the order, be fulfilled:79 first, the Secretary of
State has reason to believe that an individual is or has been involved in
terrorist activity; second, some or all of the activity at stake (which
triggered the imposition of the TPIM) is “new terrorism‐related activ‐
ity”80; third, the Secretary of State reasonably considers it necessary to
impose TPIMs on the individual in order to protect the public from a
risk of terrorism; fourth, the Secretary of State reasonably finds the im‐
position of TPIMs on the individual necessary to prevent or restrict the
individual’s involvement in terrorism‐related activity; finally, the Sec‐
retary of State needs prior court permission, in accordance with Art. 6
TPIMA 2011 and similarly to the previous system of control orders, or,
in urgent cases, the Secretary of State may impose TPIMs without ob‐
taining such a permission, in so far as he or she asks for the TPIM no‐
tice immediately after the imposition of the measure, according to Art.
7 in conjunction with Schedule 2 TPIMA 2011. The meaning of the term
(Admin);Rideh [2008] EWHC 2019 (Admin); also A v United Kingdom, App. no 3455/05
of 19.2.2009 (134).
78 Arts. 16–20 CTSA 2015.
79 Art. 3 TPIMA 2011.
80 Art. 3 para. 6 TPIMA 2011.
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“involvement in terrorism‐related activity” is the same as in case of the
control orders. The possible restrictions to be imposed with a TPIM no‐
tice are enlisted and described in Schedule 1 of the Act.81 Some exam‐
ples include: the requirement of remaining overnight at or within a
specified residence; the requirement to give notice to the Secretary of
State of the identity of any other individuals who (will) reside at the
specified residence; the restrictions on the individual leaving a speci‐
fied area or travelling outside that area; the restrictions on the individ‐
ual’s association or communication with other persons, without the
permission of the Secretary of State; the requirement to give notice to
the Secretary of State before associating or communicating with other
persons (whether at all or in specified circumstances); restrictions on
the individual regarding the individual’s work or studies. The TPIM
notices are valid for two years after circulation. The structure of the
TPIM system indicates the legislator’s will to part with the draconic
system of the control orders,82 as it is no longer possible, by way of ex‐
ample, for the authorities to relocate a person or impose long hours of
curfew on them; instead, the curfews are shorter and apply only over‐
night. The individuals may travel within the UK or to another country
as long as they provide the police with information regarding the ad‐
dress where they will be staying. Yet, despite these obvious fundamen‐
tal differences, the fact that TPIMs may be imposed by a mere adminis‐
trative decision is a strong indication to consider them successors to
the control orders.83
81 D. Lowe, Policing Terrorism. Research Studies into Police Counterterrorism Inves‐
tigations. London 2015, pp. 39‐40.
82 HM Government, Review of Counter‐Terrorism and Security Powers: Findings
and recommendations, London 2011, pp. 40‐43.
83 A. Staniforth, Preventing Terrorism and Violent Extremism, Oxford 2014, pp.
150‐153. On the comparison of the two order types see also H. Fenwick, ‘Preventive
anti‐terrorist strategies in the UK and ECHR: control orders, TPIMs and the role of
technology’, in: H. Fenwick. (ed.), Developments in Counter‐terrorist Measures and
Uses of Technology, London 2012, pp. 29‐30; F. Foley, Countering Terrorism in Britain
and France: Institutions, norms and the shadow of the past, Cambridge 2013, pp. 215‐
219; K. Syrett, ‘The United Kingdom’, in: K. Roach (ed.), Comparative Counter‐
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The most recent type of order is the temporary exclusion order
(hereinafter: TEO), introduced by the Counter‐Terrorism and Security
Act 2015. This Act deals with the phenomenon of English nationals
who travel to countries known as terrorist destinations, such as Syria
or Afghanistan, to receive terrorist training and either engage in the ac‐
tivities of terrorist organizations in those countries or return to the UK
and apply their knowledge in committing terrorist attacks. For this rea‐
son, the English legislator focused on prohibiting the return of these
persons to the UK by imposing so‐called “temporary exclusion orders”
or by permitting their return only under certain conditions found in a
“permit to return”.
The TEOs are orders that prohibit the return of English nationals
who left the UK (presumably to engage in terrorist activity).84 There are
only two scenarios where a return is possible: first, if the Secretary of
State issues a special permission to return before the return takes place;
second, if the return takes place as part of a deportation of the individ‐
ual to the UK.85 TEOs are imposed by the Secretary of State under five
conditions: first, the Secretary of State reasonably suspects that the in‐
dividual is, or has been, involved in terrorism‐related activity outside
the United Kingdom; second, the Secretary of State reasonably consid‐
ers the imposition of a TEO on the individual as necessary, for pur‐
poses connected with protecting members of the public in the United
Kingdom from a risk of terrorism; third, the Secretary of State reasona‐
bly considers that the individual is outside the United Kingdom;
fourth, the individual has the right of abode in the United Kingdom;
finally, the court gives the Secretary of State permission under s. 3
CTSA 2015, or the Secretary of State reasonably considers that a tempo‐
rary exclusion order needs to be imposed even without obtaining this
permission due to the urgency of the case.86
Terrorism Law, New York 2015, pp. 190‐194.
84 V. Chalkiadaki, Gefährderkonzepte in der Kriminalpolitik, Wiesbaden 2017, pp.
271‐274.
85 Art. 2 para. 1 CTSA 2015.
86 Art. 2 paras. 2‐8 CTSA 2015.
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The imposition of a TEO is initiated by the Secretary of State by ap‐
plying for the court’s permission to impose the order on a certain indi‐
vidual. The court examines whether the Secretary’s judgment on the
fulfillment of each one of the five aforementioned conditions is “obvi‐
ously flawed” or not. If this is not the case, the court is obliged to per‐
mit the issuance of the order. The procedure before the court may take
place even without notifying the person affected by the order.87 Only
the Secretary of State may appeal the court’s decision.88 After the per‐
mission of the court, the Secretary of State is obliged to notify the indi‐
vidual (so‐called “excluded individual”) of the imposition of the order
by handing them the notice of imposition, at which point the order
comes into force. The duration of the order is two years after issuance;
for this period, the person’s passport is declared invalid.89 A revocation
of the TEO is possible any time, but only by the Secretary of State. In
addition, the TEO may also be imposed without a prior court decision:
in case of emergency, the Secretary of State’s decision suffices for the
imposition of the order.90 The emergency of the situation needs to be
explicitly stated in the TEO. However, after the imposition of the TEO
by the relevant notice, the Secretary of State still has to apply for court
confirmation of the imposition of the order. In such cases, the court ex‐
amines exclusively whether the Secretary of State’s decision on the ex‐
istence of an emergency is obviously flawed or not.91
An excluded person may return to the UK only with a permit to re‐
turn. The relevant application for issuance of the permit is directed to
the Secretary of State, who must issue the permit within a reasonable
amount of time after the application has been filed.92 The permit, how‐
ever, may be issued subject to a requirement that the individual com‐

Details on the procedure: Sch. 3 CTSA 2015.
Art. 3 paras. 2‐9 CTSA 2015.
89 Art. 4 paras. 1‐3, 9‐11 CTSA 2015.
90 Arts. 1, 2 Sch. 2 CTSA 2015.
91 Art. 3 paras. 1, 2 Sch. 2 CTSA 2015. The procedure in the case of an emer‐
gency situation is specified in Sch. 2 CTSA 2015.
92 See Art. 6 CTSA 2015.
87
88
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ply with conditions specified in the permit to return; if the person fails
to comply with one of these conditions, the permit to return becomes
invalid. The permit must specify the time, manner, and place where
the person is permitted to arrive on return to the UK, including details
such as the airline, shipping line, or other passenger carrier, or the
flight, or other transport service the person must use. The Secretary
may refuse issuing the permit, especially if the person was required to
attend an interview with a constable or immigration officer and had
failed to do so. Another scenario for a permit to return is when the Sec‐
retary of State considers the individual to be deported to the United
Kingdom, or when, due to the urgency of the situation, it is expedient
to issue a permit to return even absent an application by the excluded
person. As with the TEOs, the Secretary of State may revoke a permit
only under the conditions specifically mentioned in the law.93
Upon the return of the excluded person to the UK, concrete restric‐
tions may be imposed on them in the context of a TPIM, ranging from
a notification requirement at the police station of their place of resi‐
dence to the participation in special appointments and programs aim‐
ing at their deradicalization. Failure to comply may invalidate the
permit and may even constitute a criminal offence if the failure oc‐
curred without reasonable excuse.94
This analysis shows that after the abolition of a measure as invasive
into the rights of an individual as the administrative detention, the
English legislator has created a system of orders, whose name and im‐
pact on the rights of the individuals may vary, but the core idea behind
their introduction remains the same: it is necessary to impose certain
restrictions, restrictively enumerated in the law, on the activities of
specific individuals in order to prevent them from preparing and
committing a terrorist attack. These individuals have not yet commit‐
ted a terrorist attack (or the criminal offence of preparatory acts for a
terrorist attack); consequently, they cannot be convicted or even crimi‐

93
94

See Art. 8 CTSA 2015.
Arts. 9, 10 para. 3 CTSA 2015.
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nally prosecuted for it. They are (merely) suspects in terms of the
commission of terrorism‐related acts; however, the activities and way
of life in general of these persons requires some control by the state in
order to prevent the risk of a terrorist attack. From the era of the dra‐
conic control orders to the recent introduction of the (more lenient)
TEOs, it is evident that the English legislator aims to intervene as pre‐
ventively as possible and to deal with the risk of terrorism at a pre‐
liminary stage in order to effectively prevent a terrorist attack. The leg‐
islator recognizes the serious intervention into the rights of individuals
resulting from these orders, which is the main reason for requiring a
court decision for their imposition. However, there are times where the
situation demands a quick response and the immediate imposition of
an order: this can be achieved more effectively by way of administra‐
tive provisions, which call for the imposition by the Secretary of State
or by a police officer, and are confirmed by a court decision a posteri‐
ori. In the case of TEOs, the legislator takes it even one step further, in
the sense that the court can basically only confirm the orders issued by
the Executive and not examine the fulfillment of the prerequisites de‐
scribed in the law. This is a pattern also present in the most well‐
known orders, which focus on terrorist financing: the so‐called “desig‐
nation orders” according to the Asset‐Freezing Act 2010. These orders
involve creating a list of individuals whose financial activity needs to
be restricted by freezing their assets based on the suspicion by the au‐
thorities that their assets are involved in terrorism financing. The only
requirement for the imposition of a designation order is a reasoned de‐
cision by the Secretary of State and the Treasury, and the confirmation
by a judge, which may also be provided a posteriori due to the urgency
of the situation.95 The pattern of a simple administrative process to im‐

95 Arts. 10–21 Asset‐Freezing Act 2010. SeeC. Walker, Terrorism and the Law, Ox‐
ford 2011, paras. 9.187‐9.198. Regarding the implementation of designation orders
in practice: QC. D. Anderson, Fourth Report on the operation of the Terrorist Asset‐
Freezing etc. Act 2010 (Review period: Year to 16 September 2014), London 2015, pp. 3‐
31; K. Syrett, ‘The United Kingdom’, in: K. Roach (ed.), Comparative Counter‐
Terrorism Law, New York 2015, p. 185.
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pose such severe restrictions on the life of a person is the reason why
the aforementioned administrative orders have so far been considered
the most effective measure in the English counter‐terrorism strategy.
Effectiveness of Administrative Measures as to the Prevention of
Terrorism
With the purpose of preventing the outburst of terrorist activity on
their territory, the French and the English legal orders have created a
system of imposing severe restrictions on the lives of individuals who
are merely suspected of being (or having been) involved in terrorism‐
related activity without yet fulfilling the substantive elements of a
criminal offence relevant to terrorism. These restrictions are without a
prior court judgment but a mere decision of the Executive (Minister of
Home Affairs, Treasury, or, most usually, police officer), which may
(or may not, as in the case of designation orders) be followed by a court
judgment confirming a posteriori the implementation of the decision of
the Executive. The reason is the easy implementation of these measures
in situations the authorities characterize as “emergency”, without the
prerequisites of the strict system of criminal law and its guarantees.
The measures to be implemented may be very invasive as far as the
rights of the person on whom they are imposed are concerned, as for
instance in the case of the prohibition of leaving the French territory
and its English counterpart, or the English TPIMs. Particularly England
has developed an entire system of different orders, whereas in France
such measures have only been recently introduced – with the law on
“reinforcing the provisions regarding the struggle against terrorism” of
2014 – and refer only to French citizens travelling abroad for terrorist
purposes. In England, the scope of the orders is much broader, since
they regulate many aspects of the life of a suspected potential terrorist
in order to control his or her activities and eventually prevent a terror‐
ist attack.
Taking into account their actual function, these orders are also
means of surveillance, in the sense that they allow for the monitoring
of the activities of specific individuals regarded by the authorities as
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potential security threats. In addition, the use of counter‐terrorism da‐
tabases by the police facilitates the surveillance of numerous persons
over a longer period of time. The question arising from these facts is
whether surveillance serves the purposes of counter‐terrorism as effec‐
tively as it is believed and expected to do.
In this context, France serves as an example for the non‐
effectiveness of this surveillance pattern: the recent terrorist attacks in
2016 have demonstrated that, despite the various police practices and
the setting‐aside of the guarantees of the rule of law in favour of sim‐
pler administrative procedures, terrorist attacks have not ceased. Eng‐
land has not been confronted with an Islamist terrorist attack on its ter‐
ritory since the London car bombs in 2007; however, the police have
thwarted at least six terrorist plots since then, which had been planned
by English residents and English nationals who fought for extremist
groups overseas and continued to return to England, thereby increas‐
ing the risk of terrorist attacks either by these very individuals or by
persons radicalized by them. While the majority of returners will even‐
tually not mount attacks in England, the large numbers involved mean
that an attempt is highly likely in the near future.
Would a more intense surveillance pattern be the solution to the is‐
sue of the – imminent or not – risk of terrorism? In the context of the
current legal framework, it seems that there is not much space for legal
coercion as intervention against terrorism anymore, and that the an‐
swer to the relevant question should be searched for elsewhere, for in‐
stance in alternative measures outside of the legal sphere. Out of the
two legal orders, the English legislator is the one that has recently
made moves in this direction: apart from boosting the administrative
apparatus with the introduction of the TEOs, the reform of the TPIM
system and other provisions on administrative measures, the CTSA
2015 includes a part entitled “Risk of being drawn into terrorism”,
which elaborates the Prevent pillar of the CONTEST strategy by creat‐
ing measures targeting the radicalization process of specific groups of
people as the root of all evil.
This law creates a general legal duty of “due regard to the need to
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prevent people from being drawn into terrorism” for certain public
sector entities, indicated as “specified authorities”. These authorities
are enumerated in Schedule 6 CTSA 2015 and include local govern‐
ment, criminal justice, and police authorities (e.g., the governor of a
prison or a young offender institution), education bodies (schools and
universities), as well as child, health, and social care institutions (e.g.
National Health Service trusts). The Secretary of State may issue a
guidance for these authorities regarding the exercise of their duty of
due regard, which the authorities are obliged to follow in forming their
strategies against radicalization. If, in the opinion of the Secretary of
State, a specified authority has failed to comply with the duty of due
regard, the Secretary may give directions to ensure the enforcement of
the performance of that duty and even issue a relevant mandatory or‐
der. In practice, this duty entails a requirement for teachers, doctors,
psychologists, nurses, and other caregivers as well as teachers and
other education professionals to report to theauthorities any students
and patients seen to be at risk of “extremism”.
More specifically, the aforementioned professionals need to identify
individuals “at risk of being drawn into terrorism” (including violent
and non‐violent extremism), assess the level of risk they represent and
refer them to the police‐led multi‐agency “Channel” programme where
necessary.96 Channel is a programme focusing on providing support at
an early stage to people identified as vulnerable to being drawn into
terrorism. Its multi‐agency approach aims at developing the most ap‐
propriate support plan for the individuals concerned. This ambitious
programme started already in 2012 after a five‐year trial period with
the purpose of protecting the individuals vulnerable to terrorist ideas
from getting radicalized. Nevertheless, the first assessments97 present
an alarming picture: So far, thousands of individuals (including chil‐
dren) have been erroneously referred to the Channel, resulting in stig‐
96 HM Government, Channel Duty Guidance – Protecting vulnerable people from be‐
ing drawn into terrorism, London 2015, pp. 10‐13, 27.
97 Open Society Justice Initiative, Eroding Trust – The UK’s Prevent Counter‐
Extremism Strategy in Health and Education, London 2016, pp. 11‐116.
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matization and fear of continued surveillance in the future. Especially
the targeting of the “non‐violent extremism,” in this broad sense, inevi‐
tably leads to serious concerns about violations of the right to freedom
of expression under the Education Act (1986) and Art. 10 ECHR. So far,
case studies and interviews on the effectiveness of the Channel pro‐
gramme have indeed suggested that Prevent has created a significant
chilling effect on freedom of expression in schools and universities,
and undermined trust between teachers and students.98
These concerns aside, however, the Channel programme and the
targeting of the process of radicalization in general still constitute first
efforts to deal with terrorism using alternative measures that do not
involve criminal or administrative law restrictions, although the recent
insertion of the relevant part to the CTSA 2015 shows that it is difficult
to exclude legal coercion entirely. It remains to be seen whether there is
still margin for other alternative measures or whether legal coercion is
inevitable in this context, despite the risk of drawing such schemes into
extremes and even murkier waters.

98 Open Society Justice Initiative, Eroding Trust – The UK’s Prevent Counter‐
Extremism Strategy in Health and Education, London 2016, 27‐32, pp. 65‐101.
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Abstract

I accepted with pleasure the invitation to join colleagues and friends
across the world in making a contribution to this publication dedicated
to prof. Nestor Courakis, as a token of gratitude to his contribution on
the field of criminology and penology studies. I chose to contribute, in
this publication, with a topic that deals with some aspects of criminal
policy in Albania – a country that managed to avoid recession after
2008 global financial crisis, by means of painful fiscal and criminal
policies.
Whenever reference is made to crime prevention within the context
of implementing programmes that address the mitigation of crimino‐
genic risk factors, the financial means occupy the centre of the discus‐
sion. During the period of post global financial crisis, crime and its con‐
trol, the relation of crime to disparity, unemployment, various oppor‐
tunities of people are increasingly a part of the agenda of the discus‐
sions among experts, practitioners and policy‐makers.
During the last two decades, the studies have dealt with relation‐
ship of the Albanian economy to the economy of the countries in the
1 The author was a full time professor of Criminology & Penology and Criminal
Policy at the Department of Criminal Law, Faculty of Law, University of Tirana
(UT). As from 2009, she is a member of Committee on Legal Affairs and Chair‐
women of Human Rights Sub‐committee in the Albanian Parliament, as well as a
part‐time lecturer on criminal policy and victimology at the Faculty of Law in the
UT.
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region, the migration and remittances impact on the country’s econ‐
omy, but, compared to the economic indicators, the study of crime is
partial and has mainly dealt from the view of point of the impact of the
macroeconomic aspects on the country’s security and insecurity, or the
impact of corruption on the business climate2 and foreign investments.
This paper analysis the criminal policies on a country suffering the
consequences of the global financial crisis for the economy and social
life. The analysis is performed from three aspects: a) change of the
criminality structure; b) criminal policy orientations towards some
crime types; c) trends of imprisonment sentence execution and alterna‐
tives of imprisonment sentence during the post global financial crisis
period. This analysis aims at arguing firstly, that the criminality struc‐
tures, trends and imprisonment sentence are influenced by the criminal
policy orientations, judicial system efficiency and crime prevention
programs, and, secondly, that the latter are influenced by the financial
crisis and its consequences on the country’s economy and social life.
Key words
Criminal policy, global financial crisis, sentence, imprisonment, al‐
ternative penalties.
Albania and the Global Financial Crisis
Albania is a country in the Western Balkans, which, differently from
the other former communist countries, was ruled by a hard‐fist single‐
party system. Since the fall of the isolation wall (1990), the country un‐
derwent rapid, often chaotic, political, economic and social develop‐
ments. The transition from a command economy to a market economy,
as well as the free movement of goods, services and people, was ac‐
2 Klaus Schwab: ‘The Global Competitiveness Report 2013‐2014’, Full Data Edi‐
tion, World Economic Forum. This report can be found at: http://www3.weforum.
org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2013‐14.pdf and ‘Business, Corrup‐
tion and Crime in the Albania: The impact of bribery and other crime on private
enterprise’, UNODC, 2013, p. 10. This report was published on the internet and can
be found at: https://www.unodc.org/documents/data‐and analysis/statistics/ cor‐
ruption/Western_balkans_business_corruption_web.pdf
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companied by social problems, criminality increase and new forms of
criminality, differing little from the criminality in the countries of the
region and beyond.
After the period of the 1990s in the XXth century, 1/5 of the Alba‐
nian population fled the country during various waves of migration,
including “brain” migration, but with a positive impact on the income
of Albanian families. Over a long period of time, the remittances (non‐
return net income sent from abroad) constituted a significant source of
income and mitigated the poverty problems of many Albanian fami‐
lies.3 According to Uruçi and Gedëshi,4 during the period of 1992‐2000,
remittances made up 10‐22% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
According to Open Data.5 remittances decreased (2002‐1013), especially
very rapidly after 2008, as a result of global financial crisis. Given that
almost 69% of remittances was used to meet the family needs6 (2003),
their decrease led to an increase in the number of families living under
poverty conditions, although as from 2014, remittances have slightly
increased.
The global financial crisis led to a decrease of economic growth in
Albania. The World Bank Group Report 2015 points out that, as a re‐
sult of the crisis, the rate of the economic growth in Albania decreased,
the poverty reduction ceased and income convergence with the EU
stopped. Compared to its annual average level of 6% during the 2002‐
2008 period, the economic growth of Albania decreased at an average
of 3% in real terms per year during the period between 2009‐2012, and
3 World Bank Group, Shqipëria: Gjenerata e Ardhshme, Dignoza sistematike e vendit,
April 2015, p. 3. This report can be found at: http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/
948311453293073611/SCD‐Executive‐Summary‐Albanian.pdf
4 E. Uruçi & I. Gedeshi: ‘Role of Remittances in the Social Economical Devel‐
opment of the Country’, p. 5. This paper can be found at: https://docs.google.
com/viewerng/viewer?urlwhttp://www.bankofalbania.org/web/pub/Gedeshi_
Uruci_819_1.pdf
5 Remitancat në Shqipëri, ODA. This study was published at: http://open.data.
al/sq/lajme/lajm/lang/sq/id/1443/Remitancat‐2002‐2014‐origjina‐sipas‐vendeve.
6 E. Uruçi & I. Gedeshi: ‘Role of remittances in the social economical develop‐
ment of the country’, cited work p. 11.
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in 2013 and 2014, it reached the level of 1.7%.7
Foreign investments, mainly from neighbouring countries such as
Greece and Italy, brought an economic development and created jobs,
despite the employee payment levels and profits. The stranglehold of
the global crisis in these countries had a direct impact on the Albanian
economy and on the welfare of the families living mainly with the mi‐
grant funds, or working on such businesses.
According to the World Bank, Albania is characterized by a strong
relationship between the economic growth and the increase of poverty
level.8 The global financial crisis increased and worsened poverty and
its gap,9 at a regional, rural and urban level, accompanied by an in‐
crease costs for food consumption, a decrease of costs for education,
etc. The decrease on remittances, the slow steps on creating new jobs,
the large informality level on the economic sector, especially agricul‐
tural sector, have led to high levels of unemployment.10
Crime Study and Control – Reflection Needs
The criminological research studies encounter difficulties due to the
lack of financial support and complete and reliable statistics in Albania
– a country with an insufficient budget to cover the needs for such vital
areas as health care, support of social programmes, etc., especially so
after an economic and financial crisis. The major part of the crimino‐
logical studies in Albania is carried out either on the context of achiev‐
ing scientific degrees and titles, or on the completion of advanced uni‐
versity studies, without any financial support by the universities, or
7 World Bank Group, Shqipëria: Gjenerata e Ardhshme, Dignoza sistematike e vendit,
April 2015, cited work, p. 3.
8 Ibid., p.3.
9 INSTAT & World Bank Group, ‘Shqipëria: Trendi i varfërisë 2002‐2005‐2008‐
2012’, 2013. This article can be found at: http://www.instat.gov.al/media/206688/
shqiperi‐trendi_i_varferise_2012_.pdf
10 According to INSTAT, the unemployment rate, during the 2013‐2015 period,
was about 17.1% (2015). For more information, see ‘Shqipëria në Shifra 2015’, p. 19.
For more information, see the report on the website: http://www.instat.gov.al/ me‐
dia/330710/shqiperia_ne_shifra__15.pdf
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they are carriedout by organizations or experts within the projects
funded by various donors or limited budgets from the institutions.
Some crime types are studied systematically, as for instance: meas‐
urement of corruption perception by the public, violence against chil‐
dren, domestic violence, etc., whereas studies on other crime types or
aspects related to criminality prevention are carried out partially and
non systematically. The prevention against traditional forms of crime
and the fight against organized crime need to be preceded and guided
by scientific studies.
1. Criminological studies preceding criminal policy
A decade ago, in Albania, the number of studies and research in the
field of criminology, penology, victimology was low, including com‐
parison of crime at regional and international level and the number of
persons engaged to carry out this work. Nowadays, both the participa‐
tion in the international studies and the circle of persons involved in
them have increased. However, the emerging need to fight against the
new forms of organized crime and global threats, the use of “zero tol‐
erance” policy for specific crimes defined as priorities of the criminal
policy, have influenced the aggravation of criminal policy, the increase
of contacts of the people with the judicial system, as well as prison
population.
Under such conditions, a few questions arise: were the frequent
changes of the penal code preceded or based on the study of crimino‐
genic factors? Is a sharper criminal sentence the best choice, while un‐
able to build effective institutions for the implementation of public
policies, other than criminal policies? Does the use of “zero tolerance”
policy for specific crimes criminalize more vulnerable groups in the so‐
ciety, as assert the critics of such policy,11 or does it have an equal im‐
pact on the citizens, regardless of their social position, education or
status?

11 McLaughlin, E.: ‘Zero tolerance’, in Eugene McLaughlin & John Muncie (eds.)
The Sage Dictionary of Criminology, SAGE Publication, 2001, pp. 322‐323.
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The international organizations12 underline the need of criminologi‐
cal studies to precede the criminal policy preparation and changes. De‐
spite the progress made in Albania, the criminological studies do not
always precede or guide the changes in the criminal policy, although
this issue has been addressed and discussed long over a long period of
time13. Prof. Ismet Elezi14 points out that one of the most serious prob‐
lems encountered in the preparation and amendment of the criminal
legislation in Albania is that such changes are not preceded by the re‐
search in the field of crime and efficiency of legislation and criminal
justice system. During my work as a lawmaker in the Parliament, when
discussing legal initiatives on changes to made in the Albanian crimi‐
nal legislation, there are cases that such legal initiatives in the criminal
area are not accompanied by preliminary studies. In such a situation,
there is a need of reflection both by the policy‐makers and the employ‐
ees of law enforcement and control agencies.
2. Study of criminal policy–methodological difficulties, both objective and sub‐
jective
The criminal policy analysis encounters difficulties mainly because
of the indicators provided by the official crime statistics. Although the
use and validity of the official statistics, especially police statistics, is a

12 Recommendation (96) 8 ‘Europe in Time of Change, Crime policy and Crimi‐
nal Law’, Council of Europe, 1999.
13 V. Hysi, ‘Future criminological research in Albania’, in Surveying Crime: A
Global Perspective, held in Rome, Italy, 1998, UNICRI& INSTAT, f 257‐257. This was
published on the internet and can be found at: http://www.unicri.it/services/ li‐
brary_documentation/publications/icvs/publications/surveying.pdfand V. Hysi, ‘A
njihet realishtkriminaliteti? Refleksione dhe mundësi për matjen më të mirë të
krimit në Shqipëri’, Studime juridike, by Faculty of Law, no. 1, 2010, Tirana, 273‐303;
V. Hysi, ‘Criminal policy in Albania: realities and challenges. The need for studies
and scientific reflection”, published in A. Kuhn, P. Margot, M. Aebi et al. (eds.),
Criminology, Criminal Policy and Criminal Law in an International Perspective, Stampfli
Editions S A Berne, 2013, pp. 573‐596.
14 Elezi, I.: ‘Disa probleme në lidhje me Kodin penal’, Jeta Juridike, by School of
Magistrates, 2005, no.1. 61‐62.
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problem at an international level,15 in Albania they have a number of
problems.
When I decided to choose the subject of this article, many ideas
crossed my mind, but a quality analysis presented many challenges.
The coherence of crime statistics over the years, including data quan‐
tity and quality for specific crimes, remains an unsolved problem.
Firstly, the classification system of the criminal offences in the police
statistics has changed over the years, mainly with the purpose of ap‐
proximating them with the European standards of crime measurement
and comparison. The dynamics of changes makes it more difficult to
study the trends of specific crimes over the years. Secondly, the defini‐
tions for some criminal offences have changed, especially with the
amendments on the criminal code in 2012 and 2013. Thirdly, the police
statistics do not give detailed data, for every reported criminal offence,
regarding the profile of the victims, data on social and economic status
of the perpetrators, and such statistics are not systematically published
on annual basis, in official publications. Fourthly, the statistics of the
prosecutor’s office have improved, but they provide few data on the
social‐economic status of the perpetrators and victims. Fifthly, court
statistics are published regularly since 2003, but information content in
the statistical annuals often lacks coherence, lacks detailed data on the
perpetrators, especially about women, children and young people and
victims, social status, recidivism, etc.16Sixthly, statistics on imprison‐
ment sentences and alternatives to imprisonment sentences contain
more data than few years ago, but they are not prepared according to
the international standards for the development of a system of criminal
15 Kauko Aromaa: ‘Policy relevance and crime data’, in Matti Joutsen (ed.) New
Types of Crime: Proceedings of the International Seminar held in connection with
HEUNI’s thirtieth anniversary, Helsinki, 20 October 2011, HEUNI, 2012, series no.
74, pp. 143‐149. This material can be found at the official website of HEUNI, at:
http://www.heuni.fi/material/attachments/heuni/reports/6KEvU4ThP/HEUNI_rep
ort_no.74_final.pdf
16 V. Hysi, ‘Do we really know the criminality? Reflections and possibilities of
better measuring crine in Albania’, Legal Studies, Law Faculty, Tirana University,
no.1, 2010, pp. 273‐303.
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justice statistics.17
Alongside objective difficulties, statistics in Albania show also sub‐
jective deficiencies, such as: inaccuracy in data processing and interpre‐
tation, change of table and data format. To get real knowledge on
crime is also difficult, since there is no any systematic study that meas‐
ures the crime rate18 for many of the criminal offences. One of causes
that was pointed out by the practitioners in the field is the lack suffi‐
cient financial resources for developing software to enable crime data
recording, processing and production over the years, as as well as
alignment of police, prosecutor’s office, court and prison statistics. The
difficulties encountered in creating an effective criminal measurement
system and the need to improve it, as well as track records for specific
forms of crimes, are issues that have been systematically discussed in
the European Union progress reports on Albania under the context of
European enlargement.19
The Criminality Trends in Albania during the Post‐global Financial
Crisis Period
The evaluation of crime trends is a challenge not only for Albania,
but also at international level. As we mentioned earlier, the official po‐
lice statistics is not the best crime measurement20 also for Albania.21 The
17 Manual for the Development of A System of Criminal Justice Statistics, UN, 2003,
New York. This manual was published on internet and can be found at:
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/publication/SeriesF/SeriesF_89e.pdf
18 V. Hysi, ‘Criminal policy in Albania: realities and challenges. The need for
studies and scientific reflections’, botuar në A. Kuhn, P. Margot, M. Aebi et al.
(eds.), Criminology, Criminal Policy and Criminal Law in an International Perspective,
Stampfli Editions S A Berne, 2013, pp. 573‐596.
19 Albania Report 201, EU, Brussels, 10.11.2015 SWD (2015) 213 final, pp. 15, 18,
54. This material can be found at the official website of EU, at: http://ec.europa.eu/
enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2015/20151110_report_albania.pdf
20 Marcelo F. Aebi, Galma Akdeniz, Gordon Barclay, Claudia Campistol, Ste‐
fano Caneppele, Beata Gruszczyńska, Stefan Harrendorf, Markku Heiskanen, Va‐
silika Hysi, Jörg‐Martin Jehle, Anniina Jokinen, Annie Kensey, Martin Killias, Chris
G. Lewis, Ernesto Savona, Paul Smit & Rannveig Þórisdóttir: European Sourcebook of
Crime and Criminal Justice Statistics 2014, 5th edition, HEUNI, 2014, p. 23. This pub‐
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crimes presented in the police statistics may reflect the criminality
situation in a certain period and the track records of crimes referred or
recorded by the police. The crime rate, public confidence to the police
and the level of police performance are factors that have an impact to
the reported crimes. The difficulties in comparing the crime trends are
also present in the international comparative studies due to the accu‐
racy and reliability of the collected and processed data, as well as dif‐
ferent criminal systems.22 Difficulties are also encountered in the study
of relationship of crime towards per capita income, unemployment and
its duration, the household conditions of the persons involved in the
crime, since the full and accurate data in the criminal justice statistics in
Albania is missing. Hereafter, the crime trend analysis is based on the
indicators provided in the official statistics.
The crimes recorded by the police, criminal prosecution conducted
by the prosecution body and the criminal cases ruled by the court have
increased during the period of 2003‐2015. According to police statistics,
the number of crimes per 100 000 inhabitants is increased to 96% dur‐
ing 2007‐201123 from 49% during the period of 2003‐2007,24 whereas

lication can be found at: http://www.heuni.fi/material/attachments/heuni/ re‐
ports/qrMËoCVTF/HEUNI_report_80_European_Sourcebook.pdf
21 V. Hysi, ‘A njihet realisht kriminaliteti? Refleksione dhe mundësi për matjen
më të mirë të krimit në Shqipëri’, Studime juridike, Faculty of Law, no. 1, 2010,
Tiranë, pp. 273‐303.
22 A. Del Frate, ‘Crime and criminal justice statistics challenges’, in Stefan Har‐
rendorf, Markku Heiskanen, and Steven Malby (eds.), International Statistics on
Crime and Justice, HEUNI & UNODC, 2010, pp. 167‐175. This material can be found
at: https://www.unodc.org/documents/data‐and‐analysis/Crime‐statistics/ Interna‐
tional_Statistics_on_Crime_and_Justice.pdf
23 Marcelo F. Aebi, Galma Akdeniz et al., European Sourcebook of Crime and
Criminal Justice Statistics 2014, cited work, p. 32.
24 M. F. Aebi, K. Aromaa, B. Aubusson de Cavarlay, G. Barclay, B. Gruszczyn‐
ska, S. Harrendorf, V. Hysi, V. Jaquier, J. M. Jehle, M. Killas, O. Shostko, P. Smit &
R. Pórisdóttir, European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice Statistics – 2010, 4th
edition, WODC, p. 37. This publication can be found at: https://english.wodc.
nl/onderzoeksdatabase/european‐sourcebook‐4e‐editie.aspx
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during the period of 2013‐201525 the total of crimes has grown every
year from 13,6% to 35%. According to the prosecutor statistics, the total
number of penal proceedings and the number of defendants increased
significantly after 2008, especially during 2012‐2015.
The crimes against property occupy the first place, followed by the
infringement of road traffic rules, domestic violence, economic and fi‐
nancial crimes and crimes in the area of drugs, mainly drug production
and drug dealing. The increasing trends of these crimes in a country
that suffers the consequences of the financial crises require a careful
analysis of the factors, which are not necessarily linked to directly to
the economic crisis. The analysis of the criminological factors and espe‐
cially criminal policy guidelines, is necessary in order to understand
the reaction of the society and the criminal justice institutions against
crime in a society coping with economic and financial difficulties and
social problems.
The Criminalization of New Crimes and Sharper Criminal Sentences
The Albanian criminal policy has been very dynamic, with frequent
and numerous interventions in the criminal code, especially after 2001.
The main reasons of change may be summed up into three groups:
Firstly, as a response to the new forms of criminality and change of
criminal phenomenology under the conditions of market economy and
a new political system; secondly, as a need of approximating the legisla‐
tion and criminal policy according to the European criminal policy
guidelines and engagements taken by the Albanian governments
within the framework of European integration; thirdly, as need of re‐
gional and international cooperation against the global threat of organ‐
ized crime and terrorism, and the need to prevent the authors of the
crime to avoid investigation and judgement.
Domestic violence – a social problem that has long existed but
which has increased, and was reported during the last decade in Alba‐
nia – was criminalized as a separate crime in 2012. In 2013, the policy‐
makers reviewed the criminal policy regarding the crime of domestic
25

‘Shqipëria në shifra’, cited work, p. 11.
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violence making provisions to include long‐life sentence when the
criminal act has caused the death of the victim. Special forms of vio‐
lence against children, of sexual violence, hate crimes or other dis‐
criminating motives, cyber crime, foreign fighters, were criminalized
during the recent years.
For some crimes, the penal code provides for the security period
(added article 65/a of CC, in 2012), according to which the convicted
person cannot profit a reduction of the sentence or release on bail,
without completing a part of its imprisonment penalty and, for some
crimes, until the full duration of the criminal sentence. After the abro‐
gation of death penalty (1999), life imprisonment was provided for a
number of crimes. The changes in the criminal code, in 2012 and 2013,
have extended the range of the criminal offences, for which a life‐long
sentence is provided. The imprisonment penalty varies from 5 days to
maximum of 35 years, from 25 years provided before 2012.
As it will be further analyzed, the increase of new criminal offences
and the increase of penalty had an impact on the number of convicts
and prison population. On the other hand, the provision of criterias
and conditions for the application of alternative penalties for specific
crimes brought an increase in the number of persons convicted with
imprisonment.26
‘Zero Tolerance’ for Crimes with an Impact on the Country’s Econ‐
omy
Over two decades, the crime of corruption, drugs related crimes, the
crime of driving a vehicle in a drunk condition or without a driving li‐
cence, theft of electric power, construction without a permit, tax evic‐
tion, modern slavery in the form of exploitation at work of the employ‐
ees, especially in the private sector, services sector, etc., are a concern
to the public order and security, the country’s economy and democ‐
racy, as well as human rights. However, over a long period of time, the
number of those convicted for these crimes was low.
26 V. Hysi, ‘Politika penale për veprat penale kundër grave dhe fëmijëve’,
Studime Juridike, Faculty of Law, UT, Tirana, 2014, no. 2, pp. 33‐64.
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The criminal policy during the period of post global economic crisis
aims at preventing the crimes with an impact on the economy, the eco‐
nomic sustainable development and the social life of the citizens. In
Albania, the criminal policy guidelines are established by the Council
of Ministers. Nowadays, it is oriented towards such directions,27 as: the
fight against organized crime, trafficking, drugs, cyber crime, corrup‐
tion, stoppage of crisis on the energy sector, under a strategy that pro‐
vides criminal and non criminal measures, among which increase of
penalty for the crime of energy theft, for the crime of fiscal evasion and
informal employment, environment protection against constructions
without a permit, through a ‘zero tolerance’ policy, prevention of road
accidents by more severe sentences for those persons driving under the
effect of alcohol or narcotics, or without a driving licence.
On the other hand, as referred above, the global financial crisis does
not enable a sufficient funding for the prevention of such crimes, in‐
cluding the non criminal and social programmes and administrative
measures, as long as the inherited debts, for example in the energy sec‐
tor the unpaid tax obligations were such as to drive the country in a
more severe recession as that of the neighbouring country, Greece.
As part of the crime prevention strategies, the government estab‐
lished as a necessary measure to make more severe the sentence for
many of the crimes mentioned above.28 The zero tolerance towards
such crimes was applied after the changes in the criminal code in 2012
and 2013. Firstly, fine penalty for most of the crimes was abrogated;
secondly, the minimal and maximal imprisonment sentence was in‐
creased; thirdly, task forces were set up, which enabled a better screen‐
ing of the crimes, the increase of reports of crime to the police, the in‐
crease of criminal prosecutions and the number of convicts.
27 Recommendation for the General Prosecutor’s Office in the Fight against
Criminality for 2014 and 2015, Ministry of Justice.
28 The Council of Ministers, through the Minister of Justice, set up guidelines
for criminality prevention at the beginning of each year. The Parliament, after hear‐
ing the General Prosecution’s Office report on the criminality situation during the
previous year, prepares a resolution containing recommendations on the criminal
policy to be followed by the prosecution body.
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Criminal Policy Changes Towards Some Crimes – Reaction to Public
Pressure
The analysis of some crime trends recorded in the official statistics,
in particular after 2012, can lead to inaccurate conclusions if the priori‐
ties of the criminal policy and public attitude towards crime are not
known. Since 2001, the Albanian criminal policy has changed in re‐
sponse to its approximation with the European criminal policy guide‐
lines, but, in a considerable number of cases, also as a response to the
public reaction towards events which were largely discussed in the
media. The criminal policy has changed also thanks to a the need for a
severe reaction towards some crimes that existed for a long period of
time in the Albanian society, but which lacked the proper attention.
Thus, the abduction of a child in 2012 and failure to find him or his
body, the discussion of this case in the media as a paedophile case,
served as an argument to increase imprisonment minimal and maximal
limits and to increase the maximum imprisonment penalty from 25
years to 35 years for some crimes.29More severe sentences in the case of
murder of police officers or due to family relationships, penalties for
carrying arms illegally or driving under the effect of alcohol or narcotic
substances, was a reflection towards the hard reaction of the public for
public order and security in the country.
Criminal Policy Priorities and Their Impact on the Crime Trends
The changes in the criminal code and the criminal policy priorities
have an impact in the recorded crime rates and their trends. The rela‐
tionship between criminal policy priorities and trends of the prose‐
cuted crimes is more than evident in the case of Albania. Following,
there are some crimes with a priority in the criminal policy during the
recent years.30
29 Law 144/2013 ‘On some addenda and amendments in the Criminal Code of
RA’, changed the terms of imprisonment sentence for the crime of child abduction
and sexual acts with them and changed the changed the application criteria for the
aggravated circumstances.
30 The source of information: General Prosecuter Office Statistics, 2015.
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Chart 1: Domestic violence

Chart 2: Illegal construction
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Chart 3: Concealment of income

Chart 4: Energy theft
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Chart 5: Cultivation of narcotic plants
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Chart 6: Laundering of proceed from crime

The data of these charts show: Firstly, the number of the prosecuted
crimes has a direct link to the criminal policy guidelines and its appli‐
cations, as is the case of energy theft, illegal construction and driving
without a driving licence or in drunken condition.
Secondly, the increase in the number of some crimes is a direct con‐
sequence of the criminal policy that was followed, but is also con‐
nected to reporting of crimes. As shown in chart no. 1, domestic vio‐
lence is affected by its criminalization as a separate crime in 2012, with
the public awareness performed by the civil society and the media, as
well as with the creation of local support mechanisms for the victims of
violence.
Thirdly, the increase of criminal prosecutions for some crimes such
as energy theft (chart no.4), does not always have as a criminogenic
factor the lack of economic means by the citizens to pay the energy, but
in many cases it is related to the subculture that was created for the
purpose of not paying a commodity that is a common property, as well
as to the poor performance of the institutions appointed by law to col‐
lect the due obligations, after the privatization of the Power Distribu‐
tion Operator (OSHEE) (2007). It is a fact that the global financial crisis
and the energy import prices put the Albanian energy marked under
serious difficulties, which already had large unpaid financial obliga‐
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tions, caused as a result of grid losses and energy theft. Therefore, put‐
ting to a stop to the ruination of such system was accompanied by the
application of zero tolerance against the crime of electric power theft.
Fourthly, the increase of criminal prosecutions for illegal construc‐
tions (chart no. 2) is not linked to the economic conditions of the people
who have constructed, or to the consequences of the financial crisis in
Albania, but rather to practices that was tolerated for almost 25 years
to construct in the state property or in third party property, without
observing the procedures and rights of the property of the others. In
most of the cases, this phenomenon was tolerated by the institutions in
charge of the territory control and law enforcement, due to the corrup‐
tion practices, as well as a non‐efficient and corrupted judicial system.
Until recently, the property protection mechanisms have been weak.31
The need of sustainable economic development and urban planning
urged the need to apply a severe criminal policy towards environment‐
related crimes.
Fifthly, narcotic plant cultivation has been a great concern, classify‐
ing Albania as a narcotics cultivating country.32 The increase in the
number of criminal prosecutions and person arrested for the crime in
the area of drugs (chart no.5), as well as the increase in the number of
criminal prosecutions for the crime of laundering of the proceeds from
crime or criminal activity (chart no. 6) reflects the criminal policy pri‐
orities, a better international cooperation, as well as a greater commit‐
ment to fulfil one of the requirements placed by the European Union to
open membership accession negotiations of Albania in the EU.
The decreasing trends for these crimes during 2015 presents an in‐
terest for further qualitative studies. Such trends cannot be exactly ex‐
plained as long as there are no studies to evaluate which was more ef‐

31 Shqipëria: ‘Gjenerata e Ardhshme, Dignoza sistematike e vendit’, World Bank
Group, April 2015, cited work, 12‐13.
32 International Narcotics Control Strategy, United States Department of State Bu‐
reau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Report, Volume I,
‘Drug and chemical control’, March 2015, p. 99. This was published on the internet
and can be found at: http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/239560.pdf
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fective, the “zero tolerance” policy, or the administrative measures
taken for better territory control, or the application of facilitation debt
repayment schemes towards the power company, or all the applied
measures as a whole. The fact is that, today, the electric energy is being
paid and that the level of losses has significantly decreased as com‐
pared to two years ago,33 the constructions without a permit have been
stopped and the people follow the administrative procedures at the lo‐
cal bodies to perform reconstructions of new constructions in their
property.
The above analysis shows clearly that the analysis of trends for spe‐
cific types of crimes and the total of crimes needs to be carried out in a
macro‐ and micro‐context, as well as by analyzing the political, eco‐
nomic and social developments in the country for a certain period.
Relationship Between the Crime Trends and Imprisonment Sen‐
tences
As pointed out above, the rate of the prosecuted and reported
crimes depends not only on the criminality situation, but also on the
criminal policy guidelines. The number of persons convicted to prison
depends on the crime trends and types of penalties provided for in the
relevant article.
The number persons convicted in Albania has increased over the
years. During the period 2004‐2015, the number of those convicted for
crimes against property and economic crimes has progressively in‐
creased, followed by the number of crimes against state and public or‐
der officials, whereas the number of persons convicted for crimes
against life has decreased. The number of convicts for domestic vio‐
lence crimes was increases, in particular after 2012, when the Criminal
Code established domestic violence as a separate crime.
Life imprisonment sentence during the period 2008‐2015 was ap‐
plied at more ore less same levels for very serious crimes in society. As
of June 2016, in the Albanian prisons there are 159 persons convicted
33 For more information, see data at the official website of Albanian Power Dis‐
tribution Operator (OSSHE): http://oshee.al/
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with life imprisonment.34
Imprisonment sentences were applied for crimes and contraven‐
tions. The imprisonment sentence was the most applied penalty until
2009, when probation service was first established,35 which enabled the
application of suspension of the execution of an imprisonment sen‐
tence and placing the convict on probation. However, imprisonment
sentence continues to be widely applied, mainly sentences with terms
up to 2, 2‐5 years. The application of imprisonment sentences with
terms 10‐25 years has been decreasing.
As regards the alternative penalties to imprisonment sentence, be‐
fore 2009 only the suspension of the sentence was applied, but without
monitoring, since the probation services was not yet established. Dur‐
ing the period 2010‐2015, the application of suspension of the sentence
in prison and putting the convict on probation has increased, in par‐
ticular after 2013. In 2015, this penalty was applied four times more
compared to 2010.36 Fine penalties have experienced a variable trend,
increasing from 2005, reaching the highest level in 2012.
Relationship Between Crime Trends and Imprisonment of the Perpe‐
trators
According to Michael Tonry, there is not necessarily a link between
criminality rate and imprisonment rate and that imprisonment can be
affected by the criminality rate, but often it is linked with the conse‐
quences of the criminal policy followed by public officials.37

34 Situation and classification of prisoners, June 2016. The data are published at:
http://www.dpbsh.gov.al/newweb/?fqëbrenda&mëshfaqart&gjëgj1&aidë613
35 Decision of Council of Ministers 302, dated 25.03.2009 ‘On the Approval of
the Regulation “On the organization and operation of the probation service and es‐
tablishment of procedure standards for monitoring the execution of alternative
penalties”’.
36 General Prosecutor’s Office Report on the criminality situation, 2014, 2015.
37 M. Tonry, ‘Punishment policies and patterns in Western countries’, Michael
Tonry & Richard S. Frase (eds.), Sentencing and Sanctions in Western Countries, Ox‐
ford, 2001, pp. 3‐28.
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Chart 7: Number of prisoners per 100.000 in habitants (1999‐2016)
Source: Council of Europe, Annual Penal Statistics: Prison populations.
SPACE 1

As it can be seen from the above chart, the number of prison popu‐
lation has increased over the years, especially since 2009 onwards,
reaching the highest level during the period 2014‐2015.38 In 1993, the
number of prisoners was 33 per 100 000 inhabitants, in 2009, 140.7 per
100 000 inhabitants, and in 2014, this number was 187.8 per 100 000 in‐
habitants, i.e. 6 times higher than in 1999.39
The increase of prison population rate has not been constant. Dur‐
ing 2002‐2011, the increase of prison population was 191.2%.40 Within
this analyzed period, it is noticed that during 2000‐2005, this increase
was 151.2%,41 whereas during 2005‐2014, it is 71.9%.42 The dynamic of
38 Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics, 2016, published at the website:
http://wp.unil.ch/space/space‐i/prison‐stock‐on‐1st‐january/prison‐stock‐on‐01‐jan‐
2015‐2016/
39 Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics, SPACE 1, 2014, published at the web‐
site http://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2016/05/SPACE‐I‐2014‐Report_final.1.pdf
40 M. F. Aebi & N. Delgrande (2013). SPACE I – Council of Europe Annual Penal
Statistics: Prison populations. Survey 2011. Strasbourg: Council of Europe, p. 62.
41 Annual Penal Statistics: Prison populations. Survey 2005. Strasbourg: Council of
Europe 2000‐2005 published at the website http://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2011/
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prison population after 2005 has decreased, due to the increase of op‐
portunities to apply alternative penalties to imprisonment sentence
and extension of this service to the entire territory in the country. As it
was pointed out above, the alternative penalties applied in 2014 and
2015 were respectively 2‐3 times more than in 2011.
The analysis of the persons convicted that are in prison, based on
the main crime for which they were convicted, shows that most of the
persons are convicted for murder, drug crimes, robbery or robbery
leading to death, and theft. The correlation between persons convicted
for murder and those in prison for this crime cannot be explained with
the increase of such crimes, since, as it was also referred above, crimes
of murder and persons convicted for murder decreased, but rather
with the duration of time in prison of those people. The official prose‐
cutor’s office statistics show that the number of criminal prosecutions
for murder has significantly decreased during 2010‐2015,43 but the
number of the persons convicted for murder and spending time in
prison has increased during this period.
In interpreting the correlation between crime trends and imprison‐
ment, it is necessary to evaluate other aspects of criminal policy, such
as pardons and amnesty. During the post global crisis period, the Al‐
banian lawmaker has approved 4 amnesties, from which profited con‐
victs of all ages and for a number of crimes. In any case, women and
minors, elderly convicts, have profited either by reduction of the sen‐
tence duration, or their release from prison, except for specific crimes.
From the two amnesties of November 2012, April 2014, persons under
investigation have also profited. The explanatory reports of bills “On
amnesties” have pointed out the need of humanisation and integration
of the convicted persons and that had already completed a part of the
term, or that were convicted for crimes of low danger to the society, or
02/SPACE‐1_2005_English.pdf
42 Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics, SPACE 1, 2011, published at the web‐
site: http://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2011/02/SPACE‐1_2003‐_English.pdf
43 General Prosecutor’s Office Report on the Criminality Situation, Annual Report,
2014, pp. 52‐60 and 2015, pp. 50‐62.
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low sentences and the risk of violating the human rights due to over‐
crowding. In addition, the increase of terms to spend in prison leads to
a violence of European44 and national standards45 of human rights.
Crime Perpetrators, Convicts and Their Social Profile
The study of relationship between the number of offenders and
those who are in prison in a post crisis period is of interest for the de‐
velopment and implementation of effective crime prevention pro‐
grammes. The analysis is based on the data published by the prosecu‐
tor office during the period 2010‐2015.
The data analysis for the offenders, from the gender aspect, shows
that approx. 95% of the defendants are males. Their education level is
low; up to 9 years of education, it varies from 55.7% (2015) to 64.35%
(2011), with increasing trend of those with a secondary education, but
still this number varies between 31.07% (2013) –37.76% (2015) and a
slight increase in the number of defendants with higher education in
2015 (5.1%‐6.54%).The increase in the number of offenders with secon‐
dary or higher education is related to the number of criminal cases for
corruption and finance crime.
Based on the social status, most of the offenders are unemployed
(64.43%‐67.14%). The offenders live in the urban as well as in rural ar‐
eas, with an increasing trend for the latter. The number of minors of‐
fenders has increased, the majority of whom have been accused and
44 Recommendation No. R (92) 17 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states concerning ‘Consistency in sentencing’, Adopted by the Committee of Minis‐
ters on 19 October 1992 at the 482nd meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies. This rec‐
ommendation can be found at the official website of Council of Europe:
https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?commandwcom.instranet.CmdBlob
Get&InstranetImagew574891&SecModew1&DocIdw605184&Usagew2
45 Decision no. 9, dated 26. 02 2016 of the Constitutional Court has abrogated as
unconstitutional the amendments made in the criminal code in 2015 in relation to
the added criminal penalty when the perpetrator commits more than one crime,
from which one was committed with a weapon lacking a permit and for the crime
of carriage of weapons and monitions, ruling that such amendments violate the
principle of proportionality and that of the restriction of rights, set out in Article
171 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania.
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convicted for property theft, inappropriate driving, manufacture and
carriage of cold and fire arms, and assaults.
The court and prison statistics do not provide detailed data on the
social profile of the convicted persons, according to their type of crime,
but only data based on age, gender, crime type and years of the sen‐
tence.
Types of alternative penalties

2009–

2011

2010

Article 59 of CP, Suspension

2012

2013

2014

2015

2012

1616

2166

1758

3189

4798

Article 59/a of CP, House arrrest

43

68

34

36

56

92

Article 64 of CP, Release on bail

283

206

188

146

64

84

214

226

214

145

694

974

0

1

0

0

0

4

2552

2117

2602

2085

4003

5952

Article 63 of CP, Work with public
interest
Article 58 of CP, Semi‐custodial
arrangement
TOTAL

Jan–
July 2016

Total

2267

17806

Article 59/a of CP, House arrrest

27

356

Article 64 of CP, Release on bail

37

1008

543

3010

Types of alternative penalties
Article 59 of CP, Suspension

Article 63 of CP, Work with pub‐
lic
interest
Article 58 of CP, Semi‐custodial

5

arrangement
TOTAL

2874

22185

Source: General Directory of Probation Service, Ministry of Justice

As the above chart shows, the number of persons who have been
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prosecuted and number of prisoners has increased during 2010‐2015,
but a considerable part of those convicted are not put in prison, but are
supervised by the probation service. As of August 2016, there are 2969
persons in prison, from which 7 minors, 118 of age group 18‐21 years
old, 357 of age group 21‐25 years old.46 The number of those punished
with alternative penalties, in June 2009–July 2016, is 22 185.
Conclusions
The global financial crisis has affected the Albanian economy and
its growth rates. With a economy with a low growth rates and brittle
finances, the funding of crime prevention programmes through public,
non‐criminal policies, faces difficulties. On the other hand, specific
forms of crime have increased. The study of the relationship between
the crime, sentencing and prison population shows that crime trends
are related to the consequences of the crisis, in particular to unem‐
ployment, low education level of the persons involved in the crime.
But, the types of crime that have experienced a significant increase dur‐
ing the recent years are not related so much to the economic condi‐
tions, but rather to the priorities of criminal policy. These priorities
were established due to the need of preventing some forms of crime,
which have an impact on the economy, on the welfare of the country,
order and security, but also by as a result of public and media pres‐
sure.
The criminalization of specific crimes has had an impact on a better
reporting and screening of such crimes, as well as on the change of the
crime structure. The implementation of an efficient and proportional
criminal policy through the level of seriousness of crime and sentenc‐
ing, is difficult for an economy which continue to suffer the conse‐
quences of the economic and financial crisis. The “zero tolerance” pol‐
icy against specific crimes brought an increase in the number of crimi‐
nal prosecutions and convicts. It would be of interest to study the effect
of “zero tolerance” policy in the trends of such crimes in a near future.

46

Data from General Directorate of Prisons, August 2016.
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The empiric analysis, based on official statistics, points out the cor‐
relation between crime trends and imprisonment sentence, but the re‐
lationship of the number of crimes and imprisonment sentences is
rather dictated by the choice of criminal policies, that the real increase
of some types of crime.
The execution of imprisonment sentence depends on the legal ar‐
rangements and the provisions on their terms. The increase of impris‐
onment terms, in their minimum and maximum limits, has brought an
increase of time spent in prison. A more severe criminal policy towards
some specific crimes has affected on the decrease of some crimes, in
short‐term, but in medium‐term and long‐term period, it may increase
the social and economic costs for prison system in the country.
The relationship between crimes and sentences needs to be analysed
also as regards the application of alternative measures to improson‐
ment. The number of prison population would be larger, if the applica‐
tion of alternative measures would not begin in 2009, and if the courts
would not apply more the sentences in their minimum limits provided
by law than in the maximum limits.
The study of the relationship between crime and inequality, unem‐
ployment, consequences of the crisis on the social arrangement of the
society and the application of social programmes to protect the more
vulnerable groups in the society, must be the focus of such studies. Al‐
bania needs not only quantitative research on crime, but also qualita‐
tive ones, its measurement, knowledge of victims and development of
crime prevention and control programmes bases on scientific research
findings.
Last, but not least, criminological studies must precede the prepara‐
tion and/or change of criminal policies. Their impact will not be the
one needed if the official statistics on crime will not improve, if they do
not provide more data on the profile of perpetrators of the crime and
their victims. Such studies do not need only funding, but also good
scholars and professionals.
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Law–historical Background
Assault is deeply rooted in the common law tradition. Within this
tradition a procedure had been established for claiming redress for
trespass before the courts, when injury were committed either through
direct or through indirect force, the latter form being the so called
‘trespass on the case’, which flourished long after the initial trespass
procedure was established, to which also assault belonged. In cases
where the final injury was the result of prior attempts to injure others,
whoever avoided the risk by transferring it to the final victim against
whom it materialized (the so called ‘squib cases’) was held as candidate
for both trespass categories. Whereas now Blackstone held in a natural‐
istic manner that the intervention of third persons made the injurious
force indirect, the majority of the court in Scott v. Shepherd (1773) held –
in a way prefiguring the modern doctrine of exemptions from barring
regress to the initial act when objective imputation so requires – that
the self‐defensive acts of the intermediate persons left the responsibil‐
ity of the defendant intact, so that the injurious act was finally direct.
Assault has thus its origins in a wrongdoing partaking to the provi‐
sions on the rights of a civil law plaintiff against trespass, as well as to
the criminal law protection against inchoate attacks.1
1 Erickson 1967: 14‐5 and at footnote 9; Rollison 1941: 7‐8, also commenting on
Scott v. Shepherd (1773) (ibid., at 8); Harrison and Bell 1990: 520; Perkins 1962: 78. As
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Assault as tort refers to the victim’s apprehension of an imminent
battery, whereas criminal assault is an attempted battery, i.e. more
dangerous than the first and therefore calling for the intervention of
public force; criminal assault is inherently akin to the deterioration of
‘King’s Peace’. Despite the initial civil nature of assault as well as the
later ‘privatization’ of the legal protection from it, it was not the emo‐
tional disturbance of the victim but the public order which at the ori‐
gins set the writ of trespass in motion; the initial combination of tres‐
pass with the commission of the act ‘vi et armis’ is very indicative of
the penal‐public character of the legal protection against assault. The
parallel ways of civil and criminal protection from assault date back to
the 13th century in the English law.2 The public dimension of assault is
outstanding in cases where others are involved in that from the act of
the defendant they, present at the scene, feel reasonable fear for their
own safety, i.e. in cases of affray.3 Battery and assault became statutory
offences and ceased to be common law offences since 1861 in Britain.4
Noteworthy for understanding the development of the penal protec‐
tion against assault is however, that especially in the US the criminal
nature of assault got totally rid of the old Blackstonian notion of crimi‐
nal assault as violation of public order; as the sense of the ‘public’ un‐
derpinning the criminal nature of assault shifted towards a kind of ‘in‐
dividuated public’, protection from criminal assault became a man‐
agement of interpersonal violence, itself turned to be fundamentally
privatized and exempted from state interference.5
The Elements of Crime
Recurring back to Blackstone, one can trace a fundamental differen‐
tiation as to ‘insultus’: it had to be conduct short of touching the victim
but already beyond mere threats, a conduct inherently unrelated with
to the action against threats producing fear under the Roman law, see Van der Bijl
2012: 4.
2 Malamuth 1973: 87; Erickson 1967: 19; Rollison 1941: 5‐6, 11‐4.
3 See e.g. Card 2008: 212 and at footnote 226.
4 Card 2008: 19, referring respectively to DPP v. Taylor; DPP v. Little (1992).
5 Cf. passim in this regard the legal–historic approach of Stein 2012.
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negligence and not reducible to frightening words. Much depends on
the context, as one can easily suspect under such a flexible definition,
which in tort law tends to encompass even insults through words as in‐
tentional infliction of mental suffering or emotional harm as well as
reckless or negligent behavior. A narrow interpretation of the wrongdo‐
ing in assault would exclude full‐fledged acts, when they have been
frightening to others but not so intended by the defendant; it would
also exclude threats without overt act, even when a dangerous device
were available with (yet not exhibited by) the defendant. Also some al‐
lowance to everyday anger and passion is granted through law, as far
as this can be reasonably tolerated, i.e. when the act does not conflict
with societal normative expectations.6 although also non‐violent but
physically ‘exploitative’ wrongs (such as touching another longer than is
socially appropriate) are encompassed within the scope of assault.7
Borrowing from the doctrine and jurisdiction on battery, one can more
generally conclude that an assailant does not need to have a hostile atti‐
tude towards the victim, although such will be the standard case.
Unlawfulness does suffice.8 It goes without saying then that hostility
displayed in an objectively clearly menacing manner facilitates the as‐
cription of the required mens rea, at least in the form of recklessness,
when the resulting harm has (or in cases of inchoateness would proba‐
bly have) this behavior as its proximate cause, if only the perpetrator
6 Erickson 1967: 15‐21. Representative as to criminal assault’s terms being pur‐
pose plus overt act plus inchoateness, see State v Davis (1840), to which the author
refers (ibid., at 19 and footnote 27). On mere abusive words short of assault, cf. also
Hixson v. Slocum (1913), to which the author also refers (ibid., at 20). Cf. also Rolli‐
son 1941: 12‐7, referring (with regard to the requirement that some physical act ac‐
company the verbal aggressiveness) also to Mortin v. Shoppee (1828) and Stephens v.
Myers (1830) (ibid., at 15), as well as to White v. Sander (1897) with regard to non‐
existence of negligent assault (ibid., at 17). For a case, where assault ushered in
harm (victim’s heart attack), see e.g. State v. Nosis (1969), as to which see in details
Gamble 1971: 77‐8.
7 Horder 1998: 393, reminding that this width of the notion of assault is due to
its rooting in civil trespass (ibid., at footnote 5).
8 Cf. Card 2008: 201‐2, who refers in this regard also to Faulkner v. Talbot (1981)
and Re F (1990) (ibid., at 202). See also Loveless 2008: 453.
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knew the possibility that the result would come about. The preponder‐
ance of knowledge over the volition (‘scienter’) is thus obvious concern‐
ing the establishment of mens rea, so much so, when consciously dis‐
regarding real and concrete indications of the possibility of a bad out‐
come might establish already willful blindness beyond recklessness.9
However, it is of course significant that after DPP v. K. (1990) even
the objective recklessness type (‘Caldwell recklessness’) might suffice
for assault. This goes clearly beyond requiring grave forms of reckless‐
ness for establishing assault culpability, which up to then the courts
did require. In Venna (1976) e.g. such grave form of culpability, hardly
distinguishable from intention (‘Cunningham recklessness’), has been
required for the mens rea of the assailant; afterwards and even until
DPP v. K. the Caldwell type has not consolidated in assault matters. So
the change entails that conviction for assault could even survive ac‐
quittals for more serious crimes based on the same facts, if a mistake of
fact extinguishes the intention and thus the culpability of the latter’s
perpetrators (e.g. error as to lack of consent to sexual intercourse in
rape).10
In the specific constellation of cases of assaults marked by the intent
to resist arrest, unlawfulness is hardly obvious when the ‘assailant’ does
resist, if he/she misconceives the situation, thinking the officer’s act
unlawful. To suppose this misconception to be ‘mere’ mistake of law
were too austere, since resistance indicates lack of intention to assault,
i.e. tends rather to be a mistake of fact.11 Until an arrest has to be mate‐
rialized, assault might always be committed when a police officer re‐
strains a person, except if he/she tries only to gain the latter’s atten‐
tion.12
Taking under consideration the importance of a minimum of ag‐
9 Cf. Gamble 1971: 78‐81, commenting there respectively on: State v. Nosis (1969)
and People v. Carlson (1941). On recklessness as to causing apprehension of inflic‐
tion of immediate violence in assault see also Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 2.
See also Perkins 1962: 87‐91.
10 See respective critique in Harrison and Bell 1990: 523 and at footnote 43.
11 Correctly so also Card 2008: 206, 209.
12 See e.g. Collins v. Wilcock (1984) and on this also Loveless 2008: 453.
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gressiveness despite the insignificance of hostility, as referring to mo‐
tives unrelated to the ‘epistemic’ notion of mens rea, the ‘hard core’ of
assault comes very close to what after Duff one labels ‘attacks’. Indeed,
in assault the harm envisaged by the perpetrator is inherently con‐
nected with his/her conduct, rather than being contingently so con‐
nected, as is the case in endangerments. Therefore, an assault is a
wrongdoing in and of itself due the anticipation of the harm it con‐
tains, despite the fact that is per definition incomplete: its failure is its
wrongfulness. This stance distinguishes itself either from downplaying
intention concerning criminal wrong or from reducing the latter to a
‘thin’ objectiveness of merely setting a risk through the conduct in
question.13
Bodily Harm
On the one hand thus assault covers the wrongdoing remaining af‐
ter a battery did not establish, like when the requirement of an, at least,
slightest degree of physical force is not fulfilled, even though a psychi‐
atric harm is caused; such need for covering lacunae does not, of
course, exist, if the agent pulls away from another; then assault is not
intelligible.14 On the other hand, when force took place, actual bodily
harm as term for establishing assault occasioning such harm, becomes
another field of dispute. Whereas pain need not be caused, a general
upset of the victim will not suffice, but, again, cutting off one’s ponytail
will do. Psychological disorders less than medically recognized ill‐
nesses (like panic versus post‐traumatic stress disorder or depression)
are not sufficient candidates for this crime. Also, transient, trifling, triv‐
ial or generally insignificant harms do not amount to actual bodily
harm. But harm caused by assault aggravates the latter even if it is the
result of an unforeseen development of the force exerted, i.e. mere cau‐

13 See e.g. Duff 2011: 367‐71; Reiff and Cruft 2011: 13‐4. Contrast Westen 2011:
194‐212; Alexander 2011: passim and especially at 219‐20, 227‐9, 233‐4, 236‐8.
14 Cf. Card 2008: 195‐6 and his respective references to Walkden (1845); Sheriff
(1969); Ireland; Burstow (1998).
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sality suffices.15
But emotional abuse is not to be underestimated; it can often lead
not only to victim’s bodily harm but also to suicide. Insistence on a
clear‐cut clinical diagnosis of severe psychiatric illness may not satisfy
the need for punishment of an obvious linkage between abuse and re‐
sulting harm. In Dhaliwal (2006) the lack of such psychiatric illness de‐
prived the court from the ability to convict for bodily harm the defen‐
dant whose wife hanged herself after having been emotionally abused
for a long time.16 Besides, to insist in the body/soul distinction accord‐
ing to the Cartesian tradition will not do any more. If bodily integrity
has henceforth to be conceived of as unity of physical and mental ele‐
ment, then the ‘corpus’ contains also psychic elements. Regarding psy‐
che as less important is not only in civil law obsolete; even criminal law
has to be synchronized with the contemporary upgrading of the psy‐
chical dimension of personality and its need for criminal protection.17
It is clear, that when the threshold of touching has been superseded
and the subsequent serious injury acquires an autonomous criminal
dimension, assault ceases to remain the ‘epicenter’ of the act and label‐
ing such injuries ‘assaults’ has no substance. Such are e.g. the cases of

15 Card 2008: 203‐6, referring to Savage; DPP v. Parmenter (1992), Chan‐Fook
(1994), Dhaliwal (2006) and DPP v. Smith (Michael) (2006); cf. also the casuistry
(deemed by the author as of doubtful practicality) contained in the ‘Charging
Standards’ issued by the Crown Prosecution Service (ibid., at 204). See also Love‐
less 2008: 463‐5. After Chan‐Fook extended bodily harm to include also psychic in‐
jury, the critique emerged that this could not apply to ‘violence’ as an element of
assault; the respective inferences in Ireland were therefore allegedly wrong; see ref‐
erence to this critique in Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 3a, who reject it. As to
the elements of battery, see also the authors’ reference to Collins v. Wilcock (1984);
Faulkner v. Talbot (1981) (ibid., at Part 4). On the above issues and especially the sig‐
nificance of Ireland; Burstow in confirming the widening of protection from assault
also to the victim’s psyche, see also Van der Bijl 2012: 12‐8. As to the seriousness of
physical injury in the US state laws, cf. Castillo 2015: 53 at footnote 109.
16 Van der Bijl 2012: 2 and at footnote 4, 14 at footnote 85.
17 Van der Bijl 2012: 6‐10, 18, 20‐1.
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‘assault by penetration’ and analogous sexual crimes.18 Where though
indecency is not the effect of a physical force exerted on the victim’s
body, the autonomous presence of a technical, common assault may
still be intelligible, i.e. not absorbed by the sexual crime; this is so e.g.
when the defendant forces through phone calls several women to per‐
form upon themselves and describe to him indecent acts, pretending to
have kidnapped their children.19
The Significance of Referring to Bodily Harm for Common Assault
to be Established: The Normative Focus on the Victim’s Personality
But how ‘thick’ has the relation of assaultive behavior to bodily in‐
jury as its ‘referent’ to be? British law recognizes generally the commis‐
sion by words alone, since they produced the victim’s apprehension of
application to his/her body of immediate unlawful force, even if the of‐
fender remained invisible, as when acting in darkness or in the so
called ‘silent phone cases’. Further, even apprehension (which need not
always amount to ‘fear’) may be dispensed with, when e.g. the perpe‐
trator creeps up behind the victim or raises a fist towards a blind per‐
son. In this respect assault is nearing to harassment in a way tending to
blur respective boundaries, among others by downplaying the impor‐
tance of requiring immediate exertion of force as object of the victim’s
fear.20 This widening of assault to overlap with bullying and harass‐
Card 2008: 212, 353‐7. See also Loveless 2008: 541‐6.
See respective comments of Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 5d.
20 Card 2008: 192‐5, who refers to the precedents in Constanza (1997) and Ireland;
Burstow (1998). Especially, as Lord Steyn explained in Ireland; Burstow, immediate
may mean imminent or possibly immediate force (cf. ibid., at 194), as well as that “a
thing said is also a thing done”. As the author notices, this standpoint tried to sub‐
sume stalking cases, i.e. a special form of harassment, under the crime of assault,
before harassment was separately dealt with through the respective 1997 Act in the
UK (ibid., at 195). See also Loveless 2008: 452‐8, 465, 501‐2. For the sufficiency of
words to establish assault, see also Wilson (1955), referred to by Harrison and Bell
1990: 520 at footnote 12. That psychic assault is not a prerequisite of battery and
thus that it is not always to be conceived of as attempted battery, stresses Horder
1998: 396. Concerning the oscillation of the legal meaning of ‘inflicting’ and ‘caus‐
18
19
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ment becomes extremely crucial in the contemporary entwinement of
physical and digital interpersonal contact; outdoor activities in conflict‐
prone situations and cyber‐victimization through threats reinforce mu‐
tually each other.21 There is after all also a ‘doctrinal’ link connecting
assault with harassment. Silent calls cannot be excluded from assault
on the grounds that silence is something less than words and mere
words do not establish assault; silence after a call is an act in itself,
qualitatively different from using words or not and thus sufficient for
assault. Assault may be excluded not for that reason but for the even‐
tual lack of immediacy of the force threatened due to lack of proximity
a telephone call per se entails.22
Of course, to base imminence on the subjective status of the victim,
analogously e.g. to duress, cannot do. Duress is a defence and it might
remain somehow vague in this respect, whereas fair labeling demands
exhaustive specificity of the norm, in order that analogia in malam par‐
tem be avoided.23 Taking under consideration also the fact that assault
ing’ as to grievous bodily harm occasioned through psychic assault, which the
House of Lords decision in Ireland; Burstow produced, especially via the apparent
abandonment of restrictively interpreting ‘infliction’ as requiring contact with the
victim’s body – as it was held in Clarence (1888)‐, see Gardner 1998: 34‐5. The au‐
thor supports therefore the need for a distinct legislative provision against stalking,
despite the low liability threshold it endorses (ibid., at 37‐8). As to ‘immediacy’ a
(not very clear indeed) distinction ought supposedly to be made between feared
immediate force and immediate fear of force, whereby the latter is not needed. See
on this distinction and the above issues also Van der Bijl 2012: 13, 16‐8.
21 On this issue, see in details Van Wilsem (2011): passim.
22 Correctly so Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 5a. The authors dismiss critique
on Ireland renouncing the decision’s reasoning as construal violating the nullum
crimen sine lege principle. Their (at least abstractly correct) argument is that Ireland
did not constitute a breach of this principle because it is judicial interpretation of
the law, which can also be one extending its literal meaning to its logical exhaustion
(without, of course, going beyond this meaning) (ibid., at Parts 6‐7). Cf. respectively
also Van der Bijl 2012: 10 and at footnote 54, 21‐2. As still allowed the author also
considers an interpretation of holding psychological harm as internal injury and
the latter as a subcategory of physical harm, inferring from these premises that
psychological harm establishes common assault (ibid., at 22).
23 Horder 1998: 395‐6.
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functions as a ‘gateway’ offence to further illegality, the need for com‐
plying with fair labeling is increased.24 Besides, the authority in Smith
v. Chief Superintendent, Woking Police Station (1983), which held possible
the extension of assault to every causing of frightening, has not been
followed. Being afraid of something and being in a status of acute
anxiety are distinct situations: the latter does not suffice to become as‐
sault.25 However, the reasoning in Smith v. Chief Superintendent, Woking
Police Station, was insofar flawed as to equate ‘apprehension’ with
‘fear’ without requiring also ‘anticipation’ of the violence to come.
Same problem arose also in Constanza and Ireland. So, if it can be estab‐
lished that the victim apprehended psychic harm then assault (admit‐
tedly extensively construed) is established even through silent tele‐
phone calls.26 Admittedly, the inclusion of psychiatric illness to bodily
harm after Ireland; Burstow might lead to liability for inflicting grievous
bodily harm even where the defendant ‘assails’ by terminating an em‐
ployment or disengaging from another, who is extremely vulnerable to
the doer’s knowledge and indeed suffers depression. In such cases
prosecutorial discretion to avoid indictment and, if not, then the whole
arsenal of justification grounds to avoid conviction are to be set in mo‐
tion.27
According to a very thoroughly elaborated view imminence can be
dropped off as a term for (psychic) assault, as long as ‘sedes materiae’ is
(as also in crimes like sending threatening letters or hoax crimes,
whereby, of course, it is the intention of the doer, which exclusively
matters, since these crimes are not result crimes) the fear produced to
the victim, which remains relevant also when the doer suspends tem‐
porarily the materialization of the threat; this is so because the victim
might still fear such materialization upon the elimination of the suspen‐
sory condition. Even when the threat is genuinely negated (by e.g. the
doer’s declaring to the victim the existence of a defeating condition for
Correctly so Horder 1998: 403.
Gardner 1998: 35‐6.
26 See on this subtle but crucial distinction, Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 3b.
27 Gardner 1998: 38.
24
25
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the materialization of the threat), the declaration may be interpreted as
connoting some vague form of threat for the future. But even if such
conclusion cannot be inferred, what surely remains is the fear, a situa‐
tion indicating that assault does not presuppose threat, save in the form
of the victim experiencing in a sensory and contemporaneous manner
that it is confronted with an (in a broad sense) menacing situation.28 In
any case specific means used for the perpetration are not required for
assault; the infringement on the victim as provided by law does suffice.
Insofar, assault is a ‘materially defined crime’, rendering specification
of criminal methods of perpetrating (beyond conduct plus result) ir‐
relevant.29
These solutions are in concert with the generous understanding of
whether battery is established. Although negligence presupposes there
a certain infliction of harm to the victim, so that recovery may be al‐
lowed, the impact on the dignity or the feelings of the victim is also to
be taken into consideration, resulting, where the de minimis principle

28 Horder 1998: 396‐401, also there commenting on Light(1857) and finding out
an assault in the case irrespective of the imminence problematic. The author solves
(under these terms correctly) also the old classical case in Tuberville v. Savage (1669)
in favor of there having been an assault: the words of the defendant laying hand on
his sword “if it were not assize‐time I would not take such language from you” are
to be regarded as setting a condition merely suspending the threatened act (ibid., at
402). The problem the author admits is whether such conduct justifies self‐defence
or not; such justification depends upon the tricky issue of how threatening the vic‐
tim felt these words to be (cf. ibid., at footnote 57). Besides, the whole construct of
assault by setting a suspensory condition entails the problematic of conclusive
conduct, i.e. whether such fundamentally indirect conduct is still criminal despite
its plainlyself‐negating externalization, a problematic well known in the German dis‐
cussion (‘konkludentes Handeln’). If, alternatively, one is forced due to such indirect‐
ness to abandon commission as a term of liability, one must establish it through
omission with all the problems this entails in the common law tradition. Finally, I
respectfully disagree with the assertion of the author that ‘wild strikers’ barred by
the police assault workers willing to ‘break’ the strike by threatening or insulting
them; this may be doctrinally correct but it seems to take for granted that criminal
liability might bypass the enactment of social and political rights (cf. ibid., at 397).
29 Van der Bijl 2012: 5‐6, 20.
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cannot hold, in the plaintiff being adequately awarded.30 As civil and
criminal law aspects tended to be confounded, a shift could be ob‐
served in that also criminal assault focused on the conduct bringing
about apprehension and fear to the victim irrespective of the conduct’s
ability to occasion the injury, e.g. of whether the gun was loaded or
not. The crucial point as to tortuous assault is indeed the “mental tran‐
quility of the victim”, which explains why also criminal assault is con‐
ceived of as a ‘psychic’ one. This stresses that assault has to do with the
affective and not the narrowly epistemic state of mind of the victim.31
This is no ‘spiritualized’ wrong though: the link between assaultive
conduct, psychic and then physical harm may often be almost auto‐
matic. Examples of psychic harm establishing ‘psychiatric assault’
would be e.g. a shock suffered after the perpetrator lied wanting to
joke or cheat or ‘defenestration’ cases occurred due to feelings of strong
panic caused to the victim by another.32 Therefore, the mere appearance
of the act as being intentional or able to cause the injury may suffice,
which, conversely, of course, entails that if the objectively ‘assaulted’
victim were unconscious of the attempted battery, no assault has taken
place, as well also that a frightened person is assaulted, even if the de‐
Rollison 1941: 3‐4.
Horder 1998: 393; Erickson 1967: 19, 21. See representatively Allen v. Hanna‐
ford (1926), to which the author also refers as promoting as protective purpose of
the law on assaults the person’s right “to live in a society free from being put in
fear of personal harm” (ibid., at 16, 19 and footnote 31). See also: Card 2008: 192;
Gamble 1971: 75 and at footnote 2. In Logdon v. DPP (1976) the fact that a displayed
gun was only a ‘replica’ played no role; cf. also Loveless 2008: 452; Van der Bijl
2012: 3. That a broadened notion of the civil assault wrong might in the risky con‐
ditions of late modernity enhance a consumerist culture of litigation remains a pos‐
sibility. That, however, such allegations of commodification of compensation
claims may also be ‘ideological’ and ungrounded, cf. Ilan 2011: passim (and espe‐
cially at 48‐53). High frequency, aggressiveness‐burdened relationships between
members of the public and working people, as well as systemic‐institutional causes
for the latter, diagnose as to workplace assaults in Britain, Jones/Robinson/Fevre/
Lewis 2011: passim (see especially their conclusions at 175‐6).
32 Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 3c; see also Wilkinson v. Downton (1897); Jan‐
vier v. Sweeney (1919); Lewis (1970), to which the authors refer.
30
31
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fendant who acted in a threatening manner declared a lawful demand
to the addressee; therefore also, battery does not always presuppose the
existence of assault; the former may occur without the victim having
been placed in apprehension thereof, as noted above.33 Noteworthy is
however that despite a lack of manifestation of apprehension of an
imminent battery, assault exists whenever the victim is put in a situa‐
tion where some act from his/her part is necessary to escape the injury,
like an act of self‐defence or retreat.34
Taking all the above into consideration, a verbal threat may qualify
as (at least civil) assault if the circumstances allow the inference that
the apprehension to which the victim was put was reasonable.35 As the
case may be, the requirement of an overt act can be watered down to
the sum of apparent intention plus guilt‐indicating circumstances, be‐
coming thus not very different from a fiction facilitating judgments ascrib‐
ing responsibility. It is then very logical that the blatant immorality dis‐
played by the defendant’s conduct turns out to be a crucial criterion of
assault’s wrongfulness; terms like ‘outrageousness’ or ‘orneriness’ are
very illustrative in this regard.36 The high role normativity plays in as‐
sault is apparent in the notion of ‘moral turpitude’ as to assault and
battery in the US case law. Scienter being the necessary condition of
turpitude, then aggravation of the conduct is the sufficient condition to
so assuming. The conduct being aggravated alone will not do. So,
‘simple’ assault is not simpliciter non‐aggravating and thus allegedly
always non‐turpitudinous. It might be such without aggravation if sci‐
enter committed. The term for so being is then that the assailing con‐
duct shocks public conscience in that it is inherently base, vile, or de‐
33 Rollison 1941: 14‐6, 18‐20. The author also refers to State v. Barry (1912) re‐
garding the lack of assault when the person attacked has not realized the attack
(ibid., at 19). See also Card 2008: 192. Also grievous bodily harm can be committed
without an assault being committed: Harrison and Bell 1990: 520, referring to Wil‐
son (1984).
34 Rollison 1941: 19‐21.
35 Gamble 1971: 82.
36 Cf. Gamble 1971: 83‐5; Van der Bijl 2012: 22. As to significance of appearance,
see also Perkins 1962: 76‐81.
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praved, and contrary to the accepted rules of morality, as In re Solon
(2007) summarizes quoting other precedents too. The motive thus
counts and not the harm, i.e. the outcome of the conduct.37 One might
thus conclude that assault overlaps significantly with personality’s viola‐
tion, i.e. it may encompass also the victim’s humiliation, the violation
of its dignity, under the term of course that the ‘body’ is attacked, but
at the widest so and by conceiving of ‘body’ as bodily integrity, includ‐
ing so also psychic harm.38 The relation of assault to bodily harm is
genuinely ‘thin’ after all.
This development is predestined in the mixed nature of trespass,
which from the beginning had also a penal nature meeting the need for
social peace without allowing victims to take refuge to private venge‐
ance and reprisal.39 On the other hand, the width of the notion of bat‐
tery let the protection expand beyond harmful touching also to offen‐
sive one, whereby indiscrete actions, even slight disdain to the lack of
consent of the plaintiff, indignation producing acts like hair cutting, or
indifference to the peculiar sensitiveness of the other, may suffice. It is
also evident that the ‘person’ of the battered encompasses also things
closely connected with his/her body, if interference with them can be
considered as violation of personality or sense of dignity. Accordingly,
the offender does not need to touch with his/her own body the victim;
instruments or setting force in motion do suffice and in such cases the
exertion of force remains direct.40 The extended construal of violence in
Ireland would also support the view that touching is not necessary for
battery; consideration of use of instruments and of omission responsi‐
bility as sufficient for battery, attest to this. Since ‘direct communica‐
tion’ with the victim suffices, it follows that, if the harm is a psychiatric

Castillo 2015: passim and especially at 44‐7, 49 (and at footnote 68), 52‐7.
Van der Bijl 2012: 18‐9.
39 Rollison 1941: 5‐6.
40 Rollison 1941: 1‐3, 6‐9; Card 2008: 195‐6. Specifically as to consent to assault
and its exemptions, see in details Loveless 2008: 474‐96. As to the directness of
force without personal contact with the attacker see e.g. Pursell v. Horn (1838);
Plunkett v. Matchell (1958), referred to in Harrison and Bell 1990: 520.
37
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one, there is a battery without touching.41 However, one may securely
take as point of departure as to the criminal assault that such assault
does not exist whenever a fear of immediate force cannot logically be
assumed due to the very impossibility of it occurring, like shaking the fist
to someone being far away or when the threat is cancelled simultane‐
ously with its expression by the offender him/herself, as dealt with in
Tuberville v Savage (1669),42 but, as now is suggested, only if the act is so
fully ‘self‐defeated’, that the addressee feels clearly the impossibility of it
being ever materialized.
Difficulties with Omission
An omission from the part of the offender does not suffice for an as‐
sault, however, except in the case where he/she stands under a duty to
act, like in cases of ‘ingérence’.43 This interpretation follows the distinc‐
tions made as to battery.44 The recognition of responsibility through
omission tends to blur the boundaries between direct and indirect ap‐
plication of force in this penal field, since it may become extremely dif‐
ficult to distinguish from this type of omission responsibility, cases
where the indirectness of force does not negate that the act was one of
commission. In Haystead v Chief Constable of Derbyshire (2000), the injury
caused to a baby fallen from the arms of a punched woman established
direct battery, but in DPP v. K. (1990), referred to above, where the de‐
fendant left acid into an air hand and face drier and before he returned
to wash out the machine another turned it on and the ejected acid in‐
jured his face, the directness of force is dubious. If assault should con‐
note a strong sense of proximity between act and its impact on the vic‐
tim, cases like DPP v. K. cannot establish commission of assault, even if
they might establish bodily injury.45 Insofar, for establishing assault
Ormerod and Gunn 1997: at Part 4.
Card 2008: 193.
43 Card 2008: 192.
44 See Card 2008: 197‐8, as well as Loveless 2008: 459, 465, on DPP v. Santana‐
Bermudez (2004).
45 Cf. respectively Card 2008: 196‐7, as well as Harrison and Bell 1990: 520‐2,
both commenting on DPP v. K (1990). See on this case as well as on Haystead v.
41
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remained only omission responsibility, as the latter has been affirmed
in Miller (1983). The hyper‐normativity such implementation of Miller
to assaults produces, has been criticized as unbearable for the common
law tradition.46 If the relation between doer’s conduct and victim’s
body is, according to the above submissions, loosened, omission respon‐
sibility might be (doctrinally) established, whenever the doer know‐
ingly sets in fear the other without, despite such knowledge, desisting
from his/her conduct. It is evident though that lack of a commission‐
like overt act, the principal social conformity of the conduct and the
general overburdening of the citizen, practically having to perma‐
nently recur to self‐censure, are counter‐indicative for expecting a posi‐
tive reception by the courts of omission responsibility as to common
assault widely interpreted, not to mention the problems with affirming
an attempt of assault by omission or with discerning the conditions of
establishing a possible withdrawal from it.
‘Attempting’ Assault?
The majority standpoint in common law jurisdiction and doctrine
concerning the possibility of attempted assault has been that such con‐
duct is inconceivable as running contrary to the well established rule
that there cannot be an attempt of an attempt, since the consummated
assault is defined in terms of an attempt.47 The sporadic affirmation of
attempted assault has taken place to the expense of several criminal
law principles. So, in State v. Herron (1892) the conviction has been
based on shifting the burden of proof to the defendant as to whether
the gun he used to threaten the victim was loaded or not. A purely
Chief Constable of Derbyshire (2000), also Loveless 2008: 460.
46 Harrison and Bell 1990: 522‐3. Against indirectness and omission as sufficient
for battery, see also Hirst 1999: passim.
47 See e.g. White v. The State (1858); Wilson v. The State (1874); Allen v. People
(1971); see also on these decisions Malamuth 1973: 88‐9. Out of these decisions
emerges the futility of trying to find an answer to the ‘metaphysical’ question of
the beginning of an attempted attempt, as well as the identification of ‘present abil‐
ity’ of the conduct to occasion a battery with assault, which thus hardly leaves a
space for a discernible pre‐stage of assault.
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doctrinal differentiation between assault and its attempt has been al‐
ready made in People v. O’Connell (1891), whereby the appeals court
had considered attempted assault as an indictable offence by equating
the concrete impossibility of assault with the latter’s attempt, thus by‐
passing the defendant’s procedural maneuver, who had pleaded guilty
of it in the first instance and on appeal argued that such crime did not
exist. Analogous has been the opinion of the appellate judges in State v.
Wilson (1959): what is more than preparation and short of assault is
punishable as attempted assault; the latter was held as a distinct of‐
fence and could not be evaporated into a (non‐existent) attempt of an
inchoate battery, in which latter assault has been traditionally under‐
stood to be consisting. According to this jurisdiction attempted assault
would be any preparation to battery with the present ability to result to
a battery without being proximate to the personal sphere of the victim
as the consummated assault. Practically, the affirmation of attempted
assault ran contrary to the prohibition of analogy in malam partem in
criminal matters: in the face of the lack of an expressis verbis penaliza‐
tion of such conduct in the statutes, this affirmation qualifies as crimi‐
nal a type of conduct, which in default does not supersede tortuous
behavior to be dealt with through redress claims within civil law litiga‐
tion.48 The problem has arisen in all its perplexity in the California Su‐
preme Court’s decision in the case In re James M. (1973). The Court held
it a violation of the double jeopardy prohibition that the defendant was
convicted for attempted assault whereas acquitted of assault, the latter
meaning attempt (of personal injury) par excellence. If the injury were
impossible, rendering assault unfounded, then the purely logical con‐
struct of an attempted assault did not amount necessarily to a criminal‐
ized conduct; such necessity could provide only an expressed legisla‐
tive will, which no opposite judicial construal might override. One can
48 Malamuth 1973: 84‐8. Cf. in favor of the intelligibility of attempted assault
Perkins 1962: 81‐5, glossing over the respective jurisdiction (critically to some de‐
gree). The author bases incrimination of assault’s pre‐stages on attempts to
frighten, to commit battery without present ability or without proximity to the vic‐
tim and to commit aggravated assault (ibid., at 85‐7, 91).
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convincingly conclude thus that assault as lex specialis prevails over
attempt, deemed as the lex generalis, a conclusion which ushers to non‐
incrimination of attempted assault on the basis of the ‘pro libertate’
principle.49
Harassment as Distinct ‘Pre‐assault’ Offence
Opposite to assault harassment has distinct features, which make it a
pre‐stage of assault as well as a conduct qualitatively different to it.
Especially, the requirement of a course of conduct for harassment dis‐
cerns it from assault in that harassment forms a conduct disconnected
from immediate force (the ‘systematic’ nature of the respective behav‐
ior thus compensating for the lack of immediacy of the threatened
force), although similar to assault in producing fear, even through
speech, to the victim, which has to be a natural person, whereby the
fear figures specifically as alarm or distress. Now, ‘course’ of conduct
depends on several conditions, like the interconnectedness of the sepa‐
rate incidents, temporal proximity of them (but only in principle), simi‐
larity of the incidents in nature and lack of interruption of the serial
character of the conduct in whole, as when offender and victim have in
the meantime been reconciled. Some nexus between the incidents and
a degree of connectivity between them are in any case required.50 More
49 Malamuth 1973: 89‐95. The author considers such judicial construal as by‐
passing the prohibition of retroactivity of criminal laws in malam partem and
through this as a violation of the separation of powers (ibid., at 95).
50 Card 2008: 236‐7. See also the referred to authorities H (Gavin Spence) (2001);
Lau v. DPP (2000); Kelly v. DPP (2003); Patel (2004), ibid., at 237. See also Finch 2002:
708. As in Lau v. DPP (2000), so also in Pratt v. DPP (2001), the interval of time be‐
tween the acts has been held as insignificant; see on these decisions and generally
on the term ‘course of conduct’, Loveless 2008: 502. As she correctly notes, it is
opaque whether a continuous conduct without intervals constitutes one or more
distressing acts (ibid.). As long as in the common law tradition the naturalistic ap‐
proach as to the nature of the act holds sway and there are no elaborated doctrinal
notions either of a single but enduring act (like the German ‘Dauerdelikt’) or of a
perpetuity of conduct consisting in the sequence of similar single acts which con‐
cur, forming though some kind of unity (like the German ‘Fortsetzungstat’), a judi‐
cial solution of such cases cannot be abstractly prognosticated.
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than one individual might be harassed, if they form a ‘close knit defin‐
able group’, allowing thus the interpretation that even members of the
group non‐present at the scene may be considered as victims.51
It is obvious that such widely construed conduct may interfere with
ECHR protected rights, such as the freedoms of expression, assembly
or association. The eventual racist component of such conduct may fa‐
cilitate conviction, as long as no justification will be then available and
the anti‐racist provisions should be held as leges speciales compared to
the concurrent harassment accusation.52 In any case, there is in British
law no attempt of harassment, the latter being only a summary of‐
fence.53 In a manner similar to dealing with affray, a public dimension
to harassment exists, when people are put in fear of violence. Thereby the
violence feared may be not an immediate one for an individual, how‐
ever the latter must feel it will be used against him/her personally; this
is a term prone to impede conviction to a significant degree.54
Especially narrow to conformity to the norm comes stalking. Inno‐
cence at surface is accompanied here with unwanted communication,
besetting one in a situation of unpleasantness and deeply characterized
through the idiosyncratic nature of offender and victim. Common fea‐
tures in conduct like insistent surveillance or repeated sending of gifts,
are the repetitious nature of the conduct, the disdain as to the lack of
51 As to how the group is to be defined within this wide margin of interpreta‐
tion, contrast DPP v. Dunn (2001) and DPP v. Dziurzynski (2002) as commented
upon in Card 2008: 238.
52 Cf. as to ECHR also Card 2008: 240‐1; Loveless 2008: 503.
53 See e.g. Card 2008: 241.
54 Card 2008: 241‐2. In Henley (2000) no harassment was found if the victim has
been frightened ‘merely’ as to what might happen, rendering thus ‘vague’ insecu‐
rity insufficient: Loveless 2008: 502. She also notes a protection lacuna insofar as
every act of the course of conduct has to be frightful to establish a crime (ibid.). See
also Finch 2002: 710‐1. The author notes that the lacuna can hardly be dealt with
through recurrence to bodily harm liability, as long as unsurpassable problems
with proving causality as well as with quantifying the psychological harm, will
normally lead to acquittals: ibid., at 711‐3, 717. To the acquittal for causing fear of
violence through harassment in Curtis (2010) refers Van der Bijl 2012: 15 at footnote
88.
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consent of the addressee and the latter’s suffering of adverse psychic
reaction.55 The latter, being the decisive factor in stalking instead of re‐
curring to doer’s intentions or objective criteria, displays the signifi‐
cantly context‐dependent nature of stalking, which might be estab‐
lished also when the addressee of the conduct only feels harassed.56
Focusing primarily on the subjective status of the victim on the one
hand and requiring something more helpful on the other, lead us to re‐
cur back to the mens rea of the doer, since measuring stalking exclu‐
sively on the objective parameter of ‘harm’ is not adequate to the
wrong of stalking. Within this frame, the proposal has been made that
intentional stalking cover the above mentioned protection lacuna in
harassment (reserving the recklessness liability as a more lenient
proxy); evidence difficulties might be overcome by establishing a legal
assumption as to the existence of intent, leaving with the defendant to
rebut the assumption. In a case like Cox (1998), where the defendant
left a chicken’s head in a Bible on the victim’s front porch an alterna‐
tive explanation than intent has to be presented by the defendant and
this hardly so; easier would be for a defendant, conversely, to explain
his/her intransigence in repeating an innocuous conduct after having
been asked to desist.57 From a criminal policy viewpoint, the need for
filling the protection gaps as to stalking is great also because the rea‐
sonably unexplainable insistence of the perpetrators indicates a so‐
ciopathic personality in most of the cases, a reason why after conviction
stalkers are put under judicial control through restraining orders and
subsequent harsh sanctions for their breach.58
Concluding with Some Remarks on Criminal Policy
Assault’s incrimination puts anew the problem of an effective re‐
sponse to deviant behavior but also of a reasonable one and especially
Finch 2002: 703‐5.
Finch 2002: 709. The author notices that subjective factors in the doer’s person
mitigating liability, like psychosis, do not help: ibid., at 710, commenting on Colohan
(2001), dealing with a case of schizophrenia.
57 See in details these solutions proposed by Finch 2002: 713‐6.
58 Finch 2002: 717 and at footnotes 54‐5, 57.
55
56
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one respecting human rights. In his impressively wide œuvre the hon‐
ored has steadily addressed problems of balancing among these im‐
peratives, such as e.g. in seeking to harmonize security with freedom59
or seeing crime established on substantive violations of societal values
without forgetting principles like proportionality and reliance to con‐
stitutional restrictions, favoring thus a concept of ‘synthetic criminol‐
ogy’, responding both to the need of having commonly shared values
and the one of avoiding selectivity by pretending their protection;60 he
also, finally, stresses the need for addressing the socio‐psychological
factors in properly understanding ‘everyday’ violence, having thus
worked on e.g. how significant for violent deviance might the forma‐
tion of an aggressive personality be or how social alienation backed by
dysfunctional socialization institutions enhances propensity to vio‐
lence.61 His remains the optimism, expressed as early as in the ‘80ties,
that one day prison will be considered as a relic of the past.62
All this has an impact on assault and the proper mode of dealing
with it. Assault flourishes within a society characterized by risk, lack of
cohesion, ‘polytheistic’ as to common values. Aggressiveness is inher‐
ent in such conditions, especially as they have become acuter in the
frame of a globalized economic crisis. What has been seen as obviously
self‐evident in the traditional response to assaultive behavior, is no
more so. Tranquility of the individual psyche is less deemed of high
importance and factually less guaranteed in everyday life. Taking into
account the wide notion of assault described above, one cannot anchor
the adequate point to begin with, in the first place. Do we need crimi‐
nal law to deal with acts short of attempting bodily injury, instead of
extending the ambit of the latter? Shall we severe tort from crime re‐
garding assault by restricting the latter’s presuppositions or further
enhance what the common origin of tortuous and criminal assault
hints at, that is an overwhelming control over threatening acts with the
Courakis 2006: passim.
Courakis 1991(a): passim and at 18.
61 Courakis 1991(b): passim and at 50‐2, 58‐69.
62 Courakis 1985: 339‐40.
59
60
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possibility thus of paralyzing the social engine, for long and very much
acquainted with dignity diminutions in its frenzy for individual con‐
sumerist enjoyment?
It seems that a balance has to be found, but this cannot take the
form of an easy and merely doctrinally or judicially inspired solution,
i.e as either logical or practical ‘concordance’. It will rather consist in
further legislative mechanics along the following lines:
(a) Segmentation of assault has to be intensified. Harassment, stalking
and racism form already autonomous fields of scientific investiga‐
tion; their problems, much alike those of traditional common as‐
sault, are to be dealt nonetheless as new demanding fields, where
the component of social, political and especially human rights in the
strict sense plays an all the more crucial role. In these fields one pro‐
tects the (out of whatever reason) vulnerable;
(b) Assault is to be absorbed more systematically by crimes with differ‐
ent protective aim, like manslaughter or rape. As the concurrent as‐
sault ceases to be there what really matters, it can be considered as
an aggravating circumstance in sentencing and not a separate point
of accusation; this is a kind of segmentation of assault too;
(c) The ‘core’ ambit of assault has, however, to remain subjective‐
normative: no ‘thickening’ of the nexus to harm will do, much less so
one to ‘physical’ (meaning non‐psychic) harm. The intention of the
doer, as it is reflected in the fear of the victim is the correct basis for
incrimination. Intent (or recklessness) may primarily be inferred
through hostility, outrageousness or blatant disregard of others’ in‐
terests. The intimidating bully is the prototype of the behavior in question;
(d) Assault must remain an active conduct; as such should be seen also
acts indirectly connoting reasons for fear to others. Graveness of an
omission enough to call for criminal law intervention involves usu‐
ally conduct, which is really endangering (short of harming); the in‐
terest to be protected lies then already beyond distress or fear. Con‐
versely, no assault should be supposed within enactment of political
rights, when inchoateness is guaranteed due to authorities’ preven‐
tive measures. Opposite to the protection of the vulnerable against
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assault (this section under [a]), one protects here the citizen from ac‐
cusations of assault.
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Introduction
In its judgment of July 18 2013,1 the ECJ was confronted again with
an EU instrument (amendment of a Council Regulation) imposing spe‐
cific restrictive measures (i.e. freezing of assets) directed against per‐
sons associated with international terrorism. The EU Regulations at
stake2 were adopted in implementation3 of a number of Resolutions of
the Security Council of the UNO based on the Charter of the UNO,4
which provide, i.a., the freezing of assets of persons identified on a list
by a committee established by the Security Council (the “Sanctions
Committee”). The identification is made on proposal of a State to the
Sanctions Committee, which is accompanied by a statement including
specific information supporting the determination of the threat, breach

This article reflects only personal views of the author and not the ones of the
institution to which he belongs. The author wishes to thank his colleague M. Kon‐
stantinidis for his useful comments.
1 ECJ, so called “Kadi II”, cases C‐584/10P, C‐593/10P and C‐595/10P, ECLI: EU:
C: 2013:518.
2 Commission’s Regulation 1190/2008 amending for the 101st time Council’s
Regulation 881/2002 (OJ 2008, L 322, p. 25).
3 As decided in CFSP decisions adopted by the Council under the Common
Foreign and Security Policy.
4 Chapter VII, headed ‘Action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of
the peace and acts of aggression’.
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or act of aggression, the nature of the information and supporting in‐
formation/documents. The proposing State has to identify which parts
of the statement can be made public. The Sanctions committee has to
make accessible a “narrative summary of reasons for listing”. The list‐
ing is based on the summary of reasons to be produced by the Sanc‐
tions Committee in the light of the material which the State proposing
the listing has identified as capable of disclosure. To that procedure an
Ombudsperson has been added, in order to assist the Sanctions Commit‐
tee in considering “delisting” requests.5
The case concerned the inclusion of the Applicant’s name on the list
attached to the EU Council Regulation imposing restrictive measures
as a consequence of his listing on the Sanctions Committee Consoli‐
dated List. The Court confirmed his previous jurisprudence6 upholding
the primacy of the constitutional principles of the EU, the fundamental
rights in particular, on any obligations imposed by an international
agreement and denying any immunity from jurisdiction for acts im‐
plementing international obligations, even though those must be gen‐
erally observed. Thus, like in its previous jurisprudence, the ECJ en‐
sured the constitutional nature of EU primary law, as most legal orders
do, leaning towards a rather “dualistic” approach, which should be
approved for an EU that is still seeking its path towards credible politi‐
cal integration.
The Standard of Judicial Review by the Court (Motivation vs Sub‐
stance)
As a consequence, the jurisprudence had to focus since the begin‐
ning on the fundamental rights invoked, in particular on the rights of
defence (including the opportunity to know the grounds for the listing
decision and the right to be heard) as prerequisite for an effective judi‐

5 This regime is different from a wider regime of sanctions under which the
identification of the persons whose assets are frozen is left entirely to the discretion
of the States (see references in the Kadi II judgment, paras 14‐15).
6 ECJ, Kadi I, case C‐402/05P and C‐415/05P, 2008, ECR I‐6341.
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cial protection.7 As the Court had in the past concluded that the rights
of defence and the right to effective judicial review (let alone the right
to respect for property) had been infringed, because the Applicant had
not been communicated (nor informed about) the evidence relied on
against him, such evidence having not even been adduced before the
Court, it reached a similar conclusion for a second time in its more re‐
cent judgment. The main reason was that the Applicant had only re‐
ceived the narrative summary containing the reasons of his name being
listed, on which he could comment, but no information or evidence had
been submitted to substantiate the allegations made therein. Interest‐
ingly enough, the ECJ disavowed the General Court which had consid‐
ered that most reasons stated in the summary report were insuffi‐
ciently detailed and specific, by finding that, on the contrary, this time
most reasons8 were sufficiently detailed and specific (thus, there was
no lack of motivation); nevertheless, the Court upheld the appealed
judgment because the reasons put forward in the narrative summary
were not substantiated by supporting evidence, so that the annulment
of the Regulation listing the name of the Applicant by the General
Court9 should be confirmed (and the appeals dismissed).
By so deciding, the Courts of the European Union confirmed that

7 See paras 22‐25 of the Kadi II case, referring to paras 336‐349 of the Kadi I
judgment.
8 The Applicant would be a founding trustee and director of a Foundation op‐
erating under the umbrella of a named entity which was succeeded by absorption
by a famous terrorist organization; he appointed as a financier for Europe a co‐
fighter of a famous named terrorist that operated in agreement with him; accord‐
ing to a testimony the Foundation in question provided support for terrorist activi‐
ties in the Balkans; finally the Applicant would be one of the major shareholders in
a bank in which his appointee held a position and where some planning activities
for further attacks “might” have taken place (see paras 143‐149 of the judgment).
[Only the allegation that the Applicant had several firms funnelling money to ex‐
tremists (or employing extremists), with no indication of the identity of the firms
concerned was confirmed as insufficiently detailed and specific by the Court (para
141 of the judgment).]
9 Case T‐85/09, Kadi [2010] ECR II‐5177.
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they must review the assessment made by the institutions concerned of
the facts and circumstances relied upon in support of the restrictive
measures at issue and determine whether the information and evi‐
dence on which that assessment is based is accurate, reliable and con‐
sistent, without such review being excluded on the ground that the in‐
formation and evidence are secret or confidential. Their jurisprudence
towards measures instigated by the UN in that respect is more demand‐
ing than towards the measures of the EU‐autonomous regime of listing
for assets freezing,10 for which EU‐Courts are content with the assess‐
ment made by a Member State of the EU in a national decision,11 even
if the EU measure has still to be sufficiently motivated and the right to
be heard at some point12 to be respected, not least for the sake of the
right of efficient judicial review.13
The assessment of the proofs is a point though that deserves more
thorough examination, because it raises the question of the law of evi‐
dence in the field of international (situational) crime prevention,
whereto the Regulations at stake belong. The peculiarity of this field
renders an analogy with the judicial review in economic matters inap‐
propriate.14
The standard and intensity of judicial review as set by the Court(s)
were generally dictated by the constitutional guarantees of the rule of
law, in particular the fundamental rights, which should also apply to
acts implementing international law measures. Without formally dis‐
puting the primacy of a Security Council resolution at international
level , the Court insisted on ensuring full respect for the fundamental
rights (right of defence and of efficient judicial review) in this context.

10 See para. 41 of the “Kadi II” judgment referring to the General Court ap‐
pealed judgment and to the precedent OMPI, T‐228/02 [2006], II‐4665 (para. 121 ff.)
11 On the basis of the “loyal cooperation” between the EU and its Member
States (Art. 4(3) TUE).
12 Without prejudice of the “surprise effect” of the freezing (paras 128‐129 of the
OMPI judgment.
13 See para. 151 ff. and para. 165 ff. of the OMPI judgment.
14 See also Conclusions of the AG Bot in case C‐584/10P, para. 66.
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These would require not only that the person concerned must be able
to ascertain at least the reasons(if not to see the supporting evidence)
upon which the decision taken in relation to him is based15 (a), but also
to make known his views on the grounds advanced against him,16 accord‐
ing to the contradictory principle (b), views that have then to be exam‐
ined by the competent EU‐authority17.The fulfilment of this dual obli‐
gation must precede the adoption of a decision on maintaining the list‐
ing like the one at stake (whereas it may be simultaneous or even pos‐
terior to a listing decision18), which should in any case be sufficiently
motivated (see “narrative summary”).19 These obligations amount to a
sufficient motivation and, possibly to an “access to documents” (or
other evidence), as well as to awarding the possibility of defence (ac‐
cording to the contradictory principle), but remain formal in compari‐
son with the additional requirement of the Court aiming to ensure that
the decision is taken on a “sufficiently solid basis”, in the sense that
“the judicial review cannot be restricted to an assessment of the co‐
gency in the abstract of the reasons relied on, but must concern
whether those reasons, or at the very least, one of those reasons,
deemed sufficient in itself to support that decision, is substantiated”.20
International (UNO) Institutions as Functional Equivalent to Inde‐
pendent judiciary
The jurisprudence of the Court, while following a rather dualistic
delineation between international law and EU‐constitutional princi‐
ples, seems to disregard the specific nature of the regulations at stake,
in view of their particular origin. In fact, the EU‐regulations are only
implementing resolutions of the Security Council of the UNO, which

Paras 100, 111 of the Kadi II judgment.
Para. 111 of the Kadi II judgment.
17 Para. 114 of the judgment.
18 In order to ensure the efficiency of the measure (otherwise the assets to be
frozen may flee) – see para. 113 of Kadi II and para. 336 f. of Kadi I judgments.
19 Para. 116 of the judgment.
20 Para. 119 of the Kadi II judgment.
15
16
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foresee the procedure for the listing (and for the de‐listing) of persons
posing a threat to peace or of aggression. The statements to be pro‐
vided by the proposing states have to include specific information as
well as “supporting” information or documents, i.e. evidence, while
identifying the parts thereof that can be made public. These conditions
point at the confidential nature of much of this information and/or evi‐
dence, which will mostly originate in national intelligence services.
Although it is understandable that the judicial review of such cases
aims at ensuring that the allegations against the persons concerned are
well founded, this task of the Judiciary appears more legitimate when
it is directed against the national Executive. It is primarily against the
arbitrariness of national police or other administrative authorities that
full judicial review of restrictive measures has been conceived in our
liberal democracies. However, the situation varies when an interna‐
tional organization committed to the principles of the rule of law is the
origin of the measure, since in that case the multinational structure of
such an organization, which is reflected in the competent committee,
entails necessarily some “checks and balances” test : one single na‐
tional administration cannot impose its views, since representatives of
different states and of the organization itself have to agree on the co‐
gency of the reasoning, the validity of the evidence and, finally, the
adequacy of the measure. Those circumstances limit the possibility of
(political) arbitrariness to a great extent and ensures its impartiality
and objectivity. This is in particular so in an organization which is not
merely regional, but universal, like the ONU, with responsibilities for
the maintenance of peace and security at global level21 and which is not
even dominated by one or two (super‐)powers; the multinational na‐
ture thereof should inspire confidence, which is essential for combat‐
ting international terrorism.
The members composing the competent Sanction Committee (
which reflect the composition of the UN Security Council) should also
inspire confidence, in the sense that they specialize on international se‐

21

Para. 294 of Kadi I (C‐402/05 P).
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curity matters and are supposed to possess (or at least acquire) the
necessary expertise. The impartiality of the procedure establishing the
list of persons concerned by the restrictive measures has been even en‐
hanced by the establishment (following the first “Kadi” judgment) of
an Ombudsperson with specific moral and professional qualifications
to deal with the de‐listing requests for names maintained on the list.22
In the international nature of the institution issuing the restrictive
measure at first place one could see a functional equivalent to the in‐
dependence of national justice, in the sense that the competent commit‐
tee, multinational by definition, which has to examine the information
and the evidence provided in the submitted statement, is not receiving
instructions from a certain centre of power, let alone the possible re‐
course to the impartial Ombudsperson, who will engage in dialogue
with any person contesting his listing and will require a strong justifi‐
cation for keeping a name on a list.
This is what the (General) Court failed to see when it stated that the
Sanctions Committee “clearly” fails to offer guarantees of effective ju‐
dicial protection, by merely transposing the internal judicial logic to
the international decision making level with its own procedural safe‐
guards. In the same vein, the Advocate General had taken the view
that the listing and delisting procedures within the Sanctions Commit‐
tee provide sufficient guarantees for the EU institutions to be able to
presume that its decisions are justified.23 Recognizing the ONU proce‐
dure for listing and delisting as being functionally equivalent to a fact
finding judicial process could justify some limitation of the scope of the
judicial review exercised thereon by the European Courts (see below).

Like the one at stake.
Conclusions of AG Bot in C‐584/10P, paras 83‐88, according to whom “the
more the procedure within the UN is transparent and based on information which
is sufficient in terms of quantity and reliability, the less regional and national im‐
plementing institutions will be tempted to challenge the assessments made by the
Sanctions Committee” (para. 88).
22
23
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Preventive Measures and“ Fumus Foci”
It is also true that the restrictive measures at hand (freezing of as‐
sets), however restrictive they may be for the persons concerned, do
not have a punitive character; they just aim at preventing those persons
from using their money to finance terrorist activities. Neither the Sanc‐
tions Committee nor the EU institutions are punishing any person by
depriving him from his liberty or his property (even if the freezing of
assets is a burden affecting the exercise of the right of property). This
means that the certainty to be achieved as for the justification for the
measure does not need to be as strong as in the case of conviction for a
criminal offence. The intimate or strong “conviction” of the judge is
needed in the criminal procedure, not for the adoption of a mere pre‐
cautionary measure. For such a measure, which is of somehow “in‐
terim” nature (hence the “freezing”, not the “confiscation” or “expro‐
priation” of assets) a kind of “fumus”, i.e. of prima facie conviction
should suffice.
Nevertheless, the Court did not apply the standard applied to the
interim measures, which is fulfilled by the so called “fumus boni iuris”
(prima facie test), but required a full review of the measure, as if a final
sanction had been imposed to the Applicant. By focussing directly on
the effectiveness of judicial protection before itself (only), it disre‐
garded the precautionary nature of the contested measure. This is quite
surprising, if one takes into account the jurisprudence on the precau‐
tionary principle in other fields,24 in which the Court has recognised a
wide margin of appreciation on behalf of the institutions, which have
to manage risks on the basis of dubious prognostics.
(Full) Judicial Review or Appeal for Legal Grounds
If for the institutional (organizational) and procedural reasons men‐
tioned above one admits the improved UNO procedure for listing and

24 Environmental or health protection (see ECJ C‐127/07, Arcelor ECR 2008, I‐
9895; Ministero del’ Ambiente v. Fipa, C‐534/13, ECLI: C:015:140), T‐817/14, Zoofach‐
handel, judgment of March 17 2016, paras 51, 65.
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delisting of persons as being the functional equivalent of a judicial
process based on facts (trial), then the judicial review thereof could ar‐
guably be limited to a more legal exercise focussing on more legal is‐
sues. One will reach the same conclusion if one admits the preventive
nature of the disputed measure, since an appeal against an order for in‐
terim measures can be attacked only on legal grounds and will have
few chances of success, because appeals relating to the existence of a
“prima facie” case cannot form the grounds for setting aside the order
under appeal.25
This would mean that the European Courts, when reviewing EU‐
Regulations implementing UN‐Resolutions on restrictive measures,
should exercise a judicial control comparable to the one triggered by
appeals for legal grounds. A second examination and assessment of the
pieces of evidence by them would then be in most cases precluded (see
below). In the same vein, although on a different reasoning, Advocate
General Bot had suggested a limited reviewability of those Regula‐
tions, proposing a normal review for the “external lawfulness” of the
regulation and a limited review of their “internal law fulness”. By fol‐
lowing the classical concepts of French administrative law (“légalité in‐
terne” and “légalité externe”) he suggested that compliance with essen‐
tial procedural requirements (like the respect of the rights of defence,
contradictory procedure and motivation) should be controlled , but
self‐restraint should be shown with regard to the more political deci‐
sion on (de)listing; as a consequence, the EU institutions should not be
required to obtain from the Sanctions Committee all the information or
evidence which it has available in order to transmit it to the person
concerned for comments and to the European courts, so that the latter
can review the merits of the statement of reasons themselves.26Accord‐
ing to the Advocate General, since the Sanctions Committee has al‐
25 D. Sinaniotis, The Interim Protection of Individuals before the European and Na‐
tional Courts (NL) Kluwer 2006, p. 47 f.; ECJ C‐268/96 P(R) , SCK, ECR 1996, I‐4971,
paras 30‐31; 7/01 P (R), Nederlandse Fed. Vereiniging voor de Groothandel ECR
2001, I‐2559, para. 50.
26 Paras 95‐106 of his Conclusions in C‐584/10P.
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ready evaluated the information and the evidence provided to it, the
European Courts could only scrutinize its assessment (or the legal clas‐
sification of the facts) in cases of manifest, blatant error.27
Still, the Advocate General’s opinion is based on a categorization
made for convenience in the French administrative law, although the
administrative courts normally control both the external and the inter‐
nal lawfulness of the acts brought to their scrutiny. As such, the dis‐
tinction does not justify the limitation of scope of the judicial review.
In addition, the “political” nature of an act is not good enough to
exclude it from judicial scrutiny according to the ECJ jurisprudence,
which does not recognize any “acts of state” (cf. actes de gouverne‐
ment).28 Of course, the Treaty excludes the Common Foreign and Secu‐
rity Policy form ECJ’s jurisdiction, but the decisions on restrictive
measures are not excluded the refrom (s. Art. 275 TFEU). Thus, one
should try another justification for a limited judicial review. This is
why we propose the one of the review by a Court of appeals on only
legal grounds. Such a limited review presupposes that the fact finding
is at first place correct. This is the assumption made in the present arti‐
cle for the level of the Sanctions Committee of the UNO, flanked by an
impartial Ombudsperson, in particular, which receives, evaluates and
filters the statements made by its member states (see above about the
“functional equivalent”), in combination with the precautionary nature
of the measure at stake (see above).
On that basis, one could try indeed to transpose the appeal (“cass‐
ation” or “Revision”) doctrine to the case at hand. In order to draw
conclusions, it appears useful to remind some concepts of the criminal
procedure and in particular of the law of evidence. This is of central
importance for cases like the one discussed.

Paras 107‐109 of his Conclusions in C‐584/10P.
Despite the suggestion made by the AG Bot in his conclusions in case C‐
584/10P (para. 78, 80), talking about complex assessments concerning the protec‐
tion of international security.
27
28
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Ethical Proof and Means of Evidence
It is a rather common feature in criminal procedure that judges
build their conviction (“conviction in time”, “freie Beweiswürdigung”)
freely, following their conscience. Evidence has first to be collected ac‐
cording to its relevance for the case (which also implies some assess‐
ment); the raising of proofs has to comply with some procedural re‐
quirements such as the principle of contradiction, of publicity, of the
immediateness in relation to the trial body, which have to be fulfilled.
Then comes the critical stage of the assessment of the evidence, which
is free and implies discretion on the part of the trier of fact. Common
places, impressions and intuition play a role in that respect. In relation
thereto there should not be any limitation as to the types of evidence
admitted. Testimony, exhibits, documentary and other demonstrative
material are typical sources of evidence, whereas mere hearsay raises
more questions as to its reliability. Nevertheless, the interrogation of
the persons concerned cannot be excluded.29
More importantly, the indications are also considered to be an im‐
portant type thereof. They serve as “indirect” (or circumstantial) evi‐
dence, which implies the existence of the main fact in question, al‐
though not proving it itself. They are exhibits or facts related to the
main fact. The existence of the main fact is deduced from the indirect
or circumstantial evidence through a process of a probable reasoning.
It goes without saying that the indirect (circumstantial) evidence is a
very important category of evidence, since very often the firm convic‐
tion is shaped only on the basis of such (indirect) evidence. Actually, in
some sense all evidence is circumstantial, because one or more infer‐
ences are always necessary to prove a fact on the basis of one or more
piece(s) of evidence.30
Interestingly, the case discussed in this article also confirms that the
preventive measures (albeit not a criminal conviction) in question were

29 See for a comparative overview, Chr. Dedes, Beweisverfahren und Beweis‐
recht, Berlin, D & H,1992 p. 20 f., 44 f.
30Ibid., p. 70 f.
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based on indirect evidence: The Applicant would be a founding trustee
and director of a Foundation operating under the umbrella of a named
entity which was succeeded through absorption by a famous terrorist
organization; he would have appointed as a financier for Europe a co‐
fighter of a famous named terrorist that operated in agreement with
him; according to a testimony the Foundation in question would have
provided support for terrorist activities in the Balkans; finally the Ap‐
plicant would be one of the major shareholders in a bank in which his
appointee held a position and where some planning activities for fur‐
ther attacks “might” would have taken place. On the top of that, the
Applicant would have several firms funnelling money to extremists (or
employing extremists) concerned.31
Nothing proved that the Applicant himself had financed a terrorist
attack or that he was planning to finance such an attack. Nevertheless,
one could infer from the different links and relations he had with dan‐
gerous persons and organizations that his assets may be used to fi‐
nance terrorist activities. This is why the Sanctions Committee of the
ONU must have considered that he posed a threat to international se‐
curity and decided, on the basis of circumstantial (indirect) evidence,
the freeze of his assets and maintained his name on the list.
In our view, not only is the indirect evidence paramount for com‐
batting international terrorism and, in particular, for preventing the fi‐
nancing of its activities, but a global assessment of the different infor‐
mation and evidence is also needed, in order to come to a useful con‐
clusion. The free (discretionary) assessment of proofs has to refer not
only to every piece of evidence taken separately, but also to the whole
bunch of evidence that has been collected in the same connexion. This
is how the trial body builds its intimate conviction in the criminal pro‐
cedure; thus, this should also be the case when a preventive measure
against somebody is taken, all the more so since the preventive meas‐
ures only taken to avert a threatened action, and a mere threat, which
has not materialized, can only derive from more remote sources, which

31

Paras 141‐149 of the C‐584/10P (Kadi II judgment).
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should be seen in combination.
The Limited Reviewability of Proofs
The next question is the scope of the judicial review of the evidence
and its assessment. According to the general principles of the Appeal
procedure, the factual findings of the trial persons cannot be put into
question.32 An appeal based on erroneous fact finding is in principle
inadmissible. The appellate court will rely heavily on the discretion of
the trial body’s ultimate finding. On the other hand, the appellate
judge should be entitled to control the indirect findings, namely the va‐
lidity of the conclusions drawn through treatment of the proofs or
through logical reasoning. For that purpose he can control not only
whether the motivation of the trial decision is sufficient, but also
whether the conviction of the trial person has been built correctly, in
particular whether it does not rely on erroneous inferences (deductions
or inductions).33
From that perspective, one could agree with the EU Courts which
criticized one ground taken in isolation against the Applicant referring
to his ownership of several firms funnelling money to extremists, since
the firms in question were not named.34 This was considered by both
the General Court and the ECJ as a lack of motivation.
Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that what should matter is
the overall assessment of all relevant information and evidence. How‐
ever, once the reasoning of the General Court set aside (no insufficient
motivation of the measure), the ECJ went on destroying one by one the
grounds invoked for the restrictive measure. Indeed, what was critical
in the end was that for all the other reasons put forward in the sum‐
mary against the Applicant (see above), the ECJ considered them suffi‐
ciently detailed and specific, thus formally valid, but not substantiated,
because “no information or evidence has been produced” to substanti‐
32 Cf. Art. 256 (1) TFEU (except for cases of “denaturation” of proofs – see ECJ,
Greece/Commission, C‐547/12P, judgment of 7 November 2013).
33 Chr. Dedes, see above, p. 102 f.
34 Case C‐584/10P (Kadi II‐) judgment, para. 141.
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ate the respective allegations.35The ECJ did not contest the inference by
the institutions of the threat posed by the Applicant, which could jus‐
tify the measure attacked, but required the production of some piece of
evidence supporting and substantiating the allegations made against
the Applicant. The ECJ upheld the judgment of the General Court be‐
cause no evidence on the threat was presented to them. The same con‐
clusion was reached in relation to some evidence material going back
to 1992 that had become obsolete to the eyes of the EJC,36 although,
here too, one should look at the overall bunch of information or evi‐
dence.
On this point the ECJ even somehow contradicts itself, since on one
hand it ruled that the non‐ accessibility of the information or evidence
in possession of the Sanctions Committee on the part of the person
concerned and (subsequently) of the European Courts makes impossi‐
ble to rely on the respective reasons but, on the other hand, admits that
the Commission was not in possession of that information and evi‐
dence and could not be blamed for failing to disclose it to the Appli‐
cant and to the Courts, so that no infringement of the rights of defence
or to effective judicial protection could be based on that non‐
disclosure.37
What actually mattered in the end , was that no information or evi‐
dence was produced to the Courts themselves. Therefore, the ECJ in‐
sisted on a full judicial review of the attacked measure, including a re‐
assessment of the factual evidence itself, which was in the possession
of the Sanction Committee only. As a result, it has put pressure on the
institutions to request such evidence from the Sanction Committee or
rather from the states that have requested the listing on the basis of in‐
telligence reports, with dubious results. The Court even suggested that
new procedural techniques should be invented to accommodate le‐
gitimate security considerations about the confidential nature and the
35
36

Para. 153, 159, 162 of judgment C‐584/10P (Kadi II)..
Para. 156 of the judgment. A contrario, more recent evidence would have suf‐

ficed.
37

Paras 137, 138 and 139 of the judgment in C‐548/10P (Kadi II).
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sources of the information taken and the need to guarantee the proce‐
dural rights of the persons concerned.38
By doing so, the ECJ did not recognize the fact finding exercise at
the level of the Sanctions Committee (and the Ombudsperson) as trial
body and insisted on having the relevant evidence (at least for one
ground!39) adduced to the European Courts (General Court in particu‐
lar). In order to confirm the judgment of the General Court, after set‐
ting aside its motivation about insufficient grounds, the Court actually
substituted the General Court in casu by considering the different rea‐
sons as “non‐ substantiated”, which is not the proper role of an appel‐
late court.
Conclusion
After all what has been mentioned, one can wonder whether it was
a right decision to require from the European institutions (Commission
and the General Court) an examination of the evidence and informa‐
tion held by the UNO sanctions committee in order to find whether the
measure was lawful and justified. If the competent UNO Sanctions
committee, with its additional safeguards, can be seen as the functional
equivalent of a trial court, then it would be more appropriate for the
EU Judicature to refrain from requiring pieces of (even if only indirect)
evidence from the European institutions that implement the UNO pre‐
cautionary decisions. In such cases, the judicial review by the EU Judi‐
cature should resemble more the one on appeal for legal grounds. This
point of view would offer a new line of argument for limiting the scope
of the judicial review of the preventive measures implementing ONU‐
resolutions.

38 Hence the new Art. 105 of the Rules of Procedure of the General Court and its
para. 5 ff, which allow the Court, for the sake of the security of the EU, to excep‐
tionally rely on evidence not communicated to the main party. This may not be sat‐
isfactory, either, from a perfect “rule of law” perspective, but is the counterpart for
the requirements set by the Court at first place.
39 See para. 119 of the Kadi II judgment, which constitutes, in the logic of the
Court an important alleviation of the burden of the proof.
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From a more political point of view, the balance struck by the Euro‐
pean Courts in their recent jurisprudence in favour of the fundamental
right of effective judicial protection in particular does not necessarily
take sufficiently into account the paramount need to jointly combat
and prevent at international level the financing of international terror‐
ism as asymmetrically threatening as it appeared since the Paris attacks
of 201540. One can only hope that the Court will revisit its jurispru‐
dence on this issue, even if that would imply a redefinition of the re‐
spective roles of the ECJ and the General Court.41

See the new Action Plan to strengthen the fight against terrorist financing.
See above the rather theoretical possibility of appealing an order about in‐
terim measures.
40
41
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Consent and intuitions of justice:
a comparative analysis of consensual v.
non‐consensual lawless societies and
the implications for criminal law and
justice policy
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Assistant Professor in International Law, INTERVICT, Tilburg Law School

Introductory Remarks – Terminological Observations
Given that they relate to society, identity, and interactions, the key
terms used in this article are often contested and interpreted widely
and varyingly. For this reason, it is important to spell out their in‐
tended meanings for the purposes of this article. But considering that
they describe living communities and human behavior, one must
equally acknowledge their mutability and possible future refinements.
In his book Leviathan, Hobbes introduced in the discipline of political
philosophy the idea of the state of nature.2 According to Hobbes, the
state of nature is the precondition of the social contract and the estab‐
lishment of civil society. Under a mechanistic conception of human ac‐
tion, Hobbes posits that life without a government would be so oner‐
ous that people would be left with no other choice than to accede to the

1 I would like to thank Paul Robinson for his valuable feedback on earlier
drafts. Thank you also to the participants of the Criminal Law Theory seminar at
the University of Pennsylvania Law School for the constructive exchange on the
key content topics of this article. All remaining errors are my own.
2 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (first published 1651,. ed. Edwin Curley, 1994)
Hackett Publishing, Chapter XIII para. 9.
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proposed social contract under a sovereign. To this sovereign, they
would cede rights in exchange of their survival.3 In Hobbes’ state of na‐
ture there is no injustice due to an inherent absence of positive laws ex‐
cept for certain natural percepts. In this article, I understand “lawless‐
ness” to encompass this type of situations that reflect an apparent lack
of government under the Hobbesi an formal sovereign structure. That
is not to say that these situations also share an absent condition of gov‐
ernance. On the contrary, lawlessness refers to societies, where lack of
formally enacted laws does not necessarily equate to complete scarcity
of normative commands but to a different social convention dynamic.
While lawlessness refers to lack of official prescript, it does not neces‐
sarily reflect the dearth of normative prescriptions resulting in absence
of order or justice.
The first part of this article critically introduces the distinction be‐
tween consensual and non‐consensual lawless societies. It undertakes a
comparative analysis among the several case studies to explore the dy‐
namic of consent as a variable affecting the ability of lawless groups to
succeed and do justice. The second part features a new case study, The
Mesa, which can be used as a clear‐cut example of a consensual lawless
society and juxtaposed to the existing case studies for analytical expan‐
sion. Finally, the third part pairs the two cases of the Mesa and the
Prohibition that share identical variables except for the variable of con‐
sent. I then delineate potential links between consent and the intuitions
of justice debate in an attempt to offer insight to the latter and the
criminal justice reform discussion.
Consensual V. Non‐consensual Lawlessness
When reference is made to situations of lawlessness, we often pre‐
sume as an axiom that these situations occur in a wanton and unde‐
sired fashion. The question lingers almost naturally: why would people
consent to being part of a lawless community? Nevertheless, under a
closer examination, we find at least two possible streams of lawless

3

Ibid.
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communities. The first kind is the product of a sudden change of af‐
fairs, whether factual or normative, that leads to the imperative emer‐
gence of an ungoverned environment without the consent of the indi‐
viduals involved. This is usually the type of community commonly
and intuitively conceived as lawless. But there are also communities
the individuals of which were given the possibility to either consent to
their inclusion in the lawless commune and its ad hoc normative pre‐
scriptions, or to opt out. For the purposes of this article, I label the for‐
mer as non‐consensual and the latter as consensual lawless societies.
There are multiple of arguments within the political philosophy de‐
bate regarding this distinction and the individuals involved.4 But little
attention has been paid to the role this element of prior consent to en‐
gaging in a community can play vis‐à‐vis the community’s survival
success and its ability to do justice. In this enterprise, I first attempt a
simple quantitative analysis of the data provided in a set of case stud‐
ies undertaken by Paul Robinson in ‘Natural law & lawlessness: mod‐
ern lessons from pirates, lepers, Eskimos, and survivors’.5 I interpret as
consensual those communities where the individual was provided
with the choice of creating or entering the lawless community in the
first place. I understand the individual to be acting as a rational actor,
therefore as an agent who is capable of making decisions based on a
cost‐benefit analysis and who has the adequate amount of information
necessary to perform such test.6 On the other hand, the individuals in
4 See e.g., Carl Slevin, ‘Anarchism’, in Ian McLean & Alistair McMillan (eds.),
The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics (Oxford University Press, 2003); Colin
Ward, ‘Anarchism as a theory of organization’, in Leonard I. Krimerman & Lewis
Perry (eds.), Patterns of Anarchy (New York: Anchor Books, 1966); R. B. Fowler,
‘The anarchist tradition of political thought’, Western Political Quarterly 25(4), 738‐
752 1972; George Woodcock, Anarchism: A history of libertarian ideas and movements
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 1962), pp. 276‐78.
5 See generally, Paul H. Robinson, ‘Natural law & lawlessness: modern lessons
from pirates, lepers, Eskimos, and survivors’, U. Ill. L. Rev. 433 (2013); Paul H. Rob‐
inson & Sarah Robinson, Pirates, Prisoners, and Lepers: Lessons from Life Outside the
Law (Potomac Books, 2015).
6 See John Scott, ‘Rational choice theory’ in G. Browning, A. Halcli, & F. Web‐
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the non‐consensual cases either did not consent to their inclusion in the
lawless community, or had no such option of consent in the first place.
Finally, I understand as a key element in establishing the variable of
consent in these cases the fact that the actor was provided with alterna‐
tive options. If the individual was presented with no option of entering
or leaving the lawless environment, then I consider them to be part of a
non‐consensual community.
The data
Tables 1 and 2 provide a comparative sketch between consensual
and non‐consensual lawless communities measured against their suc‐
cess of survival and their ability to do justice. For purposes of meth‐
odological clarity, I do not include the occasions of partial success or
justice in the final rate deduction as they provide no clear information
regarding the outcome of the cases examined. However, partial success
and justice results can be used to assess the certainty or ambiguity each
consent regime might offer to the communities emerging out of it. Fi‐
nally, some of the case studies were purposely excluded from the
analysis as they do not offer any specific information regarding the
formation of the communities nor was such information easily inferred
from the narratives. I conduct this data analysis with the purpose of
examining whether or not I may infer a cause‐effect relationship be‐
tween consenting to a lawless community and the community’s possi‐
bility of survival success and justice.
The methods and results of this analysis are limited to the data of‐
fered by Paul Robinson’s case studies on “Natural Law & Lawlessness:
Modern Lessons from Pirates, Lepers, Eskimos, and Survivors.”7 As

ster (eds.), Understanding Contemporary Society: Theories of the present (Sage Publica‐
tions, 2000); Lawrence E. Blume & David Easley, ‘Rationality’, in Steven N. Durlauf
& Lawrence E. Blume (eds.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2008), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics Online, Palgrave Mac‐
millan; Gary Stanley Becker, The Economic Approach to Human Behavior (University
of Chicago Press, 1976).
7 Paul Robinson, ‘Natural law & lawlessness: modern lessons from pirates, lep‐
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limited as they may be, they can offer an early indication to further
flesh out and test in a more elaborate study. They also open up the dis‐
cussion to indexes, variables, and methodological approaches to the is‐
sue of establishing a criminal justice system with the highest likelihood
of success and perception of justice being done. From the analysis of
the cases in Tables 1 and 2, the aggregate results suggest that those
communities which ran under a consensual rule add up to a 75% sur‐
vival success rate and a 62.5% of doing justice. On the other hand, the
non‐consensual communities result in a 10% rate both in survival suc‐
cess and justice measurements. The partial success and justice rates are
25% for success and 12.5% for justice in the consensual communities
while 60% and 50% respectively in the non‐consensual communities.
Table 1
Consensual

Success

Justice

Wagon Trains

Y

Y

Marooons

Y

N

Pitcairn

P

N

Anguilla

Y

Y

Gold Rush

Y

Y

Netsilik

Y

Y

Pirates

Y

Y

Jamestown

P

P

%

75

62.5

% Partial

25

12.5

These data allow for certain further observations. Consensual com‐
munities have a discernibly higher rate of both survival success and
justice over the non‐consensual. Consensual communities also bear a
ers, Eskimos, and survivors’, U. Ill. L. Rev. 433 (2013).
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significantly low possibility of ambiguous outcomes leading to partial
success. On the other hand, non‐consensual communities convey a
rather high degree of ambivalence leading to high rates of partial re‐
sults. We can draw two safe conclusions from these observations. First,
we may hypothesize that consent in creating or entering a group has a
cause‐effect connection with the potential of survival success and abil‐
ity to do justice of these communities.8 Second, lack of consent does not
appear as necessarily linked with a failure of survival and doing justice
of those communities; nevertheless, lack of consent is indicative of a
significantly lower level of success and justice. This may be interpreted
in two ways: lack of consent leads to contesting elements in the com‐
munity that consequently result in variant and contradictory circum‐
stances within that community. Au contraire, the high rates of partial
outcomes may suggest that there is no causal relation between lack of
consent and the two variables of survival and justice. Despite this rela‐
tive inconclusiveness regarding the cases lacking consent, the rates in
the consensual communities are particularly strong to suggest a cause‐
effect relationship.
Drawing on the above, I will undertake a brief descriptive analysis
of a similar community beyond that of Paul Robinson’s case studies.
The reason for choosing this particular community aims to test and fur‐
ther support or reject the cause‐effect connection of consent with the
chances of success and justice in the lawless environment. This com‐
munity emerged and subsequently operated under a clear consent re‐

8 See e.g. Judea Pearl, Causality: Models, Reasoning, and Inference (Cambridge
University Press, 2000); P. Spirtes, C. Glymour & R. Scheines, Causation, Prediction,
and Search (New York: Springer‐Verlag, 1993); Herbert Simon & Nicholas Rescher,
‘Cause and counterfactual’, 33 Philosophy of Science 1966, 323‐40; T. Verma & J.
Pearl, ‘Equivalence and synthesis of causal models’, Proceedings of the Sixth Confer‐
ence on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, (July, Cambridge, MA) 1990, 220‐227,
reprinted in P. Bonissone, M. Henrion, L. N. Kanal & J.F. Lemmer (eds.), Uncer‐
tainty in Artificial Intelligence (Amsterdam: Elsevier Science Publishers, B.V., 1991),
pp. 225‐268; P. Menzies & H. Price, ‘Causation as a secondary quality’, 44 British
Journal for the Philosophy of Science (1993), 187‐203.
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gime. It enjoys full survival success rates, legitimate procedures and
procures just results. The way these added data interplay with Paul
Robinson’s initial case studies and analysis will contemplate any pos‐
sible implications to the empirical desert theory and the modern crimi‐
nal justice system.
A Consensual Lawless Case – The Mesa, New Mexico “Living Off
the Grid”
The Mesa community in New Mexico prides itself for being one that
lives “off the grid”. What is literally meant by this type of life is that it
entails a home that is not connected to the electricity grid. But, far from
the literal sense, living off the grid has attained a much broader defini‐
tion for the residents of the Mesa. It means “becoming a ghost to the
government, dropping out of society. No taxes, no job, living under the
radar.”9 Covering 15 square miles, the Mesa is home to approximately
400 people. The individuals of the community range from war veterans
to teenagers who have run away from their families and average peo‐
ple who have decided to withdraw from the general society. The com‐
munity is clear regarding its relationship with the government: “We
don’t want their government and they can get out of here.”10 As a re‐
sult, the official government has adopted a customary hand‐off policy
on the Mesa. While the Mesa may initially appear to be a seclusion ref‐
uge, its residents have created their own “lawless” community with
their own rules.
“There are very few rules that we have out here: don’t steal from
your neighbor, don’t shoot your neighbor.”11 According to the resi‐
dents “the real law [at the Mesa] is to be a good neighbor or otherwise
you are not allowed to be out here. That’s the main law.”12 The com‐
munity is premised on a barter system, “everybody borrows things out

9 R. D. Morano, C. Libertino, J. Stulberg, R. Stulberg & Still Point Pictures. Off
the Grid: Life on the mesa. New York: Indiepix (2008).
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., Mama Phyllis.
12 Id.
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here and it gets returned somehow.”13 At the helm of the community
are “the elders” who are there to take steps toward helping the com‐
munity by being its steering force and leadership. The elders are those
who have effectively created the community or have spent the longest
time at the Mesa. Gradually, the Mesa became an increasingly popular
ambush for people from the outside coming into the community; this
did not come without caveats as the Mesa residents witnessed an in‐
crease in criminal acts that came across as relatively unprecedented.
Thefts started being discovered all over the Mesa. Residents sus‐
pected Stacy, a teenage runaway, of committing the crimes. Someone
had broken into the Mesa homes and had taken all food and vegeta‐
bles. Stacy lived with a group of runaways called “the nowhere kids”
who had recently moved to the Mesa. “The reason why we know it
was that group who stole is that they are all vegan and we have other
stuff at home like meat, cheese, milk but they never touched that, all
they took were the beans!”14 The Mesa community members were also
disturbed by the fact that those break‐ins could have been more expan‐
sive in their plunder. They were especially concerned by the potential
of the criminal acts diffusing if they became more systemic. “If you
break into my house and steal my weapons, it puts those weapons in
criminal hands. No one of us can afford that.”15 For the purposes of re‐
solving the dispute and addressing the acts of theft, the Mesa commu‐
nity undertook a form of dispute resolution.
The council of the elders called for an emergency meeting to discuss
the issue and come to a decision. While the elders would in practice ad‐
judicate the case, there were people in the group “to defend the person
who did the stealing.”16 “The elders are coming together so that we can
keep peace on the Mesa, we don’t call the cops we take care of our
business ourselves.”17 After the elders convened to discuss, the accused
Ibid., Gecko.
Id.
15 Id.
16Id.
17 Ibid., Mama Phyllis.
13
14
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were called into the Council. “There will be a lot of yelling and scream‐
ing, and that’s cool. Let them yell, let them scream, let them get it out
of their system.”18 The accused group of kids suggested to their de‐
fense that “if someone has something, doesn’t utilize it, and leaves it
then it belongs to everyone, to the entire society for people to use.
”While this did not sit well with the Mesa residents, the elders seemed
rather understanding: “this kid came from an intercity situation where
this might have been true but we tried to let him know that this isn’t a
place for that. I would like to see a delegation go to them without guns
to tell them they have to leave the Mesa.”19
The group decided that the delegation in charge will be consisted of
the mamas, the women of the group. “Had it not been the mamas go‐
ing down there the same results would not have happened. We didn’t
condemn them, we did it in a nurturing way but it was also obvious
we knew what was going on and that we wanted it to stop.”20 “To me
that was a greater resolution than putting someone in jail or putting
them on probation or whatever the system wants to do with them. Our
more simple approach to justice is a more correct method and justice is
usually served. Democracy is our most valued asset.”21 The “nowhere
kids” eventually managed to negotiate with the Mesa members and
were permitted to stay on the community with a close watch by the
elders.22 The Mesa community continues today with a similar structure
and remains a haven for those who choose to live off the grid and
within a consensually lawless community.

Id.
Id.
20 Ibid., Mama Phyllis.
21 Id.
22 Id.
18
19
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THE MESA V. THE PROHIBITION
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
A laboratory‐like conditions comparison is necessary in order to es‐
tablish the existence of a causal connection between consent in partak‐
ing in a lawless society and the society’s potential for success and do‐
ing justice. In order to achieve this laboratory‐like environment, one
must be able to control and ensure the uniformity of the conditions in
place shared by the compared objects. While such sterile lab‐like condi‐
tions are not feasible in comparing human and societal behavior and
dynamics, they are achievable in this context by eliminating other vari‐
ables that may affect the results. The process of variables elimination
can be achieved by selecting a pair that evidently shares all other vari‐
ables except for the one that one wishes to manipulate in order to af‐
firm the original claim. For these purposes, the case I have selected
among the case studies analyzed in Paul Robinson’s “Natural Law &
Lawlessness: Modern Lessons from Pirates, Lepers, Eskimos, and Sur‐
vivors”23 to pair with the Mesa case study is the case of the Prohibition.
By assessing the variables found in both of them, I then argue that con‐
sent in joining or being a member of a lawless society, ceteris paribus,
bears a causal connection with the society’s success and justice.
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROHIBITION CASE
At the end of World War I, laws prohibiting the sale and consump‐
tion of alcohol started gaining popularity among the U.S. The distinc‐
tion between “wet” and “dry” politicians became commonplace in
electoral campaigns and the rise of the women’s movement made it
impossible for “wet” politicians to stay in office.24 In this political am‐
biance, the Prohibition of manufacture, sale, or transportation of alco‐
hol became the 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution on January

23 Paul Robinson, ‘Natural law & lawlessness: modern lessons from pirates, lep‐
ers, Eskimos, and survivors’, U. Ill. L. Rev. 433 (2013).
24 Supra note 4, “Prohibition” 178.
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16th, 1920.25 The lack of enforcement of the prohibition laws generated
an opposite dynamic allowing for organized crime around the manu‐
facture and sale of alcohol to flourish and become influential. Despite
the expectations of the prohibitionists that a blanket ban on alcohol
would lead to a consequent reduction of crime rate, the reality was dif‐
ferent. Prohibition effectively led to worse social conditions than those
experienced prior to the 18th Amendment demonstrated by more le‐
thal forms of alcohol, increased crime rates, and the establishment of a
black market dominated by organized crime.26
THE MESA & PROHIBITION CASE DYNAMICS
The Mesa and the Prohibition case studies share several identical vari‐
ables which allow for the relatively lab‐like environment desired. Even
though the methods and results of this article do not claim to be “scien‐
tific” due an inherently narrow scope and study material, they do con‐
tend to be at least an indication that can be further tested via more
elaborate empirical study. As shown in Table 3 below, the Mesa and
the Prohibition Cases share identical results in the variables of duration
of the group, prior planning, common shared goal, prior relationship,
hierarchy among the members of the group, consistency of the group,
and freedom to break from the group. Despite their identical variables
however, the two cases diverge in the area of overall outcomes pro‐
duced; while the Mesa appears to be both successful in terms of suc‐
cess and capability to do justice, the Prohibition Case alludes to di‐
rectly opposite directions. The question therefore arises as to the differ‐
entiating factor that may be responsible for procuring such opposing
results. I hypothesize that consent to the lawless society is the missing
variable, the extra factor, which interferes and alters the final result

25

‘Prohibition wins in Senate, 47 to 8’ (PDF). New York Times: 6. 19 December

1917.
26 Charles Hanson Towne, The Rise and Fall of Prohibition: The human side of what
the Eighteenth Amendment has done to the United States (New York: Macmillan, 1923),
pp. 159‐162.
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when all the other variables identified are equal. I will then proceed to
examine where and how the element of consent can be isolated, and
what its relation to the intuitions of justice debate may be.27
Table 3

Case

Suc‐
cess28

Justice

29

Dura‐
tion30

Prior
planning31

Com‐
mon
goal32

Stran
gers33

Hierar‐
chy34

Group
type35

Free
to
lea‐
ve36

The
Mesa

Y

Y

M

N

N

Y

N

IG

P

Pro‐
hibi‐
tion

N

N

M

N

N

Y

N

IG

P

The course of the two cases can be described as follows: The Mesa is
a lawless community as defined in the first part of this article. Despite
the lack of officially enacted laws,37 the community runs on a set of
27 Paul H. Robinson & John M. Darley, ‘Intuitions of justice: implications for
criminal law and justice policy’, 81(1) Southern California Law Review 8 (2007).
28 Success: Y = Successful, N = Unsuccessful.
29 Justice: Y = Group punishes wrongdoing justly, N = Group fails to punish or
punishes unjustly.
30 Perceived duration of the group: M = Medium term, no set indefinite plan.
31 Prior planning: N = No planning coordination adopted but had the opportu‐
nity to plan if desired.
32 Common Goal: N = The group shared no common goal.
33 Strangers: Y = The members of the community as a whole had no prior rela‐
tionship.
34 Hierarchy: N = No hierarchy, group decision‐making.
35 Group Type: All members of the group are part of an absent or ineffective
government.
36 Free to Leave: P = Partial, could leave but with inherent difficulty in the relo‐
cation.
37 Supra note 10.
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shared norms. These norms are generally respected and when not, they
are enforced via adjudication resulting in what is considered to be a
just result. Under this continuous interaction between the shared
norms and the community itself, these norms gain moral credibility
and are consequently embedded in the normative prescriptions of the
community. At the Mesa one observes very rare deviations from these
rules. On the other hand, the Case of the Prohibition tells a rather op‐
posite story. The prohibition movement produced formally enacted
laws. However, the enforcement of these laws was never achieved
leading society to a situation of lawlessness much like the one envi‐
sioned by Hobbes, despite the existence of a central governmental au‐
thority. We observe two very distinct situations of lawlessness here:
one where lawlessness equals to order and justice, and one where law‐
lessness equals to chaos and injustice. How is it then that two cases
which share all identified variables can lead to such opposing results?
The additional variable of consent may illuminate the discussion.
As discussed in the second part, the members of the Mesa had the op‐
portunity to consent to entering the lawless community. The Mesa
bears a characteristic of what John Stuart Mill called an “experiment of
living”,38 and what can be identified as “a wide and diverse range of
communities which people can enter if they are admitted, leave if they
wish, and shape according to their wishes.”39 The Mesa stands at the
extreme end of the consent spectrum, exemplifying voluntary defer‐
ence to a community and its set of rules. On the other hand, the Prohi‐
bition is a paradigmatic case of lack of consent towards the normative
system established and its societal results. If one assumes consent to be
a critical variable in the success of a normative criminal justice system,
whether at a nascent state such as that of a lawless society, or a more
complex like that of modern societies, the issue of manipulating that
variable comes into play.
38 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (London: Longman, Roberts & Green, 1869)
Chapter III.
39 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974),
Chapter X.
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By paying a closer look at the consensual cases of Table 1 and the
dual comparison of Table 3, the element of consent in entering or re‐
maining in the lawless communities seems to depend greatly on
whether the normative system of the community in question reflects
the intuitions of justice shared by the community members. In the case
of the Wagon Trains in Paul Robinson’s case studies, a drafted agree‐
ment is passed before the group embarks on the trail the normative
prescriptions of which have been agreed upon by all members of the
community.40 The Anguillans as a tribal group shared and had con‐
sented to some pre‐established “universal truths” among all members
of the society.41 The Gold Rush miners all gather together to determine
what the norms ought to be according to what they consider as just in
the realm of their society.42 The Inuit live in a society where they have
all agreed as to the norms governing their day‐to‐day interactions.43
Finally, the pirate crews draw up charters according to what they con‐
sider just governing principles of their communities.44 By the same to‐
ken, people at the Mesa have decided upon central normative princi‐
ples which they consider just to abide by within their “free” commu‐
nity. There is therefore a close link between the variable of consent and
the extent to which the normative prescriptions of the communities
analyzed reflect the moral intuitions of justice shared by the members
of the community. The Prohibition is an exemplary argumentum a con‐
trario suggesting that there was lack of consent in being part of the
normative prescriptions of the society because those normative pre‐
scriptions were not in line with the community’s intuitions of justice.
This brings us to two culminating observations: (1) there seems to be a
link between the moral intuitions of justice on the one hand and con‐
sent to engage with a normative societal regime on the other; (2) con‐
sent carries a cause‐effect like connection with the prospect of success
Supra note 5, ‘Wagon trains’, 33.
Supra note 5, ‘Anguilla’, 137‐8.
42 Supra note 5, ‘Gold rush’, 169.
43 Supra note 5, ‘Netsilik Inuit’, 186.
44 Supra note 5, ‘Golden age of piracy’, 42.
40
41
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and justice enjoyed by the communities. As a result, an indirect causal
connection emerges between moral intuitions of justice and a society’s
success and capacity to do justice.
The question that remains for the modern criminal justice debate is
how to establish the deference of consent in the sphere of a large soci‐
ety where no individual consent to the society and its normative frame‐
work is possible in order to increase the levels of success and justice of
the criminal justice system. The use of moral intuitions of justice may
serve as the way to gain a form of indirect consent between the pro‐
posed or established normative prescriptions and the members of the
community. In other words, a system built as a reflection of the norma‐
tive intuitions of its people is more likely to have received a form of in‐
direct consent by them therefore bearing a higher possibility of being
successful and doing justice. This can serve as a different justificatory
argument in the criminal justice reform debate in favor of tracing the
moral intuitions of justice shared among the community members and
creating a system reflective of them as much as possible.
Conclusion
This article, though limited in scope, has sought to identify the ef‐
fect of the variable of consent in being part of a lawless society to the
potential of success and justice of that society. It is set out to substanti‐
ate three primary claims. First, consensual lawless societies see dra‐
matically higher results of success and justice done than non‐
consensual ones. From a brief comparative analysis, a causal relation‐
ship between consent and ability of success and justice is inferred. Sec‐
ond, in order to prove a causal relationship, a pairing of two cases that
share identical variables save for the variable of consent is necessary.
For this reason, I analyze the case study of the Mesa and then pair it
with the case of Prohibition. Third, I observe a connection between the
element of consent and whether or not the normative system of the
community reflects the moral intuitions of justice shared by the people
present or entering it. The conclusions drawn support the argument
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that a criminal justice system that reflects the moral intuitions of its
people will gain stronger deference and be more successful both in re‐
ducing crime and in procuring just results. After all, a criminal justice
system will have truly succeeded when it no longer needs to justify it‐
self.
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Abstract
The existence of religious communities in the public sphere could en‐
hance the foundations of a harmonious coexistence but could also spur
towards intolerance and racism on the other hand. The creation of so‐
cial unrest concerning the criminal law is the main focus of this article.
Our aim is to make known the legal terms describing the religious min‐
ister; in which occasions he is reacting in the framework of exercise of
his religious duties, when in public and the acts that constitute provo‐
cation or excitement to an animosity. Finally, the potential subjects un‐
dergoing the consequences of these acts are referred through the vision
of the theory and the jurisprudence, if any.
Keywords: abuse of power, religious ministers, exercise of his duties,
public, animosity, state power, citizens
Introduction
Following incidents occurring in the daily life of Greek citizens, it
was imperative to follow the route of article 196 Penal Code that refers
to a particular crime, entitled ecclesiastical office abuse. Initially, after
we define the protected legal interest and the protection of the law, we
will look at the structural elements of the crime that is the subject/actor,
the subject/victim and criminal behavior/act with the necessary concep‐
tual declarations required by the article’s special terminology. The the‐
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ory on ecclesiastical and criminal law, and any law for that issue will
help us draw the necessary conclusions for the current feasibility of the
article and its further exploitation as a defensive “weapon” for social
peace especially during times of crisis.
The Protected Legal Interest of Social or Public Peace
The article 196 of the Penal Code entitled “ecclesiastical Abuse” in‐
cluded in the sixth chapter of the Special Part of the Penal Code that in‐
tends to protect against the threats of public order in order to maintain
social peace. The protected legal interest in article 196 Penal Code is the
social or civil peace as enshrined both in the Constitution and interna‐
tional treaties in which the Republic of Greece is a contracting member.
The legal interest of social peace is the underlying purpose and raison
d’être of the legal system. In the Greek Constitution, in particular, there
is reference on the protection of social peace at the article 2§2: “Greece,
adhering to the generally recognized rules of international law, pur‐
sues the strengthening of peace, justice, and the development of
friendly relations between peoples and the States’. We believe that so‐
cial peace is being protected not only by the entire spirit of the Consti‐
tution but also by the entire legal system, without the need to make
special reference to it.
Reference to the word ‘peace’ in Article 2§2 of the Constitution shall
be interpreted in two ways: on the one hand, social peace among per‐
sons living in Greek territory and peace as an all‐humane good be‐
tween peoples and states, on the other. The protection of social peace
in the Greek legal order is achieved through particular pieces of legis‐
lation, beyond the Constitution and the systematic interpretation of the
spirit of the law, which analyze the specific violations in different
branches of law. Criminal law devotes an entire chapter in order to en‐
hance social peace. In the sixth chapter of the second book of Penal
Code which is entitled “threats of public order” the terminology ‘pub‐
lic order’ is another way of saying social peace. The legislature seems
to use two terms without distinction, equating the term “public order”
to “social peace”. In our opinion the term social peace is a broader and
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a more comprehensive than the public order.1 Public order is the most
important and characteristic facet of social peace.
In article 196 of Penal Code the legislator favors that the criminal of‐
fense and conduct of the religious worker against the state power or
other citizens thus disturbing the peaceful coexistence. Hostility could
create factionalism to the society resulting in a flurry. At this point it is
advisable to try to give some conceptual directions concerning the ex‐
isting terms in the abovementioned article of Penal Code.
Conceptual Determinations
The terms that require further analysis, before proceeding to the
constituent elements (Objective and Subjective) of crime, are “ecclesias‐
tical office” and “religious minister”. The ecclesiastical law will serve
as a useful interpretative tool in clarifying the previously mentioned
terms.
The article 196 of the Penal Code is entitled a crime committed on
“ecclesiastical office abuse”. Throughout the layout of the text, the leg‐
islator tries to describe what constitutes the abuse of “ecclesiastical of‐
fice” and by whom it is committed. The ecclesiastical office can not be
examined separately from the concept of religious minister since it may
lead to erroneous conclusions.
The legislator considers punishable only crimes committed in eccle‐
siastical office abuse by religious ministers, namely the clergy and es‐
pecially the higher priesthood. Precisely, the term religious minister
was employed by the legislature to cover all “known religions” present
and active in the Greek territory beyond the prevailing Eastern Ortho‐
dox Church.
Since the Constitution has protected all known religions2, rather, for

1 Social peace shall also be associated with other vague legal terms like moral‐
ity, public health, for the common or general or public interest which have as their
ultimate goal the peaceful co‐existence of people.
2 “Known religion” is defined as the one that highlights declared dogmas, wor‐
ship, organization and aims and is being safeguarded towards freedom of worship
based on Article 13 paragraph 2‐3 of Constitution.
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the freedom of worship of article 13§2‐3 of Constitution. The concept of
religious minister includes all religious ministers of known religions.
The content of religious freedom, however, first and foremost involves
the freedom of (religious) conscience in article. 13§1 S. and then the
freedom of worship, which in turn involves known religion. In the
most correct opinion, religious ministers of an unknown religion that
does not fall under the freedom of worship, but under the freedom of
religious conscience are covered by the term of “religious ministers”.
The religious minister of the Orthodox Church, which is the domi‐
nant Church in Greece, includes only the higher clergy. It is worth
mentioning the concept of the word priest in the Orthodox Church
since it constitutes an overwhelming majority of the population. The
clergy in accordance with ecclesiastical law is divided into higher and
lower clergy.
The clergy in the strict sense of the term – or higher priest‐ are di‐
vided into three ranks: Bishops, Presbyters and Deacons.3 A common
characteristic of these three ranks of higher priesthood is that they take
place during a mystical formal act called ordination,4 Consequently,
the higher ranks of priesthood which we have already mentioned –
with its individual facets of the three ranks of priesthood constitute the
religious ministers of article 196 of the Penal Code pertaining to the Or‐
thodox Church.
If the legislature itself did not interpret in the first clause of article
196 of the Penal Code whom it considers to fall under the concept of
ecclesiastical office thus only the religious ministers, criminal offence
would have a broader sense and apply to a larger group of people. A
question would arise whether the lower clergy or ecclesiastical com‐

3 Clerical ranks are very ancient and respond to the Tradition of the Church
starting from the early years of its establishment. They are distinguished into the
three ranks that we have previously mentioned in the middle of the 2nd century
(Konidaris 2011: 117).
4 Ordination takes place during the Divine Liturgy and depending on the cleri‐
cal rank meaning deacon, presbyter or bishop, at different intervals during the
mystery of the Holy Eucharist.
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missioner are included in the category of ecclesiastical office.
According to the Tradition of the Church and the sources of ecclesi‐
astical law, subdeacons, church readers, chanters, church janitors and
sacristans constitute the lower ranks of priesthood (Konidaris
2011:117). The difference between lower and higher priesthood lies on
two important elements: first, in the different roles each one has, where
the lower priesthood assists in the celebration of the divine mysteries
and second, in the way in which they were obtained their officio by a
simple ceremony which takes place anytime during a service. The leg‐
islator aims at including only the higher ranks of priesthood that is the
Bishops, Presbyters and Deacons.
The Church council consists of five members and is comprised of
one priest who is presbyter and President and four members of laity,5
called “commissioners” of the parish. The members of ecclesiastical
council are the four members of laity comprising the church council of
the parish. They are chosen and appointed from a list of the members
of the parish, by the Metropolitan Council following the Metropolitan’s
recommendation to serve for three years (Konidaris 2011: 156‐160). The
property of the “commissioner” (the member of the church council)
constitutes an ecclesiastical office that is honorary and without pay.
Therefore, the article 196 of Penal Code (abuse of the ecclesiastical of‐
fice) could apply to the members of the church council (the commis‐
sioners) if the legislator did not restrict criminal offence only to reli‐
gious ministers in the first paragraph of the article.
In conclusion, we would claim that the aforementioned crime based
on article 196 of Penal Code can be committed only by a religious min‐
ister of a known religion who can gather according to the teachings
and the tradition of his Church or his religion the elements and re‐
quirements of the religious minister. In the Orthodox Church the
higher priesthood gathers the properties of the religious ministers
5 Laity (laikoi, λαϊκοί) is considered to be the members of the Church who enter
therein through the mystery of Baptism and Chrismation. Therefore are not reli‐
gious ministers since they do not belong to the clergy office with its aforemen‐
tioned features.
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namely, clergy who are Bishops, presbyters and deacons. Finally, it
would be appropriate to add the term “religious” to the title of the
crime referred to in article 196 of Penal Code in order to create a new
one – ”Ecclesiastical or religious office abuse”– so that the religious
ministers of all known religions can also be included.
The Constituent Elements (Objective and Subjective) of Crime
The crime of the ecclesiastical office abuse is a genuine and special
crime for its subject is only the religious minister. The legislator himself
is self‐contained since it is only referred to as religious minister. The
crime in objective grounds is analyzed in the following four points that
have to concur cumulatively.
a) “Subject of the crime should only be a religious minister”. The special
traits of the religious minister within a community of faith, particu‐
larly in the Orthodox Church are analyzed in the following three
offices, the ritual, the didactic and the administrative. The higher
rank of priesthood, as we have already mentioned (Bishop, presby‐
ter, deacon), includes the three aspects – offices (ritual,6 didactic7
and administrative8) which can be spread to every religious minis‐
ter of a known religion. Based on the teachings of common experi‐
ence every religious minister of any religion (community of faith)
in the framework of his responsibilities has the role of performing
rituals (in order to celebrate certain rituals), didactic (teaches be‐
liefs and interprets the theology and tradition of his faith) and ad‐
ministrative (administration of people and things).In the article the
priests who preach are also included. We cannot support the same

6 Ritual power refers to the power of the religious servant granted by the
Church (or by his religion) with the procedures laid down, to serve the mysteries
and holy rituals.
7 Didactic power is the power the religious minister exercises in order to teach
the doctrine, tradition and beliefs of the Church or proportionally to every religion.
8 Administrative power is the power to administer the staff and estate of the
church community, parish or generally the community of faith (whatever the relig‐
ion may be).
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for laity preachers or catechists. The quality of the religious minis‐
ter is judged by the canons of his religion (Troianos, ‘Lectures’
[1984], p. 395 note 1).
b) “During the performance of his duties or publicly with his function”. The
religious minister is the Subject of criminal act based on the article
196 of Penal Code when he proceeds to a criminal act during his
duties. The duties of the religious minister are the ones that were
previously mentioned as they were analyzed, in the framework of
his activities that is, during the practice of his ritual, didactic and
administrative office.9For example, during a ritual or preaching or
during the selling of an object which belongs to the parish or more
extensively to the community of faith where he is in charge. Fur‐
thermore, the religious minister can commit the crime when he is
out in public sphere and practices with his role as a religious minis‐
ter, not necessarily by exercising his duties. For instance, if he finds
himself in a public place in his capacity as a religious minister (he
should be visible) in order to convince, then he is subject to the law.
If his role is not apparent, then we cannot claim that he committed
the crime (Kontaxis, Penal Code, p. 1680, Kaifa, Simeonidou, Penal
Code, p. 115). For example, if he finds himself among a narrow cir‐
cle of people or if he attends a social event or protest as an individ‐
ual (Kontaxis, Penal Code, p. 1680, Kakkalis, Kourakis, Magganas,
Frsedakis, Penal Code, p. 936‐937). The religious minister can exer‐
cise his duties anywhere ie within the church, home, in a square
and the means that will be used is of no significance (for example
verbal –written communication or movement). In addition, wher‐
ever the religious minister claims his capacity, so that he may pro‐
ceed to a certain act (Manoledakis, Threats, p. 212).
c) “Provokes or incites the citizens towards being hostile”. The capacity of
the religious minister exerts a particular pressure in the conscience
of the crowd of faithful due to his special role in the community of

9 When the religious minister performs his act, while performing his priestly
duties (Gafos, p. 176).
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faith. If the religious minister also combines special capacities or
potentials, this may make his influence more dangerous. Which‐
ever mean he can use to provoke or incite the citizens (the faithful
in particular) towards being hostile, constitutes the element of ob‐
jective grounds for the crime. The term “hostility” signifies the
creation of hate or any form of hostility not exclusively religious
hostility (Kontaxis, Penal Code, p. 1680). The provocation of reli‐
gious intolerance does not constitute an exclusive way for commit‐
ting the crime. It could provoke, for example, animosity against a
person or persons or team or group of people with a specific for
example racial, ethnic or political orientation. The provocation or
stimulation should occur in a way that the disruption of common
peace is being threatened. Provocation is conceptually distin‐
guished by stimulation. Provocation is direct and has immediate
reaction whereas stimulation is the hidden and treacherous pursue
of the aim (Troianos, ‘Lectures’ [1984], p. 395). It could be deducted
that the provocative or stimulated act of the religious minister
turns into hostility. It has been ruled, in the unique decision, by the
Supreme Court 1489/1997, which has examined the application of
the article 196 of Penal Code, that a religious minister (priest of a
parish) incited the church goers towards hostility against the Met‐
ropolitan.
d) “Against state power or other citizens”. By state power we mean state
authority with a wider sense of the term and under all its facets
that is, the legislative, executive and judicial power. The clause
“against other citizens” indicates that the hostility which was
caused by the religious minister could be directed against a person
or group of people. The motives may not be religious but for ex‐
ample, political, racial and ethnic. There are contemporary exam‐
ples of religious ministers of the Church and other religions, in
Greek territory, to turn their religious community against a group
of people.
The crime is committed with willful misconduct, in other words the
capacity of the religious minister is known and that with his capacity
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he provokes or incites the citizens towards hostility, against state
power or against other persons and the will to perform this act (the
knowledge and will that the act of the religious minister is capable of
inciting the citizens towards hostility). The prospective deception suf‐
fices whereas the crime committed through negligence is not punished.
Also, it is considered to be a fait accompli, when there was provocation
or stimulation, without requiring the provocation of hostility. It is suf‐
ficient for the typesetting of the crime to know that the way and the
means were used objectively in order to achieve the previous result of
provocation or stimulation. The attempt cannot be included in article
196 of Penal Code (Kontaxis, Penal Code, p. 1681). The intention to in‐
cite citizens towards hostility is evidence, as well as the objective at‐
tainment of this goal, without requiring the realization of the goal and
is punishable with a prison sentence for up to three years.
Conclusion
The jurisprudence has not dealt with article 196 of Penal Code on
“ecclesiastical office abuse” or more accurately, as we have substanti‐
ated in our analysis, “ecclesiastical or religious office abuse”, in a thor‐
ough way. There is only one case study reference, made in Supreme
Court 1489/1997 (Poinika, Chronika 48/1998, pp. 492‐493) where a priest
was sentenced due to the fact that he incited the congregation to have
feelings of hostility towards a Metropolitan. In reality, it is common in
Greek territory to commit the aforementioned act, either by highly‐
ranked religious ministers of the dominant Church with regard to state
power or human groups, but also by religious ministers of other reli‐
gious denominations. Nevertheless, an ex‐officio implementation is not
initiated by prosecution authorities for committing crimes in public
places by means of the press or the mass media in general. The protec‐
tion and prevention through exercising and implementing article 196
of Penal Code will foster the safeguard of social peace, whose equilib‐
rium is at risk and thus is in danger, especially during the last decade
where Greece is experiencing hard times and a period of deep migra‐
tion crisis.
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Introduction
According to provisions set forth in Article XXVIII para. (6) of the Fun‐
damental Law of Hungary,
With the exception of extraordinary cases of legal rem‐
edy laid down in an Act, no one shall be prosecuted or
convicted for a criminal offence for which he or she has
already been finally acquitted or convicted in Hungary
or, within the scope specified in an international treaty
or a legal act of the European Union, in another State,
as provided for by an Act.
The provision was entered into the former Constitution effective as
of 1 December 2009; similar provisions had not been included earlier in
the Constitution.1
In this study, I discuss European development as the root cause of
the accession of the principle into the Constitution, and I also provide a
1 Act CLXVII of 2007 on the Hungarian Constitution, amending Act XX of 1949,
which replaced §57 of the Constitution, para (4), the following provision:: “(4) No
one shall be declared guilty and subjected to punishment for an offense that was
not considered – at the time it was committed – a criminal offense under Hungar‐
ian law, or the laws of any country participating in the progressive establishment
of an area of freedom, security and justice, and to the extent prescribed in the rele‐
vant Community legislation with a view to the mutual recognition of decisions,
without any restrictions in terms of major fundamental rights.”
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brief analysis of the present legal environment, taking into considera‐
tion the fact that its transposition into the EU dimension necessitates
the interpretation of this constitutional rule. Furthermore, I discuss
some of the more significant special legal issues in relation to the envi‐
sioning of the principle, and I also give a prognosis of changes in the
legal interpretation of the ne bis in idem principle.
The scope of interest of a jubilee, which also aims to recognize the new
challenges appearing in criminal law systems brought by the globaliza‐
tion of our societies and to develop new proposed solutions for them,
includes the assessment of new criminal law institutions which have
resulted from EU legal development; as such, examining the actual re‐
alization (implementation) of the sui generis fundamental EU principle
of ne bis in idem in Hungary – which I sincerely hope will be of inter‐
est to him and to other readers. Warm‐heartedly present my work to
you in the Nestor Courakis anniversary celebration publication.
The International (European) Dimensions of Double Adjudication
1. General considerations
The ne bis in idem principle,2 i.e. the prohibition of double adjudica‐
tion of the same facts has fundamental legal significance in modern
democratic states; its development and history are rooted deeply in
law: it was recognized back as far as the 5th BC and its development –
or precisely, its establishment was and has continuously been present,
more or less – with the exception of inquisition procedures – in Euro‐
pean sources of law (as well as in precedent law);3 however, it breathed
life for the first time from the ideas of the enlightenment. The prohibi‐
tion of double adjudication derives from justice and the requirements
that restrict state coercion (i.e.: the power of criminal liability); and
from the broadest perspective, it may comprise restrictions concerning

2 Some authors use the term non bis in idem, but ne bis in idem is the more wide‐
spread name.
3 For historical development, see in particular: Schwarplies 1970. Further analy‐
sis, for example: Elek 2012, pp. 140‐188.
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the whole criminal legal subsystem of a given society.
The principle therefore concerns criminal law and criminal justice in
a wider sense, as a whole; and as such, a perpetrator shall not suffer
any disadvantage twice in criminal law for the same action. Therefore,
the ne bis in idem principle in essence provides protection against the
unrestricted application of ius puniendi, while also protecting the “final‐
ity” of judicial decisions in modern constitutional states. The basic
premise for this under the scope of individual legal protection is the
necessity for protection in the event that a given state has already im‐
plemented a given punishment for a particular action (crime), then this
need in essence vanishes, and there remains no room for newer en‐
forcement, or at most only if a major or significant interest arises, that
would justify breaking through a final judgment.
Strictly speaking, it is to be considered a principle applied during
sentencing, which rules out multiple consideration of real (actual) facts
in establishing criminal liability (historical facts, circumstances) – both
in a positive and in a negative direction.4 In a more narrow interpreta‐
tion, it has a role in internal application of law, and thus its European
validity can at most be interpreted in the context that it is construed as
being a tradition of criminal law amongst European countries, and is
therefore respected and upheld in criminal procedures. It is possible
that it will be laid down in statutory regulation,5 but it is equally possi‐
ble that it will remain “only” at the level of judicial practice (discretion)
– just as the content of the principle was clarified in position no. 154 of
the Criminal Law Department of the Curia6 of Hungary formerly es‐
tablished, and later refined in Criminal Law opinion no. 56 BK of the
Curia.
In domestic law, the question of finality of decisions, the res judicata
and ne bis in idem principles are closely connected, and mostly stems
from the inability to challenge formal legal force – although the signifi‐
Nagy2014, pp. 84‐86.
For example, in Germany: Strafprozeßordnung(Criminal Procedure Code) 46. §
para (3).
6 The High Court of Hungary.
4
5
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cance of the invariability of res judicata (enforceability) of substantive
legal force cannot be ruled out either.7 An equally important topic in
connection with this is the analysis of the identity of acts,8 which pro‐
vides a foundation for implementing the ne bis in idem principle by de‐
fining the “same act.” Studies on (Hungarian) criminal law and legal
practice interpret – mutatis mutandis – the identity of acts tradition‐
ally, within the context of internal (domestic) law – taking into consid‐
eration the fact that trans‐nationally enforceable prohibition and op‐
portunity or obligation for its direct application did not exist for too
long.
The Development of Transnational Ne Bis in Idem
The establishment of the right not to be tried or punished twice is
due in part to international human rights efforts, as several interna‐
tional legal instruments contain the prohibition of double (criminal)
procedures, including the International Political Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, Article 14(7)9 and Article 4 of Protocol 7 to the Euro‐
pean Convention on Human Rights.10

Vö. Fenyvesi, Herke & Tremmel 2003, pp. 504–507.
See for example: Tóth 2001, pp. 22‐41; Tremmel 2003, pp. 267‐272.
9 Legislative Decree no. 8 of 1976, Resolution adopted during the 21st Session of
the General Assembly of the United Nations on 16 December 1966 announcing In‐
ternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights under Article 14(7) “No one
shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already
been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal proce‐
dure of each country.”
10 The publication of Act XXXI of 1993 on the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms of 4 November 1950 and its eight supplemental protocols,
Article 4(1): “No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal pro‐
ceedings under the jurisdiction of the same State for an offence for which he has al‐
ready been finally acquitted or convicted in accordance with the law and penal
procedure of that state. “Article 4(2): ‘The provisions of the preceding paragraph
shall not prevent the reopening of the case in accordance with the law and penal
procedure of the State concerned, if there is evidence of new or newly discovered
facts, or if there has been a fundamental defect in the previous proceedings, which
7
8
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In the practice of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the
preceding article is referenced on multiple occasions; as a result, the
ECHR has had the opportunity to thoroughly examine its content and
context from many perspectives.11
The international documents12 referenced above prohibit being tried
or punished twice in the scope of domestic law, and do not stipulate
international enforceability. Nevertheless, in general, the widespread
view is that the ne bis in idem may surface in extradition cases, as the
prohibition of extradition.13 The European Convention on Extradition
(1957) regulates it as a relative obstacle to extradition, that is, it pro‐
vides the framework for refusing extradition up until the other state
brings a final judgment (in the proceedings); Council Framework Deci‐
sion 2002/584/JHA14 on the European arrest warrant and the surrender
procedures between Member States considers it mandatory (absolute)
grounds for refusal.
Another important aspect of the emergence of the principle is the
(automatic) final closing effect regarding criminal proceedings and de‐
cisions carried out in another state, the issue of res judicata.
In connection with this, in the first approach it could be said that the
international enforcement of the principle should rest on the same
premises, similar theoretical considerations that were followed in the
internal recognition – such as justice and the protection of human
rights. However, this is preceded by an entirely different theoretical
could affect the outcome of the case.” Article 4(3): “No derogation from this Article
shall be made under Article 15 of the Convention.”
11 For an analysis of the relevant practice of law, see for example: Kadelbach
2006, margin notes: 8‐21.
12 I did not go into detail concerning the European Commission and the former
instruments of the Council Regulation (EU), which could not develop into practice
due to insufficient ratification rate. In particular, see also: Wiener 2003, pp. 62‐68;
Ligeti 2004, pp. 63‐73.
13 For a detailed introduction of extradition, see: M. Nyitrai 2006, pp. 258‐390.
14 Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA (2002 June 13) on European ex‐
tradition and surrender procedures between member states L 190/1, 2002 July 18,
19/6, pp. 34‐51.
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foundation, which stems from the fact that here primarily the relation‐
ship between states is of concern, which is characterized by the interna‐
tional law interdependence of states. This is even so if the position of
the person concerned has strengthened on the conventional arena of
international cooperation in criminal matters – with the development
of the protection of human rights – and has transformed into a third
pole of such legal relationships.15 In the event that the demand for
criminal sanction on behalf of one state diminishes as a result of the
procedure carried out (final decision), it does not automatically mean
the termination of such demands on behalf of other states, since it is far
from certain that the other state would view the violation of law in the
same manner for a given criminal act, or that the different sanctioning
goals stemming from theoretical‐philosophical differences would re‐
main within acceptable limits of the other state.
The legal certainty that requires holding closed criminal procedures
intact is an interest that exists within a legal system. With regard to re‐
lations between states, internal legal certainty is at most a reason of
self‐reflection; upholding it in any given case can be referenced as
maintenance of some international obligation (so‐called public order),
but is insufficient to provide a basis for obligations of some other state,
in the event that the latter remains only within the state’s own legal
system.16
This is the reason for justifying general recognition of foreign deci‐
sions on a “merely” discretionary basis, i.e. when the state, upon its
own discretion, chooses to recognize the criminal procedure conducted
and decision ruled in another state. However, this type of solution fails
to provide full protection for the involved person, because on one
hand, it is possible that certain national regulations do not recognize
the enforceability of foreign judgments, and on the other hand, binding
to separate decisions, that is, the lack of automatism gives rise to fur‐

M. Nyitrai 2002, pp. 122‐135.
The international legal issues regarding intervention with the internal affairs
of another state are mutatis mutandis ignored herein.
15
16
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ther elements of uncertainty in the system, in which legal protection
may flop. Not to mention, the aspect of how expensive it would be to
carry out multiple criminal procedures (conducted in multiple coun‐
tries) and possible punishments, and in addition would also result in
unnecessary and unjust parallelism. This, aside from providing an op‐
portunity for infringing individual rights, would also set the stage for
possible conflict amongst states, especially in cases where for a given
criminal act, if it has transnational elements, the criminal (law) jurisdic‐
tion concurrently extends to multiple countries.
EU Development – Criminal Law Dimensions
Based on the foregoing, automaticity among the sovereign states can
therefore only be required if the theoretical‐philosophical kinship or
similarity is given and if – obviously on the basis of this – some inter‐
national norm (or perhaps international customary law) specifically,
expressly prescribes this. This type of development is evident in the
European Union, as a result of which the Hungarian constitutional le‐
gal position has undergone changes as well. The binding regulation be‐
tween European states was established in 1990, although the declara‐
tion of theoretical‐philosophical kinship followed only much later, in
1999 at the Tampere Summit, with reference to the principle of mutual
trust. The strengthening of trust in general with regard to the legal or‐
der of the other member states had led the path toward recognizing
that the prohibition should be regulated at a supranational level, since
in this way, the factors of injustice arising from differences national
regulations and practice could be rectified.
In 1987, in the Convention on the ne bis in idem the member states
had come to an agreement on enforcement of the principle – but this
had not (and to date, still has not) been ratified by all member states.17

17 The 1970 Convention of the Council of Europe ran into an even more harsh
reception of international enforceability of criminal judgments (ETS 70), but in the
present legal situation, it has no significance between and among member states.
The Council of Europe may have relevance among non‐EU states, but barely half
of the states actually ratified it.
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In 1990, the Convention Implementing the Schengen Agreement was
finally adopted (hereinafter: CISA), which expressly outlined the ap‐
plication of the ne bis in idem principle (Articles 54‐58), the text of
which was taken over and remained nearly unchanged from that of the
1987 Convention.
Specifically, the issue highlighted here is that the European en‐
forcement of the ne bis in idem principle is of fundamental significance
in EU (community) law, because exercising the right to free movement of
persons can only be effectively observed if a perpetrator can know that
once his trial has been finally disposed of, after having been prosecuted
and sentenced and following the imposition of a penalty in one mem‐
ber state, or in the event of being acquitted upon a final judicial deci‐
sion, he may freely move in the Schengen area without having to fear
criminal prosecution because the said criminal act under the laws the
latter state is considered a different crime (act).
In the time period following the adoption of the CISA, the imple‐
mentation of the provisions seemed rather insignificant; the position of
Art. 54 of the CISA was entrenched when the European Court of Jus‐
tice was granted preliminary decision‐making power concerning the
interpretation of the so‐called Schengen acquis, following the amend‐
ments incorporated by the Amsterdam Treaty in 1999. As such, in the
period before this, no international judicial forum existed, which
would have provided for the uniform interpretation of the CISA; the
courts of the member states themselves interpreted and implemented
the principle. The provisions of the CISA are suitable for direct applica‐
tion, i.e. it does not require member state legislation, similarly, Article
54 from this perspective shall not be considered standard that follow‐
ing the implementation of the Amsterdam Treaty, this Article was
placed under the third pillar. This means that in the case of a specific
criminal procedure, if the judge perceives (or in an earlier phase, the
prosecution) that the offense has been tried and other conditions are
present, then further continuing the procedure would constitute in‐
fringement of EU law, and the judge shall be bound by the provision
even if it contradicts the internal criminal law code.
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The extension of powers of the CJEU launched the development of
interpretation regarding the article; it can be concluded that the CJEU
stood in support of the autonomous interpretation of Article 54 of the
CISA, as per in its own context, whilst providing it international en‐
forceability and significance at the fundamental law level, with which
the ne bis in idem has formed into a quite powerful tool in the protection
of individual rights. The teleological interpretation applied most fre‐
quently by the CJEU ensures the enforcement of the community (EU)
fundamental freedom; this is the means by which the free movement of
EU citizens can be fulfilled. The mutual trust enshrined by member
states in the criminal justice systems of one another is a critically im‐
portant premise in this legal system, which must prevail even if no fac‐
tual reason for the trust can be established (improper procedural prac‐
tices, forced dysfunctions such as lack of personnel, less developed sys‐
tems of newly acceded MS, etc.).18
Then in 2009, a new milestone was reached and the principle had
now been drafted as a basic (fundamental) right, in Article 50 of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union under the title
“Right not to be tried or punished twice in criminal proceedings for the
same criminal offence”. The article states: “No one shall be liable to be
tried or punished again in criminal proceedings for an offence for
which he or she has already been finally acquitted or convicted within
the Union in accordance with the law.” The wording of text of the pro‐
vision differs from Art. 54 of the CISA, but it can nonetheless be said
that the application of specific regulations for the provision of the
Charter on fundamental rights were established by the CISA, in a way
that it also implies the appropriate limitation of Article 50 of the Char‐
ter. This however is only true if the scope of the two provisions overlap
one another, i.e. the criminal procedure is such that it is conducted by a
member state under so‐called harmonized criminal laws (“within the
Union in accordance with the law”). For cases falling outside of this

18 In connection with judicial practice of the CJEU and the interpretation that
has developed, see: Karsai 2015, pp. 123‐132.
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scope, for example, simple homicide, in which more than one state
may have jurisdiction (e.g. if a Hungarian citizen murders a German
person in Austria19), the Charter – in principle – shall not be applied,
while the CISA can be enforced.20
EU Development – Outside the Scope of Criminal Law Dimension
Originally, in community law, the ne bis in idem principle was con‐
sidered a general legal principle,21 and was advanced to the level of
fundamental rights by the Charter. The principle gained particular sig‐
nificance in EU law in relation to community law violations in regard
to (especially competition law) parallel sanctions. More specifically: it
can presently be concluded that what is lacking the most is full en‐
forcement. As a rule, in the event of such an infringement, parallelism
in action on behalf of the community (Commission) and member state
(competition) authorities sanctioning shall not be excluded, the CJEU
only mandates that the fines imposed elsewhere be included.22 This
means that a procedure before the Commission is considered “foreign”
even though – where appropriate – the offending act shall be sanction
to a full extent, and thus the sanction requirement in full should vanish
in full, rather than the application of the appropriation principle.
In connection with this, four reasons can be outlined in support of
the ne bis in idem principle:
1. It is in the interest of the individual, to not be punished more than
once for the same act (legal grounds);
2. Free movement;
3. The legitimacy of the legal system and that the uniform enforce‐
ment of competition law requires ne bis in idem (legitimacy

19 The active personality principle, the territory principle, and the passive per‐
sonality principle each separately establish jurisdiction in all three countries.
20 On the relationship between the two treaties, see also: Karsai2015, pp. 133‐
135.
21 Its origin can be traced to the decision ruled in the 7/72 Boehringer Mann‐
heim v Commission case 1972. December 14); see also: Liebau 2005, pp. 92‐94.
22 Kadelbach 2006, margin note no. 23.
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grounds)
4. The rule of law of prosecuting infringements and condition of ef‐
fectiveness, which also requires the prevalence of ne bis in idem
principle (discipline grounds).23
The definition of ne bis in idem within EU law is in close connection
with issues on parallel sanctions regarding infringement of community
(especially competition) law.24
In the area of competition law, this principle prohibits the Commis‐
sion from undertaking a procedure a second time on any business en‐
tity for any such anti‐competitive practice for which the Commission
has already imposed sanctioned in a former and final decision, or for
any practice which in connection with the absence of responsibility (li‐
ability) has been proven. The ECJ (General Court) has drafted the con‐
ditions for the application of the ne bis in idem principle in competition
law and consistently holds itself to this foundation. As such, the ne bis
in idem is applicable (i.e. serves as a barrier to new sanctions) if the
facts are identical, the violation of law is identical, and the protected
legal interests are identical.25 The competition law content of the prin‐
ciple is not part of this analysis, but it is worth highlighting that here
“the same act” also means identical legal interests, and in this regard,
the ECJ came under criticism,26 precisely due to different interpreta‐
tions of Article 54 of the CISA. In the Toshiba case Kokott, Advocate
General, openly stated that “[t]o interpret and apply the ne bis in idem
principle so differently depending on the area of law concerned is det‐
rimental to the unity of the EU legal order.”27 Hence in the scope of the

Nazzini 2014, pp. 4‐5.
Detailed analysis see for example: Liebau 2005.
25 C‐204/00 P, C‐205/00 P, C‐211/00 P, C‐213/00 P, C‐217/00 P és C‐219/00 P, Aal‐
borg Portland et al v Commission; C‐17/10 Toshiba Corporation et al v Úřad pro
ochranu hospodářské soutěže (2012 February 14).
26 Nazzini 2014, 17‐18.p.; Rosiak 2012, pp. 111‐135.
27 “To interpret and apply the ne bis in idem principle so differently depending
on the area of law concerned is detrimental to the unity of the EU legal order. The
crucial importance of the ne bis in idem principle as a founding principle of EU
23
24
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criminal law interpretation of ne bis in idem the similarity of legal inter‐
ests is expressly ruled out by the ECJ as a factor28 to be considered
when determining the existence of a same act, while in competition law
violations, this is a conjunctive requirement. Personally, I see no con‐
tradiction in this matter, because the available toolkit for criminal
prosecution and its application in the case of determining administra‐
tive law infringements rests on very different foundations (narrow le‐
gality principle, principle of culpability), even in the existence of com‐
mon traits (e.g. state coercion, exercising public power, rules of con‐
duct set forth by legislation, etc.). It is further important to note that the
wording of CISA addresses counterparties, and concerns relations be‐
tween two member states when trying to settle the ne bis in idem issue,
thus it does not regard relations between any supranational organiza‐
tion and a member state.
EU Development – Where the Dimensions Meet
In this subject matter, the relevant constellation of the prohibition of
double adjudication is perfectly summarized by Kis, broken down into
four independent and different possible versions, depending on
whether the legal bases of the sanction are provisions of EU (commu‐

law which enjoys the status of a fundamental right means that its content must not
be substantially different depending on which area of law is concerned. For the
purposes of determining the scope of the guarantee provided by the ne bis in idem
principle, as now codified in Article 50 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, the
same criteria should apply in all areas of EU law.” Opinion of Julianne Kokott Ad‐
vocate General, 2011 September C‐17/10.sz. Toshiba Corporation and its partners,
point 117.
28 On one hand, literature in the field of law does not find this autonomous
definition of the ECJ to be justified, therefore it would be particularly worth con‐
sidering the narrowing standpoint, according to which in the adjudication of the
same act, the identity of the subjects of law shall only be taken into consideration
and accepted in the case of individual subjects of law, while in the case of collective
– thus values of given societies (states) and even in more specialized legal subjects,
these differences (in the application of Art. 54 CJEU) shall be considered. See: Né‐
medi2015.
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nity) law or national law, or supranational law, or whether a national au‐
thority is exercising sanctioning powers, or if criminal liability is given
in connection with a particular violation of law.29
Here, I do not wish to analyze all of these; in order to achieve the
aim of this present work, it is sufficient to merely examine the one –
central – issue of whether or not the prohibition of double adjudica‐
tion– with regard to administrative sanctions – in light of new trends
concerning the criminal nature of the prohibition must be reinter‐
preted.
As a starting point, it can be stated that neither the TEU nor the
TFEU define the nature of the sanctions; but for example, the main
“code” of the competition law framework, Article 23 of 1/2003/EC sets
forth that sanctions threatening competition law infringements shall
not be of criminal law nature. Competition law regulation of the EU is
a functional and effective scheme; in addition to the competition au‐
thorities, the Commission also has jurisdiction over the implementa‐
tion of competition laws, thus it has competence to directly impose
fines on market players for infringements at the EU level. However,
theoretically, this gives rise to the question of whether the imposed
sanctions are to be considered punitive, and if so, is the result of this
that the member state cannot initiate criminal proceedings following
the sanction of the Commission or vice versa? Published literature ref‐
erences on competition law recognize the criminal law nature of some
competition law sanctions;30 however, the theoretical consequences
stemming from these have yet to be formulated. In the Bonda case the
ECJ adopted the approach consistent with criteria dictated by the
European Court of Human Rights; the Court carried out its examina‐
tion of whether a sanction imposed in the scope of the common agri‐
cultural policy would result in exclusion from receiving aid in the fu‐
ture is criminal in nature or not (overlapping of criminal penalties).
However, since the ruling declared that it was not, there was no need

29
30

Kis 2014.
Nazzini 2014, p. 3; Kis 2014.
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to apply the ne bis in idem principle.31 And so our important question
was not answered: following a “criminal” sanction imposed by the
Commission a – possible – member state criminal procedure can or
cannot be carried out? In my view this could otherwise not be recog‐
nized, because it would give rise to the situation that if in the scope of a
punitive sanction criminal nature would be established, then it would
trigger a “sudden” other criteria of (defining) the same act concept, i.e.
a narrower scope of application (three conjunctive conditions), and to a
wider – and thus on other legal grounds – blocking parallel procedures
to a greater extent.
Content of the Principle as Set Forth in the Fundamental Law of
Hungary
1. Acknowledgment as a fundamental right
Whilst for example Article 103(3)32 of the Basic Law for the Federal
Republic of Germany clearly outlines the ne bis in idem principle as a
fundamental right, in Hungary, due to the lack thereof of provisions in
the former Constitution on the prohibition, the principle could only be
inferred from the rule of law (legal certainty) principle and the funda‐
mental law concerning human dignity, which emerged from branch of
law codifications indirectly, through norms established for enforcing
the ban. In terms of formality and aspects of guarantee, the legal solu‐
tion currently in effect is more appropriate, according to which the
Fundamental Law itself expressly provides for the prohibition. As pre‐
viously determined and noted, the international and European devel‐
opment, the enforcement of the right not to be prosecuted or punished
twice has gained acceptance as a fundamental right in both internal and
transnational context. Therefore, the principle as set forth in the Fun‐

31 C‐489/10 Lukasz Marcin Bonda (2012 June 5); see: Lacny‐Szwarc 2012, pp.
170–174.
32 Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany, Article 103(3) ‘Niemand darf
wegen derselben Tat auf Grund der allgemeinen Strafgesetze mehrmals bestraft
werden.’
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damental Law of Hungary shall be considered a fundamental (basic)
right, which also establishes the right as a subjective right,33 and “pro‐
vides for the opportunity to directly exercise this right”.34
The “official” explanation of the Fundamental Law notes that in
view of the possibility for applying punitive‐type sanctions, the Fun‐
damental Law highlights certain basic criminal law‐ and criminal pro‐
cedural legal safeguards. Under these, the Fundamental Law sets forth
that no one shall be prosecuted or convicted for a criminal offence for
which he or she has already been finally acquitted or convicted. As a
general rule, it requires the criminalization of acts under Hungarian
law and holds laws of other states relevant only in the event that any
international treaty or action taken by the European Union gives rise to
obligation for Hungary in the course of judicial decision declaring guilt
and imposing punishment taking consideration. The wording is simi‐
larly narrow with regard to double adjudication and the prohibition of
double punishment in other member states as well (ne bis in idem prin‐
ciple).”
The principle – as formerly discussed – comprises the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and for this reason, it is an
equally important legal step that the Hungarian constitution recog‐
nizes this, even though the Charter contains no implication necessarily
requiring this. In any event, from the perspective of the application of
instruments for protecting fundamental rights, this shall be considered
the best available solution.

33 The term subjective legal rights refers to those rights that are directly en‐
forceable through the norm, i.e. in order for the rights to be enforced, no other leg‐
islation is necessary or needed. If this norm is the Constitution, then it’s a funda‐
mental right that’s in question. The right to subjective rights on the other side, nec‐
essarily establishes obligations (if nothing else, the n an obligation to refrain or
generally an inaction disclosure obligation as well), while it assumes the mecha‐
nism for enforcement, i.e. legal protection. Cf. Balogh & Schanda 2001, pp. 26‐27; In
more detail: Gárdos‐Orosz 2009, pp. 387‐432.
34 Balogh & Schanda 2001, p. 27.
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2. The subjects and obligors of the fundamental rights
With regard to protection of fundamental rights, it is important to
discuss the question of whether legal persons shall be considered subject
to protection against double adjudication, i.e. does the law extend to
protect them (alongside natural persons). Hungarian criminal law sets
forth that a criminal procedure may be initiated, specifically Act CIV of
2001 holds that a criminal proceedings may be utilized against legal
persons; in such a case, the legal person subject to the proceedings shall
be viewed as the “person” against whom the procedure is initiated –
which has no effect on parallel proceedings initiated against the natu‐
ral person as the perpetrator. The general opinion holds that legal per‐
sons shall not be excluded from practicing fundamental rights, except
in cases where due to the nature of given fundamental rights, the sub‐
ject cannot be a legal person.35 The formerly enforceable dogmatic ap‐
proach gained further endorsement under Article I) para (4) of the
Fundamental Law.36 The right that stems from the right not be tried
and punished twice, under which the subject involved shall only be
prosecuted one time, shall not be considered inherently connected to
human beings (natural persons) as the core, and therefore, legal per‐
sons shall be able to exercise this right as well. At the same time, with
this restriction the general fundamental legal capacity of legal entities
shall be denied, which basically means that in some cases, they are
provided the rights necessary to exercise fundamental rights.37
The obligor to fundamental rights is the state,38 which satisfies its

Balogh & Schanda 2001, p. 32; Gárdos & Orosz 2009, 402, p. 35.
Article I(4) of the Fundamental Law: “Fundamental rights and obligations
which by their nature apply not only to man shall be guaranteed also for legal enti‐
ties established by an Act.”
“Legal entities established on the basis of an act of Parliament shall also have
these fundamental rights, and they shall also be bound by those obligations which,
by their nature, are applicable not only to human beings.”
37 Gárdos & Orosz 2009, 404, p. 36; Balogh & Schanda 2001, p. 33.
38 In this context, the general question of whether the entity to a fundamental
right can or cannot be a legal person is not raised (so‐called Drittwirkung), since
35
36
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duty to provide protection by establishing coherent regulatory stan‐
dards, special legal norms system to ensure compliance with this pro‐
hibition. In specific cases, this primarily appears on the level of crimi‐
nal procedural regulations – which I shall analyze in the following sec‐
tion. Furthermore, the state operates those legal institutions and fo‐
rums that ensure the legal protection of basic rights of those subject to
the law, if any such rights should be violated. In the scope of its objec‐
tive so‐called institutional protection obligation, the state shall actively
establish the protection; but with regard to ne bis in idem its scope of ob‐
ligations is necessarily limited, as the actions of the state do not need to
extend to such cases,39 which would mean not direct enforcement of
fundamental rights against the state as carrying out such criminal pro‐
cedures are barred on the basis of the very definition of the state’s mo‐
nopoly. In the event that someone nevertheless continues a “criminal
procedure” against the subject of fundamental rights, it would not be
the institutional protection obligation stemming from the fundamental
rights obligation that would be applicable, but instead traditional
criminal law protections originating from paras (1) and (2) of Article IV
and para (1) of Article XXVIII (vigilantism, other criminal acts) shall be
relevant.
3. Restricting the fundamental right
The ne bis in idem principle, recognized as a fundamental right, is re‐
stricted by the Fundamental Law itself,40 where it provides that right
“with the exception of extraordinary cases of legal remedy laid down
in an Act.” In this context, the legislature expressly determined the
borders of limiting the application of double adjudication, which can

carrying out the criminal procedure and enforcing the criminal justice needs of so‐
ciety – ius puniendi – is a state monopoly, and may under no circumstances be
taken into the hands of an individual.
39 Specifically on objective institutional obligations see: Gárdos & Orosz 2009,
pp. 408‐412, 58‐70; Balogh & Schanda 2001, p. 44.
40 Specifically on restriction of fundamental rights, see: Gárdos & Orosz 2009,
pp. 412‐431; Balogh 2013, pp. 133‐145.
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thus only be those cases that are regulated by law and only those types
of cases that involve exceptional legal remedies. With this regulatory
solution, the conflict of laws in fundamental rights issue is addressed
and resolved: any such interest that may justify a breakthrough of res
judicata (exception cases of legal remedy) may be enforced over the
prohibition of double adjudication. In drafting the specialized legal
regulation, the legislature shall also take into consideration the sub‐
stantive venerability of any restriction, thus with regard to ensuring
that the procedural regulations actually achieve the objectives of the
restriction, it must provide that “the importance of the objective pur‐
sued and the infringement of basic rights in this interest are propor‐
tional to one another”.41 As such, determining which cases are those of
extraordinary legal remedy shall not be subject to the discretion of leg‐
islators (so as to avoid fraud and drafting legislation that infringes
fundamental rights); which – if any doubt arises – must meet the as‐
sessment test criterion developed under the maturation of Hungarian
constitutionality. This assessment test is comprised of three elements:
(1) necessity (whether or not the reason for restriction is acceptable), (2)
capacity (whether a less severe legal instrument exists, viz. one that
does not violate any fundamental right), and (3) proportionality
(whether the magnitude of the restriction is proportional to the pur‐
sued objective).42 This is laid down in para (3) Article I of the Funda‐
mental Law, “The rules for fundamental rights and obligations shall be
laid down in an Act. A fundamental right may only be restricted to al‐
low the effective use of another fundamental right or to protect a con‐
stitutional value, to the extent absolutely necessary, proportionate to
the objective pursued and with full respect for the essential content of
such fundamental right”.43

30/1992 (V.26) . Decision of the Constitutional Court, ABH 1992, 171.
Gárdos & Orosz 2009, p. 416.p., Balogh & Schanda 2001, pp. 44‐46.
43 For the critical position in connection with this, see: Chronowski 2013, pp.
167‐168.
41
42
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4. The core of the fundamental right
With regard to the interpretation of the core (the essence) of the fun‐
damental right – following in line with the interpretation of the for‐
merly mentioned reasoning – one of the most important questions is to
decide just exactly how to interpret the concept of “no one shall be
prosecuted or held guilty for such a criminal act.” The wording of the
Fundamental Law clearly implies a conjunctive relationship between
the two aspects (use of the word “and”).
In the first interpretation, the provision of the Fundamental Law
prohibits even the initiation of a new criminal procedure, and thus
shall be viewed as a procedural barrier that can be enforced if in legisla‐
tion, starting a criminal procedure appears as a barrier, with which
protection of the fundamental rights of the involved persons is en‐
sured.
Under the second interpretation, the core of the fundamental right
is much narrower, i.e. for any same act in which a final judicial deci‐
sion (conviction) or acquittal has been brought, carrying out a criminal
procedure and a (newer) conviction for that same act shall be prohibited.
In this interpretation, initiating and carrying out a procedure alone
would not be prohibited, but a trial carried out in such a manner shall
not result in conviction. Conviction – as opposed to acquittal – is a de‐
cision determining guilt, where the court establishes guilt if it is deter‐
mined that the criminal act was committed and is punishable.44How‐
ever, this interpretation would bring the court to the unacceptable po‐
sition in which it would have to immediately terminate the procedure

44 Under Hungarian procedural law, in the judgment establishing guilt the
Court either imposes a penalty or releases the offender on probation, assigns resti‐
tution work, or reprimands the offender – or, the Court may withhold imposing
punishment. If the court orders probation supervision, the judgment (sentence)
comprises the rules of conduct as ordered by the Court (cf. Criminal Procedure
Court §330). In the event that a civil claim has been submitted, it shall also be ad‐
dressed in the judgment – therefore, the judgment establishing (criminal) guilt in‐
cludes this as well (the Court either upholds the civil claim or rejects it, or it may
forward it to another legal path) (cf. Criminal Procedure Court §335).
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when the notion of guilt develops. Therefore, this cannot be main‐
tained. Thus, the first interpretation shall prevail, which widens the
core of the fundamental right, but on the level of special legal proce‐
dural regulation, the interpretation can be appropriately justified.
The fundamental right prohibition or requirement presents a con‐
junctive relationship between carrying out a newer criminal procedure
and a new conviction, which means that the Fundamental Law in itself
does not prohibit the initiation of a parallel ‐ or a newer procedure,
whilst it does prohibit a newer or second guilty conviction.
In my view, an essential characteristic must also be noted ‐ regula‐
tion under the Fundamental Law also prohibits carrying out an in‐
fringement of law procedure (regulatory offence) for any (same) criminal
act for which a criminal procedure has already been carried out against
a given person in another state.
Blocking Decisions of non‐Hungarian Courts45
The final decision establishing guilt or acquittal not only applies to
decisions brought in Hungary, but can be those of other states as well –
including those made in the scope of international treaties or a legal ac‐
tion of the European Union. This wording suggests that Hungary may
enter into such an international treaty with another state, in which it
recognizes the ne bis in idem principle with regard to decisions reached
in that specific state as well. Whilst the question of what legal frame‐
work shall be required concerning this recognition based on interna‐
tional treaties is not part of constitutional regulation, upholding the in‐
ternal transformation shall not be excluded (see also: recognition of
foreign judgments). However, it is important to highlight that concern‐
ing the scope determined by action on behalf of the European Union,
internal legal transformation is only possible (and necessary) if the
questioned legal action requires it; therefore, in this manner, the legal
fate of foreign final decisions shall be dependent upon the recognition

45 For the effects of categorization of foreign decisions (judgments) see: Karsai
2015, pp. 104‐108.
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of their legal sources – other procedural regulations are needed for EU‐
related and for non‐EU related, other international matters. This is not
prohibited by the Fundamental Law.
Regulation under the Fundamental Law sets forth the blocking
power of derived from other decisions of final acquittals or convic‐
tions, but with regard to the European Union, uncertainty remains
concerning the interpretation of the wording. The wording, according
to which for a given criminal act “determined in the scope of legal ac‐
tion of the European Union” acquittal has been granted or a conviction
has been ruled, leads to some confusion in resolving the exact content
of the rule.
The grammatical interpretation does not contain reference to EU
member states, but rather implies the existence of other legal condi‐
tions which are defined by the legal action. The EU legal actions by
definition are not the results of secondary legislation (directives, laws,
etc.), so here, the rule would be referring to such legal actions which in
connection with determining criminal liability, could contain condi‐
tions for rules on final acquittal (or convictions).
On the horizon of interpretation, we may also come across the Fun‐
damental Law only recognizing the blocking power in the event that it
is contained within the EU legislative act itself, so for example har‐
monization directive regarding factual elements would stipulate that
for the given, the ne bis in idem principle shall be enforceable. However,
the existing legislation (laws) does not follow this logic.
I also would not consider it unrealistic that the “EU legislative act”
wording does not refer to the legal interpretation, but rather in general
to EU sources of law. In such a case, the CISA and the Charter on Fun‐
damental Rights can be involved in the interpretation. And further‐
more, if along the lines of following this interpretation, we were to
combine the text blocks as well, and the paragraph is read together as
“determined in the scope of legislative act of the European Union in
another state” then the Fundamental Law does nothing but provide
clarification: based on EU regulation, the ne bis in idem principle exists
(CISA and Charter on Fundamental Rights), and within is jurisdic‐
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tional power, i.e. the principle shall be enforced with its conditions be‐
tween the states (=member states) applying it.
Furthermore, in connection with the content of the fundamental
law, the question remains of whether procedures of exceptional rem‐
edy can be enforced if a final decision was brought in another country.
Raising this question is significant because in the development of EU
law, the strengthening of European territoriality46served as one of the
catalysts of the transnational recognition of ne bis in idem, based on
which geographical area of states provide one “jurisdiction”, thus hav‐
ing significance with regard to legal remedies as well. Therefore, it is
conceivable that in the procedure of reaching a final decision for a
given case, it would be Hungary where, for example, new evidence is
available, which – only in a domestic constellation – would serve as a
basis for a new trial. It must therefore be decided if by reason of new
evidence (or other facts supporting exceptional remedies) there’s pos‐
sibility for breaking through “transnational res judicata”, and thus for
initiating a newer procedure, and also whether the “entry” for Hungar‐
ian exceptional remedy procedures can or cannot be a foreign decision.
It seems somewhat doubtful to me that the Hungarian legal remedy fo‐
rums would be capable and able to overrule procedures and decisions
of a foreign state – typically conducted in a different language – re‐
gardless of which state we are talking about. This of course is true for
any other (foreign) courts as well. Because of this, the fundamental
right aspect should rather pursue regarding only decisions of Hun‐
gary, and as such, the legal capacity of foreign decisions – even if well‐
founded – should not be broken through by Hungarian courts, but
rather by the Hungarian justice system providing assistance in the ap‐
plication of the system of tools available through the cooperation of
European criminal law authorities, by aiding the courts of the state rul‐
ing the final decision in the possible exceptional remedy proceeding.47

46
47

Karsai 2015, p. 87.
See in detail: Karsai 2015, pp. 129‐133.
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Special Law Replications
1. The current situation
The fundamental rights and guarantees listed in constitutions,
which also define the exercising of criminal power, are there to serve as
the self‐discipline of state power; it is the special law regulations (be‐
sides international obligations)that ensure the existence of accountable
limits established by fundamental rights, in accordance with the obli‐
gation of institutional protection. Guarantees not specifically men‐
tioned in the constitution may also be ensured by special laws – by
considering dogmatic, historical, rule of law, etc. aspects –however, as
Szomora states, “it is the legislation of constitutional level which may
ensure that regulations raised to constitutional level – due to their
safeguarding nature – shall come to a life of their own, and shall be‐
come independent of the theory and terminology of substantive and
procedural criminal law during legal interpretation.”48
Including the principle of ne bis in idem in the constitution and the
content thereof will bring about changes in special law legislation, or, if
the necessary changes will not be introduced by the lawmakers, it will
be the enforcement bodies that, during legal interpretation, will have to
adjust the interpreting horizon of special law regulations according to
the constitutional content. Looking at the text of the substantive and
procedural regulations in effect it is quite actual that the principle of ne
bis in idem will come to a life of its own, i.e. its constitutional content –
yet – independent of special law theory will expand. The next stage of
this process will obviously be the expansion of the dogmatic interpre‐
tation matrix of the relevant special law regulations, at which point,
again, we cannot talk about independent content, rather the – lucky –
incorporation thereof into special law theory. But that is yet to come, so
it is worth examining now in depth where it will be necessary to recon‐
sider the meaning of substantive and procedural criminal laws.
The systematic discussion of the special law replication of ne bis in

48

Szomora 2013, pp. 259‐260.
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idem seems to be the most simple on the basis of the distinction be‐
tween the branches of law (legal basis): the substantive ne bis in idem
must be distinguished from the procedural one. The constitutional rule
clearly refers to the procedural ne bis in idem, or rather just an aspect
thereof, the prohibition against double jeopardy, to be exact. The pro‐
hibition of other double evaluation elements (of substantive nature)
may not be considered fundamental rights according to the Fundamen‐
tal Law, those – if necessary – still can and must be deducted from the
requirement of legal certainty and the principle of legality.
The procedural ne bis in idem is realized through the provisions
showing the occurrence of the legal effect of a matter judged, a res judi‐
cata in a procedure, therefore the Hungarian Criminal Procedure Act
links the fact of final and binding conviction to the prohibition of con‐
tinuation of procedure in every stage of the procedure. The legal effect
of res judicata is defined by Section 6 through the initiation of the
criminal procedure; by Section 174 through the refusal of denunciation;
by Section 190 through the termination of investigations; by Sections
267 and 332 through the termination of the procedure by the court; and
by Section 373 through the power of the second instance court to repeal
the decision of the first instance court. It also serves as the grounds for
revision if there are more than one final and binding convictions based
on the same act of the accused (Section 408). In close connection to the
above, compensation shall be awarded for coercive measures depriv‐
ing the accused from his freedom, if the investigation or the procedure
during the trial stage is terminated based on res judicata (Section 580).
Filling the constitutional principle with actual content will justly
raise the question how different the interpretation of the above men‐
tioned sections of the Criminal Procedure Act will be, or how much it
will be required to follow a different interpretation thereof. The fact of
final and binding decisions in Hungarian procedural practice only re‐
ferred to decisions taken in Hungary, there was not a legal requirement
or a procedural mechanism based on which – even if there was infor‐
mation referring thereto – convictions made abroad should have been
taken into consideration. Quite the contrary. The previous Criminal
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Code and Act XXXVIII on international criminal assistance – still in ef‐
fect – declare that although foreign decisions may have legal effect in
Hungary, it is only true if an acknowledgement procedure for evalua‐
tion to this effect is carried out first. This means that “final and binding
decisions” according to the Criminal Procedure Act are (were) only
meant in a domestic legal context.
The picture, however, is different from May 1, 2004, when Hungary
joined the European Union, and when, as explained in subsection 2.3.,
by the direct application of Article 54 of the CISA final and binding de‐
cisions made in member states had to be (should have been) included
in all of the above mentioned provisions.
Including this EU legal construction in the Fundamental Law made
that clear to the enforcement bodies on one hand, and on the other
hand, provided an own legal protection mechanism to it. So in legal en‐
forcement the interpretation that final and binding decisions include
both the ones made in Hungary and in other member states shall be
followed. A final and binding decision on the same act committed in
another member state shall block the Hungarian criminal procedure,
and, if not taken into account, shall give rise to a constitutional com‐
plaint in domestic law.
Here I will not study the legal and factual conditions of becoming
aware of the foreign final and binding decision and the possible proce‐
dural actions for that, but let me note that the establishment of the
transnational ne bis in idem and the paradigm shift related to the trans‐
national legal effect mechanism of the member states’ decisions (see
blocking of criminal procedures, taking recidivism into account, etc.)
brought about and makes it essential to further develop and use the
European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS), and to make
sure it operates in accordance with the new requirements of the princi‐
ple of mutual acknowledgment and the prohibition of double jeop‐
ardy.49

49 The purpose of creating the European Criminal Record Information System –
according to Council Framework 2009/315/JHA – is to organize the electronic ex‐
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The Identity of Acts in Transnational Relations
According to Section 6 (4) of the Criminal Procedure Act, the
“blocking” effect of final and binding decisions shall also be applicable
if the act committed by the accused realizes more than one criminal of‐
fense, but the court – in line with the classification given by the prose‐
cution – does not convict the accused for all the offenses that could be
established according to the facts described in the indictment. In such
cases no further indictment is possible for a sub‐act that was included
in a criminal offense already decided on, but was not part of the facts
determined in the final and binding decision; according to Section 408
(1) a/2 of the Criminal Procedure Act the case shall then be open to re‐
vision [Criminal Uniformity Decision No. 6/2009. BJE)
Among the practical cases of the natural unit, especially among
those of continuity, delictum continuatum and delictum complexum, there
may be some where the commitment of a sub‐act abroad will require
the examination of the transnational validity of the identity of acts.
And it is necessary in cases where a final and binding decision has
already been made for certain sub‐acts in one state but new informa‐
tion and evidence is produced which shows that those sub‐acts form a
unit with sub‐acts committed in another state. For Hungarian authori‐
ties acting in criminal procedures it may come up as a question, for ex‐
ample, if there is already a final and binding decision in another coun‐
try on certain sub‐acts of an offense investigated and/or tried in Hun‐
gary, or, what to do if it turns out only after making the final and bind‐
ing decision in Hungary that there are other sub‐acts of the given
criminal offense that were committed abroad and have not been exam‐
ined by the authorities during the criminal procedure.
Such expansion of the transnational ne bis in idem has already hap‐
pened then, and the enforcement bodies will have to deal with it, con‐
sidering that the relevant cogent norms (the CISA, the Charter of Fun‐
damental Rights and the Fundamental Law of Hungary) are quite clear

change of information of criminal records between member states and to promote
the preservation of such information. See decision in Case C‐25/15 (Balogh Case).
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about the legal consequences.
Means of Legal Protection
It is an important question in relation to provisions of the Funda‐
mental Law that if the prohibition is broken, how one can seek justice
in law, and how the institutional protection of the state can be enforced
against such infringement. The answer to the latter is quite simple, be‐
cause the obligation of institutional protection appears in special law
regulations (see also Section 3.2.), also expanding the interpretation
matrix of the Criminal Procedure Act to the final and binding decisions
made in other member states.
The enforcement of fundamental rights is ensured for individuals
by domestic laws, criminal procedure itself provides that too, and by
including it in the Fundamental Law, it is also possible to file a consti‐
tutional complaint if a court decision was made by infringing a fun‐
damental right.
It is to be pointed out here that if the relevant provisions of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights and the CISA are not fulfilled, these in‐
struments do not provide private individuals with a substantive refer‐
ence, because the Court of Justice of the European Union does not have
the power to provide legal assistance to private individuals in such
cases. The member states, however, are obliged to enforce the above
rules as a consequence of the principle of loyalty of the member states
and the legal basis character of the provisions referred to above. Hun‐
garian legal regulations meet that requirement in the interpretation
framework described above. If the Hungarian courts fail to follow the
new interpretation though, the Commission (or another member state)
may initiate infringement proceedings against the Hungarian state be‐
cause of non‐compliance with EU obligations.
Including the principle in EU law also provides some legal protec‐
tion, the Hungarian enforcement bodies are also bound by the obliga‐
tion to interpret domestic laws in line with EU law, and the priority
and direct effect of Article 54 of the CISA would also make direct im‐
plementation possible. As it is obvious that the text of the Hungarian
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Criminal Procedure Act can splendidly be interpreted as conforming to
EU law, Hungarian courts are not “forced” to directly apply the CISA.
In case of doubt the Hungarian court can turn to the CJEU for legal in‐
terpretation, i.e. for giving the relevant EU laws in the context of the
Hungarian Criminal Procedure Act. If the requirements of the Funda‐
mental Law and the EU law are not fulfilled during the court proce‐
dure either in the interpretation of the rules or when choosing the ap‐
plicable law, such incorrect practice may only be remedied by the
above mentioned infringement proceedings which provide a systemic
criticism to it. This, however, does not provide the individual being
prosecuted with actual legal remedies.
The Future
The principle of ne bis in idem does not eliminate the parallel con‐
duct of criminal procedures in the current legal environment; it can
only prevent further decisions after the final and binding (substantive)
closure of a procedure. Therefore the EU lawmakers shall be the ones
to find the solution for conflicts of (or rather, overlaps between) juris‐
dictions.
The only achievement the EU could come up with in this area since
2005 is that member states shall consult about which state should con‐
duct the criminal procedure, but if consultations are unsuccessful, par‐
allel procedures may continue.50 In my view, an all‐European solution
will not be long in coming,51 because failing that, considering the pro‐
visions of the CISA and the Charter and the “first come, first served”
principle arising there from, a “criminal procedure contest” may
evolve between the member states, in which all of the affected member

50 Council Framework Decision 2009/948/JHA of 30 November 2009 on preven‐
tion and settlement of conflicts of exercise of jurisdiction in criminal proceedings.
In the Hungarian Criminal Procedure Act see Section 190 (1) i) on the reasons for
terminating investigations; and Sections 267 (1) m) and 332 (1) h) on the reasons for
terminating the proceedings by the court.
51 For details on the related necessary power concentration see: Burchard 2015,
pp. 26‐32.
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states will endeavor to conduct their own procedure first.52 Or – in the‐
ory – it may allow for the delaying of the procedure and as a conse‐
quence, the decision of the other member state becoming final and
binding also in cases where possible sanctions are quite different. This
means that such “competition” makes forum shopping objectively easier
for authorities, which would definitely infringe individuals’ rights,
particularly when forum shopping is taking the direction of repression.
Another effect of such competition can be that mutual assistance in
providing evidence would also be jeopardized. All in all, it is essential
that an effective structure is developed in this field that would also be
able to protect individual rights.53
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non‐compliance with EU‐wide court orders
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Introduction
Many years ago Lord Coke stated that “[q]uando lex aliquid alicui
concedit, concedere videtur id, sine quo res ipsa esse non potest”,1
which means that when the law gives anything to anyone, it also gives
those things without which the thing itself would be unavailable; in
other words, it gives the means for obtaining it.
Some court judgments are merely declaratory and need no en‐
forcement, such as a decree for divorce. Generally, however, a judg‐
ment against a person requires him to do or to refrain from doing
something.2 Judgements creating such legal obligations always de‐
mand acts of compliance. Such compliance can be voluntary. If it is
voluntary, no problem arises. If it is not voluntary, however, the legal
system must provide some remedy in order to overcome the respon‐
dent’s denial to comply with the order of the court. Indeed, coercion is
central to the very idea of the rule of law.3
Most judgments that create legal obligations are money judgments,
under which a person is ordered to pay a sum of money. All legal sys‐
Franklin’s case (1594) 5 Coke 46 (b), 47(a); 77 ER 125, 126.
Richard Meredith Jackson & J R Spencer, Jackson’s Machinery of Justice (8th
edn., CUP, 1989) 86.
3 Carlo Giabardo, ‘Disobedience of court orders and the image of the Judge: a
comparative analysis’ (American Association of Comparative Law Young Com‐
parativist Committee IV Annual Conference Florida State University, College of
Law, Tallahassee, 16‐17 April 2015).
1
2
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tems provide for enforcement mechanisms to force persons to render
their available assets for the satisfaction of such judgments. Things get
more complicated, however, in the case of non‐monetary judgments,
i.e. those judgments that order a person to do, or to abstain from doing,
a specific act, such as orders for specific performance and injunctions.
In those cases without adequate coercive tools able to influence and to
guide human conduct, “jurisdictional power would be an empty illu‐
sion”.4
A court of justice without power to vindicate its own dignity, to en‐
force obedience to its mandates, to protect its officers, or to shield those
who are entrusted to its care, would be an anomaly which could not be
permitted to exist in any civilised community. Without such protec‐
tion, courts of justice would soon lose their hold upon the public re‐
spect, and the maintenance of law and order would be rendered im‐
possible.5
There are various mechanisms in the different legal systems that are
used to force compliance with a court order. At the same time, no
measure to secure enforcement of EU‐wide judgments exists in EU
law. The method that stands out from all others is “contempt of court”
which is found in the common law world. Contempt of court may look
like the ideal way of securing compliance with a court order because of
its effectiveness. However, while plaintiffs’ remedial rights must be
protected, at the same time certain measures are necessary to address
the potential for arbitrariness against defendants in imposing contempt
sanctions.6
Contempt of Court in the Common Law Tradition
In the common law tradition, there is an inherent power vested in

4 John Dobbyn, Injunctions in a Nutshell (West Publication Co., 1974) 216; see
also John Bell, Sophie Boyron and Simon Whittaker, Principles of French Law (OUP,
2008) 116.
5 James Francis Oswald, Oswald’s Contempt of Court: Committal, Attachment, and
Arrest upon Civil Process (Butterworth & Company, 1910), p. 9.
6 Margit Livingston, ‘Disobedience and contempt’ (2000) 75 Wash L. R. 345, 360.
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the courts of justice to make sure that the administration of justice is
not hampered by extraneous action.7 Courts possess this inherent
power to remove obstructions to the discharge of their work. The con‐
ventional description of such obstruction is called “contempt” and the
mode of dealing with it is characterized as the power of courts to pun‐
ish for contempt.8 Moskovitz has described contempt as “the Proteus of
the legal world assuming an almost infinite diversity of forms”,9 but
equally it can be said that contempt of court is as diverse as are the
means of interfering with the due course of justice.10
Contempt of court is of ancient origin yet of fundamental contempo‐
rary importance.11 It has always served as a continuing protector of the
fundamental supremacy of the law. Oswald tried to define ‘contempt
of court’. He said that it primarily signifies disrespect to that which is
entitled to legal regard.12 The rationale for the law on contempt was set
out more specifically in the report of the Phillimore Committee, a
committee under Lord Justice Phillimore, which presented its report on
the law of contempt of court in December 1974:
The law relating to contempt of court has developed
over the centuries as a means whereby the courts may
act to prevent or punish conduct which tends to ob‐
struct, prejudice or abuse the administration of justice
either in relation to a particular case or generally.13

7 Rajeev Dhavan, ‘Contempt of Court and the Phillimore Report’ (1976) 5 Anglo‐
Am. L. R. 186, 187.
8 Felix Frankfurter, ‘Power of Congress over procedure in criminal contempts in
inferior federal courts—a study in separation of powers’ 37 [1923‐24] HarvardL. R.
1010,1023.
9 Joseph Moskovitz, ‘Contempt of injunctions, civil and criminal’ (1943) 43(6)
Col L. R. 780, 780.
10 A‐G v Newspaper Publishing plc [1988] Ch 333, 361; [1987] 3 All ER 276, 294 (Sir
John Donaldson MR).
11 C. J. Miller, Contempt of Court (3rd edn, OUP, 2000), p. 2.
12 James Francis Oswald, Oswald’s Contempt of Court: Committal, Attachment, and
Arrest upon Civil Process (Butterworth & Company, 1910) p. 1.
13 Lord High Chancellor and Lord Advocate, Report of the Committee on Contempt
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In other words, the law of contempt is designed to ensure that all
citizens have unhindered access to effective, unbiased courts whose au‐
thority is respected, and that public confidence in the legal system is
maintained. It also aims to ensure that no citizen can undermine the
functions of the court, either by depriving the court of the ability fairly
to decide the case or by hindering the enforcement of the courts’ judg‐
ments.14
A distinction is drawn between two kinds of contempt: contempt by
disobedience and contempt by interference; these are described as civil
and criminal contempt, respectively. Contempt by disobedience, or
civil contempt, consists in a failure to obey an order of the court. Con‐
tempt by interference, or criminal contempt, consists of an improper
interference with the administration of justice which is not a disobedi‐
ence of a court order.15 Criminal contempt comprises a wide range of
matters such as disrupting the court process itself, acts which risk
prejudicing or interfering with particular legal proceedings, and acts
which interfere with the course of justice as a continuing process.16
While on the face of it these distinctions between the two types of
contempt are clear, in practice it can be difficult to determine whether a
particular act amounts to a criminal or civil contempt. One of the rea‐
sons for this difficulty is that the law of contempt as a whole is con‐
cerned to uphold the due administration of justice, and it is obvious
that disregard of a court order not only deprives the other party of the
benefit of that order but also impairs the effective administration of
justice.17
of Court (Cmd 5794, 1974), p. 2.
14 David Eady and A. T. H. Smith, Arlidge, Eady and Smith on Contempt (4th edn,
Sweet & Maxwell, 2011) paras 2‐8 and 2‐9; Law Commission, Contempt of Court (1):
Juror Misconduct and Internet Publications (Law Com No 340, 2013) para1.3.
15 A. A. S. Zuckerman, Zuckerman on Civil Procedure (3rd edn, Sweet & Maxwell
2013) para 23.128.
16 Ian Cram, Gordon Borrie, and Nigel Lowe, Borrie and Lowe: The Law of Con‐
tempt (4th edn, Lexis Nexis, 2009) para 1.2.
17 Ian Cram, Gordon Borrie &Nigel Lowe, Borrie and Lowe: The law of contempt
(4th edn, Lexis Nexis, 2009) para 6.72.
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Contempt as a coercive process has been the child of equity. Since
equity operates in personam, breach of an order based on equity does
not mean the breaking of a legal rule but an act in contempt of court.18
This is a complete contradiction of that which the Romans declared
impossible, i.e. to coerce a man into a certain behaviour, a principle
which still exists in the civil law tradition as it will be seen below.19 The
penalties for a civil contempt of court, which may be imposed cumula‐
tively, include imprisonment, a fine, and sequestration of property.20
The court also has power to bind over a contemnor to be of good be‐
haviour, to grant an injunction restraining the repetition of the con‐
tempt, and to penalise the contemnor with an order to pay the costs of
the committal proceedings.21
The general principle is that an order to do or refrain from doing an
act is addressed to the party enjoined, who must be a party to the pro‐
ceedings.22 This, however, does not preclude parties not named in the
order from breaching its terms. The basic rule applies, namely that an
order is binding on any person having notice of the making of the or‐
der.23 An order of the court should not be allowed to be set at naught
and violated by any member of the public who assists in the breaking
of it a person bound by the order.24
The reason for the effect on third parties is the principle that a per‐
son who, knowing of an injunction, aids and abets the party enjoined

Gary Watt, Trusts and Equity (OUP 2014) 447
Nemo potest praecise cogi ad factum. See J. H. T., ‘Contempt as a coercive proc‐
ess. A review’ (1946) 32 (5) Virginia L. R. 1010, 1022.
20 Sir Jack I. H. Jacob, The Fabric of English Justice (Stevens, 1987) 208; C J Miller,
Contempt of Court (3rd edn, OUP, 2000) 4.
21 David Eady & A. T. H. Smith, Arlidge, Eady and Smith on Contempt (4th edi‐
tion, Sweet & Maxwell, 2011) para 14‐1; Maurice Kay, Stuart Sime, and Derek
French (eds) Blackstone’s Civil Practice 2013: The commentary (OUP 2012) para 78.22;
Halsbury’s Laws, Vol. 22 (5th edition, 2009) para 111.
22 Steven Gee, Commercial Injunctions (Sweet & Maxwell 2006), p. 541
23 Brendan Kirwan, Injunctions: Law and practice (Thomson Round Hall, 2008), p.
771.
24 Richard Kuloba, Principles of Injunctions (OUP 1987)19.
18
19
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in committing a breach of it, is guilty, not of a breach of the injunction,
but of a contempt of court tending to obstruct the course of justice.25
The principle was established in Seaward v. Paterson when one Edwin
Murray was committed to prison for a month for putting on a boxing
context at 53 Fetter Lane knowing that the under‐lessee had been en‐
joined from holding on the premises boxing contests which had been
advertised under the name of meetings of the Queensberry Sports Club
Ltd.26
Sanctions for Non‐compliance with Court Orders in Continental Le‐
gal Systems
While the common law tradition maintains that judicial power to
punish non‐compliance with court orders under the doctrine of con‐
tempt of court is inherently and incontrovertibly necessary for the
workings of a system of administration of justice, the civil law operates
without a general concept of contempt; the concept is simply un‐
known.27 There are laws in the continental systems which prohibit in‐
terference with the administration of justice. But a broad‐ranging prin‐
ciple to the effect that any significant interference with the administra‐
tion of justice is punishable under a broad doctrine such as contempt is
not to be found.28 Courts in civil law countries manage without it.29
Comparing the judicial penalties for non‐compliance provided for
in the civil law jurisdictions, such as the French astreinte and the Ger‐
man Zwangsgeld and Zwangshaft which are analysed below,30 with
25

Lawrence Collins, ‘The territorial reach of Mareva injunctions’ [1989] LQR

265.
26 Seaward v. Paterson [1897] 1 Ch 545; William Williamson Kerr and John
Melvin Paterson, On the Law and Practice of Injunctions (6th edn, W. W. Gaunt, 1927)
675; Lawrence Collins, ‘The territorial reach of Mareva injunctions’ [1989] LQR 265.
27 Michael Chesterman, ‘Contempt: in the common law, but not the civil law’
[1997] ICLQ 521, 521.
28 The Law Reform Commission (Australia), Report no 35 (Contempt) (Australian
Government Publishing Service, 1987), p. 17.
29 Robert Martineau (1981) 50 (4) University of Cincinnati L. R. 677, 677.
30 German and French law were selected for this comparison as they are the ma‐
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the common law contempt of court, it seems that the two legal families
have a different conceptual viewpoint in this area. The main reasons
for this divergence are to be found in the role that courts and individu‐
als have had in the society through the years. In other words, these
ideological differences and, consequently, the differences between the
methods of compliance with court orders between the two legal fami‐
lies is a product of history.
On the one hand, the common law tradition has a strong moralistic
character. The Court of Chancery in England, which had jurisdiction
over all matters of equity, had its very origin in the aim to interfere
with the conscience of the party. Moreover, the fact that until 1529 the
Lord Chancellor had always been a high ecclesiastic dignitary, that he
exercised civil jurisdiction in his capacity of the Keeper of the King’s
Conscience, and that his devices were those used widely in ecclesiastic
tribunals, contributed to the obliteration of a clear‐cut line between the
techniques of ecclesiastic and secular courts. On the other hand, as Pek‐
elis explains, the philosophy of the civil law countries is that law has to
do with the external behaviour of man in society and questions of con‐
science are reserved to the moral forum.31
Accordingly, German law does not have any distinct concept of
contempt of court, nor does an equivalent term for contempt of court
exist in the German legal language. German law, however, provides
for remedies which can be compared to the consequences of contempt
of court on two occasions. The first is when the judgment debtor does
not perform an action which depends exclusively on him and cannot

jor representatives of the main legal families of civilian jurisdictions, namely the
Germanistic and the Romanistic (See the distinction indicated by Konrad Zweigert
and Hein Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (OUP 1998) 73 which was
based on the distinction in Pierre Arminjon, Baron Boris Nolde and Martin Wolff
(eds), Traité de droit comparé, tome I (LGDJ, 1950) 47) as well as because Germany
and France are the biggest players in the EU. English law was selected because it is
the main representative of the common law tradition.
31 A. H. Pekelis, ‘Legal Techniques and Political Ideologies: A Comparative
Study’ (1943) 41 (4) Michigan L. R. 665, 677.
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be taken by a third party (unvertretbare Handlung, section 888 of the
Zivilprozessordnung or ZPO) and the second is when the judgment
debtor violates his obligation to refrain from doing an action (Unterlas‐
sung) or to tolerate (Duldung) an action (section 890 of the ZPO). Upon
an application by the judgment creditor, in the case of section 888 the
court can order the payment of a coercive fine (Zwangsgeld) and in the
case of section 890 an administrative fine (Ordnungshaft) and, in either
cases, coercive detention (Zwangshaft) or both fine and detention.
As German law, French law too, possesses no law of contempt of
court in the area of compelling compliance with court orders and has
had to develop other mechanisms for the enforcement of judgments
and other court orders.32 The only comparable procedure is a distinctly
different one: the so called astreinte. The French procedure of astreinte
was first developed by judicial decisions but was formally established
by Law 72‐626 of 5 July 1972. It differs fundamentally from civil con‐
tempt in that only a civil remedy, the award of a sum of money, is or‐
dered and not a penal sanction.33 The astreinte is basically a private
penalty that the defaulting party will have to pay to the aggrieved
party and not to the State.34
Today, the astreinte is regulated by the French Code of Civil En‐
forcement Procedures (Code des procédures civiles d’exécution or CPCE).
The statute of 1972 made the astreinte independent of damages and
transformed it into a means of indirectly coercing a litigant to comply
with a court order. It presupposes a judgment order of which it at‐
tempts to assure execution by threatening the judgment debtor with
32 John Bell, Sophie Boyron & Simon Whittaker, Principles of French Law (OUP,
2008) 116; Catherine Elliot, Eric Jeanpierre and Catherine Vernon, French Legal Sys‐
tem (2nd edin, Pearson/Longman, 2006), p. 183; Bernard Schwartz, The Code Napo‐
leon and the Common‐law World (The Law book Exchange Ltd., 1998) 129; Horatia
Muir Watt, ‘Injunctive relief in the French courts: a case of legal borrowing’ [2003]
CLJUK 573, 575.
33 Michael Chesterman, ‘Contempt: in the common law, but not the civil law’
[1997] ICLQ 521, 545.
34 George A. Bermann & Etienne Picard (eds.), Introduction to French Law (Klu‐
wer Law International, 2008), p. 234.
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the forfeiture of a sum of money if he does not comply.35 Put otherwise,
the astreinte is more a pressure than a method of enforcement, which
may be awarded to the plaintiff together with, and on top of, actual
damages.36
Non‐compliance with Court Orders in the EU Law
Sanctions against non‐compliance are not foreign to EU law. Article
55 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) 1215/2012 reads as follows: “A
judgment given in a Member State which orders a payment by way of
a penalty shall be enforceable in the Member State addressed only if
the amount of the payment has been finally determined by the court of
origin.” The French version uses the term astreinte and the German text
the term Zwangsgeld. It seems that the Regulation uses terms clearly
anchored in national law (astreinte, Zwangsgeld) or descriptive (pay‐
ment by way of a penalty). This diversity in wording is not surprising
since sanctions against not compliance are not known in all EU coun‐
tries.37
The above provision implies that a court having jurisdiction on the
merits also has jurisdiction to issue a penalty for non‐compliance, even
though it accompanies an extraterritorial order. The sovereignty of the
foreign state is protected by its recognition rules and by the fact that
enforcement will take place pursuant to the rules applicable at the
place where the coercive measure is to be effectively implemented.38
Although it may be logical that the imposition of sanctions for non‐
35 George E. Glos, ‘Astreinte in Belgian law’ (1985) 13 International J. of Legal In‐
formation 17, 17; Edward Yorio & Steve The Contract Enforcement: Specific Perform‐
ance and Injunctions (Aspen Publishers Online, 2011) 24‐13.
36 Konstantinos D Kerameus, ‘Enforcement of non‐money judgments and or‐
ders in a comparative perspective’, in Arthur Taylor Von Mehren, James A. R.
Nafziger & Symeon Symeonides (eds.), Law and Justice in a Multistate World: Essays
in honor of Arthur T. Von Mehren (Transnational Publishers, 2002) 112.
37 Petar Sarcevic& Paul Volken, Yearbook of Private International Law Vol.
III(Walter de Gruyter, 2001) 265.
38 Petar Sarcevic& Paul Volken, Yearbook of Private International Law Vol.
III(Walter de Gruyter, 2001) 277.
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compliance with judgments which are based on domestic law is also
regulated by the national laws of the Member States, there is no reason
why EU law does not have its own uniform procedure for enforcing
EU‐wide court orders which are granted based on EU legislation. This
deficiency can be seen, for instance, in the recently introduced Euro‐
pean Account Preservation Order (“EAPO”) Regulation39 which allows
a litigant to obtain an order preserving a defendant’s bank account
upon proof that the defendant is likely to thwart the enforcement of a
future judgment. In order to respect national procedures of enforcing
and implementing equivalent orders in the Member States, the EAPO
Regulation does not impose any specific sanctions for not complying
with an order. Article 23 of the Regulation provides:
1.Subject to the provisions of this Chapter, the Preser‐
vation Order shall be enforced in accordance with the
procedures applicable to the enforcement of equivalent
national orders in the Member State of enforcement.
Recital 23 further analyses this provision. It states that since en‐
forcement structures for preserving bank accounts vary considerably in
the Member States, the Regulation should build on the methods in
place for the enforcement and implementation of equivalent national
orders in the Member State in which the order is to be enforced.
It is argued that the lack of a common set of sanctions for non‐
compliance with orders based on EU legislation in all Member States,
creates confusion and renders EU‐wide court orders less effective. A
counterexample of the current state of affairs in this area of EU law is
the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts of
2010 which in Article 7.2.4 contain a provision allowing the court, at its
discretion, to order the breaching party to pay a monetary amount to
the aggrieved party if it does not comply with the order.40

39 Regulation (EU) No 655/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 15 May 2014 establishing a European Account Preservation Order procedure to
facilitate cross‐border debt recovery in civil and commercial matters.
40 The UNIDROIT Principles have chosen the model of the French astreinte.
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The Effectiveness of Contempt of Court Power
As Remien and Paulus explain, in Germany, any other means of en‐
forcing a judgment have priority over coercive measures. Any indirect
coercive measure, i.e. fine and detention, is only permissible when the
possibility of direct enforcement does not exist. Coercion against the
person of the judgment debtor should be as minimal as possible. The
aim of the enforcement provisions of the ZPO is to keep the judgment
debtor himself out of the process as far as possible. In general, German
law tries to refrain from coercive measures which aim to change a per‐
son’s will.41 The use of civil fines is also used in other legal systems be‐
longing to the Germanic family, but has in fact ultimately found an
even more restricted application in these jurisdictions.42
Moreover, another serious defect in the German armoury of en‐
forcement of non‐money judgments is that judgments are only effec‐
tive between the parties concerned. Third parties cannot be held to
have acted in contempt of court for impeding the effectiveness of court
orders, as they can in the common law systems.43
Regarding the French astreinte, evidently, it is an institution sub‐
stantially different from contempt of court. It is essentially a bluffing
threat and does not really add to the dignity of the courts, at least as
understood in the common law countries.44 The comparison between
them shows that the two legal systems retain different attitudes in the
area of enforcement as they do not attach the same weight to the vari‐
ous specific aims that may be associated with the broad objective of
protecting the administration of justice. Indeed, the French system at‐
tributes somewhat lower levels of importance to ensuring that court
decisions are effective or that the general public has respect in general
41 Oliver Remien, Rechtsverwirklichung durch Zwangsgeld (Mohr, 1992) 10; Chris‐
toph Paulus, Zivilprozessrecht (5th edn, Springer 2013) paras 672, 889, 894.
42 Wendy Kennett, The Enforcement of Judgments in Europe (OUP, 2000), p. 165.
43 Gerhard Dannemann, An Introduction to German Civil and Commercial Law
(British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 1993) p. 106.
44 A. H. Pekelis, ‘Legal techniques and political ideologies: a comparative study’
(1943) 41(4) Michigan L. R. 665, 671.
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for the court system compared to the common law tradition. French
law and practice, when looked at through common law spectacles, ap‐
pear at first sight to be notably “soft” on non‐compliance with court
orders, particularly when the non‐compliance is deliberate and overt.45
Additionally, an astreinte does not operate in personam and the
judgment debtor can never be imprisoned for non‐compliance with the
order. Therefore, an astreinte will not be effective where the inade‐
quacy of monetary penalties is due to the difficulty of collecting them.46
Conversely, a civil contemnor in a common law jurisdiction will fear
the prospect of a period in prison and more readily comply with an or‐
der. Instilling a court with the power to imprison those who do not
comply with a court order arms the court with a strong coercive force.
This is extremely important since the purpose in the area of enforce‐
ment is not to punish but to induce certain action or inaction from a
litigant.47
It is argued that, had there not been contempt of court sanctions
such as fine and imprisonment, orders to act or to refrain from acting
would be converted into mere liability rules if the defendant was only
forced to pay a substituted sum of money for failing to comply with his
primary duty.48 In the same vein, Lord Donaldson MR said in Francome
v. Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd:
It is sometimes said […] that all are free to break the
law if they are prepared to pay the penalty. This is per‐
nicious nonsense. The right to disobey the law is not
obtainable by the payment of a penalty […]. It is not ob‐
45 Michael Chesterman, ‘Contempt: in the common law, but not the civil law’
[1997] ICLQ 521, 558.
46 A. H. Pekelis, ‘Legal techniques and political ideologies: a comparative study’
(1943) 41(4) Michigan L. R. 665, 669.
47 Jennifer Fleischer, ‘In defense of civil contempt sanctions’ (2002‐2003) 36 Co‐
lumbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 35, 58.
48 See Guido Calabresi & A. Douglas Melamed, ‘Property rules, liability rules
and inalienability: one view of the cathedral’ (1972) 85 (6), Harvard L. R. 1089, 1124
(“[W]e impose criminal sanctions as a means of deterring future attempts to con‐
vert property rules into liability rules”).
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tainable at all in a parliamentary democracy, although
different considerations arise under a totalitarian re‐
gime.49
Not surprisingly, given the potential sanctions of contempt of court,
court orders in common law jurisdictions are in the vast majority of
cases obeyed.50 Contempt of court penalties are seen as the most effec‐
tive means of ensuring compliance with a court order.51 Therefore,
someone may ask: Without the contempt power, what would deter ob‐
struction to the administration of justice?52
It is suggested that lenient penalties such as procedural or monetary
sanctions would allow defendants to weigh their options and deter‐
mine whether in the long run it is to their greater detriment to accept
the imposition of such sanctions or to comply with the orders. This,
however, does not aid the court in its quest for justice. As it has been
said, the court in the area of enforcement has no interest in imposing
any penalties; it is only using its power as a means of coercion. There‐
fore, less powerful sanctions may prove ineffectual.53 Contempt of
court sanctions have the ability to lessen the pressure on courts result‐
ing from the duty to supervise the execution of their decisions.54
Contempt of Court: A Potentially Oppressive Mechanism
The history of contempt procedures reveals an ongoing and overt
tension between the view of contempt as an inherent and necessary
weapon of courts to enforce their orders and the fear that courts will
Francome v Mirror Group Newspaper Ltd [1984] 2 All ER 408 (CA) 412.
John Bell, Sophie Boyron, & Simon Whittaker, Principles of French Law (OUP,
2008), p. 116.
51 Pierre Tercier, Post Award Issues: ASA Special Series No 38 (Juris Publishing
Inc, 2012) 80.
52 Ronald Goldfarb, ‘The history of the contempt power’ [1961] 1 Washington
University L. R. 1, 15.
53 Jennifer Fleischer, ‘In defense of civil contempt sanctions’ (2002‐2003) 36 Co‐
lumbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 35, 59.
54 Pierre Tercier, Post Award Issues: ASA Special Series No 38 (Juris Publishing
Inc., 2012), p. 80.
49
50
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misuse their authority to punish unprotected individuals.55 The con‐
tempt power was identified as potentially despotic long ago. Arbitrary
excesses of the power have resulted in calls for procedural protection
for those persons charged with contempt as well as for limitations on
the types of sanctions that can be imposed upon persons found in con‐
tempt of court.56
The plaintiff, who may have suffered real prejudice by non‐
compliance, should not be shorn of what he deserves. On the other
hand, the defendant, whose only “crime” is non‐compliance, must not
be unduly harmed.57 In other words, plaintiffs’ remedial rights must be
protected while at the same time certain measures are necessary to ad‐
dress the potential for arbitrariness in imposition of contempt sanc‐
tions.58
Civil contempt does not constitute a criminal offence. However, as
Arlidge, Eady, and Smith argue, proceedings for civil contempt are
sometimes described as “quasi‐criminal” because of the penal conse‐
quences that can attend the breach of an order. Some cases of civil con‐
tempt may merit imprisonment for a long period, and others can at‐
tract very high financial penalties. Because of such potentially serious
consequences there has been a tendency towards assimilating civil
with criminal contempt proceedings. This is partly because of concern
that the safeguards that would normally be thought appropriate to
criminal contempts should apply also to civil contempt, at least in seri‐
ous cases. One might expect to find the courts in the common law tra‐
dition insisting upon the greater safeguards normally associated with
the criminal trial process. In certain respects, this expectation has been
fulfilled; most notably in relation to the standard of proof required, the

55

Margit Livingston, ‘Disobedience and contempt’ (2000) 75 Wash. L. R. 345,

356.
Robert Martineau (1981) 50 (4) University of Cincinnati L. R. 677, 677.
James Brodeur, ‘The injunction in French jurisprudence’ (1939‐1940) 14 Tulane
L. R. 211, 218.
58 Margit Livingston, ‘Disobedience and contempt’ (2000) 75 Wash. L. R. 345,
360.
56
57
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opportunities afforded for legal representation, and the right to be
properly heard.59
An important question is whether contempt of court sanctions for
non‐compliance are considered criminal in the eyes of the ECtHR. The
traditional view is that fines imposed in order to secure compliance
with a civil court decision do not constitute “criminal” sanctions under
Article 6 of the ECHR.60 Moreover, detention for “non‐compliance with
[a] lawful order of a court or in order to secure the fulfilment of an ob‐
ligation prescribed by law” (Article 5(1)(b) ECHR) is distinct from the
“lawful detention after conviction by a competent court” (Article
5(1)(a) ECHR). Thus, the guarantees provided by Article 6 for criminal
proceedings do not apply to the imposition of sanctions for failure to
comply with a court order.61
According to the case law of the ECtHR, for a sanction to qualify as
“criminal” in the sense of Article 6 three elements need to be taken into
account: whether the sanction belongs to criminal law under domestic
law, the nature of the offence, and the severity of the sanction risked.62
While the classification of the sanction under national law and the na‐
ture of the offence do not pose any difficulty, in light of the severity of
the sanctions available in many countries, the continuing validity of
the domestic decisions denying the “criminal” nature of sanctions in
this context seems questionable.63 Additionally, the ECtHR does not
regard itself as being bound by the domestic characterisation as civil or
59 David Eady & A. T. H. Smith, Arlidge, Eady and Smith on Contempt (4th edn,
Sweet & Maxwell, 2011) para 3‐73.
60 See Krone Verlag GmbH and Mediaprint Anzeigen GmbH & Co KG v Austria App
no 28977/95 (Commission decision, 21 May 1997).
61 Mads Andenas, Burkhard Hess & Paul Oberhammer (eds.), Enforcement
Agency Practice in Europe (The British Institute of International and Comparative
Law, 2005), p. 326.
62 See eg Schmautzer v Austria (1995) 21 EHRR 511 [27]; Öztürk v Germany (1984)
6 EHRR 409 [50]; Demicoli v. Malta (1992) 14 EHRR 47 [31‐34].
63 Mads Andenas, Burkhard Hess & Paul Oberhammer (eds), Enforcement
Agency Practice in Europe (The British Institute of International and Comparative
Law, 2005), p. 326.
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criminal.64 Thus, there may come a time when the ECtHR will catego‐
rise such sanctions as truly “criminal”, and therefore require the tradi‐
tional safeguards referred to in Article 6.65
Someone may argue that the guarantees provided for criminal pro‐
ceedings may render the civil contempt process less quick. Conse‐
quently, civil contempt sanctions will not sufficiently coerce obdurate
defendants into complying with the court order.66 This, however, does
not mean that fairness must be undermined in favour of expediency. In
other words, it is important that civil contempt exists in full vigour but
it is equally important that it be not abused.67
In mature legal systems, committal to prison is most zealously and
carefully checked and reserved only as an extreme measure necessary
to preserve or otherwise protect rights, and even then, only when no
other pertinent remedy is available. A court will commit a person to
prison only if justice requires such a course to be taken, and it will not
be taken if the position of the plaintiff has not been made worse by the
contempt. Where there is another method of doing justice, recourse
ought not to be had to imprisonment in aid of a civil remedy.68 The la‐
bel “civil” should not obscure the underlying “taking of liberty”. Thus,
imprisonment should be limited to cases in which it can be shown be‐
yond a reasonable doubt after a fair trial that the judgment debtor is

64 See Benham v UK (1996) 22 EHRR 293 (the decision of a judge in the United
Kingdom to impose imprisonment for non‐payment of poll tax was held to be
“criminal”, notwithstanding the fact that such proceedings are classified as civil
under English law).
65 David Eady and A. T. H. Smith, Arlidge, Eady and Smith on Contempt (4th edn,
Sweet & Maxwell, 2011) paras 3‐4.
66 Margit Livingston, ‘Disobedience and contempt’ (2000) 75 Wash. L. R. 345,
360.
67 State ex rel. Attorney General v. Circuit Court 97 Wis 1 (Wisconsin Supreme
Court 1897.8).
68 Richard Kuloba, Principles of Injunctions (OUP 1987) p. 20. As Lord Denning
MR observed in Danchevsky v Danchevsky [1975] Fam 17 (CA) 22, “[w]henever there
is a reasonable alternative available instead of committal to prison, that alternative
must be taken”.
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fraudulently or wilfully refusing to comply with an order.69
Finally, coercive contempt fines can be set at a particular level based
on the egregiousness of the violation, the need for prompt compliance,
and the defendant’s ability to pay. As such, they are likely to result in
immediate obedience by the defendant, but at the same time be analo‐
gous to the defendant’s behaviour.70
Conclusion
In order to maintain judicial effectiveness, it is suggested that we
must demand respect for the court and its authority. In order to arrive
at justice, we must compel compliance with orders of the courts. Civil
contemnors seek to thwart this process, and despite their – sometimes
– good intentions or personal fears, their actions hinder the judicial
system. The court is well within its rights to issue what some may per‐
ceive as severe sanctions against the civil contemnor. Such sanctions
are the court’s sole means of coercing compliance and ensuring a just
result.71 This is why a mechanism analogous to contempt of court
should be introduced in enforcing judicial orders based on EU legisla‐
tion. This must happen, of course, within certain boundaries that se‐
cure the respondents’ rights.

69 See also Chester Darling, ‘Imprisonment for debt in 1969’ [1968‐1969] 4 Portia
L. J. 227, 239.
70 Margit Livingston, ‘Disobedience and contempt’ (2000) 75 Wash. L. R. 345,
360.
71 Jennifer Fleischer, ‘In defense of civil contempt sanctions’ (2002‐2003) 36 Co‐
lumbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 35, 63.
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Introduction of New Codes in Romanian Legislation
After more than 50 years and many attempts, the four fundamental
codes in Romania were changed entirely. The change started with The
Civil Code1 that entered into force on 1 October 2011, followed by The
Code of Civil Procedure2 on 15 February 2013, and finally The Penal
Code3 and The Code of Criminal Procedure,4 both entering into force
on 14 February 2014.
Giving the importance of these new codes, the Parliament adopted
specific laws to enforce the codes that did also change and update cer‐
tain provisions of these fundamental laws.5
On the other hand, we have the Constitution of Romania and of
course the European Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental

1 Law no 287 from 2009 of The Civil Code. The former Civil Code was 147 years
in force and it was inspired by the French Civil Code from 1804.
2 Law no 134 from 2010 of The Civil Procedure Code.
3Law no 286 from 2009 of The Penal Code.
4 Law no 135 form 2010 of The Criminal Procedure Code.
5 The Parliament adopted two distinct laws: Law no 187 from 2012 for the im‐
plementation of Law no. 286/2009 on the Criminal Code, and Law 255/2013 for the
implementation of Law no. 135/2010 on the Criminal Procedure Code and amend‐
ing and supplementing certain provisions regarding criminal procedure.
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Liberties, the EU and international legislation, all of them including
provision that directly or indirectly are referring to criminal investiga‐
tion, criminal trial and respect of human rights.
In this line of thoughts, the Penal Code stipulates, at the beginning the
general principles of substantive criminal law in articles 1 and 2:
• Lawfulness of criminalization: Criminal law stipulates the actions that
constitute offenses; No person can have criminal liability for an ac‐
tion that was not covered by criminal law at the date of its commis‐
sion;
• Lawfulness of criminal penalty: Criminal law establishes applicable
penalties and educational measures that can be ruled against persons
who committed offenses, as well as security measures that can be
ruled against persons who committed actions covered by criminal
law; No penalty, educational or security measure can be ruled that
was not stipulated in criminal law at the date when the violation was
committed; No penalty can be ruled and enforced outside the law’s
general limits.
The definition of the offense, as the only ground for only for crimi‐
nal liability was changed, according to the new orientations in Crimi‐
nal Law at European level. As a consequence, according to article 15:
“an offense is an action stipulated by criminal law that has been com‐
mitted under guilt, without justification and for the commission of
which a person can be charged.” Also, we have to underline certain
changes that intervene concerning the forms of quilt – there were in‐
troduced the “praeter intentia” (oblique intent or exceeded intent)6 and

6 Art. 16 of the Penal Code – “Guilt: (1) An action only constitutes an offense if
committed under the form of guilt required by criminal law. (2) Guilt exists when an action
is committed with direct intent, with basic intent or oblique intent.(3) An action is commit‐
ted with intent when the perpetrator: a) can foresee the outcome of their actions, in the ex‐
pectation of causing such outcome by perpetrating the act; b) can foresee the outcome of
their actions and, while not intending to produce it, nevertheless accepts the likelihood that
it will occur. (4) An action is committed with basic intent when the perpetrator: a) can
foresee the outcome of their actions but does not accept it, believing without reason that
such outcome will not occur; b) cannot foresee the outcome of their actions, though they
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violation committed by omission7 since both doctrine and jurispru‐
dence demanded an update on this aspects.8
With regards to criminal procedure, the rules stipulated by the code
are intended to provide effective exercise of the judicial
bodies’ responsibilities and guarantee the rights of the
parties and the other participants in the criminal pro‐
ceedings so as to comply with the Constitution, the
European Union constitutive Treaties, the other Euro‐
pean Union regulations in criminal procedure matters
and of the pacts and agreements on fundamental hu‐
man rights that Romania is a party to.9
Another very important aspect is related to the separation of judicial
functions, as expressly stipulated by article 3 from the Criminal Proce‐
dure Code:10
• The following judicial functions shall be exercised during the crimi‐
nal proceedings: the criminal investigative function; the function of issu‐
ing orders concerning the fundamental rights and liberties of a person at the
stage of the criminal investigation; the function of examining the lawfulness
of the decision to prosecute or drop charges; the trial function.

should and could have done so. (5) Oblique intent exists when an act, consisting of an in‐
tentional action or inaction, causes unintended more serious consequences and is attribut‐
able to the perpetrator. (6) The act consisting of an action or inaction shall constitute an of‐
fense when committed with direct intent. The act committed with basic intent constituted
an offense only when the law specifically establishes it as such”.
7 Art. 17 of the Penal Code – Violation committed by omission: “A committed of‐
fense that involves the causing of an outcome is also considered as having been committed
by omission, when: a) there exists a legal or contract obligation to take action; b) the author
of the omission, through previous action or inaction, created a state of threat for the pro‐
tected social value, which facilitated the occurrence of the outcome.”
8 Domocoş Carmen Adriana, Infracțiunea Omisiva (The Act of Omission and Its
Criminalization in Romanian Criminal Law), Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bu‐
charest, 2010, pp. 9‐11.
9 Article 1 para 2 from the Criminal Procedure Code.
10 Mihail Udroiu, Criminal Procedure, General Part (Procedură penală. Partea gener‐
ală), C. H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, pp. 7‐13.
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• The judicial functions shall be exercised ex officio, unless the law re‐
quires otherwise.
• The exercise of one judicial function is incompatible with the exercise
of a second judicial function as part of the same criminal proceed‐
ings, except for the function of examining the lawfulness of the decision to
prosecute or drop charges, which is compatible with the trial function.
• In the exercise of the criminal investigative function the prosecutor
and the criminal investigation bodies shall gather the evidence
needed to establish whether grounds for prosecution exist.
• The acts and measures that are part of the criminal investigation and
restrict individual fundamental rights and liberties shall be subject to
approval by the designated judge who has authority in this sense, except
for cases specifically stipulated by law.
• The lawfulness of the indictment and evidence it relies upon, as well as
the lawfulness of decisions to drop charges, shall be subject to approval
by the Preliminary Chamber Judge, as under the law.
• The trial shall be performed by the court, with legally‐assembled judicial
panels.
Other general principles of criminal procedure namely included in
the Criminal Procedure Code are:11 Benefit of the doubt; Finding the truth;
Ne bis in idem; Obligatory character of starting and exercising the criminal
investigation; Fair trial and reasonable duration of the trial; Right to freedom
and safety; Right to defense; Observance of human dignity and private life;
Official language and the right to have an interpreter; Applicability of proce‐
dural law in time and space.
Although there were a lot of debates within the scholars and practi‐
tioners as how would the institutions of Penal Law and Criminal Pro‐
cedure Law should function, and in spite of constant updates of the
provision (even through the laws adopted to enforce into practice the
codes), in so many cases there was a need to clarify the interpretation
of certain norms or to decide if the provision is in compliance with the
Constitution of Romania.

11

Articles 4 to 13 from the Criminal Procedure Code.
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As a consequence, at the moment, we have 48 Preliminary Rulings12
and 30 decision of the Constitutional Court decision to grant the excep‐
tion of unconstitutionality of certain provision or to rule on interpreta‐
tion of certain article from these two codes. In the light of these aspects,
unfortunately we can say that (...too many) provisions where subject to
constitutional examination by The Constitutional Court13.
The importance of these decisions and their effect cannot be ranked
within the criminal law. All of them are essential, since they are con‐
cerning aspects of criminal law and criminal procedure law. Within
this paper would be impossible to address all of these decisions, but
we have chosen to present four of them, two relating to the Penal
Code, and the other two relating to the Criminal Procedure Code.

12 Articles 475‐477of Criminal Procedure Code offer the possibility of making a
referral to the High Court of Review and Justice for a preliminary ruling to settle
legal issues – the settlement of the legal issues shall be binding for courts as of the
date of the publication of the decision in the Romanian Official Journal, Part I: “If,
during the proceedings in court, a judicial panel of the High Court of Review and
Justice, the Courts of Appeals or the Tribunals, entrusted with the adjudication of a
case as a court of last resort, finds that there is a legal issue whose clarification is
paramount for the settlement on the merits of the respective case and about which
the High Court of Review and Justice has not issued any decision in a preliminary
ruling or in an appeal in the interest of the law and which is not the subject of a
pending appeal in the interest of the law, they may apply to the High Court of Re‐
view and Justice for a ruling to settle, in principle, the legal issue referred to it.”
13 In most cases using the legal instrument of “exception” raised during an on‐
going criminal trial, in front of a court. According to art. 147 par. (1) of the Consti‐
tution, republished in the Official Gazette no. 767 of 31 October 2003, the provi‐
sions of laws and ordinances in force, as well as the regulations declared unconsti‐
tutional, cease their legal effects within 45 days of publication of the decision of the
Constitutional Court if, in the meantime, the Parliament or the Government, as the
case, not agree with the unconstitutional provisions of the Constitution. During
this period, the provisions declared unconstitutional are suspended by law. Fur‐
thermore, according to article. 147 alin. (4) din from the Constitution, “Since publi‐
cation, decisions are binding and effective only for the future”. ‘Legea
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Decisions of Constitutional Court related to The Penal Code
1. Article 5 of the Penal Code
Use of the more lenient criminal law until final judgment in a case,
stipulates in the first paragraph that “(1) In case one or several criminal
acts have been enacted between the time the violation was committed
and the final judgment in a case, the more lenient stipulation shall ap‐
ply.”
The principle of more lenient law, as is the case in most countries,
does not refer exclusively to the seriousness of the punishment (how
many years of imprisonment or how much is the fine, or what are the
complementary measures that a court could sentence after ruling in a
criminal case).14
Taking into consideration opinions of an important number of
scholars that argued the autonomous character of criminal law institu‐
tions (concepts),15 and on the other hand, certain new provisions of the
new Penal Code, was born the idea of determining the more lenient
law through comparison within institutions of criminal law and not
only by comparison of entire code.
Before the ruling of the Constitutional Court on this matter, there
was a decision of The High Court of Cassation and Justice addressing
the issue of determining the more lenient law and recognizing the
autonomous character of the substantive criminal law institutions. The

14 Streteanu Florin & Daniel Nițu, Drept penal. Partea generală (Criminal Law.
General Part), Universul Juridic Publishing House, Ist volume, Bucharest, 2014, pp.
133‐137; Constantin Mitrache, ‘Legea penală şi limitele aplicării ei’ (‘The penal law
and its enforcing limits’) in George Antoniu & Tudorel Toader (eds.), Explanations
of The New Penal Code, Vol. 1, Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015,
pp. 83‐86.
15 Streteanu Florin & Daniel Nițu, Drept Penal. Partea Generală (Criminal Law.
General Part), Universul Juridic Publishing House, Vol. 1, Bucharest, 2014, pp. 137‐
140; Paşca Viorel, Curs de Drept Penal. Partea Generală (Textbook on Criminal Law.
General Part), Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2012, pp. 91‐92;
Valentin Mirişan, Criminal Law. General Part (Drept Penal. Partea Generală),Universul
Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, pp. 18, 19.
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High Court of Cassation and Justice finds that through Decision no. 2
from 14 April 2014, the High Court of Cassation and Justice – the panel
for the settling of certain legal issues in criminal matters has decided
that in the enforcement of art.5 of the Penal Code the prescription of
criminal liability represents an autonomous institution with regard to
the institution of punishment, thus conferring to art. 5 of the Penal
code, in the interpretation given, unconstitutional powers.
However, later The Constitutional Court embraced the other opin‐
ion,16 and did not recognize any autonomous character of any criminal
law institution, granting the exception of unconstitutionality intro‐
duced by the High Court of Cassation and Justice – Penal division in
Case no. 5714/118/2012 and ruling that the provisions of art.5 from the
Penal code are constitutional in the measure in which they do not al‐
low the combining of provisions from subsequent laws in establishing
and enforcing the more favourable penal law.17

16 Constantin Mitrache, The Penal Law and Its Enforcing Limits (Legea Penală şi
Limitele Aplicării ei), in George Antoniu & Tudorel Toader(eds.), Explanations of The
New Penal Code, Vol. 1, Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015, pp.
87‐88.
17 Within the reasoning the Court (paragraph 39) referred to the recent juris‐
prudence of The European Court of Human Rights, held that the provisions of art.
7, paragraph 1 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Funda‐
mental Freedoms require, if criminal laws successive election overall more favor‐
able criminal law. Thus, by judgment of 18 July 2013 in Case Maktouf and Damja‐
novic against Bosnia and Herzegovina, paragraph 70, the Court in Strasbourg, not‐
ing that both criminal codes that have succeeded in the time of the facts and until
the final judgment (Criminal Code 1976 and the Penal Code of 2003) “provide dif‐
ferent ranges of punishment for war crimes”, found that there was “a real possibil‐
ity that the retroactive application of Code 2003 has been to the detriment of the
applicants regarding the imposition of penalties” so that “cannot be said that they
had received, pursuant to art. 7 of the Convention, the effective guarantees against
the imposition of a more severe punishment.” Therefore, the European Court ruled
unanimously that a violation of Article. 7 of the Convention, while stating that the
decision “must be understood as indicating simply that in terms of sentencing, ap‐
plicants would have to apply the provisions of Code 1976 not that it should have
been imposed milder punishment.”
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Also, The Constitutional Court finds that, starting from the publication
of the present decision in the Official Gazette of Romania, the effects of
Decision no. 2 from 14 April 2014 of the Supreme Court ceased in ac‐
cordance with the provisions of art. 147 paragraph (4) of the Constitu‐
tion and of art. 4771 of the Criminal Procedure Code and no authority
may ignore the constitutional meaning thus established.18
Consequently, the courts will proceed determining the more lenient
law by comparison of applying effects of the entire provisions of the
criminal law, and not to take into considerations institutions from each
particular law.
2. Article 297 of the Penal Code
Abuse in office:
(1) The action of the public servant who, while exercis‐
ing their professional responsibilities, fails to imple‐
ment an act or implements it deficiently, thus causing
damage or violating the legitimate rights or interests of
a natural or a legal entity, shall be punishable by no less
than 2 and no more than 7 years of imprisonment and
the ban from exercising the right to hold a public office.
As regarding the text mentioned above, there were a lot of discus‐
sions about the expression “fails to implement an act” and “imple‐
ments it deficiently”. Also, within the reasoning of the decision19 of the
Constitutional Court, it was argued that the expressions mentioned be‐
fore are not as accurate a criminal law should be, since the public ser‐
vant cannot determine precisely which act or conduct is punishable by
criminal law, and which conduct falls out of the area of criminal re‐
sponsibility. The problem identified by the Constitutional Court de‐

18 Decision of Constitutional Court no. 265 from 6 May 2014, regarding the ex‐
ception of unconstitutionality of the provisions of art.5 from the Penal Code, pub‐
lished in the Official Gazette no. 372 from 20 May 2014.
19 Starting from 2011, the Court stated that the reasoning of the decision is
mandatory as it is the decision itself, within the limits of the constitutional control
(Decision no. 1615 from 20 December 2011).
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rived from the fact that not all public servant’s duties are regulated by
law, but there so many of them regulated by inferior norms, by deci‐
sions of the public authority, or even by the job descriptions of each
position. In practice, as concerning offense committed by servants all
the conducts that could not be attributed to other texts were assigned
to the offense of abuse in office.
Among other considerations, the Court said that according to the
European Court of Human Rights, art. 7, paragraph 1 of the Conven‐
tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
which preserves the principle of legality of criminal offenses and pun‐
ishment (nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege), “in addition to the prohi‐
bition, in particular, extending the content of existing offenses on facts
which previously is not a crime, states and the principle that criminal
law should not be interpreted and applied extensively to the detriment
of the accused, for example, by analogy. It follows that the law must
clearly define offenses and the penalties applicable to this requirement
is satisfied where an individual has the opportunity to know, from the
very wording of the legal norm relevant in need with the help of its in‐
terpretation by the courts, and following a adequate legal assistance,
which are the acts and omissions which may incur liability to prosecu‐
tion and punishment that is liable pursuant to them”.20
In different cases, The European Court of Human Rights ruled that
the meaning of the notion of predictability depends “to a large extent
on the content of which it and the area it covers and the number and
20 In support of the reasoning the Court cited: Judgment of 15 November 1996
in Case Cantoni v France, paragraph 29; Decision of 22 June 2000 in Case COEM
and Others v Belgium, paragraph 145; Decision of 7 February 2002 in Case E.K.
against Turkey, § 51; Judgment of 29 March 2006 in Case Achour v France, para‐
graphs 41 and 42; Decision of 24 May 2007 in Case Dragotoniu and Militaru‐
Pidhorni against Romania, paragraphs 33 and 34; Judgment of 12 February 2008 in
Case Kafkaris against Cyprus, § 140; Judgment of 20 January 2009 in Case South
Fondi Ltd and Others v Italy, paragraphs 107 and 108; Decision of 17 September
2009 in Case Scoppola against Italy (no. 2), paragraphs 93, 94 and 99; Judgment of
21 October 2013 in Case Del Rio Prada against Spain, paragraphs 78, 79 and 91
(paragraph 45).
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quality of its recipients”. On the other hand, ECHR considered that “it
is especially for professionals who are required to exercise great pru‐
dence in the exercise of their profession, which is why it is expected
from them to pay special attention to assessing the risks it entails”.21
Nevertheless, the constitutional fate of this text was a subject of in‐
tense debate within the civil society, because it was argued that if the
Constitutional Court would find those provisions unconstitutional,
then the immediate effect would be the termination of so many ongo‐
ing corruption cases and also the impossibility to prosecute in the fu‐
ture any public servant that does not execute its duties as required.
The Constitutional Court admitted the exception, but the ruling was
as follows:“ Grants the exception of unconstitutionality (…) and finds
that the provisions of art.246 from the Penal Code of 1969 and of
art.297 paragraph (1) from the Penal Code are constitutional in the
measure in which through the expression „deficient implementation”,
used in their content, one understands “implementation by breaking
the law”.22
As a consequence, the conduct of subject of the offense must refer to
the law, and not to other acts or documents that are regulating its du‐
ties.
To the present moment, the law was not changed in order to meet
the requirements of the decision and it is still enforced based on the le‐
gal text mentioned taking into consideration the interpretation given
by the Constitutional Court.

21 In support of the reasoning the Court cited Decision of 15 November 1996 in
Case Cantoni v France, paragraph 35; judgment of 24 May 2007 in Case Dragotoniu
and Militaru‐Pidhorni against Romania, paragraph 35; Judgment of 20 January
2009 in Case South Fondi Ltd and others v Italy, paragraph 109 (paragraph 46).
22 Decision of Constitutional Court No. 405 from 15 June 2016, regarding the ex‐
ception of unconstitutionality of the provisions of art. 246 from the Penal code
from 1969, of art. 297 paragraph (1) from the Penal code and of art.13 from Law no.
78/2000 for the prevention, discovery and sanctioning of acts of corruption, pub‐
lished in the Official Gazette no. 517 from 8 July 2016.
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Decisions related to the Criminal Procedure Code
1. Article 142 of the Criminal Procedure Code
Enforcement of electronic surveillance warrants: “(1) The prosecutor
shall enforce an electronic surveillance warrant may order that this be
enforced by criminal investigation bodies or by specialized employees
of the law enforcement bodies or of other specialized bodies of the
state.”
Electronic surveillance means the utilization of one of the following
methods: interception of communications of any kind; accessing an
electronic system; video, photo, audio surveillance; localization or fol‐
lowing through electronic means.23 The text mentioned above was con‐
sidered contrary to the Constitution of Romania since allowed to other
authorities – using the expression “of other specialized bodies of the
state” – to perform acts that a only law enforcement bodies are able to
execute.
Practically, the constitutional challenge of these provisions targeted
the right of The Romanian Intelligence Service (most important one in
Romania) to execute electronic surveillance warrants (technical super‐
vision), since they had the manpower and the technical means to exe‐
cute this kind of tasks.
The matter was very sensitive because, in certain cases, there were
issues of national security involved, and the ruling of the Constitu‐
tional Court was expected with great interest.
From the findings of the Court, we would have to underline certain
aspects:
• The Court noted that the specialized bodies of the state are not in‐
volved in the process of decision with regards of human rights re‐
strictions, but they offer their technical support in order that the
decision of a judge to grant the warrant is carried out as sentenced;
• The Court, looking at other codes of criminal procedure, from

23 Mihail Udroiu, Criminal Procedure, General Part (Procedură Penală. Partea Gen‐
erală), C. H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, p. 382.
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European states.24 took into consideration the fact, national codes
of criminal procedure provide explicitly that the activity of techni‐
cal supervision is carried out by the investigating judge, the prose‐
cuting authorities and bodies of police and that, technically, achiev‐
ing it are obliged to cooperate, if necessary, legal persons in the
provision of telecommunications services and other areas expressly
and exhaustively provided by the criminal procedure law;25
The Court notes that the legislator included in art. 142 paragraph
(1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, in addition to the prosecutor,
the criminal investigation body and specialized employees of the law
enforcement bodies (police) or of other specialized bodies of the state.
These specialized bodies are not defined neither expressly nor indi‐
rectly the Code of Criminal Procedure. The provision in question
does not provide their specific scope. In the meantime, in Romania,
they are working under special regulations, numerous specialized
bodies in various fields;26

24 In this respect, were highlighted the provisions of art. 172 par. (1) of the
Criminal Procedure Code of Bulgaria; art. 86‐88 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
of the Czech Republic; art. 335 par. (1) (5) of the Criminal Procedure Code of Croa‐
tia; art. 126 ^ 2 ^ 1‐126 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of Estonia; art. 100 b and
110 j of the German Code of Criminal Procedure; art. 251 of the Criminal Procedure
Code of Greece; Section 3 of Surveillance in Criminal Law from 2009 in Ireland; art.
267‐268 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of Italy; art. 48‐13, art. 48‐15 and art. 48‐
17 of the Code of Criminal Procedure in Luxembourg; art. 187 par. (1), Art. 188, art.
189 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Portugal in conjunction with Section 1 par.
(2) and Section 3 of Law no. 101 of 25 August 2001 regarding the Regulation of un‐
dercover operations carried out in order to prevent crime and criminal investiga‐
tion in Portugal; Section 88 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Slovakia; art. 149a,
art. 149b para. (3), art. 150, art. 151, art. 152, art. 155 and Art. 156 of the Criminal
Procedure Code of Slovenia; art. 588bis b and art. E 588ter para. (1) of the Criminal
Procedure Code of Spain; Chapter 23 and Chapter 27 of the Swedish Code of
Criminal Procedure (Paragraph 36 from the findings of the Court related to the De‐
cision of Constitutional Court No. 51 from 16 February 2016).
25 Paragraph 36 from the findings of the Court related to the Decision of Consti‐
tutional Court No. 51 from 16 February 2016.
26 Besides the Romanian Intelligence Service (according to Law no. 14/1992 on
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The Court considered that the phrase “or other specialized bodies
of the state” appears as with lacking clarity, precision and predict‐
ability, allowing subjects to understand that these bodies are em‐
powered to carry out measures with a high degree of intrusion into
the privacy of individuals.
As a consequence, the Court granted the exception of unconstitu‐
tionality (...) and finds that the expression “or by other specialized bodies
of the state” from the provisions of art. 142 paragraph (1) from the
Criminal Procedure Code is unconstitutional.27
The effect: In order to solve juridical and practical problem of exe‐
cuting the electronic surveillance warrants (technical supervision) the
Government issued Emergency Ordinance no. 6 from 2016 on meas‐
ures to enforce the warrants of electronic surveillance in criminal pro‐
ceedings,28 and modifying Law no. 14 from 1992 as follows:
Art. 13. – The Romanian Intelligence Service bodies
cannot perform criminal investigation cannot take the
measure of preventive detention or arrest nor dispose
of their own arrest places. As an exception, the Roma‐
nian Intelligence Service bodies may be designated spe‐
cial body of criminal investigation accordance with art.
55 par. (5) and (6) of the Criminal Procedure Code for
enforcement of warrants of technical supervision, ac‐
cording to art. 57 para. (2) last sentence of the Criminal
Procedure Code.
An important aspect, highlighted in the doctrine was that both deci‐
sion of the Court and the Government Emergency Ordinance were
published in the same day, in the very same Official Gazette, as it was

the organization and functioning of the Romanian Intelligence Service, Law no.
51/1991 on the national security of Romania), has exclusive powers in national se‐
curity, and does not have powers of criminal investigation as stipulated by article.
13 of Law no. 14/1992, there are other services with responsibilities in national se‐
curity.
27 Published in the Official Gazette no. 190 from 14 March 2016.
28 Published in the Official Gazette no. 190 from 14 March 2016.
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intended to prevent other procedural complications emerging when
not complying with Constitutional Court decisions in due time.29
2.Article 318 of the Criminal Procedure Code
Dropping charges: “(1) In the situation of offenses for which the
law requires the penalty of a fine or a penalty of imprisonment of no
more than 7 years, the prosecutor can drop charges when, considering
the contents of the offense, the modus operandi and the instruments
used, the goal of the offense and the concrete circumstances of its
commission, the consequences that occurred or could have occurred,
they find that a public interest is not served in prosecuting.” The article
has several paragraphs as detailed above.30
29 Mihail Udroiu, Criminal Procedure, General Part (Procedură penală. Partea gener‐
ală), C. H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, p. 398.
30 Another translation of the title of the article could be ‘Waiver of prosecution’;
other paragraphs of the article: “(2) When the offender is identified, weighing the
public interest aspect also involves the person of the suspect or defendant, their
conduct previous to the offense and the efforts they made in removing or minimiz‐
ing the consequences of the offense.”
(3) After consulting with the suspect or defendant, the prosecutor can order
that they comply with one or several of the following obligations: a) remove the
consequences of the criminal offense or make redress, or agree with the civil party
on an avenue of redress; b) make a public apology to the victim; c) perform com‐
munity service for a time span of no less than 30 and no more than 60 days, except
for the case where their health precludes them to provide such community service;
d) enlist in a counseling program.
(4) In case the prosecutor orders the suspect or defendant to comply with the
obligations at par. (3), they shall include in their order the deadline by which those
obligations shall be met, which cannot be longer than 6 months in general or 9
months for obligations undertaken by mediation agreement signed with the civil
party and which starts as of the date the order is communicated.
(5) The order to drop charges shall include, as the case may be: the mentions
stipulated at Art. 286 par. (2), and stipulations on steps taken as under par. (3) in
this Article and Art. 315 par. (2) (4); the deadline by which the obligations must be
complied with that are stipulated at par. (3) in this Article; the penalty for failure to
file the evidence with the prosecutor; judicial expenses.
(6) In case of non‐compliance in ill‐faith of the obligations within the deadline
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Although this article introduced a new instrument of criminal pro‐
cedure law,31 instrument that we can find within the legislations of
many other states, the Court considered that this entire legal text is un‐
constitutional32 for a number o reasons we try to divide them in two
categories:33
• Reasons regarding the clarity of the penal regulation: The expres‐
sion “public interest” from legal text is not determined by the legis‐
lator through art. 318 par. (1) and (2) of the Criminal Procedure
Code and the items listed therein, as criteria for determining the
“public interest” are not meant to define the concept previously
referenced, which constitute the basis of individualization of penal‐
ties, if determination by a court of offenses.
• Reasons related to the infringement of the separation of judiciary function
within the criminal trial – The Court finds that the dropping charges
(waiver of prosecution) by the prosecutor, without being subject to
control and permission by the court, is equivalent to the exercise by
him of some duties that belong to the sphere of competence of
courts. The Criminal Procedure Code provides a clear separation of
stipulated at par. (4), the prosecutor shall rescind their order. The burden of proof
for compliance with the obligations or submitting the reasons for failure to comply
with the obligations shall fall on the suspect or defendant. A new waiver of prose‐
cution in this same case is no longer possible.
(7) “The order whereby charges are dropped shall be sent in copy to the person
who filed the referral, the suspect, the defendant or, as the case may be, other in‐
terested parties.”
31 This instrument proved use full in the sens of decreasing the number of cases
sent to courts. In 2014 there were 49,135 files where charges were dropped, and in
2015 were 49,479 files where charges were dropped. The number of the files that
were solved in this manner was almost equal to the number of files send to courts
to be trialed: Mihail Udroiu, Criminal Procedure, Special Part (Procedură penală. Partea
Speciala), C. H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, p. 93.
32 Decision of Constitutional Court no. 23 from 20 January 2016 regarding the
exception of unconstitutionality of the provisions of art. 318 from the Penal proce‐
dure code – published in the Official Gazette no. 240 from 31 March 2016.
33 Mihail Udroiu, Criminal Procedure, Special Part (Procedură Penală. Partea Spe‐
ciala), C. H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, p. 93.
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judicial functions by regulating, distinctly criminal trial stages and
competence organs involved in their implementation. This is a di‐
rect application of the provisions of art. 3 paragraphs. (1) of the
Criminal Procedure Code, and of art. 126 par. (1) and (2) of the
Constitution.
In this line of thoughts, we must take into consideration also the
findings of the Court within the paragraph 22 of the decision, where
were underlined the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human
Rights. ECHR by decisions of 22 May 1998 to 3 June 2003 in Cases “Va‐
silescu against Romania” (par. 41) and “Pantea against Romania”
(paragraph 238), retained that the “tribunal” within the meaning of art.
6 § 1 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fun‐
damental Freedoms, only an institution that has full jurisdiction and
satisfies a number of requirements, such as independence of the execu‐
tive and of the parties concerned, and that the prosecutors, nor the
general prosecutor of Romania, respectively, that in Romania, prosecu‐
tors, acting as representatives of the Public Ministry, do not meet the
independent from the executive power. Moreover, the judgment in
Case “Pantea against Romania” (paragraph 239), the Court in Stras‐
bourg held that the prosecutor who ordered the applicant’s detention
was not a “magistrate” within the meaning of art. 5 § 3 of the Conven‐
tion, and that, therefore, is to verify the legality of a detention warrant
was subject to judicial review and that it occurred “immediately” in
that of the Convention.
The analyzed provision was restructured and changed through
Emergency Ordinance no. 18 from 201634 amending and supplement‐
ing Law no. 286/2009 on the Criminal Code, Law no. 135/2010 on the
Code of Criminal Procedure and supplementing Art. 31 para. (1) of
Law no. 304/2004 regarding the judicial body. The new text, indicated
above, provides for criteria for analyzing the public interest as a condi‐
tion for enforcing the waiver of prosecution, communication obliga‐
tions to all parties interested in the matter in order to exercise their

34

Published in the Official Gazette no. 389 of 23 May 2016.
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rights, as well as provides for a judicial confirmation carried out by the
court, namely by the Preliminary Chamber judge.35
Modified article 318 of the Criminal Procedure Code – ‘Dropping charges
(Waiver of prosecution)’:
“(1) In the case of offenses for which the law provides the penalty of fine or im‐
prisonment not exceeding seven years, the prosecutor may waive prosecution if it
finds that there is no public interest in pursuing crime.
(2) The public interest is analyzed in relation to: a) the content of the offense
and the specific circumstances of committing the offense; b) the manner and means
of committing the offense; c) purpose; d) follow‐products or which could have
caused by the offense; e) efforts of the prosecution needed for criminal proceedings
in relation to the seriousness of the offense and the time elapsed from the perpetra‐
tion there of; f) procedural attitude of the person; g) there is a disproportion be‐
tween the obvious expenses that they would incur criminal proceedings and sever‐
ity of consequences or products which could have caused by the offense.
(3) When the offender is known, in assessing the public interest and are consid‐
ered suspect or accused person, the conduct previously considered a crime suspect
or defendant’s attitude after committing the crime and efforts to eliminate or miti‐
gate the consequences of crime.
(4) When the offender is not identified, it may be ordered waiving prosecution
by reporting only the criteria set out in para. (2) a), b), e) and g).
(5) One cannot waive prosecution for offenses which resulted in the death of
the victim.
(6) The prosecutor may decide, after consulting the suspect or defendant that it
meets one or more of the following obligations: a) remove the consequences of the
offense or to repair damage caused by, or agree with the civil way of repairing it;
b) publicly apologize to the injured party; c) to perform unpaid community work
for a period between 30 and 60 days, except where, because of his health, the per‐
son cannot perform the work; d) to attend a counseling program.
(7) If the prosecutor decides that the suspect or defendant to fulfill obligations
under par. (6) establishes an order deadline by which they are to be met, which
may not be longer than 6 months or 9 months for obligations assumed by the me‐
diation agreement concluded with the civil and flowing from the notification of the
order.
(8) Ordinance waiver of prosecution, as appropriate, the particulars provided
in art. 286 par. (2), and provisions on measures ordered under par. (6) of this article
and art. 315 par. (2) (4), the deadline to be met obligations under par. (6) of this Ar‐
ticle and sanction failing to submit evidence to the prosecutor and court expenses.
(9) In case of failure in bad faith of obligations within the period prescribed in
para. (7) the prosecutor revoked the order. The burden of proof for the obligations
or the motives of their failure to return the suspect or defendant.
(10) Ordinance ordering the waiver of prosecution is verified in terms of legal‐
35
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The number of decisions that are referring to criminal law and criminal
procedure law is very high, and one could consider that the Constitu‐
tional Court not only ruled on the constitutionality of certain provi‐
sions, but adjusted the criminal policy of the as emerged from Parlia‐
ment and became a passive legislator. Maybe that means real balance
between the authorities and powers of the state, or maybe the Consti‐
tutional Court had to correct the influence of the political factor related
to certain aspects of the Codes.

ity and merits of Prime prosecutor’s office or, where appropriate, the general
prosecutor of the court of appeal, and he was drawn to it, checking is the superior
prosecutor. When it was drawn by a prosecutor from the Prosecutor’s Office High
Court of Cassation and Justice, the order is verified by the chief prosecutor of the
department, and when it was drawn up, checking is done by the attorney general
of the parquet.
(11) Para. (10) shall apply accordingly when the hierarchy functions in a struc‐
ture of the floor is determined by a special law.
(12) The waiving prosecution ordinance, checked as in par. (10) shall be com‐
municated in copy if appropriate, the person who made the referral, the parties,
the suspect, the injured person and other interested parties and submitted for con‐
firmation, within 10 days from the date of issue, Preliminary Chamber Judge
whose court would return the law, jurisdiction to hear the case at first instance.
(13) The judge sets date for the preliminary chamber and summons persons
under para. (12).
(14) Preliminary chamber judge decides in a reasoned ruling in chambers,
summoning persons under para. (12) and with the prosecutor, on the legality and
merits solution waiver of prosecution. Failure legally summoned persons not pre‐
vent settlement of the confirmation.
(15) The judge Room preliminary check the legality and merits solution waiver
of prosecution on the work and the material from the prosecution and file new
documents presented by concluding, allowing or refusing the confirmatory appli‐
cation by the prosecutor. If it rejects confirmation of preliminary chamber judge:
a) abolishes solution waiver of prosecution and refer the case to the prosecutor
to start or complete the criminal investigation or, where appropriate, to bring
criminal action and complete prosecution;
b) abolishes solution waiver of prosecution and orders the classification.
(16) The conclusion that ruled one of the solutions provided in par. (15) final. If
the judge dismissed the application for confirmation of the solution to waive
prosecution, a new waiver cannot be ordered, regardless of the reason given.”
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Introduction
The two important basic principles of the traditional Hungarian
criminal law are the principles of individual liability and personal cul‐
pability. According to the first, for a given crime only the person who
committed it and realized the subjective and objective elements of the
crime can be held responsible: holding someone responsible for some‐
one else’s act is prohibited. The principle of liability based on personal
culpability means that culpability (mens rea) is an essential element of
every crime. In the absence of this element the perpetrators cannot be
made responsible by criminal law. Culpability is a psychic process go‐
ing down in the mind of the perpetrators, a psychic relation between
the perpetrators and their action – which is expressed in intent or neg‐
ligence – based on which they can be made responsible for their ac‐
tion.1 The categories of the offenders of a criminal offence – perpetra‐
tors (direct‐, indirect‐ and joint perpetrators) and accessories (instiga‐
tors and abettors) was emerged in accordance with this legal bases. The
perpetrator realizes the statutory elements of the given crime. By con‐
1 Ferenc Sántha, Erika Váradi‐Csema & Andrea Jánosi, ‘Foundations of (Euro‐
pean) criminal law – national perspectives – Hungary’, in Norel Neagu (ed.), Foun‐
dations of European Criminal Law, Bucharest, 2014, pp. 61‐63.
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trast, the act of the accessory is lied outside the statutory elements but
intentionally and deliberately promote the commission of the crime:
the instigator persuades, the abettor helps the perpetrator to commit
the crime.
In keeping with this traditonal rules, Hungarian criminal law re‐
jected the idea of other forms of criminal responsibility until the early
21st century. However, in 2001, as part of the harmonization of crimi‐
nal law at European level, the Act CXXI of 2001, amending the Crimi‐
nal Code, introduced the criminal liability of the heads of business regard‐
ing two criminal offences. On the other hand, based on the correspond‐
ing provison of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC),
Act C of 2012, the new Hungarian Criminal Code which took effect on
July 1st, 2013, codified the criminal liability of superiors and public ex‐
ecutives regarding the international crimes. The common characteristic
of these modes of liability is that the superior or the head of business
does not participate in committing the crime, neither as a perpetrator,
nor as an accessory. The basis of the liability is the status of the of‐
fender within an organization or a hierarchy and his omission or break
of duty in connection of the criminal offence.
The aim of this paper is to outline the characteristics of these special
modes of criminal liability in Hungary. After a short introduction to
the international background of these legal instruments, the objective
and subjective elements that must be fulfilled for a person to be found
guilty as a head of business and superior is examined. Case‐law con‐
cerning these types of liability is not existed in Hungarian court prac‐
tice, consequently the short analysis is based on the Hungarian aca‐
demic approaches and the jurisprudence of the international criminal
tribunals.
The Development of the Criminal Liability of the Heads of the Busi‐
ness and the International Background
Until the middle of the 20th century it was just natural to punish the
leader of the business organization as a perpetrator or an accessory, if
he realized the elements of the offence committed within the organiza‐
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tion. Noth with standing, due to considerations of criminal policy as
well as the creeping of liability forms of civil and administrative law
into the sphere of criminal law, in some European law systems (e.g. the
French, the Dutch) a specific form of liabililty of economic leaders
came to light. Subsequently, mainly due to the changes in national
laws and the challenges of the protection of the European Union ‘s fi‐
nancial interests, the specific criminal liability of the heads of business
appears in international documents as well.
The Convention on the Protection of the Financial Interest of the
European Communities (PIF Convention – 19952) contains the condi‐
tions of the criminal liability of the head of business relating to the of‐
fences that belong to the scope of the convention: “Each Member State
shall take the necessary measures to allow heads of businesses or any
persons having power to take decisions or exercise control within a
business to be declared criminally liable in accordance with the princi‐
ples defined by its national law in cases of fraud affecting the Euro‐
pean Community’s financial interests, as referred to in Article 1, by a
person under their authority acting on behalf of the business”. (Art. 3).
According to the PIF Convention, in addition to the leading status, ex‐
ercising the power to make decisions or control is the condition of li‐
ability. The convention refers to “the principles defined by its national
law”, thus if a given member state ensures that the head of business
can be held responsible in the traditional way (as a perpetrator or an
accessory) for an offence committed in the name of the enterprise, then,
according to our view, its regulation complies with the quoted rule of
the convention – in principle. However, serious problem has arisen
from that the Convention was entered into force only after a number of
years, due to the protracted ratification by the Member States, and
most Member States have failed to transpose the Convention and its
Protocols correctly into their national law.3
2 Convention on the Protection of the Financial Interest of the European Com‐
munities’s financial interests of 1995, O. J. C. 316, 27 November 1995.
3 Bence Udvarhelyi, ‘Az Európai Unió pénzügyi érdekeinek védelme’ Miskolci
Jogi Szemle 2014/1, 173.
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In 2012, the EU Commission presented a Proposal for a Directive on
the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by means of
criminal law (the PIF Directive4). The main objective of the PIF Direc‐
tive is to strengthen the protection of the Union’s financial interests
and to modernise the provisions of the PIF Convention. Surprisingly,
the Proposal does not contain any provisions regarding the criminal li‐
ability of the heads of business. The EU Commission decided to drop
the corresponding provision as a political compromise when drafting
the PIF Directive.5
It is also deserving of mention that Art. 6 of the 1997 EU Convention
on Corruption6 contains rules on the liability of the heads of business
that are as same as those of the PIF Convention. Finally, one of the
most important innovation of the Corpus Juris Europea, first issued in
1997 and revised in 2000,7 is the regulation on the special criminal li‐
ability of the heads of business. On the basis of this document, it is
clearly not the case that the leader of a business organization realizing
the elements of an offence as a perpetrator or an accessory; rather the
leader’s special way of conduct having a negative value is connected to
an offence connected by someone else. Hungary fulfilled the require‐
ments of harmonization by codifying the specific criminal liability of
the heads of business, both in the field of the financial interest of the
EU and corruption, though rather in the spirit of a not legally binding
document, the Corpus Juris.

4 European Commission, ‘Proposal for a directive of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by
means of criminal law’, COM (2012) 363 final, 11 July 2012.
5 Katalin Ligeti, ‘Criminal liability of heads of business’, Eucrim, The European
Criminal Law Associations’ Forum, 2015/4, p. 148.
6 ‘Convention on the fight againts corruption involving officials of the Euro‐
pean Communities of officials of Member States of the European Union’, O. J. C.
195, 25 June 1997.
7 For the revised version from 2000 see e.g. ERA, Forum Scripta Juris Europea, 3‐
2001.
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The Development of the Criminal Liability of Superiors and the In‐
ternational Background
The doctrine of superior responsibility (or command responsibility)
is originally a military law doctrine, according to which those indi‐
viduals who are in positions of seniority or leadership accountable for
their failures to adequetely supervise their subordinates.8 It has only
become real and an actual referential point in the post‐World War II
trials, however, the origins of the legal institution can be found earlier
in the past.9 Following the World War, the special command responsi‐
bility has been codified on an international level in 1977: Article 87 of
Protocol I of the Geneva Conventions obliges military commanders to
prevent and, if needs be, obstruct, and report to the authorities in
charge the violations of the Conventions and the Protocol.10 The ele‐
ments of the special responsibility of military commanders and civil
superiors had been developed primarily during the practice of ad hoc
international criminal courts, mainly the International Criminal Tribu‐
nal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the International Criminal Tri‐
bunal for Rwanda, and the Special Court for Sierra Leone.11 Finally, the

8 International Criminal Law Guidelines: Command Responsibility, January, 2016,
available at http://blog.casematrixnetwork.org/toolkits/wp‐content/uploads/2016/
01/CMN_ICL‐Guidelines_Command‐Responsibility_En.pdf(August 15, 2016), p. 7.
9 For a detailed historic overview see e.g. Chantal Meloni, ‘Command responsi‐
bilty’, Journal of International Criminal Justice 5, 2007, 621‐624; Stuart E. Hendin,
‘Command responsibility and superior orders in the twentieth century – a century
of evolution’, Murdoch University Electronic Journal of Law, 10(1 ), March 2003, 2‐27.
10 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Convention’s That of 12 Aug 1949, and Re‐
lating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I),
June 8, 1977, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3, 16 I. L. M. 1391 (1977).
11 Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, U.N.
Doc. S/RES/827 (1993), Annex, Art. 7(3); Statute of the International Criminal Tri‐
bunal for Rwanda, U.N. Doc. S/RES/955 (1994), Annex, Art. 6(3); Statute of the Spe‐
cial Court for Sierra Leone, Agreement Between the United Nations and the Gov‐
ernment of Sierra Leone on the Establishment of a Special Court for Sierra Leone,
Annex, Art. 6(3) (Jan.16, 2002).
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Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court12 (ICC) also contains
the legal classification of the responsiblity of superiors and introduces
a new requirement of causation, which cannot found in the legal defi‐
nitions of preceding international instruments.13
By accepting the new Hungarian Criminal Code, Hungary has con‐
solidated and harmonized its legislation regarding the core interna‐
tional crimes following the ratification of the ICC Statute. The Special
Part of Criminal Code contains the substantive crimes, detailed in two

12 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Doc No. A/Conf U.N. Doc.
No. 183/10 (July 17, 1998.
13 Art. 28 ICCSt. reads as follows:
“In addition to other grounds of criminal responsibility under this Statute for
crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court:
(a) A military commander or person effectively acting as a military commander
shall be criminally responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court com‐
mitted by forces under his or her effective command and control, or effective au‐
thority and control as the case may be, as a result of his or her failure to exercise
control properly over such forces, where:
(i) That military commander or person either knew or, owing to the circum‐
stances at the time, should have known that the forces were committing or about to
commit such crimes; and
(ii) That military commander or person failed to take all necessary and reason‐
able measures within his or her power to prevent or repress their commission or to
submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.
(b) With respect to superior and subordinate relationships not described in
paragraph (a), a superior shall be criminally responsible for crimes within the ju‐
risdiction of the Court committed by subordinates under his or her effective au‐
thority and control, as a result of his or her failure to exercise control properly over
such subordinates, where:
(i) The superior either knew, or consciously disregarded information which
clearly indicated, that the subordinates were committing or about to commit such
crimes;
(ii) The crimes concerned activities that were within the effective responsibility
and control of the superior; and
(iii) The superior failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within
his or her power to prevent or repress their commission or to submit the matter to
the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.”
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chapters: Chapter XIII (‘Crimes Againts Humanity’) outlines genocide,
crimes againts humanity and the crime of apartheid and Chapter XIV
(‘War Crimes’) deals with war crimes. The criminal liability of superi‐
ors and public executives was codified by the legislator regarding
crimes against humanity (Art. 145) and war crimes (Art. 159). Because
of the lack of Hungarian case law, we rely on the practice of the ICTY
and the first relating judgement of the ICC in the case of Jean‐Pierre
Bemba Gombo,14 when introducing the elements of the liability of su‐
periors.
The Law and the Elements of the Liability of the Heads of Business
1.The Law
As we mentioned, in Hungary the Act CXXI of 2001 codified the
criminal liability of the heads of business regarding two criminal of‐
fences. Now, with respect to the Budget Fraud, the Art. 397 of the Code
contains the relevant provision, a separate offence named “Omission of
Supervisory or Controlling Duty in connection with Budget Fraud”.
Under this Article,
The leader of the business organization, or its member
or employee entitled to control or supervision is pun‐
ishable, if the member or employee fails to fulfil the
duty of control or supervision, and thus makes it possi‐
ble for the member or employee of the business organi‐
zation to commit the budget fraud within the scope of
the business organization’s activities.
Similar provision can be found regarding the crime of Active Official
Bribery (Art. 293 (4) and (5):
(4) The leader of the business organization, or any per‐
son working for or on behalf of the business organiza‐

14 Prosecutor v Jean‐Pierre Bemba Gombo, Judgment pursuant to Article 74 of
the Statute, ICC‐01/05‐01/08‐3343, TC, 21 March 2016 (hereinafter ‘Judgment of the
Bemba‐case’). Available at https://www.icc‐cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2016_02238.
PDF(August 17, 2016).
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tion entitled to control or supervision is punishable, if
the person working for or on behalf of the business or‐
ganization commits the criminal offence defined in
Subsections (1)‐(3) for the benefit of the business or‐
ganization and the criminal offence would have been
prevented had he properly fulfilled his control or su‐
pervisory obligations.
(5) The leader of the business organization, or any per‐
son working for or on behalf of the business organiza‐
tion entitled to control or supervision is punishable for
misdemeanor, if the criminal offence defined in Subsec‐
tion (4) is committed by way of negligence.
2. The elements of liability of the heads of business
a) For the heads of business to be found gulity is required that a
criminal offence (base‐offence) have been committed by a relevant
person. These offences can be defined in a general way or the liabil‐
ity of the leaders is limited to particular crimes; the latter is applied
by the Hungarian regulation. The base‐offence in the first case is
Budget Fraud which crime must be committed within the scope of
the business organization’s activities. The offender of the base‐
offence can be any member or employee of the business organiza‐
tion. In the second case the base‐offence is Active Official Bribery
which must be committed for the benefit of the business organiza‐
tion. The offender of the base‐offence is a person working for or on
behalf of the business organization, which is a wider concept than
the former case: it includes the owners, the members, the employ‐
ees of the business organization or any person who, on the basis of
a mandate from the business organization or an authority, is acting
in the interest of the business organization.15
b) The subject of this special liability (head of the business), namely

15 Krisztina Karsai and Zsolt Szomora and Mihály Vida, ‘Anyagi büntetőjog,
Különös rész II.’ Iurisperitus Bt., Szeged, 2013, 37.
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the special perpetrator is the leader of the business organization, or
its member or employee entitled to control or supervision. (In the
second case the leader and any person working for or on behalf of
the business organization entitled to control or supervision.) In
Hungary, instead of enumerating the potential liable persons, a
framework‐definition is used, the framework is filled the relevant
rules of civil law concerning the given organization. The legal defi‐
nition of business organization is specified indirectly by the Crimi‐
nal Code,16 referring to the Code of Civil Procedure which defines
it. Usually, the laws of different kinds of business organizations lay
down the conditions under which a person can be considered a
leader, and the relevant law or the charter of the given organization
describes the employees who are entitled to control or supervision.
In case of a relatively small enterprise we cannot find a hierarchical
management, the duties of control and supervision clearly belongs
to the tasks of the manager. However, as far as bigger business or‐
ganizations are concerned, we can make distinction between dif‐
ferent levels of management, where the duties of control and su‐
pervision might be diverse, the detailed rules of which are in‐
cluded in internal regulations, mainly in the Regulations on the
Structure and Operation of the organization. The same may be true
in respect of other employees or workers who are entitled to con‐
trol or supervision, keeping in mind that those employees and
members who de facto exercise such functions due to the formerly
established practice of the organization – might be offenders.
c) The relationship between the head of the business/the business organiza‐
tion and the offender of the base‐offence must be examined on different
levels. Firstly, the head of the business exercises control or supervi‐
sion over the activity of the person who commits the crime. On the
16 See art. 459 (1) 8: “‘business organization’ shall mean, apart from the business
organizations provided for in the Code of Civil Procedure, any organization which,
according to the Code of Civil Procedure, are subject to the provisions on business
organizations concerning the civil relations of such organizations in connection
with their economic activities.”
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other hand, the offender of the base‐offence commits it “within the
scope of the business organization’s activities” (in case of Budget
Fraud), or “for the benefit of the business organization” (in case of
Active Official Bribery). Consequently, if the Budget Fraud has no
connection with the activities of the organization, or the employee
or the member commits the crime for his own benefit, the leader is
not responsible.
d) The next objective element is the criminal act on the side of the head of
business. The criminal conduct of the leader is an omission, namely
the failing to fulfil the duty of control or supervision. The character
of the failure must be examined prudentially, since the fact that
that an offence was committed within the framework of the busi‐
ness organization indicates provable errors and defects in the or‐
ganization. However, it is also very important to refrain from the
approach according to which the mere fact of the offence presumes
defects in the process of control and supervison. Therefore, the ac‐
tual break of duty on the side of the head of the business and its re‐
lation to the crime committed by the employee (member) must be
scrutinized in each case. It is suitable to make a distinction between
high‐level leaders and other leaders. The task of the high‐level
leaders is to develop and operate a system of control and supervi‐
son with the aim to prevent the commission of crimes.17 We may
add to this the duty to control the activity of the low‐level leaders.
As far as the liability of the lower‐level leaders is concerned, al‐
ways the fulfilment or break of the personal duty of the particular
leader is to be examined.
e) The subjective element of the liability, the mens rea of the head of the
business must be examined from two angels. First, the criminal
conduct (failure of duty control or supervison) should be inten‐
tional in the case of Budget Fraud. By contrast, in case of Active Of‐
ficial Bribery, the negligent omission of the head of the business is

17 Wiener A. Imre, ‘A gazdasági vezetőknek a beosztottak bűncselekményéhez
kapcsolódó büntetőjogi felelőssége’, Magyar Jog, 2003/12, 706.
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also punishable. This formula can be critized on the ground that it
leaves room for a negligence‐based liabilty of the heads of the
business in Hungarian law.
The other – and most controversial – issue of the mens rea of the
head of the business is the awarness of the base‐offence. According
to the one academic approach, the head of business shall not know
that the employee/member is about to commit a crime, since he is
responsible for the base‐offence as an abettor (abetting committed
by omission).18 By contrast, it may be argued that the knowledge of
the head of the business in relation to the base‐offence is not rele‐
vant, and he is responsible on the basis of the special form of the li‐
ability, regardless of whether he did or did not know about the fact
that the employee/member wanted to commit an offence. This ap‐
proach is confirmed by the argument that the liabilty of the heads
of business is a sui generis form of criminal perpetration that pre‐
cedes the application of the rules of abetting.
f) The final – and another problematic – element is the link between
the ommission of the head of the business and the base‐offence. In
the first case, the words of the Art. 397 (“if the member or em‐
ployee fails to fulfil the duty of control or supervision, and thus
makes it possible for the member or employee of the business or‐
ganization to commit the budget fraud”) indicates that this relation‐
ship is (hypothetical) a casual link between the ommission of the
head of business and the Budget Fraud.
In the second case, the situation is different, due to the unfortunate
wording of the Art. 293 (4): “the criminal offence would have been pre‐
vented had he properly fulfilled his control or supervisory obligations.”
Consequently, if it is established that the leader failed to fulfill his duty
to control and supervise, it must then be proved that the fulfillment of
this duty would have prevented the offence. In this case, there is no
casual link between the ommission of the leader and the Active Official
Bribery, but the wording used by the legislator –put it mildly – is not

18

Krisztina Karsai, Zsolt Szomora & Mihály Vida, p. 36.
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the best, since it is difficult to foresee exactly what would happened if
the leader had properly fulfilled his duties. Decision on the existence or
lack of this element requires the judges to make use of their discretion‐
ary powers. It seems appropriate to examine whether the leading per‐
son accurately determined the offending employee’s or member’s
competences and ensured the performance of his functions, as well as
whether the flow of information to the employees and members was
satisfactory. As far as larger commercial organizations are concerned, it
may be necessary to show that they elaborated written internal regula‐
tions, orders, and procedures that could have prevented the commis‐
sion of the crime when followed. Further, it is obviously not enough to
merely issue such orders and make regulations. Only the leader who
took care to implement these internal rules and procedures and make
sure that they were known to lower‐level personnel – whether in writ‐
ing or through on the job training – may be able to positively state that
he/she could not do anything more to prevent the crime.19
The liability of the heads of the business concerning the Active Offi‐
cial Bribery is strongly criticized in Hungarian academic literature on
the grounds that is characterized as a form of objective criminal liabil‐
ity that is inconsistent with the traditional principle of Hungarian
criminal law.20
The Law and the Elements of the Criminal Liability of Superiors
1. The law
Art. 145 and Art. 159 of the Criminal Code regulate “the liability of
of superiors and public executives”, the texts of the two paragraphs are
identical. The related provisions are divided into two parts, subsection
(a) concerns to superior military officers and to persons purporting to
be superior military officers (“military superiors”):

19 Ferenc Santha and Szilvia Dobrocsi, ‘Corporate criminal liability in Hungary’,
in: Mark Pieth & Radha Ivory (eds.), Corporate Criminal Liability, Springer, 2011, p.
320.
20 Krisztina Karsai, Zsolt Szomora & Mihály Vida, p. 37.
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Art. 145 The penalties imposed upon the perpetrators
of criminal offences covered in this Chapter shall also
apply:
a) to superior military officers and to persons purport‐
ing to be superior military officers (for the purposes of
this Section hereinafter referred to collectively as “su‐
perior officer”), if a criminal offence covered in this
Chapter is committed by a person under his de facto
command and control, or under his de facto authority
and control, and the superior officer knew that the
criminal offence have been committed, or about prepa‐
rations for such criminal offence, or should have
known under the circumstances, and has not taken the
measures within his power to prevent the criminal of‐
fence, or did not report the criminal offence promptly
after gaining knowledge thereof;
Subsection (b) regulates the liability of high‐ranking public official or
foreign public official (“civilian superiors”):
b) to any high‐ranking public official or foreign public
official not covered under Paragraph a) (for the pur‐
poses of this Section hereinafter referred to as “public
executive”), if a criminal offence covered in this Chap‐
ter is committed by a person under his de facto author‐
ity and control (for the purposes of this Section herein‐
after referred to as “subordinate”) as a consequence of
the public executive’s failure to exercise supervision, if
ba) the public executive knew that the subordinate
committed or made preparations for such criminal of‐
fence, or consciously disregarded clear indications of
the criminal offence being committed,
bb) the criminal offence involved activities falling
within his de facto duties or responsibilities, and
bc) the public executive did not take the measures
deemed necessary and justified within his power to
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prevent the criminal offence, or did not report the
criminal offence promptly after gaining knowledge
thereof.
2. The elements of liability of the superiors
a) The first element common to all to forms of liability of superiors
is the base‐offence,21 namely the commission of a criminal offence by a
subordinate which can be a crime against humanity or a war crime.
b) The subject of liability, the special perpetrator, in the first case on
the one hand, is the “superior military officer” (de jure commander),
who obtains his function based on appointment or commission. On the
other hand, the perpetrator is a “person purporting to be superior mili‐
tary officer” (de facto commander), who does not have a formal func‐
tion but, based on all circumstances of the case, he must be considered
as having one.22 He is not formally or legally appointed as military
commanders, but he will effectively acts as commander over the forces
that committed the crime.23In the second case, not a military, but a civil
person (‘civil superior’) can be punished on the construction of this li‐
ability. In this respect the term of “public executive” is used by the
Criminal Code that means high‐ranking public official or foreign pub‐
lic official.24
c) The next element is the existence of a superior‐
subordinate relationship which is stated in terms that the
subordinate person is under de facto command (au‐
thority) and control of the superior. To determine
whether this relationship between the accused and the
person actually committed the crime existed, the ad hoc

21 Other terms are also used, e.g. ‘underlying offence’ or ‘principal crime’. See in
Chantal Meloni, ‘Command responsibility in international criminal law’, T.M.C.
Asser, 2010, 83‐84.
22 Limaj‐case (ICTY Trial Chamber IT‐03‐66), 522.
23 Judgment of the Bemba‐case 177.
24 The definitions of the public official and the foreign public official are speci‐
fied in the Criminal Code, see art. 459 (1) 11 and 13.
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tribunals have developed the effective control test.25 Ef‐
fective control means that the superior possesses the abil‐
ity to prevent the subordinates from committing
crimes, or to punish the perpetrators.26 The Chamber of
the Bemba‐case added that effective control requires
that the commander have the material ability to pre‐
vent or repress the commission of the crimes or to
submit the matter to the competent authorities.27
According to the Chamber, there are a number of factors that may in‐
dicate the existence of effective control; these factors may include:
•

•

•

•

•
•

the official position of the commander within the military struc‐
ture, the actual tasks that he carried out and his power to issue or‐
ders;
his capacity to ensure compliance with orders including considera‐
tion of whether the orders were actually followed and his capacity
to re‐subordinate units or make changes to command structure;
his power to promote, replace, remove, or discipline any member
of the forces, and to initiate investigations and his authority to send
forces to locations where hostilities take place and withdraw them
at any given moment;
his independent access to, and control over, the means to wage
war, such as communication equipment and weapons and his con‐
trol over finances;
the capacity to represent the forces in negotiations or interact with
external bodies or individuals on behalf of the group; and
whether he represents the ideology of the movement to which the
subordinates adhere and has a certain level of profile, manifested
through public appearances and statements.28

25 Volker Nerlich, ‘Superior responsibility under Article 28 ICC statute’, Journal
of International Criminal Justice 5, 2000, 669.
26 Kordic and Cerkez‐case (ICTY Appeals Chamber IT‐95‐14/2). 840.
27 Judgment of the Bemba‐case 183.
28 Ibid. 88.
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d) The most important objective element of the liabilty,
the criminal act of the superior, as the Criminal Code
stipulates: the superior failed to take the measures
within his power to prevent the criminal offence, or did
not report it after gaining knowledge thereof. The om‐
mission of the superior is defined by the Statute of the
ICC in a slightly different manner: the perpetrator
failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures
within his power to prevent or repress29 the commission
of the crime(s), or failed to submit the matter to the compe‐
tent authorities for investigation and prosecution.30 In
this regard, “necessary” measures are those appropri‐
ate for the commander to discharge his obligation, and
“reasonable” measures are those reasonably falling
within the material or actual powers of the superior.31
As regards the first obligation, for the sake of preventing crimes be‐
ing prepared, it is an expected behavior of the superior to inform his or
her subordinates about the basics of humanitarian law and make sure
that these standards are adhered to. According to practice, it is also ex‐
pectable from the superior to systematically monitor the behavior of
the subordinates in order to obtain knowledge of a crime being pre‐
pared. One method for this is the establishment of a network, which
could inform the superior about the preparation for the (or about the
already committed) violation of law, another method would be any
29 According to the Chamber of the Bemba‐case, the duty to repress also encom‐
passes an obligation to punish forces after the commission of crimes, The Chamber,
citing the International Committee of the Red Cross Commentary to Article 86 of
Additional Protocol I, notes that the purpose of the requirement that commanders
repress crimes is to ensure that military commanders fulfil their obligation to
search for the perpetrators and either bring them before the courts or hand them
over to another state to trial. Judgment of the Bemba‐case 206.
30 It should be noted that the statute of the ICTY and the ICTR does not use the
expression “repress” and “submit the matter to the competent authorities”, rather
the term to “punish” the perpetrators.
31 Orić‐case (ICTY Appeals Chamber IT‐03‐68‐A) 177.
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means of monitoring the actions of subordinates.32
The second obligation arises after the commission of the crime(s):
the superior must report the crime (Criminal Code) or submit the mat‐
ter to the competent authorities (ICCSt.). This duty encompasses the
obligation to conduct the necessary internal investigation with a view
to establish the fact. As a result of this, the superior is required to exer‐
cise his own power of sanction, or if he lacks such powers, he must re‐
port the matter to the competent authorities.33
e) The subjective element of the liability of the superior
(mens rea) has two components. Firstly, the superior
must have intentionaly failed to prevent or report the
crime committed by the subordinate (the omission of
the superior is intentional). The second requirement is
the superior’s knowledge in relation to the crime of the
subordinate, as the Criminal Code stated, “the superior
officer knew that the criminal offense have been com‐
mitted, or about preparations for such criminal offence,
or should have known under the circumstances.”
There are two forms of knowledge, first is the actual knowledge,
when the superior was aware of the commission of the crime (or the
preparation of the crime). It cannot be presumed, rather, it must be es‐
tablished beyond reasonable doubt either by direct or circumstantial
evidence.34 Relevant external factors that may prove the existence of
the superior’s knowledge, e.g. the distance between the location of the
superior and the scene of the crime, the information disposed to him,
the number of crimes committed, their expansive or en masse quality,
the timing of illegal acts, and the number of people taking part in the
perpetration of the crime(s).35

32 Shane Darcy, Collective Responsibility and Accountability Under International
Law, Transnational Publishers, 2007, p. 340.
33 Limaj‐case (ICTY Trial Chamber IT‐03‐66) 529.
34 Delalić‐case (ICTY Trial Chamber IT‐96‐21) 386.
35 Mucić‐case (ICTY Appeals Chamber IT‐96‐21‐A) 222‐241, Judgment of the
Bemba‐case 193.
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It should be stressed that criminal liability of superiors is not a form
of objective or vicarious liability36, but one the most problematic issue
of this liability is the second form of knowledge, the ‘should have
know’ standard, that leads the culpability of the superior, to a certain
extent, to negligence. The standard means that the superior obtained
so‐called warning information, which at least indicates the risk of the
commission of a crime. Based on this, the superior is obliged to find
out whether the subordinate had committed a crime, or if a crime is be‐
ing perpetrated right at that time. To put it more simply: the superior
obtained information referring to the commission of a crime (its possi‐
bility or risk), but due to his own fault, he had not found out about it.37
In the Bemba‐case, the ICC Pre‐Trial Chamber also refers the negli‐
gence of the superior, when notes that ‘the “should have known” stan‐
dard requires the superior to have merely been negligent in failing to
acquire knowledge of his subordinates’ illegal conduct.’38
According to the Hungarian legislation, the liability of the civil su‐
perior (public executive) is narrower than that of the military superior;
he is responsible if either he knew or consciously disregarded clear in‐
dications of the criminal offence being committed. It means that the
burden of proof is higher on the side of the prosecutors, as they must
prove that the civil superior did have the information, based on which
he was aware, or should have been aware of the commission of the
crime.39
f) The link between the ommission of the superior and

Chantal Meloni (2007), p. 630.
Mucić‐case (ICTY Appeals Chamber IT‐96‐21‐A) 222‐241.
38 According to the Pre‐Trial Chamber, the standard requires more of an active
duty on the part of the superior to take the necessary measures to secure knowl‐
edge of the conduct of his troops and to inquire, regardless of the availability of in‐
formation at the time on the commission of the crime. Bemba‐case, Decision on the
Confirmation of the Charges, 15 June 2009, 432‐433.
39 A further important difference between liability of the military and the civil
superior in the Criminal Code that the latter can only be held liable if the criminal
offence involved activities falling within his de facto duties or responsibilities.
36
37
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the base‐offence. According to practice of the ad hoc
tribunals, it is not necessary to prove the casual relation
between the omission of the superior and the crime
committed by the subordinate.40 By contrast, the Pre‐
Trial Chamber of the Bemba‐case emphasized that the
Art. 28(a) of the Statute41 includes the element of cau‐
sality between a superior’s dereliction of duty and the
underlying crimes.42 In order to prove this element,
which is not a direct casual link, the failure to act by the
superior must have increased the risk of the commis‐
sion of the crimes, and it is not required the establish‐
ment of a “but for” causation between the superior’s
omission and the crimes committed. The Trial Cham‐
ber, supporting this latter conclusion, tried to avoid the
use of the term “causal link” and favoured instead the
expression “nexus requirement” which is “satisfied
when it is established that the crimes would not have
been committed, in the circumstances in which they
were, had the commander exercised control properly,
or the commander exercising control properly would
have prevented the crimes”.43
As regards to the Hungarian Criminal Code, the causal link is not
required in the case of the military superior but the Art. 145 (b) estab‐
lished a specific relationship, a hypothetical causal link, between the
omission of the civil superior’s failure and the base‐offence when stipu‐
lates that the crime of the subordinate is committed as a consequence of

Blaskić‐case (ICTY Appeals Chamber IT‐95‐14‐A) 77.
“(…) the subordinates’ crimes was “a result of [the commander’s] failure”.
42 Bemba‐case, Decision on the Confirmation of the Charges, 15 June 2009, 423‐426.
The Pre‐Trial Chamber held that the causal link only applies to cases where a supe‐
rior failed to prevent crimes, it is not required when his liability is based on his
failure to repress the commission of the crimes or to submit the matter to the com‐
petent authorities.
43 Judgment of the Bemba‐case 211‐213.
40
41
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the public executive’s failure to exercise supervision.
Closing Remarks
The introduction of the criminal liability of the heads of the business
and superiors was quiet radical change in the history of Hungarian
criminal law. The decisive motive of the codification was the push for
legal harmonization, and Hungary adequately complied with its obli‐
gation. However, the Hungarian legislation cannot be considered un‐
problematic. First of all, the question arises to what extent can these
special form of liability be reconciled with the traditional principles of
individual and subjective criminal liability? It is unambigous that this
form of liability means a liability connected to and originated from an‐
other person’s act. However, the head of the business or the superior is
not held liable for the act of another person but for his own criminal
conduct (omission). This liability can be understood as a sui generis
form of criminal liability and the head of the business or the superior
can be considered as a special type of criminal offenders, since he is not
qualified as perpetrator or accessory. Another problem is the lack of
the relevant court practice: no such cases when Hungarian criminal
court punished the head of the business or the superior44 on the basis
of these special forms of liability. We can console ourselves that the ex‐
istence of legal rule in itself has a considerable deterrent effect on the
future attitude of economic and other leaders.

44 However, it is not very sad to see the lack of Hungarian case-law concerning the liability of superiors for the commission of crimes against humanity or war crimes.
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Good criminal laws: drafting with the
user in mind
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Professor of Law, UCL; Director of International Postgraduate Laws,
University of London; Senior Fellow at the Sir William Dale Centre for
Legislative Studies of the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies of the University of London

It is rare that undergraduate law students have the great privilege of hav‐
ing their minds opened by a profoundly gifted, wonderfully intellectually chal‐
lenging, and gently encouraging professor. I had that privilege. Professor
Courakis, this is as innovative and visionary as I can make it. It will never
match you but I hope that you enjoy it nonetheless.
Amidst a bombardment of criminal legislation catapulted to citizens
from their national legislatures, the EU,1 and international fora, little
debate is spent on what constitutes good criminal legislation, how
good criminals law can be drafted, and what constitutes best practice.
The only scratch on the surface of criminal legislative study is with the
wide agreement that criminal legislation is currently failing to produce
tangible results, at least to the extent intended by its drafters and ulti‐
mately its policy visionaries.
The objective of this chapter is to apply innovative drafting prac‐
tices to the field of criminal law as a means of inviting further debate
both by legislative experts but mainly by criminal law experts, where
application of legislative principles is empirically available, already
well researched, and ultimately useable under the legislative studies
umbrella.
The chapter begins with the definition of good criminal legislation
1 See ‘How much legislation comes from Europe?’, House of Commons Research
Paper 10/62, 13 October 2010.
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and the identification of its constituting elements. It continues with the
application of plain language as a crucial element of legislative quality,
mainly under the prism of innovative thinking and application: identi‐
fying the legislative audience of criminal laws and pitching criminal
laws to their level of legal awareness. The chapter continues with ‘blue
sky’ proposals for criminal legislation: a layered structure, use of ty‐
pography and pictures in criminal laws, the use of IT tools to enhance
an understanding of the architecture of the whole criminal law, and,
ultimately, the acceptance of phronetic legislative drafting as a theo‐
retical umbrella for good criminal law.
What is Good Criminal Legislation?
Defining good legislation is no easy task. And much of the answer
depends on the lens under which the question is asked. My view is that
good legislation is legislation that manages to achieve the desired regu‐
latory results.2 In other words, good criminal laws are laws that con‐
tribute to the achievement of the policy aims pursued by the criminal
regulators, to the extent set by these regulators, and within the time‐
frame imposed by them.
And so there is a direct link between criminal regulation and crimi‐
nal legislation. Their precise relationship is mainly identified within an
academic, non‐functional3 context. Mousmouti and Voermans distin‐
guish between legislative quality as an issue closely linked to the con‐
stitutional principles of legality, effectiveness and legal certainty; and
regulatory quality as an issue related to the success of legislation in
promoting economic development.4 And so legislation is not synony‐

2 See H. Xanthaki, Drafting Legislation: Art and technology of rules for regulation
(2014, Hart Publishers, Oxford), Chapter 1.
3 See S. T. Trautmann, ‘Empirical knowledge in legislation and regulation: a de‐
cision‐making perspective’ [2013] 1 The Theory and Practice of Legislation 533, 538‐
539.
4 See M. Mousmouti, ‘Operationalising quality of legislation through the effec‐
tiveness test’ (2012) 6Legisprudence 191, 194; also, W. Voermans, ‘Concern about the
quality of EU legislation: what kind of problem, by what kind of standards?’ (2009)
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mous to regulation. Criminal regulators, as indeed all regulators, use
legislation as a tool of successful governing5; or a tool for putting into
effect policies that produce the desired regulatory results5; or as the
qualitative measure of successful legislation, which is the extent of
production of the desired results.6 Provided of course that the regula‐
tors’ choice is indeed put a policy to effect rather than only on paper.7
Within this context, criminal regulation is the process of putting
criminal policies into effect to the degree and extent intended by gov‐
ernment.8 Criminal legislation, as one of the many regulatory tools
available to the regulators,9 is the means by which the production of
the desired regulatory results is pursued. In application of Stefanou’s

2 Erasmus Law Review 59, 223 and 225; and R. Baldwin & M. Cave, Understanding
Regulation: Theory, strategy and practice (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999) 85.
5 See OECD, ‘Recommendation of the Council on improving the quality of gov‐
ernment regulation’, 9 March 1995, C(95) 21/Final.
5 The executive branch of government is no longer expected to confine itself to
the mere making of proposals: it has to see them through. See J. Craig Peacock,
Notes on Legislative Drafting (Washington, REC Foundation, 1961), p. 3.
6 See N. Staem, ‘Governance, democracy and evaluation’ (2006) 12(7) Evaluation
7, 7.
7 And the choice is the governments not the drafters: see P. Delnoy, ‘Le rôle des
légistes dans la détermination du contenu des norms’, 2013 Report for the Interna‐
tional Cooperation Group, Department of Justice, Canada, http://www.justice.gc.ca/
fra/apd‐abt/gci‐icg/publications.html, 3.
8 See National Audit Office, Department for Business, Innovations and Skills,
‘Delivering regulatory reform’, 10 February 2011, para 1.
9 Tools for regulation vary from flexible forms of traditional regulation (such as
performance‐based and incentive approaches), to co‐regulation and self‐regulation
schemes, incentive and market based instruments (such as tax breaks and tradable
permits) and information approaches. See Better Regulation Task Force (BRTF),
‘Routes to better regulation: a guide to alternatives to classic regulation’, December
2005; also see J. Miller, James, ‘The FTC and voluntary standards: maximizing the
net benefits of self‐regulation’ (1985) 4 Cato Journal 897; and OECD Report, ‘Alter‐
natives to traditional regulation’, para 0.3; and also OECD, Regulatory Policies in
OECD Countries: From interventionism to regulatory governance (Paris, OECD, 2002).
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scheme on the policy, legislative, and drafting processes,10 legislative
quality is a partial but crucial contribution to regulatory quality.11 This
promotes the synergetic approach to legislation eloquently expressed
by Richard Heaton, former First Parliamentary Counsel and Perma‐
nent Secretary of the Cabinet Office in London:
I believe that we need to establish a sense of shared ac‐
countability, within and beyond government, for the
quality of what (perhaps misleadingly) we call our
statute book, and to promote a shared professional
pride in it. In doing so, I hope we can create confidence
among users that legislation is for them.12
This approach feeds into this diagram of elements of regulatory and
legislative quality.13

10 See C. Stefanou, ‘Legislative drafting as a form of communication’ in L.
Mader & M. Travares‐Almeida (eds.), Quality of Legislation Principles and Instru‐
ments (Baden‐Baden, Nomos, 2011) 308; see also C. Stefanou, ‘Drafters, drafting
and the policy process’ in C. Stefanou & H. Xanthaki (eds), Drafting Legislation: A
modern approach (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2008), p. 321.
11 In fact, there is an emergence of a public interest in good quality of rules: see
M. De Benedetto, M. Martelli & N. Rangone, La Qualità delle Regole (Bologna, SE il
Mulino, 2011), p. 23.
12 See R. Heaton, ‘Foreword’ in Cabinet Office, Office of Parliamentary Counsel
When Laws Become Too Complex, 16 April 2013.
13 See H. Xanthaki, ‘On transferability of legislative solutions: the functionality
test’ in C. Stefanou & H. Xanthaki (eds.), Drafting Legislation: A modern approach – in
Memoriam of Sir William Dale, above, n. 12, 1.
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The ultimate goal for regulation is efficacy. Efficacy is the extent to
which regulators achieve their goal.14 It is often misnamed ‘effective‐
ness’, especially by experts outside the field of legislative studies, who
have nonetheless much to offer in the analysis of the concept. W. Brad‐
nee Chambers for example offers a unique systematisation of the con‐
ceptual spectrum of what he calls effectiveness15 and I call efficacy: the
measure to which the performance data of the legislation match its ob‐
jectives.16 Bradnee Chambers distinguishes between rule based positiv‐

See ibid., 126; also see M. Mousmouti, above, n. 4, 200.
Also see A. Flückiger, ‘L’évaluation législative ou comment mesurer le ficaci‐
té des lois’ (2007) Revue Européenne des Sciences Sociales 83.
16 See W. Bradnee Chambers, ‘Towards and improved understanding of legal
effectiveness of international environmental treaties’, 16 (2003‐2004) Geo Intl Envtl L
Rev 501, 531.
14
15
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ist models of efficacy that look at the level of compliance achieved; so‐
cial legal models17 that assess efficacy by reference to the compliance of
rules with societal norms and values falling within the “established mi‐
lieu”18 or to their legitimacy leading to compliance;19 the economic le‐
gal model that include cost efficiency to the measure of efficacy;20 and
international relations models that call for clearer distinctions between
efficacy, implementation, and compliance. From the point of view of
drafting, efficacy is the capacity of criminal laws to achieve the regula‐
tory aims that they are set to address.21 Efficacy, as a measure of qual‐
ity of legislation for the purposes of achieving the desired regulation, is
not a goal that can be achieved by the drafter alone.22 A wonderful
draft may be capable of producing the desired regulatory effects, but
bad implementation23 and bad judicial application may interfere with

17 Based on the theory that legislation is a tool for changing behaviour: see H.
Kelsen, ‘Law as a specific social technique’ (1941) 9 University of Chicago Law Review
75, 79–80.
18 See Iredell Jenkins, Social Order and the Limits of Law: A theoretical essay (New
Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1980) 180.
19 See T. M. Franck, ‘Legitimacy in the international system’, (1988) 82 Am. J.
Intl. L., 705.
20 See O. K. Young & M. A. Levy, ‘The effectiveness of international environ‐
mental regimes’ in O. R. Young et al (eds.), The Effectiveness of International Envi‐
ronmental Regimes (Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1999) pp. 1, 4‐5; also see OECD,
‘Regulatory policies in OECD countries; from interventionism to regulatory gov‐
ernance’, 2002, OECD, Paris; and also ‘Background note to the OECD reference
checklist for regulatory decision making’ of OECD, ‘Recommendation of the Coun‐
cil on improving the quality of government regulation’, C (95) 21 final.
21
See N. Gunningham & D. Sinclair, ‘Designing smart regulation’,
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/18/39/33947759.pdf, 18; and also R. Baldwin, ‘Is bet‐
ter regulation smarter regulation?’ (2005) Public Law 485, 511.
22 See J. P. Chamberlain, ‘Legislative drafting and law enforcement’ (1931) 21
Am. Lab. Leg. Rev. 235, 243.
23 See D. Hull, ‘Drafters devils’ (2000) Loophole, www.opc.gov.au/calc/docs/calc‐
june/audience.htm.
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its actual results.24 Of course one has to accept that the extent of the
margin for incorrect implementation and judicial application is directly
linked to the quality of the draft,25 but it is quite possible that the error
in the draft may be attributed to a fault in the content of the pursued
policy or in the calculations of the regulatory impact assessment made
for the allocation of resources for implementation.
Within the umbrella of efficacy the drafter pursues effectiveness in
legislation.26 The term is used widely but often without a definition.
For example the EU calls for accountability, effectiveness, and propor‐
tionality as a means of achieving better law‐making, but the term is not
defined at all.27 Similarly, the UKs Office of Parliamentary Counsel re‐
peat their aspiration to effectiveness as a contribution to or in balance
with accuracy, but do not define the term.28 Mader defines effective‐
ness as the extent to which the observable attitudes and behaviours of
the target population correspond to the attitudes and behaviours pre‐
scribed by the legislator.29 Snyder defines effectiveness as “the fact that
law matters: it has effects on political, economic and social life outside

24 See U. Karpen, ‘The norm enforcement process’ in U. Karpen & P. Delnoy,
(eds.), Contributions to the Methodology of the Creation of Written Law (Baden‐Baden,
Nomos, 1996), pp. 51, 51; also L. Mader, ‘Legislative procedure and the quality of
legislation’ in U. Karpen & P. Delnoy (eds.), Contributions to the Methodology of the
Creation of Written Law, above, n. 35, pp. 62, 68.
25 See G. Teubner, ‘Regulatory law: chronicle of a death foretold’ (1992) 1 Social
Legal Studies 451.
26 See C. Timmermans, ‘How can one improve the quality of community legis‐
lation?’ (1997) 34 Common Market Law Review 1229, 1236–7.
27 See ‘European governance: better lawmaking’, communication from the
Commission, COM (2002) 275 final, Brussels, 5.6.2002; also see High Level Group
on the Operation of Internal Market, ‘The internal market after 1992: meeting the
challenge – report to the EEC Commission by the High Level Group on the opera‐
tion of internal market’, SEC (92) 2044.
28 See Office of Parliamentary Counsel, ‘Working with OPC’, 6 December 2011;
and OPC, ‘Drafting guidance’, 16 December 2011.
29 See L. Mader, ‘Evaluating the effect: a contribution to the quality of legisla‐
tion’ (2001) 22 Statute Law Review 119, 126.
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the law – that it, apart from simply the elaboration of legal doctrine”.30
Teubner defines effectiveness as term encompassing implementation,
enforcement, impact, and compliance.31 Muller and Ulmann define ef‐
fectiveness as the degree to which the legislative measure has achieved
a concrete goal without suffering from side effects.32 In Jenkinss socio‐
legal model effectiveness in the legislation can be defined as the extent
to which the legislation influences in the desired manner the social
phenomenon which it aims to address.33 Voermans defines the princi‐
ple of effectiveness as a consequence of the rule of law, which imposes
a duty on the legislator to consider and respect the implementation and
enforcement of legislation to be enacted.34 Mousmouti describes effec‐
tiveness as a measure of the causal relations between the law and its ef‐
fects: and so an effective law is one that is respected or implemented,
provided that the observable degree of respect can be attributed to the
norm.35 For the purposes of drafting in its narrow sense, therefore, ef‐
fectiveness is the ultimate measure of quality in legislation.36 It simply
reflects the extent to which the legislation manages to introduce ade‐
quate mechanisms capable of producing the desired regulatory re‐

30 See F. Snyder, ‘The effectiveness of European community law: institutions,
processes, tools and techniques’ (1993) 56 Mod. L. Rev. 19, 19; also F. Snyder, New
Directions in European Community Law (London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1990) p.
3.
31 See G. Teubner, ‘Regulatory law: chronicle of a death foretold’ in Lenoble
(ed.), Einfuhrung in der Rectssoziologie (Darmstadt, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesell‐
schaft, 1987) 54.
32 See G. Muller and F. Uhlmann, Elemente einer Rechtssetzungslehre (Zurich, As‐
culthess, 2013) pp. 51‐52.
33 See I. Jenkins, Social Order and the Limits of the Law: A theoretical essay (Prince‐
ton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1981) p. 180; see also R. Cranston, ‘Reform
through legislation: the dimension of legislative technique’ (1978‐1979) 73 Nw. U. L.
Re.v 873, 875.
34 See W. Voermans, above, n. 4, 230.
35 See M. Mousmouti, above, n. 4, 200.
36 See H. Xanthaki, ‘On transferability of legal solutions’ in C. Stefanou and H.
Xanthaki (eds.) Drafting Legislation, A Modern Approach, above, n. 19, p. 6.
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sults.37 If one subjects effectiveness of legislation to the wider semantic
field of efficacy of regulation as its element, effectiveness manages to
hold true even with reference to diverse legislative phenomena, such
as symbol legislation, or even the role of law as a ritual. If the purpose
of legislation is to serve as a symbol, then effectiveness becomes the
measure of achieved inspiration of the users of the symbol legislation.
If the legislation is to be used as a ritual, effectiveness takes the robe of
persuasion of the users who bow down to its appropriate rituality.
In its concrete, rather than abstract conceptual sense, effectiveness
requires a legislative text that can (i) foresee the main projected out‐
comes and use them in the drafting and formulation process; (ii) state
clearly its objectives and purpose; (iii) provide for necessary and ap‐
propriate means and enforcement measures; (iv) assess and evaluate
real‐life effectiveness in a consistent and timely manner.38
But what about the means used for the achievement of effective‐
ness? Effectiveness can be achieved by use of two sets of tools: first, by
efficiency, namely use of minimum costs for the achievement of opti‐
mum benefits of the legislative action;39 and second, by clarity, preci‐
sion, and un ambiguity. Efficiency refers to the choice of the most fi‐
nancially appropriate solution: as a result it is a preoccupation for the
economists of the multi‐disciplinary drafting team. In the context of
legislation as a tool of regulation efficiency is a quality sine qua non of
the regulation, and consequently the legislation that has been selected
as the tool for the achievement of the regulatory goals. Clarity, or
clearness,40 is the quality of being clear and easily perceived or under‐

37 See Office of the Leader of the House of Commons, Post‐legislative Scrutiny –
The Government’s Approach, March 2008, para. 2.4.
38 This is Mousmouti’s effectiveness test: M. Mousmouti, above, n. 4, p. 202.
39 See R. Posner, ‘Cost benefit analysis: definition, justification, and comments
on conference papers’ (2000) 29 The Journal of Legal Studies 1153.
40 See Lord H. Thring, Practical Legislation: The composition and language of Acts of
Parliament and business documents (London, John Murray, 1902), p. 61.
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stood.41 Precision is defined as exactness of expression or detail.42 Un‐
ambiguity is certain or exact meaning:43 semantic unambiguity requires
a single meaning for each word used,44 whereas syntactic unambiguity
requires clear sentence structure and correct placement of phrases or
clauses.45 Clarity, precision, and unambiguity offer predictability to the
law. Predictability allows the users of the legislation, including enforc‐
ers46 to comprehend the required content of the regulation. Predictabil‐
ity of effect is a necessary component of effectiveness and indeed of the
rule of law.47 Thus, compliance becomes a matter of conscious choice
for the user, rather than a matter of the users’ subjective interpretation
of the exact content of the legislation and, ultimately, the regulation.
At the third level of the hierarchy of goals for the drafter comes
plain language and gender neutral language.
And so good criminal laws are laws that, with the synergy of the
other actors in the legislative process, are capable of producing the de‐
sired policy results. This presupposes that criminal regulators have set
a realistic achievable and sound criminal policy aim, with equally
achievable and sound mechanisms for its achievement. If this is in
place, a good criminal law can express the aim, the mechanisms, and
ultimately the demands made to citizens in a manner that can commu‐
nicate the regulatory message adequately. A good criminal law facili‐

41 See Compact Oxford English Dictionary of Current English (Oxford, Oxford Uni‐
versity Press, 2005).
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 J. MacKaye, A. W. Levi & W. Pepperell Montague, The Logic of Language
(Hannover, Dartmouth College Publications, 1939), chapter 5.
45 For the distinction between semantic and syntactic ambiguity, see R.
Dickerson, The Fundamentals of Legal Drafting (Boston, Little‐Brown, 1986) 101 and
104; for an application of rules of logic to resolve syntactic ambiguities, see L. E. Al‐
len, ‘Symbolic logic: a razor‐edged tool for drafting and interpreting legal docu‐
ments’ (1956‐1957) 66 Yale L J 833, 855.
46 See A. Seidman, R. Seidman & N. Abeyesekere, Legislative Drafting for Democ‐
ratic Social Change (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2001), p. 255.
47 See Sir S. Laws, CALC Conference 2009, Hong Kong.
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tates the user’s understanding on what they have to do, for what rea‐
son, and in what way. This incites compliance, at least amongst those
citizens who are inclined to comply. It also enhances accountability on
the basis of the visibility of the legislative aim, the reasoning behind
the mechanisms chosen, and the legislative quality: citizens know what
is the be achieved by when and can therefore question if that has hap‐
pened or whether it has not.
Plain Language: Existing Debate and Modern Trends
The plain language movement offers a wide range of principles that
can lead to a legislative text that can be understood by the legislative
users. But the blessing of its ambitious mandate constitutes its great
weakness: plain language cannot be reduced to a standard ised techni‐
cal list of linguistic rules that apply uniformly. Reflecting the vague‐
ness of plain language as a concept, Eagleson defines it as clear,
straightforward expression, using only as many words as are neces‐
sary; language that avoids obscurity, inflated vocabulary and convo‐
luted sentence structure.
Plain language is … not only about language. Words, syntax, punc‐
tuation are very important elements. But so are the structure of the leg‐
islative text, its layout on paper and screen, and the architecture of the
whole statute book as a means of facilitating awareness of the inter‐
connections between texts. And so plain language begins the kick in
during the analysis of the policy and the initial translation into legisla‐
tion, with the selection and prioritization of the information that read‐
ers need to receive. It continues with choices related to structure dur‐
ing the selection and design of the legislative solution, with simplifica‐
tion of the policy, simplification of the legal concepts involved in put‐
ting the policy to effect, and initial plain language choices of legislative
expression (for example, a decision for direct textual amendments
combined by a Keeling schedule, or a repeal and re‐enactment when
possible). Plain language enters very much into the agenda during
composition of the legislative text. And remains in the cards during the
text verification, where additional confirmation of appropriate layout
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and visually appeal come into play. And so plain language extends
from policy to law to drafting.
And so the existing concept of plain language relates to a holistic
approach to legislation as a text, as a printed or electronic image, and
as part of the statute book, which conveys a regulatory message to the
users. Recent innovation in the UK has advanced the plain language
further by finally addressing adequately past criticisms of vagueness:
empirical data now identify concrete parameters for its application to
the extent that the audience of the specific communication requires.
Plain language is a tool promoting uninhibited communication be‐
tween the text and its users or, to personify the communication, be‐
tween the drafter and the user. The drafter is, at least in the UK, a
trained lawyer with drafting training and experience. The user of the
legislative text can be anything from a senior judge to an illiterate citi‐
zen of below average capacity: the inequality in the understanding of
both common terms (whichever they may be) and legal terms renders
communication via a single text a hopeless task. What can facilitate
communication is the identification of the possible precise users of the
specific legislative text: identifying who the users of the text will be al‐
lows the text to ‘speak’ to them in a language that tends to be under‐
stood by them. Until now identifying the users was a hypothetical and
rather academic exercise. Recent empirical data offered by a revolu‐
tionary survey of The National Archives in cooperation with the Office
of Parliamentary Counsel have provided much needed answers.48
But is there one audience of legislation? Can a drafter rely on the
common notion of the ‘lay person’, the ‘average man on the street’, the
‘user’? The theoretical debate over this point has now been answered
by the Good Law Initiative survey: at least three categories of people
constitute the audience of legislation, and these are lay persons reading
the legislation to make it work for them,49 sophisticated non‐lawyers
See https://www.gov.uk/good‐law
See J. J. E. Gracia, A Theory of Textuality: The logic and epistemology (Albany.
NY: State University of New York Press, 1995), pp. 159‐163, and 164‐165; also see
G.L. Pi & V. Schmolka, ‘A report on results of usability testing research on plain
48
49
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using the law in the process of their professional activities, and lawyers
and judges. In more detail in the UK there are three categories of users
of legislation:
a. Non‐lawyers who needs to use legislation for work, such as law en‐
forcers, human resources professionals, or local council officials;
the ‘Mark Green’ of the survey represents about 60% of users of
legislation;
b. Lay persons who seeks answers to questions related to their per‐
sonal or familial situation; ‘Heather Cole’ represents about 20% of
users of legislation; and
c. Lawyers, judges, and senior law librarians; the ‘Jane Booker’ per‐
sona represents about 20% of users of legislation.50
Identifying who are the audience of law is not enough. Being aware
of whom the criminal drafter is speaking to is not enough. The addi‐
tional parameter that needs to be taken into account when deciding the
pitch of criminal legislative expression is the topic of the legislative
text. Criminal laws are not all aimed at the same readers. Their primary
audience varies. For example, the main users of rules of criminal evi‐
dence are probably judges and lawyers.51 So the language and termi‐
nology used can be sophisticated: paraphrasing the terms ‘intent’ or
‘mens rea’ with a plain language equivalent such as ‘meaning to’
would lead the primarily legal audience to the legitimate assumption
that the legislation means something other than ‘intent’ and would not
easily carry the interpretative case‐law of ‘intent’ on to ‘meaning to’.

language draft sections of the Employment Insurance Act: a report to Department
of Justice Canada and Human Resources Development Canada’ (un published,
August 2000); and V. Schmolka, ‘Consumer fireworks regulations: usability test‐
ing,TR1995‐2e (Department of Justice Canada, unpublished, 1995).
50 See A. Bertlin, ‘What works best for the reader? A study on drafting and pre‐
senting legislation’ [2014] The Loophole, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/326937/Loophole_2014‐2_2014‐05‐09_‐
What_works_best_for_the_reader.pdf, pp. 27‐28.
51 See B. A. Garner ‘Guidelines for drafting and editing court rules’ [1997] Fed‐
eral Rules Decisions 169, 187.
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And so rules of evidence can be drafted in specialist language, albeit
with a caveat: a primarily legally sophisticated audience cannot serve
as a ‘carte blanche’ for legalese, since non‐lawyers may need to, and in
any case must, have access to the legislation too. As audiences become
more specialized and more educated in technical areas, they expect
texts that are targeted to their particular needs.52 Moreover, since ac‐
cessibility of legislation is directly linked to Bingham’s rule of law,53
passing inaccessible legislation under the feeble excuse that its primary
audience possesses legal sophistication is not easily acceptable. And so
there is an argument for either the continued use of legal terminology
or for the provision of a definition of the new plain language equiva‐
lent referring to the legal term used until now.
But how ‘plain’ must legislation be? Even within the ‘Heather Cole’
persona there is plenty of diversity. There is a given commonality in
the lack of legal training, but the sophistication, general and legal, of
Heather Coles can range from a fiercely intelligent and generally so‐
phisticated user to a rather naïve, perhaps illiterate, and even intellec‐
tually challenged individual. Which of those Heather Coles is the legis‐
lation speaking to? It certainly is not the commonly described as ‘the
average man on the street’. To start with, there are also women on our
streets, and they are users of legislation too. And then, why are the
above or below averages amongst us excluded from legislative com‐
munication?54 Since effectiveness is the goal of legislative texts, should
legislation not speak to each and every user who falls within the sub‐
jects of the policy solution expressed by this specific legislative text?
This includes the above average, the average, and the below average
people.

52 See K. A. Schriver, ‘Plain language through protocol‐aided revision’ in E. R.
Steinberg (ed.), Plain Language: Principles and practice (Detroit, MI: Wayne State
University Press, 1991), 148, 152.
53 See Lord Simon of Glaisdale, ‘The Renton Report – ten years on’ (1985) Statute
Law Review 133.
54 See J. Kimble, ‘Answering the critics of plain language (1994‐1995)’, 5 The
Scribes Journal of Legal Writing 51, 59.
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This is a rather revolutionary innovation. Identifying the users of
legislation has led to not one but two earthquakes in legislative studies:
yes, the law does not speak to lawyers alone; but the law does not
speak to the traditional plain language ‘average man’ either. If applied
in practice, this new knowledge will change the way in which legisla‐
tion is drafted.
Recent UK Innovations and ‘Blue Sky ’Possibilities
Having established the concept of effectiveness as synonymous to
good legislation, and the new holistic mandate of plain language in
legislation, and armed with the new empirical data offered by TNA
and OPC, let us discuss further possibilities. I have identified three
blue sky mechanisms for better law. They respond to widely accepted
faiblesses in UK legislation stemming from the newly identified need for
legislation to speak to three diverse user groups with a single text: the
layered structure promotes a three tier structure for legislative texts
each addressed to each of the three user groups; the typography in‐
spired presentation and layout responds to the need to bring to light
the main regulatory messages in legislation; and the interactive elec‐
tronic statute book highlights the interconnectivity between legislative
texts within the statute book as a whole.
1. The layered approach to structure
Currently legislative texts are structured in application to Lord
Thring’s Five Rules of Drafting55 that offers precedence to provisions
declaring the law versus provisions relating to the administration of
the law; to simpler versus the more complex proposition; and to prin‐
cipal versus subordinate provisions. Exceptional, temporary, and pro‐
visions relating to the repeal of Acts, and procedure and matters of de‐
tail should be set apart.
The application of Thring’s rules have led to a traditional legislative
55 See Lord Thring, Practical Legislation: The composition and language of Acts of
Parliament and business documents (London, 1902), 38; also see V. C. R.A. C. Crabbe,
Legislative Drafting (Oxford, Cavendish Publishing, 1998),pp. 148‐150.
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structure of preliminary provisions [long title; preamble; enacting
clause; short title; commencement; duration/expiry; application; pur‐
pose clause; definitions; interpretation]; principal provisions [substan‐
tive; administrative]; miscellaneous [offences and provisions ancillary
to offences; miscellaneous and supplementary]; and final [savings and
transitional; repeals; consequential amendments; schedules]. Current
plain language interventions have led to a bare top text that leads the
user straight to the main regulatory message: preliminary [introduc‐
tory text/long title, enacting clause, start/expiry date with a hanging
clause for a Schedule, hanging clause for definitions, application]; sub‐
stantive and administrative [principal, subordinate] and final provi‐
sions [savings, duration/expiry where not in preliminary of Schedule,
transitional, repeals, consequential amendments, purpose clause with
tangible criteria for effectiveness that are applied in pre and post legis‐
lative scrutiny, short title, Schedules [definitions, other].
But there is much scope for blue sky innovation by use of the lay‐
ered approach.56 The rationale behind the modern approach lies with
the logical sequence of provisions within the text, which reflects logic,
and philosophical and linguistic approaches to language and thought.
This basis has now been overcome by the crucial evidence on the three
user groups for legislation. Heather Cole, Mark Greene, and Jane
Booker are diverse users that require diverse pitches of the legislative
text. Speaking to all three of them at the same time is a rather complex,
for some impossible, task. Introducing three versions of the same legis‐
lative text is a possibility but it is a recipe for disaster on such a diverse
range of grounds, moral, ethical, constitutional, practical: rule of law,
issues of interpretation between versions, identifying which version
corresponds to each user, using that version as opposed to the one se‐
lected by the user, who subjects each user to their corresponding per‐
sona, ethical and moral consequences of the application of a diverse

56 The term, and to a certain extent, the concept is attributed to John Witing, Tax
Director at the Tax Simplification Office. I am very grateful to John for his inspira‐
tion and the generosity with which he has shared it with me.
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version for each user. And the parallel existence of three different texts
could be counter‐productive: users currently choose to use the complex
but official legislative text over any of the many interpretation aids of‐
fered by government. If the plethora of attractive user friendly manuals
and policy documents are shunned in favour of legislative texts, what
makes it probable that users will go to the simple Heather Cole text as
opposed to the legal Jane Booker one that reflects users’ perception of
legislation? And so remaining with a single text is really the only op‐
tion. But this is exactly what has imprisoned legislative drafters in the
struggle for simplicity within legislative texts.
It is now possible to see that each user group has its individual re‐
quirements for legislative information that are distinct from those of
the other user groups. Identifying the needs for legislative information
for each user group at a provision, rather than text, level would allow
drafters to imitate oral communication, and pitch the legislative text to
specific abilities and requirements. Drafters of legislative texts can now
begin to think what regulatory or legal message is relevant to each
group, and structure the text accordingly.
The layered approach promotes the division of legislation into three
parts, corresponding to each of the three profiles of legislative users.
Part 1 can speak to lay persons: the content is limited to the main regu‐
latory messages, thus conveying the essence of law reform attempted
by the legislation, focusing gravely on the information that lay persons
need in order to become aware of a new regulation, to comply with
new obligations, or to enjoy new rights. Here the prohibition is the
main message. Along with the main elements of the behaviour that is
being prohibited. And the sanctions for the prohibition. Part 2 can
speak to non‐legally trained professionals who use the legislation in
the course of their employment. Here one can see scope for further de‐
tail in the regulatory messages introduced, and for language that is
balanced [technical, yet approachable to the professionals in question].
Here belongs for example the requirement to know your client within
anti‐money laundering legislation. Part 3 of the legislation can then
deal with issues of legislative interpretation, issues of procedure, and
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issues of application, in a language that is complex but not quite legal‐
ese, as there is nothing to prevent all groups from reading all parts.
The layered approach is revolutionary, as it shifts the criterion for
legislative structure from the content and nature of provisions to the
profile of the users. It switches on a user centred structure, thus pro‐
moting both a link between policy and its effecting legislative text but
also enhancing and personalising the channel of communication be‐
tween drafters and users. And it applies and reflects the modern doc‐
trine of contextualism in language and philosophy. But it cannot be
viewed as a complete departure from tradition, as it continues to apply
Lord Thring’s five rules. By requiring that Part 1 includes the primary
regulatory message, it promotes Lord Thring’s rules that give prece‐
dence to the simpler proposition. And by structuring legislation into
three parts, the layered approach complies with the other Thing rules
that require division of provisions declaring the law [in Part 1 or 2]
with provisions administrating the law [in Part 2 or 3 accordingly]; that
principal provisions should be separated from subordinate [in Parts 1
and 2]; that exceptional, temporary, and provisions relating to the re‐
peal of Acts should be separated from the other enactments, and
placed by themselves under separate headings [in Part 3]; and that
procedure and matters of detail should be set apart by themselves [ei‐
ther in Part 3 of the layered approach, or in a Schedule].
The layered approach seems to be one of the promising initiatives in
the field of legislation. But there are three points that need to be clari‐
fied. First, the layered approach may, but will not necessarily, lead to a
partial, fragmented, or incomplete legislative communication to
Heather Cole. There is no doubt that an erroneous application of the
approach could result to that. But the placement of the main messages
in Part 1 per se must be seen as an added bonus to lay users compared
with the current state of affairs: in the layered approach the now fre‐
quently elusive main regulatory message will be easily identified, will
be brought forward in a pronounced place at the beginning of the leg‐
islative text, and will be expressed in a language that is accessible to
lay users. Compared to the current state of affairs, where the main
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message is communicated somewhere within the legislative text and is
expressed in the layered approach’s Part 2 or 3 language, this is cer‐
tainly an improvement. And of course, there is nothing preventing
Heather Cole from reading the rest of the text: in fact, an inviting Part 1
can only encourage Heather Cole to keep reading, whilst offering her a
clear context within which her understanding of complex and detailed
messages can only be enhanced.
Second, although Part 1 carrying the main regulatory message is
distinctly different from Parts 2 and 3, it may be unclear what really
distinguishes between Part 2 data and Part 3 data: both Mark Green
and Jane Booker are able to handle complexity and technicality of legis‐
lative data. However, they do not both require the same data, as dem‐
onstrated by their motives when using http://www.legislation.gov.uk/:
Mark Green is interested in answers that allow him to perform his pro‐
fessional but non‐legal duties, whereas Jane Booker seeks legal infor‐
mation. As a result, what Mark Green needs is a clear understanding of
substantive and procedural requirements imposed by the legislation,
whereas Jane Booker seeks deeper statutory interpretation often cou‐
pled with a holistic view of the statute book. As a result, Part 2 of the
layered approach involves answers to questions such as who must do
what by when, and what happens if they don’t. Part 3 will delve
deeper into intricate distinctions and possible exceptions that relate to
statutory interpretation and interconnections between legislative texts
within the statute book. There are two caveats here. One, Mark Green
must still read the text as a whole. And Part 3 cannot be viewed as a
mere shell of definitions, repeals, and consequential amendments: this
would deprive the readers from at least part of the benefits of the lay‐
ered approach.
Third, it would be inappropriate to consider that the simplification
serviced by the layered approach would result to an abolition of the
need for explanatory materials for legislation. In fact, as the layered
approach results in an inherent fragmentation of data, it renders the
use of explanatory materials and notes reinstating the fluidity of in‐
formation and the cross‐fertilisation between parts an ever so crucial
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requirement. The new style of explanatory notes57 introduced by Good
Law and showcased in the Armed Forces (Service Complaints and Fi‐
nancial Assistance) Bill [HL] Explanatory Notes58 enhance the layered
approach by introducing a clear table of contents that is thematic rather
than provision based, with information on the policy and legal context
of the Act, and with simple narratives on the main regulatory messages
for all three user groups.59
Ultimately, the proof of the layered approach is in its application.
User testing can prove whether it works, which user group for, and
how it can be amended or fine‐tuned to serve users better.
2. Legislative image: presentation, layout, pictures
Looking now in the image of the legislative text, namely at the pic‐
ture that the user receives when looking at the text, plain language has
always advocated the need to rethink the layout of legislative texts.60
The single font, the lack of adequate contrast between paper and text,
the unique format are elements of the current legislative image that
prevent the user from identifying the important aspects of the regula‐
tory message thus reducing readability of legislative texts. Legislative
texts attempt to convey a ‘legislative story’ to the user, thus allowing
them to identify and then understand the underlying policy, the legis‐
lative choices made, and the rationale behind the text. This offers them
the ability to read and interpret the text in context, thus making acces‐
sibility easier and more secure.
Here there is plenty of scope for further progress. One can mention
57 See Office of Parliamentary Counsel, ‘Explanatory notes pilot: response to
consultation’, April 2015, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/ up‐
loads/attachment_data/file/427779/explanatory_notes_response_to_consultation_o
n_pilot.pdf
58 See https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/377467/new‐formatexplanatory‐notes.pdf
59 See http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/lbill/2014‐2015/0003/en/
15003en.htm
60 See Office of Scottish Parliamentary Counsel, ‘Plain language and legislation’,
February 2006, http://www.gov.scot/resource/doc/93488/0022476.pdf
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the example of Australian criminal laws that are often drafted in a
tabular rather than narrative format: offence, penalty. But layout alone
cannot respond to a complex text, to a complex regulatory message, or
indeed to a complex policy. It will contribute to simplification but with
the aid of additional visual tools.
One of those tools that have been ignored by even the most vision‐
ary of legislative academics and practitioners is the use of image in leg‐
islation. Images have been used in legislation that introduces national
flags, traffic signs, or planning regulations. But the relationship be‐
tween picture and legislation has not been explored fully. The visual
arts could play a significant role here: there is nothing more direct,
relevant to a wide range of users, and time resistant than Cain swing‐
ing his club above the prostrate Abel in Titian’s painting in Santa
Maria della Salute in Venice. The visual representations of themes re‐
lating to wrongdoing are so emotionally charged and the characters
shown in such magnification that, combined with beauty and other
aesthetic values, picture has had tremendous impact on the viewer.
Perhaps the inclusion of images in legislation can enhance the quality
of communication. An example could be drawn from criminal provi‐
sions. The picture accompanying the legislation in the form of a Sched‐
ule may show:
• what behaviour is to be condemned (show the action; and specify if
the person knows that this is bad, suspects that this is bad, or is ig‐
norant of the badness of the behaviour); and
• that this is an offence (for example show a stop sign or show socie‐
tal disapproval); and
• that it carries a sanction (for example show the penalty and its ad‐
verse effect).
The use of typographical and visual aids in legislation can enhance
readability61 immensely. They can address textual limitations and can
61 See G. Jones, P. Rice, J. Sherwood & J. Whiting ‘Developing a tax complexity
index for the UK’, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/ uploads/ at‐
tachment_data/file/285944/OTS_Developing_a_Tax_Complexity_Index_for_the_
UK.pdf
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take the user further by banishing the barriers or written textual com‐
munication.
3. The statute book as a whole
Reforming the structure and layout of individual criminal laws may
bear little fruit without changes in the criminal code (or the criminal
law part of the statute book) as a whole. Addressing the issue of legis‐
lative volume that enhances complexity62 has been at the forefront of
UK and OECD agenda salt hough the volume of legislation, including
primary and delegated, seems to be fighting its ground in practice.63
The recent OECD Review64 has identified as points of excellence the ef‐
fective balance between policy breadth and the stock and the flow of
regulation; and the extensive application of EU’s Better Regulation ini‐
tiatives in the UK.65
But of course innovations to the statute book do not end with legis‐
lative volume. Blue sky proposals include the approach of the criminal
statute book as a set of searchable big data.66 This allows a search of the
statute book from the census that allows counting for example the
number of ‘shall’ in UK legislation throughout the years to the intro‐
duction of methodology tools that provide empirical data on aspects of

62 See Office of Parliamentary Counsel ‘When laws become too complex: a re‐
view into the causes of complex legislation’, March 2013, https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/187015/GoodLaw_ re‐
port_8April _AP.pdf, 6‐7.
63 And not just in the UK: see R. Pagano Introduzione alla legistica – L’arte di
preparare le leggi (Milano, Giuffre, 1999), p. 6.
64 See http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/61/60/44912018.pdf
65 For a listing of such policies and their implementation in the UK, see
http://www.bis.gov.uk/policies/bre/improving‐eu‐regulation/guiding‐principles‐
eu‐legislation
66 The project team was led by John Sheridan, TNA, as Principal Investigator; D.
Howarth, University of Cambridge, and I were Co‐Investigators; the Advisory
Board was chaired by Sir Stephen Laws, KCB, QC, LLD former First Parliamentary
Counsel.
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the statute book or the whole of the statute book.67 This entirely new
and free resource for the research community offers pre‐packaged
analyses of the data, new open data from closed data, and creates the
capability of identifying pattern language for legislation, which would
encapsulate commonly occurring legislative solutions to commonly oc‐
curring problems thus facilitating legislative communication. The pro‐
ject feeds into the great efforts led by The National Archives to review
the way in which legislation is ‘served’ to users by offering unprece‐
dented capabilities of identifying relevant legislative texts, such as
delegated legislation, cross referenced texts, definitions of terms used
in a legislative text, and, in the long term, even case‐law clarifying or
applying the text to cases. There are already two prototypes of the new
screen for legislation. Both have been tested in user testing undertaken
by Bunny Foot and including iris trackers as a means of assessing how
long a user’s eye spends in each part of the text, where the eye is
searching for further information and where on the screen, and where
the user fails to understand the text or the cross reference completely.
This work is of profound importance. What is missing for the purposes
of legislative readability is context, and this is what the new screen can
provide. This, along with the new format of explanatory notes, can fi‐
nally offer the user an accurate picture of the labyrinth of legislative
data in all their complexity and cross‐wiring. Would this facilitate the
user? Of course it will: it will depict an accurate image of legislative
regulation on the topic searched, thus demonstrating if clear answers
can be found or if it is time for the user to accept that statutory inter‐
pretation by a trained legal professional is what is really needed in that
case.
The Theoretical Umbrella: Phronetic Legislative Drafting
So legislative studies and legislative practice is rapidly progressing
to its age of maturity. Legislative innovation is happening all over the
world. This rampage of fresh and innovative thinking is not haphaz‐
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ard: it reflects, and is evidence of, academic innovation in legislative
studies theory. Until recently legislative drafting was viewed as a mere
skill, normally and mostly, served by government lawyers. But things
have changed. Legislation became the focus of regulation replacing the
common law. There are a number of possible causes for this phenome‐
non: the Europeanisation of law offered common law systems the op‐
portunity to appreciate more the feared statutory law; legal globalisa‐
tion led to an emphasis on international statutory law (treaties etc.) that
required national implementation via national statutory law; and fi‐
nally the realisation that regulation was passed for the purposes of
achieving measurable results led to the inevitable [and not always for‐
tunate] use of statutory law as a method of regulation. Whatever the
reason, it invited a detailed study of statutory law from its conceptuali‐
sation to its implementation. And paved the way for a new theory for
legislative drafting.68
The traditional view, mostly within the common law world, is that
drafting is a pure form of art69 or a quasi‐craft;70 if drafting is an art or a
craft, then creativity and innovation lies at the core of the task; rules
and conventions bear relative value. In the civil law world drafting is
viewed as science99 or technique.71 it carries formal rules and conven‐
tions whose inherent nomoteleia manages to produce predictable re‐
sults. But, if drafting is viewed as a sub‐discipline of law, then there is
a third option: law is not part of the arts, nor is it part of the sciences72

68 See H. Xanthaki, ‘Duncan Berry: a true visionary of training in legislative
drafting’ [2011] The Loophole, 18‐26.
69 See B. G. Scharffs, ‘Law as craft’ (2001) 45 Vanderbilt Law Review, 2339.
70 See C. Nutting, ‘Legislative drafting: a review’ (1955) 41 American Bar Associa‐
tion Journal, 76. See contra ‘Editorial review’, 22 [1903] Can. L. Times, 437.
71 See contra J.‐C. Piris, ‘The legal orders of the European Union and of the
Member States: peculiarities and influences in drafting’ [2006] EJRL, 1.
72 For an analysis of the contra argument on law as a science, see M. Speziale,
‘Langdell’s concept of law as science: the eginning of anti‐formalism in American
legal theory’ 5 [1980] Vt. L. Rev.1.
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in the positivist sense.73 In science rules apply with universality and in‐
fallibility: gravity will always make an object fall down. Law is differ‐
ent: “All law is universal but about some things it is not possible to
make a universal statement which will be correct... the error is not in
the law nor in the legislator but in the nature of the thing”.103 But reject‐
ing the view that drafting is a science does not necessarily confirm that
drafting is an art. Art tends to lack any sense of rules. In the pursuit of
aesthetic pleasure, art uses whatever tools are available. Art is anar‐
chic. Drafting is not. Of course its rules are not rigid, but they are pre‐
sent. There may be exceptions to all rules of drafting, but this does not
mean that there are no rules. And these rules carry with them a degree
of relevant predictability, since the latter is one of the six elements of
theory.74
For Aristotle75 all human intellectuality can be classified as76 science
as episteme; art as techne; or phronesis107 as the praxis of subjective de‐
cision making on factual circumstances or the practical wisdom of the
subjective classification of factual circumstances to principals and wis‐
dom as episteme.77 Law and drafting seem to be classical examples of
phronesis, as they are liberal disciplines with loose but prevalent rules
and conventions whose correct application comes through knowledge
and experience. Drafting as phronesis is “akin to practical wisdom that
comes from an intimate familiarity with contingencies and uncertain‐
ties of various forms of social practice embedded in complex social set‐

73 See R. R. Formoy, ‘Special drafting’ 21 [1938] Bell Yard: J. L. Soc’y Sch. L. 3; but
see contra C. Langdell, ‘Harvard celebration speeches’, 3 [1887] LAW Q. Rev. 123‐
124. See Aristotle, E.N., 5.10.1137b13‐24.
74 See B. Flyvbjerg, Making Social Science Matter: Why social inquiry fails and how it
can succeed again’ (2001, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge), p. 39
75 See Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, Bk VI, chs. 5‐11 (D. Ross trans. 1980).
76 See M. Griffiths & G. Macleod, ‘Personal narratives and policy: never the
twain?’ [2008] 42 JPE 121, 126. Aristotle, note 106.
77 See S.‐U. von Kirchmann, Die Werlosigkeit der Jurisprudenz als Wissenschaft
(1848, Verlage von Julius Springer, Berlin).
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tings”.78 The art of drafting lies with the subjective use and application
of its science, with the conscious subjective Aristotelian application and
implementation of its universal theoretical principles to the concrete
circumstances of the problem.79 Phronesis supports the selection of so‐
lutions made on the basis of informed yet subjective application of
principles on set circumstances.80 Phronesis is “practical wisdom that
responds to nuance and a sense of the concrete, outstripping abstract
or general theories of what is right. In this way, practical wisdom relies
on a kind of immediate insight, rather than more formal inferential
processes”.81 And so drafting legislation simply involves the choice of
the appropriate rule or convention that delivers the desired results
within the unique circumstances of the specific problem at any given
time. And, under this functional prism, successful drafting is the pro‐
duction of a good law, namely an effective law that contributes to regu‐
latory efficacy.82 There is nothing technical with qualitative functional‐
ity here: what counts is the ability of the law to achieve the reforms re‐
quested by the policy officers. In view of the myriad of parameters that
are unique in each dossier, there are no precise elements of quality at
this level.
This qualitative definition of quality in legislation respects and em‐
braces the subjectivity and flexibility of phronetic legislative drafting.114
78 See B. Caterino & S. F Schram, ‘Introduction’ in S. F. Schram and B. Caterino
(eds.), Making Political Science Matter: Debating knowledge, research, and method (2006,
New York, New York University Press), p. 8.
79 See W. Eskridge Jr., ‘Gadamer/Statutory interpretation’ [1990] 90 Colum. L.
Rev. 635.
80 See E. Engle, ‘Aristotle, law and justice: the tragic hero’ [2008] 35 N. Ky. L.
Rev. 4.
81 See C. Rideout, ‘Storytelling, narrative rationality, and legal persuasion’
[2008] 14 Legal Writing: J. Legal Writing Inst. 75.
82 See H. Xanthaki, ‘Drafting manuals and quality in legislation: positive contri‐
bution towards certainty in the law or impediment to the necessity for dynamism
of rules?’ [2010] 4 Legisprudence 111. See H. Xanthaki, ‘Quality of legislation: an
achievable universal concept or a utopian pursuit?’ in Marta Travares Almeida
(ed.), Quality of Legislation (2011, Nomos, Baden‐Baden), pp. 75‐85.
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Phronetic legislative drafting does not ignore the elements of art and
science identified within the discipline; it focuses on the subjectivity of
prioritisation in the selection of the most appropriate virtue to be ap‐
plied by the drafter in cases of clash between equal virtues. But subjec‐
tivity is not anarchic: it is qualified by means of recognising effective‐
ness as the sole overriding criterion for that choice. In phronetic legisla‐
tive drafting one must be able to identify basic principles which, as a
rule, can render a law good. The pyramid in the beginning of this chap‐
ter presents such principles: when applied, at least in the majority of
cases, they lead to good law. Yet the ultimate criterion of good law is
its effectiveness, at least under the prism of phronetic legislative the‐
ory, a theory that has innovated legislative study and legislative prac‐
tice.
Conclusions
This chapter presented the definition and elements of good criminal
law. It exposed the reader to recent developments in legislative studies
and attempted to apply them to criminal legislation in specific. The
study of legislation in general has been revolutionised by the availabil‐
ity of accurate empirical data on user profiles. Legislation is used by
the legal professions, non‐legal professions, and lay persons. Legisla‐
tion has now found its audience, and clearly it is not just lawyers and
judges.
The application of this new knowledge to the plain language re‐
quirements of knowing your audience and pitching legislation to their
level of legal awareness has had, and is expected to have, earth shaking
consequences to the structure of legislative texts, to the presentation of
legislative texts, and to the focus on the statute book as a whole.
There are of course further, some could call them blue sky, innova‐
tions that rise through the horizon: the layered structure of legislative
texts, the use of image or picture in legislative texts, the interactive pro‐
totypes of www.legislation.gov.uk.
But the biggest innovation in legislation and legislative studies is
the realisation that the partnership between legislative and criminal
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law professionals provides a dynamic combination of appropriate re‐
search methodology and internally available government held empiri‐
cal legislative data: when the two gel, they can produce academically
valid and practically useable know‐how whose empirical impact can
change our whole perception of legislation and the statute book. Chal‐
lenging as it is, the new research agenda offers academics the comfort
of a sound theoretical framework within which any cooperation is to
flourish: phronetic legislative drafting views the study of legislation as
a new sub‐discipline of legal science, thus allowing it to benefit from
the wealth of theoretical and empirical analyses in substantive fields of
law that can serve as persuasive case studies for the further develop‐
ment of both the substantive law and the legislative fields of study.
Blue skies await ahead, for those who are ready to grasp them. Profes‐
sor Kourakis is certainly one of those.
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V. State Crisis and Corruption

State‐corporate crime in Greece,
in the era of memoranda
STRATOS GEORGOULAS
Associate Professor, University of the Aegean

Introduction
In recent years the international academic community has made an
effort to define and scientifically test the term “state‐corporate crime”
that may replace and be more specific than the term “white collar
crime”. It is a term that, from a political and a research point of view,
corresponds to what we narrow it down as “corruption”, but with two
important differences:
The first difference lies in that there is an effort to criminalize this
act from the point of view of protecting human rights and social harms.
Crimes are not only the known “street crimes”, but these acts as such,
which, according to studies, involve much more loss of life, physical or
other harm, loss of property, money, from respective registered mur‐
ders, attempted murders, theft‐robbery, etc The need for criminaliza‐
tion of these acts is connected both with the need for appropriate orien‐
tation of formal criminal policy (law, police, administration of justice)
and for the awareness of citizens, consumers, workers and social
movements.
The second difference lies in the revelation of the true nature of this
crime and thus in the orientation not only of crime prevention but also
of political and social action. The interdependence of the state and cor‐
porate capital, either by converting directly public money into private
(i.e. contracts) or by providing facilities and specific policies (i.e. laws,
decrees, etc.) is the way that the heart of our capitalist society operates
and therefore the root of this crime.
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What State – Corporate Crime Is
The term state–corporate crime is not a neutral term, from an
evaluative perspective, but rather a product of a very clear politico‐
ideological decision against a theoretical dilemma that is created by the
historical tradition of criminological theory and research, and the
prospects in judicio‐political and social field that are opened by this
specific research.
The concept of state–corporate crime has just gone the third decade
of its first public appearance in a scientific text, while its use – as it has
not become commonplace among scholars remains quantitatively lim‐
ited. It was launched through a series of presentations at conferences
by Kramer and Kramer and Michalowski in 1990, in which the first
written version was introduced in 1992 (Kramer 1992) and concerned a
case study. The general idea was that there should be particular em‐
phasis on the field of the state and businesses interaction that produces
serious criminality and not to be examined separately as it had usually
been treated until then, that is, as state crime and as corporate crime.
According to what has just mentioned Michalowski & Kramer
(2006a, 2006b) gave a comprehensive definition of state–corporate
crime as follows: illegal or socially harmful actions produced by a mu‐
tually strengthened interaction between policies or practices of political
institutions of governance and those of economic production and dis‐
tribution.
The research carried out within this context use case studies, em‐
ploying secondary data from official documents and records or from
investigative journalism (Kauzlarich & Mathews, 2006), whereas the
analysis that is usually at a micro‐sociological level lacks a “pure evil
perpetrator” as it involves complex organizational arrangements that
make the motives and purposes of government and business entities
involved inconspicuous (Liederbach, 2010). This very important crime,
because it relates to human rights violations, is a systemic problem and
not the result of individual actions, and just as such it is defined as
(something that is) linked with the ownership or management of a
capital accumulation process.
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Within this context we could incorporate two complementary di‐
mensions, when we talk about political ties of governance and institu‐
tions of economic production and distribution: first, major multina‐
tional companies and supranational government organizations and,
second, institutions of “civil society”, that is, non‐governmental or‐
ganizations (NGOs).
More analytically, Friedrichs & Friedrichs (2002) mention the
“crimes of globalization”, thus providing another interesting dimen‐
sion to the issue. These crimes refer to forms of social harm to entire
populations from political supranational institutions, such as the IMF
and the World Bank. The imposition of the top‐down policies and eco‐
nomic programmes that are consistent with the interests of powerful
countries and multinational companies have effects on and even cause
casualties in human lives mainly in “developing countries” (Rothe,
Mullins & Muzzatti 2006). Usually, such things as “Debt Repayment”
programmes lead, as Green and Ward (2004) have shown us, to politi‐
cal instability, then to paternalistic or clientelism systems of govern‐
ance that are the nest of the organized crime, corruption, authoritarian‐
ism, state repression, use of torture, and even of possible genocide.
This globalization and its crimes refer to the influence not only of
supranational financial institutions and multinational companies but
also of NGOs (Chace‐Dunn et al., 2000; Mazlish, 1999). In the neocolo‐
nial situation or the postcolonial state, as called by Gupta (1995), where
we have been living, there is a continuum between businesses, the state
and the “civil society” that in essence makes the boundaries between
them blurring; the continuous interaction that eliminates autonomy
and the limits that are a “normal” situation that have been neglected in
literature.
Even more in the period of modern economic crisis, the contraction
of welfare state intervention leads to further involvement of NGOs to
meet these needs. But the change is not only quantitative but also
qualitative. As a consequence of this change and the increase in NGOs’
role as a mere provider of social services, there have been the margin‐
alization of the contenders of actions of such organizations and the
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weakening of features such as the proximity to local communities, the
mobilization of citizens and lobbying for changes in targeting policies
(Simiti, 2014). However, this development does not signal the strength‐
ening of civil society; it rather signals the incorporation of the existing
agencies, which will ultimately survive the economic crisis, within a
context that will be distinguishable for deference of retreating from self
expression and promoting social demands. On the contrary, these
NGO‐intermediaries reproduce the features of traditional charity (e.g.
disconnection of the aid provided from empowerment actions of bene‐
ficiaries, disconnection of individual needs from social needs, empha‐
sis on moral obligation, promotion of donors) (Simiti, 2014), while at
the same time the development of clientelism between specific organi‐
zations and the central or local political power favoured the appear‐
ance of cases of corruption or financial mismanagement, as several
relevant publications have shown (Gibelman & Gelman, 2001; Greenlee
et al., 2007).
The Greek Reality
1. Bailout programmes
The measures implemented under the “bailout programmes”
(Memoranda of Understanding) have directly affected living condi‐
tions of the people and violated human rights, which Greece is obliged
to respect, protect and promote under domestic, regional and interna‐
tional law. The drastic adjustments, imposed on the Greek economy
and society as a whole, have brought about a rapid deterioration of liv‐
ing standards, and remain incompatible with social justice, social cohe‐
sion, democracy and human rights. According to the Greek Ombuds‐
man, “the drastic adjustments imposed on the Greek economy and so‐
ciety as a whole, have had dramatic consequences on citizens, while
vulnerable groups multiply” (Greek Ombudsman, 2012:4). Similarly,
the Greek National Commission For Human Rights observed a “rapid
deterioration of living standards coupled with the dismantling of the
Welfare State and the adoption of measures incompatible with social
justice which are undermining social cohesion and democracy” (Greek
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National Commission For Human Rights, 2011:71‐72).
In April 2015, the President of the Hellenic Parliament established
the Truth Committee on Public Debt, mandating the investigation into
the creation and the increase of public debt, the way and reasons for
which debt was contracted and the impact that the conditionalities at‐
tached to the loans have had on the economy and the population
(Georgoulas and Voulvouli, 2015). According to the Committee’s pre‐
liminary report the growth of the Greek public debt since the 1980s
was not due to excessive public spending, which in fact remained
lower than the public spending of other Eurozone countries, but rather
due to the payment of extremely high rates of interest to creditors, ex‐
cessive and unjustified military spending, loss of tax revenues due to
illicit capital outflows, state recapitalization of private banks, and the
international imbalances created via the flaws in the design of the
Monetary Union itself.
Let see, what human rights are violated by the bailouts pro‐
grammes, according to the Truth Committee:
THE RIGHT TO WORK
Labour market reforms imposed by the Memoranda severely un‐
dermine the realization of the right to work, causing grave institutional
breakdown. Destroying the system of collective bargaining agreements
and labor arbitration resurrected the individual employment agree‐
ment as prime determining factor of employment conditions (Kazakos,
2013:565).
Successive wage cuts and tax hikes brought massive lay‐offs, ero‐
sion of labour standards, increased job insecurity, and widespread pre‐
cariousness, with over‐flexible, lowly‐paid jobs where women and
young predominate. The minimum wage was pushed below poverty
thresholds (Council of Europe, 2013, General Federation of employees
of the National Electric Power Corporation (GENOP‐DEI) and Confed‐
eration of Greek Civil Servants’ Trade Unions (ADEDY) against
Greece, Complaint No. 66/2011).
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THE RIGHT TO HEALTH
The first Economic Adjustment Programme (May 2010) limited pub‐
lic health expenditure at 6% of GDP; the second (March 2012) de‐
manded reducing hospital operating costs by 8%. Hospitals and phar‐
macies experienced widespread shortages while trying to reduce
pharmaceutical expenditure from €4.37 billion in 2010 to €2 billion by
2014 (Policies, D.G.F.I. & Affairs, P.D.C.C.R.A.C., 2015).
THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION
Specific measures outlined include reductions in teachers’ recruit‐
ment, forced transference of teachers in the labour reserve and labour
mobility schemes, reduction in teachers’ pay, merging/closure of
schools, more students per classroom and weekly teaching hours. Gaps
in teaching posts are left uncovered (12,000 in primary and secondary
schools for 2014‐5). 1,053 schools closed and 1,933 merged between
2008 and 2012 (Greek Federation of Secondary School Teachers
2012:11–12). Reduction in operational costs left numerous schools
without heating (Ekathimerini, 2013). Inadequate framework for free
student transportation discriminates against children in isolated areas,
Roma children and children with disabilities (Greek Ombudsman,
2014:87).
THE RIGHT TO SOCIAL SECURITY
The Memoranda‐imposed spending cuts diminished social benefits,
including pensions, unemployment benefits, and family benefits. The
character of the pensions system was changed; pension funds were
devastated by the PSI (Private Sector Involvement), losing around
€14.5 billion (Bank of Greece, 2014: 107).
Pensions were reduced on average by 40%, falling below the poverty
line for 45% of pensioners (Lumina, 2013). In 2015 8.14% of workers
were found to work undeclared and uninsured (Labour Ministry,
2015:4).
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THE RIGHT TO HOUSING
Programme conditionalities and Greek government implementation
laws violated the right to housing. Social housing was abolished in
2012, as a ‘prior action’ to disbursement. New laws and regulations fa‐
cilitate express eviction procedures, without judicial trial (Law 4055/
2012, Art. 15). In 2014 over 500,000 people lived in conditions of home‐
lessness, insecure or inadequate housing (Arapoglou and Gounis,
2014).
THE RIGHT TO SELF‐DETERMINATION
The wholesale privatization of state property through a structure
named TAIPED (Hellenic Republic Asset Development Fund
(TAIPED) was established by Law 3986/2011), especially through the
‘fast‐track’ procedures, violates constitutional rights and provisions,
namely Articles 1.2 and 1.3 guaranteeing the principle of popular sov‐
ereignty. TAIPED also violates the constitutional rights to property
(Art. 18 Const.) and protection of the environment (Art. 24 Const.).
THE RIGHT TO JUSTICE
The creditor‐imposed measures specify commitments to reform the
juridical system, including a substantial increase in fees (Policies,
D.G.F.I. & Affairs, P.D.C.C.R.A.C., 2015:109‐113). Recourse to Courts
became financially unbearable for citizens after successive drastic cuts
to salaries and pensions.
PROTECTION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
The creditor‐imposed laws implementing the Memoranda discrimi‐
nate against large sections of the population, e.g. employees and pen‐
sioners. Workers under 25 years were excluded from the legally pro‐
tected minimum salary (European Committee of Social Rights Conclu‐
sions XX‐2:31). Employees lost the right to freely negotiate collective or
individual agreements, violating the Constitution that guarantees the
rights to free collective negotiations (Art. 22 § 2) and the freedom of
contracts (Art. 5§1); also the International Labour Conventions 151/
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1978 and 154/1981, and the European Social Charter (Articles 6, 12).
Discrimination against Roma, HIV‐positive, and the elderly grew; as
did police harassment. The UNHCR recorded a spike in excessively
violent crimes arising from discrimination based on gender and sexual
orientation (Racist Violence Recording Network, 2015).
FREEDOMS OF EXPRESSION AND ASSEMBLY
Since 2010 legislative and administrative measures restricted the
freedoms of expression and assembly; the right to free expression was
“systematically and effectively challenged” (Syllas, 2013); the freedom
of assembly was violated. Authorities prevented legitimate protest
against Memoranda‐driven policies by prohibiting public meetings,
repressing with excessive force peaceful demonstrations, making pre‐
emptive arrests, questioning minors, and torturing antifascist protest‐
ers, often in collaboration with Golden Dawn ((Margaronis, 2012; Am‐
nesty International, 2014).Between 2009 and 2015 Greece slid from 35th
to 91st place on the World Press Freedom Index (Reporters without
Borders, 2015).
All the above freedoms and rights are guaranteed by international
treaties and human rights conventions such as Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cul‐
tural Rights, Convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimina‐
tion against women, International Convention on the elimination of all
forms of racial discrimination, Convention on the rights of persons
with disabilities, Convention on the Rights of the Child, European So‐
cial Charter, European Convention of Human Rights, and also the
Greek Constitution.
Currently 23.1% of the population lives below the poverty line
(TVXS, 2015), with relative poverty rate almost doubling in 2009‐2012,
and 63.3% are impoverished as a consequence of austerity policies
alone (Leventi and Matsaganis, 2013). Severe material deprivation in‐
creased from 11% to 21.5% of the population in 2009‐2014 (EURO‐
STAT, 2015a). Over 34% of children are at risk of poverty or social ex‐
clusion in 2013 (EUROSTAT, 2015b). The unequal impact of the meas‐
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ures dramatically worsened inequality, with the poorest 10% of the
population losing an alarming 56.5% of their income (Leventi and Mat‐
saganis, 2013).
The third bailout programme (August 2015) is in line with the two
preceding ones. It continues to violate fundamental human rights,
while at the same time crippling the Greek economy and providing no
incentives or platform for growth, investment and enhancement of
trade. It will increase poverty, class polarization and social exclusion.
A characteristic example of this is that although creditor demands en‐
visage broadening the tax base, tackling tax avoidance, etc, at the same
time they seek to abolish a 26% withholding tax on cross border trans‐
actions.
The new austerity measures, among many other consequences:
• Reduces pensions in line with the measures implemented through
the anti‐pension reforms of 2010 and 2012.
• Increases taxation on farmers.
• ‐Phases out progressively, by 31 December 2016, VAT discounts cur‐
rently available to businesses on the Aegean islands.
• Eases attachment and seizure processes in favor of tax authorities
and banks.
• Increases the advance corporate income tax not only for large enter‐
prises, but even for the self‐employed up to 75% for incomes in 2015
and 100% for 2016 incomes, thus further reducing available income.
• Imposes a new round of market liberalization under the instructions
of the OECD’s so‐called toolkit.
• Furthermore, quasi‐automatic correction mechanisms that will im‐
pose new spending cuts in cases of failure to achieve their stated fis‐
cal goals will undoubtedly bring about a new wave of austerity
measures.
2. The state–corporate crime in the Greek House of Parliament
At the same time when the Greek society has been experiencing
human rights violations and widespread social damage from the im‐
plementation of Policy Memoranda as defined by the government
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agreements and supranational organizations‐international lenders, the
legislative agencies have created a “policy of privileges”, due to which
the phenomenon of corruption is further developed. This legislative
initiative is multifaceted and leads to criminal immunity regimes. Ei‐
ther in the form of an in advance (preventive) exclusion of prosecution
for specific individuals and groups that have been involved in the rela‐
tionship of power and money – especially in the “sinful” contracts or
forms of privileges of public concession, such as Siemens, armament
programmes, privatization through HRADF etc., or in the form of (re‐
pressive) legislative intervention in already pending criminal trials to‐
wards the limitation, suspension or termination of pending prosecu‐
tion, pardoning within the meaning of Article 47, paragraph 3 of the
Greek Constitution etc.
Thus, it has been generated an unacceptable system of legal dis‐
crimination in favour of bribed officials and the powerful bribing social
groups, multinational companies, etc. At a time when taxpayers or in‐
sured people for relatively small financial sums are directly at risk of
being prosecuted, suffering, and being humiliated and deprived of
their liberty, privileged government officials and privileged economic
and social groups that are directly involved in squandering public
money are “exempted” in a way that implies contempt and sarcasm
towards the affected low and middle social strata by Policy Memo‐
randa.
Let us look some specific examples in detail.
1. The Siemens scandal, during which it was revealed that the com‐
pany had been “feeding” the PASOK and the New Democracy (ND)
with black money, funds for years, shook public opinion of the coun‐
try. Unlike other countries, where governments demanded and re‐
ceived compensation from the corruptor company, in Greece of the
PASOK and the ND governments, that is, of the same parties that re‐
ceived the black money in their funds, compensation (estimated in 2
billion euros) was neither demanded nor given. In the Spring of
2012,it was attempted so that the signature of resignation amicable
settlement of the claims of the Greek government would be legiti‐
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mized (the subsequent Law 4072/11.4.2012, Article 324) a provision
with which “the Compromise Draft Agreement between the Greek
Republic and Siemens is approved” and “authorization to the Fi‐
nance Minister is provided to represent the Hellenic Republic and
sign the settlement agreement”, accepting, in full satisfaction of the
Greek government, alleged benefits of a supposed height of 270 mil‐
lion euros in kind.
The current Greek House of Parliament has done nothing to cancel
this harmful compromise. On the contrary, scholarships provided by
the National Agency for Postgraduate and Doctoral Research have
now been sponsored by the same company and called SIEMENS
scholarships.
2. In the Multi‐Bill of March‐April 2014 (the relevant provisions voted
for on 30.03.2014 as paragraph IE of Article 1 of the Multi‐Bill,
namely Law 4254/2014, Government Gazette A’ 85/07.04.2014, as
“Support and development measures of the Greek economy within
the scope of implementation of Law 4046/2012 etc. provisions”) the
criminal offenses of active and passive bribery of an official – that is,
the offenses of those who “took” and consume the money, those who
bribed and those who collected the bribes – are converted from felo‐
nies to misdemeanors if “they are not contrary to the official’s du‐
ties.”
Furthermore, the bribery offenses of the Ministry of Finance officials
are converted from felonies to misdemeanors, whereas the offences
made by employees being of private legal entities are decriminalized.
This means that defendants in felony for kickbacks of more than
120,000 euros and accused Ministry of Finance officials can invoke
the new provisions to convert their actions to misdemeanors and
thus be relieved of their responsibilities for the limitation, since the
time limitation of misdemeanor is much shorter than that is provided
for felonies.
Within the same context, with Article 68 of Law 4139/2013, it is stipu‐
lated that it is not a bribe a mere material provision for expressing
gratitude. Moreover, on the initiative of Minister of Justice, Article
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263a of the Penal Code was replaced (temporarily), giving the oppor‐
tunity to trial with a more favourable law those who were in custody
awaiting for a trial (a series of companies executives and NGOs) who
received illegal funding from the Greek government.
3. The Greek State purchases eight submarines paying over 2 billion
euros, receiving after 12 years only one! By amendment to an unre‐
lated bill, it was assigned to the same HDW and Thyssen Krupp
companies the completion of construction of the Navy submarines,
which have being rotten in Skaramanga Shipyards for years. With
this amendment, the Greek government – instead of claiming legal
compensation for the unconventional behavior of the specific com‐
panies which were checked for corruption – launched a new partner‐
ship with them, concerning the amount of at least 75.5 millions Eu‐
ros, according to the General Accounting Office Report. Before this
Report, the Greek government had already written a resignation let‐
ter from any kind of claims.
According to the international anti‐corruption legislation, these com‐
panies are debtors of the Greek Public. However, the Government
signs new contracts with them, by releasing all previous debt.
4. The enactment of non‐existence of criminal responsibility – and espe‐
cially in cases pending against Justice.
This is about the subsequent paragraph 10 of Article 18 of Law
4002/2011 (Government Gazette A’ 180/22.8.2011), which was added
to Article 18 as an “Addition to‐Rewording of” on 3/8/2011. With this
paragraph, a retrospective legislation was introduced which dates
back to 1997 and seeks that Ministers of Finance who placed in pri‐
vate banks part of the “stocks” of the Greek Public “to ensure stabil‐
ity and systemic stability of the banking system ”should not be
checked.
Press reports claim that 100 million euros were deposited by the Min‐
ister of Finance in a bank when inspections were conducted by the
Bank of Greece and the Authority against Money Laundering of
Criminal Activity for embezzling tens of million of euros and num‐
ber of regulatory violations. The bank is now closed.
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5. With respective enactments, the criminality of the acts is removed in
the following cases
– The past, current and future legal representatives of companies un‐
der privatization on whom “prosecution is suspended, until the pri‐
vatization of the company is completed”, thus “the criminality of the
acts is removed and such prosecutions and any act or enforcement
measures against them are permanently ceased” (Article 31, para‐
graph 4, Law 4141/2013, Government Gazette 81/04.05.2013).
– Presidents, members of the Board of Directors and bank executives
for whom it is provided that “it does not constitute infidelity within
the meaning of Articles 256 and 390 of the Criminal Code to conclude
any kind of loans with legal entities of public or private non‐profit,
semi‐public sector” (Article 78, Law 4146/2013, Government Gazette
90/18.04.2013).
– Members of the State Legal Council for whom it is provided that
“they are not to blame, they are not persecuted on or examined for an
opinion they expressed or an action they carried out while perform‐
ing their duties” (Article 56, Law 4170/2013, Government Gazette A’
163 / 12.07.2013).
– The Special Manager of the ERT S.A., who “is under civil, criminal
and other responsibility only against the Public for any damage s/he
caused to it by deceit or gross negligence while performing his/her
duties under the Special Management” . For civil claims of third par‐
ties the Greek Public is involved in his/her position of the Greek gov‐
ernment (Article 38, paragraph 3, Law 4223/2013, Government Ga‐
zette A’ 287/31.12.2013). Furthermore, summary declarations, deci‐
sions and acts of award of public works contracts, supplies, services
and projects, commitment of expenditure, expenditure approval and
payment signed by the Special Manager are legitimized ex post and
retroactively (Article 42, Law 4262/2014, Government Gazette A’ 14 /
10.5.2014).
– Members of the Board of Directors or other collective Administration
organ of LARCO (General Mining and Metallurgical Company) for
whom it was provided that “they have no responsibility, criminal,
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civil, administrative or of any other kind, while exercising their du‐
ties that are related to the process of privatization or development of
individual LARCO assets”. Furthermore, that “they are not subject to
criminal, civil, administrative or other responsibility and individual
administrative measures or enforcement measures against these
debts for the company to the State, public entities, organizations and
the State are not to be taken against them” (Article 9, paragraph 2,
Law 4224/2013, Government Gazette A’ 288/31.12.2013).
– Presidents and members of Boards of Directors, general managers,
managers, administrators, secretaries and treasurers of agricultural
cooperative organizations of any level, which are merged or con‐
verted or are or have already been in liquidation for whom provi‐
sions are suspended providing “individual and joint liability of indi‐
viduals with a legal entity or personal detention or administrative
measures or administrative penalties or criminal or civil liability for
non‐payment of taxes, duties, levies, duties to the Public and Public
Entities, including the Main and Supplementary Insurance Organiza‐
tions”, “what is imposed is lifted for a period of one year”, if they are
still on duty or they are not. For these persons is provided that “for
the same period all criminal cases pending before the Criminal Tri‐
bunals for the same reasons are suspended” (Article 19, Law
4224/2013, Government Gazette A’ 288/31.12.2013).
– Both the members of the General Council and the Executive Commit‐
tee of the Financial Stability Fund and the staff, for whom it is pro‐
vided that “their decisions are considered in accordance with the
purpose of the Fund and the Public Interest, are of beneficial interest
in the Fund and the Greek public and serve the good management of
the Fund assets, in respect of their liability to third parties and
against the Greek Public, even when they sell the bank shares held by
the FSF at prices lower of the cost or current market price” or when
they resign from exercising the rights attributable to the Fund in case
of a share capital increase, or proceed to the disposal of these rights
to third parties (Article 2, paragraph A’, Law 4254/2014, Government
Gazette A’ 85/7.4. 2014).
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– The persons who handled the Special Account of Professionals
(E.L.E.), the Special Account for Unemployment for Self‐Employed
and the Professional Housing Special Account (ELEE), (Article 20,
Law 4255/2014, Government Gazette A’ 89/11.4.2014), on whom “any
prosecution that may have been brought will be ceased” for acts or
omissions in the management of these Special Accounts.
– The executives of the management of private legal entities of non‐
profit character, who do not have bankruptcy ability, provide secon‐
dary care or their sole purpose is to support economically and opera‐
tionally the above entities, on whom “the prosecution and trial of
criminal cases for the offense of non‐payment of debts to the State
and the non‐payment of contributions to social security institutions
are suspended” (Article 55, Law 4262/2014, Government Gazette A’
114/10.05.2014).
– In addition, with Law 4024/2011, wage overruns of 30 millions Euros
in School Buildings Agency were legalized, all prosecutions were
terminated. The debts of all municipal enterprises were deleted with
Laws 4071/2012 and 4170/2013. Finally, with Law 4255/2014, all
criminal prosecutions related to the Freelancers’ Insurance Organiza‐
tion [OAEE, in Greek] resources were ceased.
6. On 21.02.2013, Circular no 1033/21.02.2013 was issued by the General
Secretary of Public Revenue, entitled “Clarifications of handling case
of taxpayers that have sent remittances abroad in the years 2009‐
2011”. This is a beneficial treatment of overseas remittances, through
which it is allowed that late statement can be filled in that the money
comes from donations and thereby undeclared remittances from
abroad are legalized.
7. Everyone has to pay taxes but only for the Mass Media this payment
can be displaced. Article 5, Law 3845/2010 (“Memorandum 1 Support
Measures of the Greek Economy by the IMF” Government Gazette A’
65/6.5.2010) imposed a “special tax on ads on television. The tax rate
is set at 20% of the value of advertising”. The tax liability imposed
with the Memorandum was transferred again and again, with emer‐
gency provisions, Legislative Acts and, finally, the tactics of the
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amendment:
– For 01.01.2012 (Article 4, paragraph 6, Law 3899/2010‐December
2010).
– For 01.01.2013 (Government Gazette A’268/31.12.2011).
– For 01.01.2014 (Government Gazette A’ 256/31.12.2012), and
– For 01.01.2015, as provided under no. 1028/192/13.12.2013 Ministerial
amendment that was incorporated as Article 53, Law 4223/2013
(“Single Property Tax Property and other provisions”, Government
Gazette A’ 287/31.12.2013).
8. Suspension of sanctioning parties responsible for maintaining emer‐
gency stocks. With no. 1399/185 / 10.4.2014 amendment of Ministers
of Finances and Shipping to a bill of the Ministry of Environment,
Energy and Climate Change entitled “Delimitation Process and regu‐
lations of matters regarding water courses – Planning law regulations
and other provisions”, the deadline “for not imposing sanctions on
parties responsible for maintaining emergency stocks” (Bitumen,
LPG, lubricants) was extended until 31/03/2015. The specific regula‐
tion was denounced as favoritism and depiction of known ship‐
owners and oil groups, who are required to keep emergency stocks
in listed products. This amendment was voted for on the same day
(10.04.2014) and incorporated as Article 33, Law 4258/2014 (Govern‐
ment Gazette 94/01.04.2014).
9. Greek private bank is not obliged to pay taxes and fees resulting
from the absorption of Cypriot bank branches in Greece when the fi‐
nancial crisis broke out in Cyprus. The provision was voted for, on
30.4.2014, as Article 168, paragraph. 1, Law 4261/2014 (Government
Gazette 107/05.05.2014).
Conclusions
We should first mention one choice we have made in advance for
the present work. By not having selected only a case study, as the most
relevant works but making a broader analysis of several statutory
measures of an implemented policy, we would like to dwell on what
Durkheim (Georgoulas, 2017) claimed that in situations where anomie
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prevails – that is where existing collective representations and the col‐
lective consciousness have been weakened – then the normal, the rule
(and not the exception) is part of the problem; it is abnormal!
It is our modern era such times when such state‐corporate behav‐
iours that cause social harm, represent the “spirit of the times”, a spirit
nevertheless that is anomic, doomed to get lost in a broader socio‐
political change that will create a new social “morale”.
The scientific highlighting and addressing state‐corporate crimes
can play such as a complementary role, as:
• it is a problem that is recognized as such by almost all social strata
of Greek society and especially by those affected materially from
the Memoranda;
• it reveals the root of the problem, the criminal‐induced partnership
between state and corporate capital, and, therefore, it does not lead
to easy answers of a future “better” political management of the
state, but rather to its mandatory change;
• it assists in class consciousness, when the direct consequences of
this partnership are uncovered, in class interests of the working
class, without the illusion of the “neutral state”;
• it raises issues of the advocacy of the public interest and universal
human rights; it highlights the concept of social harm and sets de‐
mocracy and the collective as the dominant principles;
• it can be the key to recognition, awareness and social movements’
political action in every area where this criminal partnership takes
place – from the Greek Parliament and Ministries to public educa‐
tion and health, local authorities, mass media, etc. – without mean‐
ing that in the future the entire framework of the specific criminal
policy should not be redirected.
• the present framework provides some (albeit little) room for pre‐
liminary highlighting and dealing with such phenomena and, thus,
some potential victories of the movement
• the environment of Memoranda provides adequate fertilizer to in‐
crease and magnify of such crimes and, thus, the question of their
impact on social strata and the public interest, will remain at the
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political and social center of interest.
The dimensions of state–corporate crime go beyond the threshold of
a criminal or deviant with great social harm behaviour. It is not the ex‐
ception but the rule, the main feature of an anomic age. Tombs and
Whyte (2015b) refer to the reversal of Bentham’s Panopticon, a “synop‐
tic”, a disciplinary situation in a particular way of thinking, its su‐
premacy in each perspective of our life and “normalization” of this ex‐
istence. Of course, part of this problematic representation is not only
the mass media or the dominant political discourse; it is also the corre‐
sponding criminological discourse. Tombs (2015) examined all scien‐
tific publications in our field over a period of 5 years and found that
the criminological and social‐juridical literature, literally refuses to in‐
vestigate the issue of financial crisis, its causes and its effects, and if it
does it, it ends up not questioning whether the institutions of the state‐
corporate crime are primarily trusted, or whether that there is no alter‐
native and that the state or the society is completely powerless to resist
to liberalization of the economy. Thus, a question is raisedur gently:
What can we do to combat an anomic universal situation, such as state‐
corporate crime and in a “synoptic” dimension? What can we do when we
understand that nowadays we experience common ground with the fascist pe‐
riod of the first half of the 20th century, especially in its objective to deliber‐
ately marginalize populations from the dominant ideology (Rawlinson and
Yadavendu, 2015: 21), when we see how the formal social control functions,
modern socialization institutions and the scientific discourse are part of the
problem, a problem that its perpetrators are the predominant structures of
governance, production and civil society?
Friedrichs refers to the creation of an international criminal court to
deal with such crimes. Tombs and Whyte (2015a) state that the issue is
not some “rotten fruits” in the large basket; it is rather that criminality
is part of the DNA of the modern corporation. Therefore, in their opin‐
ion, the solution is to remove the legal and political privileges that al‐
low them to act with impunity, whereas in another text (2015b) Tombs
and Whyte emphasize that it is important for us to continue to dream
of a world without these. Besides, the symbiosis of the state and busi‐
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nesses, although it is historically, legally, politically and ideologically
supported, is a process that has not been resolved historically; it is a
dynamic process and we should continue questioning every perspec‐
tive of it and as a whole. As far as academia is concerned, let us over‐
come the orthodoxy of laziness, absence, self‐referentiality, as Tombs
calls it (2015), and let us actively oppose, with work that would reveal
that naturalization of the market and neoliberalism are an ideology,
that there is hegemony and conflict and, ultimately, that democracy
continues to matter (Moran 2010).
Ultimately, state–corporate crime is the reality we are living in to‐
day’s era of Memoranda and a criminology that ought to take a posi‐
tion upon this, ought to highlight it so that there would be a broader
social awareness and action for social change.
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Not only our future economic soundness
but the very soundness of our democratic
institutions depends on the determination of our
Government to give employment to idle men.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

Introduction
Financial insecurity is often linked to institutional instability, as
Franklin Roosevelt made clear in his ‘Fireside Chat’ of 14 April 1938.1
Unemployed citizens who struggle in poverty tend to doubt not only
the abilities but, in fact, the very legitimacy of their governments. They
blame the democratic institutions for failing to secure safe financial
conditions for everyone and protest that they do not recognise them as
‘their own’. A similar distrust towards these institutions is very com‐
* This essay is my contribution to this collection of essays in honour of Professor
Nestor Courakis, an academic whose research, integrity and passion for teaching
changed the lives of many law students. Parts of it are based on a revised version
of my essay ‘The corrosive role of corruption in times of institutional crisis’ in
Spinellis et al. (eds.), Collection of Essays in Honour of N. Courakis (Athens:
Sakkoulas, 2015), 797‐827 (in Greek).
1 Electronically available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=15628
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mon in societies where corruption is rampant. The institutions that
represent the core functions of the democratic states (for example, the
independent administration of justice is a necessary component of the
separation of powers) come under particularly critical scrutiny because
they are commonly seen as watchdogs that keep corruption at bay.
This is more than a collective intuition: it is true that when these insti‐
tutions are advanced and secure, the levels of corruption are signifi‐
cantly lower.2
In this essay, I will discuss how corruption creates and reinforces
the conditions that favour the rise of corruption. I will argue that a de‐
mocratic state that fails to tackle or tolerates corruption is a state whose
institutions are weak and compromised not only in the minds of its
citizens but in the proper socio‐political understanding of the concept.
Before presenting these points, however, I will briefly attempt to char‐
acterise corruption, one of the most elusive notions in modern crimi‐
nology.
Corruption
1. A puzzling notion
The fact that many people seem to detect a close connection be‐
tween corruption and financial crime is not surprising. The most noto‐
rious cases of corruption often result in impressive profits for the of‐
fenders, with the embezzlement of large sums from the public treasury
making the news with more frequency and intensity than any other
case. Furthermore, many of those who appear to play the most decisive
roles in these cases match, at least prima facie, the profile of a ‘white col‐
lar criminal’.3 They are people ‘of the upper socioeconomic class’ (de‐
fined ‘not only by its wealth but by its respectability and prestige in the

2 Daniel Lederman, Norman Loayza & Rodrigo Reis Soares, ‘Accountability
and corruption: political institutions matter’ (2001), The World Bank Policy Research
Working Paper 2708.
3 Edwin Sutherland, ‘White collar criminality’ (1940), American Sociological Re‐
view, 5, 4.
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general society’), who violate the criminal law ‘in the course of [their]
occupational activities’.4 It only takes a small step to conclude from
these observations that corruption is another type of financial crime.
After all, corruption often undermines the smooth operation of the
economy (think of a large corporation that bribes government officials
in order to secure a public procurement contract, injuring both the na‐
tional economy and the interests of law‐abiding businesses) and this is
the safest criterion for the distinction between financial and common
crime.5
In this section, I will argue that corruption does not necessarily un‐
dermine the smooth operation of the economy. In fact, those who en‐
gage in corruption do not always have financial profits in mind. Those,
for example, who strive to become part of the ‘old boy network’ are of‐
ten in the pursuit of prestige and power rather than money. Even more
clearly, the parents who use their connections in the military to ensure
that their conscripted son receives preferential treatment do not prom‐
ise money in exchange for the favour they ask. In cases like these there
may be the faint hope for some kind of financial gain in the distant fu‐
ture but this is certainly not the kind of gain required to categorise a
crime as ‘financial’ or ‘economic’. They look more like exchanges of fa‐
vours and/or promises between people who are in position to provide
specific services. Interestingly, the resentment of those who are
wronged by a well‐connected recruit does not differ dramatically from
the feelings of those who lose a contract to a rival who bribed a gov‐
ernment official. Both feel that their peers have an unfair advantage
that is not consistent with the equal standing we should all enjoy in
public service or commercial competition and that those who are re‐
sponsible for maintaining this equal standing have failed to do their
duty. This is true regardless of whether the wrongdoers seek financial
4 Edwin Sutherland, ‘Crime and business’ (1941), Annals of the American Acad‐
emy of Political and Social Science, 112.
5 See Nestor Courakis, ‘The notion and definition of financial crime’, in N.
Courakis (ed.) (with D. Ziouvas), Financial Crimes (Athens, Sakkoulas: 2007), pp. 37
ff (in Greek).
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gain or influence.6 In fact, it is true even when the conduct in question
is not illegal.
2. A characterization of corruption
Most legal systems have wisely chosen to tackle corruption without
introducing a distinct crime that would bear the name of corruption.
Those who have ventured in the opposite direction reinforced the con‐
viction that describing corruption in a language suitable for criminal
legislation is a Sisyphean task. Consider Article 161 of the Indian
Criminal Code:
A public servant, [who] accepts or attempts to obtain
any gratification whatever, other than legal remunera‐
tion, for doing or forbearing to do any official act or for
showing favour or disfavour to any person, or for ren‐
dering any service or disservice to any person [..] is
guilty of corruption.7
The problem with this description is that it relies on terms and no‐
tions we would be well advised to avoid in criminal legislation. Terms
like ‘gratification’, favour’ and ‘disfavour’ leave too much room for in‐
terpretation. Admittedly, in many ways, the Indian Criminal Code’s
description is accurate: it draws a picture of a dishonest exchange be‐
tween a government official and a citizen. But to receive ‘any gratifica‐
tion’ may very well include feelings of gratitude, the reassurance that
one is still useful and/or important or even the (perhaps superficial and
ill‐conceived) pleasure of helping another human being. Showing fa‐
vour, on the other hand, clearly includes cases in which there is no
breach of duty but rather an unwillingness to commit an act of super‐
erogation towards specific individuals (but not others). Are these types
of conduct punishable by criminal law? Is this the kind of clarity and

6 Daniel Kaufmann & Pedro C. Vicente, ‘Legal Corruption’, (2005), 2, available
at
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTWBIGOVANTCOR/Resources/Legal_
Corruption.pdf, last access 3/9/2016
7 In J. B. Monteiro, Corruption: Control of maladministration (Bombay: Manakta‐
las, 1966), p. 17.
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certainty required by the nullum crimen sine lege certa principle? The an‐
swer to these questions cannot be a clear and unconditional ‘yes’.
Despite the confirmation that introducing a crime of corruption is a
very bad idea, we still need to describe the notion. I have already im‐
plied that the concept of corruption seems to include a certain kind of
dishonesty or lack of integrity. So, corruption could be defined as the
breach of a public duty or moral standard in exchange for money,
power or prestige. This kind of conduct would always be wrongful but
not necessarily illegal.8 While this approach satisfies our intuitive need
to associate corruption with insufficient integrity and a lacking moral
stance, speaking of violating public duties and moral standards is
problematic because, again, it includes actions and omissions that are
certainly not relevant to corruption. The MP candidate who lies to the
members of his constituency in order to secure more votes certainly
violates a public (and, perhaps, moral) duty for personal gain but he is
not corrupt in the sense discussed here. And what about the omission
to prevent the breach of a public duty or moral principle for personal
gain? Am I engaging in corruption when I do nothing to stop a corrupt
official from offering a service that will indirectly help me in one of my
own pursuits? I may be lacking in integrity or violating a moral rule
but this is not corruption.
In most discussions of corruption, there seems to be an inherent dis‐
tinction between the public interest and private gain. Public or political
orders place the former above the latter and cannot tolerate the viola‐
tion of this principle. Those who do violate it engage in corruption by
effectively opposing the political order in which they operate for their
own personal gain.9 This is a tempting approach because it attempts to
flesh out the particular kind of integrity that corruption seems to un‐
dermine (a duty to place the public/political order before private gain).
8 C. Aikin, Corruption, a Dictionary of the Social Sciences (1964, Glencoe, NY: Free
Press), p. 142.
9 A. J. Heidenheimer (ed.) Political Corruption: Headings in comparative analysis
(1970, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston), p. 6. Also see A. Rogow & Lasswell,
H. Power, Corruption and Rectitude (1963, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice‐Hall).
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But is it true that there is always a conflict between public and private
in the context of corruption? In most countries it is a crime to bribe a
member of the Board of a Société Anonyme in order to secure a certain
outcome in a forthcoming Board meeting. The corrupt Board member
violates a duty towards the shareholders and the company but does
not place her own interests before her allegiance to the public or politi‐
cal order – nor does she harm them, at least directly. At the same time,
both the United Nations and the Council of Europe Convention against
Corruption make provisions for cases in which officials of a state bribe
officials of another state or international organisation. In these cases,
there is no private gain and yet they are clear instances of corruption.
This discussion reminds us of two important aspects of corruption:
firstly, it is an exchange between two agents – let us name them the
corrupter (the person who usually initiates the exchange and requests
preferential treatment) and the corruptee; secondly that this exchange
is carried out in a context dominated by the common desire of the two
parties to be mutually helpful. In a sense, it is a commercial deal: the
coruptee, who is normally under duty to safeguard certain interests,
makes a deal with the corrupter that includes the violation of the for‐
mer’s duty as per the instructions of the latter.10 These points entail that
the notion I am discussing in this essay is transactive rather than extor‐
tive corruption.11 The latter is properly understood as another instance
of extortion given that one of the parties does not participate willingly:
a rejection of the ‘coercive offer’ will result in considerable injury to
that party’s interests. The motivation to be mutually helpful on certain
conditions that are beneficial to both parties is an integral component
of the very essence of corruption, as discussed in this context.
So far so good. But an exchange based on the desire/decision to be
mutually helpful is not presumptively blamable. On the contrary, it is
often the most effective method of resolving conflicts of interest be‐
10 E. C. Banfield, ‘Corruption as a feature of governmental organizations’ (1975),
Journal of Law and Economics, 18, 587‐588.
11 S. Alatas, Corruption: Its nature, causes, and functions (1991, Kuala Lumpur: S.
Abdul Majeed), p. 3.
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tween peers. Colleagues, housemates and partners opt for this method
daily and, in some cases, someone’s interests suffer – namely, the inter‐
ests of those who are not part of the exchange. As we saw, to speak of
corruption we also need another condition met: there must be a breach
of a duty involved. The abuse of public office is an obvious candidate
in this context, especially since corrupt officials seem to turn their of‐
fice into a private business.12 But this path is already closed: we know
that corruption does not necessarily require that the corruptee is a gov‐
ernment official. Nor is it true that corruption is always harmful to the
public interest, at least in the strict sense of the term. The Board mem‐
ber of the Société Anonyme who receives a bribe, the engineer who
signs a certificate for the right ‘fee’, the doctor of a private hospital who
accepts extra payment in order to operate on a patient sooner are
clearly ‘corruptees’. But they hold no public office and they cause no
damage to the public purse.
They do, however, have something in common. They discharge du‐
ties that can be properly understood as quasi public. A duty is quasi
public when and only when a) it is part of an institution with particular
significance for the citizens and society in general and b) it is not dis‐
charged properly unless it satisfies the principles of fairness and impar‐
tiality. The first point reminds us that the institutions we care to protect
from corruption are not necessarily public or ‘all public’ but do contain
a strong element of public service; the second point explains why we
intuitively believe that corruption is related to a lack of integrity. So,
this would be a complete description of corruption: it is an exchange
between two or more individuals motivated by a desire to be mutually
helpful that involves an abuse of public or quasi public office in a
manner that exhibits a lack of integrity (i.e. fairness and impartiality).

12 J. Van Klaveren,, Corruption as an Historical Phenomenon, Political Corruption
Readings in Comparative Analysis (1978, New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Pub‐
lishers); A. J. Heidenheimer (ed.). Political Corruption: Headingsin comparative analy‐
sis (1970, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston), p. 5 ff.
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Corruption vs. Democracy: the Institutional Crisis
The claim that high levels of corruption (especially high‐level corrup‐
tion13) must have negative consequences for a democratic polity
sounds rather uncontroversial. Before anything else, corruption exem‐
plifies the type of criminal activity that seriously undermines the rule
of law. In the most typical cases, powerful citizens bribe corrupt offi‐
cials in order to make large profits or gain power and influence. This is
not acceptable in a society governed by democratically enacted laws. In
fact, this is the most important aspect of making sure everyone is sub‐
ject to the law, since it is the most powerful that commonly escape the
consequences of their illegal actions.
Interestingly, however, political theorists do not seem particularly
interested in the correlation between democracy and corruption. The
discussion is often limited to the phenomenon of dysfunctional democ‐
racies, with corruption being approached both as a symptom and as a
cause.14 At the same time, corruption enjoys some positive publicity,
especially when the focus is on its contribution to the faster processing
of profitable deals in democratic systems with excessive bureaucracy.15
In the remaining of this section, I want to briefly touch upon two of the
most regrettable injuries suffered by a democracy in the grip of corrup‐
tion: the undermining of representative government and the margin‐
alisation of democratic culture.

13 That is corruption that involves economically, socially and politically power‐
ful people, as well as high‐ranking officials. A police officer who accepts a bribe
from a driver engages in low‐level corruption.
14 See, for example, Jon Elster, The Cement of Society: A study of social order (1989,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press); Susan Rose‐Ackerman, Corruption and
Government: Causes, consequences, and reform (1999, Cambridge: Cambridge Univer‐
sity Press); Dennis F Thompson, Ethics in Congress: From individual to institutional
corruption (1995, Washington: The Brookings Institution).
15 See Frank Anechiarico & James B. Jacobs, The Pursuit of Absolute Integrity:
How corruption control makes government ineffective (1996,Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press); Colin Leys, ‘What is the problem about corruption?’ (1965), Journal
of Modern African Studies 3(2), 215‐30.
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Representation is democracy’s most dominant feature and, argua‐
bly, its most compelling advantage in comparison with other systems
of government. It is not for this essay to provide a complete account of
the significance of representative government for political legitimacy
and the subjection of the individual to the rule of another. My starting
point is rather uncontroversial: people trust their democratic leaders
when there is a clear connection between the former’s convictions, val‐
ues and interests and the latter’s actions and policies. Corruption casts
doubt on the ability and willingness of those in charge of the public or
quasi public order to honour this principle. This explains our intuitive
conclusion that ‘something is rotten’ in a state that allows corruption
(again: especially high‐level corruption) to dominate politics, sports or
the business world. The fact that corruption takes place behind closed
doors reinforces our feeling that our views and values are not ade‐
quately represented in government and, generally, in politics.16 This
feeling often leads to a denial of the democratic institutions that appear
to have failed in their mission to protect the public treasury, the domi‐
nant political values and the rule of law. The justice system, the legisla‐
ture, even the representative nature of the government become weak in
our eyes. And when these feelings become dominant, democracy itself
becomes weak.
While modern democracies heavily depend on their institutions,
they also benefit from the development and maintenance of a democ‐
ratic culture.17 In terms of their survival and flourishing, much depends
on the genuine endorsement of democratic values and institutions by
the citizens. Corruption strikes at the very heart of these institutions.
Corrupt ministers, MPs, judges or high‐ranking officials cannot be seen
as ‘ordinary criminals’. They are often considered ‘traitors’ who rip the
benefits of their wrongful behaviour safe from prosecution or public
condemnation. When enough cases of corruption are reported to create

16 Mark E. Warren, ‘What does corruption mean in a democracy?’ (2004), Ameri‐
can Journal of Political Science, 48(2), 328.
17 Ibid.
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the impression that they are the rule rather than the exception, people
lose their faith in the democratic institutions. In the absence of this
faith, the institutions collapse and democracy needs to re‐establish its
domination over competing systems of government.
Corruption in the Face of Financial Crises
This is not an essay about the economic consequences of corruption.
My discussion focuses on how corruption manifests itself in times of
institutional and financial crises and any causal links between the two.
So, in this section, I am not going to discuss what corruption does to
the economy but rather how corruption thrives in times of institutional
crisis with further negative effects in the economic realm. The obvious
point to be made here is that corruption costs money and makes dys‐
functional economies even more inefficient. Although it is still possible
to make the best possible deal with a little help from corruption, more
often than not corruption favours the least able, honest and civic‐
minded. In an environment where corruption is the norm, people will
only focus on their own self‐interest. The deal will be the best possible
for them but, most likely, not the most useful and productive under the
circumstances.18 This is why countries with an established parliamen‐
tary system and one central government are more likely to efficiently
tackle corruption.19
But there is more to be said about the link between democracy, cor‐
ruption and financial crises. Firstly, democracy seems to be good at
keeping external debt under control. In normal circumstances, a solid
system of democratic checks and balances is a guarantee that a country
is safe from bankruptcy.20 Conversely, when a country finds itself in a
serious debt crisis, this is a good indication (but by no means proof)

18 Andrei Shleifer & Robert W. Vishny, ‘Corruption’ (1993), The Quarterly Jour‐
nal of Economics, 108(3), 616.
19 John Gerring & Strom C. Thacker, ‘Political institutions and corruption: the
role of unitarism and parliamentarism’ (2004), B. J. Pol. S. 34, 295‐330.
20 Caroline Van Rijckeghem & Beatrice Weder, ‘Political institutions and debt
crises’ (2009), Public Choice 138: 387‐408.
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that its democratic institutions are not strong enough. There is no old‐
fashioned causality to be analysed here but merely an observation, al‐
beit with clear political significance. A debt crisis is by definition an in‐
dication that a state has done something wrong – one plausible expla‐
nation is that it has not adequately supported its democratic institu‐
tions. Since we know that corruption undermines these institutions as
well as the people’s faith in them, we have good reasons to further ex‐
plore this sequence from corruption to weak institutions to economic
crisis. But this is a topic beyond the scope of this essay.
On final point: weak governments that are unable to control corrup‐
tion are not likely to attract investors. On the contrary, they drive them
away, because, as already mentioned, they are also unable to control
the corrupt officials who act in their own personal interest instead of
the public interest. An otherwise profitable investment that relies on
the good will of several corrupt officials can quickly become a perilous
and unwise pursuit.21 In this sense, corruption contributes to the emer‐
gence of financial crises and stands in the way of any effort to move
forward.
Concluding Remarks
In this essay, I have merely provided a sketchy account of the corre‐
lation between corruption on the one hand and institutional and finan‐
cial crises on the other. I have not offered arguments that support a
clear path of causality between them but rather discussed the context
in which this discussion should take place. My first concern, however,
was with the concept of corruption itself. Unless we understand cor‐
ruption as a criminal conduct with the characteristics described in this
essay, discussing its effects on democracy and the economy would be
putting the cart before the horse. The point, however, cannot be over‐
looked: in times of institutional and financial crisis, there is indeed a
growing public sentiment that corruption has undermined the democ‐
ratic institutions and damaged the economy more than any other fac‐

21

Shleifer & Vishny, 615.
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tor. This intuitive approach, shared by many citizens who live in these
times, can result either in resentment and alienation from the democ‐
ratic polity or in an increased level of awareness. In terms of public
policy, this discussion reinforces the view that corruption thrives in the
absence of a strong central government and a clear legislative frame‐
work. To remember Tacitus, in a state where corruption abounds, laws
must be very numerous.
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Introduction
Fraud, corruption, and corporate crime alone or in combination can
contribute to the collapse of corporations, be instrumental in a national
or global financial crisis or bring a country to a financial cliff. These
crimes raise ethical issues and indicate dishonest behavior. Thus, one
can also speak of a moral crisis over and above a financial crisis. The
financial crisis faced the last few years by countries in the Eurozone
and especially in Greece, Cyprus, Spain and Italy has focused on cor‐
ruption. Corruption is endemic in some countries and stifles develop‐
ment of their economy and modernization of the public service; it is a
malignant cancer that sinks a country ever deeper into national debt.
Financial Crisis: Causes and Correlates
Focusing on the financial crises that have occurred since 1980,
Dempster (2013) of the Centre for Financial Research at Cambridge
University reported the underlying causes to be inflation, currency
crashes, currency debasement, and finally asset price bubbles. Accord‐
ing to The Economist, the 2007‐2008 crisis had multiple causes, includ‐
ing years of irresponsible “sub prime” mortgage lending in America
and financiers who lost control of the risks involved in using pooled
mortgages to back securities known as collaterized debt obligations
(CDOs) during a time of prosperity. At the same time, ever‐optimistic
consumers believed their prosperity would continue because property
prices would continue to grow indefinitely, and thus their “sub prime”
borrowing would not sink them. These are well summarized by Toma‐
sic (2011) who asserted that “the global financial crisis has revealed
massive financial frauds and misconduct that have long been part of
our markets but have been submerged by the euphoria that has domi‐
nated these markets” (p. 7).
Kaufmann, (2009) claimed that the 2007–2008 financial crisis in the
United States was caused by (a) influential members of a community
or regulators lobbying for legislation that benefit ed them, such as lax
capital reserve requirements or a relaxed regulatory stance allowing
larger amounts of debt; (b) lax regulatory oversight and excessive risks
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bringing down multinational corporations; (c) giant mortgage lenders
taking advantage of lax oversight switch regulators; and (d) authorities
and regulators knowing of fraud, corruption, and capture, but ignoring
the signs and failing to investigate potential wrong‐doing.
For their part, Simpson and Taylor (2013) have argued that corpo‐
rate financial scandals (e.g., Lehman Brothers) occur because the pre‐
vailing corporate culture focuses only on profits. Transparency and ac‐
countability, trust, and business ethics are lacking. While there are dif‐
fering accounts of the etiology of the 2008 global financial and eco‐
nomic crisis Richard Posner (2009) has written about the failure of capi‐
talism due to the crises whereas for Kemper and Martin (2010, 229) the
same crisis has re‐written “the relationship between business and soci‐
ety”.
Economic Crime and Fraud
Definitions of fraud vary across jurisdictions and attempts to pre‐
cisely define it are indeed problematic (Croall 2010),but the fact is the
essential element of fraud is deception. Fraud, like corruption, is an ex‐
ample of an economic crime, which is a category of white‐collar crime.
The term economic crime covers illegal acts perpetrated by a person or a
group of persons to obtain a financial or professional advantage while
white‐collar crime is committed by a person of high respectability in
the society and one that the victim entrusts to carry out a task (e.g.
lawyer, accountant, company management, stock broker). In such of‐
fenses the offender’s main motive is economic gain. It can be said that
the terms white‐collar crime, economic crime and fraud overlap.
Large‐scale fraud committed by individuals against financial insti‐
tutions and by the institutions themselves can be catastrophic because
such fraud can cause organizations to fail, putting the national econ‐
omy as well as shareholders’ and other stakeholders’ interests in jeop‐
ardy. Although a corrupt public sector and politicians in many coun‐
tries worldwide deprive large numbers of people of a better standard
of living, some types of fraud are perceived as morally ambiguous.
This perception explains survey findings that taxation fraud is less of a
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concern to the public than credit card fraud that affects them directly
(Smith et al. 2011, 62).
1. Mega fraud cases leading to financial collapses2
A close look at numerous financial crises since the collapse of the
Medici Bank in Italy in 1494, shows the crucial role that fraud played in
many of them. The 1720 financial crisis (the “South Seas Bubble”) was
brought about by insider dealing of government debt by the South Seas
Company, which was established to trade with South America. The
1792 crisis in the United States was caused in large part by the Eng‐
lishman William Duer, and his accomplices who operated a Ponzi
scheme whereby they would borrow from rich friends and from the
public by issuing personal IOUs to buy federal bonds. These bonds
were then sold to investors to pay for United States shares, and Duer
would embezzle companies he ran to pay off his own debts. When
general economic circumstances forced the bank to impose significant
restrictions on the supply of credit because its supply of hard currency
had run very low, Duer and his accomplices could no longer borrow
and their scam was revealed, accelerating the financial crisis.
A major cause of the 1825 crisis in England was Gregor McGregor,
who cashed in on the enthusiasm of wealthy Britons for investing in
the new countries of Latin America. McGregor sold “Poyais” bonds on
behalf of a new country that in fact did not exist!3 In 1929‐1933, during
the unprecedented slump in the United States, Clarence Hatry, another
Briton, enjoyed a life of luxury as a fraudster across the Atlantic. He es‐
tablished several connected firms in the United States, secured loans
against forged share certificates, and was thus able to take over the

2 The present section draws on The Economist for detailed discussion of five
such crises http://www.economist.com/news/essays/21600451‐finance‐not‐merely‐
prone‐crises‐it‐shaped‐them‐five‐historical‐crises‐show‐how‐aspects‐today‐s‐fina
[accessed September 11, 2014].
3 Guest Author. ‘The fraud of the Prince of Poyais’, July 11, 2013,
http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2013/07/the‐fraud‐of‐the‐prince‐of‐poyais [accessed
September 11, 2014].
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United Steel Company. When discovered, his huge frauds contributed
to the London and New York stock markets to crash, accelerating the
worst financial crisis in the history of the United States that was al‐
ready underway. In the early 1970s corporate governance came into
vogue through an effort to reduce or even eliminate fraud committed
by corporations (Cheffins 2013, 46). Nevertheless, financial scandals
continued to occur.
Krambia‐Kapardis (2016) mentions the Barrings Bank case where
the bank founded in 1762 was brought down in 1995 due to unauthor‐
ized speculative trading by a trusted employee. Ten years later, the city
of London was shaken when UBS had fallen victim to the “largest trad‐
ing loss in the British banking history” (R. v. Kweku Adoboli, 1) of the
magnitude of US$2.25 billion.
More recently, in the United States, Bernard Lawrence “Bernie”
Madoff a highly regarded stockbroker, investment advisor, and finan‐
cier in New York with impressive credentials and a former non execu‐
tive chairman of the NASDAQ stock market was sentenced in 2009 to
150 years in prison, the maximum allowed, for investor losses to the
magnitude of US$18 billion.4
2. Cost of fraud
The cost of white‐collar crime in general and economic crime in par‐
ticular is multidimensional and substantial worldwide. In the United
States alone, the annual financial cost has been estimated to be ap‐
proximately $500 billion to $1 trillion (Friedrichs 2007).Economic crime
is a highly prevalent crime and its consequences can be catastrophic.
The PricewaterhouseCoopers (2016) Global Economic Crime Survey,
found that more than one in three organisations experienced economic
crime. The same survey found that employee moral (44%) and reputa‐
tional harm (32%) were the top forms of damage.
The ACFE (2016) Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and
4 Yang, S. (2014) ‘5 years ago Bernie Madoff was sentenced to 150 years in
prison – here’s how his scheme worked’, http://www.businessinsider.com/how‐
bernie‐madoffs‐ponzi‐scheme‐worked‐2014‐7[accessed 21 August 2016]
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Abuse found that the typical organization looses 5 percent of its reve‐
nue to fraud each year. The total loss caused by the cases in the ACFE
study exceeded $6.3 billion, with an average loss per case of $2.7 mil‐
lion. In the United Kingdom, the National Fraud Authority (Home Of‐
fice, 2014) estimated in 2012 that fraudsters cost the nation £73 billion a
year. In comparison, this estimate was only £11 billion for 1998 (Kram‐
bia‐Kapardis 2002). This is in agreement with Smithet al. (2011) who
stated that fraud “is almost certainly a growing problem” (p. 8).
Fraud victimization studies have been carried out by accounting
firms (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2016; Ernst and Young 2015) and re‐
searchers (Krambia‐Kapardis 2002; Krambia‐Kapardis and Papaster‐
giou 2016) in an effort to estimate the cost of fraud to the victims. De‐
spite the limitations of fraud victimizations surveys (see Krambia‐
Kapardis 2002), the method is widely accepted for obtaining informa‐
tion on the typologies of fraud (Brooks, Button, and Frimpong 2009).
Interestingly, most organizations do not undertake regular fraud risk
measurement exercises; in fact the PricewaterhouseCoopers (2016)
global economic survey has found that 1 in 5 respondents from 115
countries have never carried out a fraud risk assessment.
While fraud is a challenging problem, as Gee and Button (2013, 1)
reminded us, its impact is broad and it adversely affects the financial
cost of public service, the stability and profitability of companies, job
security and disposable income, the resources of charities, and the
quality of life. When considering the economic costs of fraud, we ought
to also account for the cost of investigation, prosecution, sentencing,
and imprisonment. Unfortunately, no published research has calcu‐
lated the total cost of fraud to society.
Aside from the financial burden, fraud victims experience social
and psychological costs due to fraud. For instance, those “who have
entrusted the financial institution and have deposited their life‐long
savings in it” (Krambia‐Kapardis 2002, 185) may lose all their savings
due to a financial crime and the subsequent collapse of their bank. In
addition, as a consequence of a major fraud, an employer may be
forced to retrench employees or reduce their salaries. Offenders’ family
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members may also feel a psychological burden and humiliation and
may leave a marriage or the household or even commit suicide (Gray‐
bow and Trotta, 2010).Thus, the consequences of fraud are not only fi‐
nancial but also social and psychological, consequences which are of‐
ten ignored. Let us next consider a phenomenon that is related to
fraud, namely corruption.
Corruption
While there is no universally accepted definition, a widely accepted
and well‐used definition of corruption is the one used by the World
Bank, which refers to the abuse of public power for private profit.
However, as Tanzi (1998) pointed out, this definition excludes corrup‐
tion in the private sector. The abuse of public power may not necessar‐
ily be for one’s personal benefit but for friends or even a political party
and not all acts of corruption involve the payment of bribes (Tanzi,
1998: 564). Of course, although a bribe implies reciprocity, the distinc‐
tion between a bribe and a gift is not always easy to make.
There is consensus that corruption is responsible for inefficiency
and wastage in the public sector. In this context Bandiera, Pratt, and
Valletti (2008) proposed an interesting distinction between active waste
(i.e., there is usefulness to an official as in the case of bribery) and pas‐
sive waste (e.g., excessive bureaucratic procedures resulting in ineffi‐
ciency). They analyzed purchases of standardized goods by Italian
public bodies in Italy and found that passive waste accounted for 83
percent of total estimated waste (p. 1).
In an effort to delineate the concept of corruption, the following ty‐
pologies of corruption may well aid in the process: (a) institutionalized
corruption, which relates to the exploitation of position held to influ‐
ence activity and people (see Bassiouni and Vetere 1998); (b) noble
cause, in which epitomes of public servants may break the law to get a
conviction or to provide employment to a party affiliate who needs
work (Punch 2009); (c) state‐capture, which refers to the ability of an in‐
dividual or organization to influence the content of the law (Brooks et
al. 2013); (d) bureaucratic corruption, which transfers power through cor‐
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rupt activity (Deflem 1995); (e) political corruption, which involves high‐
ranking elected and unelected authorities using their power to make a
law or receive bribes in return for a favor at the expense of the public at
large (Heidenheimer 1994); (f) where political opportunities are scarce,
people use wealth to buy power or use power to get wealth (Hunting‐
ton 1968); and (g) state clientelism (nepotism, favoritism [Médard
1998]).
1. Cost of corruption
While identifying different categories of corruption, it has been dif‐
ficult for researchers to obtain an accurate measure of the extent and
seriousness of corruption in a given country. The European Commis‐
sion (2014) has estimated that 120 billion euros is lost in the EU econ‐
omy annually due to corruption. Another estimate by the European
Parliament (2016) utilizing a mix of methodologies to quantify the
overall costs of corruption in the EU in economic, social and political
terms suggest that corruption costs the EU between €179bn and €990bn
in GDP terms on an annual basis.
Corruption is not easy to measure because it often occurs in secret
and involves deception. According to Blackburn and Forgues‐Puccio
(2007, 1535), the only objective measure of corruption is the number of
public officials who have actually been convicted for the offense. This
measure has been used by researchers but, as criminologists and others
point out, conviction rates do not necessarily reflect the volume of cor‐
ruption in a community due to the dark figure of corruption and the
difficulty in convicting such offenders. Furthermore, as Brook set al.
(2013, 28) reminded their readers, such measurement is influenced by
the resources available, the extent to which laws are enforced, the level
of reportability of corruption and, finally, how well law enforcement
agencies succeed in convicting perpetrators. By contrast, in a country
with a low tolerance for corruption, there may be high corruption re‐
porting and/or conviction rates. Three well‐known indicators of cor‐
ruption in country are the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) pub‐
lished annually by Transparency International, and two indicators
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prepared by the World Bank, namely the World Governance Indicators
(WGI) and the Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Sur‐
vey (BEEPS).
The CPI (Transparency International, 2015) utilizes corruption‐
related data from both expert and business surveys conducted by in‐
dependent and reputable institutions, including the World Bank. This
composite index ranks countries in terms of the degree of perceived
corruption by both public officials and politicians. In the 2015 CPI the
countries with the least perceived corruption were Denmark, Finland,
Sweden, and New Zealand, while the countries with the highest per‐
ceived level of corruption were Somalia, North Korea, Afghanistan,
and Sudan. Given the lack of uniformity about what constitutes cor‐
ruption, one could argue that it is inappropriate to rank countries since
the rules of the game are different in each country. The CPI has been
criticised that it “embeds a powerful and misleading elite bias” and is
not an accurate corruption measure5.
The World Bank Institute’s WGI assesses six dimensions of govern‐
ance for 215 economies: (a) voice and accountability, (b) political stabil‐
ity and absence of violence, (c) government effectiveness, (d) regula‐
tory quality, (e) rule of law, and (f) control of corruption. The WGI in‐
cludes several indicators that measure the extent of public power and
state capture and includes more data sources than CPI, but it does not
provide information about trends in global averages (Kaufmann,
Kraay, and Mastruzzi 2009:22) and it is not an annual index.
Finally, the BEEPS measures private sector perspective across 20 na‐
tions of Eastern Europe and Central Asia. An obvious limitation of this
indicator is the size of the survey sample and its limited country cover‐
age. In summary, each of the corruption indices has its weaknesses
and, therefore, utilizing more than one indicator would be a wise ap‐
5 The Guardian (2013) ‘Is Transparency International’s measure of corruption
still valid? Critics say the NGO’s Corruption Perceptions Index conveys an “elite
bias” and doesn’t show evidence of actual corruption’: https://www.theguardian.
com/global‐development/poverty‐matters/2013/dec/03/transparency‐international‐
measure‐corruption‐valid[accessed 21 August 2013].
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proach to take.
2. Consequences of corruption
According to the World Economic Forum’s “Global Agenda Council
on Anti‐Corruption & Transparency 2012–2014”,the cost of conducting
business worldwide is increased by 10 percent due to corruption. Both
the IMF and the World Bank have identified corruption in general and
public sector corruption in particular as the greatest obstacles to social
and economic development (Blackburn and Forgues‐Puccio 2007).
Along the same lines, according to USAID (2005),6 corruption under‐
mines business success but also contributes to poverty, inequality,
crime, and insecurity. The economic effects of corruption are likely to
include a reduction in public revenue and an increase in public spend‐
ing as well as an increase in income inequality because well‐positioned
persons can exploit government activities at a cost to the rest of the
population (Tanzi 1998, 582–583). By diverting resources for critical
services like education, clean water, and health care into the pockets of
dishonest government officials, corruption reduces income levels, edu‐
cational attainment,7and rate of growth, corruption perpetuates the cy‐
cle of poverty in many countries and impedes progress (Eicher, Garcia‐
Penalosa, and Van Ypersele 2009; Hills, Fiske, and Mahmoud 2009). A
basic reason why corruption increases poverty is because it reduces the
earning potential of the poor (Tanzi 1998, 583).
Regarding the interaction between corruption and political instabil‐
ity on the one hand and policy formation on the other, Fredriksson and
Svensson (2003) found that corruption reduces the stringency of envi‐
ronmental regulations, but the effect disappears as political instability
increases. Mauro (1996) argued that corruption lowers foreign invest‐
ment because it has the same effect as a tax, it also reduces the produc‐
tivity of public investment and a country’s infrastructure; and it re‐
duces expenditure for operation and maintenance. Anpkhin and
Cited by Branco & Delgado (2012, 363).
The relationship between education, output levels, and the level of corruption,
however, is non‐monotonic.
6
7
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Schulze (2009) found that a lack of trust in the ability of the state and
market institutions to reliably and impartially enforce law and the
rules of trade also hinders productivity and investment in innovation
and entrepreneurship. Gyimah‐Brempong (2002) reported that corrup‐
tion is positively correlated with income inequality and also reduces
economic growth directly and indirectly through lessened investment
in physical capital. Using data from the World Income Inequality data‐
base, Ashiku (2011) supported other researchers by reporting that high
and rising corruption widens the gap between the rich and the poor
and increases the number of people in poverty by reducing economic
growth. Ashiku concluded that corruption enriches a small part of the
population at a cost to the whole society and therefore leads to greater
income inequality. Finally, income growth and increased inequality
indicate that corruption has a greater adverse effect on the poor than
the rich in developing countries.
3. Corruption and financial crisis
Concerning the link between corruption and the global financial cri‐
sis, in his 2009 article in Forbes, Daniel Kaufmann (2009) maintained
that one of the causes of the latter was the element of state capture or
just capture (i.e., high‐level political corruption) in the systemic failures
of oversight, regulation, and disclosure in the financial sector. ‘Cap‐
ture’ refers to cases in which powerful corporations or persons exploit
“the regulatory, policy and legal institutions of the nation for their pri‐
vate benefit” through bribery of high‐ranking officials or by lobbying
(Kaufmann 2009). Political corruption has been neglected as research‐
ers have focused on petty or administrative corruption, with a notable
exception of Heywood, 2015. The importance of capture in the etiology
of financial crises led Kaufmann (2009) to argue that the study of cor‐
ruption ought to include acts that, strictly speaking, are legal but bend
the rules of the game. Kaufmann in 2004 examined the level of corrup‐
tion in a country based on how widespread capture was, creating an
index of “legally corrupt” manifestations. Using Kaufmann’s ranking,
in 2003, the United States came 53rd instead of 18th on the basis of
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Transparency International’s ratings. Kaufmann’s (2009) view that the
study of corruption ought to include acts that may be legal but bend
the rules is of relevance because in many cases the elite and wealthy
can behave legally but unethically, twisting the rules for their own
vested interest.
Fraud and Corruption Detection and Prevention
The auditing profession has been criticized and auditors have been
sanctioned for failure to: (a) gather sufficient competent evidence, (b)
exercise due professional care, (c) exercise a sufficient level of profes‐
sional skepticism, and (e) obtain evidence related to management rep‐
resentations, (McKenna 2013). William Boynton and Raymond Johnson
(2005) have reported that since the fall of Enron, auditing standards
had been revamped to re‐emphasize the auditor’s duty to detect fraud
(see AICPA 2002; IFAC 2009). Financial statement users in many coun‐
tries believe that auditors ought to have a primary audit responsibility
to detect all irregularities (Epstein and Geiger 1994), sustaining (to au‐
dit firms’ likely disappointment) what is known as the “expectation
gap” concept. In this context, Porter (1997) argued that users’ expecta‐
tions are beyond what is reasonably expected by common law and by
the auditing profession. Porter’s argument remains valid twenty years
later.
Unique skills are required to detect and prevent fraud and impend‐
ing corporate failures. In carrying out an audit and assessing the risk of
fraud, auditors must exercise reasonable skill and care (which includes
professional skepticism) and assess the client’s integrity. If they fail to
do so, they are legally liable. However, unless auditors are provided
with the skills and knowledge necessary to perform their role as pre‐
scribed, it is unfair to expect them to detect illegal acts, including
fraud, and it would be unreasonable to expect them to detect corrup‐
tion. Auditors may have a duty in terms of other legislation to report
any illegal activities they uncover or come to suspect in the course of
their work (Labuschagne and Els 2006), but they are not required to
consider the risk of corruption unless specific legislation calls for it.
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We see that the external auditor’s role in detecting fraud has be‐
come more complicated and controversial over the years, but in addi‐
tion the auditor’s capabilities have been called into question (Fraser
and Pong 2009). Furthermore, compared to small audit firms, large
ones are better resourced, more independent, in a better position to re‐
sist pressure from a client, stricter in issuing opinions (De Angelo
1981), but more likely to be sued. Consequently, large accounting firms
will ensure a quality independent audit service.
External auditors need to undertake discussions with stakeholders
and get involved in “dirtier data‐processing” (Fraser and Pong 2009,
145). However, due to the nature of the audit work and the evolution
of external auditing (Krambia‐Kapardis, 2015), auditors are interested
in fraud or theft of assets but not corruption, which may be a feature of
a company’s culture. Corruption in the private sector can take place,
for example, if management bribes a government official; external
auditors would rarely know of the offense and consequently would be
unable to detect or report it (Khan 2006).
The responsibility for detecting and preventing fraud and corrup‐
tion falls on the Board of Directors and the Internal Auditors. The Insti‐
tute of Internal Auditors (2009) acknowledges that management and
the Board are ultimately responsible for fraud deterrence, stating that
internal auditors can assist management by determining whether the
organization has adequate internal controls and fosters an adequate
control environment. The Cadbury (1992) Corporate Governance Code
stated in paragraphs 2.5‐2.7 the role and responsibility of the Board of
Directors as follows:
Boards of directors are responsible for the governance of
their companies. The shareholders’ role in governance is to
appoint the directors and the auditors and to satisfy them‐
selves that an appropriate governance structure is in place.
The responsibilities of the board include setting the com‐
pany’s strategic aims, providing the leadership to put them
into effect, supervising the management of the business and
reporting to shareholders on their stewardship… boards set
financial policy and oversee its implementation, including
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the use of financial controls, and the process whereby they
report on the activities and progress of the company to the
shareholders… The role of the auditors is to provide the
shareholders with an external and objective check on the di‐
rectors’ financial statements which form the basis of that re‐
porting system.
Thus, the key principles of accountability, probity, and transparency
rest with management, the Board of Directors and indirectly the inter‐
nal auditors but not the external auditors.
Conclusions
This chapter has argued that, fraud and corruption can contribute
significantly to bringing about the collapse of corporations and a finan‐
cial crisis. While definitions of fraud vary across jurisdictions and at‐
tempting to precisely define fraud is problematic, the essential element
of fraud is deception. Similarly, there is no universally accepted defini‐
tion of corruption yet a widely accepted and well‐used definition of
corruption is the one used by the World Bank, which refers to the abuse
of public power for private profit. Both fraud and corruption have ma‐
jor consequences for victims and economies as well as society generally
and can contribute to a financial crisis and a country’s financial cliff.
The responsibility for preventing and detecting fraud and corrup‐
tion rests with management. Those who are charged with the respon‐
sibility of preventing fraud and corruption are the management and
the Board of an organization. While financial statement users at times
expected that the external auditors ought to be charged with such re‐
sponsibility of detecting or preventing fraud and corruption, both
common and statute law as well as the accounting profession have ac‐
knowledged that auditors do not have such skills or the knowledge of
the offense and consequently they would be unable to detect or report
it. Krambia‐Kapardis (2016) recommends in chapter 5 of her book a ho‐
listic approach/model in addressing both corporate fraud and corrup‐
tion.
In an effort to minimize the risk of a financial crisis and a financial
cliff for a country, the model proposed addressed and integrates issues
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of: (a) ethics and moral values at the level of the individual, (b) corpo‐
rate governance, corporate social responsibility and ethical progress at
the level of the company and (c) civil society participation, political ac‐
countability, institutional integrity and ethics in curriculum at the level
of the society. Only by investing simultaneously at the three levels, it is
argued, can the risk of corruption and corporate fraud be minimized
and a financial crisis be averted‐undoubtedly a Herculean feat but one
worth accomplishing.
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I. Einführung: Der Fall Siemens vor deutschen Gerichten
Der „Fall Siemens“ gilt bis heute als der größte Korruptionsskandal
eines deutschen Unternehmens. Die Ermittlungen begannen nach einer
anonymen Anzeige im Jahr 2006 und führten zu 337 Ermittlungsver‐
fahren gegen 368 Beschuldigte. Mitarbeitern des Unternehmens wurde
vorgeworfen, ein System schwarzer Kassen zur Finanzierung von Be‐
stechungen im Ausland unterhalten zu haben. Nach den Erkenntnissen
der Ermittlungen wurden dem Unternehmen auf diese Weise Aufträge
in einer Vielzahl von Ländern – etwa Nigeria, Italien, Griechenland,
Venezuela oder Taiwan – gesichert. Im Zuge einer Kooperation mit
den amerikanischen und den deutschen Behörden leitete Siemens um‐
fassende interne Untersuchungen ein1 und etablierte ein umfassendes
Compliance‐System.
Gegen das Unternehmen wurde vom Landgericht München I eine
Geldbuße von 201 Millionen Euro verhängt; später folgte eine weitere
1 Die Ergebnisse der internen Aufarbeitung finden sich unter http://www.sie‐
mens.com/press/pool/de/events/2008‐12‐PK/summary‐d.pdf; vgl. dazu auch Jahn,
StV 2009, 41 ff.
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Sanktion in Höhe von 395 Millionen Euro durch die Staatsanwaltschaft
München I.2 Parallel führte die Staatsanwaltschaft eine Vielzahl von
Strafverfahren gegen verantwortliche Mitarbeiter des Konzerns. Die
bis zum August 2011 vorliegenden Daten weisen unter anderem 55
Einstellungen nach § 153a StPO, 22 Strafbefehle und 11 Anklagen aus.
Im November 2014 wurde in Athen gegen 64 Beschuldigte Anklage
wegen Bestechung und Geldwäsche erhoben.3 Bei den Angeklagten
handelt es sich mehrheitlich um Personen, mit denen sich bereits die
deutsche Justiz beschäftigt hat.
Die Verfahren sollen Anlass sein für eine Betrachtung von Geltung
und Reichweite des „ne bis in idem“ ‐Grundsatzes im Kontext transna‐
tionaler Bestechungsdelikte. Dabei handelt es sich keinesfalls um ein
Randproblem: Da Auslandskorruption in aller Regel über die Grenzen
eines Staates hinausgeht, sind dem Delikt Jurisdiktionskonflikte und
die Gefahr einer Doppelbestrafung immanent. Die Grundlage der
nachfolgenden Gedanken bilden drei Fallkonstellationen des Siemens‐
Verfahrens, die im Hinblick auf das „ne bis in idem“ ‐ Prinzip interes‐
sante Fragen aufwerfen. Kann ein deutscher Vorteilsgeber in Griechen‐
land verurteilt werden, wenn gegen ihn in Deutschland (a) das Verfah‐
ren gegen die Zahlung einer Auflage nach § 153a StPO eingestellt, (b)
eine Geldbuße wegen fahrlässiger Aufsichtspflichtverletzung verhängt
oder (c) eine Verurteilung wegen Untreue gem. § 266 StGB4 ausgespro‐
chen wurde?

In den USA zahlte Siemens weitere 450 Millionen US‐Dollar.
Gegen das Unternehmen wollen die griechischen Behörden hingegen nicht
mehr vorgehen, da mit Siemens bereits eine Einigung erzielt wurde. Der Konzern
verzichtete auf die Bezahlung von Rechnungen im Wert von 80 Mio. € und in‐
vestierteknapp
90 Mio. € in griechische Bildungs‐ und Anti‐ Korruptionsprogramme sowie 100
Mio. € in griechische Tochtergesellschaften.
4 „StGB“ ohne Zusatz steht im Folgenden für das deutsche Strafgesetzbuch. Das
griechische Strafgesetzbuch wird mit dem Zusatz „StGb‐GR“ zitiert.
2
3
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II. Das Strafanwendungsrecht: Zuständigkeit in Fällen der Aus‐
landsbestechung
Die Frage nach einer Verletzung des Doppelbestrafungsverbotes
stellt sich nur dann, wenn mehrere Staaten für die Bestrafung des Tä‐
ters zuständig sein können. Für die Mitarbeiter eines deutschen Unter‐
nehmens, die einen Amtsträger im Ausland bestechen, gilt zunächst
das deutsche Strafrecht. Die Zuständigkeit der deutschen Gerichtsbar‐
keit kann dabei entweder auf das allgemeine Territorialitätsprinzip in
§§ 3, 9 StGB oder auf die Sondervorschrift in § 5 Nr. 15a StGB gestützt
werden. Letztere erlaubt eine Bestrafung des deutschen Gebers selbst
dann, wenn die Bestechungshandlung ausschließlich im Ausland er‐
folgt und – hier liegt die Besonderheit der Neuregelung gegenüber § 7
Abs. 2 Nr. 1 StGB – am Tatortstaat selbst nicht strafbar ist.5 Damit ent‐
sprechen die Regelungen des StGB den Vorgaben der OECD‐
Konvention gegen die Bestechung ausländischer Amtsträger im inter‐
nationalen geschäftlichen Verkehr.6 Die Konvention verpflichtet ihre
Vertragsstaaten, Fälle der aktiven Bestechung ausländischer Amtsträ‐
ger auf ihrem Hoheitsgebiet zu sanktionieren7; gleichzeitig soll die Ge‐
richtsbarkeit auf Korruptionshandlungen eigener Staatsangehöriger
außerhalb des nationalen Territoriums erstreckt werden8.
Wie verhält es sich aber mit der Zuständigkeit der griechischen Be‐
hörden für eine Bestrafung der deutschen Siemens‐Mitarbeiter? Die
Frage nach einer Jurisdiktion des Tatortstaates über die Geberseite ist
in Verfahren wegen Auslandsbestechung zentral. In Deutschland be‐
gangene Korruptionstaten können sich – gerade wenn aus dem Unter‐

5

Kritisch hierzu Weigend, in: Hoven/Kubiciel, Auslandsbestechung, S. 109, 111

f...
6 OECD‐Konvention gegen die Bestechung ausländischer Amtsträger im inter‐
nationalen geschäftlichen Verkehr vom 17. Dezember 1997. Deutschland hat die
Konvention zunächst durch das IntBestG umgesetzt (Gesetz zur Bekämpfung in‐
ternationaler Bestechung, 10. September 1998, BGBl. 1998 II, S. 2327) und anschlie‐
ßend in § 335a StGB überführt.
7 Art. 1 Abs. 1 i. V.m. Art. 4 Abs. 1 OECD‐Konvention.
8 Art. 4 Abs. 2 OECD‐Konvention.
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nehmen heraus systematisch bestochen wird – in einer Vielzahl von
Staaten auswirken. Für den Verwalter einer schwarzen Kasse, aus der
weltweit Bestechungsgelder gezahlt werden, besteht dann die Gefahr,
in jedem Land vor Gericht gestellt zu werden, in das Bestechungsgel‐
der geflossen sind.9
Das deutsche Recht sieht in § 5 Nr. 15c StGB eine Regelung für die
Ahndung der ausländischen Geberseite vor. Wird ein deutscher Amts‐
träger bestochen, so gilt das deutsche Strafrecht auch dann, wenn die
Tat im Ausland begangen wurde und dort straflos ist. Eine entspre‐
chende Sondervorschrift für Fälle der Auslandsbestechung wurde mit
Gesetzesänderung vom Juni 2014 auch in das griechische Recht einge‐
führt.10 Die Möglichkeit einer Bestrafung von Auslandsdelikten nach
§ 8 StGB‐GR besteht nunmehr auch dann, wenn sich die Tat „an einen
Amtsträger des griechischen Staates [...] richtet“. Wenngleich die Vor‐
schrift hier einschlägig wäre, kann sie auf den Bestechungskomplex im
Siemens‐Verfahren nicht ex post angewandt werden; die Ausdehnung
des Strafanwendungs rechts verstieße gegen das Rückwirkungsverbot
aus § 2 Abs. 1 StGB‐GR und Art. 7 Abs. 1 S. 1 Verf‐GR. Nach der zum
Tatzeitpunkt geltenden Fassung des § 8 lit. d StGB‐GR fand griechi‐
sches Recht allein auf Auslandstaten Anwendung, die sich „gegen“ ei‐
nen griechischen Amtsträger richteten. Der Bedienstete muss hier Op‐
fer des Deliktes sein, die verletzte Strafnorm mithin seine Interessen
und Rechtsgüter schützen. Bestechungsdelikte werden jedoch nicht
gegen den Willen des Bediensteten begangen, sondern beruhen gerade
konstitutiv auf einer einvernehmlichen Unrechtsabrede zwischen den
Beteiligten und gefährden Funktionsfähigkeit und Integrität der öffent‐
lichen Verwaltung. Straftaten, die ausschließlich Belange des Staates
berühren, sind von § 8 lit. d StGB‐GR allerdings nicht erfasst.11 So unter

9 Dies gilt erst recht für Straf‐ oder Bußgeldzahlungen des Unternehmens, für
das ein Doppelbestrafungsverbot regelmäßig nicht gilt.
10Gesetzesbegründung zu Gesetz 4254 vom 30.03.2014, FEK 85 Aʹ/07.04.2014, S.
55; http://www.hellenicparliament.gr/UserFiles/2f026f42‐950c‐4efc‐b950‐340c4fb76a
24/ m‐oikplai‐eis.pdf.
11 Das restriktive Verständnis des § 8 StGB‐GR a.F. entspricht der Auslegung
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fällt etwa ein gegenüber dem Amtsträger verübter Betrug, der sich zu
Lasten des Staatsvermögens auswirkt, nicht dem Anwendungsbereich
der Norm.12
Da eine Sondernorm für die Bestechung griechischer Amtsträger
nicht eingreift, muss eine Zuständigkeit der dortigen Behörden nach
den allgemeinen Vorgaben des griechischen Rechts begründet werden.
Ein erster Anknüpfungspunkt könnte das Territorialitätsprinzip in § 5
Abs. 1 StGB‐GR sein. Hiernach ist griechisches Strafrecht auf alle Taten
anwendbar, die ganz oder teilweise auf griechischem Hoheitsgebiet
begangen werden. Nach § 16 StGB‐GR gilt eine Tat als an dem Ort be‐
gangen, an dem der Täter gehandelt hat oder an dem der zum Tatbe‐
stand gehörende Erfolg eingetreten ist. Die Bezugnahme auf Hand‐
lungs‐ und Erfolgsort entspricht mithin den Regelungen des deutschen
Rechts in §§ 3, 9 StGB. Für die Bestimmung des „Tatorts“ eines Kor‐
ruptionsdeliktes lassen sich daher möglicherweise Erkenntnisse des
deutschen Strafanwendungsrechts nutzbar machen. Nach zutreffender
Ansicht „handelt“ der Täter ausschließlich am Ort seiner körperlichen
Anwesenheit.13 Die Gegenauffassung möchte den Handlungsort dar‐
über hinaus auf solche Orte erstrecken, an denen sich die Wirkung der
Handlung entfaltet.14 Seitdem der Gesetzgeber den Erfolgsort aus‐

der Parallelvorschrift des § 5 Nr. 14 StGB im deutschen Recht; MüKo‐StGB/Ambos,
§ 5 Rn. 37.
12 Charalambakis/Kamperou‐Dalta, StGB‐GR, Par. 8 δ, S. 98, Rn. 10; Margaritis,
StGB‐GR, Par. 8 δ, S. 29, Rn. 4; Schönke/Schröder/Eser, StGB, § 5 Rn. 21; Satzger /
Schmitt/Widmaier/Satzger, StGB, § 5 Rn. 27. Anders HK‐GS/Hartmann, StGB, § 5
Rn. 21.
13 Sieber, NJW 1999, 2065, 2070; MüKo‐StGB/Ambos, § 9 Rn.8; SK‐StGB/Hoyer, §9
Rn. 4; NK‐StGB/Böse, §9 Rn. 3; Fischer, StGB, § 9 Rn. 3.
14 Schönke/Schröder/Eser, StGB, § 9 Rn. 4. Damit soll insbesondere bei Äuße‐
rungs‐ und Verbreitungsdelikten auch der Ort „Handlungsort“ sein, an dem die
Kundgabehandlung optisch oder akustisch wahrgenommen werden kann. Dieses
bei Eser explizit auch auf die Entscheidung KG NJW 1999, 3500 gestützte Ver‐
ständnis, das eine Ausweitung des Anwendungsbereichs deutschen Strafrechts bei
Fernsehübertragungen ermöglicht (Zeigen des „Hitlergrußes“ während eines im
Fernsehen übertragenen Fußballspiels im Ausland) entspricht mittlerweile auch
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drücklich in die Definition des § 9 StGB einbezogen hat, besteht für ei‐
ne derart extensive Auslegung des Handlungsbegriffes indes keine
Notwendigkeit mehr.15 Befindet sich der Geber also beim Anbieten,
Versprechen oder Gewähren des illegalen Vorteils in Deutschland, so
kann der Handlungsort keine ausländische Zuständigkeit begründen.
Zu überlegen ist allerdings, ob eine Jurisdiktion des Tatortstaates
über den Ort des Erfolgs hergeleitet werden kann. Hiergegen könnte
sprechen, dass es sich bei den Korruptionstatbeständen um abstrakte
Gefährdungsdelikte zum Schutze der Lauterkeit des öffentlichen
Dienstes sowie des Vertrauens der Allgemeinheit in die Sachlichkeit
staatlicher Entscheidungen handelt.16 Ein Erfolg im Sinne einer nach‐
weisbaren Verletzung der geschützten Rechtsgüter ist für die Verwirk‐
lichung des Tatbestandes also gerade nicht erforderlich. Setzt ein Straf‐
tatbestand dagegen einen Gefährdungs‐ oder Verletzungserfolg nicht
voraus, kann sein (faktischer) Eintritt für die Bestimmung des an‐
wendbaren Strafrechts grundsätzlich keine Rolle spielen.17
Indes ist der Begriff des „Erfolgs“ in § 9 StGB nicht deckungsgleich
mit seiner Auslegung in der allgemeinen Tatbestandslehre.18 Nach
mittlerweile herrschender Ansicht wird der „zum Tatbestand gehö‐
rende Erfolg“ auch im Sinne eines „Tathandlungserfolgs“ verstanden;

nicht mehr der Rechtsprechung des deutschen Bundesgerichtshofs, vgl. BGH
NStZ 2015, 81, 82, wonach es verfehlt wäre, einen Handlungsort auch dort anzu‐
nehmen, „wo die durch mediale Übertragung transportierte Handlung ihre Wir‐
kung entfaltet“, da der „Radius der Wahrnehmbarkeit einer Handlung (…) nicht
Teil ihrer selbst“ ist.
15 NK‐StGB/Böse, § 9 Rn. 4; Sieber, NJW 1999, 2065, 2070.
16 BGH NJW 2001, 2558, 2559; BGHNJW 2001, 2560; BGH NJW 2002, 2801, 2803;
BGH NStZ 2000, 589, 590; BGH wistra 2001, 295, 297; BGH NStZ‐RR 2005, 266, 267;
MüKo‐StGB/Korte, § 331 Rn. 5 ff.; BeckOK/Trüg, § 331 Rn. 4; Fischer, StGB § 331 Rn.
2; LK‐StGB/Sowada, Vor § 331 Rn. 36 f.; Satzger / Schmitt / Widmaier / Rosenau,
StGB, § 331 Rn. 7; SK‐StGB/Rudolphi/Stein, § 331 Rn. 4.
17 So sieht es auch die griechische Rechtswissenschaft: Androulakis et al./ Mylo‐
nopoulos, Systematische Auslegung des Strafgesetzbuches, § 16, Rn. 1‐3, 5; Sakkou‐
las/Margaritis, StGB‐GR, § 5, S. 56 f.
18 Sieber, NJW 1999, 2065, 2072.
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der strafanwendungsrechtliche Erfolgsbegriff erfasst damit auch solche
Folgen der Tathandlung, die ein Unrechtselement des Straftatbestan‐
des bilden.19 Abstrakte Gefährdungsdelikte können also einen Erfolg‐
sort aufweisen, wenn sich die Tatbestandsverwirklichung nicht in ei‐
ner reinen Tätigkeit erschöpft, sondern mit der Handlung eine gesetz‐
lich beschriebene Außenwirkung erzielt werden muss.20 So verhält es
sich bei den Bestechungsdelikten. Die aktive Bestechung nach § 334
StGB setzt das Anbieten, Versprechen oder Gewähren eines Vorteils
gegenüber dem Amtsträger voraus. Alle drei Tathandlungsvarianten
verlangen hier einen erfolgreichen Zugang der Erklärung beim Emp‐
fänger: „Gewährt“ ist ein Vorteil erst mit der tatsächlichen Zuwendung
an den Bestochenen,21 und sowohl „Angebot“ als auch „Versprechen“
müssen zur Kenntnis des Amtsträgers gelangt sein.22 Der Tathand‐
lungserfolg tritt also erst beim Empfänger der illegalen Zuwendung
und damit gewöhnlich im Heimatstaat des Amtsträgers ein. Auf
Grundlage des weit verstandenen Erfolgsbegriffs lässt sich über das
Territorialitätsprinzip regelmäßig eine doppelte Zuständigkeit be‐
gründen: Fallen Handlung und Handlungserfolg bei der Auslandsbe‐
stechung auseinander, sind für die Verfolgung des Vorteilsgebers nicht
nur die Gerichte an dessen Wohnort, sondern auch die Strafverfol‐
gungsbehörden im ausländischen Nehmerstaat zuständig.23
In der Anklage gegen die deutschen Mitarbeiter des Siemens‐
Konzerns beruft sich die griechische Staatsanwaltschaft allerdings
NK‐StGB/Böse, § 9 Rn. 10; Sieber, NJW 1999, 2065, 2072.
MüKo‐StGB/Korte, § 331 Rn. 10; NK‐StGB/Böse, § 9 Rn. 10.
21 MüKo‐StGB/Korte, § 331 Rn. 13.
22 MüKo‐StGB/Korte, § 331 Rn. 10.
23 Ähnlich verhält es sich beim Empfänger des Vorteils. Erklärt er die Forde‐
rung der Bestechung gegenüber einem Geber im Ausland oder nimmt er diesem
gegenüber ein Vorteilsversprechen an, so fallen auch hier Handlung und Hand‐
lungserfolg auseinander (zum erforderlichen Zugang der Willenserklärungen
MüKo‐StGB/Korte, § 331 Rn. 52 f.). Lediglich in der Tatvariante des (gegenständli‐
chen) Annehmens des Vorteils muss dem Geber keine Erklärung zugehen (NK‐
StGB/Kuhlen, § 331 Rn. 28; Fischer, StGB, § 331 Rn. 20); hier ist der Tatort allein am
Aufenthaltsort des Nehmers begründet.
19
20
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nicht auf eine territoriale Zuständigkeit, sondern auf § 7 StGB‐GR.
Nach der Vorschrift findet griechisches Recht auch bei einer im Aus‐
land begangenen Tat eines ausländischen Staatsangehörigen Anwen‐
dung, wenn „sich diese Handlung gegen einen griechischen Staatsbür‐
ger richtet“ und sie nach den Gesetzen des Tatortstaates ebenfalls
strafbar ist.24 Die Heranziehung des passiven Personalitätsprinzips er‐
scheint auf den ersten Blick überraschend, gelten Bestechungsstraftaten
doch als „opferlose“ Delikte.25 Da die Korruptionstatbestände den
Schutz von Funktionsfähigkeit und Integrität der öffentlichen Verwal‐
tung bezwecken, kommt als Geschädigter der Bestechung allein der
griechische Staat in Betracht. Ob staatliche Stellen jedoch als „griechi‐
sche Staatsbürger“ im Sinne des § 7 StGB‐GR verstanden werden kön‐
nen, ist zweifelhaft.26 Teilweise wird ihre Einbeziehung generell bejaht,
teilweise unter Hinweis auf den eindeutigen Wortlaut der Norm abge‐
lehnt.27 Eine – offenbar vorherrschende – Ansicht will hingegen nach
dem betroffenen Rechtsgut differenzieren: werden individuelle Güter
verletzt, die auch einer Privatperson zustehen könnten, so soll der
Staat dem Bürger gleichgestellt werden.28
Die Ausdehnung des § 7 StGB‐GR auf Belange des griechischen
Staates begegnet jedoch erheblichen Bedenken. Die Subsumtion des
„Staates“ unter den Begriff des „Bürgers“ erscheint bereits angesichts

24 § 7 Abs. 1 StGB‐GR: Die griechischen Strafgesetze finden auch gegenüber
Ausländern Anwendung, bei einer Handlung, die im Ausland begangen wurde
und als Verbrechen oder Vergehen eingestuft wird, wenn sich diese Handlung ge‐
gen einen griechischen Staatsbürger richtet und sie strafbar auch nach den Geset‐
zen des Landes ist, in dem sie begangen wurde oder wenn die Tat in einem Land
begangen wurde, das sich in einem politischen Ausnahmezustand befindet.
25 Etwa Hetzer, NJW 2004, 3746, 3748.
26 Siehe hierzu Chatzinikolaou/Papakyriakou/Zachariadis/Kaiafa‐Gbandi, in: Böse/
Meyer/Schneider, Conflicts of Jurisdicition in Criminal Matters in the European
Union, S. 187, 210 m.w.N.
27 Siehe zur Diskussion: Androulakis et al./Mylonopoulos, Systematische Ausle‐
gung des Strafgesetzbuches, § 7 Rn. 85 f. (Übersetzungen liegen Verf. vor).
28 Sakkoulas/Margaritis, StGB‐GR, § 7, S. 27‐28; Charalambakis/Kamperou‐Dalta,
StGB‐GR, § 7, S. 92 f. (Übersetzungen liegen Verf. vor).
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der fundamentalen Unterschiedlichkeit der Kategorien als Auslegung
contra legem. Noch schwerer wiegt allerdings die hiermit verbundene
Vermischung zweier unterschiedlicher Jurisdiktionskonzepte. Das in §
7 StGB‐GR verankerte passive Personalitätsprinzip beruht auf der Vor‐
stellung einer Verantwortung des Staates für seine Bürger.29 Eine Straf‐
gewalt über Taten, die gegen den Staat begangen werden, ist hingegen
Ausdruck einer eigenen staatlichen Interessenwahrnehmung (sog.
„Realprinzip“).30 Das deutsche Recht unterscheidet daher: Das Straf‐
anwendungsrecht für Angriffe gegen Rechtsgüter des Staates wird in §
5 StGB geregelt, bei Straftaten gegen deutsche Staatsangehörige gilt § 7
Abs. 1 StGB. Obwohl die Begründung von Jurisdiktion bei der Verlet‐
zung nationaler griechischer Interessen grundsätzlich legitim ist31,
stellt sich die Einführung des Realprinzips jedenfalls über den Umweg
einer korrigierenden Auslegung des § 7 StGB‐GR als wenig überzeu‐
gend dar.
Aber selbst unter Zugrundelegung des weiteren Normverständnis‐
ses der herrschenden Meinung bliebe zweifelhaft, ob Korruptionsdelik‐
te unter § 7 StGB‐GR fallen können. Schließlich dienen die Beste‐
chungstatbestände der Funktionsfähigkeit des öffentlichen Dienstes
und somit dem Schutz von Allgemeinrechtsgütern, welche in dieser
Form Privatpersonen gerade nicht zustehen könnten. Eine Verletzung
individualrechtsfähiger Rechtsgüter wie Eigentum oder Vermögen lie‐
ße sich allenfalls damit begründen, dass dem Staat durch die manipu‐
lierte Auftragsvergabe an Siemens günstigere Verträge entgangen sind
und er hierdurch einen finanziellen Schaden erlitten hat.
Bedauerlicherweise hat die griechische Staatsanwaltschaft auf weitere
Ausführungen zur Begründung der Jurisdiktion verzichtet. Die Anga‐
ben der Anklageschrift geben daher keinen Hinweis, auf welchen Er‐

29 Zum deutschen Recht siehe LK‐StGB/Werle/Jeßberger, Vor § 3 Rn. 228: MüKo‐
StGB/Ambos, Vor §§ 3‐7 Rn. 37.
30 MüKo‐StGB/Ambos, Vor §§ 3 ‐ 7 Rn. 32; § 5 Rn. 1.
31 Zur völkrrechtlichen Zulässigkeit MüKo‐StGB/Ambos, Vor §§ 3‐7 Rn. 32;
BVerfGE 92, 227, 321; Blakesley/Stigall, George Washington International Law Re‐
view 39 [2007], 1, 22.
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wägungen die Anwendung des § 7 StGB‐GR beruht. Ebenfalls bedau‐
ernswert ist es, dass offenbar weder von deutscher noch von griechi‐
scher Seite Anstrengungen unternommen wurden, einen möglichen
Jurisdiktionskonflikt zwischenstaatlich zu lösen. Dabei hält Art. 4 Abs.
3 OECD‐Konvention die Vertragsstaaten ausdrücklich dazu an, sich im
Falle einer doppelten Zuständigkeit auf ein gemeinsames Vorgehen
(„most appropriate jurisdiction for prosecution“) zu einigen.
III. Das Doppelbestrafungsverbot: Die Geltung des Grundsatzes „ne
bis in idem“
Lässt sich nun – auch in Abhängigkeit von den konkreten Umstän‐
den der Tatausführung – eine Anwendung nicht nur des deutschen,
sondern auch des griechischen Strafrechts begründen (oder wird von
den griechischen Behörden eine solche jedenfalls angenommen), stellt
sich die oben bereits angesprochen Frage nach dem Doppelbestra‐
fungsverbot. Bevor näher darauf eingegangen wird, ob dieses im Ver‐
hältnis zwischen Korruptions‐ und Untreuevorwürfen überhaupt ein‐
schlägig ist (im Anschluss 2.) und bei welchen Erledigungsformen in
Deutschland das Verbot eingreift (sodann 3.), muss zunächst unter‐
sucht werden, welche Grundlagen für ein (transnationales) „ne bis in
idem“ bestehen.
1. Mögliche Rechtsgrundlagen
a) Überblick
Die Geltung jedenfalls eines Doppelbestrafungsverbots (und vielfach
auch eines Doppel verfolgsungs verbots) ist international weit verbrei‐
tet. Der Grundsatz „ne bis in idem“ ist Bestandteil der meisten, verfas‐
sungsrechtlich fundierten Strafrechtsordnungen32 und auch Gegens‐
tand internationaler Grundrechtsgewährleistungen (vgl. insb. Art. 50
GRC sowie Art. 4 des 7. ZP zur EMRK33). Der „klassische Anwen‐

32 Zum verfassungsrechtlichen Fundament der Garantie (insb. aus Sicht des
deutschen Rechts) eingehend Fliedner, AöR 99 [1974], 242 ff.
33 Eingehend hierzu Esser, in: Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 27 ff.
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dungsfall“, wie er etwa auch im Griechischen Recht in Art. 57 StPO‐GR
Niederschlag gefunden hat, würde hier freilich nicht weiterhelfen,
denn nach allgemeinem Verständnis gelten nationale ne‐bis‐in‐idem‐
Garantien nur für die jeweils eigene Staatsgewalt, d.h. ausländische
Gerichtsentscheidungen entfalten nach dem traditionellen Verständnis
nationalstaatlicher Regelungen insoweit keine Sperrwirkung.34 Viel‐
mehr sind hierfür supranationale Regelungen erforderlich, die auch ein
transnationales „ne bis in idem“ garantieren.35 Im Verhältnis von deut‐
scher zu griechischer Strafverfolgung kommen hier insbesondere Art.
54 des Schengener Durchführungsübereinkommens (SDÜ) sowie Art.
50 der Europäischen Grundrechtscharta (GRC) in Betracht.
Art. 50 GRC lautet:
„Niemand darf wegen einer Straftat, derentwegen er be‐
reits in der Union nach dem Gesetz rechtskräftig verur‐
teilt oder freigesprochen worden ist, in einem Strafver‐
fahren erneut verfolgt oder bestraft werden.“
Art. 54 SDÜ lautet:
„Wer durch eine Vertragspartei rechtskräftig abgeurteilt
worden ist, darf durch eine andere Vertragspartei wegen
derselben Tat nicht verfolgt werden, vorausgesetzt, dass
im Fall einer Verurteilung die Sanktion bereits vollstreckt
worden ist, gerade vollstreckt wird oder nach dem Recht
des Urteilsstaats nicht mehr vollstreckt werden kann.“
Art. 55 SDÜ erlaubt hierbei den Mitgliedsstaaten, Vorbehalte zu erklä‐
ren, und lautet auszugsweise:
„(1) Eine Vertragspartei kann bei der Ratifikation, der An‐
nahme oder der Genehmigung dieses Übereinkommens
erklären, daß sie in einem oder mehreren der folgenden

34

Vgl. für die deutsche Garantie in Art. 103 III GG ausdrücklich BVerfGE 75, 1,

15 f.
35 Zu den grundsätzlichen Fragen einer solchen Konstruktion vgl. neben den
Einzelnachweisen im Folgenden insb. auch Kniebühler, Transnationales ʹne bis in
idemʹ: Zum Verbot der Mehrfachverfolgung in horizontaler und vertikaler Dimen‐
sion, 2005, passim.
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Fälle nicht durch Artikel 54 gebunden ist:
a) Wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, ganz oder teilweise in ihrem Hoheitsgebiet begangen
wurde; im letzteren Fall gilt diese Ausnahme jedoch nicht,
wenn diese Tat teilweise im Hoheitsgebiet der Vertrags‐
partei begangen wurde, in dem das Urteil ergangen ist;
b) wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, eine gegen die Sicherheit des Staates oder andere glei‐
chermaßen wesentliche Interessen dieser Vertragspartei
gerichtete Straftat darstellt;
c) wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, von einem Bediensteten dieser Vertragspartei unter
Verletzung seiner Amtspflichten begangen wurde.“
Die Anordnung zweier zwar zumindest ähnlicher, aber doch nicht
deckungsgleicher Formulierungen der Garantie des „ne bis in idem“ in
zwei europäischen Rechtsakten unterschiedlicher Stufe und mit ver‐
schiedenen Vorbehaltsmöglichkeiten wirft die Frage auf, in welchem
Verhältnis beide Vorschriften zueinander stehen. Dabei geht es insbe‐
sondere darum,
• ob Art. 54 SDÜ neben der Gewährleistung in der GRC über‐
haupt noch eigenständige Bedeutung hat (oder ob umgekehrt
die GRC auf Grund ihres Anwendungsbereichs die nationale
Strafverfolgung ohnehin nicht berührt) und
• ob bzw. in welchem Umfang sich ein etwaiger Vorbehalt nach
Art. 55 SDÜ auch auf Art. 50 GRC auswirken kann.
b) Das Verhältnis von Art. 54 SDÜ zu Art. 50 GRC
Die Vorrangfrage zwischen Art. 54 SDÜ einerseits und Art. 50 GRC
andererseits würde sich dann gar nicht stellen, wenn für die vorlie‐
gend interessierenden Fälle einer nationalstaatlichen Strafverfolgung
Art. 50 GRC nicht anwendbar wäre. Diese Überlegung klingt auf den
ersten Blick überraschend, wird aber verständlicher, wenn man sich
Art. 51 GRC gewärtigt, der zur Geltung der Grundrechtsgarantien an‐
ordnet:
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„(1) Diese Charta gilt für die Organe und Einrichtungen
der Union unter Einhaltung des Subsidiaritätsprinzips und
für die Mitgliedstaaten ausschließlich bei der Durchfüh‐
rung des Rechts der Union. Dementsprechend achten sie
die Rechte, halten sie sich an die Grundsätze und fördern
sie deren Anwendung gemäß ihren jeweiligen Zuständig‐
keiten.
(2) Diese Charta begründet weder neue Zuständigkeiten
noch neue Aufgaben für die Gemeinschaft und für die U‐
nion, noch ändert sie die in den Verträgen festgelegten Zu‐
ständigkeiten und Aufgaben.“
Da eine Strafverfolgung in Griechenland (wie generell die Strafver‐
folgung in den Mitgliedstaaten) grundsätzlich nicht durch Organe und
Einrichtungen der Europäischen Union erfolgt und auch keine Aus‐
führung von Unionsrecht, sondern von nationalem Strafrecht darstellt,
scheint Art. 50 GRC nicht einschlägig zu sein. Die Annahme einer sol‐
chen vollständigen Bedeutungslosigkeit wäre aber nicht nur in hohem
Maße kontraintuitiv (da die Regelung in die Kompetenz der Mitglied‐
staaten fällt und seine Anwendung durch mitgliedsstaatliche Behörden
und Gerichte daher praktisch ausnahmslos eine Anwendung nationa‐
len Rechts bedeutet, so dass die Garantie in der GRC leer laufen wür‐
de), sondern greift auch dogmatisch zu kurz.36 Mitgliedstaaten, die das
Schengener Durchführungsübereinkommen zu berücksichtigen haben,
wenden bei der Entscheidung über ein etwaiges transnationales „ne bis
in idem“ gerade Unionsrecht an und sind insoweit an Art. 50 GRC ge‐
bunden. Hier handelt es sich also nicht um ein „entweder‐oder“, son‐
dern um ein „sowohl‐als‐auch“, d.h. gerade wegen Art. 54 SDÜ ist auch

36 Vgl. auch allgemein zum Streit um die Auslegung des Art. 51 GRC Hoff‐
mann/Rudolphi, DÖV 2012, 597; Von Koen Lenaerts, EuR 2013, 3;Walther, WiJ 2013,
158, 159 f.; zum extrem weiten Zugriff des EuGH auf die GRC vgl. – in anderem
Kontext (europarechtliche Berührungspunkte des materiellen Rechts, selbst bei
rein innerstaatlichen Vorgängen) – auch die Entscheidung Åkerberg Fransson Rs.
C 617/10 sowie dazu Dannecker, JZ 2013, 613 und Safferling, NStZ 2014, 545, 547.
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Art. 50 GRC zu beachten.37 In den Worten des EuGH: Das „Recht, we‐
gen einer Straftat nicht zweimal verfolgt oder bestraft zu werden,
(wird) sowohl in Art. 54 SDÜ als auch in Art. 50 der Charta genannt
(…) und Art. 54 SDÜ (ist) daher in dessen Licht auszulegen (…).“38
c) Aktuelle Bedeutung der Vorbehalte nach Art. 55 SDÜ
Schwieriger zu beantworten ist die Frage, ob sich die Mitgliedstaa‐
ten auch nach geltender Rechtslage auf die gemäß Art. 55 SDÜ erklär‐
ten Vorbehalte berufen können:
(aa) Die Fortgeltung dieser Vorbehalte ist schon seit Längerem um‐
stritten. Teilweise wird davon ausgegangen, dass die Vorbehalte schon
aufgrund der Einbeziehung des Schengen‐Besitzstandes in das Unions‐
recht durch den Vertrag von Amsterdam bzw. durch die Definition
dieses Besitzstandes im Schengen‐Protokoll39 gegenstandslos gewor‐
den sind.40 Begründet wird dies damit, dass nach dem Wortlaut des
Anhangs zum Schengen‐Protokoll nur die gemeinsamen Erklärungen
zum SDÜ 1990 sowie alle Erklärungen zu den Beitrittsprotokollen und
‐übereinkommen übernommen werden; dies scheint einseitige Erklä‐
rungen, die erst anlässlich der Ratifikation eines Beitrittsübereinkom‐
mens von einer angehenden Vertragspartei abgegeben werden, nicht
zu umfassen. Geradezu „optisch greifbar“ wird dies im Beschluss des
Rates vom 20.5.1999 zur Bestimmung des Schengen‐Besitzstands (1999/
435/EG), nach dem der Schengen‐Besitzstand alle in den Anhängen A
und B des Beschlusses aufgeführten Rechtsakte umfasst. Das zugehö‐
rige, umfangeiche tabellarische Verzeichnis erfasst diverse Beschlüsse
So im Ergebnis auch Burchard/Brodowski, StraFo 2010, 179, 181 f.
Vgl. EuGH Kossowski Rs. C‐486/14, Rn. 31; vgl. auch bereits EuGH Spasic Rs.
C 398/12, Rn. 58 ff.
39 2. Protokoll zum EUV und EGV zur Einbeziehung des Schengen‐
Besitzstandes in den Rahmen der EU (ABl. 1997, C 340, S. 93).
40 Vgl. Leidenmühler, The European Legal Forum 2002, 253, 255; Rekate, Die Ver‐
meidung von Jurisdiktionskonflikten und der Grundsatz einmaliger Strafverfol‐
gung in einem Raum der Freiheit, der Sicherheit und des Rechts, 2015, S. 168 f.; zu‐
stimmend auch Hecker, Europäisches Strafrecht, 3. Aufl. 2010, § 13 Rn. 65 und A‐
nagnastopoulos, FS Hassemer 2010, S. 1121, 1128.
37
38
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und Erklärungen verschiedener Institutionen, nicht aber einzelstaatli‐
cher Erklärungen nach Art. 55 SDÜ.
Freilich ist dies nicht unproblematisch.41 Denn formal könnte man
argumentieren, dass jedenfalls die Möglichkeit entsprechender Vorbe‐
halte und damit eine letztlich a priori nur eingeschränkte Geltung des
Art. 54 SDÜ auch nach dem Vertrag von Amsterdam bereits durch die
Einbeziehung der Relativierungsmöglichkeit nach Art. 55 SDÜ in den
Schengen‐Besitzstand angelegt ist. Ferner könnte man im Umkehr‐
schluss zu Art. 8 des 2. Schengen‐Protokolls (vgl. Fn. 39), in dem vor‐
geschrieben wird, dass in den Verhandlungen mit Beitrittskandidaten
der Schengen‐Besitzstand von diesen zwingend vollständig zu über‐
nehmen ist, annehmen, dass Vorbehalte, die von Alt‐Mitgliedern er‐
klärt worden waren, ihre Geltung behalten.42
(bb) Selbst wenn man deshalb die eher formale Begründung für das
Entfallen der Vorbehalte durch den Vertrag von Amsterdam nicht teilt,
stellt sich die Frage, ob es zu einem solchen nicht jedenfalls durch das
Inkrafttreten der Grundrechte ‐ Charta gekommen ist, in der die Gel‐
tung des Grundsatzes „ne bis in idem“ eigenständig angeordnet wor‐
den ist. Der EuGH hat genau diese Frage – trotz expliziter Vorlage
nach Art. 267 AEUV durch das OLG Hamburg43 – in einer Entschei‐
dung in jüngerer Zeit explizit offen gelassen, da sie im konkreten Fall
nicht entscheidungserheblich gewesen sei44 (was im Übrigen auch als
Indiz dafür angesehen werden könnte, dass er keinen Fall eines einfa‐
chen und klar‐formalen Fortfalls der Vorbehalte schon durch den Ver‐
trag von Amsterdam annehmen möchte).

Ablehnend etwa Liebau, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, 2005, S. 126 f.
Am Entfallen der Vorbehalte wohl zweifelnd auch Zimmermann, Strafgewalt‐
konflikte in der Europäischen Union, 2015, S. 256 f., hier im Zusammenhang mit
der Entscheidung EuGH Spasic Rs. C 398/12.
43 Die vom EuGH aufgeworfene verfahrensrechtliche Frage, ob die Vorlage
richtigerweise auf Art. 267 AEUV gestützt wurde oder aber ob Art. 30 EUV a.F.,
muss an dieser Stelle nicht vertieft werden, zumal sie auch nach Auffassung des
EuGH selbst nicht zur Unzulässigkeit der Vorlage geführt hatte.
44 EuGH Kossowski Rs. C‐486/14, Rn. 55.
41
42
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Die Annahme, die Vorbehalte könnten pauschal fortfallen, ist von
einem Verständnis zwischen SDÜ und GRC geprägt, das zumindest
unterbewusst unserer Vorstellung vom Verhältnis zwischen Verfas‐
sung (in der die nationalen Grundrechte gewährt sind) und einfachem
Gesetzesrecht entspricht: Enthält dieses einfache Gesetzesrecht Ein‐
schränkungen des Grundrechts, die in der Verfassung nicht vorgese‐
hen sind, ist es nichtig. So einfach verhält es sich jedoch im Verhältnis
von SDÜ und GRC nicht. Denn in Art. 52 GRC ist für die in der Charta
enthaltenen Garantien – gewissermaßen wie in einem ausgeklammer‐
ten und nachgestellten „Gesetzesvorbehalt“ (um die deutsch ‐ verfas‐
sungsrechtliche Terminologie aufzugreifen) – angeordnet:
„(1) Jede Einschränkung der Ausübung der in dieser Char‐
ta anerkannten Rechte und Freiheiten muss gesetzlich vor‐
gesehen sein und den Wesensgehalt dieser Rechte und
Freiheiten achten. Unter Wahrung des Grundsatzes der
Verhältnismäßigkeit dürfen Einschränkungen nur vorge‐
nommen werden, wenn sie erforderlich sind und den von
der Union anerkannten dem Gemeinwohl dienenden Ziel‐
setzungen oder den Erfordernissen des Schutzes der Rech‐
te und Freiheiten anderer tatsächlich entsprechen.
(2) Die Ausübung der durch diese Charta anerkannten
Rechte, die in den Verträgen geregelt sind, erfolgt im
Rahmen der in den Verträgen festgelegten Bedingungen
und Grenzen.“
Was hier als Anforderung an gesetzliche Einschränkungen der
Rechte nach der Charta formuliert ist, macht aber zugleich deutlich,
dass solche Einschränkungen möglich sind, wenn sie denn gesetzlich
vorgesehen sind und den materiellen Voraussetzungen des Art. 52
GRC genügen. Dabei erwähnen die Erläuterungen zur Charta45 auch
ausdrücklich, dass die „klar eingegrenzten Ausnahmen, in denen die
Mitgliedstaaten nach diesen Übereinkommen von der Regel ‚ne bis in
idem‘ abweichen können, [...] von der horizontalen Klausel des Art. 52

45

ABl 2007 C 303, S. 31.
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I über die Einschränkungen abgedeckt“ sind. Ganz konsequent hat in‐
soweit der EuGH zum „Vollstreckungserfordernis“ in Art. 54 SDÜ ju‐
diziert, dass „die in Art. 54 SDÜ enthaltene zusätzliche Voraussetzung
eine mit Art. 50 der Charta vereinbare Einschränkung des Grundsatzes
ne bis in idem darstellt, da diese Einschränkung von den Ausführun‐
gen zu Art. 50 in den Erläuterungen zur Charta (…) gedeckt ist“.46 Ent‐
sprechendes lässt sich auch für die Vorbehalte nach Art. 55 SDÜ
fruchtbar machen. Auch diese Möglichkeit ist gesetzlich, d.h. hier
durch Art. 55 SDÜ vorgesehen. Sie könnte daher als Einschränkungen
von Art. 50 GRC zu beachten sein, wenn Art. 54 SDÜ im Lichte dieser
Vorschrift auszulegen ist. Freilich müssen diese Einschränkungen den
Wesensgehalt der ne‐bis‐in‐idem‐Garantie sowie den Grundsatz der
Verhältnismäßigkeit achten.
(cc) Griechenland hat folgende Vorbehalte aufgenommen:47
„Die Regierung der hellenischen Republik erklärt gemäß
Art. 55 des Schengener Durchführungsübereinkommens,
dass sie in folgenden Fällen nicht durch Art. 54 des Über‐
einkommens gebunden ist:
1. Wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, ganz oder teilweise auf dem Hoheitsgebiet der hel‐
lenischen Republik begangen wurde. Diese Ausnahme
gilt jedoch nicht, wenn die Tat teilweise im Hoheitsge‐
biet der Vertragspartei begangen wurde, in dem das
Urteil ergangen ist.
2. Wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, von einem Beamten des griechischen Staates unter
Verletzung seiner Amtspflichten begangen wurde.
3. Wenn die Tat, die dem ausländischen Urteil zugrunde
lag, eine der folgenden, in den griechischen Strafgeset‐
zen vorgesehene Straftat darstellt:

Vgl. EuGH Spasic Rs. C 398/12, Rn. 55.
Deutsche Fassung nach der Zusammenstellung bei Grützner/Pötz/Kreß/
Grotz, 3. Aufl., A 3.3, Rn. 63.
46
47
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a) Hochverrat (Art. 134b – 137 des Strafgesetzbuches),
b) Landesverrat (Art. 138 – 152 des Strafgesetzbuches),
c) Straftaten gegen die Organe des Staates und der Re‐
gierung (Art. 157 – 160 des Strafgesetzbuches),
d) Angriffe gegen den Präsidenten der Republik (Art.
168 des Strafgesetzbuches),
b) Straftaten in Bezug auf den Militärdienst und auf die
Wehrpflicht (Art. 202 – 206 des Strafgesetzbuches),
f) Piraterie (Art. 215 des Gesetz über öffentliches
Schiffsrecht),
g) Straftaten in Bezug auf Geld (Art. 207 – 215 des
Strafgesetzbuches),
h) Verbotener Handel mit Suchtgift und psychotropen
Stoffen,
i) Verstöße gegen die Gesetzgebung über den Schutz
antiker Gegenstände und des Kulturerbes des Lan‐
des.
4. Wenn es sich um eine Straftat handelt, für die die vom
griechischen Staat unterzeichneten und ratifizierten in‐
ternationalen Übereinkommen die Geltung des griechi‐
schen Strafgesetzes vorsehen.“
(1) Dabei greift der Vorbehalt nach Nummer 2 (entspricht Art. 55 I c
SDÜ) ersichtlich nicht ein, weil es nicht um die Strafbarkeit des griechi‐
schen Amtsträgers geht. Sinnvollerweise kann dieser Vorbehalt auch
nicht dahingehend ausgelegt werden, dass er sich auf den gesamten
korruptiven Vorgang bezieht, an dem ein griechischer Amtsträger be‐
teiligt war. Denn der Vorbehalt schützt das Interesse des Staates, letzt‐
verbindlich über die Bestrafung seiner Amtsträger entscheiden zu
können, was aber den ausländischen (in diesem Fall: deutschen) Geber
gerade nicht betrifft.
(2) Der Vorbehalt nach Nummer 3 (entspricht Art. 55 I b SDÜ)
kommt nicht zur Anwendung, weil die Korruptionsdelikte nicht zu
den nach Art. 55 II SDÜ in diesen Fällen anzugebenden und von Grie‐
chenland in seiner Erklärung aufgeführten Straftaten gehören (was im
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Übrigen wohl auch nicht zulässig wäre, betrifft doch Korruption kein
„gleichermaßen gewichtiges Interesse“ wie die Sicherheit des Staates;
entsprechend sind die Korruptionsdelikte auch von anderen Staaten,
welche einen entsprechenden Vorbehalt erklärt haben, nicht aufge‐
nommen).48
(3) Aus der Trias des Art. 55 I SDÜ verbleibt also nur der Vorbehalt
nach Nummer 1 (entspricht Art. 55 I a SDÜ). Dieser knüpft freilich ge‐
wissermaßen an das Territorialitätsprinzip an (und erlaubt Durchbre‐
chungen von „ne bis in idem“ insbesondere dann, wenn eine Verurtei‐
lung allein in einem nach Territorialitätsgedanken nicht zuständigen
Staat erfolgt ist). Nach den oben angestellten Überlegungen, nach de‐
nen gerade auf Grund des kommunikativen Charakters der Korrupti‐
onsdelikte mit dem wechselseitigen „Zugangserfordernis“ Begehung‐
sort der transnationalen Korruption häufig gerade Geber‐ und Neh‐
merland sein werden, greift auch dieser Vorbehalt nicht ein, soweit –
was für die vorliegenden Fälle zu unterstellen ist – die Anwendbarkeit
deutschen Strafrechts jeweils (auch) durch das Territorialitätsprinzip
begründet werden konnte.
(4) Über die in Art. 55 I SDÜ vorgesehenen Vorbehalte hinaus be‐
zieht sich der griechische Vorbehalt auch noch auf Fälle, in denen „in‐
ternationalen Übereinkommen die Geltung des griechischen Strafge‐
setzes vorsehen“. Ob ein solcher Vorbehalt, der in dieser Form nicht
explizit im SDÜ angelegt war, überhaupt möglich ist, soll hier nicht
vertieft werden, da davon auszugehen ist, dass – allein bezogen auf
das SDÜ – letztlich mit anderen internationalen Übereinkommen
durchaus eine praktische Konkordanz herzustellen wäre. Jedenfalls im
Lichte der Art. 50, 52 GRC muss aber ein solcher Verweis eng dahinge‐
hend verstanden werden, dass hier nur Übereinkommen gemeint sind,
die in qualifizierter Weise gerade eine Zuständigkeit Griechenlands
begründen sollen. Übereinkommen, in denen sich etwa die Vertrags‐
48 Vgl. nur die Erklärungen Deutschlands (BGBl. [D] 1994 II, S. 631), Österreichs
(BGBl. [A] III Nr. 90/1997, S. 2048) und der Schweiz (abrufbar unter http://
www.rhf.admin.ch/rhf/de/home/straf/recht/multilateral/sdue/mitteilungen_schwei
z.html).
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staaten allgemein verpflichten, die Korruption zu bekämpfen, können
dagegen nicht allein deshalb genügen, weil etwa nach allgemeinen Re‐
geln des Strafanwendungsrechts auf bestimmte Fälle (auch) griechi‐
sches Strafrecht anwendbar ist; denn sonst würde dieser Vorbehalt
letztlich das transnationale „ne bis in idem über weite Strecken unter
den Vorbehalt der allgemeinen Regeln des griechischen Strafanwen‐
dungsrechts stellen – ein Ergebnis, das offensichtlich den Wesensgehalt
des Art. 50 GRC betreffen würde.
d) Zwischenergebnis
Im Ergebnis ist damit der Grundsatz „ne bis in idem“ in seiner in
Art. 54 SDÜ gefundenen Ausprägung bei Strafverfahren in Griechen‐
land zu beachten – sei es, weil entsprechende Vorbehalte nach Art. 55
SDÜ in Folge des Vertrags von Amsterdam bzw. des Inkrafttretens der
GRC ohnehin entfallen sind, sei es, weil sie jedenfalls für die vorlie‐
genden Konstellationen nicht einschlägig sind.
2. Bestrafung wegen „derselben Tat“?
Auch wenn damit viel dafür spricht, dass das Verbot der Doppelbe‐
strafung hier grundsätzlich Geltung beansprucht, greift es ganz kon‐
kret nur Platz, wenn dem Betroffenen ein Verfahren wegen „derselben
Tat“ droht. Das ist unzweifelhaft der Fall, wenn der Geber sowohl in
seinem Heimatland als auch im Nehmerstaat wegen der Bestechungs‐
handlung angeklagt werden soll. Fragen wirft jedoch eine Verurteilung
des Täters für eine Handlung im Vorfeld der eigentlichen Bestechung
auf. Im Siemens‐Verfahren wurde den Angeklagten die Bildung
schwarzer Kassen als Untreue nach § 266 StGB zur Last gelegt; ein Ver‐
fahren wegen Verwendung der Gelder zur Manipulation von Verga‐
beverfahren wurde in diesen Fällen nach § 154 StPO eingestellt und
der Vorwurf allenfalls im Rahmen der Strafzumessung berücksichtigt
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a) Verurteilungen wegen Untreue im Zusammenhang mit Auslands‐
bestechungen
Der 2. Strafsenat wertete die Bildung schwarzer Kassen in seiner
Entscheidung zum Fall Siemens/Enel als strafbare Untreue.49 In Abkehr
von seiner früheren Rechtsprechung in der Kanther‐Entscheidung
nahm der Senat hier an, dass bereits durch die Einrichtung einer
schwarzen Kasse ein Vermögensschaden beim Treugeber eintrete.50
Könne die Unternehmensleitung auf verborgene Vermögenswerte kei‐
nen Zugriff nehmen, so liege hierin ihr endgültiger Verlust. Im Schrift‐
tum ist die Annahme einer Untreue durch die Einrichtung schwarzer
Kassen als „offenbar rechtspolitisch motivierten Position der effektiven
Korruptionsprävention“ kritisiert worden.51 Mit der Deutung der Ent‐
ziehung von Geldern als Vermögensnachteil werde der Schadensbeg‐
riff in einer Weise normativiert, die den Vermögenscharakter des Tat‐
bestandes angreife52 und zu einer „Rechtsgutsentleerung“53 führe. Die
Kritik richtet sich im Wesentlichen gegen die – vermeintliche – Um‐
deutung des Untreuetatbestandes in ein Vermögensfreiheitsdelikt.54
Der bloße Verlust von Kontrolle über die Vermögenswerte in den
schwarzen Kassen stelle keinen Schaden, sondern allein einen Eingriff
in die von § 266 StGB nicht geschützte Dispositionsfreiheit dar. Der
Kritik wird entgegengehalten, dass der Transfer von Geldern auf ein
verdecktes Konto die Dispositionsfreiheit des Vermögensinhabers
nicht etwa einschränke, sondern vollständig aufhebe.55 Für einen Treu‐

BGH 2 StR 587/07 = NStZ 2009, 95.
In der Kanther‐Entscheidung aus dem Jahr 2006 hatte der 2. Strafsenat die
Entziehung von Geldern zur Bildung einer schwarzen Kasse noch als schadens‐
gleiche Vermögensgefährdung eingestuft, BGH 2 StR 499/05 = NStZ 2007, 593.
51 Knauer, NStZ 2009, 151. Ebenfalls kritisch: Satzger, NStZ 2009, 297, 302; Sali‐
ger, FS Samson 2010, S. 463; Schünemann, StraFO 2010, 479; Rönnau, FS Tiedemann
2008, S. 735.
52 Saliger, FS Samson 2010, S. 463.
53 Schünemann, StraFO 2010, 479.
54 Statt aller: Satzger, NStZ 2009, 297, 302.
55 Siehe hierzu ausführlicher Hoven, in: Fischer/Hoven (u.a.), Dogmatik und
49
50
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geber, der auf verborgene Geldmittel keinen Zugriff nehmen kann, sei
der hierdurch begründete Nachteil wirtschaftlich identisch mit einem
Verlust des Geldes.56
Für die Staatsanwaltschaften ermöglicht der Rückgriff auf § 266
StGB eine Bestrafung der Beteiligten, ohne dass die konkreten Abläufe
oder die jeweiligen Empfänger der illegalen Zuwendungen ermittelt
werden müssen. In Anbetracht der Herausforderungen transnationaler
Korruptionsverfahren – in denen Beweismittel oft nur im Wege eines
langwierigen Rechtshilfeverfahrens zu erlangen sind – entsteht der
Eindruck, dass „ohne den Untreuetatbestand die meisten korruptiven
Tatkomplexe nicht zu erfassen“57 sind. Dem Gewinn an Praktikabilität
steht allerdings ein Verlust an tatsächlicher Sachverhaltsaufklärung
und schuldangemessener Bestrafung gegenüber. Der Vorwurf des
§ 266 StGB vermag den eigentlichen Unrechtsgehalt der Auslandsbe‐
stechung nicht zu erfassen;58 handelt der Täter, um für sein Unterneh‐
men im Ausland Aufträge zu akquirieren, so wird der Vorwurf einer
„Untreue“ zu Lasten des Arbeitgebers dem Lebenssachverhalt nicht
gerecht. Vor diesem Hintergrund erklären sich auch die Vorwürfe der
griechischen Behörden, die deutschen Gerichte hätten die Auslandsbe‐
stechungen des Siemens‐Konzerns nicht hinreichend aufgearbeitet. Ei‐
ne Bestrafung der Verantwortlichen nach § 266 StGB blendet die in
Griechenland begangene Korruption aus; als Geschädigter der Tat er‐
scheint nicht der griechische Staat, sondern das Unternehmen, das
letztlich von den Bestechungen profitieren sollte.
Die Beschränkung des Tatvorwurfes auf eine Untreue ist aus Sicht
der Staatsanwaltschaft ein effektiver und ressource en schonender
Weg, um – wenn auch nicht ausdrücklich, so doch faktisch – Aus‐
landsbestechungen zu sanktionieren. Dass über § 266 StGB indirekt ei‐
ne Korruption bestraft werden soll, zeigt auch ihre statistische Erfas‐
Praxis des strafrechtlichen Vermögensschadens, 2015, S. 201 ff.
56 Ähnlich bereits Otto, JZ 1993, 652, 658.
57 Bannenberg, in: Wabnitz/Janovsky, 4. Auflage 2014, 12. Kapitel Rn. 95.
58 Saam, HRRS 8/2015, S. 345, 346; Saliger/Gaede, HRRS 2/2008, 57, 66; Satzger,
NStZ 2009, 306.
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sung für die OECD. Im jährlichen Bericht der OECD werden nicht nur
Verurteilungen nach § 335a StGB aufgeführt, sondern alle Taten, denen
auslandskorruptives Verhalten zugrunde liegt; so auch Verurteilungen
wegen Untreue in einschlägigen Konstellationen.59 Für den Täter birgt
das Vorgehen der deutschen Justiz allerdings die Gefahr einer weiteren
Anklage wegen des eigentlichen Korruptionsdeliktes. Dies kann zu‐
nächst der Fall sein, wenn die ausländischen Strafverfolgungsbehörden
eine über die Bildung der schwarzen Kasse hinausgehende Mitwir‐
kungshandlung des Betroffenen an der Bestechung eines konkreten
Amtsträgers nachweisen können. Gleiches gilt für den Vorstand, dem
neben einer Aufsichtspflichtverletzung auch eine aktive Beteiligung an
der Auslandsbestechung zur Last gelegt wird. Fraglich ist jedoch, ob
eine erneute Verurteilung derselben Handlung zulässig ist, wenn sie
durch die Ermittlung eines korruptiven Gesamtkontextes in einem an‐
deren (juristischen) Licht erscheint. So kann die Einrichtung geheimer
Konten nicht nur als Untreue, sondern als Beihilfe zur Bestechung ge‐
wertet werden, wenn den ausländischen Behörden der Nachweis einer
konkreten Unrechtsvereinbarung gelingt. Ob das Doppelbestrafungs‐
verbot in diesen Fällen zur Anwendung kommt, hängt zunächst von
der Auslegung des Begriffs der „Tat“ in Art. 54 SDÜ und Art. 50 GRC
ab.
b) Idem crimen oder idem factum?
Der EuGH bestimmt den Tatbegriff des Art. 54 SDÜ in autonomer
Auslegung nach den Kriterien des Europarechts.60 Damit stellt er sich
gegen eine in der Literatur verbreitete Ansicht, der zufolge Art. 54 SDÜ
im Wege der gegenseitigen Anerkennung nach dem Recht des Erstver‐
folgungsstaates zu interpretieren sei.61 Die Entscheidung des EuGH für
eine eigenständige Begriffsbestimmung ist richtig; gerade in Fällen

OECD Working Group on Bribery, Annual Report 2014, S. 16.
EuGH, van Esbroeck, Slg. 2006, I‐2333 Rn. 36.
61 Statt aller: Stein, Zum europäischen ne bis in idem nach Artikel 54 des Schen‐
gener Durchführungsübereinkommens, 2004, S. 500; Vogel, FS Schroeder 2006, S.
887, 889.
59
60
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drohender Jurisdiktionskonflikte ist ein europaweit einheitliches und
von nationalen Vorgaben unabhängiges Verständnis des Doppelbestra‐
fungsverbotes sinnvoll.62
Eine Identität der Tat lässt sich entweder faktisch (idem factum) –
als einheitlicher Lebenssachverhalt – oder materiellrechtlich (idem
crimen) – als übereinstimmende rechtliche Klassifizierung – begrei‐
fen.63 Nach einem materiellrechtlichen Begriffsverständnis setzt eine
Verletzung des Doppelbestrafungsverbots voraus, dass die beteiligten
Staaten eine im Wesentlichen gleiche rechtliche Bewertung der Tat
vornehmen. Dem Zweitverfolgerstaat bliebe es hiernach unbenommen,
die fragliche Handlung unter gänzlich anderen normativen Gesichts‐
punkten zu würdigen.64 Eine erneute Verurteilung des Täters wäre also
etwa dann möglich, wenn die ihm zur Last gelegte Straftat einen ande‐
ren Rechtsgüterschutz intendiert. Würde Art. 54 SDÜ ein solches „i‐
dem crimen“ verlangen, so könnte die Bildung einer schwarzen Kasse
in verschiedenen Verfahren als Untreue und – in Anbetracht der ande‐
ren Schutzrichtung einer Korruptionstat – als Auslandsbestechung
sanktioniert werden.
Der EuGH hat sich allerdings gegen eine materiellrechtliche Ausle‐
gung des „ne bis in idem“ ‐ Grundsatzes ausgesprochen. Seit seinem
Urteil in der Rechtssache Van Esbroeck geht der Gerichtshof in ständi‐
ger Rechtsprechung von einem faktischen Verständnis des Tatbegriffs
aus und stellt auf das „Vorhandensein eines Komplexes unlösbar mit‐
einander verbundener Tatsachen, unabhängig von der rechtlichen
Qualifizierung dieser Tatsachen oder von dem geschützten rechtlichen
Interesse“ ab.65 Das Gericht stützt sich dabei zum einen auf den Wort‐
laut von Art. 54 SDÜ, der die Bestrafung „derselben Tat“ (bzw. „same

Böse, in: Momsen/Grützner, Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, S. 299.
Heger, in: Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 65, 67; Radtke, FS Seebo‐
de 2008, S. 297, 306.
64 Siehe hierzu Radtke, FS Seebode 2008, S. 297, 311.
65 EuGH van Esbroeck, Rs. C‐436/04, Slg. 2006, I‐2333, Rn. 42.; EuGH van Straa‐
ten, Rs. C‐150/05, Slg. 2006, I‐9327. Siehe zur Rechtsprechung des EuGH Heger, in:
Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 65, 75.
62
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acts“, „les mêmes faits“) verbietet. Im Gegensatz zu deutlich normati‐
ver geprägten Formulierungen etwa in Art. 14 Abs. 7 IPBPR („strafbare
Handlung“) steht in Art. 54 SDÜ die Faktizität des Tatgeschehens im
Vordergrund.66 Ein großzügiges Verständnis des „ne bis in idem“‐
Grundsatzes entspricht auch dem Zweck des Art. 54 SDÜ, innerhalb
des Schengen‐Raums das Recht auf Freizügigkeit zu gewährleisten.67
Im Falle einer Verurteilung kann sich nur derjenige frei zwischen den
Mitgliedstaaten bewegen, der nicht befürchten muss, wegen derselben
Handlung erneut strafrechtlich verfolgt zu werden.68 Da das Strafrecht
in der EU bislang nicht harmonisiert ist, würde der Rückgriff auf mate‐
riellrechtliche Kriterien für die Anwendung des Doppelbestrafungs‐
verbots zu einer erheblichen Rechtsunsicherheit auf Seiten der Betrof‐
fenen führen.69 Wer in einem Mitgliedstaat wegen eines transnationa‐
len Delikts verurteilt wurde, müsste sich stets fragen, ob nach der
Rechtsordnung eines möglichen Zweitverfolgerstaates eine andere
rechtliche Qualifizierung seines Handelns denkbar ist. Dem Anliegen
des Art. 54 SDÜ wird daher ein faktischer, von den nationalen
Wertungen des materiellen Strafrechts unabhängiger Tatbegriff besser
gerecht als ein normatives „idem crimen“.
Auch der EGMR hat seine strafverfolgungsfreundliche Rechtspre‐
chung mittlerweile aufgegeben.70 In den Rechtssachen Oliveira vs.
Schweiz71 und Göktan vs. Frankreich72 hatte der Gerichtshof noch eine
Verurteilung der gleichen Handlung nach unterschiedlichen Straftat‐
beständen für zulässig erklärt. Später nahm das Gericht in Fischer vs.

66 EuGH van Esbroeck, Rs. C‐436/04, Slg. 2006, I‐2333, Rn. 28; so auch Böse, in:
Momsen/Grützner, Wirtschaftsstrafrecht, S. 300.
67 EuGH van Esbroeck, Rs. C‐436/04, Slg. 2006, I‐2333, Rn. 33.
68 Heger, in: Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 65, 68.
69 Radtke, Systematik des Strafklageverbrauchs verfahren serledigender Ent‐
scheidungen im Strafprozeß, 1993, S. 41.
70 Siehe hierzu Jung, GA 2010, 472; Löwe/Rosenberg/Esser, StPO, Art. 14 IPbpR,
Rn. 1050.
71 EGMR Oliveira/Schweiz v. 30.7.1998, Nr. 25711/94.
72 EGMR Göktan/Frankreich v. 2.7.2002, Nr. 33402/96.
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Österreich eine Verletzung des Doppelbestrafungsverbots jedenfalls bei
einer Identität des Unrechtskerns an.73 Mit ihrem Urteil in Zolotukhin
vs. Russland vollzog die Große Kammer des EGMR eine Abkehr von
der bisherigen Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofs. Unter ausdrücklicher
Berücksichtigung der EuGH‐Rechtsprechung legt die Kammer Art. 4
Prot. Nr. 7 zur EMRK nunmehr im Sinne eines faktischen Tatbegriffes
aus; die Konvention verbiete die Strafverfolgung des Betroffenen,
wenn sie „auf denselben oder wesentlich denselben Sachverhalt zu‐
rückgeht“.74
c) Zur Reichweite des Doppelbestrafungsverbots in Fällen der Aus‐
landsbestechung
In der Anklageschrift der griechischen Staatsanwaltschaft75 finden
sich zum einen dieselben Handlungsvorwürfe wie in den Urteilen der
deutschen Gerichte (etwa die Verletzung einer Aufsichtspflicht); an
anderer Stelle werden den Beschuldigten weitergehende Pflichtverstö‐
ße zur Last gelegt (wie das Versprechen illegaler Vorteile gegenüber
griechischen Amtsträgern).76
Soweit die griechischen Behörden auf identische Handlungen bzw.
Unterlassungen der Betroffenen abstellen, ist der Anwendungsbereich
des Doppelbestrafungsverbots aus Art. 54 SDÜ betroffen. Eine aberma‐
lige Bestrafung derselben faktischen Handlung ist nach der Rechtspre‐
chung des EuGH auch dann nicht zulässig, wenn sie unter anderen
normativen Gesichtspunkten erfolgt; eine bereits abgeurteilte Bildung
schwarzer Kassen oder eine Verletzung von Aufsichtspflichten kann
EGMR Franz Fischer/Österreich v. 29.5.2001, Nr. 37950/97.
EGMR (GK) Sergey Zolotukhin/Russland, v. 10.2.2009, Nr. 14939/03, Rn. 82;
die deutsche Übersetzung findet sich in NJOZ 2010, 2630, 2633 f.
75 Da eine offizielle Übersetzung der Anklageschrift bislang nicht existiert,
mussten die relevanten Passagen selbst übersetzt werden. Es ist daher denkbar,
dass Teile übersehen wurden.
76 Im Wortlaut: „Er versprach und billigte Vorteile, genauer Geldbeträge, ent‐
weder direkt über Bankkonten des deutschen Konzerns Siemens AG oder durch
Angestellte des griechischen Tochterkonzerns Siemens AE an Angestellte und Füh‐
rungskräfte der OTE AE.“
73
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daher nicht als Beihilfe zur Bestechung erneut angeklagt werden.
Wie verhält es sich aber, wenn dem Täter neben der Einrichtung ei‐
nes verdeckten Kontos spätere konkrete Zahlungsanweisungen an aus‐
ländische Amtsträger nachgewiesen werden können? Der EuGH hat in
den Entscheidungen Van Esbroeck, Van Straaten und Gasparini u.a. fest‐
gelegt, dass verschiedene Handlungen nur dann einen hinreichenden
„Komplex von Tatsachen“ bilden, wenn sie „in zeitlicher und räumli‐
cher Hinsicht sowie nach ihrem Zweck unlösbar miteinander verbun‐
den sind“.77 Die Anforderungen an den zeitlich‐räumlichen Zusam‐
menhang hat der Gerichtshof allerdings weit ausgelegt. So sah der
EuGH in Van Esbroeck und Van Straaten alle im Zusammenhang mit
dem Transport von Drogen stehenden Handlungen als verbunden an,
obgleich zwischen Ein‐ und Ausfuhr nicht nur ein geraumer Zeitraum,
sondern auch ein ganzes Staatsgebiet lag.78
Die großzügige Interpretation der äußeren Beziehung zwischen den
Geschehnissen rückt das zweite Merkmal der Definition in den Vor‐
dergrund: die Verklammerung verschiedener Handlungen durch einen
gemeinsamen Zweck. So führte der EuGH im Fall Kretzinger die Identi‐
tät der dem Beschuldigten zur Last gelegten Schmuggeltaten darauf
zurück, dass er „von Anfang an vorhatte, den Tabak nach der ersten Ü‐
bernahme über mehrere Vertragsstaaten zu einem endgültigen Be‐
stimmungsort zu transportieren“.79 In diesem Licht erscheint es denk‐
bar, die Einrichtung der schwarzen Kasse und ihre spätere Nutzung
zur Finanzierung von Auslandsbestechung als einheitlichen Tatkom‐
plex zu werten. Die Eröffnung des Kontos, der Transfer von Geldern
aus dem Unternehmen in die schwarzen Kassen und die spätere An‐
weisung zur Auszahlung werden als notwendige Zwischenschritte der
Auslandskorruption von einem Gesamtvorsatz des Täters getragen. In

77 EuGH, van Esbroeck, Slg. 2006, I‐2333 Rn. 38; EuGH Gasparini u. a, Slg. 2006,
I‐9199; EuGH Van Straaten Slg. 2006, I‐9327 Rn. 52.
78 EuGH, van Esbroeck, Slg. 2006, I‐2333 Rn. 42; EuGH Van Straaten Slg. 2006, I‐
9327 Rn. 53.
79 EuGH Kretzinger, Slg. 2007, I‐6441, Rn. 37. So in der Folge auch der BGH,
NStZ 2009, 457, 459.
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der Rechtssache Kraaijenbrink hat der EuGH zwar betont, dass allein
die Existenz eines einheitlichen Vorsatzes für die Feststellung einer
„Tat“ im Sinne des Art. 54 SDÜ nicht genüge und zwischen den Hand‐
lungen stets auch eine objektive Verbindung nachgewiesen werden
müsse.80
Allerdings schloss der Gerichtshof eine Tatidentität zwischen der in
den Niederlanden abgeurteilten Hehlerei wegen Besitzes von Einkünf‐
ten aus Drogengeschäften und der in Belgien angeklagten Geldwäsche
wegen eines Umtausches illegaler Einnahmen auch nicht grundsätzlich
aus. Das Gericht wies vielmehr darauf hin, dass ein idem factum nicht
ausschließlich durch einen gemeinsamen Vorsatz konstituiert werden
könne und verlangte zumindest den Nachweis, dass „den rechtswidri‐
gen Taten in den beiden betroffenen Vertragsstaaten ganz oder teilwei‐
se dieselben Gewinne aus dem Drogenhandel zu Grunde“ lagen.81 Das
Vorliegen eines Gesamtvorsatzes führt damit nicht zwingend zur An‐
nahme von Tatidentität, ist aber ein gewichtiges Indiz bei der Bestim‐
mung des idem factum. Heger ist folglich darin zuzustimmen, dass ein
vor Beginn des ersten Teilakts gefasster einheitlicher Vorsatz „sehr
wohl ein wesentlicher [...] Gesichtspunkt sein kann, der mehrere nach‐
folgende Teil‐Handlungen in Bezug auf einen identischen Gegenstand
bis zu dem von Anfang an angestrebten Endziel zu einem ‚Komplex
unlösbar miteinander verbundener Tatsachen verbindet und damit
Tatidentität i.S. von Art. 54 SDÜ und Art. 50 GRC begründet.“82
d) Zwischenergebnis
Der EuGH hat in seiner Rechtsprechung einige allgemeinen Prinzi‐
pien zur Reichweite des Doppelbestrafungsverbots formuliert, den na‐
tionalen Strafverfolgungsbehörden aber nur wenig präzise Kriterien
für eine Bestimmung der „Tat“ an die Hand gegeben. In Anbetracht
der generellen Tendenz des EuGH zu einer weiten Auslegung des „ne
bis in idem“ ‐ Schutzes ist es nicht per se fernliegend, zwischen der
EuGH Kraaijenbrink, Slg. 2007, I‐6619.
EuGH Kraaijenbrink, Slg. 2007, I‐6619, Rn. 31.
82 Heger, in: Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 65, 79.
80
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Bildung einer schwarzen Kasse und ihrer späteren Verwendung Tat‐
identität anzunehmen.83 Eine Qualifikation als Tatsachenkomplex dürf‐
te dann von den Umständen des Einzelfalls abhängen. Der BGH ist in
seiner Interpretation der EuGH‐Rechtsprechung davon ausgegangen,
dass etwa eine einheitliche Schmuggelfahrt nicht vorliegt, wenn „der
genaue Ablauf des Transports bei Beginn der Fahrt noch nicht feststeht
und noch Entscheidungen über das weitere Vorgehen oder die zu wäh‐
lende Transportroute nötig sind“.84
Auf dieser Grundlage ergibt sich für die Auslandsbestechung fol‐
gendes Bild: Werden Gelder von Beginn an mit dem Ziel der Beste‐
chung eines bestimmten ausländischen Amtsträgers in schwarze Kas‐
sen überführt, so bildet die nachfolgende Überweisung der Beträge le‐
diglich den Schlusspunkt des einheitlichen Gesamtgeschehens. Wird
eine schwarze Kasse hingegen – wie im Fall Siemens – für eine Vielzahl
möglicher Bestechungsforderungen bereitgehalten, so unterbricht die
im Einzelfall erforderliche Willensentschließung den Zusammenhang
der Tathandlungen. Ein Transfer von Geldern aus den schwarzen Kas‐
sen könnte hier als Bestechung (oder Beihilfe zur Bestechung) geson‐
dert verfolgt werden.
3. Die Voraussetzung der „rechtskräftigen Aburteilung“
Sowohl Art. 54 als auch Art. 50 GRC enthalten als Voraussetzung
für das Eingreifen des Doppelbestrafungsverbots eine „rechtskräftige
Verurteilung“ (oder einen rechtskräftigen Freispruch) in einem ande‐
ren Mitgliedstaat. Ein klarer Fall wäre hier also eine deutsche Verurtei‐
lung wegen Bestechung. So sind die einschlägigen Fälle aber nicht ge‐
lagert, so dass sich die Frage stellt, inwiefern die jeweiligen Verfah‐
rensausgänge gleichwohl eine Strafverfolgung durch griechische Be‐
hörden ausschließen.

83 Heger geht etwa davon aus, dass der EuGH eine Tatidentität zwischen dem
Führen einer Waffe und ihrem Einsatz zur Entführung eines Menschen bejahen
könnte, Heger, in: Hochmayr, „Ne bis in idem“ in Europa, S. 65, 82.
84 BGH NStZ 2009, 457, 459.
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a) Ein Blick auf die deutschen Verfahren in der Siemens‐Affäre
Im Zusammenhang mit der „Bestechungs‐Affäre“ ist es in Deutsch‐
land zu einer Reihe von Strafverfahren mit unterschiedlichen Ausgän‐
gen gekommen. Aus der öffentlichen Berichterstattung bekannt ge‐
worden sind insbesondere
•
•
•

Verfahrenseinstellungen gegen Geldauflage nach § 153a StPO,
die Verhängung einer Geldbuße wegen fahrlässiger Aufsichts‐
pflichtverletzung nach § 130 OWiG sowie
die Verurteilung wegen Untreue (im Zusammenhang mit der
Führung „schwarzer Kassen“) unter gleichzeitigem Absehen
von der Verfolgung wegen eines Korruptionsdelikts.

b) Das Verständnis der „Aburteilung“ in der Rechtsprechung des
EuGH
Nach einem eng an der Terminologie des deutschen Strafverfah‐
rensrechts angelehnten Verständnis des Begriffs „Aburteilung“ würde
es naheliegen, eine „Verurteilung“ des Täters, also einen gerichtlichen
Schuldspruch auf der Grundlage einer mündlichen Hauptverhandlung
(vgl. § 267 StPO), zu fordern. Ebenfalls einzubeziehen wäre – in Anbet‐
racht der ausdrücklichen Gleichstellung in § 410 Abs. 3 StPO – ein ge‐
gen den Täter erlassener Strafbefehl.
Einem so engen Verständnis ist freilich der EuGH schon im Jahr
2003 entgegengetreten und hat dabei auch eine Einstellung nach § 153a
StPO für den Eintritt der Wirkung des § 54 SDÜ genügen lassen.85 Als
wesentlicher Gesichtspunkt wurde damals hervorgehoben, dass die
Strafverfolgung durch die Entscheidung einer Behörde beendet wird,
die zur Mitwirkung bei der Strafrechtspflege in der betreffenden nati‐
onalen Rechtsordnung berufen ist. Dadurch werde beim Beschuldigten
der Druck erzeugt, bestimmte, von der Staatsanwaltschaft festgelegte
Auflagen zu erfüllen. Eine Mitwirkung gerade auch eines Gerichts
werde hingegen von Art. 54 SDÜ nicht explizit gefordert. Auch teleo‐
85 Vgl. EuGH, Urteil vom 11. 2.2003, – C‐187/01 und C‐385/01, ABl EU 2003, Nr
C 83, 5 = StV 2003, 201 = NJW 2003, 1173.
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logisch könne es nicht entscheidend sein, ob die Rechtsordnung des
ersten bestrafenden Staates in ihrer jeweiligen Gestaltung gerade die
Mitwirkung eines Gerichts vorsehe. Anderenfalls werde der Zweck des
Doppelbestrafungsverbotes gefährdet, das Recht auf Freizügigkeit in
der EU zu gewährleisten. Zudem würde die restriktive Auslegung der
Vorschrift zu widersinnigen Ergebnissen führen: Bei schweren Strafta‐
ten, bei denen regelmäßig eine Aburteilung durch ein Gericht erfolgt,
wäre ein Strafklageverbrauch möglich, nicht aber bei weniger gravie‐
renden Verstößen, bei denen in einzelnen Mitgliedstaaten auch Erledi‐
gungen ohne richterliche Mitwirkung vorgesehen sind.
Dieses, jedenfalls in der deutschsprachigen Literatur positiv aufge‐
nommene weite Verständnis der „rechtskräftigen Aburteilung“ des
Art. 54 SDÜ hat in der Folgezeit86 und insbesondere in der jüngeren
Rechtsprechung Bestätigung, aber auch Konkretisierung erfahren. So
betont der EuGH in seiner Entscheidung Kossowski vom 29.6.201687,
dass Art. 54 SDÜ zwar das Ziel verfolgt, dass der Betroffene nicht in
mehreren Vertragsstaaten bestraft wird, nicht aber verhindern kann
und soll, dass er in mehreren Staaten Ermittlungen ausgesetzt ist.88
Daraus folge, dass die Garantie nicht eingreifen kann, wenn dem Ab‐
schluss des Verfahrens keine eingehende Ermittlung des Sachverhalts
vorausgegangen ist. Nur dann könne ein gegenseitiges Vertrauen der
Vertragsstaaten in eine effektive Strafverfolgung erwachsen und auch
nur dann sei für den anderen potentiell zuständigen Staat eine Über‐
prüfung der Ergebnisse des erstverfolgenden Staates möglich. Es sei
nämlich „das Verbot der Doppelbestrafung gemäß Art. 54 SDÜ in Ver‐
bindung mit Art. 50 der Charta dahin auszulegen (…), dass ein Be‐
schluss (…), mit dem das Strafverfahren beendet und das Ermittlungs‐
verfahren gegen eine Person vorbehaltlich der Wiedereröffnung des
Strafverfahrens oder der Aufhebung des Beschlusses ohne die Auferle‐
gung von Sanktionen endgültig eingestellt wird, nicht als rechtskräfti‐
86 Instruktive Zusammenfassung zu nationalen wie auch internationalen Ent‐
scheidungen zu Art. 54 SDÜ bei Eckstein, ZStW 124 [2012], 490 ff.
87 C‐486/14, Rn. 45 ff.
88 Insoweit unter Hinweis auf EuGH Turanský, C‐491/07, Rn. 44.
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ge Entscheidung im Sinne dieser Vorschriften eingestuft werden kann,
wenn aus der Begründung dieses Beschlusses hervorgeht, dass dieses
Verfahren eingestellt wurde, ohne dass eingehende Ermittlungen
durchgeführt worden wären.“ Indizien hierfür könnten etwa die unter‐
lassene Vernehmung des Geschädigten und eines möglichen Zeugen
sein.89
c) Konsequenzen für konkrete Erledigungsformen
Für die oben exemplarisch genannten Erledigungsformen in „pro‐
minenten“ Verfahren hat das zur Folge:
aa) Fälle, in denen eine Einstellung gegen Auflage nach § 153a StPO
erfolgt ist, werden (soweit das Ermittlungsverfahren auch den Beste‐
chungsvorwurf zum Gegenstand hatte, vgl. o. III.2.c, d) von Art. 54
SDÜ erfasst. Das entspricht bereits der oben zitierten Rechtsprechung
des EuGH in den Rechstsachen C‐187/01 und C‐385/01 und dürfte auch
vor den neueren Entwicklungen Bestand haben. Denn § 153a StPO
steht (auch wenn sich das in der Ermittlungsintensität90 vielleicht nicht
immer zu 100% abbildet) systematisch letztlich „auf einer Linie“ mit §
170 Abs. 1 StPO über die Anklageerhebung, d.h. er ist eine Alternative
zu dieser aus Opportunitätsgründen, während im Fall eines unzurei‐
chend aufgeklärten Sachverhalts und einem demesprechenden Fehlen
eines hinreichenden Tatverdachts das Verfahren eigentlich nach § 170
Abs. 2 StPO (ohne jeden Strafklageverbrauch, dafür aber auch ohne
Auflage) einzustellen ist. Insoweit ist zumindest normativ in diesen
Fällen zu unterstellen, dass hinreichend „eingehende Ermittlungen
durchgeführt worden“ sind.
bb) Nicht ganz so einfach ist die Situation dagegen bei der Verhän‐
gung einer Geldbuße wegen einer Aufsichtspflichtverletzung nach §

Vgl. EuGH Kossokwski, C‐486/14, Rn. 54.
Die Amtsermittlungsintensität kann freilich – ungeachtet § 275c Abs. 1 S. 2
i.V.m. § 244 Abs. 2 StPO – selbst bei einem Urteil nach einer Hauptverhandlung
unterschiedlich ausfallen, wenn es etwa eine Verständigung gegeben hat; zur Deu‐
tung des § 257c Abs. 1 S. 2 StPO in diesem Zusammenhang vgl. MüKo‐stopp /
Jahn/Kudlich, § 257c Rn. 41 f.
89
90
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130 OWiG, sprechen doch Art. 50 GRC und Art. 54 SDÜ (ebenso wie
übrigens auch Art. 103 Abs. 3 GG im deutschen Recht) explizit von
„Bestrafung“ bzw. „Strafe“. Indes beansprucht hier der schon im Zu‐
sammenhang mit dem Begriff der „Aburteilung“ entwickelte Gedanke
einer autonomen und insbesondere von der Terminologie der Ver‐
tragsstaaten unabhängigen Auslegung der Garantie Geltung. Ohne die
in der Strafrechtswissenschaft zu Recht betonte besonderen Natur der
Kriminalstrafe leugnen zu wollen, liegt auf der Hand, dass das System
von Straftat, Verwaltungsstraftat und/oder Ordnungswidrigkeit, Ver‐
waltungsrechtsverstoß letztlich ein bewegliches ist und dass die Zu‐
ordnung in die eine oder andere Kategorie nicht zuletzt der Frage ge‐
schuldet sein kann, wie viele und welche Kategorien eine Rechtsord‐
nung kennt; die letztlich sprachlich Frage, wann in der Bezeichnung
einer Sanktion der Begriff „Strafe“ verwendet wird, kommt noch hin‐
zu.
Von daher neigt auch der EuGH mit Recht dazu, hier keine zu for‐
male Einordnung vorzunehmen, sondern benennt für einen materiel‐
len Begriff der strafrechtlichen Natur von Sanktionen folgende Krite‐
rien: „erstens die rechtliche Einordnung der Zuwiderhandlung im in‐
nerstaatlichen Recht, zweitens die Art der Zuwiderhandlung und drit‐
tens die Art und der Schweregrad der angedrohten Sanktion.“91 Legt
man dies zu Grunde, können angesichts
• der empfindlichen Höhen von Geldbußen, die mit Geldstrafen
problemlos konkurrieren können,
• des eben nicht rein präventiven, sondern auch repressiven
Charakters des Ordnungswidrigkeiten rechts,
• des inneren Zusammenhanges zwischen Ordnungswidrigkeit
und Straftat, welcher auch durch die Konkurrenzregel des § 21
OWiG deutlich wird (während z.B. sicherheitsrechtliche Kos‐
tenerstattungsansprüche auf Grund einer Störerhaftung natür‐

91 Vgl. EuGH Fransson C‐617/10, Rn. 35 unter Verweis auf EuGH, Bonda, C‐
489/10, Rn. 37, wo wiederum auf die „Engel‐Rechtsprechung“ des EGMR Bezug
genommen wird. Instruktiv zum Ganzen auch Walther, WiJ 2013, 158, 160 f.
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lich problemlos neben Geldstrafen treten können) sowie
der strukturell durchaus ähnlichen Verfolgungsmechanismen
(vgl. etwa den pauschalen Verweis auf die Vorschriften des
Strafverfahrens in § 46 OWiG für das Bußgeldverfahren), wel‐
che auch dazu führen, dass faktisch bei der Verfolgung als
Straftat irgendwann auf eine Behandlung als Ordnungswidrig‐
keit „umgeschwenkt“ werden kann und umgekehrt
Ordnungswidrigkeiten im System der deutschen Unterscheidung
gewiss als „Strafen“ i.S. des Art. 54 SDÜ verstanden werden. Dies hat
im Übrigen – in anderem Zusammenhang (Dolmetscher‐Kosten, vgl.
Art. 6 Abs. 3 EMRK) – auch der EGMR so judiziert.92
Obgleich im Übrigen auch zum deutschen Art. 103 Abs. 3 GG ver‐
treten wird, dass eine analoge Anwendung der Garantie auf das Ord‐
nungswidrigkeiten recht zu erfolgen hat,93 wird insoweit in der Litera‐
tur ein Vorwand vorgebracht, der auf der Regelung des § 86 OWiG be‐
ruht. Danach kann wegen derselben Tat auch bei einem rechtskräftigen
Bußgeldbescheid eine Strafe verhängt werden, und der Bußgeldbe‐
scheid wird zugleich aufgehoben. Hecker überträgt diesen Gedanken
auf das transnationale Doppelbestrafungsverbot. Kann dieselbe Tat
nach dem Recht des Zweitverfolgerstaats als Straftat geahndet werden,
so sei dies – nicht anders als bei einem innerdeutschen Sachverhalt –
ohne Verletzung von Art. 54 SDÜ möglich.94 Schließlich könne Art. 54
SDÜ den Täter „nur so [stellen], wie er im Erstverfolgerstaat stünde“.95
Indes ist zum einen schon fraglich, ob diese Übertragung möglich ist,
und zwar gerade weil ein Vergleich mit einer hypothetischen rein in‐
nerstaatlichen Situation eine gewisse Plausibilität hat: Denn zum einen
hat das ausländische Gericht gerade nicht die Möglichkeit, zusammen
mit dem Strafausspruch auch den deutschen Bußgeldbescheid aufzu‐
heben, so dass es doch zu einer doppelten Belastung kommen würde;
•

Vgl. EGMR Öztürk, NJW 1985, 1273.
Vgl. Maunz/Dürig/Schmidt‐Aßmann, GG, 76. EL Dezember 2015, Art. 103 Abs.
3 Rn. 289.
94 Hecker, Europäisches Strafrecht, § 13 Rn. 65.
95 Hecker, Europäisches Strafrecht, § 13 Rn. 65.
92
93
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zum anderen dürfte § 86 OWiG im innerstaatlichen Bereich zumindest
dann keinen praktischen Anwendungsbereich haben,96 wenn der Buß‐
geldbescheid nicht von einer beliebigen Verwaltungsbehörde (vgl. § 35
OWiG), sondern – wie im vorliegenden Fall – von der Staatsanwalt‐
schaft unter gleichzeitiger Einstellung des Strafverfahrens erlassen
worden ist.
cc) Soweit es zuletzt um Verurteilungen wegen Untreue und damit
zusammenhängende Verfolgungsbeschränkungen nach § 154 StPO
geht, kann weitgehend auf die oben unter 2c angestellten Überlegun‐
gen verwiesen werden: Die Verurteilung wegen Untreue wäre zwar
unproblematisch geradezu der Prototyp einer strafrechtlichen Aburtei‐
lung – sie wird aber nicht unbedingt dieselbe Tat betreffen. Soweit von
einer Verfolgung der Korruption nach § 154 StPO abgesehen wurde,
dürfte darin keine Aburteilung liegen: Zum einen ist § 154 StPO mit
keiner Sanktion – und sei es auch nur in Gestalt einer Geldauflage –
verknüpft;97 zum anderen geht mit der Entscheidung auch nach dem
nationalen Recht kein Strafklageverbrauch einher, sondern eine Wie‐
deraufnahme soll – wenn auch nur mit sachlich einleuchtenden Grün‐
den98 – bis zum Eintritt der Verjährung möglich sein.

96 Dem Wortlaut des § 86 OWiG ist zwar eine Beschränkung auf Bußgeldbe‐
scheide von Verwaltungsbehörden i.e.S. nicht zu entnehmen; dies große Kommen‐
tierung der Vorschrift im Karlsruher Kommentar zum OWiG (4. Aufl. 2014) von
Lutz spricht in diesem Kontext durchgehend nur von „Bußgeldbescheiden der
Verwaltungsbehörde“; vgl. auch Bohnert/Krenberger/Krumm, OWiG, 4. Aufl. 2016, §
86 Rn. 3 („nur für Bußgeldbescheide der Verwaltungsbehörde“; zwar wird inso‐
weit zu Bescheiden durch das Gericht abgegrenzt, allerdings läge die Beschrän‐
kung auf gerichtliches Handeln im Gegensatz zu einem solchen der Staatsanwalt‐
schaft gerade nicht auf der Linie des EuGH und zwar zu Recht, da auch die Staats‐
anwaltschaften des Geschehen natürlich unter dem Blickwinkel einer möglichen
Straftat geprüft haben).
97 Freilich sollen Taten, von deren Verfolgung nach § 154 StPO abgesehen wur‐
den, in der Strafzumessung berücksichtigt werden dürfen, wenn darauf nach § 265
StPO hingewiesen wurde; dies allein rechtfertigt aber wohl nicht die Anwendung
des ne‐bis‐in‐idem‐Grundsatzes.
98 Vgl. Meyer‐Goßner/Schmitt/Schmitt, StPO, § 154 Rn. 21a.
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IV. Zusammenfassung und Fazit
In einer Welt, in der die Wirtschaft die nationalen Grenzen über‐
schreitet, sind auch illegale Geschäftspraktiken nicht länger auf das
Gebiet eines einzelnen Staates beschränkt. Die Gesetzgeber haben auf
diese Entwicklung reagiert und Tatbestände geschaffen, die Beste‐
chungen im Ausland unter Strafe stellen. Bei Anwendung eines weiten
Territorialitätsprinzips können in diesen Fällen Jurisdiktionskonflikte
entstehen: Im Bereich der grenzüberschreitenden Korruption sind re‐
gelmäßig sowohl der Geber‐ als auch der Empfängerstaat für die Straf‐
verfolgung zuständig. Das macht die Verfolgung von Auslandsbeste‐
chungsfällen zu einer Nagelprobe für die Reichweite eines transnatio‐
nalen „ne bis in idem“ ‐ Prinzips.
Für Angehörige der Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Union ist das
Doppelbestrafungsverbot sowohl in Art. 54 SDÜ als auch in Art. 50
GRC garantiert. Nach der überzeugenden Auffassung des EuGH stellt
Art. 54 SDÜ eine legitime Konkretisierung von Art. 50 GRC dar und ist
in dessen Licht auszulegen. Die Voraussetzungen des Art. 54 SDÜ sind
autonom – also unabhängig von konkreten Verfahrensgestaltungen
und Begrifflichkeiten in den jeweiligen mitgliedstaatlichen Strafrechts‐
systemen – und tendenziell weit zu interpretieren. Für das hier unter‐
suchte Siemens‐Verfahren bedeutet dies zweierlei: Zum einen fallen
die in Deutschland anwendbaren Erledigungsformen der Einstellung
nach § 153a StPO und der Verhängung einer Geldbuße nach § 130 O‐
WiG in den Anwendungsbereich des Art. 54 SDÜ. Zum anderen ist
nach Art. 54 SDÜ eine zweite Verfolgung nur dann zulässig, wenn sich
der Tatvorwurf auf neue Handlungen eines Beschuldigten bezieht. Das
hat für die hier behandelten korruptiven Praktiken zur Folge, dass die
Statthaftigkeit einer weiteren Verfolgung in Griechenland von der
Formulierung der Anklage abhängt. Es genügt nicht, dass die Anklage
den in Deutschland bereits abgeurteilten Sachverhalt (das Führen einer
„schwarzen Kasse“) unter einem anderen rechtlichen Gesichtspunkt
(als Beihilfe zur Korruption) erfasst. Es muss vielmehr ein tatsächliches
Verhalten angeklagt werden, das über das Führen der „schwarzen
Kasse“ hinausgeht, etwa die Überweisung von Geldern an griechische
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Amtsträger.
Am Siemens‐Fall wird allerdings auch das Problem der Durchset‐
zung der europäischen „ne‐bis‐in‐idem“ ‐ Garantie deutlich. Falls ein
griechisches Gericht Art. 54 SDÜ missachtete, könnte der Verurteilte
dagegen nicht den EuGH anrufen. Die Möglichkeit, eine Verletzung
der Grundrechte Charta zu rügen, haben nur die Kommission und die
einzelnen Mitgliedstaaten (Art. 258, 259 AEUV). Ein Beschuldigter, der
unter Verletzung von Art. 50 GRC und Art. 54 SDÜ verurteilt wird,
kann also nur indirekt über einen Mitgliedstaat (etwa seinen Heimat‐
staat) europäischen Rechtsschutz zu erlangen versuchen. Da solche
Vertragsverletzungsverfahren die Ausnahme bleiben dürften, werden
Grenzfälle des Art. 54 SDÜ vermutlich in einzelnen Mitgliedstaaten
unterschiedlich entschieden, soweit deren Gerichte solche Zweifelsfra‐
gen nicht dem EuGH vorlegen. Andererseits hindert Art. 54 SDÜ die
Mitgliedstaaten daran, korruptive Einwirkungen auf ihre Beamten zu
bestrafen, wenn das Verhalten des Bestechenden in dessen Heimatstaat
abgeurteilt worden ist. Dies gilt auch in Fällen einer Verfahrenseinstel‐
lung unter Auflagen oder einer Verurteilung, die aus Sicht des „Neh‐
mer“ ‐ Staates zu milde ausgefallen ist. Damit erweist sich die Aus‐
dehnung der nationalen Zuständigkeit für grenzüberschreitende Kor‐
ruptionsfälle als zweischneidiges Schwert: Was sie dem zuerst verfol‐
genden Staat gibt, nimmt sie demjenigen, der den Vorgang später ab‐
urteilen möchte; der möglicherweise sogar stärker betroffene Empfän‐
gerstaat erhält so Steine statt Brot.
Die Lösung von Zuständigkeitskonflikten, die hier nur knapp ange‐
sprochen werden konnten, wird nur gelingen, wenn innerhalb der
Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Union ein reger Austausch über das
Strafrecht stattfindet und wechselseitiges Verständnis entwickelt wird.
Nestor Courakis hat sich um diesen Austausch große Verdienste er‐
worben – nicht nur durch sein wissenschaftliches Werk, sondern auch
durch seine rechtsvergleichende Offenheit und Gesprächsbereitschaft.
Ihm sind die vorliegenden Überlegungen mit großer Hochachtung und
allen guten Wünschen gewidmet.
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Basic Facts
“GRECO” is the acronym for “Group of States against Corruption”.
It is the anti‐corruption monitoring body of the Council of Europe with
its headquarters in Strasbourg (France). Membership in the Group is
open on an equal footing to all 47 member states of the Organisation
and to non‐member states, particularly those who participated in
GRECO’s establishment. This explains why the United States and Bela‐
rus are members and why Canada, the Holy See, Japan and Mexico are
welcome to join if they wish. GRECO started with 10 members in 1999
– and now has 49.
GRECO was set up to complement the Council of Europe’s six anti‐
corruption instruments2 with a suitable and sustainable monitoring
mechanism. There have been four evaluation rounds so far. Each coun‐

All views expressed are personal.
Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (ETS 173); Civil Law Convention on
Corruption (ETS 174); Additional Protocol to the Criminal Law Convention on
Corruption (ETS 191); Twenty Guiding Principles for the Fight against Corruption
(Resolution (97) 24); Recommendation on Codes of Conduct for Public Officials
(Recommendation No. R (2000) 10); Recommendation on common rules against
corruption in the funding of political parties and electoral campaigns (Rec (2013)4).
1
2
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try evaluation is conducted by a team of expert evaluators nominated
by member states. There is an initial examination of information sup‐
plied by the state under review which is then tested and completed
during an in‐country visit and meetings with a range of relevant actors
from both inside and outside government. The resulting report and
recommendations is then thoroughly examined by all GRECO mem‐
bers in the Plenary prior to adoption and before it is addressed to the
member state concerned for action. A mix of scrupulous review, care‐
fully constructed recommendations and peer pressure is deployed by
the mechanism. It is standing practice for members to authorise the
publication of the report. This point is important and adds to the value
of the Group’s work. The evaluation report and the subsequent com‐
pliance reviews which examine the steps taken to fulfil the recommen‐
dations (“impact assessment”), also provide very pertinent reference
sources for outside stakeholders and observers, including the business
community.
The current Fourth Evaluation Round is devoted to the prevention
of corruption in respect of parliamentarians, judges and prosecutors. In
its previous three rounds, GRECO dealt with a wide range of issues,
such as anti‐corruption bodies, immunities of public officials as possi‐
ble obstacles in the fight against corruption, reporting suspicions of
corruption and whistle‐blower protection, the confiscation of corrup‐
tion proceeds and – the two focal points of the Third Evaluation
Round: the criminal law of corruption (incriminations) and the trans‐
parency of political financing.
The difference between GRECO and other monitoring mechanisms
lies in both the scope and process of monitoring. GRECO assesses
member states’ compliance with the anti‐corruption instruments of the
Council of Europe, which represent a comprehensive arsenal of stan‐
dards and principles. In comparison, the OECD’s anti‐bribery working
group focuses on compliance with its convention3 in the very specific

3 OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Inter‐
national Business Transactions.
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field of bribery of foreign public officials in international business
transactions. As concerns the review process established under the
United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), it engages
countries with substantially different political and legal systems, as
opposed to the relatively tighter GRECO grouping. Unlike the GRECO
process, the UNCAC review mechanism does not as yet entail a sys‐
tematic appraisal of its impact on domestic policy or law.
Challenges Regarding Bribery Legislation and Political Financing
To date, the Criminal Law Convention – the implementation of
which is one of the key questions of GRECO’s Third Evaluation Round
– has been ratified by 46 member states. The three which have not as
yet ratified this important instrument are Germany, Liechtenstein, and
the United States. Austria and Italy ratified in 2013 and Liechtenstein,
the last in the series, only in August 2016. The Group’s experience
shows that the ratification of the Convention did not automatically, nor
in all cases, lead to a satisfactory level of alignment of domestic legisla‐
tion with the letter and the spirit of the treaty.
In some jurisdictions lacunae were found regarding the criminalisa‐
tion of members of domestic public assemblies for acts of corruption
and trading in influence. Moreover, in a number of cases, GRECO has
established that sanctions provided for private sector bribery (i.e. ac‐
tive bribery) were significantly lower than those for bribery in the pub‐
lic sector, thus suggesting that paying bribes in connection with busi‐
ness deals is not considered as being seriously problematic (and is per‐
haps even seen as an acceptable practice among “gentlemen”). The
drafters of the Convention clearly did not intend to support that mis‐
conception. In this connection the evidence collected by GRECO and
other international players (including the European Commission and
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) strongly suggests that
both the transposition of the relevant international standards and their
practical implementation lag behind endeavours concerning bribery in
the public sector. Regarding the Group’s own work, it is noteworthy in
this context that only a very small number of evaluated members were
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able to refer to case‐law in this field. Only about half were in a position
to supply statistics covering prosecutions brought and/or convictions
secured. In nearly all cases the figures were rather low.
An issue which is of relevance to the cross‐border prosecution of
corruption offences is the dual criminality requirement for corruption
offences committed abroad by citizens or residents of a given State.
GRECO has taken the view in a number of cases that this requirement
should be abolished as it can be an obstacle to efficient law‐
enforcement, especially where the offence has been committed in a
country which has not yet aligned its domestic law with the relevant
international anti‐corruption treaties.
Regarding the funding of political parties and electoral campaigns,
this issue remains a highly contentious matter in numerous countries.
Two areas merit particular attention, namely the monitoring of party
and campaign accounts and enforcement of the relevant financing
rules (if there are any).
It is now widely accepted – not least owing to the monitoring work
of the Group –that transparency requirements regarding the books and
accounts of political parties and candidates can only be effective when
supervised by a truly independent monitoring body (or bodies), exam‐
ples of which are only found in a limited number of countries. Fur‐
thermore, GRECO has stressed in many cases that the requirement for
political parties to have their accounts verified by auditors is an effec‐
tive tool to reinforce financial discipline and decrease possibilities for
corruption. It is essential that auditors remain independent – and are
seen to be independent – of the political parties they audit. This fun‐
damental requirement was often not fulfilled.
Turning to the issue of enforcement of funding rules, GRECO has
frequently been led to conclude that infringements are rarely brought
to light and, if they are brought to light, they often do not lead to any
meaningful reaction by the supervisory authorities – where such au‐
thorities exist – and/or by the law enforcement authorities. In this con‐
nection, the Group has insisted many times on the need to introduce
more flexible sanctions to supplement criminal sanctions, including
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administrative (e.g. withdrawal of public funding, ineligibility for fu‐
ture funding) and possibly civil sanctions (e.g. deregistration).
Corruption in Parliaments and in the Justice System
GRECO’s 4th Evaluation Round (launched in January 2012) focuses
on corruption prevention with respect to members of parliament,
judges and prosecutors. Each of these groups works within a national
institution that is key in the fight against corruption. Their effective‐
ness and integrity help determine whether the seeds of corruption
grow and flourish in a country or not.
The reports processed to date4 have engendered often tough but
constructive discussions within the Plenary. These discussions have
demonstrated beyond doubt that political parties and elected represen‐
tatives are among the least trusted public institutions – this appears to
be a generalised trend across Europe. The picture is more mixed how‐
ever when it comes to judges and prosecutors. To mention just a few
examples, judges enjoy high levels of public trust in the United King‐
dom, and lower than European average levels of trust in Slovakia, Slo‐
venia and in Estonia. Some of this may be due to specific cases of cor‐
ruption involving judges or, as indicated in some of GRECO’s reports,
a combination of such cases, a weak legal system and a lack of public
awareness of the steps already taken to strengthen the institutional in‐
dependence of the judiciary.
That said, it goes without saying that any corruption scandal in‐
volving a judge has a negative impact on public confidence in the judi‐
ciary as a whole. In a number of reports GRECO has made recommen‐
dations to strengthen the capacity of the judiciary to address corrup‐
tion prevention: for example, to limit political interference in judicial
appointments in Slovenia and to ensure security of tenure in the
United Kingdom and to encourage judicial capacity to self‐govern, for
example, by strengthening the role of independent judicial bodies in

4 All Evaluation and related Compliance Reports can be found on GRECO’s
homepage. http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/evaluations/index_en.asp
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the appointment and career progression of judges in Estonia.
The reports also highlight a lack of proactivity on the part of MPs
when it comes to the need to demonstrate their commitment to corrup‐
tion prevention as a matter of individual conduct as well as public
duty and to ensure that an ethos of prevention prevails within national
parliaments themselves.
Interestingly a number of reports indicate that one reason fueling
parliamentarians’ inaction in this area may be a lack of understanding
of what is expected, particularly as regards conflicts beyond those re‐
lated to financial interests. This state of affairs prompted recommenda‐
tions from GRECO, for example, to Iceland, Sweden and Poland as
well as many other countries to promote a system of ad hoc declara‐
tions to deal with the broad range of interests that may impact on the
impartiality of a parliamentarian’s involvement in a particular legisla‐
tive initiative.
Impact
Achieving sustainable results is in the hands of the Group’s member
states. Despite the fact that the Council of Europe in general – and in
this case GRECO – cannot impose genuine “sanctions” on those mem‐
ber states which show little willingness or capacity to fully implement
its recommendations, the mechanism ultimately produces positive re‐
sults in a large number of cases by working in close partnership with
the national authorities and allowing frank, open discussion on site
and among peers in the plenary. GRECO recommendations are not
imposed “from above” but are the result of a process that ensures a
sense of ownership.
Those who have seen GRECO at work – as I had the privilege to do
for the last twelve years and for a total of altogether fifty‐five plenary
sessions –will concur that there is a keen sense of fairness among
GRECO delegations which largely precludes back‐patting, coalition‐
building and other political manoeuvres, thereby increasing commit‐
ment to obtaining concrete, long‐term results.
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GRECO’s Annual Report for 20125 presented for the first time statis‐
tics on the overall levels of compliance by 45 of its 49 member states
with recommendations issued in the first two evaluation rounds. These
show that some three years after they were first evaluated, member
states had fully complied with 78% of the recommendations. This is
impressive and demonstrates a strong commitment by member states
to the process of reflection and reform advocated by GRECO.
That said, the current picture is not quite that rosy. While some
countries have made noticeable progress in certain areas, others have
not and in some cases there are clear signs of regression. One issue that
remains a concern is the number of public officials and elected repre‐
sentatives who still enjoy immunity from prosecution in some member
states. Another is the rather slow progress made across Europe to‐
wards effectively protecting workplace whistle‐blowers who can
sound the alarm about corruption issues early enough for swift and ef‐
fective action to be taken.
The prime area of concern, however, remains the funding of politi‐
cal life. Party and campaign funding has turned out to be much more
than a purely technical issue. Political parties perform a vital democ‐
ratic function but their legitimacy depends on the trust and confidence
of citizens and this is called into question when politicians and party
officials across Europe flout the standards of conduct expected of them
– whether to gain the upper hand against their political opponents or
to further their personal interests or those of their affiliates.
It is important to address the issues that give rise to such dissatisfac‐
tion across Europe. The values and principles underpinning democra‐
cies in Europe need to be reaffirmed in concrete ways if we want to
counteract low voter turnout and ever growing populist political
movements and parties whose democratic credentials are highly ques‐
tionable.

5 GRECO, ‘Thirteenth General Activity Report’ (2012), pp 16–19. http://www.
coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/documents/2013/Greco(2013)1_Gen.Act.Report201
2_EN.pdf
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In this connection, the performance of quite a number of member
states in implementing GRECO’s recommendations relating to political
financing has had to be categorised as “globally unsatisfactory”. Luck‐
ily, it is not all gloom that surrounds this issue. There are many success
stories of countries that have made progress as a consequence of being
placed under closer scrutiny by GRECO. There are encouraging signs
that the catalogue of such attainments will continue to grow.
All those involved in GRECO and the international anti‐corruption
community know that too many people in Europe still face corruption
as they go about their daily lives and too many have to put up with
corruption scandals involving those in positions of national trust. Re‐
sponsible leaders will understand that in such circumstances it is not
easy to build and maintain confidence in systems, institutions and de‐
cision‐makers – but that it is work they must do.
Designing new programmes of action, setting up a plethora of re‐
flection groups or enacting one piece of legislation after the other alone
will not be enough to achieve lasting success. It is essential that more is
done, at both international and domestic levels, to generate the requi‐
site political will to prevent and fight corruption and – above all – to
build a culture of integrity. Political leaders must be prepared to take
up this challenge.
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Introduction
Although corruption has always been present in the history of man‐
kind, it seems that nowadays countries, and particularly developing
ones, are struggling with this scourge more than ever. The vast dimen‐
sions of this phenomenon have attracted the massive attention of the
world community. According to World Bank estimates, more than one
trillion dollars are paid each year in bribes, and this is just a rough es‐
timate of actual bribes paid around the world, not including embez‐
zlement of public funds or theft of public assets.1 Transparency Inter‐
national, the leading non‐governmental organization in the fight

* The present article constitutes an updated abstract of a report on ‘Using pri‐
vate lawsuits to recover stolen assets – civil law remedies for corruption’ initially
submitted within the author’s consultancy for the World Bank’s Stolen Asset Re‐
covery Initiative (StAR) that contributed to the publication of Public Wrongs, Private
Actions, Civil Lawsuits to Recover Stolen Assets, in 2015 by StAR. The author would
like to sincerely thank Jean‐Pierre Brun, Senior Financial Sector Specialist World
Bank and StAR, for providing sound advice and invaluable guidance throughout
the preparation of the report.
1 World Bank, The Costs of Corruption (Apr. 8, 2004), available at http://
web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentMDK:20190187~menuP
K:34458~pagePK:34370~piPK:34424~theSitePK:4607,00.html
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against corruption, estimates that Mohamed Suharto, the former Presi‐
dent of Indonesia, embezzled around US$15 to 35 billion; Ferdinand
Marcos, the former President of Philippines, around US$5 to 10 billion;
Mobutu Sese Seko, the former President of Zaire, up to US$ 5 billion;
Sani Abacha, the former President of Nigeria, around US$2 to 5 bil‐
lion.2 In addition, Global Financial Integrity estimates that during the
period between 1978 – 2008, Africa lost US$854 billion in illicit financial
outflows.3 The Stolen Asset Recovery (StAR) Initiative launched by
both the World Bank and the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, assesses that every year developing countries lose approxi‐
mately US$20 to US$40 billion– an amount that comes up to US$50 to
US$100 million per day – due tocorrupt acts such as bribery, embez‐
zlement and misappropriation of property or funds.4 To grasp the
magnitude of these dimensions, consider that it would take US$100
million to pay for the immunization of four million children or connect
250,000 houses to water. Numbers speak for themselves, demonstrat‐
ing, without doubt, the devastating impact of corruption, signaling at
the same time the need to eradicate or at least limit the phenomenon.
Fighting corruption mainly involves the use of criminal law which
is found at the center of national and international policies; investigat‐
ing, prosecuting, adjudicating and punishing corruption‐related of‐
fenses are usually top priorities in most anti‐corruption strategies; in
contrast, the use of civil law remedies tends to be overlooked.5 This,
however, does not mean that their importance should be underesti‐

2 Robin Hodess, ‘Introduction’, in Global Corruption Report 11, 13 (Transparency
International, 2004).
3 Global Financial Integrity, Illicit Financial Flows from Africa: Hidden resource for
development, available at http://www.gfintegrity.org/storage/gfip/documents/ re‐
ports/gfi_africareport_web.pdf(2009).
4 ‘Stolen Asset Recovery’ (StAR), Ten Things You Should Know, available at
http://www1.worldbank.org/finance/star_site/ten_things.html
5 Olaf Meyer, ‘The civil law consequences of corruption – an introduction’, in
Olaf Meyer (ed.) The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption, pp. 15, 18 (NOMOS,
2009).
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mated. In fact, civil law remedies can prove quite successful in the fight
against corruption, since the injured party can recover compensation,
or avoid obligations under a contract, while the defendant may be
obliged to pay damages and disgorge his/her profits.
This article aims to add a new dimension to the fight against cor‐
ruption and spur the debate over a topic that has not been systemati‐
cally studied. It intends to justify the choice of civil law remedies as a
credible and effective option for dealing with corruption, especially
when criminal law avenues are not available and well adapted to the
circumstances of a given case. For these reasons, the article presents,
first, the international legal framework on civil law remedies for cor‐
ruption, focusing on the relevant provisions of the United Nations
Convention Against Corruption and the Council of Europe Civil Law
Convention Against Corruption. Second, it analyzes the remedies that
are available to victims of corruption, such as compensation, restitution
and contract voidability or nullity. Third, it examines the categories of
persons that have standing to bring civil law claims in corruption‐
related cases. Fourth, it assesses the advantages of civil law remedies
for corruption, while it discusses their limitations and explains how
these can be overcome. In order to better understand the use of civil
law remedies for corruption in real social settings, the article ends by
discussing the case of the former President of Zambia Frederick Chi‐
luba and the civil action that was brought in order to recover misap‐
propriated assets.
International Anti‐corruption Instruments that Provide for Civil Law
Remedies
The vast majority of anti‐corruption instruments emphasize the use
of criminal law as the primary weapon in the fight against corruption.
Indeed, the United Nations Convention Against Corruption,6 the

6 The United Nations Convention Against Corruption was adopted on October
31, 2003, opened for signature from December 9 to 11, 2003, and entered into force
on December 14, 2005. By early September 2016, the Convention had 178 parties.
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United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime,7
the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of the Council of Europe,8
the Framework Decision of the Council of the European Union on
Combating Corruption in the Private Sector,9 the Organization for Eco‐
nomic Cooperation and Development Convention on Combating Brib‐
ery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions,10
the Inter‐American Convention Against Corruption,11 and the African
Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption,12 all use
criminal law as the primary mechanism for the control of corruption.
On the other hand, the civil avenue is generally overlooked, yet, not
entirely neglected, as it is addressed in both the United Nations Con‐
vention Against Corruption and the Council of Europe Civil Law Con‐
7 The United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime was
adopted by Resolution A/RES/55/25 of November 15, 2000, opened for signature
from December 12 to 15, 2000, and entered into force on September 29, 2003. It has
been signed by 147 States.
8 The Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of the Council of Europe was
adopted on November 4, 1998, by the Council of Ministers, opened for signature
on January 27, 1999, and entered into force on July 1, 2002. It has been ratified by 14
countries, and is also open for ratification by non‐European countries.
9 The Framework Decision of the Council of the European Union on Combating
Corruption in the Private Sector 2003/568/JHA of July 22, 2003, deals with both ac‐
tive and passive corruption in the private sector, and posed July 22, 2005, as the
deadline for transposition in the legislation of member states. The Framework De‐
cision abolished the 98/742/JHA Joint Action on corruption in the private sector
that was adopted on December 22, 1998, by the Council of Europe on the basis of
Article K.3 of the European Union Treaty.
10 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Convention
on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Trans‐
actions was signed on 17 December 1997, entered into force on 15 February 1999
and has been signed by 41 countries.
11 The Inter‐American Convention Against Corruption was adopted by the Or‐
ganization of American States (OAS) on March 29, 1996, and entered into force on
June 3, 1997.
12 The African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption
was adopted on July 11, 2003, entered into force on August 5, 2006, and has been
signed by 48 and ratified by 37 African countries.
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vention on Corruption. This section examines the aforementioned legal
instruments in more detail. For the most part, these conventions are
not self‐executing and establish only minimum standards that national
legislations must meet. In other words, States Parties are required to
enact appropriate legislation in order to comply with their obligations
under these Conventions.
1. The United Nations Convention Against Corruption (hereinafter UNCAC)
The UNCAC is the lengthiest and most analytical international anti‐
corruption instrument so far that lays a quite strong framework for
countries to adapt their civil law in order to ensure compensation for
victims of corruption. Article 35 of the Convention provides for the
right to obtain compensation when a person or entity has suffered
damage as a result of corruption. States parties are, thus, required to
take measures and establish appropriate mechanisms in order to en‐
sure that entities or persons that have suffered damage as a result of an
act of corruption have the right to initiate legal proceedings in order to
obtain compensation.13 This provision is mandatory and States Parties
have the obligation to take legislative or other measures in order to en‐
sure compliance with the Convention. In addition, under Chapter V on
Asset Recovery, article 53 requires States Parties to ensure in their ju‐
risdictions that other States Parties have legal standing for claiming
misappropriated assets and initiating civil actions to recover illegally
obtained and diverted assets.
2. The Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption (hereinafter
Civil Law Convention on Corruption)
This Convention is the sole international anti‐corruption instrument
that deals exclusively with civil law issues resulting from corruption.
The Convention provides for effective remedies for persons who have
suffered damage as a result of corruption. Article 1 requires States Par‐
ties to implement in their domestic legislation principles and rules that
13 United Nations [UN], Office on Drugs and Crime, Legislative Guide for the Im‐
plementation of the United Nations Convention Against Corruption, at § 458‐461 (2006).
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will enable persons who have suffered damage as a result of corrup‐
tion to defend their rights and interests, including the possibility of ob‐
taining damages.14
By providing the right to claim compensation, these Conventions
expect that corruption will no longer be considered as a victimless
crime. The international community has taken action and is moving
forward through multilateral agreements in order to ensure the rights
of corruption victims. In fact, their participation in the broader sanc‐
tioning process has improved the dynamic of anti‐corruption strate‐
gies.15
Types of Remedies
As a general rule, civil law remedies for persons who have suffered
loss as a result of corrupt acts include compensation for damages, resti‐
tution, and contractual nullity or voidability.
1. Compensation
As we saw in the previous section, the right to obtain compensation
for damages is provided in both the UNCAC (article 35) and the Civil
Law Convention on Corruption (article 1). The latter, provides in arti‐
cle 3 the right of persons to initiate an action in order to obtain full
compensation for damage. In this action, the plaintiff has to prove ac‐
cording to article 4: i) that the defendant committed or authorized the
act of corruption, or failed to take reasonable steps to prevent it, ii) the
occurrence of damage, as well as iii) the causal link between the cor‐
rupt behavior and the damage. The damage must be sufficiently char‐
acterized with regard to the particular victim.16 A causal link must exist
between the act of corruption and the damage that was suffered by the
person who seeks compensation. For instance, a causal link exists, in

14 Council of Europe [CoE], Civil Law Convention on Corruption Explanatory Re‐
port, at § 26 (ETS No. 174).
15 Abiola Makinwa, ‘Researching civil remedies for international corruption: the
choice of the functional comparative method’, 2(3) Erasmus L. Rev. 331, 348 (2009).
16 CoE, Explanatory Report, supra note 14, at § 43.
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the case of a competitor who demonstrates that he/she would have
been awarded the contract but for bribe. In contrast, there is no causal
link in the case of a competitor who incurred medical expenses because
of depression due to the loss of a business deal.17 Nevertheless, States
are allowed to apply wider standards in their domestic legislation.18
According to article 6 of the Civil Law Convention, the plaintiff’s
right to full compensation may be reduced or even disallowed in cases
of culpable contributory negligence.19 The judge evaluating the victim’s
behavior may even decide that the plaintiff does not deserve any com‐
pensation.20 Hence, an employer may be accused of culpable behavior
if he/she leaves absolute responsibility to his/her employees without
exercising any control at all.21 In addition, an employer’s claim for
compensation may be reduced or rejected, if after having discovered a
corrupt act, he/she failed to take the necessary measures to avoid repe‐
tition of similar incidents.22
The object of awarding compensation for damages is to address the
monetary loss suffered by the victim as a result of the tortfeasor’s act or
omission. The basic rule for the determination of damages in corrup‐
tion cases provides that the victim must be placed as much as possible
in the circumstances in which he/she would have been but for the cor‐
rupt act that caused the damage. Therefore, all expenses or lost profits
caused by an act of corruption must be compensated. Compensation
for damage suffered depends on the nature of the damage, whether
material or non‐pecuniary. Material damage is compensated finan‐
cially, whereas non‐pecuniary loss may be compensated by other
means, such as the publication of a judgment.23 According to article 3

17 Wolfgang Rau, ‘The Council of Europe’s civil law convention on corruption’,
in Olaf Meyer (ed.), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption 21, 25 ( NOMOS, 2009).
18 CoE, Explanatory Report, supra note 14, at § 45.
19 Id. at §§ 52, 53.
20 Rau, supra note 17, at 25.
21 CoE, Explanatory Report, supra note 14, at § 57.
22 Id. at § 58.
23 CoE, Explanatory Report, supra note 14, at § 37.
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paragraph 2 of the Civil Law Convention, compensation may cover
material damage, loss of profits, and non‐pecuniary loss. Material
damages refer to the actual reduction in the economic situation of the
person who has suffered the damage. Loss of profits represents the
profit that could reasonably have been expected but was not gained
due to corruption. Non‐pecuniary loss is related to the losses that can‐
not be immediately calculated, as they do not amount to a tangible ma‐
terial economic loss.24 An example of non‐pecuniary loss is the reputa‐
tional damage sustained by a competitor who has been defrauded.
This kind of loss may be compensated financially or by the publication
of a judgment at the cost of the defendant.25
2. Restitution
A claim for restitution is different from a claim for damages, since it
does not aim at compensating the claimant for a harm that he/she has
suffered. The purpose of restitution is to restore a person “to his or her
original position prior to loss or injury, or […] the position he/she
would have been, had the breach not occurred.”26 Its objective is, thus,
to divest the defendant of the benefit he/she received, and prevent un‐
just enrichment.27 Restitution is another effective remedy that can be
used in the fight against corruption, since it attacks its economic base
by forcing the defendant to disgorge his/her profits. It should be noted,
however, that restitution should preferably be used in combination
with other remedies, as it might be inadequate by itself to deter corrup‐
tion; simply requiring bribers or bribed agents to disgorge ill‐gotten
profits does not have a strong deterrent effect.

Id. at § 38.
Id.
26 Black’s Law Dictionary, at 1313 (1990 ed.).
27 Donald Harris, David Campbell & Roger Halson, Remedies in Contract and
Tort 231 (2nd edn, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
24
25
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3. Contractual nullity and voidability
It is generally accepted that the contract between the briber and the
bribed agent is null and void as its purpose is to funnel bribes.28 Ac‐
cording to article 8 paragraph 1 of the Civil Law Convention, contracts
or clauses of contracts providing for corruption, shall be null and
void.29
While the invalidity of the contract between the bribed agent and
the briber is beyond dispute, there exist various views in theory and ju‐
risprudence with regard to the consequences of bribery for the main
contract, that is, the one entered to as a result of the bribe. This contract
may be completely null and void, or voidable, or it may be maintained
by adjusting the obligation and counter‐performance equilibrium.30
Both the Civil Law Convention on Corruption and the UNCAC agree
that the presence of corruption should affect the validity of the main
contract. The former provides in article 8 paragraph 2 that a contract
which has been undermined by corruption, can be declared by the
court void. Alternatively, parties may also choose to abide by the con‐
tract.31 The latter provides in article 34 that corruption may be consid‐
ered as a factor for annulling or rescinding a contract.
Who Has Standing?
A wide array of parties who have a specific legal interest in a case of
corruption are entitled to bring an action before civil courts. The pool
of potential claimants includes States, principals/employers, competi‐

28 Olaf Meyer, The Formation of a Transnational Order Public against Corruption –
Lessons for Arbitral Tribunals, at 9, paper prepared for the Bellagio Workshop (June
13‐17, 2010).
29 This is also the rule in the list of transnational principles “TRANS‐LEX”, pub‐
lished by the Center of Transnational Law. Under IV.7.2(a): “Contracts based on or
involving the payment or transfer of bribes (‘corruption money’, ‘secret commis‐
sions’, ‘pots‐de‐vin’, ‘kickbacks’) are void”. Available at http://www.trans‐lex.
org/output.php?docid=938000. Cited by Meyer, supra note 28, at 9.
30 Meyer, supra note 28, at 11.
31 CoE, Explanatory Report, supra note 14, at § 64.
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tors and civil society organizations.
1. States
States’ right to bring a civil action before foreign civil courts seeking
the recovery of stolen assets has been recognized in the above men‐
tioned international anti‐corruption instruments. More specifically, ar‐
ticle 53 of the UNCAC requires States Parties to have in place a legal
regime allowing other states to bring civil actions for asset recovery, or
to intervene, or appear in courts to enforce compensation claims. This
is an innovative provision, as it departs from the notion that proceeds
from corruption can only be recovered on confiscation grounds. Addi‐
tionally, States are also allowed to initiate civil proceedings under the
Civil Law Convention on Corruption, since the word “persons” who
have suffered damage as a result of corruption, provided for in article
1, covers both natural and legal persons, or other bodies existing in na‐
tional legal systems, which are able to engage in litigation.
2. Principals/employers
The most frequently‐used model to explain corruption, and particu‐
larly its basic form bribery, is the principal‐agent model which involves
three parties: the principal, the agent who acts on behalf of the princi‐
pal, and the client. An agency relationship could be characterized as a
contract under which the principal assigns the agent the performance
of a service on his/her behalf and delegates him/her the necessary deci‐
sion‐making power. By accepting the bribe, the agent no longer solely
represents the principal’s interests alone but undertakes to serve the
client’s as well, ensuring that the latter is either preferred to potential
competitors or receives a better contract. The agency relationship also
applies to employment contracts. If the employee violates the fiduciary
duty owed to his/her employer, a well‐recognized principle in most
common law systems, the employer, as a victim, may raise a claim
against him/her on the basis of the breach of the employment contract,
and the duty of loyalty owed. The briber may also be held liable to the
principal.
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3. Competitors
Another category of potential claimants consists in non‐bribing
competitors, who can also claim damages for a business deal they lost
due to the bribery of the awarding agent by another competitor. In
practice, however, it is difficult to determine who has suffered a direct
injury due to an act of bribery. In other words, it would be difficult to
prove that, but for the bribe, the competitor would have been awarded
the contract. The greater the number of potential competitors, the more
complicated it is to prove the causal relationship. Despite the concerns
associated with bringing such claims, competitors have incentives to
sue and in fact they are doing so.32
4. Civil society
Under the Civil Law Convention on Corruption, States may allow a
person other than the one who has suffered damage to bring a claim
for compensation. Likewise, under the UNCAC, States Parties could
recognize in practice asset recovery claims initiated by public interna‐
tional organizations as the legitimate owners of property, although
such claims are not explicitly mentioned in article 53.33 Chambers of
commerce may also be permitted to bring civil actions or restraining
orders in cases involving corruption.
32 In the United States, civil suits brought by competitors who were not success‐
ful in being awarded a foreign government contracts are common. In the case of
Kirkpatrick & Co. v. Environmental Tectonics, Environmental Tectonics Corpora‐
tion was an unsuccessful bidder that brought RICO, Robinson‐Patman Act and
state anti‐racketeering actions, claiming damages from competitors that had alleg‐
edly obtained a construction contract from the Nigerian government by bribing
Nigerian officials. W.S. Kirkpatrick & Co., Inc. v. Environmental Tectonics Corp.
493 U.S. 400, 110 S.Ct. 701, (U.S.N.J.,1990).
33 That was the case of the “Bien Mal Acquis” in France. The French Chapter of
Transparency International was a civil party in criminal proceedings brought
against three presidents, namely, Denis Sasssou N’Guesso (Congo‐Brazzaville),
Omar Bongo‐Ondimba (Gabon) and Teodoro Obiango Mbasogo (Equatorial
Guinea). This case constitutes an excellent example of civil society organizations’
participation in corruption trials as civil parties.
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Advantages and Limitations of Civil Law Remedies
In the fight against corruption, the use of criminal or civil law
remedies serve different primary goals: criminal law expresses soci‐
ety’s disapproval of the corrupt act and aims at punishing the perpe‐
trator, while civil law focuses on victims’ interests and aims at com‐
pensation and restitution.34 This section explores the advantages and
the limitations of the use of civil law remedies in corruption cases.
For starters, it is worth mentioning that civil law remedies may be
considered a credible option in the fight against corruption due to the
broad standing to bring civil law claims. The pool of potential plaintiffs
is rather large, including states whose public resources have been mis‐
appropriated by corrupt leaders, politicians and high‐level government
officials; employers whose companies have suffered loss because their
employees engaged in corrupt or fraudulent activities; competitors
who have lost business deals as a result of secret payments by their ri‐
vals; civil society organizations and chambers of commerce. It is be‐
lieved that victims who have suffered losses from corruption may be
more determined to bring the offender to justice than an employee of a
state prosecution authority who lacks any personal involvement. In
fact, in countries where prosecution authorities are not sufficiently
staffed, financially supported and adequately trained in handling cor‐
ruption‐related offenses, the pursuit of justice through civil law proce‐
dures may be more effective.35
Civil law remedies against corruption can be an easy and effective
choice when criminal law means are not available. Indeed, there are
cases where a criminal prosecution may not be initiated or continued,
when, for example, the perpetrator has died, or has escaped the juris‐
diction, or is protected by immunity, or when the evidence is weak.36 In

34 David Kraft, ‘English private law and vorruption: dummary and duggestions
for the development of European private law’, in Olaf Meyer (ed.), The Civil Law
Consequences of Corruption 207, 207 (NOMOS, 2009).
35 Meyer, supra note 5, at 17.
36 UNCAC Legislative Guide, supra note 13 at § 708; John C. Coffee, Paradigms
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addition, civil law remedies can be a good alternative when the of‐
fender is a corporation and it is difficult to find the particular individ‐
ual behind the corrupt act.37 Since the remedies that are available in a
civil trial are multiple, including compensation, restitution, disgorge‐
ment of profits and cancellation of contract, they may increase chances
of achieving effective deterrence by attacking the economic base of
criminality and ensuring that crime does not pay.
Civil law remedies also have procedural advantages. In contrast to a
number of procedural guarantees recognized in criminal trials, such as
proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt and in dubio pro reo, only mod‐
erate safeguards apply in civil proceedings. Standards of proof are
lower, such as proof on the balance of probabilities, while discovery is
broader. In addition, the privilege against self‐incrimination, which is
fundamental in criminal proceedings, does not apply in civil ones.
While the judge or the jury in a criminal trial cannot draw adverse in‐
ferences from a defendant’s decision to invoke this privilege, it has
been suggested that in a civil trial, a defendant’s failure to answer
questions during discovery can be used against him/her by a skillful
civil plaintiff.38
While the advantages of civil law remedies justify the interest in the
topic, there are also several limitations. A major obstacle to the fight
against corruption through the means of civil law is the lack of political
will which may include unwillingness to initiate a civil action, or coop‐
erate with foreign authorities.39 This is usually the case when those
lost: the blurring of the criminal and civil law models and what can be done about
it’, 101(8) Yale L. J. 1875, 1887 (1992).
37 Laura Kerrigan, ‘The decriminalization of administrative law penalties – civil
remedies, alternatives, policy, and constitutional implications, 45 Admin. L. Rev.
367, 379‐380 (1993).
38 Moscarino George J., Laura Tuell Parcher & Michael R. Shumaker, ‘To fis‐
close or not to fisclose: if that is the question what is the answer?, 7(4) J. Fin. Crime,
308, 312 (2000).
39 OECD and StAR, ‘Tracking anti‐corruption and asset recovery commitments,
a progress report and recommendations for action’, at 45 (2011), available at
http://star.worldbank.org/star/publication/tracking‐anti‐corruption‐and‐asset‐
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who diverted the assets are still in power and will oppose the idea of
asset recovery.40 In addition, the cost of tracing assets and the legal fees
in obtaining court orders can be high and difficult to predict in ad‐
vance.41 Length of proceedings and unexpected delays associated with
formalities, processing times and appeals can also increase costs.42 Vic‐
tims of corruption might, thus, hesitate to bring civil actions afraid of
losing time and money.43 Another obstacle could be the lack of investi‐
gative tools such as access to intelligence that is available to public au‐
thorities, as well as low level of expertise, especially in developing
countries. Moreover, ineffective legal frameworks that do not provide
for the use of civil law remedies against corruption, as well as lack of
mutual legal assistance conventions or agreements turn cross‐border
cooperation impossible.
Most importantly, since corruption is by its nature secretive, plain‐
tiffs may encounter great difficulties in obtaining the evidence required
to prove the bribe, the corrupt deal, the amount of damages or the
causal link. Furthermore, bank secrecy laws might prohibit civil plain‐
tiffs from acquiring information necessary to meet burdens of proof,
while they might only allow disclosure of bank records upon consent
to the release.44 The bank customer’s right to confidentiality is usually
protected in national statutes, while in some countries the right to pri‐

recovery‐commitments.
40 Basel Institute on Governance, ‘Capacity building in asset recovery’, at 5
(2011), available at https://www.baselgovernance.org/sites/collective. localhost/files
/publications/capacity_building_in_asset_recovery.pdf.
41 Id.
42 Brun Jean‐Pierre, Larissa Gray, Clive Scott & Kevin M. Stephenson, Asset Re‐
covery Handbook, A Guide for Practitioners, at 26, The World Bank (2011), available at
https://www.unodc.org/documents/corruption/Publications/StAR/StAR_Publicatio
n_‐_Asset_Recovery_Handbook.pdf
43 Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers, Multidisciplinary Group on Cor‐
ruption, Working Group on Civil Law, Feasibility Study on the Drawing of a Conven‐
tion on Civil Remedies for Compensation for Damage Resulting from Acts of Corruption
(1996).
44 Moscarino, supra note 38, at 307.
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vacy is granted constitutional protection. Banks are, thus, expected not
to disclose to third parties information about their customers’ accounts
and transactions.45
These difficulties could be met by enacting legislation that provides
for civil law remedies as a route for dealing with corruption and en‐
couraging the adoption of instruments that will facilitate cooperation
with other states. Litigation costs can be addressed by breaking them
down into different stages and using the money recovered in one ac‐
tion to fund the next one. Lack of experience and expertise can be met
with trainings and expert meetings in order to ensure familiarity with
the civil process and improve the skills that are required when dealing
with corruption cases. With regard to bank secrecy laws, states need to
adopt appropriate mechanisms in order to overcome any obstacles that
may arise out of their application.46
The Case of Frederick Chiluba
Recent success stories of asset recovery via civil proceedings dem‐
onstrate that the use of civil law remedies in the fight against corrup‐
tion cannot be overlooked. This section offers a better understanding of
the notorious case of Frederick Jacob Titus Chiluba and the civil action
that was brought by the Attorney General of Zambia for and on behalf
of the Republic of Zambia before British courts.
Frederick Chiluba served as the President of Zambia from 1991 to
2002. In February 2003, he was charged along with his former intelli‐
gence chief, Xavier Chungu, and several former ministers and senior
officials, with 168 counts of theft of more than $40 million, at a time
when the vast majority of Zambians were struggling to live on $1 a
day. The allegations involved assets that were diverted from the Minis‐
try of Finance into an account held at the London branch of the Zambia

45 International Center for Asset Recovery, Tracing Stolen Assets: A practitioner’s
handbook, at 33, Basel Institute on Governance (2009), available at https://www.
baselgovernance.org/sites/collective.localhost/files/publications/asset‐tracing_web‐
version_eng.pdf
46 See Article 40 of the UNCAC.
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National Commercial Bank (Zanaco) between 1995 and 2001. The Zam‐
bian government claimed that the account was used to meet Chiluba’s
and Chungu’s personal expenses while the latter argued that the ac‐
count was used by Zambia’s intelligence services to fund operations
abroad.47
The Attorney General of Zambia for and on behalf of the Republic
of Zambia brought a civil case against Chiluba and nineteen of his as‐
sociates to the British civil courts to recover sums that were transferred
by the Ministry of Finance between 1995 and 2001.48 The Attorney
General of Zambia acknowledged that some sums were transferred in
order to pay debts owed by the Government, but most of them were
not used for that purpose.49
The action was brought in London for a number of reasons: First of
all, significant defendants were based in London and large amounts of
the allegedly stolen money were passed through accounts held by
them onward to other destinations both in Europe and elsewhere.50
Second, defendants had a strong nexus with London, since they were
both Zambian based and UK based.51 Third, bringing the action to Brit‐
ish Courts instead of Zambian ones, would allow orders to be en‐
forced.52 Fourth, Zambia lacked any bilateral or multilateral agree‐
ments, procedural safeguards, capacity and experience necessary to
collect evidence and enforce confiscation orders across Europe.53 Last,
most of the funds diverted from Zambia had passed through law firms
and bank accounts in the UK.54
47 Brun Jean‐Pierre et al., Public Wrongs, Private Actions, Civil Lawsuits to Recover
Stolen Assets, StAR (2015) available at http://star.worldbank.org/star/sites/star/files/
9781464803703_0.pdf
48 Attorney General of Zambia for and on behalf of the Republic of Zambia
(Claimant) and – Meer Care & Desai (a firm) & Ors [2007] EWHC 952, at § 1.
49 Id.
50 Id. at § 15.
51 Id. at § 16.
52 Id.
53 Brun, supra note 42, at 16.
54 Id. at 17.
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The case fell into 3 distinct parts: The first claim arose out of the
transfer of about $52,000,000 from Zambia to a bank account allegedly
operated outside ordinary governmental processes, the Zamtrop Ac‐
count, held at Zambia National Commercial Bank Limited in London
(“The Zamtrop Conspiracy”). The second claim was associated with a
UK registered property company called MOFED Ltd owned by the
Zambian government (“MOFED Claim”) and related solely to the Fifth
Defendant Atan Shansonga. The third claim related to payments of
about $20,000,000 made by Zambia pursuant to an alleged arms deal
with Bulgaria and paid into accounts in Belgium and Switzerland
while at least some of those funds were traced in London (“The BK
conspiracy”).55
The defendants in the case fell into 3 categories: The “Zambian de‐
fendants” including Chiluba, the “participating defendants” who fully
participated in trial, and the “non‐participating defendants” who did
not take part in the trial.56 The Zambian defendants did not participate
in the trial. Their participation earlier in the action was in order to seek
dismissal of the action claiming that the trial should be postponed until
the conclusion of criminal proceedings in Zambia and that they could
not attend proceedings in London due to the terms of their bail. The
first challenge was dealt with the prohibition of the release or use of
any material revealed in the civil trial. The second challenge was ad‐
dressed by sitting in Zambia and hearing the evidence of the Zambia
based defendants.57 Although the defendants challenged the decision
to make the ring fencing order, it was never suggested that the pro‐
ceedings were inappropriately brought in London.58
The Court, after considering all the evidence and submissions of the

Id. at § 2.
Attorney General of Zambia for and on behalf of the Republic of Zambia
(Claimant) and – Meer Care & Desai (a firm) & Ors [2007] EWHC 952, Executive
Summary § 6.
57 Id. at §§ 8‐14.
58 Attorney General of Zambia for and on behalf of the Republic of Zambia
(Claimant) and Meer Care & Desai (a firm) & Ors [2007] EWHC 952, at § 27.
55
56
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defendants found them liable in tort. In particular, according to the
Court’s Judgment, the Zambian defendants had conspired to misap‐
propriate $25,754,316 under the Zamtrop Conspiracy and $21,200,719
under the BK conspiracy.59 The defendants were held liable for the
value of misappropriated assets plus damages. The most serious reve‐
lation in this case was “the cynical and unjustified misappropriation of
funds for the private purposes of Government officials.”60 However, as
far as the criminal proceedings are concerned Chiluba was eventually
acquitted in Zambia.
Concluding Remarks
Despite the boom in corruption and anti‐corruption literature and
research that has been noticed during the last two decades, the topic of
civil law remedies has not been systematically addressed. However,
this article has demonstrated that civil law remedies can prove a credi‐
ble option to deal with corruption, especially where criminal law
means are unavailable or inadequate. Civil law is rich in remedies, as it
offers compensatory damages, and restitution, while it provides for in‐
validity and voidability of a contract. The right of persons who have
suffered damages as a result of corruption to seek civil redress is rec‐
ognized both on national and international level, while in recent years,
national courts have been dealing with civil actions brought by rejected
bidders and betrayed employers. Anti‐corruption strategies should
therefore examine the relationship between criminal and civil law
remedies that are insufficient to eradicate corruption on their own.

59
60

Id. at §§ 1120, 1132.
Id. at § 57.
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The Problem of Lack of Morality in Public Sector
The economic crisis in Europe after 2008 contributed substantially
to rethink the structure of public economy, the resources and the ex‐
penses of the member states. Besides, the causes of this crisis are rather
institutional than purely economic, mostly relevant to moral problems
of each state, such as corruption, lack of transparency and waste of
public money. This constant problem in Greece has also been of con‐
siderable concern to certain recent publications of Professor Courakis.1
Many different forms of anti‐competitive practice, such as agree‐
ments prohibited by public procurement law, predatory pricing, abuse
of dominant position, are closely associated to criminal offences, such
as obstructing of public tender procedures, corruption, fraud, even
money laundering and misappropriation. The usual practice of illegal
bribes received by political authorities in exchange for their tolerance
complicates even more the problem and the research of an effective so‐
lution seems rather an illusion.
1 N. Courakis. ‘Confronting corruption in Greece’, in The Art of Crime, English
internet edition (www.theartofcrime.gr), issue 3, May 2011. 28; ‘Anti‐corruption ef‐
forts in Greece: between law in books and law in action’, in The Art of Crime, Eng‐
lish internet edition (www.theartofcrime.gr), issue 7, July 2015. 5 31.
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The Significance of Public Contracts in the Fields of Corruption in
Public Sector
According to European Union’s statistics, each year, more than
250,000 public authorities in the EU spend around 14% of GDP on pur‐
chasing services.2 This percentage, according to OECD, corresponds to
an amount around US$9.5 trillion of public money spent each year by
governments procuring merchandises and services for their citizens.3 If
these numbers are apparently significant for the national budget of
each member state as well as for the European policy regarding the
public procurement in the European market, the rate of corruption is
rather terrifying. The numbers speak for themselves. More precisely,
OECD estimates that corruption ranges between 20‐25% of national
procurement budgets,4 an extremely high percentage considering that
this money coming from unbearable legal taxes are becoming illegal
bribes instead of public services.
The Role of European Law
The European Union, visualizing the implementation of a unique
European market of merchandises, capitals and services, has already
realized that the consolidations of public procurement procedures at
the national level are the essential step in order to achieve this. There‐
fore, the construction of a stable framework of tendering rules, inspired
from the principals of transparency and equity between candidates.5
2 Source : http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/public‐tenders/rules‐procedu
res/index_en.htm
3
Source: https://oecdinsights.org/2015/03/27/transparency‐in‐public‐procure
ment‐moving‐away‐from‐the‐abstract/
4 Ibid.
5 Considering the efforts of the European institutions in the fields of public pro‐
curement in public contracts, it could be useful to classify them into the following
four categories, by chronological order:
i. Directive 77/62/EC amended by the directive 80/767/EC and directive
88/295/EC, considered as the first effort of the European community to construct
the framework of public procurement procedures in order to establish the Euro‐
pean market;
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Nowadays, it is obvious that the vast majority of the public contracts –
the most significant for public economy due to their value over the
threshold set by the Directives‐ is now regulated by the European law,6
providing effective measures such as different procurement proce‐
dures depending to each case (open procedure, negotiation etc..), digi‐
tal publication (e‐ procurement) and publication in the Official Journal of
the European Union, as well as objective selection based on objective
award criteria, moderating the financial criterion of the lowest price
bytaking into account considerations related to public interest ( social
and environmental considerations, ecolabels etc.). Defining by these
means the award of “the most economically advantageous tender”,7
the European secondary law requires the respect from the member
states of a transparent and objective procedure ex ante, implicating in
the meantime a control ex post concerning the respect of the anti‐trust
law of the European Union (state aids etc.). However, the role of the
European law includes no criminal sanctions. From the administrative

ii. Directive 2001/78/EC of 13 September 2001 directive 97/52/CE) and 93/38/CE
(already amended by the directive 98/4/EC);
iii. Directives 2005/51/EC of 7 September 2005 and 2005/75/EC of 16 November
2005 modifying the directives 2004/18/EC et 2004/17/EC and their annexes, con‐
cerning the public procurement process in the fields of the European market;
iv. Directive 2007/24/EC of 23 May 2007 abrogating the directive 71/304/EC re‐
moving the existing legal restrictions freedom to provide services, in the fields of
public procurement contracts considering public works and on the award of public
works contracts to contractors acting through agencies or branches; v. Directive
2014/24/EU of 26 February 2014 considering public procurement contracts provid‐
ing works, merchandises and services, directive 2014/25/EU considering the an‐
cient “excluded sectors” of energy, telecommunications etc. and directive 2014/23/
EU considering the concession contracts.
6 However, typically it is considered as a two‐tier law system: the public con‐
tracts as a whole are subjected to the principals inspired from the texts of European
treaties (transparency, equity, free circulation of merchandises, capitals and ser‐
vices), when the contracts of the most high value and consequently more signifi‐
cant for the national budget, are strictly regulated by the texts of the EU public
procurement directives of 26 February 2014.
7 Art. 67 Directive 2014/24/EU.
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law perspective, the pre‐ and post‐ contractual remedies provided to
any person with legitimate interest to act (unselected candidates as
well as users of public services) by the Directive 2007/66/ EC, have to
be considered as the most efficient legal instrument aiming to control
any lack of transparency and impartiality concerning the award of the
contract. However, it is rather regrettable to confirm the limited poten‐
tials of sanctioning the public authorities contributing against the fight
of corruption in the public sector. Consequently, the qualification of
anticompetitive behaviors as criminal offences and the establishment of
an association between them, weights upon the member states, which
remain competent.
The Examples of French and Greek National Law
If there’s an un doubtable interest for the sector of public law, the
contribution of criminal law becomes necessary, considering the strong
link between protection of public procurement and criminal justice.
Anticompetitive behaviors are more likely to be associated to the of‐
fence of favoritism and the offence of corruption (active and passive).
In order to explain this association, the reference to the examples of the
criminal law of two member states (France and Greece), it is considered
to be useful as well as representative of the current situation in crimi‐
nal justice in the fields of public procurement.8
8 In the fields of administrative law, it is noteworthy that the European direc‐
tives of 26 February 2014 concerning the public procurement, are transposed in
French law by order (ordonnance) n° 2015‐899 of 23 July 2015 (public procurement
contracts concerning works, supplies and services) and n° 2016‐65 of 29 January
2016 (concession contracts), as well as in Greek law by law n° 4412/2016 (public
procurement contracts concerning works, supplies and services) and 4413/2016
(concession contracts) of 10 August 2016. Cf. also the decision of the Assembly of
French Council of the State (Conseil d’État) anticipating this directive, of 16 juill.
2007, n° 291545, Société Tropic travaux signalisation, Lebon p. 360, concl. Casas D.;
AJDA 2007. 1577, chron. Lenica F. and Boucher J.; ibid. 1497, obs. Braconnier S.; ibid.
1777, obs Woehrling J.‐M.; D. 2007. 2500, note Capitant D.; RDI 2007. 429, obs.
Dreyfus J.‐D.; ibid. 2008. 42, obs. Noguellou R.; ibid. 2009. 246, obs. Noguellou R.;
RFDA 2007. 696, concl. D. Casas; ibid. 917, study Moderne F.; ibid. 923, note Pouy‐
aud D. ibid. 935, study Canedo‐Paris M.; RJEP 2007. 327, note Delvolvé P.; RTD civ.
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1. The French criminal law of public procurement
As regards the French criminal law of public procurement existing
since 1810, the offence of favoritism, often associated to anticompeti‐
tive behaviors, is set down in the article 432‐14 of the French Criminal
Code.9 According to the text of the code, the offence considers any
granting of unjustified advantages likely to provoke distortions to the
competition by favoring certain candidates. The example of illegal state
aids prohibited by the article 107 of the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union seems to be covered by this article.10
In addition, it should be mentioned the offence of corruption, char‐
acterized as a double‐ faced offence (délit à double face), once it covers
the case of passive corruption as well as active corruption. The first
type of offence considers the case of public authorities accepting been
rewarded in order to confer an advantage or even sign a contract of
public procurement as part of accomplishing their mission. On the
other side, active corruption is identified as committed by entrepre‐
neurs aspiring to sign a contract. The two types of the offence of cor‐
ruption are often related to the trading influence, namely to the media‐
tion of people having the authority to interfere and determine the re‐
sult of the competitive procedure.
In these terms, the recently modified public procurement criminal
law provides specific financial penalties as well as imprisonment,11
without excluding the possibility of complementary penalties – listed
restrictively.12
2007. 531, obs. Deumier P. ; RTD eur. 2008. 835, chron. Ritleng D., Bouveresse A.
and Kovar J.‐P.
9 Cabanes Arnaud‐Gesta Amaury, ‘Corruption in public procurement’ (‘Cor‐
ruption dans la commande publique’), Jurisclasseur Encyclopédies – Protection sociale
traité, section 35 (available at http :www.lexis360.fr‐ last update: 28 April 2016).
10 c.f. art. 432‐11 of the French Criminal Code As modified by the article 6 of the
law n° 2013‐1117 of 6 December 2013, concerning the fight against tax fraud and
serious economic and financial crime.
11 Same penalties as the ancient criminal code: 10 years of imprisonment and a
penalty of one million euros.
12 Cass. Crim., 19 September 2007, n° 2007‐041‐204. c.f. complementary penal‐
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2. The Greek criminal law of public procurement
The case of Greek criminal law of public procurement seems to be
very similar to the French system, providing also the offence of passive
and active corruption and influence trade.13 However, the case of
Greek public procurement incorporates the “black hole” of the national
budget, considering that corruption is firmly rooted to Greek practice
of public procurement if not quasi‐ institutional. It is rather disappoint‐
ing the fact that the recent Greek history of public procurement is rich
of examples of corruption: if the tolerance of the competent authorities
as well as the use of a mathematical formula calculating the award in
the early eighties seems to be the most common practice of cartels, the
lack of institutional morality became more than obvious the latest
years, from the public works related to the hosting of Olympic Games
of 2004, to the most recently revealed such as the cases of deficient
submariners, Siemens, Man or those concerning medicines and medi‐
cal supplies, not to mention the pending decision of the Greek Com‐
mission of Fair Trade concerning the horizontal cartels on the fields of
public works. The last years of recession and despite the national ef‐
forts aiming the transparency and the decrease of squandering of pub‐
lic money, contributed to bring into light the lack of institutions, im‐
partiality and neutrality. However, we have to mention the undeniable
contribution of two cases concerned as laying the foundations towards
transparency: the case of ʺMajor shareholderʺ concerning the incom‐
patibility between the capacity of the shareholder of medias and the
contract holder of a public contract.14
ties provided by the art. L‐242‐6 of the French Commercial Code.
13 Art. 159, 235 § 1 and 237 §1 of the Greek Criminal Code.For further analysis
cf. Androulakis I. “The criminal treatment of cartels in public tenders”, Poinika
Chronika‐ Studies n° 11, Sakkoulas, 2008
14 Cf. the decision of the CJEC, 16 December 2008, aff. C‐213/07, Michaniki AE v;
Ethniko Symvoulio Radiotileorasis and Ypourgos Epikrateias. For further analysis cf.
Gerontas Ap., “The judicial adventure of the major shareholder”, («Η νομολογια‐
κή περιπέτεια του βασικού μετόχου»), To Syntagma, 2008, p. 942; See also Degleris
P., Corruption and public contracts‐ The legislative and judicial adventure of the “Major
Shareholder” and the “Certificate of Transparency” (Διαφθορά και δημόσιες συμβά‐
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The Complexity of the Suppressive Sanctions
First of all, it has to be confirmed that the issue of penalties and
sanctions considering anticompetitive behaviors identified as criminal
offences, seems to be a matter of a high complexity, mostly due to its
double nature, on the frontiers between public and criminal law. The
accumulation of administrative fines and financial penalties provided
by the criminal code often raises problems, related to the calculation of
the final amount.
However, an emphasis should be placed on the effectiveness and
the efficiency of theses penalties. Considering in the first place their
purpose, the fight against corruption in the public sector and the pro‐
tection of the result of the competitive procedure as well as the protec‐
tion of interests of candidates aspiring to achieve contracting with pub‐
lic administration, the current system raises doubts. The accumulation
of competences of independent administrative authorities and criminal
jurisdictions seem to complicate and postpone the procedure of identi‐
fication of the anticompetitive behavior.15 Furthermore, the detailed
technicality of administrative procedures and competences concerning
public contracts complicates even more the identification of anticom‐
petitive matters and, consequently, their association with criminal of‐
fences. Even in the case of French public procurement criminal law,
which appears to be more mature than others due to the long tradition
of France in contractual activity of the public authorities, the effective
appliance of the legal provisions related to the offence of favoritism
and corruption seem to be rather seldom applied in practice.16

σεις‐ Η νομοθετική και δικαστική περιπέτεια του «Βασικού Μετόχου» και του
«Πιστοποιητικού Διαφάνειας»), Nomiki Vivliothiki, Athens, 2012.
15 See also Report of Evaluation of Penalties in the Fields of Anticompetitive Practices
(Rapport sur l’appréciation de la sanction en matière de pratiques anticoncurrentielles)
available at: http://www.economie.gouv.fr/files/finances/services/rap10/100920rap‐
concurrence.pdf
16 Cabanes Arnaud‐Gesta Amaury, ‘Corruption in public procurement’ (‘Cor‐
ruption dans la commande publique’), op.cit.
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The Essential Preventive Measure of Institutional Enforcement
These issues demand subsequently a concerted effort in order not to
legitimate the obvious problems, but to resolve them efficiently. Ac‐
cording to statistics, 75% of European parliaments have poorly en‐
forced or insufficient mechanisms of integrity, as confirmed by the per‐
ception of the 74% of Europeans who consider that corruption is a
growing problem in their country.17
However, according to an excellent proverb, prevention is better
than cure. Considering that the implication of public authorities leads
inevitably to supplementary difficulties in revealing the anticompeti‐
tive and criminal matters, an effective solution should be sought in an
institutional enforcement of transparency and protection of free and
fair competition, including rational legislative solutions, as well as ef‐
fective institutions, functioning unaffected by changes of political au‐
thorities. In other words, the solutions to be found implicate a number
of structural changes and a consolidation of the transparency and the
legitimacy of each state’s function.
These conclusions seem rather too general and cliché than practical
solutions. The truth hiding behind them is the fact that no legal system
can conserve a wasteful state which cannot provide to its people the
services and the merchandises it is supposed to. To this purpose con‐
tribute not only the modernization of public structures and the open‐
ing of procedures to public procurement by consolidating the system
and prevent the money drain of the public sector. The example of
Greece may be the starting point.

17Rouhette Thomas‐Coslin Christelle , ‘Money, authority and politics: the risks
of corruption in Europe’ (‘Argent, pouvoir et politique: les risques de corruption
en Europe’) report published by Transparency International on 6 une 2012, A. J.
Pénal, 2/2013, p. 83.
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United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and Secretary, Conference of the
States Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption

Introduction
Barely two decades ago, corruption was only whispered about and
largely accepted as inevitable, pretty much as an incurable disease and
as “part of doing business.” For international organizations, it was the
“C” word, which could not be uttered or included in programmes and
debates, as it was deemed politically too sensitive. At the time, there
were quite a few “pundits” who were publishing articles about the
positive economic effects of corruption, expounding the theory that
money has no color or smell and all that matters is that it be reinvested
in the economy.
The situation now is fundamentally different. Corruption is gener‐
ally recognized as an impediment to development and as an ill that can
be cured. It is also recognized as a scourge affecting all societies glob‐
ally, regardless of state of development. Therefore, it is now commonly
accepted that corruption is one of those phenomena which require all
countries and all societies to work together to find solutions and help
each other meet the enormous challenges it creates. The ultimate goal
is, and must remain, to eradicate corruption. But we must be realistic.

1 The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessar‐
ily reflect the views or position of the United Nations.
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This goal is achievable, but will require a generational shift in attitude,
mentality and institutional development, and will demand sustained
and ever growing determination. Corruption has been with us since
the dawn of history and our generation will not be able to wipe it from
the face of the earth. We need to have aspirations, plan our work care‐
fully and stay the course. We must ensure that future generations are
better equipped than ours, so for them saying “no” to corruption
would be the default response. Our efforts and sacrifices (and there are
plenty of those around the world) are building blocks. Each one of us is
laying a brick on our global edifice. The palace of integrity will require
efforts as her culean as those that produced the monuments that our
civilizations cherish.
We have come a long way. In a very short time, by any standard,
we have laid solid foundations. We have made the transition from ac‐
ceptability to constantly decreasing levels of tolerance. We have gone
from timid exhortations and tentative diatribes to strong international
legally binding instruments, which are shaping policy and spurring the
establishment of new normative and institutional frameworks for do‐
mestic action. We have moved from resignation or cynicism to placing
action against corruption at the top of the political agenda around the
world.
Getting this far was not easy. It took incredible work by many dedi‐
cated and visionary people in public service (both national govern‐
ments and international organizations) and the private sector (includ‐
ing civil society).
The United Nations focused increased attention on the prevention
and control of corruption in 1989, after the failed attempt of the late
1970s under the rubric of transnational corporations. Under the um‐
brella of its Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Programme, the UN
began building common understanding and bringing countries to‐
gether around the topic through the gradual development of political
documents and practical tools. Meanwhile, regional or sectoral organi‐
zations started putting the issue on their agenda and developing inter‐
national conventions. The result of these efforts were the Interamerican
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Convention against Corruption (1996),2 the OECD Convention on Brib‐
ery in International Commercial Transactions (1997),3 the Council of
Europe Conventions against Corruption (1998 and 1999)4 and the Afri‐
can Union Convention against Corruption.5
The culmination of efforts against corruption was the successful ne‐
gotiation in 2003 of the first global international legally binding in‐
strument, the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UN‐
CAC).Its negotiation and entry into force in record time were unprece‐
dented and marked a turning point in both the appreciation of the im‐
portance of the issue and the determination of countries around the
world to join forces and take meaningful action.
The new United Nations Convention against Corruption has enor‐
mous significance. It offers all countries a comprehensive set of stan‐
dards, measures and rules that they can apply to strengthen their legal
and regulatory regimes to prevent and control corruption.
Negotiating the Convention was not an easy undertaking. There
were many complex issues and concerns from different quarters that
the negotiators had to tackle. It was a formidable challenge to maintain
the quality of the new Convention while making sure that all of these
concerns were properly reflected in the final text. Very often compro‐
mise was not easy and all countries made concessions. But the result is
a source of pride and was made possible by the flexibility, sensitivity,
understanding, and above all strong political will that all countries
displayed.
2 Inter‐American Convention Against Corruption, ‘OAS General Assembly
resolution AG/res.1398 (XXVI‐0/96) of 29 March 1996’, annex.
3OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions, OECD document DAFFE/IME/BR(97)20.
4 European Criminal Law Convention on Corruption, 1998, European Treaty
Series #173, European Civil Law Convention on Corruption, 1999, European Treat
Series #174.
5 ‘African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption’,
Maputo, Mozambique, 11 July 2000, available from the AU on‐line at: https://www.
au.int/web/en/treaties/african‐union‐convention‐preventing‐and‐combating‐
corruption
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Overview of the Convention
1. General provision (Chapter 1, Art. 1‐4)
The first article of the Convention states that its purposes are the
promotion and strengthening of measures to prevent and combat cor‐
ruption more efficiently and effectively; the promotion, facilitation and
support of international cooperation and technical assistance, includ‐
ing in asset recovery; and the promotion of integrity, accountability
and public management of public affairs and public property.
The Convention then includes an article on the use of terms. In ad‐
dition to such definitions as “property”, “proceeds of crime” and “con‐
fiscation”, the most significant innovation of the new Convention are
the definitions of “public official”, “foreign public official” and “official
of a public international organization.”
The Convention contains a broad and comprehensive definition of
“public official” that includes any person holding a legislative, execu‐
tive, administrative or judicial office and any person performing a pub‐
lic function, including for a public agency or public enterprise, or pro‐
viding a public service. The definition retains the necessary link with
national law, as it would be in the context of national law that the de‐
termination of who belongs in the categories contained in the defini‐
tion would be made.
During the negotiation process significant debate revolved around
whether there was a need for a definition of “corruption” and, should
the answer to that question be affirmative, what the content of such a
definition would be. In the end, negotiators decided that attempting to
define in legal terms, i.e., in terms that would stand scrutiny in a wide
array if legal systems around the world and would add value to the
rest of the text of the Convention was neither feasible nor desirable.
Corruption could easily be allowed to stand as a word describing con‐
duct that that was broadly understood in a progressively more consis‐
tent manner throughout the world. While the term might still be un‐
derstood in a broader or narrower fashion depending on national exi‐
gencies or traditions, attempting to crystallize in a short legal text re‐
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quiring high precision the core of the collective perception of the con‐
cept entailed a number of unnecessary risks. There was the risk of lim‐
iting the Convention to the current understanding, thus depriving the
instrument from the dynamism necessary for it to remain relevant to
national efforts and international cooperation in the future. There was
also the risk of capturing in the definition only some aspects of the
phenomenon, thus inhibiting broader action against corruption that
countries might have already taken or might be contemplating. In de‐
ciding not to include a definition of “corruption” in the final text. the
negotiators were inspired to a large extent by the similar approach
taken by the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organ‐
ized Crime,6 which does not define “transnational organized crime”
but, instead, contains a definition of “organized criminal group”.
The Chapter contains an article on the scope of application, which
states that for the purposes of implementing the Convention, it will not
be necessary, except as otherwise provided in the Convention, for the
offences set forth in it to result in damage or harm to state property.
This provision has particular importance for international cooperation
and asset recovery.
Finally, the chapter contains an article on protection of sovereignty,
an issue which figures prominently in the concerns of Member States,
especially in view of the jurisdictional provisions that are later found in
the Convention. The article was inspired and follows the formulation
of a similar article in the United Nations Convention against Transna‐
tional Organized Crime.
2. Preventive measures (Chapter II, Art. 5‐14)
The Convention contains a compendium of preventive measures
which goes far beyond those of previous instruments in both scope and
detail, reflecting the importance of prevention and the wide range of
specific measures which have been identified by experts in recent
years. More specifically, the Convention contains provisions on poli‐

6

GA/RES/55/25, annex.
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cies and practices, preventive anti‐corruption bodies; specific measures
for the public sector, including measures to enhance transparency in
the funding of candidatures for elected public office and the funding of
political parties; comprehensive measures to ensure the existence of
appropriate systems of procurement, based on transparency, competi‐
tion and objective criteria in decision‐making; measures related to the
judiciary and prosecution services; measures to prevent corruption in‐
volving the private sector; participation of society; and measures to
prevent money laundering. The chapter on prevention has been struc‐
tured in a way that would establish the principle of what needs to be
put in place, but allow for the flexibility necessary for implementation,
in recognition of the different approaches that countries can take or
their individual capacities.
The provisions on preventive measures are regarded as forming an
integral part of the mechanisms that the Convention is asking States to
put in place. It is the one side of the coin, the other being the criminali‐
zation of a variety of manifestations of corruption. It is important to
note that the prevention chapter covers all those measures that the in‐
ternational community collectively considers necessary for the estab‐
lishment of a comprehensive and efficient response to corruption at all
levels.
3. Criminalization and law enforcement (Chapter III, Art. 15‐44)
While the development of the Convention reflects the recognition
that efforts to control corruption must go beyond the criminal law,
criminal justice measures are still clearly a major element of the pack‐
age. The Convention would oblige States Parties to establish as crimi‐
nal offences bribery of national public officials; active bribery of for‐
eign public officials; embezzlement, misappropriation or other diver‐
sion of property by a public official; money laundering; and obstruc‐
tion of justice. Further, States Parties would establish the civil, adminis‐
trative or criminal liability of legal persons.
In recognition of the fact that there may be other criminal offences
which some countries may have already established in their domestic
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law, or may find their establishment useful in fighting corruption, the
Convention includes a number of provisions asking States Parties to
consider establishing as criminal offences such forms of conduct as
trading in influence, concealment, abuse of functions, illicit enrich‐
ment, or bribery in the private sector.
The final formulation of the criminalization chapter, with the inclu‐
sion of both “mandatory” and “discretional” offences, created a quan‐
dary for negotiators as to how to deal with international cooperation,
more significantly certain principles such as dual criminality, which
normally govern such forms of international cooperation as mutual le‐
gal assistance. The solution found, which is explained below under “in‐
ternational cooperation”, is another innovative feature of the Conven‐
tion, adding significantly to its value for the international community.
Other measures found in Chapter III are similar to those of the Con‐
vention against Transnational Organized Crime. These include the estab‐
lishment of jurisdiction to prosecute (Art. 42), the seizing, freezing and
confiscation of proceeds or other property (Art. 31), protection of wit‐
nesses, experts and victims and cooperating persons (Art. 32‐33) and
other matters relating to investigations and prosecutions (Art. 36‐41).
Elements of the provisions dealing with money‐laundering and the
subject of the sharing or return of corruption proceeds are significantly
expanded from earlier treaties (see Chapter V), reflecting the greater
importance attached to the return of corruption proceeds, particularly
in so‐called “grand corruption” cases, in which very large amounts of
money have been systematically looted by government insiders from
State treasuries or assets and are pursued by subsequent governments.
4.International cooperation (Chapter IV, Art. 43‐49
Chapter IV contains a series of measures which deal with interna‐
tional cooperation in general, but it should be noted that a number of
additional and more specific cooperation provisions can also be found
in Chapters dealing with other subject‐matters, such as asset recovery
(particularly Art. 54‐56) and technical assistance (Art. 60‐62).The core
material in Chapter IV deals with the same basic areas of cooperation
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as previous instruments, including the extradition of offenders, mutual
legal assistance and less‐formal forms of cooperation in the course of
investigations and other law‐enforcement activities.
A key issue in developing the international cooperation require‐
ments arose with respect to the scope or range of offences to which
they would apply. The broad range of corruption problems faced by
many countries resulted in proposals to criminalize a wide range of
conduct. This in turn confronted many countries with conduct they
could not criminalize (as with the illicit enrichment offence discussed
in the previous segment) and which were made optional as a result.
Many delegations were willing to accept that others could not crimi‐
nalize specific acts of corruption for constitutional or other fundamen‐
tal reasons, but still wanted to ensure that countries which did not
criminalize such conduct would be obliged to cooperate with other
States which had done so. The result of this process was a compromise,
in which dual criminality requirements were narrowed as much as
possible within the fundamental legal requirements of the States which
cannot criminalize some of the offences established by the Convention.
This is reflected in several different principles. Offenders may be ex‐
tradited without dual criminality where this is permitted by the law of
the requested State Party.7 Mutual legal assistance may be refused in
the absence of dual criminality, but only if the assistance requested in‐
volves some form of coercive action, such as arrest, search or seizure,
and States Parties are encouraged to allow a wider scope of assistance
without dual criminality where possible.8 The underlying rule, appli‐
cable to all forms of cooperation, is that where dual‐criminality is re‐
quired, it must be based on the fact that the relevant States Parties have
criminalized the conduct underlying an offence, and not whether the
actual offence provisions coincide.9 Various provisions dealing with
civil recovery10 are formulated so as to allow one State Party to seek
Art. 44, para.2.
Art. 46, para.9.
9 Art. 43, para.2.
10 See, for example, Art. 34, 35 and 53.
7
8
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civil recovery in another irrespective of criminalization, and States Par‐
ties are encouraged to assist one another in civil matters in the same
way as is the case for criminal matters.11
5. Asset recovery (Chapter V, Art. 51‐59)
As noted above, the development of a legal basis for cooperation in
the return of assets derived from or associated in some way with cor‐
ruption was a major concern and a key component of the mandate of
the Ad Hoc Committee. To assist delegations, a technical workshop
featuring expert presentations on asset recovery was held in conjunc‐
tion with the second session of the Ad Hoc Committee,12 and the sub‐
ject‐matter was discussed extensively during the proceedings of the
Committee.
Generally, countries seeking assets sought to establish presump‐
tions which would make clear their ownership of the assets and give
priority for return over other means of disposal. Countries from which
return was likely to be sought, on the other hand, had concerns about
the incorporation of language which might have compromised basic
human rights and procedural protections associated with criminal li‐
ability and the freezing, seizure, forfeiture and return of such assets.
From a practical standpoint, there were also efforts to make the process
of asset recovery as straightforward as possible, provided that basic
safeguards were not compromised, as well as some concerns about the
potential for overlap or inconsistencies with anti‐money‐laundering
and related provisions elsewhere in the Convention and in other in‐
struments.
The provisions of the Convention dealing with asset recovery begin
with the statement that the return of assets is a “fundamental princi‐
ple” of the Convention, with annotation in the travaux preparatoires to
the effect that this does not have legal consequences for the more spe‐
11 Art. 43, paragraph 1 makes cooperation in criminal matters mandatory and
calls upon States Parties to consider cooperation in civil and administrative mat‐
ters.
12 See A/AC.261/6/Add.1 and A/AC.261/7, Annex I.
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cific provisions dealing with recovery.13 The substantive provisions
then set out a series of mechanisms, including both civil and criminal
recovery procedures, whereby assets can be traced, frozen, seized, for‐
feited and returned. A further issue was the question of whether assets
should be returned to requesting State Parties or directly to individual
victims if these could be identified or were pursuing claims. The result
was a series of provisions which favour return to the requesting State
Party, depending on how closely the assets were linked to it in the first
place. Thus, funds embezzled from the State are returned to it, even if
subsequently laundered,14 and proceeds of other offences covered by
the Convention are to be returned to the requesting State Party if it es‐
tablishes ownership or damages recognised by the requested State
Party as a basis for return.15 In other cases assets may be returned to
the requesting State Party or a prior legitimate owner, or used in some
way for compensating victims.16 The chapter also provides mecha‐
nisms for direct recovery in civil or other proceedings (Art. 53) and a
comprehensive framework for international cooperation (Art. 54‐55)
which incorporates the more general mutual legal assistance require‐
ments, mutatis mutandis. Recognizing that recovering assets once trans‐
ferred and concealed is an exceedingly costly, complex, and all‐too‐
often unsuccessful process, the chapter also incorporates elements in‐
tended to prevent illicit transfers and generate records which can be
used should illicit transfers eventually have to be traced, frozen, seized
and confiscated (Art. 52). The identification of experts who can assist
developing countries in this process is also included as a form of tech‐
nical assistance (Art. 60, para.5).
6.Technical assistance and information exchange (Chapter VI, Art. 60‐62)
The provisions for research, analysis, training, technical assistance
and economic development and technical assistance are similar to
Art. 51 and A/58/422/Add.1, para.48
Art. 57, sub para. 3(a).
15 Art. 57, sub para. 3(b).
16 Art. 57, sub para. 3(c).
13
14
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those contained in the United Nations Convention against Transna‐
tional Organized Crime, modified to take account of the broader and
more extensive nature of corruption and to exclude some areas of re‐
search or analysis seen as specific to organized crime. Generally, the
forms of technical assistance under the Convention against Corruption
will include established criminal justice elements such as investiga‐
tions, punishments and the use of mutual legal assistance, but also in‐
stitution‐building and the development of strategic anti‐corruption
policies.17 Also called for is work through international and regional
organizations (many of who already have established anti‐corruption
programmes), research efforts, and the contribution of financial re‐
sources both directly to developing countries and countries with
economies in transition and to the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime,18 which is expected to support pre‐ratification assistance and to
provide secretariat services to the Ad Hoc Committee and Conference
of States Parties as the Convention proceeds through the ratification
process and enters into force.19
7. Mechanisms for implementation (Chapter VII, Art. 63‐64)
The Convention contains a robust mechanism for its implementa‐
tion, in the form of a Conference of the States Parties, with comprehen‐
sive terms of reference already specified in the Convention and with a
secretariat that would be charged to assist it in the performance of its
functions. These provisions are inspired by the United Nations Con‐
vention against Transnational Organized Crime, but go considerably
beyond that instrument, both in terms of scope and detail. The Secre‐

Art. 60, para.1.
Art. 60, paras.3‐8.
19 GA/RES/58/4, paras. 8 and 9 and Convention Art.64. UNODC is already des‐
ignated as the secretariat for the Ad Hoc Committee pursuant to GA/RES/55/61,
paras, 2 and 8 and GA/RES/56/261, paras. 6 and 13. By convention, the General As‐
sembly calls on the Secretary General to provide the necessary resources and ser‐
vices, leaving to his discretion the designation of particular U.N. entities and staff
to do so.
17
18
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tary General is called upon to convene the first meeting of the Confer‐
ence within one year of the entry of the Convention into force,20 and
the Ad Hoc Committee which produced the Convention is preserved
and called upon to meet one final time to prepare draft rules of proce‐
dure for adoption by the Conference, “well before” its first meeting.21
The bribery of officials of public international organizations is dealt
with in the Convention only on a limited basis (Art. 16), and the Gen‐
eral Assembly has also called upon the Conference of States Parties to
further address criminalization and related issues once it is convened.22
8. Final provisions (Chapter VIII, Art. 65‐71)
The final provisions are based on templates provided by the United
Nations Office of Legal Affairs and are similar to those found in other
United Nations. treaties. Key provisions include those which ensure
that the Convention requirements are to be interpreted as minimum
standards, which States Parties are free to exceed with measures which
are “more strict or severe” than those set out in the specific provi‐
sions,23 and the two articles governing signature and ratification and
coming into force. The Convention is open for signature from 9 De‐
cember 2003 to 9 December 2005, and to accession by States which
have not signed any time after that. It will come into force on the 90th
day following the deposit of the 30th instrument of ratification or ac‐
cession with the Office of Legal Affairs Treaty Section at U.N. Head‐
quarters in New York.24
The Road Ahead: The Implementation Review Mechanism
The importance of ensuring that the United Nations Convention

Art. 63, para.2.
GA/RES/58/4, para.5.
22 GA/RES/58/4, para.6.
23 Art. 65, para.2.
24 Art. 67 (signature, ratification, acceptance, approval and accession) and 68 (Entry
into force). For further information see the segment on procedural history and foot‐
notes 11 and 12 (sources of assistance), above.
20
21
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against Corruption would be an effective tool for combating corruption
was at the centre of discussions throughout the negotiations on the
terms of reference of a mechanism for reviewing the implementation of
the Convention. It was considered essential that the Convention be an
instrument that would add value to the efforts of Member States in
preventing and fighting corruption, including by supporting countries
through technical assistance, enhanced international cooperation and
data collection.
Such discussions had already taken place at the early stages of ne‐
gotiating the Convention. During the meetings of the Intergovernmen‐
tal Open‐ended Expert Group to Prepare Draft Terms of Reference for
the Negotiation of an International Legal Instrument against Corrup‐
tion, many delegations emphasized the importance of effective mecha‐
nisms for monitoring the implementation of a new convention. As can
be discerned from the Travaux Préparatoires of the Negotiations for the
Elaboration of the United Nations Convention against Corruption, the dis‐
cussions on reviewing implementation eventually resulted in article 63
of the Convention, in particular paragraph 7: “Pursuant to paragraphs
4 to 6 of this article, the Conference of the States Parties shall establish,
if it deems it necessary, any appropriate mechanism or body to assist in
the effective implementation of the Convention”.
From the outset, there was a special focus on establishing a mecha‐
nism that would assist States parties in fully implementing the Con‐
vention and would support their efforts in measuring progress to‐
wards that end. In preparation for the discussions on a mechanism and
in a bid to support such a process, several comparisons to other cor‐
ruption‐related implementation review mechanisms were prepared,
both by the Secretariat and by other organizations.
Following extensive deliberations during the first and second ses‐
sions of the Conference of the States Parties to the Convention, resolu‐
tion 3/1 was adopted at its third session, in November 2009, annexed to
which were the terms of reference of the Mechanism for the Review of
Implementation of the Convention. In the same resolution the Confer‐
ence decided that the Implementation Review Group would be estab‐
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lished to be in charge of the operation of the Mechanism and report to
the Conference of the States Parties, which remains the supreme body
with respect to the implementation of the Convention.
The Review Mechanism commenced its work in July 2010. Owing to
the comprehensive nature of the Convention, which covers in four sub‐
stantive chapters measures to prevent and criminalize corruption, as
well as provisions on international cooperation and asset recovery, it
was decided to establish two review cycles: the first review cycle cov‐
ers chapters III (Criminalization and law enforcement) and IV (Interna‐
tional cooperation), while the second will cover chapters II (Preventive
measures) and V (Asset recovery).
The Review Mechanism created renewed momentum for the ratifi‐
cation of and accession to the Convention. While the ratification pace
was high from 2003 to 2008, with 140 ratifications, a lull followed in
2009; but then the pace was reinvigorated by the Review Mechanism,
when it became operational in 2010. Since then, another 38 States have
ratified or acceded to the Convention, making a total of 178 States par‐
ties out of 193 Member States of the United Nations. This nearly uni‐
versal participation in the Convention creates an enabling environment
allowing for a comprehensive global picture of the state of efforts
against corruption.
The peer review process is aimed at further enhancing the potential
of the Convention by providing the means for countries to assess pro‐
gress in implementation, identify challenges and develop action plans
to strengthen its implementation domestically. The ability to fund the
participation of least developed countries and developing countries in
the review process has proved critical to its success, as it ensures that
each State party has an equal opportunity to participate both as re‐
viewer and country to be reviewed and to engage in discussions on an
equal footing at the sessions of the Implementation Review Group,
thus creating a sense of ownership and involvement.
The inclusive nature of the Review Mechanism has allowed coun‐
tries that, because of resource constraints, do not always sit at the same
table with other countries to participate actively in the peer reviews
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and intergovernmental processes, thus enriching the discussions with
their experience and providing an opportunity to learn from others.
In its resolution 3/1, the Conference decided on the use of a self‐
assessment checklist (now also referred to as the omnibus software) as
the tool for gathering information for the reviews. National focal points
and governmental experts are trained in the use of the self‐assessment
checklist, as well as on the substantive provisions of the Convention
and the procedural aspects of the reviews. Since the launch of the
Mechanism, UNODC has trained over 1,400 anti‐corruption practitio‐
ners.
Of the growing number of States parties involved in the review
process, many, in sharing their experiences as States under review and
as reviewing States, have highlighted how useful it was to serve first as
reviewers before undergoing their own review. It was an opportunity
to gain understanding of and expertise on the provisions of the Con‐
vention, as well as to analyse another country’s system in that light.
The exercise enabled them to share lessons learned with the other re‐
viewers and with their own colleagues at the national level.
As the same individuals often participate as reviewers in more than
one country review, as well as in their own country review, their en‐
hanced understanding of the Convention is often shared with other
anti‐corruption practitioners nationally, creating a powerful multiplier
effect. The comprehensive self‐assessment checklist and the training
provide the basis for a better and deeper understanding of the provi‐
sions of the Convention.
By the end of its first cycle the Review Mechanism will have
reached nearly all States Members of the United Nations. The out‐
comes of the reviews will constitute a knowledge base on anti‐
corruption measures in place in all regions. The analysis of the country
reports will present a global assessment of the state of anti‐corruption
efforts and will provide a global benchmark for trends and progress.
At the time of writing this article, more than 166 States Parties had
completed and submitted their self‐assessment checklists for the first
cycle of reviews (Chapters III and IV of the Convention).The excep‐
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tionally high response rate to the self‐assessment checklist is proof of
the value that States parties attribute to the Mechanism and to the im‐
plementation of the Convention. It is also proof of the fact that the pro‐
fessional, respectful and objective operation of the Mechanism has al‐
layed initial hesitation or concerns that some countries may have har‐
boured regarding the Mechanism. Instead, the abundance of ideas ex‐
changed and information, advice and good practices shared among
governmental experts has contributed to opening up the issue of cor‐
ruption to a frank and constructive global dialogue across regions and
legal systems.
The Review Mechanism has also proved to be an important forum
for all States parties to engage on practical anti‐corruption issues in a
positive and constructive spirit, both as States parties under review
and reviewing States parties. The transparent, efficient, non‐intrusive,
inclusive and impartial nature of the Mechanism, as well as its multi‐
lingualism, have emerged as assets of great value in this regard.
The substantive exchange of experiences and the establishment of
informal channels of communication among States have been high‐
lighted as key factors for international cooperation, including direct
contacts between central authorities, law enforcement agencies and fi‐
nancial intelligence units. Most countries under review have reported
that the dialogue between reviewing experts and focal points in the
framework of the Review Mechanism facilitates such informal contacts.
The review exercise has enabled States parties to enhance internal
inter‐agency dialogue, cooperation and coordination through the es‐
tablishment of dedicated steering committees and the holding of work‐
shops for the validation of the information shared through the self‐
assessment checklists, country reports and executive summaries. Insti‐
tutions involved in reviews have so far included, apart from the dedi‐
cated anti‐corruption agencies, supreme audit institutions, public ad‐
ministration authorities, government departments, law enforcement,
the judiciary, and parliaments and their committees. This inclusiveness
of the process has facilitated and frequently set in motion an informed
national policy dialogue about reform requirements.
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In many instances, the country reports have been beneficial for ef‐
forts to institute domestic reforms and address implementation chal‐
lenges at the national level in response to the outcomes of the reviews.
In several cases, a broad national dialogue has taken place to fill the
gaps identified during the review process and to establish action plans.
In other cases, specific legislative, institutional and capacity‐building
activities have been undertaken to address the recommendations in the
review report, with the support of UNODC and other technical assis‐
tance providers on an ad hoc basis.
Through the Review Mechanism and its process States parties have
dedicated time and effort to reflecting on the interaction among na‐
tional stakeholders. This has enabled a comprehensive analysis of defi‐
ciencies, gaps and bottlenecks, as well as the identification of good
practices, and has in a number of countries led to the establishment of
new channels of communication among the stakeholders, as well as the
creation of specialized, dedicated anti‐corruption bodies and services.
The self‐assessment process has offered new opportunities for refin‐
ing and enhancing national data collection in areas directly relevant to
national policy development. Indeed, the self‐assessment process
makes use of existing national research, assessments and statistics,
while at the same time seeking to identify how these can be improved
and complemented. In cases where data were scattered, there was a
clear opportunity to develop a more sustainable data‐collection system,
in particular with regard to the time and resources national authorities
generally spend on the self‐assessment. Some States parties have con‐
sequently built their continuous data collection on the initial data‐
collection team that was formed for the review process, while others
(approximately a quarter of States parties to date) have indicated data‐
bases and tracking systems as a priority technical assistance need.
Many States parties have also indicated that they will use the outcome
of the review process as a yardstick against which they will continue to
measure progress domestically.
UNODC has noted that States parties have found it very useful to
receive ad hoc targeted technical assistance in the form of training or
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advisory services throughout the Review Mechanism cycle, i.e. not
only in response to the findings of the review but also during the initial
preparatory stages, to help gain momentum. This has shown that there
is an increase in trust and confidence in the Mechanism and has also
encouraged State’s parties under review to focus on what they con‐
sider to be the most pressing needs emerging from the review and to
address at an early stage lacunae that might otherwise hamper the suc‐
cess of the review.
Priority actions may include the development of an action plan to
meet the needs identified during the review; training courses on finan‐
cial investigations; training courses on international cooperation to fa‐
cilitate extradition and mutual legal assistance in cases of corruption;
legal advice to ensure that offences criminalized in the Convention are
incorporated into national legislation (some countries have requested
comments on a draft bill that would address some of the shortcomings
identified in current legislation); expert advice for the development of
a case management system for the anti‐corruption agency; and legal
advice and training on the adoption and use of special investigative
techniques. Requests have also been received regularly on ways to im‐
prove the detection of corruption cases, be it through the development
of witness and whistle‐blower protection programmes or through ad‐
visory services on how to structure systems of asset and income decla‐
ration.
Both the formal training sessions and the hands‐on, in situ assis‐
tance have contributed to building the capacities of national authorities
to assess their own legislative and institutional framework. As
UNODC has sought to ensure that these processes are country‐led, it is
expected that the expertise will remain available beyond the formal re‐
view process and will allow States to develop their own capacity to
monitor existing gaps, review progress and reassess compliance with
the Convention on a regular basis.
In the margins of the in situ gap‐analysis missions, UNODC has
been able to advise on pressing matters such as asset recovery cases
and on the structuring and operation of asset declaration and verifica‐
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tion systems, most of which are newly established. As a result, not only
does the gap analysis serve as the basis for self‐assessment reports and
allow countries to make timely submissions, but countries have also
been able to address some needs and gaps prior to the review, thanks
to the advice they received during the gap analysis.
While many countries have already adopted anti‐corruption legisla‐
tion in line with the Convention, UNODC has continued to receive re‐
quests from States seeking to improve their domestic legislation to
prevent and fight corruption, in particular on the basis of the chal‐
lenges identified through the country reviews. To this end, UNODC
has provided legislative assistance mostly to address corruption in a
comprehensive manner, but support has also been provided on several
pieces of legislation covering specific aspects such as asset declarations,
money‐laundering, bribery of foreign public officials, mutual legal as‐
sistance, access to information, witness protection and corporate liabil‐
ity. In several cases, examples and good practices from other States
were shared with the authorities.
Along the same lines, UNODC has provided wide‐ranging support
to Member States to improve their capacity to prevent, detect, investi‐
gate and prosecute corruption. Assistance has been provided for the
development of national anti‐corruption strategies, for the establish‐
ment and strengthening of relevant institutional frameworks, struc‐
tures, policies, processes and procedures and for the strengthening of
the preventive, investigative and prosecutorial capacities of relevant
institutions, through both national and regional activities.
The Review Mechanism allows States parties under review to iden‐
tify and state their technical assistance needs and requests as part of a
broader programme of reform. Donors, many of whom will have par‐
ticipated in the Mechanism, are thus able to view their possible entry
points for support as part and parcel of a comprehensive programming
and delivery effort that may take several years, thus often promoting a
multi‐year and multi‐stakeholder engagement.
The chances for identifying strategic priorities and developing an
effective prioritized national anti‐corruption strategy increase substan‐
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tially on the basis of findings from a comprehensive review and a con‐
textually relevant understanding of the corruption problem. The strat‐
egy benefits from having information from different stakeholder per‐
spectives and from addressing anti‐corruption efforts from the per‐
spective of a whole government and beyond. A comprehensive and in‐
clusive review process helps to ensure ownership of the review out‐
comes and of future reforms, and provides an important benchmark
against which progress can be measured.
Another important dimension is the use of the body of knowledge
and information generated through the Review Mechanism. It has been
noted on several occasions that States parties, as well as their national
and international counterparts, use the information gathered during
the reviews as a basis to enhance their anti‐corruption work. The
wealth of information on laws, regulations, cases and statistics gath‐
ered through the Mechanism has been collated and made available
online through the UNODC‐managed Track portal.25 The portal hosts
several sub‐pages, including that of the legal library.
The data is organized by Convention provision and is searchable by
country, legal system, government structure and level of human de‐
velopment. On the basis of the information gathered through the re‐
views, the legal library is continuously being updated and validated.
This has been useful for States parties in preparing for the reviews and
has been extremely valuable for countries wishing to draw on exam‐
ples from other countries.
From September 2011, when the TRACK portal was launched, until
August 2016, it had more than 74,500 users, and statistics show that the
average time spent per visit has remained steady over the years. Some
34 per cent of visitors have specifically visited the legal library. While
the aforementioned training activities on the Review Mechanism and
the Convention have important advocacy aspects, awareness and un‐
derstanding of the importance of the Convention in anti‐corruption ef‐
forts is also enhanced through the TRACK portal.

25

www.track.unodc.org/Pages/home.aspx
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The Review Mechanism has helped to desensitize and depoliticize
the issue of corruption at the national level, as it has allowed States
parties to engage previously unlikely partners, such as civil society and
non‐governmental organizations, in one joint effort.
The Review Mechanism has led to the creation of several inter‐
agency initiatives to support the implementation of the Convention,
including work with UNDP on the implementation of the UNODC /
UNDP “going beyond the minimum” methodology; the “Partnership
for anti‐corruption knowledge” initiative; judicial integrity; program‐
ming through United Nations country teams); and work with the
World Bank on the UNODC/World Bank StAR Initiative.
At its sixth session, held in November 2015 in St. Petersburg, the
Conference of the States Parties to the Convention launched the second
cycle of the Implementation Review Mechanism, which will cover
chapters II on prevention and V on asset recovery. The second cycle
became operational in June 2016 with the determination, through
drawing of lots, of which States Parties will be under review in each of
the next five years and the drawing of lots of the reviewers for the first
36 States parties, which will be reviewed from June 2016 until June
2017.
Concluding Remarks
While the Review Mechanism cannot resolve all issues related to the
implementation of the Convention, it has proved to be an important
entry point for many dimensions of the fight against corruption and
above all has raised awareness and understanding of the Convention.
The peer review aspect of the Mechanism has embodied the spirit of
the United Nations Charter and the Convention against Corruption not
only by opening a dialogue among States parties but also by desensi‐
tizing the issue of corruption in general, by demonstrating that no
country is exempt from it.
With the entry into force of the UNCAC, with the number of parties
to the Convention growing rapidly (178 as of August 2016) and with
the smooth operation of the Conference of the States Parties and the
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Implementation Review Mechanism, the anti‐corruption landscape has
definitely and unalterably changed for the better.
The adoption in September 2015 of the 2030 Sustainable Develop‐
ment Agenda26 is another momentous milestone. Especially important
is the inclusion of Goal 16, which states “Promote peaceful and inclu‐
sive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for
all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all lev‐
els”. The targets under this goal include promoting the rule of law at
the national and international levels and ensure equal access to justice
for all (target 16.3); by 2030, significantly reduce illicit financial and
arms flows, strengthen the recovery and return of stolen assets and
combat all forms of organized crime (target 16.4); substantially reduce
corruption and bribery in all their forms (target 16.5); and develop ef‐
fective, accountable and transparent institutions at all levels (target
16.6).The achievement of these targets and Goal 16 will be made possi‐
ble through the full and effective implementation of the Convention
and operation of the Implementation Review Mechanism.

26

General Assembly Resolution 70/1.
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VI. The Role of Technology in Detecting
and Preventing Crime,
and Data Protection Issues

New developments in data protection
in the EU‐US cooperation in criminal matters
ELS DE BUSSER
Dr. jur., Senior Lecturer(European Criminal Law) and Senior
Researcher (Cyber Security) at the Hague University of Applied Sciences

2016 is a most interesting year for data protection in the EU.1 At the
end of 2015 signs were clear that the negotiations on the so‐called data
protection reform package were nearing their conclusion. In spring
2016 both legislative instruments – the Directive2 on 5 May and the
General Data Protection Regulation3 on 24 May – finally entered into
force starting the two year term for the Member States to implement
the new rules. Parallel to these legislative processes the debates be‐
tween EU and US officials were running concerning an EU‐US Agree‐
ment on data protection for law enforcement purposes, also known as
the Umbrella Agreement. The Umbrella Agreement was signed on 2
June 2016. On top of that the aftermath of the Schrems case before the
1 This paper is an updated version of an article published as E. De Busser, ‘The
future of transatlantic data protection in criminal matters’, Forschungsbericht Max
Planck Institut für ausländisches und internationales Strafrecht, Freiburg, 2015.
2 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC, O.J. L 119, 4.5.2016, (further: General Data
Protection Regulation).
3 Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27
April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investi‐
gation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal
penalties, and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Council Frame‐
work Decision 2008/977/JHA, O.J. L 119, 4.5.2016, (further: Directive on data pro‐
tection in criminal matters).
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Court of Justice4 resulted in a new EU‐US Privacy Shield.5 Even though
the latter concerns data protection in commercial matters, specific ele‐
ments have repercussions on data protection in criminal matters. This
contribution will first zoom in on the general data protection standards
in criminal matters, their origin and their meaning before moving on to
the latest developments in this field and the new legal instruments in
the EU as well as in the EU‐US cooperation as well as their after‐effects.
Data Protection Legal Framework
In view of potential negative effects on the rights of individuals, the
collecting and processing of personal data is restricted by national,
European, and international legal instruments. The data protection
rules applicable in the EU are based on principles laid down by the
Council of Europe (CoE) in the 1981 Data Protection Convention.6 The
CoE introduced these data protection principles in response to short‐
comings of the right to a private life (Article 8 European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR)) in the context of a growing use of information
technology. This “mother convention” of data protection dictates the
principles or standards that should minimally be respected when per‐
sonal data are processed by automatic means, regardless of the type of
data or the purpose they are processed for. EU legal acts and national
laws on data protection are in turn based on these general rules. Above
all, in 2009 the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms intro‐
duced an innovative right to protection of personal data alongside the
right to a private life.7
The general data protection standards from the Data Protection

C‐362/14, Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner, 2015.
Commission Implementing Decision of 12.7.2016 pursuant to Directive
95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the adequacy of the
protection provided by the EU‐U.S. Privacy Shield, C(2016) 4176 final.
6 1981 CoE Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Auto‐
matic Processing of Personal Data, ETS No. 108 (further: the Data Protection Con‐
vention).
7 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, O.J. C 364, 18.12.2000.
4
5
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Convention are applicable when data are processed for commercial
purposes with consent as the core requirement. An individual needs to
give his or her explicit consent before data are collected and processed
if not specifically regulated by law. In criminal matters, the general
data protection standards are applicable provided additional condi‐
tions are in place. In the first place, these conditions safeguard fair trial
rights such as the presumption of innocence. E.g. when personal data
on a suspect are processed, it should be clear that these data concern a
person who is suspected of a crime but not convicted. Secondly, the
consent requirement that forms the basis of data protection in commer‐
cial matters, does not work in a criminal investigation. Gathering per‐
sonal data for the purpose of a criminal investigation is mostly done
without the individual’s knowledge – e.g. tapping his or her telephone
– and thus requires additional rules concerning the purpose of the
processing and the competence of the authority that processes the data.
In principle, general data protection standards are also applicable to
gathering intelligence in so far as intelligence contains personal data
and considering certain exceptions. Still, it is crucial to distinguish data
processed and exchanged for intelligence purposes from those proc‐
essed and exchanged for criminal investigations. While criminal inves‐
tigations conducted by law enforcement authorities are based on the
suspicion of a criminal offence and with the goal of using the data as
evidence in criminal proceedings, intelligence activities are carried out
without such suspicion and for the protection of national security. In
the latter case, the data are in principle secret. Moreover, they can be
based on unverifiable assumptions and conclusions making the accu‐
racy and reliability of the data questionable. Besides the difference in
purpose, national security is also an exclusive national competence.
The EU legislator is unable to draft any provisions in this area. Interna‐
tional agreements on the exchange of intelligence are rare, whereas the
exchange of data for criminal investigations is frequently laid down in
bi‐ or multilateral agreements. This makes data protection in the case
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of intelligence a rather obscure area, only dealt with by the CoE in non‐
binding recommendations.8
Compliance with EU data protection rules is the responsibility of
the data controllers, the (natural or legal) persons or authorities deter‐
mining the purposes and means of processing. A data controller lo‐
cated outside the EU but using processing equipment and processing
personal data on EU territory is bound by the EU data protection rules.
This means that foreign companies engaging in commercial activities
within the EU should process their customers’ personal data in com‐
pliance with EU data protection legislation. When data are transferred
for commercial purposes or for law enforcement purposes, a recipient
state outside the EU – such as a US company – should have an ade‐
quate level of data protection. This is a challenging requirement to ful‐
fil considering the differences between the EU’s and the US’ data pro‐
tection system; it even raises the question whether, as a matter of prin‐
ciple, the EU should exchange personal data with the US. When con‐
sidering possible models for exchanging data and bridging the gap be‐
tween the two data protection frameworks it is necessary to examine
how substantial the differences are and what the priorities in any solu‐
tion model should be.
European Principles
The principles formulated in the CoE Data Protection Convention
were further specified in order to regulate data processing in the EU.
For the purpose of commercial activities this was done in Directive
95/46/EC9 (the Data Protection Directive) and for law enforcement pur‐
poses in Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA10 (Framework Decision on

8 Recommendation regulating the use of personal data in the police sector, No.
R(87)15, 17.9.1987.
9 Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
O.J. L281, 23.11.1995.
10 Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA on the protection of personal data proc‐
essed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, O.J.
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data protection in criminal matters). They can be divided into princi‐
ples safeguarding the quality of personal data on the one hand, and
principles safeguarding the quality of processing of personal data on
the other.
1. Quality of personal data
Personal data is any information that identifies or enables to iden‐
tify an individual, e.g. a name, phone number or even an IP address.11
Since personal data are not necessarily permanent, they shall be cor‐
rected when inaccurate as well as completed or updated when possible
and necessary. This goes for commercial matters as well as for criminal
matters, although in criminal matters the consequences for the indi‐
vidual involved can be more far‐reaching when incorrect or unreliable
data are processed. Therefore, when personal data are used for law en‐
forcement purposes it is essential to indicate their degree of accuracy
and reliability and to distinguish facts from assessments or opinions,
e.g. data on the behaviour of a suspect. The CoE recommended12 mak‐
ing such a distinction, but did not make this a binding principle even
though it was endorsed explicitly in binding legal instruments, e.g. the
Europol Decision. The new EU directive on data protection in criminal
matters makes indicating the degree of accuracy and reliability of per‐
sonal data an obligation for all law enforcement agencies.13
In both commercial and criminal matters, personal data should be
adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purpose they
are collected and processed for. Collecting data for a potential future
use is forbidden. Respecting the proportionality rule means that the
data controller should, for each case, determine and distinguish the
minimum amount of personal data needed in order to successfully ac‐
complish the purpose.

L 350, 30.12.2008.
11 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 4/2007, 20.06.2007.
12 Recommendation regulating the use of personal data in the police sector, No.
R(87)15, 17.9.1987.
13 Article 7, Directive on data protection in criminal matters.
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2. Quality of personal data processing
The general principle is that personal data should be collected for a
specific legitimate purpose and should not be processed for purposes
that are incompatible therewith. The purpose limitation principle can
be derogated from if this is laid down in law and only if the data are
necessary in the interests of inter alia the suppression of criminal of‐
fences. E.g. when data are collected for commercial purposes by a
company and processed by law enforcement agencies this would con‐
stitute an incompatible purpose. For this processing to be allowed, a
nexus with a criminal investigation should be present, e.g. data on the
purchase of a printer after investigation has revealed this printer was
used for printing counterfeit euro notes. The background of these law‐
ful derogations lies in the right to a private life as provided for by Arti‐
cle 8 ECHR. In accordance with the ECHR, any limitation to the right
to a private life should be legal and necessary in the interests of a le‐
gitimate aim.
Even when personal data are adequate and relevant at the moment
of their collection, it is not unimaginable that, after a certain amount of
time, these data are no longer adequate and relevant in relation to the
purpose they were gathered for. The data retention principle obliges
the data controller to store personal data in databases for as long as is
required for the purpose they are processed for. After this period of
time has passed, the data can still be retained but need to be separated
from the name – the identifying factor – of the individual they relate to.
The data retention principle can also be derogated from under the
same legality and necessity conditions as described above.
3. Rights and remedies
When individuals wish to act against unlawful processing of their
personal data by a data controller, independent supervisory authorities
have been set up on a national level to receive and treat complaints. If
necessary, these data protection authorities can initiate legal proceed‐
ings. Besides the administrative remedies before supervisory authori‐
ties, judicial remedies are part of the data protection standards in
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commercial matters as well as in criminal matters. Not only EU citizens
can submit complaints for unlawful processing of personal data, as the
data protection authorities are equally accessible to non‐EU citizens as
long as the data processing occurred on EU territory.
4. Transferring personal data
International cooperation in criminal matters implies exchange of
personal data. Transferring personal data between the EU Member
States does not – in principle – present any risks as all are bound by the
same data protection standards. The risk of personal data being col‐
lected and processed unlawfully however exists when data are trans‐
ferred to a third state. This can still be a state that has ratified the Data
Protection Convention, or this can be a state that did not ratify and ap‐
plies a completely different data protection system; the textbook ex‐
ample for the latter is the US. Nevertheless, EU‐US cooperation, includ‐
ing the transfer of personal data, continues to take place. This is where
the adequacy requirement comes in: before a transfer of personal data
can take place, the recipient state’s level of data protection should be
assessed as adequate from an EU point of view. First introduced in Di‐
rective 95/46/EC the requirement was also incorporated in the Frame‐
work Decision on data protection in criminal matters and in the 2001
Additional Protocol to the CoE Data Protection Convention.14 Ade‐
quate does not mean identical; it means that in view of all circum‐
stances related to the specific data transfer the extent to which the data
protection standards are met in the recipient state and the means by
which the data subject can defend his or her interests in case of non‐
compliance should be acceptable. The adequacy requirement is appli‐
cable in commercial matters as well as in criminal matters. Derogations
from the requirement are allowed when legitimate interests prevail or
when adequate safeguards are offered.
As the adequacy requirement is a part of the EU and CoE data pro‐
tection standards, it makes interstate cooperation dependent on the re‐

14

Additional Protocol, ETS No. 181.
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cipient state fulfilling a condition that it did not endorse. Since the US
did not ratify the Data Protection Convention, it should provide in an
adequate level of data protection to receive personal data from an EU
Member State or agency. A parallel can be drawn with extradition law,
where the third state requesting an individual’s extradition should
give assurance that it will neither carry out the death penalty nor sub‐
ject the individual to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
before an extradition can take place. In the landmark Soering case be‐
fore the European Court of Human Rights,15 the US – not a party to the
ECHR – nonetheless saw their request for extradition being out‐
weighed by the human rights argument. In other words, a state’s obli‐
gation to either extradite or prosecute is overruled by the prohibition
of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Could
one argue that in the case of the adequacy requirement a state’s obliga‐
tion to cooperate is overruled by the right to a private life and the pro‐
tection of personal data? Not quite, since there is a substantial differ‐
ence between the human rights involved: the prohibition of torture or
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is known as an abso‐
lute right not allowing derogations, whereas the right to a private life
allows for more restrictions and exceptions.16 Therefore, cooperation
involving personal data exchange can still be carried out with a third
state that does not fully respect the data protection standards.
The adequacy requirement is unfortunately marred by some incon‐
sistencies such as the lack of uniform application by comparable data
controllers. Europol and Eurojust – both EU agencies processing per‐
sonal data for the purpose of criminal investigations and prosecutions
– have drawn up different procedures for reaching a decision on the
adequacy of a third state’s data protection level. While Europol – apart
from urgent matters – applies a four‐step filtering system for reaching
such a decision, Eurojust relies on only one step by letting its data pro‐
ECtHR, Soering v United Kingdom, 7.7.1989.
See elaborately: E. De Busser, ‘Flagrant denial of data protection – redefining
the adequacy requirement”, Transatlantic Data Privacy Relationships as a Challenge for
Democracy, European Integration and Democracy Series, Vol. 4, 2016, in print.
15
16
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tection officer decide on the matter. For an area that is as sensitive as
international cooperation in criminal matters dealing with personal
data on suspects, victims, and witnesses, this difference in dealing with
data transfers is considerable.
Inconsistencies regarding the adequacy requirement are intensified
when examining the EU‐US cooperation in criminal matters. Data ex‐
change in accordance with the 2002 Europol‐US Agreement was initi‐
ated without a full adequacy assessment but based on the urgency ex‐
ception. This agreement organised the exchange of personal data held
by Europol – thus also including data received from Member States po‐
lice authorities – with the competent US authorities. Eurojust con‐
cluded a cooperation agreement with the US in 2006, including the ex‐
change of personal data. The same formulation as included in the 2003
EU‐US Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement was used, namely no “ge‐
neric” restrictions for processing of data with respect to the legal stan‐
dards of the receiving party may be imposed as a condition for deliver‐
ing information. This is a rejection of the adequacy requirement. When
personal data gathered for commercial purposes are transferred for
law enforcement purposes, a similar trend is visible. The 2010 EU‐US
Agreement on the Processing and Transfer of Financial Messaging
Data for the Purposes of the Terrorist Finance Tracking Programme in‐
troduced the concept of assumed adequacy by stating that the recipient
US Treasury Department is deemed to ensure an adequate level of data
protection for the purposes of the agreement.
Because the US data protection legal framework does not live up to
the EU requirement of an adequate level of data protection, a compro‐
mise was found by setting up the so‐called Safe Harbor agreement.
This list of commitments based on the EU data protection standards
was signed by a number of US companies enabling them to continue
their business activities on EU territory and process personal data from
EU citizens.17 In 2000 the European Commission confirmed that the
Safe Harbor agreement represented an adequate level of data protec‐

17

Decision 2000/520/EC, O.J. L 215/7, 25.8.2000.
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tion. It was this Commission decision that was annulled on 6 October
2015 by the Court of Justice in the Schrems case.18 This made the
Commission start work on a new compromise replacing the Safe Har‐
bor agreement. The result was the EU‐US Privacy Shield, adopted on
12 July 2016.19 The Privacy Shield is just like Safe Harbor based on self‐
certification by companies who commit themselves to comply with the
data protection standards listed by the agreement. A significant part of
the Privacy Shield is the assurance from the US that the access of public
authorities for law enforcement and national security purposes is sub‐
ject to clear limitations, safeguards and oversight mechanisms.
On 2 June 2016 another agreement was signed between the EU and
the US, the Agreement on the protection of personal information relat‐
ing to the prevention, investigation, detection, and prosecution of
criminal offenses. Also known as the EU‐US Umbrella Agreement, this
legal instrument offers a general framework of data protection to the
transatlantic data exchanges for law enforcement purposes. When pre‐
senting the draft agreement in February 2016, Commissioner for Jus‐
tice, Consumers and Gender Equality Věra Jourová stressed that the
text would not enter into force as long as the US Privacy Act redress
mechanisms were not applicable to EU citizens. It had long been a
point of discussion among privacy experts that the protection offered
by the 1975 US Privacy Act20 was restricted to US citizens and resi‐
dents.21 As a consequence, any non US citizen whose personal data are
collected or processed unlawfully by US authorities could not submit a
complaint based on the Privacy Act. Using this lack of redress as lever‐
age, the Commission achieved indeed the signing of the US Judicial
Redress Act by President Obama on 26 February 2016.22 It should be
highlighted that the US Judicial Redress may be an improvement to the
situation for EU citizens, yet it does not mean there are no strings at‐
C‐362/14, Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner, 6.10.2015.
See fn. 5.
20 5 USC 552a.
21 5 USC § 552a(a)(2).
22 Public Law No: 114‐126, 2.24.2016.
18
19
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tached. First of all, the Judicial Redress Act opens the Privacy Act’s re‐
dress mechanism to citizens of „designated countries”. Which coun‐
tries are among the designated countries is for the Attorney General to
list and make public in the Federal Register. Secondly, in spite of the
US’ criticism on the adequacy requirement applicable in Europe, the
Judicial Redress Act introduces an American version of this condition.
Thirdly, no matter how beneficial it is for EU citizens to have the op‐
portunity to file a complaint against unlawful processing of their data,
it will never be an effortless task to be aware of such processing by US
authorities.
US Data Protection Standards
Based on the aforementioned adequacy requirement and the data
protection standards of the EU, the US’ data protection framework is
briefly examined in the following part, taking into consideration the is‐
sues uncovered by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden in 2013.
The US’ data protection system is structured in a different manner
compared to the EU’s tradition of umbrella legislation and general
principles. Even though the Snowden revelations dealt with intelli‐
gence that was primarily gathered by the NSA and not transferred by
national authorities, the scandal highlighted two key elements of the
transatlantic relationship that are also significant for the cooperation in
criminal matters: the willingness and widespread practice of telecom‐
munication companies to make data available to US authorities, and
the lack of rights for non US persons. Finally, caution should be taken
when comparing the concept of law enforcement as it is understood in
the EU to the concept’s meaning in the US.
The lack of an adequate level of data protection in the US will, in the
following parts, be illustrated by using the context of the Snowden
revelations – although this concerns intelligence and not data gathering
for criminal investigations and prosecutions – on the one hand, and the
EU‐US negotiations on a possible transatlantic agreement on data ex‐
change in criminal matters on the other.
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1. No general data protection standards
Since the US’ data protection framework does not consist of um‐
brella legislation, the purpose limitation and data retention principles
do not have generally applicable US counterparts. They can be found
in specific laws (e.g. Privacy Act and Children’s Online Privacy Protec‐
tion Act), sector specific laws or in industry self‐regulation instru‐
ments. Nevertheless, exceptions to these rules should be studied care‐
fully.
Illustrating the importance of exceptions in US legal provisions
dealing with privacy and data protection, one of the American data
quality standards can function as an example: accuracy of data is a re‐
quirement in the US Privacy Act. When an interagency transfer of data
takes place however, law enforcement and intelligence agencies are ex‐
empted from this rule.23 Furthermore, the Privacy Act contains a gen‐
eral exemption for data maintained by agencies that have criminal law
enforcement as their principal function and process data for the pur‐
pose of identifying an offender, a criminal investigation, or any stage
of the process from arrest to release from supervision.24 This example
demonstrates how far‐reaching the exceptions to data protection rules
of the Privacy Act can be.
2. Lack of rights for EU citizens
After the Judicial Redress Act made the Privacy Act applicable to
non US citizens, lacking rights for EU citizens in US legislation is still
visible in other provisions, such as provisions on foreign intelligence.
The US Patriot Act of 2001,25 amending and expanding the provisions
of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, contains two sec‐
tions that are designed to collect data on non‐US persons: Section 215
on the gathering of telephone data26 – numbers dialed and duration of

5 USC § 552a(e)(5) and (6).
5 USC § 552a(j)(1) and (2).
25 Public Law 107–56, 26.10.2001. See 50 USC 1804(a)(7)(B) and 1823(a)(7)(B)).
26 50 U.S.C. 1861 et seq.
23
24
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the call, not the content of communication– with the assistance of tele‐
communication providers, and Section 702 on obtaining data on non‐
US persons reasonably believed to be located outside the US.27 Heavily
criticized for its lack of necessity and proportionality, reports by the
Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB)28 and the Presi‐
dent’s Review Group on Intelligence and Communications Technolo‐
gies29 published after the Snowden revelations, called for the end of
Section 215. The section expired automatically on 1 June 2015, after
which a transition period of six months was authorized. The impact of
Section 215 on non‐US persons is not analysed in the post‐Snowden
reports, even though the programme’s objective is “to obtain foreign
intelligence information not concerning a US person or to protect
against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities”.
Remarkably, it was Section 702 that was not only considered a neces‐
sary programme but also triggered statements from US policymakers
on the impact on non‐US persons. The PCLOB even stated that if Sec‐
tion 702 was drafted to intercept communications of US persons, it
would violate the Fourth Amendment.30 The aforementioned Judicial
Redress Act redeems this situation of lacking rights for non‐US citi‐
zens.
3. Law enforcement
As mentioned in the introduction, collecting data for law enforce‐
ment purposes should, in the EU, be distinguished from collecting data
for intelligence and security purposes. This tradition on separating law

50 U.S.C. 1881a.
PCLOB Report on the Telephone Records Program Conducted under Section
215 of the USA PATRIOT Act and on the Operations of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court, 23.01.2014.
29 ‘Report and recommendations of The President’s Review Group on intelli‐
gence and communications technologies’, 12.12.2013, 103, https://www. white‐
house.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2013‐12‐12_rg_final_report.pdf
30 Ibid., 153. See also United States v. Verdugo‐Urquidez, 494 US 259, 265‐266
(1990).
27
28
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enforcement and intelligence purposes does not have an equivalent in
the US system, although in principle, the divide was visible in the 1947
National Security Act. A legislative wall that was firmly in place in or‐
der not to use data gathered for intelligence purposes in criminal in‐
vestigations was gradually dismantled, with the most significant steps
taken in the 2001 Patriot Act.
That such difference in understanding a basic concept can lead to
difficult transatlantic discussions was obvious from the 2008 reports of
the High Level Contact Group.31 Preparing a general EU‐US agreement
on data exchange in criminal matters, this group of EU‐US senior offi‐
cials aimed to draft common concepts, including law enforcement pur‐
poses. The report stated that in the EU, this covers the use of data for
the prevention, detection, investigation, or prosecution of any criminal
offense while in the US, it encompasses the “prevention, detection,
suppression, investigation, or prosecution of any criminal offense or
violation of law related to border enforcement, public security, and na‐
tional security as well as non‐criminal judicial or administrative pro‐
ceedings related directly to such offenses or violations”.
It is clear that for the US the concept of law enforcement includes
more than just police officers; it also includes national security and
even migration officers. While developing an EU‐US agreement on
data exchange in criminal matters, it is remarkable that both parties are
speaking of something completely different when using the same ter‐
minology. A solution to bridge this gap has not been offered yet.
Concluding Remarks
This contribution only scratched the surface of the wide theme that
is data protection and technology in criminal matters. The delicate part
of writing on a topic that is in full development is that the moment you
finish a contribution it can be outdated already. Which is why certain
parts of this contribution may no longer be valid soon. With this caveat
31 Council, 9831/08, EU US Summit, 12.6.2008 – ‘Final report by EU–US High
Level Contact Group on information sharing and privacy and personal data pro‐
tection’, 28.5.2008, p. 4.
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in mind it is relevant to shed light on these developments, some of
which can easily be overlooked.
No one can deny that data protection and technology go hand in
hand, be it in commercial matters or in criminal matters. In criminal
matters however, an additional sensitivity arises due to the fundamen‐
tal rights that are at stake such as the fair trial rights. Personal data be‐
ing used in a criminal investigation or prosecution crossing the EU’s
external borders to be processed in another jurisdiction, opens up a
whole range of other questions. This is certainly the case when that
other jurisdiction is the US, due to its essentially different – from a
European perspective – data protection legal framework but also due
to the recent revelations on data gathering and processing by US au‐
thorities. The introduction of the long awaited EU‐US Umbrella
Agreement on data protection for law enforcement purposes and the
US Judicial Redress Act improving redress opportunities for EU citi‐
zens in the US, should be welcomed. Nonetheless, we should be care‐
ful with applauding too soon.
The practicalities of first, being aware of unlawful data processing
by US authorities and second, submitting a successful complaint under
the terms of the Privacy Act, create a daunting task for any EU citizen
unfamiliar with the US legal framework. This could lead to three par‐
ticular after‐effects: first of all, many data subjects who are aware of
unlawful data processing by US authorities will not take legal action
out of fear for lengthy and costly proceedings; second, of those who do
take legal action, many will be discouraged by difficult and lengthy
proceedings and satisfy themselves with settling the case out of court;
and third, this could produce a new type of litigation lawyer who is
specialized in EU data protection law as well as the US legal system,
has in depth knowledge of the EU‐US agreements in force and is ad‐
mitted to the relevant US state bar.
Immediately after the main points of the text of the General Data
Protection Regulation were public, consultancy firms started publish‐
ing guidelines for businesses who needed to adjust their data protec‐
tion approach. A similar development – although on a smaller scale –
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was visible after the EU‐US Privacy Shield was presented. Both are le‐
gal instruments in commercial matters, involving an enormous amount
of companies who could use some practical advise on how to deal in
practice with the new provisions. We do not see a similar approach in
the area of criminal matters. Apart from the excellent publications by
the European Data Protection Supervisor, no guidelines have been is‐
sued on how a data subject should handle his or her personal data be‐
ing unlawfully processed for the purpose of a criminal investigation or
prosecution.
Considering that the fundamental rights and freedoms at stake in
criminal cases are of essential value, it is surprising that the majority of
attention is paid to the new instrument on data protection in commer‐
cial matters. Awareness, training and practical guidance are three
points that are often taken for granted when new legal instruments are
presented. In an area of law that is formed by the intersection of crimi‐
nal law and data protection law and is thus susceptible to have a cru‐
cial impact on the life of a person, these points undoubtedly deserve
more attention.
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Act 1
“O brave new world”
William Shakespeare
(The Tempest, Act V, Scene I)
Had this famous line been written for today’s world, the main
points of exclamation would have been technology and its advance‐
ments along with crisis and its fall‐backs. The latter should not be seen
though as simply affecting economic structures. The crisis has equally
affected our social, cultural, and moral structures and has visible im‐
pact on criminal behaviour and delinquency. Already in 2011, the
United Nations (UN) Office on Drugs and Crime in its report Monitor‐
ing the Impact of Economic Crisis on Crime found that “economic factors
play an important role in the evolution of crime trends” with statistical
modelling suggesting a relationship between economic changes and at
least one of the crimes of intentional homicide, robbery, and auto‐
theft.1
At the same time, criminal methods are evolving, particularly with
the assistance of information and communication technology. Cyber‐

1 UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Monitoring the Impact of Economic Crisis on
Crime, 2011, executive summary.
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crime walks hand in hand with traditional crime, forming the new
category of “cyber‐enabled crime”.2 However, this paper will not ad‐
dress the trending criminal modus operandi; instead it will examine
how technologically advanced methods of crime prevention, detection,
analysis and prosecution function and what challenges such methods
present for the right to privacy.
A homicide, a terrorist attack or an auto‐theft is committed: instinc‐
tively it is assumed that the perpetrator(s) must have had at least a
classic mobile phone – even old‐fashioned – either in use or simply in
possession. Such an assumption can be confirmed by recent figures of
the International Telecommunication Union according to which 99.7%
of world’s population has a mobile‐cellular telephone subscription.3
The relevance between crime and telephone usage may not be imme‐
diately apparent but takes shape when related to crime detection.
In the usual course of their commercial enterprise, the telecommu‐
nication service providers collect data from the mobile phone activity
within their network with a view to serve their commercial purposes.
By way of illustrative example, billing, profit making or system manag‐
ing would not be possible without the collection of such data. It is evi‐
dent that this data is collected and retained with a very specific and
limited purpose. However the collection of data has reached such an
extent that it is reasonable to claim that “in 2016 it would seem that
much more data is held on the individual by corporations than that
held by the state”.4
The state, realising the vastness of this pool of information and its
potential usefulness for other purposes, has begun requesting and ob‐

2 See http://www.interpol.int/Crime‐areas/Cybercrime/Cybercrime, last ac‐
cessed 11 November 2016.
3 International Telecommunication Union, ‘Key 2005‐2016 ICT data for the
world, by geographic regions and by level of development, for mobile‐cellular
telephone subscriptions’.
4 UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘Report of the Special
Rapporteur on the right to privacy’, Joseph A. Cannataci, A/HRC/31/64, 8 March
2016, para. 9.
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taining access to telecommunications data – call data records in par‐
ticular – with a view to assist criminal investigations or to use them as
evidence in judicial proceedings. The following circular phenomenon
is observed: citizens through their subscription to telecommunication
service providers and the use of mobile phones provide their data to
these companies. The latter provide them to governmental institutions,
who in turn use them against a certain number of citizens (suspects,
accused) for the security of the majority of citizens; but also to the det‐
riment of their right to privacy.
Crime detection, prevention and prosecution seem new – brave
new. However, this bravery is clearly affecting an old concept: the
right to privacy. As it has been emphatically stated “[p]rivacy has
never been more at the forefront of political, judicial and personal con‐
sciousness than in 2016”.5
Putting aside the contractual expectations of the subscribers to the
telecommunications service providers, mobile phone users also have a
reasonable expectation of respect to their privacy rights. The collection,
retention and further use of call data records and of any accompanying
personal data contain information that affect the right to privacy of
those whose data has been recorded. Since the subsequent use of data
surpasses the limited initial commercial scope of their collection, there
is a need for regulation of this practice on a clear and solid legal basis.
The mere fact that such information may assist and facilitate crime
prevention and detection and judicial proceedings does not automati‐
cally legitimise it. As a significant number of the world’s population
has a mobile phone subscription, the data collected will most likely re‐
late to people that have no connection to any crime. Any ordinary citi‐
zen’s telecommunication records could end up being analysed by in‐
vestigators in a manner that could be excessively intrusive, dispropor‐
tionate, and even unnecessary. Recently, the problematic of the collec‐
tion of call data records was described by the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights as a very serious interference with the right to pri‐

5

Report of the Special Rapporteur, para. 48.
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vacy.6
This paper will firstly make an effort to define the two major com‐
ponents at stake: telecommunications data records collected and used
for crime detection and prosecution and privacy. The latter will be fur‐
ther analysed in relation to the relevant existing general legal frame‐
work about its core notion and its limitations. Recent practice in do‐
mestic and international level will shed more light by focusing on the
interplay specifically between the use of call data records as evidence
and privacy. There remains, however, a question though to be an‐
swered: are we brave enough?
Act 2: Defining Bravery
1. Telecommunications data
Before embarking on further discussion, it is important to define
which data is described by the term telecommunications data that is
usually requested from the telecommunication service providers and
used for investigation and prosecution. At the outset, it has to be noted
that this analysis does not concern the content of telecommunications
or the practice of call interceptions and wire‐tapping. The term tele‐
communications data is used with reference to the so‐called “call data
records” that are mere metadata linked to the mobile phone activity. In
an effort to draw the line in relation to the content of the telecommuni‐
cations, these are data “about the telecommunications”, not the com‐
munication itself.7 Call data records are also known under the term
traffic data and comprise of the following categories of information: i)
source and destination of a communication (number of the caller and
of the receiver of the call; ii) date, time and duration of a communica‐
tion; iii) type of a communication (voice call or Short Message Service
(SMS)); iv) the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number

6 UN, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Report of the Office
of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘The right to privacy in the digi‐
tal age’, A/HRC/27/37, 30 June 2014, para. 20.
7 Ibid., para. 19.
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that allows the identification of the communication equipment; and v)
the cell tower sector that handled the communication (usually at the
start of the call or both at the start and end).8
The telecommunications service providers maintain also files con‐
taining the predicted coverage of the cell towers of their network for
system managing reasons. Such files when combined with the meta‐
data regarding the cell tower handling the call can, under certain con‐
ditions, demonstrate even in approximation the purported location of
the caller. Along with this set of data, the telecommunications provid‐
ers keep databases that link the specific phone number to identifying
personal data, such as names, addresses, even bank account numbers
(subscribers’ databases).
A combination of the traffic data, the predicted coverage and the
subscribers’ information can result in pinpointing a specific mobile
phone and its user as being approximately located in an area at a cer‐
tain date and time. It becomes obvious that such data is a powerful tool
at the hands of enforcement authorities. What further militates for a
cautious and regulated use is the fact that they are automatically proc‐
essed when provided by the telecommunication service providers.
2. Privacy
CORE CONTENT
Even if there is universal recognition that the right to privacy is
fundamental in the human rights arsenal, to date there is no univer‐
sally accepted and binding definition of the concept. Linked to human
dignity and freedom, the right to privacy guarantees that people are
free from unreasonable intrusions into their lives, property and corre‐
spondence. From a human rights law theoretical perspective, it belongs
to the negative rights, with its holders being entitled to enjoy this right

8 See for example: European Union (EU), Directive 2006/24/EC on the retention
of data generated or processed in connection with the provision of publicly avail‐
able electronic communications services or of public communications networks
and amending Directive 2002/58/EC, 15 March 2006, Article 5.
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without interference emanating from the state, but also from natural or
legal persons.9 However, as it will be further explored, privacy is not
unlimited. The lack of clear definition though covers both its aspects;
that of its core content and that of the permissible limitations.
There exists a plethora of international legal instruments safeguard‐
ing the right to privacy. In international law, article 12 of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights10 and article 17 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provide the basic,
however not binding, legal framework.11 In particular, article 17 of
ICCPR provides:
1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful at‐
tacks on his honour and reputation.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such
interference or attacks.
With a view to interpret article 17, in 1988 the UN Human Rights
Committee (UN HR Committee) issued General Comment 16. The
right to privacy is described therein as encompassing a range of inter‐
ests, including the privacy of communications.12
In its recent resolution 28/16 entitled “[t]he right to privacy in the
digital age”, the UN HR Committee established the mandate of the
Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy for three years, emphasizing
how challenging can be the protection of the right to privacy due to the
rapid development of information technology.13 Pursuant to this reso‐
9 UN HR Committee, CCPR General Comment No. 16: Article 17 (Right to Pri‐
vacy), ‘The Right to Respect of Privacy, Family, Home and Correspondence, and
Protection of Honour and Reputation’, 8 April 1988, para. 1.
10 UN General Assembly, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December
1948, 217 A (III), article 12.
11 UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
16 December 1966, UN Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171, article 17.
12 UN HR Committee, CCPR General Comment No. 16: Article 17 (Right to Pri‐
vacy), ‘The right to respect of privacy, family, home and correspondence, and pro‐
tection of honour and reputation’, 8 April 1988, para. 8.
13 UNHRC, Resolution 28/16, ‘The right to privacy in the digital age’,
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lution, the Special Rapporteur will report annually to the UN HR Com‐
mittee, after studying trends and challenges for the right to privacy
and will make recommendations in that regard.14
At a regional level, the right to privacy is also included in article 8 of
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR),15 articles 7 and 8
(in particular for personal data) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights
of the EU,16 and article 11 of the American Convention on Human
Rights.17 National legislations also form part of the protective frame‐
work. In many states this protection is afforded by the Constitution,18
by Charters of Rights,19 by other legislation,20 or by more specific legis‐
lation focusing solely on the right to privacy.21
LIMITATIONS
However, an a contrario reading of Article 17 of the ICCPR demon‐
strates that the right to privacy is not absolute. The protection offered
is against “arbitrary or unlawful” interferences, requiring an assess‐
ment on a case‐by‐case basis. Article 8 of ECHR provides a more
enlightening enumeration of exceptions. Interferences with the right to
privacy are permissible when they are in accordance with the law and
are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national secu‐
rity, public safety, or the economic well‐being of the country, for the
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals,

A/HRC/28/L.27, 24 March 2015, para. 4.
14 Ibid.
15 Council of Europe, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, as amended by Protocols Nos. 11 and 14, 4 November
1950, ETS 5, article 8.
16 EU, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, 26 October 2012,
2012/C 326/02, articles 7 and 8.
17 Organization of American States, American Convention on Human Rights,
‘Pact of San Jose’, 22 November 1969, article 11.
18 United States, Amend. IV, Constitution; Belgium, Article 22, Constitution.
19 Canada, Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, section 8.
20 France, Civil Code, Article 9.
21 New Zealand, Privacy Act 1993, 17 May 1993.
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or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.22
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the UN HR
Committee have also interpreted the non‐absolute character of privacy
and held that permissible restrictions to the right to privacy must re‐
spect certain guarantees.23 It appears as common ground that the re‐
striction must be provided for by law, and be necessary in the circum‐
stances and proportionate in relation to the legitimate aim pursued.24
In essence, the principles of legality, necessity and proportionality are
providing guidance when determining whether an interference with
the right to privacy is permissible or not.
It is the responsibility of the domestic legislator to enact such laws
that provide the appropriate guarantees to prevent any use of personal
data that is not consistent with these principles. As relevant ECtHR ju‐
risprudence highlights, such a need is even more acute when related to
personal data subject to automatic processing; in particular, when they
are used for law enforcement purposes.25 The domestic law should as‐
sure that personal data are relevant and non‐excessive in relation to the
purpose for which they are registered and that there are guarantees
protecting against the improper and abusive use.26
CONTROL OF LIMITATIONS
Who is the competent authority to make a determination as to
whether an interference with the right to privacy is not arbitrary and
lawful? Actions of the executive authorities that interfere with privacy
must be scrutinised by an independent and impartial authority, to
ECHR, article 8.
ECtHR, Malone v. United Kingdom, 2 August 1984, inter alia paras 80, 82; UN
HR Committee, CCPR General Comment No. 16: Article 17 (Right to Privacy), The
Right to Respect of Privacy, Family, Home and Correspondence, and Protection of Honour
and Reputation, 8 April 1988, para. 8.
24 ECtHR, Uzun v. Germany, 2 September 2010, paras 77‐81. See UN HR Com‐
mittee, General Comment 31, ‘Nature of the general legal obligation on state party
to the Covenant’, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add. 13, 24 May 2004, para. 6.
25 ECtHR, S and Marper v. the United Kingdom, 4 December 2008, para. 103.
26 ECtHR, Brunet v. France, 18 September 2014, para. 35.
22
23
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which the individual whose privacy is at stake can have access. It
would be for the state to prove that interference is permissible. Accord‐
ing to jurisprudence, this is the case “[e]ven where national security is
at stake, [as] the concepts of lawfulness and the rule of law in a democ‐
ratic society require that measures affecting fundamental human rights
must be subject to some form of adversarial proceedings before an in‐
dependent body competent to review the reasons for the decision and
relevant evidence”.27
Elaborating further on the characteristics of the control, according to
the jurisprudence of ECtHR, it has to be an “effective control” taking
into account the guiding principles of legality and necessity, for exam‐
ple in relation to an investigative measure.28 Such an effective control
can only be assured by the judiciary, [as] the judicial control is the one
offering the best guarantees of independence, impartiality, and a
proper procedure.29 Interestingly enough, a Prosecutor who receives
instructions and reports to a minister, cannot be considered as inde‐
pendent vis‐a‐vis the executive authorities.30
The aforementioned automatic processing of the data is also rele‐
vant in relation to the importance of effective control of the limitations
to privacy and of the controlling authority; in particular, in relation to
telecommunications data.
Act 3: How the Brave New World Functions
The collection and retention of telecommunications data, but also
their subsequent use in criminal investigations and proceedings consti‐
tute a certain interference with the right to privacy. The UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC) recognised that “certain types of metadata,
when aggregated, can reveal personal information and can give an in‐
sight into an individual’s behaviour, social relationships, private pref‐

ECtHR, Al Nashif v. Bulgaria, 20 June 2002, para. 123.
ECtHR, Brunet v. France, 18 September 2014, paras 35‐36.
29 ECtHR, Uzun v. Germany, 2 December 2010, paras. 71‐72; ECtHR, Klass and
others v. Germany, 6 September 1978, para. 55.
30 ECtHR, Moulin v. France, 23 November 2010, para. 57.
27
28
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erences and identity.31 In this vein, it is evident that any registration of
telecommunication data can interfere with privacy, regardless of
whether they are actually used for investigation or prosecution.
As such actions risk to be characterised as arbitrary or unlawful in‐
terference, the case‐by‐case assessment becomes of relevance. With a
view to guarantee that such interferences are not arbitrary or unlawful,
international and domestic jurisdictions have defined specific require‐
ments for the collection and retention and for the admissibility of tele‐
communications data in criminal proceedings.
There follows a selection of recent examples that deal with the in‐
terplay between the use of telecommunications data and the right to
privacy. Each of the cases is selected with a view to provide trends in
domestic, regional, and even international criminal justice systems. In
particular, they provide interesting insights on the permissible limita‐
tions of the right to privacy in relation to the collection and use of tele‐
communications data in criminal investigations and proceedings.
These insights could contribute to establishing a more solid framework
regulating the functioning of this brave new world.
1. ECtHR
The ECtHR has dealt with many cases in relation to Article 8 of the
ECHR and as can be seen above has essentially provided the basis of
the interpretation and application of the right to privacy. It has not yet
addressed the conflicting situation between privacy and the collection
and use of telecommunications data in criminal proceeding, but has
found that a number of comparable measures interfere with the right
to privacy. The ECtHR even found that the existence of legislation pro‐
viding the possibility of communications information being captured
constitutes interference with privacy.32
Currently pending, Ćalović v. Montenegro (no. 18667/11) is the first
31 UNHRC, Resolution 28/16, ‘The right to privacy in the digital age’,
A/HRC/28/L.27, 24 March 2015, p. 3.
32 ECtHR, Weber and Saraviav. Germany, 29 June 2006, para. 78; ECtHR, Malone v.
UK, 2 August 1984, para. 64.
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case before the ECHR concerning the right to privacy against the use of
telecommunications data in criminal proceedings. The applicant filed
her complaint in 2011 under Article 8 of the ECHR in relation to the
powers of the police to access directly all data of the mobile telecom‐
munication provider to which she is subscribed, therefore including
her own, in an uncontrolled manner.33 Earlier this year, the ECtHR
communicated certain questions to the parties, including whether there
has there been a violation of the applicant’s right to respect for her pri‐
vate life, contrary to Article 8; and in the affirmative whether the inter‐
ference with her right to respect for her private life was in accordance
with the law and necessary in terms of Article 8 of the ECHR.34
2. EU
In the realm of the legal order of the EU, there have been efforts to
regulate the collection and retention of data for law enforcement pur‐
poses. The regulatory framework is mainly to be found in three key Di‐
rectives adopted over a period of ten years, with the extent of regula‐
tion gradually evolving. Already in 1995, Directive No. 95/46/EC was
adopted with a view to regulate the protection of individuals with re‐
gard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such
data.35 Directive No. 2002/58/EC came to complement 95/46/EC in rela‐
tion to the protection of personal data in the electronic communications
sector (EU e Privacy Directive) with a view to harmonise the provi‐
sions of the Member States so as to ensure an equivalent level of pro‐
tection of the right to privacy and to confidentiality.36 According to the

ECtHR, Ćalović v. Montenegro, 31 March 2016.
Ibid., question 2.
35 EU, Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24
October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of per‐
sonal data and on the free movement of such data, 24 October 1995, Article 1.
36 EU, Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12
July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy
in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic com‐
munications), 12 July 2002, Article 1.
33
34
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e Privacy Directive, EU Members are required to ensure the confidenti‐
ality of telecommunications and traffic data through national legisla‐
tion. Furthermore, the traffic data shall be erased when they are no
longer needed for the purpose of the transmission of the communica‐
tion. The Directive allows restrictions, but only when they constitute a
necessary, appropriate and proportionate measure within a democratic
society to safeguard national security, defence, public security and the
prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal of‐
fences or of un authorised use of the electronic communication sys‐
tem.37
In 2006, the highly controversial Directive No. 2006/24/EC was
adopted (Data Retention Directive), requiring telecommunication ser‐
vice providers to retain certain categories of data in order to ensure
that they are available for the purposes of the investigation, detection
and prosecution of serious crime.38 The providers are obliged to retain
data necessary to trace and identify the source and the destination of a
communication for a period of six months and up to two years.39
Later that year, the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) was seized of a
question referred by the High Court of Ireland for a preliminary ruling
on the validity of the Data Retention Directive. Digital Rights Ireland
Ltd brought an action against two ministers of the Irish Government
submitting that the Irish authorities unlawfully processed, retained
and exercised control over data related to the communications of the
mobile phone number owned by it.
In its landmark judgment of 8 April 2014, the Grand Chamber of the
CJEU held that communications metadata “taken as a whole may al‐
low very precise conclusions to be drawn concerning the private lives

Ibid., Articles 5‐6 and 15.
European Union (EU), Directive 2006/24/EC on the retention of data gener‐
ated or processed in connection with the provision of publicly available electronic
communications services or of public communications networks and amending Di‐
rective 2002/58/EC, 15 March 2006, Articles 1 and 3.
39 Ibid., Article 6.
37
38
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of the persons whose data has been retained”40 and that the retention
of these data for the purpose of access by the national authorities, “di‐
rectly and specifically affects private life”.41 The interference was found
to be “wide‐ranging” and particularly serious. The CJEU pointed out
that the retention and use of the data, without the knowledge of the
subscriber, can cause in the minds of the people a feeling of being sub‐
ject to constant surveillance.
The Data Retention Directive was, in essence, annulled, as the data
retention obligations went beyond what was strictly necessary for the
purpose of the fight against a serious crime and violated the EU Char‐
ter of Fundamental rights, as constituting serious interference with the
fundamental right to the protection of personal data as per Articles 7
and 8 of the Charter.
This evolution almost immediately triggered two “sequel” cases to
the Digital Rights Ireland that are currently pending before the CJEU.
Tele 2 Sverige, a Swedish telecommunication services provider, and
private parties in the United Kingdom are challenging their respective
domestic data retention laws, based on the grounds that the CJEU used
to annul the Data Retention Directive, as imposing general data reten‐
tion obligations. The CJEU will have to make a pronouncement on the
question referred that concerns the compatibility of national data reten‐
tion laws to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU and the EU e‐
Privacy Directive.42
On 19 July 2016, the Advocate General issued an opinion on the
joined cases, which – even if not binding – validates general data reten‐
tion obligations for electronic communications providers, provided
that appropriate safeguards are in place. The opinion considers that

40 CJEU, Joined Cases C‐293/12 and C‐594/12, Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v. Minis‐
ter for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources and others, Judgment, 8 April
2014, para. 27.
41 Ibid., para. 29.
42 CJEU, Joined Cases C‐203/15, Tele2 Sverige AB v Post‐och telestyrelsen and C‐
698/15, Secretary of State for Home Department v Tom Watson and Others, Opinion of
Advocate General, 19 July 2016, para. 2.
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such national legislation imposing general obligations upon telecom‐
munications service providers to retain traffic data may be compatible
with EU law, but only in relation to the fight against serious crimes and
if accompanied by appropriate safeguards.43
In particular, the obligation to retain telecommunications data
should be laid down by legislative or regulatory measures offering ac‐
cessibility, foresee ability, and adequate protection against arbitrary in‐
terference. Further, it must respect the essence of the right to respect
for private life and the right to the protection of personal data laid
down by the Charter. With regards to the aim served, this should be
the fight against serious crime and does not encompass ordinary of‐
fences or non‐criminal proceedings. Access to, period of retention, pro‐
tection and security of the data must be limited to what is strictly nec‐
essary. The principle of proportionality is also referred as one of the
safeguards in the sense that serious risks caused by the general data re‐
tention obligation must not be “disproportionate to the advantages it
offers in the fight against serious crime” in a democratic society.44
Such strict safeguards as listed in the opinion limit to the extent
necessary the intrusion to personal life and an effort to draw the very
thin line between the right to privacy and investigation and prosecu‐
tion of serious crimes. The relevant judgement would hopefully pro‐
vide more clear guidance to the EU states and would allow for more
harmonised domestic legislations.
3. Special Tribunal for Lebanon(STL)
An interesting example from the international legal sphere can be
seen at the jurisprudence of the STL, that has jurisdiction over persons
responsible for the attack of 14 February 2005 resulting in the death of
former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri and in the death or injury
of other persons.45 The Prosecution’s case against the four (currently)
Accused relies to a great extent upon telecommunications data which,
Ibid., para. 7.
Ibid., para. 263.
45 STL, Statute, Article 1.
43
44
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according to the Prosecution, are collections of relevant portions of call
data business records generated and maintained by three Lebanese
communication service providers.46
According to Rules 149(C) and (D) of the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence that provide the general rule of evidence admissibility, any
relevant evidence which is deemed to have probative value can be ad‐
mitted, unless the probative value is substantially outweighed by the
need to ensure a fair trial – in particular, if the evidence is obtained in
violation of the rights of the suspect or accused.47 Further, Rule 162(B)
functioning as procedural safeguard allows for the exclusion of evi‐
dence if it has been obtained in violation of international standards on
human rights.48
When the Prosecution filed applications to have the traffic data of
the accused admitted into evidence, the Defence used this provision,
along with evidence to demonstrate that the way in which the tele‐
communications data of the entire Lebanese population were obtained
from Lebanon by the Prosecution of the STL and by its preceding UN
International Independent Investigation Commission (UNIIIC) was in
violation of the right to privacy. The Defence stressed the importance
of a proper judicial oversight to verify the proportionality of the inter‐
ference in relation to the collection of the telecommunications data and
their subsequent use as evidence and requested their exclusion.49
It is worth noting the Trial Chamber’s obiter dictum recognising that
“it is evident that human rights standards are evolving to include legal
protection of metadata such as call data records from unwarranted dis‐

46 STL, Prosecutor v. Ayyash et al., Case No. STL‐11‐01/T/TC, ‘Prosecution motion
for the admission of red‐network‐related call sequence tables and related state‐
ment’, 28 January 2015, para. 2.
47 STL, ‘Rules of Procedure and Evidence’, Rule 149.
48 STL, ‘Rules of Procedure and Evidence’, Rule 162.
49 STL, Prosecutor v. Ayyash et al., Case No. STL‐11‐01/T/TC, ‘Oneissi consoli‐
dated response to the prosecution motions for the admission of call sequence ta‐
bles’, 16 February 2015, paras 36‐41.
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closure to governments and law enforcement agencies”.50 The Trial
Chamber nonetheless rejected the Defence arguments. It held that
while the collection of telephone metadata may constitute a restriction
on the right to privacy, the transfer of the CDRs was neither unlawful
nor arbitrary and there was no violation of international standards on
human rights. The legal framework establishing UNIIIC and the STL
was enough to provide the required legal authorisation for the transfer
of data and no other independent judicial oversight was required.
Moreover, the transfer was necessary and proportionate to the legiti‐
mate aim of investigating the attack of 14 February 2005; in particular,
in light of the gravity of the attack under investigation and as long as it
serves a narrow and legitimate forensic purpose. As access to the data
is strictly limited to staff employed by the Prosecution, Defence Coun‐
sel, the Legal Representative for the Victims and the Judges, the intru‐
sion to any right to privacy is minimal.51
The issue reached also the appellate stage with the Appeals Cham‐
ber upholding the Trial Chamber’s decision. Most importantly, it held
that there is a compelling case as to the CDRs protection by interna‐
tional standards on the right to privacy. However, it concludes that the
transfer of the CDRs in the absence of judicial control did not violate
the right to privacy in this case because their transfer was provided for
by law, necessary and proportionate. 52
4. Greece
The protection afforded by the Greek Constitution in article 9A is of
particular interest as it is not common for the issue of privacy in rela‐
tion to the collection of personal data to be dealt with at such a norma‐

50 STL, STL‐11‐01/T/TC, ‘Decision on five prosecution motions on call sequence
tables and eight witness statements and on the legality of the transfer of call data
records to UNIIIC and STL’s prosecution’, 6 May 2015, para. 86.
51 Ibid., paras 100‐110.
52 STL, Case No. STL‐11‐01/T/AC/AR126.9, ‘Decision on appeal by counsel for
Mr Oneissi against the trial chamber’s decision on the legality of the transfer of call
data records’, 28 July 2015, paras 47‐60.
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tive level. Article 9A was introduced with the constitutional revision of
2001 and provides that:
Every person has the right to be protected from the collection, processing
and use, especially by electronic means, of their personal data, as specified by
law. The protection of personal data is assured by an independent authority,
which is established and operates as specified by law.53
Further, Article 19 provides for an absolutely inviolable secrecy of
communication, allowing though for exceptions where the judicial au‐
thority shall not be bound for reasons of national security or for the
purpose of investigating especially serious crimes, as specified by
law.54 The two Articles, when read in conjunction, offer a high level of
protection, as the use of evidence acquired in violation of these provi‐
sions is prohibited.55 Further, Article 370A of the Greek Criminal Code
penalises the illegal violation of the privacy of telecommunications, in
particular when its scope is the representation not only of the content
of the telecommunication, but also of the traffic and position data.56
The following example is not drawn from a criminal case and it con‐
cerns the use of content of telecommunications; it nonetheless contains
certain pronouncements relevant to the problematic under examina‐
tion in relation to the importance of an independent oversight mecha‐
nism.
In 2015, the Multi‐member Court of First Instance of Thessaloniki
was seized of a civil case where the parties brought as evidence regis‐
trations of SMS, without providing any judicial authorisation in rela‐
tion to their obtention. The Court held that SMS could not be used as
evidence in civil proceedings, as this would entail a violation of the
constitutional right to private life and of the right of privacy of com‐
munications, but also with reference to article 8 of the ECHR. There
needs to be an official lift of the privacy of communications for such

Greece, Constitution, Article 9A.
Ibid., Article 19.
55 Ibid., Article 19(3).
56 Greece, Criminal Code, article 370(A).
53
54
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evidence to be used even in civil proceedings.57
Of particular interest is the fact that the Court reached that conclu‐
sion without an objection or a claim from the parties, but based on its
power to control proprio motu the legality of the obtained and used evi‐
dentiary material.
As a more general comment that is highly relevant to the debate,
the Court held that the delivery of justice cannot be done at any price.
The Court further linked the issue of privacy to the freedom of com‐
munication. The latter would be limited as everyone would live with
the “depressing feeling”58 that any communication could be used
against him, more so when the modern technical means provide broad
possibilities of manipulation of the registrations; and when manipula‐
tion is difficult, if not impossible to be detected.
5. Canada
In Canada, the police make certain “production orders” to tele‐
communications services providers, with a view to obtain the traffic
data of cell towers over a specified time period. During an investiga‐
tion into a series of jewellery store robberies, two such orders reached
companies Rogers and Telus. Rogers was required to provide call data
records for all phones activated, transmitting and receiving data
through 16 cell towers identified by a police officer, while Telus was
required to provide similar information for all of its cell towers proxi‐
mate to 21 municipal addresses. The companies found such orders par‐
ticularly broad and onerous and applied for a court ruling so as to tai‐
lor these orders to respect the privacy interests of their subscribers and
to conform to constitutional requirements. By way of illustrative ex‐
ample, Telus was ordered to disclose personal information of at least
9.000 individuals and Rogers had to provide 200.000 records related to
34.000 subscribers.
In relation to the legal framework, the Canadian Charter provides in

57
58

Greece, Multi‐member Court of First Instance of Thessaloniki, 3256/2015.
Ibid.
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Section 8 that “[e]veryone has the right to be secure against unreason‐
able search and seizure”.59 The Canadian Criminal Code, s. 492.2, re‐
quires judicial authorisation, on a “reasonable grounds to suspect”
standard, to install transmission data recorders, which can capture the
telephone numbers of persons sending and receiving communica‐
tions.60
On 14 January 2016, the Superior Court of Justice of Ontario issued
its judgment making some interesting findings of relevance to the
problematic.61 Firstly, the Court found that citizens have a “reasonable
expectation” of privacy in their cell phone records, based on the
Criminal Code provision that requires judicial authorisation on “rea‐
sonable grounds to suspect”.62 It further found that actually the tele‐
communications providers have standing to assert the privacy interests
of their clients not only based on their contractual obligations, but also
so that justice is properly delivered.63
It was further held that the Production Orders to the providers that
formed the basis of the police requests for obtaining the call data re‐
cords were overly broad and far beyond what was reasonably neces‐
sary to gather evidence concerning the commission of the crimes under
investigation.64
Of particular interest are certain useful guidelines provided in the
judgment with a view to minimise the intrusion to privacy. According
to these guidelines, when police makes such production orders it has to
provide: i) an explanation in the Production Order that the request is
made in accordance to the principle of incrementalism and minimal in‐
trusion; ii) an explanation as to the relevance of the requested parame‐
ters (date, time, cell towers) for the investigation; iii) an explanation as

Canada, ‘Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms’, section 8.
Canada, Criminal Code, s. 492.2.
61 Canada, Superior Court of Justice of Ontario, R v Rogers and Telus, Judg‐
ment, 14 January 2016.
62 Ibid., para. 31.
63 Ibid., paras 37‐38.
64 Ibid., para. 43.
59
60
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to the relevance of the types of records; iv) listing of other parameters
permitting a narrower search and producing fewer records; v) a re‐
quest for specified data, instead of a request for the underlying data;
vi) justification for request of underlying data; and vii) confirmation
that the types and amounts of data can be meaningfully reviewed.65
Epilogue: Are We Brave Enough?
It becomes evident that international and domestic human rights
law texts and practice are becoming braver in providing protection to
call data records from arbitrary and unwarranted collection disclosure
to and use by law enforcement agencies and governments. The latter
also become braver in realising the importance of these data for crime
detection and prosecution and in requesting access to them more often.
It is evident, as well, that the protective framework for privacy is based
on sporadic practice, but it seems to evolve on a common ground and
to contain at least principles and guidelines that, if harmonised, could
contribute to make this brave new world function.
There is, however, a need for an agreement on an updated defini‐
tion of the notion of privacy that is consistent with the current circum‐
stances and the technological developments. By way of illustrative ex‐
ample, ICCPR was adopted fifty years ago and was interpreted only
twenty‐two years later for the first time.The core content, but mostly
the limitations to the right to privacy, need to be reviewed and devel‐
oped with a view to make them address the reality and the needs not
only for today, but also for tomorrow. The Special Rapporteur on pri‐
vacy has highlighted that there appears to be a certain consensus
amongst several stakeholders for an additional protocol to Article 17 of
the ICCPR66 and he has actually been “urged to promote the start of
negotiations on such a protocol with his first mandate”.67 However,

Ibid., para. 65.
‘Report of the Special Rapporteur’, para. 46.
67
https://icdppc.org/wp‐content/uploads/2015/02/Resolution‐on‐Cooperation‐
with‐UN‐Special‐Rapporteur‐on‐the‐Right‐to‐Privacy.pdf(last accessed 11 Novem‐
ber 2016).
65
66
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consensus needs to be reached beforehand in relation to a common
understanding of what is to be protected and which are its limits. In
the world of today, to which extent is privacy desirable, in relation to
security, crime detection, and prosecution? The Special Rapporteur in‐
vited all actors in the field to contribute to such developments for an
improved understanding of the right to privacy and is convinced that
significant progress is possible.68
While speed might be a characteristic of technology, it is not equally
applicable to legal advancements. The fact that the right to privacy and
its limitations by the use of telecommunications data for law enforce‐
ment purposes is in the centre of recent legal debate, does not auto‐
matically entail quick legislative reactions. Such reactions are even
more challenging in an effort to actually harmonise globally the legisla‐
tive framework. Already at an EU level – a more limited environment –
, the relevant regulation evolved gradually during the last twenty
years, but still without reaching a common understanding. The Data
Retention Directive has been practically annulled, while there are live
issues as to whether national laws are in accordance to the ePrivacy Di‐
rective or even harmonised.
The main question to be answered is, finally, which are the limits to
privacy? From the jurisprudence presented above, we can at least iden‐
tify, as a common ground, that there is a reasonable expectation from
the citizens for privacy as a minimum. This reasonable expectation is at
a first step safeguarded by the principles of legality, necessity and pro‐
portionality. However, these principles are interpreted in various ways
as there is always a case by case basis assessment.
It is understandable that states would not cede their sovereign pre‐
rogative in the law enforcement realm. However, there is a need for
harmonisation, as this debate is recurring and it affects more civil liber‐
ties than just the right to privacy. As already explained, the UN HR
Committee recently appointed the Special Rapporteur on the broader
issue of privacy with a mandate for three years. Although this mandate
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is limited for the moment and we are yet to see a more detailed second
report, it is believed that he could play a more permanent and active
role.
It would be unrealistic to imagine him as a global regulating author‐
ity performing a case by case assessment for each and every request to
lift the privacy of telecommunication data. However, by collecting and
analysing the existing legal frameworks and jurisprudence, the Special
Rapporteur could prepare and suggest a list of guidelines that could be
followed domestically as soft law. Such list could be revisited annually,
allowing for flexibility and adaptability to the exigencies of our reality.
The guidelines provided by the Court of Ontario are an excellent ex‐
ample of jurisprudence that could be applicable in any situation of lift
of privacy anywhere in the world.
Another way to regulate and harmonise globally this problem is by
recognising that the protection of privacy in relation to the collection
and use of telecommunications data for the detection and prosecution
of crime is slowly forming international customary law. The STL Trial
Chamber’s obiter dictum about the evolution of human rights “stan‐
dards” is pointing to this direction. The difficulty is that we might ob‐
serve enough state practice, but it is often fragmented and even con‐
tradictory to form a concrete opinion juris and to be crystallised into a
rule of customary international law. As mentioned above, the CJEU
found the Data Retention Directive as interfering with the right to pri‐
vacy, while in the currently pending cases, the Advocate General has
suggested that data retention under certain conditions does not consti‐
tute interference. The anticipated judgement will be an important addi‐
tional element to the relevant practice. The first judgment of ECHR on
this problematic is also expected to make some shaping pronounce‐
ments and to advance the development of a possible customary rule.
The ethical aspect and the impact of this situation on citizens should
be always taken into consideration, as we are not far from that situa‐
tion that was pointed out by the Greek Court of First Instance, where
everyone would live with this “depressing feeling” that their personal
life and communication is captured on means that can be manipulated
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and consequently used against them. It has to be understood that we
are still in an infant stage dealing with telecommunications metadata.
The day that we will have to regulate a similar situation in relation to
collection and use of data from smartphones is approaching and will
probably find us unprepared, trying to find solutions and to make a
posteriori dangerous legal constructions.
The discussion should not focus on how to fully disclose telecom‐
munications data in order to detect and prosecute crime or how to fully
protect a rigid right to privacy. As highlighted by the Special Rappor‐
teur, both privacy and security are desiderata and essential in any legal
system as “enabling rights rather than ends in themselves”.69The es‐
sence of civil liberties cannot be fulfilled in a state lacking security. The
debate should rather revolve and evolve around the idea of how to use
telecommunications data, respecting the core of the right to privacy.
Our bravery should not only be characterised by legality, but also by
reasonable proportionality.
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Introduction: Moving Towards an “Orwellian ”Society?
Europe is facing unprecedented threats to its public security: recent
terrorist attacks in several Member States as well as the unstable situa‐
tion in the Middle East showed the necessity to tackle these phenom‐
ena in a concerted and meaningful way.
It is evident that terrorism is not a regional problem, but a global
one and as such it requires a global response: although competence
over national security and criminal matters is strictly reserved for na‐
tional sovereignty, the complex cross‐border methods adopted by ter‐
rorists have rendered it imperative to co‐operate also with other coun‐
tries and develop sophisticated investigations, especially on the Inter‐
net.
Surveillance activities from intelligence services become more effi‐
cient and, in parallel, more intrusive for citizens: it is a matter of fact
that the scale of data processing – as made possible through cloud
computing, big data analytics and electronic mass surveillance tech‐
niques – is also unprecedented. Intelligence services process large
amounts of personal data on a daily basis, share these information ex‐
tensively with other services in and outside the European Union.
Indeed, the Snowden revelations disclosed the existence of many
different surveillance programmes run by intelligence services, which
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are able to collect data about virtually everyone.1
In this light, security comes at a cost.
Surveillance programmes result into large‐scale controls that may in
turn give rise to secret, massive and indiscriminate surveillance of eve‐
rybody with unjustified limitations on citizens’ privacy.2
Many of these programmes seem to be aimed at the bulk collection
of personal data from various online sources, do not distinguish be‐
tween suspected and non‐suspected individuals and, in case of com‐
munication, concern both content and traffic data.
The way intelligence services collect and make use of data on our
day‐to‐day communications as well as the content of those communi‐
cations underlines the need to set limits on the scale of surveillance;
this has been brought into the debate with regard to their interference
in individuals’ privacy.3

1 Edward Joseph Snowden is a computer professional, former Central Intelli‐
gence Agency (CIA) employee, and former contractor for the US Government; in
2013, he presumably copied classified information from the United States National
Security Agency (NSA) and United Kingdom Government Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ) for public disclosure without prior authorization. The in‐
formation revealed numerous global surveillance programs, many run by the NSA
with the cooperation of telecommunication companies and European governments
within the framework of the top‐secret PRISM programme.
2 See Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, ‘Working Document on surveil‐
lance of electronic communications for intelligence and national security purposes’,
WP 228, adopted on 5 December 2014, http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data‐ protec‐
tion/article‐29/documentation/opinion‐recommendation/files/2014/wp228_en.pdf.
This Working Party was set up under Art. 29 of Directive 95/46/EC (see infra); it is
an independent European advisory body on data protection and privacy. It is
composed of a representative of the supervisory authority or authorities desig‐
nated by each Member State and of a representative of the authority or authorities
established for the Community institutions and bodies, and of a representative of
the Commission.
3 Privacy originates from the traditional “right to be alone”, i.e. the individuals’
right to be not submitted to any unlawful interference by a public authority or
other individuals. This “jus solitudeinis” differs from other fundamental rights, sub‐
stantially unchanged in time, because it was enriched with other elements progres‐
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The right to privacy and to the protection of personal data is a fun‐
damental right enshrined in several international instruments (art. 12
and 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; art. 17 of the In‐
ternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; art. 8 of the Conven‐
tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
the European Convention on Human rights) as well as at European
level (art. 7 and 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights; art. 16 of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union) and in national
legislations.
EU Member States may adopt legislative rules to restrict privacy
and data protection rights: according to Directive 95/46/EC,4 govern‐
ments may adopt measures that restrict this fundamental right to safe‐
guard national security and democratic order, but these measure may
only be lawful if they are strictly necessary and proportionate in a de‐

sively. Privacy is included in the broader right to protection of personal data, i.e.
the right that personal data undergoing processing shall be processed lawfully and
fairly; collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and
used in further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said
purposes; accurate and, when necessary, kept up to date.
4 According to art. 13, par. 1, of the Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parlia‐
ment and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data
(in O.J.E.U. L 281 1995, p. 31), restrictions are admitted only if these are necessary
to safeguard, among others, (a) national security; (b) defense; (c) public security;
(d) the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences, or
of breaches of ethics for regulated professions; (e) an important economic or finan‐
cial interest of a Member State or of the EU; (f) a monitoring, inspection or regula‐
tory function connected, even occasionally, with the exercise of official authority in
cases referred to in (c), (d) and (e); or (g) the protection of the data subject or of the
rights and freedoms of others. The same principles are stated by art. 23 of the so‐
called General Data Protection Regulation, which is going to repeal Directive
95/46/EC with effect from 25 May 2018 (Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), in
O.J.E.U. 2016 L 119, p. 1).
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mocratic society; in addition, respecting the rule of law is a fundamen‐
tal pre‐requisite for the lawfulness and legitimacy of any such meas‐
ures.5
Fighting crime and terrorism are clearly legitimate objectives, but
data protection is a democratic value and it can reinforce democracy in
the digital age:6 security and privacy are the two sides of the same coin.
A balanced reconciliation of these two components must be
reached.
The Approach of Courts to the Investigative Potentialities Offered
by New Technologies
The terrorist attacks in Europe altered the traditional equilibrium
reached between privacy and security: as underlined in the well‐
known judgment on EU data retention Directive.7 sacrificing the right

5 For an overview on this issue at Member States’ level, see European Union
Agency for Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Rights Report 2016, Luxembourg,
2016, p. 117, which summarises and analyses major developments the fundamental
rights field – including information society, privacy and data protection – in the
European Union during 2015.
6 See Data protection as a bulwark for digital democracy, Keynote speech at the
6th International e‐Democracy 2015 Conference on Citizen rights in the world of
the new computing paradigms Athens (by recorded message), 10 December 2015,
by Giovanni Buttarelli, European Data Protection Supervisor, https://secure. edps.
europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/site/mySite/shared/Documents/EDPS/Publications/
Speeches/2015/15‐12‐10_eDemocracy_EN.pdf. The European Data Protection Su‐
pervisor (EDPS) is an independent supervisory authority, with responsibility for
monitoring the processing of personal data by the EU institutions and bodies, ad‐
vising on policies and legislation that affect privacy and cooperating with similar
authorities to ensure consistent data protection.
7 CJUE, Digital Rights Ireland ltd vs. Minister for Communications, Marine and
Natural Resources and others and Kärntner Landesregierung, joined cases C‐293/12 and
C‐594/12, judgement of 8 April 2014. The Court has declared the incompatibility
with art. 8 and 7 of EU Charter of fundamental rights of European Data Retention
Directive 2006/24/EC. Although the above mentioned Directive only allowed the
storing of external data related to communications and pursuant to a legitimate ob‐
jective (the fight against serious crime), it nonetheless entailed a disproportionate
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to the inviolability of private communications constitutes a restriction
on that fundamental right, which is permissible only if it is proportion‐
ate to the pursued goal, when there are very important reasons im‐
posed by the criminal investigation linked to criminal proceedings and
it is based on fundamental guarantees.8
The ECHR also found that some national rules did not provide suf‐
ficient safeguards to avoid misuse and subjected virtually everyone to
surveillance. In a case concerning a Hungarian law on antiterrorist
surveillance, introduced in 2011, the Court found a violation of art. 8 of
the European Convention on Human Rights.9 The Court held that the
law, enabling the Government to intercept masses of data easily by
interference with the fundamental right to respect for private life and personal
data. The Court pointed at the lack of clear and precise rules aimed at limiting the
interference with those rights to what was strictly necessary in order to achieve the
Directive’s objective. The Directive applied without distinction to all individuals,
electronic means of communications and traffic data, and it did not contain objec‐
tive criteria aimed at defining who could access stored data or the length of the re‐
tention within the range of 6‐24 months. Moreover access to data kept by national
authorities was not subject to prior review by a court or a national independent
body, nor were there sufficient guarantees against the risk of misuse or illegal use
of the data. By adopting Directive 2006/24/EC, the EU legislature exceeded the lim‐
its imposed by compliance with the principle of proportionality in the light of arti‐
cles 7, 8 and 52(1) of the EU Charter on Human rights. Cf. specially para. 52 , 54, 65,
47.
8 See ‘Computers, privacy & data protection, 2015 Data protection on the
move’, concluding remarks by Giovanni Buttarelli, European Data Protection Su‐
pervisor, Brussels, 23 January 2015, https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB /
webdav/site/mySite/shared/Documents/EDPS/Publications/Speeches/2015/15‐01‐23
_CPDP_concluding_remarks_GB_EN.pdf.
9 ECHR, Fourth section, Case of Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary, Application no.
37138/14, 12 January 2016. See also ECHR, Roman Zackarov v. Russia, Application n.
47143/06, 4 December 2015: with this judgment, the Grand Chamber stated that
“since the implantation in practice of measures of secret surveillance of communi‐
cations is not open to scrutiny by the individuals concerned or the public at large,
it would be contrary to the rule of law for the discretion granted to the executive or
to a judge to be expressed in terms of an unfettered power”. More recently, see Big
Brother Watch et others v. United Kingdom, Application no. 58170/13 (to be decided).
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means of new technologies, foresaw that the ordering of such measures
could be adopted entirely within the realm of the executive, and with‐
out an assessment of whether interception of communication was
strictly necessary and without any effective remedial measures, let
alone judicial ones, being in place.
This is the direction followed by the courts in several States as well,
which gave a new dimension to the balance between security and pri‐
vacy, justice and intelligence services – thus confirming that data pro‐
tection has come to play a pivotal role in the digital society.
The Portuguese Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional a
norm contained in an Assembly of the Republic Decree approving the
Portuguese Republic’s Intelligence System.10 The norm would have al‐
lowed intelligence officers from the security services to access “traffic
data” under certain conditions, to pursue goals linked to the preven‐
tion of phenomena like terrorism, espionage, sabotage and highly or‐
ganised crime.
The proposal did not envisage direct access to the contents of com‐
munications (written or voice), as it rather allowed obtaining an au‐
thorisation to request the entities that are legitimately responsible for
processing such data (base, location and traffic) to enable access to
them.
According to the Court, access to data on actual or attempted com‐
munications can undermine the fundamental rights of the persons in‐
volved in the individual communication. Even without access to the
content, the cross‐referencing of traffic data can provide a profile of the
person in question and it may disclose aspects of people’s private lives.
Interlocutors are entitled not to have third parties intervene in their
communications. States and communications providers are required to
guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of communications systems,
10 Tribunal Constitucional, Acórdão n.º 403/2015, Processo n.º 773/15, 27 de agosto
de 2015, Pronunciamento pela inconstitucionalidade da norma do n.º 2 do artigo 78.º do
Decreto n.º 426/XII da Assembleia da República que Aprova o Regime Jurídico do Sistema
de Informações da República Portuguesa, http://www.tribunalconstitucional.pt/tc/
acordaos/20150403.html
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ensuring that communication at a distance between private parties
takes place as though they were face‐to‐face.
If public authorities should be allowed to intrude into telecommu‐
nications in the cases provided for in criminal procedural law, the risk
is that it would imply both expanding the scope of application of the
restriction on the right to inviolability, and reducing the guarantee that
only a judge can authorise such interventions by relegating the control
of acts that affect fundamental rights to a merely administrative entity.
Exceptions referred to in the constitutional precept are limited to mat‐
ters regarding criminal proceedings. This is the only restriction on the
right to the inviolability of communications which the Constitution
authorises, and there can be no other interpretation that would make it
possible to extend the restriction for other purposes. The norm in ques‐
tion did not do this, and this was the reason why the Court pro‐
nounced the norm before it unconstitutional.
The same stance was taken by the Italian Supreme Court, which de‐
clared it unlawful to perform interceptions by installing computer
worms in a smart phone in order to activate its camera remotely with‐
out the owner’s knowledge;11 as a consequence, admissibility of the
relevant interceptions was ruled out. According to the Court, that in‐
vestigative technique would enable, in breach of the Italian Constitu‐
tion and the criminal procedural code, a total control of the suspected
person which would be so pervasive and unlimited as to be unaccept‐
able in a democratic order.

11 Corte di Cassazione, sez. VI Penale, sentenza 26 maggio – 26 giugno 2015, n.
27100, http://www.italgiure.giustizia.it/sncass/. This is the highest (third‐instance)
judicial Court and is expected to ensure the exact observance and uniform interpre‐
tation of the law, the unity of the national law, and compliance with the limits of
the various jurisdictions. One of the key features of its mission is its legally unify‐
ing function, essentially aimed at ensuring certainty in the interpretation of the
law. Thereafter, the Italian Supreme Court admitted exceptionality the installation
of computer worms in a smart phone to counteract organized crime (see Cassazi‐
one Penale, Sezioni Unite, 1 luglio 2016, ud. 28 aprile 2016, n. 26889; see also sez. VI
Penale, sentenza n. 27404/16, lodged on 4 July 2016).
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It is towards this ‘new deal’ that the Supreme Court of the United
States is also moving, as it extended the guarantees for personal liber‐
ties to data stored in cell phones.12
The Court, moving from two different cases (illegal trafficking of
weapons and drugs), stated that where a search is undertaken by law
enforcement officials to discover evidence of criminal wrongdoing,
reasonableness generally requires the obtaining of a judicial warrant.
This same principle applies also before searching information stored or
accessible on cell phones, “which are now such a pervasive and insistent
part of daily life that the proverbial visitor from Mars might conclude they
were an important feature of human anatomy”.
Expectations of privacy may not be reduced by the arrest without
any reason: inspecting the contents of an arrestee’s pockets works no
substantial additional intrusion on privacy beyond the arrest itself.
This may make sense as applied to physical items, but more substantial
privacy interests are at stake when digital data is involved.
The term “cell phone” is itself misleading shorthand; many of these
devices are in fact minicomputers that also happen to have the capacity
to be used as a telephone. One of the most notable distinguishing fea‐
tures of modern cell phones is their immense storage capacity.
Therefore, a warrant ensures that the inferences to support a search
are drawn by a neutral and detached magistrate instead of being
judged by the officer engaged in the often competitive enterprise of
ferreting out crime.
According to the Court, in the absence of a warrant, a search is rea‐
sonable only if it falls within a specific exception to the Fourth Amend‐
ment’s warrant requirement.13

12 Supreme Court of the United States, Riley v. California, 573 U.S. (2014), de‐
cided June 25, 2014, http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/13pdf/13‐132_8l9c.pdf
13 The Fourth Amendment provides: “The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and sei‐
zures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or things to be seized”.
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A Key Case: Collection of PNR (Passenger Name Records)
One of the methods considered useful for fighting terrorism is the
collection of the so‐called PNR (passenger name records) data and an
EU Directive was adopted to regulate the use of these data.14
The Directive will oblige airlines to hand EU countries their passen‐
gers’ data in order to help the authorities to prevent, detect, investigate
and prosecute terrorist offences and serious crime. A single list of of‐
fences has been agreed upon, including terrorism, trafficking in human
beings, participation in a criminal organisation, cybercrime, child por‐
nography, and trafficking in weapons, ammunition and explosives.
It will provide for the transfer by air carriers to EU Member States
“Passenger Information Units” (PIUs) of PNR data of passengers of
“extra‐EU flights” (i.e. from a third country to an EU Member State or
vice‐versa). It will allow, but not oblige, Member States to apply its
provisions also to “intra‐EU flights” (i.e. from an EU Member State to
one or more EU MS): in that case, if a Member State wishes to apply
this Directive to intra‐EU flights, it shall give notice in writing to the
Commission to that end (art. 2).
Each Member State shall adopt a list of the competent authorities
entitled to request or receive PNR data or the result of processing those
data from the PIU in order to examine that information further or to
take appropriate action only for the specific purposes of preventing,
detecting, investigating or prosecuting terrorist offences or serious
crime (art. 7).
To that end, the PNR data provided by the air carriers to the na‐
tional PIUs is to be retained for a period of five years. For the first six
months, the data will be “unmasked”, i.e. will include personal identi‐
fying information. The data will then have to be “masked out” for the
remaining four and a half years (art. 12). It should be recalled that the

14 See Directive (EU) 2016/681 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
27 April 2016 on the use of passenger name record (PNR) data for the prevention,
detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime’, in
O.J.E.U. 2016 L 119, p. 132.
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5‐year term does not apply to any PNR data transmitted by the PIUs to
national competent authorities; in that case, the retention period of the
data is the one provided for under the applicable national law.
Depersonalising data through “masking out” means rendering cer‐
tain data elements invisible to a user, such as name(s), including the
names of other passengers on PNR and number of travellers on PNR
travelling together, address and contact information, etc. (i.e. data ele‐
ments that could serve to directly identify the passenger to whom the
PNR data relate).
National PIUs are obliged to appoint a data protection officer re‐
sponsible for monitoring the processing of PNR data and implement‐
ing the related safeguards, and to act as a single point of contact on all
issues relating to the processing of the passengers’ PNR data, duties
and powers for the national supervisory authority, which will be in
charge of checking the lawfulness of the data processing and conduct
investigations (art. 5). Access to the full PNR data set, which enables
users to immediately identify the data subject, should be granted only
under very strict and limited conditions after the initial six‐months re‐
tention period (art. 12).
All processing of PNR data should be logged or documented, and
passengers should be clearly and precisely informed about the collec‐
tion of PNR data and their rights (art. 13).
It must pay special attention to compliance with personal data pro‐
tection standards, the necessity and proportionality of collecting and
processing PNR data for each of the stated purposes, the length of the
data retention period, and also the effectiveness of the sharing of data
between the Member States. Therefore, national supervisory authori‐
ties shall advise on and monitor the application of the Directive, with a
view to protecting fundamental rights in relation to the processing of
personal data (art. 15).
The EU PNR Directive will be reviewed two years after its transpo‐
sition into national laws (art. 19).
It is a matter of fact that an PNR scheme programme would be the
first large‐scale and indiscriminate collection of personal data within
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the EU, since it is likely to cover at least all flights to and from its
Member States and may also involve intra MSs and/or domestic
flights.15
It is estimated that the system would concern more than 300 million
non‐suspect passengers potentially targeted by the EU PNR Directive:
it would apply to persons for whom there is no evidence capable of
suggesting that their conduct might have a link, even an indirect or
remote one, with serious crime.
It is interesting to quote some critical observations from the EDPS
on the above mentioned Directive;16 information about the perpetrators

15 It must be borne in mind that the EU has already signed agreements allowing
EU carriers to transfer PNR data to the United States, Australia and Canada. In
June 2015, the Council adopted a decision authorising the opening of negotiations
for an agreement with Mexico. See: ‘Agreement between the United States of
America and the European Union on the use and transfer of the passenger name
records to the United States Department of Homeland security’ (in O.J.E.U. 2012 L
215, p. 5); ‘Agreement between the European Community and the Government of
Canada on the processing of the Advance Passenger Information and Passenger
Name Record data’ (in O.J.E.U. 2006 L 82, p. 15); ‘Agreement between the Euro‐
pean Union and Australia on the processing and transfer of Passenger Name Re‐
cord (PNR) data by air carriers to the Australian Customs and Border Protection
Service’ (in O.J.E.U. 2012 L 186, p. 4).
16 For further details, see EDPS, ‘Opinion 5/2015, Second Opinion on the Pro‐
posal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the use of
Passenger Name Record data for the prevention, detection, investigation and
prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime’, Brussels, 24 September 2015, in
https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/site/mySite/shared/Documents/
Consultation/Opinions/2015/15‐09‐24_PNR_EN.pdf. See also Article 29 Data Pro‐
tection Working Party, ‘Opinion 10/2011 on the proposal for a Directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the use of passenger name record data
for the prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences
and serious crime’, WP 181, adopted on 5 April 2011, in http://ec.europa.eu/ jus‐
tice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2011/wp181_en.pdf;id., ‘Opinion 7/2010 on
European Commission’s Communication on the global approach to transfers of
Passenger Name Record (PNR) data to third countries’, WP 178, adopted on 12
November 2010, in http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data‐protection/article‐29/ documen‐
tation/opinion‐recommendation/files/2010/wp178_en.pdf
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was already available through airlines, national authorities and data‐
bases for border control (SIS, VIS etc.) or Advanced Passenger Informa‐
tion (API), therefore more targeted measures should be considered
such as monitoring known suspects, which would be more effective
than profiling all travellers.
In addition, the use of dynamic, human intelligence should be en‐
couraged rather than the fatally flawed automated intelligence.
Such investigative approaches as well as more selective and less in‐
trusive surveillance measures based on targeted categories of flights,
passengers or countries would be more legally robust and useful:17 for
instance, the Directive should be targeted at specific third countries or
at itineraries of types of travellers assessed objectively as indicating a
greater risk.
In addition, the EU PNR being negotiated is a set of different, sepa‐
rate national PNR systems and does not provide for the coordination,
collection and analysis of PNR data at EU level or for the mandatory
exchange of information by Member States. The text simply obliges
each Member State to implement its own national PNR scheme, follow‐
ing the principles laid down in the Directive.18

17 “The EU needs to justify why any and indiscriminate collection of data of in‐
dividuals is really needed [see para 17 of C‐293/12 and C‐594/12 judgment], and
why – as many are arguing in the case of PNR – that measure is urgently needed
now” considering also that “Recent public statements from public prosecutors with
a solid counter‐terrorism background highlighted their favour for more targeted
approaches by investing more resources on dynamic intelligence instead of dele‐
gating the response to passive large scale databases we are unable to fully ana‐
lyse”, as it was underlined by Giovanni Buttarelli, European Data Protection Su‐
pervisor, in Counter‐terrorism, De‐Radicalisation and Foreign Fighters, Joint debate dur‐
ing the extraordinary meeting of the LIBE Committee, European Parliament, Brussels,
27 January 2015.
18 Surprisingly, the Directive states expressly that it “is without prejudice to the
applicability of Directive 95/46/EC” (art. 13), although the latter is going to be re‐
pealed by the GDPR with effect from 2018. Similarly, the Directive foresees that
transfers of PNR data by Member States to third countries should be permitted
only on a case‐by‐case basis and in full compliance with the provisions laid down
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Concluding Remarks
Enhancing security needs surveillance and privacy‐affecting tech‐
nology, in order to improve specific criminal investigations or prosecu‐
tions, that’s und oubtable.
Technological progress has increased the possibilities of intrusion;
however, rules may assess, on the one hand, the degree to which inves‐
tigative tools intrude upon an individual’s privacy and, on the other,
the degree to which they are needed for the promotion of legitimate
governmental interests.
The same tools (e.g. Internet, smart phones, etc.) that terrorists and
criminals are using to hide their nefarious activities are those that eve‐
ryday citizens rely on to safely shop online, communicate with friends
and family, and run their businesses. Since it is expected that terrorists
and criminals, more in general, conceal their messages through end‐to‐
end encryption, secure apps and other tradecraft or hidden tactics to
avoid getting caught and creating a much broader public safety crisis,
more sophisticated tools can be adopted to counteract criminal behav‐
iours. But if those tools are used without an appropriate selection, the
risk is that also the man in the street is monitored.
Protecting the rights to privacy and data protection, as well as cyber
security may converge onto the same objective: safeguarding democ‐
ratic liberties.19 Terrorism must be tackled using democratic means: in

by Member States pursuant to Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA (art. 11), despite
the fact that the mentioned Framework Decision is repealed, with effect from 6
May 2018, by the Directive 2016/680regarding the processing of personal data for
the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences (see below).
19 For a deeper analysis of problems linked to privacy and security, see VV.
AA., La società sorvegliata. I nuovi confini della libertà – Atti del convegno del 28 gennaio
2016 organizzato dal Garante per la protezione dei dati personali in occasione della
Giornata europea per la protezione dei dati personali 2016, Rome, 2016, p. 173; G.
Valkenburg,‘Privacy versus security: problems and possibilities for the trade‐off model’,
inS. Gutwirth, R. Leenes & P. de Hert (eds.), Reforming European Data Protection
Law, Dordrecht‐Hidelberg, 2015, p. 253; M. Leese, Privacy and Security – On the Evo‐
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a democratic order, habeas corpus may not live apart from habeas data.
National security must not become an excuse for disproportionate
processing of personal data such as in the case of intrusive surveillance
tools, and it is important to focus on sustainable and long term policies.
Sustainability also means being true to our values in terms of fun‐
damental rights and freedoms, and States must ensure full compliance
with their obligations under international human rights law in a bal‐
anced way.20
There is no security without privacy”21 and we need a standard
which is centred on the rights of the individual.

lution of a European Conflict, ibid., p. 253; K. Irion, ‘Accountability unchained: bulk data
retention, preemptive surveillance, and transatlantic data protection’, in M. Rotenberg, J.
Scott & J. Horwitz (eds.), Privacy in the Modern Age: The search for solutions, New
York, 2015, p. 78; Y. Jin Park, A Broken System of Self‐Regulation of Privacy Online?
Surveillance, Control, and Limits of User Features in U.S. Websites, in Policy & Internet,
4, 2014, p. 360; G. Busia, ‘Le frontiere della privacy in Internet. La nuova corsa
all’oro per i dati personali’, in Pollicino, E. Bertolini & V. Lubello (eds.), Internet: re‐
gole e tutela dei diritti fondamentali, Milano, 2013, p. 14; D. Bigoet al., Mass Surveillance
of Personal Data by EU Member States and its Compatibility with EU Law, Study for the
European Parliament, Brussels, 2013, in http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Reg Data/
etudes/etudes/join/2013/493032/IPOL‐LIBE_ET(2013)493032_EN.pdf; V. Mayer ‐
Schönberger‐K. Cukier, Big Data: A revolution that will transform how we live, work,
and think, 2013, p. 242.
20 “Solving this problem requires establishing a dialogue that takes fuller ac‐
count of technological limitations, investigative tools and legal needs. As a result,
digital innovations present us with a paradox. We are no longer simply weighing
the costs and benefits of “privacy vs. security” but rather ‘security vs. security’. We
must never lose sight of our core democratic values and we cannot weaken Inter‐
net privacy for everyone”. In that sense, M. McCaul (chairman of the U.S. House
Homeland Security Committee) and M. Warner (member of the U.S. Senate’s Bank‐
ing, Finance and Intelligence committees), ‘How to unite privacy and security – be‐
fore the next terrorist attack’, The Washington Post, December 27, 2015, https://
www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/how‐to‐unite‐privacy‐and‐security‐‐before‐
the‐next‐terrorist‐attack/2015/12/27/628537c4‐a9b3‐11e5‐9b92‐dea7cd4b1a4d_story.
html
21 These words belong to B. Schneier, Security vs. Privacy, 2008, in https://
www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2008/01/security_vs_pri.html
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Therefore, it is important to affirm that the same rights that people
have offline must also be protected online, in particular the right to
privacy. States must be called on to protect these rights on all digital
platforms.22
It is essential, at European level, to have a clear set of criteria that
law enforcement and national security must respect when they affect
the personal sphere of every individual by pursuing activities such as
the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal of‐
fences or the execution of criminal penalties.23
To meet the requirements stated by the CJUE in the above‐
mentioned data retention judgement, every instrument needs to lay
down clear and precise rules governing the extent of the interference
with the fundamental rights enshrined in articles 7 and 8 of the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the EU and the scope and application of the
measures in question, and imposing minimum safeguards to provide
sufficient guarantees to effectively protect data subjects’ rights.24
A selective, case‐by‐case approach rather than a massive, pervasive,
22 There is a broad consensus in both doctrine and case law that traffic data
should be included in the concept of communications that are constitutionally
relevant to the prohibition on intrusion. In that sense see, UN, The right to privacy in
the digital age, Resolution no. 69/166 adopted by the General Assembly on 18 De‐
cember 2014, A/RES/69/166.
23 Criteria established by the adoption of the ‘Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natu‐
ral persons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities
for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of
criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement
of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA’, in
O.J.E.U. 2016 L 119, p. 89.
24 See EDPS, Opinion 8/2015, Dissemination and Use of Intrusive Surveillance Tech‐
nologies, 10 December 2015, in https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/
site/mySite/shared/Documents/Consultation/Opinions/2015/15‐12‐15_Intrusive_
surveillance_EN.pdf. Another interesting source of toolkits for policymakers to
help them develop innovative solutions to data protection challenges may be
founded in The EDPS Strategy, Leading by example, 2015‐2019, Luxembourg, 2015,
https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/edps/EDPS/Publications/Strategy 2015.
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non‐targeted and indiscriminate approach would better work in order
to guarantee an efficient action according to the different nature of the
crime: a correct approach should properly distinguish between specific
requirements of national security and the necessity to counteract ter‐
rorism and other criminal offences typically committed in the Internet
(paedophilia, phishing, illegal trafficking, etc.).25
Such an approach should rule out the appropriateness of imple‐
menting other, less intrusive options, respecting the privacy‐by‐design
principle (i.e. embedding data protection safeguards in the technology
in the design phase) as well as the privacy‐by‐default one (i.e. ensuring
that the default settings of technology are compliant with data protec‐
tion, in the absence of specific users´ choices), both foreseen by art. 25
of the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679/EU (hereinafter
GDPR) and art. 20 of the Directive 2016/680/EU.
Hence the importance of the common rules established at European
level by means of the above mentioned instruments.26 in order to as‐
sure that any processing of personal data is lawful, fair and transparent
in relation to the natural persons concerned, and only processed for
specific purposes laid down by law. As it was underlined in the above
named European acts (see specially art. 4 and 13 of the Directive
2016/680/EU; art. 6 of the GDPR 2016/679/EU), this does not in itself
prevent the law‐enforcement authorities from carrying out activities
such as covert investigations or video surveillance:
25 “Effectiveness isn’t the only question that must be considered, and even an
otherwise robust policy must be balanced against its adverse impact on other val‐
ues. But effectiveness is a threshold question … If we do not first ask what is work‐
ing and if anything is likely to work better, adjustments in our security policies are
likely to be both ineffective and corrosive of civil liberties and other principles of
democratic governance”, as it was stressed by J. Dempsey, ‘Restricting encryption
is a short‐term solution to a long‐term problem’, The Washington Post, December 18,
2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/in‐theory/wp/2015/12/18/restricting‐
encryption‐is‐a‐short‐term‐solution‐to‐a‐long‐term‐problem/
26 Similar provisions are contained also in Convention No. 181 for the Protection of
Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, adopted by the
Council of Europe on 28 January 1981.
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Such activities can be done for the purposes of the prevention, in‐
vestigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execu‐
tion of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the
prevention of threats to public security, as long as they are laid down
by law and constitute a necessary and proportionate measure in a de‐
mocratic society with due regard for the legitimate interests of the
natural person concerned (recital 26 of the Directive 2016/680/EU).27
In this particular field, also transparency is important, not hiding
behind opaque or misleading ‘privacy policies’: explaining who is re‐
sponsible for collecting and using personal information, why they are
doing it, purposes of and legal basis for the processing, how long they
will keep it, with whom they intend to share the information, and give
individuals up‐to‐date, meaningful, rights to access and to information
about data processing (e.g. the existence of the right to request from the
controller rectification or erasure of personal data, or restriction of
processing of personal data concerning the data subject, as well as the
right to lodge a complaint with a national supervisory authority). In
particular, if personal data are processed in the course of a criminal in‐
vestigation and court proceedings in criminal matters, it is essential to
provide – when, of course, it does not create a prejudice to investiga‐
tions or procedures – the exercise of the right to information, access to
and rectification or erasure of personal data, and that restriction of
processing is carried out in accordance with national rules on judicial
proceedings (see art. 14 and 15 of the Directive 2016/ 680/EU28).
27 This, also in accordance with articles 51‐54 of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the EU and art. 8, par. 2, of the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
28 Indeed the Directive 2016/680/EU emphasized (recital 44) that “legislative
measures delaying, restricting or omitting the information to data subjects or re‐
stricting, wholly or partly, the access to their personal data to the extent that and as
long as such a measure constitutes a necessary and proportionate measure in a
democratic society with due regard for the fundamental rights and the legitimate
interests of the natural person concerned, to avoid obstructing official or legal in‐
quiries, investigations or procedures, to avoid prejudicing the prevention, investi‐
gation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal
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From a different perspective, another important safeguard, when
sharing personal information with third countries, consists in the obli‐
gation for the transmitting authority to check that the data processing
is lawful in those countries (in particular, under the conditions set forth
in art. 35 of Directive 680/2016/EU).29
Privacy is a fundamental right and we cannot have security by un‐
dermining it: this is the real challenge to meet for implementing, in the
next future, efficient actions to protect democracy and freedom in the
digital era.30

penalties, to protect public security or national security, or to protect the rights and
freedoms of others. The controller should assess, by way of a concrete and individ‐
ual examination of each case, whether the right of access should be partially or
completely restricted”.
29 It should be checked that the request is compliant with national legislation
and international agreements, that it is made for specified, explicit and legitimate
purposes and that the data will be processed only for the purpose mentioned in the
agreement, that only data that is accurate, complete and updated, as well as ade‐
quate, relevant and not excessive in relation to this purpose is transmitted; that any
further processing for a different purpose, transmission to another authority,
agency or body, is authorized by the sending State and subject to strict conditions;
that the data will not be retained longer than necessary for the purpose pursued;
and finally, that an independent supervisory authority is responsible for checking
that these requirements were respected in both the transmitting and the receiving
Party.
30 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 04/2014 on surveillance of
electronic communications for intelligence and national security purposes, WP 215,
adopted on 10 April 2014, in http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data‐protection/article‐
29/documentation/opinion‐recommendation/files/2014/wp215_en.pdf; and Working
Document on surveillance of electronic communications for intelligence and national secu‐
rity purposes, WP 228, adopted on 5 December 2014, in http://ec.europa.eu/jus‐
tice/data‐protection/article‐29/documentation/opinion‐recommendation/files/2014/
wp228_en.pdf. See also Opinion 14/2011 on data protection issues related to the preven‐
tion of money laundering and terrorist financing, WP 186, adopted on 13 June 2011, in
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data‐protection/article‐29/documentation/opinion‐
recommendation/files/2011/wp186_en.pdf.
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Introduction
Generally speaking, criminals are caught by police for one or more
of the following reasons: they confess to the crime; another criminal
gives the police useful information about a crime: they are arrested
red‐handed; chased and caught by police; an eyewitness describes
them; forensic evidence (that is, fingerprints, footprints, DNA etc.) at
the crime scene or their handwriting is linked to them; or, finally, be‐
cause the police link a number of crimes committed by the same of‐
fender.
Partly due to urbanization, the work of police detectives all over the
world is becoming increasingly more difficult, calling for more sophis‐
ticated techniques as criminals become even more adept. Films such as
Silence of the Lambs, television series like Cracker in the UK, CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation, CSI: Miami or Profiler, and popular books like The
Real Cracker by Stephen Cook (2001), The Jigsaw Man and Picking Up the
Pieces by Paul Britton (1998, 2001) have popularised criminal profiling.
In addition, the last two decades or so some well‐known retired FBI
profilers (for example, Roger Depue, John Douglas, Roy Hazelwood,
Robert Ressler) have published their own books about some of their
experiences in helping law‐enforcement agencies catch serial killers.
The different terms are used to refer to profiling of offenders in the
context of police investigation include: ‘psychological profiling’,
‘criminal personality profiling’, ‘crime scene analysis’, ‘diagnostic
evaluation’, ‘criminal investigative analysis’, ‘crime‐linking’, ‘crime ac‐
tion profiling’, and ‘geographical profiling’. According to Bartol and
Bartol (2004), psychological profiling was used by the Office of Strate‐
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gic Services (OSS) during World War II, having been predated by the
fictional detective character Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle towards the end of the nineteenth century. A very important
point about ‘psychological profiling’ is made in the preface to their
book, Profiling Violent Crimes: An investigative tool, by Holmes and
Holmes (2002) who remind us that by the term ‘psychological profil‐
ing’ they mean ‘sociopsychological profiling’ because ‘a thorough pro‐
file is more than a personality sketch’ – inter alia, it encompasses such
sociodemographic data as age, race, gender, occupation and education.
A definition of profiling that is widely accepted was put forward by
Douglaset al. (1986), namely ‘a technique for identifying the major per‐
sonality and behavioural characteristics of an individual based upon
an analysis of the crimes he or she has committed’ (p. 143). Attempts
have also been made to identify the qualities of successful profilers.
The work of Kocsis and his coworkers (see Kocsiset al., 2000, 2002; Koc‐
sis, 2003a, 2003b, 2004) supports the view put forward by FBI profilers
Hazelwoodet al. (1995) that successful profilers have an appreciation of
the criminal mind and especially logical minds. However, a Canadian
study by Bennellet al. (2008) had 36 subjects aged 19–54 years complete
a mock profile exercise and the Watson‐Glaser Critical Thinking Ap‐
praisal – Form S. They found no correlation between subjects’ critical
thinking score and their profile accuracy. Bearing in mind limitations
of laboratory‐based studies, as Bennellet al. (2008) stress, future re‐
searchers need to consider more carefully how profiling occurs in real‐
life settings (p. 154). Let us next take a look at ‘diagnostic evaluation’
before considering profiling based on sophisticated quantitative analy‐
sis, including geographical profiling.1
Diagnostic Evaluation
This is a clinical perspective on profiling offenders whereby a psy‐
chiatrist or clinical psychologist, for example, ‘relate or diagnose possi‐
ble psychopathologies indicative of the behaviours evident in a crime
1 For detailed treatment see Ainsworth, 2001; Holmes and Holmes, 2002; Jack‐
son and Bekerian, 1997; Rainbow, 2011; Kapardis, 2014, pp. 364‐372.
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and from this [to] extrapolate some understanding of the probable of‐
fender’ (Kocsis 2009: 216). Two known early examples of the involve‐
ment of a ‘profiler’ to assist the police with an investigation was police
surgeon Thomas Bond’s attempts to profile serial killer ‘Jack the Rip‐
per’ in Whitechapel in the East End of London in the 1880s and in 1956
in New York City when psychoanalytic psychiatrist James A. Brussel
came up with a list of characteristics of the person likely to be the ‘mad
bomber’ – (middle‐aged, heavy, single, living with a sibling and wear‐
ing a buttoned‐up double‐breasted suit) – on the basis of a crime scene
examination and letters written by the bomber (see Brussel, 1968).
When a number of years later the ‘mad bomber’, George Metsky, was
arrested by the police, he fitted Brussel’s description to the last detail.
Of course, in this context we should not forget fictional characters such
as Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie’s Hercule Poi‐
rot.
The concept of psychological profiling in terms of diagnostic
evaluation was expanded in the 1970s as a result of research into a
number of serial violent offenders, including serial killers, by members
of the Behavioral Sciences Unit at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Vir‐
ginia. Their aim was to be able to infer the primary motive and the per‐
sonality of the person likely to have committed one or more crimes
from a detailed examination of the crime scene and all the information
available about the victim, the crime/s, the forensic evidence and au‐
topsy reports; in other words, to provide the investigators with a de‐
scription of some important demographic characteristics, including
lifestyle, the type of personality of the likely culprit and whether the
crime was one of a series of crimes by the same offender, thus assisting
in the apprehension and questioning of the offender (Hazelwood and
Douglas, 1980). The Unit’s research focus, which laid the foundation of
offender profiling, was on the crimes, motivations, personalities and
behaviours of 32 serial killers (almost exclusively sexual) they inter‐
viewed in prison, on the assumption that every offender commits a
crime in a certain way and leaves his signature at the scene of the
crime. The methodology used combined low‐level quantitative analy‐
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sis and utilised the Unit’s own collective experience over the years with
constructing offender profiling.
On the basis of that work, a database was constructed that allowed
the FBI researchers to propose a typology of such offenders into ‘or‐
ganised’ and disorganised’ and, for rapists, ‘selfish ‘ and ‘unselfish’ etc.
An ‘organised’ killer shows planning of the crime/s and control at the
scene of the crime, leaving very useful clues behind as to his demo‐
graphic characteristics, personality and motive. An organised mur‐
derer would thus be expected to be intelligent (but a likely under‐
achiever), with good interpersonal skills, sexually competent, living
with a partner and appearing ‘normal, but harbouring an antisocial or
psychopathic personality, who has probably been experiencing anger
at about the time of the killing, been depressed, and follows media ac‐
counts of his murders (Ainsworth, 2001:101) and may well return to
the scene of the crime. By contrast, a disorganised murderer is a totally
disorganised individual as far as his appearance, lifestyle and psycho‐
logical state are concerned. Profilers also advise police investigators on
how to question the suspects when they arrest them. According to
Holmes and Holmes (2002), during the interview an organised mur‐
derer should be confronted directly, while a disorganised one will be
more likely to respond to police questioning if the interrogator empa‐
thises with him, establishing a positive personal relationship (pp. 75–
6).
Diagnostic evaluation, also known to earlier researchers as ‘FBI psy‐
chological profiling’, and ‘crime scene analysis’, has been criticised for:
being based on weak social science methodology (Howitt, 2002:199);
relying largely on the individual profiler’s intuition and, consequently,
not being objective, let alone ‘scientific’ (Ainsworth, 2001:102); and, fi‐
nally, that two profilers using the same crime scene analysis data will
often produce different profiles. Impressive examples such as Brussel’s
profile of the ‘mad bomber’ in the 1950’s referred to above should not
make the reader overlook the fact that profiling offenders using the di‐
agnostic evaluation method is largely subjective and falls short of the
professionalism required in the critical environment of a major crime
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investigation (Rainbow 2011: 1).
The criticisms levelled against diagnostic evaluation as an offender
profiling method must be weighed against its occasional contributions,
in bringing to justice serious criminals who terrorise whole communi‐
ties. Also, we should not forget that an offender profile is but one of
the tools available to police detectives tasked with the investigation of
a serious crime or series of crimes. As Stevens (1997) reminds us:
‘Crime is not solved by magic. Crime is solved by hard work and de‐
termination on the part of highly skilled and professional police offi‐
cers, often working with equally professional colleagues in the scien‐
tific, medical and legal fields’ (p. 77). It has been shown time and time
again that a highly skilled and experienced profiler can assist police
investigators immensely in catching serious offenders. At the same
time, the police can be sent on a wild goose chase by an inaccurate pro‐
file. The risk of a misleading psychological profile is reduced if the ex‐
pert concerned is well‐versed in personality theories which alone can‐
not produce psychological profiles but can facilitate the profile produc‐
tion process (Boon, 1997:59). Rejecting intuition as a basis for profiling,
other criminal analysts have utilised but, also, developed, statistical
techniques (for example, smallest space analysis) for analysing offence,
offender, victim and situational characteristics, what Howitt (2002)
terms ‘statistical/actuarial’ profiling with its emphasis on empirically‐
based classifications and linkages between them. In fact, a number of
computerised databases on offences and offenders have been estab‐
lished such as Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (ViCLAS), one of
the most recognised and internationally used (Grubinet al., 2001). Let
us next consider statistical/ actuarial profiling.
Criminal Investigative Analysis (Cia)/Statistical/Actuarial Profiling
In a study of serial homicide in Italy by Santtilaet al. (2008), Mokken
scaling and discriminant function analysis were used to analyse data
from court files and media reports in order to investigate the behav‐
ioural crime link using observable crime features (offence and victim
characteristics) of a total of 116 homicides committed by 23 individual
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offenders between 1970 and 2000. Santtilaet al. reported 62.9 per cent
classification accuracy of the cases, showing the potential usefulness of
such crime analysis to police investigators. Statistical profiling has been
applied to a broader range of offences than psychological profiling.
The study of ‘criminal actions from an objective, often statistical view‐
point rather than one based on personal intuition and clinical experi‐
ence’ (Canter and Alison, 2000:1) has been applied, for example, to bur‐
glaries, armed robbery, arson and theft at work. Salfati and Canter
(1998) examined the relationship between murder crime scenes and the
characteristics of the murderer in their study of a sample of 82 homi‐
cides in England in which a single offender attacked a stranger. Canter
and Alison (2000:7) have argued that such statistical offender profiling
can be seen as a natural part of ‘investigative psychology’.
For a number of years a lot of the research in this area was carried
out at the Centre for Investigative Psychology at Liverpool University
in England under the guidance of David Canter, known to many for
his contribution to police investigators in the case of Peter Duffy, the
‘railway murderer’, who in the 1980s carried out a series of terrifying
rape and murder attacks on women in London and the Home Coun‐
ties. As a result of the Duffy case, the Home Office established a sub‐
committee on offender profiling chaired by John Stevens (Stevens,
1997:87). Drawing on early empirical work by the present author, let us
next consider the example of armed robbers and their characteristics
that could be of use to armed robbery squad detectives.
Case Study Example: Profiling Armed Robbers
In an effort to develop a typology of armed robbers, the present au‐
thor in the late 1980s analysed police and prison file data pertaining to
100 inmates serving sentences for armed robbery in Victoria, Australia
(Kapardis, 1989). In addition, lengthy face‐to‐face interviews were car‐
ried out with all the inmates themselves to probe their thinking and
decision‐making processes before, during and after the robbery. The
main aim was to examine possible associations between the type and
number of offenders involved, the type of target, weapons used and in‐
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juries to the victim. Qualitative data analysis supplements results ob‐
tained from quantitative data analysis and can thus yield a profile that
is more useful to the police. Summarising the results of the study, it
was found that: two‐thirds were aged 25 years or less and, having left
school by the time they were 15 years old (78 per cent), most (66 per
cent) were first convicted at 16 or younger, with 71 per cent being sent
to a youth training centre upon conviction; the majority (80 per cent)
were tattooed and three‐quarters possessed no employment skills; the
majority (63 per cent) did very little planning, if at all, before commit‐
ting an armed robbery and, especially, if three or more offenders were
involved. Also, while in 82 per cent of the robberies there were no
physical injuries to victims, a victim was most likely to sustain injuries
if the crime was committed by a gang of three who were more likely
than lone or pairs of armed robbers to have been drinking before and
to attack ‘soft’ targets at night armed with weapons, and to use their
weapons. Finally, the majority only travelled around three miles (5 km)
from their place of residence to attack a target. Following release of
some of the study’s findings to the media, the present author was
pleasantly surprised when the following morning he received a tele‐
phone call in his [then] university office by the then Officer‐in Charge
of the Armed Robbery Squad in Melbourne, a very experienced ‘no‐
nonsense’ detective inspector, who expressed great interest about the
profile constructed and subsequently utilised it operationally. Using
the same research method to analyse characteristics of 320 homicides ,
the present author also produced a profile of the homicide offender in
Melbourne, Australia (see Kapardis and Cole, 1988).
Crime Action Profiling (CAP)
Crime action profiling is very similar to CIA but uses such statistical
techniques as multidimensional scaling (MDS) to develop models ‘in
which crime behaviours are correlated with various offender character‐
istics and thus operate as mechanisms by which the perpetrators of fu‐
ture crimes may be profiled’ (Kocsis 2009: 220).
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Investigative Psychology (IP)
Investigative psychology (IP), like CAP, is a research‐based approach
to profiling offenders which has, largely under the aegis of David Can‐
ter, evolved into a specialised discipline. IP researchers are interested
in patterns of criminal behaviour more broadly. They aim to aid crimi‐
nal investigators deal with a range of crimes, not to infer offender mo‐
tivations (see Canter, 1995)
Geographical Profiling
No offender profile would be complete, of course, if it did not in‐
clude important features of the offender’s environment, his movements
in time and space. The interest in the ecology of crime can be traced to
the Chicago School (see Shaw and McKay (1942) which emphasised the
fact that crime (in their case it was delinquency) was concentrated in
some areas of the city, a finding that led them to postulate ‘social dis‐
organisation’ as a cause of delinquency. It is widely accepted that most
offenders, including serial killers (see Canter, 1994, 1995), do not travel
very far from their place of residence to commit their crimes and de‐
tailed mapping of crime locations, patterns and trends, a method
known as ‘crime mapping’ which uses a computerised technique
known as ‘geographical information system’ (GIS) and can provide po‐
lice investigators with very useful information about suspects. The
reader should note in this context that there is geographical profiling
(that is, spatial movement analysis of a single serial offender) and geo‐
graphical mapping (that is, special patterns analysis pertaining to a num‐
ber of offenders over a period of time).
The main idea behind geographical profiling is to offer investigators
probability estimates where a suspect’s residence might be. A com‐
puter program known as Criminal Geographic Targeting, developed by
Rossmo (1995) analyses the special characteristics of an offender’s
crimes to produce a topographic map, assigning probabilities to differ‐
ent locations where the suspect may be residing or have his base for of‐
fending. Drawing on Rossmo (1997), a geographic profile can be used
in combination with a psychological profile to help investigators have
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a fairly good idea who they should be looking for. Of course, not all
types of offenders or offence types can be geographically profiled.
While the three‐dimensional analysis of locations and movements is
the result of a computerised quantitative analysis, how one recon‐
structs and interprets the offender’s mental map is subjective (p. 161).
Geographical profiling also enables the production of hunting typol‐
ogy for predatory criminals, breaking the serial killer hunting process
into two components, namely: (a) the search for a suitable victim, and
(b) the method of attack. Rossmo (1997:167) identified four victim
search methods: hunter (goes in search of a victim), poacher (searches
for a victim away from the area he normally frequents), troller (while
doing something unrelated, encounters a victim and, availing himself
of the opportunity presented, attacks the victim) and, finally, trapper
(puts himself in a situation where he comes across victims over whom
he has control). He also identifies three methods of victim attack: raptor
(comes across a victim and right away attacks her), stalker (follows the
victim and then attacks) and, finally, ambusher (entices a victim to a lo‐
cation the offender controls such as his car, flat, shop).
Having a geographic profile, the police can decide which investiga‐
tive strategies to use in order to be more effective and efficient. The
reader should note that the notion of a ‘mental map’ is of significance
both in Rossmo’s geographic profiling as well as in Canter’s work on
rapes and homicide. Ainsworth (2001:127) defines ‘mental maps’ as ‘in‐
ternal representations of the external world, and are unique to each in‐
dividual.’ Based on their work on the locations of offenders’ crimes,
Canter and his co‐workers (see Canter and Larkin, 1993) proposed the
Circle Theory of Environmental Range according to which, especially se‐
rial rapists and homicide offenders, the majority of offenders live
within a circle, a radius that encompasses their offences.
The Racial Profiling Controversy
In the United States in the 1970s and 1980s the police focus on drugs
saw the phenomenon of law‐enforcement agencies using a racist drug‐
courier profile. The issue of differential police stop and search for no
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apparent reason other than a citizen’s race or ethnicity resulted in class
actions (see Wilkins v. Maryland State Police(1993)2 where research evi‐
dence was presented documenting police discrimination against Afri‐
can‐Americans. Researchers in various parts of the United States have
reported similar findings, for example, in San Diego California
(Dvorak, 2000),3 New Jersey and New York (Ramirez et al., 2000),4 and
North Carolina (Tomaskovic‐Deveyet al., 2006). Differential police sus‐
picion in traffic stops has also been documented for male as opposed to
female drivers, for example, in Miami‐Dade County, Florida (Smith,
Makarios and Alpert, 2006). In fact, according to Buerger and Farrell
(2002), the singling out of minorities for unwanted attention by the po‐
lice has a long history in the United States.
Racial profiling became so widespread that by the late 1990s it was
popularly known as ‘driving while black’ as police services across the
country used racial or ethnic features disproportionately in deciding
whom to stop and search for unknown crimes (Harris, 2005). Milleret
al. (2008:162) remind their readers that when police tactics are decided
on the basis of racist criteria, police risk extreme forms of public re‐
sentment, pointing out that such practices can be illegal in interna‐
tional law (Harris, 2002, 2005) and are of doubtful effectiveness as a
crime‐fighting strategy (Harris, 2002, 2005; Miller et al., 2007).Some
progress was made in the United States that reduced the incidence of
racial profiling as legislation introduced in many states made the tactic
illegal and/or a legal requirement was introduced across the country
for systematic collection of police ethnic data. However, racial profiling
has enjoyed increasing support since 9/11 (Amnesty International USA
2004).
Recent Developments in Offender Profiling
Today, profiling has moved to a more evidence‐based approach,
2 Wilkins v. Maryland State Police, Civil Action No. CEB‐93–483 (D.Md. 1993),
cited by Bartol & Bartol, 2004:479.
3 Cited by Bartol & Bartol, 2004.
4 Cited by Bartol & Bartol, 2004.
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and into mainstream forensic psychology. Furthermore, profiling in the
United Kingdom has become a recognised profession, Behavioural In‐
vestigative Adviser (BIA) (Rainbow 2011ab) and the discipline that has
emerged is termed Behavioural Investigative Advice. The term ‘BIA’
has replaced ‘offender profiler’ and the working conditions, profes‐
sional and ethical standards of BIAs are now regulated at a national
level by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO). The working
conditions list a number of minimum requirements concerning report
content, and detail the criteria on the basis of which reports are evalu‐
ated. A BIA with ACPO Approved status agrees to have his/her work
audited annually by a suitably qualified independent panel. A BIA’s
role is:
to provide the investigating officer with an additional per‐
spective and decision support through a serious crime in‐
vestigation; [it is] an additional ‘tool in the box’ rather than
any magical panacea (Rainbow & Gregory 2011: 20).
Finally, the work of BIAs is greatly assisted by systematic structured
electronic databases pertaining to offender characteristics, such as
CASMIRC and ViCAP in the United States and VISOR in the United
Kingdom.
Discussion And Conclusions
The evidence base for offender profiling is ‘remarkably limited’
(Crighton 2010: 152, 153), and ‘Efforts to look at the accuracy of profil‐
ers empirically have yielded mixed results’. According to Kocsis (2009:
226), the evidence addressing the utility of criminal profiling in assist‐
ing with crime detection is, not surprisingly perhaps, as scant as the
evidence for the accuracy of profiles. Also, while research evidence
supporting the notion of behavioural consistency that is fundamental
to profiling has been reported, the same cannot, unfortunately, be said
for notions of homology (the degree of correspondence between crimi‐
nals’ crime scene actions and their background characteristics). Never‐
theless, the professionalisation of profiling has no doubt added to the
contribution such specialists can make to police investigations of crime.
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The different profiling techniques described draw on a variety of
disciplines, including personality theory, criminology, environmental
psychology and geography. However, as Bekerian and Jackson (1997:
209) rightly point out, such techniques are so diverse that there is the
danger of the field of offender profiling fragmenting due to differences
in methodological frameworks, differences between individual profil‐
ers and differences in culture (for example, between the UK and the
United States). Such fragmentation would impact adversely on the ac‐
cessibility of application of offender profiling. At the same time, it
could also be argued that within offender profiling there are opposing
factions that are also so described in textbooks: inductive vs deductive,
clinical vs statistical or practitioner vs academic approaches. This sepa‐
ration into factions is understandable in view of the ill‐formed forensic
field internationally and, also, the relatively short history of offender
profiling and how it has evolved in different countries with different
police cultures and policing traditions. However, as Alison et al. (2004)
have argued, the separation into different factions is both unrepresen‐
tative and unnecessarily divisive and, consequently, it undermines the
potential contribution of behavioural sciences to an important part of
police work – criminal investigation. Adopting a pragmatist’s stance,
Alisonet al. maintain that what is called for is a more productive and
synergistic dialogue between exponents of the different approaches to
offender profiling. The present author is of the view that if well‐known
profilers espousing different methods work jointly to provide answers
to the same questions and they strive to produce hybrid profiling
methods, it would be one way of avoiding offender profiling fragmen‐
tation.
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The real power, the power we have to fight for night and
day, is not power over things, but over men.” [...] “How
does one man assert his power over another, Winston?”
Winston thought. “By making him suffer”, he said. “Ex‐
actly. By making him suffer. Obedience is not enough.
Unless he is suffering, how can you be sure that he is
obeying your will and not his own? “The real power is in
inflicting pain and humiliation […]”.
G. Orwell, 1984(Secker&Warburg), 1949: 336

Introduction
The financial crisis that the international community goes through,
provokes multilevel turbulence that drifts every aspect of human life.
The crackles of the social structure at national, European and global
level, force –amongst others– the Legislator, the Lawyer and the
Criminologist1 to face a reality that is in many ways particular· finan‐
1 N. Courakis, ‚Die Rolle des Kriminologen bei der Gestaltung der Kriminalpo‐
litik’, in: Volume (Festschrift) in Honour of Professor Klaus Tiedemann, Carl Heymanns
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cially, socially, judicially, politically, technologically and, by extension,
psychologically. The international situation is significantly different
from the one that existed a few years ago and it therefore requires a
fast and effective confrontation of both the apparent and the lurking
perils.
There is no doubt that the deriving from crisis deregulation does
not only affect the economy, but it is multidimensional –social, institu‐
tional and humanitarian– and its legal extends are directly connected
not only to the Criminal Law, but also to Crime Policy and Victimol‐
ogy. Besides, the currently adverse economic climate facilitates the
criminogenesis and as a result, the victimogenesis, by operating as a vic‐
timising factor. Furthermore, it cannot be overlooked, the fact that this
drastic change of facts, in combination with the rapid technological
progress and –above all– the extensive use of social media, consist the
stepping stone for the rising crime rates of some invisible forms of
criminality, victimisation and antisocial or deviant behaviour. Despite
the fact that up till now, these forms have remained on the dark side of
criminality, constituting the dark (or hidden) figure of crime2 or the so‐
called “base of the iceberg”, they gradually emerge on the surface.
The Double Face of Janus: Crisis as a dystopia and as a Chance to
Reveal the Hidden Victimisation and Highlight the New Forms of
Criminality
Trying to see the issue from a broader perspective, it could be no‐
ticed that crisis –as another Janus– provides, from its tenebrous aspect,
a fertile ground for each prospective offender to deploy his/her crimi‐
nal activity. Simultaneously, from its bright aspect, crisis indirectly
gives every legal order the opportunity to trace any latent criminality
and unseen victimisation, in order to detect every institutional default
or inefficiency and remedy them. In view of the above considerations,
it is obvious that crisis’ dystopia can, possibly, operate –even in an
Verlag, 2008, S. 1577‐1581.
2 A. Walsh and C. Hemmens (eds.), Introduction to Criminology, 2nd edn, 2011,
Sage Publications, pp. 41 et seq.
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oxymoron way– as a development tool for a planned and rational
Crime Policy.3
Such a form of unseen victimisation is born by the behaviour of
“stalking” in its both forms· traditional (conventional)4 and cyber (cy‐
berstalking).5 The term “stalking” –which is a synonym for “haunt”–
3 N. Courakis, ‘Strafrecht und Utopie’, Contribution to the Volume (Festschrift)
in Honour of Professor Manfred Seebode, De Gruyter Verlag, 2008, S. 3 – 13 = ‘Diritto
penale e utopia’, in: Diritto Penale XXI secolo, anno X – 1/2011, pp. 161‐171.
4 See, inter alios, J. R. Meloy, ‘Thepsychologyofstalking’, in: J. R. Meloy (ed.),
ThePsychologyofStalking: Clinicalandforensicperspectives, NewYork: AcademicPress,
2001, pp. 2‐27; P. E. Mullen, M. Pathé & R. Purcell, ‘Stalking’, Crime and Justice 29
(2002), 273‐318; L. P. Sheridan, E. Blaauw & G. M. Davies, ‘Stalking – knowns and
unknowns’, Trauma, Violence and Abuse 4 (2003), 148‐162; B. Spitzberg & W. Cu‐
pach, ‘The state of the art of stalking: taking stock of the emerging literature’, Ag‐
gression and Violent Behavior 12 (2007), 64‐86 (64‐65); G. Löhr, Zur Notwendigkeit
eines spezifischen Anti‐Stalking‐Straftatbestandes in Deutschland. Eine rechtsverglei‐
chende Untersuchung unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der australischen Rechtsent‐
wicklung, Duncker & Humblot, Berlin, 2008, S. 77.
5 See, inter alios, J. M. Deirmenjian, ‘Stalking in cyberspace’, Journal of American
Academy of Psychiatry and Law 27 (1999), 407‐413; J. Mershmann, ‘The dark side of
the web: cyberstalking and the need for contemporary legislation’, Harvard
Women’s Law Journal 24 (2000), 255‐292; E. Ogilvie, ‘Cyberstalking’, Crime & Justice
International 17(50): 2001, 26‐29; B. H. Spitzberg & G. Hoobler, ‘Cyberstalking and
the technologies of interpersonal terrorism’, New Media & Society4 (2002), 71‐92;
H.T. Tavani & F.S. Grodzinsky, ‘Cyberstalking, personal privacy and moral re‐
sponsibility’, Ethics and Information Technology4 (2002), 123–132; P. Bocij, M. Grif‐
fiths & L. McFarlane, ‘Cyberstalking: a new challenge for criminal law’, The Crimi‐
nal Lawyer 122: 2002, 3‐5 (3); P. Bocij & L. McFarlane, ‘Online harassment: towards
a definition of Ccyberstalking’, Prison Service Journal139 (2002), 31‐38; P. Bocij & L.
McFarlane, ‘Seven fallacies about cyber stalking’, Prison Service Journal 149(1):
2003, 37‐42 (37); P. Bocij & L. McFarlane, ‘Cyberstalking: a matter for community
safety but the numbers do not add up’, Journal of Community Safety2 (2): 2003, 26‐
34; P. Bocij, Cyberstalking: Harassment in the Internet Age and How to Protect Your
Family, Westport, CT: Greenwood Publishing Group, 2004, passim; E. Huber, ‘Cy‐
berstalking und Cybercrime’. Kriminalsoziologische Untersuchung zum Cyberstalking
– Verhalten der Österreicher, Springer, 2012, passim; M. Katsogiannou, ‘Cyber‐
stalking: the dystopic reality of crisis as the occasion of antisocial behaviour and
the rise of unseen victimisation’,in:Essays in Honour of Professor Dr. Nestor Kourakis
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must be interpreted in the light of its origin, that draws from huntsmen
sociolect (jargon). Furthermore, at a semiotic level, the deliberate use of
this term is obvious, since it reflects the way in which the perpetrator
treats the observee and, above all, the stalker’s effort to prevail upon
the life of his/her victim, a fact that automatically attributes a victimis‐
ing dimension to stalking behaviour.
Stalking is recognized as a crime by the majority of the foreign legal
orders6 –both in civil (continental Europe) and common law countries–
(in Greek), Ant. Sakkoulas Publ., 2016, 1422‐1521.
6 For the legislative frame related to “stalking”, see, indicatively, the legislative
provisions of the United States of America [38 out of 50 states – see for instance,
California (Cal. Penal Code § 646.9); Washington (Wash. Rev. Code §§ 9A.46.110,
9.61.260); New York (Penal Law § 120.45); Florida (Fla. Stat. § 784.048); Massachusetts
(Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 265 § 43), Michigan (Mich. Comp. Laws §§ 750.411h,
750.411i); Minnesota (Minn. Stat. § 609.749), Mississippi (Miss. Code §§ 97‐45‐15, 97‐
45‐17, 97‐3‐107); Missouri (Mo. Rev. Stat. § 565.225); Ohio (Rev. Code § 2903.211),
Oklahoma (Stat. tit. 21 § 1173); Oregon (Or. Rev. Stat. §§ 163.730 – 163.732);
Pennsylvania (Pa. Cons. Stat. tit. § 18 2709.1); Virginia (Va. Code § 18.2‐60);
Tennessee (Tenn. Code § 39‐17‐315)], as well as the provisions of United Kingdom
[Protection from Harassment Act 1997 (Sections 4, 4A, amend. 11.2012), in con‐
junction with a regulatory nexus based on Act 1984 (s. 43, amend. s. 92 Criminal
Justice and Public Order Act 1994 and also Communications Act 2003, s. 127, to
wit the Electronic Communications Code, 25.7.2003, amend. 15.10.2010); Intercep‐
tion of Communications Act 1985 (amend. 2.10.2000); The Malicious Communica‐
tions Act 1988 (c. 27, amend. s. 43 Criminal Justice and Police Act 11.5.2001);
Criminal Justice & Public Order Act 1994 (c. 33); Criminal Justice Act 2003 (c. 44);
Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006; The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000
(RIP ή RIPA), (c. 23); Communications Act 2003, Section 127(1)(a), (2); Equality Act
2010 (c. 15); Protection of Freedoms Act 2012], Australia [Criminal Code Stalking
Amendment Act 1999, art. 359B(c)(ii)], Austria (§ 107aStGB), Germany (§ 238 StGB),
Italy (612‐bis), Canada [Criminal Codes. 264 § 2(b)], New Zealand [Harassment Act
1997, Part 1 s. 4(1) (d), (ea)], Belgium (art. 442bis Criminal Code), Netherlands (art.
285b Criminal Code), Poland [PenalCodeart. 190a § 1, 2, 3, 4 (6.6.2011)], Turkey (Nr.
6284/2012, Law to prevent Family and Violence Against Women, 8.3.2012), Philip‐
pines [PenalCode, s 282A‐282C, as amended by the “Anti‐Stalking Act of 2003”],
India (s. 354D PC), South Africa (Anti‐gender based Violence ACT 1/2011), Israel
(5762‐2001), Japan (Law: “Stōkākoinado no kiseinado ni kansuru hōritsu”,
24.11.2000, amend. 2013).
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whereas in Greece, up till now at least, it does not constitute an offence,
as an ad hoc criminal conduct.7 As a behaviour that is on the borderline
between “offence” and “offensive nuisance” –and by extension, in the
latter case, harassment– stalking is also connected with the so‐called
“grey areas” of criminality or “quasi‐criminological phenomena”, to
wit behaviours that are not necessarily defined as criminal but they
may reach the threshold of harm and become extreme nuisances. Many
of the acts that constitute the stalking behaviour –as a course of con‐
duct– lie at the interface between a “mere nuisance” and an “offensive
nuisance”,8 but, actually, stalking as a criminal act, is an extreme nui‐
sance that reaches the threshold of harm. The subject in question is re‐
lated to the fine distinction between a behaviour that harms other’s in‐
terests9 (harm principle) and an offending conduct that just produces
unpleasant or uncomfortable experiences10(offence principle). In the lat‐
ter case, if the offended party cannot escape the offence without incur‐
ring unreasonable inconvenience, expense or harm,11 then this form of
nuisance (offensive nuisance) is a kind of harassment. The latter justi‐
fies, as a legal ground, the limitation of the offender’s liberty only un‐
der a variety of circumstances that have to be considered: for instance,
the extent, the duration, the character of the interference, the offender’s
7 In Greece the victim of stalking is currently protected through a legislative
scheme, based on the provisions of Penal Code (art. 216, 292Α, 308‐311, 330, 333,
334, 337, 361‐363, 370, 370Α, 370 Β, 370Γ, 381, 389 Greek Penal Code) and special
penal laws e.g. Law‐Nr. 2472/1997 (art. 22 – Protection of individuals with regard
to the Processing of Personal Data), Law‐Nr. 3115/2003 (art. 10 – Communication‐
SecurityandPrivacy), Law‐Nr. 3471/2006(art. 15 – Protection of Personal Dataand
Privacy in the Electronic Communications Sectorandamendment of Law‐Nr.
2472/1997), Law‐Nr. 3500/2006 (Combating Domestic Violence).
8 For further details, see J. Feinberg, The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law –
Offense to Others, Vol. 2, Oxford University Press, 1985, pp. 5 et seq., 277 et seq.
9 For the meaning of harm, see J. Feinberg, The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law
– Harm to Others, Vol. 1, Oxford University Press, 1984, pp. 31‐36.
10 The offended party may feel a sense of embarrassment, annoyance, shame,
fear, anxiety, anger, disgust, humiliation.
11 It depends mainly on the quality, quantity, intensity, duration of the offence.
SeeJ. Feinberg, 1985, op. cit., p. 278.
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motives, the extent to which the offended part can avoid this conduct
or reduce the inconvenience without undue burden. TheAnglo‐
Saxon law has long been engaged with the differences between the
above notions as well as with the definitions of liberty‐limiting princi‐
ples and especially with the sense of harm principle and offence prin‐
ciple.
Unfortunately, there does not exist a commonly accepted definition
of “stalking”12 at international level and, as a result, the term is fre‐
quently used as a “procrustean bed”. In this way, its content is unac‐
ceptably expanded and also, many contiguous and relative –yet explic‐
itly distinctive– types of behaviour13 are consequently and mistakenly
subsumed under this term. However, despite the above remark, this
vague term crystallized into some definite conduct requirements (stalk‐
ing behaviour – actus reus), that constitute the wrongful act (criminal
behaviour) as an element of criminal responsibility.14 The comparative
review of the foreign legislative regulations15 as well as the findings of
surveys conducted at international level,16 evince that “stalking” or
12 A noteworthy exception, however, is provided by the Istanbul Convention
(11.5.2011) on “preventing and combating violence against women and domestic
violence” (CETS No. 210, 2011). According to article 34 of the above Convention
stalking is “the intentional conduct of repeatedly engaging in threatening conduct
directed at another person, causing her or him to fear for her or his safety”.
13 L. De Fazio & C. Sgarbi, ‘Stalking: la diffusione del fenomeno, gli autori, le
vittime’, in: Forum Associazione donne Giuriste (ed.), Stalking e violenza alle donne.
Le risposte dell’ ordinamento, gli ordini di protezione, Milano: Angeli, 2009, pp. 36‐46.
See, also, H. Ege,Oltre il mobbing, straining, stalking e altre forme di conflittualità sul
posto di lavoro. Milano: Franco Angeli, 2005, passim.
14 Mens rea must occur simultaneously. For further details see below, footnotes
24, 25.
15 See above, footnote 7. For a review of Anglo‐American criminal law in re‐
gard to stalking behaviours, until the early 1990s, see K. G. McAnane, / L. A. Curl‐
iss & C.E. Abeyta‐Price, ‘From imprudence to crime: anti‐stalking laws, Notre
Dame L. Rev. 68 (1993), pp. 819‐909 (862 et seq.).
16 K.E. Davis, ‘Research on stalking: What do we know and where do we go?’,
Violence Vict. 15 (2000), pp. 473‐487; T. Budd, J. Mattinson & A. Myhill, The Extent
and Nature of Stalking: Findings from the 1998 British Crime Survey, London: Home
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more precisely –from the writer’s perspective– “obsessive harassing
surveillance”17 (see Figure 1 below) describes the perpetrator’s unpro‐
Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, U.K., 2000; R. Purcell, M.
Pathé & P. Mullen, ‘The prevalence and nature of stalking in the Australian com‐
munity’, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 36 (2002), pp. 114‐120; R.
D’Ovidio & J. Doyle, A study on cyberstalking: understanding investigative hurdles,
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 72(3): 2003, pp. 10‐17; K. C. Basile, M. H. Swahn, J.
Chen & L.E. Saltzman, ‘Stalking in the United States: recent national prevalence
estimates’, Am J. Prev.Med. 31 (2006), pp. 172‐175; H. Dressing, C. Kuehner & P.
Gass, ‘Prevalence of stalking in Germany’, Psychiatr Prax 32 (2005), pp. 73‐78; H.
Dressing, P. Gass & C. Kuehner, ‘What can we learn from the first community‐
based epidemiological study on stalking in Germany?’, Int J Law and Psychiatry
2007, pp. 10‐17; W. Chik, ‘Harassment through the digital medium: a cross‐
jurisdictional comparative analysis on the law of cyberstalking’, in: S. Mercado‐
Kierkegaard (ed.), Cyberlaw, Security and Privacy, Ankara Bar Association, 2007,
pp. 159‐182; S. Rusch, Stalking in Deutschland. Ein Handbuch für alle Praxisbereiche,
Göttingen 2005, S. 64 et passim; L. Stadler, ‘Zur Epidemiologie des Stalking in
Deutschland: Erkenntnisse der ersten national‐repräsentativen Dunkelfeldstudie
zu Formen und Verbreitung’, Praxis der Rechtspsychologie 23 (2013), S. 187‐213; D.
Hellmann & S. Kliem, ‘The prevalence of stalking: Current data from a German
victim survey’, European Journal of Criminology, 12 (2015), 700‐718.
17 According to the writer’s opinion, even the periphrastic interpretative ren‐
dering of “stalking” through the term “obsessive (persistent) surveillance” does
not per se express neither the notional content nor the indisputable semiological
function of “stalking”. The core of the crime is also constituted by the element of
the harassing behaviour (see figure 1). In this case, the term “obsessive” is used in
order to attribute the persistence, to wit the annoying, the repeated and the intensena‐
ture of the offender’s conduct, that is – in principle – dissociated from any psycho‐
pathological features relating to psychiatric morbidity. The concept of psychopa‐
thology of stalking that correlates the intention to harass and surveil with a mental
disturbance is not the rule, and the concept is related to individual phenomena
and particular categories of mentally ill stalkers. See, inter alios, M.A. Zona, R. E.
Palarea & J. C. Lane, ‘Psychiatric diagnosis and the offender‐victim typology of
stalking’, in: J. R. Meloy (ed.), The Psychology of Stalking: Clinical and forensic per‐
spectives, San Diego, CA: Academic Press, 1998, pp. 69‐84; R. L. Goldstein, ‘More
forensic romances: De Clérambault’s syndrome in men’, Bull. Am. Acad. Psychiatry
Law 15 (1987), 267–74; J. A. Silva, D. V. Derecho, G. B. Leong & M. M. Ferrari,
‘Stalking behaviour in delusional jealousy’, J. Forensic Sci. 45 (2000), 77–82; M. A.
Zona, K. K. Sharma & J. Lane, ‘A comparative study of erotomanic and obses‐
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voked, consistent, intense, repeated and systematic effort to approach a per‐
son –either by physical contact or by using any means of telecommuni‐
cation or any other means– that takes place against the opposite will of
the latter.18In general terms, stalking refers to the –persistent, constant
and unseen19– arbitrary20 pursuit of communication and to the inten‐
tional, deliberate contact with the victim even from a distance.21 The
above behaviour that is usually accompanied by the launch of threats,
is reasonably leading –when viewed in its entirety– to the breach of pri‐
vacy, and furthermore it –justifiably– provokes intimidation to the victim,
regarding his/her own safety or that of his/her family. More specifi‐
cally, the crime consists of a series of acts, a continuous course of conduct
that poses a credible threat. The perpetrator intrudes into the victim’s pri‐
vate sphere and upsets his/her life balance, namely the victim’s psycho‐
logical equilibrium, by tumbling the normal course of the latter’s life as
sional subjects in a forensic sample’, J. Forensic Sci. 38 (1993), 894–903; R. Harmon,
R. Rosner & H. Owens, ‘Obsessional harassment and erotomania in a court popu‐
lation’, J. Forensic Sci. 40 (1995), 378–85. Furthermore, the term “harassment”, indi‐
cates – apart from the course of conduct that constitutes the activity –the annoying
way the victim perceives the culprit’s actions, to wit the particular way the offender’s
behaviour is experienced by the offended part and, more specifically, that the impression
the latter forms is – at least – that of annoyance. Despite the fact thatthisfeature be‐
longs to crime’s material elements, it resonates simultaneously with the victim’s
personal experience, namely how the certain conduct is interpreted by the latter.
This remark also strengthens the victim‐oriented nature of the crime.
18 E. Finch, The Criminalisation of Stalking: Constructing the problem and evaluat‐
ingthe solution, CavendishPublishing, 2001, p. 80, underlines that there are three
central characteristics of stalking: repeated conduct that is unwanted and which pro‐
vokes an adverse reaction in the recipient (emphasis added).
19 The conduct takes place “bystealth”, “surreptitiously”. Seethe entry
‘Stalking’ in: B. Garner (ed.), Black’s Law Dictionary, 3rd edn, Thomson/West, 2006,
p. 671.
20 The term is used in the sense of the “unwanted” communication, from the
victim’s perspective. The conduct takes place without authorization. Cf. the term
„unbefugt”, which the German Legislator usedto the relevant provision of the
German Penal Code (§ 238 StGB [„Nachstellung”]).
21 One of the most common stalker’s method is to follow the victim closely or
to observe him/her from a distance (“traditional” stalking).
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well as his/her self‐determination. Actually, stalking is a sort of psycho‐
logical intrusion, which gradually leads the victim, to constant anxiety
and strong intimidation. Through the intense emotional stress that is ex‐
ercised upon the victim, the latter lives under a regime of “psychologi‐
cal terrorism” (“Psychoterror”).22 The above‐mentioned main
descriptive features of the term “stalking” constitute the minimum re‐
quired distinctive behavioural attributes of the conduct and they com‐
pose the hard core firstly of the stalker’s act, as a physical element (ac‐
tus reus) and secondly of his/her psychical connection with his/her act,
as a mental element, to wit the criminal intent (mens rea),23 that they
both create criminal liability.24 Stalker’s modus operandi, as it has been
22N. Gazeas, ‚Der Stalking‐Straftatbestand (Nachstellung)’, 238 StGB, JR 2007,
S. 497 ff. (498); K. Mitsch, ‚Strafrechtsdogmatische Probleme des neuen „Stalking”‐
Tatbestands’, JURA 2007, S. 401 ff. (403); K. Mitsch, ‚Der neue Stalking‐Tatbestand
im Strafgesetzbuch’, NJW 2007, S. 1237 ff. (1237); F. Meyer, ‚Strafbarkeit und
Strafwürdigkeit von „Stalking” im deutsche Recht’, ZStW 115 (2003), S. 249‐293
(261 ff.); F. Knauer, ‚Der Schutz der Psyche im Strafrecht’, Mohr Siebeck, 2013, S.
60; S.‐A. Meier, § 238 StGB Nachstellung/Stalking: Eine polizeiliche Sicht nach 6 Jahren,
Hamburg, Diplomica Verlag GmbH 2015, S. 53‐54.See also E. Finch, op.cit., who
describes stalking as “psychological rape”.
23 The mental element requires that the perpetrator commits the material ele‐
ments of the act with intention, knowledge, recklessness or negligence. In the case
of stalking, the defendant knows or ought to know that the course of conduct would
amount to harassment. See, J. Herring, Criminal Law. Text, cases and materials, Ox‐
ford University Press, 2004, p. 386; D. Keenan, Smith & Keenan’s English Law, 14th
edition, Longman, 2004, pp. 664‐666; M. Allen, Textbook on Criminal Law, 13th edi‐
tion, 2015, Oxford University Press, p. 110; E. Finch, ‘Stalking the perfect stalking
law: an evaluation of the efficacy of the protection from the Harassment Act 1997’,
Criminal Law Review 703 (2002), 705‐709.
24 The “test of liability” under the Anglo‐Saxon Criminal Law can be made ac‐
cording to the following three‐pronged scheme: 1.Material (or physical) elements
of the offence (actus reus), 2. Mental (or fault) elements (mens rea), 3. Lack of
grounds that exclude criminal responsibility [defences excluding the wrongful‐
ness of the act (justificatory defences) and defences excluding the attribution of the
perpetrator’s act (exculpatory defences)]. See, inter alios, N. Courakis, ‘Struktur‐
und Auslegungsaspekte des angelsächsischen Strafrechts’, Goltdammer’s Archiv für
Strafrecht (GA), 1981, S. 533‐557; J. Herring, op. cit., pp. 81 et seq., 140 et seq., 385 et
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already set forth, points out that stalking is not regarded as a series of
unstable acts, but –on the contrary– it is about a behavioural sequence, in
which the criminal incidents are related and each separate criminal act,
as a part of a single whole, constitutes an ensemble. Stalker repeatedly
commits criminal acts toward the other person.25The incidents that take
place, since they have been set in order to serve the same scope –that is the
stalker’s criminal intent–constitute the elements of the whole behav‐
iour and are engaged in the course of conduct that amounts to stalking.
These acts could –theoretically– individually and in themselves constitute a
violation.But, in the light of stalking, that is nothingless than a calcu‐
lated course of action, the crime consists not only in an isolated actbut
also in a series of acts or –precisely– in a course of conduct.Therefore,
the whole is not analyzed into elements, but it has to be seen as such.
So, it is a single charge for a single offence.
There is a wide variety of stalker’s primary motives: intense attrac‐
tion, one‐sided or unfulfilled love, rejection, envy, revenge. The re‐
search findings show that anyone can be an offender26 as well as a vic‐
seq.; D. Ormerod, Smith and Hogan’s Criminal Law, 13th edn, OUP Oxford, 2011,
pp. 46 et seq., 284 et seq.
25 The consequences of the stalking behaviour may vary: the “obsessive harass‐
ing surveillance” can lead from annoyance to fear and even to depression, trauma
and stress related disorders, trauma‐related distress, posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). See, inter alios, G. Flatten, U. Gast, A. Hofmann, C. Knaevelsrud, A.
Lampe, P. Liebermann, A. Maercker, L. Reddemann & W. Wöller, S3 – ‚Leitlinie
Posttraumatische Belastungsstörung’, Trauma & Gewalt 5 (3): 2011, pp. 202‐210; L.
Levi, ‘Introduction: Spice of life or kiss of death?’, in: C. Cooper (ed.), Handbook of
Stress, Medicine and Health, CRC Press, 1996, pp. 1‐10.
26 Regarding stalking from the angle of the perpetrator’s motives, stalkers –
known or unknown to their victims– can be classified into seven general catego‐
ries: rejected / love scorned stalker; domestic; intimate; incompetent; resentful/ vindic‐
tivestalker; composed; predator. Whereas, in reference to the victim’s characteristics,
the typology of stalkers includes the celebrity/star/public figure stalker (here fall the
sub‐categories of political and presidential stalker), the campusstalker, the workplace
and the clinician stalker. For an analysis of stalking typologies and classifications,
see, inter alios, P. E. Mullen, M. Pathé & R. Purcell, Stalkers and Their Victims, Cam‐
bridge University Press, 2nd edn, 2008, pp. 58 et seq., with further references; J. A.
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tim.27 This is one of the reasons why the research on risk factors and
the evaluation of threat assessment is a complicated undertaking.

Wright, A. G. Burgess, A. W. Burgess, A. T. Laszlo, G. O. McCrary & J. E. Douglas,
‘A typology of interpersonal stalking’, Journal of Interpersonal Violence 11: 1996, 487‐
502; P. E. Mullen, M. Pathé, R. Purcell & G.W. Stuart, ‘Study of stalkers’, Am. J.
Psychiatry 1999, 1244–1249; K. Mohandie, J. R. Meloy, M. Green McGowan & J. R.
Williams, ‘The RECON typology of stalking: reliability and validity based upon a
large sample of North American stalkers’, J. Forensic Sci. 51 (2006), 147–55.
27 D.M. Hall, ‘The victims of stalking’, in: J. R. Meloy (ed.), The Psychology of
Stalking. Clinical and forensic perspectives, San Diego, CA: Academic Press, 1998, pp.
115–135; P. Tjaden, N. Thoennes & C. J. Allison, ‘Comparing stalking victimization
from legal and victim perspectives’, Violence Vict. 15 (2000), pp. 7‐22; L. Sheridan,
G. M. Davies & J. C. W. Boon, ‘The course and nature of stalking: a victim perspec‐
tive’, Howard Journal of Criminal Justice 40 (2001), 215‐234; M. Pathé & P. Mullen,
‘The victim of stalking’, in: J. Boon & L. Sheridan (eds.), Stalking and Psychosexual
Obsession: Psychological perspectives for prevention, policing and treatment, J. Wiley &
Sons, 2002, pp. 1‐22; C. M. Englebrecht, ‘Gender differences in acknowledgment of
stalking victimization: results from the NCVS stalking supplement’, Violence Vict.
26 (2011), 560‐579; S. Gerhold, Das System der Opferschutzes im Bereich des Cyber‐
und Internetstalking. Rechtliche Reaktionsmöglichkeiten der Betroffenen, Nomos 2009, S.
17 et seq.
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Cyberstalking in the Context of ‘Virtual Criminology’ and ‘E‐
Victimology’ – The Lives of Others in the Heterotopia of Social Me‐
dia
In the late twentieth century, thanks to the major technological
breakthrough and the rise of the “network society”,28 a new wave in
criminological theory emerged· the so‐called “virtual Criminology”,29
that analyses criminality from a different angle, dealing with the –
28 M. Castells, The Rise of the Network Society, Blackwell, 1996, pp. 10 et seq., 412;
M. Castells,‘Materials for an explanatory theory of the network society’, British
Journal of Criminology 51 (1998), 5‐24; B. W. Schermer, ‘Surveillance and privacy in
the ubiquitous network society’, Amsterdam Law Forum 1 (2009), pp. 63‐76.
29 The term was introduced in 1994 by US lawyer Curtis Karnow, who pointed
out that “we are leaving the physical world behind, and with it the touchstone of
physical and natural laws, together with the [legal] notion of irreducible limits”,see
C. Karnow, ‘Recombinant culture: crime in the digital network’, July 1994, DEF
CON Hacking Conference 22‐24.7.1994, Las Vegas, available at: http://www. def‐
con.org/html/text/2/KARNOW‐2.txt and at: http://www.cpsr.org/cpsr/computer_
crime/net.crime.karnow.txt
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remained unseen for years– crimes that are committed in cyberspace.30
Also, there is a new direction in Victimology, that handles the new
faces of victimhood, to wit the specific theme of victimisation and vic‐
tim protection in cyberspace, the so‐called “e‐Victimology”.31 Besides,
the criminological and victimological dimensions of cyberspace, are –
inter alia– the most radical manifestation of globalization.32
Internet abolishes all natural boundaries and it guarantees anonym‐
ity, thus rendering the commitment of crime more attractive and easier
for the prospective offender. Cyberstalking (or “online stalking”) is
mainly based on communication achieved through the intervention of
a computer [“Computer‐Mediated Communication (CMC)”]33 or that
of mobile phones (polyphones), which can perform a communicational
30 M. Williams, ‘Virtually criminal: Discourse, deviance and anxiety within vir‐
tual communities’, International Review of Law Computers and Technology 14 (2000),
11‐24; P. Grabosky, ‘Virtual criminality: old wine in new bottles?’, Social and Legal
Studies 10 (2001), 243‐249; W. Capeller, ‘Not such a neat net: some comments on
virtual criminality’, Social and Legal Studies 10 (2001), 243‐249; S. Brown, ‘Virtual
criminology’, in: E. McLaughlin & J. Muncie (eds.), The Sage Dictionary of Criminol‐
ogy, 3rd edition, 2013, Sage Publications, pp. 486‐488.
31 The term “e‐Victimology” was coined by Corien Prins, ‘Digital tools: risks
and opportunities for victims: explorations in e‐victimology’, in: R. Letschert & J.
van Dijk (eds.), The New Faces of Victimhood. Globalization, Transnational Crimes and
Victim Rights, Springer, 2011, pp. 215‐230 (215‐217).
32 R. Letschert & J. van Dijk, New Faces of Victimhood: Reflections on the unjust
sides of globalization, op.cit., p. 3‐14 (12); N. Courakis, ‘The future of criminality and
the criminology of the future, under the shadow of globalization’, in: Essays in
Honour of Professor James Farsedakis, Athens: Law Library Publications (Nomiki Viv‐
liothiki) 2011, pp. 1873‐1887.
33 B. Spitzberg & W. Cupach, The Dark Side of Relationship Pursuit. From Attrac‐
tion to Obsession and Stalking, 2nd edn, 2014, Routledge, p. 100 et seq.; J. Hoffmann,
Stalking, Springer, 2006, S. 201‐204; G. Löhr, Zur Notwendigkeit eines spezifischen
Anti‐Stalking‐Straftatbestandes in Deutschland. Eine rechtsvergleichende Untersuchung
unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der australischen Rechtsentwicklung, Duncker &
Humblot, Berlin, 2008, 2008, S. 75‐79; E. Ogilvie,‘Cyberstalking’, Crime & Justice In‐
ternational 17 (50): 2001, 26‐29. Cf. D. Lyon, ‘Cyberspace sociality: controversies
over computer‐mediated communication’, in: B. Loader (ed.), The Governance of Cy‐
berspace, Routledge, pp. 23‐37.
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operation, similar to the computer’s (smartphones, iPhones), via inter‐
net. Cyberstalking is performed within cyberspace environment,34 through
three ways, which actually consist its tripartite behavioral structure and
more precisely, it consists of e‐mail stalking, computer stalking and inter‐
net stalking.35 So, the crime is committed with the assistance of, or by
means of computers, computer networks, internet and, in general,
communications technologies (ICTs).
The perpetrator may approach the victim either through a single‐
method, by using only one of the above‐mentioned ways or through a
multi‐method modus operandi, by using a combination or an alterna‐
tion of the above methods36. In contrast to the direct, personal interac‐
tion (or “face‐to‐face” – “FTF”) –namely the interaction that takes place
in physical environment, without the interference of electronic de‐
vices–the electronic interaction refers to the communication that pro‐
vides the opportunity of “indirect pursuit” or the so‐called “indirect in‐
teractional pursuit”, which takes place in virtual environment and con‐

34 For cybercrimes, see, G. Stephens, ‘Crime in cyberspace’, The Futurist29 (5):
1995, 24‐29; D. Wall (ed.), Cyberspace Crime, Dartmouth: Ashgate, 2003, passim; Y.
Jewkes, ‘Cybercrime’, in: E. McLaughlin & J. Muncie (eds.), The Sage Dictionaryof‐
Criminology, 3rd edition, 2013, Sage Publications, pp. 112‐114 (112). For surveillance
and cybercrime, cf. S. Leman‐Langlois, ‘Privacy as currency: crime, information
and control in cyberspace’, in: S. Leman‐Langlois (ed.), Technocrime. Technology,
Crime and Social Control, Willan Publishing, 2008, pp. 112‐138 (132‐135).
35 G. Barton, ‘Taking a byte out of crime: e‐mail harassment and the inefficacy
of existing law’, Washington Law Review 70 (1995), 465 et seq. (465‐467); E. Ross, ‚E‐
mail stalking: is adequate legal protection available?’, Journal of Computer & Infor‐
mation Law 1995, 405‐432 (406, 412, 424); N. Swartz, ‘Google’s new e‐mail service
sparks privacy concerns’, The Information Management Journal 38 (4): 2004, 6‐7; V.
von Pechstaedt, Stalking: Strafbarkeit nach englischem und deutschem Recht (Eine
Rechtsvergleichende Untersuchung unter Berücksichtigung des niederländischen
Stalking‐Gesetzentwurfs 25 768), Göttingen: Hainholz, 1999, S. 38‐41.
36 P. Bocij, 2004, op.cit., pp. 21 et seq., 29‐30; N. Hochman, ‘The social media im‐
age’, Big Data & Society, July–December 2014, 1‐15 (4‐5). See also, the Recommenda‐
tion CM/Rec (2010)13 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the protec‐
tion of individuals with regard to automating processing of personal data in the
context of profiling (23.11.2010).
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stitutes a logical extension of the direct interaction, by serving as the
latter’s supplement or by standing in for it, as a substitute.37
Therefore, besides its undoubted positive contribution38 to informa‐
tion and communications technology (ICT), the internet provides the
culprit the opportunity for the indirect penetration of person’s sphere of
autonomy or, in other words, it allows the panopticism of privacy (see be‐
low). Interpersonal surveillance over social network sites (SNSs) is
stalker’s common technique.
Thus, there has emerged the phenomenon of “digital person” or the
so‐called “data double”,39 and as a matter of fact, the “lives of others”
have become penetrable. Under these circumstances, crime commit‐
ment, through self‐disclosure40 and visibility of privacy, is easier and
there comes out not only electronic victimisation but also self‐
victimisation that is facilitated via social media.41
37 Cf. the legislative provision of stalking under Canada’s CriminalCode [s. 264
§ 2(b)–“CriminalHarassment”].
38 See J. Slevin, The Internet and Society, Wiley, 2000; M. Castells (‘The internet
galaxy: reflections on the internet’, Business and Society, Oxford University Press,
2002), who declares that the Internet is indeed a technology of freedom (p. 1).
39 The term refers to every user’s electronic profile, that consists of personal
data and electronic traces. See M. Los, ‘Looking into the future: surveillance, glob‐
alization and the totalitarian potential’, in: D. Lyon (ed.), Theorizing Surveillance:
The panopticon and beyond, Willan Publishing, 2006, pp. 69‐94; T. Mathiesen, On
Globalization of Control: Towards an integrated surveillance system in Europe, State‐
watch Publication, 1999, p. 1.
40 A. Joinson/C. Paine, ‘self‐disclosure, privacy and the internet’, in: A. Joinson,
K. McKenna, T. Postmes & U.‐D. Reips (eds.), Oxford University Press, 2007, pp.
237‐252 (239‐241); F. Panagopoulou‐Koutnatzi, ‘Facebook as a challenge to pri‐
vacy’, in: M. Bottis (ed.), Privacy and Surveillance. Current aspects and future perspec‐
tives, Law Library Publications (Nomiki Vivliothiki), 2013, pp. 215‐233 (226, 228).
41 R. Tokunaga, ‘Social networking site or social surveillance site? Understand‐
ing the use of interpersonal electronic surveillance in romantic relationships’, Com‐
puters in Human Behavior 27 (2011), 705‐713; A. Marwick, ‘The public domain: social
surveillance in everyday life, Surveillance & Society 9 (2012), 378‐393; M. Chiang,
Networked Life – 20 Questions and Answers, Cambridge University Press, 2012, p. 194
et seq.; D. M. Boyd & N.B. Ellison, ‘Social network sites: definition, history, and
scholarship’, Journal of Computer‐Mediated Communication 13(1): 2007, available at:
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The victimisation risk in the heterotopia42 of social media is clearly
analysed and interpreted through the combined application of two
theories of criminal victimisation that are applied in stalking: the “Life‐
style Exposure Theory” (LET)43 and the “Routine Activity Theory”
(RAT)44, that examine how individuals’ online lifestyles affect their vic‐

http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol13/issue1/boyd.ellison.html; C. N. Gunawardena, M.B.
Hermans, D. Sanchez, C. Richmond. M. Bohley&R. Tuttle, ‘A theoretical frame‐
work for building online communities of practice with social networking tools’,
Education Media International 46(1): 2009, 3‐16 (4‐5, 8); A. Kaplan&H. Michael, ‘Us‐
ers of the world unite! The challenges and opportunities of social media’, Business
Horizons 53(1): 2010, 59‐68 (59‐60); D. Gritzalis, M. Kandias, V. Stavrou&L. Mitrou,
‘History of information: the case of privacy and security in social media’, available
at: http://www.cis.aueb.gr; D. Gritzalis, M. Kandias, V. Stavrou&L. Mitrou, ‘The
social media in the history of information: privacy violations and security mecha‐
nisms’, in: M. Bottis (ed.), The History of Information: From papyrus to electronic docu‐
ment, Greece, Law Library Publications (Nomiki Vivliothiki) 2014, pp. 283‐310.
42 Heterotopia is a compound word that is composed of two Greek words:
«ἕτερος» which stands for “another”/”different” and «τόπος» that means “place”.
The concept was introduced by Michel Foucault [‘Les mots et les choses’, éd.
Flammarion et Cie, 1966 = The Order of Things: An archaeology of the human sciences,
Tavistock Publications,1970 (Engl. transl.)], in order to describe the manner in
which defined spaces that surround the subject in social existence can reduce
his/her autonomy and even his/her sense of identity and, simultaneously, the
manner in which the subject is defined through his/her differentiation from general
society. Following the template established by the notions of ”utopia” and ”dysto‐
pia”, “heterotopia” is an ambiguous space where things are different; a place that
is both nowhere (outopia) and a good place (eutopia). Initially, the term was used by
Foucault to describe non real places only, but later, it included the physical as well
as the non‐physical space. See also B. Smart(ed.), Michel Foucault. Critical assess‐
ments, Routledge, 1994.
43 M. J. Hindelang, M. R. Gottfredson & J. Garofalo, Victims of Personal Crime: An
empirical foundation for a theory of personal victimization, Cambridge, MA: Ballinger,
1978.
44 L. E. Cohen & M. Felson, ‘Social change and crime rate trends: a routine activ‐
ity approach’, American Sociological Review 44 (1979), 588‐608; E. E. Mustaine & R.
Tewksbury, ‘A routine activity theory explanation for women’s stalking victimiza‐
tions’, Violence Against Women5 (1): 1999, 43‐62.
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timisation risk.45 Both these theories46 are critical developments of crime
opportunity theory47 and are trying to explain in what ways the habits,
lifestyles, and behavioral patterns of ordinary people in their daily
lives create the opportune environment for predatory crime. Lifestyle
Exposure Theory provides an explanation for the connection between an
individual’s lifestyle and the risks of criminal victimisation.Variations
in lifestyles are also related to the differential exposure to dangerous
places and time. The implementation of the above theory is obvious in
the case of the social network users, who expose their personal life de‐
tails and indistinctly divulge any fact that takes place in the sphere of
their private life. The sharing of photographs and videos as well as the
posting of personal details and family moments, through the potentials
that are provided by the active social networking websites (especially
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, MySpace and Vine), are constantly
drawing the stalker’s interest and they facilitate the collection of per‐
sonal information about the victim, his/her family members, circle of
friends, colleagues and in general the victim’s social environment.48
45 B.W. Reyns, B. Henson&B. S. Fisher, ‘Being pursued online: applying cyber‐
lifestyle–Routine Activities Theory to cyberstalking victimization’, Criminal Justice
and Behavior 38 (2011), 1149‐1169; T. J. Holt & A. M. Bossler, ‘Examining the appli‐
cability of lifestyle–Routine Activities Theory for cybercrime victimization’, Deviant
Behavior 30 (1): 2008, 1‐25; K.‐S. Choi, ‘Cyber‐Routine activities: empirical examina‐
tion of online lifestyle, digital guardians and computer‐crime victimization’, in: K.
Jaishankar (ed.), Cyber Criminology. Exploring internet crimes and criminal behavior,
CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group, 2011, pp. 229‐252.
46 The acronym ‘LRAT’ stands for both theories.
47 Crime Opportunity Theory suggests that offenders make rational choices and
choose targets that offer a high reward with little effort and risk. So, the occurrence
of a crime depends on these factors. See L. E. Cohen&M. Felson, op.cit., p. 589.
48 See also, M. Yar, ‘The novelty of “cybercrime” – an assessment in light of
Routine Activity Theory’, European Journal of Criminology 2 (4): 2005, 407‐427; Z.
Tufekci, ‘Grooming, gossip, facebook and myspace: what can we learn about these
sites from those who won’t assimilate?’, Information, Communication, and Society11
(2008), 544‐564; D. Boyd, ‘Facebook’s privacy trainwreck: exposure, invasion, and
social convergence’, Convergence: The International Journal of Research into New Media
Technologies, 14 (2008), 13‐20.
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Furthermore, Routine Activity Theory,49 being developed within the
theoretical framework of environmental criminology,50 has many simi‐
larities with the Lifestyle‐Exposure theory. RAT emphasizes how pat‐
terns of routine activities provide an opportunity structure for crime.
Moreover, the frequently repeated activities of potential victims, that
usually take place within the virtual environment of the internet, and
notably on specific days and times, assist the offender into creating a
complete profile of the person who is stalked51. This phenomenon is
also part of the general concept of the so‐called “ritualized media
use”.52
Therefore, it is obvious that the “society of information”,53 being at

49 Structural changes in routine activity patterns influence crime rates by affect‐
ing the convergence in time and space of three elements of direct‐contact predatory
crimes: the presence of a motivated offender, who is willing to engage in a crime;
the opportunities for crime, namely the conditions of the environment in which the
offender is situated and, more specifically, the absence of capable guardians and,
also, the suitable target. See, L. E. Cohen & M. Felson, op.cit., p. 589.
50 P. J. Brantingham & P. L. Brantingham (eds.), Environmental Criminology,
Prospect Heights: Waveland Press, 1981; R. H. Burke, An Introduction to Crimino‐
logical Theory, Willan Publishing 2009, pp. 211 et seq.
51 N. Rose had pointed out in 1999 (Powers of Freedom: Reframing political thought,
Cambridge University Press, p. 234) that “surveillance is ‘designed in’ to the flows
of everyday life”.
52 N. Couldry, Media Rituals: A critical approach, London: Routledge, 2002, pas‐
sim; T. Liebes & J. Curran (eds.), Media, Ritual and Identity, London: Routledge,
1998, passim; B. Debatin, J. Lovejoy, A.‐K. Horn&B. Hughes, ‘Facebook and online
privacy: attitudes, behaviors, and unintended consequences, Journal of Computer‐
Mediated Communication 1 (15), 2009, 83–108.
53 T. Allmer, ‘Critical surveillance studies in the information society, tripleC’,
Cognition, Communication, Co‐operation 9(2): 2011, 566‐592, with a critical analysis of
the foundations of surveillance theories [panoptic and non‐panoptic theories of
surveillance (567 et seq., 578). Cf. also the European Research Program ‘LiSS’ (‘Liv‐
ing in Surveillance Societies’), designed to increase and deepen knowledge about
living and working in the surveillance age, in order to better understand the con‐
sequences and impacts of enhanced surveillance and subsequently to make rec‐
ommendations about its future governance and practice (http://www.liss‐cost.eu).
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the same time a “Risk Society”(“Risikogesellschaft”)54, can become a
source of victimisation, which nevertheless and mostly due to its un‐
seen nature –guaranteed through the anonymity of the online envi‐
ronment– becomes more and more unsafe.55
The Rise of the ‘Interpersonal Panopticism’Phenomenon –From Ben‐
tham’s ‘Panopticon’ to Orwellian ‘Big Brother’ and from the State
Surveillance to interpersonal Omniveillance
It would not be excessive to say that especially cyberstalking con‐
sists a type of electronic panopticon, an advanced form of panoptic control
that takes place on an interpersonal level. There is an omnipresent om‐
niveillant perpetrator in stalking behaviour. From the writer’s perspec‐
tive, it is not just a recent characteristic feature of surveillance or an in‐
novation in panopticism’s nature· it is also a new form of criminality that
is implied in this transformation.
The “lives of others” have always drawn interest for several rea‐
sons: simple curiosity, public order, crime prevention, crime repres‐
sion, policing and community safety. With the passage of time, the “art
of surveillance” has experienced multiple alterations56 and has, also,
54 R.V. Erikson&K. Haggerty, Policing the Risk Society, University of Toronto
Press, 1997, pp. 23, 449. For the relation between ‘Risk Society’ and the conducts
that are on the limits of criminal liability, such as stalking, see F. Neubacher, ‘An
den Grenzen des Strafrechts – stalking, graffiti, Weisungsverstöße’, ZStW 118
(2006), S. 855‐877 (855).
55 There is a rapid rise in the incidence of stalking, due to economic crisis and
extensive use of social media. According to Reuters, charges handed out by UK po‐
lice forces for stalking offences have increased by 33% since 2012 (24.6.2015,
http://www.rt.com). More specifically, statistics from 40 police forces across Eng‐
land, Wales and Northern Ireland revealed a total of 13.348 charges made under
the Harassment Act in 2014, up from 10.059 in 2012. Moreover, convictions and the
number of restraining orders have risen (http://www.theguardian.com). However,
it also coincides with the amendment of the Protection from Harassment Act (1997,
Sections 4, 4A, amend. 11.2012 – http//:www.legislation.gov.uk).
56 See, inter alios, G. Marx, ‘What’s new about the “new surveillance”? Classify‐
ing for change and continuity’, Surveillance and Society 1 (2002), 9‐29 = in: S. P. Hier
& J. Greenberg (eds.), The Surveillance Studies Reader, Open University Press, 2007,
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gone through quantitative and qualitative evolution57 that signaled the
pp. 83‐103; D. Lyon, ‘Resisting surveillance’, idem, 368‐377 = in: D. Lyon (ed.), Re‐
sisting Surveillance, Surveillance after September 11, Cambridge: Policy Press, 2003,
pp. 142‐166;C. Dandeker, Surveillance, Power and Modernity: Bureaucracy and disci‐
pline from 1700 to the present day, Polity Press, 1990, pp. 12 et seq., 200 et seq. et pas‐
sim; C. Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New: Thinking About electric communica‐
tion in the late nineteenth century, Oxford University Press, 1990, pp. 3‐8. Cf. O.H.
Gandy, The Panoptic Sort: A political economy of personal information (Critical Studies
in Communication & in Cultural Industries), Westview Press, 1993, pp. 15 et seq.,
53 et seq.;K. Haggerty, ‘Tear down the walls: on demolishing the panopticon’, in:D.
Lyon(ed.), Theorizing Surveillance: The panopticon and beyond, op.cit., pp. 23‐45, who
cites new proposals for the Panopticon phenomenon, e.g. “post‐panopticon”, “neo‐
panopticon”, “fractal panopticon”, in order to highlight the proliferation of opti‐
cons (p. 23 et seq.). Likewise, M. Poster (The Mode of Information: Poststructuralism
and social sciences, University of Chicago Press, 1990, p. 94 et seq. [repr. 2013, J.
Wiley & Sons]) deploys the term”superpanopticon” to indicate the convergence of
panoptic observation with the simulation of human behaviour, constructed via the
collection of data pertaining to individuals. Cf. the terms “hypersurveillance” and
“hypercontrol”, in: W. Bogard, The Simulation of Surveillance. Hypercontrol in
Telematic Societies, Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 25 et seq., 114 et seq.;D.
Lyon, Surveillance Society: Monitoring everyday life, Open University Press, 2001, pp.
114 et seq. See also, M. Yar, ‘Panoptic power and the pathologisation of vision: criti‐
cal reflections on the Foucauldian thesis’, Surveillance & Society 1 (2003), 254‐271
(258); B. W. Schermer, 2009, op.cit., pp. 67‐68. However, see the term “synopticon”,
which was used by sociologist Thomas Mathiesen (‘The viewer society: Michel
Foucault’s “panopticon” revisited’, Theoretical Criminology 1 (1997), 215‐234 [218‐
219]) to denote the situation where the many watch the few (e.g. celebrities) and,
also the term “sousveillance”,which is an inverse panopticon, a counter to organ‐
izational surveillance and implies the use of wearable computing devices that offer
private individuals the opportunity to observe those in authority. For a broad un‐
derstanding of surveillance and not –necessarily– negatively, see J. Rule, Privacy in
Peril. How We Are Sacrificing a Fundamental Right in Exchange for Security and Con‐
venience, Oxford University Press, 2007, p. 14.
57 See A. Giddens, The Nation‐State and Violence: Contemporary Critique of Histori‐
cal Materialism, Vol. 2, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1985, pp. 181, 294 et seq.; A. Gid‐
dens, A Contemporary Critique of Historical Materialism, Stanford University Press,
1995, p. 169. A. Giddens, who made the issue of surveillance a central problem in
modern social theory and linked it with violence, sees surveillance as a phenome‐
non of the nation‐state. In a similar vein, C. Dandeker, 1990, op.cit., pp. vii, de‐
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end of privacy.58 The phenomenon of society’s panopticism (or “pan‐
opticanization”) that turned it into a “surveillance society”,59 and also
led to the qualitative transformation of the “surveillant – supervisor” to
the “omniveillant” and, consequently, to an “identity alteration” of the
scribes surveillance as a form of information gathering and administrative organi‐
zation of modernity.
58 C. Sykes,The End of Privacy, New York: St Martin’s Press, 1999, p. 3 et seq. et
passim; A. Etzioni, The Limits of Privacy, New York: Basic Books, 1999, pp. 183‐197;
G. Billen, ‚Meine Daten gehören mir’, in: J.‐H. Schmidt & T. Weichert (Hrsg.), Dat‐
enschutz – Grundlagen, Entwicklungen und Kontroversen, Bonn: Bundeszentrale für
politische Bildung, CPI, 2012, S. 172‐177 (173‐175); F. Bluhn, ‚Privatsphärenverlust
in digitalen Alltag’, idem, S. 237‐242 (239‐241); I. Rubinstein, ‘Big data: the end of
privacy or a new beginning?’, New York University (NYU) School of Law, Public
Law & Legal Theory Research Paper Series, Workingpaper no. 12‐56 (2012), Inter‐
national Data Privacy Law 2013, pp. 1‐14.; R. Whitaker, The End of Privacy: How to‐
tal surveillance is becoming a reality, New Press, 1999, p. 5 et seq. et passim; C. Bennett,
Regulating Privacy. Data protection and public policy in Europe and the United States,
Cornell University Press, 1992, pp. 12 et seq., 45 et seq., 95‐115. For the surveillance
in the American society in the early ‘90s, see S.L. Nock, The Costs of Privacy: Surveil‐
lance and reputation in America, Walter de Gruyter, 1993, passim. For the history of
police surveillance in Britain, see J. Rule, Private Lives and Public Surveillance: Social
control in the computer age, Schocken Books, 1974, pp. 19 et seq., 51 et seq.
59 G.T. Marx, ‘The surveillance society: the threat of 1984‐style techniques’, The
Futurist 1985, pp. 21‐26; D. Lyon,Surveillance Society: Monitoring everyday life, 2001,
op.cit., pp. 51 et seq., 107 et seq.; 141 et seq.; D. Lyon,The Electronic Eye: The rise of sur‐
veillance society, Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press & Blackwell
Publ., 1994, pp. 57‐80; D. Lyon, ‘The search for surveillance theories’, in: D.
Lyon(ed.), Theorizing Surveillance: The panopticon and beyond, op.cit., pp. 3‐20 (9‐12);
D.H. Flaherty, Protecting Privacy in Surveillance Societies, London: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1989;D.Murakami‐Wood & C.W.R. Webster, ‘Living in sur‐
veillance societies: the normalisation of surveillance in Europe and the threat of
Britain’s bad example’, Journal of Contemporary European Research5 (2009), pp. 259‐
273; H. Strub, ‘The theory of panoptical control: Bentham’s panopticon and Or‐
well’s 1984, The Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 25: 1989, pp. 40‐59; W.
Bogard, The Simulation of Surveillance. Hypercontrol in telematic societies, Cambridge
University Press, 1996, pp. 9, 16; G. T. Marx, ‘What’s new about the “new surveil‐
lance”? Classifying for change and continuity’, Surveillance & Society 1 (1): 2002, 9‐
29; M. Kandias, L. Mitrou, V. Stavrou & D. Gritzalis, ‘Which side are you on? A
new panopticon vs. privacy’, available at: http://www.infosec.aueb.gr
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involved parties, is rooted in the previous century, under different
forms.60 The surveillance practices were used by the secret services and
the oligarchic regimes in order to defend the status quo, surveil the
citizens or impose centralized control and exercise power respectively.
Moreover, they were employed, even in a democratic society,61 by the
lawfully elected representatives of the state power, on the grounds of
public security and crime control, policing, restoration of law and or‐
der, consolidation of public security and also as a proactive policy
(preventive measure)62 or a repressive policy (crime investigation).63
60 The unbroken line of development of the surveillance is depicted in the
gradual transition from the simplest to the most complex form of observation tech‐
niques e.g. drones (UAVs [unmanned aerial vehicles]), see Opinion 01/2015 on Pri‐
vacy and Data Protection Issues relating to the Utilisation of Drones, Adopted on
16 June 2015, 01673/15/EN WP 231.
61 T. Monahan, ‘Surveillance as governance. Social inequality and the pursuit of
democratic surveillance’, in: K. Haggerty and M. Samatas (eds.), Surveillance and
Democracy, Routledge, 2010, pp. 91‐110 (92, 95, 101 et seq.).
62 See, inter alios, J. Pradel, De l’Enquête Pénale Proactive. Suggestions pour un sta‐
tut légal, Recueil Dalloz‐Sirey, 1998, 6ème cahier, chronique A‐6, pp. 57‐60; C. de
Valkeneer, ‘Les opérations sous‐couvertures et la recherche proactive dans les ins‐
truments internationaux’, in: F. Tulkens/H. Bosly (eds.), La Justice Pénale et l’ Europe,
Bruxelles, Bruylant, 1996, pp. 368 et seq.
63 M. Hansen, ‚Überwachungstechnologie’, in: J.‐H. Schmidt & T. Weichert
(Hrsg.), Datenschutz – Grundlagen, Entwicklungen und Kontroversen, Bonn: Bundes‐
zentrale für politische Bildung, CPI, 2012, S. 78‐87 (82‐86); M. Samatas, Surveillance
in Greece, NY: Pella, 2004, pp. 155 et seq., et passim; M. McGuire, ‘Online surveillance
and personal liberty’, in: Y. Jewkes & M. Yar (eds.), Handbook of Internet Crime, Rou‐
tledge, 2011, pp. 492‐519; B. H. Spitzberg and G. Hoobler, ‘Cyberstalking and the
technologies of interpersonal terrorism’, New Media & Society 4: 2002, 71‐92; J. A.
Wright, A. G. Burgess, A. W. Burgess, A. T. Laszlo, G. O. McCrary & J. E. Douglas,
‘A typology of interpersonal stalking’, Journal of Interpersonal Violence 11: 1996, 487‐
502. For the mass surveillance phenomenon, see, inter alios, D. Lyon, ‘Surveillance,
Snowden, and big data: capacities, consequences, critique’, Big Data & Society July–
December 2014, 1–13 (4‐5); L. Besselink, ‘Public security and fundamental princi‐
ples of criminal law’, in: J. Iliopoulos‐Strangas, O. Diggelmann & H. Bauer (eds.),
Rechtsstaat, Freiheit und Sicherheit in Europa/Rules of Law, Freedom and Security in Eu‐
rope/État de Droit, liberté et sécurité en Europe, Societas Iuris Publici Europaei (SIPE),
Ant. Sakkoulas/NOMOS Verlagsgesellschaft/ Bruylant, 2010, pp. 247‐275.
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Especially in the last decade, there has been widespread use of elec‐
tronic surveillance as a preventive and repressive measure against ter‐
rorism and organized crime. However, surveillance reaches a climax·
during the last few years –especially from the 1990s onwards– a new
trend of panopticism is evident and depicted in the emergent behav‐
iour of stalking. The progress in the transition from the Orwellian “Big
Brother”64 to the –based on Bentham’s “Panopticon”65– Foucauldian
“Panoptic Society”,66 reached the apex with the interpersonal panopti‐
cism· a type of private surveillance that appeared and developed dur‐
ing the last years, arising from social media use and taking place on an
interpersonal level. This form of surveillance is even more under‐
ground and unseen, surreptitious, hardly noticeable by the offended
party and all this behind‐the‐scenes activity exacerbates the diffused
sense of insecurity and leads to a latent victimisation by means of a
disguised psychological violence that is exercised upon the victim. It has
therefore become evident, through the form of surveillance that is de‐
picted in stalking, that the threats against private life do not just stem
from the state any more, but also from private individuals. The latter
G. Orwell, 1984, Secker & Warburg, 1949.
J. Bentham, ‘Panopticon: Or, the Inspection‐House’, 1787, Dublin = London:
T. Payne, 1791 = in: M. Bozovic (ed.), The Panopticon Writings, London: Verso, 1995,
pp. 29‐95; J. Bentham, Panoptique: Mémoire sur un nouveau principe pour construire des
maisons d’ inspection et nommément des maisons de force, éd. Étienne Dumonte, Paris,
1791 (repr. 2002, éd. MilleetUneNuits, Paris). See, also, D. Lyon, ‘Bentham’s panop‐
ticon: from moral architecture to electronic surveillance’, Queen’s Quarterly 98 (3):
1991, 597 et seq.
66 M. Foucault, Surveiller et Punir: Naissance de la prison, Gallimard, 1975 = Disci‐
pline and Punish: The birth of the prison (transl. A. Sheridan), Pantheon, 1977; G.
Caluya, ‘The post‐panoptic society? Reassessing Foucault in surveillance studies’,
Social Identities 16 (2010), 621‐633 (622‐623); T. Mathiesen, ‘The viewer society’,
1997, op.cit., pp. 215‐234, who highlights that a new kind of society is implied in the
transformed panoptical form and also coins the term “synopticon”, in order to de‐
scribe the panopticon’s opposite surveillance phenomenon, in which the many
watch the few and that expands at an accelerating rate via mass media (p. 217). Cf.
P. Froissart, ‘Archivage du panoptisme. La télé‐réalité sur internet’, MédiaMorpho‐
ses 1 (2003), 13‐17.
64
65
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form is far more dangerous67 than the others, due to its unseen nature
that renders it untraceable. The situation is further complicated by the
fact that the motivation of the offender cannot be convincingly under‐
stood and as a result, it hinders risk management68 and makes the
power of the observer over the observed scale up.
It is obvious that this new surveillance trend sprang from stalking,
and its nature and methods indicate that there is a new, different and
more complicated direction69 in the concept of panopticism. So, we
could argue that, besides the transition from traditional to electronic
panopticon, there is depicted in both forms of the obsessive harassing
surveillance –conventional and online– a further shift to interpersonal
omniopticon70, that provides a different orientation to the “omniveil‐
67 See, for instance, the Amy Lynn Boyer case (1999). B. Lucks, ‘Electronic crime,
stalkers and stalking: relentless pursuit, harassment and terror online in cyber‐
space’, in: J. Davis (ed.), Stalking Crimes and Victim Protection: Prevention, interven‐
tion, threat assessment and case management, CRC Press, 2001, pp. 161‐203 (182).
68 For the contemporary practices in risk management, in the light of the chang‐
ing socioeconomic conditions, see K. Yeager & A. Roberts, ‘Bridging the past and
the present to the further crisis intervention and crisis management’, in: K. Yeager
& A. Roberts (eds.), Crisis Intervention Handbook: Assessment, treatment and research,
4th edn, Oxford University Press, 2015, pp. 3‐35; Y. Eaton‐Stull & M. Miller, ‘Mod‐
els for effective crisis intervention’, idem, pp. 681‐692· S. Dziegielewski & G. Jacinto,
‘Designs and procedures for evaluating crisis intervention’, idem, pp. 711‐750.
69 This form of surveillance is significantly different even from the other type of
observation, which is conducted by a private investigator, but in return for pay‐
ment. It takes place on individual level and not by public entities, but it has a pro‐
found financial nature, since the assistance is provided on a reimbursement basis.
70 The “omniopticon” is a form of surveillance in which the many watch the
many. Everyone can observe and be observed. See,N. Jurgenson, ‘Review of Ondi Timoner’s We Live in Public’, Surveillance & Society 8 (2010), pp. 374-378; L. Mitrou, M.
Kandias, V. Stavrou & D. Gritzalis, ‘Social media profiling: a panopticon or omniopticon
tool?’, available at http://www.infosec.aueb.gr; A. Feenberg, ‘Great refusal or long march:
how to think about the internet’, Journal of Engineering Studies 6 (2014), 146-155 = in: C.
Fuchs & S. Sandoval (eds.), Critique, Social Media and the Information Society, Routledge,
2014, pp. 109-124; N. Friesen, A. Feenberg, G. Smith & S. Lowe, ‘Experiencing surveillance: a phenomenological approach’, in: A. Feenberg & N. Friesen (eds.), (Re)Inventing
the Internet: Critical case studies, Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2012, pp. 85-108.
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lance phenomenon”.71 The interpersonal omniopticon has distinctive
features and nature from the previous one and it meets the conditions
for further evolution through the use of internet (cyberstalking). There‐
fore, stalking introducesa new trend in observation, by giving an evolution‐
ary breath to the “art of surveillance”and by inaugurating the era ofinterper‐
sonal panopticism, in which we are currently living.
It is common knowledge that crime evolves with society.72 Apart
from that, it is a self‐evident truth that the evolution of the panopticon
phenomenon is not only connected with the great progress in the
communications technology, but also with the complex dynamics of
human relationships, which as has been previously mentioned is di‐
rectly influenced by the radical changes of society. The sociology of pan‐
opticism or the “sociology of surveillance”73 is on the threshold of a new
reality, which disconnects it from the traditional meaning of the sociol‐
ogy of control74 and indicates simultaneously a transformation in the na‐
71 J. Blackman, ‘Omniveillance, Google, Privacy in public, and the right to your
digital identity: a tort for recording and disseminating an individual’s image over
the internet’, Santa Clara Law Review, 49 (2009), 313‐392 (314‐316, 327‐341, 362). The
author highlights that the predatory behaviour becomes as facile as clicking
around the internet and that in this way, cybestalking can take on a whole new
meaning (p. 350).
72 J. Roach & K. Pease, Evolution and Crime, Routledge, 2013, pp. 3 et seq., 74 et
seq. See, for instance, the empirical data about criminality in Greece in the early
nineties, in N. Courakis, ‘Crime in modern‐day Greece: an overview (National Re‐
port)’, in review “Chronics” of the Laboratory of Criminology and Forensic Psychiatry at
the University of Thrace, 8 (1993), pp. 61‐80; N. Courakis, ‘Rapport concernant l’
évolution récente de la criminalité en Grèce’, dans: Volume commémoratif a propos du
20ème anniversaire de la Section Hellénique de la Société Internationale de Défense Sociale,
Thessalonique, 1992, pp. 237–244; C. Spinellis, Crime in Greece in Perspective, Ant.
Sakkoulas, 1997, p. 291 et seq. For the increasing trends in criminality rates during
the last decade, with special reference to cybercrime, see V. Artinopoulou, ‘Victims
of crime in contemporary Greece’, in: A. Pitsela (ed.), Criminology: Searching for An‐
swers – Essays in Honour of Professor Stergios Alexiadis, pp. 71‐90 (81‐82).
73 D. Lyon, ‘The search for surveillance theories’, in: D. Lyon (ed.), 2006, op.cit.,
pp. 12, 18.
74 D. Garland, The Culture of Control, University of Chicago Press, 2001, passim;
G. Deleuze, ‘Postscript on the societies of control’, [JSTOR] Oktober 59 (1992), pp. 3‐
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ture of interpersonal relationships. At the same time, the practice of sur‐
veillance is presenting a different aspect, which is not yet noticeable· it
experiences a transition from the state panopticism to the interpersonal one.
This expands the panoptic control and provides it with a new dimen‐
sion which has some substantially different qualitative characteristics, it is
more shadowy and underground and therefore it is particularly dan‐
gerous. The above surveillance attitude is based on the interpersonal
psychological domination that refers to the control and discipline of the soul
and it is being developed like a play of visibility and power. It could be
therefore assumed that the sociology of surveillance and the emerging
interpersonal “omniveillance” are already found before the era of cyber
interpersonal panopticism75, to wit the era in which the dataveillance,76
data mining, matching and sorting –the so‐called “surveillance assem‐
blage”77–takes already place amongst private individuals and in which
7 = in: I. Szeman & T. Kaposy (eds.), Cultural Theory. An Anthology, Wiley‐
Blackwell, 2011, pp. 139‐142; C. Norris & G. Armstrong, The Maximum Surveillance
Society: The rise of CCTV, Berg, 1999, passim; C. Norris, ‘From personal to digital.
CCTV, the panopticon, and thetechnological mediation ofsuspicion and social con‐
trol’, in: D. Lyon (ed.), Surveillance as Social Sorting. Privacy, risk, and digitaldiscrimi‐
nation, Routledge, 2003, pp. 249‐281 (250 et seq., 274 et seq.); T. Newburn & S. Hay‐
man, Policing, Surveillance and Social Control. CCTV and police monitoring of suspects,
Willan Publishing, 2002, p. 55 et seq.; T. Brignall, ‘The new panopticon: the internet
viewed as a structure of social control’, Theory and Science 3 (2002), 335–348.
75 The term “cyber interpersonal panopticism” is newly introduced herein, in
order to highlight the alteration of the nature and form of the panoptic phenome‐
non in the course of time. It denotes the online collection of personal data practice,
which is not supported by external factors, to wit it takes place without any inter‐
ference from state authorities or private entities and it is independent of public se‐
curity, law enforcement or commercial purposes or other political or financial in‐
terests. Furthermore, it refers to the surveillance that takes place for personal and –
mostly – for domestic use only.
76 R. Clarke, ‘Information technology and dataveillance’, Communications of the
ACM 31 (1988), pp. 498‐512; R. Clarke, Introduction to dataveillance and informa‐
tion privacy and definitions of terms’, 1997 (revised 2006), available at:
http://www.anu.edu.au/people/Roger.Clarke/DV/Intro.html
77 The term was coined by K. Haggerty & R. V. Ericson, ‘The surveillant assem‐
blage’, British Journal of Sociology 51(2000), 605‐622 = in: S. P. Hier & J. Greenberg
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the panoptic phenomenon is accomplished on a level of interpersonal
relationships and mainly via internet. A distinctive feature of this form
of surveillance compared to the previous ones is that the above‐
mentioned behaviour does not take place under the pressure or the influence
of any external factors and that is also disconnected and independent from any
public, political, social or financial interests. Furthermore, it is mostly
characterized by an intense emotional involvement of the perpetrator,78
as long as the surveillant is driven by motives which are strictly traced
to the emotional level and they vary (e.g. passionate love, rejection, ob‐
session, envy, revenge). As a result, in this case at issue, surveillance is
not conducted by a public or a private entity (e.g. agencies, organiza‐
tions, individuals79) for different reasons and legitimate or illegitimate
purposes and it neither plays the role of an operational instrument for
the furtherance of national interests nor takes it place on financial or
political‐related grounds. It is an expression of a more dangerous and
disguised form of interpersonal domination, to wit power exercised from
(eds.), The Surveillance Studies Reader, Open University Press, 2007, pp. 104‐116. See
also S. Chakrabarti, Data‐mining: Know it all, New York: Morgan Kaufmann, 2009,
passim; T. Vukov & M. Sheller, ‘Border work: surveillant assemblages, virtual
fences and tactical counter‐media, Social Semiotics 23 (2013), 225‐241; B. Schermer,
‘The limits of privacy in automated profiling and data mining’, Computer Law and
Security Review 27 (2011), 45‐52.
78 Only the “predator stalker” is disconnected from emotional evolvement. Fur‐
thermore, predatory stalkers are to be found among a range of sex offenders. This
type is characterized by lack of emotional responding, since in the predatory stalk‐
ing the project of violence per se initiates the stalking behaviour. When emotion is
absent, aggression becomes predatory, see, inter alios, K. Lorenz, Das sogenannte
Böse: ZurNaturgeschichtederAggression, Wien: Borotha‐Schoeler Verlag, 1963, S. 15 et
seq. et passim = On Aggression, New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966; D. Nuss‐
baum, J. Saint‐Cyr & E. Bell, ‘A biologically derived, psychometric model for un‐
derstanding, predicting and treating tendencies toward future violence’, American
Journal of Forensic Psychiatry 18 (1997), 35‐50.
79 For instance, surveillance in the workplace. See, inter alios, D. Flaherty, ‘Con‐
trolling surveillance: can privacy protection be made effective?’, in: P. Agre & M.
Rotenberg (eds.), Technology and Privacy: The new landscape, Boston: MIT Press,
1997, pp. 167‐172 (171); C. Fazekas, ‘1984 is still fiction: electronic monitoring in the
workplace and US privacy law, DukeLaw & Technology Review 2004, 15‐25.
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an individual upon another individual, which implies the observee’s
major breach of privacy, the acquisition of control and the consequent
manipulation on a personal level that embitters the interpersonal rela‐
tionships.80 Basically, the problem of interpersonal omniveillance does not
only concern the inability of privacy protection, but also the difficulty
“netizens” face in maintaining control over personal data, that have
been disclosed, communicated or diffused mostly via social networks
in Web 2.0. However, this has direct consequences for the victim’s self‐
determination and his/her further self‐orientation, given that he/she
has unwittingly facilitated the intrusion into his/her privacy sphere. So,
having the observee him/herself set the sufficient condition for the de‐
construction of his/her privacy –that is self‐disclosure–the latter’s
boundaries seem to be unstable81 and a new pattern of self‐
victimisation emerges within such a framework. This visibility of privacy
that enables the intrusion into an individual’s personal life without just
cause, by rendering it vulnerable82 and by instrumentalizing in this way
80 See also, M. Andrejevic, ‘The work of watching one another: lateral surveil‐
lance, risk, and governance’, Surveillance & Society2 (2005), 479‐497.
81 For the threat to privacy, due to Information Technology, see, inter alios, M.
Ziegele & O. Quiring, ‘Privacy in social network sites’, in: S. Trepte/L. Reinecke
(eds.), Privacy Online: Perspectives on privacy andself‐disclosure in the social web,
Springer, 2011, pp. 175‐189; E. Sofge, ‘Who’s spying on you? The looming threat to
your privacy, identity and family in the digital age’, Hearst Communications Pub.,
2012, passim; A. Beyer, M. Kirchner, G. Kreuzberger & J. Schmeling, ‘Privacy im So‐
cial Web – Zum kompetenten Umgang mit persοnlichen Daten im Web 2’, Daten‐
schutz und Datensicherung 9/2008, pp. 597‐600; A. Roßnagel, ‘Modernisierung der
Datenschutzrechts’, in: J.‐H. Schmidt & T. Weichert (Hrsg.), Datenschutz – Grundla‐
gen, Entwicklungen und Kontroversen, Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung,
CPI, 2012, S. 331‐344; H. T. Tavani & F. S. Grodzinsky, ‘Cyberstalking, personal
privacy and moral responsibility’, Ethics and Information Technology4 (2002), pp.
123–132;L. Mitrou, ‘Privacy challenges and perspectives in Europe’, in: M. Bottis
(ed.), An Informational Law for the 21st Century, Law Library Publications (Nomiki
Vivliothiki) 2010, pp. 220‐236. For the intrusion in psychological privacy, see P.
Regan, Legislating Privacy: Technology, surveillance and public policy, The University
of North Carolina Press, pp. 144‐173. For the information and communication pri‐
vacy, see idem, pp. 69 et seq., 109 et seq.
82 For the relation between visibility and vulnerability, see M. Yar, Surveillance
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the observee (see figure 2 below), defines a new dimension in the fear
of crime83. In a similar vein, a vague feeling of insecurity makes its ap‐
pearance. Under these circumstances, the surveillant of the lives of
others, as a digital tracerof their privacy, marks the transition from the
surveillance that is conducted by national or supranational centers, to
the one that takes place within private individuals in the contemporary
society of the online interpersonal panopticism.
Stalker, as an unseen omnipresent and omniscient perpetrator, apart
from the offense of invasion of privacy, that he commits, he breaches,
first of all, the victim’s right to personal freedom and security –also in
the sense of psychological security– that derives from the inalienable
personality rights, as an expression of human dignity. Privacy –either
electronic (e‐Privacy)84 or not– is strongly connected to autonomy and
& Society1 (2003), op.cit., 254‐271 (255). Cf. mutatis mutandis, M. Foucault (Discipline
and Punish, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1991 p. 200), who asserted that“The pan‐
optic mechanism arranges spatial unities that make it possible to see constantly
and to recognize immediately. In short, it reverses the principle of the dungeon
[…] – to enclose, to deprive of light and to hide – it preserves the first and elimi‐
nates the other two. Full lighting and the eye of a supervisor capture better than
darkness. […] Visibility is a trap.” (emphasis added).
83 For the existing perceptions of the fear of crime see, in great detail, Ch. Zara‐
fonitou, ‘Fear of crime and victimisation: the Greek experience’, in: Helmut Kury
(ed.), Fear of Crime – Punitivity. New Developments in Theory and Research, Univer‐
sitätsverlag, Dr. N. Brockmeyer, Bochum, 2008, pp. 159‐172; Ch. Zarafonitou/A.
Tseloni, ‘Fear of crime and victimisation: a multivariate multilevel analysis of
competing measurements’, European Journal of Criminology 5 (2008), 387‐409; Ch.
Zarafonitou, ‘Criminal victimisation in Greece and the fear of crime: a “paradox”
for interpretation’, International Review of Victimology 16 (3), 2009, pp. 277‐300; Ch.
Zarafonitou, ‘Les dimensions de l’insécurité en Grèce et leur impact sur la punitivi‐
té du public’, dans: Μ. Cranidiotis (ed.), Criminologie et Politique Criminelle Euro‐
péenne, Mélanges à l’honneur de Aglaia Tsitsoura, Sakkoulas Publ., Athens‐
Thessalonique, 2009, pp. 267‐281; Ch. Zarafonitou, ‘Punitiveness, fear of crime and
social views’, in: H. Kury/E. Shea (eds.), Punitiveness – Worldwide Perspectives, Bo‐
chum: Universitätsverlag Dr. Brockmeyer, 2011, pp. 269‐294; Ch. Zarafonitou (ed.),
‘Fear of crime: a comparative approach in the European context’, CRIMINOLOGY –
Special Issue, Law Library Publications (Nomiki Vivliothiki) 2011, pp. 1‐93.
84 See the “e‐Privacy Directive” (2002/58/EC) of the European Parliament and of
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personal freedom. More precisely, personal freedom encapsulates pri‐
vacy and consequently the right to protection of personal data, self‐
regulation and informational self‐determination85.
Even the feeling per se that somebody’s personal life is constantly
being surveilled or that someone is collecting information about
him/her –despite the fact that data collection may be exclusively in‐
tended for the surveillant’s personal use– constitutes a sufficient condi‐
tion for the loss of autonomy, since it automatically marks a change in
his/her lifestyle with a subsequent restriction of his/her personal free‐
dom.86 Besides, it is only then, that privacy has a meaning, when eve‐
the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the pro‐
tection of privacy in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy
and electronic communications) [OJ (Official Journal) L 201, 31.7.2002, pp. 37‐47,
also available at: http://eur‐lex.europa.eu and http://data.europa.eu. The above Di‐
rective was amended in 2009 by the Directive 2009/136/EC ) of the European Par‐
liament and of the Council of 25.11.2009 (OJ L 337, 18.12.2009, pp. 11‐36) known as
«Cookies Directive». See also the recent Regulation (EU) 2016/679, of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) [OJ L
119, 4.5.2016, pp. 1‐88]. Cf. B. Goold, ‘Building it in: the role of privacy enhancing
technologies in the regulation of surveillance and data collection’, in: B. Goold & D.
Neyland (eds.), New Directions in Surveillance and Privacy, Willan Publishing, 2009,
p. 18‐38 (19 et seq., 30).
85 J.‐H. Schmidt, ‚Persönliche Öffentlichkeiten und informationelle Selbstbe‐
stimmung’, in: J.‐H. Schmidt & T. Weichert (Hrsg.), Datenschutz – Grundlagen, Ent‐
wicklungen und Kontroversen, Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, CPI,
2012, S. 215‐225 (218‐222); S. Simitis, ‘Die informationelle Selbstbestimmung –
Grundbedingung einer verfassungskonformen Informationsordnung’, NJW 1984,
S. 402 et seq. Cf. S. M. Scott, ‘The hidden First Amendment values of privacy’,
Wash. L. Rev. 71 (1996), pp. 683‐723.
86 See also, J. Cohen, ‘Examined lives: informational privacy and the subject as
object’, Stanford Law Review 52 (2000), 1373‐1438; H. Humphrey, ‘Foreword’ to:E.
Long, The Intruders: The invasion of privacy by government and industry, Praeger, 1967,
p. viii, who points out that “we act differently if we believe we are being observed.
If we can never be sure whether or not we are being watched and listened to, all
our actions will be altered and our very character will change”. Cf. the results of a
survey on data retention (sample size of 1002 individuals), that was conducted in
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ryone is able, on the one hand to consciously choose which of those per‐
sonal information will be rendered accessible to other persons, and on
the other hand to control the information’s further use, including the
opportunity of changing or deleting it.87 The problem revolves around
the intangible harms of data processing.88 The last factor meets with
Germany in May 2008 (27/5‐28/5), by the German Forsa institute and was commis‐
sioned by the ‘Arbeitskreis Vorratdatenspeicherung’ (a network of civil rights and
privacy activists), NULL, eco (German ISP and Internet Association), Deutscher
Fachjournalisten‐Verband (German Association of Specialized Journalists) and
JonDos Gmbh. Despite the fact that the survey focused on government and not
private surveillance, its results proved that data retention effectively influences the
actual behaviour of citizens: 11% had already abstained from single telecommuni‐
cation acts, 52% would not use phone or e‐mail for confidential contacts, 6% be‐
lieved to receive less communication since the beginning of the data retention.
People under surveillance behaved differently than people who were not moni‐
tored – differently than free people. However, a percentage of 48% declared that
data retention was a necessary step for crime prevention (The survey is available
at:
http://www.kreativrauschen.com/blog/2008/06/04/dataretention‐effectively‐
changes‐the‐behavior‐of‐citizens‐in‐germany/).
87 Therefore, comes up – inter alia –the concept of the “right to oblivion” (“right
to be forgotten”/“droit à l’oubli”/“diritto all’oblio”). See V. Mayer‐Schönberger, De‐
lete. The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age, Princeton University Press, 2009, pp.
16 et seq., 119 et seq., 192 et passim; P. Bellia, The Memory Gap in Surveillance Law,
University of Chicago Law Review 75 (2008), pp. 137‐179; L. Bannon, ‘Forgetting as
a feature, not a bug: the duality of memory and implications for ubiquitous com‐
puting’, CoDesign 2 (2006), 3‐15; J. Cohen, ‘What privacy is for’, Harvard Law Review
126 (2013), 1904‐1933; D. Lindsay, ‘The “right to be forgotten” in European data
protection law’, in: N. Witzleb, D. Lindsay, M. Paterson & S. Rodrick (eds.), Emerg‐
ing Challenges in Privacy Law. Comparative Perspectives, Cambridge University Press,
2014, pp. 290‐337. See also the recent Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Par‐
liament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 of the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the
purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal of‐
fences or the execution of criminal penalties and on the free movement of such
data and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA (OJ 119, 4.5.2016,
pp. 89‐131).
88 O. Lynskey, The Foundations of EU Data Protection Law, Oxford University
Press, 2015, p. 219 et seq.; F. Berman, ‘Got data? A guide to data preservation in the
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great difficulties, since in the heterotopia of social media the informa‐
tion is accessible to an indefinable group of people.89 More precisely,
the main subject matter is the inherent inability of the above act, re‐
garding the consequences of digital self‐exposure.90
Especially in stalking conduct, in which the interpersonal surveillance
takes place with the further purpose of harassing the victim or –in many
cases– the latter behaviour occurs simultaneously, it is obvious that the
first stands for as the connecting factor between the other two basic
elements that compose stalking, to wit persistence (or obsession) and
harassment. Specifically, the “interpersonal panopticism” constitutes
on the one hand this bridging factor through which the transmission
from the field of the surveillant’s intense motives (e.g. passionate love,
revenge, envy) to that of stalking occurs. On the other hand, interper‐
sonal surveillance is –on a pragmatic level– the implementation means
of “persistence” (or “obsession”), as far as it also renders easier the ac‐
complishment of the harassing behaviour, which is –from the writer’s
point of view– a constituent part of stalking (see above).

information age’, Communications of the ACM 51 (2008), 50‐56.
89 See also, D. Trottier, ‘Interpersonal surveillance on social media’, Canadian
Journal of Communication 37 (2012), 319‐332 (320 et seq.); R. Tokunaga, ‘Interper‐
sonal surveillance over social network sites. Applying a theory of negative rela‐
tional maintenance and the investment model’, Journal of Social and Personal Rela‐
tionships 33 (2016), 171‐190; L. Winner, ‘A future of philosophy of technology – yes,
but on which planet’?, Journal of Engineering Studies 6 (2014), 141‐145.
90 It is related to the phenomenon of the “function creep”, to wit when data
originally intended for certain purposes are linked to other systems or data having
a different function. See, inter alios, C. Benett, ‘The public surveillance of personal
data’, in: D. Lyon & E. Zureik (eds.), Computers, Surveillance and Privacy, University
of Minnesota Press, 1996, pp. 237‐259 (249); M. Andrejevic & K. Gates, ‘Big data
surveillance: introduction’, Surveillance & Society 12 (2014), 185‐196 (189). Cf. D.
Lyon, ‘Everyday surveillance. Personal data and social classifications’, Information,
Communication & Society 5 (2002), 242‐257 (249‐251) = in: S. P. Hier & J. Greenberg
(eds.), 2007, op.cit., pp. 136‐146; W. G. Staples, Everyday Surveillance: Vigilance and
visibility in postmodern life, 2nd edition, Rowman & Littlefield, 2014, pp. 1‐16, 199‐
208.
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Conclusion
The interpersonal relationships and the unsolved mystery that cov‐
ers the inherent contradictions of human nature, will always be the fo‐
cal point for every society. Deviation and aggressiveness constitute a
basic part of the organized social living. However, their form and ex‐
tent differ in the course of time. The vacillation between the contradic‐
tory human needs and the limitless potential of social media have
strengthened the area of tension between autonomy and the inherent
tendency of human nature to interact with other people. Moreover,
internet’s potential role depends on how it is going to be used. Rela‐
tively speaking, crisis has two aspects· it is an endurance test for hu‐
man beings and democratic institutions as well as a chance for every
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society to surmount the legislative inadequacies and to bring the hid‐
den depths of the unseen victimisation to the surface.
The transformations of surveillance evince that it is an inherently
multilevel phenomenon. During the initial stage, took place the transi‐
tion from the traditional to electronic surveillance, to wit from the di‐
rect visual observation to the remote digital, enriched with new meth‐
ods and techniques. Afterwards, the state surveillance gave way to the
one that takes place by private entities for legitimate or illegitimate
purposes and gradually emerged a more unseen form· the interpersonal
surveillance (interpersonal panopticism), which is conducted by individu‐
als against individuals, regardless ofeconomic benefits, but as an exercise
of psychological domination and power on an interpersonal level (“stalk‐
ing”). The above stages prove that panopticism runs a long course. The
qualitatively transformed nature of the phenomenon in combination
with the rapid technological progress, sound now –more than ever– a
note of warning to the Legislator over the unpredictable consequences
for human rights. Undoubtedly, this is of great importance for crime
policy planning.
In this context, it is obvious that the apparent as well as the latent
threats to individual rights and freedoms, will constantly emerge in a
new form. In the light of the above considerations, there shall always
be proved the timelessness of Professor Dr. Nestor Courakis: remark
that “Security must become the freedom’s content and its extreme limit
again. […] Besides, a penal repression that is subordinated to humani‐
tarian‐oriented rules and principles, is the only proper one for the legal
civilization of those (European) states that regard it as a title of hon‐
ourto be based upon the rule of law”.91

91
Nestor Courakis, ‘Security and freedom. The static and the dynamic boundaries between
them’, Nomiko Vima 54 (2006), 1217-1226 (1226) [in Greek].
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VII. Police and Policing during Crisis

Das italienische Strafvollstreckungs‐ und
‐vollzugssystem: Historische Entwicklung,
Überblick und gerichtliche Kontrolle*
KONSTANZE JARVERS
Dr. jur. (Freiburg), Referatsleiterin am Max‐Planck‐Institut für ausländisches
und internationales Strafrecht

Einführung und Begriffsbestimmung
Die rechtskräftige Verurteilung beseitigt die bis zu diesem Zeit‐
punkt zugunsten des Angeklagten wirkende Unschuldsvermutung.
Die Schuld des Täters wird in der Regel unwiderruflich festgestellt, das
Erkenntnisverfahren endet und das Vollstreckungsverfahren, mit dem
das Urteil ausgeführt werden soll, beginnt.1 Damit ist der Verurteilte
aber nicht der rechtsstaatlichen Garantien beraubt. Vielmehr sind
Strafvollstreckung und Strafvollzug strengen (teilweise auch verfas‐
sungsrechtlich garantierten) Regeln und einer entsprechenden gericht‐
lichen Kontrolle unterworfen. Im Folgenden soll zunächst ein Über‐
blick über das italienische Sanktionensystem und seine zentralen Beg‐
riffe, sowie über weitere Vorfragen gegeben werden. Im Anschluss an
einen geschichtlichen Abriss folgen eine kurze Einführung in das ita‐
lienische Strafvollstreckungs‐ und ‐vollzugssystem unter Einschluss
der jeweiligen gerichtlichen Kontrolle.

* Der vorliegende Beitrag entstand auf Grundlage von Jarvers, ‘Landesbericht
Italien’, in: Park, Müller & Jarvers, Gerichtliche Kontrolle bei Vollstreckung und Vollzug
von Strafen und Maßnahmen, KIC‐Eigenverlag, Seoul 2011, S. 321–376.
1 Siehe u.a. Corso (Hrsg.), Manuale della esecuzione penitenziaria, 6. Aufl. Mailand
2015, S. 1.
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1. Das italienische Sanktionensystem
Das italienische Strafgesetzbuch (codice penale, c.p.) sieht ein zwei‐
spuriges System von Strafen und Sicherungsmaßnahmen vor. Für die
Verhängung einer Strafe (pena) ist die Zurechnungsfähigkeit des Täters
notwendig. Als Hauptstrafen (pene principali, Art. 17 c.p.) gibt es für
Verbrechen (delitti) die lebenslange Gefängnisstrafe (ergastolo),2 die zei‐
tige Gefängnisstrafe (reclusione) von 15 Tagen bis 24 Jahren und die
(Verbrechens‐) Geldstrafe (multa). Für Übertretungen sind die Haftstra‐
fe (arresto) von fünf Tagen bis drei Jahren und die (Übertretungs‐)
Geldstrafe (ammenda) vorgesehen.
Bei vielen Straftaten können zusätzlich Nebenstrafen(pene accessorie,
Art. 19 c.p.) verhängt werden. Dies sind zum Beispiel bestimmte Be‐
rufsverbote oder der Entzug der elterlichen Gewalt. 19813 wurden zu‐
dem die sogenannten Ersatzstrafen (pene sostitutive) eingeführt, die bei
Ersttätern anstelle von kurzen Freiheitsstrafen verhängt werden kön‐
nen. Zu den Ersatzstrafen gehören die Halbgefangenschaft (semideten‐
zione), d.h. der Aufenthalt von mindestens zehn Stunden täglich in der
Vollzugsanstalt, die kontrollierte Freiheit (libertà controllata), in der der
Verurteilte u.a. seinen Wohnort ohne besondere Erlaubnis nicht verlas‐
sen darf und sich täglich bei den Behörden melden muss, und schließ‐
lich die Geldstrafe als Ersatzstrafe.
Der Friedensrichter, der seit 2002 für zahlreiche Straftaten der Mas‐
sen‐ und Kleinkriminalität, wie leichte Körperverletzung, Beleidigung,
leichter Diebstahl, Hausfriedensbruch oder Sachbeschädigung zustän‐
dig ist, verfügt über ein eigenes Sanktionensystem, das einheitlich für
Verbrechen und Übertretungen gilt. Er kann keine Freiheitsstrafen
verhängen, dafür gibt es neben der Geldstrafe (pena pecuniaria) die
Hauptstrafen gemeinnützige Arbeit (lavoro di pubblica utilità) und
Hausaufenthalt (permanenza domiciliare).4

2 Bei lebenslanger Gefängnisstrafe ist nach 26 Jahren eine bedingte Entlassung
möglich (Art. 176 Abs. 3 c.p.).
3 Durch Art. 53 ff. L. 24 novembre 1981, n. 689.
4 Ausführlich hierzu: Jarvers, Massen‐ und Kleinkriminalität vor dem italienischen
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Alternativ oder zusätzlich zu den Strafen können Sicherungsmaß‐
nahmen (misure di sicurezza) angeordnet werden, bei denen es nicht auf
die Schuld, sondern auf die Gefährlichkeit des Täters ankommt. Dies
sind zum Beispiel die Unterbringung in einem psychiatrischen Kran‐
kenhaus, verschiedene Aufenthaltsverbote oder die Einziehung von
Gegenständen. Die Sicherungsmaßnahmen sind in den Art. 199–240
c.p. geregelt.
2. Abgrenzung zwischen Strafvollstreckung und Strafvollzug
Während in Italien die Vollstreckung von Geldstrafen vollständig
im Strafvollstreckungsrecht geregelt ist, unterteilt sich die Durchset‐
zung von freiheitsentziehenden Strafen und Maßnahmen in die Straf‐
vollstreckung i.e.S. und den Strafvollzug, die unterschiedliche Ziele
haben. Das Strafvollstreckungsrecht (diritto dell’esecuzione penale) be‐
trifft die Existenz, das wirksame Zustandekommen, die Reichweite
und die Vollstreckbarkeit des Vollstreckungstitels (also der rechtskräf‐
tigen richterlichen Entscheidung) und soll insbesondere auch die Rech‐
te des zu einer Freiheitsstrafe Verurteilten schützen. Daneben können
im Strafvollstreckungsverfahren auch Fehler der anderen Vollstre‐
ckungsorgane (insbesondere der Staatsanwaltschaft) korrigiert oder
Anträge gestellt werden, die – wegen veränderter Umstände – zuvor
nicht eingebracht werden konnten.5 Demgegenüber regelt das Straf‐
vollzugsrecht (diritto penitenziario) das Leben in der Vollzugsanstalt, al‐
so unter anderem Disziplin, Vergünstigungen oder Belohnungen.6
Strafvollstreckungs‐ und Strafvollzugsrecht stellen daher jeweils ein
eigenes Rechtsgebiet dar, wenn es auch Überschneidungen gibt und
daher eine genaue Abgrenzung nur sehr schwer möglich ist.7

Friedensrichter. Neue Wege durch alternative Erledigungsmöglichkeiten und Sanktions‐
formen, Berlin 2007, S. 160 ff.
5 Vgl. Gaito & Ranaldi, ‘Voce Esecuzione penale’. Enciclopedia del Diritto,
agg. IV. Mailand 2000, S. 555.
6 Di Ronza, Manuale di diritto dell’esecuzione penale, 5. Aufl. Padua 2003, S. 2 f.
7 Vgl. Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 2.
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3. Erforderlichkeit gerichtlicher Kontrolle
Auch die Phase der Strafvollstreckung muss der gerichtlichen Kon‐
trolle unterliegen. Nachdem man zuvor angenommen hatte, dass die
Vollstreckung lediglich ein verwaltungsrechtlicher Anhang zum Straf‐
prozess und damit die verwaltungsrechtliche Ausführung des mate‐
riellen Strafrechts sei,8 hatte schon der italienische Verfassungsge‐
richtshof mehrfach angemahnt, dass dem Verurteilten in der Phase der
Strafvollstreckung – genau wie dem Angeklagten im Erkenntnisver‐
fahren – die Garantie eines unabhängigen Richters zur Verfügung ge‐
stellt werden müsse, damit auch hier die Waffengleichheit zwischen
den Parteien hergestellt werden könne.9 Dieses Prinzip der gerichtli‐
chen Kontrolle (principio della giurisdizionalizzazione) der Strafvollstre‐
ckung i.w.S. wurde dann zunächst in das Ermächtigungsgesetz von
1974 zum Erlass einer neuen Strafprozessordnung10 aufgenommen und
ist auch in Art. 2 Abs. 96 des Ermächtigungsgesetzes11 zu der heute gel‐
tenden Strafprozessordnung (codice di procedura penale, c.p.p.) enthal‐
ten. Es beinhaltet nicht nur die gerichtliche Überprüfbarkeit von allen
Verfügungen, welche die Vollstreckung von Strafen oder Sicherungs‐
maßnahmen betreffen, sondern auch, dass dem Verurteilten diesbe‐
züglich das Recht auf Verteidigung und eine streitige Verhandlung
(contraddittorio)12 zusteht.13 Bei der Vollstreckung von freiheitsentzie‐

8 Siehe hierzu u.a. Santoro, L’esecuzione penale. 2. Aufl. Turin 1953, S. 17 f.; vgl.
auch Perchinunno, ‘L’esecuzione penale’. In: Manuale di procedura penale, 8. Aufl.
Bologna 2008, S. 619–640, S. 619; Presutti, ‘Voce Esecuzione penale’. Enciclopedia gi‐
uridica Treccani, Vol. XIII. Rom 1996, S. 1–14, S. 1.
9 Vgl. u.a. Corte Cost. 29 maggio 1968, n. 53, Giur. Cost. 1968, 802 ff.; Corte
Cost. 18 maggio 1970, n. 69, Giur. Cost. 1970, 973, 976 ff.
10 Dir. 79 L. delega 8 aprile 1974, n. 108. Auf dieses Gesetz hin ist es aber nicht
zum Erlass einer neuen Strafprozessordnung gekommen.
11 L. delega 16 febbraio 1987, n. 81.
12 In Italien ist das Prinzip des rechtlichen Gehörs bzw. des kontradiktorischen
Verfahrens (principio del contraddittorio) in Art. 111 Abs. 4 Cost. – jedenfalls in Be‐
zug auf die Beweisbildung – verfassungsrechtlich geschützt.
13 Vgl. Perchinunno (Anm. 8), S. 620. Kritisch: Gaito & Ranaldi (Anm. 5), S. 6 ff.
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henden Strafen und Sicherungsmaßnahmen wird die gerichtliche Kon‐
trolle über die Strafvollstreckung i.e.S. durch das Vollstreckungsgericht
ausgeübt. Für die gerichtliche Kontrolle des Strafvollzugs ist die Ü‐
berwachungsgerichtsbarkeit zuständig.14
Historische Entwicklung
Die Frage einer Kontrolle der Modalitäten der Strafvollstreckung
wurde in Italien zuerst unter sardischer Herrschaft im 17. Jahrhundert
gestellt. Das Lombardische Königreich setzte dann als erstes besondere
„Gerichte” ein, um den inneren Ablauf in den Strafanstalten zu über‐
wachen. 1770 wurde dort eine Regelung erlassen, nach der die soge‐
nannten „Gerichtsfamilien Turins und seiner Provinzen”, die aus ei‐
nem Hauptmann und einem Stellvertreter zusammengesetzt waren,
die Verpflichtung hatten, regelmäßig die Gefängnisse zu besuchen und
eventuelle Proteste der Gefangenen zu sammeln. Im Jahr 1817 legte die
savoyische Regierung (Königreich Sardinien‐Piemont) fest, dass die
Besuche ohne Vorankündigung auch mehrmals pro Woche zu erfolgen
hätten. Dabei war die Verwaltung für die „korrektive Erziehung” der
Gefangenen zuständig, während die Justiz die Kontrolle über Zustän‐
de in den Anstalten hatte, insbesondere um Willkür und Korruption zu
vermeiden. Da diese doppelte Zuständigkeit zu Verwirrung führte,
wurde im Jahr 1849 ein „Generalinspektor für die Haftanstalten” ein‐
gesetzt, der jährlich einen Bericht über die Situation in den Gefängnis‐
sen mit eventuellen Verbesserungsvorschlägen abfassen musste. 1853
erließ auch das Großherzogtum Toskana eine Regelung, nach der der
Untersuchungsrichter und der Präsident des Schwurgerichts mindes‐
tens einmal monatlich die Gefangenen zu besuchen hatten.15
Mit der Einigung Italiens ergab sich die Notwendigkeit einer Ver‐
einheitlichung, und die Strafvollstreckung wurde in der Folge in der
Strafprozessordnung von 1865 geregelt und der Zuständigkeit der
Staatsanwaltschaft unterworfen. Das Strafvollzugsrecht, also die Be‐

14
15

Siehe hierzu im Einzelnen unten.
Zum Ganzen: Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 3 f.
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handlung der Verurteilten, erhielt 1862 seine erste einheitliche Rege‐
lung.16 Diese sah die Funktion der Strafanstalten in der Verwahrung
der Insassen und der Sicherung der Disziplin.17
1891 wurde schließlich eine neue allgemeine Gefängnisverord‐
nung18 erlassen, die die Materie einheitlich und systematisch regelte.
Sie enthielt in 891 Artikeln sowohl detaillierte Pflichten und Verbote
für die Gefangenen als auch Disziplinarregeln für das Wachpersonal.19
Später gab es einige wichtige Änderungen, mit denen man einige un‐
menschliche Bedingungen für die Gefangenen verbesserte (beispiels‐
weise die Abschaffung der Ketten für Zwangsarbeiter sowie der Be‐
strafung mittels Zwangsjacke oder Dunkelzelle). Nach dem Ersten
Weltkrieg erfolgten weitere Verbesserungen in der Behandlung der
Gefangenen, die Reformversuche fanden jedoch mit dem Beginn des
Faschismus ein jähes Ende.20
Gleichzeitig mit dem Strafgesetzbuch wurde 1930 eine neue, im
Wesentlichen vom inquisitorischen System dominierte Strafprozess‐
ordnung geschaffen, die nach dem damaligen Justizminister Alfredo
Rocco, wie das Strafgesetzbuch, Codice Rocco genannt wurde. Damals
war man der Auffassung, dass das Strafvollstreckungsrecht kein eige‐
nes Rechtsgebiet darstelle, wobei die Qualifikation im Einzelnen um‐
stritten war.21 1931 wurde ebenfalls eine neue „Regelung für die Prä‐
ventions‐ und Strafanstalten”22 erlassen, die „geeignet sein sollte, den
Gefangenen zu bessern, die aber der Strafe ihren leidvollen und ein‐
schüchternden Charakter nicht nehmen”23 sollte. Die Kontrolle über
16 ‘Allgemeine Verordnung für die Strafanstalten des Königreichs’, R.D.
13 giugno 1862, n. 413.
17 Vgl. Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 6.
18 ‘Allgemeine Verordnung der Haftanstalten und der gerichtlichen Erzie‐
hungsanstalten’, R.D. 1 febbraio 1891, n. 260.
19 Zu den Details siehe Neppi Modona, in: Picotti & Zanuso (Hrsg.), Die Krimi‐
nalanthropologie Cesare Lombrosos, Wien 2015, S. 101–116, S. 103 f.
20 Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 8.
21 Zu den Details siehe Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 12.
22 R.D. 18 giugno 1931, n. 787.
23 Rocco, Relazione a S. M. il Re del Ministro Guardasigilli (Rocco) per l’applicazione
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die Rechtmäßigkeit der Strafvollstreckung wurde dem neu geschaffe‐
nen Überwachungsgericht (giudice di sorveglianza) übertragen.24 Seine
Funktion war vorwiegend verwaltender Natur. Im Wesentlichen hatte
es die allgemeine Aufgabe, die Vollstreckung zu überwachen. Dabei
hatte es wenige echte Entscheidungsbefugnisse, sondern konnte (bei‐
spielsweise zu einer eventuellen bedingten Entlassung, zur Verlegung
des Inhaftierten in eine andere Anstalt oder zur Einweisung in eine Ir‐
renanstalt) lediglich sein Votum abgeben. Es war vielmehr der Direk‐
tor der Vollzugsanstalt, der die konkreten Befugnisse bei der vollzugs‐
rechtlichen Behandlung hatte, aber nicht dem Überwachungsgericht,
sondern direkt dem Justizminister unterstand.25 Im Bereich der Siche‐
rungsmaßnahmen durften die Entscheidungen des Überwachungsrich‐
ters die des erkennenden Gerichts weder verändern noch ihnen wider‐
sprechen. Auch das Vollstreckungsgericht, das mit einem schnellen
Verfahren über Vollstreckungsfragen im Zusammenhang mit seinen
eigenen Verfügungen entschied, hatte nur geringe Entscheidungsbe‐
fugnisse. Die Strafvollstreckung sollte nun mal der „getreuen Ausfüh‐
rung der im Strafurteil rechtskräftig entschiedenen Sache” dienen.26
Mit der Schaffung der italienischen Verfassung im Jahr 1948 und
der Ratifikation der Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention 1955
wurden einige grundlegende Prinzipien eingeführt, die auch die Voll‐
streckung der Strafe betrafen. So legt die Verfassung den Akzent auf
den Strafzweck der Umerziehung (rieducazione, Art. 27 Abs. 3 Cost.,
verstanden im Sinne einer Resozialisierung) und bestimmt weite
Rechtsbereiche als justiziabel. Hieraus leitete der Verfassungsgerichts‐
hof schon früh auch für die Phase der Strafvollstreckung die Notwen‐
digkeit einer gerichtlichen Kontrolle ab.27

del testo definitivo del regolamento per gli istituti di prevenzione e di pena, Rivista di di‐
ritto penitenziario, 1931, S. 581–699, 583.
24 Relazione (Anm 23), S. 590.
25 Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 16; Giarda &Spangher, Codice di procedura penale com‐
mentato, 3. Aufl. Mailand 2010, Art. 678 II. Rn. 1.
26 Zum Ganzen: Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 17; Presutti (Anm. 8), S. 1.
27 Siehe oben.
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Nach einigen fehlgeschlagenen Reformversuchen in den fünfziger
und sechziger Jahren wurde schließlich – erstmals durch ein formelles
Gesetz – mit L. 26 luglio 1975, n. 354 die Strafvollzugsordnung (ordina‐
mento penitenziario, o.p.) erlassen, die heute noch in Kraft ist. Sie er‐
wuchs aus einer neuen Vorstellung von der Stellung des Verurteilten
und seinem Verhältnis zu den Vollstreckungsorganen. Es wurden sub‐
jektive Rechtspositionen sowie Organe und Verfahren geschaffen, die –
wie das Erkenntnisverfahren – prozessuale Garantien gewähren und
dadurch die Änderung des Vollstreckungstitels ermöglichen.28 Nach
Art. 1 Abs. 1 o.p. muss die Behandlung der Strafgefangenen human
sein und die Würde der Person respektieren. Im Vordergrund steht das
Ziel, jeden einzelnen Verurteilten nach Verbüßung der Strafe wieder in
die Gesellschaft einzugliedern.29 Zudem wurde in Art. 38 o.p. das Ge‐
setzlichkeitsprinzip eingeführt. Die Gefangenen können nur für Hand‐
lungen diszipliniert werden, die ausdrücklich als Verstoß gegen die
Ordnung geregelt sind. Eine weitere Neuerung war die Schaffung von
alternativen Maßnahmen (misure alternative) zur Haft und einer ent‐
sprechenden gerichtlichen Kontrolle.30 Schließlich wurde die Überwa‐
chungsgerichtsbarkeit neu formiert, statt des giudice di sorveglianza
wurden zwei verschiedene Organe geschaffen: der Einzelrichter, der
nun magistrato di sorveglianza genannt wird, und die Überwachungs‐
kammer (tribunale di sorveglianza), ein Kollegialorgan mit sowohl erst‐
instanzlichen als auch zweitinstanzlichen Zuständigkeiten.
1989 trat eine neue Strafprozessordnung in Kraft,31 die auch das
Vollstreckungs‐ und das Überwachungsverfahren regelt, allerdings
nicht abschließend. Dementsprechend bestimmt Art. 236 Abs. 2 disp.
att. c.p.p. ausdrücklich, dass die Überwachungskammer weiterhin die
verfahrensrechtlichen Vorschriften der Strafvollzugsordnung beachten
muss.
Sowohl die Strafvollzugsordnung als auch die neue Strafprozess‐
Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 19.
Vgl. Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 19 f.
30 Zu den alternativen Maßnahmen siehe unten.
31 D.P.R. 22 settembre 1988, n. 447.
28
29
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ordnung waren im Laufe der Zeit tief greifenden Änderungen unter‐
worfen. Hierzu gehören die Schaffung von Ersatzstrafen anstelle von
kurzen Freiheitsstrafen im Jahr 1981,32 umfangreiche Reformen durch
das sog. „Legge Gozzini”,33 die Möglichkeit der Verschärfung der Haft‐
bedingungen im Fall von organisierter Kriminalität in den Jahren 1991
und 1992,34 Änderungen im Vollstreckungsverfahren und bei den al‐
ternativen Maßnahmen (1998 und 2000),35 Bestimmungen zur Förde‐
rung der Resozialisierung von Gefangenen (2000),36 die strafvollzugs‐
rechtliche Begünstigung von Kronzeugen (2001),37 alternative Maß‐
nahmen zur Haft zum Schutz des Verhältnisses der Gefangenen zu ih‐
ren minderjährigen Kindern (2001)38 sowie der Ausschluss von Ver‐
günstigungen für Rückfalltäter (2005).39 Seit 2012 wird den Inhaftierten
bei ihrem Eintritt in die Vollzugsanstalt ein Dokument ausgehändigt,
in dem ihre Rechte und Pflichten ausführlich erklärt werden.40 Im sel‐

L. 24 novembre 1981, n. 689. Siehe oben.
L. 10 ottobre 1986, n. 663. So wurde u.a. die Haushaft als weitere alternative
Maßnahme (Art. 47‐ter o.p., s.u. 4.b.), sowie die sog. „belohnenden Erlaubnisse”
(Art. 30‐ter c.p., s.u. 4.c.) eingeführt, aber auch einige Verschärfungen, wie beson‐
dere Überwachungssysteme (Art. 14‐bis o.p., s.u. 4.d.) oder die vorübergehende
Aussetzung der Haftregeln (Art. 41‐bis Abs. 1 o.p., s.u. 4.d.). Diese Regelungen
wurden durch L. 23 dicembre 2002, n. 279 und L. 15 luglio 2009, n. 94 nochmals ge‐
ändert.
34 D.L. 13 maggio 1991, n. 152, umgewandelt in L. 12 luglio 1991, n. 203, bzw.
D.L. 8 giugno 1992, n. 306, umgewandelt in L. 7 agosto 1992, n. 356. Hierdurch
wurden insbesondere das Verbot der Gewährung von Vergünstigungen (Art. 4‐bis
o.p.) und das System des sog. „carcere duro” (Art. 41‐bis Abs. 2 o.p.) eingeführt.
Siehe unten.
35 L. 27 maggio 1998, n. 165, das sog. „Legge Simeone” bzw. D.L. 24 novembre
2000, n. 341.
36 L. 22 giugno 2000, n. 193 und die Gefängnisverordnung (regolamento peniten‐
ziario = D.P.R. 30 giugno 2000, n. 230).
37 L. 13 febbraio 2001, n. 5.
38 L. 8 marzo 2001, n. 40, nochmals reformiert durch L. 21 aprile 2011, n. 62.
39 L.5 dicembre 2005, n. 251, sog. legge „ex‐Cirielli”.
40 Art. 23 Abs. 5 und 69 Abs. 2 der Gefängnisverordnung, D.P.R. 30 giugno
2000, n. 230. Diese „carta dei diritti e doveri dei detenuti e degli internati” gibt es zudem
32
33
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ben Jahr wurden die Vergünstigungen für Verurteilte wegen Straftaten
zum Nachteil von Minderjährigen eingeschränkt.41
Das italienische Strafvollstreckungssystem
1. Die rechtskräftige Entscheidung als Voraussetzung der Strafvollstreckung
Voraussetzung der Vollstreckung einer Entscheidung ist stets ihre
Rechtskraft. Die italienische Strafprozessordnung enthält am Beginn
des 10. Buchs, das die Vollstreckung behandelt, einen ersten Titel über
die rechtskräftig entschiedene Sache (giudicato). Nach Art. 648 Abs. 1
und 2 c.p.p. sind Urteile in der Sache dann rechtskräftig, wenn außer
der Wiederaufnahme kein Rechtsmittel mehr zulässig ist oder wenn
die Rechtsmittelfrist bzw. die Frist zur Anfechtung der Entscheidung
über die Unzulässigkeit des Rechtsmittels abgelaufen ist. Wurde Revi‐
sion eingelegt, tritt die Rechtskraft an dem Tag ein, an dem die Revisi‐
on als unzulässig verworfen oder als unbegründet zurückgewiesen
wird. Die Rechtskraft von Strafbefehlen42 regelt Art. 648 Abs. 2 c.p.p.
Zu den Folgen der Rechtskraft einer Entscheidung gehört zunächst,
dass ihr Inhalt nicht mehr verändert werden kann (immutabilità del con‐
tenuto decisorio).43 In diesem Sinne gilt auch das Verbot eines zweiten

in den dort am meisten verbreiteten Fremdsprachen.
41 Art. 7 L. 1 ottobre 2012, n. 172.
42 Im Strafbefehlsverfahren (procedimento per decreto, Art. 459‐464 c.p.p.) bean‐
tragt die Staatsanwaltschaft beim Ermittlungsrichter den Erlass eines Strafbefehls,
wenn sie der Ansicht ist, dass nur eine Geldstrafe anzuwenden ist. Dabei beantragt
sie eine Strafe, die bis um die Hälfte der angedrohten Mindeststrafe herabgesetzt
werden kann. Legt der Angeklagte Widerspruch gegen den Strafbefehl ein, wird
das ordentliche Verfahren weitergeführt.
43 Dies gilt insofern nur eingeschränkt, als eine Veränderung zum einen durch
außerordentliche Rechtsmittel, wie die Wiederaufnahme des Verfahrens (revisione,
Art. 629 ff. c.p.p.) oder die außerordentliche Revision (ricorso straordinario, Art. 625‐
bis c.p.p.) und zum anderen durch eine eventuelle Entscheidung des Europäischen
Gerichtshofs für Menschenrechte möglich ist, vgl. auch Chiavario, Diritto processua‐
le penale, 6. Aufl. Turin 2015, S. 685 f.; Perchinunno (Anm. 8), S. 620 ff. Ausführlich
und kritisch zu Art. 625‐bis c.p.p. Gaito & Ranaldi, Esecuzione penale,2. Aufl. Mai‐
land 2005, S. 61 ff.
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(Straf‐)Urteils in der Sache (divieto di un secondo giudizio, Art. 649
c.p.p.).44 Hier wird zwischen dem Grundsatz des ne bis in idem auf na‐
tionaler und auf internationaler Ebene unterschieden. Die rechtskräfti‐
ge Entscheidung ist ferner auch für Dritte verbindlich (obbligatorietà)
und kann somit auch andere zivil‐ oder verwaltungsrechtliche Urteile
beeinflussen (efficacia del giudicato in altri giudizi, Art. 651 ff. c.p.p.).45
Schließlich wird eine Entscheidung durch ihre Rechtskraft auch voll‐
streckbar (esecutività del giudicato, Art. 650 c.p.p.).46
2. Überblick über die Vollstreckung von freiheitsentziehenden Sanktionen
Der Strafvollstreckung ist in der italienischen Strafprozessordnung
ein eigenes Buch gewidmet. Im Strafvollstreckungsverfahren hat die
Staatsanwaltschaft (pubblico ministero) eine tragende Rolle. Nach Art. 73
des italienischen Gerichtsverfassungsgesetzes (ordinamento giudiziario,
o.g.) gehört es zu den Aufgaben der Staatsanwaltschaft, rechtskräftige
Entscheidungen und alle anderen Verfügungen des Richters zu voll‐
ziehen. Auch Art. 655 c.p.p. bestimmt, dass die Staatsanwaltschaft von
Amts wegen die Vollstreckung der Verfügungen übernimmt. Für die
Vollstreckung einer Freiheitsstrafe erlässt sie den Vollstreckungsbefehl
(ordine di esecuzione), stellt ihn dem Verteidiger zu und übersendet eine
Kopie an den Betroffenen (Art. 656 Abs. 1 und 3 c.p.p.). Zuständig ist
die Staatsanwaltschaft beim zuständigen Vollstreckungsgericht (Art.
655 i.V.m. 665 c.p.p.). Die Rechtmäßigkeit des Vollstreckungsbefehls
kann der Verurteilte vom Vollstreckungsgericht im Verfahren gemäß
Art. 666 c.p.p. überprüfen lassen.47 Mit dem Vollstreckungsbefehl wird
gleichzeitig die Inhaftierung des Verurteilten angeordnet, soweit sich
dieser nicht bereits in Haft befindet. Er wird daher auch Haftbefehl (or‐

44 Zu den Voraussetzungen vgl. Siracusano, Tranchina & Zappalà, Elementi di
diritto processuale penale, 3. Aufl. Mailand 2007, S. 315 f.
45 Siehe hierzu im Einzelnen Chiavario (Anm. 43), S. 698 ff.; Perchinunno (Anm.
8), S. 623 ff.; Siracusano, Tranchina & Zappalà (Anm. 44), S. 316.
46 Zur Übereinstimmung von Rechtskraft und Vollstreckbarkeit sowie zu den
Ausnahmen vgl. Perchinunno (Anm. 8), S. 622 f.
47 Vgl. Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 656 XVIII. Rn.1.
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dine di carcerazione) genannt. Diesen konkret in die Tat umzusetzen, ist
dann Sache der Polizei, wobei sie die Rechte des Verurteilten zu wah‐
ren hat (Art. 656 Abs. 4 i.V.m. Art. 277 c.p.p.).48
Soll eine Strafe von maximal drei Jahren49 vollstreckt werden, wird
die Vollstreckung der Strafe durch die Staatsanwaltschaft (vorläufig)50
ausgesetzt (Art. 656 Abs. 5 c.p.p.). Diese – obligatorische – Aussetzung
dient dazu, dem Verurteilten bzw. seinem Verteidiger die Möglichkeit
zu geben, einen Antrag auf bestimmte, in der italienischen Strafvoll‐
zugsordnung geregelte, alternative Maßnahmen zur Haft zu stellen.51
Einer Person, die eventuell von diesen Maßnahmen profitieren und so
die Haft vermeiden kann, soll nicht zugemutet werden, die Zeit, in der
sie den entsprechenden Antrag stellen kann und bis darüber entschie‐
den ist, vorübergehend doch in der Vollzugsanstalt verbringen zu
müssen.52 Von dieser Pflicht zur Aussetzung gibt es einige Ausnah‐
men, die in Art. 656 Abs. 7 und 9 c.p.p. geregelt sind. So ist die Ausset‐
zung ausgeschlossen, wenn sie wegen derselben Verurteilung schon
einmal angeordnet wurde (Abs. 7),53 wenn der Täter wegen bestimmter
schwerer Straftaten54 verurteilt wurde (Abs. 9a), wenn sich der Verur‐
teilte wegen der Tat, wegen der er verurteilt wurde, in dem Moment,
in dem die Verurteilung rechtskräftig wird, in Untersuchungshaft be‐

Vgl. Chiavario (Anm. 43), S. 706.
Bei Drogenabhängigen, die sich einer Therapie unterwerfen, ist im Gegensatz
hierzu eine Aussetzung von Freiheitsstrafen bis zu sechs Jahren möglich (Art. 90
und 94 D.P.R. 9 ottobre 1990, n. 309).
50 Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 656 V. Rn. 3.
51 Chiavario (Anm. 43), S. 707; Perchinunno (Anm. 8), S. 627. Zu den alternati‐
ven Maßnahmen siehe unten.
52 Nach Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 656 IV Rn. 1 gilt dies auch, wenn
der Verurteilte nicht greifbar ist.
53 Hierdurch soll vermieden werden, dass durch Kettenanträge die Vollstre‐
ckung der Strafe unendlich aufgeschoben wird, vgl. Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25),
Art. 656 VI. Rn. 1.
54 Das sind zum einen die Straftaten, die im Katalog des Art. 4‐bis o.p. enthalten
sind (u.a. Terrorismus, Mafiadelikte, Sklaverei, Minderjährigenprostitution, schwe‐
re Zoll‐ und Drogendelikte), zum anderen Brandstiftung und schwerer Diebstahl.
48
49
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findet (Abs. 9b)55 und wenn der Verurteilte wiederholter Rückfalltäter
i.S.d. Art. 99 Abs. 4 c.p. ist (Abs. 9c). Mit der Zustellung des Ausset‐
zungsbeschlusses erfolgt der Hinweis, dass, wenn innerhalb von drei‐
ßig Tagen ein solcher Antrag nicht erfolgt, die Strafvollstreckung un‐
mittelbar ihren Lauf nimmt (Art. 656 Abs. 5 c.p.p.). Dementsprechend
wird der Aussetzungsbeschluss widerrufen, wenn der Antrag auf eine
alternative Maßnahme nicht rechtzeitig gestellt oder von der Überwa‐
chungskammer als unzulässig oder unbegründet zurückgewiesen wird
(Art. 656 Abs. 7 c.p.p.). Befindet sich der Verurteilte in Hausarrest, so
wird die Vollstreckung der Strafe nach Art. 656 Abs. 10 c.p.p. ebenso
ausgesetzt. Er kommt aber nicht in Freiheit, sondern verbleibt bis zur
Entscheidung der Überwachungskammer in dem Status, in dem er sich
befindet.
Bei der Bestimmung der zu vollstreckenden Strafe muss der Staats‐
anwalt die abgesessene Untersuchungshaft sowie ggf. Hausarrest ab‐
ziehen (Art. 284 Abs. 5, 657 Abs. 1 c.p.p., Art. 137 c.p.).56 Die entspre‐
chende Entscheidung wird auf Antrag durch das Vollstreckungsge‐
richt im Verfahren gemäß Art. 666 c.p.p. überprüft.
Für die Vollstreckung von Sicherungsmaßnahmen (mit Ausnahme
der Einziehung) ist – in Abweichung von der allgemeinen Regel – die
Staatsanwaltschaft beim Überwachungsgericht zuständig. Die Staats‐
anwaltschaft beim Vollstreckungsgericht übermittelt ihr zu diesem
Zweck die Akten (Art. 658 Abs. 1 c.p.p.). Sind die Sicherungsmaßnah‐
men nur provisorisch angeordnet, ist die Staatsanwaltschaft bei dem
Gericht zuständig, das die vorläufige Maßnahme angeordnet hat
(Art. 658 Abs. 2 c.p.p.).
3.Die gerichtliche Kontrolle der Strafvollstreckung
Für die gerichtliche Kontrolle im Vollstreckungsverfahren ist das

55 Hier zieht der Grund für die Aussetzung nicht, dass die Inhaftierung einer
(in Freiheit befindlichen) Person in den Fällen vermieden werden soll, in denen die
Möglichkeit besteht, dass sie die Strafe gar nicht in der Vollzugsanstalt verbüßen
muss, vgl. auch Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 656VII. Rn. 8.
56 Chiavario (Anm. 43), S. 708.
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Vollstreckungsgericht (giudice dell’esecuzione) zuständig. Es soll den
Schutz der Grundrechte, insbesondere der persönlichen Freiheit, die
unvermeidlich im Rahmen der Strafvollstreckung in besonderem Maße
betroffen werden, gewährleisten57 und entscheidet über alle Fragen,
die mit dem Vollstreckungstitel in Zusammenhang stehen, wie seine
Existenz, seine Wirksamkeit oder nachträglich eintretende Gründe für
seine Aufhebung.58 Ferner kontrolliert es die Maßnahmen der Staats‐
anwaltschaft und die Anträge des Verurteilten.59
Grundsätzlich ist derselbe Richter, der eine Verfügung erlassen hat,
auch für seine Vollstreckung zuständig (Art. 665 Abs. 1 c.p.p.).60 Dies
wird damit begründet, dass er am besten seine eigene Entscheidung in‐
terpretieren kann.61 Von anderer Seite wird diese Regelung hingegen
kritisiert. Obwohl das Vollstreckungsgericht nur in den engen Grenzen
des Urteilstenors (dispositivo) entscheide, sei der Richter der die Maß‐
nahme erlassen habe, der Überzeugung, dass das Vollstreckungsver‐
fahren allein die möglichst getreue Ausführung der rechtskräftigen
Entscheidung zum Ziel habe.62 Hier ergibt sich tatsächlich ein Problem,
was die Unvoreingenommenheit des Gerichts, den Grundsatz der
Trennung von Rollen und Aufgaben sowie allgemein das Prinzip des
contraddittorio betrifft.
Dem „Vollstreckungsverfahren”(procedimento di esecuzione) ist in der
Strafprozessordnung eine eigene Regelung zugewiesen. Es unterschei‐
det sich nämlich vom Erkenntnisverfahren in seiner Struktur, in der
Art, wie das Recht auf das contraddittorio63 verwirklicht wird, in der
57 Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 665 II. Rn. 1; Perchinunno (Anm. 8), S.
630; Siracusano, Trachina & Zappalà (Anm. 44), S. 318 f.; Tonini, Manuale di proce‐
dura penale,16. Aufl. Mailand 2015, S. 998.
58 Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 68; Presutti (Anm. 8), S. 8.
59 Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 69.
60 Konkret ist dies entweder das erstinstanzliche oder das Berufungsgericht
(Art. 665 Abs. 2–4‐bis c.p.p.).
61 Siracusano, Tranchina & Zappalà (Anm. 44), S. 319.
62 Vgl. Gaito & Ranaldi (Anm. 43), S. 165 ff; Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art.
665 III. Rn. 2 m.w.N.; Presutti (Anm. 8), S. 2.
63 Zum contraddittorio siehe oben Fn. 12.
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Form der das Verfahren abschließenden Entscheidung (Beschluss statt
Urteil) und in den Rechtsmitteln.64 Eingeleitet wird das Vollstre‐
ckungsverfahren – von wenigen Ausnahmen abgesehen – auf Antrag
einer Partei (Staatsanwaltschaft oder Betroffener65 und/oder dessen
Verteidiger, Art. 666 Abs. 1 c.p.p.). Hierbei ist die Beteiligung der
Staatsanwaltschaft und des Verteidigers absolut unerlässlich.66 Soweit
gesetzlich nichts anderes bestimmt ist, findet ein förmliches Verfahren
statt, das aufgrund einer nichtöffentlichen Verhandlung (udienza in ca‐
mera di consiglio)67 mit einem durch Revision anfechtbaren Beschluss
(Art. 666 Abs. 6 c.p.p.) endet.
Dem Vollstreckungsgericht können alle bestreitbaren Fragen zur
Entscheidung vorgelegt werden, die die Existenz, die Gültigkeit des
Vollstreckungstitels oder Tatsachen, die seinen Tatbestand oder Inhalt
verändern, betreffen. Das Vollstreckungsgericht darf eine rechtskräfti‐
ge Entscheidung aber nicht ändern. Es kann sie lediglich interpretieren,
um ihren Inhalt und ihre Reichweite zu verdeutlichen.68 Die Entschei‐
dungen der Staatsanwaltschaft bei der Strafvollstreckung können nicht
mit Rechtsmitteln angegriffen werden. Sie werden stattdessen im Voll‐
streckungsverfahren gerichtlich überprüft. Einige Aufgaben des Voll‐
streckungsgerichts sind in verschiedenen Vorschriften konkretisiert
und ausdrücklich im Detail geregelt.69 Vielfach geht es dabei auch dar‐
um, bestimmte Fehler des Urteils – obwohl es bereits rechtskräftig ist –
zumindest vollstreckungsrechtlich noch etwas zu korrigieren, so z.B.
wenn unter Verstoß gegen den Grundsatz des ne bis in idem mehrere
Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 497.
Den Begriff des „Betroffenen” (interessato) hat der Kassationshof weit ausge‐
legt. Nach Cass. 23 gennaio 1996, Cass. pen. 1997, S. 1418 bezieht er sich auf jede
Person, die am Erkenntnisverfahren beteiligt war oder auch nicht, und Inhaber von
subjektiven Rechtspositionen ist, denen infolge der Festigung oder Beseitigung ei‐
ner bestimmten Entscheidung ein Vor‐ oder Nachteil entsteht.
66 Damit wird dem Recht auf das contraddittorio Rechnung getragen, vgl. Per‐
chinunno (Anm. 8), S. 632.
67 „Wo nötig”, findet auch eine Beweisaufnahme statt (Art. 666 Abs. 5 c.p.p.).
68 Vgl. Giarda & Spangher (Anm. 25), Art. 665 II. Rn. 3 m.w.N.
69 Siehe im Einzelnen Chiavario (Anm. 43), S. 708 f.
64
65
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rechtskräftige Verurteilungen gegen dieselbe Person in derselben Sa‐
che ergangen sind (Art. 669 c.p.p.), wenn die zu vollstreckende Verfü‐
gung (rechtlich) nicht vorliegt70 oder nicht vollstreckbar ist (Art. 670
c.p.p.),71 wenn eine Idealkonkurrenz oder ein Fortsetzungszusammen‐
hang im Erkenntnisverfahren nicht berücksichtigt worden ist (Art. 672
c.p.p.), oder auch wenn ein Straftatbestand nach der rechtskräftigen
Verurteilung aufgehoben oder für verfassungswidrig erklärt wurde
(Art. 673 c.p.p.).
Andere Fälle erfordern eine schnelle und direkte Entscheidung und
erfolgen daher ausnahmsweise im formlosen Verfahren.72 Dies ist z.B.
der Fall bei Zweifeln über die Identität der inhaftierten Person (Art.
667 c.p.p.), wenn eine Person wegen einer Namensverwechslung an‐
stelle einer anderen verurteilt worden ist (Art. 668 c.p.p.) oder bei der
Anwendung von Amnestie und Straferlass (Art. 672 c.p.p.). Dann ent‐
scheidet das Vollstreckungsgericht durch Beschluss (ordinanza), dem
die Staatsanwaltschaft, der Betroffene und sein Verteidiger widerspre‐
chen können. Im Falle eines Widerspruchs wird die Sache im förmli‐
chen Verfahren behandelt.
Das italienische Strafvollzugssystem
1. Allgemeines
Nach Art. 27 Abs. 3 der italienischen Verfassung dürfen die Strafen
nicht in einer gegen das Empfinden der Menschlichkeit verstoßenden
Behandlung bestehen und sollen die Umerziehung des Verurteilten
bezwecken. Strafvollzugsanstalten (istituti penitenziari) für Erwachsene
sind nach Art. 59 o.p. die Untersuchungshaftanstalten (istituti di custo‐
dia cautelare, Art. 60 o.p.), die Anstalten zur Strafvollstreckung (istituti
per l’esecuzione delle pene, Art. 61 o.p.), die Anstalten zum Vollzug von

Z.B. ein Urteil eines sachlich unzuständigen Gerichts.
Z.B. wenn sie – etwa wegen fehlender oder nicht wirksamer Zustellung –
noch angefochten werden kann oder ein Rechtsmittelverfahren noch nicht abge‐
schlossen ist, vgl. Siracusano, Tranchina & Zappalà (Anm. 44), S. 319.
72 Siracusano, Tranchina & Zappalà (Anm. 44), S. 320.
70
71
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Sicherungsmaßnahmen (istituti per le misure di sicurezza detentive,
Art. 62 o.p.) und die Beobachtungszentren (centri di osservazione, Art. 63
o.p.). Für Minderjährige gibt es die Jugendstrafvollzugszentren (centri
per la giustizia minorile), zu denen u.a. der Sozialdienst für Minderjähri‐
ge, Jugendstrafanstalten und Aufnahmezentren gehören (Art. 8 D.Lgs.
272/1989). Der Resozialisierung dienen nach Art. 15 o.p. Ausbildung,
Arbeit, Religion, Kultur‐, Freizeit‐ und Sportaktivitäten, der Kontakt
mit der Außenwelt sowie die Verbindung zur Familie. Die letzten bei‐
den Elemente sind dabei besonders wichtig, weshalb den Inhaftierten
Besprechungen, Schriftverkehr und Telefongespräche gestattet sind.
Die Ausgestaltung des Strafvollzugs erfolgt ferner durch alternative
Maßnahmen zur Haft, Vergünstigungen und Disziplinarmaßnahmen.
2. Alternative Maßnahmen zur Haft
Die alternativen Maßnahmen zur Haft sowie Regeln für ihren Wi‐
derruf wurden erstmals mit der Strafvollzugsordung von 1975 einge‐
führt und in den Jahren 1986 und 1998 ergänzt. Sie sollen den Verur‐
teilten außerhalb der Gefängnismauern halten und dienen somit den
wesentlichen Anforderungen des Strafvollzugssystems, nämlich der
Resozialisierung des Verurteilten, der Effektivität der Strafe und der
Gefängnispopulation.73 Die im Rahmen dieser Maßnahmen verbüßte
Strafe entspricht der Zeit, die eigentlich in Haft zu verbringen gewesen
wäre. Ihre Rechtsnatur ist umstritten.74 Für die Gewährung von alter‐
nativen Maßnahmen ist die Überwachungsgerichtsbarkeit (magistratura
di sorveglianza) zuständig.
– Bei der Überweisung an den Sozialdienst zur Bewährung (affida‐
mento in prova al servizio sociale, Art. 47 o.p.)75 kann der Verurteilte

Corso (Anm. 1), S. 236; Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 251.
Die Meinungen reichen dabei von einem Institut des materiellen Strafrechts,
über einen Grund für die Aussetzung einer bereits begonnenen Vollstreckung oder
einem Institut des Strafvollzugsrechts bis hin zu einem aus materiellen und pro‐
zessualen Elementen bestehenden selbständigen Gebiet, vgl. Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S.
233 f.
75 Vgl. allgemein Ardita, Degl’Innocenti & Faldi, Diritto penitenziario, 3. Aufl.
73
74
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unter dessen Kontrolle seine Strafe in Freiheit verbüßen. Ihm kön‐
nen dabei auch bestimmte Weisungen erteilt werden. Die Maß‐
nahme kommt nur bei Verurteilungen bis zu drei Jahren in Be‐
tracht. Voraussetzung ist, dass das beobachtete Verhalten des Ver‐
urteilten nach der Tat vermuten lässt, dass die Begehung weiterer
Straftaten nicht zu befürchten ist und Grund zu der Annahme be‐
steht, dass die Maßnahme zur Resozialisierung beiträgt.76 Besonde‐
re Arten dieser Maßnahme gibt es für Alkohol‐ und Drogensüchti‐
ge (Art. 94 D.P.R. 309/90), für AIDS‐Kranke (Art. 47‐ter o.p.) und
für Soldaten, die von einem Militärgericht verurteilt worden sind
(Art. 1 L. 167/83).
„Haushaft”77 (detenzione domiciliare, Art. 47‐ter o.p.), das heißt die
Verbüßung der Freiheitsstrafe in der eigenen Wohnung oder an ei‐
nem anderen privaten Aufenthaltsort bzw. an einem öffentlichen
Pflege‐ oder Fürsorgeort oder in einer Aufnahmeeinrichtung, kann
u.a. angeordnet werden, wenn der Verurteilte über 70 Jahre alt ist.
Es darf sich allerdings nicht um einen Rückfall‐, Gewohnheits‐, Be‐
rufs‐ oder Hangverbrecher handeln. Ebenso sind bestimmte Straf‐
taten ausgeschlossen (Art. 47‐ter Abs. 01 o.p.).78 Personen, die sich
aus bestimmten gesundheitlichen oder sozialen Gründen in einer
besonders schwierigen persönlichen Situation befinden (z.B.

Rom 2016, S. 191 ff.; Pavarini, Codice Commentato del Esecuzione Penale, Vol. I, Turin
2002, S. 96 ff.
76 Die für die Zeit von einem Monat vorgesehene Beobachtung kann sowohl
während der begonnen Verbüßung der Strafe in einer Strafvollzugsanstalt als auch
in Freiheit erfolgen. Vgl. auch Filippi & Spangher,Manuale di diritto penitenziario, 3.
Aufl. Mailand 2011, S. 114.
77 Der Begriff „Haushaft” wurde gewählt in Abgrenzung zum Hausarrest (ar‐
resto domiciliare), der als alternative Zwangsmaßnahme zur Untersuchungshaft im
Ermittlungsverfahren verhängt werden kann (Art. 284 c.p.p.), sowie zum Hausauf‐
enthalt (permanenza domiciliare), eine Hauptstrafe im Rahmen des friedensgerichtli‐
chen Verfahrens (Art. 53 D.Lgs. 274/2000). Zu letzterem in deutscher Sprache: Jar‐
vers (Anm. 4), S. 183–201.
78 U.a. Versklavung, Kinderpornographie, einige schwere Sexualdelikte sowie
zahlreiche Delikte organisierter Kriminalität.
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Schwangere, Witwer mit kleinen Kindern, Kranke, Ältere mit Be‐
hinderung, Heranwachsende), dürfen ihre Strafe in Haushaft ver‐
büßen, wenn (noch) eine Freiheitsstrafe von maximal vier Jahren
(bei Rückfall von maximal drei Jahren) zu verbüßen ist (Art. 47‐ter
Abs. 1. o.p.). Weitere Fälle, in denen Haushaft gewährt werden
kann, regeln Art. 47‐ter Abs. 1‐bis und 1‐ter o.p.79 Erleichterte Re‐
geln gelten für Mütter mit kleinen Kindern (Art. 47‐quinquies o.p.).
Schließlich können mittlerweile kurze Freiheitsstrafen (bis 18 Mo‐
nate) zu Hause vollstreckt werden (Art. 1 L. 199/2010).
Im Rahmen der sog. „Halbfreiheit” (semilibertà, Art. 48 ff. o.p.)
kann der Verurteilte bei einer Freiheitsstrafe bis zu sechs Monaten,
oder wenn bereits die Hälfte der Freiheitsstrafe80 verbüßt ist, einen
Teil des Tages außerhalb der Haftanstalt verbringen, um bei‐
spielsweise einer Arbeit nachzugehen, eine Ausbildung zu machen
oder an Lehrgängen oder sonstigen der Resozialisierung dienen‐
den Aktivitäten teilzunehmen.81
Die vorzeitige Entlassung (liberazione anticipata, Art. 54 o.p.) dient
der Wiedereingliederung des Verurteilten in die Gesellschaft.82 Für
jedes Halbjahr der Haft, in dem der Verurteilte seine Bereitschaft
zur Resozialisierung unter Beweis gestellt hat, werden 45 Tage von
seiner Strafe abgezogen. Hierbei gilt das Prinzip der „Semestriali‐
sierung”,83 d. h. jedes Halbjahr wird einzeln und unabhängig von

79 Siehe im Einzelnen Ardita, Degl’Innocenti & Faldi (Anm. 75), S. 229 ff.; Filip‐
pi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 133 ff.
80 Bzw. zwei Drittel bei bestimmten besonders schweren Straftaten (Art. 50 Abs.
2 o.p.) oder zwanzig Jahre bei lebenslanger Haft (Art. 50 Abs. 5 o.p.).
81 Umfassend hierzu: Ardita, Degl’Innocenti & Faldi (Anm. 75), S. 254 ff.; Corso
(Anm. 1), Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 344 ff.; Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 142 ff; Pa‐
varini (Anm. 75), S. 149 ff.
82 Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 391. Nach Corso (Anm. 1), S. 283 und Filippi & Spang‐
her (Anm. 76), S. 163 ff. handelt es sich, obwohl vom Gesetzgeber dort eingeordnet,
nicht um eine alternative Maßnahme zur Haft, sondern um eine Vergünstigung,
nämlich die Verkürzung der Haftzeit wegen guter Führung.
83 Entscheidung des Verfassungsgerichtshofs vom 31. Mai 1990, Nr. 276, Giust.
Pen. 1990, 235 ff.
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den anderen beurteilt. Im günstigsten Fall ist also eine Reduzie‐
rung der Strafe um nahezu ein Viertel möglich.
Die bedingte Entlassung (liberazione condizionale) ist zwar bei den
Strafaufhebungsgründen im Strafgesetzbuch (Art. 176, 177 c.p.) ge‐
regelt, wird heute aber vielfach zu den alternativen Maßnahmen
gerechnet.84 Sie ist an mehrere Voraussetzungen gebunden.85 Zu‐
nächst muss der Verurteilte reuig sein, sich also während der Voll‐
streckung der Strafe so geführt haben, dass mit Sicherheit anzu‐
nehmen ist, dass er sich gebessert hat. Hierfür reicht eine „norma‐
le” gute Führung, die bereits eine Pflicht des Inhaftierten darstellt,
nicht aus. Vielmehr ist der Nachweis erforderlich, dass sich seine
Persönlichkeit tief greifend verändert hat.86 Er muss also, mit ande‐
ren Worten, mit der Vergangenheit vollständig abgeschlossen ha‐
ben. Ferner müssen bereits mindestens dreißig Monate oder jeden‐
falls mindestens die Hälfte der verhängten Strafe verbüßt worden
sein und der verbleibende Strafrest darf fünf Jahre nicht über‐
schreiten (Art. 176 Abs. 1 c.p.).87 Schließlich muss der Verurteilte
evtl. bestehende zivilrechtliche Verpflichtungen aus der strafbaren
Handlung erfüllt haben, oder beweisen, dass ihm die Erfüllung
unmöglich war (Art. 176 Ab. 4 c.p.). Sind diese Voraussetzungen
gegeben, muss die bedingte Strafentlassung gewährt werden88 und
der Verurteilte wird der Sicherungsmaßnahme „Freiheit unter
Aufsicht” (libertà vigilata) unterworfen (Art. 228, 230 Nr. 2 c.p.)89

Vgl. Corso (Anm. 1), S. 290; Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 365.
Fiandaca & Musco, Diritto penale. Parte generale, 7. Aufl., Bologna 2014, 839 ff;
Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 152 ff.; Pavarini (Anm. 75), S. 387.
86 Pavarini (Anm. 75), S. 392; Entscheidung des Kassationsgerichtshofs vom
18. Juli 1990, Riv. pen. 1991, 536.
87 Bei Rückfalltätern erst nach vier Jahren und mindestens drei Viertel der ver‐
hängten (Art. 176 Abs. 2 c.p.). Im Falle einer Verurteilung zu lebenslanger Haft
kommt nach Art. 176 Abs. 3 c.p. eine bedingte Freilassung erst nach Verbüßung
von 26 Jahren in Betracht.
88 Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 154.
89 In diesem Rahmen werden vom Richter bestimmte Weisungen erteilt, um Ge‐
legenheiten zu neuen Straftaten zu vermeiden (Art. 228 Abs. 2 c.p.). Hierzu im ein‐
84
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Die bedingte Entlassung kann widerrufen werden, wenn er eine
Straftat begeht oder gegen Verpflichtungen dieses Regimes ver‐
stößt (Art. 177 Abs. 1 c.p.). Ansonsten erlischt die Strafe nach Ab‐
lauf des Strafrests, der zum Zeitpunkt der teilweisen Aussetzung
noch ausstand (Art. 177 Abs. 2).90
3. Vergünstigungen
Dem Verurteilten können aus verschiedenen Gründen Vergünstigun‐
gen (benefici penitenziari) gewährt werden. Mit der neuen Strafvoll‐
zugsordnung wurden zunächst sog. „notwendige Erlaubnisse” (per‐
messi di necessità) eingeführt, die dem Verurteilten (oder auch dem Un‐
tersuchungsgefangenen) erlauben, bei besonders schwerwiegenden
familiären Ereignissen, insbesondere, wenn ein Familienmitglied le‐
bensgefährlich erkrankt ist, kurze Zeiten in Freiheit zu verbringen
(Art. 30 o.p.). Die 1986 geschaffenen sog. „belohnenden Erlaubnisse”
(permessi premio, Art. 30‐ter c.p.) können einem nicht für die Allge‐
meinheit gefährlichen Verurteilten91 gewährt werden, wenn er einen
bestimmten Teil der Strafe abgesessen hat.92 Der Freigang für maximal
15 Tage dient dazu, gefühlsmäßige, kulturelle oder geschäftliche Bin‐
dungen zu pflegen. Im Jahr können bis zu 45 Tage gewährt werden.
Weitere Vergünstigungen sind die Arbeit außerhalb der Vollzugsan‐
stalt (lavoro all’esterno, Art. 21 o.p.), der Schuldenerlass (remissione del
debito, Art. 6 D.P.R. 115/2002), d.h. die Entbindung von den Prozesskos‐
ten für Verurteilte, die in schlechten wirtschaftlichen Verhältnissen le‐
ben, und die Wiedereinsetzung in die früheren Rechte (riabilitazione,

zelnen Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 375 .
90 Bei zu lebenslanger Gefängnisstrafe Verurteilten fünf Jahre nachdem die be‐
dingte Entlassung gewährt wurde.
91 Bei guter Führung (“regolare condotta”).
92 Bei einer Verurteilung zu lebenslanger Freiheitsstrafe nach 10 Jahren, bei ei‐
ner Verurteilung wegen schwerer Straftaten, insbesondere auch im Zusammen‐
hang mit organisierter Kriminalität, nach der Hälfte, bei einer Verurteilung zu
mehr als vier Jahren Freiheitsstrafe nach einem Viertel, darunter auch sofort
(Art. 30‐ter Abs. 4 o.p.).
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Art. 178 ff. c.p.), also das Erlöschen von Nebenstrafen und anderen
strafrechtlichen Wirkungen der Verurteilung.93 Schließlich gibt es be‐
sondere Vergünstigungen für Kronzeugen (Art. 16‐nonies D.L. 8/91).
4. Sonstige Maßnahmen
Im Rahmen des Strafvollzugs können auch sog. „Strafmaßnah‐
men”(provvedimenti di rigore) zur Anwendung kommen:
– Gefangene, die die Sicherheit der Vollzugsanstalt gefährden, ihre
Ordnung stören, mit Gewalt oder Drohung die Aktivitäten der an‐
deren Gefangenen behindern oder sie unterwerfen, können bis zu
sechs Monate einem besonderen Überwachungssystem (regime di
sorveglianza particolare) unterzogen werden (Art. 14‐bis o.p.). Damit
werden ihnen Beschränkungen auferlegt, die unbedingt für die
Aufrechterhaltung der Sicherheit und Ordnung erforderlich sind
(Art. 14‐quater Abs. 1 o.p.).94 Keinesfalls dürfen die Einschränkun‐
gen aber folgende Bereiche betreffen: Körperpflege, Gesundheit,
Verpflegung, Bekleidung, Ausstattung, Gegenstände, die die Si‐
cherheit nicht gefährden, Bücher, Zeitschriften, Religionsausübung,
Radio, zwei Stunden Hofgang täglich, Besprechungen mit dem
Verteidiger, Ehegatten, Lebenspartner, Kinder, Eltern und Ge‐
schwistern (Art. 14‐quater Abs. 4 o.p.).
– Im Falle eines Aufstandes oder anderen schwerwiegenden Notsi‐
tuationen kann der Justizminister in einer Vollzugsanstalt oder ei‐
nem Teil davon die normalen Regeln über die Behandlung der In‐
sassen für den dafür unbedingt notwendigen Zeitraum aussetzen
(Art. 41‐bis Abs. 1 o.p.). Inhaltlich dürften die Beschränkungen ähn‐
lich sein, wie bei Art. 14‐quater o.p.
– Ein solche Aussetzung ist seit 199295 auch in Bezug auf Personen

Vgl. hierzu Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 177 ff. und 181 ff.
Z.B. können außerfamiliäre Außenkontakte, der Empfang oder Besitz von ge‐
fährlichen Objekten, Telefon‐ oder Briefkontakte, Kultur, Freizeitbeschäftigungen,
Sport oder die Bewegungsfreiheit begrenzt werden, vgl. Corso (Anm. 1), S. 188.
95 Eingeführt nach der Ermordung Giovanni Falcones durch D.L. 8 giugno 1992,
n. 306.
93
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möglich, die wegen Straftaten der organisierten Kriminalität inhaf‐
tiert sind. Voraussetzung ist das Vorliegen von schwerwiegenden
Gründen der öffentlichen Sicherheit und Ordnung (Art. 41‐bis
Abs. 2 o.p.). Dieses System der sog. strengen Haft (“carcere duro”)
dient vor allem dazu, die Kommunikation mit den kriminellen Or‐
ganisationen aus der Haft heraus zu unterbinden.96
– Bei Verstoß gegen Disziplinvorschriften können nach Art. 39 o.p.
folgende Disziplinarmaßnahmen (sanzioni disciplinari) verhängt
werden: Ermahnung durch den Direktor, öffentliche Verwarnung
durch den Direktor, Ausschluss von Freizeitbeschäftigungen oder
Sport für maximal 10 Tage, Isolation während des Hofgangs für bis
zu 10 Tage, Ausschluss von Gemeinschaftsaktivitäten für höchs‐
tens 15 Tage.
– Eine dauerhafte Isolierung des Verurteilten (isolamento continuo,
Art. 33 o.p.) ist u.a. möglich aus medizinischen Gründen (anste‐
ckende Krankheit), um die Verschleierung von Beweisen zu ver‐
hindern oder auch auf Antrag des Betroffenen.97
Für Personen, die wegen bestimmter schwerer Straftaten98 verurteilt
sind und daher als besonders gefährlich angesehen werden, gilt ein
spezielles Vollzugssystem, das insbesondere das Verbot der Gewäh‐
rung von Vergünstigungen (Art. 4‐bis bzw. 58‐quater o.p.) beinhaltet.
Ausnahmen gelten für Kronzeugen (Art. 58‐ter o.p.).
5. Die gerichtliche Kontrolle des Strafvollzugs
Um den verfassungsrechtlich geschützten Strafzweck der Umerzie‐
hung zu gewährleisten, muss auch der Strafvollzug selbst kontrolliert
werden, um zum einen zu überprüfen, ob die Strafe zur Persönlichkeit
des Verurteilten passt und zum anderen, um ggf. andere Sanktions‐
möglichkeiten anzuwenden, die eine Wiedereingliederung in die Ge‐
sellschaft ermöglichen.99 Hierfür gibt es in Italien eine eigene Gerichts‐
Siehe eingehend Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 193 ff.
Filippi & Spangher (Anm. 76), S. 226 f.
98 Insbesondere im Zusammenhang mit organisierter Kriminalität.
99 Tonini (Anm. 57), S. 1021.
96
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barkeit, die Überwachungsgerichtsbarkeit (magistratura di sorveglianza),
die zum einen über Fragen entscheidet, wie zweckmäßig und effektiv
die Strafe für die Resozialisierung ist und zum anderen über solche, bei
denen die Feststellung der Gefährlichkeit der Person entscheidend ist.
Die Richter in der Überwachungsgerichtsbarkeit sind unabhängige
und spezialisierte Rechtsprechungsorgane. Es handelt sich um ordent‐
liche Richter mit ausschließlicher Zuständigkeit für den Strafvollzug.
Deshalb können diesen Richtern nicht gleichzeitig auch noch andere
Aufgaben zugewiesen werden. Zur Überwachungsgerichtsbarkeit ge‐
hören zum einen der Überwachungsrichter (magistrato di sorveglianza)
und zum anderen die Überwachungskammern (tribunale di sorveglian‐
za), die mit zwei Berufsrichtern und zwei sachverständigen Laienrich‐
tern entscheiden. Das Überwachungsverfahren (procedimento di sor‐
veglianza) ähnelt im Wesentlichen dem förmlichen Vollstreckungsver‐
fahren (Art. 678 Abs. 1 c.p.p.), mit der wichtigen Ausnahme, dass es
auch von Amts wegen eingeleitet werden kann. Die Entscheidungen
der Überwachungsgerichtsbarkeit werden ebenfalls von der Staatsan‐
waltschaft vollstreckt.
Zu den vielfältigen Aufgaben des Überwachungsrichters gehören
unter anderem die Überwachung der Organisation der Strafanstalten,
die Vollstreckung von Untersuchungshaft und Sicherungsmaßnahmen
oder die Entscheidung über Erlaubnisse. Die Überwachungskammer
entscheidet im Wesentlichen über alternative Maßnahmen zur Haft
und ggf. ihren Widerruf und als zweite Instanz über die Entscheidun‐
gen des Überwachungsrichters. Besondere Überwachungsgerichte gibt
es für Jugendliche und im Rahmen der Militärgerichtsbarkeit.
Fakten und Bewertung
Über die Situation in den Haftanstalten führt das italienische Jus‐
tizministerium umfangreiche Statistiken, die zum 31. Juli 2016 aktuali‐
siert wurden. Danach waren insgesamt 53.850 Personen inhaftiert, da‐
von 2.279 (=4,2%) Frauen und 18.091 (=33,6%) Ausländer. In diesen
Zahlen enthalten sind auch 778 Personen, die dem System der Halb‐
freiheit unterstellt sind, sich also im Wesentlichen nur nachts in der
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Vollzugsanstalt aufhalten.100 Hier ist der Ausländeranteil von 84 Per‐
sonen, also 10,8%, wesentlich geringer. Was die Verfahrensstadien be‐
trifft, so befanden sich 18.202 (33,8%) in Untersuchungshaft, 35.296 im
Strafvollzug und 302 waren aufgrund einer freiheitsentziehenden Si‐
cherungsmaßnahme eingewiesen.101 Bei den ausländischen Inhaftierten
stammen 17,2% aus Marokko, 15,4% aus Rumänien, 11% aus Tunesien
und 4,2% aus Nigeria.102
Auch über die alternativen Maßnahmen zur Haft gibt es Zahlen be‐
zogen auf den 31. Juli 2016: 12.910 Personen waren zu diesem Zeit‐
punkt an den Sozialdienst zur Bewährung überwiesen, 758 zur Halb‐
freiheit zugelassen und 10.182 befanden sich in Haushaft. Was die Er‐
satzstrafen103 betrifft, so befanden sich 8 Personen in Halbgefangen‐
schaft und 169 in kontrollierter Freiheit. Der Sicherungsmaßnahme der
Freiheit unter Aufsicht waren 3.773 Personen unterstellt.104
Insgesamt ist das italienische Strafvollstreckungs‐ und ‐
vollzugssystem durch zahlreiche Änderungen zu einer höchst komple‐
xen Materie geworden, die keine einheitliche Regelung mehr enthält.
Es handelt sich vielmehr um ein differenziertes System, das je nach
Kriminalitätsform unterschiedliche Behandlungen vorsieht. Bei norma‐
ler Kriminalität wird die Vollstreckung der Freiheitsstrafe zunächst
ausgesetzt, um dem Verurteilten die Gelegenheit zu geben, eine alter‐
native Maßnahme zur Haft zu beantragen. Neben diesen alternativen
Maßnahmen gibt es verschiedenste Vergünstigungen, die dem Verur‐
teilten zumindest zeitweise den Aufenthalt in der Vollzugsanstalt er‐
sparen. Alle diese vorteilhaften Mechanismen fallen weg, wenn eine

Zu den alternativen Maßnahmen zur Haft siehe oben.
https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.wp?facetNode_1=0_2& pre‐
visiousPage=mg_1_14&contentId=SST1261083 (zuletzt besucht am 5.8.2016).
102 https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.wp?facetNode_1=0_2& pre‐
visiousPage=mg_1_14&contentId=SST1261086 (zuletzt besucht am 5.8.2016).
103 Zu den Ersatzstrafen siehe oben.
104
https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.wp?facetNode_1=0_2&facet
Node_2=0_2_2&previsiousPage=mg_1_14&contentId=SST1254437 (zuletzt besucht
am 5.8.2016).
100
101
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Verurteilung wegen bestimmter schwerer Straftaten, insbesondere im
Zusammenhang mit organisierter Kriminalität erfolgt ist, oder auch bei
wiederholten Rückfalltätern. So entsteht eine Art Zweiklassengesell‐
schaft im Strafvollzug, denn der Entzug aller Vergünstigungen führt
zu einer Potenzierung der Repression. Eine Zwischenstellung nehmen
in gewisser Weise die Kronzeugen ein, denen, obwohl sie wegen Straf‐
taten im Zusammenhang mit organisierter Kriminalität verurteilt wor‐
den sind, ein Teil der Vergünstigungen als „Belohnung” für die Zu‐
sammenarbeit mit der Justiz gewährt wird.
Gesetzgebungstechnisch ist zu kritisieren, dass die Materie durch
komplizierte (teilweise Mehrfach‐) Verweisungen äußerst unübersicht‐
lich geworden ist. In der Literatur wird daher vielfach gefordert, den
ganzen Bereich des Freiheitsentzugs (Strafvollstreckung und Strafvoll‐
zug) in einem einheitlichen Gesetzbuch zu regeln und einer einzigen
Gerichtsbarkeit zuzuweisen.105
Wichtiger als die strenge rechtstechnische Bewertung ist in Italien
freilich eine eher rechtspolitische und soziale Beurteilung des gesamten
Strafrechtssystems. Die Situation in den italienischen Gefängnissen
war seit der Jahrtausendwende immer wieder nahe am Zusammenbre‐
chen. Die derzeit 193 Strafanstalten sind auf 49.701 Häftlinge ausge‐
legt.106 Nachdem sich die Gefangenenzahlen in den 90er Jahren mehr
oder weniger in diesem Rahmen gehalten hatten, war – vor allem auf‐
grund eines exzessiven Gebrauchs des Strafrechts – bis Sommer 2006
ein kontinuierlicher Anstieg bis auf 61.264 Häftlinge zu verzeichnen.
Aufgrund dieser starken Überfüllung der Haftanstalten wurde durch
L. 31 luglio 2006, n. 41 ein umfangreicher Straferlass (indulto)107 ge‐

Di Ronza (Anm. 6), S. 27; Gaito & Ranaldi (Anm. 5), S. 566.
https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.wp?previsiousPage=mg_1_
14&contentId=SST1254801 (zuletzt besucht am 9.8.2016).
107 Der Straferlass ist ein allgemeiner Gnadenakt, er wirkt sich aber im Gegen‐
satz zur Amnestie nicht auf die Straftat aus, sondern ausschließlich auf die Voll‐
streckung der Hauptstrafe. Diese wird ganz oder teilweise erlassen oder in eine
andere Hauptstrafe umgewandelt (Art. 174 Abs. 1 c.p). Der Straferlass wird – wie
auch die Amnestie – durch Gesetz mit 2/3‐Mehrheit in beiden Kammern des Par‐
105
106
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währt, der bis zum Jahresende zu einem Rückgang der Gefangenen auf
ca. 39.000 führte. Innerhalb der folgenden Jahre stieg – auch aufgrund
der rigiden Kriminalpolitik108 – diese Zahl wiederum auf fast das Dop‐
pelte und war bei einem Höchststand von 68.258 Ende 2010 wieder
höher als vor dem Straferlass. Eine der sehr wenigen Maßnahmen in
dieser Zeit war das Gesetz über die Vollstreckung von Freiheitsstrafen
bis zu einem Jahr am eigenen Wohnsitz.109 Danach kann bei einer Ver‐
urteilung zu einer Freiheitsstrafe bis zu einem Jahr oder wenn noch
maximal ein Jahr Reststrafe verbleibt, diese auch in der Wohnung des
Verurteilten oder in einer anderen Pflege‐, Fürsorge‐ oder Anlaufstelle
vollstreckt werden.110 Seitdem wurden aus diesem Grund kontinuier‐
lich Entlassungen vorgenommen.111 Weil gleichzeitig aber entspre‐
chend mehr Personen neu in Haft kamen, sanken die Zahlen bis Mitte
2013 insgesamt nur wenig, nämlich um 2.230.112
Eine Trendwende läutete erst eine Entscheidung des Europäischen
Gerichtshofs für Menschenrechte ein,113 mit dem Italien neuerlich we‐

laments gewährt. Die Möglichkeit des Straferlasses ist weder von der Art noch von
der Höhe der verhängten Strafe her begrenzt. In der Regel bezieht er sich jedoch
auf ein bestimmtes Höchstmaß von Geld‐ oder Freiheitsstrafen und schließt häufig
bestimmte Arten von Straftaten aus.
108 Diese richtete sich in hohem Maße auch gegen Ausländer, vgl. hierzu auch
Bettels, ‘Der Ausländer als Sicherheitsrisiko’, ZStW 2010, 725 ff.
109 Wiederum unter Ausschluss der bekannten Kriminalitätsformen, Art. 1 L. 26
novembre 2010, n. 199.
110 Diese Regelung galt zunächst nur vorübergehend, wurde aber Ende 2013
dauerhaft gültig, vgl. Art. 5 D.L. 23 dicembre 2013, n. 146.
111 Insgesamt 19.411 bis Ende Juni 2016. https://www.giustizia.it/giusti‐
zia/it/mg_1_14_1.wp?previsiousPage=mg_1_14&contentId=SST1254754 (zuletzt be‐
sucht am 11.8.2016). Bis 2013 waren dies über 4000 jährlich, seitdem nimmt die
Zahl stetig ab.
112 66.028 am 30.6. 2016. Eine Übersicht über die Entwicklung der Gefangenen‐
zahlen von 1991 bis 2016 findet man unter: https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/
mg_1_14_1.wp?facetNode_1=0_2&previsiousPage=mg_1_14&contentId=SST165666
(zuletzt besucht am 11.8.2016).
113 Diesmal, wegen Vorliegens eines strukturellen Problems, durch das Pilotur‐
teil Torreggiani and Others v. Italy, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/fre‐press?i=003‐4212710‐
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gen wiederholten Verstoßes gegen das Verbot der unmenschlichen o‐
der erniedrigenden Behandlung (Art. 3 EMRK) verurteilt und ver‐
pflichtet wurde, innerhalb eines Jahres Maßnahmen zur Abhilfe zu
schaffen. Dies erfolgte auf verschiedensten Ebenen: Reduzierung des
Anwendungsbereichs der Untersuchungshaft auf Straftaten mit einer
Mindeststrafe von fünf Jahren,114 beschleunigte Entscheidung über al‐
ternative Maßnahmen und vorzeitige Entlassung (Art. 656 Abs. 4‐bis
und 4‐ter c.p.p.), Ausweitung der sog. „belohnenden Erlaubnisse”
(Art. Art. 30‐ter Abs. 1 und 4 o.p.) und Erleichterung von alternativen
Maßnahmen bei Rückfalltätern (Art. 47‐ter Abs. 1‐bis o.p.) durch D.L.
1 luglio 2013, n. 78;115 Erweiterung der Überweisung an den Sozial‐
dienst zur Bewährung (Art. 47 Abs. 3‐bis o.p.) durch D.L. 23 dicembre
2013, n. 146;116 Bestrafung von leichteren Betäubungsmitteldelikten mit
Geldstrafe statt Freiheitsstrafe durch D.L. 20 marzo 2014, n. 36.117 Von
besonderer Bedeutung sind die Änderungen des Sanktionensystems
durch L. 28 aprile 2014, n. 67, mit dem der Gesetzgeber die Möglichkeit
der Aussetzung des Strafverfahrens auf „Bewährung”118 (Art. 168‐bis ff
c.p.) in das Strafgesetzbuch einfügte und ferner die Regierung anhand
detaillierter Vorgaben ermächtigte, erstens, den Hausarrest als Haupt‐
strafe einzuführen,119 zweitens, einen Strafausschließungsgrund für be‐

5000451 (zuletzt besucht am 11.8.2016).
114 Sowie die Straftat der illegalen Parteienfinanzierung (Art. 280 Abs. 2 c.p.p.).
115 Mit Änderungen umgewandelt in L. 9 agosto 2013, n. 94.
116 Mit Änderungen umgewandelt in L. 21 febbraio 2014, n. 10.
117 Umgewandelt in L. 16 maggio 2014, n. 79.
118 Die „Bewährung” in diesem Sinne besteht aus einem entsprechenden Pro‐
gramm, das Verhaltensweisen zur Wiedergutmachung der durch die Tat entstan‐
denen Folgen, Schadensersatz, die Überweisung an den Sozialdienst (mit Freiwilli‐
gendienst oder Auflagen) oder auch gemeinnützige Arbeit beinhalten kann. Wäh‐
rend der Zeit der Aussetzung ruht die Verjährung und nach positivem Abschluss
des Programms „erlischt” die Straftat, d.h. sie kann nicht weiter verfolgt werden.
Dieses Institut war bislang lediglich im Jugendrecht bekannt, vgl. Art. 28, 29 der i‐
talienischen Jugendstrafprozessordnung D.P.R. 22 settembre 1988, n. 448.
119 Diese Ermächtigung wurde nicht genutzt und ist inzwischen wegen Fristab‐
laufs ungültig geworden, vgl. Art. 1 Abs. 2 L. 67/2014.
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sonders geringfügige Taten zu schaffen120 und drittens, einige Strafta‐
ten zu entkriminalisieren und in verwaltungs‐ oder (als neuerer An‐
satz:) zivilrechtliches Unrecht umzuwandeln.121 Seit Mitte 2013 sind die
Gefangenenzahlen tatsächlich kontinuierlich gesunken.122
Vor allem mit den letztgenannten Maßnahmen hat sich der italienische
Gesetzgeber definitiv in die richtige Richtung bewegt. Es war höchste
Zeit, den exzessiven Gebrauch des Strafrechts durch abstrakte Entkri‐
minalisierungmaßnahmen und Einstellungsmöglichkeiten zu reduzie‐
ren. Nur so können die Ziele eines menschlichen und resozialisieren‐
den Strafvollzugs erreicht werden.

120 Aufgrund dieser Ermächtigung wurde durch D.Lgs. 16 marzo 2015, n. 28 der
Art. 131‐bis c.p. geschaffen, wonach bei Straftaten, die mit einer Freiheitsstrafe von
nicht mehr als fünf Jahren bedroht sind, im Falle besonderer Geringfügigkeit die
Strafbarkeit ausgeschlossen ist. Hierzu im Einzelnen Jarvers, ‘Die „Entkriminalisie‐
rung” von Bagatelldelikten in Italien’, ZStW 2016, 549 (57) – 577 (85).
121 Inzwischen sind aufgrund dieser Ermächtigung durch D.Lgs. 15 gennaio
2016, n. 7 und D.Lgs. 15 gennaio, n. 8 nicht unbeträchtliche Entkriminalisierungs‐
maßnahmen erfolgt.
122 Auf 62.536 Ende 2013, 58.092 Mitte 2014, 53.623 Ende 2014, 52.754 Mitte 2015
und 52.164 Ende 2016. Allerdings gab es im ersten Halbjahr 2016 wieder einen
nicht unerheblichen Anstieg auf 54.072, von dem abzuwarten bleibt, ob er nur vo‐
rübergehend war. Zur Quelle siehe Anm. 112.
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Abstract
If victims’ rights cannot be enforced, victim rights are “paper ti‐
gers,” nothing but slogans without power. Therefore, it is important to
introduce legal provisions that make victim rights enforceable. This re‐
search focused on one particular right, on ‘victim’s right to informa‐
tion.’ We concentrate on police response to domestic violence in Korea.
We draw conclusions from the European Directive 2012. Our conclu‐
sion is: Victims have the right to be informed. To have an enforceable
right of the victim to be informed, three prerequisites must be ful‐
filled:1. Discretion control of providing information; 2. Institutionaliza‐
tion of speedy notification; 3. Equipment of solid remedies. The au‐
thors recommend observing the development in Europe that will have
worldwide repercussions.
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Introduction
In almost all regions of this world, we find victimization by domes‐
tic violence, since a long time.2 Korea and Europe are not exceptions.
The victims of intra‐family violence started to attract the attentions of
the legislators in the last two decades. In Korea, the lawmakers, conti‐
nously revised these laws throughout the past ten years. Nevertheless,
concerned citizen groups (victim activists or victim advocates) main‐
tain: the reformed laws have fallen short: There is still no adequate vic‐
tim protection (Chong, 2012. p. 138). The problem of domestic violence
still exists. The mere existence of a (particular) law itself and the intro‐
duction of victim rights in the usual way do not solve the problems.
Usually, the laws establish victim rights but do not give weapons to
enforce these rights. Therefore these rights do not have “teeth”, they
are a toothless “paper tiger”. To remedy this situation, victim support‐
ers demand: “Make victim rights enforceable.” The laws show mainly
the bright sides, the true situation of victim rights is rather bleak: usu‐
ally, victim rights are just mere slogans without enforceability.
Therefore, it is crucial to develop victim rights which are more than
programmatic declarations, and that are enforceable victim rights. The
aim of the current research is to find a way to secure the enforceability
of victim rights. It would be difficult to examine the current situation
efficiently if we would include all possible victim rights in the scope of
our research. That would be overly broad. Therefore, for effective di‐
agnosis and analysis, the current research focused on one particular
victim right, the ‘Victim Right to Information.’ We focus on police re‐
sponse to the domestic or spousal violence. We deal with the relevant
law of Korea. We will look at the European Union and particularly into
2 The concept of domestic violence is more comprehensive than that of spousal
violence. “Domestic violence” indicates that the family members or the partners
are experiencing domestic violence and are living together. Domestic relationships
include relationships ended by separation or divorce. “Violence in the marriage”
covers de facto marriages which are not registered as official marriages as well. In
this article, both the terms domestic violence and spousal violence were used inter‐
changeably.
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the Directive of 2012. Finally, after reviewing three criteria for securing
the enforceability of victim rights, we will suggest some ways to get
out of the current stalemate.
Discourse of Victim Right to Information
1. Definition of victim right
CONCEPT OF VICTIM RIGHT
Most developed and developing countries have enacted victim‐
related laws and proclaimed to have regulated victim rights in these
statutes. They follow the UN Declaration on Basic Principles of Justice
for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power (1985). They deal with the
right to be recognized, the right to be heard, the right to participate, the
right to restitution, etc. But are these norms really “rights?”. Or are
they mere programmatic sentences and desires?
According to Joutsen (2012, pp. 2‐4), the term “right” means the abil‐
ity for someone to fulfill his/her needs with the resources given to
him/her, exclusively. Accordingly, we define victim rights as “the vic‐
tims’ ability to meet their needs with the resources given to them. “
The meaning of ‘victims ’here is restricted to those who are damaged
by crimes. Victim rights can be defense rights (the right to defend one‐
self against an infringement) or demand rights (the right to request
something that the victim did not have before). These are central con‐
cepts in the current discussion about enforce ability of victim rights in
the justice system.
CATEGORIES OF VICTIM RIGHTS
Even if the law uses the word “rights, ”this is not enlightening. Of‐
ten these rights are reduced to nothing since violation of the rights re‐
sults in nothing – neither in a new trial nor claims for damages
Kirchhoff (2005, pp. 60‐65). These remarks imply that there could be
different types of victim rights. Therefore, from a perspective of the en‐
forceability of these rights, we can classify three categories: 1. absolute
rights, 2. relative rights, and 3. nominal rights.
An absolute right can be asserted toward everyone, such as the “right
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of respect for human worth and dignity” and “right of pursuing hap‐
piness” in Article 10 of the Korean Constitution. These rights are per‐
ceived as “natural rights,” which should be secured regardless of na‐
tionality, race, gender, and age.
Relative rights can bein effect only through law such as the “right to
demand information from the government” or the “right to have
seized property returned”. Crucial is whether the victim can use legal
remedies to achieve that his right is not violated. If there are remedies,
then the right is “enforceable” – the victim can use (legal) force to
achieve that the right is respected. Whether such a right is constructed
as enforceable or not, depends on the particular legislation of each
country. Without legal or institutional ways to enforce this right, the
relative right cannot “win the day”. It is merely a relative right.
A nominal right seems to be a right at first glance, but it does not
have the real efficacy at all in a legal perspective. According to Joutsen
(2012, pp. 3‐4), it is an “aspirational” right: while such right till now
does not exist, we hope that in future it will mature to a right. In this
case, we are under an illusion that we have a full‐fledged right in front
of us. Therefore, such rights might be called “illusionary”.
2. Validity of victim right to information
Laws often provide a “right to be informed”. Information has to be
“provided”. Often it is up to the discretion of the competent authority
to give such information. Then we do not have a right in front of us, we
deal with a policy rule. Policies are not subject to judicial review even if
the official does not follow the policy. The idea behind such a rule is
that without information, the recovery of the victim might be seriously
impaired. Without information, victims may have reduced the chances
to avoid revictimization. The “UN Declaration on Basic Principles of
Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power”(short: UN Declara‐
tion) and the Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 25 October 2012 (short: The Directive) both stress the
importance of providing information. Art. 6 of the UN Declaration
states that the responsiveness of the judicial and administrative process
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should be facilitated by informing victims of their role and the scope,
timing, and progress of the proceedings, especially in cases of serious
crimes and when victim have requested such information.3 The Direc‐
tive in Article 26 prescribes: “when providing information, sufficient
detail should be given to enable victims to make informed decisions
about their participation in proceedings. The information right in the
Directive is a minimum standard that is demanded to be observed by
all EU Member States. These rights should be enacted as enforceable
rights. That can happen by imposing the legal duty on the responsible
officer to give clearly described information and on subjecting viola‐
tions of this duty to judicial review (Kim 2015, p. 377). This legal obli‐
gation must be enforceable – at the end of the day, the authority has to
give the information – or it is liable to substitute ensuing damages.
Then the victim can enforce the right in front of a court.
Such enforcement mechanisms do not suit all types of information.
There are many issues which might be meaningful to inform the victim
about. The competent authority then could be inundated with informa‐
tion duties. Such overwhelming inundation might paralyze law en‐
forcement activities. The enforceability, therefore, should be restricted
to the information that is necessary to solve the crisis that leads to the
involvement of police. Even if the right is enforceable, there is the dan‐
ger that police corresponds to the duty by delivering this function
rather formally: by handing out leaflets and other forms that inform
only generally.4 In such a case, the information right would be jeopard‐
ized, and the victim would not even get the minimum information that
is needed. The task for the legislator is to find the right balance be‐
tween helpful concrete, detailed individualized information and the
practical demands of the justified bureaucratic proceedings within the
criminal justice agency that is charged with giving the information.

3 United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 40/34, Article 6(a), http://www.
un.org/documents/ga/res/40/a40r034.htm (accessed in June 28, 2016).
4 This is the reason why the European Directive creates the right to understand
and to be understood (Art. 3 EU Directive).
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3. Definition of victim right to information
The Korean victim right to information includes the right to submit
information which pertains to the case and the right to request neces‐
sary information for the recovery from the damage, and for securing
one’s personal safety. Information rights are a tool to achieve an essen‐
tial rights such as “human worth and dignity” or the right of pursuing
happiness (Art. 10 Korean Constitution Law) or the “right (Art. 3 Euro‐
pean Directive).
The European Directive obliges the Member States to ensure that
victims are offered – without unnecessary delay – from their first con‐
tact with a competent authority information that is substantiated later.
This information is regarded essential to enable the victims to access
the other rights set out in the Declaration.
The Directive distinguishes between information rights
(1) from the first contact with a competent authority in the first (initial
information rights) (Art. 4 Declaration)
In the first phase of contact with the competent authority, this in‐
formation pertains to twelve specific detailed areas:
(1.1) The type of support they can obtain and from whom, basic
information about access to medical support, any specialist
support including psychological support, and alternative ac‐
commodation;
(1.2) The procedure for making complaints after a criminal offense
and their role in connection with such procedure.
(1.3) How and under what conditions they can obtain protection
(1.4) How and under what conditions they can access legal advice
and how they can take advantage of legal aid mechanisms;
(1.5) How and under what conditions they can access compensa‐
tion from the state
(1.6) How and under what conditions they are entitled to interpre‐
tation and translation
(1.7) How and under what condition the host member state has
any procedures, arrangements or measures to protects the in‐
terests of the Member State where the first contact with com‐
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petent authority was made.
(1.8) Available procedures for making complaints where their
rights are not respected by the competent criminal justice au‐
thority
(1.9) Available restorative justice services
(1.10) Contact details for communication about the case
(1.11) How and under what circumstances expenses incurred as a
result from participation in the criminal proceedings can be
reimbursed
(1.12) Rights to receive information about their case
(2) Right to receive information about their case (process information
rights) (Art. 6 Declaration).
A comparison of the Declaration Rights with the Directive Rights
shows that the Directive is much more developed, detailed and clear.
The crucial question whether these rights are enforceable or not, cannot
be answered by the Directive. The parliaments of the Member States
have to decide this. This Directive has to be transformed into the na‐
tional legislation of the 26 member states. Member States shall bring
into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions neces‐
sary to comply with this Directive. The Directive itself cannot change
immediately the national laws of the Member States. At the end of the
day, these rights are at least justiciable. After the national procedural
ways to remedy are exhausted, the European Court of Human Rights
in Strasbourg has the jurisdiction in the question whether a Member
State has violated individual rights of the victim or not. This right is
given independently of compliance to the Directive. The Directive is in
force. It gives enforceable minimum standards to comply with. If a
member state does not comply, it does not change the validity of the
Directive nor the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights.
At the end of the day, the court in Strasbourg has to decide whether
concrete victim rights are violated or not.(see Lyane Sautner (2014):
Viktimologie. Die Lehre von Verbrechensopfern. Verlag Oesterreich (in Ger‐
man language). pp. 121f.
As far as can be seen, the Directive is not complied with in all Mem‐
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ber States. That does not render the Directive to be without effect. For
victims, the existence of the jurisdiction of the European Court is a
blessing! Its existence is a “Mene Tekel”5 for non – compliant Member
States.
Current Situation of Victim Right to Information
The following section describes how the victim right of information
is regulated in the domestic or spousal violence law of Korea . In Ko‐
rea, the special law of domestic violence is called the “Act on the Spe‐
cial Cases Concerning the Punishment, ETC. of Crimes of Domestic
Violence (Act No. 13426 of 2015, hereinafter referred to as Korean Spe‐
cial Law or KSL)”. This law deals with the Right of the Victim to re‐
ceive information.
Victims need to receive information about where to seek support
from the first contact with the competent authority, and they need to
receive information about their cases. In KSL, there are eight articles re‐
lated to the provision of information:
(1) According to the Article 5(4), the victim is entitled to be notified of
ad hoc measures under Article 8 in the case of recurrence of violence.
It is a duty of police officers to give the information to the victims.
But this article does not guarantee enforceability of notifying the
victims the information.
(2) According to the Article 29(3), the victim is entitled to be informed
of the judge’s decision about ad hoc measures.
(3) Following Article 30(2), when a judge sets a date for examination
and summons the domestic violence perpetrator for issuing ad hoc
measures, the victim is entitled to receive the information of the
date for this event.
(4) In Article 31, when the date for the examination is changed and the
judge summons the domestic violence perpetrator for issuing ad
hoc measures, the victim is entitled to receive this information.
(5) According to Article 37(3), when a judge makes a decision not to

5

That is mythological warning (Daniel 5 verse 25 of the Bible).
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make a protective disposition’ which is issued for a dangerous
perpetrator, the victim is entitled to receive this information.
(6) when the court decides to take a protective disposition, it shall no‐
tify the victim, according to Article 40(4).
(7) When the court decides to revise the types of protective disposi‐
tion, it shall notify the victim without delay, according to Article
45(3).
(8) When the court issues a restitution order, it shall promptly send
the original written decision in this protection order to the victim(s)
according to Article 58(5).
Among these articles, only Article 5(4) obliges the police to offer the
necessary information to the domestic violence victims on the stage of
initial response. This article states that a police officer who responds to
a crime scene shall inform the victim that he/she has a right to apply
for ‘ad hoc measure’.
Enforceability of Victim Right to Information in Police Response
1. Korea
As we see previously, there are many articles in KSL, that deal with
the victim‘s right to information such as Article 5(4), Article 29(3), Arti‐
cle 30(2), Article 31, Article 37(3), Article 40(4), Article 45(3) and Article
58(5). Among them, only Article 5(4) of KSL is connected to the stage of
police response as follows:
A judicial police officer, upon receipt of a report on any of
the ongoing crimes of domestic violence, shall arrive at the
scene of the crime, without delay, and take the following
measures….
4. To notify that victims are entitled to apply for ad hoc
measures under Article 8 in cases of recurrence of violence.
This entitlement of the victims is not enforceable. We cannot find
any legal ground for victim’s legal standing and remedy. Of course,
police seem to have a legal duty to notify the concerned information to
the victim, using auxiliary verb “shall”. However, there is no article to
impose on the officer an enforceable legal duty of delivering informa‐
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tion. Moreover, KSL has no regulation for police to inform the victim of
the release or custody of the perpetrator in the phase of the police in‐
vestigation, a right that would be quite crucial for victim protection.
Therefore, even if the victim is hurt or the property is damaged due to
the omission of officer’s notification, the victim cannot claim the in‐
fringement of this right.6 As a result, even if no action of police results
in revictimization, the victim cannot claim restitution or compensation
because the right is not enforceable. Consequently, we cannot help but
conclude that the victim right to information is just nominal right.
Securing the Enforceability of Victim Right to Information
1. Criteria for enforceability of victim rights
Belo of emphasized that three factors are necessary for the victim
rights to be enforceable; (1) standing, (2) remedy, and (3) review (Belo
of, 2005. p. 254; Kim, 2015. pp. 385‐386).
STANDING
“Standing” according to Beloof, means that victims have legal abil‐
ity to defend themselves against violations of their legally prescribed
position in appellate courts if necessary. If victims have a standing,
they can vindicate their rights against the judicial officer’s behavior
through trial or other remedies. The defendants obviously have a
standing because when their rights are infringed, they can appeal and
seek a remedy on the basis of the Constitutional Law and Criminal
Procedure Act. However, although victims’ rights are violated, there
are many cases in which their appeals are not permitted. In this case,
the victim does not have standing.

6 There have been some criminal cases in which the court assumed the liability
of government when the concerned officer failed to take a proper treatment for vic‐
tim’s personal safety, even though there is no obvious clause to impose the legal
duty on the officer (Korean Supreme Court, 2006 da 82649, 2009.9.24; Seoul District
Court, 2005 gahap 91894, 2006.4.7). However, these cases are just related to the vio‐
lation of the governmental duty to secure the citizen’s safety, not to the infringe‐
ment of the victim right to information.
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The standing of a victim is closely connected to the official’s discre‐
tion, remedies and judicial reviews. If the enforceability of a victim’s
rights largely relies on official discretion, the standing of the victim is
not provided. To establish a standing, victims’ rights should be legis‐
lated with mandatory language. If there is a mandatory language, there
is no discretion. As soon as the law permits choice, a standing fails.
Therefore, in addition to controlling the discretion of law enforcement
officers, the remedy and judicial review should be available for estab‐
lishing a standing.
REMEDY
If a remedy is given, then the victim can appeal to the decision. If
victims’ rights can be considered as real rights, such as defendants’
rights, the remedies of nullifying and reconsideration must be available
for victims. For example, the Supreme Court of Arizona in the U.S. va‐
cated a parole board order when a victim had failed to request notice
of hearings. This was due to the fact that the state failed to comply with
its lawful obligation to inform the victim of the hearing (Beloof, 2005,
pp. 301‐304). It is a very meaningful case for securing the victim rights
regarding the violation of the official duty of information provision.
The officials’ responsibility to notify the victim of the necessary infor‐
mation is likely to be enacted with discretionary words. Even if the ar‐
ticles are legislated with mandatory language, the court usually rejects
the appeal of the victim, for such victim rights are just advisory rights.7
If the prosecutor could dismiss the victim’s request for accusation
without proper reasons, the rights of victims would be nullified. There‐
fore, victims should be able to request a review of a decision not to
prosecute, and be granted the right to institute a private prosecution, if
the public prosecutor’s accusation is not available (Wolhuter, et al.,

7 Advisory right is the right which the State does not guarantee the implemen‐
tation by public force. It has the same legal characteristics like nominal rights in the
current article. It is fascinating to observe how legal language is twisted to let ap‐
pear phenomena as its opposite: advisory statements are exactly not rights. The de‐
sire is the father of the thought and interests lead to an non‐honest parlance.
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2009, p. 120).
REVIEW
A criminal system should be developed to control judges’ abuse of
discretion as well. If it fails, the review to secure the victim rights can‐
not succeed. For this, when the victim‐related laws are enacted, the cri‐
teria of a judge’s decision should be made. For example, the law
should compel the judge to permit a submission and to review the spe‐
cial evidence in the course of ruling without rejecting the witness ano‐
nymity, hearsay evidence from witness, and pre‐recorded testimony
(Wolhuter. et al., 2009, pp. 124‐125). Witness anonymity is a critical is‐
sue for protecting the safety of a witness. Hearsay evidence8 is neces‐
sary also for victim protection because some witnesses are afraid of re‐
taliation, so they dislike making a statement before defendants. Pre‐
recorded evidence is useful for the protection of sexually abused vic‐
tims and child victims. In these cases, if the judge does not admit the
evidence, then a review of the victims would fail. As a result, the vic‐
tim right cannot be realized.
2. Suggestions for securing the enforceable victim right to information
Criminal suspects and defendants have a right of notice when they
are arrested. This is known as the “Miranda Warning” on the legal ba‐

8 Hearsay evidence is the evidence provided by a witness consisting of a report
of something which someone else has said, rather than a statement of something
which the witness has actually seen or experienced (http://www.yourdictionary.
com/hearsay‐evidence#panel2, accessed on April 18, 2015). Although it is not ad‐
missible generally as evidence, some authors suggest it might be admissible when
two requirements are met such as the following: 1) Circumstantial guarantee of
trustworthiness, 2) Necessity (J. Lee & K. Cho, 2015. p. 560). When a victim should
give a testimony before the offender, they usually want to avoid making a state‐
ment before him/her, that because of a fear of retaliation. To solve this problem, the
authors suggest hearsay evidence should be admissible for victim protection on the
basis of necessity. We do not support this position. It is a typical example of the
recognition of alleged victim interests going overboard. There must be developed
possibilities to have the victim do the statement and granting their protection.
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sis of Criminal Procedure Act and Constitution. As known by the case
of Miranda v. Arizona in U.S.A., the absence of notification of the
Miranda Rights makes the illegally gained information inadmissible in
court. When suspects are arrested without the Miranda warnings and
police collected the verbal evidence, the evidence cannot be admissible
in court. This means that , the suspect right to information is enforce‐
able.
In the same way, the victim right to information must be established
as an enforceable right, especially in important cases such as protecting
victims’ lives. The victim right to information must be accorded the
same priority as those of the defendants. All the victims should have
right to receive information and explanation about the progress of their
cases (Ministry of Justice of Korea, 2009, p. 81).
Of course, all the victim rights to information cannot be enforceable.
For example, there are various types of information, that needs to be
offered to the victims: (1) which types and contents of support they can
obtain, (2) which procedures are necessary for making complaints, (3)
how and under what conditions they can receive protection, regarding
the securement of personal safety, (4) how and under what condition
they can access legal advice, (5) compensation, (6) interpretation and
translation, (7) how they can appeal to the decision not to prosecute, (8)
explanation about the criminal proceedings of victim’s case, including
the release or custody of the offender, (9) available restorative justice
systems, (10) how they can reimburse the expenses incurred as a result
of their participation in the criminal proceedings (referred to Article 4
of the Directive of EU).
However, if a government would legalize all the above items as the
types of enforceable rights, it would lead to expenses unbearable for
budget and manpower. Therefore, to make the victim rights to infor‐
mation enforceable, focus needs to be brought into the most crucial in‐
formation. Information that could influence on securing a victim’s life
and the right to live is as follows:
Information of securing personal safety, guaranteeing the basic liv‐
ing through financial support, and how to take remedies which is es‐
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sential for the victim’s survival.
Korea has already managed a notification system about victim right,
offering the information to the victim by the leaflets or oral explanation
(Korean Police Agency, 2013, p. 3). However, this victim right to in‐
formation still depends on the willingness of the officials. Although
KSL uses the mandatory term, ‘shall,’ there are no clauses to ensure en‐
forcement.
Consequently, in the current paper, several suggestions are made to
improve the current situation and make the rights enforceable.
DISCRETION CONTROL OF PROVIDING INFORMATION
The victim’s right to information that could play an important role
in protecting the right to victim’s life and the right to living should be
enacted as a mandatory language that imposes police the legal duty. If
a policeman disregards this obligation and as a consequence, victim’s
life and survival , they should be held liable, criminally or administra‐
tively. This policy is closely related to strengthening the victim’s legal
standing (Beloof, 2005, pp. 277‐279). The deficiency of domestic vio‐
lence victim’s standing is caused by the absence of enforceable provi‐
sions of victim rights and discretionary provisions of officials who are
responsible for victim protection of domestic violence. Therefore, to se‐
cure a victim’s standing, firstly, the victim rights to information should
be enacted obviously in the special laws.9 Secondly, the law should
provide that officials who violate their duty, should be held responsi‐
bility for that.
INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF SPEEDY NOTIFICATION
It is crucial that the information should be notified rapidly to a vic‐

9 Beloof and Pugach stated that “If victims were to have standing, US Congress
would have to explicitly provide for it subsequently enacted in the form of the US
CVRA (Crime Victims’ Rights Act in America)”. Additionally, they argued that the
CVRA replaced illusionary victims’ rights with enforceable rights (Beloof &
Pugach, 2012, pp. 14‐15). That is debatable. Even if it is so, it would not have reper‐
cussions to the situation in Korea and Europe.
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tim in the police response. The police response to domestic violence
has the characteristic of crisis intervention. Revictimization might hap‐
pen easily by the offender’s second attack. To protect the victims effec‐
tively, the information about the offender’s situation should be inti‐
mated rapidly to the victim at the proper time. In spite of that, what
kind of information the victim would need and at which moment of
the police initial stage the information is to be supplied , have not been
yet specified in KSL.
Even though Crime Victim Protection Act of Korea (Act No. 12779
of 2014) contains the clause of providing information to victims (Article
8‐2), the clause constitutes just a nominal right or only a victim policy
because there is no legal remedy.
In addition, KSL has commissioned the specific ways of notification
to the “Regulation of Crime Investigation” but it is not binding to po‐
lice officer. Therefore, KSL has no obvious articles of regulating notifi‐
cation system for domestic violence victims.
It is especially valuable since it was developed taking into account
the issues which are typical for common law criminal justice systems.
Consequently, KSL should have a clear and direct article to offer a
victim speedily the necessary information at the proper time. Espe‐
cially, when the victim would be endangered by an offender’ attack,
victim must be informedimmediately after the offender is released.
EQUIPMENT OF SOLID REMEDIES
Belo of (2005) rightly mentioned that, without adequate remedy,
victims cannot exercise their rights when prosecutors or trial courts
deny them. If the rights cannot be exercised because no remedy exists,
then the victim rights become just nominal rights, even if the Article
uses the language of victim rights. Remedy is a prerequisite for vic‐
tim’s standing. Without remedy, the victim’s standing cannot be estab‐
lished. If a victim’s rights are violated, and there is no possibility of ju‐
dicial review, the rights are nothing but nominal rights. Fortunately,
many countries, including Korea, have a judicial remedy system that a
petitioner is allowed to appeal it to the appellate court or supreme
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court when the lower court misjudge the case. The lawful and proper
judicial review of the court is necessary for victims.
Consequently, above all, the legal basis that victims can be pro‐
tected by intimating them the crucial information should be estab‐
lished with a solid legal device of remedy.
Conclusion
Some conservative people might be afraid of changing the achieved
balance between the rights of the state, the rights of offenders and the
rights of victims. Developing dogma of enforceability of victim rights,
as Belo of postulates, will meet a friendly reception in victim friendly
circles. More victim friendly people believe that victims should have a
standing in criminal proceedings and that their right to be informed
should be enforceable. A rigorous all‐round enforceability will bring
the danger of jeopardizing the criminal proceedings. Drowning in in‐
formation obligations, law enforcement will not make any decisions ef‐
fectively but will drag their feet. That is not in the interest of the vic‐
tims. We should not stare at the confused development in the US
criminal justice system and its developing dogma on the enforceability
of information rights. We should just recognize that the situation in the
US is moving and at this time does not give a shiny example of where
other legal orders should go, even if its proponents decided to silence
the development in Europe. The European Directive 2012 is a beacon
that illuminates the field of victim rights, by consequently developing
the concept from the UN Declaration during the last thirty years. The
Member States of the EU have to solve the task of compliance to the
Directive. That will determine the discussion in the coming years. The
advantage of the Europeans lies in the existence of the European Court
of Human Rights. Its jurisprudence will be like a magnet for further
developments far beyond the borders of Europe.
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Introduction
In Steven Spielberg’s Minority Report, a film based on a story by
Philip K. Dick, Pre crime, a specialised police department, manages to
detect crime before it occurs, through the invaluable help of thee
precogs, who see “previsions” of crimes yet to be committed. Based on
the precogs’ foreknowledge and a vast database holding all citizens’
personal data, Precrime is able to apprehend perpetrators in advance,
through pattern and retinal recognition software.
Albeit this plot takes place in 2054, one cannot but simply draw
strong analogies to the various crime prevention and detection tech‐
niques that have emerged as a result of technological advances.
One such technique is DNA retention by law enforcement agencies,
which can be utilised as an important tool in the fight against serious
crime, by ensuring the quick and accurate cross‐reference identification
of future perpetrators, especially as regards crimes the circumstances
under which they take place make it hard for them to be solved. In
2001 the Criminal Justice and Police Evidence Act was introduced. Ac‐
cording to Section 82 of the Act, which substituted Section 64(1A) of
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, fingerprints, cellular and
DNA samples taken from a person in connection with the investigation
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of an offence could be indefinitely retained, regardless of the outcome
of the investigation.1
As far as the European Convention on Human Rights is concerned,
the right to privacy is engaged not only in the context of analysis and
sharing, but also when material is “collected, stored and filtered”, even
by automatic procedures.2 In Shimovolos v Russia, the applicant chal‐
lenged a Russian law that established a Surveillance Database, which
collected information about the movements of individuals within the
country, the European Court of Human Rights reiterated that “the sys‐
tematic collection and storing of data by the Security Services on par‐
ticular individuals constituted an interference with these persons’ pri‐
vate lives, even if the data was collected in a public place”,3 while in S.
and Marper v UK, it noted that the mere storing of DNA and cellular
samples, containing a vast amount of sensitive genetic information re‐
lating to the private life of an individual amounts to an interference
within the meaning of article 8”.4
Although the Strasbourg Court has always been “readier” than Eng‐
lish courts to rule that an interference engages article 8 of the Conven‐
tion, Lord Sumption in Catt opined that “the state’s systematic collec‐
tion and storage in retrievable form even of public information about
an individual is an interference with private life”,5 including informa‐
tion where “intrusive procedures have been used to discover and re‐
cord them”.6
This paper addresses the issue of proportionality of indiscriminate
Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001, s 82(4).
David Anderson, A Question of Trust; Report of the Investigatory Powers Review
(2015) 75. <https://terrorismlegislationreviewer.independent.gov.uk/wp‐content/
uploads/2015/06/IPR‐Report‐Print‐Version.pdf> accessed 20 August 2016.
3 Shimovolos v Russia (2014) 58 EHRR 26, paras 65‐66; Rotaru v Romania ECHR‐
VII 109, paras 43‐44; Amann v Switzerland(2000) 30 EHRR 843, paras 65‐67.
4 S. and Marper v UK (2009) 48 EHRR 50, para 67; R v Chief Constable of South
Yorkshire Police [2004] UKHL 39 [74].
5 Catt v Association of Chief Police Officers of England Wales and Northern Ireland
[2015] UKSC 9 [6].
6 Ibid. [26].
1
2
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and indefinite DNA retention measures, in the context of article 8 of
the ECHR. The right to respect for private and family life is a qualified
right which means that interferences engaging it may be permitted,
provided they pursue a legitimate aim, are “in accordance with the
law” and are “necessary in a democratic society”. Our analysis will not
only focus on the relevant Strasbourg jurisprudence but also on vari‐
ous domestic judgments that have sought to articulate a principled ap‐
proach towards the proportionality assessment encapsulated in article
8.
Criticising the approaches taken by Strasbourg as well as by English
courts,7 it is proposed that indiscriminate measures, such as the indefi‐
nite DNA retention of arrested persons, should not be regarded as per
se failing to meet the necessity test ‐a conclusion that might well lead to
onerous implications‐, but examined at the final stricto sensu stage of
the overall proportionality assessment. In particular, since DNA sam‐
ples engage with the essence of the right to privacy, their indefinite re‐
tention would have to be held disproportionate, while the retention of
any other sample of a less intrusive nature would have to be assessed
on a case by case basis.
Although this paper will not deal with the “legality test” enshrined
in article 8 of the Convention, it is worth mentioning that not a few
judgments of the Strasbourg Court follow an approach that has been
characterised as “incomplete”.8 When dealing with blanket policies, the
ECtHR has developed the tendency of finding a violation of the “in ac‐
cordance with the law” requirement, after a thorough examination,
and not proceeding with the next steps of necessity and proportional‐
ity.9 Albeit logical, this approach, which becomes more evident in the
context of challenges against telecommunications surveillance re‐

7 Domestic courts are not bound to follow the ECtHR jurisprudence, Human
Rights Act 1998 HRA, s.2(1).
8 Rotaru (n 3), para 62.
9 Maria Helen Murphy, ‘A shift in the approach of the European Court of Hu‐
man Rights in surveillance cases: a rejuvenation of necessity?’ (2014) 5 EHRLR 515.
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gimes,10 deprives the Court of considering the peculiar nature of indis‐
criminate measures and, in our view, demonstrates a hesitation to ad‐
judicate upon thorny issues, such as the stricto sensu proportionality of
blanket policies, where a more interventionist approach would neces‐
sarily have to be adopted.
Breaking Proportionality
The “necessary in a democratic society” is the final challenge under
article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights that a chal‐
lenged measure must survive. Unlike the CJEU, the Strasbourg Court
does not treat this test as a structured one.11 Necessity, and stricto sensu
proportionality are implied in it and courts have to balance competing
public and private interests, taking into account a range of relevant fac‐
tors and often affording the respondent state a certain margin of ap‐
preciation.12
English courts have occasionally failed to apply the proportionality
test in a structured manner as well, resorting many times in a “broad
brush balancing”.13 In addition, a stricto sensu proportionality assess‐
ment (last stage of the “necessary in a democratic society” test) was not
part of the general proportionality analysis applied by English courts
until 2007.14 In Bank Mellat (No. 2) Lord Reed “re‐formulated” this
fourth, Huang criterion as part of the general, lato sensu proportionality
analysis.15 Practically, the question at the final stage is whether the
overall impact of the impugned measure on the right(s) is dispropor‐
tionate to its likely benefit.
The breaking down of the general proportionality assessment to in‐

Zakharov v Russia App no 47143/06 (ECtHR, 4 December 2015), para 232.
See Paul Craig a&nd Gráinne de Búrca, EU Law: Text, Cases and Materials (6th
edn, OUP 2015) 551ff.
12 Pieter van Dijk & G.J.H. van Hoof, Theory and Practice of the European Conven‐
tion on Human Rights (4th edn, Intersentia 2006) 747.
13 Helen Fenwick (ed.), Judicial Review (5th edn, Lexis Nexis 2014) 279ff.
14 See Huang v SSHD [2007] UKHL 11.
15 Bank Mellat v HMT [2013] UKSC 39.
10
11
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dividual stages allows for a more structured approach and it would
thus be more appropriate to examine the implied stages of necessity
and stricto sensu proportionality separately, both from a Strasbourg as
well as a domestic perspective.
The Implied Necessity Test
The first stage of the “necessary in a democratic society” require‐
ment is necessity. Necessity in the human rights context is interpreted
as the requirement of “less restrictive means”, meaning that when an‐
other means exists that could achieve the same result with less onerous
human rights implications, then the more human rights compliant al‐
ternative must be chosen. A necessity assessment does not imply of
course that an interference with the right must always be minimal.16 In
other words, what is important for the necessity stage is the measure to
be precisely tailored to its aim.
The ECtHR case law has not always been clear about the exact ap‐
plication of the necessity test. The equivalent of a necessity test that
English courts have been applying “throughout the life” of the Human
Rights Act is the third step of the De Freitas test, namely whether “the
means used to impair the right or freedom are no more than is neces‐
sary to accomplish the objective”.17
However, there have been instances where the necessity step has
been ignored, because the invasion of the rights in question was not
seen as substantial or fundamental enough.18 In R (Begum) v Head‐
teacher and Governors of Denbigh High School, the claimant invoked her
right to freedom of religion, because the school policy prohibited her
from wearing a full‐body covering (jiljab). The measure was not even
considered to amount to an interference and the school’s policy was
found proportionate, but had they engaged in an actual “less intrusive
means” assessment and examined the relation between the policy and
16 Aharon Barak, Proportionality: Constitutional rights and their limitations (CUP
2011) 321.
17 De Freitas v Secretary of Agriculture [1999] 1 AC 69 [80].
18 Fenwick (n. 13) 279.
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the goal (which was ensuring social tranquillity), the Law Lords would
probably have reached the conclusion that there existed alternative
means with less onerous consequences for the school to achieve that
objective, especially when it did allow for similar body covering stu‐
dent uniforms (shalwar kameeze).19
The Denbigh High School case demonstrates that the necessity ques‐
tion also implies a suitability assessment; an appropriate rational con‐
nection between the impugned measure and the aim sought to be
achieved.20
1. Blanket policies and indiscriminate measures
In the ECHR context, a number of issues emerges as regards poli‐
cies, including indiscriminate DNA retention, that could be character‐
ised as blanket or indiscriminate. Barak argues that a measure that is
over‐inclusive, in a sense that affects anyone concerned without dis‐
crimination, should not be in principle ruled out as disproportionate.21
If the non‐blanket alternative does not advance the means pursued by
the choices of the legislature to the same degree of success, then the
proportionality review has to proceed to its final, stricto sensu stage.22
This view was endorsed by the Canadian Supreme Court in the case
of USA v Cotroni, which concerned an extradition law according to
which Canadian citizens could also be extradited.23 The Supreme Court
examined the indiscriminate nature of the law, noting that “the effec‐
tive prosecution and the suppression of crime is a social objective of a
pressing and substantial nature” and held that an alternative policy of

[2006] UKHL 15.
For a detailed suitability assessment of DNA retention and detection or pre‐
vention of crimes see Liberty, ‘Response to the Home Office’s Consultation: Keep‐
ing the Right People on the DNA Database: Science and Public Protection’ (August
2009):
https://www.liberty‐human‐rights.org.uk/sites/default/files/liberty‐s‐
response‐to‐dna‐database‐consultation.pdf (accessed 20 August 2016).
21 See also James and Ors v UK(1986) 8 EHRR 123, para 51.
22 Barak (n. 16) 321‐323.
23 [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1469.
19
20
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refusing to extradite Canadian citizens “would reduce the effectiveness
of extradition as a major tool in combatting transnational crime”.24
As Hickman also observes, “in the overwhelming number of cases,
any less injurious alternatives will also be less effective in achieving the
aim in question, to a greater or lesser extent”.25 The question that thus
arises, and is attached to the fundamental distinction between judiciary
and executive functions, is how much a judge could intervene in defin‐
ing the executive’s choices. In that respect, the necessity test seems
problematic.
2. Margin of appreciation and domestic deference
A significant part of the Strasbourg case law indicates that it is usu‐
ally at the necessity stage that the Court chooses to afford the respon‐
dent state a margin of appreciation in choosing relevant policies and
measures to achieve its legislative aims.26 The principle of the margin
of appreciation, which goes “hand in hand with European supervi‐
sion”, underpins the Court’s jurisprudence and refers to the weight ac‐
corded to a state in striking a fair balance between competing public
and private interests.27
DEFERENCE AND NATIONAL SECURITY
The equivalent of the margin of appreciation when it comes to do‐
mestic deference is also observed when courts reach the “less restric‐
tive means”, stage. This approach could be originally attributed to the
common law reasoning as depicted in Rv Oakes which calls for limited
judicial activism at this stage. In Bank Mellat (No. 2), Lord Reed opined
as follows:
To allow the legislature a margin of appreciation is also essential
if… a devolved system such as that of the United Kingdom, is to work,

Ibid. 1499; USA v. Swystun (1987) 50 Man. R. (2d) 129, 133.
Tom Hickman, Public Law after the Human Rights Act (Hart 2010) 181.
26 See Handyside v UK (1979) 1 EHRR 737, para 49ff; Fenwick (n 13) 84.
27 Lord Lester, Lord Pannick & Javan Herberg (eds.), Human Rights Law and
Practice (3rd edn, Lexis Nexis 2009) 122.
24
25
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since a strict application of a “least restrictive means” test would allow
only one legislative response to an objective that involved limiting a
protected right.28
It has been argued that the Human Rights Act 1998 has allowed for
a more interventionist approach in human rights adjudication.29
Thwaites draws a comparison, in the context of the Special Immigration
Appeals Commission proceedings, between the cases of Rehman and
Belmarsh (A No.1).30 Whilst in Rehman the House of Lords endorsed a
deferential approach in matters of national security and a traditional
compartmentalisation of the functions of the judiciary and the execu‐
tive,31 the Law Lords in Belmarsh examined the executive’s measure
and held that the detention regime under Part 4 of the 2001 Anti‐
terrorism, Crime and Security Act was disproportionate.32 In other
words, in Belmarsh, “detention pending deportation”, under article 5 of
the ECHR, was viewed by the Government as an “elastic category”,
able to accommodate national security concerns.33
This argument, however, is not convincing, considering that the
Law Lords chose to defer on the issue of derogation due to public
emergency (Lord Hoffmann dissenting) and that the case concerned
the “sui generis” right to liberty, whose nature is different from that of
the qualified rights enshrined in the Convention, which, unlike the
qualified rights of the ECHR, is a “sui generis” right and any restriction
has to be strictly justified under six tight circumstances and for no
longer than it is necessary.34
28

Bank Mellat (n 15) [75]; R v Edwards Books and Art Ltd [1986] 2 SCR 713, 781–

782.
Fenwick (n. 13) 158.
Rayner Thwaites, The Liberty of Non‐Citizens; Indefinite Detention in Common‐
wealth Countries (Hart 2014) 141.
31 Secretary of State for the Home Department v Rehman [2001] UKHL 47[50] and
[60].
32 [2004] UKHL 56 [42]‐[44].
33 A v UK (2009) 49 EHRR 29, para 171.
34 Lord Sumption, ‘Anxious scrutiny’, Administrative Law Bar Association An‐
nual Lecture, 4 November 2014, 6‐7: https://www.supremecourt.uk/docs/speech‐
29
30
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When it comes to interferences with qualified rights, and with the
right to privacy in particular, it could be argued that domestic courts
would easily defer to the executive, especially as regards national secu‐
rity choices.35 That is the first reason that, in our view, the proportion‐
ality of blanket measure necessarily has to be examined at the final,
stricto sensu stage of the proportionality assessment.
S. AND MARPER: THE EFFECT OF A PROBLEMATIC REASONING
The second reason relates to the ECtHR approach as regards blanket
measures. When blanket policies or indiscriminate measures are in‐
volved and generally no consensus among Council of Europe Member
States exists, the ECtHR has been quite strict in criticising and limiting
government choices.36 The case of S. and Marper, where the 2001 Act
that allowed for indefinite retention of DNA samples taken by anyone
accused of an offence (regardless of consequent convictions or acquit‐
tals) was challenged, is considered seminal in the Strasbourg case law.
The Court, instead of finding the UK in breach of article 8 under the
“in accordance with the law” test alone, since it was internal (non‐
statutory) policies that contained details regarding DNA sample reten‐
tion, proceeded to examine the measure on the “necessary in a democ‐
ratic society” stage concluding that:
the blanket and indiscriminate nature of the powers of reten‐
tion of the fingerprints, cellular samples and DNA profiles of
persons suspected but not convicted of offences, as applied in
the case of the present applicants, fails to strike a fair balance
between the competing public and private interests and that
the respondent State has overstepped any acceptable margin
of appreciation in this regard..37

141104.pdf (accessed 20 August 2016).
35 See also Andrew Le Sueur, Maurice Sunkin & Jo Murkens, Public Law: Text,
Cases, and Materials (2nd edn, OUP 2013) 770; R (Pro Life Alliance) v BBC [2003]
UKHL 23 per Lord Hoffmann [75]; Zamora [1916] 2 AC 77, 107.
36 S. and Marper (n. 4), paras 107‐112.
37 Ibid., para 125.
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This reasoning is flawed in several aspects. It regards blanket poli‐
cies as in principle incompatible with article 8, by drawing a horizontal
distinction between convicted and non‐convicted individuals, giving
the impression that unconvinced persons have more of a pro tanto right
to privacy than convicted persons. In other words, the Strasbourg
Court, instead of addressing the moral question of whether the reten‐
tion of cellular samples and DNA profiles was justified under the Con‐
vention, stopped at the necessity stage of the lato sensu proportionality
assessment38. By focusing, however, on such quantifiable aspects of a
case, the Court seems to withdraw “from a battle regarding the general
principle without a fight”.39
The implications such a reasoning can have on blanket policies is
obvious if one takes a closer look at a decision that followed Marper on
a domestic level. In Gaughran the Supreme Court held that the measure
of indiscriminate retention of DNA profiles, fingerprints and photo‐
graphs of all adults convicted of recordable offences was compatible
with article 8 of the ECHR.40 Interpreting Marper by the same token, the
Supreme Court found that:
the only issue to be considered by the court was whether the reten‐
tion of the fingerprint and DNA data of the applicants, as persons who
had been suspected, but not convicted, was justified under article 8(2)
the Convention. There is no indication that the Strasbourg court was
considering the position of those who had been convicted at all…
Strasbourg was not saying that a blanket policy of [indefinite] retaining
the data of convicted persons would be unlawful.41

38 George Letsas, ‘The scope and balancing of rights: Diagnostic or constitu‐
tive?’ in Eva Brems & Janneke Gerards (eds.), Shaping Rights: The role of the European
Court of Human Rights in determining the scope of human rights (CUP 2015) 59.
39 Stavros Tsakyrakis ‘Proportionality: an assault on human rights?’ (2009) 7
IJCL 486.
40 Gaughran v Chief Constable of the Police Service of Northern Ireland [2015] UKSC
29.
41 Ibid. [31]‐[33].
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Proportionality stricto sensu
Having indicated why we consider appropriate for indiscriminate
policies to be examined at the final stage of the proportionality assess‐
ment, we shall first try to articulate this balancing step, before applying
it to the blanket measure of DNA retention.
The need of a fourth step to the general proportionality assessment
was first recognised by the House of Lords in Huang. The Law Lords
concluded that the standard proportionality test should be understood
as including a final step, namely “the striking of a fair balance between
the rights of the individual and the interests of the community which is
inherent in the whole of the Convention”.42
The formulation of this final stage originally derived from the judg‐
ment of Dickson CJ in the Canadian case of R v Oakes, where it was
mentioned as a further element, seeking to “balance the interests of so‐
ciety with those individuals and groups”.43 This means that whether a
measure is proportionate will depend on the measure’s impacts com‐
pared to the measure’s benefits, and basically the impacts that were felt
by the claimant.44
On the other hand, domestic courts have quite often engaged in
broad brush balancing approaches that hardly resemble stricto sensu
proportionality.45 The case of Marper before the House of Lords, as well
as the case of Gaughran before the Supreme Court serve as illustrative
examples. In Marper, Lord Steyn applied a two‐step proportionality
reasoning, a “broad brush” cost‐benefit analysis, reaching the conclu‐
sion that, even if the indiscriminate and indefinite retention of DNA
samples constituted an interference with the right to privacy, this inter‐
ference would always be proportionate, because it would be out‐
weighed by the importance of the public aim it served, namely the

Huang (n. 14) [19].
[1986] 1 SCR 103.
44 Cf R v Ministry of Defence, ex parte Smith [1996] QB 517 [564]; Soering v UK
(1989) 11 EHRR 439, para 89.
45 Tom Hickman, ‘The substance and structure of proportionality’ (2008) PL 707.
42
43
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prevention and detection of serious crime,46 while, in Gaughran, Lord
Clarke admitted, quoting Girvan LJ, that “the larger the database the
greater the assistance it will provide”.47
This barely resembles any stricto sensu balancing, however, that the
court has to engage with at the last stage. As Lord Reed opined in Bank
Mellat (No. 2): there is a meaningful distinction to be drawn between
the question whether a particular objective is in principle sufficiently
important to justify limiting a particular right (step one), and the ques‐
tion whether, having determined that no less drastic means of achiev‐
ing the objective are available, the impact of the rights infringement is
disproportionate to the likely benefits of the impugned measure (step
four).48
In Dudgeon v UK, the applicant complained that Section 11 of the
Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885 which criminalised male homo‐
sexuality violated his rights under the Convention. While the Stras‐
bourg Court acknowledged the “legitimate necessity in a democratic
society for some degree of control over homosexual conduct notably in
order to provide safeguards against the exploitation and corruption of
those who are [e]specially vulnerable”,49 it reasoned as follows:
The right affected by the impugned legislation protects
an essentially private manifestation of the human per‐
sonality… Such justifications as there are for retaining
the law in force… are outweighed by the detrimental
effects which the very existence of the legislative provi‐
sions in question can have on the life of a person of
homosexual orientation... [T]he restriction imposed…
by reason of its breadth and absolute character, is…
disproportionate to the aims sought to be achieved.50

R (n 4) [39].
Gaughran (n. 40) [48].
48 Bank Mellat (n. 15) [76].
49 Dudgeon v UK (1981) 4 EHRR 149, para 49.
50 Ibid, paras 60‐61; Norris v Ireland (1988) 13 EHRR 186, para 46.
46
47
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1. DNA samples and the essence of the right to privacy
The Strasbourg Court has repeatedly held that “the very essence of
the Convention is respect for human dignity and human freedom”.51 In
S. and Marper, the Grand Chamber, noting the “highly personal nature”
of DNA and cellular samples, which was not affected by the existence
of safeguards or by the fact that the information was “in coded form…
intelligible only with the use of computer technology and capable of
being interpreted only by a limited number of persons”,52 emphasis ed
that:
notwithstanding the advantages provided by comprehensive exten‐
sion of the DNA database, the protection afforded by Article 8 of the
Convention would be unacceptably weakened if the use of modern sci‐
entific techniques in the criminal‐justice system were allowed at any
cost and without carefully balancing the potential benefits of the exten‐
sive use of such techniques against important private‐life interests.53
Therefore, any adjudication upon the proportionality of indefinite
DNA retention by law enforcement agencies, in a domestic context,
would, firstly, require application of the four stage proportionality test,
and, secondly, bring any judge before a case by case serious stricto
sensu balancing.
Specifically, the indefinite retention of DNA samples would per se
have to be held as impairing the very essence of the right. The sensitive
nature of the information the samples contain, as well as the fact that
they could be indefinitely retained by law enforcement authorities,
creates a constant interference, rendering the protection enshrined by
the Convention ineffective.
On the other hand, if the DNA retention concerns files which con‐
tain no significant genetic information about one’s health or behaviour
and ergo information of a less intrusive nature, such as specially modi‐
fied profiles which serve only an identification purpose, it could be re‐

Pretty v UK (2002) 35 EHRR 1, para 65.
S. andMarper (n. 4), paras 72‐75.
53 Ibid., para 112. See also Goodwin v UK (2002) 35 EHRR 447, para 97.
51
52
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garded as proportionate if the aim sought to be achieved outweighs the
overall impact on the right to privacy, provided their retention period
is accordingly justified by the gravity of the offences.54
Lessons from Luxembourg: Digital Rights Ireland and Watson
Our approach towards the stages of necessity and stricto sensu pro‐
portionality finds also support in the Digital Rights Ireland case as well
as in the opinion of the Advocate General in the Watson case.
In Digital Rights Ireland the CJEU declared invalid the Data Reten‐
tion Directive 2006/24/EC laying down the obligation on the providers
of publicly available electronic communication services or of public
communications networks to retain all traffic and location data, “in or‐
der to ensure that the data were available for the purpose of the inves‐
tigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime, as defined by each
Member State in its national law”. The Luxembourg Court referred to
the absence of reasonable suspicion, noting that the Directive applied
“even to persons for whom there is no evidence capable of suggesting
that their conduct might have a link, even an indirect or remote one,
with serious crime”.55
However, in the very recent case of Watson, following a challenge
by two MPs against the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act
2014 which sought to immediately replace the Directive56 and a subse‐
quent question for a preliminary ruling by the Court of Appeal, the
Advocate General concluded that bulk surveillance is not in principle
unlawful, if it is accompanied by all safeguards considered by the
CJEU in Digital Rights Ireland.57
In examining the question of whether a general data retention obli‐

54 Joined Cases C‐203 and 698/15 Secretary of State for Home Department v Tom
Watson and Others (CJEU, 19 July 2016), Opinion AG Saugmandsgaard Øe, para
262.
55 Joined Cases C‐293 and 594/12 Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v Minister for Commu‐
nications, Marine and Natural Resources [2014] ECR I‐238, para 58.
56 SSHD v Davis [2015] EWCA Civ 1185.
57 Watson (n. 54), para 202.
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gation is proportionate, contrary to the submissions of Tele2 Sverige,
Privacy International and Open Rights Group that any general (blan‐
ket) data retention obligation should be per se regarded as violating the
principle of necessity, due to their inherently over inclusive character,58
the Advocate General stated that the obligation did not go beyond
what was strictly necessary, but it was due to the “combined effect of
the generalised retention of data and the lack of safeguards aimed at
limiting to what was strictly necessary the interference with the rights
enshrined in Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter”59 that led the Luxembourg
Court to declare the Directive invalid in its entirety. He then went on to
opine as follows:
[T]he requirement of strict necessity… requires a comparison
to be made between the effectiveness of such an obligation
and that of any other possible national measure... Neverthe‐
less, it is important to bear in mind that any substantial limi‐
tation of the scope of a general data retention obligation may
considerably reduce the utility of such a regime in the fight
against serious crime.60
According to the Advocate General, the issue of proportionality of
such measures has thus to be determined at the final stricto sensu stage
by (national) courts, which are called to weigh the advantages of such
techniques and the serious risks that arise “from the power to cata‐
logue the private lives of individuals”.61
This conclusion signals, in our view, the importance of the role of
domestic courts when it comes to human rights adjudication, consider‐
ing also the rather hesitant stance taken by Strasbourg as regards the
stricto sensu proportionality assessment of blanket measures; a stance
that could be basically attributed to its subsidiary role.62

Ibid., para. 192.
Ibid., para. 202; C‐362/14Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner (CJEU, 6 Oc‐
tober 2015), para 93.
60 Ibid., Watson, paras 207 and 213.
61 Ibid., para. 261.
62 Steven Greer, ‘Balancing and the European Court of Human Rights: a contri‐
58
59
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Finally, emphasis should be placed on to the crucial distinction be‐
tween metadata and the actual content of communications. In Digital
Rights Ireland the CJEU noted that “Directive 2006/24 did not adversely
affect the essence of the right to privacy or of the other rights enshrined
in Article 7 of the Charter, since it did not permit the acquisition of
knowledge of the content of the electronic communications as such”.63
Contrary to the actual content of communications, communications
data relate to data surrounding the message, such as subscriber, loca‐
tion, date/time information.64
Taking into account the similar reasoning of the Advocate General,
it could be a contrario assumed that measures allowing mass acquisi‐
tion of electronic communications’ content should be regarded as not
observing the essence of the right to privacy.65 Mutatis mutandis the in‐
formation contained in DNA samples could be, hence, comparable to
the actual content of communications and considered as engaging with
the essence of the right to privacy.
Conclusion
This paper has sought to assess the compatibility of the indefinite
retention of DNA samples with article 8 of the ECHR in the context of
proportionality. Having shown that the acquisition of DNA samples
constitutes a grave interference with the right to privacy, and drawn
upon domestic and European approaches towards the proportionality
test encapsulated in the Convention, we have suggested that, albeit
bution to the Habermas‐Alexy debate’ (2004) 63 CLJ 429; William Schabas, The
European Convention on Human Rights: A commentary (OUP 2015) 406.
63 Digital Rights Ireland (n. 55), para. 39.
64 Anderson (n. 2) 259ff. See also Big Brother Watch v UK App no 58170/13 Wit‐
ness Statement of Dr Ian Brown 23: https://www.privacynotprism.org.uk/ as‐
sets/files/privacynotprism/IAN_BROWN‐FINAL_WITNESS_STATEMENT.pdf
(accessed 20 August 2016).
65 Watson (n. 54), para. 160; Luisa Marin, ‘The fate of the Data Retention Direc‐
tive: about mass surveillance and fundamental rights in the EU legal order’ in Val‐
samis Mitsilegas, Maria Bergstrom & Theodore Konstadinides (eds.), Research
Handbook on EU Criminal Law (Elgar 2016) 218.
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DNA retention by law enforcement authorities should not be regarded
as per se failing to meet the necessity test, an indiscriminate DNA re‐
tention, which consequently engages the essence of the right to pri‐
vacy, should be considered as stricto sensu disproportionate, while the
acquisition of others ‐of a less intrusive nature‐ would have to be as‐
sessed through a case by case balancing.
However, these rapid technological advances, which allow for in‐
trusive surveillance techniques, in the light of modern day threats,
should not result in relaxation of the Convention safeguards, as inter‐
preted by the Strasbourg court. Eventually, it all boils down to the in‐
dispensable role judges are entrusted with, namely “to prevent the es‐
tablishment of systems and methods that would allow ‘Big Brother’ to
become master of the citizen’s private life”.66

66

Malone v UK (1985) 7 EHRR 14, Concurring Opinion of Judge Pettiti.
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EVIDENCE‐BASED POLICING (EBP) AS A STRATEGY
FOR ACCOMPLISHING POLICE GOALS MORE
EFFECTIVELY, THE CHALLENGES EBP FACES,
AND ITS PROSPECTS FOR IT BEING ADOPTED
WIDELY IN GREECE

GEORGE PAPADIMITRAKOPOULOS
Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge

Introduction
Evidence‐based policing (EBP) is a dynamic and noteworthy para‐
digm shift in the history of modern policing. With a view to properly
understanding its raison d’être and recent rise, I intend to offer a brief
yet all‐encompassing background on its origins and on evidence‐based
social policy, which gave rise to experimental criminology (EC), of
which EBP is a pre‐eminent example. I shall continue by describing the
three components of said strategy, namely Targeting, Testing, and
Tracking. Furthermore, I intend to distinguish between older iterations
of EBP and the novel, Triple‐T (3T) strategic approach, by offering two
examples.
Hence, I aim to provide, a characteristic example of EBP prior to the
invention of the 3T (the 1995 experiment in which Sherman and Weis‐
burd used a randomised controlled trial (RCT) to try to ascertain the
effectiveness of police patrol as a general deterrent in crime hotspots in
Minneapolis, Minnesota), and one very recent, noteworthy example of
the successful implementation of 3T (the 2013 experiment, by Sherman
in Trinidad and Tobago, the results of which, however, have yet to be
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officially published).
Following these two examples/major pieces of evidence and having
established and analysed its roots –which I deemed as sine qua non, in
understanding such a radical paradigm and in ascertaining its chal‐
lenges – I shall dedicate the remainder of my essay to critically assess‐
ing said challenges faced by EC and EBP/3T in particular, as well as to
evaluating the prospects and surmising the possible pitfalls, should 3T
be adopted and properly implemented in Greece.
Evidenced‐based Social Policy
Modernity can trace its roots to the cultural movement of the
Enlightenment. Whether one postulates that it begins earlier with
Francis Bacon’s scientific method (and his death in exploring it) (Klein,
Winter 2012), or by Baruch Spinoza in his role as chief challenger of the
fundamentals of revealed religion, received ideas, tradition, morality,
and divinely constituted political authority (Israel, 2001, p. 159), or
later, as Toumlin (1992) posits, with the twin founding pillars of mod‐
ern thought, i.e. modern science as represented by Isaac Newton (cf.
Principia Mathematica, 1687), and modern philosophy, as represented
by Descartes (cf. Discourse on Method, 1637).
The debt we owe to that era is the great transition in so many pro‐
fessions from customs to science and form opinions to evidence. That
Enlightenment ideal of objective knowledge is also crucial to the suc‐
cess of a liberal democracy, in which the rule of the majority protects
individual liberty under the rule of law, via the institution of the police
(Sherman, 2011b). Apart from our inherent and inadvertent biases, the
centrality of evidence in all matters of public debate and policy is of
paramount importance in protecting our liberal democracy, from both
extremes of the political spectrum, as well as from the post‐modernist
and nihilist intelligentsia. A case‐in‐point is Bruno Latour (2004, p. 227)
who spent several decades stressing the ‘social construction of scien‐
tific facts’, and who now laments the ammunition he fears he and his
colleagues have given to the Republican right:
While we spent years trying to detect the real prejudices hidden be‐
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hind the appearance of objective statements, do we now have to reveal
the real objective and incontrovertible facts hidden behind the illusion
of prejudices? And yet entire Ph.D. programs are still running to make
sure that good American kids are learning the hard way that facts are
made up, that there is no such thing as natural, unmediated, unbiased
access to truth, that we are always prisoners of language, that we al‐
ways speak from a particular standpoint, and so on, while dangerous
extremists are using the very same arguments of social construction to
destroy hard‐won evidence that could save our lives.
Conversely, Noam Chomsky (1993, p. 286), points out the irony,
from the other side of the aisle:
Left intellectuals took an active part in the lively working class cul‐
ture. Some sought to compensate for the class character of the cultural
institutions through programs of workers’ education, or by writing
best‐selling books on mathematics, science and other topics for the
general public. Remarkably, their left counterparts today often seek to
deprive working people of these tools of emancipation, informing us
that the ‘project of Enlightenment’ is dead, that we must abandon the
‘illusions’ of science and rationality – a message that will gladden the
hearts of the powerful, delighted to monopolise these instruments for
their own use.
Experimental Criminology
Moreover, given the overabundance of criminological theories and
their inability to explain crime, examination of empirical tests of crimi‐
nological theory between 1968‐2005, reveals that the overall level of
variance explained is often very low with 80‐90% unexplained (Weis‐
burd & Piquero, 2008, Abstract). Furthermore, it is often hard to find
common ground on anything (cf. Robert Martinson’s infamous “noth‐
ing works”), let alone on something as essential to our society as the
competence of our policing, despite Sutherland’s definition that
“Criminology is the body of knowledge regarding… the processes of mak‐
ing laws, of breaking laws, and of reacting toward the breaking of
laws” (Laub, 2006, p. 240, italics mine).
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Experimental criminology is part of a larger and increasingly ex‐
panding scientific research and evidence‐based movement in social
policy via its origins in facts derived from objective knowledge. It is
not made merely on the basis of experience, hunches, peer opinions,
and occupational cultures (Chalmers, 2003, as found in Sherman, 2009,
p. 6), and hence, I propose, it offers the requisite commensurability to
criminology.
What is the most efficient way of preventing crime in a liberal de‐
mocracy? How can we find the best evidence as to what works, and
what does not? How can our elected officials make sure police are held
accountable for their effectiveness and conduct? According to Sherman
(2009), the promise of EC offers ten principal elements of a viable
model to answer the foregoing questions:
1. Identify key factual questions about policies affecting life and lib‐
erty. 2. Formulate testable hypotheses about competing answers to
those questions. 3. Conduct randomised experiments where possible to
compare those answers. 4. Conduct a quasi‐experiments when better
designs are not possible. 5. Identify all good evidence on any one ques‐
tion in systematic reviews. 6. Synthesise that evidence, if possible, in
single‐outcome meta‐analyses. 7. Present the research synthesis to
committees of practitioners and scientists. 8. Develop succinct opera‐
tional guidance based on evidence. 9. Communicate or promulgate the
guidance, and 10. Test and practice methods for obtaining more com‐
pliance with that guidance (p. 22).
Welsh, Braga, et al. (2013) take a broader view than Sherman, who
defines EC as “scientific knowledge about crime and justice discovered
from random assignment of different conditions in large field tests”
(2010, p. 399). They propose that experimenting with crime and social
programs has a rich tradition dating from the 1970s with Farrington
and Campbell in the UK, and in the concept of large‐scale social pro‐
grams of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, and their need to
identify valid and rigorous methods of evaluation, in the US. They con‐
tinue by illustrating that the methodological adequacy of any test’s
causal hypotheses can be addressed on four major criteria of validity.
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(NB. Lösel (1987) adds a fifth type – Descriptive Validity.)
Validity is of paramount importance as it is the basis of any experi‐
mental approach. In other words, one cannot test his or her hypotheses
and their underlining causality without validity. There exist a plethora
of types and subtypes of validity in social sciences, but it is common
practice in EC to assess the methodological sufficiency of said causal
hypotheses based on the five key validity criteria: internal, construct,
external, descriptive and statistical conclusion validity (Campbell et al.,
1966; Cook et al., 1979; Lösel et al., 1987; and Shadish et al., 2002).
Evidence‐Based Policing
Sherman’s proposals for what he called ‘EBP’ were first presented
in a Police Foundation Lecture in Washington, D.C. in 1998. He origi‐
nally defined EBP as ‘the use of the best available research on the out‐
comes of police work to implement guidelines and evaluate agencies,
units, and officers. Put more simply, EBP uses research to guide prac‐
tice and evaluate practitioners. It uses the best evidence to shape the
best practice. It is a systematic effort to parse out and codify unsystem‐
atic “experience” as the basis for police work, refining it by ongoing
systematic testing of hypotheses’. (Sherman, 1998, pp. 3‐4).
More recently, Sherman defines EBP as ‘a method of making deci‐
sions about “what works” in policing: which practices and strategies
accomplish police missions most cost‐effectively. In contrast to basing
decisions on theory, assumptions, tradition, or convention, an evi‐
dence‐based approach continuously tests hypotheses with empirical
research findings.’ (Sherman, 2013, p. 1).
The core principle of evidence‐based practice is that “we are all enti‐
tled to our own opinions but not to our own facts”, as the late US sena‐
tor Patrick Moynihan observed (Sherman, 2011, RSA Lecture Tran‐
scripts, p. 1). Sherman identifies the fact that EBP has a two‐pronged
approach on research, namely basic research (i.e. what works best
when implemented properly under controlled conditions) and ongoing
outcomes research (i.e. the results each unit is actually achieving by
applying or ignoring basic research and practice) (Sherman, 1998, p. 4).
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The convergence of the two creates a feedback loop, reminiscent of Ar‐
gyris’s Double Loop Learning Theory (DLLT), which pertains to learn‐
ing to change, underlying values, and assumptions – much like EBP.
The focus of DLLT is on solving problems that are complex and ill‐
structured and which change as problem‐solving advances, based on
facts being reassessed (cf. DLLT is based upon a “Theory of Action”
perspective, outlined by Argyris & Schön (1974)).
Moreover, Sherman contrasts EBP to the three present paradigms,
namely incident specific policing (911 responses), community policing,
and problem‐oriented policing (a source of EBP nonetheless), and
deems them complementary (1998, pp. 5‐6).
1. 3T description
The 3T strategy comprises three principles (rather than “kinds of
decisions”), namely Targeting, Testing and Tracking. Specifically, ac‐
cording to Sherman (2013) Tracking requires a systematic ranking in
comparison of the level of harm associated with places, times, people
and situations policing can lawfully address. Testing is what police do
with high‐priority targets that helps ensure police neither increase
crime nor waste money. Tracking finally is defined as whether the po‐
lice are delivering on target what police leaders decide should be done
(Testing may grow the most rapidly in coming years by the use of
technology, i.e. GPS locators and body‐worn video cameras).
This novel (cf. in 2012 according to Sherman, 2013) EBP strategy,
goes beyond the tenant of RCTs of EBP, and ideally expects the police
to dynamically adhere to the three Ts and hence incessantly allocate
their limited resources, test their hypotheses, and track their accom‐
plishments (and errors/shortcomings), thus updating and feeding their
feedback knowledge loop. Additionally, scientific use of evidence
short‐circuits our ‘System I’ thinking (cf. Kahneman & Tversky), and
forces all stakeholders in the criminal justice system, and especially po‐
lice officers, to employ ‘System II’ thinking, and accept a marked sys‐
tematic, analysis that follows strict rules of evidence (Kahneman, 2011).
Thus, 3T represents exactly the type of clarity, vigour, and intelli‐
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gence that criminologists (and policymakers) in the 21st century re‐
quire globally, and yet rarely receive.
2. Targeting
In a world of dwindling budgets and scarce resources, the ability to
focus on the most pernicious and/or predictable concentrations of
crime and violence is a sine qua non, and of capital importance to mod‐
ern policing, and by extension to modern liberal democracy. It resem‐
bles the STP framework of modern Marketing (Segment, Target, Posi‐
tion), which is strategically used in focusing campaigns addressed at
large and heterogeneous populations. Moreover, I posit, it owes a vital
part of its epistemological ancestry to the concept of “bounded ration‐
ality”, and its two types, “costly rationality” (cf. Savage Paradigm,
1954) and “truly bounded rationality” (cf. going far beyond the Savage
Paradigm), where focus is not dictated by limited resources, but in a
rather humbling manner, decreed by limited, human, individual ca‐
pacities – cf. Simon, March, Marschak, etc. (Radner, 1996).
3. Testing
The umbilical cord that connects targeting to testing is the need for
a common, highly reliable measure of crime and harm, hence the crea‐
tion of a commonly standardised crime harm index (CHI) is absolutely
necessary (Sherman, 2013, p. 6). Furthermore, Sherman offers a clear‐
cut seven‐step process for creating such a CHI that any agency around
the globe can utilise.
The cynical mantra that “visceral anecdotes always trump data”
was used by Sherman (IOC Lectures, 2013‐14), to aptly illustrate the
need for testing – the soul of EBP, in order to break the vicious cycle of
the traditional 3Rs of policing, and in order to progress the 3T strategy,
which will ensure that the police neither increase crime (inadvertently)
nor waste money (Sherman, 2013, p. 1).
4. Tracking
The classic managerial, circumspective adage admonishes Methuse‐
lahs and neophytes alike by stating that “one cannot manage what one
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cannot measure!” It is of crucial import then to track the outputs and
outcomes of the foregoing targeted testing accurately, reliably, and in a
timely manner.
Indeed, tracking allows 3T practitioners to tackle risk‐based policy
conundrums (e.g. in a seriousness versus frequency, 2x2 decision ma‐
trix, offering fact‐based judgements on which to prioritise, as a second
and/or as a third ‘priority to be addressed’; compared to the first and
fourth priorities which are usually obvious) and forestall deleterious
ramifications.
Given the aforementioned, the adept and frequent use of technol‐
ogy in the form of GPS locators and camcorders, compared to unreli‐
able self‐reporting, misleading crime rates, subjective definitions, and
erroneous counts, etc., becomes a self‐evident prerequisite (Sherman,
2013, p. 6).
Example of EBP – pre 3T (Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA, 1995)
This randomised controlled trial experiment took place in Minnea‐
polis, Minnesota (Sherman 1987, and Sherman et al., 1995, 1998, 2013)
and aimed to determine the effect of police patrols on very small clus‐
ters of high‐crime addresses in the city. This “hot spot” focused ap‐
proach, indicated that police patrols of sufficient duration (cf. up to 15
minutes – Koper Curve, Sherman, 1990, Koper, 1995) have a deterrent
effect.
In order to avoid statistical bias towards a null hypothesis and a
measurement problem in determining the frequency of patrols for a
specific area, in this experiment the selection of loci involved the ex‐
amination of data files and the consequent taxonomy of address clus‐
ters with 20 or more “hard calls” (i.e. holdup alarms, auto theft, as‐
sault, and rape), and “soft calls” (i.e. public drunkenness, disturbances,
or fights). Computer mapping, visual inspection, and screening for
size, location, and proximity to other hot spots, resulted in the selection
of 110 hot spots, which were randomly assigned to either the experi‐
mental or the control group. For the 55 hot spots assigned to the ex‐
perimental group, officers increased patrol presence to a target dura‐
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tion. Patrol logs and independent observation were utilised (in lieu of
high‐tech devices – cf. Trinidad & Tobago experiment, hereafter) to
validate the duration of patrol presence per day at each hot spot.
The impact of the increased patrol presence was measured by citi‐
zen calls concerning crime and by independent observations of crime
at the selected hot spots (Sherman, 1987). The importance of this pio‐
neering study is significant (not so much for its findings of “general
deterrent effect/micro‐deterrence” (Sherman et al., 1995)), but as a
seminal case in EBP resulting in tangible, tactical, and fact‐based solu‐
tions for front‐line officers.
Example of EBP – 3T (Trinidad & Tobago, 2013)
The following description of an unalloyed 3T experiment is con‐
structed based on anecdotal evidence accrued and garnered during
Professor Sherman’s lectures at the Institute of Criminology University
of Cambridge, in 2013 and 2014.
Policing in Trinidad and Tobago followed a colonial policing prac‐
tice. This entailed officers spending all of their time in the police sta‐
tion without going on patrol (apparently quiet rooms with bunkers
were also furnished to that end). The implementation of 3T involved
an RCT in which all the island nation’s police stations were divided
into two groups with equal incidence of violent crime. The preliminary
findings show an approximate 50% drop in homicides and fatal
wounding/shootings.
The police targeted the most harmful types of violence, in the worst
hot‐spot locations at hot times (according to a graph presented, be‐
tween 6 pm and 2 am). Specific practices were tested (e.g. stop and frisk
policy for handguns, patrol time, and active visibility in hot spots, as
well as respectful handling of suspects). Both crimes and police officers
were tracked. In particular, police patrols were monitored using GPS
and fed back to police in a report every two weeks. Team leaders were
held accountable for their teams and patrol results were compared be‐
tween teams. This use of 3T appears – according to Professor Sherman
– to have reduced serious crime, as well as exposed cultural differences
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and organisational and educational gaps in the police force of Trinidad
and Tobago.
Moreover, this is a case‐in point of how ‘System II’ responses, fol‐
lowing modern EBP and the use of current technology (GPS), can have
dramatic effects on police internal and external legitimacy, efficiency,
cost‐effectiveness, as well as in the reduction of harm and of the crime‐
related suffering of citizens.
Challenges Facing EC, EBP and 3T
Given the intertwined and subsumed nature of EC, EBP and 3T, I
shall try to offer discrete and succinct examples. Evidently, there is an
expected overlap, which I see as an advantage in trying to holistically
fathom, establish, and improve 3T‐based policing globally.
It is clear by now that EC has for the most part moved past the first
wave of RCT‐focused criticisms, namely that it was not ethical to ran‐
domise treatment intervention or programs in criminal justice, and that
randomised experiments could not be implemented in the real world
(Braga et. al., 2013, p. 277). However, a second wave of criticism has
been increasingly articulated concerning the field of EC. These cri‐
tiques share a common concern that EC blindly advocates the absolute
superiority (cf. Maryland Scale, etc.) of RCTs over quasi‐experiments
and observational studies (Braga et. al., 2013, p. 278).
Therefore, I claim that contemporary criticisms of EC become de
facto challenges for EBP and 3T in particular. These are, according to
Braga et al. (2013): 1. Evidence‐based crime policy is experimental
based crime policy, 2. EC stifles innovation, 3. Experiments have lower
external validity and therefore limited policy relevance, 4. Experiments
are oversold as the gold standard in establishing causation. Without
delving into the associated debate (whereupon Weisburd (2010) argues
that there is a “moral imperative to conduct randomised experiments”,
and Sampson (2010) retorts that “an ethos of ‘RCT or bust’, down‐
grades the value of well‐designed observational analyses, and quasi‐
experimental evaluations”), I will instead accept the argument pro‐
posed, that RCTs represent a “bronze rather than a gold standard”, in
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that it makes good sense that experimental and observational methods
be framed as complements, “parts of the same toolkit” rather than as
competitors (p. 280). Certainly, the proposed “revised scale” that
“would include design and executional parameters”, as Braga et. al.,
put forward (p. 293), finds me in agreement.
Further to the above discussion, I wish to address two common,
characteristic, and 3T‐specific challenges (NB. I am well aware of the
nine issues, three for each category, discussed by Sherman, 2013 –
notwithstanding, I opt to offer two actual challenges that arose during
and/or after the lecturers/presentations).
The first advocates the equal distribution of police person‐
nel/resources. Professor Sherman rebuffed this traditionalist argument
by underlining the need for prevention (“it is preferable to spray the
mire than to swat mosquitoes one by one”), and iterated that the aim
for any modern police force ought to be that “of an equality of results
rather than an equality of resources” (Sherman, 2013‐14, IOC, Lec‐
tures). The second challenge, although typical, is geographically‐
specific, stems from the London Metropolitan police, and is in a nut‐
shell that all “policy decisions are doomed to success”. A combination
that is, of confirmation bias and organisational top‐down pressure for
results. Such a culture and status quo obviously limit the ability of the
strategy to augment and adapt, furtively and/or antagonistically obvi‐
ating the feedback loop. My optimistic conjecture is that, given the
requisite police leadership support, an increase in volume (of said ex‐
periments) resulting in the achievement of a threshold, which once
passed, will act as an epidemiological tipping point, and as a result, 3T
strategies will thenceforth become a de rigueur reality, in the MET and
worldwide.
Greece
Daniel Kahneman, observes that a remarkable aspect of one’s men‐
tal life is that one is rarely stumped. One often has answers to ques‐
tions that one does not completely understand, relying on evidence
that one can neither explain nor defend (Kahneman, 2011). This pithy
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description of ‘System I’ thinking is concurrently a poignant summary
of the mentality of the Greek national police (with notable exceptions)
and most national policy makers. Therefore, it is not markedly differ‐
ent from most other national police departments (in Europe and else‐
where) based on my research thus far.
Nonetheless, Greece offers a multitude of country‐specific chal‐
lenges, pertaining to the wide adoption of EBP and 3T. Even so, I ad‐
duce that the following hurdles (a sample of three), are ipso facto, each
and every one of them, the most convincing reasons and arguments for
the implementation of EBP in Greece – thenceforth, transforming
Greece into an internationally‐promoted case‐study/best practice for
EBP.
Specifically, the barrier posed by the socio‐economic crisis is exactly
the reason for the existence and use of 3T. The enigma of daily resource
allocation and pecuniary dilemmas, given the proper police leadership
and political volition, will allow for efficient and effective policing, and
will concurrently augment the dismal morale, as well as reconstitute
the ebbing internal and external legitimacy of the Hellenic police force.
A legitimacy of an institution no less, which is necessary to guard the
liberal democracy, and by extent all its citizens, in the country that in‐
vented it.
Apart from mentality and leadership issues, given the potential for
power that such a fact‐based approach would produce and hold, it is
of grave importance to follow Juvenal’s sagacious admonition and be
mindful of sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes?, especially during such a cri‐
sis. Which brings the issue of ethics at hand. According to Eisner (2012,
pp. 419‐20) in large‐scale criminological field experiments, ethical
questions need to be addressed on at least four levels: the selection of
the intervention, the randomised allocation to treatment conditions,
the collection and storage of data, and the analysis and publication of
the findings. Moreover, it is imperative to pre‐empt the pitfalls pertain‐
ing to the ethical cornerstones of confidentiality (Reiss, 1979), informed
consent (Soble, 1978), and deception and accuracy (Erikson, 1967), if
one is to suitably and ethically conduct EBP experiments in Greece.
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Finally, the notorious Catch‐22 of external validity in RCTs needs to
be addressed in this context. Given the fact that it is improbable to ex‐
pect external validity within one study (efforts at triangulation not‐
withstanding), it is common knowledge that validity can be estab‐
lished in a more convincing way, via systematic reviews and meta‐
analyses. But these two methods require an increased number of stud‐
ies to produce results. Thus, achieving the prerequisite high volume of
3T experiments which would (once systematically reviewed and meta‐
analysed) produce convincing results for the police and political hier‐
archy, is incumbent upon the above‐mentioned decision makers, being
convinced by the first couple of experiments. A vicious cycle and quix‐
otic endeavour indeed, in a country where all police officers (even in
the most tactical units) are charged for all ammunition used for their
training purposes.
Conclusion
I have offered an all‐inclusive exploration supported by the requi‐
site bibliography, of the plethora of forces and intricate dynamics
which led to the emergence of EBP. Further, I presented a terse de‐
scription of the 3T strategy and a brief analysis of each of the three
principles in more depth. I then critically elected to compare and con‐
trast two indicative examples of EBP, a ground‐breaking one and the
most recent one. Given the aforementioned diversity of EBP issues and
nuances covered, I was in good stead to assess the overarching and
multifaceted challenges faced by EC, EBP, and 3T. Given the signifi‐
cance and potential of 3T, I offered two commonly‐voiced challenges,
as well as their counterarguments and solutions. Finally, via three local
issues, exacerbated by the global socioeconomic crisis, I propound that
I succinctly yet critically displayed the probable challenges of adopting
3T and an EB mind‐set in Greece, and the opportunity – having over‐
come such a Herculean labour – this holds for the future of policing in
Greece and by extension in Europe.
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Abstract
Investigation is at the heart of policing. To investigate is to gather
information from a number of sources regarding an incident, and in‐
vestigative interviewing (of suspects, witnesses as well as victims) is
one of the core functions of investigation. Very often, the outcome of a
case depends on the outcome of such interviews, and information
gathering is one of the most valuable and at the same time difficult
skills police officers can develop. The investigative interviewing of
suspects is a topic which has received much attention over the years,
not only from scholars but also from the media and the public. Police
ways of handling suspects’ interviewing have often been on the spot‐
light (mainly due to cases of miscarriages of justice) and for years ex‐
perts on the field have criticized what they called ‘inappropriate police
ways of extracting confessions’. The procedures, effectiveness and eth‐
ics of police interrogations were often questioned. As a result, in many
countries psychologists, including those who are also police officers,
are involved in the development of investigative interviewing, with
best practices based on findings from various empirical studies.
Key words – police, interrogation, investigative interviewing, tactics,
confessions.
*The terms ‘interrogation’ and ‘investigative interviewing’ are being
used interchangeably.
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Introduction
The problem of suspects’ interrogations became widely known by
some notorious cases of miscarriages of justice caused by false confes‐
sions, which in turn were caused by wrongful interviewing. With some
unknown degree of regularity, however, innocent suspects are also
sometimes induced to confess to crimes they did not commit. Within
the recent and growing population of post‐conviction DNA exonera‐
tions reported by the Innocence Project, in the United States, false con‐
fessions were a contributing factor in more than 20% of these cases. As
this sample does not include false confessions that were rejected by po‐
lice or prosecutors, those for which DNA was not available, and those
to lesser crimes that elicit less post‐conviction scrutiny, it is clear that
these instances represent the tip of an iceberg (http://www.innocence
project.org/, cited in Kassin et al., 2010).
Although it may be difficult to comprehend why people would ad‐
mit to something they were clearly not responsible for, the fact remains
that false confessions have occurred throughout the world, even
though their frequency is difficult, if not impossible to estimate. What
is known, however, with a certainty deriving from various case histo‐
ries and notorious miscarriages of justice is that false confessions have
occurred for a variety of reasons (Leo, 2004). Although a combination
of factors is responsible, the character of the investigative interview
and the tactics/techniques used by the police may well be the major
‘culprit’ for the extraction of false confessions (coerced compliant false
confessions). In this way, what happens in the interrogation room and
false confession are, in a way, interlinked (Soukara, 2011; Lassiter,
2004).
As some interrogation tactics can result in false confessions which
will subsequently send an innocent person to jail (Gudjonsson, 2003), it
is important to understand the nature of the problem and identify pos‐
sible ways of preventing it. Possible remedies could include audiotap‐
ing and/or videotaping all interrogations, utilizing more information
gathering techniques during interviews rather that accusatory style
techniques, identify individuals who are vulnerable or at risk (those
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open to suggestion such as children and adults with learning difficul‐
ties / personality disorders), as well as very good preparation and a de‐
tailed examination of all available evidence/facts before the interview
takes place. Overall, a change of attitude towards the exact role of the
confession is needed.
It is an undisputable fact that police interviews serve to gather in‐
formation on alleged offences, and they are in this way of outmost im‐
portant as they help shed light to the truth. It is also a fact, however,
that often police have come to rely on police station interrogation in
order to secure convictions and confessions. McConville and Hodgson
(1992) state that: “..the principal investigative strategy of the police is
the interrogation...”, (p. 111).
According to many experts some important aspects of interrogation
are the following: Firstly, confession evidence while not being the only
way to secure a conviction, is still seen as the easiest method; when a
clear and credible confession has been given by the suspect, there is no
need for additional evidence, such as from witnesses or from forensic
analysts. In this way cases are cleared up more quickly (Milne et al.,
2007, Williamson, 2006).
Secondly, during the course of an interrogation, the police may also
secure other valuable information unrelated to the specific offence,
such as a suspect’s other possible offences, as well as information about
the suspect’s associates (if any). Police interviewing of suspects is not
usually an easy process, and is viewed by the majority of researchers
and officers as challenging. There is a proportion of suspects who seem
happy to tell the police everything they know. This number is however
low, since this attitude usually gains them nothing but can cost them a
lot. Most suspects need some kind of reassurance that will persuade
them to provide information which they do not want to provide; the
interview is, in essence, a negotiating release of information in ex‐
change of something worth gaining (Kassin, 2004).
It is important to note, though, that whatever the attitude of the sus‐
pect, police strategy is directed firstly in establishing control of the
situation. The police are in charge of the time, place and manner of in‐
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terrogation, the questions asked, the information released to suspects
as well as what is said to suspects outside the interview room. Unfor‐
tunately, very little research on real‐life interviews with suspects has
been carried out due to the sensitive nature of the topic, and all the dif‐
ficulties of access that such research entails (Bull and Milne, 2004).
Influential Manuals of Interrogation/Investigative Interviewing
1. The Reid technique
In 1986, the influential text “Criminal Interrogation and Confes‐
sions” was published which incorporated a number of practical guide‐
lines on how to elicit confessions during the interrogation of a suspect
utilizing methods already in use by police forces all over the world
(Inbau et al., 1986, 2001). Even though it has exerted considerable influ‐
ence upon the overall process of interrogation as well as specific tech‐
niques applied by the police, its mainis to ‘‘break down’’ the suspect’s
resistance and increase the chance of eliciting a confession. This is
achieved through the application of a nine‐step procedure designed to
cope with the suspect’s denial and negative mood, while highlighting
the benefits of providing a confession (Inbau et al., 2001; Hartwig et al.,
2005).
STEP 1: POSITIVE CONFRONTATION. The interrogator tells the suspect
that there is no doubt that he or she is involved in the crime. Advise
the suspect that the investigation clearly indicates that he is responsible
for the commission of a crime. This, of course, may not be a true state‐
ment, but to persuade a guilty suspect to tell the truth the investigator
must often exaggerate his confidence in the suspect’s guilt.
STEP 2: THEME DEVELOPMENT. The interrogator begins developing a
so‐called ‘theme’, a rationalization or face‐saving excuse for the crime
provided by the interrogator, ideally adapted to the psychological
characteristics of the suspect. The investigator offers moral or psycho‐
logical excuses for the suspect’s criminal behavior. The theme is not
designed to plant new ideas in the suspect’s mind but merely to rein‐
force the justifications that already exist in the guilty suspect’s mind.
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STEP 3: HANDLING DENIALS. The investigator discourages the suspect
from offering weak denials and the idea is to negate denials before
they are voiced. Inbau and colleagues list a number of verbal and non‐
verbal behaviours indicating that the suspect is about to deny the
crime.
STEP 4: OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS. The idea is that guilty suspects
will move towards a more offensive approach, and constructreasons
for why the accusation of guilt is not true. The important part of this
step is to turn this objection around and use it as a reason why the sus‐
pect should tell the truth.
STEP 5: RETAINING THE SUSPECT’S ATTENTION. The goal here is to re‐
tain the suspect’s attention to the theme, and try not to lose concentra‐
tion.
STEP 6: HANDLING THE SUSPECT’S MOOD. Responding to the suspect’s
passive mood is seen as crucial for the interrogation, and the interroga‐
tor is recommended to show sympathy for the suspect while repeating
the proposed reasons for the crime’s commission.
STEP 7: CREATING AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONFESS. The investigator pre‐
sents two choices to the suspect concerning some aspect of his crime.
The choices generally contrast a positive and a negative choice, there‐
fore accepting either choice, of course, results in an admission of guilt.
STEP 8: ORAL CONFESSION. The suspect offers an oral admission to
the crime where s/he gives his or her own account of events.
STEP 9: WRITTEN CONFESSION. The oral confession is converted to a
court admissible document. It is also recommended to use a confession
written in a question‐and‐answer format rather than a narrative form,
partly because specific question can cover more information than the
narrative account given by the suspect.
Although Inbau et al’s nine‐step approach seems to have become
very popular among practitioners, mainly because it seems to work
with uncooperative suspects, it has also been severely criticized (Bald‐
win, 1993). First of all, trickery and deceit is unlawful in several coun‐
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tries, and therefore evidence obtained in this way may not be admissi‐
ble at court. Secondly, manipulating people via trickery and deceit may
lead to false confessions. It must not be forgotten that tricks and deceit
may not only make guilty suspects more willing to confess but also in‐
nocent ones (Pearse & Gudjonsson, 1999). Thirdly, trickery and deceit
is considered unethical, and although Inbau et al. do not deny this, they
believe that it is justified when dealing with criminals.
2. P.E.A.C.E model of interviewing
On the other end of the spectrum, away from Inbau and Reid’s ac‐
cusatory style of suspect interviewing, lies the PEACE Model of inves‐
tigative interviewing. Developed in the early 1990’s as a collaborative
effort between law enforcement and psychologists in England and
Wales, PEACE is a five stage model, information gathering and very
structured in nature. This initiative aimed to improve the quality of
suspect as well as witness interviewing. The new model was illustrated
and explained in a booklet called ‘A Guide to Interviewing’ (1992a)
supported by a second booklet ‘The Interviewer’s Rule Book’ (1992b).
These were issued to all police officers in England and Wales in ad‐
vance of attending a five‐day training course on investigative inter‐
viewing (Bull & Cherryman, 1995).
In 1996 a revised version of PEACE model was issued, with in‐
creased emphasis on suspect interviewing, which was published in
‘Investigative Interviewing: A Practical Guide (1996). The Guide pro‐
vided a clear and comprehensive guidance and explanation of ‘best
practice’ and essential psychological issues. It included thirteen chap‐
ters which make up four parts (principles of investigative interviewing,
interview skills, the PEACE model, interviewing law and procedure)
rounded off by appendices on supervision, remote monitoring of taped
interviews and the CJPOA (Criminal Justice and Public Order Act)
(Bull and Milne, 2004). Nowadays police officers in UK as well as in
other countries are all receiving specialized interviewing training using
this model.
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P – PREPARATION & PLANNING
It is one of the most important phases in effective interviewing, dur‐
ing which a planning session takes place considering all the available
information and identifying key issues and objectives. The inter‐
viewer(s) should be well prepared, having examined all available de‐
tails of the case and the interviewee (suspect). Practical arrangements
should also be dealt with. The success of an investigative interview and
thus of an investigation, often depends on the preparation and ‘home‐
work’ the police have done before the actual interview takes place.
E – ENGAGE & EXPLAIN
The essential element of engagement is an introduction appropriate
to the circumstances of the interview. It is desirable that a proper rela‐
tionship is formed between the interviewer and interviewee. The en‐
gage phase is followed by the explanation phase in which the investi‐
gator should outline the reasons for the interview and explain what
kinds of action will be followed during the interview, particularly the
routines.
A – ACCOUNT
Perhaps one of the most important parts of this model, this is the
stage in which the interviewee’s recollection of the events of interest is
obtained. The stage is directed at obtaining the fullest possible account
from the suspect. There are two accepted approaches of inducing recol‐
lection known as:
•
•

The cognitive approach;
Conversation management.

Different techniques for assisting recollection are associated with
each method. With the cognitive method, the interviewee is asked to
think back and mentally relive the event, initially with minimal inter‐
ference from the interviewing officer. The interviewer does not inter‐
rupt, makes effective use of pauses and avoids leading questions. The
interviewee is then encouraged to recall the event again using a differ‐
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ent chronological order, or from a different perspective (Griffiths et al.,
2011).
During the conversation management method, the interviewee is
asked first to give his/her account of events, and subsequently the in‐
terviewer asks questions on the information the suspect has disclosed
and consequently points out (any) contradictions/inconsistencies in the
suspect’s account. Hence, first there is the interviewee’s account, sec‐
ondly the officer’s account (clarifications / questions), and finally chal‐
lenging of the interviewee’s account.
C – CLOSURE
During this stage is crucial that everybody understands what has hap‐
pened during the interview as well as what will happen in the future.
The interviewee should be given the opportunity to ask any questions
or provide clarifications. It is crucial that the interviewer ensures that
there is a planned closure, as well as summarizes and checks back as to
what the suspect has said.
E – EVALUATE
After each interview is completed, the event and the material that
came from it should be evaluated fully. The first consideration is
whether the objectives of the interview were achieved. Decisions must
then be made about whether any further interview is required or
whether other inquiries need to be made. Determining whether any
further action is necessary and determining how the interviewee’s ac‐
count fits in with the rest of the investigation is also very important.
Last but not least, evaluation also helps interviewers to improve their
interviewing skills.
In an information‐gathering technique such as the above any form
of trickery and deceit (such as fabricating evidence or exaggerating the
seriousness of an offence) are not allowed, and communication skills
are of utmost importance in order to establish a good relationship with
the suspect. It has been argued, however, by some professionals that it
is a rather “soft” approach and might not work too well with uncoop‐
erative suspects, especially those who have had vast experience in be‐
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ing interrogated (career criminals).
3. Kalbfleisch’s 15 interrogation strategies
One of the most extensive reviews of the literature on police inves‐
tigative techniques was carried out by Kalbfleisch in 1994. Kalbfleisch
reviewed more than eighty books and articles about strategies used by
practitioners to encourage uncooperative suspects to talk, and identi‐
fied fifteen different strategies which are briefly stated below:
– INTIMIDATION: accusing the suspect of being a liar, laughing at
him/her and exhibiting aggressive behaviour; the suspect is ‘bom‐
barded’ by a number of criticisms aiming to force him/her to reveal
the ‘truth’.
– SITUATIONAL FUTILITY: trying to convince the suspect that contin‐
ued denial only makes matters worse, and there is no point of de‐
nying the crime since the truth will soon come out; the suspect is
made to believe that there is nothing to be done and that continu‐
ous denial will be detrimental for his/her situation
– DISCOMFORT AND RELIEF: persuading the suspect that denial and ly‐
ing only creates discomfort, whereas confession will be good for
everyone involved.
– BLUFF: presenting fabricated evidence which suggests that the sus‐
pect has lied; he/she is made to believe that there is no chance for
him/her to be foundinnocent and therefore the only way out is to
confess.
– GENTLE PRODS: convincing the suspect to reveal information by
praising him/her and encourage him/her to talk.
– MINIMISATION: trying to obtain a confession by reducing the seri‐
ousness of the crime, and even providing some excuse for the sus‐
pect regarding the reason behind his/her offence; the aim is to fa‐
cilitate an admission of committing the alleged crime and reduce
the significance of the offence in order to facilitate an admission of
what happened.
– CONTRADICTION: emphasising any contradictions or inconsistencies
in the suspect’s account; the interviewer may try to elicit inconsis‐
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tencies by repeating the same questions more than once, perhaps
differently worded, in order to identify any changes in the sus‐
pect’s responses.
ALTERED INFORMATION: asking the suspect a question(s) which con‐
tains incorrect information, in order to see whether or not he/she is
telling the truth; accordingly, a truly innocent person should iden‐
tify the ‘wrong’ question and correct the information.
A CHINK IN THE DEFENSE: the interviewer tries to find flaws in the
suspect’s account, so that he/she can use them later on to make the
suspect look unreliable.
SELF‐DISCLOSURE: the interviewer reveals things about him‐
self/herself hoping that the suspect will trust him/her and will also
reveal personal information; this strategy requires good social
skills and relies on the norm of reciprocity.
POINTING OUT DECEPTION CUES: telling the suspect that his/her body
language and physiological manifestations are indicative of decep‐
tion; this strategy does not rely on real indicators of deception, but
on the suspect’s belief that these manifestations (sweating, cough‐
ing etc) are associated to lying.
CONCERN: showing empathy and understanding towards the sus‐
pect; the aim is to create a relaxed atmosphere facilitating a possi‐
ble admission to the crime.
KEEPING THE STATUS QUO: telling the suspect that his/her status quo
is in danger if others find out that they have lied; once more, the
costs and negative consequences of hiding the truth are pointed‐
out.
DIRECT APPROACH: the interviewer tells the suspect directly to tell
the truth; this strategy relies on moral grounds where telling the
truth is the only desirable and appropriate thing to do.
SILENCE: the interviewer maintains silence after the suspect has
said something, in order to make him/her feel uncomfortable; the
aim here is to make the suspect wanting to fill the pauses during
the instances of silence by revealing information.
It has been claimed that the above strategies can be effective in elic‐
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iting information from uncooperative suspects (Kalbfleisch, 1994; Leo,
2004).However, although not all of them involve the use of trickery
and/or deceit, the fact remains that some of them are oppressive. They
are all based on the assumption that the suspect is actually guilty, and
none of them can beconsidered part of an “information‐gathering sys‐
tem” (Hartwig et al., 2005). In addition, they are all aiming at securing a
confession, which is not (or should not be) the primary objective of an
investigative interview. It has been claimed that, when used, the above
strategies can be effective in eliciting information from uncooperative
suspects (Kalbfleisch, 1994).
The Role of the Interviewer
Inbau et al. (2001) provide a list of attributes that they contend make
a good interrogator, and include a number of skills such as: good un‐
derstanding of human nature, ability to get on with others, patience
and persistence, good listening skills, good communicating skills, and
good inner confidence. Inbauet al. make an interesting distinction by
saying that since interrogation is a specialized area of police work, the
qualities that make a good interviewer may not necessarily be the same
as those that make a good investigator (Gudjonsson, 2003).
Meissner and Kassin (2004), cited in Lassiter (2004), go a step fur‐
ther and make suggestions on how to minimize the risks of police in‐
terviewers’ biases. They suggest that it is important to recognize the
fact that certain populations of suspects (i.e. juveniles, mentally re‐
tarded) are vulnerable to influence and the production of false confes‐
sions. In addition, they recommend that police interviewers should re‐
view and analyse the statements they take, because a full confession is
not a mere admission but rather a post‐admission account from sus‐
pects in which they give information on what they did, when, where,
how, with whom etc.
Bull and Milne (2004) state a comparison made in one English police
force of suspect interviewing between officers who had received
PEACE training and those who had not yet receive it. Each of the in‐
terviews was classified as: a) highly skilled, b) skilled, c) average and
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d) less skilled. Non surprisingly, perhaps, for those officers who had
not received PEACE training 77% of the interviews were classified as
‘less skilled’ or ‘poor’ compared to only 34% of the trained officers who
received such ratings. For the PEACE trained officers 10% of the inter‐
views were classified as ‘highly skilled’ and 23% as ‘skilled’, whereas
for the non‐trained ones these numbers were 0% and 3% respectively.
In their survey in England of experienced investigators’ / interview‐
ers’ beliefs, Walsh and Bull (2011) found that participants believed
good interviewers to be those who planned, built and maintained rap‐
port, listened, remained open‐minded, calm, unrushed, and well or‐
ganised in terms of questioning and of evidence / information presen‐
tation. Poor interviewers were thought of as being inflexible, aggres‐
sive, unskilled planners, who missed opportunities to appropriately
question and challenge what interviewees said (Bull, 2013). Thus, ini‐
tial rapport building of itself, is not sufficient in influencing overall in‐
terview quality and outcomes, since rapport also has to be maintained
throughout the interview.
A number of studies have indicated that when interviewers show
good communication skills (being a good listener and conversational‐
ist), when they adopt a flexible approach towards the suspect, and they
are not rigid in belief/judgment throughout the interview, when they
keep an open mind and respond to what the suspect has to say, then
the suspect himself is particularly responsive towards the interviewer
(Soukara et al., 2009; St Yves, 2006).
Holmberg and Christianson (2001) carried‐out an innovative re‐
search in Sweden on murderers’ and sexual offenders’ experiences of
police interviews and their inclination to admit or deny crimes. Their
results revealed that when police officers interview murderers and
sexual offenders, the suspects perceive attitudes that are either charac‐
terized by dominance or humanity. The dominant interviewing style
was associated with a lack of calmness, impatience, aggression, abrupt
approach aiming at eliciting a confession. The humane interviewing
style revealed an interest in suspects as human beings, an interest in
their needs and feelings as well as being a problem oriented approach.
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O’Connor and Carson (2005) found that the predominant reason
confessors (to child molestation) gave for why they confessed was the
respect shown to them by the interviewers. Of the one third who did
not confess/make any admissions (but who were found guilty), many
said that this was because of the way they were interviewed / interro‐
gated by the police (e.g., in a demeaning and/or coercive manner).
These authors recommended on the basis of what their participants
said that an investigator/interviewer needs to demonstrate to the inter‐
viewee an understanding of the latter’s view of the world, developing
rapport, communicating in a non‐threatening and non‐judgmental way
while showing understanding, empathy, and respect for the inter‐
viewee as a human being (Bull, 2013).
The relationship between interviewer characteristics and interview
outcome/information gain was also studied in Japan by Otsuka, Wachi,
Watanabe, Yokota, and Kuraishi (2011), cited in Bull (2013). Police offi‐
cers who interviewed adult suspects (who denied having committed a
crime when arrested but later confessed during or after being inter‐
viewed) filled in a questionnaire which included their level of ‘em‐
pathic understanding’. For most types of crime studied (i.e. murder,
rape, robbery) a significant positive association was found between of‐
ficers’ (self‐reported) ‘level of empathic understanding’ and ‘full con‐
fessions’.
One should also remember some basic rules: An effective inter‐
viewer should be an active listener, as well as an active observer. Even
though both are learned skills they can be studied and improved with
practice. Active listening means not only listening more than talking,
but really hearing what is being said and how it is being communi‐
cated. Sometimes what is not being said is equally as important as
what has been said by the interviewee.
It becomes evident from the above mentioned studies that there are
a number of essential interviewers’ skills present (or absent sometimes)
during suspect interviewing, and therefore tactics are not the only fac‐
tors during the investigative interviewing process. One cannot help but
consider the co‐existence of tactics and skills throughout the interview.
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The way they may be interlinked makes the understanding of how a
suspect’s behaviour is affected by his/her interviewer even more com‐
plex (Bull & Soukara, 2010).
Concluding Comments: The Way Forward
The future of the investigative interviewing of suspects seems to be
more than hopeful. Things are moving in a more positive direction, at
least in the UK and in the USA, away from the ways of the past and the
bad experience of being on ‘the front’ page for sending innocent people
to prison for a crime they never committed, convicted on the basis of a
confession elicited by unlawful interviewing tactics. It has to be noted,
however, that this may not be the case for all countries (due to lack of
available research data and also different judicial systems) and hence
one cannot generalize.
One of the major updates in the UK concerns the PEACE interview
model which has been developed into a five‐tiered approach built
upon academic research and recent developments in the justice system
(Hartwig et al., 2005). These five tiers are designed to guide investiga‐
tors through different stages with different aspects of criminal and in‐
vestigations, and there is a tier (number three) that deals specifically
with the interrogation of, among others, suspects of very serious crime
(Bull & Milne, 2004).
The attitudes of police officers themselves regarding the scope of
the interviewing process seem now different. They no longer view con‐
fession as the only and main aim of suspect interviewing, nor do they
underestimate the importance of such interviews in gathering valid in‐
formation. They seem to have realised how important it is to be well
prepared and appropriately trained for such interviews, and they more
than welcome the introduction of new legislation which protects them
as well as the suspects (Soukara et al., 2002).
Professionals now identify the danger of guilt presumptuousness
before entering the interview room and by recognizing its existence
and reasons behind it they attempt to reduce its occurrence to a mini‐
mum. They also realise that not all suspects are the same (nor are the
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offences) and should therefore be treated in different ways, and that
social and communication skills from their part are necessary to deal
with these matters.
In addition, officers now recognise that not only every interview is
unique, but it might potentially generate intelligence which can be
used not only in the specific investigation but also in other policing ac‐
tivities.
Soukara, Bull, and Vrij’s examination of experienced detectives’
views on the ways in which they say they conduct interviews with
suspects revealed that the majority of those interviewed believed in the
high importance of: specialised training, preparation of the interview,
and social skills of the interviewer. Also, the overwhelming majority
said that the search for the truth rather than the search for a confession
should be the aim of an interrogation, and trickery/deceit should not be
used no‐matter how difficult the case or the suspect might be (Soukara
et al., 2005).
Inside the interrogation room changes have also become evident. Il‐
legal and unethical tactics such as minimisation, maximisation and in‐
timidation are not to be used. Police interviewers seem to exhibit a
large repertoire of tactics in suspect interviews, a fact mainly observed
in confession interviews where the overall number of tactics used is
greater than in other interviews where no admission/confession was
made.
A number of studies have indicated that are, indeed, some tactics
whose presence and frequency seems to be associated with the sus‐
pects’ decision not to confess: emphasizing contradictions, repetitive
questioning, open questions, and challenging the suspect’s account are
some of them. On the other hand, some tactics are being used (slightly)
more often in confession interviews and these include: positive con‐
frontation, silence, leading questions, and suggesting a scenario. In ad‐
dition to that, in confession interviews police seem to have a preference
over some tactics (as they tend to occur more than others) possibly be‐
cause they have come to know their effectiveness, and some tactics
seem associated with the suspects’ decision to change their position
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during an interview and become cooperative (Bull & Soukara, 2011).
The seriousness of the offence (the type of crime) is also a key factor
influencing the interviewee’s behaviour and the degree to which they
are affected by the use of different tactics; the more serious the crime
the more likely (usually) that the suspect is ‘difficult’ for a longer time,
as the consequences would be harsher than if faced with a charge of a
less serious offence. Furthermore, the seriousness of the offence often
relates to the tactics used by police (Williamson, 2006).
When faced with very serious crimes such as homicides or offences
against children, it has been proven more successful to use ‘softer’
techniques and show sympathy towards the suspect.
In addition to the various types of offences, one should also bear in
mind the individual differences between suspects. Each personality is
unique and therefore is affected in different ways by the various tac‐
tics. For instance, a suspect who is timid and easily controlled by na‐
ture would be more likely to be affected by manipulative and/or per‐
suasive tactics than someone who is daring and spirited. It becomes
clear that due to such individual differences different interviewer’s
skills and tactics are required for different interviewees and different
crimes. In addition, career criminals who are used to be interviewed by
the police on a regular basis, will react differently during investigative
interviews than first time offenders who find themselves in a threaten‐
ing situation and do not know what to expect; also, career criminals
would know how to handle a no‐comment interview, and would take
advantage of their previous experience as suspects to help their current
situation (Oxburgh et al., 2012; Kebbell, 2008).
Skills of the interviewers also seem to be very important as, coupled
with the use of tactics, these seem associated with changes in the sus‐
pects’ behaviour. Specific interviewers’ skills, such as flexibility, open‐
mindedness and presumptuousness have been found to be associated
with the use of ‘bad’ and ‘not bad’ tactics. In addition, the suspects’ be‐
haviour seems to be associated with the interviewers’ behavior, and
rapport building between suspect and interviewer seems to be corre‐
lated with the behaviour of the suspect within interviews. It is not sur‐
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prising that the interviewer’s social skills do play an important role
during the course of an interview (Bull, 2013).
What becomes clear is that the interviewer’s behavior does have an
effect on the suspect’s behavior and perhaps on the suspect’s willing‐
ness to cooperate and, in some cases, confess. It is this very fact which
stresses the importance of such studies when considering policy impli‐
cations for the police, as findings could be incorporated in investigative
interviewing training packages.
For example, some tactics have been found to be more successful in
eliciting a confession than others and this fact is highlighted in training
courses for police interviewers.
Furthermore, specific interviewer skills have been associated with
the suspect’s behaviour during interviewing, which could suggest that
police officers should be selected based on their personalities and skills
to take part in suspect interviewing as they would be more likely to be
successful in eliciting information from the suspect.
On a final note, it is a fact that investigative interviewing of suspects
is far from an easy task and there are hardly any silver bullets. As Karl
Roberts (2012) accurately points out:
Police interviewing is an acid test of the professionalism of
the police. Frequently they are required to interview indi‐
viduals under highly stressful circumstances, such as follow‐
ing a terrorist incident, whilst under pressure to get results
quickly. It may be that under such circumstances it is under‐
standable (though not excusable) how interviewers have over
the years resorted to nefarious means to obtain the informa‐
tion they desire (p. 12).
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Einleitung: Der historisch‐politische Ausgangspunkt
Durch den Fall der Berliner Mauer am 9. November 1989 und den
folgenden Fall des „eisernen Vorhangs” insgesamt haben sich in
Deutschland und Europa Veränderungen ergeben, die viele Bürger ei‐
nerseits erfreut, andererseits aber verunsichert haben. Insbesondere die
Öffnung der Grenzen zu den östlichen Nachbarn, nämlich Polen und
Tschechoslowakei (jetzt Tschechei), haben zunächst in den deutschen
Grenzgebieten Gefühle des Ausgeliefertseins an reisende Kriminelle
ausgelöst oder gefördert. In der Tat stieg die Diebstahlskriminalität
insbesondere in einigen östlichen Bundesländern ganz erheblich an.
Mancherorts bildeten sich Bürgerwehren, um durch Patrouillen für Si‐
cherheit zu sorgen. Da die Massenmedien sich dieses Themas annah‐
men, ging man bald in ganz Deutschland von einer problematischen
Entwicklung der Kriminalitätslage aus. Und in der Tat weist die poli‐
zeiliche Kriminalstatistik der Bundesrepublik zwischen 1989 und 1993
einen erheblichen Sprung in der Häufigkeitszahl (HZ = Fälle pro
100.000 Einwohner) aus, nämlich einen Anstieg von HZ 7.031 auf 8.032,
also um 14 %.1
Da die statistische Erfassung der Taten durch die Polizeibehörden

1 Vgl. Bundeskriminalamt Wiesbaden: Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik – Deutsch‐
land (PKS) 1993, S. 15; PKS 1994, S. 21. – Das Vergleichsjahr 1993 ergibt sich dar‐
aus, dass die Daten der vorherigen Jahre im Bereich der neuen Bundesländer evi‐
dent unzuverlässige waren.
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der neuen Bundesländer (Gebiet der ehemaligen DDR) in den ersten
Jahren defizitär war, lässt sich das Ausmaß des Anstiegs der Kriminali‐
tät in der unmittelbaren Folge der Grenzöffnung nach Osten hin nicht
genau nachvollziehen. Zudem war die in den neuen Bundesländern
über mehrere Jahre hinweg auffällig hohe Rate an gemeldeten Kraft‐
fahrzeugdiebstählen2 zumindest teilweise „hausgemacht”. Nicht weni‐
ge Besitzer von DDR‐ gefertigten Automobilen meldeten ihre Fahrzeu‐
ge als gestohlen, um sich dann mit der ertrogenen Versicherungssum‐
me ein Auto aus westlicher Produktion leisten zu können. Für das Si‐
cherheitsgefühl größere Bedeutung erlangten Meldungen, dass aus den
Arsenalen der abzuwickelnden Nationalen Volksarmee der DDR und
der abziehenden russischen Besatzungstruppen größere Mengen von
Handfeuerwaffen auf den deutschen Schwarzmarkt gelangt seien.
Es lässt sich somit festhalten, dass ab Herbst 1989 zwar eine von der
deutschen Bevölkerung fast einhellig begrüßte politische Wende statt‐
fand, sich aber andererseits auch eine Veränderung des Sicherheitsge‐
fühls abzeichnete. Diese hier allgemein skizzierte Entwicklung soll im
Weiteren anhand von Befragungsdaten präzisiert werden. Daran an‐
schließend wird der Zusammenhang mit kriminalpolitischen Konse‐
quenzen hergestellt.
Sicherheitskrise und Kriminalitätswahrnehmung
Am 3. November 1989, also sechs Tage vor dem Fall der Mauer und
damit ganz kurz vor den eben skizzierten politischen Veränderungen,
führte ich eine erste Befragung von Jura‐Studienanfängern an der Uni‐
versität Konstanz durch.3 Diese Befragung betraf studien‐ und berufs‐
bezogene Dimensionen, hauptsächlich aber Wahrnehmungen der Kri‐
minalitätslage und Einschätzungen zur strafrechtlichen Sanktionspoli‐
tik. Im Weiteren brachte ein Wechsel auf einen Lehrstuhl an der Uni‐
versität Erlangen‐Nürnberg es mit sich, dass ich die Befragungen ab
1993 dort – wiederum in den Anfänger‐ Vorlesungen zum Allgemei‐
Vgl. PKS 1993, S. 169; PKS 1994, S. 185.
Dazu näher Streng, ‘Jura‐Studienanfänger in Konstanz – Ergebnisse einer Be‐
fragung’, in: Juristische Schulung 1991, 972 ff.
2
3
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nen Teil des Strafrechts – durchgeführt habe. Der Fragebogen blieb im
Kern bis zum Abschluss der Studie im Jahre 2012 unverändert; aller‐
dings wurden dem Erhebungsinstrument immer wieder wechselnde
aktuelle Fragen angehängt.4 Insgesamt haben 3.133 Studierende an der
Befragung teilgenommen, wobei das Durchschnittsalter bei 20 Jahren
lag.5
Die Einschätzung der Kriminalitätslage und –betroffenheit wurde
durch Fragen zur allgemeinen Kriminalitätssituation, zur wahrge‐
nommenen eigenen Bedrohungslage und zur Einschränkung der Ent‐
faltungsfreiheit durch Kriminalität erhoben. Schaubild 1 zeigt den Ver‐
lauf der Kriminalitätswahrnehmung (im Sinne von allgemeiner oder
personenbezogener Kriminalitätsfurcht) anhand dieser drei Fragestel‐
lungen. Dabei wurden die Ergebnisse recodiert, um sie in einem
Schaubild nebeneinander darstellen zu können; vereinheitlicht wurde
die Darstellung insbesondere insoweit, als höhere Werte auch höhere
Kriminalitätsfurcht bedeuten.6

4 Vgl. zu den genutzten Fragen bzw. Frageformulierungen und für die Darstel‐
lung einer ausführlichen Grundauszählung der Befragungsergebnisse Streng, Kri‐
minalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel. Kriminalitäts‐ und berufsbezogene
Einstellungen junger Juristen, Heidelberg 2014, S. 86 ff.
5 Vgl. Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, Heidelberg
2014, S. 7.
6 Die Frageformulierungen und die für das Schaubild genutzten Kodierungen:
Wie würden Sie die derzeitige Kriminalitätssituation einschätzen? Als bedrohlich (Wert
1), Als nicht bedrohlich (0), Keine Meinung. // Schätzen Sie die Gefahr, dass Sie selbst
von einem gewalttätigen Angriff betroffen werden können, eher hoch ein? (Wert 1), eher
gering ein? (0), Keine Meinung. // Beeinträchtigt Sie die derzeitige Kriminalitätssituati‐
on in Ihrer Entfaltungsfreiheit in der Weise, dass Sie manches vorsichtshalber nicht tun,
was Sie eigentlich gerne tun würden (z. B. im Wald joggen; nachts spazierengehen; be‐
stimmte Stadtteile oder Lokale aufsuchen)? Häufig (Wert 2), Gelegentlich (Wert 1), Gar
nicht (0), Keine Vorstellung.
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Schaubild 1

Es zeigt sich derart in Schaubild 1, dass zwischen 1989 und 1993 die
Einschätzung der allgemeinen Kriminalitätslage und auch die persön‐
liche Wahrnehmung einer Bedrohung sprunghaft anstiegen. Im Weite‐
ren baute sich die Kriminalitätsfurcht aber auch schnell wieder ab –
was Ergebnissen aus Bevölkerungsbefragungen entspricht.7 Freilich er‐
folgte dieser Verlauf nicht linear, sondern von Befragungstermin zu
Befragungstermin unterschiedlich. Trotz dieser nicht immer erklärba‐
ren „Zacken” im Verlauf ist die Entwicklung über die Jahre eindeutig:
die allgemeine und auch die persönliche Kriminalitätsfurcht nahm ab
1993 ab. Keine signifikante lineare Veränderung über die Jahre weist
hingegen die Variable zur wahrgenommenen Einschränkung der eige‐

7 Vgl. Dörmann & Remmers, Sicherheitsgefühl und Kriminalitätsbewertung, Neu‐
wied 2000, S. 28 ff., 53 ff., 58 ff., 64 ff.
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nen Entfaltungsfreiheit auf.
Schaubild 1 beinhaltet auch die in der polizeilichen Kriminalstatistik
gemessene Kriminalitätsentwicklung anhand der – für das Schaubild
recodierten – relativen Kriminalitätsbelastung (Häufigkeitszahl = HZ)
von 1989 bis 2012. Der nach 1989 gemessene sprunghafte Anstieg der
Kriminalität baut sich nach 1993 langsam wieder ab. Anders ist der
Verlauf bei der registrierten Gewaltkriminalität, die erst ab 2007 ab‐
nimmt. Es zeigt sich somit, dass die Bedrohungsgefühle der Befragten
und der Verlauf bei der allgemeinen Kriminalitätsbelastung recht gut
harmonieren. Anders ist das erstaunlicherweise bei der Gewaltkrimi‐
nalität, die ja gemeinhin für die jeweilige Ausprägung der Kriminali‐
tätsfurcht unter den Bürgern mit verantwortlich gemacht wird. Es liegt
nahe, für dieses eher überraschende Ergebnis einer entgegen der Ent‐
wicklung der polizeilich registrierten Gewaltkriminalität8 abnehmen‐
den Kriminalitätsfurcht den Verlauf der Medienberichterstattung ver‐
antwortlich zu machen. Denn nach großer Aufgeregtheit in den ersten
Monaten nach dem Fall des „eisernen Vorhangs” hatte sich in den Me‐
dien eine gewisse Normalisierung in der Kriminalberichterstattung
eingestellt, die auf die Bürger offenbar beruhigend wirkte.
Tabelle 1: Regressionsanalyse – Einschätzung der Kriminalitätssituation
Abhängige Variable: Kriminalitätssituation
(nicht bedrohlich / bedrohlich)
ß‐
Wert

Signifikanz

Unabhängige Variablen:
Befragungsjahr(1989 ... 2012)
Geschlecht (weiblich / männlich)
Bedrohungsopfer (nein / ja)

–
.22
–
.22
.10

Modell‐

Erklärungskraft

Signifikanz

(R²×100)

.000

8.5 %

.000
.000
.000

8 Dazu, dass hier eine auch eine größere Anzeigebereitschaft wirksam gewor‐
den ist, vgl. etwa Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, Hei‐
delberg 2014, S. 11 ff.
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Zieht man die sonstigen Befragungsdaten9 für die Analyse der Kri‐
minalitätsfurcht‐Variablen heran, dann zeigt sich bezüglich der allge‐
meinen Besorgnis über die Kriminalitätssituation, dass der Zeitverlauf
als solcher10 einen der beiden erklärungsstärksten Faktoren abgibt (Ta‐
belle 1). Mit der Befragungsjahr‐Variable wird letztlich die Verände‐
rung der sozio‐politischen Lage über die Jahre erfasst. In ihr spiegelt
sich eine Stabilisierung der Lage nach 1993 wider. Weitere aussagekräf‐
tige Erklärungsfaktoren im Rahmen dieser multiplen Regressionsana‐
lyse11 sind das Geschlecht der Befragten und ihre Viktimisierungs‐ Er‐
lebnisse, d.h. Frauen und Bedrohungsopfer äußern sich besorgter. Für
Gewaltopfer ergaben sich in dieser Berechnung jedoch keine signifi‐
kanten Zusammenhänge.
Ein bedeutsamerer Stellenwert der in der Befragung ermittelten
Gewalt‐ Viktimisierungen zeigt sich in Tabelle 2 für die Analyse des auf
die eigene Person bezogenen Bedrohungsgefühls. Es dominiert dieser
Faktor zusammen mit der Geschlechtsvariable. Dahinter rangiert zu‐
sätzlich die Variable zur Viktimisierung durch Bedrohungserlebnisse.
Etwas schwächer ist der Erklärungsgehalt des Befragungsjahrs. Alle
Erklärungsvariablen weisen die erwarteten Zusammenhänge auf, d.h.
sie entsprechen in der Richtung den in Tabelle 1 dargestellten.

9 Neben dem Befragungsjahr wurden im Folgenden insbes. die sozio‐
demographischen Variablen sowie die Viktimisierungs variablen berücksichtigt.
10 Auch eine Begrenzung auf den stärker linearen Teil der Entwicklung, näm‐
lich von 1993‐2012, würde nur zu geringen Veränderungen der Ergebnisse führen.
11 Der in den Tabellen angegebene Pfadkoeffizient ß ist analog Pearsons R zu in‐
terpretieren.
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Tabelle 2: Regressionsanalyse – persönliches Bedrohungsgefühl
Abhängige Variable: Persönliches Bedrohungsgefühl (eher gering / eher hoch)
ß‐Wert

Signifikanz

Unabhängige Variablen:
Gewaltopfer (nein … ja, mit
Körperschaden)
Geschlecht (weiblich / männ‐
lich)
Bedrohungsopfer (nein / ja)
Befragungsjahr(1989 … 2012)

.20

.000

–.19

.000

.13

.000

–.12

.000

Modell‐
Signifikanz

Erklärungskraft
(R²×100)

.000

9,8 %

Hingegen wird die wahrgenommene kriminalitätsbedingte Entfal‐
tungseinschränkung, die dritte Kategorie der Kriminalitätsfurcht, ganz
von der Geschlechtsvariable determiniert; neben dieser weist lediglich
die Variable zum Befragungsjahr einen – wenn auch geringen – Erklä‐
rungsgehalt auf.12
Zwischenergebnis: Die nach der damals wahrgenommenen Sicher‐
heitskrise unterschiedlichen Verläufe der drei Kriminalitätsfurcht‐
Variablen (vgl. Schaubild 1) werden durch die unterschiedlichen Ein‐
flussfaktoren plausibel. Die Einschätzung der allgemeinen Kriminali‐
tätssituation ist am wenigsten durch eigene Erlebnisse und nur be‐
grenzt durch die eigene Geschlechtsrollen‐Situation geprägt. Die Kri‐
minalitätssituations‐ Wahrnehmung ist daher sehr offen für Einflüsse
aus der sozio‐politischen Situation und Veränderung. In das persönli‐
che Bedrohungsgefühl gehen hingegen stärker eigene Erlebnisse ein,
weshalb die sozio‐politischen Veränderungen geringer ins Gewicht fal‐
len. Und ganz Entsprechendes gilt für wahrgenommene Entfaltungs‐
12 Multiple Regressionsanalyse mit „Entfaltungsbeeinträchtigung” als abhängi‐
ger Variable: Geschlecht (weibl. / männl.): ß = ‐.47, p = .000; Befragungsjahr (1989 …
2012): ß = ‐.10, p = .000.
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einschränkungen, die ganz dominant von einer eher statischen Dimen‐
sion geprägt werden, nämlich von der Geschlechtsrollen‐spezifischen
Wahrnehmung und Verhaltensbereitschaft.
Sicherheitskrise und Strafmentalität
Der Blick auf die nach 1993 wieder nachlassende und insgesamt
sehr niedrige Werte annehmende Kriminalitätsfurcht ließ eigentlich die
Erwartung zu, dass auch die Punitivität – falls überhaupt angestiegen –
wieder abflacht. Denn es hat sich immer wieder gezeigt, dass zwischen
Kriminalitätsfurcht und Strafhaltung Zusammenhänge bestehen. Wer
ängstlich ist, tendiert auch zu harten Sanktionen.13
Dem sei zunächst anhand der Strafzweckpräferenzen nachgegan‐
gen. Wie sich aus Schaubild 2 entnehmen lässt, ist – mit einer gewissen
Verzögerung – parallel zu den temporär angestiegenen Furchtwerten
(vgl. Schaubild 1) auch die Akzeptanz des Vergeltungszwecks und des
spezialpräventiven Strafzwecks der Sicherung der Gesellschaft vor
dem Täter angestiegen und zugleich die Akzeptanz des Resozialisie‐
rungszwecks gesunken14. Im Weiteren haben sich diese Entwicklungen
bei den Strafzwecken fortgesetzt, obschon die Kriminalitätsfurcht wie‐
der erheblich nachgelassen hat.

13 Vgl. etwa die Befunde bei Streng, Strafmentalität und juristische Ausbildung,
Heidelberg 1979, S. 55 ff.; ders., Strafzumessung und relative Gerechtigkeit, Heidelberg
1984, S. 171 ff.
14 Die Spannweite der bei den Strafzweck‐Fragen möglichen Antworten reichte
von „gar nicht” (Wert 0) bis „stark” (Wert 3).
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Schaubild 2

Auf der Ebene konkreter Sanktionsvorstellungen, nämlich der Stel‐
lungnahme zur lebenslangen Freiheitsstrafe15 und bei einer fiktiven
Strafzumessungsentscheidung zu einem Affekt‐Totschlag (Strafmaß),
ergibt sich in Schaubild 2 ein ganz entsprechendes Bild. Da die Straf‐
maß‐Variable in recodierter Form ins Schaubild eingestellt ist, sei für
diese hier zusätzlich die Entwicklung anhand der Durchschnittswerte
in Monaten Freiheitsstrafe wiedergegeben: Von 1989 bis 2012 stieg der
Wert von 74,1 auf 113,7 Monate Freiheitsstrafe an; ein Spitzenwert

15 Die Antwortmöglichkeiten waren: lebenslange Freiheitsstrafe abschaffen (1),
eingeschränkt beibehalten (2), als absolute Strafdrohung beibehalten (3), manchmal
zu milde Strafe (4). Zum Fragehintergrund und zur Formulierung im Detail vgl.
bei Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, 2014, S. 51 ff.
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zeigte sich 2010 mit 117,5 Monaten!16 Trotz wieder zurückgegangener
Kriminalitätsfurcht nahm die anhand der Sanktionsvariablen gemesse‐
ne Punitivität in den Befragungsterminen nach 1993 also weiter zu.
Eine Berechnung zum Ermitteln der Hintergründe unterschiedli‐
cher Strafzweckpräferenzen ist am ertragreichsten bezüglich des Siche‐
rungszwecks (Sicherung der Allgemeinheit vor dem Täter) möglich.
Wie Tabelle 3 zeigt, sind neben dem Befragungsjahr zwei Kriminalitäts‐
furcht‐Variablen am aussagekräftigsten: Je ausgeprägter die Kriminali‐
tätsfurcht ist, desto stärker wird auch auf Sicherung abgestellt. Dabei
fällt allerdings auf, dass die Variable zum persönlichen Bedrohungsge‐
fühl zu diesem optimalen Erklärungsmodell keinen signifikanten Bei‐
trag zu leisten vermag. Man könnte – vielleicht überspitzt – formulie‐
ren, dass die Einstellung zum Sicherungszweck mehr durch Ideologie
als durch (Viktimisierungs‐)Schicksal bestimmt ist.

Tabelle 3: Regressionsanalyse – Sicherungszweck
Abhängige Variable: Strafzweck Sicherung (gar nicht ... stark)
ß‐Wert

Signifikanz

Unabhängige Variablen:
Befragungsjahr(1989 ... 2012)
Kriminalitätssituation
(nicht bedrohlich … bedrohlich)

Entfaltungseinschränkung
durch Kriminalität (gar
nicht… häufig)

.23

.000

.15

.000

.13

.000

Modell‐
Signifikanz

Erklärungskraft
(R²×100)

.000

8.9 %

Die in Schaubild 2 enthaltenen Sanktionsvariablen, nämlich die Ein‐
schätzung lebenslanger Freiheitsstrafe und eine fiktive Strafzumessung

16 Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, Heidelberg 2014,
S. 43 f.
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zu einem Affekt‐Totschlag, wurden für eine Punitivitäts‐ Analyse mit‐
tels Faktorenanalyse zusammengefasst. Die so gebildete Variable
„Strafhärte” dient als zu erklärende abhängige Variable. In Tabelle 4
findet sich das optimale Erklärungsmodell für „Strafhärte”. Hierfür
waren auch zwei zusammenfassende unabhängige Variablen mittels
Faktorenanalyse gebildet worden, nämlich die Akzeptanz repressiver
Strafzwecke (aus Abschreckung, Sicherung, Normbekräftigung und
Vergeltung) und die Furchtneigung (aus Kriminalitätssituation, Be‐
drohungsgefühl und Entfaltungseinschränkung). Diese beiden zu‐
sammenfassenden Erklärungsvariablen weisen inhaltlich positive Zu‐
sammenhänge mit Punitivität aus. Umgekehrt ist der Zusammenhang
der Resozialisierungsvariable mit Strafhärte: Je positiver die Befragten
dem Resozialisierungsgedanken gegenüberstanden, umso weniger
punitiv waren sie eingestellt. Die Befragungsjahr‐Variable schließlich
reproduziert den schon im Schaubild unübersehbaren Zusammenhang
einer über die Jahre zunehmenden Strafhärte.

Tabelle 4: Regressionsanalyse – Strafhärte (Lebenslange Freiheitsstrafe + Strafmaß)
Abhängige Variable: Strafhärte (niedrig … hoch)
ß‐Wert

Signifikanz

Unabhängige Variablen:
Akzeptanz repressiver Strafzwecke
(niedrig … hoch)

.28

.000

Befragungsjahr (1989 … 2012)

.25

.000

–.18

.000

.15

.000

Strafzweck Resozialisierung (gar
nicht … stark)
Furchtneigung übergreifend(niedrig
… hoch)

Modell‐
Signifikanz

Erklärungskraft
(R²×100)

.000

25.4 %

Als Zwischenergebnis lässt sich festhalten, dass die von der Bevölke‐
rung ab 1990 in Bezug auf die innere Sicherheit wahrgenommene Krise
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einigermaßen erwartungswidrig in eine länger dauernde punitive Ent‐
wicklung (jedenfalls in Bezug auf schwere Delikte gegen die Person)
eingemündet ist. Dies war angesichts der nach dem politischen Um‐
bruch recht schnell wieder gesunkenen Kriminalitätsfurcht nicht zu
erwarten. Die Daten belegen zwar nach wie vor, dass ein positiver Zu‐
sammenhang zwischen hoher Kriminalitätsfurcht und harter Strafhal‐
tung besteht. Die dadurch – in Folge nachlassender Kriminalitätsfurcht
– eigentlich eintretende Tendenz zu geringerer Punitivität wird aber
unübersehbar durch andere Entwicklungen mehr als nur kompensiert.
Es scheint, als habe die Krise in Folge der Grenzöffnungen eine krimi‐
nalpolitische Entwicklung ausgelöst, die sich im Weiteren verselbstän‐
digt hat. Allerdings wird eine Verabsolutierung dieses Ansatzes durch
die ganz ähnlichen und teils früher ansetzenden Entwicklungen auch
in anderen westlichen Ländern in Frage gestellt.17
Zum Schluss: Der Blick aufs Ganze
Hinsichtlich der zunehmend rigiden Strafhaltung lässt sich als eine
mögliche Ursache an die in den letzten Jahrzehnten verstärkte Berück‐
sichtigung von Opferinteressen in Medien, Öffentlichkeit und auch
Rechtspolitik denken18. Die Identifikation mit dem Geschädigten birgt
eine Tendenz zu mehr Härte gegen den Schädiger in sich, wie in der
hier referierten Untersuchung in Zusammenhängen von Genug‐
tuungsdenken mit Vergeltungs/Sühne‐Neigung und mit Sanktionsprä‐

17 Vgl. etwa Hess, ‘Globalisierung und Kriminalpolitik – Vom gegenwärtigen
Wandel sozialer Kontrolle’, in: De Giorgi (Hrsg.), Il Diritto e la Differenzia – Scritti in
onore di Alessandro Baratta, Lecce 2002, S. 227, 242 f.; Tonry, ‘Why aren’t German
penal policies harsher and imprisonment rates higher?’, German Law Journal 5
(2004), 1187 ff.; Kunz, ‘Zum Konzept der „Punitivität” und seiner Entwicklung im
internationalen Vergleich’, in: Boers, Feltes, Kinzig, Streng & Trüg (Hrsg), Krimino‐
logie – Kriminalpolitik – Strafrecht. Festschrift für Hans‐Jürgen Kerner, Tübingen 2013,
S. 113, 115 ff.
18 Zur Medienberichterstattung vgl. Kania, ‘Kriminalitätsberichte und die Kon‐
struktion von Kriminalitätswirklichkeit’, in: Walter, Kania & Albrecht (Hrsg.), All‐
tagsvorstellungen von Kriminalität, Münster 2004, S. 137, 147 f.; zur straftheoretischen
Diskussion vgl. Streng, Strafrechtliche Sanktionen, 3. Aufl., Stuttgart 2012, Rn. 28 f.
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ferenzen deutlich geworden ist.19
Ein Blick auf die Massenmedien erschließt eine weitere Perspektive.
Es zeigt sich, dass die Medien ein verunsicherungsbedingt oder unter‐
haltungsgesteuert zunehmendes Interesse der Bürger an Kriminalität
nicht nur aufgreifen, sondern durch einseitige und reißerische Bericht‐
erstattung20 auch verstärken und dadurch Punitivität fördern.21 Eine
recht plausibel erscheinende speziellere Hypothese bezüglich der Ver‐
änderung gesellschaftlicher Strafhaltungen durch Medieneffekte betont
das Zusammenwirken der auf Publikumsresonanz ausgerichteten, ver‐
zerrt und skandalisierend berichtenden Massenmedien mit Politikern,
die mit Blick auf Wählerstimmen auf den Beifall und die Beachtung
durch diese Medien angewiesen sind und daher das Thema „Krimina‐
lität und Strafe” weniger sachlich als medienwirksam bedienen. Man
hat den sich daraus ergebenden Aufschaukelungsprozess durchaus
anschaulich einen „politisch‐publizistischen Verstärkerkreislauf” ge‐
nannt.22

19 Vgl. Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, Heidelberg
2014, S. 34, 67, 141, 144.
20 Zur Kriminalberichterstattung vgl. etwa Kepplinger, ‘Die Entwicklung der
Kriminalitätsberichterstattung’, in: Bundesministerium der Justiz (Hrsg.), Krimina‐
lität in den Medien – 5. Kölner Symposium, Mönchengladbach 2000, S. 58, 63 ff.;
Reuband, ‘Kriminalität als Thema ostdeutscher Massenmedien vor und nach der
Wende’, Kriminologisches Journal 32 (2000), 43, 50 ff.; Brettel, in: Göppinger & Bock,
Kriminologie, 6. Aufl., München 2008, § 28 Rn. 35 ff.; Kunz, Kriminologie, 6. Aufl.,
Bern 2011, § 30 Rn. 17 ff.
21 Zu den – durchaus nicht immer eindeutigen – Befunden zu Medieneffekten
vgl. Ditton, Chadee, Farrall, Gilchrist & Bannister, ‘From imitation to intimidation
– a note on the curious and changing relationship between the media, crime and
fear of crime, British Journal of Criminology 44 (2004), 595 ff.; Pfeiffer, Windzio &
Kleimann, ‘Die Medien, das Böse und wir’, Monatsschrift für Kriminologie und Straf‐
rechtsreform 87 (2004), 415, 422 ff.; Dölling & Hermann, ‘Individuelle und gesell‐
schaftliche Bedingungen von Kriminalitätsfurcht’. In: Feltes, Pfeiffer & Steinhilper
(Hrsg.), Kriminalpolitik und ihre wissenschaftlichen Grundlagen. Festschrift Hans‐Dieter
Schwind, Heidelberg 2006, S. 805, 821.
22 Vgl. Scheerer, ‘Der politisch‐publizistische Verstärkerkreislauf’, Kriminologi‐
sches Journal 10 (1978), 223 ff.
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Zu ergänzen wären diese Aspekte um die im Fernsehprogramm
immer stärker gewordene Präsenz von Sendungen mit unterhaltendem
Kriminalitätsbezug. Damit sind nicht nur Kriminal‐ und Polizeifilme
gemeint, sondern auch Berichte über frühere markante Kriminalfälle
und ähnliche (Pseudo‐)Dokumentarsendungen. In der hier vorgestell‐
ten Befragungsstudie wurde auch der Aspekt des Medienkonsums be‐
züglich kriminalitätsbezogener Fernsehsendungen und Kinofilme be‐
rücksichtigt.23 Es ergab sich, dass die Befragten umso positiver zu ge‐
neralpräventiver Abschreckung eingestellt waren und umso höhere
Strafen für den in dieser Untersuchung genutzten Affekttotschlags‐Fall
befürworteten, je mehr Sendungen bzw. Filme der erfragten Art sie pro
Woche konsumierten.24 Ein gewisser Hinweis auf Punitivität begünsti‐
gende Effekte von Kriminalität in den Medien lässt sich also aufzeigen,
auch wenn dieser Aspekt noch genauere Untersuchung verdient.
Vom Medienaspekt durchaus auch unabhängig, wenngleich damit
verzahnt, lässt sich die gerade nach dem Fall von „Mauer” und „eiser‐
nem Vorhang” stattgefundene Punitivität sentwicklung als Ausdruck
einer gerade in einer sozialen Umbruchssituation als problematisch er‐
lebten allgemeinen Lage ansehen. Angesichts des Überschlags allge‐
meiner Verunsicherung in spezifische Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und
Reaktionsbereitschaft spricht man von einer „Generalisierungsthese”.25
Auch und gerade angesichts der Auseinanderentwicklung der Verläu‐
fe von Bedrohungsgefühlen/Kriminalitätsfurcht auf der einen und Pu‐
nitivität auf der anderen Seite scheint es nicht unplausibel, die seit Mit‐
te der 90er Jahre deutlich härtere Strafhaltung im Zusammenhang mit

Dies betrifft die Befragung des Jahre 2010.
Vgl. Streng, Kriminalitätswahrnehmung und Punitivität im Wandel, Heidelberg
2014, S. 77 f.
25 Dazu Hirtenlehner, ‘Kriminalitätsfurcht – Ergebnis unzureichender Coping‐
Ressourcen?’, Monatsschrift für Kriminologie und Strafrechtsreform 89 (2006), 1, 3 f.;
Sessar, ‘Kriminalitätseinstellungen und sozialer Wandel – Gleichzeitig eine Ausei‐
nandersetzung mit Forschungen zur Verbrechensfurcht und Punitivität’, Monats‐
schrift für Kriminologie und Strafrechtsreform 93 (2010), 361, 366; Neubacher, Krimino‐
logie, 2. Aufl., Baden‐Baden 2014, Kap. 12 Rn. 12.
23
24
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einer Verunsicherung durch gesamtgesellschaftliche Veränderungen
zu sehen,26 weniger mit einer Verunsicherung durch Kriminalität als
solcher. Für diese von der Kriminalitätswirklichkeit sich lösende Be‐
trachtung wird man auch die Auswirkungen der Globalisierung mit
ihren allgemeinen Verunsicherungseffekten im Auge behalten müs‐
sen.27
Das beobachtbare Auseinanderdriften von Kriminalitätswahrneh‐
mung und Strafhaltung macht deutlich, dass es bei Punitivität nicht al‐
lein um eine Antwort speziell auf Kriminalität geht, sondern auch um
den intuitiven Versuch einer punktuellen Vergewisserung, überhaupt
mit den derzeitigen gesellschaftlichen Problemen und Krisen fertig
werden zu können. Die eigene Beunruhigung als isolierbares „Krimi‐
nalitätsproblem” – und nur als solches – zu identifizieren, grenzt Ver‐
unsicherung ein und ermöglicht mittels forcierten Rufs nach höheren
Strafen eine immerhin symbolische Bekämpfung der empfundenen so‐
zialen Verunsicherung insgesamt.

26 Vgl. Garland, The Culture of Control. Crime and Social Order in Contemporary So‐
ciety, Oxford 2001, S. 133 ff., 194; dazu Tonry, Why aren’t German penal policies
harsher and imprisonment rates higher?, German Law Journal 5 (2004), 1187, 1196 f.
27 Vgl. dazu Hess, ‘Die Zukunft des Verbrechens’. In: Kritische Justiz 31 (1998),
145 ff.; Kury & Obergfell‐Fuchs, ‘Punitivität in Deutschland’, in: Feltes, Pfeiffer &
Steinhilper (Hrsg.), Kriminalpolitik und ihre wissenschaftlichen Grundlagen. Festschrift
für Hans‐Dieter Schwind, Heidelberg 2006, S. 1021, 1024 f.; Kunz, ‘Zum Konzept der
„Punitivität” und seiner Entwicklung im internationalen Vergleich’, in: Boers, Fel‐
tes Kinzig, Streng & Trüg (Hrsg), Kriminologie – Kriminalpolitik – Strafrecht. Fest‐
schrift für Hans‐Jürgen Kerner, Tübingen 2013, S. 113, 118 ff.
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Learning about the charges: the suspect’s
right to information
THOMAS WEIGEND
Prof. Dr., University of Cologne

There are many signs that the European Union is currently under‐
going a time of crisis. But whatever may be the future of the economic
union, Europe has in the last few decades ceretainly made great and
important steps toward creating a common area of freedom, security
and justice (see Art. 3 (2) Treaty on European Union), extending to
criminal justice. The Charter of Fundamental Rights confers several
rights specifically applicable in the context of criminal proceedings
(Arts. 47‐50 Charter of Fundamental Rights), and since 2010 three EU
Directives have urged Member States to provide specific rights to indi‐
viduals suspected of a crime.1 A further Directive on the presumption
of innocence has been adopted by the Council.2 With these initiatives,
the European Union moves toward a comprehensive recognition of
suspects’ rights, which brings it into unison with the European Con‐
vention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Free‐
doms (ECHR), especially its Article 6 on the right to a fair trial.
In spite of these most welcome developments, much work still
needs to be done in spelling out the contents and limits of individual
aspects of the suspect’s legal position in the criminal process. In what

1 See the Directives on interpretation and translation (DIR 2010/64/EU), on the
right to information (DIR 2012/13/EU – see more on this Directive in text at notes
13 et seq.), and on the right of access to a lawyer in criminal proceedings(DIR
2013/48/EU).
2 The draft can be viewed in http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/PE‐
63‐2015‐INIT/en/pdf
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follows, I will concentrate on one particular right, namely the right to
be informed about the charges. It is my honour and pleasure to present
this little vignette to Professor Nestor Courakis, one of the leading
Greek scholars in criminal law and procedure, with happy memories of
youthful times spent together in the Max Planck Institute for Foreign
and International Criminal Law in Freiburg.
The Basis of the Right to Be Informed: A Necessary Prerequisite for
Any Defense
In the ancient inquisitorial process, the suspect was a mere source of
evidence. He was obliged to answer questions, and it was a frequent
tactic of interrogation to keep him in the dark about the nature and
scope of the suspicion against him so as to better elicit incriminating in‐
formation from him. But this passive position of the defendant in the
inquisitorial process cannot be reconciled with the modern view, based
on human rights law, that the suspect and later the defendant is an
autonomous actor in the criminal process: he is a party of the proceed‐
ings, not a mere object of the process.3 The justice system today recog‐
nizes the suspect’s right to conduct a defence, which can be active or
passive or mixed, at the suspect’s choice.
The first prerequisite for conducting a useful defence is to know
what to defend against.4 The suspect should not be surrounded by a
dark cloud, not knowing from which direction he is being attacked;
rather, he should be aware of the charges so that he can properly or‐
ganise his defense. The suspect’s information right is thus closely re‐
lated with his right to be heard,5 and prompt information on the

3 Cf. Rogall, in Wolter (ed.), Systematischer Kommentar zur Strafprozessordnung
(SK‐StPO), 5th edn, 2016, vor § 133 notes 59‐65; Gillmeister, ‘Strafverteidiger Fo‐
rum’ (StraFo) 1996, 114, 115.
4 See European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), Pelissier and Sassi v. France,
25444/94, 25 March 1999, § 54.
5 See ECtHR, Kamasinski v. Austria, 9783/82, 19 Dec.1989, § 102. As to the fun‐
damentally adversarial and dialectic character of fair proceedings see Demko,
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charges is a necessary element of a fair trial. As the European Court of
Human Rights has put it: “In criminal matters the provision of full, de‐
tailed information concerning the charges against a defendant, and
consequently the legal characterization that the court might adopt in
the matter, is an essential prerequisite for ensuring that the proceed‐
ings are fair.”6 The information must be given at such a time and in
such a manner as to enable the suspect to build his defence strategy on
it.7 Since it is important that the defence can be active even during the
pretrial investigation,8the suspect needs to be informed as soon as in‐
vestigatory proceedings have been instituted, not only when they have
been completed.
The suspect’s right to be informed about the accusation at the early
stage of criminal proceedings needs to be distinguished from the de‐
fendant’s right to learn about the prosecution evidence before trial. The
latter right, sometimes termed a right to inspect the prosecution file or
a right to disclosure, also is a prerequisite of a fair trial. However, the
timing of defence inspection is more fluent and needs to be balanced
Menschenrecht auf Verteidigung’ und Fairness des Strafverfahrens auf nationaler, eu‐
ropäischer und internationaler Ebene, 2014, 347 et seq.
6 Pelissier and Sassi v. France (note 4, supra), § 52. See also ECtHR, Sipavicius v.
Lithuania, 49093/99, 21 Feb. 2002, § 28; Drassich v. Italie, 25575/04, 11 Dec. 2007, § 32.
7 See ECtHR, Mattoccia v. Italy, 23969/94, 25 July 2000, § 59: “The Court consid‐
ers that in criminal matters the provision of full, detailed information concerning
the charges against a defendant is an essential prerequisite for ensuring that the
proceedings are fair.” § 60: “While the extent of the ‘detailed’ information referred
to in this provision varies depending on the particular circumstances of each case,
the accused must at any rate be provided with sufficient information as is neces‐
sary to understand fully the extent of the charges against him with a view to pre‐
paring an adequate defence.” Trechsel, Human Rights in Criminal Proceedings, 2005,
194‐195, has criticized the ECtHR for adopting a “functional” approach rather than
recognizing that the right to information is an independent, “absolute” right of the
suspect. Although Trechsel correctly points out that a violation of Art. 6 (3) (a)
ECHR may occur even where it is not shown that the defense has been prejudiced
by withholding the relevant information, the obligation to inform still is function‐
ally related to enabling the suspect to devise and conduct an efficient defence.
8 Frister Strafverteidiger (StV) 1998, 159, 162.
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against possible countervailing interests in protecting the confidential‐
ity of all or some evidence.9
International Guarantees
Because of its fundamental character, the right to be promptly in‐
formed of a criminal accusation has been enshrined in several interna‐
tional human rights instruments.
Article 6 (3) (a) ECHR guarantees everyone charged with a criminal
offence the right “to be informed promptly, in a language which he
understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation
against him”. Article 14 (3) (a) of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights contains the same guarantee. It can hardly be
doubted that the right to be informed applies in the early stages of a
criminal investigation, because it applies as soon as a person has been
“charged”, that is, he has been informed of the fact that an official
criminal investigation concerning his conduct has been instituted.10At
that point in time, the police or prosecution have a positive obligation
to inform the suspect even if he has an independent right to access the
9 See, e.g., ECtHR, Fitt v. UK, 29777/96, 16 Feb. 2000, § 44: “The right to an ad‐
versarial trial means, in a criminal case, that both prosecution and defence must be
given the opportunity to have knowledge of and comment on the observations
filed and the evidence adduced by the other party. In addition Article 6 § 1 re‐
quires (…) that the prosecution authorities disclose to the defence all material evi‐
dence in their possession for or against the accused (…). § 45: “However, the enti‐
tlement to disclosure of relevant evidence is not an absolute right. In any criminal
proceedings there may be competing interests, such as national security or the
need to protect witnesses at risk of reprisals or keep secret police methods of inves‐
tigation of crime, which must be weighed against the rights of the accused …” See
also EU Directive 2012/13/EU of 22 May 2012 on the right to information in crimi‐
nal proceedings, Preamble (31) and (32).
10 Cf. ECtHR, Imbrioscia v. Switzerland, 13972/88, 24 Nov. 1993, § 36; John Murray
v. United Kingdom, 18731/91, 8 Feb. 1996, § 62. The contrary view of Trechsel (note
7, supra), 199‐200, that the right of information refers to the “indictment” would
not give Art. 6 (3) (a) any useful meaning, because the indictment must in any
event be transmitted to the defendant, and it is important that he knows about the
(possible) charges during the pre‐indictment phase of the proceedings.
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case file.11 The suspect must be informed not only of the acts of which
he is accused but also of the legal characterization given to those acts.12
Another important source pertaining to the right of information
about the charges is EU law. In line with the mandate of the Stockholm
Roadmap, and based on Article 82(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning
of the European Union, the European Parliament and the Council have
in 2012 issued the Directive on the right to information in criminal pro‐
ceedings.13 Like several other EU instruments purporting to strengthen
the rights of defendants in the criminal process, this Directive is meant
to enhance the mutual trust of Member States in each other’s criminal
justice systems and thereby to facilitate mutual recognition of decisions
in criminal matters.14
As is the case with the ECHR guarantee, the EU Directive links the
right to information to the suspect’s ability to prepare his defense and
to the fairness of the proceedings.15 The Directive provides a precise
definition as to the time when the information is to be given: from the
time a person is made aware by the competent authorities that he is
suspected or accused of having committed a criminal offence until the
final determination of the question whether the accused person has
committed the criminal offence.16 Any suspect is to be informed, in
necessary detail,
– about the criminal act he is suspected or accused of having com‐
mitted;
– of the reasons for his arrest or detention, if applicable;

Mattoccia v. Italy (note 7, supra), § 65.
Pelissier and Sassi v. France(note 4, supra), § 51: “Article 6 § 3 (a) of the Con‐
vention affords the defendant the right to be informed not only of the cause of the
accusation, that is to say the acts he is alleged to have committed and on which the
accusation is based, but also the legal characterisation given to those acts. That in‐
formation should, as the Commission rightly stated, be detailed.”
13 Directive 2012/13/EU of 22 May 2012.
14 Directive 2012/13/EU, Preamble (3), (7), (9) and (14).
15 Directive 2012/13/EU, Preamble (27), (28).
16 Art. 2 Directive 2012/13/EU.
11
12
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at the lateston submission of the merits of the accusation to a court,
on the nature and legal classification of the offence, as well as the
nature of his participation;
– of any changes in the information given previously, where this is
necessary to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings.17
In a separate Article, the Directive provides that Member States
“shall ensure that access is granted at least to all material evidence in
the possession of the competent authorities, whether for or against
suspects or accused persons, to those persons or their lawyers in order
to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings and to prepare the de‐
fence.”18 Access shall be granted at the latest upon submission of the
merits of the accusation to the judgment of a court.19 Exceptionally, ac‐
cess to certain materials “may be refused if such access may lead to a
serious threat to the life or the fundamental rights of another person or
if such refusal is strictly necessary to safeguard an important public in‐
terest, such as in cases where access could prejudice an ongoing inves‐
tigation” or seriously harm national security.20
–

German Law
It may be of interest to contrast these international instruments with
national legislation and practice on the matter of information. Since I
am most familiar with German law, I have chosen Germany as an ex‐
ample.
The German Code of Criminal Procedure (CCP) provides that any
judicial warrant ordering the arrest of a suspect must contain a state‐
ment as to the time and place of the suspected offence, the applicable
legal provision and the elements of the offense.21 As soon as the sus‐
pect has been arrested, he is given a copy of the judicial warrant.22

Art. 6 Directive 2012/13/EU.
Art. 7 (2) Directive 2012/13/EU of 22 May 2012.
19 Art. 7 (3) Directive 2012/13/EU of 22 May 2012.
20 Art. 7 (4) Directive 2012/13/EU of 22 May 2012.
21 § 114 sec. 2 no. 2 CCP.
22 § 114a CCP.
17
18
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Even if the suspect has not been formally arrested, he shall, at the be‐
ginning of his first interrogation, be informed what offence he is
charged with and which provisions of the criminal law may be appli‐
cable.23 This obligation applies to judges, prosecutors and police offi‐
cers; but police are not required to state the applicable legal provisions,
because they are not deemed to have sufficient legal expertise.24 If,
however, a police officer indicates the applicable provision of the
criminal law, that information must be correct.25
Although German law thus seems to be in compliance with interna‐
tional standards, there is a hitch: There is no general legal rule that
obliges the prosecutor or the police to inform a suspect of the initiation
of a criminal investigation concerning him, even if the investigation
has focused on the particular suspect. The Code of Criminal Procedure
provides only that a suspect has to be interrogated before the end of an
investigation leading to an indictment.26 This means that the prosecu‐
tor may conduct a lengthy investigation against a suspect and dismiss
the case (for lack of evidence or for other reasons) without ever inform‐
ing the suspect of the investigation.27 Of course, if the suspect is not
even informed of the fact that an investigation is focusing on him, he
will not learn what he is or may be accused of. This state of the law re‐
flects the ancient inquisitorial system of the 19th century: the suspect is
treated not as a party of the proceedings but as a mere object of a secret
investigation, used for evidentiary purposes as needed and otherwise
ignored.28

§§ 136 sec. 1, 163a secs. 3 and 4 CCP.
§ 163a sec. 4 CCP. See Rogall(note 3), § 136 note 40.
25 Rogall (note 3), § 136 note 40; Eisenberg, Beweisrecht der StPO, 9th ed. 2015,
note 547.
26 § 163a sec. 1 CCP.
27 According to § 170 sec. 2 CCP, the prosecutor is required to inform the sus‐
pect of the dismissal of prosecution for lack of sufficient evidence only if the sus‐
pect had been interrogated or arrested, had specifically asked for a notice of dis‐
missal, or if his particular interest in notification is “evident”.
28 See the critical assessment of Gillmeister StraFo 1996, 114, 115.
23
24
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Even if the results of the investigation cause the police and the
prosecutor to conclude that the suspect should be indicted and brought
to trial, they can withhold the suspect’s interrogation – and conse‐
quently, his information about the possible charges – until the very end
of the investigation.29 This tactic not only leads to a serious restriction
of the suspect’s defense rights, which after all apply even during the
investigation phase. Keeping the suspect in the dark is also unwise, be‐
cause it precludes the possibility of obtaining his cooperation in search‐
ing for a compromise resolution of the case which might make a trial
unnecessary.30
Since the European Convention on Human Rights is directly appli‐
cable as a source of domestic law in Germany, a suspect who has de‐
liberately been kept ignorant about the charges against him could rely
on his information right under Article 6 ECHR, regardless of what se‐
crecy the German Code of Criminal Procedure might permit.31 In prac‐
tice, German police and prosecutors seem to prefer an open style of in‐
vestigating criminal offences and do not as a rule attempt to keep the
investigation concealed from the suspect. This may explain the fact that
no case seems yet to have been brought against Germany before the
European Court of Human Rights challenging the rule of secrecy and
non‐information as a violation of Article 6 (3) (a) ECHR.
Problem Areas
1. Timing (“promptly”)
But would a complainant succeed in Strasbourg? This question
leads to the general issues and problems connected with the right to in‐
formation. Let us start with the question of what “prompt” information
may mean. A suspect complaining of the fact that he was the focus of a
lengthy investigation without being told about it may face an obstacle
in showing that he was “charged with a criminal offense”, which is the

§ 163a sec. 1 CCP.
Gillmeister StraFo 1996, 114, 118.
31 Frister StV 1998, 159.
29
30
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threshold requirement for being afforded the rights listed in Article 6
(3) ECHR. The problem lies in the fact that the ECtHR employs an in‐
teractive criterion for defining when a person has been “charged” with
a crime. The ECtHR as well as the EU Directive of 2012 on information
rights considers a person to be “charged” only from the time that he “is
made aware by the competent authorities that he is suspected or accused of
having committed a criminal offence”.32 The information about a sus‐
picion need not be conveyed by a formal order or decree of inculpa‐
tion; it is sufficient that an official act, such as an arrest warrant signed
by a judge, indicates that a particular person is suspected of a crime
and that an investigation is taking place. However, that act must be
communicated to the suspect; a secret order authorizing the surveil‐
lance of his telecommunication, for example, does not suffice for
“charging” him with a crime, even if surveillance is permissible only
against persons suspected of crime.
If a suspect must be informed of the accusation only when he has
been “charged” in that sense, even the European legal instruments do
not grant an effective protection against an investigation carried out in
complete secrecy. This raises the question whether there flows from
Article 6 (3) ECHR a right to be charged, that is, a right to be informed
of the existence of a suspicion on the part of the police or prosecution.
Some German authors claim that such a right exists,33 which would
then trigger the right to be informed about the charges. But there are
some valid objections against a general right to be charged at the very
first instance where an individualized suspicion arises:
– It is unclear whose suspicion should trigger the right to be charged
– any police officer’s, or the prosecutor’s suspicion?

32 See cases cited in note 10 supra. See also Art. 2 Directive 2012/13/EU; Esser, in:
Löwe/Rosenberg, Die Strafprozessordnung und das Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz.
Großkommentar, 26th ed. 2012, Art. 6 EMRK note 539.
33 See Fincke, ‘Zeitschrift für die gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft’, ZStW 95
(1983), 918, 937 et seq.; Egon Müller, in Brüssow et al. (eds.), Strafverteidigung und
Strafprozeß. Festgabe für Ludwig Koch, 1989, 191, 197; Frister StV 1998, 159, 160‐161.
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Suspicion is a fluent concept, and an initial suspicion may disap‐
pear quickly. Wouldn’t there have to exist a strong or persistent
suspicion to give rise to a right to be charged as a suspect?
– If the right to be informed is functionally connected to the right of
devising and conducting an effective defence, isn’t it sufficient to
be informed as soon as defence activities are necessary and feasi‐
ble, for example, when a suspect is to be interrogated or arrested or
his home is to be searched?34
– There may be legitimate grounds for not alerting a person to the
fact that he is suspected of a crime, for example, the need to collect
information without his knowledge or without providing him with
a chance to interfere, e.g. by putting pressure on a witness.
With regard to the last point, there seems to exist a broad consensus
that information about the charges may be withheld as long as inform‐
ing the suspect would jeopardize the purpose of the investigation, es‐
pecially when secret surveillance measures need to be taken35 or when
there exists a concrete risk that the suspect, if informed, will destroy
evidence.36 It is, on the other hand, not permissible to refrain from in‐
forming the suspect of the accusation in order to prevent him from un‐
dertaking legitimate defence activities, such as the collection of exoner‐
ating evidence.37
If one agrees on these limiting rules, it does not make much differ‐
ence whether one regards early information as the rule and accepts cer‐
tain exceptions, or whether one prefers not to grant the suspect a right
to instant charging but leaves the exact point of charging to the discre‐
–

34 See Directive 2012/13/EU, Preamble (28), suggesting that “the information
provided to suspects or accused persons about the criminal act they are suspected
or accused of having committed should be given promptly, and at the latest before
their first official interview by the police or another competent authority”. See also
Esser (n. 32), Art. 6 EMRK note 543.
35 Gillmeister StraFo 1996, 114, 116; Frister StV 1998, 159, 161.
36 Fincke, ZStW 95 (1983), 918, 971; Ambos, ZStW 115 (2003), 583, 598; Esser (n.
32), Art. 6 note 542.
37 Frister StV 1998, 159, 162; Esser (note 32),Art. 6 note 548.
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tion of the relevant law enforcement officials, provided that they do
not abuse their discretion. The guiding consideration must in any event
be the effectiveness of the defence: a suspect must be charged and pro‐
vided the requisite information as soon as necessary for him to imple‐
ment efficient and legitimate defence activities.
2. Scope
According to Article 6 (3) (a) ECHR, the information afforded the
suspect needs to cover “in detail” the “nature” and the “cause” of the
accusation. The European Court of Human Rights has held it to be suf‐
ficient that the notification of the suspect includes the offence of which
he is accused, the place and the date of the alleged crime, the name of
the victim, and a reference to the relevant articles of the Criminal
Code.38
The scope of the information to be provided is related to the pur‐
pose of enabling the suspect to conduct an effective defence. This
means that the format and manner of providing information is not im‐
portant.39 What counts is that the suspect must be enabled to under‐
stand the seriousness of the charges and the facts that they relate to;
otherwise he may not become aware of the necessity of preparing a de‐
fence and of the main issues on which the defence should concentrate.
In light of this purpose, it is useful to combine the information about
the charges with the information about the permissible defence options
(especially the right to remain silent) and the right to consult with a
lawyer.
The term “cause” of the accusation seems to relate to the factual ba‐
sis of the charge, that is, the conduct that gives rise to the suspicion of
criminal wrongdoing. This factual background needs to be described in
outline. If the information is provided early in the investigation proc‐
ess, not many details may yet be available. However, if the police have
ECtHR, Brozicek v. Italy, 10964/84, 19 Dec. 1989, § 42.
Cf. Pelissier and Sassi v. France (n. 4), § 53; see also ECtHR, Niculescu v. Roma‐
nia, 25333/03, 25 June 2013, § 119 (suspect – who was lawyer – was expected to in‐
fer the charges from a report on her wiretapped telephone conversations).
38
39
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more than one hypothesis about the relevant facts, they should inform
the suspect of all of them.40 If the investigation extends to several sepa‐
rate incidents, the majority view in Germany would permit the police
to inform the suspect of only one incident and to introduce the other
incidents later in the course of an interrogation.41 The police are not
obliged to disclose everything they know about the case but may with‐
hold information for tactical reasons. However, they must not mislead
the suspect about the seriousness of the charge by, for example, inter‐
rogating him about an alleged assault when they know that the victim
had died.42
Information on the facts that have given rise to the suspicion must
be distinguished from information on evidence. The majority view in
Germany,43 which appears to be in line with the interpretation of the
ECHR by the ECtHR,44 accords the suspect no right to be told about the
sources of police information, that is, relevant witness testimony or
other incriminating evidence. The opposing view regards information
about the available evidence as necessary for the suspect’s preparation
of an effective defence: he might conclude that it is better to confess
than to remain silent if he knows that the police already have available
strong incriminating evidence indicating his guilt, or vice versa.45 Al‐
though that observation is correct in terms of defence tactics, it remains

Frister StV 1998, 159, 161.
Diemer, in: Hannich (ed.), Karlsruher Kommentar zur Strafprozessordnung, 7th.
edn. 2013, § 136 note 8; Meyer‐Goßner/Schmitt, Strafprozessordnung, 59th edn. 2016,
§ 136 note 6. For a different view see Gleß, in: Löwe/Rosenberg, Die Strafprozessord‐
nung und das Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz. Großkommentar, 26th edn. 2007, § 136 n. 24
(claiming that all factual allegations have to be disclosed immediately).
42 Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof), Judgment of 6 March 2012 (1 StR
623/11), published in: Neue Zeitschrift für Strafrecht 2012, 581.
43 Fincke ZStW 95 (1983), 918, 959‐960; Gillmeister StraFo 1996, 114, 116‐117;
Frister StV 1998, 159, 162; Meyer‐Goßner * Schmitt (n. 41) § 136 note 13.
44 See Trechsel (n. 7), 200 (citing decisions of the European Commission on
Human Rights).
45 Grünwald, Das Beweisrecht der Strafprozeßordnung, 1993, 63; Gleß (note 41), §
136 note 22.
40
41
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true that the “cause” of the accusation is not identical with the sources
of that cause; and although the police and prosecutors should beware
of entrapping or misleading the suspect, he has no claim to being told
from the start everything the police know about the case. His access to
relevant evidence is part of his right to have access to the prosecution
file, which follows different rules.46
Information of the suspect, according to Article 6 (3) (a) ECHR, is to
extend to the “nature” of the accusation. This implies that the suspect
must be told about the legal relevance of his alleged conduct. The in‐
formation about the applicable law must be clear and precise, and it
must be comprehensible to the suspect. It is therefore not sufficient that
a suspect is told an unfamiliar legal term47 or shown a string of para‐
graph numbers referring to the Penal Code.48 Although the information
on the law has to be correct, the ECtHR saw no breach of Art. 6 (3) (a)
ECHR in a case where the prosecutor verbally specified the charge cor‐
rectly but cited an inapplicable subsection of the relevant Code provi‐
sion.49
German law, as has been mentioned, does not require police officers
to tell a suspect about the applicable law.50 This rule, which has been
explained by the lack of police officers’ legal training, seems to conflict
with the ECHR requirement that the information of the suspect must
extend to the relevant provisions of the law. But most suspects may not

Trechsel (n. 7) 200‐201.
See ECtHR, Campbell and Fell v. United Kingdom, 7819/77, 28 June 1984, § 96
(leaving open the question whether it was sufficient to tell a prisoner that he was
suspected of having committed “mutiny”).
48 See the decision of the German local court (Amtsgericht) of Backnang of 19
Sept. 2012 (2 Ls 90 Js 58693/12; available online: https://www.burhoff.de/insert/?/
asp_weitere_beschluesse/inhalte/1932.htm). In that case, the defendant had ticked a
box indicating that he had “committed” an offence which was characterized only
by a paragraph number of the German Penal Code. The court held that this was an
invalid basis of convicting the defendant. See aso Diemer (n. 41), § 136 n. 9; Gleß (n.
41) § 136 n. 26.
49 ECtHR, Gea Catalan v. Spain, 19160/91, 10 Feb. 1995, § 29.
50 § 163a sec. 4 CCP.
46
47
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be interested in being told paragraph numbers; and if they wish to
learn about the presumed legal relevance of their conduct, the police
may be obliged to refer them to the prosecutor or to ask the prosecu‐
tor’s office for the relevant information.
3. Changing circumstances
Information about the cause and nature of the accusation must be
given at an early stage of the investigation. It often happens that law
enforcement staff later discover new facts which let the suspect’s con‐
duct appear in a different light. For example, what was originally
thought to be a case of simple theft may later turn out to have been
committed by force, thus amounting to a robbery. The EU directive of
2012 succinctly states what has to be done in such a situation: “Where,
in the course of the criminal proceedings, the details of the accusation
change to the extent that the position of suspects or accused persons is
substantially affected, this should be communicated to them where
necessary to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings and in due time
to allow for an effective exercise of the rights of the defence.”51 Again,
the purpose of enabling the suspect to conduct an effective defence is
the relevant consideration: The suspect must be told of changes con‐
cerning the factual situation or its legal appreciation as soon as the
change becomes relevant for his defence position. The European Court
of Human Rights has repeatedly had to deal with this type of situation;
the Court has insisted that it is incompatible with a fair trial to surprise
the suspect or the defendant with a new view of the facts or the law
without affording him the opportunity to adapt his defence to the new
situation.52
Even if relevant changes have not been communicated to the sus‐

Directive 2012/13/EU, Preamble (29).
See, e.g. Pelissier and Sassi v. France (note 4), § 62;Dallos v. Hungary, 29082/95, 1
March 2001, §§ 49‐52; Drassich v. Italie (note 6), §§ 37‐40 (emphasizing that it is not
relevant to know what line of defence the suspect could have taken against the
new allegations). For similar views under German law, see Esser (note 32), Art. 6
note 541; Rogall (note 24), § 136 n. 40; Gleß (n. 41) § 136 n. 26.
51
52
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pect in time, however, the ECtHR has negated a violation of Article 6
ECHR where the suspect was still able to address all relevant legal and
factual aspects of his case, even if only on appeal.53 But a violation was
held to exist where the court of appeals did not take into account the
new defence submissions which reacted to a changed view of the
prosecution.54 One may well have doubts about this “functional” line
of reasoning, which is due to the Court’s strictly retrospective ap‐
proach to the violation of procedural rights. If the suspect was not
aware of critical facts during the pretrial investigation and/or through‐
out the trial, his capability of effectively defending himself may have
been irretrievably damaged, and the possibility of raising the issue on
appeal will often not be sufficient to restore him to the proper proce‐
dural position. In a dissenting opinion, Judge Van Djik eloquently
made this point: “If the first‐instance proceedings fail to meet those re‐
quirements [of fairness], that failure cannot be remedied simply by the
fact that the appeal proceedings are fair; this would make the fairness
issue of the first instance proceedings completely irrelevant. The failure
would only be remedied if the appeal court, in view of the shortcom‐
ings in fairness, quashed the first‐instance decision and ordered a re‐
trial.”55
4. Remedies
This debate leads to the question of what remedies are available for
a suspect who has not properly been informed of the accusation
against him.
The ECtHR accepts as a sufficient remedy the fact that the accused

53 See Sipavicius v. Lithuania (note 6), § 31‐32; Mulosmani v. Albania, 29864/03, 8
Oct. 2013, §§ 132‐133; Mihelj v. Slovenia, 14204/07, 15 Jan. 2015, § 44 (no violation if
the defendant fails to appear for trial and fails to bring the change of charges to the
attention of the appeals court).
54 T.v. Austria, 27783/95, 14 Nov. 2000, § 71; Dallos v. Hungary (note 52), §§ 49‐52;
Abramyan v. Russia, 10709/02, 9 Oct. 2008, §§ 37‐38.
55 Twalib v. Greece, 24294/94, 9 June 1998, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge
Van Dijk. See also Frister StV 1998, 159, 164.
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has been given an opportunity to defend against the new accusations
in a court of higher instance. If that opportunity has not been afforded
and the violation persists, a monetary compensation under Article 50
ECHR is granted. An alternative approach, which has been adopted by
the German Federal Court of Justice with respect to violations of vari‐
ous defendants’s rights, would be to grant the defendant a reduction of
sentence as a compensation for the fact that he was not afforded the
necessary information on the charge.56
Under national German law, the question has been raised as to
whether statements which the suspect makes during the investigation
are admissible as evidence if he had not been told what crime he was
suspected of. The Code of Criminal Procedure provides for inadmissi‐
bility of any statement made as a result of “deceit” (Täuschung) com‐
mitted against the suspect (or any witness).57 If the police or prosecutor
intentionally misrepresent the situation in order to make the suspect
confess to what he thinks is a minor misdemeanour, this may well
amount to “deceit” and make his statement inadmissible.58 But merely
neglecting to provide complete information on the applicable law or
facts will not normally be regarded as “deceit”.59
Even if withholding information on the charges is not regarded as
“deceit”, however, the violation of a critical defence right may lead to
the inadmissibility of statements made in an interrogation. This un‐
written rule applies, for example, where the police omit to inform the
suspect of his rights to remain silent and to consult with a lawyer.60 But
See Frister StV 1998, 159, 164.
§ 136a secs. 1 and 3 CCP.
58 See, e.g., BGH, Judgment of 31 May 1990, 4 StR 112/90 (37 Entscheidungen des
Bundesgerichtshofes in Strafsachen 48): Police interrogated a suspect as a witness
about a “missing person”; they failed to tell him that the dead body and severed
head of the person had been found. BGH held this to be “deceit” under § 136a CCP.
59 German courts define “deceit” as an intentional misrepresentation of facts. For
an opposing view emphasizing the relevance of the effect of a statement on the sus‐
pect, see Gleß (n. 41), § 136a n. 49‐50.
60 BGH, Judgment of 27 Feb. 1992, 5 StR 190/91, 38 Entscheidungen des Bundes‐
gerichtshofes in Strafsachen 214; Judgment of 29 Oct. 1992, 4 StR 126/92, 38
56
57
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the majority view does not regard the information about the charges as
equally important, and therefore negates an “automatic” exclusion of
any statement that a suspect makes when he has not sufficiently been
informed about the nature and cause of the accusation.61 According to
the Federal Court of Justice, a statement must be excluded only if it can
be shown that the lack of information on the accusation has had an in‐
fluence on the suspect’s decision to make a statement and thus affected
his right against self‐incrimination. The Federal Court of Justice has,
however, denied that possibility in a case where the Court assumed
that it was “obvious” to the suspect what he was charged with.62 In
that case, the defendant was not told, in spite of repeated questions,
that the victim of his assault had died. Despite the Court’s assertion to
the contrary, it was thus anything but obvious to the defendant that he
was in fact suspected of murder. Generally, the majority view may give
insufficient weight to the right to be informed from the beginning of
the investigation. I would therefore argue in favour of a rule of exclu‐
sion, with a narrow exception for cases where there can be no doubt
that the lack of information had no negative impact on the effective‐
ness of the defence.63
The Connection with the Right to a Lawyer
At first blush, the suspect’s right to be informed of the charges and
his right to have the assistance of a lawyer appear to be unrelated to
each other: A suspect must be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation even when he has no access to a lawyer, and that informa‐
tion may be of some help to him when trying to devise an effective de‐

Entscheidungen des Bundesgerichtshofes in Strafsachen 372; Judgment of 22 Nov. 2001,
1 StR 220/01, 47 Entscheidungen des Bundesgerichtshofes in Strafsachen 172 at 174.
61 See Gleß (note 41), § 136 n. 103; Rogall (n. 24), § 136 n. 97.
62 BGH, Judgment of 6 March 2012, 1 StR 623/11, published in Neue Zeitschrift
für Strafrecht 2012, 581.
63 For similar views, see Neuhaus StV 2013, 485, 489‐490 (arguing, persuasively,
that knowledge of the accusation is the necessary basis on which to build the de‐
fense); Jahn JuS 2013, 658.
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fence. But in fact these two rights are interdependent: The great major‐
ity of suspects lack the skill and general knowledge for making proper
use of the information provided; and even an excellent lawyer cannot
effectively assist his client if he has no information what crime the cli‐
ent has been charged with. If we put the focus on the right to be as‐
sisted by a lawyer even at the earliest stages of criminal proceedings,
the right to be informed about the accusation is thus a necessary pre‐
condition for the lawyer’s effective assistance; and if we focus on the
right to be informed, this right is of little use to the suspect unless he
has access to a lawyer who can explain the consequences and options
to him.
This interdependence of rights leads to the consequence that a state‐
ment made by the suspect is normally admissible into evidence only if
he has been advised of his right to a lawyer, has been given access to a
lawyer, and has been informed of the charges. Only if these conditions
have been fulfilled can the suspect make an intelligent decision on how
to respond to the accusation. An investigation of whether a person has
committed a crime is a serious matter. No one should be the target of
such an investigation without being told what it is about, and where he
can find professional assistance.
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The structure of evidentiary proceedings
as reflected in the case‐law of the ECtHR
on article 6 (3) ECHR*
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Dr. jur. (Freiburg), LL.M. (Bonn), Master of Laws (Athens),
Senior Researcher at the Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International
Criminal Law in Freiburg (Germany), and Lawyer in Athens (Greece)

I. Introduction
On the background of new forms of national and international
crime and the complex problems of transnational criminal justice, the
reform of criminal procedure emerges as a legal policy challenge in
many contemporary European legal orders, regardless of their particu‐
lar legal traditions and cultures. Today, even time‐honoured proce‐
dural structures (such as those based on the obligatory judicial search
for the truth in Germany) and institutions (like the jury trial in Eng‐
land) are under constant scrutiny as to their effectiveness in solving
modern conflicts of penal character. In this context, and for the pur‐
pose of searching for new (alternative) procedural forms, comparative
research is an important tool for the analysis of legal rules and institu‐
tions. Fragmentary solutions and arbitrary legal transplantations do
not provide a coherent basis for reform. Any meaningful implementa‐
tion of elements of foreign legal systems at the national level and the
smooth realization of the objectives of transnational, supranational,
and international criminal justice call for a reciprocal understanding

* The present paper is largely based on a lecture given at the Summer School of the
University of Pécs, Hungary, on “Menschenrechte im Strafrecht und Strafprozessrecht”
(29.6.2015).
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between legal orders of different traditions in terms of their normative
foundations.1
In the field of criminal procedure, the various structures employed
by national and international legal systems for the purpose of effective
fact‐finding in criminal trials are of diachronic importance for com‐
parative research. Within this context, legal comparison aims to iden‐
tify systemic convergences and divergences and, ultimately, to ad‐
vance a proposal of best practices and balanced solutions. Further‐
more, the examination of provisions of international and supranational
origin is useful for devising system‐wide strategies for optimizing the
national criminal process. Key in this respect are the principles, rules,
and normative minimum standards of the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR) as interpreted and implemented in the case‐law
of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), particularly for the
Member States of the Council of Europe. The autonomous2 interna‐
tional “legal order” of the ECHR is often thought to provide Member
States with a sui generis procedural model consisting of independent
standards and guidelines.3
The present paper explores the erga omnes4 obligations arising from

1 On the (functional and model‐based) comparative research in the field of
criminal procedure and on the concept and importance of legal traditions, espe‐
cially with respect to the historical evolution of Western criminal law systems, see
Billis, Die Rolle des Richters im adversatorischen und im inquisitorischen Beweisver‐
fahren, Berlin 2015, pp. 1–140.
2 See, inter alia, ECtHR Engel a.o. v. the Netherlands, 8.6.1976 (5100/71), §§ 81–82;
ECtHR König v. Germany, 28.6.1978 (6232/73), §§ 88–89. On the Convention as a
“living instrument”, see ECtHR Tyrer v. the United Kingdom, 25.4.1978 (5856/72),
§ 31; ECtHR Soering v. the United Kingdom, 7.7.1989 (14038/88), § 102.
3 See, for example, Jackson, ‘The effect of human rights on criminal evidentiary
processes: towards convergence, divergence or realignment?’, MLR 68 (2005), 737
(747); Jackson & Summers, The Internationalisation of Criminal Evidence, Cambridge
2012, pp. 77–79. See also Esser, Auf dem Weg zu einem europäischen Strafverfahrens‐
recht, Berlin 2002, pp. 833–868; Satzger, ‘Die Rspr des EGMR als Motor der europä‐
ischen Strafprozessrechtsharmonisierung’, JA 2005, 656 (658).
4 See Billis, Die Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 391–394 (with references).
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human rights principles and procedural guidelines as provided in the
ECtHR decisions with potential impact on (re‐)shaping the evidentiary
structures of the criminal trial in Council of Europe countries. The
analysis is based on abstract concepts and definitions used by the
ECtHR in interpreting art. 6 ECHR, without specifically referencing
their implementation in national legal systems. Particular emphasis is
placed on the guarantees of an effective defence, the disclosure of evi‐
dence, the calling of witnesses, and the right to confrontation. The pa‐
per addresses the overarching question as to whether or not, at the in‐
ternational level, the ECHR system sets specific procedural standards
regarding the form of evidentiary proceedings, which national criminal
justice systems must comply with.
II. Fair Trial Guarantees and Evidentiary Proceedings
1. The general principles of equality of arms and adversarial proceedings
The jurisprudence of the ECtHR relies heavily on the particular cir‐
cumstances of each individual case and is therefore not always pre‐
dictable with respect to the abstract interpretation of ECHR
norms.5This complicates the attempt to implement the general provi‐
sions of the Convention uniformly and in a way that is meaningful
both in theory and in practice. Still, a systematic analysis of earlier (if
possible) “stable”6 interpretations of basic guarantees relevant in terms
of criminal procedure and the participation rights enshrined in art. 6
ECHR, irrespective of the particularities of each case, may be useful in
order to re‐balance or harmonize the criminal procedure laws in the

See, e.g., ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), § 109.
See Bárd, ‘The role of the ECHR in shaping the European model of the crimi‐
nal process’, in: Aromaa & Viljanen (eds.), International Key Issues in Crime Preven‐
tion and Criminal Justice, Helsinki 2006, p. 42 (with references): “The maintenance of
what has already been achieved is guaranteed by the Court’s general practice to
follow its earlier case‐law and to depart normally from its precedents only if socie‐
tal changes justify a higher level of protection of human rights. Thus by observing
its precedents the Court may set limits to a downward evolution and the lowering
of already achieved standards.”
5
6
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Member States or concrete structural components of their evidentiary
proceedings. The analysis of the cornerstones of a fair criminal trial,
which, according to the ECtHR, are the principles of equality of arms
and the right to adversarial proceedings may serve as a starting point
in this regard.
In accordance with the subsidiary7 nature of the Convention’s inter‐
national protective system, the Court has neither the competence to
create, in the abstract, rules of procedure and evidence that are gener‐
ally binding and immediately applicable at national level nor the com‐
petence to enforce uniform procedural laws in all Member States.8 The
impact the directions and minimum standards stipulated in ECtHR
case‐law on the procedural rights of art. 6 ECHR may have on the form
of national (evidentiary) proceedings is limited; in fact, their main pur‐
pose is to facilitate the consistent preservation of the Convention’s
guarantees while respecting the sovereignty of the national criminal
justice systems.9 Due to considerable differences between the types of
procedure applied in European countries, any attempt by the Court to
concretize the normative content of the provisions of the Convention in

7 See especially arts. 13, 35(1), 41, 46–53 ECHR. On the margin‐of‐appreciation
doctrine, see Bárd, [fn. 6], in: Aromaa & Viljanen (eds.), International Key Issues, pp.
39–42; Esser, Strafverfahrensrecht [fn. 3], pp. 843–846; Satzger, Internationales und Eu‐
ropäisches Strafrecht, 6th edition, Baden‐Baden 2013, § 11 n. 20–22.
8 See, inter alia, ECtHR Schenk v. Switzerland, 12.7.1988 (10862/84), §§ 45‐46. See
also ECtHR Delta v. France, 19.12.1990 (11444/85), § 35; ECtHR Mirilashvili v. Russia,
11.12.2008 (6293/04), § 161; ECtHR (GC) Bykov v. Russia, 10.3.2009 (4378/02), §§ 88–
89; ECtHR Sharkunov and Mezentsev v. Russia, 10.6.2010 (75330/01), §§ 94–95; ECtHR
Duško Ivanovski v. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 24.4.2014 (10718/05), §
42.
9 See also Bárd, [fn. 6], in: Aromaa & Viljanen (eds.), International Key Issues, p.
40: “[…] for the sake of state sovereignty and because of the Court’s limited legiti‐
macy, the drafters of the Convention envisaged a modest, self‐restraining interna‐
tional judicial body.”
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a balanced manner will prove to be difficult.10
On the one hand, the terms “fair trial” and “witnesses against him”
stipulated in art. 6 ECHR, along with the “principle of equality of arms
between prosecution and defence” originating in the wider concept of
a fair trial and the guiding principle issued by the ECtHR that “crimi‐
nal proceedings should be adversarial”,11 suggest, at least at first sight,
an orientation towards procedural structures common to Anglo‐
American systems. These are typically proceedings where the parties
exercise control over all the main aspects of the evidentiary hearing.12
On the other hand, the historical origin of the systems of procedure in
most Council of Europe Member States may be traced back to the Con‐
tinental European legal tradition.13 Nevertheless, the ECtHR case‐law
does not actually promote the adversary or any other type of proce‐
dure across Europe.14 Instead, the Court strives to interpret the provi‐

10 See, for example, ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom,
15.12.2011 (26766/05, 22228/06), §§ 129–130; ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Ger‐
many, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 108–109.
11 See ECtHR (GC) Jasper v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000 (27052/95), § 51;
ECtHR (GC) Öcalan v. Turkey, 12.5.2005 (46221/99), §§ 140, 146. For more details on
the principles of equality of arms and adversarial proceedings, see Fedorova, The
Principle of Equality of Arms in International Criminal Proceedings, Cambridge 2012,
pp. 30–68; Jackson & Summers, Internationalisation [fn. 3], pp. 79–95.
12 See Ambos, ‘Der Europäische Gerichtshof für Menschenrechte und die Ver‐
fahrensrechte’, ZStW 115 (2003), 583 (593–594, 607); Jung, ‘Neues zum Konfrontati‐
onsrecht?’, GA 2009, 235 (235–236); Renzikowski, ‘Das Konfrontationsrecht im Fo‐
kus des Anspruchs auf ein faires Verfahren’, in: Hiebl et al. (eds.), Festschrift für
Volkmar Mehle, Baden‐Baden 2009, pp. 529–530. See also Swart & Young, ‘The
European Convention on Human Rights and Criminal Justice in the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom’, in: Fennell et al. (eds.), Criminal Justice in Europe, Oxford
1995, pp. 71–72, 83–86. See additionally Nijboer, ‘Common law tradition in evi‐
dence scholarship observed from a continental perspective, Am. J. Comp. L. 41
(1993), 299 (311).
13 See Billis, Die Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 27–62.
14 See, e.g., ECtHR Brandstetter v. Austria, 28.8.1991 (11170/84), § 67; ECtHR (GC)
Öcalan v. Turkey, 12.5.2005 (46221/99), § 146; ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v.
the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011 (26766/05, 22228/06), § 130; ECtHR (GC) Schat‐
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sions and rights of art. 6 ECHR in a neutral way, complementing them
with procedural guidelines that render their content applicable system‐
wide in a similar manner.15 In this context, fairness is not understood
as the mandatory adoption of a pure adversarial or party‐centered pro‐
cedural model16 but primarily as the chance to effectively participate
in, and influence the result of, the proceedings,17 regardless of their in‐
dividual structural components (especially: whether or not evidentiary
hearings are controlled by the parties or conducted in line with the of‐
ficial obligation to search for the material truth).

schaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 108–109. See also Ambos, [fn. 12],
ZStW 115 (2003), 583 (594); Jörg, Field & Brants, ‘Are inquisitorial and adversarial
systems converging’?, in: Fennell et al. (eds.), Criminal Justice in Europe, Oxford
1995, p. 56; Renzikowski, (fn. 12), FS für Mehle, p. 530; Swart & Young, [fn. 12], in:
Fennell et al. (eds.), Criminal Justice, pp. 84–85 (with further references).
15 See also Jackson, ‘Transnational faces of justice’, in: Jackson et al. (eds.), Crime,
Procedure and Evidence in a Comparative and International Context, Oxford/Portland,
OR: 2008, pp. 228–229, 231, 233–235. See also Delmas‐Marty, ‘Toward a European
model of the criminal trial’, in: Delmas‐Marty (ed.), The Criminal Process and Human
Rights, Dordrecht 1995, pp. 196–198; Gaede, ‘Beweisverbote zur Wahrung des
fairen Strafverfahrens in der Rechtsprechung des EGMR insbesondere bei verdeck‐
ten Ermittlungen’, JR 2009, 493 (494).
16 See, e.g., ECtHR Mirilashvili v. Russia, 11.12.2008 (6293/04), §§ 224–227. Jack‐
son, [fn. 15], in: Jackson et al. (eds.), Crime, pp. 229–232; see also Rzepka, Zur Fair‐
ness im deutschen Strafverfahren, Frankfurt a.M. 2000, p. 85.
17 See Renzikowski, [fn. 12], FS für Mehle, p. 529. According to ECtHR Stanford v.
the United Kingdom, 23.2.1994 (16757/90), § 26: “Nor is it in dispute that Article 6,
read as a whole, guarantees the right of an accused to participate effectively in a
criminal trial. In general this includes, inter alia, not only his right to be present,
but also to hear and follow the proceedings. Such rights are implicit in the very no‐
tion of an adversarial procedure and can also be derived from the guarantees con‐
tained in sub‐paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) of paragraph 3 of Article 6, – ‘to defend
himself in person’, ‘to examine or have examined witnesses’, and ‘to have the free
assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in
court’ […].” See further ECtHR Colozza v. Italy, 12.2.1985 (9024/80), § 27; ECtHR
Barberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, 6.12.1988 (10590/83), § 78; ECtHR Lagerblom v.
Sweden, 14.1.2003 (26891/95), § 49. See also ECtHR Granger v. the United Kingdom,
28.3.1990 (11932/86), § 47.
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Specifically, the principle of equality of arms as interpreted by the
ECtHR requires that “each party must be afforded a reasonable oppor‐
tunity to present his case under conditions that do not place him at a
disadvantage vis‐à‐vis his opponent […]. In this context, importance is
attached to appearances as well as to the increased sensitivity to the
fair administration of justice […]”.18 At the same time, in order to pre‐
serve the adversary nature of national (evidentiary) proceedings, “all
the evidence must in principle be produced in the presence of the ac‐
cused at a public hearing with a view to adversarial argument”.19 All
parties must be given the opportunity to have knowledge of, and
comment on, the observations filed and the evidence introduced by the
other party.20 In this context, the provision of art. 6 (3d) ECHR, accord‐
ing to which the examination of witnesses shall occur, as a rule, in an
adversarial (confrontational) manner, is of key importance in terms of

18 ECtHR Bulut v. Austria, 22.2.1996 (17358/90), § 47 (with further references).
See ECtHR Foucher v. France, 18.3.1997 (22209/93), § 34; ECtHR (GC) Öcalan v. Tur‐
key, 12.5.2005 (46221/99), § 140. See further ECtHR Delcourt v. Belgium, 17.1.1970
(2689/65), § 28; ECtHR Borgers v. Belgium, 30.10.1991 (12005/86), § 24; European
Commission of Human Rights Kaufman v. Belgium, 9.12.1986 (10938/84), Decisions
and Reports 50, 110 (115).
19 ECtHR Barberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, 6.12.1988 (10590/83), § 78;
ECtHR Kostovski v. the Netherlands, 20.11.1989 (11454/85), § 41; ECtHR Windisch v.
Austria, 27.9.1990 (12489/86), § 26; ECtHR Lüdi v. Switzerland, 15.6.1992 (12433/86), §
47; ECtHR Van Mechelen a.o. v. the Netherlands, 23.4.1997 (21363/93 a.o.), § 51;
ECtHR Krasniki v. the Czech Republic, 28.2.2006 (51277/99), § 75.
20 ECtHR Brandstetter v. Austria, 28.8.1991 (11170/84 a.o.), § 67: “The right to an
adversarial trial means, in a criminal case, that both prosecution and defence must
be given the opportunity to have knowledge of and comment on the observations
filed and the evidence adduced by the other party. Various ways are conceivable in
which national law may secure that this requirement is met. However, whatever
method is chosen, it should ensure that the other party will be aware that observa‐
tions have been filed and will get a real opportunity to comment thereon.” See also
ECtHR (GC) Jasper v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000 (27052/95), § 51; ECtHR (GC)
Öcalan v. Turkey, 12.5.2005 (46221/99), § 146; ECtHR Matytsina v. Russia, 27.3.2014
(58428/10), § 151.
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the structure of evidentiary proceedings.21
However, the right on the part of the defence to take evidence and
examine witnesses in a public and adversarial hearing as well as the
right to demand the disclosure of all evidence at the pre‐trial stages are
not absolute. As is usual in criminal proceedings, the judicial weighing
of the rights of the defence against other competing interests may be
necessary. The balancing of interests and the restriction of defence
rights are possible, in particular, in cases where national security and
other important public interests or the fundamental rights of third per‐
sons (e.g., the witnesses’ right to life or rights under art. 8 ECHR) are at
stake.22 According to ECtHR case‐law on the restriction of the rights of
the defence under art. 6 (1) ECHR, such restrictions may occur only to
the extent that they are strictly necessary. Moreover, as the Court has
stated on numerous occasions, the right to a fair trial presupposes that
any difficulties encountered by the defence through the limitation of its
rights must be sufficiently counterbalanced by the procedures followed

21 See, e.g., ECtHR Barberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, 6.12.1988 (10590/83),
§ 78. See also Ambos (fn. 12), ZStW115 (2003), 583 (594); Jackson, [fn. 15], in: Jack‐
son et al. (eds.), Crime, pp. 231‐232.
22 See, for example, ECtHR Unterpertinger v. Austria, 24.11.1986 (9120/80), esp.
§§ 29–31; ECtHR Kostovski v. the Netherlands, 20.11.1989 (11454/85), §§ 41, 44. Ac‐
cording to ECtHR Doorson v. the Netherlands, 26.3.1996 (20524/92), § 70: „It is true
that Article 6 does not explicitly require the interests of witnesses in general, and
those of victims called upon to testify in particular, to be taken into consideration.
However, their life, liberty or security of person may be at stake, as may interests
coming generally within the ambit of Article 8 of the Convention. Such interests of
witnesses and victims are in principle protected by other, substantive provisions of
the Convention, which imply that Contracting States should organise their crimi‐
nal proceedings in such a way that those interests are not unjustifiably imperilled.
Against this background, principles of fair trial also require that in appropriate
cases the interests of the defence are balanced against those of witnesses or victims
called upon to testify.” See also ECtHR (GC) Jasper v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000
(27052/95), §§ 51–52; ECtHR (GC) Rowe and Davis v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000
(28901/95), §§ 60–62.
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by the national judicial authorities.23
2. The specific guarantees under art. 6 (3) ECHR
EFFECTIVE DEFENCE, DISCLOSURE OF EVIDENCE, AND THE CALLING OF
WITNESSES

In addition to the general principles mentioned above, the individ‐
ual guarantees under art. 6(3) ECHR, explicitly recognized by the
Court as specific aspects of the general concept of a fair trial set forth in
art. 6 (1) ECHR,24 may have a direct impact on the design of eviden‐
tiary proceedings in national criminal justice systems. Particularly sig‐
nificant in this regard are the directions of the ECtHR case‐law on the
right to (prepare an) effective defence, the right to disclosure of evi‐
dence, the right to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses,
and the right to confrontation.25
These are the key guidelines stipulated by the Court regarding the
need of the accused to be thoroughly informed in advance about the
case and the evidence brought by the prosecution (who, as a rule, bears
the burden of proof),26 the preparation of an effective and active de‐
fence strategy in general, and the opportunity for the defendant to call

23 ECtHR (GC) Jasper v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000 (27052/95), § 52. See also
ECtHR Doorson v. the Netherlands, 26.3.1996 (20524/92), § 72; ECtHR Van Mechelen
a.o. v. the Netherlands, 23.4.1997 (21363/93 a.o.), §§ 54, 58.
24 See ECtHR Van Mechelen a.o. v. the Netherlands, 23.4.1997 (21363/93 a.o.), § 49;
ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), § 100.
25 For more details see Billis, Die Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 398–403.
26 See ECtHR Barberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, 6.12.1988 (10590/83), § 77:
“Paragraph 2 (art. 6‐2) embodies the principle of the presumption of innocence. It
requires, inter alia, that when carrying out their duties, the members of a court
should not start with the preconceived idea that the accused has committed the of‐
fence charged; the burden of proof is on the prosecution, and any doubt should
benefit the accused. It also follows that it is for the prosecution to inform the ac‐
cused of the case that will be made against him, so that he may prepare and pre‐
sent his defence accordingly, and to adduce evidence sufficient to convict him.”
See also ECtHR (GC) Allen v. the United Kingdom, 12.7.2013 (25424/09), § 93. Jack‐
son/Summers, Internationalisation [fn. 3], pp. 217–228.
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witnesses on his/her behalf:
– On the right of the defence to be informed:
“[… In] criminal matters the provision of full, detailed information
concerning the charges against a defendant […] is an essential pre‐
requisite for ensuring that the proceedings are fair. [… The] right to
be informed of the nature and the cause of the accusation must be
considered in the light of the accused’s right to prepare his de‐
fence.”27
– On the right to be present and the right to an adequate defence:
“[… In] the interests of a fair and just criminal process it is of capi‐
tal importance that the accused should appear at his trial […], and
that the duty to guarantee the right of a criminal defendant to be
present in the courtroom […] ranks as one of the essential require‐
ments of Article 6 […]. It is also of crucial importance for the fair‐
ness of the criminal justice system that the accused be adequately
defended […].”28
– On the right to an effective participation:
“The right of an accused under Article 6 to effective participation
in his or her criminal trial generally includes, inter alia, not only
the right to be present, but also to hear and follow the proceedings.
Such rights are implicit in the very notion of an adversarial proce‐
dure and can also be derived from the guarantees contained, in
particular, in sub‐paragraph (c) of paragraph 3 of Article 6 – ‘to de‐
fend himself in person’ […]. ‘Effective participation’ in this context
presupposes that the accused has a broad understanding of the na‐
ture of the trial process and of what is at stake for him or her, in‐
cluding the significance of any penalty which may be imposed. The
defendant should be able, inter alia, to explain to his own lawyer
his version of events, point out any statements with which he dis‐
agrees and make them aware of any facts which should be put

ECtHR (GC) Pélissier and Sassi v. France, 25.3.1999 (25444/94), §§ 52, 54.
ECtHR Sinichkin v. Russia, 8.4.2010 (20508/03), §§ 30, 34 (with further refer‐
ences).
27
28
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forward in his defence […]. The circumstances of a case may re‐
quire the Contracting States to take positive measures in order to
enable the applicant to participate effectively in the proceedings
[…].”29
On legal assistance and the fundamental aspects of a person’s de‐
fence:
“Indeed, the fairness of proceedings requires that an accused be
able to obtain the whole range of services specifically associated
with legal assistance. In this regard, counsel has to be able to secure
without restriction the fundamental aspects of that person’s de‐
fence: discussion of the case, organization of the defence, collection
of evidence favourable to the accused, preparation for questioning,
support of an accused in distress and checking of the conditions of
detention.”30
On the disclosure of evidence:
“The right to an adversarial trial means, in a criminal case, that
both prosecution and defence must be given the opportunity to
have knowledge of and comment on the observations filed and the
evidence adduced by the other party […]. In addition Article 6 § 1
requires that the prosecution authorities should disclose to the de‐
fence all material evidence in their possession for or against the ac‐
cused […]. The entitlement to disclosure of relevant evidence is
not, however, an absolute right. In any criminal proceedings there
may be competing interests, such as national security or the need to
protect witnesses at risk of reprisals or keep secret police methods
of investigation of crime, which must be weighed against the rights
of the accused. In some cases it may be necessary to withhold cer‐
tain evidence from the defence so as to preserve the fundamental
rights of another individual or to safeguard an important public in‐
terest. Nonetheless, only such measures restricting the rights of the
defence which are strictly necessary are permissible under Article 6

29
30

ECtHR Liebreich v. Germany, 8.1.2008 (30443/03) (with further references).
ECtHR Dayanan v. Turkey, 13.10.2009 (7377/03), § 32.
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§ 1. Furthermore, in order to ensure that the accused receives a fair
trial, any difficulties caused to the defence by a limitation on its
rights must be sufficiently counterbalanced by the procedures fol‐
lowed by the judicial authorities […].”31
On the right of the defence to co‐determine the scope of evidence
by calling witnesses (and experts32):
“[… As] a general rule, it is for the national courts to assess the
evidence before them as well as the relevance of the evidence
which defendants seek to adduce. More specifically, Article 6 § 3
(d) leaves it to them, again as a general rule, to assess whether it is
appropriate to call witnesses, in the ‘autonomous’ sense given to
that word in the Convention system; it does not require the atten‐
dance and examination of every witness on the accused’s behalf: its
essential aim, as is indicated by the words ‘under the same condi‐
tions’, is a full ‘equality of arms’ in the matter. The concept of
‘equality of arms’ does not, however, exhaust the content of para‐
graph 3 (d) of Article 6, nor that of paragraph 1 of which this
phrase represents one application among many others […]. The

31 ECtHR Edwards and Lewis v. the United Kingdom, 22.7.2003 (39647/98,
40461/98), §§ 52–53. See also ECtHR (GC) Jasper v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000
(27052/95), §§ 50–53; ECtHR (GC) Rowe and Davis v. the United Kingdom, 16.2.2000
(28901/95), §§ 59–62 (with further references); ECtHR Cevat Soysal v. Turkey,
23.9.2014 (17362/03), §§ 64–65.
32 On expert evidence see ECtHR Matytsina v. Russia, 27.3.2014 (58428/10), §§
167–169 (with further references): “[…] Subject to some exceptions, the general rule
is that the domestic judge has a wide discretion in choosing amongst conflicting
expert opinions and picking one which he or she deems consistent and credible.
However, the rules on admissibility of evidence may sometimes run counter to the
principles of equality of arms and adversarial proceedings, or affect the fairness of
the proceedings otherwise […]. In the context of expert evidence, the rules on its
admissibility must not deprive the defence of the opportunity to challenge it effec‐
tively, in particular by introducing or obtaining alternative opinions and reports.
In certain circumstances the refusal to allow an alternative expert examination of
material evidence may be regarded as a breach of Article 6 § 1 […].” See also De‐
caigny, ‘Inquisitorial and adversarial expert examinations in the case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, NJECL 2014, 149 (154–166).
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Court’s task under the Convention is not to give a ruling as to
whether statements of witnesses were properly admitted as evi‐
dence, but rather to ascertain whether the proceedings as a whole,
including the way in which evidence was taken, were fair […].”33
THE RIGHT TO CONFRONTATION
The right of the accused to examine or have examined the wit‐
nesses34 against him/her gives rise to a series of complex problems for
criminal law theory and practice.35 The ECtHR has found violations of
art. 6 (3d) ECHR mainly in scenarios involving “anonymous wit‐
nesses” (e.g., undercover agents or informers), “absent witnesses” (e.g.,
in case of death, disappearance, or refusal to appear), or witnesses who

33 ECtHR Solakov v. the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 31.10.2001
(47023/99), § 57. See also ECtHR Engel a.o. v. the Netherlands, 8.6.1976 (5100/71 a.o.),
§ 91; ECtHR Barberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, 6.12.1988 (10590/83), § 78;
ECtHR Bricmont v. Belgium, 7.7.1989 (10857/84), § 89; ECtHR Vidal v. Belgium,
22.4.1992 (12351/86), § 33 (with further references).
34 On the autonomous meaning of the term “witnesses against him” in the Con‐
vention system and on hearsay evidence, see European Commission of Human
Rights Unterpertinger v. Austria, Rep. v. 11.10.1984 (9120/80), § 73; ECtHR Gossa v.
Poland, 9.1.2007 (47986/99), § 56. See also ECtHR Kostovski v. the Netherlands,
20.11.1989 (11454/85), § 40–44; ECtHR Delta v. France, 19.12.1990 (11444/85), § 34;
ECtHR Isgrò v. Italy, 19.2.1991 (11339/85), § 33; ECtHR Asch v. Austria, 26.4.1991
(12398/86), § 25; ECtHR Artnerv. Austria, 28.8.1992 (13161/87), § 19; ECtHR Pullar v.
the United Kingdom, 10.6.1996 (22399/93), § 45; ECtHR S.N. v. Sweden, 2.7.2002
(34209/96), § 45; ECtHR Trofimov v. Russia, 4.12.2008 (1111/02), § 34. Also, ECtHR
Unterpertinger v. Austria, 24.11.1986 (9120/80), § 31; ECtHR Sharkunov and Mezentsev
v. Russia, 10.6.2010 (75330/01), § 111; ECtHR Mirilashvili v. Russia, 11.12.2008
(6293/04), §§ 158–160; ECtHR Windisch v. Austria, 27.9.1990 (12489/86), §§ 23–31. On
experts, see ECtHR Mirilashvili v. Russia, 11.12.2008 (6293/04), § 158; European
Commission of Human Rights Bönisch v. Austria, Rep. v. 12.3.1984 (8658/79), §§ 85–
91. On co‐defendants, see ECtHR Lucà v. Italy, 27.2.2001 (33354/96), §§ 22, 30, 40–44;
ECtHR Kaste and Mathisen v. Norway, 9.11.2006 (18885/04, 21166/04), §§ 50–55;
ECtHR Gossa v. Poland, 9.1.2007 (47986/99), § 54–56.
35 For details on the various problems and aspects of the right, see Billis, Die
Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 403–409 (with further references).
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are both anonymous and absent.36 For purposes of the present study,
the focus is on the following material aspects of the right to confronta‐
tion as interpreted by the Court:
According to ECtHR case‐law, art. 6 (1 and 3d) ECHR typically re‐
quires that the accused be given adequate and proper opportunity to ques‐
tion and challenge (the reliability and credibility of)37 a witness against
him/her (especially the one providing direct evidence), either when
he/she makes his/her statements or at a later stage in the national pro‐
ceedings.38 In a recent judgment, the Court stated that even where the
defence was able to cross‐examine a witness at the police investigation
stage, this cannot replace cross‐examination at trial: “It is an important
element of fair criminal proceedings that the accused is confronted
with the witness in the presence of the judge who ultimately decides
the case in order for that judge to hear the witness directly, to observe
his demean our and to form an opinion about his credibility […]”.39
Overall, the Convention States are obliged, according to the Court, to
take positive steps to enable the accused to examine or have examined
witnesses against him or her; however, the impossibility of securing
the appearance of a witness at trial does not in itself make it necessary

36 See ECtHR Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 20.1.2009 (26766/05,
22228/06), § 35 (with further references).
37 See ECtHR Windisch v. Austria, 27.9.1990 (12489/86), § 28. See also ECtHR
Saïdi v. France, 20.9.1993 (14647/89), § 41; ECtHR Delta v. France, 19.12.1990
(11444/85), § 37; ECtHR Van Mechelen a.o. v. the Netherlands, 23.4.1997 (21363/93
a.o.), §§ 59, 62. See also Friedman, ‘The confrontation right across the systemic di‐
vide’, in: Jackson et al. (eds.), Crime, Procedure and Evidence in a Comparative and In‐
ternational Context, Oxford/Portland, OR: 2008, p. 268.
38 ECtHR Lüdi v. Switzerland, 15.6.1992 (12433/86), § 47. See also ECtHR
Kostovski v. the Netherlands, 20.11.1989 (11454/85), § 41; ECtHR Windisch v. Austria,
27.9.1990 (12489/86), § 26; ECtHR Saïdi v. France, 20.9.1993 (14647/89), § 43; ECtHR
Van Mechelen a.o. v. the Netherlands, 23.4.1997 (21363/93 a.o.), § 51; ECtHR (GC) Al‐
Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011 (26766/05, 22228/06), § 118;
ECtHR Matytsina v. Russia, 27.3.2014 (58428/10), § 152; ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili
v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), § 105.
39 ECtHR Matytsina v. Russia, 27.3.2014 (58428/10), § 153.
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to halt the prosecution, provided there was no negligence on the part
of the national authorities.40
In addition to the above directions, the ECtHR has applied, since
2001, the so‐called Lucà test in order to ascertain whether or not the na‐
tional criminal proceedings as a whole (including the way in which
evidence was taken) were fair and, specifically, to examine potential in‐
fringements of the right to confrontation. The standards for this test are
as follows:41
– There may be exceptions to the principle that evidence must be
produced at a public hearing, in the presence of the accused, and
with a view to adversarial argument, however, such exceptions
must not infringe the rights of the defence.
– During trial it may become necessary, in certain circumstances, to
refer to depositions taken during the investigative stage. If the ac‐
cused has been given an adequate and proper opportunity to chal‐
lenge such depositions, either when made or at a later stage, their
admission in evidence will not in itself contravene art. 6 (1 and 3d)
ECHR.
– The rights of the defence are restricted to an extent that is incom‐
patible with the guarantees provided by art. 6 ECHR if the convic‐
tion is based solely or to a decisive42 degree on depositions of a person

40 See ECtHR Khametshin v. Russia, 4.3.2010 (18487/03), §§ 31–32 (with further
references); ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 107,
111–113, 119–122.
41 See ECtHR Lucà v. Italy, 27.2.2001 (33354/96), §§ 38–40 (with further refer‐
ences). See also ECtHR Gossa v. Poland, 9.1.2007 (47986/99), §§ 54–55; ECtHR Babkin
v. Russia, 8.1.2009 (14899/04); ECtHR Taxquet v. Belgium, 13.1.2009 (926/05), § 58;
ECtHR Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 20.1.2009 (26766/05, 22228/06),
§§ 36–37 and ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011
(26766/05, 22228/06), esp. §§ 118–147; ECtHR Mika v. Sweden, 27.1.2009 (31243/06), §
35; ECtHR Caka v. Albania, 8.12.2009 (44023/02), § 102; ECtHR Sharkunov and
Mezentsev v. Russia, 10.6.2010 (75330/01), §§ 113–114.
42 The Court has defined the term “decisive” in ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Ta‐
hery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011 (26766/05, 22228/06), § 131 as follows: “[The]
word ‘decisive’ should be narrowly understood as indicating evidence of such sig‐
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whom the accused had no opportunity to examine or have exam‐
ined, whether during the investigation or at trial.
3. The overall fairness of the proceedings
The ECtHR has not always applied the Lucà test and the other
guidelines for safeguarding the adversarial way of evidence‐taking in a
strict, consistent, and systematic manner. In fact, while the Court still
refers to the aforementioned aspects of a fair evidentiary process, it
promotes, at the same time, at least in its most recent judgments, the
overall examination of the fairness of the proceedings as the ultimate
method for establishing violations of art. 6 ECHR.43 However, the ex‐
tensive use of this method in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR may lead
at national level to inconsistent, limiting, or even opportunistic inter‐
pretations of the core content of the guarantees prescribed in art. 6 (3)
ECHR.44 By predominantly applying the overall examination method
in order to answer procedural and evidentiary questions in the indi‐
vidual cases pending before it, the ECtHR makes it more difficult, in
theory and in practice, to identify the common structural elements that
need to be uniformly applied in the evidentiary proceedings of the
Member States based on the interpretation of the particular rights of
art. 6 (3) ECHR. It gets even more complicated in view of the fact that
the Court’s opinion on the exact scope and rank of the overall examina‐
tion as one of the methods for testing Convention infringements has
not been consistent throughout, as evidenced in the following juxtapo‐

nificance or importance as is likely to be determinative of the outcome of the case.
Where the untested evidence of a witness is supported by other corroborative evi‐
dence, the assessment of whether it is decisive will depend on the strength of the
supportive evidence; the stronger the corroborative evidence, the less likely that
the evidence of the absent witness will be treated as decisive.” See also ECtHR
(GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 123–124.
43 See, e.g., the recent judgment ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany,
15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 100–101.
44See Billis, Die Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 409–413.
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sition of the two judgments on the Al‐Khawaja and Tahery‐case.45
As noted in the above analysis of the case‐law on the specific guar‐
antees of art. 6 (3) ECHR, and especially on the right to confrontation,
the ECtHR does not consider it its mission to regulate the admissibility
and assessment of evidence or to rule on whether witness statements
were properly admitted in evidence, but, rather, emphasizes the im‐
portance of ascertaining whether or not the national criminal proceed‐
ings were fair as a whole, including the way in which evidence was
taken.46 In this context, the right of the defence to adversarial eviden‐
tiary proceedings and direct examination of witnesses in a public hear‐
ing has to be considered, according to the ECtHR, in conjunction with
other fair trial aspects, whereas any restriction due to competing inter‐
ests may be compensated, depending on the circumstances of each
case, through the overall fairness of the entire national proceedings.
However, while the Court did provide a number of examples (e.g.,
witness examination by video conferencing or the use of recorded evi‐
dence), it has not yet clearly and systematically established all the
counterbalancing factors and procedural safeguards47 sufficient for
such compensation.48 In compliance with the role of an international

45 ECtHR Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 20.1.2009 (26766/05,
22228/06) and ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011
(26766/05, 22228/06). For a more recent attempt to systematically analyse the re‐
spective problems, see ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015
(9154/10), §§ 100–131.
46 ECtHR Doorson v. the Netherlands, 26.3.1996 (20524/92), § 67. See also ECtHR
Kostovski v. the Netherlands, 20.11.1989 (11454/85), § 39; ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili
v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), § 101.
47 See ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011
(26766/05, 22228/06), §§ 118, 141, 144, 147.
48 See, e.g., ECtHR Kostovski v. the Netherlands, 20.11.1989 (11454/85), esp. §§ 38–
39, 41–45; ECtHR Windisch v. Austria, 27.9.1990 (12489/86), esp. §§ 25–28, 30–32;
ECtHR Doorson v. the Netherlands, 26.3.1996 (20524/92), esp. §§ 68–69, 72–80, 83. See
also ECtHR Unterpertinger v. Austria, 24.11.1986 (9120/80), esp. §§ 29–31. For a re‐
cent overview, see ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§
125–131.
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human rights court, the ECtHR first identifies in each case, ex post and
in concreto, the circumstances with a potentially negative impact on the
fairness of the national proceedings due to a restriction or violation of
the fair trial guarantees of art. 6 (1 and 3) ECHR; in a second step, the
Court continues to examine the overall fairness by looking at the na‐
tional proceedings as a whole and by taking into account the existence
of procedural guarantees and counterbalancing factors securing a fair
trial.49
Despite this basic method for establishing a Convention infringe‐
ment, the ECtHR expressly stated in its first judgment (2009) on the Al‐
Khawaja and Tahery‐case that, as with the other elements of art. 6 (3)
ECHR, the right to confrontation is a minimum right of the accused. As
minimum rights, the provisions of art. 6 (3) ECHR constitute express
guarantees and cannot be read as simple illustrations of matters to be
taken into account when considering whether or not a fair trial has
been held. According to the same judgment, in the context of the ex‐
amination of the overall fairness, the general right to a fair trial guaran‐
teed by art. 6 (1) ECHR requires the Court to ascertain whether the
proceedings were fair as a whole even in cases where the minimum
rights of art. 6 (3) ECHR have been respected.50
Nevertheless, in the second judgment (2011) on the Al‐Khawaja and
Tahery‐case, the Grand Chamber of the ECtHR not only ruled to the
contrary on some of the Convention infringement claims but also
adopted a different (wider) approach regarding the scope and effect of
the overall examination method. This approach allows for further re‐
strictions and disregard of the minimum standards character of the
rights enshrined in art. 6 (3) ECHR as well as for the imposition, at na‐

49 See ECtHR Doorson v. the Netherlands, 26.3.1996 (20524/92), § 83; ECtHR Miri‐
lashvili v. Russia, 11.12.2008 (6293/04), §§ 164–166 [§ 166: “In sum, in order to de‐
termine whether there has been a breach of Article 6 §§ 1 and 3, the Court may
have to examine separately each limb of the applicant’s complaint and then make
an overall assessment”].
50 See ECtHR Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 20.1.2009 (26766/05,
22228/06), § 34.
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tional level, of solutions based solely on the final assessment of the
overall reliability of evidence.51 This new approach (“Al‐Khawaja
test”)52 may be summarized as follows:53
– While the Court reiterated the meaning and importance of the Lucà
test for preserving the minimum core of the right to confrontation,
it concluded that the sole or decisive rule of this test is not an abso‐
lute one whose violation automatically results in an infringement
of art. 6 (1) ECHR.
– Instead, the focus must be on the examination of the overall fair‐
ness of proceedings, to be carried out “by having regard to such
factors as the way in which statutory safeguards have been ap‐
plied, the extent to which procedural opportunities were afforded
to the defence to counter handicaps that it laboured under and the
manner in which the proceedings as a whole have been conducted
by the trial judge” (§§ 143–144).
– In this context, it would not be correct, in the opinion of the Grand
Chamber, to apply the sole or decisive rule in an inflexible manner or
to ignore the specificities of the national legal systems and, in par‐
ticular, their rules of evidence (in this case: the English legal system
and its rules on hearsay evidence).54 To do so would transform the
sole or decisive rule “into a blunt and indiscriminate instrument that

51 See ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011
(26766/05, 22228/06), esp. §§ 89–90, 118–119, 127–128, 139–141, 142–144, 146–147,
155–158, 165; ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 114–
118, 123–131.
52 See ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), §§ 110–118.
53 See ECtHR (GC) Al‐Khawaja and Tahery v. the United Kingdom, 15.12.2011
(26766/05, 22228/06), §§ 143–144, 146–147. See also the recent judgments ECtHR
Blokhin v. Russia, 14.11.2013 (47152/06), §§ 162–163; ECtHR Rosin v. Estonia,
19.12.2013 (26540/08), §§ 50–53; ECtHR Lučić v. Croatia, 27.2.2014 (5699/11), §§ 71–
73; ECtHR Matytsina v. Russia, 27.3.2014 (58428/10), § 152; ECtHR Cevat Soysal v.
Turkey, 23.9.2014 (17362/03), §§ 74–75; ECtHR Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 17.4.2014
(9154/10), §§ 62–66; ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10),
§§ 100–131 (with further references).
54 See also ECtHR (GC) Schatschaschwili v. Germany, 15.12.2015 (9154/10), § 109.
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runs counter to the traditional way in which the Court approaches
the issue of the overall fairness of the proceedings, namely to
weigh in the balance the competing interests of the defence, the vic‐
tim, and witnesses, and the public interest in the effective admini‐
stration of justice” (§ 146).
In conclusion, the Court stated that the admission of unconfronted
evidence, as the basis for conviction, either solely or to a decisive
degree, will not automatically result in a breach of art. 6 (1) ECHR.
However, in cases where a conviction is based solely or decisively
on the evidence of witnesses the accused had no opportunity to ex‐
amine or have examined, the ECtHR must subject the national pro‐
ceedings to the most thorough scrutiny. “Because of the dangers of
the admission of such evidence, it would constitute a very impor‐
tant factor to balance in the scales […] and one which would re‐
quire sufficient counterbalancing factors, including the existence of
strong procedural safeguards. The question in each case is whether
there are sufficient counterbalancing factors in place, including
measures that permit a fair and proper assessment of the reliability
of that evidence to take place. This would permit a conviction to be
based on such evidence only if it is sufficiently reliable given its
importance in the case” (§ 147).

III. Concluding Remarks
The above analysis has demonstrated that, in view of the interna‐
tional legal obligations of the Member States of the Council of Europe,
the identification and systematic consideration of autonomous guiding
principles in the case‐law of the ECtHR relating to the equality of arms,
the adversarial character of a fair trial, and the other minimum stan‐
dards and participation rights of art. 6 (1, 3) ECHR may eventually fa‐
cilitate the harmonization of specific aspects of national evidentiary
proceedings.55 However, the limited and very specific competences of

55 On the Convention system in terms of the models of procedure and evidence,
see Billis, Die Rolle des Richters [fn. 1], pp. 413‐417.
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the Court, the “flexible” methods it applies for examining possible
breaches of the Convention, along with its fragmentary, sometimes in‐
consistent, and not altogether clear jurisprudence that is largely based
on the individual circumstances of each case, do not make feasible the
provision of a comprehensive archetype or neutral model for rebalanc‐
ing the structural shortcomings and excesses of the national systems of
criminal procedure.
Major disincentives need to be factored in when attempting to in‐
terpret and apply the provisions of the ECHR and the guidelines of the
ECtHR on fair trial as a coherent and uniform international solution to
basic structural problems in domestic criminal and evidentiary pro‐
ceedings. First, although the ECtHR often adopts a comparative ap‐
proach in its case‐law when dealing with procedural trends, structural
particularities, and basic criminal law principles in more than one legal
order and family, its role is neither that of an international legislative
organ nor of an institute or forum for conducting large‐scale compara‐
tive research or planning and transnationally promoting reform poli‐
cies. On the contrary, recent political developments within the Council
of Europe, as reflected, in particular, in Protocol No. 15 that will amend
the ECHR as soon as it enters into force, speak in favour of strengthen‐
ing the subsidiary nature of the Convention system and further limit‐
ing the Court’s scope of action based on the margin‐of‐appreciation
doctrine.56 Moreover, the provisions of art. 6 (1, 3) ECHR, as inter‐
preted by the ECtHR, refer to subjective rights, which the accused may
choose not to exercise at any time,57 and not to the objective purpose
and external form of the criminal trial or the role allocation within the
national evidentiary proceedings. The Court’s few and cautious refer‐
ences to questions of evidence should not be understood as independ‐
ent principles of procedure and should only be interpreted in accor‐
56 See art. 1 Protocol No. 15 amending the Convention on the Protection of Hu‐
man Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (24.6.2013, CETS No. 213) and its Explana‐
tory Report (§§ 7‐9).
57 See Grabenwarter, European Convention on Human Rights – Commentary, Mu‐
nich 2014, art. 6 n. 135, 141.
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dance with the content of the subjective rights of art. 6 ECHR. Besides,
as already noted, the ECtHR does not promote a specific type of pro‐
cedure for all Convention States, even if the concepts used in the rele‐
vant judgments sometimes echo common law terminology. In its case‐
law, the Court considers and safeguards procedural fairness as a uni‐
versal and stand‐alone claim, irrespective of any legal tradition or
model of procedure. In contrast, the general structure of criminal pro‐
ceedings remains, for the time being, a matter to be decided by the na‐
tional legal orders.
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Introduction
European integration in the field of security and criminal law has
been largely based on the establishment of mechanisms of inter‐state
cooperation. Inter‐state cooperation has both an internal and an exter‐
nal dimension.1 The internal dimension consists of the establishment of
mechanisms of inter‐state cooperation via the application of the princi‐
ple of mutual recognition in the field of criminal law, ensuring that co‐
operation takes place on the basis of limited formality, automaticity
and speed. The external dimension consists of the establishment of co‐
operation mechanisms most notably at the level of transatlantic
counter‐terrorism cooperation, ensuring the transfer of a wide range of
personal data from the European Union to the United States. At both
levels of cooperation, the place of mutual trust is central. Cooperation
mechanisms are based on mutual trust based on presumptions of com‐
pliance of the parties to cooperation arrangements with fundamental
rights. However, this model of cooperation based on presumed trust is
being increasingly challenged on fundamental rights grounds, most
notably after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty and the constitu‐
tionalisation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights it entailed. The aim
1 The article is a revised and extended version of V. Mitsilegas, ‘Judicial con‐
cepts of trust in Europe’s multi‐level security governance’. From Melloni to Schrems
via Opinion 2/13’ in EUCRIM –The European Criminal Law Associations’ Forum, Max
Planck Institute for Foreign and International Law, no 3, 2015, pp. 90‐95.
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of this article is to map the evolution of the relationship between mu‐
tual trust and the protection of fundamental rights post‐Lisbon, by fo‐
cusing on the evolution of the case‐law of the Court of Justice in the
field. The article will address three distinct but interrelated dimensions
of this relationship: the EU‐Member State dimension; the EU/ECHR
dimension; and the EU/US, transatlantic dimension. The conclusion
will aim to cast light on key findings, trends and inconsistencies in the
Court’s case‐law and assess the significance of these seminal rulings on
the future of mutual trust the protection of fundamental rights in
Europe’s area of criminal justice.
EU Law and National Constitutions: Melloni
The Court of Justice examined the relationship between EU law and
national constitutional law in the context of the operation of the princi‐
ple of mutual recognition in criminal matters in the case of Melloni.2 In
Melloni, the Court effectively confirmed the primacy of EU third pillar
law (the European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision as amended by
the Framework Decision on judgments in absentia, interpreted in the
light of the Charter) over national constitutional law providing a
higher level of fundamental rights protection. In order to reach this far‐
reaching conclusion, the Court followed a three‐step approach. The
first step for the Court was to demarcate the scope of the Framework
Decision on the European Arrest Warrant as amended by the Frame‐
work Decision on judgments in absentia (and in particular Article 4a(1)
thereof) in order to establish the extent of the limits of mutual recogni‐
tion in such cases. The Court adopted a teleological interpretation of
the European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision and stressed that
under the latter Member States are in principle obliged to act upon a
European Arrest Warrant.3 This reasoning backed up literal interpreta‐
tion of Article 4a(1), confirming that that provision restricts the oppor‐
tunities for refusing to execute a European Arrest Warrant.4 That inter‐
Case C‐399/11, Melloni, judgment of 26.2.2013.
Paragraphs 36‐38.
4 Paragraph 41.
2
3
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pretation is confirmed according to the Court by the mutual recogni‐
tion objectives of EU law.5 The second step was to examine the com‐
patibility of the above system with fundamental rights and in particu‐
lar the right to an effective judicial remedy and the right to fair trial set
out in Articles 47 and 48(2) of the Charter. By reference to the case‐law
of the European Court of Human Rights,6 the Court of Justice found
that the right of an accused person to appear in person at his trial is not
absolute but can be waived.7 The Court further stated that the objective
of the Framework Decision on judgments in absentia was to enhance
procedural rights whilst improving mutual recognition of judicial deci‐
sions between Member States8 and found Article 4a(1) compatible with
the Charter.
Having asserted the compatibility of the relevant provision with the
Charter, the third step for the Court was to rule on the relationship be‐
tween secondary EU law in question with national constitutional law
which provided a higher level of protection. The Court rejected an in‐
terpretation of Article 53 of the Charter as giving general authorisation
to a Member State to apply the standard of protection of fundamental
rights guaranteed by its constitution when that standard is higher than
that deriving from the Charter and, where necessary, to give it priority
over the application of provisions of EU law.9 That interpretation of
Article 53 would undermine the principle of the primacy of EU law in‐
asmuch as it would allow a Member State to disapply EU legal rules
which are fully in compliance with the Charter where they infringe the
fundamental rights guaranteed by that State’s constitution.10Article 53
of the Charter provides freedom to national authorities to apply na‐
tional human rights standards provided that the level of protection

Paragraph 43.
Medenica v. Switzlerland, Application no. 20491/92; Sejdovic v. Italy, Application
no. 56581/00; Haralampiev v. Bulgaria, Application no. 29648/03.
7 Paragraph 49.
8 Paragraph 51.
9 Paragraphs 56‐57.
10 Paragraph 58. Emphasis added.
5
6
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provided for by the Charter, as interpreted by the Court, and the pri‐
macy, unity and effectiveness of EU law are not thereby compromised.11
In the present case, Article 4a(1) of Framework Decision 2002/584 does
not allow Member States to refuse to execute a European arrest war‐
rant when the person concerned is in one of the situations provided for
therein.12 The Framework Decision on judgments in absentia is in‐
tended to remedy the difficulties associated with the mutual recogni‐
tion of decisions rendered in the absence of the person concerned at his
trial arising from the differences as among the Member States in the
protection of fundamental rights and reflects the consensus reached by
all the Member States regarding the scope to be given under EU law to
the procedural rights enjoyed by persons convicted in absentia who are
the subject of a European arrest warrant.13 Consequently, allowing a
Member State to avail itself of Article 53 of the Charter to make the sur‐
render of a person convicted in absentia conditional upon the convic‐
tion being open to review in the issuing Member State in order to avoid
an adverse effect on the right to a fair trial and the rights of the defence
guaranteed by the constitution of the executing Member State, by cast‐
ing doubt on the uniformity of the standard of protection of fundamen‐
tal rights as defined in that framework decision, would undermine the
principles of mutual trust and recognition which that decision purports to up‐
hold and would, therefore, compromise the efficacy of that framework deci‐
sion.14
In Melloni, once again the Court has given priority to the effective‐
ness of mutual recognition based on presumed mutual trust.15 Secon‐
dary pre‐Lisbon third pillar law whose primary aim is to facilitate mu‐

Paragraph 60. Emphasis added.
Paragraph 61.
13 Paragraph 62.
14 Paragraph 63. Emphasis added.
15 For a full analysis, see V. Mitsilegas, ‘The symbiotic relationship between mu‐
tual trust and fundamental rights in Europe’s area of criminal Justice’ New Journal
of European Criminal Law, 6(4), 2015, whereupon sections 2 and 3 of this article are
based.
11
12
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tual recognition has primacy over national constitutional law which
provides a high protection of fundamental rights. In reaching this con‐
clusion, the Court has interpreted fundamental rights in a restrictive
manner. It has emphasised the importance of the Framework Decision
on judgments in absentia for the effective operation of mutual recogni‐
tion, a Framework Decision which as the Court admitted restricts the
opportunities for refusing to execute a European Arrest Warrant. This
aim sits uneasily with the Court’s assertion that the in absentia Frame‐
work Decision also aims to protect the procedural rights of the indi‐
vidual. By privileging the teleology of mutual recognition and uphold‐
ing the text of the Framework Decision on judgments in absentia and
the subsequently amended Framework Decision on the European Ar‐
rest Warrant‐ via the adoption also of a literal interpretation‐ over the
protection of fundamental rights, the Court has shown a great – and
arguably undue – degree of deference to the European legislator.16 The
Court’s reasoning also seems to deprive of national executing authori‐
ties of any discretion to examine the compatibility of the execution of a
European Arrest Warrant with fundamental rights in a wide range of
cases involving in absentia rulings.17 This deferential approach may be
explained by the fact that the Court was asked to examine the human
rights implications of measures which have been subject to harmonisa‐
tion at EU level, with the Court arguing that the Framework Decision
reflects a consensus among EU Member States with regard to the pro‐
tection of the individual in cases of in absentia rulings within the
broader system of mutual recognition.18 The Court’s deferential ap‐

16 L. F. M. Besselink, ‘The parameters of constitutional conflict after Melloni’
iEuropean Law Review, 2014, 39(4), 531‐552, p. 542; A. Torres Pérez, ‘Melloni in three
acts: from dialogue to monologue’ European Constitutional Law Review, 2014, 10,
308‐331, 317‐318.
17 See also the Opinion of AG Bot, who linked national discretion to refuse sur‐
render with the perceived danger of forum shopping by the defendant – para. 103.
18 See also the Opinion of AG Bot, according to whom the Court cannot rely on
the constitutional traditions common to the Member States in order to apply a
higher level of protection (paragraph 84) and that the consensus between Member
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proach gives undue weight to what are essentially intergovernmental
choices (the choices of Member States adopting a third pillar measure
without the involvement of the European Parliament), which sit even
more uneasily in the post‐Lisbon, post‐Charter era. The emphasis of
the Court of the need to uphold the validity of harmonised EU secon‐
dary law over primary constitutional law on human rights (at both na‐
tional and EU level) constitutes a grave challenge for human rights
protection.19 It further reveals in the context of EU criminal law a
strong focus by the Court on the need to uphold the validity of a sys‐
tem of quasi‐automatic mutual recognition in criminal matters which
will enhance inter‐state cooperation and law enforcement effectiveness
across the EU.
EU Law and the ECHR: Opinion 2/13
The Court’s emphasis on the centrality of mutual trust as a factor
privileging the achievement of law enforcement objectives via mutual
recognition over the protection of fundamental rights has been reiter‐
ated beyond EU criminal law in the broader context of the accession of
the European Union to the European Convention of Human Rights.
Opinion 2/13 has included a specific part dealing with mutual trust in
EU law. The Court has distilled its current thinking on mutual trust,
stating that
it should be noted that the principle of mutual trust be‐
tween the Member States is of fundamental importance in
EU law, given that it allows an area without internal bor‐
ders to be created and maintained. That principle requires,
particularly with regard to the area of freedom, security
and justice, each of those States, save in exceptional cir‐

States leaves no room for the application of divergent national levels of protection
(para. 126).
19 According to Besselink, attaching this importance to secondary legislation as
‘harmonisation of EU fundamental rights’ risks erasing the difference between the
primary law nature of fundamental rights and secondary law as the subject of
these rights. Besselink, op. cit., p. 542.
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cumstances, to consider all the other Member States to be
complying with EU law and particularly with the funda‐
mental rights recognised by EU law
and adding that, when implementing EU law,
the Member States may, under EU law, be required to
presume that fundamental rights have been observed by
the other Member States, so that not only may they not
demand a higher level of national protection of fundamen‐
tal rights from another Member State than that provided
by EU law, but, save in exceptional cases, they may not
check whether that other Member State has actually, in a
specific case, observed the fundamental rights guaranteed
by the EU.20
From the perspective of the relationship between EU criminal law
and fundamental rights, this passage is striking. The passage follows a
series of comments on the role of Article 53 of the Charter in preserv‐
ing the autonomy of EU law, with the Court citing the Melloni re‐
quirement for upholding the primacy, unity and effectiveness of EU
law.21 The Court then puts forward a rather extreme view of presumed
mutual trust leading to automatic mutual recognition. It thus repre‐
sents a significant challenge to our understanding of the EU constitu‐
tional order as a legal order underpinned by the protection of funda‐
mental rights. The Court deifies mutual trust and endorses a system
whereby the protection of fundamental rights must be subsumed to the
abstract requirements of upholding mutual trust, instead of endorsing
a model of a Union whereby cooperation on the basis of mutual trust
must be underpinned by an effective protection of fundamental rights.
The Court asserts boldly that mutual trust is not only a principle, but
also a principle of fundamental importance in EU law. However, this
assertion seems to disregard the inherently subjective nature of trust
and the difficulties in providing an objective definition which meets

20
21

Opinion 2/13, paras 191‐192.
Para. 188.
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the requirements of legal certainty. It is further clear that, although mu‐
tual trust is viewed by the Court as inextricably linked with the estab‐
lishment of an area without internal borders (at the heart of whose is
the free movement principle and the rights of EU citizens), the Court
perceives mutual trust as limited to trust ‘between the Member States’
– the citizen or affected individual by the exercise of state enforcement
power under mutual recognition is markedly absent from the Court’s
reasoning. This approach leads to the uncritical acceptance of pre‐
sumed trust across the European Union: not only are Member States
not allowed to demand a higher national protection of fundamental
rights than the one provided by EU law (thus echoing Melloni), but
also, and remarkably, Member States are not allowed to check (save in
exceptional circumstances) whether fundamental rights have been ob‐
served in other Member States in specific cases. This finding is striking
as it disregards a number of developments in secondary EU criminal
law aiming to grant executing authorities the opportunity to check
whether execution of a judicial decision by authorities of another
Member State would comply with fundamental rights.22 It also repre‐
sents a fundamental philosophical and substantive difference in the
protection of fundamental rights between the Luxembourg and Stras‐
bourg Courts.
This difference has been highlighted in the Strasbourg ruling in Ta‐
rakhel,23 a case involving transfers of asylum seekers under the Dublin
22 The post‐Lisbon Directive on the European Investigation Order has intro‐
duced an optional ground for non‐recognition or non‐execution: where there are
substantial grounds to believe that the execution of the investigative measure indi‐
cated in the EIO would be incompatible with the executing State’s obligations in
accordance with Article 6 TEU and the Charter (Article 11(1)(f)). Directive
2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 April 2014 regard‐
ing the European Investigation Order in criminal matters, OJ L130, 1.5.2014, p.1.
23 Tarakhel v. Switzerland, Application no. 29217/12. For comments, see H. La‐
bayle, ‘Droit d’asile et confiance mutuelle: regards croisés de la jurisprudence Eu‐
ropéenne’ Cahiers de Droit Européen, 50(3), 2014, 501‐534; and C. Costello and M.
Mouzourakis, ‘Reflections on reading Tarakhel: is “how bad is bad enough” good
enough?’ A&MR 2014, nr 10, 404‐411.
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system, where the Court stressed the obligation of states to carry out a
thorough and individualised examination of the fundamental rights situa‐
tion of the person concerned.24 The requirement of the European Court
of Human Rights for states to conduct an individualised examination
of the human rights implications of a removal to another state goes be‐
yond the ‘exceptional circumstances’ requirement set out the Luxem‐
bourg Court in Opinion 2/13 and quoting both Dublin and European
Arrest Warrant case‐law.25 The Court of Justice has limited inter‐state
cooperation only on the basis of a high threshold of the existence of
systemic deficiencies in EU Member States. This threshold wasset out
in the case of N.S.26which followed the ruling of the Strasbourg Court in
the case of MSS v Belgium and Greece,27where the Strasbourg Court
found for the first time that the presumption of respect of fundamental
rights in the intra‐EU inter‐state cooperation mechanism set out in the
Dublin Regulation was rebuttable. In NS, the Court of Justice trans‐
lated MSS in the Union legal order via the introduction of a high
threshold of systemic deficiency which has since been translated in EU
secondary law via the adoption of the so‐called Dublin III Regulation.28
However, in Tarakhel the Strasbourg Court goes a step further. Rather
than requiring a general finding of systemic deficiency in order to ex‐
amine the compatibility of a state action with fundamental rights, the
Strasbourg Court reminds us that the presumption of compliance with
fundamental rights is rebuttable29 and that effective protection of fun‐
damental rights always requires an assessment of the impact of a deci‐
sion on the rights of the specific individual in the specific case before

Para. 104, emphasis added.
Opinion 2/13, para. 191.
26 Joined Cases C‐411/10 and C‐493/10, N. S. and M. E., judgment of 21 Decem‐
ber 2011. For a commentary, see Mitsilegas, op. cit. (The Limits of Mutual Trust).
27 M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, judgment of 21 January 2011, Application No
30696/09.
28 Regulation (EU) No 604, OJ L180/31, 29.6.2013,Article 3(2).
29 Para. 103.
24
25
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the Court.30 In Tarakhel, this reasoning has resulted in a finding of a
breach of the Convention with regard to specific individuals even in a
case where generalised systemic deficiencies in the receiving state had
not been ascertained.31 The Strasbourg Court’s approach on the judicial
examination of state compliance with fundamental rights in systems of
inter‐state cooperation in Tarakhel is strikingly at odds with the ap‐
proach of the Court of Justice in the European Arrest Warrant case‐law
and in particular in Opinion 2/13. The willingness of the Court of Jus‐
tice to sacrifice an individualised case‐by‐case assessment of the hu‐
man rights implications of the execution of a mutual recognition order
in the name of uncritical presumed mutual trust is a clear challenge for
the effective protection of fundamental rights in the European Union
and runs the risk of resulting into a lower protection of fundamental
rights in systems of inter‐state cooperation within the EU compared to
the level of protection provided by the Strasbourg Court in ECHR
cases. This difference in approaches raises the real prospect of a conflict
between ECHR and EU law, especially in cases of inter‐state coopera‐
tion between EU Member States under the principle of mutual recogni‐
tion. Eeckhout has commented that Opinion 2/13 confirms a radical
pluralist conception of the relationship between EU law and the
ECHR.32 In the case of mutual recognition, this ‘outward‐looking’, ex‐
ternal pluralist approach which can be seen as an attempt to preserve
the autonomy of Union law is combined with the parallel strengthen‐
ing of an internal, intra‐EU pluralist approach which stresses the im‐
portance of mutual trust, which is elevated by the Court to a funda‐

30 According to Halberstam, Tarakhel is a strong warning signal to Luxembourg
that the CJEU’s standard better comport either in words or in practice with what
Strasbourg demands or else the Dublin system violates the Convention. D. Halber‐
stam, ‘“It’s the autonomy, stupid!” A modest defense of Opinion 2/13 on EU Ac‐
cession to the ECHR, and the way forward’, Michigan Law School, Public Law and
Legal Theory Research Paper Series, Paper No. 432, February 2015. p. 27.
31 Para. 115.
32 P. Eeckhout, Opinion 2/13 on EU Accession to the ECHR and Judicial Dialogue‐
Autonomy or Autarchy?, Jean Monnet Working Paper 01/15, p.36.
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mental principle of EU law. Both internal and external pluralist ap‐
proaches undermine the position of the individual in Europe’s area of
criminal justice by limiting the judicial avenues of examination of the
fundamental rights implications of quasi‐automatic mutual recognition
on a case‐by‐case basis.
EU Law and National Fundamental Rights Protection: Aranyosi and
Căldăraru
The Court of Justice had the opportunity to examine directly the re‐
lationship between fundamental rights, mutual recognition and mutual
trust in the joined cases of Aranyosi and Căldăraru33 both referred for a
preliminary ruling by the Higher Regional Court of Bremen. The first
case involved the execution of two EAWs issued against Mr. Aranyosi,
who was wanted for prosecution in Hungary in relation to the offences
of forced entry and theft. In the case of Mr Căldăraru, a European Ar‐
rest Warrant issued by Romanian authorities was pending against him
concerning the execution of a sentence of 1 year and 8 months imposed
on him for driving without a licence. As such, the cases in question did
not concern serious offences and the cases involved both prosecution
and conviction Warrants. A significant feature of the cases is that both
Hungary and Romania have been condemned by the ECtHR for viola‐
tion of Article 3 ECHR due to detention conditions in their jurisdici‐
tons. In Varga and Others v. Hungary,34the ECtHR found Hungary to be
in breach of Article 3 ECHR due to inhuman conditions of detention as
exemplified by practices of imprisoning applicants in cells that were
too small and overcrowded. This case was treated as a pilot one after
no less that 450 similar cases were brought before the Strasbourg Court
in this respect. As for the case of Mr Căldăraru, the referring Court re‐
ferred to a series of judgments issued on 10 June 2014, declaring viola‐

33 Joined Cases C‐404/15 and C‐659/15 PPU, Pál Aranyosi and Robert Căldăra‐
ruvGeneralstaatsanwaltschaft Bremen (Grand Chamber, 5 April 2016).
34 Varga and Others v. Hungary, Nos 14097/12, 45135/12, 73712/12, 34001/13,
44055/13 and 64586/13, of 10 March 2015.
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tion of Article 3 ECHR by imprisoning the applicants in cells that were
too small and overcrowded, that lacked adequate heating, that were
dirty and lacking in hot water for showers.35 Consequently, the refer‐
ring court considered that specific evidence suggested that the condi‐
tions of detention to which Mr Aranyosi and Mr Căldăraru would be
subjected, if he were to be surrendered to the Hungarian and Roma‐
nian authorities respectively, would not satisfy the minimum stan‐
dards required by international law. In this respect, it took note of the
findings in two reports issued by the European Committee for the Pre‐
vention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punish‐
ment. Against this background, two questions were referred to the
Court: whether Article 1(3) of the EAW Framework Decision should be
interpreted as meaning that extradition for the purposes of prosecution
is impermissible where there are strong indications that detention con‐
ditions in the issuing Member State infringe the fundamental rights of
the person concerned or whether the executing Member State can or
must make the decision on the permissibility of extradition conditional
upon an assurance that detention conditions are compliant; and
whether Articles 5 and 6(1) of the EAW Framework Decision must be
interpreted as meaning that the issuing judicial authority is also enti‐
tled to give assurances that detention conditions are compliant, or
whether assurances in this regard remain subject to the domestic rules
of competence in the issuing Member State.
The Grand Chamber addressed the questions in a six‐step approach.
The first step was to reiterate the central importance of mutual recogni‐
tion as highlighted in previous judgments. The European Arrest War‐
rant Framework Decision has been designed to replace the multilateral
system of extradition with a system of surrender between judicial au‐
thorities of convicted or suspected persons for the purpose of enforcing
judgments or of conducting prosecutions, based on the principle of

35 ECtHR, Voicu v. Romania, No 22015/10; Bujorean v. Romania, No 13054/12; Mi‐
hai Laurențiu Marin v. Romania, No 79857/12, andConstantin Aurelian Burlacu v. Ro‐
mania, No 51318/12.
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mutual recognition.36 This new simplified and more effective system
for the surrender of persons facilitates and accelerates judicial coopera‐
tion with a view to contributing to the objective of establishing an
AFSJ, founded on the high level of confidence which should exist be‐
tween the Member States.37 The protection of fundamental rights is key
in this respect as the principle of mutual recognition is itself founded
on the mutual confidence between the Member States that their na‐
tional legal systems are capable of providing such protection in an
equivalent and effective manner.38 Furthermore, the principle of mu‐
tual trust requires considering all the other Member States to be com‐
plying with EU law and particularly with the fundamental rights rec‐
ognised by EU law.39 Although EAWs must in principle be given affect
and an executing judicial authority may refuse to execute such a war‐
rant only in the cases, exhaustively listed in Articles 3 and 4 of the
Framework Decision, recital 10 states that the implementation of the
mechanism of the EAW as such may be suspended only in the event of
serious and persistent breach by one of the Member States of the prin‐
ciples referred to in Article 2 TEU.40
Secondly, the Grand Chamber highlighted that limitations to the
principles of mutual recognition and mutual trust between Member
States could be made ‘in exceptional circumstances’,41 as proclaimed in
Opinion 2/2013,42 and observed that the EAW Framework Decision
was not meant to have the effect of modifying the obligation to respect
fundamental rights encompassed in the EUCFR.43 The Court found
that Article 4 EUCFR, concerning the prohibition on inhuman or de‐
grading treatment or punishment, is binding on EU Member States in‐

Para. 75.
Para. 76.
38 Para. 77.
39 Opinion 2/13. EU:C:2014:2454. See para 78 of the judgment.
40 Para. 81.
41 Para. 82.
42 Opinion 2/13, para 191.
43 Para. 83.
36
37
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cluding their courts and absolute in nature in that it is closely linked to
respect for human dignity as enshrined in Article 1 of the EUCFR.44
This is further confirmed by Article 3 ECHR, to which Article 4 EUCFR
corresponds.45 The aforementioned articles ‘enshrine one of the fun‐
damental values of the Union and its Member States’, which explains
why in any circumstances, including cases of terrorism and organised
crime, the ECHR prohibits in absolute terms torture and inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment, irrespective of the conduct of the
person concerned.46
Having highlighted the centrality of the fundamental rights at stake,
then the Court went on to provide guidelines as to how an executing
judicial authority must proceed when assessing risks of inhuman or
degrading treatments. First, a general assessment of the risk must take
place. Where the judicial authority of the executing Member State is in
possession of evidence of a real risk of inhuman or degrading treat‐
ment of individuals detained in the issuing Member State, having re‐
gard to the standard of protection of fundamental rights guaranteed by
EU law and, in particular, by Article 4 EUCFR, then it is bound to as‐
sess the existence of that risk when it is called upon to decide on the
surrender to the authorities of the issuing Member State of the individ‐
ual sought by a EAW.47 The Court was cautious to expressly mention
that the consequence of the execution of such a warrant must not be
that that individual suffers inhuman or degrading treatment.48 To that
end, the national court may rely on information that is objective, reli‐
able, specific and properly updated on the detention conditions pre‐
vailing in the issuing Member State and that demonstrates that there
are deficiencies, which may be systemic or generalised, or which may
affect certain groups of people, or which may affect certain places of
detention. Sources may include judgments of international courts, such
Paras 84‐5.
Para. 86.
46 Para. 87.
47 Para. 88.
48 Ibid.
44
45
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as judgments of the ECtHR, judgments of courts of the issuing Member
State, and also decisions, reports and other documents produced by
bodies of the Council of Europe or under the aegis of the UN.49 Accord‐
ing to the Grand Chamber, national authorities are under a positive ob‐
ligation to ensure that any prisoner is detained in conditions which
guarantee respect for human dignity, that the way in which detention
is enforced does not cause the individual concerned distress or hard‐
ship of an intensity exceeding the unavoidable level of suffering that is
inherent in detention and that, having regard to the practical require‐
ments of imprisonment, the health and well‐being of the prisoner are
adequately protected.50
However, a finding by the executing judicial authority that there is
a real risk of inhuman or degrading treatment by virtue of general
conditions of detention in the issuing Member State does not automati‐
cally signify that the execution of the EAW must be refused.51 There‐
fore, in addition to a general assessment of the risk, it will also be nec‐
essary for the executing judicial authority proceed to a further assess‐
ment, specific and precise, of whether there are substantial grounds to
believe that the individual concerned will be exposed to that risk be‐
cause of the conditions for his detention envisaged in the issuing
Member State.52 This is because the mere existence of evidence that
there are deficiencies, which may be systemic or generalised, or which
may affect certain groups of people, or which may affect certain places
of detention, with respect to detention conditions in the issuing Mem‐
ber State does not necessarily mean that, in a specific case, the individ‐
ual concerned will be subject to inhuman or degrading treatment in the
event that he is surrendered to the authorities of that Member State.53
As a result, in observing respect for Article 4 EUCFR, the national exe‐
cuting authority is bound to determine whether, in the particular cir‐
Para. 89.
Para. 90.
51 Para. 91.
52 Para. 92.
53 Para. 93.
49
50
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cumstances of the case, there are substantial grounds to believe that,
following the surrender of that person to the issuing Member State, he
will run a real risk of being subject in that Member State to inhuman or
degrading treatment.54
In order to make such a specific assessment communication be‐
tween the issuing and executing judicial authorities must be estab‐
lished in accordance with Article 15(2) of the EAW Framework Deci‐
sion. A request must be made as a matter of urgency regarding all nec‐
essary supplementary information on the conditions in which it is en‐
visaged that the individual concerned will be detained in that Member
State.55 Such request may also relate to the existence, in the issuing
Member State, of any national or international procedures and mecha‐
nisms for monitoring detention conditions, linked, for example, to vis‐
its to prisons, which make it possible to assess the current state of de‐
tention conditions in those prisons.56 A time limit for the receipt of the
supplementary information may be fixed, which must be adjusted to
the particularities of each case, in order to allow the issuing authority
the time required to collect the information, if necessary by seeking as‐
sistance to that end from the central authority or one of the central au‐
thorities of the issuing Member State, under Article 7 of the Framework
Decision.57 However, the time frame must equally respect time limits
set in Article 17 of that Framework Decision. The issuing judicial au‐
thority is obliged to provide that information to the executing judicial
authority.
By analogy to the judgment in Lanigan,58 the Court found that if on
the basis of the information provided the executing judicial authority
finds that there exists a real risk of inhuman or degrading treatment for
the individual in respect of whom the EAW was issued, then the exe‐

Para. 94.
Para. 95.
56 Para. 96.
57 Para. 97.
58 C‐237/15 PPU Lanigan, EU:C:2015:474, paragraph 38
54
55
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cution is postponed, but it cannot be abandoned.59 Eurojust must be in‐
formed in accordance with Article 17(7) of the EΑW Framework Deci‐
sion, giving reasons for the delay. Additionally, in cases of repeated
delays on the part of another Member State in the execution of EAWs
for reasons related to the overcrowding prisons, the Council must be
informed with a view to an evaluation, at Member State level, of the
implementation of the Framework Decision.60As for the fate of the in‐
dividual concerned in the executing Member State, the Court found
that its judicial authority may decide to hold the person concerned in
custody in accordance with Article 6 EUCFR, only in so far as the pro‐
cedure for the execution of the EAW has been carried out in a suffi‐
ciently diligent manner and in so far as, the duration of the detention is
not excessive. In such cases, respect for the presumption of innocence
as guaranteed by Article 48 EUCFR must be ensured,61 as well as the
principle of proportionality as enshrined in Article 52(1) EUCFR, so
that the issue of a European arrest warrant cannot justify the individ‐
ual concerned remaining in custody without any limit in time.62 If the
detention must be brought to an end, based on Articles 12 and 17(5) of
the EAW Framework Decision, the provisional release of the person
concerned must be accompanied by any measures deemed necessary
so as to prevent him from absconding and to ensure that the material
conditions necessary for his effective surrender remain fulfilled for as
long as no final decision on the execution of the EAW has been.63
If, however, the information received by the issuing Member State
permits to discount the existence of a real risk that the individual con‐
cerned will be subject to inhuman and degrading treatment in the issu‐
ing Member State, the executing judicial authority must adopt, within
the time limits prescribed by the EAW Framework Decision, its deci‐
sion on the execution of the EAW, without prejudice to the opportunity
Para. 98.
Para. 99.
61 Para. 100.
62 Para. 101.
63 Para. 102.
59
60
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of the individual concerned, after surrender, to have recourse, within
the legal system of the issuing Member State, to legal remedies that
may enable him to challenge, where appropriate, the lawfulness of the
conditions of his detention in a prison of that Member State.64
In its final step, the Grand Chamber grudgingly accepts that until
obtaining supplementing information that would discount the exis‐
tence of a risk of inhuman or degrading treatment, a decision on the
surrender must be postponed, but if the existence of that risk cannot be
discounted within a reasonable time, the executing judicial authority
must decide whether the surrender procedure should be brought to an
end.65
The importance of the judgment cannot be underestimated. This is
the first time that the Court of Justice has explicitly accepted that a
EAW may not be executed on human rights grounds. The Grand
Chamber held, albeit reluctantly, that such a possibility exists and pro‐
vided detailed guidance on the consecutive steps that the executing ju‐
dicial authority must undertake before reaching its decision on the out‐
come of the European Arrest Warrant procedure. The Court was mind‐
ful to give detailed guidance and flexibility to the executing judicial au‐
thority in allowing it to rely on wide range of sources of evidence66 to
determine both the general fundamental rights problem of the issuing
Member and the risk of human right a violations in the specific case.67
In the present case, the evidence was strong, as it comprised of judg‐
ments pronounced by the Strasbourg Court and opinions of an expert
body. Furthermore, in comparison to other judgments, Aranyosi and
Căldăraru contains no reference to the high threshold of ‘systemic’ defi‐
ciencies, as mentioned in NS and ME,68 where it opined that transfers of
asylum seekers to another EU Member State must not take place where

Para. 103.
Para. 104.
66 Para. 89.
67 Para. 98.
68 Joined Cases C‐411/10 and C‐493/10, N. S. and M. E., judgment of 21 Decem‐
ber 2011.
64
65
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the individual may be subject to inhuman or degrading treatment due
to systemic deficiencies at the national level. As in the case of Ta‐
rakhel,69 the Grand Chamber has stressed the need that national au‐
thorities carry out of a thorough and individualised examination of the
circumstances of each case. The obligation to conduct an individualised
assessment seems however here to be oriented towards the exhaustion
of available means before the execution of a European Arrest Warrant
is refused. It is noteworthy that the Court’s approach differs signifi‐
cantly from the Opinion of Advocate General Bot, whose reasoning re‐
lied heavily on the application of the principle of proportionality in the
execution of European Arrest Warrants.70It is also significant to note
that the Grand Chamber is silent as regards the role of assurances in
the surrender process, a question which was raised specifically by the
referring court. This matter is of considerable practical importance par‐
ticularly since in certain Member States, such as the UK and Germany,
national courts have demanded assurances in relation to the detention
conditions in certain issuing Member State and have even refused sur‐
render in cases where they were not satisfied with the specific guaran‐
tees provided.71 However, the emphasis on assurances (which can be

Tarakhel v. Switzerland, Application no. 29217/12.
Paras 137‐182.
71 High Court of Justice in Northern Ireland Queen’s Bench Division decision of
16 January 2013, Lithuania v Liam Campbell [2013] NIQB 19; High Court of England
and Wales, Queens Bench Division decision of 11 March 2014, Badre v Italy [2014]
EWHC 614 (Admin); High Court of England and Wales Queens Bench Division of
30 July 2014, Razvan‐Flaviu Florea v Romania [2014] EWJC 2528 (Admin), Vasilev v
Bulgaria, App 10302/05, Ilia v Greece [2015] EWHC 547 (Admin) See also GS & Ors v
Central District of Pest Hungary & Ors, Court of Appeal – Administrative Court, 21
January 2016, [2016] EWHC 64 (Admin); OLG Stuttgart, Beschl. V. 21 April 2016‐1
Ausl. 321/15, BeckRS 2016, 08585, OLG Dusseldorf, Beschl. V. 14 December 2015,
Az. III‐3 AR 15/15. In other cases, the UK courts have been much more reluctant to
refuse execution on the basis of prison conditions. For example, see Arunas Aleksy‐
nas and others v Minister of Justice, Republic of Lithuania, Prosecutor General, Republic of
Lithuania [2014] EWHC 437, Tomas Matijauskas v Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Lithuania [2014] EWHC 672 (Admin); Kirpliukas v Republic of Lithuania [2014] EWHC
69
70
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seen as a traditional public international law mechanism in extradition
cases) may detract from the need for Member States to be scrutinised
on and address the deficiencies in the protection of fundamental rights
in their national legal orders. While the Court in Aranyosi and Caldararu
only grudgingly accepted the termination of the procedure in cases of
fundamental rights violations, the significance of the ruling lies in plac‐
ing the scrutiny of the fundamental rights situation in the issuing state
at the heart of the system.
EU Law and the Transatlantic Security Agenda: Schrems
The relationship between mutual trust and the protection of fun‐
damental rights in the context of the establishment of transatlantic co‐
operation was tested by the Court in the case of Schrems.72In Schrems,
the Court of Justice annulled the Commission adequacy Decision find‐
ing that the level of the protection of personal data provided by the
United States was adequate for the purposes of the EU‐US safe harbour
agreement. In assessing the validity of the adequacy Decision, the
Court of Justice began by providing a definition of the meaning of ade‐
quacy in EU law and by identifying the means of its assessment. The
first step for the Court was to look at the wording of Article 25(6) of Di‐
rective 95/46 on data protection, which provides the legal basis for the
adoption by the European Commission of adequacy decisions concern‐
ing the transfer of personal data to third countries. The Court stressed
that Article 25(6) requires that a third country ‘ensures’ an adequate
level of protection by reason of its domestic law or its international
commitments, adding that according to the same provision, the ade‐
quacy of the protection ensured by the third country is assessed ‘for
the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of in‐

2794 (Admin); Volynec, Bruzas, Basev v Vilnius City 1st District Court Lithuania, Vil‐
nius City Courts Nos 2 and 1 Lithuania, Lithuanian Judicial Authority [2014] EWHC
2332 (Admin); Vilkauskas v District Court Vilinius City Lithuania [2014] EWHC 2669
(Admin).
72 Case C‐362/14, judgment of 6 October 2015.
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dividuals’.73 The Court thus linked expressly Article 25(6) with obliga‐
tions stemming from the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights: Arti‐
cle 25(6) of Directive 95/46 implements the express obligation laid
down in Article 8(1) of the Charter to protect personal data and is in‐
tended to ensure that the high level of that protection continues where per‐
sonal data is transferred to a third country.74 The Court thus affirms a con‐
tinuum of data protection when EU law authorises the transfer of per‐
sonal data to third countries and places emphasis on the positive obli‐
gation of ensuring a high level of data protection when such transfer
takes place. The Court recognises that the word ‘adequate’ does not re‐
quire a third country to ensure a level of protection identical to that
guaranteed in the EU legal order. However, the term ‘adequate level of
protection’ must be understood as requiring the third country in fact to
ensure, by reason of its domestic law or its international commitments,
a level of protection of fundamental rights and freedoms that is essen‐
tially equivalent to that guaranteed within the European Union by vir‐
tue of Directive 95/46 read in the light of the Charter. 75 The Court ex‐
plained that if there were no such requirement, the objective of ensur‐
ing a high level of data protection would be disregarded, and this high
level of data protection could easily be circumvented by transfers of
personal data from the European Union to third countries for the pur‐
pose of being processed in those countries.76 The Court has thus intro‐
duced a high threshold of protection of fundamental rights in third
countries: not only must third countries ensure a high level of data pro‐
tection when they receive personal data from the EU, but they must
provide a level of protection which, while not identical, is essentially
equivalent to the level of data protection which is guaranteed by EU
law.
But how will equivalence be assessed in this context? The Court of
Justice emphasised that it is clear from the express wording of Arti‐
Para. 70. Emphasis added.
Para. 72. Emphasis added.
75 Para. 73. Emphasis added.
76 Ibid.
73
74
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cle 25(6) of Directive 95/46 that it is the legal order of the third country cov‐
ered by the Commission decision that must ensure an adequate level of protec‐
tion. Even though the means to which that third country has recourse,
in this connection, for the purpose of ensuring such a level of protec‐
tion may differ from those employed within the European Union in
order to ensure that the requirements stemming from Directive 95/46
read in the light of the Charter are complied with, those means must‐
nevertheless prove, inpractice, effective in order to ensure protection es‐
sentially equivalent to that guaranteed within the European Union.77
This finding is extremely important not only because it confirms the
responsibilities of third countries to ensure a high level of protection
but also in requiring data protection to be effective in practice. The
emphasis on ascertaining the effectiveness of the protection of funda‐
mental rights in practice reflects strongly the approach of the European
Court of Human Rights on the subject. While differences in the means
of protection between the EU and third countries may not, as such, ne‐
gate such protection, third countries are still under an obligation to en‐
sure the provision of a high level of data protection, essentially equiva‐
lent to that of the EU, in practice. This approach places a number of du‐
ties on the European Commission when assessing adequacy. The
Commission is obliged to assess both the content of the applicable rules
in the third country resulting from its domestic law or international
commitments and the practice designed to ensure compliance with those
rules.78 Moreover, and in the light of the fact that the level of protection
ensured by a third country is liable to change, it is incumbent upon the
Commission, after it has adopted an adequacy decision pursuant to Ar‐
ticle 25(6) of Directive 95/46, to check periodically whether the finding
relating to the adequacy of the level of protection ensured by the third
country in question is still factually and legally justified. Such a check
is required, in any event, when evidence gives rise to a doubt in that

77
78

Para. 74. Emphasis added.
Para. 75. Emphasis added.
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regard.79 In this context, account must also be taken of the circum‐
stances that have arisen after that decision’s adoption.80 The important
role played by the protection of personal data in the light of the fun‐
damental right to respect for private life and, the large number of per‐
sons whose fundamental rights are liable to be infringed where per‐
sonal data is transferred to a third country not ensuring an adequate
level of protection reduce the Commission’s discretion as to the ade‐
quacy of the level of protection ensured by a third country and require
a strict review of the requirements stemming from Article 25 of Direc‐
tive 95/46, read in the light of the Charter.81 The Court’s conceptualisa‐
tion of adequacy has thus led to the requirement of the introduction of
a rigorous and periodical adequacy assessment by theEuropean Com‐
mission, an assessment which must focus on whether a level of data
protection essentially equivalent to the one provided by the European
Union is ensured by third countries.
On the basis of these general principles, the Court went on to assess
the validity of the specific adequacy decision by the European Com‐
mission. The Court annulled the decision finding that it constituted in‐
terference with the fundamental rights of the persons whose personal
data is or could be transferred from the European Union to the United
States82 and that the decision did not meet the necessity test. The Court
was based in this context largely on its ruling in the case of Digital
Rights Ireland83 and reiterated that legislation is not limited to what is
strictly necessary where it authorises, on a generalised basis, storage of all
the personal data of all the persons whose data has been transferred from
the European Union to the United States without any differentiation, limi‐
tation or exception being made in the light of the objective pursued and with‐
out an objective criterion being laid down by which to determine the lim‐
its of the access of the public authorities to the data, and of its subse‐
Para. 76.
Para. 77.
81 Para. 78.
82 Paras 87‐91.
83 Digital Rights Ireland and Others, C‐293/12 and C‐594/12, EU:C:2014:238.
79
80
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quent use, for purposes which are specific, strictly restricted and capable of
justifying the interference which both access to that data and its use
entail.84Legislation permitting the public authorities to have access on a
generalised basis to the content of electronic communications must be
regarded as compromising the essence of the fundamental right to re‐
spect for private life, as guaranteed by Article 7 of the Charter.85 In this
manner, the Court of Justice stresses that generalised, mass and unlim‐
ited surveillance is contrary to privacy and data protection. The
Court’s findings are thus also applicable to other instances of general‐
ised surveillance sanctioned by EU law, including surveillance cur‐
rently permitted under systems of transatlantic counter‐terrorism co‐
operation under the EU‐US PNR and TFTP Agreements, both of which
involve generalised, indiscriminate surveillance.
Conclusion
At first sight, the difference in the Court’s approach to the relation‐
ship between mutual trust and fundamental rights in the internal and
external dimension of Europe’s area of criminal justice appears strik‐
ing. In the internal dimension, the Court of Justice seems to have
adopted an uncritical acceptance of the pursuance of the enforcement
aims of the system of mutual recognition in criminal matters in the
European Union. In this system, mutual trust operates largely to serve
the enforcement objectives of the issuing Member State. Mutual trust is
presumed, and the space for a critical examination of compliance with
fundamental rights of other EU Member States or of the impact of the
operation of mutual recognition on the rights of affected individuals is
extremely limited. This enforcement paradigm takes precedence over
the protection of fundamental rights, even if the latter are protected on
a higher level by national constitutions. Member States should not in

84 Para. 93. Emphasis added. Digital Rights Ireland and Others, C‐293/12 and
C‐594/12, EU:C:2014:238, paras 57 to 61.
85 Para. 94.
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principle examine the fundamental rights situation in other EU Mem‐
ber States and they should not expect that these states provide a higher
level of fundamental rights protection than that provided by EU
law.The uncritical acceptance of the centrality of mutual trust and its
elevation‐ notwithstanding the inherent subjectivity of the concept –
into a fundamental principle of EU law – poses significant challenges
to the European Union’s claims of providing effective protection of
fundamental rights. It is strikingly at odds with the approach of the
European Court of Human Rights, which stresses the need for an indi‐
vidual examination of the impact of state action on fundamental rights
on a case‐by‐case basis and focuses on the requirement for states to en‐
sure the effective protection of fundamental rights on the ground. In its
recent ruling in Aranyosi , the Court of Justice seems to have responded
to this criticism by allowing more space for the examination of the
fundamental rights consequences of surrender and the scrutiny of fun‐
damental rights compliance of the issuing Member State.
The approach of the Strasbourg Court has similarities with the line
taken by the Court of Justice in Schrems as regards the external dimen‐
sion of EU action. In Schrems, the Court stressed the need for essen‐
tially equivalent fundamental rights standards to apply when data is
transferred to third countries and demanded detailed, rigorous scru‐
tiny by EU institutions (the Commission in this case) of whether third
countries meet the high EU fundamental rights standards. The differ‐
ence in the Court’s approach may be explained by a double standard of
mutual trust, with EU Member States enjoying a significantly higher
level of trust than third countries. This difference may also be ex‐
plained by the nature of the legislation in question. In the cases con‐
cerning internal EU law, the protection of fundamental rights is seen as
a limit to the cooperative system established under mutual recognition‐
with the Court’s prioritybeing to ensure the effectiveness of EU en‐
forcement law. The outcome may be different in cases where the Court
is called to ensure the effectiveness of EU law which protects the indi‐
vidual, such as in cases concerning the interpretation of EU measures
on the rights of the suspect and accused in criminal proceedings, where
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effectiveness may lead to a higher level of fundamental rights protec‐
tion by the Court.86 A similar outcome can be discerned in Schrems,
where the Court upheld EU standards involving the rights of indi‐
viduals‐ the Court defended what it deems to be a high level of fun‐
damental rights protection in the Union’s external action. Recent de‐
velopments in the Court’s case‐law in Aranyosi are a welcome step in
enhancing the role of fundamental rights in ascertaining mutual trust
in inter‐state co‐operation. Aranyosi appears to be an inspiration for the
Court in re‐affirming the need for the protection of fundamental rights
in the Union’s external action, this time as regards extradition requests
by third countries (and in the particular case Russia).87 The Court has
thus established a continuum projecting compliance with EU funda‐
mental rights norms as a necessary pre‐condition of inter‐state co‐
operation and mutual trust both inside andoutside Europe’s area of
criminal justice.

86 The potential of procedural rights legislation to change the balance between
security and the protection of fundamental rights in the European Union is exam‐
ined in detail in V. Mitsilegas, EU Criminal Law After Lisbon. Rights, Trust and the
Transformation of Justice in Europe. Hart, 2016.
87 See Case C‐182/15, Petruhhin, judgment of 6 September 2016, paragraphs 56‐
59.
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Introductory Remarks
As an introduction, it should be pointed out that domestic violence

1 This paper is based on the oral presentation of the writer, originally in Greek,
at a one day conference, organized by ELSA Cyprus on ‘Gender equality: chal‐
lenges women face in Cyprus in the 21st century’, organized in Nicosia, at the
European University of Cyprus on 25 November 2015. In Greek, the study is in‐
cluded in the Honorary Volume for the Professor of the University of Athens, Mr.
Ant. Manganas and is under publication (additionally) in a Greek law journal.
Chapters II and III of this paper are based on the comparative study carried out by
the writer on the legislation on domestic violence in Greece and in Cyprus, pub‐
lished in Greek in the following law journals: Cyprus Family Law Review, Cyprus, is‐
sue 3rd, July‐September 2015, pages 7‐29 (in Greek), Theory and Practice of Civil Law
& Civil Procedural Law, July 2015 Issue, pages 591‐609 (in Greek) and the First Hon‐
orary Volume for Professor Ν. Courakis, Publications Ant. Sakkoulas, 2016, pages
1811‐1859, also available online at the following website: http://www.ant‐ sakkou‐
las.gr/book.php?id=9726 as well as at the website: http://crime‐in‐crisis.com/. For
respective legislations of other European countries, see Th. Papatheodorou, Crimi‐
nal Justice 2007 (law journal in Greek), 75‐77.
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is an “invisible criminality”.2 Simultaneously, it must be noted that vio‐
lence within the family is not only a private matter.3 That means, it is
not only a personal matter of the offender and the victim, but also a so‐
cial matter4. It is noteworthy that 80% of the victims of this extremely
sad and multifactorial phenomenon are women, followed by children,
the elderly and people with disabilities. Violence against women is
now tackled, especially in the Convention of the Council of Europe on
preventing and combating violence against women and domestic vio‐
lence, widely known as the “Istanbul Convention”, which is inspired by
the position that violence against women is a form of violence based on
gender, (gender‐based violence), which is directed against women, just
because they are women.
Tackling Domestic Violence in the Frames of Cypriot Legal Order
In the frames of Cypriot legal order, the legal framework on tack‐
ling and suppression of violence within family is not included in one
piece of legislation only. Since 1990 and pursuant of at least 5 laws,
Provincial criminal jurisdiction Courts and Family Courts resolve
criminal and civil disputes which arise because of violence incidents
within the family.5
Criminal law provisions, regarding violence within the family, are
contained in the Cypriot law 119 (I) of 2000 on violence in the family
(prevention and protection of victims),6 as it is applicable upon amend‐
ments made by law 212 (I) of 2004.In the case Attorney General v. Geor‐
2 See S. Tomaras., ‘Dimensions of domestic violence: Law 3500/2006 and the
role of mental health specialists’, Proceedings of Education Day Conference, Publica‐
tions Ant. N. Sakkoulas, p. 80 (in Greek), Giovanoglou S., Criminal Justice 2009 (law
journal in Greek) 94 et seq.
3 See D. Papadopoulou‐Klamari, Nomiko Vima 2012 (law journal in Greek), 244.
4 See relevant elaboration in D. Gerostathou, Theory and Practice of Civil Law &
Civil Procedural Law 2014 (law journal in Greek).987 et seq.
5 It is noted that Cyprus has adopted a National Action Plan to prevent and
fight domestic violence (2010‐2015).
6 Which replaced the law 47 (I)/1994 on violence in the family (prevention and
protection of victims).
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giou,7the following are noted: “The use of violence by a husband
against his wife is a particular aspect of violent crimes inside the fam‐
ily, of which the underlying cause is the use of violence as a means of a
husband’s willpower enforcement upon his wife and his sovereignty
upon his family on the basis of his physical strength. Violence replaces
speech and power replaces logic. The equality that should characterize
the relationships between the spouses is lost…”
In articles 2 and 3 of the law 119 (I) of 2000, definitions are included
and the meaning of violence and its scope are defined,8 whereas in arti‐
cle 4 there are offenses listed that are based on articles of the Cypriot
Penal Code, which, when committed by one member of a family
against another, have increased criminal demerit and increased penal‐
ties are predicted compared to those provided for in the corresponding
articles of the Cypriot Penal Code.9
The third part of law 119 (I) of 2000 (articles 6‐8), refers to auxiliary,
guidance and counseling institutions that aim to tackle domestic vio‐
lence, to report the relevant incidents and behaviors from the victims,
to protect the latter and to enable police and judicial authorities initiate
the relevant judicial procedures. This particularly concerns the institu‐
tion of Family Advisor (article 6), the Advisory Committees (article 7)
and the Multidisciplinary Teams (article 8).10

(2002) 2 Supreme Court of Cyprus 464, see specifically p. 469.
See indicatively judgments of the Cypriot criminal courts: Limassol District
Court, case number: 11383/13/11.4.2014, Police of Limassol v. N.B., www.cylaw.org,
Limassol District Court, case number: 23186/14/17.10.2014, Police of Limassol v.
L.M.., www.cylaw.org∙ Nicosia District Court, case number: 23435/12/17.01.2014,
Police of Nicosia v. N.P., www.cylaw.org, Limassol District Court, case number:
175/2014/9.4.2014, Police of Nicosia v. M.D., www.cylaw.org.
9 See Th. Th. v. Police, (2008) 2 Supreme Court of Cyprus 575/17.7.2008∙L.S. ν. Po‐
lice, (2012) 2 Supreme Court of Cyprus 627/19.10.2012. See also Paphos District
Court, case number: 10419/27.11.2013, Police of Paphos v. P.P.,www.cylaw.org∙Li‐
massol District Court, case number: 7385/08/30.12.2009, Police of Limassol v. Ι.Ο.,
www.cylaw.org.
10 These institutions are not provided for in the provisions of the Greek law on
domestic violence.
7
8
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The sixth part of the law consists of 5 articles (articles 21‐25) which
are associated with the issuing of orders from a criminal jurisdiction
court and an alternative treatment of the accused for domestic violence
offenses, however again decided by the court. Therefore, the following
are regulated: a) removal order for minors b) temporary order restrain‐
ing the suspect or removing the victim (article 22), c) restraining order
(article 23) and d) guardianship or suspension of imprisonment under
special conditions (article 25), as an alternative.
The eighth part of the law (articles 31‐35A), contains provisions re‐
lating to the establishment and operation of housing for the provision
of safe accommodation and protection to victims of violence in Cyprus.
In addition, there are criminal offenses that are regulated as separate,
harassment (by the accused or by any other person) of a victim, of a
witness of a violence case or of their family member, in the knowledge
of the offender, of course, that those persons bear the above property
(article 32), the prohibition of identification data disclosure (name, ad‐
dress etc.) of the victim of violence or of the complainant or of the per‐
son against whom the complaint is made (article 3411), as well as the
prohibition of delivery, receipt or publication of given evidence to any
person (article 35). Finally, the criminal treatment of a certain citizen’s
failure to report a case of violence that has come to his knowledge (ar‐
ticle 35Α), against a minor person or a person with serious mental defi‐
ciencies is regulated as well.
During the adjudicating of a dispute between spouses, the Family
Courts of Cyprus may have to deal with a case of domestic violence.
Article 27 of the Marriage Act Law 104 (Ι) /2003,12 provides for the
reasons for divorce.13 In the third paragraph of the article in question, a

Regulation similar to that of article 20 of the (Greek) law 3500/2006.
Law 104 (Ι)/2003 also applies to members of the Turkish community (tempo‐
rary provisions), as provided for by law 120 (Ι)/2003. See also law 21/1990 on civil
marriage, where article 28 (2) provides that only the reasons mentioned in para‐
graph 2B of Article 111 of the Cypriot Constitution can be determined as reasons
for divorce.
13 See also article 14 of Law 23/1990 on Family Courts.
11
12
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rebuttable presumption of breakdown of the marriage is introduced, in
case of (among others) an attempt on the applicant’s life by the defen‐
dant or the use of violence by the defendant, within the meaning as‐
signed to the term “violence” in the law on violence in the family, that is
the above‐mentioned criminal law on domestic violence.
The resolution of domestic violence disputes, at least in its mild ver‐
sions of occurrence, if there are such, e.g. when it comes to disturbed
conjugal relationships characterized by outbursts of anger and tensions
etc. could, however, be resolved through the institution of “family me‐
diation”, at least before these cases “knock” the door of the judge.
Hellenic Legal Order: Law 3500/2006 on Domestic Violence
In law 3500/2006 on domestic violence, violence inside the family is
tackled independently and, at the same time, in many ways, that is, at a
criminal, civil and administrative level.14 In article 1 case a’ of the sub‐
ject law, it is stated that “domestic violence”15 is considered to be the
commission of an criminal offense against a family member, according
to certain legislative provisions (articles 6, 7, 8 and 9 of this law and ar‐
ticles 299 and 311 of the Greek Penal Code), relating to homicide and
fatal injury.

14 See indicatively, Th. Papazisi, Theory and Practice of Civil Law & Civil Proce‐
dural Law 2014 (law journal in Greek) 218 et seq.; P. Brakoumatsos, Criminal Justice
2007 (law journal in Greek), 1455 et seq. A. Maniati & P. Kapralou, Scientific Year‐
book of Armenopoulos 2009 (law journal in Greek) 89 et seq.; V. Vlachou, Poinikos Lo‐
gos 2008 (law journal in Greek), 735 et seq. Law 3500/2006 organized the institu‐
tional framework for domestic violence, so as for the Greek legal system to adapt
to the international legal framework, as it is determined by the recommendations
of the Council of Europe, UN Conventions and EU decisions and Directives.
15 Regarding the definition of violence in general, the World Health Organiza‐
tion provided, after relevant processing, in the year 1995, the following definition:
“Violence is the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual,
against another person, of himself or of a group of people, which has as a result the
occurrence or increased risk of occurrence of injury, death, psychological harm,
distorted development or deprivation” (W.H.O., 1997).
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The law contains the definition of the term “family”16 in article 1 § 2
case b’. However, the implementation of its provisions presupposes the
existence of a relationship of a certain affinity of the listed persons and
cumulatively with it and the actual fact of their cohabitation. “Victim of
domestic violence”, is, according to law 3500/2006, every person from all
those mentioned in it, against which an offense is committed according
to articles 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the law. “Victim” is also a member of the fam‐
ily wherein the offense was committed, according to articles 299 and
311 of the Greek Penal Code, as well as a minor in front of whom one
of these criminal offenses are committed, without being directed di‐
rectly against him or her,17 a provision which is thought to be pioneer‐
ing. In the second article of law 3500/2006, the unlawfulness of domes‐
tic violence, which may be in any form (physical, psychological, verbal
or any other form),is independently established, regardless if it is con‐
sidered a criminal act or not or whether the conditions about injury,
fault and causal link to substantiate a claim for damages etc. are met.
Law 3500/2006 has set out the criminal “aspects” of domestic vio‐
lence and introduced new institutions to tackle it,18 mainly of a repres‐
sive character. The criminal law provisions of law3500/2006 are listed:

16 See D. Papadopoulou‐Klamari, Nomiko Vima 2012 (law journal in Greek), 233
et seq. In relation to the breadth of the definition of family in law 3500/2006, see A.
Charalambakis, Poinika Chronika 2011 (law journal in Greek). 562‐563∙ Ch. Zarafoni‐
tou, ‘Conclusions’ in the Minutes of a Further Education Day Conference of
28/06/2007 on domestic violence, p. 356, op. cit. footnote number 2 (in Greek);St.
Grozzos, ‘Law 3500/2006 on domestic violence’ in the Minutes of a Further Educa‐
tion Day Conference of 28/06/2007 on domestic violence, p. 154 (in Greek); P.
Brakoumatsos, ‘Comments – Thoughts – Recommendations on the new law on
tackling domestic violence’ in the Minutes of a Further Education Day Conference
of 28/06/2007 on domestic violence, pp. 204‐206 (in Greek).
17 A classic example of this is marital beating in front of the children, see D. Pa‐
padopoulou‐Klamari, Νοmiko Vima 2012 (law journal in Greek) 238‐239.
18 Relevant to deviant behavior issues within family relations, is also law
3625/2007 on child trafficking, child prostitution and child pornography. See rele‐
vant G. Papadimitraki, Criminal Justice 2009 (law journal in Greek) 1007 et seq.
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a) to those that concern substantive criminal law provisions19 and are
articles 6‐10, 16 and 24 with which the criminal offenses of domestic
violence are either standardized independently (crimes sui generis.),
e.g. the offense of domestic physical injury20or replaced the relevant ar‐
ticles of the Greek Criminal Code, b) to those that regulate the institu‐
tion of criminal mediation, which is regulated in articles 11‐14 regard‐
ing domestic violence misdemeanors, by the person responsible for
conducting a public prosecutor criminal prosecution21 and c) in provi‐
sions of criminal procedural law (articles 17‐20), which are related to
the initiation of criminal prosecution, of restrictive conditions which
can be imposed on the accused, of the examination of witnesses and
confidentiality obligation by the competent preliminary investigating
police authorities.
The institution of criminal mediation, as a “decompression” means,
of a “sensitive” private dispute and a simultaneously “restoration” of
both the victim and the family peace, is really modern and promising.
However, its practical implementation, does not seem to be truly real‐
ized and show “results” in Greece. And this is because, on the one
hand, the existing (necessary) support structures of the Greek public
prosecutors22 and judicial authorities are inadequate and, on the other
hand, the communication and interconnection required among the
(competent) departments in order to work together, is entirely prob‐
lematic and slow, while a lack in the competent departments of accred‐
ited scientific experts, such as psychologists, psychiatrists, social work‐
19 See D. Zimianitis, Criminal Justice 2011 (law journal in Greek) 1206 et seq.; Th.
Papatheodorou, Criminal Justice 2007 (law journal in Greek) 71 et seq., especially p.
77 et seq.
20 Supreme Court of Greece 963/2012, Armenopoulos (law journal in Greek)
2013.114. Supreme Court of Greece 1558/2013, NOMOS LAW DATABASE, Crimi‐
nal Court of Piraeus 94/2008, Criminal Justice 2008 (law journal in Greek) 292.
21 See St. Grozzos, ‘Law 3500/2006 on domestic violence’ in the Minutes of a
Further Education Day Conference of 28/06/2007 on domestic violence, pp. 157‐161
(in Greek).
22 The Public Prosecution Service in particular needs, in this case, the help of the
Family Curators Department.
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ers etc. is a fact.
Articles 17‐20 of law 3500/2006 constitute provisions of criminal
procedural law. Therefore, criminal prosecution for crimes of domestic
physical injury (article 6), of domestic unlawful violence and threat (ar‐
ticle 7), of domestic sexual abuse (article 9) and obstruction of admini‐
stration of justice (article 10), is provided for and carried ex officio23
and the “in flagrante delicto procedure” is applied (mandatory) (articles
417 et seq. Greek Criminal Law Code). In this way, quick administra‐
tion of justice is ensured and perpetuation of tensions in family rela‐
tions is avoided.
In article 18, anything relevant to the restrictive conditions which
may be imposed on the accused, is regulated. Equally important,
where possible, for the protection of the victims and for the prevention
of the so‐called “secondary victimization” in courts, is the setting of arti‐
cle 19, which provides for the fact that in cases of domestic violence,
the members of the family are examined as witnesses without giving
an oath, whereas the children are not summoned as witnesses in the
audience,24 but their testimony is being read, if it exists, unless their in‐
quisition is deemed necessary by the court.
The provisions of law 3500/2006 of civil content can be systemati‐
cally classified into 2 groups, that is in provisions of substantive and
procedural civil law25 and can be found in articles 3, 4, 5, 15, 19 § 1 and
22, and in civil law provisions in the criminal mediation which can be
found in articles 11 § 2 c, 12 § 6 and 14.
Serious marital breakdown should be proven, according to the gen‐

23 The ex officio criminal prosecution in the present case (positively) contributes
to the increase of references in relevant cases that have been brought to courts. In
cases of offenses against children which are prosecuted by a criminal complaint
and wherein the offender seems to be one the children’s parents, different views
have been expressed, for which you need to see A. Charalambakis, Poinika Chronika
2011 (law journal in Greek) 566‐568).
24 See about this Supreme Court of Greece 1196/2011, NOMOS LAW DATA‐
BASE.
25 See D. Papadopoulou‐Klamari, Νοmiko Vima 2012 (law journal in Greek) 239.
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eral provisions of the Greek law, by the person who claims marital
breakdown as a reason for divorce. To facilitate such proof, the Greek
Civil Code establishes presumptions for breakdown. To these, the case
of domestic violence was added with article 3 of law 3500/2006 and the
second subparagraph of article 1439 of the Greek Civil Code was re‐
placed.
The procedural provisions of law 3500/2006 start with article 15 of
law 3500/2006, where upon the temporary adjustment of the situation
on incidents of domestic violence is determined. The provision adds a
“special” interim measure to the “legal arsenal” of the victims. So far, its
practical implementation is considered to be very important. The same
measure may also be instructed by a temporary order of the judge, ac‐
cording to article 691A of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure. In the last
paragraph of article 735 of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure, there‐
fore, it is stated that in cases of domestic violence removal from the
family home, living in another house, a prohibition (for the offender) to
approach the residence or work places of the person making the re‐
quest, close family residences, the educational institutions of the chil‐
dren and hostels may be ordered.26 The above prohibitions are ordered
not only through interim measure, but also with a principal claim, in
front of the competent court.
The legislative‐institutional framework on domestic violence in
Greece is considered to be complete and sufficient. However, effective
protection of the victims is not considered to be sufficient, at least as
sought by the legislator.27 It is obvious that the improvement of the ac‐

The list is obviously indicative.
See the Minutes (in Greek) of a Further Education Day Conference of 28 June
2007, co‐organization of the Department of Law of the University of Athens, and of
the Laboratory of Criminal and Forensic Investigations on: Domestic violence:
Prospects after law 3500/2006 (pp. 390‐409), useful lists for employment institutions
and institutions that deal with women‐victims of domestic violence – issues related
to family and the child, list of psychological support centers of private law, social
welfare and child protection services, welfare addresses, municipal social services
addresses, juvenile curator services, as well as a list of other organizations and
26
27
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tual implementation of the law requires actions both social and organ‐
izational. The creation of a wider network of reception centers of psy‐
chosocial, financial and legal assistance is considered to be necessary,
as well as the development of continuous training programs for offi‐
cers and staff involved.28 The aforementioned actions and many others
have already been the content of the provisions of the Istanbul Conven‐
tion on violence against women. Those shall certainly acquire “flesh and
bones”, only if the Convention is incorporated into the national laws of
the parties that have signed it.
Comparatively and conclusively, it is observed that within the legis‐
lative framework of the Cypriot legal system, a “reconciliation” process
between the offender and the victim of domestic violence, within the
framework of the “criminal management” of the offender’s behavior is
not provided for. That is, neither criminal mediation nor (civil) com‐
pensation of the victim by the offender is provided for. Furthermore,
criminal law provisions of domestic violence crimes are considered
rather stricter than those in the Greek legal system, at least in terms of
penalties laid down.
The Istanbul Convention on Violence Against Women
1. The Convention as an international legal instrument and its signing by
Greece and Cyprus
The Council of Europe,29 which was established on the 5th of May
1949 (Treaty of London) located in Strasbourg, is an international or‐
ganization.47states of Europe and the eastern region participate in it.
Additionally, 5 more states participate as observers of the Council and
3 as observers of its Assembly. The Council of Europe works for Euro‐
pean integration, with particular emphasis on the protection of human

governmental organizations.
28 As the Ministry of Public Policy had done, at the time of establishing the law
3500/2006. This handbook was intended for use by police officers and was about
handling domestic violence cases.
29 http://hub.coe.int
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rights, the regulation of legislations and cultural cooperation in
Europe.
The Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating
violence against women and domestic violence was signed in Istanbul
on 11.5.2011 and includes 81 articles arranged in 12 Chapters. The Con‐
vention is open for signature by the states that are members of the
Council, the non‐member states that have participated in its prepara‐
tion, as well as the European Union and is subject to ratification, accep‐
tance or approval. The Convention is governed by the basic principle
that it is society’s duty to raise the issue of gender violence against
women,30 to take preventive measures against it, to protect the victims
and to persecute the offenders.31 Additionally, the Convention leaves
no doubt about the fact that there can be no real equality between
women and men, if women suffer from gender violence and on a large
scale and government authorities and institutions “turn a blind eye” to
this unpleasant phenomenon.
Cyprus has recently signed the Convention, on 16.6.2015, but hasn’t
yet ratified it nor put it into effect.32 Greece has signed the Convention
from the very start, on 11 May 2011, but hasn’t yet ratified it nor put it
into effect, too. Indicatively, it is noted that Albania and Turkey have
signed, ratified and put into effect the Convention, whereas Germany,
the United Kingdom and many other countries have only signed the
Convention, without ratifying it or putting it into effect. Bulgaria has
most recently signed the Convention on 21 April 2016. The ratification
of the Convention by a party, which has signed it, shall mean that the

SGBV: Sexual and Gender‐Based Violence.
See Initial Assessment Report: Protection Risks for Women and Girls in the
European Refugee and Migrant Crisis, Greece and the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, United Nations Refugee Agency, United Nations Populations Fund
and Women’s Refugee Commission, 2015, part: 3.4, Sexual and Gender‐Based Vio‐
lence, page 7. See also: http://data.unhrc.org/mediterranean/regional.php
32
See: http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full‐list/‐/conventions/treaty/
210/signatures?p_auth=4dGoRFTr (Accessed: 5 March 2016) on which countries
have signed, ratified and put the Convention into effect.
30
31
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arrangements of the Convention shall be integrated by law in the na‐
tional legislation of that party and that, furthermore, new laws shall be
established or the already existing structures shall change in order for
the Convention to be put in effect. By the study of the arrangements
and provisions of the Convention it arises that some of these are al‐
ready provided for in the national legislation of Greece and Cyprus
and some more should be established for the first time by legislative
reforms, upon its ratification.
2. Short presentation of the arrangements of the Convention
At the first chapter, that is the first 6 articles, the purposes of the
Convention are defined and definitions, provisions on equality and
non‐discrimination, as well as general obligations, are included.
The purposes of the Convention, which can be implemented, both
in periods of peace and in situations of armed conflict, are set out in ar‐
ticle 1 and are mainly about the protection of women against all forms
of violence, including domestic violence, prevention, prosecution and
elimination of violence against women as well as domestic violence,
contributing to the elimination of all forms of discrimination against
women and promoting a substantive equality between men and
women, designing a complete framework, policies and measures for
the protection of and assistance to all victims of violence against
women and domestic violence, etc. Article 3 of the Convention in‐
cludes the definitions of the terms: “violence against women”, “domestic
violence”, “gender”, “victim” and “women”.
Within the framework of the Convention, “violence against women”33
is understood as a violation of human rights and a form of discrimina‐
tion against women and shall mean all acts of gender‐based violence
that result in, or are likely to result in, physical, sexual, psychological
or economic harm or suffering to women, including threats of such
acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in
public or in private life. The term “domestic violence” means all acts of

33

The term “women” includes girls under the age of 18.
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physical, sexual, psychological or economic violence that occur within
the family or domestic unit or between former or current spouses or
partners, whether or not the perpetrator shares or has shared the same
residence with the victim.34
In article 4 of the Convention it is noted that the parties shall take
the necessary legislative and other measures to promote and protect
the right for everyone, particularly women, to live free from violence in
both the public and the private sphere, as well as that they shall con‐
demn all forms of discrimination against women and take, without de‐
lay, the necessary legislative and other measures to prevent it, in par‐
ticular by embodying in their national constitutions or other appropri‐
ate legislation the principle of equality between women and men and
ensuring the practical realization of this principle by prohibiting dis‐
crimination against women, including through the use of sanctions,
where appropriate, as well as abolishing laws and practices which dis‐
criminate against women. The protective measures that are necessary
in order to prevent and protect women from gender‐based violence
shall not be considered discrimination under the terms of the Conven‐
tion.
The second chapter of the Convention, mainly articles 7‐11, includes
arrangements for the coordinated policies which parties should follow
by encompassing all relevant measures to prevent and combat all
forms of violence covered by the scope of the Convention and offer a
holistic response to violence against women. The third chapter, that is
articles 12‐17, deals with preventive measures, while the fourth chap‐
ter, that is articles 18‐28, deals with measures for protection and sup‐
port.
More specifically, article 12 refers to the parties’ general obligations
to take all necessary measures to promote changes in the social and
cultural patterns of behavior of women and men with a view to eradi‐
34 On the term of “violence” in Cypriot legislation, see article 3 of the Cypriot
laws on violence in the family of 2000 and 2004 and on the term of “domestic vio‐
lence” in Greek legislation, see article 1 § 1 of Law 3500/2006 and articles 299 and
311 of the Greek Penal Code.
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cating prejudices, customs, traditions and all other practices which are
based on the idea of the inferiority of women or on stereotyped roles
for women and men. These measures aim at the elimination of violence
against women that may be inflicted (also) in the name of some cul‐
tural tradition, or citing religious or ideological background, where the
purpose of the Convention is achieved even harder. It is known that
even “today”, millions of girls and women all around the world, in‐
cluding the “Western” world, are subject to appalling violent practices,
such as “breast ironing”, early marriages and child bearing, virginity
testings and female genital mutilation, which are based on ancient and
even unwritten traditions, stemming from religion and/or customs.
Moreover, the increase of migration flows from countries in Africa or
Asia to the West, has contributed to the extension of the aforemen‐
tioned practices beyond their national borders.35
The aforementioned measures may include raising awareness pro‐
grams for the public or educational measures provided for in article 14,
such as teaching material on issues such as equality between women
and men. Additionally, article 15 provides for the training of profes‐
sionals that deal with victims or offenders of all acts of violence the
scope of this Convention covers. Equally important are all preventive
measures provided for in article 16, through programs aimed at teach‐
ing perpetrators of domestic violence to adopt non‐violent behavior in
interpersonal relationships with a view to preventing further violence
and changing violent behavioral patterns or through treatment pro‐
grams aimed at preventing sex offenders, from re‐offending.
It is also noted that the parties should ensure that culture, customs,
religion, tradition or so‐called “honor” shall not be regarded as justifica‐
tion or attenuating circumstances for any acts of violence.36
Article 18 provides for general obligations. Within the framework of
these obligations, parties should provide for effective co‐operation be‐

35 http://www.koutipandoras.gr/article/paradoseis‐poy‐skotonoyn (26/11/2015)
(in Greek).
36 See also article 42 of the Convention.
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tween all relevant state agencies, including judiciary, public prosecu‐
tors, law enforcement agencies, non‐governmental organizations, etc.,
in protecting and supporting victims and witnesses, including refer‐
ring to general and specialist support services as detailed in Articles 20
and 22 of the Convention. The provision that states that the provision
of services shall not depend on the victim’s willingness to press
charges or testify against any perpetrator is particularly important.
Article 19 provides for the adequate information of the victims on
available support services and legal measures in a language they un‐
derstand, as well as for interpreting and document translation services
for them. Additionally, article 20 provides for the victims’ access to
services facilitating their recovery from violence, such legal and psy‐
chological counseling, financial assistance, housing, education, training
and assistance in finding employment. In the same context, articles 21
and 22 provide for the information of victims on and access for them‐
selves and their children to applicable individual and collective com‐
plaints mechanisms, as well as to specialized support services.
Furthermore, articles 23 to 26 provide for measures for the creation
of appropriate, easily accessible and in sufficient numbers shelters, the
setting up of state‐wide round‐the‐clock (24/7) telephone helplines free
of charge to provide advice to callers37and appropriate sexual violence
referral centers for victims, as well as the provision of protection, sup‐
port and counseling for children witnesses.
Articles 27 and 28 provide for the obligation of reporting acts of vio‐
lence to the competent authorities (encouraged by the state) by a wit‐
ness or any other person who has reasonable grounds to believe that
such an act may be committed, or that further acts of violence are to be
expected, etc. Regarding the obligation of reporting such acts by pro‐
fessionals, the parties should take measures to ensure that the confi‐
dentiality rules imposed by internal law on certain professionals, such
as professional secrecy, medical confidentiality or legal professional
privilege do not constitute an obstacle to the possibility of their report‐

37

With due regard to the anonymity of the callers.
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ing to the competent organizations or authorities if they have reason‐
able grounds to believe that a serious act of violence covered by the
scope of the Convention, has been committed and further serious acts
of violence are to be expected.
The fifth chapter of the Convention, containing articles 29‐48, in‐
cludes important provisions on substantive law. In more detail, articles
29 and 30 include innovative arrangements on civil lawsuits and reme‐
dies for compensation, claimed by the victim from the perpetrator, for
offenses covered by the scope of the Convention and from public au‐
thorities that have failed in their duty to take the necessary preventive
or protective measures within the scope of their powers.38 However, it
is recalled that Law 3500/2006 on domestic violence in Greek national
law, provides for compensation of the victim by the perpetrator as part
of the victim’s restoration within the framework of mediation in crimi‐
nal cases, whereas the respective Cypriot law does not provide for it.
Articles 33‐41 include various offenses, which should be penalized to
the national legislations of the parties, if, of course they are not already
criminalized, according to the Convention. More specifically: a) article
33, that is about psychological violence, meaning the intentional con‐
duct of seriously impairing a person’s psychological integrity through
coercion or threats,39 b) article 34, that is about “stalking”, meaning the
intentional conduct of repeatedly engaging in threatening conduct di‐
rected at another person, causing her or him to fear for her or his
safety, c) article 35, that refers to physical violence,40 d) article 36 that is
about sexual violence, including rape and marital rape.41

38 However, the Republic of Cyprus, upon the signing of the Convention, ad‐
dressed concerns about state compensation to the victims, issues of jurisdiction and
residency status of the victims.
39 In Greek law, the offense of threat is standardized in article 333 of the Greek
Penal Code and equally the offenses of domestic violence and threat in article 7 of
Law 3500/2006.
40 In Greek law, the offense of illegal violence is standardized in article 330 of
the Greek Penal Code.
41 In Greek law, the offense of rape (including marital rape) is standardized in
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Furthermore, the following should be criminalized in the national
legislations of the parties, as intentional offenses, if they have not been
penalized yet: a) according to article 37, forced marriage of an adult or
child etc., b) according to article 38, female genital mutilation,42 c) ac‐
cording to article 39, forced abortion and forced sterilization, d) accord‐
ing to article 40 sexual harassment,43 that is, any form of unwanted
verbal, non‐verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature with the pur‐
pose or effect of violating the dignity of a person and e) according to
article 41, aiding or abetting the commission of the offenses mentioned
in articles 35, 36, 37, 38 § 1 and 39 of the Convention.
Regarding local jurisdiction for any offense that is established in ac‐
cordance with the Convention, article 44 includes an extensive support
of jurisdiction with different relevant combinations.
Aggravating circumstances regarding offenses that are established
in accordance with the Convention, insofar as they do not already form
part of the constituent elements of the offense, are provided for in arti‐
cle 46 of the Convention. For example, when the offense was commit‐
ted by a family member against the former or current spouse or part‐

article 336 of the Greek Penal Code and equally the offense of the insult of sexual
dignity.
42 This particular cruel practice is relatively specific in Somalia, Eritrea, Yemen,
Gambia, the southern areas of Egypt and other areas, see: http://www.koutipan‐
doras.gr/article/paradoseis‐poy‐skotonoyn (26 November 2015) (in Greek). Accord‐
ing to media reports, even today, every 11 minutes a girl is subjected to female
genital mutilation in 29 countries all around the world, while more than 130 mil‐
lion women and girls, especially in Africa and the Middle East, live with the seri‐
ous and inhumane consequences of violent and forced mutilation of their genitalia,
see: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/nov/24/how‐the‐gambia‐banned‐
female‐genital‐mutilation (28 November 2015) (in English). It should be noted that
only in November 2015 did the President of Gambia, Yahya Jammeh, expressed his
disapproval (upon pressure from organizations, etc.) for the aforementioned prac‐
tice in his country, where approximately 80% of women have already been sub‐
jected to and announced its legislative prohibition, see: https://www.theguardian.
com/society/2015/nov/24/the‐gambia‐bans‐female‐genital‐mutilation (in English).
43 See Greek law 3769/2009, especially article 2 case d.
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ner, as included in the national legislation, or in cases where the of‐
fense was committed against a person that was vulnerable due to spe‐
cial circumstances.
Article 47 introduces an innovative arrangement, which provides
for the possibility of taking into account final sentences passed by an‐
other party (of the Convention) in relation to the offenses established in
accordance with the Convention when determining the sentence. This
of course presupposes the creation of a European or International
Criminal Record.
Finally, according to the definitions of article 48, mandatory alterna‐
tive dispute resolution processes, including mediation and conciliation,
should be prohibited.
The sixth chapter of the Convention, that is articles 49‐58, has a pro‐
cedural “spirit”. These provisions regulate matters of investigation,
prosecution, procedural law and protective measures. It is beyond the
scope of this study to analytically present these provisions, thus only
some of them are mentioned.
Article 49 includes the parties’ general obligations44 to secure that
interrogations and judicial procedures should be carried out without
improper delay and effectively, taking into consideration the victim’s
rights.
Furthermore, article 52 specifically regulates that the competent au‐
thorities are granted the power to order, in situations of immediate
danger, a perpetrator of domestic violence to vacate the residence of
the victim or person at risk for a sufficient period of time and to pro‐
hibit the perpetrator from entering the residence of or contacting the
victim or person at risk. Additionally, article 53 regulates appropriate
restraining or protection orders that are available to victims, while arti‐
cle 54 is particularly about safeguarding the victim’s personal data,
that is evidence relating to the sexual history and conduct of the victim,
in any civil or criminal proceedings. Article 55 includes, among others,

44 Articles 5 and 18 of the Convention also have to do with obligations of the
parties.
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that investigations into or prosecution of offenses established in accor‐
dance with some articles of the Convention, shall not be wholly de‐
pendent upon a report or complaint filed by a victim if the offense was
committed in whole or in part on its territory, and that the proceedings
may continue even if the victim withdraws her or his statement or
complaint.
Article 56 is about protective measures for the victims and their
families, including their special needs as witnesses, at all stages of in‐
vestigations and judicial proceedings, so that they are protected from
intimidation, retaliation and repeat victimization, etc., that they are in‐
formed when the perpetrator escapes or is released temporarily or de‐
finitively and that measures for the protection of their privacy and im‐
age are taken, and other. Additionally, article 57 provides for the right
to legal assistance and to free legal aid for victims.
Articles 59‐61 of the seventh chapter of the Convention include im‐
portant regulations about immigration and asylum. Regulations of ar‐
ticle 60 are considered to be particularly important, as they state that
parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that gender‐based
violence against women may be recognized as a form of persecution
within the meaning of Article 1, A (2), of the 1951 Convention relating
to the status of refugees and as a form of serious harm giving rise to
complementary/subsidiary protection. Within the same framework, ar‐
ticle 61 provides for non‐refoulement of victims of violence. The im‐
portance of the aforementioned regulations for immigrants and refu‐
gees is directly understood under the lights of the findings and conclu‐
sions of a recent report by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), which bears the title ‘Ιnitial Assessment Report:
Protection Risks for Women and Girls in the European Refugee and
Migrant Crisis’,45 where, among others, it is specifically reported:
Throughout the journey from their country of origin to
45 Greece and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, United Nations
Refugee Agency, United Nations Populations Fund and Women’s Refugee Com‐
mission, 2015, part: 3.3 Protection Risks during Travel to Greece, page. See:
http://data.unhrc.org/mediterranean/regional.php (in English).
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Greece, refugees and migrants face high risks of vio‐
lence, extortion and exploitation, including rape, trans‐
actional sex, human and organ trafficking. Women and
girls, especially those traveling alone, face particularly
high risks of certain forms of violence, including sexual
violence by smugglers, criminal groups and individuals
in countries along the route.
The eighth chapter of the Convention (articles 62‐65) deals with in‐
ternational co‐operation among parties, on civil and criminal matters,
so that they can achieve the establishment of uniform and reciprocal
(internal), to the widest extent possible on preventing and combating
violence against women and the ninth chapter (articles 66‐70) is about
the monitoring mechanism introduced by the Convention that shall
monitor the implementation of the Convention. The monitoring
mechanism (article 66), consists of a group of experts referred to as
“GREVIO”, which shall monitor the implementation of the Convention
by the parties and shall submit reports to the national parliaments of
the parties.
It is observed that, according to article 73, the provisions of the Con‐
vention shall not prejudice the provisions of internal law and binding
international instruments, under which more favorable rights are or
would be accorded to victims of violence. Finally, according to article
74, any dispute which may arise concerning the application or interpre‐
tation of the provisions of the Convention shall first seek to resolve it
by means of negotiation, conciliation, arbitration or by any other meth‐
ods of peaceful settlement accepted by mutual agreement between the
parties.
Conclusions – Critical Remarks
Violence against women is a form of violence based on gender, that
is gender‐based violence, which is directed against women, just be‐
cause they are women. It also constitutes a serious breach of human
rights.
Furthermore, it is at least sad that, within EU borders, one in 10
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women has suffered some form of violence at the age of 15 and one in
20 women has been a victim of rape and just 14% of these women have
reported a serious violence incident by their partner to the police.46
Violence against women reaches extensive abuse limits, which sys‐
tematically goes unreported to the authorities and thus the current
state of the problem cannot be reflected in the official data. The results
of the relevant study of the Fundamental Rights Agency of the Euro‐
pean Union offer convincing arguments for the ratification of the Is‐
tanbul Convention by the parties. Apart from the institutional frame‐
work for the tackling of violence against women, actions must be taken
by parties thereof, such as employers, medical staff etc., so that
women‐victims can report their abuse to the authorities, so that inci‐
dents of violence against them are not silenced and that offenders get
arrested.
Additionally, it is important and most necessary to have all those
involved, social workers, police officers, etc., properly trained. In gen‐
eral, various methods need to be investigated in order to point out and
combat violence against women and coordinated actions should be
implemented, as provided for in the Istanbul Convention, whose inte‐
gration in the national legislations of the parties is deemed absolutely
necessary and useful.
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Introduction
The European system for the protection of human rights and fun‐
damental freedoms is today the most developed and the most effective
system of human rights protection worldwide. From a normative view‐
point, human rights protection takes place on a national, international,
and supranational level. This pluralism of human rights protection
does not, however, only lead to the strengthening of human rights but
also to collisions of fundamental laws.2
At the national level, state authorities must respect constitutional
guarantees of fundamental human rights. The 47 Member States of the
Council of Europe are furthermore bound at the international level by
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (the Convention, ECHR). At the supranational
level, the 28 Member States of the European Union (EU) are addition‐
1 The present article is based on a lecture given by the author during the inter‐
national scientific conference ‘The europeanisation of criminal law and protection
of human rights in criminal proceedings and the process of execution of criminal
sanctions’ at the Faculty of Law of the University of Split, Croatia, on 16 October
2015.
2 See Ferdinand Kirchhof, ‚Kooperation zwischen nationalen und europäischen
Gerichten’, EuR 2014, 267–276.
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ally bound by the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.
According to the Lisbon Treaty,3 the EU shall accede in the future –
in a first step – to the Convention as well as to the first Protocol and
Protocol No. 6 to the Convention, the latter being signed by all EU
Member States. In a second step, the EU shall accede to further Proto‐
cols.4 The EU could make reservations to the Convention and to the
Protocols – provided that they allow reservations – according to Art. 57
of the Convention.5 The reasons for accession are threefold: In the first
place, a coherent application of human rights by the European Court of
Human Rights (ECtHR) and the Court of Justice of the European Un‐
ion (CJEU).6 A positive side effect could be hereby a prompt and un‐
complicated judicial dialogue between the ECtHR and the CJEU. Sec‐
ondly, by acceding to the European Convention on Human Rights, the
EU as 48th Contracting Party to the Convention would be contractually
bound by it: This means that the EU would have the same rights and
duties of the other 47 Contracting Parties7 to be part to the proceedings
before the ECtHR.8 If an application is directed against one or more
member States of the European Union, the European Union may – un‐
der certain conditions – become a co‐respondent to the proceedings.9
Visa versa, if an application is directed against the European Union,

3 The Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty
establishing the European Community entered into force on 1 December 2009. Ac‐
cording to Art. 6 para. 2 of the Lisbon Treaty, the European Union “shall accede to
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms.”
4 This would require the deposit of further separate accession instruments.
5See Art. 2 § 1 of the Draft Accession Agreement.
6 Dorothee von Arnim, ‘The accession of the European Union to the European
Convention on Human Rights’, CritQ, 95(1), (2012), p. 37.
7 The EU could for example make a reservation in respect of any particular
provision of the Convention in accordance with Art. 57 of the Convention. Art. 57
of the Convention has to be reformulated in this respect, as it still refers to States.
8 Dorothee von Arnim, ‘The accession of the European Union to the European
Convention on Human Rights’, CritQ, 95(1), (2012), 38.
9 Appendix I, Art. 3 of the Draft Accession Agreement.
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the European Union member States may become co‐respondents to the
proceedings under certain conditions.10 The introduction of such a co‐
respondent mechanism de lege ferenda constitutes a new element.11 Af‐
ter the accession, individuals would be able to apply to the European
Court of Human Rights for review of the acts of EU institutions. Con‐
sequently, all legislative acts of the EU would be verifiable under the
last binding decision by the European Court of Human Rights. The EU
would be obliged under international law to refrain from any possible
violations of the European Convention on Human Rights. “The current
control mechanism of the Convention should, as far as possible, be
preserved and applied to the EU in the same way as to other High
Contracting Parties.”12 Thirdly, the trustworthiness of the EU`s com‐
mitment to fundamental human rights protection towards its citizens
shall be optimized.13
Article 59, para. 2 of the Convention as amended by Protocol No. 14
to the Convention14 provides, in turn, the legal bases for the accession
of the EU. Accordingly, “[t]he European Union may accede to [the]
Convention.” For the European Convention, the EU accession would
bring about a number of adjustments to the Convention in order to
take account of the specific non‐state nature of the EU. An important
adjustment would be the introduction of a prior involvement mecha‐
nism of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). Before ap‐
plying to the ECtHR, individuals would not only have to exhaust do‐
mestic remedies, if they challenge directly a measure taken by the EU;
they would also have to bring their case before the CJEU for reviewing

Appendix I, Art. 3 of the Draft Accession Agreement.
For further details about the co‐respondent mechanism, see Dorothee von
Arnim, ‘The accession of the European Union to the European Convention on
Human Rights’, CritQ, 95(1) (2012), 49‐55.
12 Appendix V, Nr. 7 of the Draft Accession Agreement.
13 Dorothee von Arnim, ‘The accession of the European Union to the European
Convention on Human Rights’, CritQ, 95(1) (2012), 38.
14 Protocol No. 14 entered into force on 1 June 2010.
10
11
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the compliance of EU acts with fundamental human rights.15
In 2013, after a long negotiation process between the EU and the
Council of Europe, a draft accession treaty was agreed upon in princi‐
ple. By the end of 2014, however, the negotiations suffered an immense
setback: The Court of Justice of the European Union declared the draft
accession treaty incompatible with EU law.16 It expressly pointed out
that the EU is not a state but a system sui generis. It based the declara‐
tion of incompatibility on several grounds related inter alia to the pri‐
macy of the EU courts over the ECtHR and the priority of EU law over
the subject matter of the rights protected by the European Convention
on Human Rights.17 Consequently, the Court of Justice of the European
Union provided a list of amendments to be made in order to ensure
that the accession would be compatible with EU law. The European
Court of Human Rights is now next in line to rule on the compatibility
of the proposed amendments with the European Convention.
In the following, I would like to focus on the position of the Euro‐
pean Convention within national law and take a closer look at the judi‐
cial dialogue between the international and national systems of human
rights promotion and protection, leaving aside the supranational level
and the sensitive ongoing debate on the accession of the EU to the
Convention.
Position of the European Convention within national law
1. Fundamentals concerning the position of the ECHR
With the entry into force of the European Convention, the high con‐

15 For details on the prior involvement mechanism of the CJEU, see Dorothee von
Arnim, The Accession of the European Union to the European Convention on Hu‐
man Rights, CritQ, 95(1) (2012), 55‐59.
16 The accession treaty is particularly incompatible with Art. 6 (2) TEU and with
Protocol (No. 8) relating to Art. 6 (2) TEU. See opinion 2/13 of the Court of Justice
of the European Union of 18 December 2014, http://curia.europa.eu/juris/docu‐
ment/document.jsf?docid=160882&doclang=EN
17 For more details, see Steve Peers, http://eulawanalysis.blogspot.de/2014/
12/the‐cjeu‐and‐eus‐accession‐to‐echr.html
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tracting parties have committed themselves to securing for everyone
within their jurisdiction both human rights and fundamental free‐
doms.18 The European Convention does not, however, mention how
this objective should be achieved. It does not impose a specific consti‐
tutional structure on the high contracting parties.19 It is subject to the
sovereignty of each Member State as to how to implement its interna‐
tional obligations. Consequently, the position of the European Conven‐
tion in the national hierarchy of norms is different for the different
Member States. Intrinsically linked with the position of the European
Convention is its reception into the domestic legal order of the Member
States20 and the judicial dialogue between the ECtHR and national su‐
preme courts.
In analyzing the method of implementation on the part of the high
contracting parties, four different models have emerged: A first model,
which was implemented for example by Bulgaria21 and the Nether‐
lands, assigns the European Convention primacy over the constitution.
The second model makes the European Convention either part of the
constitution or allocates it the same rank as the constitution. Austria22
is a Member State that has implemented the second model. A third
model, which was implemented by the majority of the high contracting

Art. 1 ECHR.
Janneke Gerards, ‘The European Court of Human Rights and the National
Courts: Giving Shape to the Notion of “Shared Responsibility”’, in: Janneke Ger‐
ards & Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementation of the European Convention on Human
Rights and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in National Case‐Law. A comparative analysis
(2014), p. 24.
20 For an in‐depth analyses of the reception of the European Convention in
various European Union Countries, see Helen Keller & Alec Stone Sweet, A Europe
of Rights – The Impact of the ECHR on National Legal Systems, Oxford, New York
2008. In Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court speaks of an “active reception
process” (“aktiver Rezeptionsvorgang”), see for example BVerfGE 128, 326, 370.
21 Art. 5 of the Bulgarian Constitution; Art. 85 IV of the Bulgarian Constitution.
22 For a short summary concerning the Austrian implementation, see for exam‐
ple Maja Nastić, ‘ECHR and national constitutional courts’, 71 Collection Papers Fac.
L. Nis 2015, 203–220 (207).
18
19
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parties, assigns the European Convention a rank between the constitu‐
tion and an ordinary law. Countries like Croatia, France,23 Italy,24 Ro‐
mania, Serbia25 and Spain26 have implemented this third model. The
fourth model assigns the European Convention the rank of an ordinary
law. Germany has chosen this fourth model for the implementation of
international treaties such as the European Convention.
2. Position of the ECHR within the hierarchy of norms in Germany
According to Art. 59 para.2 of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz) “treaties
that regulate the political relations of the Federation or relate to sub‐
jects of federal legislation shall require the consent or participation, in
the form of a federal law, of the bodies responsible in such a case for
the enactment of federal law.” In other words, an international treaty
requires the approval of the German Federal Council (Bundesrat). The
authorities responsible for legislative bodies have agreed with the ‘Law
on the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamen‐
tal Freedoms’ of 7 August 1952, upon the European Convention on
Human Rights. This so‐called “consent law” (Zustimmungsgesetz) gives
the executive, particularly the President, ratification authorization. The
consent law furthermore entails the national implementation of the
content of the respective international treaty. This means that, pursu‐
ant to Art. 59 para. 2 of the Basic Law, the European Convention on
Human Rights, through the law that ratified it, obtained the rank of an

23 For a short summary concerning the French implementation, see for example
Maja Nastić, ‘ECHR and national constitutional courts’, 71 Collection Papers Fac. L.
Nis 2015, 203–220 (209).
24 For a short summary concerning the Italian implementation, see for example
Maja Nastić, ‘ECHR and national constitutional courts’, 71 Collection Papers Fac. L.
Nis 2015, 203–220 (208 et seq.).
25 See Maja Nastić, ‘ECHR and national constitutional courts’, 71 Collection Pa‐
pers Fac. L. Nis 2015, pp. 203–220 (212 et seq.).
26 For a short summary concerning the Spanish implementation, see for exam‐
ple Maja Nastić, ‘ECHR and national constitutional courts’, 71 Collection Papers Fac.
L. Nis 2015, 203–220 (208).
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ordinary federal law.27 In the hierarchy of norms in Germany, it is
equal to any other ordinary federal law like the Criminal Code or the
Code of Criminal Procedure.
The allocation of the position of the European Convention as an or‐
dinary federal law leads to two problems: Firstly, pursuant to the lex
posterior principle, in case of a conflict of federal laws, the most recently
enacted federal law generally antecedes the previously enacted federal
law. In order to maintain the ties with the European Convention, a so‐
called “international law‐friendly” interpretation (völkerrechts‐
freundliche Auslegung) of German laws takes place, even if they were
enacted after the entry into force of the European Convention. In this
regard, the lex posterior principle is overcome here.28 Secondly, the
European Convention cannot displace constitutional law. In the litera‐
ture, this was taken as an opportunity to look for ways to raise the
European Convention to constitutional status.
DOGMATIC APPROACHES TO NORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALIZATION
Some of the literature proposed effectuating an improvement of the
position by means of recognizing the universal significance of the
European Convention and considering its content as general principles
of international law. Pursuant to Art. 25 of the Basic Law, general rules
of international law shall take precedence over ordinary laws.29
Against this reasoning, however, one has to take into consideration
that the European Convention not only ensures human rights and fun‐
damental freedoms but also contains provisions on its institutions and
procedures that cannot be regarded as general rules of international
law.30

See Helge Sodan, Grundgesetz, Art. 59 GG, point 19 ff, 2nd edn, Munich 2011.
Helge Sodan, Grundgesetz, Art. 59 GG, point 24, 2nd edn, Munich 2011.
29 For more details, see Dirk Diehm, Die Menschenrechte der EMRK und ihr Ein‐
fluss auf das deutsche Strafgesetzbuch, Berlin 2006, p. 81 f.; Matthias Ruffert, ‚Die Eu‐
ropäischen Menschenrechtskonvention und innerstaatliches Recht’, EuGRZ 2007,
246.
30 Dirk Diehm, Die Menschenrechte der EMRK und ihr Einfluss auf das deutsche
27
28
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Another approach to effectuating an improvement of the position of
the European Convention is the incorporation of the Convention based
on Art. 1 para. 2 of the Basic Law. Accordingly, the German people ac‐
knowledge inviolable and inalienable human rights as the basis of
every community and of peace and justice in the world. This commit‐
ment to human rights is understood as a reference to international trea‐
ties and should trigger automatic incorporation. The main argument
against this interpretation, however, is that international treaties have
to go through a special constitutional transformation process pursuant
to Art. 59 para. 2 of the Basic Law. Taking Art. 1 para. 2 of the Basic
Law into consideration, one can elicit at most an “international law‐
friendly” tendency from the Basic Law.31
In addition, some of the literature suggests obtaining an increase in
the rank of the European Convention by taking recourse to Art. 24
para. 1 of the Basic Law. Hence, the Federation may by means of a law
transfer sovereign powers to international organisations. This view
considers the European Court of Human Rights an international or‐
ganisation pursuant to Art. 24 para. 1 of the Basic Law and accords its
decision‐making practice international priority.32 Against this concep‐
tion, however, one has to take into consideration that albeit the inter‐
dependency of national and international law in the human rights sec‐
tor, a transfer of sovereign rights to the European Court of Human
Rights did not take place.33 Such a transfer requires that the intergov‐
ernmental body is able to adopt acts with direct national effect or is
able to issue unilateral binding acts against citizens. However, the de‐
cisions of the European Court of Human Rights develop only a binding
__________________________
Strafgesetzbuch, Berlin 2006, p. 82.
31 Helge Sodan, Grundgesetz, Art. 59 GG, point 19 ff, 2nd edn, Munich 2011.
31 See Helge Sodan, Grundgesetz, Art. 59 GG, point 30, 2nd edn, Munich 2011.
32 Matthias Ruffert, ‚Die Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention und inner‐
staatliches Recht’, EuGRZ 2007, 247;Dirk Diehm, Die Menschenrechte der EMRK und
ihr Einfluss auf das deutsche Strafgesetzbuch, Berlin 2006, p. 83 f.
33 Christoph Grabenwarter, Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention, point 7, 4th
edn, Munich 2009.
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effect at the international level.34
Ultimately, a further approach toward increasing the rank of the
European Convention is taking recourse to Art. 2 para. 1 of the Basic
Law. Accordingly, every person shall have the right to free develop‐
ment of his personality insofar as he does not violate the rights of oth‐
ers or violate the constitutional order or the moral law. The European
Convention should be understood as part of the constitutional order
and thus indirectly obtain constitutional status. This approach ignores
the fact that the Basic Law provides for a differentiation of the national
application of international law in Art 59 para. 2, Art. 25 and in Art. 24
of the Basic Law. There is no room for an incorporation of international
law pursuant to Art. 2 para. 1 of the Basic Law.35
“INTERNATIONAL LAW‐FRIENDLY” INTERPRETATION OF THE FEDERAL
CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
The Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) did not
follow the call for an improvement of the position of the European
Convention within the hierarchy of norms in Germany. Time and
again, the Federal Constitutional Court has emphasized in its case law
that, domestically, the European Convention has the rank of a simple
federal law. Instead of increasing the rank of the European Conven‐
tion, the Court has decided to interpret the provisions of the Basic Law
in an “international law‐friendly” manner. Hence, the content and de‐
velopment of the European Convention should be taken into consid‐
eration when interpreting the fundamental rights of the Basic Law.36 In
this way, the European Convention is implemented at the constitu‐
tional level, giving it de facto an interpretational precedence over the
simple federal law.

34 Christoph Grabenwarter, Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention, point 7, 4th
edn, Munich 2009.
35 Dirk Diehm, Die Menschenrechte der EMRK und ihr Einfluss auf das deutsche
Strafgesetzbuch, Berlin 2006, p. 80.
36 Matthias Ruffert, ‚Die Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention und inner‐
staatliches Recht’, EuGRZ 2007, 247.
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Judicial Dialogue
The rank of the European Convention of Human Rights within the
national laws of the Member States is important for the judicial dia‐
logue that can either take place between judgments of the European
Court of Human Rights and judgments of all national constitutional
courts or national courts of cassation in a formal way or between
judges of those courts in an informal way. This ongoing judicial dia‐
logue is essential for the development of human rights. It reinforces the
Convention as a living instrument, to be interpreted in the light of pre‐
sent‐day conditions. National courts have to copy the European
Court’s own evolutionary approach in order to comply with the mini‐
mum standards of the Convention.
In this context, the latest protocol – Protocol No. 16 – was drafted to
bring about a new dialogue between the highest domestic courts and
the European Court for Human Rights. Its aim is to further enhance the
interaction between the courts in accordance with the principle of sub‐
sidiarity. The highest courts of a high contracting party may request the
court under this protocol to give an advisory opinion on questions of
principle relating to the interpretation or application of the rights and
freedoms defined in the Convention or the protocols thereto in the con‐
text of a case pending before the requesting court. The request for an
advisory opinion is optional and not in any way obligatory. The re‐
questing court furthermore has the possibility to withdraw its request.
However, the procedure is not intended to allow for an abstract review
of legislation, which is not to be applied in a concrete pending case.
The European Court of Human Rights is not a “fourth instance”. Ac‐
cording to the principle of subsidiarity, the European Court may only
deal with the matter after all domestic remedies have been exhausted.37
National authorities have the primary responsibility to safeguard Con‐
vention rights, not least because of the better position of national au‐
thorities to make policy choices and to regulate fundamental rights is‐

37

Art. 35 para. 1 ECHR.
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sues in a way that fits national laws and traditions.38 It is the principle of
subsidiarity and the better placed argument underlying the margin‐of‐
appreciation doctrine that are important instruments of the European
Court of Human Rights in determining its relationship with states. As
long as national authorities respect the limits set by the European Con‐
vention and the case law of the European Court, they are free to make
their own choices and decide which restrictions or exceptions are in‐
dispensable and rational within their own states.39
The judicial dialogue is further characterized by a shared responsibil‐
ity40 between national courts and the European Court. National courts
have the most important role to play in guaranteeing the primary pro‐
tection of the Convention. The European Court has a supervisory role.
It decides in individual cases whether a Member State has complied
with its obligation of human rights protection. Hence, according to Art.
46 para. 1 of the European Convention, the Court’s judgments are only
binding on the parties to the case (inter partes effect).41 It has become
accepted, on the one hand, that the inter partes effect is only relevant
concerning the concrete evaluation of an alleged violation and its justi‐
fication. The Court’s interpretations of the terms and concepts con‐

38 Janneke Gerards, ‘The European Court of Human Rights and the National
Courts: giving shape to the notion of “shared responsibility”’, in: Janneke Gerards
& Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementation of the European Convention on Human Rights
and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in National Case‐law. A comparative analysis (2014),
p. 17.
39 Janneke Gerards, ‘The European Court of Human Rights and the National
Courts: giving shape to the notion of “shared responsibility”’, in: Janneke Gerards
& Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementation of the European Convention on Human Rights
and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in National Case‐law. A comparative analysis (2014),
p. 28.
40 For more details on “shared responsibility” see Janneke Gerards, ‘The Euro‐
pean Court of Human Rights and the National Courts: giving shape to the notion
of “shared responsibility, in: Janneke Gerards & Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementa‐
tion of the European Convention on Human Rights and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in
National Case‐law. A comparative analysis (2014), pp. 35–51.
41 Art. 46 para. 1 ECHR.
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tained in the European Convention are, on the other hand, of a general
nature having an erga omnes effect.42 This effect is also called the res in‐
terpretata effect and “implies that all national authorities […] have to
comply with the Convention as explained by the Court in its case law,
even if their state was not a party to the case.”43 Due to the res interpre‐
tata effect, i.e., the binding nature of the Court’s interpretations, a uni‐
form level of protection of human rights within the 47 Member States
can be ensured.44
Noteworthy cases in criminal proceedings that illustrate the judicial
dialogue between judgments of the European Court of Human Rights
and judgments of the Federal Constitutional Court are those concern‐
ing preventive detention (Sicherungsverwahrung). The European Court
held in several judgments against Germany in 2009 and 2011 that Ger‐
many had violated Art. 5 para. 1 of the ECHR – right to liberty and se‐
curity – with its provisions on preventive detention. The cases con‐
cerned the detention of applicants for preventive purposes, which had
been ordered subsequent to their convictions, for an indefinite dura‐
tion after having served their full prison sentence. As a result, during a
new pending case, the Federal Constitutional Court declared in 2011
most of the regulations on preventive detention unconstitutional, tak‐

42 Janneke Gerards, ‘The European Court of Human Rights and the National
Courts: giving shape to the notion of “shared responsibility”’, in: Janneke Gerards
& Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementation of the European Convention on Human Rights
and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in National Case‐law. A comparative analysis (2014),
p. 21.
43 Janneke Gerards, ‘The European Court of Human Rights and the National
Courts: giving shape to the notion of “shared responsibility”’, in: Janneke Gerards
& Joseph Fleuren (eds.), Implementation of the European Convention on Human Rights
and of the Judgments of the ECtHR in National Case‐law. A comparative analysis (2014),
p. 23.
44 The principles and methods of interpretation used by the European Court are
those according to the general rules of interpretation in the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties’ textual interpretation, systematic interpretation, evolutionary
interpretation, autonomous interpretation, “common ground” or consensus inter‐
pretation, and meta‐teleological interpretation.
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ing into consideration the arguments of the European Court of Human
Rights.45 The consequence of this was that the detainees concerned
were released immediately all over Germany. The government was re‐
quested to draft new regulations on preventive detention in conformity
with the constitution and human rights.
Informal judicial dialogue takes place in the form of exchange visits
between judges of the European Court of Human Rights and national
constitutional courts.
Conclusion: A Europe with Common Human Rights Standards
Today, the European Court of Human Rights exercises substantial
influence on the national legal systems of its Member States and has
therefore evolved into an important promoter of common human
rights standards. Once Protocol No. 16 enters into force, the Member
States will have a further tool for a permanent judicial dialogue with
the European Court. Possible tensions between the national and inter‐
national levels of human rights protection could be overcome more
easily. However, there will always be some Member States that do not
like the idea of losing part of their sovereignty on national issues. It is
more important than ever to convince these states of a Europe with
common human rights standards.

45 See Andreas Voßkuhle, ‚Zur Koordination des deutschen und europäischen
Menschenrechtsschutzes im Lichte des Urteils des BVerfG vom 4. Mai 2011
(BVerfGE 128, 326 ff.) zur Sicherungsverwahrung’, in: Georg Freund, Uwe Mur‐
mann, René Bloy & Walter Perron (eds.), Grundlagen und Dogmatik des gesamten
Strafrechtssystems. Festschrift für Wolfgang Frisch zum 70. Geburtstag (2013), pp. 1359‐
1373.
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I. Introduction
In the aftermath of the global financial meltdown and ensuing EU
crisis, the European Union still tries to agree on the causes and fine‐
tune its regulatory responses. Among the policy tools employed, once
unimagined but now the new mainstream, have been high‐powered
EU state‐aid laws, bank bail‐in rules and aggressive intervention away
from market fundamentals. Yet the crucial question remains looming
upon EU policymakers: can the next crisis be prevented? Perhaps an
affirmative answer partly lies with enhancing individual liability that
goes beyond macro and reactive approaches and promotes deterrence
of the actual wrongdoers. After all, it is people behind financial and
private organisations making the actual decisions that impact our lives.
In the area of EU competition law, the time is ripe to seriously think
about criminalising cartels. Despite details of implementation – EU
harmonisation or decentralised enforcement, the price of another
missed opportunity is too high and the challenges posed by the EU su‐
pranational structure can no longer serve as an excuse. More impor‐
tantly, counter to claims that such a move is not in line with the Euro‐
pean tradition, there is ample evidence that several Member States
criminalise hard‐core anticompetitive behaviour such as bid‐rigging in
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their national laws,1 and the EU itself is moving to that direction in
other areas (e.g. criminal sanctions for market abuse offenses).2 In the
age of corporate elites, managerial capitalism, financial and industrial
globalisation the most effective way to hold accountable those at the
top of the ladder is by raising the threat of criminal liability. In this
way we make sure that their incentives are closely aligned with those
of society as a whole. In the process we also address major problems
such as agency costs, moral hazard and reinforce the effectiveness of
existing leniency programmes aiming to undermine cartel stability.
What Europe mostly needs is more competition and to that goal we
must make market players realise that they cannot rig the rules, as they
shall have “skin in the game”. By having individuals bear at least some
of the consequences of their actions, not only do we foster competition
on the merits and help restore public confidence in markets but we also
relieve companies and their parents from exorbitant monetary sanc‐
tions which have proved ineffectual and counterproductive and hence
set the path for the natural selection of value creating firms in a healthy
business environment. Criminalising hard‐core cartels is the right thing
to do and is also good economic policy that sets the tone for more

1 For a historical perspective on the origins of criminal cartel legislation and en‐
forcement in Europe, see Wouter PJ Wils, ‘Is Criminalization of EU Competition
Law the Answer?’ in Katalin J Cseres, Maarten Schinkel and Floris OW Vogelaar
(eds), Criminalization of Competition Law Enforcement (Edward Elgar Publishing
2006) 65, fn 22; Florian Wagner‐von Papp and others, ‘Individual Sanctions for
Competition Law Infringements: Pros, Cons and Challenges’ [2016] Concurrences
Review N° 2‐2016, Art. N° 78515 14, 22 and 24; For a contemporary perspective and
a summary list of EU Member States with criminal sanctions against cartelists, see
ibid 16–17, in particular fn 17; Keith R Jones and Farin Harrison, ‘Criminal Sanc‐
tions: An Overview of EU and National Case Law’ March 2014 e‐Competitions
Bulletin N° 64713.
2 Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16
April 2014 on criminal sanctions for market abuse (market abuse directive) [2014]
OJ L173/179. The Directive prescribes harmonised criminal penalties for insider
trading and market or benchmark manipulation, and entered into force across all
Member States on 3 July 2016.
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thriving EU business and more law‐abiding corporate employees. No
question many challenges lie ahead and one needs to proceeds with
great care in designing and implementing criminal law policy, yet the
direction is clear.
This essay attempts to answer three questions: i) why illegal cartels
persist given the existing liability regime in Europe; ii) why criminal
sanctions against hard‐core cartelists are a necessary supplement to the
antitrust enforcement toolbox; iii) why criminal sanctions are desirable
from a normative perspective. Accordingly, the analysis proceeds as
follows. Part II sheds light on two prominent but underappreciated
problems in the intersection of EU antitrust law and corporate govern‐
ance that underlie the failures and inadequacy of the existing liability
regime. Part III analyses the advantages of moving towards a mixed
regime that combines corporate and individual criminal liability. Part
IV explores the normative, economic and moral, arguments for cartel
criminalisation. Part V concludes with some thoughts on lessons to be
learnt from the crisis and the way forward for Europe.
II. EU Antitrust and the Corporation: Two Overlooked Problems?
There is universal agreement that the fight against hard‐core cartels
is the first priority in terms of competition policy. To that end, a grow‐
ing commitment among global antitrust authorities has been building
up, not least marked by the recent “leniency revolution”.3Nevertheless,
the war seems hardly won or nearly over as cartel arrangements keep
on forming and being uncovered. Globalisation makes the battle
against cross‐border cartels ever more challenging. Despite increased
public enforcement efforts, latest data suggests that Europe’s track re‐
cord is not very promising. In terms of GDP, propensity for cartelisa‐
tion in Europe is three times and projected cartel overcharges four
times higher than North America, notwithstanding the fact that total
3 Giancarlo Spagnolo, ‘Leniency and Whistleblowers in Antitrust’ in Paolo Buc‐
cirossi (ed), Handbook of Antitrust Economics (MIT Press 2008); Caron Beaton‐Wells
and Christopher Tran, Anti‐Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age: Leniency Relig‐
ion (Hart Publishing 2015).
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fines imposed on international cartels by the EU Commission and the
national competition authorities are nine times greater in size.4 Wide‐
spread recourse to private antitrust enforcement in the US and Canada
equalises the picture but does not explain the persistence of illegal car‐
tels. In order to understand the deep roots of this phenomenon, with
particular reference to Europe, and why its eradication still eludes us,
one needs to look into the relationships within the corporation and the
competition law treatment of its actors.
A. The Principal‐Agent Relationship and the Problem of Moral Haz‐
ard
The corporation is a complex set of contracts that brings together
individuals and factors of productions organised as a separate legal en‐
tity. Managers, the top decision makers within the firm, and other cor‐
porate employees are in a classic agency relationship with the corpora‐
tion, whose performance is disciplined by internal monitoring and ex‐
ternal market mechanisms.5 This contractual relationship between the
corporation (principal) and its acting agents is generally considered to
be efficient as subject to the above mechanisms. The agent is expected
to act in the principal’s best interests in performing the task delegated
by the principal. However, there may still be instances where manage‐
rial or employee incentives are not fully aligned with those of share‐
holders and residual owners of the corporation. The agent’s decisions
may then diverge from those of the principal, and conflicts of interest
may arise, as their welfare functions are not perfectly overlapping. The
occasional loss due to imperfect monitoring and the resources spent to
ensure incentive compatibility are termed “agency costs”.6 These costs

4 John M Connor, ‘The Private International Cartels (PIC) Data Set: Guide and
Summary Statistics, 1990‐July 2016 (Revised 2nd Edition)’ (2016) <http://papers.
ssrn.com/abstract=2821254> accessed 26 August 2016.
5 Eugene F Fama, ‘Agency Problems and the Theory of the Firm’ (1980) 88 Jour‐
nal of Political Economy 288.
6 Michael C Jensen and William H. Meckling, ‘Theory of the Firm: Managerial
Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure’ (1976) 3 Journal of Financial
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are to some extent an unavoidable side effect of the corporate form – as
evidenced by the separation of ownership and control.
A related problem is that of “moral hazard”, which arises when an
agent’s self‐interested behaviour is unobservable but its outcome can
be observed.7 The agent’s action affects the principal’s payoff and the
latter can use incentive schemes – by means of penalties and rewards –
to induce the agent to act in a way he prefers.8 The problem is typical
in insurance settings,9 employment relationships or between share‐
holders and management in a corporation.10 However, there are sev‐
eral trade‐offs under moral hazard between providing appropriate in‐
centives for the agent and: 1) monitoring/enforcement costs; 2) provid‐
ing an ex ante limited liability rent if the agent has no wealth; 3) provid‐
ing full insurance if the agent is risk averse.11 These trade‐offs often
lead to distortions and inefficiencies.12 This suggests that the combina‐
tion of optimal incentives and optimal risk sharing, and the attainment
of the first‐best outcome become elusive.13 The problem is also present
in the context of “too‐big‐to‐fail” banks and financial institutions that
may engage in excessive risk‐taking in expectation of government in‐

Economics 305.
7 Bengt Hölmstrom, ‘Moral Hazard and Observability’ (1979) 10 Bell Journal of
Economics 74; JA Mirrlees, “The Theory of Moral Hazard and Unobservable Be‐
haviour: Part I’ (1999) 66 Review of Economic Studies 3.
8 David M Kreps, A Course in Microeconomic Theory (Princeton University Press
1990) 577–579.
9 Richard A Posner, ‘An Economic Theory of the Criminal Law’ (1985) 85 Co‐
lumbia Law Review 1193, 1203: ‘The moral hazard is the danger that the insured
will be induced by the fact that he has insurance to commit the act against which
he has insured and thereby escape the costs of the act while reaping its benefits.’
10 Steven Shavell, ‘Risk Sharing and Incentives in the Principal and Agent Rela‐
tionship’ (1979) 10 Bell Journal of Economics 55.
11 Jean‐Jacques Laffont and David Martimort, The Theory of Incentives: The Prin‐
cipal‐Agent Model (Princeton University Press 2002) 147–150.
12 ibid 147–150.
13 Alan O Sykes, ‘The Economics of Vicarious Liability’ (1984) 93 Yale Law
Journal 1231, 1236–1239.
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tervention or a “bailout” with taxpayer money (a form of “public in‐
surance”). In a more relevant antitrust context, regulators concerned
about financial stability may consider large banks involved in cartel ar‐
rangements as “too‐big‐to‐fine”, with their incentives compromised as
they will not have to bear the (full) consequences of their actions.14
Viewed from this perspective, a “moral hazard” problem and po‐
tential agency costs arise given the fact that EU competition law only
applies to15 and sanctions “undertakings”.16 That is independent corpo‐
rate entities performing economic activities or being part of a corporate
group that is recognised as a “single economic entity”.17 Individuals
are not directly addressed by EU antitrust rules.18 Therefore, corporate
executives and employees have no “skin in the game” when deciding
their, and by inference the corporation’s, involvement in a cartel
agreement:19 they may benefit from the illegal arrangement directly or
get rewarded by their firm for any increased profits but they know
with certainty that they will not be subject to any sanctions for their ac‐
tions. They are de jure insulated from antitrust liability. Even if we as‐
sume that this full risk shifting of antitrust liability to the corporation is
efficient in the sense that it may resolve any conflicts of interest be‐

14 Giancarlo Spagnolo and Catarina Marvão, ‘Should Price Fixers Finally Go To
Prison: Criminalization, Leniency Inflation and Whistleblower Rewards In The EU’
[2016] CRESSE Conference 2016 ‐ Advances in the Analysis of Competition Policy
and Regulation 7 <http://www.cresse.info/uploadfiles/2016_pa5_pa2.pdf>.
15 David Bailey and Vivien Rose (eds), Bellamy & Child European Union Law of
Competition (7th ed, Oxford University Press 2013) para 2.003.
16 Article 23(2), Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the
implementation of the rules of competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the
Treaty [2003] OJ L1/1.
17 Bailey and Rose (n 15) para 2.024.
18 Cf. Recital 8, Regulation 1/2003 (n 16): ‘[…] this Regulation does not apply to
national laws which impose criminal sanctions on natural persons except to the ex‐
tent that such sanctions are the means whereby competition rules applying to un‐
dertakings are enforced.’
19 Nassim N. Taleb and Constantine Sandis, ‘The Skin In The Game Heuristic
for Protection Against Tail Events’ (2014) 1 Review of Behavioral Economics 1.
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tween the principal and its corporate agents, the exclusion of any indi‐
vidual liability for corporate actors – indeed a form of “public insur‐
ance” – may entail a divergence between aligned private corporate in‐
centives and the public interest.20 In essence, the law may eliminate
agency costs but not necessarily “moral hazard” too.
The EU approach imposes strict vicarious liability solely on the cor‐
poration.21 Its corporate agents are not subject to any administrative
fines, civil damages or other sanctions. This legal position is defensible
in principle.22 Strict liability has many theoretical virtues.23 But its util‐

20 Cf. Reinier H. Kraakman, ‘Corporate Liability Strategies and the Costs of Le‐
gal Controls’ (1984) 93 Yale Law Journal 857, 898.
21 Reinier Kraakman, ‘Economic Policy and the Vicarious Liability of Firms’ in
Jennifer Arlen (ed), Research Handbook on the Economics of Torts (Edward Elgar Pub‐
lishing 2013) 234: ‘Vicarious liability is absolute, meaning that it attaches without
any fault or complicity by the principal.’; Sykes (n 13) 1231: ‘Business principals
frequently incur civil liability for the wrongs of their agents. If the wrong is not or‐
dered, authorized, or encouraged by the principal, then his liability is “vicarious.”
[...] Under certain conditions, principals are vicariously liable for torts and unau‐
thorized contracts of their agents. Corporate stockholders are vicariously liable for
antitrust violations by their agents [...].’
22 Kraakman (n 20) 865: ‘[...] enterprise liability is the normal form of corporate
liability in the prescriptive as well as the descriptive sense, and [...] managerial li‐
ability should be viewed as an ancillary form ‐ as a kind of backstop for occasions
when enterprise liability is likely to fail.’
23 Steven Shavell, ‘Strict Liability versus Negligence’ (1980) 9 Journal of Legal
Studies 1; Steven Shavell, ‘Liability for Accidents’ in AM Polinsky and S Shavell
(ed), Handbook of Law and Economics, vol 1 (Elsevier 2007); Richard A Posner, Eco‐
nomic Analysis of Law (8th ed, Aspen Publishers 2011) 226–231. Strict liability is su‐
perior in terms of administrative simplicity and information requirements for en‐
forcers (but not potential injurers), is a better means of risk sharing, and preferable
if it is more desirable to control the injurer’s presence and activity than the victim’s
– in the latter instance it is assumed to produce more appropriate incentives to take
optimal care and levels of activity. It is important to note, however, that strict li‐
ability leads to optimal results only if the expected sanction equals the social cost of
the harm resulting from the misconduct. Even if the firm occasionally fails to deter
corporate misconduct, as long as it is forced to fully internalise the harm of their il‐
legal acts, then the price of their products will reflect the full social costs of produc‐
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ity shrinks in circumstances where the costs come to outweigh any of
its benefits. Importantly, one needs to appreciate the difference be‐
tween the generally cost‐effective rule of “direct strict liability” im‐
posed on the actual wrongdoer, and strict vicarious corporate liability
that is potentially inefficient and also entails substantial administrative
costs.24 Indeed, the whole doctrine of respondeat superior and vicarious
corporate liability is based on the legal fiction that the principal (corpo‐
ration / shareholders) is in a position to control its agents (managers/
employees) and hence on a “hierarchical model of the firm”.25 Strict li‐
ability via respondeat superior, as other cases of collective punishment, is
premised on the idea that “someone [principal] other than the actual
perpetrator [agent] of a wrongful act may have more information that
he could, if motivated to do so, use to prevent the act than the govern‐
ment has”.26 Two points need to be made here. First, if it is almost im‐
possible for the corporation to prevent all wrongdoing by low‐level
employees or risk loving managers, for example, then any “beneficial
allocative effects” of strict liability are negated.27 Second, the rule
minimises social cost by tapping on private information and optimis‐
ing incentives with the ultimate aim to prevent wrongful acts. It re‐
stores deterrence by targeting the principal in case of agent’s insol‐
vency and by allowing liability to be shifted back, via indemnity, to the
actual tortfeasor, i.e. the lowest cost avoider.28 In this light, the ration‐
ale favouring vicarious corporate liability is that, under the right cir‐
cumstances, it may be more efficient in terms of deterring, monitoring
tion, including expected liability costs. Therefore, product prices and consumption
will be at appropriate levels and market distorions are avoided. On this latter
point, see A Mitchell Polinsky and Steven Shavell, ‘Should Employees Be Subject to
Fines and Imprisonment given the Existence of Corporate Liability?’ (1993) 13 In‐
ternational Review of Law and Economics 239.
24 Jennifer Arlen, ‘The Potentially Perverse Effects of Corporate Criminal Liabil‐
ity’ (1994) 23 Journal of Legal Studies 833, 849.
25 Kraakman (n 21) 256–7.
26 Posner (n 23) 239 and 292.
27 ibid 240.
28 ibid 241–242.
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and sanctioning wrongdoing of the corporate actors.
However, theory suggests that corporate liability standing alone
“fails” in three concrete cases, i.e. due to: i) “asset insufficiency” (prac‐
tical constraints on the firm’s ability to “pay the law’s price” for its
misconduct); ii) “sanction insufficiency” (limits of corporate penalties
alone to produce adequate deterrence at reasonable cost); iii) “en‐
forcement insufficiency” (constraints on the ability to detect and prose‐
cute certain “low‐visibility” offenses).29 The commonality in all these
cases is that the total costs of solely using strict corporate liability – e.g.
externalities imposed on involuntary creditors/tort victims; underde‐
terrence; or underenforcement – exceed the costs of potential alterna‐
tive liability regimes.30 In fact, this may be the necessary spillover ef‐
fects of vicarious corporate liability, being conceived not as a system of
direct punishment of actual wrongdoers but as an incentive mecha‐
nism for the corporation to detect and punish its agents internally.31
This self‐regulatory model of controlling corporate misconduct implic‐
itly trades off risk shifting flexibility and minimisation of agency costs,
i.e. reduced conflicts of interest and compliance costs, with the ability
to actually deter ex ante and enforce ex post in line with its paradigmatic
potential to maximise social welfare. At best, it is a model fraught in
“moral hazard”, as explained above, with dubious credibility.32 At

Kraakman (n 20) 867–868.
Kraakman (n 20) (analysing the advantages of “dual liability” regimes – with
concurrent corporate and personal liability, either shiftable or absolute ‐ and the
circumstances that may be preferable); Arlen (n 25) (dscussing the relative merits
of “pure strict vicarious criminal liability” and alternative corporate liability rules ‐
e.g. negligence, mitigation or privilege regimes); Jennifer Arlen and Reinier Kra‐
akman, ‘Controlling Corporate Misconduct: An Analysis of Corporate Liability
Regimes’ (1997) 72 New York University Law Review 687 (proposing mixed corpo‐
rate liability regimes, combining both strict liability and duty‐based liability ele‐
ments – “adjusted strict liability” or “composite liability” regimes – as superior to
the traditional strict vicarious liability rule).
31 Arlen and Kraakman (n 30) 754.
32 Moral hazard operates at two levels: between the corporation/ shareholders
(principal) and the managers/ employees (agents), but also between the corpora‐
29
30
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worst, it is a wholly inefficient and arbitrary system that may lead to
undesirable outcomes. In the first instance, vicarious liability is not an
optimal or credible regime when the corporation is able to influence
the probability that their agents’ wrongful acts will be detected and
sanctioned33 or when it “controls all the enforcement‐relevant informa‐
tion”.34 This explains why compliance programmes may be either so‐
cially wasteful or of questionable effectiveness, under strict corporate
liability standing alone.35 In the second instance, vicarious liability is
arbitrary and inefficient when its effective application is contingent on

tion that is subject to sanctions for the antitrust violation perpetrated by its agents
and the public enforcement authorities that represent the public interest. See n 20
and accompanying text. In fact, within the corporation, moral hazard is present at
several stages: ex ante when the agent decides to undertake the illegal act, but also
ex post when the corporation undertakes policing or reporting measures.
33 Kraakman (n 21) 245–248 and 256; Arlen and Kraakman (n 30).
34 Kraakman (n 21) 258. Notably, even though the corporation may have control
and an information advantage as regards enforcement, compared to the antitrust
authority, in this setting, this does not mean that it necessarily has superior infor‐
mation as to the occurrence of the illegal act itself. It is the wrongdoer who has full
control of the latter.
35 For an insightful analysis of the “perverse effects and credibility problems”
that plague strict liability, see Arlen and Kraakman (n 30) 709–717; and Bruce H
Kobayashi, ‘Antitrust, Agency, and Amnesty: An Economic Analysis of the Crimi‐
nal Enforcement of the Antitrust Laws against Corporations’ (2001) 69 George
Washington Law Review 715, 735–739. As Arlen and Kraakman convicingly ex‐
plain strict liability may result in either excessive or inadaquate corporate compli‐
ance and monitoring levels. They may be excessive when the sanction exceeds the
expected social cost of harm. But they can also be insufficient when ex post policing
measures increase the probability of punishing the corporation itself, therefore
they are not an ex ante credible threat that will necessarily deter corporate agents
from wrongdoing. See also Assaf Hamdani and Alon Klement, ‘Corporate Crime
and Deterrence’ (2008) 61 Stanford Law Review 271, 276 and 290–298. When com‐
pliance measures cannot eliminate misconduct ‐ e.g. when agents derive substan‐
tial personal benefits from wrongdoing, or when the severity of corporate sanc‐
tions raises the risk of bankruptcy ‐ firms may reduce their monitoring effort as the
marginal benefit of additional compliance does not lead to equal reduction in ex‐
pected liability.
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external and not ex ante verifiable factors (e.g. firm’s wealth con‐
straints) that may lead to underdeterrence of wrongdoers and under‐
compensation of victims with adverse welfare consequences in both in‐
stances. These effects are amplified in combination with other legal
doctrines such as limited corporate liability36 and potential strict liabil‐
ity of a parent company for antitrust violations of its subsidiaries.37
B. Antitrust Sanctions and the Problem of Underdeterrence
Corporate entities liable for antitrust violations under EU competi‐
tion law may face either administrative fines38 or private damages ac‐
tions.39 Against all good intentions, it is difficult for corporate sanctions
alone to produce desirable results on all fronts. What is particularly
worrying, however, is the indication that corporate liability fails in its
most important task: to prevent antitrust violations from occurring.40

36Frank H Easterbrook and Daniel R Fischel, ‘Limited Liability and the Corpo‐
ration’ (1985) 52(1) University of Chicago Law Review 89.
37 Carsten Koenig, ‘Parent Company Liability for Antitrust Infringements by
Subsidiaries – an Economic Analysis of the Single Economic Entity Doctrine in EU
Competition Law’ (LLM Thesis, Harvard Law School 2016).
38 Regulation 1/2003 (n 16). Wouter PJ Wils, ‘The European Commission’s 2006
Guidelines on Antitrust Fines: A Legal and Economic Analysis’ (2007) 30 World
Competition: Law and Economics Review 197.
39 Directive 2014/104/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26
November 2014 on certain rules governing actions for damages under national law
for infringements of the competition law provisions of the Member States and of
the European Union, [2014] OJ L 349/1. The new Directive aims to harmonise pri‐
vate antitrust enforcement across Member States and will become fully effective on
27 December 2016. Peter Davis, Ioannis Lianos and Paolisa Nebbia, Damages Claims
for the Infringement of Competition Law (Oxford University Press 2015); Damien
Geradin, ‘Collective Redress for Antitrust Damages in the European Union: Is This
a Reality Now?’ (2015) George Mason Law & Economics Research Paper No. 15‐16.
40 William Breit and Kenneth G Elzinga, ‘Antitrust Penalties and Attitudes To‐
ward Risk: An Economic Analysis’ (1973) 86 Harvard Law Review 693, 709: ‘What
we are seeking is an antitrust fine that is large enough in the case of each individ‐
ual firm to make its management unlikely to violate the antitrust laws, but which is
not so large as to cause a violator to go out of business or to offend our sense of ab‐
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Deterrence of potential price‐fixing, enabled via effective enforcement,
has well documented beneficial effects on industry mark‐ups.41 Yet, in
the face of increasing antitrust fines in Europe, even to the extent criti‐
cised as being “criminal in nature” for the purposes of the ECHR,42 the
goal of deterrence appears far from view.43 Accounting for the efficient
implementation of leniency programmes, EU fines still remain too low
to have sufficient deterrent effects.44 The most eloquent evidence of the
current state of failure to deter is the continuing formation of cartels,
the steady presence of recidivism and the inability of increased anti‐
trust fines to have considerable impact on corporate governance.45 If
anything, the limited evidence available suggests that colluding man‐
agers are rewarded rather than being punished, as theory goes, via
disqualification, dismissal, and incentive contract or compensation re‐
visions.46 What is more, we know that when sanctions fail to deter they

solute equity’.
41 Michael Kent Block, Frederick Carl Nold and Joseph Gregory Sidak, ‘The De‐
terrent Effect of Antitrust Enforcement’ (1981) 89 Journal of Political Economy 429.
42 Wouter P.J. Wils, ‘The Increased Level of EU Antitrust Fines, Judicial Review,
and the European Convention on Human Rights’ (2010) 33 World Competition
Law and Economics Review 5, 16: ‘Whereas the European Commission’s antitrust
fining powers are not “criminal” within the meaning of EU law, they are “crimi‐
nal” within the wider autonomous meaning of Article 6 ECHR.’ Indeed, EU anti‐
trust fines as addressed only to “undertakings” are “outside the hard core of
criminal law”.
43 See note 4 and accompanying text.
44 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo, ‘Optimal Fines in the Era of Whis‐
tleblowers. Should Price Fixers Still Go to Prison?’ in Vivek Ghosal and Johan
Stennek (eds), The Political Economy of Antitrust, vol 282 (Emerald Group Publishing
Limited 2007).
45 Spagnolo and Marvão (n 14) 4 and 21; Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spag‐
nolo, ‘Corporate Governance and Collusive Behaviour’ in Dale W Collins (ed), Is‐
sues in Competition Law and Policy, vol. 2 (ABA Section of Antitrust Law 2008) 1231–
1236.
46 Spagnolo and Marvão (n 14) 21. The examples provided come from the bank‐
ing sector and antitrust investigations following the Libor scandal.
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may result in large distortions.47 The Damages Directive, promising in
vision but a product of political compromise, falls short of achieving its
own goals, including full compensation of victims. It is unlikely to im‐
prove efficiency of litigation; in fact it is more likely to increase the
costs to private claimants; it only provides for simple damages; and
most importantly, does not harmonise class actions.48 To make things
worse, the shadow of Brexit throws into question the legal status of the
UK, with its well‐developed principles and practice, as a key EU forum
of choice for private antitrust actions.49
Against this backdrop, some definitional clarifications need to be
made in order to appreciate the deterrence goal and its functioning. To
deter means to discourage someone from committing an illegal act by
resort to the threat of sanctions in the event the act is actually commit‐
ted.50 Classic deterrence theory suggests that optimal expected sanc‐
tions should exceed the potential offender’s expected benefits, duly
taking into account the probability of detection and punishment.51 The
logic behind the deterrent mechanism is to negate the incentive to
commit the illegal act by making it unprofitable in expectation. Ac‐

47 Emilie Dargaud, Andrea Mantovani and Carlo Reggiani, ‘Cartel Punishment
and the Distortive Effects of Fines’ (2016) 12 Journal of Competition Law and Eco‐
nomics 375; Vasiliki Bageri, Yannis Katsoulacos and Giancarlo Spagnolo, ‘The Dis‐
tortive Effects of Antitrust Fines Based on Revenue’ (2013) 123 Economic Journal
F545. Note that fines – regardless of whether profit‐based (a “restitutionary” rem‐
edy) or harm‐based (a “compensatory” remedy) – are inadequate to produce opti‐
mal deterrence when the probability of detection and punishment is less than one.
See Posner (n 23) 262.
48 Sebastian Peyer, ‘The Antitrust Damages Directive —Too Little, Too Late’
(2015) 1(1) CPI Antitrust Chronicle.
49 Oxera, ‘Brexit: Implications for Competition Enforcement in the UK’ (June
2016) <http://www.oxera.com/Latest‐Thinking/Agenda/2016/Brexit‐implications‐
for‐competition‐enforcement‐in.aspx> accessed 4 September 2016.
50 Steven Shavell, Foundations of Economic Analysis of Law (Harvard University
Press 2004) 531.
51 Gary S. Becker, ‘Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach’ (1968) 76
Journal of Political Economy 169.
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cordingly, optimal antitrust sanctions must be “sufficient to render the
expected value of the illegal behaviour equal to zero”.52 There are two
necessary conditions for deterrence to work, i.e. that: i) the target of the
legal threat “knows about and considers the possibility of sanctions”;
and ii) “the sanctions can actually be applied”.53 It follows that in order
to achieve deterrence, knowledge of the level of sanctions, certainty of
their application and effective enforcement are indispensible. The
whole point about enforcement is to make credible the legal threat of
punishment in case rules prohibiting price‐fixing and other cartel ar‐
rangements, for example, are violated. Seen in this light, public anti‐
trust enforcement as well as private civil actions for damages by cartel
victims and private compliance/ monitoring programmes by corpora‐
tions are substitute mechanisms to this end.54
Given the above insights, it is no surprise that EU antitrust sanc‐
tions do not produce sufficient deterrence. In fact, exclusive reliance on
corporate mechanisms or monetary sanctions facing solely the corpora‐
tion is inherently likely to underdeter.55 With regard to fines, their ap‐
plication, albeit increasing in size and visibility, is at least partially ar‐
bitrary. First, given the way EU fines are set, the various factors that
are included in their calculation and the wide discretion the EU anti‐
trust authorities enjoy, it is almost impossible for firms to be ex ante cer‐
tain as to the expected fine level. In the face of uncertainty, firms can‐
not comply with law even when it would have been in their private in‐
52 Douglas H. Ginsburg and Joshua D. Wright, ‘Antitrust Sanctions’ (2010) 6
Competition Policy International 3, 7.
53 Shavell, Foundations of Economic Analysis of Law (n 50) 532.
54 A. Mitchell Polinsky and Steven Shavell, ‘The Theory of Public Enforcement
of Law’ in Steven Shavell and A. Mitchell Polinsky (eds), Handbook of Law and Eco‐
nomics, vol. 1 (Elsevier 2007) 449–450.
55 Wouter P.J. Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC
Require Not Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particu‐
lar Imprisonment’ in Claus‐Dieter Ehlermann and Isabela Atanasiu (eds), European
Competition Law Annual 2001: Effective Private Enforcement of EC Antitrust Law (Hart
Publishing 2003); Steven Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Nonmone‐
tary Sanctions as a Deterrent’ (1985) 85 Columbia Law Review 1232.
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terest to do so (i.e. their expected private benefits are outweighed by
the actual fine).56 Second, the difficulty to detect and the likelihood to
escape punishment are factored into the firms’ decision of whether to
commit the antitrust violation. Fines are discounted by the probability
of detection. Third, adjusting fines upwards to take account of the de‐
creased probability of detection and punishment will lead to impossi‐
bly high fines.57 Such high fines will exceed the existing maximum ceil‐
ing, and are multiple times higher than the fines actually imposed in
practice, not least because of the risk of pushing the corporation into
bankruptcy.58 The corporation’s inability to pay any increased fines
may deny their effectiveness and also have disastrous spillover effects
for third parties, to which the cost of bankruptcy may be externalised.59
Increase in the level of fines may merely lead to “strategic judgment
proofness” and other creative ways to circumvent the law.60 Fourth, in‐
creasing fines, beyond a certain level, may not translate into increased
ability of corporations to control their agents. That is they either cannot
fully control the corporate environment or they cannot influence the
agents’ personal incentives. For example, in large decentralised organi‐
56 In theory, of course, the effects of uncertainty cut both ways and may well
lead companies to comply with the law even if it would have been in their private
interest not to do so, i.e. any fine is outweighed by the expected private benefits of
illegal conduct. For hard‐core cartels, this private cost‐benefit balancing is not par‐
ticularly relevant as I am arguing in section IV that such arrangements clearly lack
any social value. The more subtle point I mean to emphasise here, however, is that
the inconsistent and arbitrary nature of fines may lead firms genuinely committed
to complying with the law not to be able to do so.
57 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 11–17.
58 ibid.
59 John C. Coffee, ‘“No Soul to Damn: No Body to Kick”: An Unscandalized In‐
quiry into the Problem of Corporate Punishment’ (1981) 79 Michigan Law Review
386, 400–402; Kraakman (n 20) 882.
60 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 44) 111–113; Yeon‐Koo Che and
Kathryn E. Spier, ‘Strategic Judgment Proofing’ (2008) 39 RAND Journal of Eco‐
nomics 926.
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sations it may be difficult to identify the actual individuals who com‐
mitted the violation.61 In addition, expected sanctions may fail to ren‐
der the violation unprofitable for the corporate manager / employee,
even assuming that it is unprofitable for the corporation in view of po‐
tentially high corporate penalties. Fifth, the larger the private profits
from the cartel the higher the fine necessary to deter and so the more
likely the corporation will be unable to pay, which makes the analysis
circular.62 Sixth, maximal or disproportionately high sanctions face
“normative constraints” as they raise fundamental issues of justice63
and marginal deterrence.64 Seventh, suboptimal sanctions may simul‐
taneously produce under‐ and overdeterrence. As far as hard‐core car‐
tels are concerned, it is unlikely that they discourage socially beneficial
behaviour but they may well induce excessive and socially wasteful
investment in private preventive or policing measures,65 i.e. compli‐
ance programmes66 or civil damages litigation. Eighth, even assuming
perfect enforcement with a probability equal to one and therefore rea‐
sonably high optimal fines, these fines will be discounted by the time
value of money and may thus result in underdeterrence. The implica‐
tion of the time value of money concept is that even if antitrust authori‐
ties impose a high penalty (which in nominal terms could deter), firms
will still have incentives to form an illegal cartel in case they can profit
from paying penalties in the future, i.e. when the value of paying the
postponed fine in the future is less than their immediate benefit from
61 Hamdani and Klement (n 35) 274; cf. Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal
Use of Nonmonetary Sanctions as a Deterrent’ (n 55) 1240.
62 Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Nonmonetary Sanctions as a
Deterrent’ (n 55) 1237.
63 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 17–18; Kraakman (n 21) 882.
64 George J Stigler, ‘The Optimum Enforcement of Laws’ (1970) 78 Journal of
Political Economy 526; Polinsky and Shavell (n 54) 432–434.
65 Ginsburg and Wright (n 52) 8–9.
66 Kimberly Krawiec, ‘Cosmetic Compliance and the Failure of Negotiated Gov‐
ernance’ (2003) 81 Washington University Law Quarterly 487.
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the cartel.67 Finally, even when sanctions fail to deter in the first in‐
stance by making potential cartelists bear the full costs of their actions,
theory suggests that by fully compensating victims we can avoid mar‐
ket distortions, in terms of price and output, and thus eliminate any
deadweight loss.68 In reality, however, there are two kinds of chal‐
lenges that indicate that sanctions may not avoid being at least par‐
tially distortive. In a world of uncertainty, it may be inherently difficult
to estimate the “optimal” level of sanctions, and the “right” multiplier
to make up for any decreased probability of detection and punishment.
It may in fact be preferable to set fines/ damages equal to harm given
the amount of information needed otherwise and the varying attitudes
of corporate employees (e.g. risk preferences) who may be differently
affected by higher pressures to take care.69 Furthermore, some of the
substitution effects (and the deadweight loss) cannot be eliminated
when compensation to cartel victims is not complete. For example, this
is the case when victims are risk averse and any expected damages un‐
certain, or when compensation is either partial or not fully passed
67 Osnat Jacobi and Avi Weiss, ‘The Effect of Time on Default Remedies for
Breach of Contract’ (2013) 35 International Review of Law and Economics 13. Ironi‐
cally, this problem is more severe for newcomers in the market, who may face dif‐
ficulties in accessing capital due to lack of credit history, and therefore their subjec‐
tive discount factor of paying the fine later could be relatively high. On the eco‐
nomics of small businesses and newcomers’ financial difficulties to raise capital in
particular, see Osnat Jacobi and Noam Sher, ‘A Commitment Mechanism to Elimi‐
nate Willful Contract Litigation’ (2015) 11 Review of Law & Economics 231. It is,
however, such new market entrants that could become disruptive forces known as
“mavericks” whose incentives to undercut prices make coordination less likely.
Hence, underdeterrence could be a serious concern in this regard.
68 William M Landes, ‘Optimal Sanctions for Antitrust Violations’ (1983) 50 The
University of Chicago Law Review 652.
69 Steven Shavell, ‘The Optimal Level of Corporate Liability given the Limited
Ability of Corporations to Penalize Their Employees’ (1997) 17 International Re‐
view of Law and Economics 203, 209–210. See also Breit and Elzinga (n 40) (who
argue for a single fine, to replace other antitrust sanction mechanisms, as a supe‐
rior means to achieve deterrence in light of enforcement cost savings and man‐
agement risk attitudes).
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through onto the actual victims overcharged by the cartel.70 This sce‐
nario may come close to reflecting the current state of affairs in the EU,
even following the passage of the Damages Directive. In any event,
private damages actions as just another type of monetary sanction face
all the problems of publicly imposed fines raised above. Consequently,
they are not a real solution, even if they can complement fines and help
mitigate their disproportionately high levels or some of the resulting
distortions.71 Lastly, leniency – successful as it may have been – could
have reached its deterrent limits as currently implemented in the EU.72
Besides any problems due to poor enforcement and coordination ef‐
forts, it may in fact only assist in uncovering the least harmful cartels
or the most likely to be detected anyway.73
In view of the above exposition, it is clear that antitrust sanctions in
Europe do not provide adequate deterrence. Yet, this may not be a fatal
failure. Indeed, some level of under‐deterrence may be justified and
desirable.74 We might tolerate sanctions falling short of the first best
outcome, i.e. the expected fine being less than the actual harm, because
the marginal benefits may not justify the costs of improving on deter‐
rence. The question then becomes whether it is worthwhile for society

Landes (n 68) 677.
Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 22.
72 Spagnolo and Marvão (n 14) 8–10. The authors provide evidence of “leniency
abuse” and overuse, including by recidivists. They critically note, however, that
excessive leniency creates distortions, waste of resources and reduced expected
sanctions, ultimately undermining deterrence.
73 Florian Wagner‐von Papp, ‘Book Review: “Anti‐Cartel Enforcement in a Con‐
temporary Age: Leniency Religion”, Edited by Caron Beaton‐Wells and Christo‐
pher Tran’ (Antitrust & Competition Policy Blog, 4 January 2016) <http://law profes‐
sors.typepad.com/antitrustprof_blog/2016/01/florian‐wagner‐von‐papp‐on‐anti‐
cartel‐enforcement‐in‐a‐contemporary‐age‐leniency‐religion‐.html> accessed 4 Sep‐
tember 2016. See also n 62 and accompanying text.
74 Polinsky and Shavell (n 54) 414.
70
71
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to pursue additional deterrence.75 Are the costs of increasing fines or
the probability of cartel detection prohibitive? Are higher fines coun‐
terproductive and ineffective? Are there alternative means to improve
deterrence at lower social cost? Having broadly addressed some of the
first questions already, I turn to the latter one next.
II. From Limited Corporate to Individual Criminal Liability: The
Best of All Worlds?
Individual antitrust sanctions, including imprisonment, can en‐
hance deterrence and social welfare.76 Complementing corporate sanc‐
tions, which alone fail to produce desirable results, with individual
criminal penalties will improve the effectiveness and ensure the credi‐
bility of rigorous EU antitrust enforcement. In effect, the combination
of corporate and personal liability can resolve the problems of dis‐
torted incentives associated with “moral hazard” and agency costs in
the public interest and also address the problem of too little incentives
to comply with the law. It may indeed be the optimal mix to achieve a
“best of all worlds” outcome: more deterrence with more effective and
less costly enforcement effort.
To begin, individual liability for antitrust violations provides a par‐
tial solution to the drawbacks and inadequacies of a single corporate
liability regime outlined above. Targeting the actual wrongdoers, the
corporate actors involved in the cartel, overcomes the distortions and

75 Michael K. Block and Joseph Gregory Sidak, ‘The Cost of Antitrust Deter‐
rence: Why Not Hang a Price Fixer Now and Then’ (1980) 68 Georgetown Law
Journal 1131.
76 Kraakman (n 20) 878: ‘Absolute managerial liability is one way to increase the
effective sanctions faced by firms and to reduce the frequency of undeterred of‐
fenses’. This section will focus on the arguments for absolute, rather than shiftable,
individual liability for hard‐core cartelists as it is more potent to comprehensively
address the deficiencies of strict vicarious corporate liability standing alone. The
best representative of unshiftable invididual liability is imprisonment and so the
focus of the analysis going forward will implicitly be on individual criminal sanc‐
tions. For more on this distinction, see ibid 868.
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inefficiencies caused by strict vicarious corporate liability.77 Raising the
threat of punishment directly towards the cartelists ensures the univer‐
sal and consistent application of the law, therefore it creates superior
incentives to deter and comply with the legal commands. Enforcement
no longer depends on the corporation’s ability and incentives to con‐
trol its own agents. Sanctioning mechanisms against individuals are
not contingent on whether the corporation can actually control or in‐
fluence their behaviour, or whether it can identify the wrongdoers and
has the necessary information to punish them internally. The external
threat of punishment may also restore the credibility of compliance
programmes. By changing the personal cost‐benefit calculus of the in‐
dividual, direct liability provides incentives for the corporation to
make sure its internal monitoring mechanisms are effective. In effect,
personal liability makes managers and employees “more expensive” to
hire, as they will ask a premium for the liability risk they will have to
incur.78 If nothing else, personal liability increases the cost of “illicit
bargains” between the corporation and its employees.79 The managers
and employees too now have a direct interest to resist any corporate
pressure to break the law, as they will be held personally accountable
for their actions.80 In the end, this resistance may increase the cost of
price‐fixing for the corporation.81 Corporate sanctions may not be suffi‐
cient to make price‐fixing unprofitable for the corporation, especially

See n 24 and accompanying text.
Kraakman (n 20) 879. As opposed to usually diversified shareholders, corpo‐
rate managers are generally undiversified and risk averse, so they have a counter‐
incentive to breaking the law and given the potential of personal liability, they will
thus ask a premium that “exceeds their total expected losses and risk bearing
costs”, including the potential risk to their future reputation, income and career
opportunities.
79 ibid.
80 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular
Imprisonment’ (n 55) 24.
81 Gregory J. Werden and Marilyn J Simon, ‘Why Price Fixers Should Go to
Prison’ (1987) 32 Antitrust Bulletin 917, 931.
77
78
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given the practical constrains of imposing antitrust sanctions high
enough to deter, but this may not be true for the individual. With per‐
sonal liability, corporate agents will have weaker incentives to engage
in the illegal cartel because they will bear the full risk of punishment
but they shall share the gains with the firm.82 By playing one against
the other, the use of both corporate and personal liability may take ad‐
vantage of internal conflicts of interest and agency costs to the “service
of deterrence and enforcement”.83 To be sure, even assuming that in‐
ternal corporate mechanisms are strict and more effective than public
enforcement, without more, it cannot be certain that they serve soci‐
ety’s interests. For example, internal sanctions may be less severe than
public sanctions, especially if imprisonment is an option, but the prob‐
ability of their application is much higher.84 Therefore, there is real
pressure to go by the corporation’s best interests, which may be engag‐
ing in illegal acts to secure corporate profits. If public sanctions fail to
take the profit out of price‐fixing,85 the add‐on of individual liability at
least puts some sand into the powerful mechanisms of internal corpo‐
rate discipline and makes sure that (low‐level) corporate employees do
not become convenient scapegoats,86 or makes the price of loyal but
non law‐abiding employees for corporations higher. Indeed, the price
may become too high if corporate employees are faced with the sanc‐
tion of imprisonment. In the presence of leniency, the threat of very
high personal sanctions may provide individual cartelists “with the
single greatest incentive to self‐report” and cooperate with antitrust
authorities in the prosecution of the cartel.87 Corporate compliance is

82 Daniel R. Fischel and Alan O Sykes, ‘Corporate Crime’ (1996) 25 The Journal
of Legal Studies 319, 324.
83 Kraakman (n 20) 885.
84 Coffee (n 59) 410.
85 Ginsburg and Wright (n 52) 3.
86 Coffee (n 59) 410.
87 Gregory J. Werden, Scott D. Hammond and Belinda A. Barnett, ‘Deterrence
and Detection of Cartels: Using All the Tools and Sanctions’ (2011) 56 Antitrust
Bulletin 207, 215; Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 44) 99.
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streamlined, cartel detection and enforcement are strengthened and
corporate actors have stronger incentives to act in the best interests of
society.
In light of the above exposition, individual liability is directly bene‐
ficial for “innocent” corporations that are genuinely committed to
comply with the law.88 First, it takes off the pressure on corporations to
invest in excessive compliance for fear of being vicariously liable for
any antitrust violations committed by their employees whose behav‐
iour in fact they cannot fully control.89 Second, it mitigates the adverse
selection and moral hazard problems firms are faced with during the
hiring process and in the course of employment.90 Being personally li‐
able, employees will have incentives to avoid misconduct independ‐
ently of any corporate monitoring. Third, it rationalises public en‐
forcement. Effective introduction of individual criminal liability may
remove the need to rely on legal fictions such as the single economic
entity doctrine upon which parental corporate liability is based in or‐
der to deter non law‐abiding subsidiaries.91 This will be a welcome de‐
88 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 24.
89 Kraakman (n 20) 885: ‘Absolute personal liability may reduce firm compli‐
ance costs [for certain] offenses […]. Offenses such as insider trading, which benefit
managers directly rather than through the firm, place considerable pressure on
private controls over managerial behavior. Enterprise liability would be warranted
only if firms could identify and punish offenders more efficiently than outside en‐
forcers could […].’
90 Cf. Buccirossi and Spagnolo (n 45) 1233, n 57.
91 See Koenig (n 37) 65. Given the complementary functions of these enforce‐
ment instruments, a move towards individual criminal liability in the EU may jus‐
tify less use or reliance on parental corporate liability for antitrust violations of
their subsidiaries, in particular if there appears a risk of “overdeterrence” in the fu‐
ture. A related point has been formally made by Polinsky and Shavell (n 23) 239–
240, who argue that from a deterrence point of view, public sanctions on employ‐
ees are beneficial (when they exceed the highest possible sanctions the corporation
can impose on them) but corporate liability should be reduced accordingly in order
to avoid market distortions.
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velopment for parent companies, especially multinationals, which may
in fact not know or are not able to discourage their subsidiaries’ em‐
ployees from participating in the illegal cartel. It also avoids the risk of
ad hoc enforcement by public authorities, which may be lured in mak‐
ing an example by imposing a very high fine on a multinational parent
company in order to improve their poor enforcement record. However,
as already said, the essence of effective enforcement is to deter the ille‐
gal cartel from forming. Raising arbitrarily high fines on corporate enti‐
ties not directly controlling the perpetrators only serves to increase the
risk of potential market distortions. The threat of personal punishment
directed to the actual cartelists helps avoid or reduce the distortive ef‐
fects of strict vicarious corporate liability that may be missing the
mark. Any excessive fines or compliance expenditures are ultimately
passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices and foregone
products.92 This is an unfortunate result since it is consumer interests
that antitrust law is called upon to protect.93 As a result, individual li‐
ability may reduce the costs of errors as well as the need for excessive
investment in corporate compliance and monitoring, and therefore
helps minimise the “overdeterrence” problem.94
In addition, individual liability puts a check on the practical con‐
straints of antitrust enforcers to impose optimal fines on corporations.
Indeed, individual sanctions are an alternative means to achieve deter‐
rence and victim compensation in case of a corporation’s inability to
pay.95 For violations such as price‐fixing where the probability of detec‐
Ginsburg and Wright (n 52) 5.
Kobayashi (n 35) 736; Coffee (n 59) 402.
94 Block and Sidak (n 75) 1133–1138; Fischel and Sykes (n 82) 324–325; Ginsburg
and Wright (n 52) 5 and 8.
95 Jan Imgrund, ‘The “Inability to Pay” Doctrine in European Competition Law’
(2012) 33 European Competition Law Review 560; Carsten Grave and Jenny Ny‐
berg, ‘A Company’s “Inability to Pay” a Cartel Fine Imposed by the European
Commission’ (2011) <http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1961744> accessed 29 June
2016; Michael Reynolds, Sarah Macrory and Michelle Chowdhury, ‘EU Competi‐
tion Policy in the Financial Crisis: Extraordinary Measures’ (2010) 33 Fordham In‐
ternational Law Journal 1670, 1733–1736; Catherine Craycraft, Josephl Craycraft
92
93
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tion is very low, optimal fines may need to be very high in order to de‐
ter and offset any concealment efforts by the cartelists.96 So there is in‐
creased likelihood that the expected sanctions will exceed the corpora‐
tion’s assets. This is important for another reason. EU practice suggests
that a “bankruptcy discount” due to financial constraints is often ap‐
plied when calculating actual fines.97 Against this backdrop, it can be
argued that personal liability may address the externalities associated
with impossibly high corporate fines and solves the antitrust enforcers’
dilemma in this regard.98 That is individual liability reduces the risk
and social costs of bankruptcy, faced by innocent third parties,99 while

and Joseph C Gallo, ‘Antitrust Sanctions and a Firm’s Ability to Pay’ (1997) 12 Re‐
view of Industrial Organization 171.
96 Posner (n 9) 1195.
97 Reynolds, Macrory and Chowdhury (n 95) 1723, 1733; Andreas Stephan, ‘The
Bankruptcy Wildcard in Cartel Cases’ (2006) Working Paper No. 06‐5 Centre for
Competition Policy, University of East Anglia <http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=
912169> accessed 5 September 2016; Philip Kienapfel and Geert Wils, ‘Inability to
Pay – First Cases and Practical Experiences’ (2010) Number 3 — 2010 Competition
Policy Newsletter <http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/cpn/2010_3_1.
pdf> accessed 5 September 2016. A “recession defense” for cartelists is not officially
recognised but there is leeway to argue for the firm’s inability to pay as a justifica‐
tion for a “bankruptcy discount” to any fines imposed, which creates perverse in‐
centives for cartelists to present a dim picture of their financial situation and also
find other ways to game the law, e.g. by shielding corporate assets. Nevertheless,
the EU antitrust authorities’ overly cautious approach in setting sufficiently high
fines is based on the legitimate concern that in case the risk of bankruptcy material‐
ises, competition in the market will be weakened due to the exit of the insolvent
firm following the imposition of the fine. Thus, the reasonable dilemma of antitrust
enforcers: whether in the name of protecting competition, optimally deterrent fines
actually come to undermine it.
98 Coffee (n 59) 406–407. The author calls this the “nullification problem”,
whereby judges resist imposing severe penalties on corporations, which flows
from the “externality problem”, the recognition that such penalties will ultimately
fall on innocent parties.
99 Kraakman (n 20) 882; Coffee (n 59) 400–402. Such third parties are all stake‐
holders in the corporation: creditors, suppliers, distributors, employees and con‐
sumers. For example, contrary to shareholders, employees or small suppliers will
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it may help contain potential opportunistic behaviour by shareholders
whose assets are protected by the principle of limited liability.100 As a
result, individual liability may mitigate the problems of “strategic
judgment proofness”101 by corporations and “political judgment proof‐
ness” by antitrust authorities given their discretionary power and con‐
servative approach in deciding fines.102
Moreover, adding individual to corporate liability is a unique way
to achieve both effective and marginal deterrence, the latter of which is
usually undermined by impossibly high fines.103 The goal of marginal
deterrence is promoted in two ways. First, with dual liability that com‐
bines two sanctioning tools and “penalty diversification”, it is less
likely that sanctions are too low and that either the corporation or the
individual employee is not affected by some of the different kinds of
punishment.104 Second, personal liability is a cost‐effective means of
additional deterrence since it comes to threaten a new group of poten‐
tial offenders – individual wrongdoers that have been thus far immu‐
nised.105 It deters more, with only modest penalties to that purpose and
be undiversified and will have to incur severe losses in the event of bankruptcy
while they will not be compensated for such risk ex ante.
100 David Milton, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil, Financial Responsibility, and the
Limits of Limited Liability’ (2007) 56 Emory Law Journal 1305, 1307: ‘[...] the best
way to understand the purpose of limited liability is as a subsidy designed to en‐
courage business investment [that] comes at the expense of corporate [contract or
tort] creditors.’; Paul Halpern, Michael Trebilcock and Stuart Turnbull, ‘An Eco‐
nomic Analysis of Limited Liability in Corporation Law’ (1980) 30 The University
of Toronto Law Journal 117.
101 Yeon‐Koo Che and Spier (n 60).
102 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 44) 111.
103 Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Non monetary Sanctions as a
Deterrent’ (n 55) 1246. The author argues that it is unwise to have very high levels
of sanctions and too low a probability of detection, even if this is thought to save
on enforcement costs, because such a policy would directly conflict with the goal of
marginal deterrence, which requires some graduation in the schedule of sanctions.
See also n 63 and accompanying text.
104 Kraakman (n 20) 880.
105 ibid 886.
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with the same public budget. In this way, it also has the potential to
produce economies in enforcement costs.106 Further, even if some indi‐
viduals addressed with the legal threat of personal liability remain un‐
deterred, since the probability of detection increases in the presence of
dual liability, as explained above due to the intra‐firm frictions it cre‐
ates between the corporation and its agents, fines may well reduce and
so will enforcement costs. In effect, the addition of personal liability in‐
creases the expected sanction without increasing the magnitude of
sanctions.107 One then manages to break the vicious circle of impossibly
high fines and avoid their counterproductive and undesirable side ef‐
fects. In symmetry with but beyond the above economic arguments,
personal liability relaxes any proportionate justice concerns and the
“normative constraints” criticism of maximal fines.108
Lastly, individual liability solves problems of underdeterrence in a
way that corporate liability inherently cannot address. For instance, it
targets directly the culpable managers or employees who may have left
the firm at the time the violation is detected.109 More broadly, the prox‐
imity and the certainty of a personalised, publicly imposed sanction
heighten the stakes and make absolute individual liability increase its

ibid.
Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Non monetary Sanctions as a
Deterrent’ (n 55) 1250. Here reference is made to the economic analysis of attempts
but the comparison to price‐fixing is apt. With regard to “object” restrictions of
competition, it is the agreement to price fix that is illegal per se under Article 101
TFEU regardless of the materialisation of its effects, therefore a form of attempt. Cf.
Wils, ‘The European Commission’s 2006 Guidelines on Antitrust Fines’ (n 38) 221–
223 as to the presumption of intent for “object” restrictions in calculating fines in
the EU. Moreover, with regard to the criminal offense in the US, one needs only
prove agreement and criminal intent, see Maurice E. Stucke, ‘Morality and Anti‐
trust’ (2006) Columbia Business Law Review 443, 492–494.
108 See n 63 above and accompanying text.
109 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 20.
106
107
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effective deterrence.110 For once, internal sanctions may be limited and
hence fail to make the expected net benefit from the cartel equal to zero
for the individual.111 Or cartelising employees may perceive it is not
likely they will be punished internally, in which case the severity of the
internal sanction will have to be raised to produce adequate deter‐
rence.112 Unless the employee has equivalent assets, however, any op‐
timal monetary sanctions will not suffice to deter him. This can be a se‐
rious problem in case of lower level employees in big corporations
with worldwide operations, whose total wealth may be very low com‐
pared to the potential harm from the cartel. Then the threat of public
sanctions and in particular imprisonment – the sole prerogative of the
state – can effectively help to bridge this deterrence gap of any wealth
constrained or judgment proof employees.113
The case for imprisonment of individual cartelists is even stronger.
While it incorporates with full force all the above advantages of indi‐
vidual sanctions, it also has further positive traits. To begin, imprison‐
ment can reach to groups of individuals who are not much affected by
monetary or other sanctions. For example, old managers or employees
being close to retirement may not care much about their future em‐
ployment prospects or damage to their reputation and so dismissal or
disqualification will not be enough to deter them,114 and the same is
true with fines in case such employees are wealth constrained. Simi‐
larly, criminal sanctions may have an impact on wealthy individuals
involved in illegal cartels, typically considered a “crime of the afflu‐
ent”, for a number of reasons.115 That is a criminal conviction carries a
stigma that may impair the cartelist’s human capital, it may result in
disqualification from future employment in the industry, and it over‐

Cf. Stucke (n 107) 519.
Buccirossi and Spagnolo (n 45) 1233; Polinsky and Shavell (n 23) 239–240.
112 Polinsky and Shavell (n 23) 256.
113 S Shavell, ‘The Judgment Proof Problem’ (1986) 6 International Review of
Law and Economics 45, 55.
114 Wils, ‘Is Criminalization of EU Competition Law the Answer?’ (n 1) 86.
115 Posner (n 23) 277–278 and 283–284.
110
111
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comes any wealth constraints issues as well.116 The solvency limitation
problem may be a serious concern even in the case of wealthy indi‐
viduals because the probability of detection and punishment may be
very low for cartel arrangements, and therefore deterrent sanctions will
need to be adjusted upwards. This could be either due to concealment
efforts of the cartel, or due to their wealth, affluent individuals may
have greater access to good defence lawyers, thus decreased likelihood
of being convicted.117 In addition, any fines that confiscate all of their
wealth may still have diminished deterrent effect since such individu‐
als may be able to recoup quickly because of their highly valued hu‐
man capital, such as expertise and connections in the industry.118 At the
same time, the sanction of imprisonment is considered to be a greater
deterrent compared to monetary sanctions.119 As a result, any prison
sentences may need to be very short given the increased disutility they
impose on the individual120 or indeed even the threat of imprisonment
may be enough to deter.121 Furthermore, imprisonment can have a di‐
rect incapacitation effect. This means that there may be a reduction of
future collusion since individual cartelists, especially recidivists, im‐
prisoned will be disabled from forming new cartels.122
Notwithstanding the advantages outlined above, the unique
strength and decisive argument for imprisonment is that it is “un‐
shiftable” liability.123 Unlike monetary sanctions against individual
wrongdoers that could effectively be nullified via indemnification from
the benefiting corporation to the personally liable and sanctioned em‐
ployee, imprisonment is a sanction that cannot be avoided or shifted ex

ibid 284; Werden, Hammond and Barnett (n 87) 213.
Posner (n 23) 278.
118 ibid.
119 Werden, Hammond and Barnett (n 87) 213–214; Wils, ‘Is Criminalization of
EU Competition Law the Answer?’ (n 1) 85–86.
120 Posner (n 23) 284; Stucke (n 107) 534.
121 Polinsky and Shavell (n 23) 253.
122 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 45) 99.
123 See n 76 above.
116
117
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post and it is also more difficult to arrange a premium to compensate
the employee’s risk bearing ex ante.124 Therefore, only the threat of im‐
prisonment is a credible mechanism for individual employees to com‐
ply with the law by avoiding the “indemnification problem”, i.e. the
possibility that firms reimburse the individual fine to their managers or
employees when their unlawful behaviour was aimed at increasing
shareholder value.125 Thus, it solves the “moral hazard” problem dis‐
cussed in section II.A in the public interest.126 The argument in favour
of imprisonment and against contractual risk shifting is compelling
also from a normative perspective when the employee’s conduct and
the breach of legal commands were intentional as in the case of price‐
fixing.127 The next section will shortly comment on these issues.
III. Economics, Morality and the Principle of Ultimate Ratio
There are two sets of arguments, economic and moral, that complete
the above analysis with a normative perspective. First, from an eco‐
nomic point of view, it is argued that absolute personal liability for
hard‐core cartels is necessary to address the problem of underdeter‐
rence and ensure the integrity of the legal system. Indeed, we need to
move from Becker’s pricing model, which aims at fully internalising

124 Wils, ‘Does the Effective Enforcement of Articles 81 and 82 EC Require Not
Only Fines on Undertakings but Also Individual Penalties, in Particular Imprison‐
ment’ (n 55) 27–28; Werden and Simon (n 81) 931; Kraakman (n 20) 876–877.
125 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 44) 99; Fischel and Sykes (n 82)
322.
126 See n 20 and n 32 above and accompanying text.
127 Kraakman (n 20) 877. For an economic analysis of antitrust violations as in‐
tentional torts, see Landes (n 68). For the distinction between crimes or intentional
torts and unintentional torts or accidental conduct from an economic point of view,
see John C Coffee, ‘Does “Unlawful” Mean “Criminal”: Reflections on the Disap‐
pearing Tort/Crime Distinction in American Law’ (1991) 71 Boston University Law
Review 193, 221–233; Posner (n 9); Posner (n 23) 260–265; Shavell, ‘Criminal Law
and the Optimal Use of Non monetary Sanctions as a Deterrent’ (n 55) 1247–1249;
Keith N Hylton, ‘The Theory of Penalties and the Economics of Criminal Law’
(2005) 1 Review of Law & Economics 175.
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the harm and compensating the victim, to Cooter’s sanctioning ap‐
proach, designed to completely deter socially undesirable conduct.128
That is a move from a pricing model for unintentional torts being a by‐
product of socially desirable activity that assumes an efficient market
to a punitive model of preventing calculated conduct lacking any social
utility.129 In the latter instance and given the social and intentional
character of the act, sole reliance on monetary or private sanctions
naturally produces inadequate deterrence,130 and most importantly
may lead to inefficient coerced transfers.131 Criminal sanctions are nec‐
essary and desirable to avoid efforts to bypass the market, the “system
of voluntary, compensated exchange”, that undermine the efficient al‐
location of resources132 and diminish the law’s stature as a legitimate
128 Becker (n 51); Robert Cooter, ‘Prices and Sanctions’ (1984) 84 Columbia Law
Review 1523, 1523: ‘[...] defining a sanction as a detriment imposed for doing what
is forbidden, and a price as money extracted for doing what is permitted’.
129 Posner (n 9) 1215: ‘[…] but for the high [enforcement] cost of criminal sanc‐
tions the optimum level of [cartel] activity would be zero, [therefore] these sanc‐
tions are not really prices designed to ration the activity; the purpose so far as pos‐
sible is to extirpate it.’; Cooter (n 128) 1548.
130 Shavell, ‘Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Non monetary Sanctions as a
Deterrent’ (n 55) 1238–1241 (outlining five factors indicating when monetary or tort
remedies may not be enough to deter the illegal act).
131 Posner (n 23) 276–277 and 288.
132 Posner (n 9) 1195. For both the efficiency and distributional repercussions,
see Keith N. Hylton, ‘Some Notes on Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Criminal
Law’ in Alon Harel and Keith N. Hylton (eds), Research Handbook on the Economics
of Criminal Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2012). Involuntary or uncompensated for
transfers are inefficient and induce private investment in takings or defensives ac‐
tions, which is wasteful from a social perspective, while the consequent fear of ex‐
propriation leads to market distrortions, e.g. less future investment or avoiding
market transactions altogether. Without knowing what kind of bargaining process
they may enter, people may abstain from using the market mechanism. Cf. Coffee
(n 127) 233–234, who provides normative grounds as to why the criminal law is
used to prohibit, rather than to price, from a distributive justice and a libertarian
perspective. With regard to the second libertarian argument, the justification for
punishment is the unavailability of compensation to victim(s). Making reference to
Nozick, it is argued that compensation will always be inadequate, even in the ab‐
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and robust system of legal commands.133 Therefore, a shift to a “prop‐
erty rule” backed up with the threat of criminal sanctions is appropri‐
ate to prevent intentional takings in settings they are not cost justified
(low ex ante transaction costs; certainty as to the cheapest cost
avoider),134 or to “completely deter activity that is virtually always in‐
efficient, whether transaction costs are high or low”.135 Hard‐core car‐
tels fit well within a property rule paradigm under both aforemen‐
tioned rationales.
Price‐fixing is a coerced transfer, taking place in a low transaction
cost setting where it is clear that the cartelist is the lowest cost
avoider.136 At the same time, even conservative antitrust scholars, such
as Antonin Scalia137 and Robert Bork,138 recognise that hard‐core cartels
lack any social utility and should be prohibited per se without any seri‐
ous overdeterrence or compliance cost since it is clearly antisocial con‐
duct.139 Indeed, sanctions are a more appropriate legal control mecha‐
nism when there is better information about standards of behaviour
than about external costs of harm, as is clearly the case with hard‐core
sence of injury, because of the generalised fear created not only to the potential vic‐
tim but also to others that may be victimised in the future. This general state of
fear, resulting in a class of uncompensated potential victims, normatively justifies
public institutions of criminal justice and potentially also the sanctioning function
of the criminal law.
133 Kraakman (n 20) 876.
134 Guido Calabresi and A. Douglas Melamed, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules,
and Inalienability: One View of the Cathedral’ (1972) 85 Harvard Law Review
1089, 1124–127; Hylton (n 132) 67: ‘Property rules prohibit conduct and liability
rules internalize costs’.
135 Hylton (n 132) 82.
136 Posner (n 23) 275.
137 Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540
U.S. 398, 408 (2004). Justice Scalia characterising collusion as the “supreme evil of
antitrust”.
138 Robert H Bork, The Antitrust Paradox: A Policy at War with Itself (Basic Books
1978) 263–269. Judge Bork arguing for a per se rule against “naked” or output‐
restricting cartels.
139 Stucke (n 107) 492.
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cartels.140 Moreover, introducing criminal sanctions against individuals
would add the evidentiary requirement of criminal intent, which
would further minimise any risk or costs of false positives.141 Finally,
reasonable sanctions generally require lower enforcement costs as they
induce people to comply with the law regardless of the probability of
detection.142 For all these reasons, the benefits of introducing individual
criminal liability for hard‐core cartels are overwhelming and outweigh
any associated costs such as the administrative and opportunity cost of
imprisonment, e.g. the foregone income for the incapacitated cartelists
while in prison and his reduced earning prospects thereafter.143
The foregoing analysis has adopted a law and economics perspec‐
tive focusing on the economic consequences of the status quo of corpo‐
rate liability for antitrust violations and the need and desirability of in‐
troducing individual criminal sanctions against hard‐core cartelists.
While the economic case for criminalisation is solid, the principle of ul‐
timate ratio suggests that criminal law should be used as a remedy of
last resort. Accordingly, a brief comment is due regarding the moral
character of cartelising behaviour and in particular hard‐core cartels.144
140 Cooter (n 128) 1549–1550. As to the costs of information and compliance with
criminal law related to issues of intent, see Posner (n 23) 297. Given that cartelists
are savvy businessmen or corporate employees with exposure, resources, or access
to comprehensive firm‐wide compliance programmes, it will be difficult to argue
that they are not aware of their legal duty not to price‐fix; hence the low informa‐
tion costs indicate that mere proof of “general intent” (i.e. proof of knowledge of
the facts establishing the offense) may suffice under a criminal law prohibition of
hard‐core cartels in the EU. Note also the key distinction between intent and
awareness, the latter of which, however, refers to socially beneficial conduct and its
potential consequences. ibid 295. As said, hard‐core cartels are not only intentional
but also inherently harmful conduct. Consequently, the clear community behav‐
ioural standard in this case renders sanctions preferable, since their informational
requirements are minimal and the social costs of error are low.
141 Posner (n 23) 294–297; Jeffrey S Parker, ‘The Economics of Mens Rea’ (1993)
79 Virginia Law Review 741.
142 Cooter (n 128) 1551.
143 Paolo Buccirossi and Giancarlo Spagnolo (n 44) 99–100.
144 Coffee (n 127) 198 (describing the distinguishable basic “method” that en‐
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Numerous normative arguments have been made justifying individual
criminal liability in this regard. The normative foundations upon
which the moral wrongfulness of hard‐core cartels is based can be or‐
ganised in two categories, i.e. based on harm done either to individuals
or to institutions.145 The first analyses the specific harm inflicted on vic‐
tims of the illegal cartel and the potential moral norms violated by such
behaviour. In this respect, hard‐core cartels have been considered as
akin to theft146 or fraud.147 Second, the focus has been on more general
harms arising out of cartel behaviour that could render the latter mor‐
ally culpable. For instance, it has convincingly been argued that anti‐
trust and the prohibition against hard‐core cartels is grounded on the
moral norm of fairness, perceived as fair profit‐seeking behaviour in
the marketplace, and more broadly as behaviour harmonised with so‐
ciety’s collective interest in fair efficient and open markets and the de‐
mocratic way of living.148 Similarly, cartelising behaviour has been
thought to undermine the fairness, credibility and integrity of the mar‐
ket mechanism and in particular competition as a fundamental institu‐
tion of distributive justice in a liberal society.149 Resort to criminal sanc‐
sures the legitimacy of criminal law, one element of which is that behaviour is
deemed morally culpable by the general community); Stuart P Green, ‘Why It’s a
Crime to Tear the Tag Off a Mattress: Overcriminalization and the Moral Content
of Regulatory Offenses’ (1997) 46 Emory Law Journal 1533 (suggesting moral
wrongfulness as one of the elements of the moral content in criminal law).
145 Bruce Wardhaugh, Cartels, Markets and Crime: A Normative Justification for the
Criminalisation of Economic Collusion (Cambridge University Press 2014) 44.
146 Wagner‐von Papp and others (n 1) 38; Florian Wagner‐von Papp, ‘Compli‐
ance and Individual Sanctions for Competition Law Infringements’ in Johannes
Paha (ed), Competition Law Compliance Programs ‐ An Interdisciplinary Approach
(Springer Forthcoming) 46; Peter Whelan, ‘Cartel Criminalization and the Chal‐
lenge of “Moral Wrongfulness”’ (2013) 33 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 535,
544–550; Richard P Whish, ‘Recent Developments in Community Competition Law
1998/99’ [2000] European Law Review 219, 220; Stucke (n 107) 502.
147 Wagner‐von Papp (n 146) 45–47; Whelan (n 146) 550–555; Stucke (n 107) 503.
148 Stucke (n 107) 495–500 and 505.
149 Wardhaugh (n 145) 46. These arguments have been made with reference to
Rawls and his conception of a market‐based system of distributive justice and
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tions for hard‐core cartel activity serves as a mechanism to assure
compliance with the rules of the marketplace and restore public confi‐
dence in the integrity of the system.150 Consequently, criminal sanc‐
tions are a normatively legitimate means of ensuring the well‐ func‐
tioning of a liberal society and the well‐being of its citizens.151 Seen in
this light, the normative justification for cartel criminalisation comes
close to the theoretical underpinnings of Ordoliberalism, a distinctly
European tradition of competition policy. The ordoliberal school of
economic thought was founded on the idea of a “social market econ‐
omy” promoting a competitive legal order with emphasis on an indi‐
vidual’s freedom to compete and the fairness of the process.152
While this is not an exhaustive analysis of questions of morality, it is
meant to show that also from a normative perspective the argument for
the criminalisation of hard‐core cartels in the EU is strong and clear.
What is more, it is concluded that in fact the economic and the moral
case for such a paradigm shift are congruent and complement each
other.
IV. Conclusion: Crisis Lessons and a Vision for the Future
Let us make sure that today’s solutions root out the seeds of a future
crisis, at least one of our own making, or indeed of our failure to act in
good time. Resolving conflicts of interest and streamlining incentives
within corporate entities is a good place to start and one overlooked by
EU competition law thus far. Introducing individual criminal liability
for hard‐core cartels can help to fill the gap. In addition, it may well
serve the community interest in helping restore the public’s confidence

hence citizens’ reasonable expectation that market transactions will occur in a fair
manner. Reference is also made to Kant, cartelising behaviour is described by anal‐
ogy as a “self‐exception to the expected rules of market behaviour”, in defiance to
the general social norms of distributive justice. Relatedly, see also n 132 above.
150 ibid 48; Stucke (n 107) 532, n 308.
151 Wardhaugh (n 145) 48.
152 Cf. ibid 175–180.
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in markets and the rule of law and therefore in the EU and its bureauc‐
racy more broadly.
Economic analysis makes us appreciate how important it is to get
individual and collective incentives right. Let us use the lesson to hear
the voices – unduly burdened corporations, ripped‐off consumers and
the sceptical wider public – that are in line with the EU common inter‐
est and overcome the noise of those interest groups – conflicted and
unaccountable corporate actors – that may be affected by positive
change.
What Europe learnt from the crisis is to be pragmatic and adaptive.
Next we may learn to be proactive. Game on.
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Zwischen Konsens und Gefühlsschutz:
Die Leugnung istorischer Tatsachen in
der Rechtsprechung des Europäischen
Gerichtshofs für Menschenrechte (EGMR)
APHRODITE VOLI
Dr. Cand. Iur. (Ludwig‐Maximilians‐Universitat Munchen), Stipendiatin der Konrad‐
Adenauer‐Stiftung, Mitglied der Rechtsanwaltskammer Athen

Einleitung
Der Eingriff des Gesetzgebers in die Förderung der Selbstverwirkli‐
chung des kollektiven Gedächtnisses stellt kein Novum dar; schon
403 v. Chr. fasste die Ekklesia einen Beschluss zur Amnestie,1 wonach
es den Bürgern der Stadt verboten war, die abscheulichen Verbrechen
der gestürzten Schreckensherrschaft der Dreißig Tyrannen kollektiv zu
erinnern, um das Sicherheitsgefühl der Bürger wiederherzustellen so‐
wie einen sozialen Neubeginn und damit die Wiedergeburt der trau‐
matisierten Athener Demokratie durch die Befreiung von einem den
Wiederaufbau der gesellschaftlichen Normalität blockierenden und
Zwietracht stiftenden historischen Bewusstsein zu ermöglichen. Daher
ist die Strafdrohung bei historischen Auseinandersetzungen und ins‐
besondere Negationismus von der Antike bis beinahe in die Gegen‐

1 Carawan, The Athenian Amnesty and Reconstructing the Law, Oxford University
Press 2013, S. 56‐65; Diodoros, Griechische Weltgeschichte, Buch XIV–XV, Anton
Hiersemann, Stuttgart, Band 55, 2001, S. 56 f.; I. Greci Settis, ‘Storia. cultura, arte,
società’. Band 2/2: Giulio Einaudi (ed.) Una storia greca. Definizione, Turin, 1997,
S. 1305‐1322; Wolpert, Remembering Defeat. Civil war and civic memory in ancient
Athens, The Johns Hopkins University Press Baltimore und London, 2002, S. 75 ff.
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wart dem Krisenphänomen als kollektives gesellschaftliches Erlebnis
nicht fremd. Erstens schildert der Negationismus2 eine nihilistische –
erfahrungsgemäß mit einem rechtsextremen Hintergrund – radikalisie‐
rende Identifikationsbemühung von Bevölkerungsteilen, die die all‐
gemein anerkannten Grundlagen des historisch geprägten Gesell‐
schaftsvertrags dekonstruiert. Zweitens verhängt der Gesetzgeber em‐
pirisch betrachtet Sanktionen, die auf den Täter und die Allgemeinheit
erzieherisch und symbolisch einwirken sollen, um ein friedliches Zu‐
sammenleben zu gewährleisten, wenngleich eine strafrechtliche Sank‐
tion als Instrument historischer Schlichtung ungeeignet ist. Folglich
weist das Negationismusphänomen, wenn auch in indirektem Zu‐
sammenhang mit der Krise, darauf hin, dass das historische Selbstbe‐
wusstsein kein fester Konsens, sondern eine auf Polemik basierende,
widersprüchliche Konstellation ist.
Der Europäische Gerichtshof für Menschenrechte3 sowie sein Vor‐
läufer, die Europäische Kommission für Menschenrechte, haben sich
als Aufsichtsorgane der Anwendung der Europäischen Menschen‐
rechtskonvention mehrmalig zur Vereinbarkeit strafrechtlicher Sankti‐
onen der Mitgliedstaaten des Europarats zur Leugnung historischer
Tatsachen oder von Vorschriften mit geschichtsbezogenem Inhalt mit
der Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention (EMRK) geäußert. Im
2 Unter dem Begriff Negationismus lässt sich allgemein die Leugnung
historischer Tatsachen verstehen, jedoch bezieht sich die Spruchpraxis des EGMR
sowie anderer Organe auf holocaustleugnende Fälle. Zwar wird der Begriff
abwechselnd mit dem Terminus „Geschichtsrevisionismus” verwendet, Letzterer
bezeichnet aber Versuche, allgemein anerkannte historische Tatsachen zu
revidieren und aus „frischer Perspektive” darzustellen. Unter Berücksichtigung
der Tatsache, dass ein kritischer Rationalismus wesentlicher Bestandteil
wissenschaftlicher Forschung ist, soll der Begriff als irreführend erachtet werden,
besonders wenn er unter Rückgriff auf eine missverstandene Wissenschaftlichkeit
mit vorgefassten Ergebnissen zur Geschichtsfälschung führt; siehe Gliszczyńska‐
Grabias, ‘Penalizing Holocaust denial: a view from Europe’, Global Antisemitism: A
crisis of modernity, Bd. 3, 2013, S. 237.
3 Hierzu, Schmidt & Vojtovic, ‘Holocaust denial and freedom of expression’, in:
Orlin & Scheinin, The Jurisprudence of the Human Rights Law: A comparative
interpretive approach, 2000.
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Wandel der Zeit und dank der periodischen Auseinandersetzung des
Gerichts mit an geschichtliche Ereignisse anknüpfenden Fällen hat sich
eine auf Rechtsanwendungsebene und als Bezugspunkt dienende
Konstellation herauskristallisiert, die weiterhin den Kontrast der an‐
gelsächsischen und zivilen Würdigung des Negationismus in den Vor‐
dergrund stellt.4 Obwohl die europäische Herangehensweise der Pöna‐
lisierung des Negationismus einen vielschichtigen Palimpsest verkör‐
pert und aus den nationalen Straftatbeständen5, den Soft‐Law‐
Vorschriften europäischer Organisationen sowie aus supranationaler,
umsetzbarer Gesetzgebung6 resultiert, soll im Rahmen dieses Beitrags
nicht die Vollständigkeit der Umsetzung internationaler und europäi‐
scher Verpflichtungen hinterfragt, sondern die Vereinbarkeit der nati‐
4 Nolte, Beleidigungsschutz in der freiheitlichen Demokratie. Eine vergleichende
Untersuchung zur Rechtslage in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, in den Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika sowie nach der Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention, Springer,
1992; Brugger, ‘Verbot oder Schutz von Hassrede? Rechtsvergleichende
Beobachtungen zum deutschen und amerikanischen Recht’, AöR 128 (2003), S.
372ff.
5 Vgl. Andorra (458 StGB, 2014); Armenien (397.1 StGB, 2006); Bosnien (163
StGB, 2014); Bulgarien (419a StGB, 2011); Ehemalige Jugoslawische Republik
Mazedonien (407a StGB); Deutschland (130§3 StGB (1994); Frankreich (24bis Gesetz
vom 29. Juli 1881 über die Freiheit der Presse (Gayssot Gesetz, 1990); Griechenland
(Gesetz 4285/2014 wurde 2016 für verfassungswidrig erklärt); Kroatien (325 StGB,
2012); Liechtenstein (283 StGB); Litauen (170 StGB, 2010); Luxemburg (457§3 StGB,
1997); Malta (82b StGB, 2009); Österreich (3h Verbotsgesetz, 1992); Polen (Gesetz
vom 18. Dezember 1998, Art. 55); Rumänien (Notstandsgesetz Nr. 31, Art. 6, 2002);
Slowakei (422d StGB, 2011); Slowenien (297 StGB); Tschechien (261a StGB, 2001);
Ungarn (333 StGB, 2010); Zypern (134(I)/2011).
6
Siehe Lorenzmaier, ‘Der Rahmenbeschluss als Handlungsform der
Europäischen Union und seine Rechtswirkungen’, ZIS 12/2006, S. 576 ff.;
Schönberger, Der Rahmenbeschluss. Unionssekundärrecht zwischen Völkerrecht
und Gemeinschaftsrecht, ZaöRV 67,2007, S. 1107–1139; Kainer, ‘Strafrecht im Raum
der Freiheit, der Sicherheit und des Rechts. Entwicklung und
Umsetzungsprobleme des europäisierten Strafrechts in Deutschland’, in: EuR‐Bei,
2013, S. 87; Stiebig, ‘Strafrechtsetzungskompetenz der Europäischen Gemeinschaft
und Europäisches Strafrecht: Skylla und Charybdis einer europäischen Odyssee?’,
in: EuR, 2005, S. 466.
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onalen Strafvorschriften mit den in der EMRK verankerten Rechten
und Freiheiten geprüft werden. In der umfassenden Ratio iudicandi des
EGMR wird der Frage des Spannungsverhältnisses des Negationismus
und dessen Kriminalisierung mit der Meinungsfreiheit wenig konsi‐
stent nachgegangen und nicht selten lassen sich in der Spruchpraxis
des EGMR persönliche, abweichende Tendenzen erkennen, insbeson‐
dere in Bezug auf die Abwägung zwischen den konkurrierenden Inte‐
ressen. Obwohl unter den Mitgliedstaaten des Europarats auch Com‐
mon‐Law‐Staaten sind, wie das Vereinigte Königreich und Zypern, hat
der EGMR in zahlreichen Entscheidungen zu holocaustleugnenden
Fällen Art.10 EMRK restriktiv ausgelegt und ist somit vom umfangrei‐
chen angelsächsischen Verständnis7 abgewichen, das den Negationis‐
mus einschließlich der Holocaustleugnung als eine verankerte Mei‐
nungsäußerung erachtet. Zweifellos lässt sich diese Vorgehensweise
historisch begründen: Ziel8 der Gründungsväter des Europarats war
die Gewährleistung von Freiheit und Wohlstand für die europäischen
Bürger sowie die Verhinderung eines weiteren Kriegs, sodass die
Menschheit die Willkürherrschaft des Totalitarismus und die erschüt‐
ternden Kriegserfahrungen nie wieder erleben würde. In Erwägung
dieses historisch geprägten Hintergrunds lässt sich die eingehende
Rechtssetzungsinitiative9 der Organe des Europarats im Zusammen‐
hang mit Antisemitismus nachvollziehen, die sich aus dem Bekenntnis
7

Hare &Weinstein, Extreme Speech and Democracy, Oxford University Press,

2009.
8 Wittinger, ‘Der Europarat: Die Entwicklung seines Rechts und der
europäischen Verfassungswerte’, Nomos, 2005.
9 Siehe Europäische Kommission gegen Rassismus und Intoleranz, Allgemeine
Politische Empfehlung Nr. 7 über „nationale Gesetzgebung zur Bekämpfung von
Rassismus und Rassendiskriminierung”, verabschiedet am 13. Dezember 2002, und
Allgemeine Politische Empfehlung Nr. 9 zur Bekämpfung des Antisemitismus vom
25. Juni 2004; Parlamentarische Versammlung des Europarats, Resolution 1495
vom 12. April 2006; Parlamentarische Versammlung des Europarats, Entschließung
1563 (2007) mit dem Titel „Bekämpfung des Antisemitismus in Europa”; Erklärung
der Parlamentarischen Versammlung vom 24. April 2013, Nr. 542, doc. 13192:
http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref‐XML2HTML‐
EN.asp?fileid=19700&lang=en, Zugriff am 5. September 2016.
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der Organisation herleitet, durch Kooperation dem Rassismus entge‐
genzutreten. Obwohl die Holocaustleugnung als häufigster negatio‐
nistischer Fall nicht im Voraus per definitionem als antisemitische
Aussage kategorisiert wird, lassen sich erfahrungsgemäß meistens As‐
soziierungen zu extremistischen Politikbereichen erkennen.
Auf europäischer Ebene lässt sich die Spruchpraxis des EGMR rechts‐
vergleichend mit der eines anderen Menschenrechtsaufsichtsorgans,
nämlich der UN‐ Menschenrechtskommission10, betrachten, wenn‐
gleich sich ihre ähnlichen Näherungen nicht anhand ihrer Statuten
rechtfertigen lassen: Der Internationale Pakt über bürgerliche und poli‐
tische Rechte enthält einen Paragrafen, der die Mitgliedstaaten zur
Kriminalisierung bestimmter Formen von Hassrede verpflichtet11. Un‐
ter Berücksichtigung der Tatsache, dass die EMRK von sämtlichen Pa‐
ragrafen absieht, die zur Pönalisierung der Holocaustleugnung als
Hauptvehikel für Antisemitismus aufrufen, hätte man eine an in dubio
pro libertate orientierte Konstellation erwartet. Doch bestätigt sich diese
Erwartung schon seit der frühen Spruchpraxis nicht.
Die Sanktionierung der Holocaustleugnung als erforderlicher Schutz
der Demokratie (Art. 10 EMRK)
1. Die frühe Spruchpraxis
Die wenigen lakonischen Entscheidungen der Frühphase haben
keinen ausführlichen und ausgewogenen Lösungsansatz angenom‐
men. In einem der frühesten Fälle zum Negationismus (X. v. Bundesre‐
publik Deutschland vom 16. Juli 1982)12 beruft sich die Kommission noch
nicht auf Art. 17 EMRK, auf den in der späteren Phase der Rechtspre‐

10 Menschenrechtskommission, Faurisson v. Frankreich, Entscheidung vom 8.
November 1996, Beschwerde Nr. 550/1993, UN Dok. CCPR/C/58/D/550/1993(1996).
11
Internationaler Pakt über bürgerliche und politische Rechte vom
19.Dezember 1966 (BGBl. 1973 II 1553), Art. 20§2: „Jedes Eintreten für nationalen,
rassischen oder religiösen Hass, durch das zu Diskriminierung, Feindseligkeit oder
Gewalt aufgestachelt wird, wird durch Gesetz verboten.”
12 EKMR, X. v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Entscheidung vom 16. Juli 1982,
Antragsnummer 9235/81.
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chung des EGMR verwiesen wird. Die Würdigung des Antrags erfolg‐
te gemäß Art. 10 EMRK13 mit der Feststellung, der einschlägige Eingriff
sei gesetzlich vorgeschrieben und die Rechtmäßigkeit und die Not‐
wendigkeit der Verurteilung in einer Gesellschaft seien durch die Er‐
forderlichkeit des kollektiven Schutzes vor Verleumdung zu begrün‐
den, die durch das entstellte Bild der in Betracht kommenden histori‐
schen Tatsachen und die Verletzung des guten Rufs der betroffenen
Personen entsteht.14 Die Frühphase der Spruchpraxis der Kommission
ist vor allem durch die Besonderheit geprägt, dass die Eingriffe in die
Rechte der Antragsteller ausschließlich anhand des Verhältnismäßig‐
keitsgebots und der Erforderlichkeit in einer Gesellschaft geprüft wer‐
den, wobei die Missbrauchsklausel des Art. 17 EMRK noch nicht ins
Spiel kommt.
Die Holocaustleugnung als polemische Äußerung an der Grenzlinie
der grundlegenden Werte der Konvention
1. Die kumulative Berufung auf Art. 10, 17 EMRK
In dieser Phase hat das Gericht einen umfassenderen Ansatz ver‐
folgt, indem auf die Missbrauchsklausel zurückgegriffen wird, um die
entsprechenden Äußerungen anhand eines hermeneutischen Ansatzes
ad hoc vom Schutzbereich des Meinungsfreiheitsrechts auszuschließen.
Einer der frühesten Fälle dieser Phase war F. P. v. Deutschland.15 In die‐
13 Eine entsprechende Argumentation ist im Fall EKMR, T. v. Belgien,
Entscheidung vom 14. Juli 1983, Antragsnummer 9777/82, zu finden, nach der eine
Verurteilung
wegen
Veröffentlichung
von
Broschüren,
die
die
nationalsozialistischen Verbrechen bestreiten und billigen, erforderlich für die
Aufrechterhaltung der Ordnung gemäß Art. 10 Abs. 2 EMRK war.
14 “By describing the historical fact of the assassination of millions of Jews, a
fact which was even admitted by the applicant himself, as a lie and a Zionistic
swindle, the pamphlets in question not only gave a distorted picture of the relevant
historical facts but also contained an attack on the reputation of all those who were
described as liars or swindlers, or at least as persons profiting from or interesting
in such lies or swindles.”
15 Der Antrag Nr. 19459/92 wurde in privater Sitzung am 29. März 1992 geprüft.
Der Antragsteller, der bei einer privaten Versammlung den Holocaust sowie
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sem Zusammenhang griff die Kommission auf Art. 10 Abs. 2 EMRK
zurück und stufte den entscheidungsrelevanten Eingriff als gerechtfer‐
tigt ein, während die Notwendigkeit der Maßnahme in einer demokra‐
tischen Gesellschaft gemäß der Missbrauchsklausel von Art. 17 EMRK
geprüft wurde. Daraus hob die Kommission die Schlussfolgerung her‐
vor, die Leugnung historischer Tatsachen stelle einen der Schuldbe‐
freiung des nationalsozialistischen Regimes dienenden Missbrauch der
Meinungsfreiheit dar.16

andere Umstände historischer Fakten bestritt und somit seine Pflicht, der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland treu zu dienen, auf gravierende Weise verletzte und
die Ideale des Staates nicht aktiv verteidigte, wurde 1989 gemäß Art. 7, 8, 10 Abs. 6
Soldatengesetz vom Truppendienstgericht wegen Unterstützung die öffentliche
Ordnung gefährdender Zielen verurteilt. In seinem Antrag vor der Kommission
machte er geltend, dass die schwerwiegende Disziplinarmaßnahme des Verlusts
des Dienstgrads seine Gewissens‐ und Meinungsfreiheit (Art. 9 und 10 EMRK)
verletzte.
16 Ähnliche Argumentation in: EKMR, Walendy v. Deutschland, Entscheidung
vom 11. Januar 1995, Antragsnummer 21128/92. Im Heft Nr. 36 mit dem Titel „Ein
Prozeß, der Geschichte macht” führte der Kläger an, dass er als Sachverständiger
im Zündels‐Prozess in Kanada tätig war, der wegen der Veröffentlichung des
Artikels „Starben wirklich sechs Millionen?” angeklagt wurde. Der Artikel wurde
als Verletzung des öffentlichen Friedens beurteilt, begangen durch die Verbreitung
falscher Informationen gemäß Art. 177 des kanadischen Strafgesetzbuchs. Am 26.
April 1989 wurde vom Landgericht Bielefeld ein Haftbefehl gegen den
Beschwerdeführer erlassen und das Heft Nr. 36 mit der Begründung
beschlagnahmt, dass die in der Publikation vertretenen Ansichten den Holocaust
bestritten und somit unter Art. 185 StGB fallen. Allerdings lehnte das Landgericht
die Einleitung eines Verfahrens gegen den Beschwerdeführer mit der Begründung
ab, dass die im Artikel vertretenen Äußerungen keine Hassrede darstellten, mit
der die Ehre und Würde jüdischer Bürger beleidigt wäre, sondern eine Debatte
über bewiesene historische Tatsachen darstellten, die zwar von bestimmten Lesern
als moralisch oder politisch verwerflich charakterisiert werden kann, jedenfalls die
Menschenwürde nicht beleidigt, sodass keine Verletzung des Rechtsguts gemäß
Art. 185 StGB besteht. Walendys Antrag wurde unter Rückgriff auf Art. 10, 17
EMRK mit der Begründung zurückgewiesen, die Leugnung des Holocausts gelte
als Beleidigung für das jüdische Volk, und somit der Eingriff angesichts des
verfolgten Ziels als erforderlich in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft beurteilt.
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2. Bewertung des Ansatzes: die wehrhafte Konvention17
Art. 17 EMRK lautet wie folgt: „Die Konvention darf nicht so ausge‐
legt werden, als begründe sie für einen Staat, eine Gruppe oder eine
Person das Recht, eine Tätigkeit auszuüben oder eine Handlung vor‐
zunehmen, die darauf abzielt, die in der Konvention festgelegten Rech‐
te und Freiheiten abzuschaffen oder sie stärker einzuschränken, als es
in der Konvention vorgesehen ist.” Eine zurückhaltende Anwendung
des Art. 17 EMRK, der Ausdruck des im deutschen Verfassungsrechts
fixierten Grundsatzes der wehrhaften Demokratie ist, ist geboten.18Die
Konventionsrechte dürfen allerdings nicht in Anspruch genommen
werden,19 um Handlungen vorzunehmen oder Äußerungen ab‐
zugeben, die den Grundwerten der Konvention widersprechen.20 Die
17 Mensching, Hassrede im Internet. Grundrechtsvergleich und regulatorische
Konsequenzen, Duncker & Humblot 2014, S. 64.
18 Angesichts des hier beschränkten Umfangs ist es unmöglich, sich ausführlich
mit dem Inhalt des Art. 17 EMRK auseinanderzusetzen. Näher dazu Mensching,
Hassrede im Internet, a.a.O., S. 64 ff.; Kiska, ‘Hate speech: a comparison between
the European Court of Human Rights and the United States Supreme Court juris‐
prudence’, Regent University Law Review, 25, Nr. 107; Cannie & Voorhoof, ‘The
abuse clause and freedom of expression in the European Human Rights Conven‐
tion: an added value for democracy and Hhuman rights protection?, Netherlands
Quarterly of Human Rights, Jg. 29/1, S. 54–83, 2011; Artūrs Kučs, ‘Denial of genocide
and crimes against humanity in the jurisprudence of human rights monitoring
bodies’, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 2014, Jg. 40, Nr. 2, S. 311 ff.; van Dijk,
van Hoof, /van Rijn & Zwaak, Theory and Practice of the European Convention of Hu‐
man Rights, Intersentia Antwerpen, Oxford, 42006, S. 1083 ff.; Harris, O’Boyle &
Warbrick, Law of the European Convention on Human Rights, Oxford University
Press, 32014, S. 852 ff.; Ladewig, ‘Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention –
Handkommentar’, Nomos, 2006, S. 240–243; Villiger, Handbuch der Europäischen
Menschenrechtskonvention (EMRK) unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der
schweizerischen Rechtslage, Schulthess Polygraphischer Verlag Zürich 1999;
Karperstein & Mayer, EMRK Konvention zum Schutz der Menschenrechte und
Grundfreiheiten – Kommentar, C. H. Beck, München, 2012, S. 441–444.
19 EKMR, Handyside v.Vereinigtes Königreich, Urteil vom 7. Dezember 1976
(Plenum), Antragsnummer 5493/72.
20
Meyer‐Ladewig,
‘Europäische
Menschenrechtskonvention,
Handkommentar’, Nomos, 2. Auflage, 2006, S. 240‐241.
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Idee eines Missbrauchsverbots entstand nach den Erfahrungen des
Zweiten Weltkriegs und zielte auf die Verweigerung der Berufung der
in der Konvention verankerten Freiheiten einzelner Personen, die diese
Freiheiten zerstören möchten.
Die Anwendung des Art. 17 EMRK durch die Kommission und den
EGMR hat sich in Fällen totalitärer Äußerungen als uneinheitlich er‐
wiesen. Der EGMR hat auf die Missbrauchsklausel zurückgegriffen,
um Äußerungen, die zu Hass oder Intoleranz aufstacheln oder sie
rechtfertigen, oder Anmerkungen, die den Grundwerten der Konven‐
tion zuwiderlaufen,21 den Schutz zu verweigern.22 Art. 17 EMRK unter‐
fallen überdies zu ethnischem Hass aufstachelnde Äußerungen23, Auf‐
stachelung zu Rassenhass,24 Aufstachelung zu religiösem Hass,25 eine
totalitäre Doktrin propagierende Äußerungen oder Aussagen, die eine
Gefahr für die Demokratie darstellen.26 Andererseits haben die Kom‐
mission und der EGMR durch ihre meinungsbezogene Vorgehenswei‐
se andere Fälle von Hassrede oder Gewaltaufruf nicht aus dem
Schutzbereich von Art. 10 EMRK ausgeschlossen, allerdings anhand
der Rechtfertigungsgründe des Art. 10 Abs. 2 EMRK für konventions‐
widrig erklärt, wie die Rechtfertigung von Gewalt und Aufstachelung

EGMR, Seurot v. Frankreich, vom 18. Mai 2004, Antragsnummer 57383/00.
EGMR, Erbakan v. Türkei, Urteil vom 6. Juli 2006, Antragsnummer 59405/00.
23
EGMR, Pavel Ivanov v. Russland, Urteil vom 20. Februar 2007,
Antragsnummer 35222/04; EGMR, W. P. und andere v. Polen, Beschluss vom 2.
September 2004, Antragsnummer 42264/98; EGMR, M’Bala M’Bala v. Frankreich,
Entscheidung vom 20. Oktober 2015, Antragsnummer 25239/13.
24 EKMR, Glimmerveen und Hagenbeek v. Niederlande, Entscheidung über die
Zulässigkeit vom 11. Oktober 1979, Antragsnummer 8348/78 und 8406/78.
25EGMR, Norwood v. Vereinigtes Königreich, Entscheidung über die Zulässigkeit
vom 16. November 2004, Antragsnummer 23131/03.
26 EKMR, Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
Entscheidung vom 20. Juli 1957, Antragsnummer 250/57; EKMR, B. H., M. W., H. P.
und G. K. v. Österreich, Entscheidung vom 12. Oktober 1989, Antragsnummer
12774/87; EKMR, Nachtmann v. Österreich, Entscheidung vom 9. September 1998,
Antragsnummer 36773/97; EGMR, Schimanek v. Österreich, Entscheidung über die
Zulässigkeit vom 1. Februar 2000, Antragsnummer 32307/96.
21
22
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zu Feindseligkeit,27 Verbreitung homophober Flugblätter,28 Billigung
von Terrorismus,29 Billigung von Kriegsverbrechen,30 Verunglimpfung
der nationalen Identität,31Aufstachelung zu Rassendiskriminierung
oder Rassenhass,32 Aufstachelung zu ethnischem Hass,33 Anstiftung zu
religiöser Intoleranz,34 Hassrede im Internet.35
Der Syllogismus der Kommission sowie die Rechtfertigung anhand
Art. 10, 17 EMRK sind hinsichtlich der Beurteilung der Rechtmäßigkeit
des verhängten Eingriffs umstritten: Fraglich ist nämlich, weshalb die
Kommission die Verhältnismäßigkeit des Eingriffs anhand Art. 17
EMRK prüfte, der als Nichtanwendungsmodell dienend bereits die
Anwendung des Art. 10 EMRK und somit eine Rechtsverletzung aus‐
27 EGMR, Sürek v. Türkei, Urteil vom 8. Juli 1999, Antragsnummer 26682/95;
EGMR, Medya FM Reha Radyo ve ÿletiÿim Hizmetleri A. ÿ. v. Türkei, Entscheidung
vom 14. November 2006, Antragsnummer 32842/02; EGMR, Gündüz v. Türkei,
Entscheidung vom 13. November 2003, Antragsnummer 59745/00; EGMR, Gündüz
v. Türkei, Urteil vom 4. Dezember 2003, Antragsnummer 35071/97; EGMR, Faruk
Temel v. Türkei, vom 1. Februar 2011, Antragsnummer 16853/05; EGMR, Dicle (Nr.
2) v. Türkei, vom 11. April 2006, Antragsnummer 46733/99; EGMR, Erdal Taş, Urteil
vom 19. Dezember 2006, Antragsnummer 77650/01.
28 EGMR,Vejdeland und andere v. Schweden, Urteil vom 9. Februar 2012,
Antragsnummer 1813/07.
29 EGMR, Leroy v. Frankreich, Urteil vom 2. Oktober 2008, Antragsnummer
36109/03.
30 EGMR, Lehideux und Isorni v. Frankreich, Urteil vom 23. September 1998,
Antragsnummer 55/1997/839/1045..
31 EGMR, Dink v. Türkei, Urteil vom 14. September 2010, Antragsnummer
2668/07, 6102/08, 30079/08, 7072/09 und 7124/09.
32 EGMR, Jersild v. Dänemark, vom 23. September 1994, Antragsnummer
15890/89; EGMR, Soulas und andere v. Frankreich, Entscheidung vom 10. Juli 2008,
Antragsnummer 15948/03; EGMR, Féret v. Belgien, Urteil vom 16. Juli 2009,
Antragsnummer 15615/07.
33 EGMR, Balsytė‐Lideikienė v. Litauen, Urteil vom 4. November 2008,
Antragsnummer 72596/01.
34 EGMR, I. A. v. Türkei, Urteil vom 13. September 2005, Antragsnummer
42571/98.
35 EGMR, Delfi AS v. Estonia, Urteil vom 16. Juni 2015, Antragsnummer
64569/09.
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schließt, ohne explizit auf Art. 10 EMRK einzugehen, mit dessen Recht‐
fertigungsanforderungen die Rechtmäßigkeit des Eingriffs bejaht wird.
Somit wird deutlich, dass die Spruchpraxis der Kommission keine
endgültige, konkrete Gestalt zum Thema angenommen hat und zwi‐
schen einem grundsätzlichen Schutz revisionistischer Äußerungen im
Rahmen der EMRK und ihrem Ausschluss vom Regelungsbereich des
Art. 10 EMRK als missbräuchlich und den Zielen der Konvention ge‐
genläufig changierte. Die schwankende Zurückhaltung der Kommissi‐
on spiegelt sich in der zwielichtigen Annahme des Mittelwegs: Walen‐
dys Äußerungen fallen zwar in den Regelungsraum des Art. 10 EMRK,
die Einschränkung ist jedoch gerechtfertigt (Art. 10 Abs. 2 EMRK) und
verhältnismäßig (Art. 17 EMRK). Die Art. 10 und 17 EMRK sind daher
in diesem Urteil nicht sich gegenseitig ausschließend, sondern werden
kumulativ angewendet.36
Die Argumentation der Kommission während dieser Phase ist er‐
heblich von der Assoziierung der Leugnung und Trivialisierung der
nationalsozialistischen Verbrechen mit der Bekräftigung totalitärer, na‐
36 Die hier erörterte Argumentation der ständigen Spruchpraxis ist in mehreren
Fällen zu finden: Remer v. Deutschland (25096/94); Honsik v. Österreich (25062/94,
„das
Verbot
von
Aktivitäten
einschließlich
der
Äußerung
von
nationalsozialistischen Ideen ist rechtmäßig und angemessen in Österreich und
kann, angesichts der historischen Vergangenheit, die den unmittelbaren
Hintergrund der Konvention gestaltet, in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft als
notwendig im Interesse der nationalen Sicherheit und der territorialen Integrität
sowie der Verhütung von Straftaten gerechtfertigt werden”); Rebhandl v. Österreich
(24398/94, wobei zu beachten ist, dass Art. 17 EMRK nachdrücklich als Indikator
für die Anwendbarkeit des Art. 10 EMRK dient und so mit dem Mantel der
Ambivalenz überzogen ist); Marais vs. Frankreich (31159/96), mit der Bemerkung,
dass die Berufung auf den Art. 17 EMRK erst in der Phase der Prüfung der
Verhältnismäßigkeit des einschlägigen Eingriffs immerhin betont, dass das
Bestreiten einer historischen Tatsache in Form eines wissenschaftlichen Aufsatzes
als Vorwand diente, um die Verbreitung wissenschaftlich umstrittener Aussagen
einem breiteren Lesekreis zu ermöglichen, ohne potenziellen strafrechtlichen
Sanktionen zu unterliegen; Nachtmann v. Österreich (36773/97), mit dem Hinweis,
dass davon ausgegangen werden soll, dass Anhänger einer totalitären Doktrin wie
Nationalsozialismus zweifellos Ziele im Sinne von Art. 17 EMRK verfolgen.
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tionalsozialistischer Ideen geprägt, die gegen demokratische Werte
und Menschenrechte verstoßen.37 Diese erfahrungsgemäß präzise, je‐
doch in Einzelfällen nicht ausführlich begründete Identifizierung des
Bestreitens nationalsozialistischer Verbrechen mit der Förderung nati‐
onalsozialistischer Ideen begünstigt die Aufnahme nicht de facto festge‐
stellter Gesinnungsmerkmale als Prüfungsmaßstab, wenn die Kompa‐
tibilität der Leugnung historischer Tatsachen mit der Konvention be‐
wertet wird.
In ähnlicher Erwägung lässt sich auch die Rechtfertigung eines Ein‐
griffs mangels Erläuterung einer konkreten Gefährdung des demokra‐
tischen Charakters der Gesellschaft aufgrund ihrer Notwendigkeit in
einer Gesellschaft darstellen.
Aus der Spruchpraxis dieser Phase lässt sich ableiten, dass der
EGMR den Art. 17 EMRK nicht als Missbrauchsklausel, sondern im
Rahmen der Rechtfertigungsprüfung nach Art. 10 Abs. 2 EMRK als
Abwägungsfaktor auslegt.38 Diesem Rechtfertigungsmodell39 zufolge –
in Abgrenzung zum Nichtanwendungsmodell der späteren Rechtspre‐
chung des EGMR – wird der Schutz der Konvention den einschlägigen
Äußerungen nicht ab initio verweigert.

Die Leugnung historischer Tatsachen als den grundlegenden Werten
der Konvention widersprechende Äußerung?
37 Lobba, ‘Holocaust denial before the European Court of Human Rights:
evolution of exceptional regime’, EJIL, 2015, Jg. 26, Nr. 1, S. 241.
38 Karpenstein & Mayer, EMRK – Konvention zum Schutz der Menschenrechte und
Grundfreiheiten, Kommentar, C. H. Beck, 2012, S. 443.
39 Hong, ‘Hassrede und extremistische Meinungsäußerungen in der
Rechtsprechung des EGMR und nach dem Wunsiedel‐Beschluss des BVerfG’,
ZaöRV 70, 2010, S. 76.
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1. Das Obiter Dictum im Fall Lehideux als Orientierungspunkt der jüngsten
Rechtsprechung
Das regelmäßig herangezogene Obiter Dictum im Fall Lehideux v.
Frankreich40 eröffnete eine neue Phase in der Bewertung einer Leug‐
nung historischer Fakten. Das Gericht vertritt bei der Prüfung der Be‐
schwerde die Auffassung, dass sich die wegen Rechtfertigung der
Verbrechen der Kollaboration mit der deutschen Besatzungsmacht
verurteilten Beschwerdeführer in ihrem Aufsatz die in der Wissen‐
schaft nicht herrschende Doppelspiel‐Theorie zu Eigen machten.
Gleichwohl sei es keine Aufgabe des Gerichts, die historischen Um‐
stände aufzuklären, die im Mittelpunkt einer laufenden Debatte zwi‐
schen Historikern stehen.41 Als solche unterliegen sie nicht der Katego‐
rie der offenkundigen Tatsachen, wie der Holocaust, deren Leugnung
der Schutz vom Art. 10 EMRK entzogen wird. Bemerkenswert ist auch
die eindeutige Unterscheidung des EGMR trotz seiner Weigerung, sich
zu historischen Fragen zu äußern, zwischen offenkundigen und um‐
strittenen historischen Tatsachen. Damit widerspricht er sich selbst.
Die Kollaboration Philippe Pétains mit der Besatzungsmacht wurde
trotz ihrer gerichtlichen Anerkennung vom Gericht allerdings nicht als
offenkundige historische Tatsache charakterisiert. Die Verurteilung
wurde als unvereinbar mit der Konvention und deshalb als nicht not‐
wendig in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft wegen der Unverhält‐
nismäßigkeit der verhängten Strafe erklärt.
Das Obiter Dictum des EGMR zur Leugnung historischer Fakten
setzt den Umfang des Schutzes der Leugnung bestimmter historischer
Tatsachen im Lichte des Missbrauchs von Rechten (Art. 17 EMRK) in
Kenntnis; gleichzeitig werden weitere Fragen gestellt, die in der zu‐
40 EGMR, Lehideux und Isorni v. Frankreich, 55/1997/839/1045, Urteil vom 23.
September 1998, Antragsnummer 24662/94.
41Ähnlich im EGMR Fatullayev v. Aserbaidschan, Urteil vom 22. April 2010,
Antragsnummer 40984/07; der Beschwerdeführer war aufgrund seiner
Auseinandersetzung als Journalist mit der gängigen Version des Massakers von
Xocalı während des Kriegs in Nagorny Karabach wegen Verleumdung und
terroristischer Bedrohung zu einer langjährigen Haftstrafe verurteilt worden.
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künftigen Rechtsprechung aufgeklärt werden könnten. An erster Stelle
bestimmt der EGMR die Vereinbarkeit des Eingriffs als „offenkundig”
abhängig von der Charakterisierung der jeweiligen historischen Tatsa‐
che, u. a. der Holocaust, sodass künftig die Strafbarkeit der Leugnung
eines anderen historischen Fakts außer des Holocausts als tauglich be‐
urteilt werden könnte. Dies bestätigte sich später durch das Urteil Pe‐
rincek v. Schweiz. Zunächst schränkte der EGMR den Regelungsbereich
des Art. 10 MRK ein, indem die Verurteilung sowohl der Leugnung als
auch der Revision einer historischen Tatsache als kompatibel mit der
Konvention erklärt wird. Darüber hinaus hat das Gericht entgegen sei‐
ner ständigen Rechtsprechung die Rechtmäßigkeit des Eingriffs bejaht
und gemäß Art. 17 EMRK insofern gerechtfertigt, als der Schutz des
Art. 10 EMRK bei Fällen von Leugnung und Revision offenkundiger
Tatsachen durch Art. 17 EMRK entzogen wird.
Der Fall Garaudy42
Das Gericht betonte bei der Untersuchung der Beschwerde des we‐
gen Leugnung von Verbrechen gegen die Menschheit verurteilten
Schriftstellers, dass die Leugnung offenkundiger Tatsachen wie des
Holocausts keine historische Recherche darstellt, da sie Werte de‐
konstruiere, auf welchen der Kampf gegen Rassismus und Antisemi‐
tismus basiere, und die öffentliche Ordnung bedrohe. In diesem Sinne
seien solche Äußerungen mit den demokratischen Grundwerten und
Menschenrechten unvereinbar. So gelangte das Gericht zu der Auffas‐
sung, dass die im Buch vertretenen negationistischen Positionen den
grundlegenden Werten der Konvention, nämlich Gerechtigkeit und
Frieden, zuwiderlaufen. So führte das Gericht an, dass der Beschwer‐
deführer versuchte habe, Art. 10 EMRK von seinem wirklichen Zweck
abzulenken, indem er sein Recht auf Meinungsfreiheit zu mit dem
Wortlaut und Geist der Konvention unvereinbaren Zwecken verwen‐
dete. Die angefochtene Verurteilung Garaudys wegen Veröffentli‐
chung rassisch diffamierender Aussagen und Aufstachelung zu Ras‐
42
EGMR, Garaudy v.
Antragsnummer 65831/01.

Frankreich,
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senhass darf als Eingriff in das Recht auf freie Meinungsäußerung an‐
gesehen werden, der zwei schutzbedürftige Ziele verfolgte: Verhütung
von Straftaten und Schutz der Persönlichkeitsrechte anderer, sodass
die Beschwerde als unzulässig zurückgewiesen wurde.
Im Urteil Witzsch v. Deutschland43 wurde nicht nur erneut der recht‐
sprechende Wendepunkt des Obiter Dictums aus dem Jahre 1998 an‐
genommen, sondern vielmehr der Ausschlussleugnender Äußerungen
anhand des Nichtanwendungsmodells auf weitere erhebliche Umstän‐
de neben dem Holocaust erweitert. Der EGMR ging davon aus, dass
die Aussagen des Autors den Opfern gegenüber verächtlich gewesen
seien und dem Wortlaut und Zweck der Konvention zuwiderlaufen.
Die historische Erinnerung als „Res Judicata”44: die geschichtsbezo‐
gene Rechtsprechung des EGMR als historische Schiedsgerichtsbar‐
keit
Die gerichtliche Auseinandersetzung mit der Geschichtsfälschung
als Res Judicata ist durch die Rechtsprechung des EGMR in weiteren,
außer der Leugnung von Kriegsverbrechen, verrechtlichten histori‐
schen Fällen veranschaulicht worden. Dieser Kategorie unterfällt
Chauvy und andere v. Frankreich45 (2004), in dessen Rahmen der Be‐
schwerdeführer Gerald Chauvy in seinem Buch „Aubrac, Lyon 1943”
die offizielle Version eines Ereignisses aus der Ära der französischen
Widerstandsbewegung bestritt. Insbesondere untersuchte er die Ver‐
haftung der beiden führenden Widerstandskämpfer in Caluire‐et‐
Cuire Jean Moulin und Raymond Aubrac durch den Leiter der Gestapo
Klaus Barbie und wurde wegen öffentlicher Verleumdung des Ehe‐
paars Aubrac gemäß § 29 Abs. 1, § 31 Abs. 1 des Pressegesetzes vom
29. Juli 1881 in ihrer Eigenschaft als Mitglieder der anerkannten Wider‐
43 EGMR, Witzsch v. Deutschland, Entscheidung vom 13. Dezember 2005,
Antragsnummer 7485/03.
44 Fronza, ‘Der strafrechtliche Schutz des Gedenkens: Bemerkungen zum
Tatbestand der Holocaust‐Leugnung’, in: Vormbaum, Jahrbuch der Juristischen
Zeitgeschichte, Band 11, 2010, De Gruyter, S. 258.
45 EGMR, Chauvy und andere v. Frankreich, Urteil vom 29. Juni 2004,
Antragsnummer 64915/01.
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standsbewegung verurteilt. Das Gericht stellte die Vereinbarkeit der
Verurteilung des Beschwerdeführers mit der Konvention durch eine
ausführliche Argumentation hinsichtlich des Kriteriums der Notwen‐
digkeit des Eingriffs in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft fest, wenn
auch mittels widersprüchlicher Argumentation: Der Gerichtshof war
der Auffassung, dass die Erforschung der historischen Wahrheit ein
wesentlicher Bestandteil der Meinungsfreiheit und es keine Aufgabe
des Gerichts sei, historische Angelegenheiten zu schlichten, die einen
Aspekt einer weiter anhaltenden meinungsbildenden Debatte zwi‐
schen Historikern darstellen. Als solcher fällt der Fall des Barbie‐
Testaments nicht in die Kategorie der offenkundigen historischen Tat‐
sachen, wie der Holocaust, deren Leugnung vom Schutz des Art. 10
EMRK gemäß Art. 17 EMRK ausgenommen wird.46 Allerdings über‐
nimmt der EGMR genau diese Rolle der Überprüfung der historischen
Wahrheit und somit des historischen Richters, die nach Auffassung des
Gerichts außerhalb seiner Befugnisse liege, bei der Abwägung der in
concreto kollidierenden Rechte auf Information bezüglich eines wichti‐
gen Umstands der französischen Widerstandsbewegung und des
Schutzes des guten Rufs des Ehepaars Aubrac. Um seinen Argumenten
Schlagkraft zu verleihen, analysierte der EGMR ausführlich die ent‐
sprechenden Ausschnitte der innerstaatlichen Urteile und zitierte his‐
torische Quellen zur Überprüfung der fraglichen historischen Tatsa‐
chen. Letztlich gelangte er zu der Schlussfolgerung, dass der Eingriff
der Meinungsfreiheit in angemessenem Verhältnis zum erstrebten Ziel
des Schutzes des Rufs von Aubrac stehe.

46 § 69: “The Court considers that it is an integral part of freedom of expression
to seek historical truth and it is not the Court’s role to arbitrate the underlying his‐
torical issues, which are part of a continuing debate between historians that shapes
opinion as to the events which took place and their interpretation. As such, and re‐
gardless of the doubts one might have as to the probative value or otherwise of the
document known as ‘Barbie’s written submissions’ or the ‘Barbie testament’, the is‐
sue does not belong to the category of clearly established historical facts – such as
the Holocaust – whose negation or revision is removed from the protection of Arti‐
cle 10 by Article 17 of the Convention.”
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Der EGMR befasste sich mit einem umgekehrten Fall historisch ge‐
prägter Gesetzgebung und insbesondere mit dem Straftatbestand des
Art. 301 des türkischen StGB, der die Anerkennung des armenischen
Genozids mit einer Freiheitsstrafe oder Geldstrafe bedroht. Im Fall
Altuğ Taner Akçam vs. Türkei47 behauptete der Beschwerdeführer unter
Berufung auf Art. 7, 10 und 14 EMRK eine anhaltende Strafverfol‐
gungsandrohung gemäß Art. 301 des türkischen StGB wegen seiner
akademischen Tätigkeit im Bereich der armenischen Angelegenheit.
Die türkische Regierung argumentierte, der Beschwerdeführer habe
nicht den Opferstatus gemäß Art. 35 EMRK und folglich sei seine Be‐
schwerde eine actio popularis. Zur Unterstützung ihrer Argumentation
reichte die Regierung wegen Nichterfüllung der Tatbestandsmerkmale
oder mangels Verfolgungsermächtigung des Justizministers den Ein‐
stellungsbescheid ein. Unter Bezugnahme auf seine ständige Recht‐
sprechung48 wiederholte der EGMR, dass der Opferstatus auch ohne
bestimmten Eingriff bejaht werden könne, wenn die einschlägige Ge‐
setzgebung unvereinbar mit der EMRK sei und der Beschwerdeführer
seine Verhaltensweise wegen einer Strafverfolgungsandrohung anpas‐
sen solle. Im vorliegenden Fall unterlag das eingeleitete Ermittlungs‐
verfahren dieser Kategorie. Obwohl die einschlägige Vorschrift nie in
diesem Fall angewendet wurde, waren die folgenden Strafanzeigen
beängstigend. Der Opferstatus ergibt sich folglich aus der Strafandro‐
hung und in diesem Sinne besteht ein Eingriff in die Meinungsfreiheit
gemäß Art. 10 EMRK. Die Unbestimmtheit der Strafvorschrift stelle ei‐
ne ständige Androhung gegenüber Personen dar, die die Rechtsfolgen
ihrer Handlungen nicht vorhersehen konnten. Daher entspricht
Art. 301 des türkischen StGB nicht der Qualität der Rechtsvorschriften,
die von der Rechtsprechung des Gerichts angefordert wird, sodass der
Eingriff nicht gerechtfertigt ist. Der Anwendungsbereich der Miss‐
brauchsklausel zu geschichtsbezogenen Äußerungen wurde durch das
47 EGMR, Altuğ Taner Akçam v. Türkei, Urteil vom 25. Oktober 2007,
Antragsnummer 27520/07.
48 EMRK, Klass und andere v. Deutschland, Urteil vom 6. September 1978,
Antragsnummer 5029/71 § 38.
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Obiter Dictum aus dem Urteil Orban und andere v. Frankreich49 mit der
Einfügung der Rechtfertigung von Kriegsverbrechen wie Folter und
Massenexekutionen erweitert.
Das Obiter Dictum des Lehideux‐Urteils wurde anschließend im
erstinstanzlichen Urteil Janowiec und andere v. Russland50 herangezogen.
Die Beschwerdeführer, Nachkommen 1940 in Katyn hingerichteter
polnischer Armeeangehöriger, machten eine Verletzung von Art. 2
EMRK (Recht auf Leben) hinsichtlich der Verpflichtung des Staats, eine
angemessene und effektive Untersuchung des Tods ihrer Angehörigen
durchzuführen, geltend. Anschließend beanspruchten sie eine Verlet‐
zung von Art. 3 EMRK, da sie keine Informationen über den Tod ihrer
Angehörigen erhalten und die russischen Behörden ihre Anträge abge‐
lehnt hätten. Der EGMR betonte in einer nicht von der Großen Kam‐
mer erneut aufgenommenen These51, dass die Leugnung von Verbre‐
chen gegen die Menschheit, wie des Holocaust, nach ständiger Auffas‐
sung des Gerichtshofs den grundlegenden Werten der Konvention und
der Demokratie, nämlich Gerechtigkeit und Frieden, zuwiderlaufe und
dies auch in Fällen von Aussagen gelte, die das Ziel der Rechtfertigung
von Kriegsverbrechen verfolgen, wie Folter oder Massenexekutionen.
Durch die Anerkennung, dass die Angehörigen der Beschwerdeführer
als Gefangene in den sowjetischen Lagern festgehalten worden waren,
und die Erklärung, dass ihr weiteres Schicksal nicht aufgeklärt werden
könne, leugneten die russischen Justizbehörden die Massenexekutio‐
nen von Katyn und widersprachen damit den grundlegenden Werten
der Konvention.52 Obwohl dieses Obiter Dictum aus dem Urteil Janowiec

49 EGMR, Orban u.a. v. Frankreich, Urteil vom 15. Januar 2009, Antragsnummer
20985/05: „Il n’est pas douteux que des propos ayant sans équivoque pour but de
justifier des crimes de guerre tels que la torture ou des exécutions sommaires sont
pareillement caractéristiques d’un détournement de l’article 10 de sa vocation”.
50 EGMR, Janowiec u.a. v. Russland,Urteil vom 16. April 2012, Antragsnummern
55508/07, 29520/09.
51 EGMR, Janowiec u.a. v. Russland, § 165.
52 Österreichisches Institut für Menschenrechte, Recht der Hinterbliebenen auf
Aufklärung des Massakers von Katyn, Janowiec u. a. gg. Russland, Urteil vom 16.
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und andere v. Russland als ständige Auffassung des EGMR bekräftigt
wird, ist es mit dem Lehideux‐Dictum nicht identisch: Im Janowiec‐
Urteil wird der Anwendungsbereich des Art. 17 EMRK neu definiert,53
indem leugnenden Äußerungen zu Kriegsverbrechen – und nicht wie
laut Lehideux‐Urteil offenkundigen historischen Tatsachen – der
Schutz der Konvention verweigert wird.
Aus einer systematischen Auslegung der drei Dicta und der tatsäch‐
lich uneinheitlichen Rechtsprechung des EGMR lässt sich ableiten, dass
die Missbrauchsklausel des Art. 17 EMRK sich zu einem Schutzbe‐
reichsbegrenzungsinstrument gewandelt hat, das ein wesentliches
Spektrum der historischen Materie umfasst, nämlich die Leugnung
und Rechtfertigung von Kriegsverbrechen, Verbrechen gegen die
Menschheit und unbestreitbaren historischen Tatsachen, zu denen
nicht ausschließlich der Holocaust gehört. Allerdings beeinträchtigt die
wandelnde und auf Expansion ausgerichtete Missbrauchsklausel des
Art. 17 EMRK somit das Gebot der zurückhaltenden Anwendung des
Artikels.
Das Lehideux‐Obiter‐Dictum als allgemein geltender Ansatz54? Der
Fall Perincek
Der Anwendungsbereich des Obiter Dictums wurde erst 2013 be‐
stimmt, als sich der EGMR zu einem nicht holocaustbezogenen negati‐
onistischen Sachverhalt äußern sollte: Am 17. Dezember 2013 entschied
der EGMR mit einer Mehrheit von fünf zu zwei Stimmen,55 dass das
Bezirksgericht Lausanne das Recht auf Meinungsfreiheit des Chefs der
türkischen Arbeitspartei Dogun Perincek durch seine Verurteilung
wegen öffentlicher Leugnung des armenischen Genozids verletzt hatte.
April 2012, Kammer V, Bsw.‐Nr. 55.508/07 und 29.520/09, Jan Sramek Verlag,
S. 125.
53 Lobba, ‘Holocaust denial before the European Court of Human Rights:
evolution of exceptional regime’, EJIL, 2015, Jg. 26, Nr. 1, S. 249.
54 Karpenstein & Mayer, EMRK – Konvention zum Schutz der Menschenrechte und
Grundfreiheiten, C. H. Beck, München, 2012, S. 443.
55 EGMR, Perincek v. Schweiz, Urteil vom 17. Dezember 2013, Antragsnummer
27510/08,.
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Der Fall geht auf das Jahr 2005 zurück, als der türkische Politiker
den armenischen Genozid als eine „internationale Lüge” beschrieb und
öffentlich bestritt, dass das Osmanische Reich ein solches Verbrechen
des Genozids begangen habe. 2007 wurde Perincek wegen Rassendis‐
kriminierung gemäß Art. 261 des schweizerischen StGB56 verurteilt.
Das Gericht wies darauf hin, dass der armenische Genozid eine vom
schweizerischen Parlament anerkannte historische Tatsache und daher
keine Bezugnahme auf historische Quellen zur Belegung des Völker‐
mords erforderlich sei. Nachdem seine Revision verworfen worden
war, erhob Perincek eine Beschwerde vor dem EGMR und machte gel‐
tend, dass die schweizerische Entscheidung, die auf jenem dem Be‐
stimmtheitsgebot widersprechenden Art. 262 Abs. 4 des schweizeri‐
schen StGB beruhte, sein Recht auf Meinungsfreiheit verletze und kein
legitimes Ziel innerhalb einer demokratischen Gesellschaft verfolge.
Der EGMR hat aus eigenem Ermessen eine Prüfung dahingehend
vorgenommen, ob die Behauptungen des Beschwerdeführers vom
Schutz seiner Meinungsäußerungsfreiheit ausgenommen werden soll‐
ten. Im Lichte der Konkretisierung der Formen dem Geltungsbereich
des Art. 10 EMRK möglicherweise unterfallender Äußerungen wird
die Rechtsauffassung des Gerichts im Spannungsfeld zwischen Mei‐
nungsfreiheit und Gesinnungsmerkmalen erörtert. Von entscheidender
Bedeutung ist die vom Gericht vorgebrachte Argumentation zur Beja‐
hung der Verletzung des Meinungsfreiheitsrechts von Perincek: Die
Beeinträchtigung des Rechts durch die Verurteilung des Beschwerde‐
führers lässt sich nicht durch die lato‐sensu‐Auslegung des Art. 10
EMRK, die grundsätzlich auch die Leugnung eines historischen Ereig‐
nisses schützt, begründen, sondern durch die Erläuterung der Reich‐
weite des Begriffs der Leugnung. Die rechtliche Qualifizierung einer
historischen Tatsache ist im vorliegenden Fall nicht geeignet, zu Hass
aufzustacheln oder Verachtung gegenüber den Opfern zu wecken –
und zwar angesichts der Tatsache, dass über die Qualifizierung der Er‐
eignisse aus dem Jahre 1915 als Genozid hinaus kein sozialer, politi‐
56 Hierzu Kunz, ‘Zur Unschärfe und zum Rechtsgut der Strafnorm gegen
Rassendiskriminierung’, in: Schweizerische Zeitschrift für Strafrecht, 2/1998.
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scher und historischer Konsens besteht. Die Ablehnung des Miss‐
brauchsarguments mit der Begründung, dass der Beschwerdeführer
nicht die Tatsachen selbst, sondern ihre rechtliche Qualifizierung be‐
streite, veranschaulicht die Grenzlinie des Pluralismuskonzepts, so wie
es vom EGMR entwickelt wird. In die gleiche Richtung weist die Ur‐
teilsbegründung bezüglich der Verfassungswidrigkeit des Gesetzes zur
Kriminalisierung des Leugnens des armenischen Genozids vom fran‐
zösischen Bundesverfassungsgericht aus dem Jahr 2012:57 Nur die par‐
lamentarische Anerkennung eines Genozids weise der Verordnung
keine normativen Merkmale zu, sodass die Strafverfolgung einer
Leugnung der Begehung oder der rechtlichen Qualifizierung des Ge‐
nozids einen verfassungswidrigen Eingriff in die Meinungsfreiheit
darstelle. Hinsichtlich der behaupteten Beeinträchtigung des Prinzips
nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege […] certa geht das Gericht davon
aus, dass sich Art. 261 Abs. 4 des schweizerischen StGB auf keine kon‐
krete historische Tatsache beziehe, sodass das Spektrum der histori‐
schen Materie des Art. 261 des schweizerischen StGB hinsichtlich der
Strafbarkeit der Leugnung des armenischen Genozids infrage gestellt
werden könne; im vorliegenden Fall sollte dem Beschwerdeführer als
Doktor der Rechtswissenschaften die Anerkennung des armenischen
Völkermords vom Schweizer Nationalrat bekannt sein.
Dem Argument sowohl der Unverhältnismäßigkeit der Strafe als
auch der Ungeeignetheit der Pönalisierung als Mittel zum Schutz der
historischen Wahrheit wird vom EGMR gegenübergestellt, dass „ob‐
wohl die Suche nach der historischen Wahrheit ein integraler Bestand‐
teil der Meinungsfreiheit ist, ist es nicht die Rolle des Gerichts, die his‐
torischen Fragen zu klären, die Bestandteil einer laufenden Debatte
zwischen Historikern sind […].” Es obliege, so weiter, dem Gericht, die

57Conseil Constitutionnel, Entscheidung Nr. 2012‐647 DC vom 28. Februar 2012.
Zur Problematik siehe Pech, Conflit entre différentes conceptions de la liberté
d’expression sur l’internet : vers l’imposition d’une lex americana en matière de
lutte contre le discours raciste et négationniste?,in: Légipresse II,2002, S. 5; Frangi,
Les „lois mémorielles”: de l’expression de la volonté générale au législateur histo‐
rien, in: RDP I,2005.
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Verhältnismäßigkeit der betreffenden Maßnahmen zu prüfen, ohne
aufdie Problematik einzugehen, ob der Schutz der kollektiven Erinne‐
rung als legitimes Ziel der Vorschrift dienen könne.58 Insbesondere
wurde die Erfüllung der Bedingung der dringenden sozialen Notwen‐
digkeit des Eingriffs anhand einer Abwägung des Anspruchs auf
Schutz der Ehre der Nachkommen der Opfer gegen die Meinungsfrei‐
heit des Beschwerdeführers geprüft.
Das Gericht prüfte die soziale Notwendigkeit des Eingriffs anhand
des allgemeinen Konsensus über das historische Ereignis, das von den
innerstaatlichen Gerichten übernommen wurde: Dabei unterschied der
EGMR zwischen historischen Tatsachen, über die es einen Konsens in
der Wissenschaft gibt, wie der Holocaust, und solchen, bei denen die‐
ses Kriterium nicht erfüllt wird. In voller Kenntnis der Konsequenzen
der Annahme des allgemeinen Konsensus als Maßstab für die Verhält‐
nismäßigkeit der die Meinungsfreiheit einschränkenden Verurteilun‐
gen stellte der EGMR fest, dass ein echter allgemeiner Konsens über
historische Tatsachen eigentlich kaum vorstellbar sei, außer über den
Holocaust, und zog mit dieser Schlussfolgerung eine Grenzlinie zum
Gedankengang des spanischen Verfassungsgerichts,59das die einfache
Leugnung aller historischen Tatsachen, unabhängig von ihrem histori‐
schen oder sozialen Konsens, verfassungsrechtlich als unzulässig zu‐
rückwiesen hatte. Ohnehin entsteht ein Widerspruch bei ungleicher
Beurteilung der Leugnung historischer Tatsachen anhand der Reich‐
weite des historischen oder gesellschaftlichen Konsens, dessen promi‐
nentestes Beispiel die Erklärung des Gesetzes vom 23. Januar 2012 zur
Leugnung des armenischen Genozids als verfassungswidrig ist, wäh‐
rend der identische Wortlaut des Gayssot‐Gesetzes in Kraft bleibt.

58 Grundlegend dazu Zabel, ‘Soll das Strafrecht Erinnerungen schützen?’ ZStW,
2010, S. 834–853.
59
Tribunal Constitucional, Urteil vom 7. November 2007, 235/2007;
Ramos Vázquez, ‘A declaración de inconstitucionalidad del delito de ‚negacionismo’
(artículo 607.2 del código penal)’, Revista penal, 23, 2009, S. 120–137 (Kommentar
zur Entscheidung), in: Hennebel/Hochmann, Genocide Denials and The Law, Oxford
University Press, 2011, S. 172, Fußnote 45.
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Wenn auch subtil, so wird damit auf das Kriterium des Konsensus ü‐
ber jede historische Tatsache verwiesen.
Das Urteil des EGMR wurde am 15. Oktober 2015 von der Großen
Kammer bestätigt,60 die auf die erstinstanzliche Feststellung Bezug
nehmend anmerkte, dass sie nicht befugt sei zu entscheiden, ob es sich
bei den Massenmorden um einen Genozid gehandelt habe. Abwei‐
chend von der Argumentation des Urteils vom 13. Dezember 2013
prüfte die Große Kammer die dringende soziale Notwendigkeit des
Eingriffs nicht nur anhand des umstrittenen Kriteriums des Konsensus
über die historische Tatsache, sondern auch anhand des geografischen,
historischen und zeitlichen Faktors61. Nach Auffassung der Großen
Kammer liege die Erforderlichkeit der Kriminalisierung der Holocaust‐
leugnung nicht darin, dass es sich um eine offenkundige historische
Tatsache handele, sondern weil ihre Leugnung antidemokratisch und
antisemitisch sei, besonders in Staaten, die den Nazischrecken erlebt
haben. Dagegen sei die Polemik, die diese Äußerung ausgelöst habe,
dem schweizerischen politischen Leben fremd und daher die straf‐
rechtliche Verurteilung wegen des Bestreitens der rechtlichen Qualifi‐
zierung des armenischen Genozids nicht durch den innenpolitischen
Kontext gerechtfertigt. Darüber hinaus war der Zeitablauf zwischen
den Ereignisse und der Äußerung des Beschwerdeführers kritisch, da
es 90 Jahre später fast keine Überlebende mehr geben konnte. Außer‐
dem bemerkte die Große Kammer, dass dem Bestreiten keine erheblich
umwerfende Wirkung zugeschrieben werden könne, insbesondere
weil der Beschwerdeführer die Grausamkeiten nicht rechtfertigte, son‐
dern deren Qualifikation als Genozid bestritt. Die Große Kammer war
im vorliegenden Fall auch nicht der Überzeugung, dass eine Äußerung
zu traumatischen historischen Tatsachen die Würde der von diesen Er‐
eignissen beeinflussten Gruppen verletzen kann, wie die Kommission
und der EGMR im Fall der Leugnung des Holocausts angenommen
hatten. Abweichend von ihrer ursprünglichen Begründung der Nicht‐
60 EGMR, Perincek v. Schweiz, Urteil vom 15. Oktober 2015, Antragsnummer
27510/08.
61 EGMR, Perincek v. Schweiz, Urteil vom 15. Oktober 2015, § 242ff.
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erfüllung einer dringenden sozialen Notwendigkeit mangels Konsens
zwischen den Hohen Vertragsparteien zu den historischen Ereignissen
äußerte sich die Große Kammer skeptisch zum Kriterium der rechts‐
vergleichenden Betrachtung und zur Erforderlichkeit der Kriminalisie‐
rung der Leugnung des armenischen Genozids laut schweizerischen
internationalen Verpflichtungen.
Unter Einbeziehung sämtlicher Aspekte –wie der nicht zu Hass o‐
der Intoleranz aufstachelnde Charakter der Äußerung des Beschwer‐
deführers einer nicht von erhöhten Spannungen geprägten Thematik
öffentlichen Interesses in einer für die Würde der Mitglieder der arme‐
nischen Gemeinde nicht äußerst verletzenden Weise – und mangels
völkerrechtlicher Verpflichtung zur Kriminalisierung dieser Äußerun‐
gen ist die Große Kammer zu dem Ergebnis gelangt, dass es in einer
demokratischen Gesellschaft nicht erforderlich sei, den Beschwerde‐
führer zum Schutz der Rechte der armenischen Gemeinde einer straf‐
rechtlichen Sanktion zu unterwerfen.
Die inkohärente Anwendung des Art. 17 EMRK in geschichtsbezo‐
gener Rechtsprechung zeigte sich im Urteil dadurch, dass vier der
siebzehn Richter argumentierten,62 dass das Massaker und die Depor‐
tation des armenischen Volks ein als unbestreitbare historische Tatsa‐
cheanzusehender Genozid gewesen seien, sodass dessen Leugnung ei‐
ne Leugnung des Offensichtlichen sei und folglich dem Schutzbereich
des Art. 10 EMRK als missbräuchlich entzogen werden sollte.
Nicht unbemerkt blieb die Argumentation zum fraglichen allgemei‐
nen Konsens über in Betracht kommende historische Tatsachen. Der
EGMR untersuchte die Notwendigkeit der Verurteilung des Be‐
schwerdeführers in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft unter Rückgriff
auf umstrittene Schutzzwecke, wie etwa Gefühle der Betroffenen, die
historische Erinnerung sowie die zeitliche Nähe der Ereignisse. In Ü‐
bereinstimmung mit der Argumentationslinie der Begründungsberich‐
62 Abweichende Stellungnahme der Richter Spielmann, Casadevall, Berro, De
Gaetano, Sicilianos, Silvis und Kūris, S. 121 unter Verweis auf Kieser &Bloxhmam,
The Cambridge History of the First World War, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2015, Band I, ‘Global war’, Kap. 22 (Genozid), S. 585–614.
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te nationaler Gesetzesentwürfe63 schwankte das Gericht zwischen der
Zweckmäßigkeit der Ethik der historischen Erinnerung und dem Ge‐
fühlschutz und demonstriert die Grenzziehung zwischen Gefühls‐ und
Klimaschutz und rechtsorientierter Sanktionierung.64 Im Mittelpunkt
der Diskussion stand das Legitimationsdefizit fragwürdiger Schutz‐
zwecke, wie hier das Schwanken zwischen der Schutzwürdigkeit der
beeinträchtigten Innerlichkeit und einer moralistischen Identitätsbe‐
wältigung. Lässt sich das Rechtsgüterschutzkonzept nach herrschender
Meinung als Mittel zur freien Entfaltung des Einzelnen, zur Verwirkli‐
chung seiner Grundrechte und zum Funktionieren eines auf dieser
Zielvorstellung aufbauenden staatlichen Systems definieren, bedarf die
Stellungnahme des EGMR einer kritischen Betrachtung. Eine Eingriffs‐
begründung muss sich anhand verfassungsrechtlich verankerter
Grundprinzipien der Mitgliedstaaten laut dem Ultima‐Ratio‐Prinzip65
legitimieren lassen, um kriminal‐ und rechtspolitisch feste Zweckset‐
zungen befürworten zu können. Scheitert das Gericht an dieser Anfor‐
derung, dann werden subjektiv empfundene Standpunkte zum Aus‐
druck gebracht, im Perincek‐Fall anhand der kriminalpolitisch abwei‐
chenden Stellungnahmen zutage getreten.

Ausblick

63Als Überblick der in den Gesetzesmaterialien ermittelten Schutzzwecke siehe
u. a. BT‐Drs. 1307/1. Wahlperiode, S. 43–44; DB – 47. Sitzung vom 16. März 1950,
S. 1592B ff. (eine erste gesetzestechnische und kriminalpolitische Einschätzung des
SPD‐Entwurfs); Plenarprotokoll Nr. 02/191 vom 7. Februar 1957, S. 10910C; BR,
stenografischer Bericht, Plenarprotokoll 516, S. 388; DB, stenografischer Bericht
vom 12. April 1984, Plenarprotokoll 10/67, S. 4754A, wo die beiden Entwürfe eines
21. StrÄndG behandelt werden; Beschlussempfehlung und Bericht des
Rechtsausschusses vom 24. April 1985; BT‐Drs. 12/7421 vom 27. April 1994.
64 Näher dazu Hefendehl, Kollektive Rechtsgüter im Strafrecht, 2002; Hörnle, Grob
anstößiges Verhalten, 2005.
65 Husak, ‘The Criminal law as last resort’, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, Jg. 24,
Nr. 2,2004, S. 207–235.
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Während es sich beim Holocaust um eine historische Tatsache han‐
delt, deren Leugnung den grundlegenden Werten der Konvention wi‐
derspricht und deshalb durch Art. 10 EMRK nicht geschützt wird,
stellte sich die Frage, ob dieser Ansatz bei anderen Kriegsverbrechen
oder Verbrechen gegen die Menschheit anwendbar sei. Entscheidend
ist dabei abzuklären, ob die Leugnung des Holocausts und nicht ande‐
rer historischer Tatsachen wegen der häufigen Assoziierung ihrer Be‐
fürworter mit antisemitischen oder nationalsozialistischen Ansichten
von Art. 17 EMRK erfasst ist oder diese leugnende Äußerung einen ei‐
genständigen Unwert trägt,66 der diese rechtliche Qualifizierung der
Schutzbereichsbegrenzung rechtfertigt. Der EGMR wird in seiner zu‐
künftigen Rechtsprechung erläutern müssen, wie die unbestreitbare
historische Tatsache definiert wird und ob sie sich anhand historischer
Quellen oder aufgrund der gerichtlichen bzw. parlamentarischen An‐
erkennung als offenkundig charakterisieren lässt. Das Bestreiten der
rechtlichen Qualifizierung als konventionswidrige Handlung sowie die
Eingrenzung des historischen Materials als Objekt geschichtsbezogener
juristischer Beurteilung bedürfen einer weiteren Untersuchung. Unter
Berücksichtigung der inkohärenten Auslegung des Art. 17 EMRK
durch die Kommission, zuerst durch die Nicht‐Anwendung des Art. 17
EMRK in der frühen Rechtsprechung des Kommission, anschließend
durch die verwirrende Anwendung der Missbrauchsklausel als Abwä‐
gungsregel im Rahmen der Rechtfertigungsprüfung und in der späte‐
ren Rechtsprechung des EGMR durch den kategorischen Ausschluss
des Leugnens bestimmter historischer Tatsachen aus dem Anwen‐
dungsbereich des Art. 10 EMRK, dessen faktischer Charakter keine Re‐
gel für die zukünftige Rechtsprechung schafft, wird emphatisch eine
vereinheitlichende Spruchpraxis hinsichtlich der Auslegung der Art. 10
Abs. 2, 17 EMRK gefordert. Entscheidend für eine feste Wahrnehmung
des Schutzes der in der Konvention verankerten Rechte ist dabei ein
Verzicht auf extralegale Elemente wie etwa die Einigung über eine his‐
66
Hierzu Mylonopoulos, ‘Zur Strafbarkeit der Leugnung historischer
Tatsachen’, in: Festschrift für Kristian Kühl zum 70. Geburtstag, C. H. Beck 2014,
S. 551 ff.
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torische Tatsache oder die Verletzbarkeit des historischen Selbstbe‐
wusstseins, die letztendlich subjektiv empfundene Moralvorstellungen
oder Tabus artikulieren; vielmehr ist eine Orientierung an Grundprin‐
zipien, wie dem Rechtsgüterschutz und dem Ultima‐Ratio‐Prinzip als
Grenzlinie zu einer bisher übermäßigen, jedoch konventionskonfor‐
men Sanktionierung, erwünscht.
Hauptsächlich besteht durch die Aufnahme des Negationismus in
die gerichtliche Sphäre das Erfordernis der Wiedererlangung der Ei‐
genständigkeit zwei singulärer wissenschaftlicher Gegenstände: einer‐
seits der Historiografie und Geschichte, die sich durch den Lernpro‐
zess und die Annahme in freiem Willen ihres Leserkreises etablieren
soll,67 und andererseits der Rechtsprechung des EGMR, die die Gel‐
tendmachung von Verletzungen in der Konvention verankerter Rechte
prüfend über die Befugnis seiner Tätigkeit hinausweist, Leitlinien zur
korrekten historischen Methode entwickelt und sich zu einem histori‐
schen Schiedsrichter transformiert. Denn wenn das Strafrecht als Seis‐
mograph der Staatsverfassung gilt,68 dann lassen sich aus der Annah‐
me der Vereinbarkeit einer zwecklosen und zur Identitätsbewältigung
ungeeigneten Kriminalisierung seismische Erschütterungen ableiten,
die sich unter Rückgriff auf rechtsmoralistische Instrumentaria nicht
verhindern lassen.

67

Roxin, ‘Was darf der Staat unter Strafe stellen? Zur Legitimation von Strafdrohungen’,
in: Studi in onore di Marinucci, S. 722ff.; Müller & Hastedt (Hrsg.), Politik der
Erinnerung, 2000; Anderheiden, Heinig, Bürkli, Paternalismus und Recht, In memoriam
Angela Augustin(1968 – 2004), 2006.
68
Roxin, ‘Strafverfahrensrecht’, 25. Aufl., München 1998, § 2 Rdnr. 1.
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“The search for a legal definition of terrorism in some
ways resembles the quest for the Holy Grail: periodically,
eager souls set out, full of purpose, energy and self‐
confidence, to succeed where so many others before have
tried and failed.”1
Geoffrey Levitt

Introduction: Crisis in the EU, and the need for international per‐
spective
Following the end of the Cold War, many scholars and policymak‐
ers believed that Europe had reached an end of history in which the con‐
tinent would live free of existential security threats.2 Recent shifts in
1 See Geoffrey Levitt, ‘Is “terrorism” worth defining?; 13 Ohio N.U. L. Rev. 97, 97
(1986).
2 See Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (2006), https://
books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=NdFpQwKfX2IC&oi=fnd&pg=PR9&dq=
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geopolitical forces, as well as the rise of the self proclaimed Islamic
State, have now put security policy back on the map for Europe. An
uncontrolled stream of migration in a borderless Schengen area, cou‐
pled with Europe’s historical troubles with failed integration and do‐
mestic radicalization present a dangerous opportunity for terrorist or‐
ganizations. As a recent Europol report noted, the security risk posed
by terrorism has increased in recent years, and is likely to continue on
an upward trajectory for the foreseeable future.3 In 2015 alone, 151
people were killed and 360 wounded as a result of terrorist attacks in
the EU.4 The ability of ISIL to conduct large scale attacks in Europe, as
well as inspire self radicalized terrorists demonstrates the continuing
threat posed by radical Islamist groups.5 The U.N. Security Council’s
(“UNSC”)unanimous decision to enact a French‐proposed resolution
affirming that IS is a “global and unprecedented threat to international
peace and security,” confirms that international terrorism is a global
crisis.
European law enforcement agencies will have to step up their ef‐
forts in order to combat terrorist threats. However, these efforts will be
less effective unless there is a clear and shared understanding of how
terrorism should be conceptualized theoretically, and defined legally.
Academic analysis of anti‐terrorism laws is therefore essential. While
Europe faces a particularly high terrorist threat, the EU’s counter‐terror
strategy extends far beyond European borders. Some of the most im‐
portant axis of cooperation in the fight against terrorist groups exists
between the U.S. and the EU, as well as bilaterally between the U.S.
and individual EU member states.6 In addition to their transatlantic
partners, European policymakers collaborate with governments
around the world in order to combat terrorist organizations. The inter‐
fukuyama +end+of+history&ots=LBQQWsE30D&sig=PB4ZCsQ_BEBazH9x2M9Skt
weDaM (last visited Aug. 27, 2016).
3 EUROPOL, European Union Terrorism Situation and Trend Report(TE‐SAT) 2016.
4 Id.
5 Id.
6 Rik Coolsaet, ‘EU counterterrorism strategy: value added or chimeraʹ, 86 Int.
Aff. Lond. 857–873 (2010).
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national nature of terrorism in the 21st century necessitates that our ef‐
forts to analyze the anti‐terrorism legal framework cannot be limited to
the EU or its member states. Rather, it is critical to analyze the interna‐
tional criminal law under which terrorism can be prosecuted in a com‐
parative perspective.
Therefore, this chapter will shed some light on the counter ‐ terror‐
ism international legal framework by using the post‐Morsi terrorist at‐
tacks in Egypt as a case study. Part II frames this legal apparatus by
highlighting the lack of theoretical clarity on the meaning of terrorism,
and reviewing the sociological literature on the elements of terrorism.
Part III furthers this analysis by reviewing terrorist attacks committed
in Egypt, and evaluates them under the terrorist‐related offenses, trea‐
ties and UNSC counter‐terrorism resolutions. Part IV examines
whether or not there is an international crime of terrorism under inter‐
national (customary) law, and Part V explores if those attacks rise to
the level of war crimes and crimes against humanity (humanitarian
law). The chapter concludes by making policy recommendations to
combat terrorism.
Terrorism – A Theoretical Overivew
The word terrorist is applied to a wide variety of groups engaged in
many different types of conflict. Terrorism is most commonly associ‐
ated with radical Islamic extremist ideologies, or groups like al‐Qaeda
and Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (“ISIS/da’esh”).7 However, it is
also not uncommon to refer to state terrorism—the institutionalized
use of force by a government to control its citizens— or state sponsored
terrorism — the practice of governments financing non‐government
terrorist groups.8 States like Turkey even use the word terrorist to refer
7 While Islamic extremism does contribute to special kinds of terrorism, there
are several other forms; each has their own features and challenges for policymak‐
ers. These categories frequently overlap to describe single terrorist groups but are
beneficial in providing a way of distinguishing what these groups will target and
what motivates them.
8 In modern history one could look to the use of violence by Saddam Hussein
against the Kurds or even the suppression of democratic protestors in Syria by
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to separatist minority groups that respond to state repression by fight‐
ing for the creation of a new nation‐state.9
Despite the ubiquitous nature of the word terrorism in modern po‐
litical discourse, there is an astonishing lack of consensus as to what
exactly terrorism is.10 The U.S. government alone employs 22 different
definitions of terrorism.11 A survey of the academic literature reveals
that there are only two characteristics of terrorism which are used in a
majority of academic studies. The first characteristic is that terrorism
involves some sort of violence, and the second is that the violence be of
a political nature.12 One scholar exemplifies this mode of thinking by
defining terrorism as, “violence—or equally important, the threat of
violence used and directed in pursuit of or in service of a political
aim.”13While most acts considered to be terrorism can surely be classi‐
Basher al‐asad. Joseph K. Young and Laura Dugan, ‘Survival of the fittest: why ter‐
rorist groups endure’, 8 Perspectives on Terrorism 2 (2014). See also Mark Juer‐
gensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God (University of California Press 2000).
9 Hsiang‐en Huang, ‘Is separatism terrorism? Sharnoff’s global views’, May 8,
2014,
http://www.sharnoffsglobalviews.com/uyghur‐separatism‐terrorism‐294/
(“What is the difference between separatism and terrorism and why is it important
for governments to understand this?... While separatism is frequently misunder‐
stood, the diversified nature of separatism gives us a chance to examine the differ‐
ence between separatism and terrorism, which the later could be categorized as an
abhorrent act of violence that is perceived as directed against society, and the for‐
mer is not necessarily using violence to disrupt life.”).
10 Colin J. Beck & Emily Miner, ‘Who gets designated a terrorist and why? ’Soc.
Forces sos200 (2013).
11 Nicholas J. Perry, ‘Numerous federal legal definitions of terrorism: the prob‐
lem of too many grails’, 30 J Legis 249 (2003).
12 Leonard Weinberg, Ami Pedahzur & Sivan Hirsch‐Hoefler, ‘The challenges of
conceptualizing terrorism’, 16 Terror. Political Violence 777‐794 (2004).
13
Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism(2006), https://books.google.de/books?
hl=de&lr=&id=_ayrAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR1&dq=bruce+hoffman+inside+terro
rism&ots=qUa7fErNoW&sig=zv95rP78sdtPg04ApKWSrBj6JiE (last visited Aug 27,
2016), at 2‐3. Hoffman goes on to elaborate that it is possible to identify some main
features of terrorism. He recited: “By distinguishing terrorists from other types of
criminals and terrorism from other forms of crime, that terrorism is: (a) ineluctably
political in aims and motives; (b) violent—or, equally important, threatens vio‐
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fied as political violence, there is a plethora of political violence that
most would refuse to define as terrorism. For example, many people
would agree that Al Qaeda’s attack on 9/11 can be thought of as both
terrorism and politically motivated violence—violence with the aim of
repulsing western influence in the world. However, the U.S. decision
to respond by invading Afghanistan was also clearly a form of political
violence—violence designed to remove the Taliban from political
power. While the invasion was decidedly controversial, many would
dispute classifying it as a form of terrorism. Adjudicating the debate on
whether U.S. intervention in the Middle East is a form of state terror‐
ism is beyond the scope of this chapter. The important point is that
simply thinking of terrorism as political violence is insufficient for gen‐
erating the level of theoretical clarity required to engage in serious le‐
gal analysis.
In addition to violence that is politically motivated, terrorism is of‐
ten considered to be violence perpetrated by an illegitimate actor. For
example, Lizardo defines terrorism as any form of violence that is im‐
plemented by a non‐state actor.14 This understanding of terrorism re‐
lies on the notion that states alone have a monopoly on the legitimate
use of force.15 While Lizardo’s theories are certainly relevant in the pre‐
sent, state‐centric international legal framework, some consider non‐
state actors to be morally—if not legally—legitimate. The relevance of

lence; (c) designed to have far‐reaching psychological repercussions beyond the
immediate victim or target; (d) conducted either by an organization with an identi‐
fiable chain of command or conspiratorial cell structure (whose members wear no
uniform or identifying insignia) or by individuals or a small collection of individu‐
als directly influenced, motivated, or inspired by the ideological aims or example
of some existent terrorist movement and/or its leaders; and (e) perpetrated by a sub
national group or non‐state entity.”. Id., at 34‐40.
14 Omar Lizardo, ‘Defining and theorizing terrorism: a global actor‐centered
approach’, 14 World‐Syst. Res. 91–118 (2015).
15 Colin J. Beck, Radicals, Revolutionaries, and Terrorists (2015), https://books.
google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=HDxUCgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT6&dq=colin+b
eck+radicals+revolutionaries+and+terrorists&ots=pF_BWvTEI4&sig=dBHqZMUPr
57qFAOHOZYndaAebhg last visited Aug 25, 2016).
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legitimacy in describing terrorism is captured by the adage one man’s
terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter. Indeed, there can be a fine line
between repugnant extremist violence and morally justified armed re‐
sistance. Angus Martyn elaborated on this point in his briefing to the
Australian Congress, in which he stated:
The international community has never succeeded in developing an
accepted comprehensive definition of terrorism. During the 1970s and
1980s, the United Nations attempts to define the term floundered
mainly due to differences of opinion between various members about
the use of violence in the context of conflicts over national liberation
and self‐determination...16
The use of political violence is especially contentious in these situa‐
tions because they necessarily involve conflicting claims about the le‐
gitimacy of the government in question.17 It is therefore not surprising
that, in recent decades, religious and ethnic activists are by far the most
frequent non‐governmental actors to employ terrorism.18 Still, analyz‐
ing terrorism as illegitimate, politically motivated violence leaves a
murky gray area between terrorism and civil war.
There are other ways of thinking about terrorism that put less em‐
phasis on the legitimacy of the actor. Tilly argues that terrorism should
not be conceptualized in terms of the characteristics of the perpetrator,
but rather as a tactic or strategy. Specifically, terrorism is “asymmetri‐
cal deployment of threats and violence against enemies using means
that fall outside the forms of political struggle routinely operating
16 Angus Martyn, ‘The right of self‐defense under international law: the re‐
sponse to the terrorist attacks of 11 September‘’, Australian Law and Bills Digest
Group, Parliament of Australia, Feb. 2001, https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/publications/
abstract.aspx?ID=193762 (provides an international law debate on the use of force
by the United States claiming self‐defense against the terrorist network al‐Qaeda in
the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks).
17Beck, supra note 17.
18Donald L. Horowitz, The Deadly Ethnic Riot (2001), https://books.google.com/
books?hl=en&lr=&id=UwA1aaB2WGgC&oi=fnd&pg=PR13&dq=Horowitz,+D.+L.+
2001.+The+Deadly+Ethnic+Riot.+Berkeley:+University+of+California+Press.&ots=V
Gxh7VhTGR&sig=sMsJg6oTTujs3GiQSvFjG0zEVEs (last visited Aug 27, 2016).
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within some current regime.”19 This definition of terrorism emphasizes
the asymmetrical nature of terrorism – therefore distinguishing terror‐
ism from a civil war with evenly matched sides. Rather, terrorism usu‐
ally involves either a disproportionate use of violence by the state, or
the mismatched power dynamic between a government and a non‐
state actor. By viewing terrorism as a strategy, Tilly’s definition allows
for any actor to be considered a terrorist so long as they employ
asymmetric violence that is outside of the norms of normal political
operations.20 Similarly, Bergessen avoids tricky questions of legitimacy
by proposing a three‐step model of terrorism based on the relationship
between victim and perpetrator. Bergessen argues that there are three
relevant parties to any terrorist act—the terrorist, the victim, and the so
called target audience. For example, an army achieves their political
goal by killing enemy soldiers and destroying the other side’s ability to
continue fighting. Thus, the target and victims of an attack are usually
the same individuals in traditional military strategy. Terrorism on the
other hand, is unique in that the political aim of the terrorist cannot be
achieved simply by killing the victims directly. Terrorists often kill ci‐
vilians in the hopes that their governments will give in to the terrorists’
demands in order to prevent further attacks. The proximate victims of
a terrorist’s violence are not the target of the violence itself. Rather, the
target of the violence is an audience that has the power to make the
changes that achieve the terrorist’s goals.21
While each of these views of terrorism has its strengths and weak‐
nesses, most definitions of terrorism combine multiple theoretical ap‐
Charles Tilly, ‘Terror, terrorism, terrorists’, 22 Sociol. Theory 5–13 (2004), at 5.
Based on this understanding of terrorism, Tilly generates predictions about
the likely forms that terrorism will take. Specifically, “Terror as a strategy therefore
ranges from (1) intermittent actions by members of groups that are engaged in
wider political struggles to (2) one segment in the modus operandi of durably or‐
ganized specialists in coercion, including government‐employed and government‐
backed specialists in coercion to (3) the dominant rationale for distinct, committed
groups and networks of activists.”
21 Albert Bergesen, ‘Three‐step model of terrorist violence’, 12 Mobilization Int.
Q. 111‐118 (2007).
19
20
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proaches. The U.S. Code Title 22 Chapter 38, Section 2656f(d) defines
terrorism as “premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated
against noncombatant targets by sub national groups or clandestine
agents, usually intended to influence an audience.”22 Similarly, several
international legal scholars argue that terrorism “constitutes the ille‐
gitimate use of force to achieve a political objective when innocent
people are targeted” and “the recurrent use or threatened use of politi‐
cally motivated and clandestinely organized violence, by a group
whose aim is to influence a psychological target in order to make it be‐
have in a way which the group desires.”23
22 See 22 U.S. Code § 2656f: Annual Country Reports on Terrorism (LII)/Legal In‐
formation Institute, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/22/2656f. Also, the US
Code defines “international terrorism” as “the activities that include the following
three characteristics: (a) violent acts or acts that are dangerous to humans life that
violate federal or state law; (b) appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a
civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or
coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assas‐
sination, or kidnapping; and 3‐ ….” Also, the U.S. Department of Defense stipu‐
lated that “terrorism is the calculated use of violence or the threat of violence to in‐
culcate fear; intended to coerce or to intimidate governments or societies in the
pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious, or ideological.” See Cheryl
Pellerin, ‘Obama: terrorism threat is real but we will overcomeit’, US Department
of Defense, Dec. 7, 2015, http://www.defense.gov/News‐Article‐View/Article/
633156/obama‐terrorism‐threat‐is‐real‐but‐we‐will‐overcome‐it (“The United States
has become better at preventing complex, multifaceted attacks like those that took
place on 9/11,… but terrorists have turned to less complicated acts of violence like
the mass shootings at Fort Hood, Texas, in 2009; in Chattanooga, Tennessee, in
July; and in San Bernardino, California... The threat from terrorism is real, but we
will overcome it,... We will destroy [the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant] and
any other organization that tries to harm us… We will prevail by being strong and
smart, resilient and relentless, and by drawing upon every aspect of American
power.”)
23 See C.J. M. Drake, ‘The role of ideology in terrorists’ target selection’, 10 Ter‐
rorism & Political Violence 2 (1998), at 53‐85, https://www.ciaonet.org/attachments/
6047/uploads (“Ideology plays a crucial role in terrorist’s target selection; it sup‐
plies terrorists with an initial motive for action and provides a prism through
which they view events and the actions of other people. Those people and institu‐
tions whom they deem guilty of having transgressed the tenets of the terrorists’
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While each definition differs slightly, they all contain several key con‐
ceptual elements of terrorism. All of the above definitions underscore
that terrorism is:
(i) A strategy
(ii) involving violence
(iii) used by illegitimate or non‐state actors
(iv) to influence a target/audience
(v) in order to achieve a political goal
It is difficult to create one parsimonious understanding of terrorism
that includes the numerous actions that can be carried out by terrorist
groups.24 Using concrete examples of terrorism can help to shed light
ideologically‐based moral framework are considered to be legitimate targets which
the terrorists feel justified in attacking). See alsoWalter Laqueur, ‘Postmodern ter‐
rorism: new rules for an old game’, 75 Foreign Affairs 5 (1996),
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:PEMwWFYKvj0J:https://
www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/1996‐09‐01/postmodern‐terrorism‐new‐rules‐old‐
game+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=br (“From this perspective the recent upsurge of
terrorist activity is not particularly threatening. According to the State Depart‐
ment’s annual report on the subject, fewer people died…in incidents of interna‐
tional terrorism ... Such figures, however, are almost meaningless, because of both
the incidents they disregard and those they count. Current definitions of terrorism
fail to capture the magnitude of the problem worldwide. Terrorism has been de‐
fined as the sub‐state application of violence or threatened violence intended to
sow panic in a society, to weaken or even overthrow the incumbents, and to bring
about political change.”).
24 The significance of the additional concept of ‘terrorist’ provided by the OED
should be recognized; “anyone who attempts to further his views by a system of
coercive intimidation.” This definition highlights the other essential character of
terrorism: that it is a planned, calculated, and indeed systematic act. Hoffman, su‐
pra note 4. It may be therefore conclude that terrorism would be: (1) the deliberate
creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the threat of violence in the
pursuit of political change; (2) every terrorism act involves violence or the threat of
violence; (3) is specifically designed to have far‐reaching psychological effects be‐
yond the immediate victim(s) or object of the terrorist attack; (4) meant to instill
fear within, and thereby intimidate, a wider “target audience” that might include a
rival ethnic or religious group, an entire country, a national government or politi‐
cal party, or public opinion in general; (5) is designed to create power through the
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on what is otherwise an anfractuous discussion. Therefore, against this
succinct backdrop, we now turn to Egypt as a case study in order to
analyze how international law can be applied to terrorist acts.
Egypt’s Attacks After June 30, 2013 Popular Coup: A crusade of ‘ter‐
rorism’, homicide, arson, and suicide bombings
On July 3, 2013, the Military ousted president Mohammad Morsi in
response to the calls of millions of Egyptians who took to Tahir Square
to protest against the Muslim Brotherhood’s religious dictatorship. In
the aftermath of this historic event, Egypt has witnessed one of the
most severe waves of terrorism in modern history.25 The Egyptian
court’s have responded by barring the Muslim brotherhood (MB) and
ansar beit el‐maqdis (“ABM”) as terrorist organizations and forbidden all
of their activities.26 While this move has come under some criticism, it
is important to understand the Egyptian government’s rational for
viewing the MB as a terrorist organization. First, it should be noted
that the MB – founded in 1928 by Hassan al‐Banna – is considered the
most universally influential “Islamist” organization.27 Al Banna denied
publicity generated by their violence; and (6) terrorists seek to obtain the leverage,
influence and power they otherwise lack to effect political change on either a local
or an international scale.
25 See generally Mohamed ‘Arafa, whither Egypt? Against religious fascism and
legal authoritarianism: pure revolution, Popular coup, or a military coup d’état? 24
Indiana Int’l. & Comp. L. Rev. 4 (2014).
26 See Zachary Laub, ‘Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood’, Jan. 15, 2014, Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), para. 3, http://www.cfr.org/egypt/egypts‐ muslim‐
brotherhood/p23991. See Ryan Mauro, ‘Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood videos call
for violence’, June 2, 2015, The Clarion Project, para. 1, http://www.clarionproject.
org/analysis/egyptian‐muslim‐brotherhood‐videos‐call‐violence. See U.S. Depart‐
ment Of State, Terrorist Designation of Ansar Bayt al‐Maqdis, Media Note, Office of
the Spokesperson, Washington, DC, Apr. 9, 2014, http://www.state.gov/r/pa/
prs/ps/ 2014/04/224566.htm (“The Department of State has announced the designa‐
tion of Ansar Bayt al‐Maqdis as a Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO) under Sec‐
tion 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act and as a Specially Designated
Global Terrorist entity under section 1(b) of Executive Order (E.O.) 13224.”).
27See generally Lawrence Wright, The Looming Tower: Al‐Qaeda and the road to
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the Western model of secular, democratic government, which contra‐
dicted his notion of universal Islamic ruling.28 Recently, the MB has
advocated violence against the Egyptian police, military, foreigners,
judges, embassies, and interests in the region linked to countries that
support Egypt’s current President ‘Abdel Fattah el‐Sisi.29 Furthermore,
they announced a decision for revolution “with all its means and
mechanisms” against the current elected government, focusing attacks
on the police, army, and senior public officials. This included a high
profile assassination attempt on the Egyptian Interior Minister in
2013.30
Although the government’s motivation for cracking down on the
brotherhood is understandable, there is some controversy surrounding
the state’s methods. Specifically, some have criticized the dispersion of
the MB‐led “raba’a al‐’adaweya.” A report issued by the National Coun‐
cil for Human Rights (“NCHR”) fact‐finding mission found that there
was lack of proportionality in use of force by the security forces in spe‐
cific cases while scattering the sit‐in, the peaceful demonstrators did
not have an ample opportunity to leave the sit‐in, and there was an in‐
adequate attempt to secure safe passage of the peaceful protestors.31
However, the same report revealed:
(i) the groups that were responsible of securing the sit‐in exposed
9/11 (2006).
28See Bryony Jones and Susannah Cullinane, ‘What is the Muslim Brother‐
hood?’ CNN, July 3, 2013, para. 11, http://www.cnn.com/2013/07/03/world/africa/
egypt‐muslim‐brotherhood‐explainer/ (last visited Aug. 30, 2016).
29 Mauro, supra note 27, at para. 2.
30See Stanford University, ‘Mapping militant organizations’, https://web.stan‐
ford.edu/group/mappingmilitants/cgi‐bin/groups/view/557 (defining the Islamic
State, Sinai Province) (last retrieved Aug. 30, 2016).
31Id. Also, the report recites: “Armed violence acts erupted in 22 governorates
where a number of churches and governmental facilities were burnt and some po‐
lice stations were attacked. The violence acts lasted for 4 days from the morning of
14/8/2013 until the evening of 17/8/2013, which led to 686 deaths including 622 ci‐
vilians and 64 policemen. It is believed that most of the civilian casualties were of
innocent citizens who happened to be during the indiscriminate firing carried out
by some elements or during armed clashes with security forces”.
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some of the citizens who were present at the raba’a sit‐in to torture
and cruel treatment for various reasons;
(ii) many citizens were arrested by the administration of the sit‐in, in
order to investigate them through the groups securing the sit‐in . . .
, or against some individuals who used to provide services to the
sit‐in;
(iii) MB and its supporters used children in the political conflict with
their opponents;
(iv) civilians carried weapons inside the sit‐in, and
(v) the armed groups in the sit‐in used civilians as human shields.32
Moreover,
the committee documented through viewing many re‐
corded videos for speakers on the podium of the sit‐in,
whose words included incitement of violence, fighting and
martyrdom. Furthermore, such videos contained paramili‐
tary demos practiced by some members inside the sit‐in.
The speeches represented a discourse calling for discrimi‐
nation on the basis of religion and insulting some of the Is‐
lamic and Christian religious symbols, which would be de‐
scribed as inciting on hatred. And in return, the committee
has monitored a similar speech inciting on violence and
hatred against the protesters in some satellite TV channels
and some media outlets, such acts represent a violation of
the provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (“ICCPR”) and the international conven‐
tions against all forms of discrimination.33
32 See Law No. 94 of 2003 ‘Promulgating the National Council for Human
Rights’, http://www.nchregypt.org/index.php/en/about‐us/establishment.html. See
‘Summary of the National Council for Human Rights fact‐finding mission about
the disperse of Raba’a al‐’Adaweya Sit‐in’, Mar. 11, 2014, http://www.nchregypt.
org/index.php/en/activities/publications/1424‐rabaa‐reporttranslation.html
at
para(s). 1, 4.1, 5.1, 2.1., 2.2., 6.1., 2.4., 1.2. & 2.3.
33 Id. See International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (opened for signa‐
ture Dec. 19, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S., 171 and entered into force Mar. 23, 1976),
http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx
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Terrorists succeeded in ending Egypt’s Attorney General Justice
Hisham Barakat’s life in June 2015 through a bomb attack on his car in
Cairo. This incident happened shortly after IS called for attacks on the
judiciary.34 The Egyptian people have not only felt the brutality of ter‐
rorism on their own soil, but also as foreigners abroad. In February
2015,masked militants linked to ISIL slaughtered twenty‐one (21)
Egyptian Christian workers in Libya, prompting Egyptian warplanes
(military) to respond by bombarding jihadi targets in Libya.35“Terror‐
ism” not only kills or injures innocent individuals and strikes against
34 See ‘Egypt Prosecutor Hisham Barakat killed in Cairo attack’, BBC News, June
29, 2015. http://www.bbc.com/news/world‐middle‐east‐33308518 (“Mr. Barakat is
the most senior figure to have been targeted for assassination since a 2013 attempt
on the life of the then‐interior minister.”). In the same month, militants carried out
separate attacks near the Pyramids at Giza and the Karnak temple in Luxor, two of
Egypt’s most popular touristic locations. Also, IS claimed liability for a car bomb
attack at the Italian Consulate in Cairo in July 2015. See Kareem Fahim and Merna
Thomas, ‘Egypt’s top prosecutor is most senior official to die in insurgency, N.Y.
Times, June 29, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/30/world/middleeast/road‐
sidebomb‐injures‐egypts‐top‐prosecutor.html?_r=0 (“The rise of the new groups
coincided with a shift in the insurgency’s focus: After nearly... of attacks mainly
against the security services, killing hundreds of soldiers and police officers, the
militants have broadened their targets to include civilian officials in the judici‐
ary.”). See Michael Georgy, ‘Islamic State says behind bombing at Italian Consulate
in Cairo, Reuters, July 11, 2015, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/07/11/us‐
egypt‐blast‐idUSKCN0PL05H20150711 (“Islamic State claimed responsibility for a
car bomb attack at the Italian Consulate in central Cairo…, in an escalation of vio‐
lence that suggests militants are opening a new front against foreigners in Egypt.”)
(last visited Aug. 30, 2016).
35 See ‘Egyptian air strikes in Libya kill dozens of ISIS militants’, The Guardian,
Feb. 17, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/16/egypt‐air‐strikes‐
target‐isis‐weapons‐stockpiles‐libya (“The attacks were “to avenge the bloodshed
and to seek retribution from the killers,” ... “Let those far and near know that
Egyptians have a shield that protects them.” They followed... ISIS’s familiar heart‐
land in Syria and Iraq”). It should be noted that the situation in Libya since Febru‐
ary 15, 2011 was referred to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court. See
UNSC Resolution 1970 (2011), adopted by the Security Council at its 649, 1st meet‐
ing, Feb. 26, 2011, http://www.un.org/en/sc/documents/resolutions/2011.shtml (last
retrieved Aug. 30, 2016).
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human rights and fundamental freedoms, but also causes severe dam‐
age to victims’ families and relatives. This amplifies the impact of ter‐
rorism resulting in grave harm to a state’s social order, peace, and se‐
curity.
Egypt’s Post June 30, 2013 Attacks under International Treaty Law:
Terrorist Related‐Criminal Acts Conventions
It is necessary to inspect the relevant international conventions
binding on Egypt concerning countering international terrorism.36
Some argue that, unlike other international crimes (i.e. war crimes,
genocide, aggressions, and crimes against humanity) a comprehensive
definition of international terrorism – including all terrorist actions and
excluding all non‐terrorist acts from its scope – still does not exist.37
Several scholars posit that this is because terrorism is a subjective idea,
which “exists in the mind of the beholder, depending upon one’s po‐
litical views and national origins.”38Therefore, in order to obtain some
36 For further details on Egypt’s international obligations under treaties, see
generally ‘Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties’ (1969), at art. 26,
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume‐1155‐I‐
18232‐English.pdf (“Every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must
be performed by them in good faith”).
37 See Matthew J. Manning, 23 Public Lawyer 2 (2015), at 9‐13, http:// hei‐
nonlineorg.proxy.mckinneylaw.uits.iu.edu/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/pubil
aw23&start_page=9&i=35 (“Throughout history, terrorism has been difficult to de‐
fine. For some, terrorism is an offense, and, for others, it is an activity assigned by
God; some see it as a distinctive act of maintaining power, and others believe that
it is a justified action against oppression; some view it as an attack on peace and
security, and others see it as a quest for identity.”). See ‘International Legal Instru‐
ments, United Nations Action to Counter Terrorism’, http://www.un.org/en/ter‐
rorism/instruments.shtml (last visited Aug. 30, 2016).
38 Roberta Arnold, ‘The prosecution of terrorism as a crime against humanity’,
Zeitschrift für ausllndisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (2004): 979‐1000, at 980,
para 1., http://www.hjil.de/64_2004/64_2004_4_a_979_1000.pdf. It is noteworthy to
acknowledge that the first attempt to formulate a definition of international terror‐
ism had begun during the negotiations of the draft Convention for the Prevention
and Punishment of Terrorism (1937), though the attempt failed due to the absence
of agreement between the states on the scope and elements of the definition. See
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guidance in examining our case, we will be focusing our analysis
mostly on the three most crucial multilateral terrorism‐related conven‐
tions: the International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist
Bombings, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons including Diplomatic
Agents, and the International Convention for the Suppression of the
Financing of Terrorism.
1. Are there multilateral terrorism‐related crimes agreements applicable to
Egypt’ sattacks? Were there “Criminal Acts or Offenses” committed within
these treaties?
The International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist
Bombings 1997 (‘Terrorist Bombing Convention’) reads:
Any person commits an offence within the meaning of
this Convention if that person unlawfully and inten‐
tionally delivers, places, discharges or detonates an ex‐
plosive or other lethal device in, into or against a place
of public use, a State or government facility, a public
transportation system or an infrastructure facility:
(a) with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury; or
(b) with the intent to cause extensive destruction of
such a place, facility or system, where such de‐
struction results in or is likely to result in major
economic loss.”
Also, it states that:
Any person also commits an offence if that person at‐
tempts to commit an offence as set forth in paragraph 1.
.. Any person also commits an offence if that person:
(a) participates as an accomplice in an offence as set forth in
Upendra D. Acharya, ‘War on terror or terror wars: the problem in defining terror‐
ism’, 37 Denver J. Int’l L.& Policy (2009), at 657‐658. Therefore, instead of adopting a
“top‐down” (deductive perspective) in establishing the international legal frame‐
work of countering terrorism by firstly adopting an inclusive concept for the crime
of international terrorism, the international community opted, for practical
grounds, to adopt a “ground‐up” (inductive trend) in that area.
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paragraph 1 or 2; or
(b) organizes or directs others to commit an offence as set forth
in paragraph 1 or 2; or
(c) In any other way contributes to the commission of
one or more offences as set forth in paragraph 1 or
2 by a group of persons acting with a common
purpose; such contribution shall be intentional and
either be made with the aim of furthering the gen‐
eral criminal activity or purpose of the group or be
made in the knowledge of the intention of the
group to commit the offence or offences con‐
cerned.”39
A number of post June 30 attacks in Egypt fall under the acts for‐
bidden by this agreement and accordingly create “offences” under it. A
number of attacks were carried out through bombed cars and suicide
bombers against public (governmental) officials, police, and military
“places” and “facilities,” with the intent to cause death or serious bod‐
ily injuries, mainly to the police, military personals, judges, and for‐
eigners.40 Also “attempts” to commit such crimes, even those that fail
39See ‘International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings’
(adopted by the UN General Assembly Dec. 15, 1997 & entered into force May 23,
2001, Egypt acceded on Aug. 9, 2005), at arts. 2(1), 2(2) & 2(3), https://treaties.un.
org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=XVIII‐9&chapter=18&lang=en. It
also said “this Convention shall not apply where the offence is committed within a
single State, the alleged offender and the victims are nationals of that State, the al‐
leged offender is found in the territory of that State and no other State has a basis
under article 6(1)(2)... to exercise jurisdiction, except that the provisions of articles
10 to 15 shall, as appropriate, apply in those cases.” Id., at art. 3.
40 Examples are numerous. See ISIS Claims Responsibility for Cairo Car Bomb that
Wounds 29, CNN, Aug. 20, 2015, http://www.cnn.com/2015/08/19/middleeast/
egypt‐explosion/ (“ISIS claimed responsibility for a car bomb attack that wounded
at least 29 people in Cairo…, saying it was retribution for the execution of six
men…”). See Erin Cunningham and Heba Habib, ‘Suicide bomber, 2 other armed
men target Egypt’s temple site at Luxor’, The Washington Post, June 10, 2015,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/suicide‐bombers‐target‐
egypts‐famed‐temple‐site‐atluxor/2015/06/10/
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due to effective security force involvement, still fall under this treaty.41
The convention is not “inapplicable” in some of these attacks, because
the “offence” in each of these acts was deployed in more than a single
state close to Egypt. Most of the explosive devices were either smug‐
gled from the Gaza strip or Libya, and some of the perpetrators, organ‐
izers, contributors, and directors were not Egyptians.42 In some circum‐
stances the convention is not “inapplicable,” because states have a ba‐
sis to exercise jurisdiction when the offence is committed in an attempt
to compel that state to practice political pressures on the Egyptian gov‐
ernment or to stop dealing with or assisting the Egyptian govern‐
ment.43
Article 7(2) of this Convention stipulates “upon being satisfied that
the circumstances so warrant, the State Party in whose territory the of‐
fender or alleged offender is present shall take the appropriate meas‐
ures under its domestic law in order to ensure that person’s presence
for the purpose of prosecution or extradition.” Therefore, all state par‐
ties should search for and extradite to Egypt, or prosecute in good
faith, persons within their territories who committed, attempted, par‐
ticipated, organized, directed or contributed in the commission of any
of the aforementioned “crimes.” Because the treaty is not voided by the
multi‐state nature of the perpetrators and crimes, failure to do so
454aa76c‐0a7e‐43ef‐ab9d‐c48dfc6752de_story.html (“Militants with explosives bat‐
tled Egyptian security forces outside the ancient Karnak temple in Luxor…, striking
one of Egypt’s most famous tourist sites and raising fears over the potentially ex‐
panding reach of the country’s Islamist insurgency.”).
41 See ‘1 dead, 9 hurt in car bomb blast at Italian Consulate in Egypt’, CNN, July
11, 2015, http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/11/middleeast/egypt‐cairo‐explosion/ (last
retrieved Aug. 30, 2016) (“A car bomb exploded outside the Italian Consulate in
downtown Cairo, killing at least one person and significantly damaging part of the
building, Nine others were injured in the blast,...Various social media accounts that
belong to ISIS supporters have been sharing a statement they say is from the terror
group claiming responsibility for the attack…”).
42 Acharya, supra note 40.
43 However, the attacks which were committed only in Egypt and no other
state(s) has basis to exercise jurisdiction on, do not fall under this pact, though they
could fall under other international, regional, and domestic legal regimes.
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would be in breach of the aut dedere aut judicare procedural universal
norm.44
Similarly, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic
Agents 1973 (“Diplomatic Agents Convention”) states: “the intentional
commission of:
(a) a murder, kidnapping or other attack upon the person or liberty of
an internationally protected person;
(b) a violent attack upon the official premises, the private accommoda‐
tion or the means of transport or an internationally protected per‐
son likely to endanger his person or liberty;
(c) a threat to commit any such attack;
(d) an attempt to commit any such attack; and
(e) an act constituting participation as an accomplice in any such at‐
tack shall be made by each State Party a crime under its internal
law.”45
Several post June 30 attacks fall under the deeds described by this
treaty and hence constitute “offenses” under it. For example, the car
bomb attack against the Italian Consulate in Cairo in July 2015, which
ISIL claimed responsibility for, does not fall only under the acts pro‐
44 Id., ‘Terrorist Bombing Convention’, supra note 33, at art. 7(2). Additionally,
the Egyptian Constitution discusses the current “war on terrorism” in one of its
transitional provisions and reads: “The State commits to fighting all types and
forms of terrorism and tracking its sources of funding within a specific time frame
in light of the threat in represents to the nation and citizens, with guarantees for
public rights and freedoms. The law organizes the provisions and procedures of
fighting terrorism, and fair compensation for the damages resulting from it and be‐
cause of it.” See ‘Constitution of the Arab Republic of Egypt’: January 18, 2014
(Egypt), at art. 237, https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Egypt_2014.pdf.
45 ‘Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Interna‐
tionally Protected Persons’ (adopted by the UN General Assembly Dec. 14, 1973
&entered into force Feb. 20, 1977, Egypt acceded on June. 25, 1986), at art. 17(1),
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=XVIII‐
7&chapter=18&lang=en. Also it states “each State Party shall make these crimes
punishable by appropriate penalties which take into account their grave nature. Id.,
at art. 2(2).
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hibited by the Terrorist Bombing Convention, but also under this one.46
This is because an intentional commission of a violent attack upon the
official properties of an internationally protected person occurred.47
According to the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations 1963, a for‐
eign consul is an official of a State who is entitled to exceptional safety
from any attack on his person and freedom.48 Therefore, the Diplomatic
Agent’s Convention is especially relevant for this attack. In contrast to
the Terrorist Bombing Convention and the Terrorist Financing Con‐
vention, under this convention there is no prospect that the crime
could be considered a pure domestic crime. It cannot be excluded from
the scope of application of the convention because the Diplomatic
Agents Convention prohibits crimes committed against internationally
protected persons. Thus, the crime is inherently and automatically con‐
sidered transnational.49 Additionally, MB members could be consid‐
ered as having committed “crimes” prohibited by the Diplomatic
Agents Convention.50 Therefore, considering Article 7 of this Conven‐
Id.
This Convention stipulates that “Internationally protected person” means:
“Any representative or official of a State or any official or other agent of an interna‐
tional organization of an intergovernmental character who, at the time when and
in the place where a crime against him, his official premises, his private accommo‐
dation or his means of transport is committed, is entitled pursuant to international
law to special protection from any attack on his person, freedom or dignity, as well
as members of his family forming part of his household.” Id., at art. 1(1)(b).
48 ‘Vienna Convention on Consular Relations’ (adopted by the UN General As‐
sembly Apr. 24, 1963 &entered into force Mar. 9, 1967, Egypt acceded on June 21,
1965), at art. 77, http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/vccr/vccr.html. Thus, the foreign consul
is considered an “internationally protected person” under the Diplomatic Agents
Convention. So, the car bomb attack against the consulate is proscribed under it.
49 Id.
50 For example, in July 2013, a MB leader called on to lay siege to the U.S Em‐
bassy in Cairo to protest what he said was American support for the ouster of
“Islamist” President Morsi. Thus, this “call to siege” the US Embassy could be con‐
sidered to fall under Article 2(1)(a) of this agreement which prohibits the inten‐
tional commission of any assault, threat to commit or an attempt to commit any
such attack upon the person or liberty of an internationally protected person. See
‘Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood Leader Calls for Attack on US Embassy, News max,
46
47
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tion which states: “the State Party in whose territory the alleged of‐
fender is present shall,... the purpose of prosecution...,” all state parties
should search for and extradite to Egypt, or prosecute, in a good faith,
persons present on their territories allegedly committed, threatened, at‐
tempted or participated in the commission of any of the aforemen‐
tioned “crimes,” otherwise, aut dedere aut judicare is breached univer‐
sally.51
In the same vein, the International Convention for the Suppression
of the Financing of Terrorism 1999 (“Terrorist Financing Convention”)
instructs:
Any person commits an offence within the meaning of
this Convention if that person by any means, directly or
indirectly, unlawfully and willfully, provides or collects
funds with the intention that they should be used or in
the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in
part, in order to carry out:
(a) an act which constitutes an offence within the scope of and
as defined in one of the treaties listed in the annex; or
(b) any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily in‐
jury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active
part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when
the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to in‐
timidate a population, or to compel a government or an in‐
ternational organization to do or to abstain from doing any
act.52
Furthermore, it states:
Any person also commits an offence if that person at‐
tempts to commit an offence as set forth in paragraph 1

July 22, 2013, http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/muslim‐brotherhood‐us‐
embassy/2013/07/22/id/516421/.
51 Arnold, supra note 40.
52 ‘International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism’
(adopted by the UN General Assembly Dec. 9, 1999 & entered into force Apr. 10,
2002, Egypt acceded on Mar. 1, 2005), at art. 2(1).
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of this article”... Any person also commits an offence if
that person:
(a) participates as an accomplice in an offence as set forth in
paragraph 1 or 4 of this article;
(b) Organizes or directs others to commit an offence as set
forth in paragraph 1 or 4 of this article;
(c) contributes to the commission of one or more offences as
set forth in paragraphs 1 or 4 of this article by a group of
persons acting with a common purpose. Such contribution
shall be intentional and shall either:
(i) be made with the aim of furthering the criminal activity
or criminal purpose of the group, where such activity
or purpose involves the commission of an offence as set
forth in paragraph 1 of this article; or
(ii) be made in the knowledge of the intention of the group
to commit an offence as set forth in paragraph 1 of this
article.”53
Generally, persons who provided or collected funds in order to
carry out any of the previously mentioned “offences” committed in
Egypt, which are prohibited by the Terrorist Bombing Convention,
could be charged with “participating” or “contributing” in those
crimes banned by the convention. This is because of Article 2(3)(a)(c)
states that any person commits an offence if that person “participates”
as an accomplice in an offence as set [in it] or in any other way “con‐
tributes” to the commission of one or more offences as set [in it] by a
group of persons acting with a common purpose.54 Persons who pro‐
53 Id., at arts. 2(4) & 2(5). Further, it states: “this Convention shall not apply
where the offence is committed within a single State, the alleged offender is a na‐
tional of that State and is present in the territory of that State and no other State has
a basis under article 7, paragraph 1, or article 7, paragraph 2, to exercise jurisdic‐
tion, except that the provisions of articles 12 to 18 shall, as appropriate, apply in
those cases.” Id., at art. 3.
54 Id., at art. 2/3(a)(c). Also persons provided or collected funds in order to carry
out any of the mentioned “crimes” committed in Egypt which are banned under
the Diplomatic Agents Convention, could be charged with “participating” in
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vided or collected funds in order to carry out any of the previous “of‐
fences” or “crimes” committed in Egypt could be charged with com‐
mitting an “offense” within the scope of Article 2/1(a)(b) of the Terror‐
ist Financing Convention. This article forbids providing/collecting
funds, or “attempting,” “participating,” “organizing,” or “contribut‐
ing” to commit this act, in order to carry out “any other act” intended
to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other per‐
son not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed
conflict, when the purpose of such act, is to intimidate a population, or
to compel a government or an international organization to do or to
abstain from doing any act.55 Therefore, based on Article 10(1) of this
convention, all state parties should search for and extradite to Egypt, or
prosecute in good faith, persons present in their territories allegedly
provided financial support to MB or ABM, with the knowledge of any
of their engagements in offences prohibited by the aforementioned set‐
tlements.56
On the multi‐national level, the Arab Convention on the Suppres‐
sion of Terrorism 1998 and the Organization of African Union Conven‐
tion on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism 1999 set various
definitions for terrorism.57 Furthermore, in February 2010, pursuant to
a decision taken by the African Union (“AU”) Assembly, the AU
committing those crimes prohibited by the latter convention, under its Article
2(1)(e), which considers any act constituting “participation” as an accomplice in
any attack according to the convention shall be made a crime under domestic laws.
55 Id.
56 For further details on foreign financial support to terrorism‐related of‐
fences/groups, see Amr Adly, ‘Investigating the Muslim Brotherhood economy’,
The Tahrir Institute For Middle East Policy, July 7, 2014, http://timep.org/ commen‐
tary/investigating‐muslim‐brotherhood‐economy/. See also Ryan Mauro, ‘Call in
Congress to sanction Turkey, Qatar for terror support’, The Clarion Project, Dec. 11,
2014, http://www.clarionproject.org/analysis/members‐congress‐sanction‐turkey‐
qatar‐terror‐support
57 See ‘The Arab Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism’ (adopted by the
General Secretariat of the League of Arab States Apr. 22, 1998 &entered into force
May 7, 1999, Egypt ratified on Dec. 14, 1998), at art. 40, http://www.refworld.org/
docid/3de5e4984.html
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Commission appointed consultants to work on drafting an amended
protocol on the Statute of the African Court of Justice and Human
Rights (“ACJHR”). The draft protocol empowers the Court with a
criminal jurisdiction over international crimes and several transna‐
tional crimes such as “terrorism.”58 Even if this protocol entered into
force, the Nullum crimen sine lege procedural principle will prohibit the
Court from trying perpetrators of violent attacks in Egypt, except those
perpetrators who committed attacks after the date of entry into force of
the Protocol regarding Egypt. The only exception is if the Court, join‐
ing the growing opinions and judgments, finds that it can try those
suspects on the ground that the international crime of terrorism has al‐
ready been defined and prohibited under customary international
law.59
2. Does the commission of terrorism‐related “crimes” mean terrorism criminal
offenses under multilateral agreements: are the perpetrators “criminals” or
“terrorists”?
The next question is if these offenses and crimes are considered inter‐
national “terrorism” crimes, and whether their perpetrators are consid‐
ered “terrorists” from a legal perspective.60 There is an obviously doc‐
trinal practice which seems to name the offenses and crimes prohibited
by the terrorist‐related conventions as “terrorist acts”, “terrorism of‐
58 This draft protocol is still pending adoption by the AU Assembly, then to be
opened to ratification, then to enter into force, which if happened, it will be consid‐
ered the first regional court and the second international court to have jurisdiction
on the terrorism crime during peace time, which as such will represent a signifi‐
cant step towards the assurance of terrorism as an international crime.
59 The first international court to have jurisdiction on the crime of terrorism in
peace time is the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (“STL”).
60 See Antonio Cassese, ‘Terrorism is also disrupting some crucial legal catego‐
ries of international law, 12 Eur J. Int’l. L. 993 (2001), at 994. Naomi Norberg, ‘Ter‐
rorism and international criminal justice: dim prospects for a future together’, 8
Santa Clara J. Int’l. L. 11 (2010), at 18. (“Despite greater harmonization of definitions
since the 1990s, there are still unresolved issues that make agreement on a compre‐
hensive definition unlikely in the near future and that point to fundamental differ‐
ences between terrorism and international crimes.”).
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fenses” or “crimes”, and the perpetrators of these offenses and crimes
as “terrorists”.61 There is also a major doctrinal attitude which—despite
identifying the lack of a settled legal definition international terror‐
ism—does not strictly stick by this recognition, and instead uses “ter‐
rorist acts”, “terrorism offenses” or “terrorism crimes” and “terrorists”
phrases in referring to offenses and crimes prohibited by the terrorist‐
related agreements and their perpetrators.62 For example, the father of
international criminal law, Professor M. Cherif Bassiouni recites:
terrorism’ is a value‐laden term. Consequently, it
means different things to different people, a character‐
istic that perhaps is best expressed in the saying, “What
is terrorism to some is heroism to others,” and has
never been satisfactorily defined... instead, the legisla‐
tive international legal framework is comprised of thir‐
teen international conventions, adopted over a span of
thirty‐two years (1969‐2001), that apply to different
types of terrorist acts, including: airplane hijacking . . .
the use of bombings and explosives in terrorist acts...63
How can a crime be characterized as a terrorist act, without an ini‐
tial satisfactory characterization of terrorism? This is particularly rele‐
61 On the draft ‘Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism’, see
generally Report of the Ad Hoc Committee established by General Assembly Reso‐
lution 51/210 Dec. 17 1996, 6th Session (Jan. 28/Feb. 1 2002), General Assembly Of‐
ficial Records57thSession Supplement No. 37 (A/57/37), http://www.un.org/docu‐
ments/ga/docs/57/a5737.pdf. See also generally Mahmoud Hmoud, ‘Negotiating
the draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism’, 4 J. Int’l. Crim.
Just. 1031, 1043 (2006), at 1031‐1032.
62 See, e.g., Acharya, supra note 32, at668. See also, e.g., Cassese, supra note 62, at
937 [FN 6] (“Art. 2(1)(b) [of the 1999 UN Convention for the Suppression of the Fi‐
nancing of Terrorism] provides that terrorism is ‘any… act intended to cause death
or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active
part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act,
by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government
or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing an act.’”).
63 See M. Cherif Bassiouni, ‘Legal control of international terrorism: a policy‐
oriented assessment’, 43 Harv. Int’l L. J. 83 (2002), at 101.
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vant because of the observation that none of the terrorism‐related
agreements mentions the word terrorist or terrorism in their operative
provisions. Axiomatically, there must be another legal basis Bassiouni
relied on to reach a conclusion that the “offenses” and “crimes” incor‐
porated in these convention’s texts are per se terrorist acts.64Yet, re‐
course to this universal legal process, in our case, is not a plain navigat‐
ing route for two main causes: one general an done specific.65 The gen‐
eral one is that international legal interpretation process is a subjective
skill of art rather than an objective discipline of science. Therefore, it is
not expected that this process will always lead to an actual definite out‐
come.66 The specific reason relates to the notion that specific interpreta‐
tion rules are applicable to terrorism‐related conventions. The Interna‐
tional Criminal Law (“ICL”) flavor of the terrorism‐related pacts will
certainly subject this analysis to the purview of the current discussion
on the conflict between the applicability of the treaty interpretation
norms and the particularity of the ICL’s nullum crimen sine lege princi‐
ple (principle of legality of crimes and punishments), during the course
of interpreting international criminal terminology.67 In this case, the
Acharya, supra note 40.
The interpretation rules differ depending on whether the term under inter‐
pretation is a part of a customary international law rule, international treaty, inter‐
national constitutional instrument, general principle of law, international resolu‐
tion, international unilateral act or a domestic legislation, and on whether the term
is of a criminal or a non‐criminal nature.
66 Draft Articles on the Law of Treaties with Commentaries, Yearbook of the In‐
ternational Law Commission (1966), Vol. II, Commentary (4), at 218, http://legal.un.
org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/commentaries/1_1_1966.pdf(last visited Aug. 30,
2016) (“In other words, recourse to many of these principles is discretionary rather
than obligatory and the interpretation of documents is to some extent an art, not an
exact science.”).
67 Dov Jacobs, ‘Positivism and International Criminal Law: The Principle of Le‐
gality as a Rule of Conflict of Theories’, in: Jean d’Aspremont and Jörg Kammer‐
hofer (eds.), International Legal Positivism World (Cambridge Univ. Press 2012), at 31
para 5.2.2.1. (“The practical tensions between the Vienna Convention and the Prin‐
ciple of Legality: Discussions on the rules of interpretation of ICL Statutes often ig‐
nore the ‘elephant in the room’ that is the requirements of the principle of legality.
64
65
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terrorism‐related resolutions are considered international treaties.
Therefore, the first part should be subject to the treaty interpretation
rules incorporated in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(“VCLT”).68 Meanwhile, these terrorism‐related agreements comprise
criminal provisions preventing and punishing terrorism‐related of‐
fenses and crimes, which per se drags these instruments under the ICL
purview. This appears to be guided by the legality principle which
provides for strict interpretation, prohibition of analogy, and the favor
rei and in dubio pro reo principles in criminal contexts.69 Hence, concern‐
ing the interpretation of the Terrorism Bombing Convention, the terms
“offence” and “offender,” wherever mentioned in it, shall be inter‐
preted in accordance with the previous elements stated in Article 31 of
the VCLT.
The next task is to assess the object and purpose of the convention.
In fact, there is often a contradiction between the rules laid down in the Vienna
Convention and the principle of legality.”). Therefore, hypothetically, interpreting
a typical criminal provision under customary international law, the Rome Statute
of the ICC (which is considered an international treaty), general principles of law,
the Statute of the ICTY (which is considered a UNSC resolution), and a domestic
criminal law can possibly generate different legal effects, due to the possible dis‐
tinct interpretation rules applied to different legal rules, obligations and acts.
68 Seethe heading of Article 31 of the VCLT is a “General Rule of Interpreta‐
tion”, supra note 38. It reads:
“A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary
meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its
object and purpose. 2. The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty
shall comprise…: (a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between
all the parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty; (b) any instrument
which was made by one or more parties in connection with the conclusion of the
treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty. 3.
There shall be taken into account… (a) any subsequent agreement between the par‐
ties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions; (b)
any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the
agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation; (c) any relevant rules of inter‐
national law applicable in the relations between the parties. 4. A special meaning
shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.”
69 Jacobs, supra note 69, at 37.
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The preamble of this agreement states: “the States Parties to this Con‐
vention […] deeply concerned about the worldwide escalation of acts
of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations,”70 “recalling also the
Declaration on Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism...,” in
which, inter alia, “the States Members of the United Nations solemnly
reaffirm their unequivocal condemnation of all acts, methods and prac‐
tices of terrorism as criminal and unjustifiable, wherever and by
whomever committed,…”71 noting that the Declaration also encour‐
aged States “to review urgently the scope of the existing international
legal provisions on the prevention, repression and elimination of ter‐
rorism in all its forms and manifestations, with the aim of ensuring that
there is a comprehensive legal framework covering all aspects of the
matter.””72 Accordingly, it could be argued that the object (purpose) of
this convention is to prevent, combat and prosecute a specific form of
terrorist acts and that the same apply regarding its context (either the
prevention or combatting of either terrorism, acts of terrorism or ter‐
rorist attacks).73
70 ‘Suppression of Terrorist Bombings Convention’, supra note 33, at para.2 of
the preamble.
71 Id., at para. 4 of the preamble.
72 Id., at paras. 5, 6, 7 & 9 of the preamble. Also, “terrorist attacks by means of
explosives or other lethal devices have become increasingly widespread” and “be‐
ing convinced of the urgent need to enhance international cooperation between
States in devising and adopting effective and practical measures for the prevention
of such acts of terrorism, and for the prosecution and punishment of their perpetra‐
tors.”
73 It shall be taken into account, together with the context “any relevant rules of
international law applicable in the relations between the parties,” it could be claimed that
those “any relevant rules of international law” contain the legality principle and thus
its interpretation restrictions, based on the actual existence of this principle within
the corpus of ICL as reflected in various international tribunals judgments and
doctrine. Further, considering that “a special meaning shall be given to a term if it is es‐
tablished that the parties so intended,” it could be argued that Article 2 of the Terror‐
ism Bombing Convention represents an obvious kind of that intention of the par‐
ties, by which they intended by using the sentence “any person commits an offence
within the meaning of this Convention if…” to mean by the term “offense” the com‐
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Thus, we can interpret the terms “offence” and “offender” in the
Terrorism Bombing Convention within the regular meaning to be
given to them in their context which comprises the convention’s pre‐
amble and in the light of the object and purpose of the convention.
Based on this approach, the term “offence” would possibly mean a
“terrorism offence” and the term “offender” would possibly mean a
“terrorist offender.”74
mission of any of the enumerated acts in the Article only without going beyond
that and calling this “offense” or the commission of one of the enumerated acts as a
terrorism offense or a terrorist act.
74 On the other hand, taking into account, together with the context any signifi‐
cant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties
(within the meaning of Article 31(3)(c) of VCLT), which include the legality princi‐
ple and so its interpretation limitations which provide for strict interpretation,
prohibition of analogy and the favor rei and in dubio pro reo rules in criminal frame‐
works, would not be in favor of adding to the term “offence” the “terrorism” fea‐
ture and attaching to it the meaning of a “terrorism offence” and adding to the
term “offender” the “terrorism” character and attaching to it the meaning of a “ter‐
rorist offender,” mainly in light of the more severe consequences and severe legal
agenda linked to terrorism internationally and domestically, which apparently
would not be in favor of the accused/offender. In this respect, the ICL stated in its
commentaries on the draft articles of treaty interpretation in the law of treaties
(1966): “It considered that the article, when read as a whole, cannot properly be regarded as
laying down a legal hierarchy of norms for the interpretation of treaties.” The interpreta‐
tion may lead to a result which is “manifestly absurd or unreasonable” within the
meaning of Article 32(b) of the VCLT, which provides for one of two situations
which triggers the application of the “supplementary means of interpretation” in‐
corporated in Article 32 of the VCLT. Article 3291 of the VCLT states: “Recourse
may be had to supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory
work of the treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, in order to confirm the
meaning resulting from the application of article 31, or to determine the meaning
when the interpretation according to article 31: (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous
or obscure; or (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.”
Seethe heading of Article 32 of the VCLT, supra note 38, is a “Supplementary
Means of Interpretation.” Pierre Klein, ‘International Convention for The Suppres‐
sion of Terrorist Bombings’, para. 2 (“Beginning in the early 1990s, the United Na‐
tions General Assembly undertook to play a leading role in efforts to counter ter‐
rorism. The 1994 adoption of the Declaration on Measures to Eliminate Interna‐
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In this regard, Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Jus‐
tice (“ICJ”) is seen to provide a general indication of the sources of in‐
ternational law. It provides:
The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance
with international law such disputes asare submitted to
it, shall apply: a. international conventions, whether
general or particular, establishing rules expressly rec‐
ognized by the contesting states; b. international cus‐
tom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations; d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judi‐
cial decisions and the teachings of the most highly
qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary
means for the determination of rules of law...75
The legality norm is a fundamental domestic one which tradition‐
ally affected the substantive criminal law corpus in most of the world’s
legal systems. Additionally, it has a factual presence in the ICL corpus
and is referred to and relied on in several international criminal tribu‐
nals’ decisions.76 In some cases, this principle is enshrined in interna‐
tional Terrorism...”).
75 See Anthony Aust, ‘Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties’ (1969), Max
Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law [MPEPIL], June 2006, para. 14,
http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:epil/9780199231690/law‐9780199231690‐
e1498
76 Kenneth S. Gallant, The Principle of Legality in International and Comparative
Criminal Law, Chapter 7 (Cambridge University Press 2009), at 1 (“The history since
World War II, set out above, shows that the law has changed since Nuremberg.
The central aspects of the principle of legality in criminal law, especially the non‐
retroactivity of crimes and punishments, are now rules of customary international
law. The following statement of the principle of non‐retroactivity of crimes and
punishment best states the rule as a matter of customary international law applica‐
ble both in national and international courts: No one shall be accused or convicted
of a criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a
criminal offence under national or international law to which he was subject at the
time when it was committed; nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than that
which was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed; …This
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tional agreements, such as the Rome Statute of the ICC. It could be ar‐
gued that this principle has mounted the steps to the ICL field on the
stairs of the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations,
as some interpret it to be based on international custom.77 In addition,
one might suggest that the aforementioned principle has risen to the
status of jus cogens (peremptory norm). As a result, the principle of le‐
gality interpretation limitations could be claimed to be based on the
three sources of international law (international conventions, interna‐
tional custom, and the general principles of law).78
Furthermore, the principle of legality prohibits retroactivity in
criminal contexts. Article 31(3)(b) of the VCLT states: “there shall be
taken into account, together with the context: (b) any subsequent prac‐
tice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of
the parties regarding its interpretation,” which opens the door to retro‐
activity in criminal matters.79 The principle of legality interpretation
limitations will govern the interpretation of the mentioned convention

is a formulation from two international humanitarian law (law of armed conflict)
treaties, Additional Protocols Nos. I and II to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
However, it is quoted here because it sums up the state of both customary interna‐
tional human rights law and international humanitarian law, based on the practice
and opinio juris of states (including their treaty practice), the practice and law of in‐
ternational organizations (especially international criminal courts), writings of
publicists and other evidence.”).
77 ‘Interlocutory decision on the applicable law: terrorism, conspiracy, homi‐
cide, perpetration, cumulative charging, case no. STL‐11‐01/I, Feb.16, 2011, para. 32,
http://www.refworld.org/docid/4d6280162.html (“These principles, favor rei and
nullum crimen sine lege, are general principles of law applicable in both the domestic
and the international legal contexts.”).
78 Gallant, supra note 78.
79 Jacobs, supra note 69, at 32‐33. (“It would be cumbersome to systematically
analyze the ways in which the application of this rule may contravene with the
principle of legality. For example, the reference to subsequent practice in Article
31(3) could very well conflict with the rules on non‐retroactivity.”) (“Equally,
whereas ambiguity of a term is to be resolved through the supplementary means of
interpretation according to Article 32, the principle of legality would require that
any ambiguity be resolved in favor of the accused.”).
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in case this principle has risen to the status of a jus cogens norm. It will
also govern if the applicability of lex specialis or lex posteriorisis settled
under ICL broadly to be controlling regarding the application of suc‐
cessive treaties relating to the same issue.80 This analysis also applies to
the interpretation of the Terrorism Financing Convention, and would
mostly lead to the same consequence.81
In this respect, the UNSC counter‐terrorism resolutions issued un‐
der Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations could help in pin‐
pointing the international legal framework related to terrorism by as‐
sessing terrorism’s threat to international peace and security.82 The lat‐
est resolution stated that the Council
recalls that criminal acts, including against civilians,
committed with the intent to cause death or serious
bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to
provoke a state of terror in the general public or in a
group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a
population or compel a government or an international
organization to do or to abstain from doing any act,
80 Id. (discussing the conflict of international legal norms and obligations in in‐
ternational field and jus dispositivum norms).
81 However, concerning the Diplomatic Agents Convention, the case would dif‐
fer. Even the agreement is seen to form part of the international community’s “law
enforcement” response to terrorism, the ICJ stated that ‘the Court, however, noted
“that the purpose of the 1973 Convention is to prevent serious crimes against in‐
ternationally protected persons and to ensure the criminal prosecution of pre‐
sumed perpetrators of such crimes…’Also, the convention has no reference to the
word “terror,” “terrorist” nor “terrorism” in its preamble. Thus, the convention
was negotiated in response to a series of kidnappings and killings of diplomatic
agents beginning in the late 1960s and hence, its purpose and preamble make it in
non‐typical standing than that of the Terrorism Bombing Convention and the Ter‐
rorism Financing Convention in respect of interpreting its crimes as “terrorism
crimes”.
82 (Around 48 resolutions). The Council’s anti‐terrorism measures issued under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter between 2001 and 2004 did not set a definition for
terrorism. However, in late 2004, the Council acting under Chapter VII of the Char‐
ter of the United Nations, adopted resolution 1566 (2004).
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which constitute offences within the scope of and as de‐
fined in the international conventions and protocols re‐
lating to terrorism, are under no circumstances justifi‐
able by considerations of a political, philosophical,
ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other similar na‐
ture, and calls upon all States to prevent such acts and,
if not prevented, to ensure that such acts are punished
by penalties consistent with their grave nature.83
Many of post June 30, attacks in Egypt fall under the acts prohibited
by this resolution. All these attacks constitute crimes under Egyptian
criminal (Penal Code) law which criminalizes homicide, injury, bomb‐
ing, arson and terrorism crimes, and the attempt or incitement to
commit [criminally participate/conspiracy] those crimes.84 Moreover,
all the attacks which were committed after August 15, 2015, fall under
the Egyptian Counter‐terrorism Law which criminalizes a very large
and diverse collection of terrorist acts, and penalizes them with pun‐
ishments consistent with their grave nature.85 All the attacks were
committed with the intent to kill or seriously injure military and police
personnel, state officials and civilians. Moreover, the attacks were mo‐
tivated by the desire to provoke terror in the community, compel the
government to restore the ousted President, and cease its counter‐
terrorismactions, especially in the Sinai Peninsula.86 Thus, under this

83 Resolution 1566 (2004) was adopted by the Security Council at its [505,3rd
meeting, Oct. 8, 2004], http://www.un.org/en/terrorism/sc‐res.shtml (last retrieved
Aug. 30, 2016).
84 See, e.g., Law No. 58 of 1937 (Criminal Code of 1937, reformed in 1952), Al‐
Jarida Al‐Rasmiyya, Aug. 1937, at arts. 237‐240 (Egypt), http://www1.umn.edu/
humanrts/research/Egypt/criminal‐code.pdf (last visited Aug. 30, 2016).
85 See, e.g., ‘Egyptian Counter Terrorism Law’, Al‐Jarida Al‐Rasmiyya, Aug. 15,
2015 (Egypt), http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/images/EgyptSource/Egypt_Anti‐
Terror_Law_Translation.pdf. This law was preceded by the ‘Terrorist Entities
Law’, Dec. 12, 2015, http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/egypt‐s‐
new‐terrorism‐law (last retrieved Aug. 30, 2016) (defining the terrorist entity and
their member’s criterions).
86 Id.
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resolution (binding on all states), Egypt has a legal obligation to pre‐
vent such attacks. When this is not possible, Egypt is responsible for
ensuring that such attacks are punished by penalties consistent with
their serious nature.87 Under operational paragraph number (2) of the
resolution, all states are called to cooperate fully with Egypt in order to
find or deny safe haven to suspects. This is based upon the principle to
extradite or prosecute any person who supports, facilitates, partici‐
pates or attempts to participate in the financing, planning, preparation
or commission of [those] “terrorist” acts. This is especially true for
states in the Middle East and Europe which host individuals charged
by the Egyptian judicial authorities with financing, directing, organiz‐
ing or planning those attacks.88
International Terrorism Criminal Offense under Customary Interna‐
tional Law: Egypt Attacks, Quo Vadis?
Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”)
states that the court shall apply international conventions, whether
general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the
contesting states. These rulings draw from numerous sources including
international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; and judi‐
cial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified scholars of
various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of
87 UN Charter, at arts. 25 & 39. In addition, many of the attacks constitute of‐
fences within the scope of and as defined in the international conventions and pro‐
tocols concerning terrorism.
88 On Egypt’s international legal obligation under UNSCR, see generally UN
Charter, at arts. 25 & 39, http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter5.shtml
&http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml (“The Members of the
United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council
in accordance with the present Charter”) (“The Security Council shall determine
the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression
and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be taken in ac‐
cordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and se‐
curity.”). See ’Security Council Resolutions and Records of Meetings, United Na‐
tions Action to Counter Terrorism’, http://www.un.org/en/terrorism/sc‐res.shtml.
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law. Thus the existence of customary international law requires the
presence of State practice (usus) and a belief that such practice is re‐
quired, prohibited or allowed, as a matter of law (opinio juris sive neces‐
sitatis).89
In February 2011, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (“STL”) issued a
significant decision stating that “a customary rule of international law
regarding the international crime of terrorism, at least in time of peace,
has indeed emerged.”90 In this landmark decision, the Court argued
that “there is a commonly shared agreement on the need to fight inter‐
national terrorism in all its forms and irrespective of its motivation,
perpetrators, and victims, on the basis of international law.”91 The
Court inspected several international devices and said that “numerous
regional treaties have defined terrorism as “criminal acts intended to
terrorize populations or coerce an authority.”92 It claimed that “crimi‐
nal acts intended or calculated to provoke a state of terror in the gen‐
eral public, a group of persons or particular persons for political pur‐
poses are in any circumstance unjustifiable.”93 Also, it relied on the
Terrorist Financing Convention, and said that it provides the UN’s
clearest definition of terrorism, which includes the elements of (i) a
criminal act (ii) intended to intimidate a population or compel an au‐
thority, and is limited to those crimes containing (iii) a transnational
89 See Customary IHL, ICRC, https://www.icrc.org/customary‐ihl/eng/docs/
v1_rul_in_asofcuin.
90 See Interlocutory Decision, supra note 79. The Court said: “This customary rule
requires the following three key elements: (i) the perpetration of a criminal act
(such as murder, kidnapping, hostage‐taking, arson, and so on), or threatening
such an act; (ii) the intent to spread fear among the population (which would gen‐
erally entail the creation of public danger) or directly or indirectly coerce a national
or international authority to take some action, or to refrain from taking it; (iii)
when the act involves a transnational element.”
91 The Court based its opinion on a number of treaties, UN resolutions, and the
legislative and judicial practice of States which, in the court’s opinion, evince a
general opinio juris in the international community, accompanied by a practice con‐
sistent with such opinion.
92 Id., at paras. 86, 88, 89, 90, 91 & 100.
93 Id.
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aspect.94 Then, it referred to a number of domestic judgments, claiming
that in recent years domestic courts have reached concordant conclu‐
sions about the common elements across national legislation that de‐
fine terrorism. These include the use of criminal acts to terrorize or in‐
timidate populations, to coerce government authorities, or to disrupt
or destabilize an international crime of terrorism.95
In this domain, the STL referred to the Supreme Court of Canada in
Suresh v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) in which
the latter said:
We are not persuaded […] that the term ‘terrorism’ is
so unsettled that it cannot set the proper boundaries of
legal adjudication. The recently negotiated Interna‐
tional Convention for the Suppression on the Financing
of Terrorism, G.A Res. 54/109, December 9, 1999, ap‐
proaches the definitional problem in two ways. First, it
employs a functional definition in Article 2(a), defining
‘terrorism’ as ‘[a]n act which constitutes an offence
within the scope of and as defined in one of the treaties
listed in the annex’ […] Second, the Convention sup‐
plements this offence‐based list with a stipulative defi‐
nition of terrorism. Article 2 (1) (b) defines ‘terrorism’
as ‘Any […] act intended to cause death or serious bod‐
ily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking
an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed
94 Id. It claims that the Terrorist Financing Convention and most of the regional
and multilateral conventions regarding terrorism incorporate into their definition
of terrorism the specific offences criminalized in a long line of terrorism‐related
conventions. Likewise, the court argued that the domestic statutes of countries
around the globe consistently define terrorism in similar if not identical terms to
those used in the international instruments.
95 The court said that “those domestic courts have either explicitly referred to a
customary international rule on the matter of terrorism, or have advanced or up‐
held a general definition of terrorism that is broadly accepted. The court argued
that judicial decisions stating instead that no generally accepted definition of ter‐
rorism exists are far and few between, and their number diminishes each year.”
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conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or
context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a
government or an international organization to do or to
abstain from doing any act.’ […] This definition catches
the essence of what we understand by ‘terrorism’.96
All in all, it seems that the STL and the other national courts are not
the only courts which reached the conclusion that there exists an inter‐
national crime of terrorism under international law.97
International Humanitarian Law, Customary International Criminal
Law and Post June 30 Egypt Attacks: Armed Conflicts, War Crimes,
and Crimes Against Humanity
Generally speaking, violent attacks committed with the intent to
spread fear among the populace, directly or indirectly coerce a national
or international authority, and are accompanied with a transnational
element could establish crimes under terrorism related conventions, or
even an international crime of terrorism under customary international

96 Id. The STL also referred to the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation in Bouya‐
hia Maher Ben Abdelaziz et al., in which the latter stated that “a rule of customary in‐
ternational law [is] embodied in various resolutions by the UNGA and the UNSC,
as well as in the 1997 Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings...”
Additionally, the STL referred to the First “Judge of Amparo” on Criminal Matters
in the Federal District of Mexico, who noted that “the multiple conventions to which
reference has been made, provide that the crimes of genocide, torture, and terror‐
ism are internationally wrongful in nature and impose on member States of the
world community the obligation to prevent, prosecute and punish those culpable
of their commission.”
97 In fact, England Court of Appeal in Regina v. Gul [2012] cited the 2011 STL
Decision, and concluded that “[i]t was common ground that international law has
developed so that there is an international crime of terrorism at least in time of
peace...” Moreover, France Court of Cassation stated in Réunion Aérienne v. Libya
[2011] “...prohibition on acts of terrorism can be ranked as a jus cogens norm of in‐
ternational law, which takes precedence over other rules of international law and
can constitute a legitimate restriction on jurisdictional immunity...” See Thomas
Weatherall, ‘The status of the prohibition of terrorism in international law: recent
developments’, 46 Georgetown J. Int’l. L. 2 (2015), at 605.
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law. However, in cases of armed conflict, those attacks could also be
seen as violations of international humanitarian law (“IHL”).Therefore,
it is necessary to review IHL principles in order to determine if Egypt’s
“War on Terrorism” is considered a war of non‐international character.
According to Geneva Conventions (1949), “In the case of armed con‐
flict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of
the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound
to apply, as a minimum the following provisions:
(1) persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members
of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed
hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause,
shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any ad‐
verse distinction founded on race, color, religion or faith, sex, birth
or wealth, or any other similar criteria. To this end, the following
acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place
whatsoever with respect to the above‐mentioned persons:
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and
degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions
without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly consti‐
tuted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are rec‐
ognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.
(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.
An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Commit‐
tee of the Red Cross, may offer its services to the Parties to the conflict.
The Parties to the conflict should further endeavor to bring into force,
by means of special agreements, all or part of the other provisions of
the present Convention. The application of the preceding provisions
shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict.”98
98 Egypt ratified the four Geneva Conventions on November 10, 1952. It is gen‐
erally agreed that most of the norms incorporated in these conventions are reflec‐
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The Additional Protocols recites “this Protocol shall not apply to
situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated
and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature, as not
being armed conflicts.”99
AP II is applied without any adverse distinction to all persons af‐
fected by an armed conflict as previously defined.100 For AP II to apply,
there must be: (i) an armed conflict; (ii) not covered by Article 1 of AP
I; (iii) taking place in the territory of a High Contracting Party; (iv) be‐
tween its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized
armed groups; (v) which under responsible command; (vi) exercises
such control over a part of its territory; (vii) as to enable them to carry
out sustained and concerted military operations.101 Therefore, the ap‐
plication of Common Article 3 and AP II on the situation in Egypt de‐
pends on the intensity of the conflict. However, the absence of an am‐
ple definition of armed conflict not of an international character opens
tive of customary international law. Egypt acceded also to AP II on October 9, 1992.
Besides, the Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions states “this Protocol,
which develops and supplements Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of
August 12, 1949 without modifying its existing conditions of applications, shall
apply to all armed conflicts which are not covered by Article 1 of the Protocol...,
and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol
I) and which take place in the territory of a High Contracting Party between its
armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized armed groups which,
under responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as to
enable them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to im‐
plement this Protocol.”
99 Id., at art. 1(2).
100 Id., at art. 2(1). In addition, AP II states that the civilian population as such,
as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack, and that acts or
threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the ci‐
vilian population are prohibited. Moreover, it is prohibited under AP II to commit
any acts of hostility directed against historic monuments, works of art or places of
worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples, and to use
them in support of the military effort.
101 Nevertheless, AP II considered situations of internal disturbances and ten‐
sions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a simi‐
lar nature, as not being armed conflicts, thus out of the scope of its application.
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the door to extensive disagreement.
Several elements are clear in the Egyptian case. The conflict in
Egypt is armed and is taking place between governmental forces and
other groups, and not between two or more states. Furthermore, the
violence is being conducted on Egyptian territory which is a party to
AP II. However, it would be controversial to consider the non‐
government groups (ABM, MB, etc.) as “organized,” acting under re‐
sponsible “command,” or exercising control over a part of Egypt’s “ter‐
ritory.” This last element is important because it permits them to carry
out “sustained and concerted” military operations and to “implement
AP II.”102 It should be noted that most of the attacks committed were
intended as a collective punishment to all Egyptians as a response to
the ouster of President Morsi and to the prosecution of MB members’
violations in breach of AP II.103 Also, most of those attacks could be
considered terrorism acts under AP II because they are considered acts
102 Therefore, one would claim that the administrative sort of organization and
hierarchy groups like ABM and MB have is sufficient to consider them organized
groups, and though these groups are not commanded by a single commander(s)
for both of them, each has its own commander(s) whose orders find compliance
among his affiliates, and that the certain locations in Sinai’s desert which ABM
shelters in and controls are sufficient and enable it to carry out sustained and con‐
certed armed military operations and to implement AP II, and that MB’s failure to
control certain locations even would exclude it from AP II’s scope of application,
would not affect its subjection to Common Article 3 which do not require a territo‐
rial control prerequisite, besides it could be argued pro MB’s subjection to AP II as
a contributor, participator or sponsor to ABM and its activities. On the other hand,
one would argue that groups like these do not possess the sort of organization and
commandership required by AP II, because many of the violent attacks are done
through voluntarily suicides driven primarily by the false religious believes spread
out by those groups, and that the certain locations in Sinai’s which ABM shelters in
and controls cannot be considered in the meaning that ABM is controlling a part of
Egypt’s territory, but rather these “tiny places” ABM inhabit should be viewed as
ordinary domestic criminal dens. Besides, this opinion could be supported by ar‐
guing that the attacks are isolated by which AP II would not apply, and would not
rise to the level of an armed conflict of non‐international character required by
Common Article 3.
103 AP II, at art. 4(2)b.
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of terrorism under customary international law and Egyptian laws.104
On the procedural level, the International Criminal Court (“ICC”)
does not have the power to exercise jurisdiction on these breaches in
Egypt, as the violations were not committed on a territory of a state
who is party to the Rome Statute or has accepted the court’s jurisdic‐
tion. Furthermore, the alleged offenders are unlikely to be nationals of
a state party to the Rome Statute.105 In the same vein, the rules of the
Geneva Conventions and AP I governing situations under armed con‐
flict of international character stipulates what is called the “Grave
Breaches Mechanism.” Under this mechanism, perpetrators of these
crimes should be held criminally liable under international law, mean‐
ing that state parties should search for and prosecute those perpetra‐
tors.106 This does not mean that Common Article 3 and AP II violators
will escape “international prosecution.” Rather, there is a growing
trend of jurisprudence and judicial decisions proving that state practice
accompanied by opinion juris have evolved, creating a customary in‐
ternational rule.107
104 AP II, at art. 4(2)d. Moreover, those attacks are considered acts of violence
the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population,
which is prohibited under AP II. Furthermore, several attacks were directed
against historic monuments, such as “Karnak” temple, and places of worship, such
as Christian churches, in breach of AP II. Id., at art. 16.
105 See ‘The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court’, at art. 12(2).
[Rome Statute circulated as document A/CONF.183/9 of July 17, 1998 & entered
into force on July 1, 2002], https://www.icc‐cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/ea9aeff7‐5752‐4f84‐
be94‐0a655eb30e16/0/rome_statute_english.pdf
106 Fourth Geneva Conventions, at art. 146 & AP I, at art. 85.
107 See Thomas Graditzky, ‘Individual criminal responsibility for violations of
international humanitarian law committed in non‐international armed conflicts,
I322 Red Cross Int’l. Rev. (1998) (https://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/
misc/ 57jp4l.htm). Therefore, though Common Article 3 and AP II violators would
not be held criminally responsible under international treaty law, but under cus‐
tomary international law. Thus, all states should search for and extradite to Egypt,
or prosecute, in a good faith, members of the attacking groups like ABM and MB
allegedly violated Common Article 3 and AP II rules, otherwise, those states would
be in breach of a procedural customary international law norm.
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While Crimes Against Humanity (“CAH”) have developed under
customary international law, numerous global mechanisms have dealt
with CAH in the past. These include the statutes of the International
Military Tribunal (“IMT”), the International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (“ICTY”), the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda (“ICTR”), and the International Criminal Court (“ICC”).108 Al‐
though the definitions of CAH incorporated in all these instruments
are mostly similar, they are not identical.109 The definition of CAH, in
the light of Article 7 of the Rome Statute, includes murder or other in‐
humane acts which intentionally cause great suffering or serious injury
to body or to mental or physical health. These actions rise to the level
of CAH when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack

108 See., e.g., IMT Charter, at art. 6(c) (“Crimes Against Humanity: namely, mur‐
der, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed
against any civilian population, before or during the war; or persecutions on politi‐
cal, racial or religious grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime
within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of the domestic
law of the country where perpetrated.”) (“Leaders, organizers, instigators, and ac‐
complices participating in the formulation or execution of a common plan or con‐
spiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are responsible for all acts per‐
formed by any persons in execution of such plan”). See also e.g., ICC Statute, at art.
7 & ICTY Statute, at art. 5 (“The International Tribunal shall have the power to
prosecute persons responsible for the following crimes when committed in armed
conflict, whether international or internal in character, and directed against any ci‐
vilian population: (a) murder; (b) extermination; (c) enslavement; (d) deportation;
(e) imprisonment; (f) torture; (g) rape; (h) persecutions on political, racial and reli‐
gious grounds; (i) other inhumane acts.”).
109 Regarding CAH under customary international law, the International Law
Committee (“ILC”) incorporated under its Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace
and Security of Mankind (1996) (“Daft Code”) a definition for CAH, which could
be argued that it is reflective of customary international law. According to the
CAH definition in this Code, murder, or other inhumane acts which severely dam‐
age physical or mental integrity, health or human dignity, such as mutilation and
severe bodily harm, when committed in a systematic manner or on a large scale
and instigated or directed by a Government or by any organization or group, count
as a CAH.
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directed against any civilian population.110 Many of the attacks in
Egypt constitute CAH under the definition of the International Law
Commission (“ILC”)’s Draft Code under Article 18.111 Most of the con‐
flicts were in the form of murder, and other inhumane acts which
harshly damage physical and mental integrity, health and human dig‐
nity, and caused mutilation and severe bodily harm to military and po‐
lice members, officials and civilians. Moreover, these acts were com‐
mitted in a “systematic manner” and on a “large scale.”112
The ILC’s commentaries clarify the meaning of “systemic manner”
by stating in the previously mentioned Draft Code that:
The first alternative [systematic manner] requires that
the inhumane acts be “committed in a systematic man‐
ner” meaning pursuant to a preconceived plan or pol‐
icy. The implementation of this plan or policy could re‐
sult in the repeated or continuous commission of in‐
humane acts. The thrust of this requirement is to ex‐

110 Rome Statute supra note, 99, at art. 7 (“For the purpose of this Statute, ‘crime
against humanity’ means any of the following acts when committed as part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with
knowledge of the attack: (a) Murder; (b) Extermination; (c) Enslavement; (d) De‐
portation or forcible transfer of population; (e) Imprisonment or other severe dep‐
rivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law;
(f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, en‐
forced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; (h)
Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, na‐
tional, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other
grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law,
in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within the ju‐
risdiction of the Court; (i) Enforced disappearance of persons; (j) The crime of
apartheid; (k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing
great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.”). See also
Id., at art. 7(2)a.
111 See ‘Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind with
Commentaries’, International Law Committee (1996), at 47, http://legal.un.org/
ilc/texts/instruments/english/commentaries/7_4_1996.pdf
112 Id.
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clude a random act which was not committed as part of
a broader plan or policy.113 The second alternative
[large scale] requires that the inhumane acts be commit‐
ted “on a large scale” meaning that the acts are directed
against a multiplicity of victims. This requirement ex‐
cludes an isolated inhumane act committed by a perpe‐
trator acting on his own initiative and directed against
a single victim.
The fact that the attacks succeeded in killing several people and in‐
juring a great number, and that the victims are from different catego‐
ries (military, police, judges, officials, civilians, and foreigners), indi‐
cate that the acts were directed against a multiplicity of victims, rather
than being isolated acts committed by a perpetrator acting on his own
initiative and directed against a single victim. Most of the attacks in
Egypt constitute CAH under the latter’s definition in the ILC’s Draft
Code. However, only a portion of those attacks constitute CAH under
the definition in Article 7 of the Rome Statute.114 Thus, these attacks
could not be counted as a constituent part of a CAH under the Rome
Statute, even if these attacks killed/injured civilian victims accidently,
as long as the latter was not intended by the attackers. However, other
attacks could still count as CAH under this Statute. This is particularly
true for the attacks that involved multiple murders and other cruel acts

113 Id. Likewise, the attacks were instigated and directed by organizations and
groups in the meaning of Article 18 of the Draft Code, thus, the attacks actually rise
to the level of CAH under this provision.
114 Because though the elements in both concepts are much similar, the Rome
Statute definition conditioned that the acts should be committed against a civilian
population. Thus, in interpreting this requirement, the ICC’s Pre‐Trial Chamber
stated that “the condition of ‘directed against’ means that ‘the civilian population
must be the primary object of the attack and not just an incidental victim of the at‐
tack.” Furthermore, the Pre‐Trial Chamber noted that the term ‘civilian’ is not de‐
fined in the Statute but that ‘according to the well‐established principle of interna‐
tional humanitarian law, “[t]he civilian population (…) comprises all persons who
are civilians as opposed to members of armed forces and other legitimate combat‐
ants.”’
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against the civilian population in the meaning of Article 7(2)a.115 Con‐
sidering that a CAH is considered one of the most serious crimes, be‐
sides war crimes and genocide, the commission of it triggers the appli‐
cation of procedural principles represented in the universal jurisdiction
and the obligation to extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut judicare).
Towards an Approach of Fighting International Terrorism: Conclu‐
sion and Policy Recommendations
Although there are vast differences between Europe and Egypt,
both societies are currently struggling to manage unprecedented levels
of terrorism. By analyzing recent events in Egypt, we have demon‐
strated the ways in which different forms of political violence fall
within the international legal definitions of terrorism. This interna‐
tional legal framework is crucial to fighting what is undeniably a
global challenge. Lessons learned from Egypt are not only essential for
European leaders looking for a common legal system to combat terror‐
ism, but also for policy and decision makers around the world attempt‐
ing to fight one of the most challenging crimes of the 21st century.
Egypt’s latest wave of unrest began in mid‐2013, following the ousting
of President Morsi. This generation of violent attacks, which started
and developed with the Arab Spring uprisings, is characterized by
more sophisticated techniques, more organized hierarchal leadership
of the violent groups, and more international cooperation of terrorist
organizations. This wave of attacks, which occurred in Egypt for the
purpose of changing the status quo, are comparable to the violence
happening across the Middle East and North Africa (“MENA”) region,
as well as in Europe. Many of the “participants” and “contributors” to
115 See Prosecutor v. Bemba, ICC PT. Ch. II, ICC‐01/05‐01/08‐424,Decision Pursu‐
ant to Article 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute on the Charges of the Prosecutor
Against Jean‐Pierre Bemba Gombo, June 15, 2009, para. 76, (citing ICTY case law,
in particular Prosecutorv. Kunarac et al., IT‐96‐23 & 23/2), ICTY App. Ch., June 12,
2002, paras. 91‐92. ICC Commentary, Centre for International Law Research and Pol‐
icy
(CILRAP),
http://www.casematrixnetwork.org/cmn‐knowledge‐hub/icc‐
commentary‐clicc/commentaryromestatute/commentary‐romestatute‐part‐2‐
articles‐ 5‐10/#c1867
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these attacks, who either participated through direction, inducement,
financing or aiding, are currently outside Egypt enjoying safe haven in
other countries. This situation continues despite the fact that they have
been requested for judicial proceedings by Egyptian criminal courts.
Hosting states have declined to affirmatively respond to these requests
for either political, economic or legal considerations. However, as long
as members of terrorist organizations are allowed to function exter‐
nally, violence will continue to plague Egypt.
There are several measures that states and international organiza‐
tions can take in order to combat terrorism. First, it is essential to im‐
prove the law enforcement piece of the picture. The Judiciary should
be strong, independent, and have the capacity to leave no case pend‐
ing. This includes providing severe punishments to those who are on
the apex of terrorist organizations as well as ensuring that the rule of
law extends throughout states. Increasing the law enforcement capa‐
bilities of states will allow countries to take on more responsibility for
combatting terrorism within their own borders. This will decrease reli‐
ance on powerful countries like the United States, hopefully reducing
U.S. involvement in the politics of other countries and ameliorating the
resentment that Western influence breeds. Furthermore, sustained in‐
ternational coordination is essential for effectively confronting transna‐
tional terrorist groups. As has been argued throughout this chapter,
Egypt has suffered as a result of other states refusing to prosecute or
extradite suspected terrorists. Increased cooperation goes hand in hand
with working closely with regional and international organizations to
build global consensus and promote international criteria for combat‐
ing terrorism. Protection of citizens and the reduction of vulnerabilities
in critical infrastructure is also important. This includes defense of ex‐
ternal borders, improvement of transport security, and protection of
strategic targets. States can strengthen national capabilities through
practical assistance, information exchange between police and judici‐
ary, tackling terrorist financing, and depriving terrorist organizations
of the means by which they mount attacks and communicate (money
laundering and terrorist financing laws). In a spirit of solidarity, states
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can also prepare for, manage, and minimize the consequences of a ter‐
rorist attack by refining their abilities to deal with the aftermath, the
response coordination, civil protection mechanism review, develop‐
ment of risk assessment, and the victim’s needs.
While this article is premised on the value of prosecuting terrorism,
it should be noted that equal (if not more substantial) efforts should be
placed on preventing radicalization in the first place. As is noted in the
theoretical overview, minority religious and ethnic groups are still the
most likely to engage in terrorism. This is probably related to the fact
that minority groups are often deprived of food, shelter, land, and eco‐
nomic opportunity, and see terrorism as a last resort. Therefore, solv‐
ing disputes between peoples of different religions and ethno‐national
identities is one of the steps to fight terrorism. Furthermore, it is neces‐
sary that states break cycles of corruption which inhibit economic
growth in order to ensure that marginalized citizens have economic
opportunity. While it is impossible to stop the globalization that many
terrorist groups respond to, it is possible to reduce certain aspects of it
that are particularly responsible for engendering terrorism. For exam‐
ple, government’s can crack down on the dissemination of propaganda
by terrorist groups in order to slow down waves of radicalization, as
well as inhibit the diffusion of terrorist tactics.
Prosecuting terrorism and preventing radicalization are difficult
tasks that will require an immense commitment of resources and focus
by many governments. However, Egyptians, Europeans, Americans, as
well as people from around the world have already suffered greatly at
the hands of terrorist organizations. Terrorism will continue to disrupt
and destroy the lives of civilians unless governments increase efforts to
fight terrorist organizations and change the underlying conditions that
are conducive to radicalization. Cooperation of the international com‐
munity under a common legal framework is necessary to collectively
reach these goals. Let us hope that through cooperation, we can
achieve peace one day.
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Introduction
International terrorism constitutes one of the most intense and per‐
sistent threats for international peace and security. As Habermas
noted, terrorism presents a danger that has “united the world into an
involuntary community of shared risks”.1 Contrary to popular belief,
terrorism and terrorist activities do not constitute a recent phenome‐
non.2 However, despite its long pedigree and its global impact, the
fight against terrorism has shown to be controversial. This controversy
is reflected in the absence of a commonly agreed definition,3 as well as

* All errors remain the sole responsibility of the authors. The views expressed in
this article are the authors’ alone and do not engage the responsibility of their col‐
leagues or Three Crowns LLP.
1 J. Habermas, The Inclusion of the Other (2002), p. 186.
2 See G. Chaliand et A. Blin. (eds), Histoire du Terrorisme: de l’antiquité à Daech
(2015) ; see also G. Chaliand et A. Blin (eds.), The History of Terrorism From Antiquity
To Al Qaeda (2007).
3 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 130; see the definition
suggested by Dame Rosalyn Higgins: “activities, whether of States or of individu‐
als, widely disapproved of and in which either the methods used are unlawful, or
the targets protected, or both”, R Higgins, ‘The general international law of terror‐
ism’ in R Higgins and M Flory (eds), Terrorism and International Law (1997) 13, p. 28.
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in the absence of a comprehensive international convention regarding
terrorism. In his classic monograph on the definition of terrorism Pro‐
fessor Saul notes that “the essence of terrorism is the commission of se‐
rious, politically motivated, criminal violence, aimed at spreading ter‐
ror, regardless of the status of the perpetrator.”4 This being said, Pro‐
fessor Saul continues by underlining the absence of a generic concep‐
tion of terrorism in international law:
“Despite the many international attempts to define terrorism gen‐
erically, there is still no such crime as terrorism in international treaty
law. Although some regional treaties have adopted general definitions,
the variation in these definitions militates against the emergence of any
shared international conception of terrorism”.5
For those interested in the legal and criminological dimensions of
the phenomenon of terrorism and the complex legal questions in‐
volved, the contributions of Professor Kourakis in this field are already
loci classici.6
This contribution does not purport to be a comprehensive presenta‐
tion and assessment of the international legal framework regarding
terrorism. Indeed such an ambitious endeavour would not be possible
herein. Instead, the analysis below explores the contributions as well as
the shortcomings of multilateral international law making, the role of
the UN Security Council, as well as rules of customary international
law regarding the fight against terrorism.
Multilateral International Law Making
Multilateral conventions constitute the “ideal type” of norm in in‐

4 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law, (2006), p. 130 citing A Cassese,
International Criminal Law (2003), p. 129.
5 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law, (2006), p. 190.
6 Seeeg N. Κουράκης, “Σκέψεις για το πρόβλημα της σύγχρονης τρομοκρα‐
τίας” (1988) 1 Ελληνική Επιθεώρηση Εγκληματολογίας 123 (1991) A Εγκλημα‐
τολογικοί Ορίζοντες 179, N Κουράκης, Τρομοκρατία και Πολιτικό Έγκλημα
(2002) Ποινικός Λόγος 1647.
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ternational law‐making.7 International law‐making through multilat‐
eral conventions in the field of counterterrorism is characterised by two
main features.
The first feature is the absence of a comprehensive convention
aimed at the international fight against terrorism.8 In 1996 the UN
General Assembly, in resolution 51/210 of 17 December, established an
Ad Hoc Committee to, amongst others,9 “address means of further de‐
veloping a comprehensive legal framework of conventions dealing
with international terrorism” to supplement related existing interna‐
tional instruments.10 This mandate has continued to be renewed on an
annual basis by the General Assembly in its resolutions on the agenda
item “Measures to eliminate international terrorism” and in its resolu‐
tion 70/120 of 14 December 2015, the General Assembly recommended
that the Sixth Committee establish a working group with a view to fi‐
nalizing the process on the draft Comprehensive Convention on Inter‐
national Terrorism.11 However, the negotiations in relation to the
Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism are currently
deadlocked.12
The second feature is the existence of a plethora of international
treaties, conventions and protocols. Since 1963, 19 international legal
instruments have been elaborated to prevent terrorist acts.13 These in‐

7 M. Risvas, ‘Multilateral and bilateral approaches in the protection of under‐
water cultural heritage’ (2013) Transnational Dispute Management 1, p. 2.
8 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), pp. 141 et seq.
9 The Ad Hoc Committee was to elaborate an international convention for the
suppression of terrorist bombings and an international convention for the suppres‐
sion of acts of nuclear terrorism.
10 Office of Legal Affairs, United Nations (2015) Ad Hoc Committee established
by General Assembly resolution 51/210 of 17 December 1996.
11 Office of Legal Affairs, United Nations (2015) Ad Hoc Committee established
by General Assembly resolution 51/210 of 17 December 1996’.
12 See Sushma Swaraj’s speech at the 71st United Nations General Assembly.
13 For a complete list see UN Action to Counter Terrorism, ‘International Legal
Instruments’,
available
at
http://www.un.org/en/counterterrorism/legal‐
instruments.html.
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clude “sectoral” international treaties14 and protocols to address spe‐
cific types of violent conduct perceived by several States as being akin
to terrorism.15 These include the 1963 Convention on Offences and Cer‐
tain Other Acts Committed On Board Aircraft, the 1970 Convention for
the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, the 1971 Convention
for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Avia‐
tion, the 1973 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes
Against Internationally Protected Persons, the 1979 International Con‐
vention against the Taking of Hostages, the 1980 Convention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, the 1988 Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Naviga‐
tion, the 1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Vio‐
lence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, the supplemen‐
tary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against
the Safety of Civil Aviation, the 1988 Protocol for the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the
Continental Shelf, the 1991 Convention on the Marking of Plastic Ex‐
plosives for the Purpose of Detection; the 1994 UN Personnel Conven‐
tion,the 1997 International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist
Bombings, the 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of
the Financing of Terrorism, the 2005 International Convention for the
Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism, the 2005 Protocol for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Fixed Platforms lo‐
cated on the Continental Shelf, the 2005 Protocol to the Convention for
the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navi‐
gation, the 2005 Amendments to the Convention on the Physical Pro‐
tection of Nuclear Material, the 2010 Protocol Supplementary to the
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, the
2010 Convention on the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Relating to In‐
ternational Civil Aviation, and the 2014 Protocol to Amend the Con‐

14 J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edition, 2012),
p. 470.
15 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 130.
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vention on Offences and Certain Acts Committed on Board Aircraft.
The role of these international conventions is crucial as they provide
a much needed international legal framework (in the absence of elabo‐
rated customary rules) in relation to the fight against terrorism.
There are, however, three major shortcomings to this fragmented ap‐
proach to multilateral international law‐making regarding terrorism.
First, most of these international law instruments are reactionary in na‐
ture and were adopted following particularly shocking attacks,16 filling
legislative gaps at the time.17 For example, violence against civil air‐
crafts in the 1960s and a series of attacks in 1970‐1971 led to the adop‐
tion of the 1970 Hague Convention18 and the 1971 Montreal Conven‐
tion.19 The 1988 Montreal Protocol was a response to attacks on airports
in Rome and Vienna in 1985.20 Similarly, the 1988 Rome Convention
was in response to the terrorist seizure of an Italian cruise, the Achille
Lauro, in 1985, while the 1996 bombings against US interests in Saudi
Arabia, bombings in Sri Lanka, Israel, Manchester, UK, and gas attacks
in Tokyo resulted in the 1997 Terrorist Bombings Convention.21 Sec‐
ond, as correctly observed by Professor Saul, “only about one‐quarter
of States have ratified all sectoral treaties and there consequently re‐
main jurisdictional gaps in the coverage of the existing treaties.”22
Third, and perhaps most importantly, there exists a normative gap “in
the network of treaties”.23 This gap is the failure to internationally
criminalize terrorist killings of civilians “by any method”.24 As a result,
violence against civilians in other contexts (for example outside the ae‐
B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 130.
B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 130.
18 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p.130.
19 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 130.
20 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law, (2006), p 131; see generally G.
Kyriakopoulos, La Sécurité de l’Aviation Civile en Droit International Public (1999).
21 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 131.
22 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 135 (emphasis omit‐
ted).
23 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 135.
24 B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 135.
16
17
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rial, maritime or nuclear acts contexts) is not criminalized as terrorism
under the relevant conventions.25
The Role of the UN Security Council
The UN Security Council has “primary responsibility for the mainte‐
nance of international peace and security”.26 In the face of “any threat
to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression”,27 the UN Secu‐
rity Council is responsible for enforcement action28 and is the sole body
within the UN system with the capacity to authorize the use of force.29
There is a wide consensus amongst States that the fight against ter‐
rorism requires a “prompt and effective response to present and future
threats to international peace and security ...designed so as to maxi‐
mize the chance of inducing the target to comply with Security Council
resolutions, while minimizing the negative effects of the sanctions on
the civilian population”.30 The lengthy and cumbersome multilateral
treaty‐making process and the time required for national ratification
does not offer the requisite reactivity.31 According to Bianchi “the SC’s
exercise of powers under Chapter VII is the only available means of
promptly producing general law... at a time when a normative re‐
sponse of general application is required in order to effectively counter
a threat perceived as being of a global character by the international
community”.32 Thus, in the face of the rising and evolving threat of ter‐

B. Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (2006), p. 135.
The UN Charter, Article 24(1).
27 The UN Charter, Article 39.
28 J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edition, 2012),
p. 757.
29 The UN Charter, Article 39; J Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public Interna‐
tional Law (8th edition, 2012), p. 759.
30 Report of the Secretary‐General on the Work of the Organization, A/55/1, at
13, para. 100.
31 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
888.
32 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
25
26
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rorism, the UN Security Council has become “the principal vehicle for
enforcement of the global counterterrorism strategy”.33
This being said, the effectiveness of the Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures may be called into question due to (i) issues of le‐
gitimacy of the Security Council’s actions, (ii) the potential encroach‐
ment on human rights, (iii) implementation and enforcement in indi‐
vidual Member States’ domestic legislative mechanism, and (iv) the re‐
actionary nature of such measures. Each of these issues will be ad‐
dressed in turn below.
First, the quasi‐judicial nature of some of the Security Council’s
anti‐terrorism measures can raise questions of legitimacy.34 Namely,
whether such normative action by the Security Council, described by G
Arangio‐Ruiz as “questionable excursions from the area of peace‐
enforcement to that of law‐making, law‐determining or law ‐ enforc‐
ing”35 exceed the boundaries of its role under Chapter VII and the “in‐
surmountable functional limit”36 of peace enforcement, which the Se‐
curity Council should not overstep.37 This being said, the “ultimate test
of the legitimacy of the SC’s action remains the level of acceptance of

terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
889.
33 K. Graham, ‘The Security Council and counterterrorism: global and regional
approaches to an elusive public good’ (2005) 17 Terrorism and Political Violence 37, p.
47.
34 See A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, pp.
885 et seq.
35 G. Arangio‐Ruiz, ‘On the Security Council’s “law‐making”’, (2000) 3 Rivista
di Diritto Internazionale 609, p. 610.
36 G. Arangio‐Ruiz, ‘On the Security Council’s “law‐making”’, (2000) 3 Rivista
di Diritto Internazionale 609, p. 710; see also A. Bianchi ‘Assessing the effectiveness
of the UN Security Council’s anti‐terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and
cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p. 886.
37 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
886.
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its practice by the UN Member States”.38 While the legitimacy of the
Security Council’s action in the face of terrorism can be called into
question, particularly in light of the “law‐making” quality of some of
its resolutions, the need for an “efficient and prompt response”39 ap‐
pears to have prevailed over such concerns.
Second, the potential incompatibility of the Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures with other rules of international law also poses a
potential problem. One particularly illustrative example is the possible
violation of human rights law. For example, the inclusion of individu‐
als on a black list, or the imposition of financial sanctions or travel re‐
strictions, jeopardizes the right to a fair trial, the presumption of inno‐
cence, the right to a defence, the principle of nullum crimen/nulla poena
sine lege, the right to a remedy, and the right to property.40 This poten‐
tial encroachment of anti‐terrorism measures on human rights leaves
an opening for legal proceeding challenging anti‐terrorism measures.41
The third limitation of the Security Council’s anti‐terrorism meas‐
ures is the need for implementation and enforcement of said measure
by the Member States. In implementing and enforcing Security Council
resolutions Member States need to assess their domestic legal system in
its entirety and determine which measures will be needed in order to
honour their international law obligations.42 Consequently, the efficacy

38 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
887.
39 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
917.
40 For a more detailed discussion, see A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of
the UN Security Council’s anti‐terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and
cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, pp. 903 et seq.
41 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, 17(5) 2007 EJIL, 881, p.
904.
42 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, (2007) 17 EJIL 881, p.
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of anti‐terrorism measures adopted by the Security Council is entirely
in the hands of Member States.
Most of the measures adopted by the Security Council require do‐
mestic implementation. However, in some Member States the requisite
mechanisms for implementing the relevant Security Council resolu‐
tions may not exist and may need to be created.43 The effectiveness of
the Security Council’s measures is entirely dependent on the incorpo‐
ration of said measures by the Member States into their domestic legal
orders, which include constitutional or statutory rules for incorpora‐
tion, and criminal and administrative laws and procedures.44
The efficacy of the Security Council’s anti‐terrorism measures also
largely depends on enforcement by Member States of said measure by
means of their internal law enforcement mechanism.45 This includes
monitoring the practical application of the measures by courts and law
enforcement officials.46
Finally, as with multilateral conventions, limited by the lack of a
generalised definition of terrorism, the Security Council’s counterter‐
rorism approach is largely reactive rather than proactive. For example,
SC Resolutions 136847 and 137348 were passed as a reaction to 9/11 ter‐

893.
43 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, (2007) 17 EJIL, 881, p.
893.
44 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, (2007) 17 EJIL 881, p.
882.
45 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, (2007) 17 EJIL 881, p.
884.
46 A. Bianchi, ‘Assessing the effectiveness of the UN Security Council’s anti‐
terrorism measures: the quest for legitimacy and cohesion’, (2007) 17 EJIL 881, p.
895.
47 SC Res 1368 (2001).
48 SC Res 1374 (2001).
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rorist attacks;49 SC Resolution 1438 was a response to bomb attacks in
Bali on 12 October 2002;50 SC Resolution 1440 was adopted following
the taking of hostages in Moscow on 23 October 2002;51 SC Resolution
1530 was adopted further to the bomb attacks in Madrid on 11 March
2004;52 SC Resolution 1611 was a reaction to the terrorist attacks in
London on 7 July 2005;53 and SC Resolution 2249 of 20 November 2015
was reaction to the Paris attacks of 13 November 2015 and the “global
and unprecedented threat to international peace and security” posed
by ISIS and its allies.54
Rules of Customary International Law
Public international law has been always characterised by norma‐
tive indeterminacy,55 fragmentation,56 and a reliance on customary in‐
ternational law.57 In particular, the problem of fragmentation exists in
the context of international criminal law.58 This being said, customary
international rules regarding the use of force are highly relevant in the
fight against terrorism.

49 P. Hilpold, ‘The evolving right of counter‐terrorism: an analysis of SC resolu‐
tion 2249 (2015) in view of some basic contributions in international law literature’
(2016) QIL, available at: http://www.qil‐qdi.org/the‐evolving‐right‐of‐counter‐
terrorism‐an‐analysis‐of‐sc‐resolution‐2249‐2015‐in‐view‐of‐some‐basic‐
contributions‐in‐international‐law‐literature/.
50 SC Res 1438 (2002).
51 SC Res 1440 (2002).
52 SC Res 1530 (2004).
53 SC Res 1611 (2005).
54 SC Res 2249 (2015), preamble.
55 See M. Koskenniemi, ‘The politics of international law – 20 years later’ (2009)
20 EJIL 7, 13.
56 Report of the Study Group of the International Law Commission, “Fragmen‐
tation of international law: difficulties arising from the diversification and expan‐
sion of international law’, A/CN.4/L.682, 13 April 2006.
57 See J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn,
2012), pp. 23 et seq.
58 See generally L. van den Herik & C. Stahn (eds.), The Diversification and Frag‐
mentation of International Criminal Law (2012).
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The starting point is Article 51 of the UN Charter. Article 51 of the
Charter reflects customary law.59 Indeed, it is uncontroversial that cus‐
tomary and conventional international law can exist in parallel.60 Arti‐
cle 51 of the Charter, however, is silent on whether the activities of
non‐state actors can constitute an “armed attack” within the meaning
of Article 51 of the Charter. As has been aptly observed, “the criteria
developed for the exercise of the right to self‐defence in inter‐state rela‐
tions are not easily transferable to the struggle between states and non‐
state actors like terrorists.”61 Indeed, according to Hilpold, interna‐
tional law is largely silent about the right to self‐defence in the context
of terrorism:
“What does international law say about self‐defence against terror‐
ism? Originally not very much. An international legal order whose
subjects were mainly states for a long time paid little attention to non‐
state actors like terrorists. Things changed only when the threat ema‐
nating from terrorist groups became equivalent to that of a medium‐
sized aggressor state”.62
A conservative view was adopted by the International Court of Jus‐

59 See D. Sarooshi, “The recourse to the use of force by the United Nations’
(2010) 104 American Society of International Law Proceedings, 400.
60 As the International Court of Justice (ICJ) held in the Nicaragua case “custom‐
ary international law continues to exist and to apply, separately from international
treaty law, even where the two categories of law have an identical content”, Mili‐
tary and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v United States of
America), Merits Judgment, [1986] ICJ Rep 14, para. 179.
61 P. Hilpold, ‘The evolving right of counter‐terrorism: an analysis of SC resolu‐
tion 2249 (2015) in view of some basic contributions in international law literature’
(2016) QIL, available at: http://www.qil‐qdi.org/the‐evolving‐right‐of‐counter‐
terrorism‐an‐analysis‐of‐sc‐resolution‐2249‐2015‐in‐view‐of‐some‐basic‐
contributions‐in‐international‐law‐literature/.
62 P. Hilpold, ‘The evolving right of counter‐terrorism: an analysis of SC resolu‐
tion 2249 (2015) in view of some basic contributions in international law literature’
(2016) QIL, available at: http://www.qil‐qdi.org/the‐evolving‐right‐of‐counter‐
terrorism‐an‐analysis‐of‐sc‐resolution‐2249‐2015‐in‐view‐of‐some‐basic‐
contributions‐in‐international‐law‐literature/.
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tice in the Wall Advisory Opinion wherein the Court held that “Article
51 of the Charter thus recognizes the existence of an inherent right of
self‐defence in the case of armed attack by one State against another
State”.63 Professor Crawford aptly summarised the position as follows:
it “appears to be that a state under assault by non‐state actors cannot
effectively defend itself against them by recourse to Article 51 unless,
following the position of the Court in Nicaragua, they are under the ef‐
fective control of a foreign state”.64
State practice, however, has arguably become more accepting of
self‐defence with respect to independent non‐state actors.65 In the re‐
cent practice of the UN Security Council terrorist acts committed by
non‐state entities were characterised as threats to international peace
and security, and UN Member States were authorised to use force. Se‐
curity Council Resolution 1386 identified terrorism as a threat to peace
under Article 39 of the Charter66 and recognized the right of individual
and collective self‐defence in its preamble.67 Security Council Resolu‐
tion 1373 of 2001 directed states to “take the necessary steps to prevent
the commission of terrorist acts”68 which is the typical language which
authorizes the use of force.69 In general, post 9/11 all members of the
Security Council, members of NATO (other than those sitting on the

63 ICJ Reports 2004, ‘Legal consequences of the construction of a wall in the oc‐
cupied Palestinian territory, Advisory Opinion of 9 July 2004’, p 194; see also J.
Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, 2012), p. 771.
64 J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, 2012), p.
771.
65 J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, 2012), p.
772.
66 SC Res 1386 (2001); J Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law
(8th edn, 2012), p. 772.
67 See A. Cassese, The Human Dimension of International Law: Selected papers of
Antonio Cassese (2008), p .451.
68 SC Res 1373 (2001) op §2(b); J Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public Interna‐
tional Law (8th edn, 2012), p. 772.
69 J. Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, 2012), p.
772.
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Security Council) and States that have not objected to resort to Article
51 “have come to assimilate a terrorist attack by a terrorist organization
to an armed aggression by a state, entitling the victim state to resort to
individual self‐defence and third states to act in collective self‐defence
(at the request of the former state)”.70 More recently in paragraph 5 of
its Resolution 2249 (2015) of the UN Security Council called upon
Member States to:
take all necessary measures, in compliance with inter‐
national law, in particular with the United Nations
Charter, as well as international human rights, refugee
and humanitarian law, on the territory under the con‐
trol of ISIL also known as Da’esh, in Syria and Iraq, to
redouble and coordinate their efforts to prevent and
suppress terrorist acts committed specifically by ISIL
also known as Da’esh as well as ANF, and all other in‐
dividuals, groups, undertakings, and entities associated
with Al Qaeda, and other terrorist groups, as desig‐
nated by the United Nations Security Council, and as
may further be agreed by the International Syria Sup‐
port Group (ISSG) and endorsed by the UN Security
Council, pursuant to the Statement of the International
Syria Support Group (ISSG) of 14 November, and to
eradicate the safe haven they have established over sig‐
nificant parts of Iraq and Syria.71
In addition to the potential change of the scope of the customary in‐
ternational rules of self‐defence and use of force in light of the phe‐
nomenon of terrorism, another area of customary international law
that might be tested is that of State responsibility. Professor Proulx
called for the recalibration of the rules on State responsibility and ad‐
vocated a model of strict liability in relation to terrorist acts:

70 See A. Cassese, The Human Dimension of International Law: Selected papers of
Antonio Cassese (2008), p 451 (emphasis in original).
71 SC Res 2249 (2015), para. 5.
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“States still have an important – sometimes determinant – place in
the chain of events leading up to the perpetration of transnational ter‐
rorist attacks, as their authors often rely on governmental inaction, tol‐
eration, acquiescence, willful blindness or ineffective counterterrorism
infrastructures as propitious incubators for their agendas. Conse‐
quently, When terrorists attack, their victims may not know where to
find them, but there is an address for their grievances and their fears. It
is the State”.72
It should however be noted that rules of customary international
law do change. In international law States are both the creators and the
subjects of the rules. It is therefore up to the international community
to change the relevant rules of customary international law.
Epilogue
A comprehensive analysis of the challenges and inadequacies of the
framework that public international law provides for fighting terror‐
ism would fill volumes and is certainly not possible herein. However,
the above short critical analysis of the international rules regarding ter‐
rorism highlights some of the significant shortcomings of the interna‐
tional legal framework. Nevertheless, the focus on the shortcomings
should not in any way undermine the importance of the existence of an
international law framework for combatting terrorism. Such a frame‐
work is indeed invaluable and can and should be improved through
deeper international co‐operation and co‐ordination.

72 V. J. Proulx, Transnational Terrorism and State Accountability, A New Theory of
Prevention (2012), p. 4.
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Introduction
On 13 November 2016, Paris marked a year since the series of or‐
chestrated terrorist attacks taking 130 lives. These attacks were the
deadliest on the French soil since the Second World War and France
remains until today under the state of emergency. The fluctuat nec
megritur phrase reappeared all over the media, not only to honor Paris
and its motto, but to reinforce the impression that ideals, perhaps
rather than cities, might be tossed but not sunk. In this yearly time‐
frame terrorist attacks shook Europe in an unprecedented fashion.
However, Africa and the Middle East have suffered much more severe
blows. Suicide bombings are continuously occurring across Iraq and
Afghanistan, Al Shabaab coordinated attacks across Somalia, Boko
Haram’s violence is increasing in Nigeria and Cameroon, and the con‐
cept of terrorism has never been more present in the international po‐
litical and legal realms. Amid the current migration crisis and the rise
in nationalism and xenophobia in Europe, the political situation is
dauntingly reminiscent of the late 30s. And the security situation is,
more alarmingly, unprecedented and skeptical of our readiness. Ter‐
rorism is a threat to democracy, freedom and fundamental values, and
we still find no way to define it.
Indeed, with no existing comprehensive definition of terrorism un‐
der international law, combatting terrorism on an international level
remains quite difficult as the elements of the crime differ across na‐
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tional jurisdictions. What is a terrorist act under certain criminal laws
is simply an act of murder under others. In addition, the saying that
one nation’s terrorist is another’s freedom fighter has practically be‐
come a norm. However, terrorism is widely seen as an international,
rather than an exclusively national threat,1 affecting multiple states at
the time.2
The core premise of this paper is that an international definition of
terrorism would further the mutual cooperation of states in their
counter‐terrorism efforts. Combatting terrorism without a legal defini‐
tion of the crime on an international level is still greatly feasible. This is
indeed the status quo and counter‐terrorism efforts are, notwithstand‐
ing the lack of a definition, undertaken daily.
This paper posits that by adopting a definition of terrorism,
counter‐terrorism efforts will be more coordinated, more effective and
more systematic, thus harmonizing the international cooperation of
states in combatting terrorism. In the same vein, the paper examines
the concept of terrorism in international criminal law by exploring the
legal framework on counter‐terrorism, and likewise addresses issues
arising alongside terrorism as a response thereto or as consequences
thereof.
The first section of this paper concerns the multifaceted definition of
terrorism, its historical emergence and why states should opt to con‐
sensually define terrorism for the purposes of modern‐day intelligence
sharing.
The second section analyzes the current legal framework by looking
at international and regional conventions, and national legislations on
terrorism. This section thus mostly takes into account the UN Counter‐
Terrorism Conventions and Protocols, UN General Assembly and Se‐
curity Council Resolutions and multilateral treaties, regional treaties
and national laws with the aim of identifying recurring subjective and

N. Boister, ‘Transnational criminal law’, (2003) 14 EJIL 953 at 972.
Antonio Cassese, ‘Multifaceted riminal notion of terrorism in international
law’, (2006) 4 JICJ 933 at 934 (hereinafter “Cassese”).
1
2
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objective elements of terrorism, which could subsequently establish a
definition satisfactory to state and non‐state entities cooperating in
criminalizing and punishing terrorist acts on an international level.
The third section evaluates whether terrorism could be included as
a crime in the Rome Statute. It does so both procedurally and substan‐
tively, bearing in mind the Kampala Review Conference Report, and
assessing whether terrorism should be included as a novel crime or as
an additional category under one of the existing crimes, and what
would be the benefits of such an inclusion for the jurisdiction of the
ICC.
The final section of this paper addresses contemporary issues aris‐
ing in terrorism, such as intelligence sharing, difficulties surrounding
bilateral agreements on extradition, and the current amendments and
deliberations on the principle of nationality in respect to foreign terror‐
ist fighters returning to the country of their nationality. In addition, it
examines the UNODC’s activity in tackling contemporary issues aris‐
ing in terrorism and the mutual cooperation between states.
Difficulty of Defining Terrorism
Lacking a common definition under international law weakens the
potential efforts states could jointly undertake when responding to the
threat of terrorism. While some call for an urgent adoption of a work‐
ing definition – a practical step to be taken beyond the mere semantics3
– others fear terrorism’s definitional ambit and applicability, in particu‐
lar along the somewhat blurred lines of legally separating ‘terrorists’
from ‘freedom fighters’.4 On the flip side of the coin, some find an in‐
ternationally accepted definition of terrorism to be an unattainable
goal, and that a definition per se is nonessential for states to mutually
cooperate in combatting terrorism. In this regard, a brief historical and

3 D. J. Hickman, ‘Terrorism as a violation of the “law of nations”: finally over‐
coming the definitional problem’, (2012) 29 WILJ 447 at 452 (hereinafter ‘Hick‐
man’).
4 T. Stephens, ‘International criminal law and the response to international ter‐
rorism’, (2004) 27 UNSWLJ 454 at 458 (hereinafter ‘Stephens’).
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legal background on terrorism sheds light on the more pressing ques‐
tion as to why is it contemporarily important, or not, to establish a uni‐
versally accepted definition.
1. Historical and legal background
Etymologically, terrorism stems from the Latin terrere meaning ‘to
frighten’, and “entered into Western European languages’ lexicons
through French” due to the political context it gained during the
French Revolution and Robespierre’s ‘régime de la terreur’.5Terrorism
was thus ab initio correlated with state‐perpetrated violence. Only in
the late 19th century with the insurgence of Russian and French anar‐
chists, the concept of terrorism widens so as to comprise non‐state ac‐
tors in their acts of terror for the purpose of intimidation of other pri‐
vate non‐state actors, organizations and states.6
Over time, three widely‐accepted categories of the crime have
emerged chronologically: “(i) state instigated policies of terror applied
domestically; (ii) domestic or internal terrorism carried out by private
individuals or groups; and (iii) international terrorism, including state‐
sponsored acts of transnational violence”.7The past six decades how‐
ever have witnessed terrorism startlingly thriving.8
Since the massacre of Israeli athletes by the Black September or‐
ganization at the 1972 Munich Olympic Games to Lockerbie, 9/11, Bali
bombings, Madrid terror attack, Beslan school siege, Boko Haram co‐
ordinated explosions, and to the recent Paris, Brussels, Istanbul, An‐
kara and Nice attacks, the world is witnessing terrorism on the rise,
with no overarching international tool to combat it.9

5 R. Young, ‘Defining terrorism: the evolution of terrorism as a legal concept in
international law and its influence on definitions in domestic legislation’, (2006) 29
BCICL 23 at 27.
6 Ibid., at 28.
7 Stephens, supra note 4 at 457.
8 G. Guillaume, ‘Terrorism and international law’, (2004) 53 ICLQ 537 at 538.
9 A. Cohen, ‘Prosecuting terrorists at the International Criminal Court: reevalu‐
ating an unused legal tool to combat terrorism’, (2011‐2012) 20 MSILR 219 at 222
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Moreover, the concept of terrorism or that of a terrorist may be em‐
ployed for a variety of purposes, and in a number of different ways.10
Particularly in situations of armed conflict, terrorism may be evoked as
an instrument to discredit the opposite side – whether it is “an indi‐
vidual, a private organization, an insurgent group, a movement of na‐
tional liberation, a state or a group of states”.11 Sure enough, one ethni‐
cal, political, or national group’s freedom fighters are another’s terror‐
ists. In the mid‐1980s, The Economist published a study stating that
“violent resistance to authority is often justified: not a few of today’s
presidents and prime ministers were yesterday’s guerrillas”,12 and
moreover indicating in the study that the principal difference between
terrorists and freedom fighters is in their targets. In other words, “bona
fide guerrillas strike at military targets”,13 whereas terrorists usually
target civilians to bring across a political message and dissipate wide‐
spread communal fear through their attacks.
Throughout the history of numerous countries, blocs and regions,
political and social changes transformed the terrorists of yesterday into
the heroes of today, and vice‐versa.14 Without an internationally
agreed‐upon precise definition of terrorism, it seems somewhat ambi‐
tious to put forward large‐scale terrorism‐prevention mechanisms and
legislation while lacking the consent of all nations as to what is the ex‐
act ambit of its criminality. The dire need to define terrorism could be
labeled as self‐evident.15 However, if the less politically (and legally)
delicate and complex crime of aggression has taken such a long time to
(hereinafter ‘Cohen’); C. Much, ‘The International Criminal Court (ICC) and terror‐
ism as an international crime’, (2006) 14 MSTJIL 121 at 128.
10 M. Di Filippo, ‘The definition(s) of terrorism in international law’ in B. Saul
(ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and Terrorism (2014) at 3 (hereinafter
‘Di Filippo’).
11 Ibid.
12 See ‘How to tell a terrorist’, The Economist (26 July 1986).
13 L.F.E. Goldie, ‘Profile of a terrorist: distinguishing freedom fighters from ter‐
rorists’, (1987) 14 SJILC 125 at 127.
14 See Di Filippo, supra note 10, at 3.
15 Cassese, supra note 2 at 934.
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gain its place in the Rome Statute, it is uncertain when international
criminal law could expect a definition of terrorism in the Rome Statute
– or elsewhere, if ever at all.
2. The importance of having a universally accepted definition
Among the scholarly world, many would concur that the impor‐
tance of defining terrorism in order to address it globally is long over‐
due, and that the label has posed an unacceptable conundrum dis‐
abling at least a rudimentary, working definition to arise.16
Notwithstanding the current disagreement on the definition of ter‐
rorism during armed conflict, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL)
in its February 2011 Interlocutory Decision found that the definition of
terrorism in time of peace indeed exists as a customary rule of interna‐
tional law “on the basis of treaties, UN resolutions and the legislative
and judicial practice of States”.17 In other words, jointly recurring ele‐
ments of terrorism found in the aforementioned sources give rise to a
consensus on the definition consisting roughly from the following ele‐
ments:
z(i) acts normally criminalized under any national pe‐
nal system, or assistance in the commission of such acts
whenever they are performed in time of peace; those
acts must be (ii) intended to provoke a state of terror in
the population or to coerce a state or an international
organization to take some sort of action, and finally (iii)
are politically or ideologically motivated, i.e. are not
based on the pursuit of private endsz.18
Although mandated to apply Lebanese Law,19 the STL considered
customary law in interpreting the Lebanese Criminal Code and estab‐

Hickman, supra note 3 at 461.
Interlocutory Decision on the Applicable Law: Terrorism, Conspiracy, Homicide,
Perpetration, Cumulative Charging, STL‐11‐01/I, Appeals Chamber, 16 February 2011
at 3 (hereinafter “STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision”).
18 Cassese, supra note 2 at 937.
19 2006 Statute of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, S/RES/1757, Art. 2.
16
17
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lished a definition of terrorism derived from custom and the interna‐
tional legal framework:
As we shall see, a number of treaties, UN resolutions,
and the legislative and judicial practice of States evince
the formation of a general opinio juris in the interna‐
tional community, accompanied by a practice consis‐
tent with such opinio, to the effect that a customary rule
of international law regarding the international crime
of terrorism, at least in time of peace, has indeed
emerged. This customary rule requires the following
three key elements: (i) the perpetration of a criminal act
(such as murder, kidnapping, hostage‐taking, arson,
and so on), or threatening such an act; (ii) the intent to
spread fear among the population (which would gen‐
erally entail the creation of public danger) or directly or
indirectly coerce a national or international authority to
take some action, or to refrain from taking it; (iii) when
the act involves a transnational element.20
The creative approach that the Tribunal undertook has received
both criticism and praise.21 Whether the Appeals Chamber was right in
its conclusion to apply international law while interpreting the Leba‐
nese Criminal Code has been subject to debate,22 yet it could not have

STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision, supra note 17 at 49‐50, para 85.
M. Bernhaut, ‘Interlocutory decision on the applicable law: terrorism, con‐
spiracy, homicide, perpetration, cumulative charging (United Nations Special Tri‐
bunal for Lebanon, Appeals Chamber, Case No STL‐11‐01/I, 16 February 2011)’,
(2011) 18 AJIL 229 at 230; See further K. Ambos, ‘Judicial creativity at the special
tribunal for Lebanon: is there a crime of terrorism under international law?’ 24 LJIL
655; B. Saul, ‘Legislating from a radical Hague: the United Nations Special Tribunal
for Lebanon invents an international crime of transnational terrorism’, (2011) 24
LJIL677.
22 See S. Kirsch, A. Oehmichen, ‘Judges gone astray: the fabrication of terrorism
as an international crime by the Special Tribunal for Lebanon’, (2011) 1 DLR32; M.
Gillett, M. Schuster, ‘Fast‐track justice: the Special Tribunal for Lebanon defines
terrorism’, (2011) 9 JICL989.
20
21
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been left ignored as it is the very first instance of a Tribunal interna‐
tionalizing terrorism with the inherent aim to address it globally.23
What can however hardly go unnoticed is the fact that without a
common international definition of terrorism, coordinated efforts to
combat it are severely reduced. As previously mentioned, the STL in‐
deed based its definition of terrorism “on the basis of treaties, UN reso‐
lutions and the legislative and judicial practice of States”.24 It is note‐
worthy that certain scholars find that the definition for terrorism could
also be derived from the legislative framework of international hu‐
manitarian law, namely from the “principles regarding what behaviors
are permitted in conventional wars between nations”.25 These princi‐
ples stem from the Geneva26 and Hague Conventions,27 but they con‐
fine and restrict the definition of terrorism solely to the time of armed
conflict. It is therefore important to establish a definition of terrorism
that would criminalize and punish terrorist acts in times of peace alike
in the times of conflict. The current legal framework offers little to the
definition of terrorism on an international level.
In this respect, the definition of transnational terrorism of the STL is
thus far the finest one we dispose of, yet its long‐term impact is cur‐
rently unpredictable.28 One may only hope that this definition could be

23 M. J. Ventura, ‘Terrorism according to the STL’s interlocutory decision on the
applicable law: a defining moment or a moment of defining?’, (2011) 9 JICJ 1021 at
1027 (hereinafter ‘Ventura’).
24 STL February 2011 ‘Interlocutory Decision’, supra note 17 at 3.
25 B. Ganor, ‘Defining terrorism: is one man’sterrorist another man’s freedom
fighter?’, (2002) 3 Police Practice and Research 287 at 287‐9.
26 1977 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and
Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I)
1125 UNTS 3; 1977 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non‐International Armed Con‐
flicts (Protocol II), 1125 UNTS 609.
27 ‘1907 Regulations respecting the laws and customs of war on land annexed to
The Hague Convention’ (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land.
28 J. Powderly, ‘Introductory observations on the STL Appeals Chamber Deci‐
sion: context and critical remarks’, (2011) 22 Criminal Law Forum 347 at 362.
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the steppingstone for further developments, as the modern day terror
is spreading – and the law is hardly budging.
Current Legal Framework
There are currently a total of 19 international legal instruments ad‐
dressing terrorism.29 Almost all national legislations include terrorism
within their Criminal Codes and Acts.30 Numerous United Nations
General Assembly Resolutions, as well as Security Council Resolutions
and Multilateral International and Regional Treaties have addressed it
and defined its offences.31 Nevertheless, obtaining a fixed international
definition of terrorism remains problematic.
1. International legal instruments
Despite the insurgence of terrorism during the time of the French
Revolution, terrorism has only been on the international agenda since
the establishment of the League of Nations. The League of Nations at‐
tempted to outlaw terrorism by adopting a draft convention for the
prevention and punishment of terrorism, and even though the Conven‐
tion was indeed adopted in 1937, it still did not come into force.32 This
is important to bear in mind from a contemporary perspective, as the
efforts of the League of Nations are of great significance to those of the
United Nations in creating an international legal framework apt to ef‐
fectively address and combat terrorism.33 The 1937 Convention in‐
cluded a definition of terrorism and legally defined it as “all criminal
acts directed against a state and intended or calculated to create a state
29 The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, ‘Terrorism prevention’.
Available at: http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/terrorism/
30 Cassese, supra note 2 at 937.
31 Ibid.
32 United Nations Department of Public Information, International Legal Instru‐
ments – United Nations Action to Counter Terrorism. Available at: http://www.
un.org/en/terrorism/instruments.shtml
33 A. R. Perera, ‘The draft United Nations Comprehensive Convention on Inter‐
national Terrorism’ in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and Ter‐
rorism (2014) at 152‐3 (hereinafter ‘Perera’).
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of terror in the minds of particular persons or a group of persons or the
general public”.34 This definition could be regarded as a prototype for
more contemporary formulations of terrorism.35
There are a plethora of counter‐terrorism international legal instru‐
ments, frequently adopted following a terrorist catastrophe. But this is
hardly the point if for future terrorist attacks we do not dispose of an
all‐encompassing international legal framework already apt to cover
offences systematically.
THE CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF UNLAWFUL ACTS AGAINST
THE SAFETY OF CIVIL AVIATION
The Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the
Safety of Civil Aviation, also known as the Montreal Convention or the
Sabotage Convention, was concluded in 1971 and is in force since 1973.
With 188 state parties, the Montreal Convention is one of the most ad‐
hered to within the international legal framework on terrorism. The
primary focus of the Montreal Convention is the safety of civilian avia‐
tion and as such, it does not apply to military aircrafts, irrespective of
the terrorist acts that may befall these. Article 1 stipulates what exactly
constitutes criminal behavior for the purposes of the Convention:
1. Any person commits an offence if he unlawfully and inten‐
tionally:
(a) Performs an act of violence against a person on board an air‐
craft in flight if that act is likely to endanger the safety of that
aircraft; or
(b) Destroys an aircraft in service or causes damage to such an air‐
craft which renders it incapable of flight or which is likely to
endanger its safety in flight; or
(c) Places or causes to be placed on an aircraft in service, by any
means whatsoever, a device or substance which is likely to de‐
stroy that aircraft, or to cause damage to it which renders it in‐
34 1937 Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism, (1938) 19
League of Nations Official Journal 23. The Convention never entered into force.
35 Perera, supra note 33 at 153.
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capable of flight, or to cause damage to it which is likely to en‐
danger its safety in flight; or
(d) Destroys or damages air navigation facilities or interferes with
their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safety
of aircraft in flight; or
(e) Communicates information which he knows to be false,
thereby endangering the safety of an aircraft in flight.
2. Any person also commits an offence if he:
(a) Attempts to commit any of the offences mentioned in para‐
graph 1 of this article; or
(b) Is an accomplice of a person who commits or attempts to com‐
mit any such offence.36
The Convention further addresses the aut dedere aut judicare princi‐
ple in its Article 7 whereby it states that: “the Contracting State in the
territory of which the alleged offender is found shall, if it does not ex‐
tradite him, be obliged, without exception whatsoever and whether or
not the offence was committed in its territory, to submit the case to its
competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution. …”. Article 7 is
especially relevant in respect to the Lockerbie37case where the aforemen‐
tioned principle ‘to extradite or to prosecute’38 was pivotal for both the
UN Security Council and the International Court of Justice in resolving
the dispute.
THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION AGAINST THE TAKING OF HOSTAGES
A further development in the international legal framework on pre‐
venting terrorism came about with the adoption of the International

36 1971 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of
Civil Aviation, 974 UNTS 177, Art. 1.
37 Case Concerning Questions of Interpretation and Application of the 1971 Montreal
Convention Arising from the Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya v.
United States Of America), Preliminary Objections, Judgment of 27 February 1998,
[1998] ICJ Rep. 115.
38 See M. Plachta, ‘The Lockerbie Case: the role of the Security Council in enforc‐
ing the principle aut dedere aut iudicare’, (2001) 12 EJIL 125.
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Convention against the Taking of Hostages, or more commonly, the
Hostages Convention in 1979. The Hostages Convention is predomi‐
nantly concerned with the prohibition of hostage taking,39 and alike the
Montreal Convention, it addresses the aut dedere aut judicare principle.
The Hostages Convention was negotiated in the context of suddenly
increasing episodes of hostage‐takings40 in the 1970s, linked with “na‐
tional liberation struggles in pursuit of self‐determination from colo‐
nial regime”.41 The Convention entered into force in 1983, and has 176
state parties as of October 2016 with the accession of Zambia.
PROTOCOL FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF UNLAWFUL ACTS OF VIOLENCE AT
AIRPORTS SERVING INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION, SUPPLEMENTARY TO
THE CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF UNLAWFUL ACTS AGAINST
THE SAFETY OF CIVIL AVIATION
Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Air‐
ports Serving International Civil Aviation, commonly referred to as the
Airport Protocol, is a Protocol supplementary to the Montreal Conven‐
tion expanding on its provisions. Most notably, the Protocol encom‐
passes not only terrorist acts aboard the aircraft, but also those at the
airport as an affront to the safety of civil aviation. Adopted in 1988, the
Airport Protocol entered into force in 1989 and has a total of 174 par‐
ties. It equally does not concern itself with military aircrafts or opera‐
tions.
THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF TERRORIST
BOMBINGS
The Terrorist Bombing Convention, formally the International Con‐
vention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, was adopted in

39

1979 International Convention against the Taking of Hostages, 1316 UNTS

205.
40 See J. Lambert, Terrorism and Hostages in International Law: A Commentary on
the Hostages Convention 1979 (1990).
41 B. Saul, ‘International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages’, (2014)
UN Audiovisual Library of International Law, Historical Archives.
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1997 in response to the truck bombing attack on the US military per‐
sonnel in Saudi Arabia.42 Pursuant to Article 2, the Convention crimi‐
nalizes and punishes these offences:
1. Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this
Convention if that person unlawfully and intentionally de‐
livers, places, discharges or detonates an explosive or other
lethal device in, into or against a place of public use, a State
or government facility, a public transportation system or an
infrastructure facility:
a) With the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury; or
b) With the intent to cause extensive destruction of such a
place, facility or system, where such destruction results
in or is likely to result in major economic loss.
2. Any person also commits an offence if that person attempts
to commit an offence as set forth in paragraph 1 of the pre‐
sent article.
3. Any person also commits an offence if that person:
a) Participates as an accomplice in an offence as set forth
in paragraph 1 or 2 of the present article; or
b) Organizes or directs others to commit an offence as set
forth in paragraph 1 or 2 of the present article; or
c) In any other way contributes to the commission of one
or more offences as set forth in paragraph 1 or 2 of the
present article by a group of persons acting with a
common purpose; such contribution shall be inten‐
tional and either be made with the aim of furthering
the general criminal activity or purpose of the group or
be made in the knowledge of the intention of the group
to commit the offence or offences concerned.43
In comparison to earlier conventions, the Terrorist Bombings Con‐
42 S.M. Witten, ‘The International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist
Bombings’, (1998) 92 AJIL 774 at 775 (hereinafter ‘“Witten’).
43 ‘1997 The International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bomb‐
ings’, 2149 UNTS 256, Art. 2.
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vention, although building upon the same typical structure, is rather
creative as it expands the ambit of the offences.44 The Terrorist Bomb‐
ings Convention does not define terrorism per se, as neither did the ear‐
lier Conventions, but it rather attempts to characterize which terrorist
conduct could be internationally recognized as criminal.45 The Terrorist
Bombings Convention notes for the first time the “general application
of broad issues such as bombings of public buildings, destruction of in‐
frastructure and attacks with toxic chemicals and biological agents,
substantially expanding international cooperation into areas that had
previously largely been addressed solely by local law and bilateral co‐
operation agreements”.46 The Convention has 169 state parties and en‐
tered into force in 2001.
THE CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF THE FINANCING OF TERROR‐
ISM

The Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism,
known as the Terrorist Financing Convention, is the first Convention to
ever attempt defining terrorism as an international offence, notwith‐
standing the political sensitivity of the crime. In this respect, it is the
most pertinent international utensil in the definitional toolkit of terror‐
ism. The definition of terrorism can be found in the Convention’s Arti‐
cle 2(1)(b):
1. Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this
Convention if that person by any means, directly or indi‐
rectly, unlawfully and willfully, provides or collects funds
with the intention that they should be used or in the
knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part, in or‐
der to carry out:
(b) Any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury

See Witten in general, supra note 42.
Ibid., at 775.
46 S.M. Witten, ‘The International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist
Bombings’ in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and Terrorism
(2014) at 137.
44
45
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to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active part in
the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the pur‐
pose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a
population, or to compel a government or an international or‐
ganization to do or to abstain from doing any act.47
The Terrorist Financing Convention was however “sparsely ratified
at first and would have made little impact in international relations
had it not been for the terrorist attacks of 9/11”.48 This is largely due to
the fact that its Article 12(2) requires parties “not to refuse any request
for mutual legal assistance on the grounds of bank secrecy”.49
Signed in 1999, and in force since 2002, the Terrorist Financing Con‐
vention provides the very first broad definition of terrorism since the
attempt of the League of Nations, which never came to fruition.50 In
addition, the Convention is regarded until today as one of the most sig‐
nificant advances in defining terrorism on an international level. The
Terrorist Financing Convention establishes “a treaty framework for
several of the obligations imposed upon UN members by the Security
Council Resolution 1373”,51 a Resolution passed after the 9/11 attacks
as a counter‐terrorism measure binding on all UN Member States.
The Terrorism Financing Convention acknowledges terrorism to be
an international threat requiring an in medias res approach and a pre‐
cise definition of the elements of the crime. While addressing the objec‐
tive and subjective elements of terrorism, Cassese points to the Terror‐
ism Financing Convention, which stipulates in Article 3 that terrorism

47 ‘1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Ter‐
rorism’, 2178 UNTS 197, Art. 2(1)(b) (hereinafter “Terrorism Financing Conven‐
tion”).
48 I. Bantekas, ‘The International Law of Terrorist Financing’, (2003) 97 AJIL315
at 324.
49 Terrorism Financing Convention, Art. 12(2); I. Bantekas, ‘The International
Law of Terrorist Financing’ in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law
and Terrorism (2014) at 124.
50 Stephens, supra note 4 at 473.
51 Ibid., at 461.
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ought to be ‘transnational in nature’ in order for it not the fall within
the slimmer realm of an exclusively national criminal jurisdiction.52 In
fact, the international component of terrorism is distinctly separated
from terrorism on a national level: “This Convention shall not apply
where the offence is committed within a single State, the alleged of‐
fender is a national of that State and is present in the territory of that
State”.53 Thus, the Terrorism Financing Convention focuses on terror‐
ism being strictly an international crime for the purposes of the Con‐
vention. It is by far the most successful counter‐terrorism treaty with
187 parties.
THE DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE CONVENTION ON TERRORISM
The most recent international attempt to provide a definition of ter‐
rorism lies in the United Nations’ Draft Comprehensive Convention on
Terrorism. This convention remains deadlocked, still being negotiated
at the UN Ad Hoc Committee. The Draft Comprehensive Convention
has a mandate of producing a treaty‐based definition of terrorism in
order to enable the international community of states to address and
combat terrorism through the means of international criminal law.54 Its
core objective is seen as an expansion of defining terrorist crimes that
have not been covered thus far by the international legal framework.
More importantly, the Draft Convention seeks to not only expand on
the already existing crimes, but to also include new offences “such as
serious attacks on the environment and a serious and credible threat to
commit a terrorist act”.55
What both the Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism and the Draft Comprehensive Convention on Terrorism ad‐
dress is the transnational nature of terrorism in their common Article 3,
therefore ensuring that at least one of the elements of the crime is for‐
eign for the treaties to be applicable. However, there are impediments
Cassesse, supra note 2 at 938.
Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 47, Art. 3.
54 Stephens, supra note 4 at 462.
55 Perera, supra note 33 at 157.
52
53
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to its adoption, as negotiations are in deadlock. The chief impediment
in adopting the definition stems from its Article 2, similar in wording
to that of the Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Ter‐
rorism.56 The informal text of the Draft Comprehensive Convention at‐
tempts to define the following in Article 2 in juxtaposition to the for‐
mer Convention:57
(1) Any person commits an offence within the meaning of the
Convention if that person, by any means, unlawfully and
intentionally, causes:
(a) Death or serious bodily injury to any person; or
(b) Serious damage to public or private property, including a place
of public use, a State or government facility, a public trans‐
portation system, an infrastructure facility or the environ‐
ment; or
(c) Damage to property, places, facilities, or systems referred to in
paragraph l(b) of this article, resulting or likely to result in
major economic loss, when the purpose of the conduct, by its
nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a
Government or an international organization to do or abstain
from doing any act.58
Furthermore, Article 2 of the Draft Comprehensive Convention
stipulates more in extenso“that it is an offence to make a credible and
serious threat to commit any of these acts,59 or to attempt to commit
any of these acts”,60 and “an additional provision also makes criminal
the participation in, organization of, or contribution to, the commission
of any of these acts.”61

Stephens, supra note 4 at 464.
Ibid., at 463.
58 2002 Draft Comprehensive Convention, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee Estab‐
lished by GA Res. 51/210 of l7 December 1996, UN Doc. A/57/37 (hereinafter ‘Draft
Comprehensive Convention’.)
59 See Stephens supra note 4 at 464; Draft Comprehensive Convention, Art. 2(2).
60 Ibid; Draft Comprehensive Convention, Art. 2(3).
61 Ibid; Draft Comprehensive Convention, Art. 2(4).
56
57
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Under both the Terrorist Financing Convention and the Draft Com‐
prehensive Convention, the objective element pertaining to conduct62 is
quasi identical. However the subjective element relating to the pur‐
pose63 of the act in question is lacking. There is nothing in either of
these Conventions relating to the widely acknowledged perception
that terrorism as an act is innately conducted with the goal of achiev‐
ing a political purpose, whether in its context or nature.64 Instead, and
pertaining to the context and the nature of the conduct, it follows that
the crime fits under the definition of terrorism as long as its specific act
of violence is committed with the intention “of intimidating a popula‐
tion, or of compelling a government or international organization to do
or abstain from doing any act”.65
OTHER INTERNATIONAL LEGAL INSTRUMENTS
There is a manifold of other important international legal instru‐
ments criminalizing and punishing different forms and circumstances
of terrorist activities. Among them are, as a humble example, the Con‐
vention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Air‐
craft,66 the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Air‐
craft,67 the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material,68
the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety
of Maritime Navigation,69 the Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful
Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental

See Cassese, supra note 2 at 938.
Ibid.
64 See Stephens supra note 4 at 464.
65 Ibid.
66 ‘1963 Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board
Aircraft’, 704 UNTS 220.
67 ‘1970 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft’, 860
UNTS 105.
68 ‘1979 Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material’, 1458 UNTS
125.
69 ‘1988 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of
Maritime Navigation’, 1678 UNTS 221.
62
63
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Shelf,70 the Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for the
Purpose of Detection,71 and the International Convention for the Sup‐
pression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism,72 the list being by no means ex‐
haustive.
International efforts to criminalize terrorist activities have been
taken since the end of the First Word War,73 yet it nonetheless appears
that global cooperation in jointly and effectively addressing terrorism
is somewhat wanting. Whereas on a national level, terrorism can be
addressed and tackled much more effectively than on a regional level;
the regional framework is sometimes more legally and politically suc‐
cessful than the current international umbrella of counter‐terrorism in‐
struments. In this matryoshka‐like concept, the smallest doll is curi‐
ously the most powerful.
2. Regional legal framework
Within the regional legal framework, one may find a plethora of dif‐
ferent conventions, among which are, for instance the Arab Conven‐
tion on the Suppression of Terrorism,74 the Convention of the Organi‐
zation of the Islamic Conference on Combating International Terror‐
ism,75 the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism,76 the
OAS Convention to Prevent and Punish Acts of Terrorism Taking the
Form of Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of In‐

70 ‘1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of
Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf’, 1678 UNTS 304.
71 ‘1991 Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for the Purpose of De‐
tection’, 2122 UNTS 359.
72 ‘2005 International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terror‐
ism’, 2178 UNTS 229.
73 B. Saul, ‘The legal response of the League of Nations to terrorism’ (2006) 4
JICL 78 at 80‐1.
74 ‘1998 Arab Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism’.
75 ‘1999 Convention of the Organization of the Islamic Conference on Combat‐
ing International Terrorism’.
76 ‘1977 European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism’, 1137 UNTS 93.
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ternational Significance,77 the OAU Convention on the Prevention and
Combating of Terrorism,78 the SAARC Regional Convention on Sup‐
pression of Terrorism,79 and the Treaty on Cooperation among States
Members of the Commonwealth of Independent States in Combating
Terrorism,80 inter alia.
Irrespective of the fact that these conventions are region‐specific,
they do share certain similarities that also figure in international legal
instruments. Most importantly, a terrorist attack triggered the creation
of most of these international and regional conventions. For instance,
the ASEAN Mutual Legal Assistant Agreement was initially drafted as
a response to the October 2002 Bali Bombings. The subsequent devel‐
opment was the 2007 ASEAN Convention on Counter‐Terrorism and
both of these conventions are important for the mutual cooperation be‐
tween member states when combatting terrorism in the region.81
Further, the Organization of American States adopted the ‘Conven‐
tion to Prevent and Punish Acts of Terrorism Taking the Form of
Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of International
Significance’ in 1971 right after “the kidnapping and murder of count
Karl Von Spreti, the west German ambassador to Guatemala, in
1970”.82 In turn, the 1977 European Convention on the Suppression of
Terrorism followed the international legal developments on terrorism,
and was adopted under the auspices of the Council of Europe in order

77 ‘1971 OAS Convention to Prevent and Punish Acts of Terrorism Taking the
Form of Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of International
Significance’, 1438 UNTS 194.
78 ‘1999 OAU Convention on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism’.
79 ‘1987 SAARC Regional Convention on Suppression of Terrorism’.
80 ‘1999 Treaty on Cooperation among States Members of the Commonwealth of
Independent States in Combating Terrorism’.
81 R. Gunaratna and G. Cheung, ‘Regional Legal Responses to Terrorism in Asia
and the Pacific’m in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and Terror‐
ism (2014) at 757.
82 M. Sossai, ‘The Legal Response of the Organisation of American States in
Combating Terrorism’, in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and
Terrorism (2014) at 701.
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to address terrorist offences.83
It is remarkable that in light of these international and regional con‐
ventions, the problem of defining terrorism still persists. Given the re‐
semblances between these legal instruments, despite the political sensi‐
tivity of terrorism per se, the international community ought to arrive at
a common definition and common repercussions for terrorist acts in
order to equip itself more effectively in combatting terrorism.
3. National criminal legislations
Most national legislations contain the definition of terrorism and
terrorist acts. The STL, in its 2011 Interlocutory Decision examines nu‐
merous national laws and finds that, in respect to terrorism, there are
common elements across national legislations. Said elements are viz.
the practice and “the use of criminal acts to terrorize or intimidate
populations, to coerce government authorities, or to disrupt or destabi‐
lize social or political structures”.84
For instance, Austria,85 Belgium,86 Germany,87 Netherlands88 and
Sweden89 have almost identical definitions in criminalizing terrorist
acts, composed of the above‐mentioned elements. In turn, the French
Criminal Code90 is more concise in as much as it defines terrorist of‐
fences as those “intended to seriously disturb public order through in‐
timidation or terror”.91 The UK defines terrorism in its Terrorism Act92

83 C. Murphy, ‘The Legal Response to Terrorism of the European Union and
Council of Europe’, in B. Saul (ed.), Research Handbook on International Law and Ter‐
rorism (2014) at 686.
84 STL Decision, at 57, para. 93.
85 Austrian Criminal Code, Sec. 278(c).
86 Belgian Criminal Code, Art. 137.
87 German Criminal Code, Sec. 129(a).
88 Dutch Criminal Code, Arts. 83 and 83a.
89 2003 Swedish Law on the Crime of Terrorism at 148.
90 French Criminal Code 421(1).
91 STL at 59, para. 93.
92 2000 Terrorism Act, Sec. I, as amended by the Terrorism Act 2006 and
Counter‐Terrorism Act 2008.
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as inclusive of a subjective element “of intent to coerce a governmental
authority or intimidate a population, but it also requires a political, re‐
ligious, racial or ideological purpose”.93 The national legislations of
Australia,94 Canada,95 New Zealand96 and South Africa97 have similarly
worded definitions of terrorism as the UK.
The STL additionally found that the Latin American countries, par‐
ticularly Chile,98 Colombia,99 Panama100 and Peru,101 require in their na‐
tional legislations “the intent to spread fear and the use of means capa‐
ble of causing havoc or public danger”102 when it comes to defining ter‐
rorism. These elements also figure in the legislations of India,103 Rus‐
sia104 and the US.105
Further, the Interlocutory Decision points out that among the coun‐
tries that are signatories to the Arab Convention for the Suppression of
Terrorism, Egypt,106 Iraq,107 Jordan,108 Tunisia109 and the United Arab
Emirates110 all sanction in their national legislations “criminal acts that
endanger social order and spread fear or harm among the population

STL at 60, para. 94.
1995 Australian Criminal Code Act, Sec. 100(1).
95 Canadian Criminal Code, Ch. C‐46, Sec. 83(01).
96 2002 Terrorism Suppression Act No. 34, Sec. 5.
97 2004 Protection of Constitutional Democracy Against Terrorist and Related
Activities Act 33, Sec. I(xxv).
98 Law No. 18314, Arts. 1 and 2.
99 Colombian Criminal Code, Art. 343.
100 Panamanian Criminal Code, Art. 287.
101 Decree Law No. 25475, Art. 2.
102 STL at 60, para. 95.
103 2008 Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Act No. 35, Sec. 4.
104 2006 Federal Law on Counteraction against Terrorism No. 35‐FZ, Art. 3.
105 18 U.S.C. § 2331
106 Egyptian Criminal Code, Art. 86.
107 2005 Iraqi Anti‐Terrorism Act No. 13, Art. 1.
108 Jordanian Criminal Code, Arts. 147 and 148.
109 2003 Tunisian Law 2003‐75 against Terrorism and Money‐Laundering, Art.
4.
110 2004 Decree by Federal Law No. I on Combating Terrorist Offences, Art. 2.
93
94
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or damage property or infrastructure in a way that endangers soci‐
ety”.111
In sum, national legislations on terrorism do share considerable
amount of common and recurring elements. In coining a comprehen‐
sive definition of terrorism that could be more easily accepted by states
on an international level, these similarities vividly illustrate that there
are shared notions of the crime which could undoubtedly be incorpo‐
rated in a single definition. The STL’s definition of terrorism thus took
into account not only international and regional legislative frame‐
works, but also national common and civil law takes on terrorism. The
Tribunal drew the conclusion that state practice and opinio juris“ had
crystallized into the aforementioned definition of terrorism during
peacetime”.112 There are unsurprisingly certain alterations between the
definitions of terrorism across national legislations based on different
motives. For instance, some of the commentators of the Interlocutory
Decision find these differences to be grounded in “ideological, politi‐
cal, religious or racial” motives.113 Political and religious differences
persist in respect to the motive behind terrorism. However, the ideol‐
ogy of spreading terror or intimidating a population to get across a po‐
litical message seems to be the most common element behind the of‐
fence. Premeditated fear spreading is likewise one of the most recog‐
nized elements in criminalizing and punishing terrorist acts. If the legal
and definitional differences of terrorism across national jurisdictions
could be juxtaposed as black and white, the gray area of terrorism
would still be quite sizable. It is within this vast gray area where the in‐
ternational community could easily find a common definition of terror‐
ism, acceptable to all. What is always more difficult to find is the politi‐
cal will.

STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision, supra note 17 at 57‐9, para. 93.
Ventura, supra note 23 at 1028.
113 Ibid.
111
112
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Terrorism as a Crime in the Rome Statute
Terrorism as a crime under the Rome Statute could benefit the in‐
ternational community in defining, criminalizing and punishing the of‐
fences there under. During the negotiations at the Rome Conference,
there were considerations among the parties to include terrorism as
one of the crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction. However several rea‐
sons, among them the Kafkaesque problem of scope, halted both the
initial inclusion and future considerations, similar to those pertaining
to the crime of aggression at the Kampala Review Conference of the
Rome Statute.
Be as it may, the initial negotiations revealed that terrorism as a
crime could potentially fall under one of the three suggested catego‐
ries: firstly, as a sui generis crime, secondly as an offense under the six
proposed counter‐terrorism conventions,114 and lastly as a combined
offense involving “use of firearms, weapons, explosives, and danger‐
ous substances when used as a means to perpetrate indiscriminate vio‐
lence involving death or serious bodily injury to persons or groups of
persons or populations or serious damage to property”.115
Several commentators find that rejecting the inclusion of terrorism
as a crime under the Rome Statute, albeit chiefly associated with the
problem of properly defining it, was triggered from more than mere
semantics.116 Among these obstacles, a few may be extracted; the first
obstacle is the definitional constraint, as the parties to the Conference
did not reach a consensus on an acceptable definition (notwithstanding
proposals for a working definition, a sort of terrorism in a ‘transitional
format’, adhered to by Cassese and seen in the work of the STL).117
The second hindrance in including terrorism under the Rome Stat‐

114 1998 Report of the Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International
Criminal Court at the UN Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Estab‐
lishment of an International Criminal Court (June 15 – July 17 1998).
115 A. Cohen, supra note 9 at 223.
116 Ibid. at 224.
117 Ibid.; See STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision, supra note 17.
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ute pertained to the discussion of the gravity of the crime. In other
words, genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes are ‘more
heinous’ to the international community than terrorism, and after all,
the ICC was designed with the aim to deal with the most serious of‐
fenses as the Court of last resort.118 Whether there will be any subse‐
quent reviews in particular on the severity of terrorism and thus its po‐
tential inclusion in the Rome Statute will depend on a number of fac‐
tors, one of them without a doubt being the political sensitivity of the
issue (already addressed at the Rome Conference as a deterring reason
for the inclusion).
On the other hand, some argue that only the most severe form of
terrorism119 could be incorporated in the Rome Statute. However,
qualifying what is the most severe form needs to be addressed more
accurately. There are suggestions that by limiting terrorism solely to
“grave instances of the specific offences”120 might be a proposal that
more State Parties would be prone to accept. The ICC could reference
the existing international legal framework on counter‐terrorism,121 and
point to a particular set of offences as defined, for example, in the Ter‐
rorism Financing Convention. As per deciding on what constitutes the
most severe form of terrorism, the ICC itself could decide on a case‐by‐
case basis whether the ‘gravity threshold’ is met.122
1. Terrorism as a crime against humanity
Considering Article 7 of the Rome Statute on the crimes against
humanity,123 begs the question of whether terrorism could fit within its
Ibid.
See C. Much, ‘The International Criminal Court (ICC) and terrorism as an in‐
ternational crime’, (2006) 14 MSTJIL 121 (hereinafter “Much”).
120 P. J. Wertheim, ‘Should “grave crimes of international terrorism” be in‐
cluded in the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court?’, (2003) 22 Policy &
Society 1 at 4‐5 (hereinafter ‘Wertheim’).
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid., at 5.
123 1998 Rome Statute of the ICC 2187 UNTS 90, Art. 7 (hereinafter ‘Rome Stat‐
ute’).
118
119
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ambit and whether the ICC Elements of Crimes124 could bestow it the
necessary description. The main advantage in including terrorism as a
crime under Article 7 lies in the fact that, inter alia, the definition in Ar‐
ticle 7 does not include any requirement that the acts committed ought
to have been conducted during the time of war.125
Cassese claimed that irrespective of the existence of a debate on the
definition of terrorism during armed conflict, a definition of terrorism
in the time of peace unquestionably exists, and is derived from interna‐
tional custom. The Rome Statute is not prejudiced126 by the emerging
trends of customary international law, and thus a working definition of
terrorism in the Rome Statute could potentially be one that excludes
situations of armed conflict.
Article 7(1) stipulates that: “For the purpose of this Statute, ‘crime
against humanity’ means any of the following acts when committed as
part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian
population, with knowledge of the attack.”127 Further, an ‘attack’ for
the purposes of Article 7 does not need to be military in nature, it is de‐
fined in 7(2) as: “a course of conduct involving the multiple commis‐
sion of acts referred to in paragraph one against any civilian popula‐
tion, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to
commit such attack.”128 The key terms to focus on in Article 7 of the
Statute are the “widespread” and “systematic” nature of the attack,
denoting a priori that singled‐out acts could not qualify as a crime
against humanity.
Following Article 7, one may try to lato sensu fit in the 9/11 attacks,

124 2011 Elements of Crimes, ICC RC/11, replicated from the Official Records of the
Review Conference of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Kampala, 31
May ‐11 June 2010 (hereinafter “Elements of Crimes”).
125 Cohen, supra note 9 at 242.
126 As indeed Article 10 of the Rome Statute stipulates: “Nothing in this Part
shall be interpreted as limiting or prejudicing in any way existing or developing
rules of international law for purposes other than this Statute”.
127 Rome Statute, supra note 123, Art. 7(1).
128 Ibid., Art. 7(2).
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for example, as a crime against humanity given the context. The most
important aspect of including terrorism as a crime under the Rome
Statute is to recognize its gravity and punish it accordingly. Such an
inclusion could politically and economically damage the reputation of
the State Parties financing or supporting terrorism, a damage that on
its own might indirectly deter states from certain activities.
By potentially including the crime of terrorism under Article 7 of
the Rome Statute, it is imperative to assess whether the crime would be
one found in the enumerated list of acts, or would it otherwise fall un‐
der Article 7(1)(k) of the Statute describing “other inhumane acts of a
similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury
to body or to mental or physical health”.129
It is noteworthy in this respect to look at the drafting history of the
Statute and assess whether the most suitable venue for the inclusion of
terrorism as a crime under Article 7 of the Rome Statute would be to
incorporate it under Article 7(1)(k), as an ‘other inhumane act’, always
maintaining the threshold of the attack being widespread and system‐
atic. The very evolution of the crimes against humanity, dating back to
the Nuremburg Charter in fact suggests that terrorism “developed
against the background of crimes against peace and war crimes (…)
and thus it can be argued that there is no ground to assert that terror‐
ism, a concept well established at the time that crimes against human‐
ity were recognized, was intended in any way to be included under
this category”.130 Further, Article 22 of the Rome Statute has been pith‐
ily drafted in order to safeguard the precision of the Statute and the ju‐
risdiction of the Court over the specific crimes: “The definition of a
crime shall be strictly construed and shall not be extended by analogy
(…)”.131
The inclusion of terrorism as a crime against humanity under the
Rome Statute is an ambitious task, yet perhaps one just as challenging

Rome Statute, supra note 123, Art. 7(1)(k).
Cohen, supra note9 at 243.
131 Rome Statute, supra note 120, Art. 22(2).
129
130
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as including it elsewhere under the Statute. Certain commentators ar‐
gue that due to the political nature of the crime, there might simply be
no place for terrorism as a crime against humanity under the Statute.132
This is due to the potential complications that might arise from the
very prosecution of terrorist acts under Article 7, despite the conten‐
tion that the very inclusion of terrorism is not necessarily beneficial for
the widening of the ICC’s jurisdictional scope.133
However, the nature of certain terrorist attacks is not to be categori‐
cally rejected ab ovo. Stating that “even the most blunt and clear terror‐
ist attacks, such as the Munich massacre, the Pan Am flight 103 bomb‐
ing, 9/11, and November 13 Paris attacks will encounter difficulties if
prosecuted under Article 7”134 is only partially correct. This is simply
due to the lack of a definition apt of alleviating these alleged difficul‐
ties. One should not be quick to flatly assume that in light of the draft‐
ing history rejecting terrorism, a seemingly closed door would never
reopen to include the crime under Article 7.
Moreover, prospective judicial and political advantages of enabling
the ICC to prosecute terrorist acts under its jurisdiction must be thor‐
oughly studied.135 As a matter of fact “the ICC must be able to protect
itself against becoming the platform on which States Parties try to score
political points against another State Party, by generously referring to
the ICC situations that they consider to imply the commission of
crimes of terrorism”.136 In considering judicial and political advantages
of including terrorism in the Rome Statute, one of the possible benefits
is the likelihood that greater objectivity shall be granted to highly sen‐
sitive national cases than they would otherwise enjoy in a particular
state court.137

132

See J. G. Starke, ‘International terrorism and international law’, (1987) 61 ALJ

311.
See Cohen in general.
Cohen, supra note9 at 245.
135 C. Much, supra note 119 at128.
136 Ibid., at 133.
137 Ibid., at 135.
133
134
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Such outright simplicity is however too good to be true. It is impor‐
tant to bear in mind the modus operandi of the referral of a situation to
the ICC. Should a sensitive, and highly politicized case concerning ter‐
rorism (under the hypothesis the Court has jurisdiction over the crime)
arise in any other way but a state self‐referral, the ‘greater objectivity’
advantage would surely hide behind the clouds of political doubts of
some states vis‐à‐vis others.
Another important aspect of this puzzle is state cooperation. The
ICC has thus far struggled to continuously obtain state cooperation,
specifically in regards to arrest warrants.138 In analogy, it is probable
that individuals assumed to have committed terrorist acts would, in
one way or another, be sheltered by other states or terrorist organiza‐
tions thus diminishing the effectiveness of having ICC prosecuting the
crime of terrorism.
2. Terrorism as any other crime under the Rome Statute
Despite the popularity of strictly considering the inclusion of terror‐
ism in the Rome Statute either as a crime against humanity or a stand‐
alone crime, one ought to evaluate whether any other crime under the
Statute could be equally suitable for the inclusion of terrorism.
Firstly, it is safe to eliminate the crime of aggression as a potential
crime under which terrorism could fit in. Secondly, one would perhaps
be inclined to say the same for genocide, yet there are interesting takes
on the matter reasoning that the dolus specialis of genocide could indeed
be detected in a terrorist attack directed against the members of a par‐
ticular group (nota bene only ‘national, ethnical, racial or religious’139
groups would qualify) if the aim were to destroy the members of the
mentioned group in whole or in part. Nevertheless, as interesting and
as creative these assertions are, the very core intention of terrorist acts
is seldom to destroy members of a group.
Indeed, the Terrorism Financing Convention acknowledges that the
138 B. Elberling, The Defendant in International Criminal Proceedings: Between Law
and Historiography (2012), at 49.
139 1998 Rome Statute of the ICC 2187 UNTS 90, Art. 6.
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deaths and injuries of victims are not an end per se, but rather “leverage
to achieve another goal”.140 For example, and with quite a stretch, at‐
tempting to place the 9/11 under the crime of genocide is impossible
for the simple reason that under the Rome Statute the wording of Arti‐
cle 6 requires members of a particular group to be members on ‘na‐
tional, ethnical, racial or religious’ grounds. The 9/11 attacks could
have been directed at the ‘Westerners’ and capitalists, yet not strictly
against the groups under Article 6. Americans as a category could
likewise hardly meet the threshold, due to the specificity of the attack
directed strictly at a trade center in New York, rather than ubiquitously
targeting Americans as members of a group.
Entertaining the idea of broadening the category of a group would
do it more damage than good. Both the International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda stated when addressing genocide, that the group, in the for‐
mer case ought to be specific and cannot be described negatively (i.e.
“non‐Muslims”), and in the latter, that the four grounds mentioned in
respect to groups are strong indicia, and that the members of a group
are those who the perpetrator perceives them to be.141
Terrorism as an act of genocide is thus at best superfluous to the al‐
ready well‐established definition encompassing the most important
elements, and at worst, legally harmful.
The reason why the crimes against humanity section of the Rome
Statute would be the optimum fit for the inclusion of terrorism is in‐
deed its context that does not require that there be a conflict. As the
STL indicated moreover, terrorism in the time of peace is very much
present.142

140 Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 47, Art. 2(1)(b); Cohen, supra
note 112 at 242.
141 Prosecutor v. Jean‐Paul Akayesu, Judgment, ICTR‐96‐4‐T (2 September 1998);
Prosecutor v. Goran Jelisić, Judgment, IT‐95‐10‐T, Trial Chamber (14 December 1999);
Prosecutor v. Milomir Stakic, Judgment, IT‐97‐24‐T, Appeals Chamber (22 March
2006).
142 See STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision.
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Further, including terrorism as a war crime is perhaps even more
laborious than including it as a crime against humanity given the con‐
text of the crime. The reason the inclusion of terrorism as a war crime
should not be ignored in toto lies in the dynamics of tomorrow, as fu‐
ture military and political strategies are radically uncertain. ‘War on
terror’, as exclaimed by the former US President George W. Bush, has
to be understood as metaphorical143 rather than as a dramatic political
statement. States might indeed engage in military actions labeling it as
a war on terror, as the US has done in 2001 by going to war against Af‐
ghanistan due to its support of terrorism.144
In this context, it is problematic to situate terrorism as a war crime,
although it could resemble perhaps a new war strategy, alike the Ger‐
man blitzkrieg or the guerilla warfare at the time. Under the category
of war crimes, terrorism could potentially fit an outlawed act if di‐
rected against civilians during conflict. Cassese notes that the Rome
Statute, which thoroughly lists classes of war crimes under Article 8, in
fact, fails“ to mention resort to terror against civilians”145 yet stresses
out that “this argument would not (…) be compelling (…) as various
provisions of the ICC Statute are not intended to codify existing cus‐
tomary rules, is borne out by Article 10 of the Statute”.146
The Statutes of both the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
and the Special Court for Sierra Leone allow these tribunals jurisdic‐
tion over the act of terrorism, the former in its Article 4,147 and the latter
in its Article 3,148 hence denoting the intention of the drafters to regard
terrorism as an act that may be considered a war crime.149 In addition,

143 Y. Dinstein, ‘Comments on War’, (2004) 27 Harvard Journal of Law & Public
Policy 877 at 886.
144 Ibid.
145 Cassese, supra note 2 at 945.
146 Ibid.
147 1994 Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (as last
amended on 13 October 2006), UN Doc. S/RES/955, Art. 4(d).
148 2002 Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, 2178 UNTS 138, Art. 3(d).
149 Cassese, supra note 2 at 945.
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the Terrorism Financing Convention150 supports the view that terror‐
ism may be committed during times of war, and not exclusively in
times of peace, and the “ILC Draft Code of Crimes against Peace and
Security of Mankind takes the view that ‘acts of terrorism’ committed
in internal conflicts constitute war crimes.”151
It is not farfetched to assume that in time of war, terrorism may in‐
deed constitute a war crime under certain conditions, namely that
there be intent, since “motive becomes immaterial in terrorist acts as
war crimes. In time of armed conflict, actions designed to spread terror
in the enemy are always ‘public’ in nature and personal motives…”152
and as such, they do not deserve any stricto sensu legal attention.
Consequently, there are meritorious arguments for including terror‐
ism in the Rome Statute under both the crimes against humanity and
war crimes, yet given how there is not one category exclusively over‐
powering another in the prospect of inclusion, the question of whether
terrorism could be a standalone crime in the Statute is worth the analy‐
sis. In this respect, the Terrorist Financing Convention may lend its
definition for considering terrorism as a novel crime.
3. Terrorism as a standalone crime
Another alternative is to incorporate terrorism in the Rome Statute
as a completely novel crime, which could be done following the
amendment procedure.153 The crime of terrorism under the Rome Stat‐
ute could reflect the suggestions initially brought forth during the
Rome Conference. In addition, the crime could reflect the international
counter‐terrorism conventions and protocols, particularly the defini‐
tion currently existing under the Terrorist Financing Convention.
In this respect, it is important to note that there are currently 124
State Parties to the ICC,154 and only two have not signed the Terrorism

Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 44, Art. 2(b).
Cassese, supra note 2 at 946.
152 Ibid. at 948.
153 Rome Statute, supra note 123 Art. 121.
154 International Criminal Court, ‘The state parties to the Rome Statute’. Avail‐
150
151
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Financing Convention, these being Chad and Zambia. Therefore 98,4%
of the ICC State Parties at least recognizes the terrorist offences falling
under the definition of the Terrorism Financing Convention.
However, when looking at the reservations and objections made by
state parties or signatories to the Terrorism Financing Convention, one
notices the declarations under Article 2(1)(b) to be recurring. Article
2(1)(b) states the following:
“Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this Con‐
vention if that person by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully
and willfully, provides or collects funds with the intention that they
should be used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or
in part, in order to carry out: (b) Any other act intended to cause death
or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking
an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when
the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a
population, or to compel a government or an international organiza‐
tion to do or to abstain from doing any act.”
The recurring declarations under Article 2(1)(b) made by Member
States such as Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Namibia, Syria, Yemen (of which
only Jordan, Namibia and Yemen are also state parties to the ICC)
commonly concern “national resistance … including armed resistance
against foreign occupation and aggression with a view to liberation
and self‐determination”155 whereby the word resistance is sometimes
replaced with the word ‘struggle’, and colonialism is added alongside
‘foreign occupation and aggression’ in Namibia’s reservation, for in‐
stance.156
These declarations and reservations subsequently result in simi‐

able at: http://www.icc‐cpi.int/en_menus/asp/states%20parties/Pages/the%20states
%20parties%20to%20the%20rome%20statute.aspx
155 See Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 47, Ch. XVIII Penal Matters
– Declarations and Reservations. Available at: https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDe‐
tails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XVIII‐11&chapter=18&lang=en
156 Ibid.
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larly‐worded objections of 26 predominantly Western State Parties.157
The first objection concerns limiting the scope of the Convention; the
second defeating the object and purpose of the Convention; and lastly,
that these reservations are contrary to Article 6 of the Convention pur‐
suant to which “State Parties commit themselves to adopt such meas‐
ures as may be necessary, including, where appropriate, domestic leg‐
islation, to ensure that criminal acts within the scope of this Conven‐
tion are under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a po‐
litical, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other simi‐
lar nature”.158
In addition, Article 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Trea‐
ties entitled ‘Formulation of reservations’ stipulates that “a State may,
when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty,
formulate a reservation unless: (c) … the reservation is incompatible
with the object and purpose of the treaty”.159 The objecting State Parties
made reference to Article 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, with a remark that such an objection does not ‘preclude the
entry into force of the Convention” between the objecting State Party
and that which made a reservation.160
Cohen notes that, in light of the high percentage of the ICC State
Parties equally being Parties to the Terrorism Financing Convention,
the sole novelty of terrorism under the Rome Statute would be to “in‐

157 See Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 44, Ch. XVIII Penal Matters
– Objections. Available at: https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.aspx?Src=
TREATY&mtdsg_no=XVIII‐11&chapter=18&lang=en. Nota bene, these countries in‐
clude Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Nether‐
lands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, UK and
US.
158 Ibid.
159 ‘1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties’, 1155 UNTS 331, Art. 19(c).
160 See Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note 47, Ch. XVIII Penal Matters
– Objections. Available at: Available at: https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.
aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XVIII‐11&chapter=18&lang=en.
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troduce ICC jurisdiction over it”.161 Although an exorbitantly high per‐
centage of ICC State Parties are also parties to the Terrorism Financing
Convention, these declarations and reservations illustrate a lack of
agreement in accurately defining terrorism and shed light on a deeper
problem. In other words, being a State Party to the Terrorism Financ‐
ing Convention and the Rome Statute does not ergo produce a sealed
deal on a definition of terrorism. As reservations and declarations
demonstrate, this is hardly the case, and the link thus weakens drasti‐
cally.
4. Benefits of the ICC jurisdiction over terrorism
Besides, terrorism as a crime under the Statute would have to be de‐
fined, as the fundamental principle of nullum crimen sine lege, nulla
poena sine lege mandatorily needs to be satisfied.162 Some argue that the
“inclusion of treaty‐based crimes within the jurisdiction of the ICC
would place too great a call on the resources of the Court”.163 It is none‐
theless important to bear in mind that terrorist attacks occur more of‐
ten in developing states and that foreign terrorist fighters are com‐
monly situated in these states. For this reason, including a treaty‐based
crime could assist the developing states since usually they do not
“have the resources to engage in large‐scale intelligence gathering,
which was often required for the prosecution of terrorist and drug‐
related crimes”.164 What can hardly be denied is that the developing
states would be able to respond more “effectively to terrorism if the
burden of investigating, prosecuting and punishing terrorists is shared
with other States Parties to the Statute”.165
In addition, including terrorism within the jurisdiction of the ICC

Cohen, supra note9 at 238.
Wertheim, supra note 120, at 3‐4.
163 Ibid., at 6.
164 Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the establishment of an international
criminal court’, (1995) UNGA 50th Session, Supplement No.22, A/50/22, 1995, at 18,
para. 82.
165 Wertheim, supra note 120, at 6.
161
162
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could standardize the substantive law on the matter. In respect to sen‐
tencing practices, the ICC would follow an agreed upon procedure and
eliminate any inconsistencies in sentencing that currently exist in vari‐
ous states for similar, or even, identical terrorist offences.166 A startling
example, for instance is that sentences imposed on aerial hijackers in
the US, Cuba and Iran range from “death by hanging to complete am‐
nesty”.167 Therefore the ICC could set a standard in sentencing that will
have no oscillations due to a precise defining of the offences.
Some scholars posit that terrorism is altogether not a crime to be
tried and punished domestically.168 This is not because the offences and
the sentences vary drastically, as that could equally be the case for
other, less contentious crimes. This is mainly due to the fact that there
is an underlying uncertainty in how to address terrorism domesti‐
cally.169 Having terrorism as a crime under the ICC jurisdiction would
thus alleviate these uncertainties.
It is also the case that certain states employ double standards when
dealing with terrorist offences domestically and internationally, as they
do with their own nationals vis‐à‐vis foreign nationals.170 In light of
these inconsistencies and occurrences of double standards, the ICC ap‐
pears to be a forum that could adequately address terrorism171 and as‐
sist State Parties in their counter‐terrorism efforts.
Considering terrorism as a novel crime under the Rome Statute
would by and large necessitate a precise definition of the crime before
any further undertakings. The most comprehensive definitions of ter‐

Ibid., at 14.
See C. Silverman, ‘An Appeal to the United Nations: Terrorism Must Come
Within the Jurisdiction of an International Criminal Court’, (1997) 4 New England
International and Comparative Law Annual 1 (hereinafter “Silverman”).
168 Ibid.
169 Ibid.
170 Y. Dinstein, ‘Terrorism as an International Crime’, (1989) 19 Israel Yearbook of
Human Rights 55 at 56.
171 Silverman, supra note 167 at 16.
166
167
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rorism are found in the Terrorist Financing Convention172 and the 2011
STL’s Interlocutory Decision.173
A model definition of terrorism could potentially be drafted as a
combination of these two definitions under the Rome Statute and
would read as follows:
1. The Court shall have jurisdiction in respect to terrorism.
2. For the purpose of this Statute, terrorism means any of the follow‐
ing acts when intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a
injury to a person, when the purpose of such acts, by their nature
or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a govern‐
ment or an international organization to do or to abstain from do‐
ing any act; or threatening such an act174
(a) murder;
(b) kindapping;
(c) taking of hostages;
(d) enslavement;
(e) torture or inhuman treatment;
(f) arson and bombarding;
(g) extensive destruction of property;
(h) any other act constituting an offence within the established
framework of counter‐terrorism conventions and custom.
The only aspect left out of the merger of the definitions of terrorism
brought forth by the Terrorist Financing Convention and the STL’s In‐
terlocutory Decision is the context of armed conflict. Indeed, terrorism,
unlike originally stipulated in the Terrorist Financing Convention, can
occur during the time of peace, which is the primary focus of the Inter‐
locutory Decision.
5. Terrorism at the Kampala Review Conference
At the Kampala Review Conference in 2010, delegations found that
it was premature to include terrorism in the Rome Statute, notwith‐
See Terrorism Financing Convention, supra note x, Arts. 2(1)(b), 3.
STL February 2011 Interlocutory Decision, supra note 17 at 3.
174 Ibid., at 49‐50, para 85.
172
173
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standing their condemnation of the crime and their support for
counter‐terrorism measures.175 The reason why states have found the
potential inclusion of terrorism as premature is due to a lack of defini‐
tion. Indeed, delegations have reiterated that a “clear definition agreed
to in the United Nations was a precondition to inclusion of terrorism in
the Statute”.176
Although the delegations proposed the establishment of a working
group on terrorism, they also recalled that at the UN it was quite com‐
plex to establish a definition of terrorism, and that a working group
would likely face similar difficulties.177 It was therefore suggested that
the Assembly “await the outcome of the work in the United Nations
forum”.178
However, the delegation of Netherlands has stated that certain pre‐
paratory steps ought to be taken straightaway in order to criminalize
and punish terrorism.179 Therefore Netherlands proposed amending
Article 5 of the Rome Statute so as also to include the crime of terror‐
ism in the jurisdiction of the court:
1. The jurisdiction of the Court shall be limited to the most se‐
rious crimes of concern to the international community as a
whole. The Court has jurisdiction in accordance with this
Statute with respect to the following crimes:
a) The crime of genocide;
b) Crimes against humanity;
c) War crimes;
d) The crime of aggression;
e) The crime of terrorism.180
Paragraph 3 of the Article would nevertheless read that “the Court

175 ‘2010 Report of the Working Group on the Review Conference’, ICC‐
ASP/8/20 at 55, para. 43.
176 Ibid.
177 Ibid., at 55, para 44.
178 Ibid.
179 Ibid., at 65.
180 Ibid., at 66.
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shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of terrorism once a provision
is adopted in accordance with articles 121 and 123 defining the crime
and setting out the conditions under which the Court shall exercise ju‐
risdiction with respect to this crime. Such a provision shall be consis‐
tent with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Na‐
tions”.181
Netherlands’s proposal on how to include terrorism under Article 5
of the Rome Statute resembles the inclusion of the crime of aggression.
Although the Netherlands had proposed an inclusion of the crime of
terrorism under the Statute, it was still “with a deferral of the exercise
of jurisdiction by the Court until the definition and the modalities for
the exercise of such jurisdiction had been agreed to”.182 The proposal
was however turned down.183
Once again the lack of an international definition of terrorism posed
hurdles around every legislative corner. The process of including ag‐
gression in the Rome Statute was neither straightforward nor easy, and
terrorism is prone to even more legal and political controversy. The
Achilles heel of terrorism in international law lies in its lack of a com‐
mon definition. Once the crime is clearly defined, there will be more
possibilities to end the impunity for the crime of terrorism, under the
Rome Statue or elsewhere in the international realm.
Contemporary Issues in Terrorism
The most pressing contemporary issues in terrorism revolve around
strengthening mutual cooperation between states in combatting the
crime in a timely manner.184 States have to further adjust their counter‐
terrorism strategies vis‐à‐vis the recent upsurge in foreign terrorist

Ibid.
Ibid., at 54.
183 W. A. Schabas, ‘Prosecuting Dr Strangelove, Goldfinger, and the Joker at the
International Criminal Court: closing the loopholes’ (2010) 23 LJIL 847 at 851.
184 K. Prost, ‘The need for a multilateral cooperative framework for mutual legal
assistance’ in L. J. van den Herik & N. Schrijver (eds.), Counter‐terrorism and Interna‐
tional Law (2013) at 93.
181
182
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fighters, and a rise in terrorist training worldwide. States have in this
respect concluded bilateral treaties to fortify their mutual commitment
in addition to the international or regional counter‐terrorism conven‐
tions they may be parties to. A collateral issue that surfaces however
regarding foreign terrorist fighters is the principle of nationality. States
thus confront the problem of a foreign terrorist fighter, being a national
of a state in question, returning after training abroad and potentially
engaging in criminal activities.
1. Bilateral agreements for extradition
One of the leading organs in addressing terrorism on a global level
is the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime’s (UNODC) Terrorist
Prevention Branch. The UNODC cannot impose a definition on states,
and a definition, as in any treaty, ought to be agreed upon by state par‐
ties.185 The question however is whether terrorism can still be effec‐
tively combatted without an internationally agreed upon definition.
Albeit under the wing of a legal framework, terrorism indeed re‐
mains a highly politicized issue.186 When it comes to the aut dedere aut
judicare principle, even if the states in question have both ratified a
treaty embodying such a provision, the difficulty often lies within the
political nature of terrorism.187 It is moreover possible that alongside an
international treaty, two states will establish a specific bilateral agree‐
ment as a response to a particular terrorist act, and agree to extradite
the person who is believed to have allegedly committed it. This was
the case with Abu Qatada and the bilateral agreement for his extradi‐
tion between the UK and Jordan,188 as well as with Hassan Diab, extra‐

185 UNODC Officer (anonymous), (24 June 2015) Interviewed by the author in the
UNODC headquarters, Vienna (hereinafter ‘UNODC Officer’).
186 Ibid.
187 Ibid.
188 See Othman (aka Abu Qatada) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department,
(2013) EWCA Civ. 277; Othman (Abu Qatada) v. the United Kingdom, Decision of 9
May 2012, ECtHR Application No. 8139/09; See further L. Early and L. Garlicki,
‘Case of Othman (Abu Qatada) v. The United Kingdom European Court of Human
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dited from Canada to France on the basis of their bilateral agreement
where he was charged with first‐degree murder.189
Without an internationally agreed upon definition on terrorism, and
without necessarily referring to an international legal instrument in
place, states opt to cooperate bilaterally in their efforts to combat ter‐
rorism. The choice of states to prosecute and extradite terrorist acts
more accurately and effectively is praiseworthy.190 Not all of these ef‐
forts are regrettably as commendable. For instance, while states tend to
form bilateral extradition agreements, they often fail at sharing ample
intelligence on their list of designated terrorists.191 In the case of Brus‐
sels attacks of 22 March 2016, Turkey notified Belgium and the Nether‐
lands about one of the bombers, deported twice from Turkey and la‐
beled as a foreign terrorist fighter.192 Both Belgium and the Nether‐
lands failed to heed the warning, demonstrating a serious lack of coop‐
eration, rather than a failure of intelligence sharing.
In the aftermath of the Brussels attacks, the security levels in Brus‐
sels were raised with the military deployed at high‐risk locations, in‐
cluding the EU institutions. However, the soldiers allegedly carry rifles
with no ammunition193, which only supports Schneier’s “security thea‐

Rights (Fourth Section) Judgment’, (2012) 24 IJRL 294; C. Michaelsen, ‘The Renais‐
sance of non‐refoulement? The Othman (Abu Qatada) Decision of the European
Court of Human Rights’ (2012) 61 ICLQ 750.
189 See K. Roach, ‘Section 7 of the Charter and National Security: Rights Protec‐
tion and Proportionality versus Deference and Status’, (2010‐2012) 42 OLR 337.
190 See UNODC Officer, supra note 185.
191 J. Kleijssen, Council of Europe’s Director of Information Society and Action
against Crime, (6 April 2016) Interviewed by the author at the Council of Europe, Stras‐
bourg.
192 S. Osborne, ‘Brussels attack: President Erdogan says bomber was caught in
Turkey last year and deported to the Netherlands’, (2016) The Independent. Avail‐
able at: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/brussels‐attacks‐pre
sident‐erdogan‐bomber‐turkey‐belgium‐deported‐isis‐terrorist‐terror‐a6948341
html
193 European External Action Service Counter‐Terrorism Officer (anonymous),
(28 April 2016) Interviewed by the author in the EEAS headquarters, Brussels.
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ter” narrative aimed at describing the practice of providing the public
with a feeling of increased security through investing in largely ineffec‐
tive and artificial countermeasures.194
2. Foreign terrorist fighters
The UNODC Terrorism Prevention Branch insists on mutual coop‐
eration between states in matters relating to terrorism, especially in
light of the emerging phenomenon of foreign terrorist fighters.195 Ac‐
cording to the Soufan Group, a New York‐based international consult‐
ing firm, “over 30,000 fighters from 100 countries have joined the civil
war in Syria of which over 5,000 originate from Western countries”,
also confirmed by the US intelligence.196
Furthermore, de Kerchove, the EU Counter‐terrorism Coordinator,
stated in September 2016 that approximately 5000 Europeans have
gone to fight in Iraq or Syria.197 Most foreign fighters however originate
from the North African and Middle Eastern region.198 It is important to
note, beyond mere semantics, that not all foreign fighters are terrorists.
Definitions of foreign fighters are numerous. For instance, certain
scholars studying the Jihad movement in Chechnya defined the foreign
fighters as ‘‘non‐indigenous, non‐territorialized combatants who, mo‐
tivated by religion, kinship, and/or ideology rather than pecuniary re‐

194 See B. Schneier, Beyond Fear: Thinking sensibly about security in an uncertain
world (2003).
195 See UNODC Officer, supra note 185.
196 R. Barrett, ‘Foreign fighters in Syria’(6 June 2014) The Soufan Group. Available
at: http://soufangroup.com/foreign‐fighters‐in‐syria/; with an update on recent fig‐
ures from December 2015: http://soufangroup.com/wp‐content/uploads/2015/12/
TSG_ForeignFightersUpdate3.pdf
197 See P. Joannin, ‘The assimilation of terrorists and foreigners is a serious mis‐
take which does not match reality’, (2016) European interview n°90, Fondation
Robert Schuman. Available at: http://www.robert‐schuman.eu/en/doc/entretiens‐d‐
europe/ee‐90‐en.pdf; J. de Roy van Zuijdewijn, ‘The foreign fighters’ threat: what
history can (not) tell us’, (2014) 8 Perspectives on Terrorism 59.
198 Ibid.
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ward, enter a conflict zone to participate in hostilities’’.199 Others de‐
scribed foreign fighters more restrictively as agents who “have joined,
and operate within the confines of an insurgency, lack citizenship of
the conflict state or kinship links to its warring factions, lack affiliation
to an official military organization, and are unpaid”.200 Labels also
vary, as foreign fighters may also be called ‘transnational insurgents in
intrastate conflicts’,201 or simply, ‘transnational fighters’.202
When it comes to defining foreign terrorist fighters specifically, the
Global Counterterrorism Forumdescribes them as “individuals who
travel abroad to a State other than their States of residence or national‐
ity to engage in, undertake, plan, prepare, carry out or otherwise sup‐
port terrorist activity or to provide or receive training to do so”.203 In
the ‘The Hague – Marrakech Memorandum on Good Practices for a
More Effective Response to the FTF Phenomenon’, the forum seeks to
assist governments in their policies addressing foreign terrorist fight‐
ers.204 The work of the Global Counterterrorism Forum on foreign ter‐
rorist fighters has been noted in the UN Security Council Resolutions
2178205 and 2195.206 The UN Security Council Resolution 2178 uses a

199 See C. Moore & P. Tumelty, ‘Foreign fighters and the case of Chechnya: a
critical assessment’, (2008) 31 Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 412.
200 See T. Hegghammer, ‘Should I stay or should I go? Explaining variation in
Western jihadists’ choice between domestic and foreign fighting’ (2013) 107 Ameri‐
can Political Science Review 1.
201 Kristin M. Bakke, ‘Copying and Learning from outsiders? Assessing diffu‐
sion from transnational insurgents in the Chechen wars’, (2010) PRIO Working Pa‐
per at 4.
202 R.A. Pape & J.K. Feldman, Cutting the Fuse: The explosion of global suicide ter‐
rorism and how to stop it (2010) at 59.
203 ‘2014 The Hague – Marrakech Memorandum on Good Practices for a More
Effective Response to the FTF Phenomenon’. Available at: www.thegctf.org/
documents/10162/159879/14Sept19_The+Hague‐Marrakech+FTF+Memorandum.
pdf
204 Ibid.
205 UN Doc. S/RES/2178 (2014), at 3, 8.
206 UN Doc. S/RES/2195 (2014), at 3.
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slightly more detailed definition of foreign terrorist fighters: “foreign
terrorist fighters, namely individuals who travel to a State other than
their States of residence or nationality for the purpose of the perpetra‐
tion, planning, or preparation of, or participation in, terrorist acts or
the providing or receiving of terrorist training, including in connection
with armed conflict”.207 The UN Security Council Counter‐terrorism
Committee and Counter‐Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate
employ this definition.
Foreign terrorist fighters most commonly join or are recruited by
the Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (also referred to by the ISIS, ISIL
and Daesh acronyms) and the Al‐Nusrah Front (AFN). The UN Secu‐
rity Council expressed grave concern on foreign terrorist fighters and
terrorist organizations in the aforementioned conventions208 and urged
“Member States, in accordance with domestic and international law, to
intensify and accelerate the exchange of operational information re‐
garding actions or movements of terrorists or terrorist networks, in‐
cluding foreign terrorist fighters”.209 In the latest Convention, the
wording of the Security Council intensified, as well, as it urged, “as a
matter of priority that Member States ratify, accede to, and implement
the relevant international conventions (…) and the international
counter‐terrorism conventions and protocols.”210 Therefore, the inter‐
national legal framework remains of paramount importance, and
likely, if properly used, a better tool in countering terrorism than bilat‐
eral agreements.
3. Nationality principle and statelessness
A sub‐issue that has been recently emerging is that of nationality
and potential statelessness of foreign terrorist fighters returning to
their country of origin after having gone to fight. The difficulties that
countries face thus revolve around the principle of nationality, which
UN Doc. S/RES/2178 (2014), at 2.
Ibid. at 2, 5, 7;UN Doc. S/RES/2178 supra note 93 at 2, 6.
209 UN Doc. S/RES/2178 supra note 93 at 4, para. 3.
210 UN Doc. S/RES/2195 (2014) at 3, para. 3.
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every human being is entitled to pursuant to various legal instruments
in place.211
There appears to be room to straightforwardly deprive a foreign
fighter with two nationalities of one. This is possible under French
law,212 whereby a dual national charged with “terrorist offences may be
stripped of his or her French nationality”.213 Under Swiss law on the
other hand,214 the threshold is a tad higher, albeit not unattainable as
dual nationals’ citizenship may be revoked “if their conduct seriously
prejudices Swiss interests or Switzerland’s reputation”.215 It is however
still doubtful whether stripping a foreign fighter of the only nationality
he holds, thus rendering him stateless, is advisable.
The question that is hardly addressed is whether stripping a foreign
fighter of his nationality, only in case of him or her having a further na‐
tionality, might not go against the principle of equality of all citizens.216
In other words, irrespective of how many nationalities an individual
holds, he should either be stripped of the one in question or not at
all.217 There are limited exceptions to statelessness permitted under the
1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness whereby the only
nationality of a citizen may be revoked where his conduct is “seriously
prejudicial to the vital interests of the State”.218 Conversely, the Euro‐

211 See for example ‘1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights’, 999 UNTS
302, Art. 15(1); ‘1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness’, 989 UNTS 175,
Art. 8(1) (hereinafter ‘Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness’); ‘1997 Euro‐
pean Convention on Nationality’, Art. 4(a)‐(b) (hereinafter ‘European Convention
on Nationality’).
212 Code civil français, Art. 25.
213 ‘Foreign fighters under international law’, (October 2014) Academy Briefing
No. 7 Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights at 55
(hereinafter ‘Academy Briefing No. 7’).
214 ‘Federal Act on the Acquisition and Loss of Citizenship’, Art. 49.
215 Academy Briefing No. 7, supra note 100 at 55‐56.
216 H. Tuerk, former Vice‐President of ITLOS, (26 June 2015) Interviewed by the
author at the UN, Vienna.
217 Ibid.
218 ‘Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness’, supra note 98, Art. 8(3)(a)(ii).
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pean Convention on Nationality strictly prohibits statelessness, with
no exceptions as to the conduct of the individual in question.219
Of course, each state is free to determine “the rules that regulate ac‐
quisition and deprivation of its nationality”.220 For instance, the UK in‐
troduced a legislative amendment, under which a citizen may be
stripped of his nationality even if it were to render him stateless.221 The
Netherlands is considering the same,222 and as are Norway223 and Aus‐
tralia.224
Should this ever become a norm within a regional or an interna‐
tional framework, albeit highly unlikely, it needs to be very delicately
drafted. The Universal Declaration of Human rights, as well as the
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness have strengthened the
principle of nationality, which may indeed be undergoing transforma‐
tion from a right to a privilege. It is pertinent to safeguard these laws
and not allow citizens to lose their nationality on a whim of a govern‐
ment. While security issues are pressing, there is no doubt that these
formulations ought to be considered, but they ought to be addressed
cautiously.
A definition of terrorism that all states could concur with could be a
decisive and precise platform for these national considerations. It

European Convention on Nationality, supra note 98, Art. 7(1)(d).
Nottebohm Case (Liechtenstein v. Guatemala), Judgment of 6 April 1955, [1955]
ICJ Rep.4 at 20.
221 British Nationality Act 1981 (as amended), Section 40.
222 ‘Participants in Jihadist Training Camps to Lose Dutch Citizenship’, (July
2014) Government of The Netherlands. Available at: www.government.nl/is‐
sues/dutch‐nationality/news/2014/07/16/participants‐in‐jihadist‐training‐camps‐to‐
lose‐dutch‐citizenship.html
223 G. Mezzofiore, ‘Norway ‘To make citizens fighting for Isis stateless’, (27 Au‐
gust 2014) International Business Times. Available at: www.ibtimes.co.uk/norway‐
make‐citizens‐fighting‐isis‐stateless‐1462776
224 L. Taylor, ‘Tony Abbott close to winning over Cabinet and Labor on citizenship
laws’, (21 June 2015) The Guardian. Available at:www.theguardian.com/australia‐
news/2015/jun/21/tony‐abbott‐close‐to‐winning‐over‐cabinet‐and‐labor‐on‐
citizenship‐laws
219
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would thus ensure that terrorism as an international offence is not tol‐
erated, and that the sentences imposed on terrorist acts do not stretch
like a harmonica across national jurisdictions.
Conclusion
Every week terrorist acts make the headlines of newspapers across
the globe. And globally, there is no common definition of terrorism.
There is little doubt that states can, and do, cooperate mutually in
combatting terrorism without an international definition of the crime.
When dealing with terrorism nationally, there are national criminal
laws in place. When dealing with terrorism transnationally however,
the cooperation largely depends on the understanding of the parties
involved on what constitutes terrorist offences, and what information
and intelligence they are willing to share to begin with.
Coining a definition that could be acceptable to state parties under a
treaty or in the Rome Statute can hardly hurt. Objectifying the crime of
terrorism would indeed further the international cooperation and en‐
hance counter‐terrorism strategies. We could jointly tackle terrorism
once it is precisely established what the crime consists of. Anything
else resembles a stab in the dark. Moreover, including terrorism as a
crime in the Rome Statute would assist states with a scarcity of re‐
sources in intelligence gathering in order to both prevent terrorist acts,
and prosecute those persons who have allegedly committed them.
Most of the international and regional conventions and protocols on
counter‐terrorism were in fact enacted after a terrorist attack. With
laws thus coming post hoc an attack begs the question of would an oc‐
currence of an unprecedented, large‐scale and widespread terrorist at‐
tack subsequently give rise to a definition of terrorism. Bearing in mind
that international and regional legal instruments emerge as a response
to an already committed terrorist act, a definition of terrorism has long
missed the boat.
Foreign terrorist fighters are rising in number and ISIS is becoming
self‐sufficient, with practically no external financing needed. Punish‐
ment for the commission of identical terrorist acts should not range
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from impunity to death sentences across national jurisdictions. When
one man’s terrorist becomes all men’s terrorist, the political sensitivity
of the issue will be alleviated and an international definition of terror‐
ism will arise. But then it might be too late, even for staging the theater
of security.
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Crimes against works of art – theft and destruction, for example –
are on the rise. This short paper will not consider art crime as such,
but, after a short introduction, the rest of the paper will analyse the
worrying emergence or re‐emergence of theft or destruction of works
of art as a kind of cultural genocide, more commonly known under its
Latin name, damnatio memoriae.1
Whilst the theft of works of art may, in the public perception, be the
remit of the gentleman thief, and although the world of crime may
have changed also in this area from the 1990s, yet art and stolen art
remain the subject matter of the shadowy world of art dealers. Art is
stolen by both opportunistic thieves and more organized criminals – in
this case perhaps to order – but the fact that so much art disappears
and never re‐surfaces or re‐surfaces after decades has led some schol‐
ars to pose the question of the whereabouts of such stolen art. In a New
York Times tally, reported by Naím, the world is missing 551 Picassos,
43 Van Goghs, 174 Rembrandts, and 209 Renoirs.2 The most famous
1 For this paper in general and to see art as ‘denied demand’, see Frank G.
Madsen. ‘Trafficking crimes’. In Barry A. K. Rider (ed.) Research Handbook on Inter‐
national Financial Crime. London: Edward Elgar, 2016. The ideas contained in the
present paper were first presented at a workshop on Trafficking in Culture on 8 Sep‐
tember 2015 at the 33rd International Symposium on Economic Crime, Jesus Col‐
lege, Cambridge. Likewise, a draft version of the paper was circulated among the
audience of this symposium.
2 Edward Dolnick, ‘Stealing beauty’. New York Times (24 August 2004), A17.
Moisés Naím, Illicit. New York: Doubleday, 2005, 171.
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theft of art was that of the Caravaggio painting, Nativity with St. Francis
and St. Lawrence, stolen in Palermo on 18 October 1969. The theft is be‐
lieved – without any supporting indicia – to be the work of the Sicilian
mafia;3 the painting has never re‐surfaced.

Figure 1. Caravaggio 1609. Nativity with St Francis and St Lawrence4

Some undoubtedly are held by secretive collectors, who can only
admire their collections alone, as these works of art would be easily
recognisable. Others – and this may explain the increase in the traffic –
3 Recently the subject of a popular novel of the detective genre: Daniel Silva,
The Heist. New York: Harper, 2015.
4 Dimensions: 268 × 197 cm.
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may be held as investment or as a sort of reserve currency paid for by
illicit funds. The point here is that in the post‐gold standard era, cur‐
rency is only as robust as the trust that subtends it. If one were to imag‐
ine a situation where, as a result of, say, war or a major epidemic, the
subtending trust were to disappear, one would be wise to possess in‐
vestments resistant to such disorder.
Art theft is now believed to be the fourth largest revenue generator
for organised crime with $1 billion – in estimated value – stolen every
year. Criminals presumably obtain 10 percent of the estimated value
when selling the stolen art on the black market, i.e. a profit of $100 mil‐
lion.
Local, National, and International Responsibility for Safeguarding
Works of art and, indeed, works of culture in general belong, one
might argue, to three different ‘stakeholders’. First, the local commu‐
nity, whose members grow up in a symbiotic and intimate relationship
with such works of art. Second, the nation, in whose custody works of
art are held, and which may have a more or less intimate relationship
to the arte facts. For example, the works of art and archaeology from
the Greco‐Roman period that are in the custody of the Turkish state are
– in the experience of this author – well guarded and respected by the
Republic of Turkey, but do not, perhaps, form a direct, affective bond
with the population, originating from a culture that is fundamentally
different from the Turkic culture. Contrariwise, the arte facts from An‐
cient Greece recovered in Greece itself play a deep identity‐generating
role for today’s Greek population, as, indeed, they did for the Greeks
in the nineteenth century attempting to regain control over their coun‐
try from the Ottoman occupation.
Although many scholars question the use of the term culture and at
most would prefer to reduce it to that of organised religion, culture is
something much deeper and much more powerful, albeit invisible. The
French philosopher Jean Baudrillard has, one would argue, best de‐
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fined culture, viz.5
La culture est un lieu du secret, de la séduction, de l’initiation, d’un
échange symbolique restreint et hautement ritualisé.
This explains how this elusive term, culture, is or should be the most
import part of socio‐political discourse and likewise why it, culture,
become the preferred target of autocrats and of other intolerant re‐
gimes and movements, for which see below.
Finally, the so‐called international community has a core role to
play in the safeguarding of cultural artefacts.6 And, indeed, the United
Nations family, the organisation itself as well as UNESCO and
UNODC, is very active raising the awareness of the deep loss to hu‐
manity that art crime causes. Likewise, specialised international bodies
such as Interpol and the World Customs Organization are efficient
within their respective fields, see for example Interpol’s excellent
Works of Art database, which has assisted in identifying and re‐
patriating a numbers of stolen works of art.
Having observed that the international community is, indeed,
deeply involved in the preservation and safeguarding of cultural arte‐
facts, one might argue that the community should create a fund –
somewhat along the lines of the IMF – to assist countries, who have the
custody of a disproportionate amount of cultural artefacts, for example
Greece and Italy, when these encounter periods of economic down‐
turns that render the safeguarding of such invaluable objects burden‐
some and often the necessary object for budget reductions. For exam‐
ple, 2012 saw several serious thefts and robberies in Greek museums
that some ascribe to a reduction in museum security budgets caused by
the financial crisis in Greece leading to an under‐staffing of security

5 Jean Baudrillard. 1981. Simulacres et Simulations. Paris: Galilée, p. 97. “Culture
is a place of secrecy, of seduction, of initiation, and of a symbolic exchange – re‐
stricted and highly ritualised” (the author’s translation).
6 The term ‘cultural heritage’ is – perhaps wrongly – avoided, since it often has
the corollary of something that is respected and even revered, but placed in a mu‐
seum having no further role to play. In this essay ‘culture’ is seen as a concept that
is, on the contrary, very active and, ultimately, the creator of our identity.
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personnel of 1,500. In January 2012, at the National Gallery in Athens, a
Picasso painting, a Modrian painting, and a Guglielmo Caccia sketch
were stolen. A month later at the Museum dedicated to the early
Olympics at Olympia, Greece, some sixty objects were stolen in an
armed robbery, including inestimable and irreplaceable objects from
the Mycenaean period.7 In fact, less than six months before the robbery
at the Olympia museum, a senior member of the staff at the museum
had written to the tutelary Greek authorities and put them on notice
that the present security staff levels were insufficient to guard the mu‐
seum properly. The same member of staff opined in his or her letter to
the tutelary ministry that the international community should be made
aware of this security deficiency and of the importance to Greece of the
objects held by the museum.8
Without expressing any undue subjectivity regarding the distribu‐
tory policies of Greece one can share the employee’s opinions, while
perhaps adding that cultural artefacts of this nature basically are con‐
stituent of the culture and therefore identity of the western world and
therefore of great importance not only to Greece, but to the Occident as
such.
Damnatio Memoriae
Whereas stolen art eventually, one would hope, will resurface
somewhere and although looting of archaeological sites and religious
sites often involves some destruction of art and context, known as ac‐
quisitive vandalism, a particular worrying aspect of art crime is art van‐
dalism. Fine and Shatin define art vandalism as the intentionally de‐
structive and illegal damage to a work of art.9 Conklin departs from

7 The Olympia objects have been recovered in a police sting operation in No‐
vember 2012.
8 For this section, see ‘Picasso and Modrian Works Stolen from Athens Art Gal‐
lery’, The Guardian, 9 January 2012. Mark Lowen, 2012. ‘Thieves Loot Greece’s An‐
cient Olympic Museum,’ BBC‐News (online), 17 February.
9 Gary Alan Fine and Deborah Shatin, ‘Crimes against art: social meanings and
symbolic attacks’,Empirical Studies of the Arts. 1985, Vol. 3, pp. 135‐152.
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this definition by including negligence, which is less than helpful.10
One should retain Fine and Shatin, insisting on the intention to de‐
stroy, while fine‐tuning various motivations. In this chapter, an often
over‐looked but crucially important subsection of vandalism, viz. that
part motivated by damnatio memoriae,will be emphasized. Somewhat
hesitantly, one might agree with Bevan and argue that this form of
vandalism is cultural genocide, sc. the deliberate attempt to eradicate
the cultural presence and, indeed, the former and present existence of a
people or community definable by ethnicity or religion, an idea, or,
more rarely, of a person.11 The ultimate goal of the destruction is the
erasure or transformation of identity.
1. Examples of damnatio memoriae
A very explicit and informing example is provided by Iulius Caesar
in the sixth book of the Bellum Gallicum, which deals with the year 53
BC. A Belgian tribe called the Eburones revolted against Rome.They
lived in the territory between today’s Liège in Belgium and Aix‐la‐
Chapelle or Aachen in today’s Germany. Caesar put them to flight and
then invited the neighbouring states to plunder the tribe, so thatpro tali
facinore stirps ac nomen civitatis tollatur.12
One notices that Caesar wants fully to erase the tribe, their very
identity, and even their name.
A couple of generations later, the emperor Tiberius nominated a
trusted – or so he thought – general, Lucius Aelius Sejanus, Pretorian
Prefect, i.e. the officer in charge of the 10,000 or so legionaries stationed
in Rome. The coin, below, a so‐called as, was struck at Augusta Bilbilis

John E. Conklin, Art Crime. Westport, CN: Praeger, 1994, p. 227.
Robert Bevan, ‘Razing the past: soldiers and civilians are not the only casual‐
ties of war. Aggressors also target the physical monuments to an enemy’s existence
and so attack their libraries, churches and schools.’ ‘Robert Bevan reports on the
destruction of memory’, The New Statesman. 134(4770) (12 December 2005). “Hesi‐
tantly” because one cannot compare the physical destruction of an ethnic or reli‐
gious group with that of destruction of art.
12 “The race and name of that state may be annihilated” (author’s translation).
10
11
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in north‐eastern Spain in 31 AD to celebrate the consulship of Sejanus.13
That same year, however, Sejanus was involved in a conspiracy against
the emperor and was executed on 18 October. Tiberius wanted him
erased from the record as witnessed by the coin, below. Likewise, stat‐
ues of Sejanus were destroyed throughout the empire. On the coins,
part of the text was obliterated as one can clearly see on the reverse to
the right.

Figure 2

On the obverse one notices in the middle a portrait of the emperor
Tiberius and the inscription: Augustus. Ti. Caesar. Div. Augusti. F. On
the reverse, in the middle are placed laurel wreaths surrounding the
letters Cos, sc. Consul. The inscription reads ‘Augusta. Bilbilis. Ti. Cae‐

13 Augusta Bilbilis is in Spain, not very far from Zaragoza (contraction of Cae‐
saraugusta).
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sar’ [L. Aelio. Seiano].14
On a number of coins from this series, the words L. Aelio Seiano have
been obliterated – as on the coin above.
Other examples include the Roman emperor, Caracalla, who on the
death of his father, Septimius Severus, in 211, became co‐emperor
along with his brother Geta. He had Geta killed and wanted his very
identity cancelled. He had the name of Geta erased from the triumphal
arch of Septimius Severus in the Forum Romanum, whereby Geta’s
murderer, Caracalla, relegated his brother to eternal oblivion, or at
least attempted to. Likewise, he had the face of Geta removed on paint‐
ings, as for example the Severan Tondo.

Figure 3: The Severan Tondo
Found at Djemila (Algeria). Now in Staatliche Museum zu Berlin. Diam. 30 cm.

14

‘Augusta Bilbilis. Tiberius Caesar to Lucius Aelius Seianus’.
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Marino Faliero was the doge of Venice from 1354 until 1355, when
he led a conspiracy against the nobles of the city. The conspiracy was
discovered and he was beheaded, as is well known from Lord Byron
and Donizetti.15 In the Hall of the Grand Council in Venice, where
there are paintings of every doge, his image was painted over and in its
stead a black veil was painted with the words His est locus Marini Fale‐
tri / Decapitati pro criminibus (‘This is the space reserved for Marino
Faliero, beheaded for his crimes’).

Figure 4:
Eugène Delacroix. 1827.
The Execution of Marin Falier. Wallace Collection, London.

15 Lord Byron, Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice. 1821; Gaëtano Donizetti, Marino
Faliero. Tragedia lirica (1835).
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Closer to our time, an example of total erasure of the identity of a
people, nation, and religion was the so‐called Kristallnacht in Germany,
9‐10 November 1938, which witnessed the destruction of hundreds of
synagogues.

Figure 5

One notes that it apparently was not enough to destroy the syna‐
gogue; every sign, decoration, etc., that might identify this space as a
space of Jewish faith was removed or destroyed.16
Likewise, the somewhat naive removal of the name of Mussolini
from a long inscription in front of Augustus’ mausoleum in Rome was
16 For the cultural genocide of the Jews in Russia, cf. Lawrence Davidson (2012):
44‐64.
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presumably a rather futile attempt to pretend that Italian fascism had
not existed or more easily to forget that it did.
The worrying and apparently unstoppable trade in art and antiqui‐
ties, including arte facts from irregular excavation and art purloined
from churches, synagogues, temples, mosques, public buildings, and
museums, often presents an example of dual motivation, profit and
cultural extinction. An example here might be the trade in works of art
and antiquities from Turkish‐occupied northern Cyprus.17 In this case,
one observes both intentional cultural dispersal and, since this is more
often than not linked with acquisitive vandalism, damage done in the
course of an effort to acquire money or property by inexpertly remov‐
ing murals, folding oil paintings, etc.18
The importance of art as a constituent element of cultural identity
may be observed in the joy with which the three pre‐Angkorian sand‐
stone statues that had been looted from Prasat Chen at the Koh Ker
Temple Complex almost forty years earlier were received back in
Cambodia in June 2014.19
Also, history is re‐written or re‐writing is attempted. For example,
history text books for use in Thai schools are being revised and the
name Thaksin Shinawatra, the 23rd prime minister of Thailand 2001‐
2006, deposed by military coup d’état that year, is being removed from
history books in Thailand “because he is seen as a threat to the junta.”20
Likewise, albeit only indirect re‐writing of history is, at the time of
17 Charalampos G. Chotzakoglu, Religious Monuments in Turkish‐occupied Cy‐
prus: Evidence and acts of continuous destruction. Nicosia, Cyprus: Museum of the
Holy Monastery of Kykkos, 2008.
18 Stanley Cohen, ‘Property destruction: motives and meanings’ in Colin Ward
(ed.) Vandalism. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1973, pp. 215‐257.
19 I thank His Highness Sisowath Ravivaddhana Monipong of Cambodia for
having shared with me this information as well as having provided me a filmed
testimony of the reception ceremony for the statues held in Phnom Penh on 3 June
2014.
20 New York Times (16 September 2014). NYT reports (Sep. 16, 2014) that the
name of former prime minister, Thaksin Shinawatra, has been removed from his‐
tory books in Thailand “because he is seen as a threat to the junta”.
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writing, being undertaken of school history text books in Taiwan,
whereby the narrative of the opposition throughout history between
the Communists on the mainland and the Kuomintang in Taiwan are
being toned down – according to some in an attempt to prepare the
population and public opinion for a rapprochement and ultimate reuni‐
fication with mainland China.21
On 22 August 2016, at the International Criminal Court in the
Hague, the Netherlands, one Ahmad al‐Faqi al‐Mahdi, pleaded guilty
to damaging a mosque and destroying shrines in the ancient city or
Timbuktu, a UNESCO world heritage site. In 2012, the city was occu‐
pied by jihadist troops and al‐Mahdi directed the destruction of almost
all the city’s stone mausoleums, etc. He has negotiated an 11‐year cus‐
todial sentence in return for his guilty plea.
This is the first case of cultural destruction brought before the court.
Critics have claimed that he court was set up to prosecute genocide,
not cultural vandalism.
2. ISIS
The latest development in this saga is unfortunately being played
out in front of our eyes, namely by the destruction by ISIS of art and
archaeological arte facts. Again, the motivation is presumably dual;
partly the extreme form of Islam represented by ISIS would see the de‐
piction of or temple to any god or goddess, present or past, as an insult
to Islam. Therefore, the advancing ISIS military forces apparently pu‐
rify the conquered lands not only of miscreants (in particular Chris‐
tians) but also of Islamic apostates or – even worse – Shia Muslims.22
They also destroy art and archaeological arte facts that they find upset‐
ting. A partial list of such ISIS destruction is:

21 The China Post Staff (23 January 2014). ‘Is the MOE rewriting history or
brainwashing the nation?’The China Post.
22 Anna Lombardi, ‘Decapitato il “Paladadino” di Palmira. Ecco l’Ultimo Orrore
del Califfato’, La Repubblica (20 August 2015): 10‐11. Paolo Matthiae, ‘Un Amico di
tutti Gli Studiosi che ha Dato la Vita per l’Arte’, La Repubblica (20 August 2015): 10‐
11. The term ‘ISIS’ is used for IS, ISIS, and Daesh (Dā’ish).
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1. Mosul. Mosque dedicated to the prophet Younis (Jonas). Built in
13th C. Destroyed in July 2014.
2. Nineve (across the river from Mosul). (i) A winged bull with human
face on the Nergel gate. +/‐ 3000 years old. Destroyed January 2015.
(ii) The 7th C. BC walls destroyed also in January 2015.
3. Mosul. (i) The statues from the Nimrud and Hatra sites (i.e. Assyr‐
ian) kept in the Mosul Museum. Destroyed February 2015. (ii) The
central library in Mosul containing many rare manuscripts. De‐
stroyed February 2015.
4. The Green Church in Tikrit (Iraq; Saddam Hussein’s place of birth;
mid‐way between Bagdad and Mosul). The church had been dug
out of the rock in the 7th C. Destroyed in September 2014.
5. Nimrud (30 km south of Mosul). What was left of the ancient Assyr‐
ian city of Nimrud was destroyed with sledgehammers in March
2015.
6. Hatra (midway between Bagdad and Mosul). Statues and mask in
the city walls of the ancient site of Hatra, from 3rd C. BC, were de‐
stroyed in March 2015.
7. May–August 2015. Palmyra. A temple of Bel and a temple of Baal
Shamin destroyed (confirmed by satellite imagery) as well as two
Roman tower graves.
Culminating in the beheading on or about 18 August 2015 of Khaled
al‐Asaad, honorary director of the Palmyra site.
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Figure 6: Khaled al‐Asaad

Ηe was appointed director of the archaeological site of Palmyra,
Syria, approx. in 1975, but in total had worked on the site for fifty
years. He was born in Palmyra in 1934 and was thus 81 years of age in
2015. He was known to have concealed a number of the most valuable
pieces, including smaller arte facts, as the ISIS were beginning to ex‐
pand in Iraq and later Syria.23 On 20 May 2015, however, he was cap‐
tured in Palmyra by the advancing ISIS army and was continuously
tortured in an attempt to make him reveal where he had concealed the
arte facts in question. He apparently did not disclose the information
and on or about 18 August 2015 he was executed by decapitation in
front of tens of witnesses. His headless body was bound to a light pole
in the central square of Palmyra and his head, still wearing his glasses,
placed at its feet. Also, at his feet were placed a number of posters ac‐
cusing him of
1. Representing Syria in blasphemous conferences.
2. Being director of a museum of idols.
3. Being a friend of the Iranian Shia.
23 An analogue case is the Bactriana Treasury at the Kabul Museum, which the
custodians successfully hid and the Taliban never found.
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4. Collaborating with the regime in Damascus.
It is true that in the interpretation of the Qur’an, as elaborated by
ISIS, dealing with antique masterpieces is an act of apostasy. It is, how‐
ever, more likely that he was executed because he failed to indicate
where the statues and arte facts were hidden. Whereas ISIS earlier in
2015 and in the preceding year destroyed major archaeological pieces
and, indeed, city walls perceived as signs of a culture, i.e. cultural
genocide, a damnatio memoriae, for the smaller pieces, in particular
those of gold, such as some of those hidden by Asaad, they had and
have a less lofty reason, sc. lucre. They sell these arte facts on the inter‐
national art market and are believed, over the last two years or so, to
have generated substantial funding for the needs of their army this
way.
Palmyra is part of the Patrimony of Humanity (UNESCO). Refer‐
ring to the execution of Asaad, the Director General of UNESCO, Irena
Bokova, on 19 August 2015 stated: “They have killed a great man, but
they can never silence History.”
Also, the various arte facts, albeit Roman and predating the inva‐
sion of the Arbs and Islam, nevertheless do make up part not only of
the identity of Syria, but also of that of humanity.
Annex 1:Conventions & Legislation
•
•
•
•

•
•

1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict.
The UNESCO Convention against Illicit Trade in Antiquities. 1970.
Canada. 1988. Artists have moral right to prevent mutilation, de‐
struction, alteration.
US. 1988. Berne Convention Implementation Act. But the US will not
enforce the moral right clause, which makes it difficult to under‐
stand how this Act will operate.
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 1886.
U.S. 1990. Federal law. Visual Artists Rights Act.
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Abstract
This paper deals with crimes against humanity, by pooling primary
and secondary sources, and suggests a potential expansion of the term
in the future based on public opinion obtained from a law student’s
survey. We begin by briefly tracing the historical roots of the term. The
results of the survey are presented followed by policy proposals con‐
cerning the future expansion of the term. Terrorism, persecution
against persons with disabilities and persecution according to sexual
orientation enjoy widespread support to be recognized as crimes
against humanity. Equally, environmental and cultural crimes enjoy
similar support, whereas we report mixed findings for computer
crimes and transnational organized crime. Various aspects ranging
from legal ethics to sociological concerns are discussed before the criti‐
cal evaluation and conclusions.
Key words: Crimes against humanity, international criminal law,
human rights, public opinion, legal trends, customary law
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Introduction
The field of international criminal law is a continuously evolving
and challenging area of study. We aspire to analyze one of its particu‐
larly odious core crimes, ‘Crimes against humanity’ (Graven, 1950).
The broader notion of crimes against humanity is as old as humanity
itself. However the present status has evolved mainly throughout the
twentieth century, greatly influenced by the Nuremberg Trials. The
latest development was the consensus in defining Crimes against Hu‐
manity during the ICC Diplomatic Conference of 1998 (Mettraux,
2002).
Crimes against humanity encompass attacks and violations on a
wide range of civilian populations, which can be committed in times of
peace and do not result necessarily in the physical extermination of the
victims. In contrast, the term “genocide” is narrower, and “war crimes”
can only be committed during an armed conflict (Shelton, 2005). Cur‐
rently, the most comprehensive, though ambiguous, definition of
crimes against humanity can be found in the ICC statute. The Court re‐
stricts itself to the most serious crimes of international concern, as it
declares in its articles, presenting at the same time some basic maxims
of the legal science including the principles of nullum crimen, nulla
poena sine lege, the prohibition of ex post facto criminal laws and its de‐
rivative of the non‐retroactive application of criminal law (Sautenet,
2000).
Even though Kant and natural theorists would perceive humanness
as human dignity, a crime against humanness negates the very being in
the world as a human, obliterating or attempting to greatly devalue the
person qua human. The crimes that could fall under international
criminal law are broader than the ones regulated by the 5th Article of
the ICC Statute, with those committing war crimes, crimes against hu‐
manity and genocide being sui generis criminals (Gilbert, 2006).
In our paper we will focus on empirical findings produced by a
survey that consequently suggests policy recommendations concerning
the expansion of the term of “crimes against humanity” in the future.
Even though social trends or experts’ opinions are in no way compel‐
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ling to the political powers which decide the legislation on the term,
they indubitably influence public policy. Indeed, contributions to the
evolution of the definition of crimes against humanity have always
been achieved not merely by customary law and general principles of
law, but also by subsidiary sources such as judicial decisions and aca‐
demic writing (Schabas, 2006).
The paper continues with a critical debate regarding the different
views expressed in favor or against the expansion of the term followed
by some remarks regarding the emerging duty of criminology in the
field.
Theoretical Foundations
It is sometimes stated that the term “crimes against humanity” is
based upon natural law concepts (Luban, 2004). Reports of forbidden
forms of crimes date back to Herodotus, who mentioned certain con‐
duct as prohibited in the fifth century BC. St. Augustine and St Thomas
Aquinas also set philosophical premises in order to distinguish a just
from an unjust war (Bassiouni, 1999). Xenophon reports the earliest
precedent for modern international criminal law when describing the
process for treating the Athenian prisoners captured by the Spartan
commander, Lysander (Cryer, 2005).
The very essence of humanitas can be traced to the landmark concept
in Greek philosophy of philanthropia and the Roman concept of ethos
(Bauman, 1996).Plato explored punitive theory with a focus on the
purpose of punishment in works like Gorgias, Protagoras and Nomoi
(‘Laws’). The union between theory and practice was further explored
by Aristotle and Theophrastus. Aristotle, for instance, proposed an in‐
ternational institution that would give the same amount of justice ei‐
ther in Rome or in Athens. The philosophical approach to crime and
punishment is also exemplified by Cicero, in ‘De Legibus’ (‘On the
Laws’) and ‘De Officiis’ (‘On Duties’), and Seneca, in ‘De Clementia’
(‘On Clemency’) and ‘De Ira’ (‘On Anger’).
Early scholars include Grotius (with De Iure Belli Ac Pacis – On the
Law of War and Peace) (Schabas, 2005), Vitoria, Ayala, Belli, Gentili and
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Vattel who, in accordance with a number of judicial decisions and
opinions, make reference to concepts very similar to crimes against
humanity. Vattel in 1757 characterised certain crimes as being a crime
against humankind in general (Tolbert, 2008). Even though these con‐
tributions are extremely important in tracing the evolution of the term,
they did not refer to the present form of crimes against humanity, but
more to the philosophy underlying its notion.
The first ad hoc International Criminal Court was established in 1474
to judge Peter von Hagenbach for crimes committed during the siege
of the town of Breisach. These proceedings have also been extensively
cited in the literature as the first international criminal trial for what
nowadays could be called crimes against humanity (Krambia‐ Ka‐
pardis). In 1649, at the trial of Charles I in England, the Solicitor Gen‐
eral John Cooke relied on natural law and the works of Bracton to say
that a King always remains under God and the law. Also, scholars
have suggested the creation of an international criminal court in the
early stages of modern history, such as the proposal made by Gustav
Moynier in 1872 (Cryer et al., 2007).
Many claims exist concerning the coining of the phrase “crimes
against humanity.”The French revolutionary Maximilien Robespiere,
for instance, described the deposed King Louis XVI as a criminal “en‐
vers l’humanite” (criminal against humanity). Almost a century later, on
September 15, 1890, a minister –George Washington Williams – wrote a
letter to the US Secretary of State, characterising the actions of King
Leopold of Belgium in the Congo as crimes against humanity (Boas et
al., 2008).
Finally, Marten’s Clause appeared in the preamble to the 1899
Hague Convention II and the 1907 Hague Convention IV and in many
key international humanitarian law treaties onwards. It is considered
as the earliest identifiable legal foundation for crimes against human‐
ity. In sum the clause states that “populations and belligerents remain
under the protection and empire of the principles of international law,
as they result from the usages established between civilized nations,
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from the laws of humanity and the requirements of the public con‐
science”.
On 24 May 1915, the major winners of World War I – Russia, France
and Britain – protested against Turkey’s massacres of Armenians, de‐
scribing them as “crimes against humanity” with extended responsibil‐
ity to all members of the Ottoman government (Boas et al., 2008).
Crimes against humanity thus, at least momentarily in the modern his‐
tory created individual culpability. However, this did not conclude in a
judicial enforcement of crimes against humanity, due to the obstacles
raised by some countries (Simon, 2007).
Empirical Findings
The need to sustain public confidence in the administration of jus‐
tice means that public opinion plays an important – albeit indirect –
role in policy and practice (Bachman and Schutt, 2007). However vo‐
luminous, the literature concerning Crimes against Humanity has ne‐
glected public opinion, which is indispensable for the effective function
of the judicial system – and the society as a whole (Roberts and Stalans,
2004). Having this concern in mind, we decided to examine the trends
in public opinion of a part of today’s society – law students – in an at‐
tempt to draw some conclusions about the future of the term.
1. Research question
The question under consideration was the potential expansion of
the term of crimes against humanity in the near future. More specifi‐
cally, we addressed a variety of crimes not currently considered as
crimes against humanity according to the ICC statute, in the light of
their possible future inclusion via customary international law. These
crimes are (i) Terrorist Attacks, (ii) forms of transnational organised
crime, (iii) forms of environmental crimes, (iv) persecution against per‐
sons with disabilities, (v) persecution against sexual orientation, (vi)
forms of crimes against cultural monuments and (vii) forms of com‐
puter crimes. The research question was answered by the responses
given in the questionnaire designed. The research question thus tried
to detect new trends in the general field of international criminal law.
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2. Design
In the present study a Likert scale from 1 to 5 was used in which the
respondents were requested to choose their degree of agreement with a
statement (1 being “not at all” and 5 being “fully”) (Conville and Chui,
2007). Therefore, scores greater than 3 indicate strong support for the
idea of a crime against humanity. The survey’s population consisted of
law students of the University of Cambridge and the University of
Athens, including undergraduate and postgraduate students of the
Faculty of Law of both universities. The total number of responses
from each university was greater than 200. The study can be replicable,
but its generalisability is limited, as the sample includes only law stu‐
dents (Brunt, 2001).
The questionnaire comprised three parts. The first part consisted of
two introductory paragraphs: the first shortly described the term
‘crimes against humanity’ as defined by the Rome Statute of the Inter‐
national Criminal Court; the second described the main research idea,
informed the respondents regarding anonymity and provided contact
details in case they wished to discuss the questionnaire. The second
part included the main set of questions. Each question described a
crime and asked the respondents to indicate their agreement to the in‐
clusion of this crime in the term of crimes against humanity in the fu‐
ture (Schwarz, 1995). Furthermore, every question included the three
basic elements of the crime according to the ICC statute and asked the
respondents to indicate how many of these elements are fulfilled in this
particular crime. Finally, the respondents were asked to rank the
crimes, from the most to the least deserving to be characterized as a
crime against humanity.
The last part of the questionnaire included some general questions
(gender, faculty and year of study). There was also some free space for
the respondent to add any further comments. The questionnaire was
translated for the Greek law students. In terms of potential future im‐
provement of the questionnaire, a method that could be employed is
that of assigning scenarios to the crimes; responses to scenarios could
be compared to the initial responses (Zamble and Kalm, 1990). Alterna‐
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tively, one could randomly assign different versions of the same ques‐
tion, thereby integrating an experiment into the survey.
Data Collection Strategy
A self‐administered type of data collection was chosen for this
study. The data collection strategy was effective for the purposive
sample. After receiving approval from professors at the Faculties of
Law in Cambridge and Athens, we distributed the questionnaires dur‐
ing the last ten minutes of a lecture. Professors prompted their stu‐
dents to fill in the questionnaires, and after the dismissal of the class,
we were standing in the exit door, receiving the questionnaires directly
from the students. The United Kingdom yielded 210 questionnaires
(n=201) while Greece yielded 252 questionnaires (n=252).
Questionnaire analysis results
Criminological research is important as it does not only focus on the
basic understanding of crimes, but also contributes to the formulation
of policy making by rendering it more rational and responsive to de‐
veloping knowledge (Farrington, 2003). The questionnaire’s analysis
includes three categories: the first one comprises terrorist attacks, per‐
secution against persons with disabilities and persecution against per‐
sons because of their sexual orientation. These ranked as the three pri‐
mary crimes to be included in a further expansion of the term, and
their mean was very high, approaching the fourth point in the Likert
scale (1‐5), which demonstrates high confidence in that these crimes
can be considered as crimes against humanity (Table 1). The second
category embraces crimes against the environment and cultural crimes
with a very high mean as well, but slightly lower than the previously
mentioned crimes, forming a category on their own. The last category
includes transnational organised crimes and computer‐based crimes,
which have a lower mean than the previous crimes and ranked as the
last crimes for inclusion as crimes against humanity.
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Table 1: Results for total sample

N

Mean

Std.
devia‐
tion

Would you consider persecution against persons with disabili‐
ties as a crime against humanity?

452

3.97

1.12

Would you consider terrorist attacks as crimes against human‐
ity?

452

3.78

1.21

Would you consider persecution concerning sexual orientation
as a crime against humanity? [e.g. repeated discrimination
against the sexual orientation of a person]

452

3.74

1.19

Would you consider forms of environmental crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. water pollution, air pollution, forest de‐
struction]

452

3.67

1.28

Would you consider forms of crimes committed against cultural
monuments as crimes against humanity? [e.g. systematic de‐
struction of mosques during the 92‐95 Bosnia war]

452

3.41

1.33

Would you consider transnational organised crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. money laundering, drug trafficking,
transnational economic crime, fraud]

452

2.92

1.25

Would you consider forms of computer crimes as a crime against
humanity? [e.g. cyber crime, child pornography, identity theft]

452

2.90

1.33

These results suggest that crimes which directly affect a human
rank significantly higher. The second category of environmental and
cultural crimes, which have a slightly less direct anthropological ele‐
ment, are not considered equally important as potential crimes against
humanity. Still, they ranked high enough to support their future inclu‐
sion as well. Finally, the category of computer crimes and transnational
organised crimes is probably the one with the lowest direct causal link
to human nature, which was also reflected in the responses and their
ranking.
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A pattern is thus formulated: the more we detach from the stricto‐
sensu essence of human, the more the public does not consider a crime,
irrespective of its scale or gravity, as a crime against humanity. Society
demonstrates little tolerance for crimes which are directly affecting
people; however hypothetically a transnational organised crime may
affect many more human beings over the long‐term. Overall, one prin‐
cipal finding of this research is that the public supports the inclusion of
more crimes as crimes against humanity, having as a first priority the
crimes which have a direct effect on human beings.
1. Persecution against persons with disabilities and persecution against sexual
orientation
Certain facets of prosecution are already considered a crime against
humanity. These subcategories however are not yet considered as part
of this crime, which is the question set in this survey. Persecution
against persons with disabilities gathered the highest mean amongst all
the crimes, 3.97. Greek students scored a mean of 3.96 and British stu‐
dents a mean of 3.98, which is almost identical. It ranked 2nd in the list
of crimes which most deserve the characterisation of a crime against
humanity.
As far as persecution against sexual orientation is concerned, the to‐
tal mean was 3.74; Greek students had a mean of 3.69 and British stu‐
dents a mean of 3.81. It ranked 3rd by the students. Overall both these
crimes are clearly supported to be considered as crimes against hu‐
manity.
2. Terrorist attacks
Terrorist attacks were strongly considered as a potential crime
against humanity, scoring a mean of 3.78 in the total number of ques‐
tionnaires, which strengthens the hypothesis supporting their inclusion
in the term of crimes against humanity. Among the Greek and English
students (Tables 2 and 3) the mean was 3.69 and 3.89 respectively. It is
also noteworthy that terrorist attacks ranked as the crime most deserv‐
ing (1st) to be characterised as a crime against humanity.
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Table 2: Greek students’ sample

N

Std. De‐
Mean viation

Would you consider persecution against persons with disabilities as
a crime against humanity? [e.g. repeated discrimination against
persons with disabilities]

251

3.96

1.11

Would you consider forms of environmental crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. water pollution, air pollution, forest de‐
struction]

251

3.72

1.33

Would you consider terrorist attacks as crimes against humanity?

251

3.69

1.24

Would you consider persecution concerning sexual orientation as a
crime against humanity? [e.g. repeated discrimination against the
sexual orientation of a person]

251

3.69

1.24

Would you consider forms of crimes committed against cultural
monuments as crimes against humanity? [e.g. systematic destruc‐
tion of mosques during the 92‐95 Bosnia war]

251

3.33

1.21

Would you consider transnational organised crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. money laundering, drug trafficking, trans‐
national economic crime, fraud]

251

3.00

1.27

Would you consider forms of computer crimes as a crime against
humanity? [e.g. cyber crime, child pornography, identity theft]

251

2.89

1.41
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Table 3: British students’ sample

N

Mea
n

Std. de‐
viation

Would you consider persecution against persons with disabilities
as a crime against humanity? [e.g. repeated discrimination against
persons with disabilities]

201

3.98

1.15

Would you consider terrorist attacks as crimes against humanity?

201

3.89

1.17

Would you consider persecution concerning sexual orientation as
a crime against humanity? [e.g. repeated discrimination against
the sexual orientation of a person]

201

3.81

1.12

Would you consider forms of environmental crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. water pollution, air pollution, forest de‐
struction]

201

3.60

1.22

Would you consider forms of crimes committed against cultural
monuments as crimes against humanity? [e.g. systematic destruc‐
tion of mosques during the 1992‐95 Bosnia war]

201

3.54

1.44

Would you consider forms of computer crimes as a crime against
humanity? [e.g. cyber crime, child pornography, identity theft]

201

2.92

1.23

Would you consider transnational organised crimes as a crime
against humanity? [e.g. money laundering, drug trafficking,
transnational economic crime, fraud]

201

2.81

1.22

3. Environmental crimes
The results yield a mean of 3.67, which is quite high, demonstrating
a significantly positive stance towards the inclusion of this crime as a
crime against humanity. Greek students had a mean of 3.72 whereas
British students had a mean of 3.60. It ranked 4th in the list of crimes
that can be considered a crime against humanity in the future.
4. Cultural monuments
With regard to cultural monuments, the crime has a total mean of
3.41, as Greek students reported an average of 3.33 and British students
of 3.54. The overall mean of 3.41 is higher than the barrier of signifi‐
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cance which can be considered as the third point of this Likert scale. It
ranked 6th in total in the list of crimes to be characterised as crimes
against humanity.
5. Transnational organised crime
In the field of transnational organised crime, a mean of 2.92 was ob‐
served in the overall number of questionnaires. The Greek students
thought that it can be considered as a crime against humanity with a
mean of 3.00 whereas the British students had a mean of 2.81. Greek
students consider it slightly more as a crime against humanity in com‐
parison to British; however both samples are reluctant. The fact that
transnational organized crime affects humans indirectly may have in‐
fluenced the public perception. Finally, it ranked 5thcompared to the
other crimes to be considered as a crime against humanity.
6. Computer crimes
Computer crimes ranked last (7th) in the list concerning their char‐
acterization as a crime against humanity. This was also reflected in
their mean, as they had an average of 2.90; Greek students had an av‐
erage of 2.89 and British students an average of 2.92. This finding re‐
veals a hesitant view on this crime, as public opinion does not clearly
perceive it as a crime against humanity.
A first conclusion is that in most cases, Greek and British law stu‐
dents ranked these crimes almost identically. None of the crimes was
considered significantly as a crime against humanity by one group and
not by the other. This is an expected but nonetheless desirable finding
given that these crimes have an international character. There were not
big differentiations even among a common law and a civil law country.
What is more, the ranking of crimes which mostly deserve the charac‐
terization of a crime against humanity was the same for both
groups(Table 4).
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Table 4: Crimes Ranking
N Valid

Mean

Median

Rank – Terrorist attack

445

2.20

1.00

Rank – Disabled persons persecution

445

2.86

2.00

Rank – Sexual orientation persecution

445

3.68

3.00

Rank – Environmental crime

445

3.75

4.00

Rank – Transnational organised crime

444

4.40

5.00

Rank – Cultural monuments

444

5.10

6.00

Rank – Computer crimes

444

5.92

7.00

Future Trends Regarding the Extension of Crimes against Humanity
Our overall proposals are a multidimensional mixture based on the
aforementioned questionnaires. We suggest that some crimes could be
included in the near future in the overall definition of crimes against
humanity.
1. Persecution against persons with disabilities and against sexual orientation
These two kinds of persecution are examined in conjunction as their
nature is similar, being sub‐categories of the crime of persecution. We
suggest that these two kinds of persecution constitute fully a crime
against humanity, and consequently their inclusion in the term is justi‐
fied. They are considered as a crime against humanity via custom; pub‐
lic perception and the opinion of leading experts are in favour of their
inclusion, so they should be included in the term, as heinous violations
of human rights.
2. Terrorist attacks
Although opposition exists it is widely accepted that forms of ter‐
rorism may be included under the subject jurisdiction of the ICC (Nesi,
2006). One obvious proposal would be to prosecute terrorism in the
subcategory of murder, but according to Nesi, breaking down a terror‐
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ist attack into multiple single offences of murder would lead to losing
the notion of terrorism, its dreadful nature and the panic it spreads to
the global society. Terrorist manifestations could be prosecuted under
the heading of other inhumane acts (Lutz and Reiger, 2009).
Numerous authorities support the inclusion of terrorism in the list
of crimes against humanity – if not a separate core crime – based on ex‐
isting customary law. The discussion was greatly fed by the 9/11 terror‐
ist acts. These terrorist attacks were described by many observers, in‐
cluding the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, as
crimes against humanity. However, not all terrorist attacks meet the
threshold of crimes against humanity, and there is a possibility they
could not be prosecuted. Therefore, Cassese argues that large‐scale acts
of terrorism demonstrating severely atrocious effects may be consid‐
ered as crimes against humanity (Jackson, 2007).
Acts of international terrorism may therefore fit under the Article 7
concept, and are viewed as the most repugnant crimes against human‐
ity, constituting crimes which strike at the very core of human decency
(Proulx, 2004). The September 11 attacks opened Pandora’s Box, which
can be treated efficiently only through legal principles of universal ju‐
risdiction (Paust, 2007). Treating terrorism as a crime against humanity
may take account of the modus operandi but may not reveal anything
about the specific intent to induce terror in the minds of the public or
officials who the terrorist was trying to get to change their minds – and
thus it would be only partly satisfactory (Griffiths et al., 2008). Overall,
terrorist attacks should be included in the notion of crimes against hu‐
manity.
3. Forms of environmental crimes
Environmental crimes could include atmospheric pollution, marine
pollution, global warming etc. These damages have a domino effect
leading eventually to human beings through the damage caused to
animals. Moreover, the effects of industrial development in the form of
global warming can have catastrophic effects for the globe. State re‐
sponsibility arises when environmental damage is inflicted, via jus co‐
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gens norms; these guarantee erga omnes obligations and can lead to
crimes against humanity due to the violation of moral and legal princi‐
ples.
According to Cassese (Cassese, 2004), a reason for the prior exclu‐
sion of environmental crimes was the lack of public perception that
they constitute a heinous violation of human rights. The present study,
however, shows that at an embryonic level, society favours their inclu‐
sion in the term of crimes against humanity (Freeland, 2005). Environ‐
mental damage has outrageous consequences, and can occur in a wide‐
spread, severe and long‐term manner; it is under certain conditions al‐
ready a war crime (Article 8, 2, b, iv) so the starting line has been set
(Wattad, 2009). Besides, the most serious environmental damage takes
place during times of peace.
4. Forms of Crimes against Cultural Monuments
According to O’Keefe (2006), destruction and plunder of cultural
property can qualify as crimes against humanity under the act of per‐
secution, in addition to the already established war crime. He presents
the provision of persecution as best fitting a potential cultural crime in
order to qualify as a crime against humanity.
Some cases in the IMT include crimes as varied as burning and de‐
molishing of synagogues to the plunder of public and private property
(Rosenberg, Streicher and Eichman) as persecutions. Moreover, in
Blaskic the ICTY ruled that persecution could take the form of confisca‐
tion or destruction of symbolic buildings belonging to the Muslim
population of Bosnia‐ Herzegovina. The same was the case in Kordic,
where destruction or willful damage to religious buildings, if it hap‐
pens with discrimination, can qualify as persecution and, therefore, as
a crime against humanity. A similar judgment was made in Plasvsic,
where the accused pleaded guilty to persecution in the destruction of
cultural and sacred objects during the Bosnia war (Abtahi, 2001).
During 2001, monuments such as the Buddhas of Bamiyan and the
World Trade Center were destroyed, both of which symbolised a mani‐
festation of civilisation. Also, the UNESCO Director‐General character‐
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ised this destruction as a crime against culture. This crime can cur‐
rently only be prosecuted in lato sensu interpretation of the persecution
provisions, although this requires intent of discrimination, raising the
threshold of its commission. It would therefore be proposed that the
crime should have its own provision in the term of crimes against hu‐
manity, irrespective of its current regulation as a war crime.
5. Forms of transnational organised crimes
Crimes that can be included in the discussion as transnational or‐
ganised crimes include drug trafficking, money laundering and cor‐
ruption. The Final Act of the Rome Conference includes a resolution on
treaty crimes recommending that the Review Conference should con‐
sider means to enable the inclusion of crimes of terrorism and drug
crimes (UN Doc. A/Conf. 183/C.1/L.76/Add. 14. P.8); there also seems
to exist a greater consensus than in the past (Mallat, 2002). This there‐
fore leads to the assumption that transnational organized crime might
be considered as a crime against humanity in the future (Kemp, 2001).
Many treaties exist for all these offences, but they are still incapable
of effectively dealing with them at an international level (O’Shea,
2002). According to Bantekas (2006), transnational corruption can be
conceived as an elevated international offence, but it has not yet been
regulated at the level of international criminal law. This further sug‐
gests that corruption can take the form of a crime against humanity,
with necessary extension of jurisdiction of the national and interna‐
tional courts (Lippman, 1997).
6. Forms of computer crimes
Computer crimes may include a vast range of crimes, such as child
pornography, identity theft or facilitation of transnational crimes. They
have the peculiarity that it is quite difficult to define them. Generally,
the internet can provide the tools needed to commit old crimes in a
new environment, leading to new types of crimes.
An important characteristic of this category of crimes derives from
the distance of the perpetrator from the crime scene, which was in the
past the starting point of the evidentiary procedure. The existing defi‐
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nition of crimes against humanity does not suffice to deal with situa‐
tions such as a cyber‐attack taking down a power grid; nevertheless
cyber attacks would not qualify yet as a crime against humanity (Ste‐
vens, 2009).
The Role of Criminology Regarding Crimes against Humanity
Some crimes are so egregious that they victimise humanity as a
whole, even if the perpetrators practically never reach out beyond their
territory. A construction of a criminological theory could facilitate the
review of the crimes under consideration in this study in the future.
We suggest that the key issue is the scale of harm caused. A concrete
criminological theory could emerge that would define the crimes
caused, the major issues that arise and detect the future trends. The fu‐
ture of the term is interconnected with the evolution of criminology.
Violations against human rights globally are occurring every moment,
and an analysis of the exact motives, the scale of these attacks and
methods of preventing them will bestow a completely different per‐
spective on the study of crimes against humanity as we know them.
Criminology has not yet sufficiently dealt with issues such as genocide
and crimes against humanity, even though the atrocities influence a
great proportion of world’s population.
Detecting the trends and arguing on the scale of international harm
caused is open to debate. If criminologists could invent a scale of inter‐
national harm, this could instantly lead to revolutionary changes in in‐
ternational criminal law, the conception of crimes against humanity,
the expansion of the term via customary international law and a future
policy of prevention (Maier‐Katkin, 2004).
It is moreover argued that public opinion promotes the formation of
customary law, or jus nascendi and reflects the opinion juris. Therefore,
the vox populi, and its separation from the opinion of states can be of
monumental importance to the expansion of the term of Crimes
against Humanity, and its broader transformation in the field of crimi‐
nal law. Indeed, public opinion is considered extremely influential in
our era, and the present empirical research has its own significance in
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throwing a light on a grey zone of criminal law and criminological the‐
ory, in regard to the expansion of odious international crimes such as
crimes against humanity (Meron, 2000).
1. Arguments in favour of the expansion of crimes against humanity
One major argument for the further expansion of the term is the con‐
tinuous challenging fight against impunity (Kritz, 1996). In specific
categories of crimes, the inability to prosecute the perpetrators may
lead to the assumption that the law is unable to confront them suffi‐
ciently. The principle of equal and unbiased distribution of justice
therefore has to be safeguarded. Moreover, customary law is the main
player in the field of the transformation of international criminal law,
as no global law‐making institution exists. Customary international
law exists if actual practice (consuetude, repetitio facti) can be found,
based on a sense of legal obligation (opinion juris sive necessitates) in a
uniform, widespread and long‐term manner (Brownlie, 2008).
Furthermore it is significant that in the present study the results of
law students in two European countries lead to the assumption that a
further regulation of the term is possible in the future. We could how‐
ever state that some of these crimes can already fall under the jurisdic‐
tion of international tribunals via latosensu interpretation of their stat‐
utes. However their notion has not suppressed its independence by the
fact that crimes against humanity have developed during the last years
mainly through the codification of tribunals.
2. Arguments against the expansion of crimes against humanity
When it comes to the other side of arguments we can firstly note
that crimes like terrorism do not yet have a universally accepted defini‐
tion which increases their ambiguity and therefore jeopardises the effi‐
cient regulation of a vague crime. Specialists in the field consider some
of these crimes as not having the necessary gravity to be characterised
as crimes against humanity, and any effort to include them in an inter‐
national tribunal’s jurisdiction could trivialise and dilute the term
(Boister, 2009). Moreover, they could potentially be prosecuted under
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the provisions of general international law or through inter‐parties
agreements rather than international criminal law.
Furthermore, the category of treaty crimes has not yet reached the
level of international crimes, which connotes that national law still ap‐
plies to them and does not entail individual criminal responsibility via
custom. A practical reason could be the unwillingness of the interna‐
tional community to regulate these crimes, as this would constitute a
political action by the states.
In response to these concerns, one could briefly mention that not
having a universally agreed term, for example in terrorism, does not
necessarily prevent its inclusion in the ICC’s jurisdiction, as has hap‐
pened before in the case of the crime of aggression. Potentially, every
crime against a civilian can be considered as a crime against humanity;
the specific crimes analysed in the present paper have troubled the in‐
ternational community greatly, and have shown considerable repeti‐
tion throughout time.
The Burden of Criminology and Final Remarks
The challenge that emerged through this analysis was to approach
the potential future expansion of crimes against humanity (Glasius,
2005). Our world is continuously evolving, and serious violations and
deprivations of human rights are an eminent threat (Van Schaack,
1998). Should we classify every crime as a crime against humanity we
would degrade the seriousness of such crimes by generalising them
(Heitzer, 1998). We, hence, based our further comments on the analysis
of the severity of certain crimes. There is no doubt that the crimes we
examined are severe violations in domestic criminal law. A leap
would, however, turn them to international crimes, and this exact leap
depends greatly on the public perception of these crimes.
Ancient philosophers have thoroughly tried to identify our nature
as political animals and how this is interrelated with safeguarding law
and order in an otherwise chaotic societal structure. Criminology is a
multidisciplinary science that embraces and analyses various topics
that require international attention one of which being crimes against
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humanity. It is an odious crime that requires our immediate response.
As Ellie Wiesel poignantly said during her 1986 Nobel Prize Address:
“When human lives are endangered, when human dignity is in jeopardy, na‐
tional borders and sensitivities become irrelevant. Wherever men or women
are persecuted because of their race, religion or political views that place must‐
at that moment‐ become the center of the universe” (Wiesel, 1986).This paper
used empirical findings to initiate a long overdue debate and advocate
in favor of the expansion of crimes against humanity. Fight against im‐
punity requires –inter alia‐ a careful yet decisive expansion of the term
to safeguard human rights and the international legal order. We thus
acknowledge the duty of Criminology and welcome further contribu‐
tions related to this topic.
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Abstract
The principle of complementarity prescribed in the ICC Rome Stat‐
ute is often taken for granted in the legal analysis of international
criminal law and its jurisprudence. Indeed, apart from William Schabas
and his monumental paper ‘Complementarity in Practice’: Some Un‐
complimentary Thoughts’ very few have ever questioned it. However,
a closer examination proves that the complementarity principle was a
mere shadow which never obtained flesh and bones, at least –
arguably– until the Abdullah Al‐Senussi case. Hence, the ‘awakening
hypothesis’ of the complementarity principle examines, first, the myth
of the complementarity principle and the fact that it was never actually
enforced until October 2013 and, then, the reasoning of the two Abdul‐
lah Al‐Senussi judgments (Pre‐Trial and Appeals Chamber).Finally, the
1 I would like wholeheartedly to thank Professor Olympia Bekou (University of
Nottingham), Professor Elisavet Symeonidou‐Kastanidou, Professor Adam Pa‐
padamakis and Professor Maria Kaiafa‐Gbandi (Aristotle University) for signifi‐
cant comments on previous drafts of this paper. Moreover, I would like to thank
Sophia Simiti for her assistance in the translation of the first draft written in Greek
as part of my PhD thesis, Nina Ioannidou for linguistic suggestions and Stergios
Aidinlis (trainee lawyer & LLM student in Criminal Law at Aristotle University)
for insightful comments. Finally, I am lost for words for Brett Dakin (general coun‐
sel of the Child Mind Institute and former editor‐in‐chief of the Harvard Human
Rights Journal) who meticulously edited the final version. Clearly, I remain the
sole responsible for any errors or omissions [victor@newlaw.gr].
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awakening hypothesis of the complementarity principle leaves open to
questioning whether or not the Αl‐Senussi case is indeed the first in‐
stance of the implementation of the complementarity principle.
Keywords: principle of complementaritiy; self‐referrals; voluntary re‐
ferrals; Abdullah Al‐Senussi case; Abdullah Al‐Senussi judgments;
awakening hypothesis of the complementarity principle; complemen‐
tarity as a dead letter; ICC jurisdiction
Introduction
It is considered essential for any true legal system to function on
fundamental principles, which are initially reflected in its legislation.
Some of these principles may be of utmost importance while others
less so; nonetheless they are all considered to be inviolable and per‐
forming a function par excellence – apart from specific exceptions which
can be prescribed in existent provisions or may appear during the evo‐
lution of case law. This paper addresses significant issues concerning
the application of the complementarity principle, as it is contained in
the 6th, 10th paragraph of the Preamble and Article 1 ICC Rome Stat‐
ute, especially‐indirectly in Article 17 ICC Rome Statute entitled “Is‐
sues of admissibility”2 and indirectly in Article 20(3) ICC Rome Statute

2 The forerunner of Article 17 ICC Rome Statute was an article which was ap‐
proved by the International Law Commission entitled “Issues of admissibility”.
Draft Statute for an International Criminal Court, 1994: Article 35 – Issues of ad‐
missibility: The Court may, on application by the accused or at the request of an in‐
terested State at any time prior to the commencement of the trial, or of its own mo‐
tion, decide, having regard to the purposes of this Statute set out in the preamble,
that a case before it is inadmissible on the ground that the crime in question: (a) has
been duly investigated by a State with jurisdiction over it, and the decision of that
State not to proceed to a prosecution is apparently well‐founded; (b) is under in‐
vestigation by a State which has or may have jurisdiction over it, and there is no
reason for the Court to take any further action for the time being with respect to
the crime; or (c) is not of such gravity to justify further action by the Court.
<http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/ english/draft%20articles/7_4_1994.pdf>,
28 October 2014.
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(ne bis in idem).3
The complementarity principle means that ICC jurisdiction is acti‐
vated only in the form of a reserve security parachute in case the origi‐
nal ‘parachute’, i.e. the national jurisdictions, fails to perform its duty
effectively and directly.4,5 In other words, the ICC’s impetus to act can
be halted by the states‐parties’ judicial systems, so long as the latter
demonstrate the characteristics of a functional legal system and ade‐
quate willingness to prosecute war crimes, genocide, crimes against
humanity and, possibly, the crime of aggression.6

3 Article 20 ICC Rome Statute – Ne bis in idem… “3.No person who has been
tried by another court for conduct also proscribed under article 6. 7 or 8 shall be
tried by the Court with respect to the same conduct unless the proceedings in the
other court: (a) Were for the purpose of shielding the person concerned from
criminal responsibility for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court: or (b) Oth‐
erwise were not conducted independently or impartially in accordance with the
norms of due process recognized by international law and were conducted in a
manner which, in the circumstances, was inconsistent with an intent to bring the
person concerned to justice.”
4 Although the Article 17 ICC Rome Statute refers to the case of “a state” (state‐
party, according to the author’s view) being “unwilling” or “unable” but not inac‐
tive, this phrasing has not been interpreted to mean that a case is inadmissible be‐
fore the ICC when a state is inactive, without being unwilling or unable, as a nar‐
row interpretation of Article 17 ICC Rome Statute would imply. A typical fact is
that in the case of Lubanga the Pre‐Trial Chamber I noted that: The first part of the
test relates to national investigations, prosecutions and trials concerning the case at
hand insofar as such case would be admissible only if those States with jurisdiction
over it have remained inactive in relation to that case or are unwilling or unable, within
the meaning of article 17 (1) (a) to (c), * and 3 of the Statute (f. 19 Interpretation a
contrario of article 17, paras. 1 (a) to (c) of the Statute), (my emphasis). Decision
concerning Pre‐Trial Chamber I’s Decision of 10 February 2006 and the Incorpora‐
tion of Documents into the Record of the Case against Mr Thomas Lubanga Dyilo,
ICC‐01/04‐01/06‐8‐US‐Corr 09‐03‐2006, ibid., at 19, para. 29.
5 El. Kastanidou‐Symeonidou, ‘Legitimizing basis and ICC jurisdiction limits’,
(51 No B, 2003), p. 452.
6 After the 2010 Kampala conference, only 15 states eventually followed the
path paved by the minuscule Liechtenstein and ratified the articles 8bis, 15bis and
15ter which activate the ICC jurisdiction on the crime of aggression. See official list
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In effect, however, the complementarity principle had never been
applied until recently, in the recent decision on the case against Al‐
Senussi in October 2013. It is a fact that even since the first ICC case,
which concerned the recruitment of minors as soldiers by Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo, the competent ICC Trial Chamber (following the Office
of the Prosecutor’s submission) ruled against the application of the
complementarity principle, so that the Thomas Lubanga Dyilo trial
could take place.7,8

of states at https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY &mtdsg
_no=XVIII‐10‐b&chapter=18&lang=en, 4 September 2014. According to the data
provided by the official campaign launched for the ratification of the amendment,
36 states including Greece currently examine the ratification of the crime of aggres‐
sion:
http://crimeofaggression.info/the‐role‐of‐states/status‐of‐ratification‐and‐
implementation/, 4 September 2014. Press release 09‐05‐2012, http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/en_menus/asp/press%20releases/press%20releases%202012/Pages/pr793.
aspx, 4 September 2014. The ICC can exert its jurisdiction for the crime of aggres‐
sion as soon as 30 states‐parties ratify the amendment and a two‐thirds majority
decision of states‐parties is taken at a Review Conference no sooner than 1 January
2017. However, until the amendment is accepted by seven‐eighths of States Parties,
the ICC will be unable to exercise its jurisdiction regarding a crime of aggression
when committed by a State Party’s nationals which has not accepted the amend‐
ment or committed on its territory. See Articles 15ter (2) and (3), 121 (3), (5) and (6),
http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/PIDS/ publications/RomeStatut Eng.pdf, 4 Septem‐
ber 2014.
7 V. Tsilonis, ‘Thomas Lubanga Dyilo: the unstable step of the International
Criminal Court?’, in A. Pitsela (ed.), Criminological Quests: Treatises in the honour of
Emeritus Professor Stergios Alexiadis (Thessaloniki, Sakkoula) (2010), 1039‐1057.
8 The whole debate in the 2010 Review Conference of the Rome Statute in Kam‐
pala, as well as the stocktaking exercise that took place during the Conference in
question had no practical impact whatsoever on the ICC policy change neither at
that time nor, as evidently proved today, three years later. For an extremely opti‐
mistic review see M. Bergsmo, O. Bekou & An. Jones, ‘Complementarity after
Kampala: capacity building and the ICC’s legal tools’, Goettingen Journal of Interna‐
tional Law, 2 (2010), 791‐811.
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About the Principle of Complementarity and its Relation to ICC Ju‐
risdiction
Undoubtedly, the complementarity principle constitutes a novel
concept for international criminal law,9 since its notion was coined in
Rome in 1998 during the final drafting of the ICC Rome Statute.10 Until
then – as the decisions of earlier international criminal tribunals (pre‐
dominantly ICTY and ICTR) show – any responses to international
crimes had limited temporal and territorial jurisdiction which was ex‐
erted on the basis of the ‘reverse’ principle of primacy over national ju‐
risdictions.11,12

9 Although its ideological roots may be traced back to Article 6 in the London
Agreement of August 8th 1945 (which led to the founding of IMT),
<http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/imtchart.asp>, 10 September 2014, where it is
stated: “Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice the jurisdiction or the powers of
any national or occupation court established or to be established in any allied terri‐
tory or in Germany for the trial of war criminals.” However, the IMT tried only 22
of the accused due to the allies’ lack of political will and lack of resources and not
because the “role of criminal jurisdiction”. See contra E. Zeidy, ‘The principle of
complementarity: a new machinery to implement international criminal law’,
(2003) 23 MJIL, 869.
10 The final text of the 6th para. in the Preamble derives largely from the ‘Do‐
minican Republic: proposal regarding the Preamble’, which initially referred to the
fact that the Statute’s state‐parties “Being prepared to strengthen the United Na‐
tions system harmoniously with a permanent international criminal court which,
complementary to national jurisdictions, will have jurisdiction over those crimes
which are of concern to international society as a whole.” ‘Dominican Republic:
proposal regarding the Preamble’, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/C.1/L.52, p. 203
<http://legal. un.org/diplomaticconferences/icc‐1998/docs/english/vol3/a_conf_183_
commwholedocs.pdf>, 13 October 2014.
11 Article 9(2) ICTY Statute and Article 8(2) ICTR Statute, where it is expressly
stated that “the International Tribunal shall have primacy over national jurisdic‐
tions”.
12 On the contrary, Article 1(2) and (3) of the SCSL Statute similarly recognizes
the complementarity principle: Article 1 – Competence of the Special Court: “…2.
Any transgressions by peacekeepers and related personnel present in Sierra Leone
pursuant to theStatus of Mission Agreement in force between the United Nations
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The complementarity principle was initially included in ICC Rome
Statute three times: a) verbally in a way that resembles reductio ad ab‐
surdum the 6th paragraph of the Preamble of ICC Rome Statute,13 b)
expressly in the 10th paragraph of the Preamble of ICC Rome Statute,14
and c) expressly in Article 1 ICC Rome Statute, where it is mentioned
that the ICC ‘shall be supplementary to the national criminal courts’ ju‐
risdictions’. Nonetheless, no clear definition of the unprecedented
complementarity principle is indicated in any of the aforementioned
passages, therefore its practical application is regulated: 1) first, in Ar‐
ticle 17 ICC Rome Statute entitled “Issues of admissibility”,15 2) indi‐
rectly in Article 20(3) ICC Rome Statute, which refers to the fundamen‐

and the Government of Sierra Leoneor agreements between Sierra Leone and other
Governments… shall be within the primary jurisdiction of the sendingState.3. In
the event the sending State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out an inves‐
tigation or prosecution, the Court may, if authorized by the Security Council on the
proposal of any State, exercise jurisdiction over such persons”, <www.sc‐sl.org%
2FLinkClick.aspx%3Ffileticket%3DuClnd1MJeEw%253D%26&ei=Jw1Ut2LD4LO
hAfvoGoAw&usg=AFQjCNH0UzEbn_fCUET_Dy1LNw1TqJhdQg&bvm=bv.
52164340,d.ZG4>, 22 September 2014.
13 “Recalling that it is the duty of every State to exercise its criminal jurisdiction
over those responsible for international crimes”, 6th para. of the ICC Rome Statute
Preamble.
14 “Emphasizing that the international Criminal Court established under this
Statute shall be complementary to national criminal jurisdictions”, 10th para. of the
ICC Rome Statute Preamble.
15 Article 17 Issues of Admissibility: “1. Having regard to para. 10 of the Pream‐
ble and article 1, the Court shall determine that a case is inadmissible where: (a)
The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over
it, unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or
prosecution; (b) The case has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction
over it and the State has decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the
decision resulted from the unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to
prosecute; (c) The person concerned has already been tried for conduct which is
the subject of the complaint, and a trial by the Court is not permitted under Article
20, para. 3; (d) The case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the
Court.”
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tal legal principle ne bis in idem.16 This has been accepted by the ICC
Appeals Chamber, which has acknowledged the existence of the com‐
plementarity principle in Article 17 ICC Rome Statute in subsections
(a) and (b) of Article 17(1) ICC Rome Statute.17
Nevertheless, it is clearly indicated that the complementarity prin‐
ciple also includes ‐apart from subsections (a) and (b)‐ a third subsec‐
tion (c) of Article 17(1) ICC Rome Statute, which summarily refers to
the principle ne bis in idem (which is further analysed in Article 20 ICC
Rome Statute).The above analysis is valid because all three subsections
regulate the ICC’s power to evaluate the judicial authorities’ jurisdic‐
tion of the primary state in regard to its own officially supplementary
jurisdiction. Consequently, the first subsection of Article 17(1) ICC
Rome Statute refers to cases under investigation or prosecution by a
State which has jurisdiction over them; the second subsection of Article
17(1) ICC Rome Statute refers to cases that have been investigated by a
State having jurisdiction over them, but has ruled against prosecution;
and the third subsection of Article 17(1) ICC Rome Statute refers to
16 Article 20 ICC Rome Statute Ne bis in idem… “No person who has been tried
by another court for conduct also proscribed under article 6, 7 or 8 shall be tried by
the Court with respect to the same conduct unless the proceedings in the other
court: (a) Were for the purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal re‐
sponsibility for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court: or (b) Otherwise were
not conducted independently or impartially in accordance with the norms of due
process recognized by international law and were conducted in a manner which, in
the circumstances, was inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to
justice.”
17 The Statute itself imposes obstacles upon the Court’s exercising jurisdiction,
as stated in Article 17, referring firstly to complementarity (article 17(1)(a) to (b)),
secondly to ne bis in idem principle (articles 17(1)(c), 20) and thirdly to the sufficient
gravity of the crime (article 17(1)(d)). The existence of any of the aforementioned
obstacles, listed in article 17, makes the case inadmissible. Prosecutor v. Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo, Judgment on the Appeal of Mr. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo against the
Decision on the Defence Challenge to the Jurisdiction of the Court pursuant to
Αrticle 19(2)(a) of the Statute of 3 October 2006, ICC–01/04– 01/06‐772, 14 December
2006, para. 23, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc243774.pdf>, 29 September
2014.
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cases of a State which has already tried the accused in question for
conduct that constitutes the specific subject of the charges.18
However, according to another, slightly different view, the issues of
admissibility involve the exertion of jurisdiction despite its own exis‐
tence. In other words, the ICC may have jurisdiction over one case, but
for reasons exemplified in Article 17 ICC Rome Statute the ICC may fi‐
nally decide it has no right to exert it.19 Hence, following this train of
thought, one could argue that, if Articles 11‐15 ICC Rome Statute refer
to the ICC ‘original jurisdiction’, then Article 17 ICC Rome Statute regu‐
lates the ICC ‘eventual jurisdiction’.20
Consequently, Article 17(1) ICC Rome Statute includes three, ab ini‐
tio identifiable, standards21 which regulate the ICC ‘final jurisdiction’: 1)
the first two subsections involve the application or not of the comple‐
mentarity principle, following certain actions and decisions of a mem‐
ber‐state’s judicial system; 2) the third subsection involves the applica‐
tion of the fundamental principle ne bis in idem; and 3) the fourth and
final subsection involves the evaluation of the case’s gravity.
Although Article 17(1) ICC Rome Statute sets the criteria that must
be examined (first, complementarity, second, ne bis in idem and third,
the gravity standard), it does not expressly clarify in which order the
criteria will be examined. However, it seems that the Prosecutor se‐
lected the reverse order, examining the gravity standard first. This can
be aptly proved by a letter sent at the beginning of 2006 concerning the
situation in Iraq, where it is mentioned: “Taking into account all the
considerations, the situation did not appear to meet the required
threshold of the Statute. In light of the conclusion reached on gravity, it

18 Rod Rastan, ‘Complementarity: contest or collaboration’, in Morten Bergsmo
(ed.),Complementarity and the Exercise of Universal Jurisdiction for Core International
Crimes(Oslo, Torkel Οpsahl Αcademic Εpublisher, 2010) at 84, f. 2.
19 W.A. Schabas, The International Criminal Court: A commentary on the Rome Stat‐
ute, (New York, Oxford University Press, 2010), at 340.
20 The author’s format is in accordance with original – final wrong.
21 See previous analysis for the indirect connection of complementarity with ne
bis in idem principle.
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was unnecessary to reach a conclusion on complementarity.”22 How‐
ever, the Pre‐Trial Chamber I had a different opinion, since it consid‐
ered in Thomas Lubanga Dyilo’s case that the issue of whether or not
the complementarity principle will be applied is “the first part of the
examination of admissibility”23 and the gravity standard “the second
part of the examination of admissibility”.24
Nevertheless, although the issues of admissibility raised on the ba‐
sis of ICC Rome Statute are directly linked to the determination of
situations where there is reasonable basis to proceed with an investiga‐
tion,25 Article 17 ICC Rome Statute is essentially triggered only when
an individual case has been considered. According to the ICC case law,
a case comprises “specific incidents during which one or more crimes

22 Letter of Prosecutor, 9 February 2006, at 9, <http://www.iccnow.org/docu‐
ments /OTP_letter_to_senders_ re_Iraq_ 9_February_2006.pdf>, 28 October 2013.
23 The Pre‐Trial Chamber I separated legally the terms “situation” and “case”
according to the following: The Chamber considers that the Statute, the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence and the Regulations of the Court draw a distinction be‐
tween situations and cases in terms of the different kinds of proceedings, initiated
by any organ of the Court, that they entail. Situations, which are generally defined
in terms of temporal, territorial and in some cases personal parameters, such as the
situation in the territory of the Democratic Republic of the Congo since 1 July 2002,
entail the proceedings envisaged in the Statute to determine whether a particular
situation should give rise to a criminal investigation as well as the investigation as
such. Cases, which comprise specific incidents during which one or more crimes within the
jurisdiction of the Court seem to have been committed by one or more identified suspects,
entail proceedings that take place after the issuance of a warrant of arrest or a
summons to appear. Situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Decision on
the Applications for Participation in the Proceedings of VPRS1, VPRS2, VPRS3,
VPRS4, VPRS5 and VPRS6, para. 65, (my emphasis), <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/ ic‐
cdocs/doc/doc183441.pdf> 23 October 2014. Decision concerning Pre‐Trial Cham‐
ber I’s Decision of 10 February 2006 and the Incorporation of Documents into the
Record of the Case against Mr Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, ICC‐01/04‐01/06‐8‐US‐Corr
09‐03‐2006, at 20, para. 30, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc236260.PDF> 28
September 2014.
24 Ibid. at 19, para. 29 and at 24, para. 41.
25 Articles 15(3) and 53(1) ICC Rome Statute.
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within the jurisdiction of the Court seem to have been committed by
one or more identified suspects”,26 while it has also been argued by
academics that “a case must always be linked to an incident – specific
conduct for the application of the Rome Statute complementarity pro‐
visions.”27
Through a narrow interpretation of the Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome
Statute provision, it has been widely argued that the complementarity
principle should be applied in any case when any State investigates a
criminal case, i.e. regardless or whether or not it has ratified the Rome
Statute.28 This view, which adheres to the strictest grammatical inter‐
pretation of Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome Statute, construes “the case…
investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it”
not as a case being investigated or prosecuted by a state‐party of the
Rome Statute, but potentially as a case being investigated or prose‐
cuted by any state in the world, i.e. even by a state which has not be‐
come a member of the UN. But in this case, the question is whether or
not such an interpretation could substantially damage the ICC and di‐
minish it to a quasi diplomatic ploy: where any leading state would
employ the Rome Statute provisions to advance their own national in‐
terests, while abstaining from the Rome Statute’s ratification and op‐
posing the ICC’s legal function.
However, it is evident that when the international legislators
drafted the Rome Statute, they actually intended via Article 17 to give
priority to the states that would ratify the Statute and not every state in
the world. The above conclusion is supported by four distinct views: 1)
the historical point of view, i.e. according to the previous examples of the

26 Situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Decision on the Applications
for Participation in the Proceedings of VPRS1, VPRS2, VPRS3, VPRS4, VPRS5 and
VPR‐6, para. 65, (my emphasis), <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc
183441.pdf> 23 October 2014.
27 R. Rastan, ‘What is a “Case” for the Purpose of the Rome Statute?’, Criminal
Law Forum 19 (2008) 435, at 438.
28 W. A. Schabas, The International Criminal Court: A Commentary on the Rome
Statute, supra note 19, pp. 340‐341.
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international criminal tribunals (especially ICTY and ICTR, where the
reverse principle of primacy was in force), 2) the functional point of
view(since such a wide interpretation could severely complicate the ju‐
risdictional issues and largely obstruct the ICC’s work),29 3) the general
interpretive point of view (since Article 17 ICC Rome Statute has not been
interpreted by the ICC within its narrow grammatical framework, as
demonstrated by the fact that the ICC can try a case even when a state
does not investigate it although neither unwilling or unable to do so),
and 4) the teleological point of view(since all content and principles of the
Rome Statute develop in a dialectical way the Court’s relationship to
the states‐parties).
The Complementarity Principle ‘In Practice’
In addition to the foregoing analysis of the complementarity princi‐
ple, we must consider the way it has practically been addressed by the
Office of the Prosecutor and judges of ICC.
A typical example is Luis Moreno Ocampo who, during his installa‐
tion as Chief Prosecutor of the ICC in June 2003, stated:
Interdependence is also requested by the complementary
nature of the Court. The Court is complementary to na‐
tional systems. This means that whenever there is genuine
State action, the Court cannot and will not intervene. As a
consequence of complementarity, the number of cases that
reach the Court should not be a measure of its efficiency.
On the contrary, the absence of trials before this Court, as a
consequence of the regular functioning of national institu‐
tions, would be a major success. For this reason, the first
task of the Office of the Prosecutor will be to establish links
with prosecutors and judges from all over the world. They
continue to bear primary responsibility for investigating
29 Paolo Benvenuti, ‘Complementarity of the International Criminal Court to
national jurisdictions’, in Latanza and Schabas (eds.), Essays, Vol. I, pp. 21‐50. John
T. Holmes, ‘The principle of complementarity’, in Lee (ed.), The Making of the Rome
Statute, 41‐78, p. 67.
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and prosecuting the crimes within the jurisdiction of the
Court…30
Nevertheless, three months later, on September 2003, in the official
document entitled ‘Paper on some policy issues before the Office of the
Prosecutor’31 (the finalized version was completed after a public meet‐
ing that took place on June 17 and 18 in The Hague), the first official
position of the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC was publicised re‐
garding the application of the complementarity principle.
The above paper, which came to the attention of the academic
community only several years after its publication,32 raises the follow‐
ing issues concerning the application of the complementarity principle:
1. National jurisdictions and the Office of the ICC Prosecutor: the selection of
jurisdiction
It is explicitly stated in the second page of the paper that “national
investigations and prosecutions, where they can be undertaken, will
normally be the most effective and efficient means of bringing offend‐
ers to justice; States themselves will normally have the best access to
evidence and witnesses. To the extent possible the Prosecutor will en‐
courage States to initiate their own proceedings”,33 while in the next
paragraph of the same page one reads: “Close co‐operation between
the Office of the Prosecutor and all parties concerned will be needed to
determine which forum may be the most appropriate to take jurisdic‐

30 Luis Moreno‐Ocampo, Statement made at the ceremony for the solemn un‐
dertaking of the Chief Prosecutor of the ICC, Monday 16 June 2003, Palace of
Peace, Hague, <www.iccnow.org%2Fdocuments%2 FMorenoOcampo16June03.pdf
&ei=ltE9UpLPCISk0AXU84Go Aw&usg=AFQjCNGq1 ‐Q7XGDWDYfPF1TJnTgDP
uMpF Q&bvm=bv.52434380,d.d2k> 22 September 2014.
31 ICC‐OTP, ‘Paper on some policy issues before the Office of the Prosecutor’,
<http://www.icc‐cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/1fa7c4c6‐de5f‐42b7‐8b25‐
60aa962ed8b6/143594/030905 _policy_paper.pdf>, 13 October 2014.
32William A. Schabas, ‘“Complementarity in practice”: some uncomplimentary
thoughts’, 19(1) Criminal Law Forum (2008), 5‐33.
33 ‘Paper on some policy issues before the Office of the Prosecutor’, supra note
31, p. 2.
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tion in certain cases, in particular where there are many States with
concurrent jurisdiction, and where the Prosecutor is already investigat‐
ing certain cases within a given situation.”34
Hence, the above paragraphs raise a question about the way the
court’s competency will be determined in order to exert jurisdiction in
the aforementioned ‘certain cases’. This question is answered in the
second paragraph of the third page of the above paper.
2. The twofold approach of cases by the Office of the Prosecutor
Following the reference to the ICC’s limited resources, in the second
paragraph of the third page of the paper, it is stated that “the Office
will function with a two‐tiered approach to combat impunity. On the
one hand it will initiate prosecutions of the leaders who bear most re‐
sponsibility for the crimes. On the other hand it will encourage na‐
tional prosecutions, where possible, for the lower‐ranking perpetrators,
or work with the international community to ensure that the offenders
are brought to justice by some other means.”35
The use of phrase ‘some other means’, via which lower‐ranking
perpetrators will be brought to justice, is nebulous, yet not of grave
significance. Nonetheless, the twofold approach system of cases that
the Office of the Prosecutor adopts from the outset, i.e. from the very
first moment of the beginning of its operations, is of great importance
and constitutes the first evidence of the scholar’s awakening hypothesis of
complementarity principle. The introduction of a twofold system facili‐
tates the distinction between higher‐ranking and lower‐ranking perpe‐
trators, according to which the higher‐ranking perpetrators will come
under the ICC jurisdiction and the lower‐ranking perpetrators under
the national courts.
However, the aforementioned strategy adopted by the Office of the

34 Ibid.. It should be reminded here that the term ‘situation’ used in ICC Rome
Statute refers to the investigation of a case in a wider or narrower geographical re‐
gion, which could include one part of a single State (e.g. Sudan) or territories of
more states.
35 Ibid., p. 3.
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Prosecutor, which was largely accepted by the ICC up to October 2013,
manifests ‘reverse’ interpretation and practical application of the com‐
plementarity principle, which collides with the historical, grammatical,
teleological or any other sincere and objective interpretation, as stated
in the Preamble and Articles 1, 17 (and indirectly in 20) of the ICC
Rome Statute. At this point, it must be clarified that the grounds on
which the Office of the Prosecutor divides cases into big and small, so
that the big cases can be initially investigated by the Office of the
Prosecutor and others by the state‐parties, are in no way related to the
gravity of a case (Article 17 (1)(d) ICC Rome Statute), since there is no
direct or indirect reference to it; hence any subsequent invocation
could only be considered as a sophism.36
3. The complementary nature of the ICC
Nevertheless, it must be noted that in the fourth page of the paper
entitled ‘The complementary nature of the Court’, efforts are made to
mitigate or even divert the aforementioned conclusions. This is initially
achieved through the repetition of the statement that the absence of tri‐
als would constitute a major success for the ICC, and then –after an ex‐
press reference both to the principle of complementarity and the ‘fact’
that the ICC, as opposed to ICTY and ICTR, is not intended to replace
national courts– through the statement that the ICC should operate
when national authorities/courts are unwilling or unable to conduct
investigations and prosecutions.37 Furthermore, it is noted in the paper
that the Prosecutor must first assess whether there is or could be an ex‐
ercise of jurisdiction by national systems with respect to particular

36 There is a reference to the gravity criterion in page 7 of the Paper, where it is
stated that “Article 17, dealing with admissibility, adds to the complementarity
grounds one related to the gravity of a case. It states that the Court (which includes
the Office of the Prosecutor) shall determine that a case is inadmissible where ‘the
case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court’. The concept
of gravity should not be exclusively attached to the act that constituted the crime
but also to the degree of participation in its commission”. Ibid., p. 4.
37 Ibid.
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crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.38
Nevertheless, the fifth page of the paper stipulates that the Court
and an incapacitated state‐party may agree that “a consensual division
of labour is the most logical and effective approach”39, given that
“groups bitterly divided by conflict may oppose prosecutions at each others’
hands and yet agree to a prosecution by a Court perceived as neutral and im‐
partial. There may also be cases where a third State has extra‐territorial juris‐
diction, but all interested parties agree that the Court has developed superior
evidence and expertise relating to that situation, making the Court the more
effective forum. In such cases there will be no question of “unwillingness” or
“inability” under article 17”.40
Moreover, Article 17 ICC Rome Statute neither foresees nor implies
that: 1) there is a possibility of an internal agreement between the
Court and a state‐party concerning jurisdiction issues and especially
the investigation/trial of a case; 2) there are assignments of judicial in‐
vestigation and trial processes between the Court and a state‐party by
means of an unofficial or official agreement of both parties; 3) priority
will be given from the state‐parties to the ICC to exercise jurisdiction,
since ICC is considered objective and neutral;41 or 4) priority will be
given from state‐parties to the ICC to exercise jurisdiction, since ICC
has developed an advanced know‐how in collecting evidence and try‐
ing certain cases.
The Hypothesis of the Complementarity Principle as a Dead Letter
The attitude of the Office of Prosecutor – including its expressed ab
initio position in 2003 and its performed intention to exercise its powers
ultra vires since 2003 up to now– manifests an arbitrary interpretation

Ibid..
Ibid., p. 5.
40 ‘Paper on some policy issues before the Office of the Prosecutor’, supra note
31, p. 5.
41 Of course, this has no application neither in law nor in reality, since in recent
years there have been individual reactions concerning the existence of a “preju‐
diced court” from several states and the African Union, which consists of 54 states.
38
39
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of the complementarity principle. William Schabas, with a profound
knowledge of the ICC legal framework and the political processes,
highlights: “However, ever since the ICC commencement of opera‐
tions, there have been initiations that aimed in attracting cases for
prosecution, despite the fact that the state‐parties have been coerced to
meet their obligations.”42
It is noteworthy that before Luis Moreno Ocampo took up office as
the first ICC Prosecutor, the Office of the Prosecutor – which had al‐
ready commenced its operations, though under no head of office43 –
had assigned to specialists the conduct of a study on the legal issue of
complementarity. The paper, written by twelve acclaimed jurists, at‐
tempted to lay the foundations for the interpretation of the comple‐
mentarity principle as a dead letter principle rather than a principle
with substantive content. The twelve renowned jurists attempted –
through defining and using terms, such as ‘partnership’, ‘vigilance’,
‘dialogue with States’ and ‘division of labour’ – to demarcate the desire
of ICC for a new ‘productive’ relationship with the state‐parties.
For instance, it is mentioned in the paper that the term partnership
“highlights the fact that the relationship with States that are genuinely
investigating and prosecuting can and should be a positive, construc‐
tive one. The Prosecutor can […] encourage the State concerned to ini‐
tiate national proceedings […] and possibly provide advice and certain
forms of assistance to facilitate national efforts. There may also be
situations where the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) and the State con‐

42 William A. Schabas, ‘ “Complementarity in practice”: some uncomplimentary
thoughts’, supra note 32, p. 6.
43 The specialists’ study was conducted following the decision of the Director of
the ICC Common Services at the time, Bruno Cathala. Antonio Cassese et al, ‘In‐
formal expert paper: the principle of complementarity in practice’, 3 ICC‐01/04‐
01/07‐1008‐AnxA 30‐03‐2009, <http://www.iclklamberg.com%2FCaselaw%2FOTP
%2FInformal%2520Expert%2520paper%2520The%2520principle%2520of%2520
complementarity%2520in%2520practice.pdf&ei=7UCpVIKmNaiv7AaemIHoDg&
usg=AFQjCNFq‐b5H1gPaI5Zmk5IPPdaase3pQ&bvm=bv.82001339,d.ZGU&cad=
rja>, 4 January 2015).
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cerned agree that a consensual division of labour is in the best interests
of justice; for example, where a conflict‐torn State is unable to carry out
effective proceedings against persons most responsible.”44
Furthermore, as far as ‘vigilance’45 is concerned, it was defined –
under the principle of the ICC’s partnership with state‐parties – mostly
as the Prosecutor’s duty to gather information and data in order to ver‐
ify that national procedures are carried out genuinely, where otherwise
the Prosecutor must be poised to take follow‐up steps, leading if neces‐
sary to an exercise of jurisdiction.46
Moreover, apart from the initial definition of partnership, which is
specialised in cases inadmissible by the Statute as ‘consensual division
of labour’ between the Office of the Prosecutor and the ICC, another
legal dissonance emanates from the legal text.
In paragraph 9 entitled ‘Judicial Institutions’ the twelve specialists
argued that while Article 17 ICC Rome Statute states that a case is in‐
admissible when “the case is being investigated or prosecuted by a
State which has jurisdiction over it”,47 the OTP should as a ‘policy mat‐
ter’48 “be prepared to adopt a similar approach as in respect of ICTY,
the ICTR, hybrid tribunals as the Sierra Leone Special Court, courts
and tribunals of UN administered territories and other such courts”!49
Nevertheless, the adjudication of the twelve jurists on this issue,
which is related to the complementarity principle, is apparently politi‐
cal and not legal. However, on a legal basis: 1)it is legally unjustified;
2)it proceeds to an overtly broad interpretation which equates ad hoc
criminal tribunals with states‐parties, clearly contradicting the prepara‐
tory proceedings that led to the enactment of the ICC Rome Statute, or
from the ICC Rome Statute itself or any other legal document; and 3)it

Ibid., pp. 3‐4.
In the original text mentioned as vigilance, ibid., p. 3.
46 Ibid., p. 4.
47 Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome Statute.
48 Antonio Cassese et al, ‘Informal expert paper: the principle of complementar‐
ity in practice’, supra note 43, p. 5 (my emphasis).
49 Ibid., p. 5.
44
45
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gives priority to tribunals rather than the ICC, whether they do exist
and function today or may be created in the future. Nonetheless, ad
hoc or hybrid tribunals have a temporal and regional restricted juris‐
diction and their efficiency in all this – including the judicial priority
against the ICC, equivalent to the one typically owned by state‐parties
(which by the way the twelve jurists practically negate with their
analysis later on) – is not based on the ICC Rome Statute, it cannot be
legally substantiated and is not in favour of the ICC enacted jurisdic‐
tion.
Furthermore, the third and likely most significant dissonance takes
place in the fourth chapter of the paper, under the general title ‘Special
Issues’ and the imaginative sub‐title ‘Uncontested Admissibility and
Consensual Sharing of Labour’.50 Undeniably, an ambitious goal of this
chapter was to highlight those cases where the admissibility issue of a
case brought before the ICC would undisputedly be positively judged,
given that “none of the criteria of Article 17(1)(a)‐(c) are satisfied” and
“thus, even if a challenge were raised, the outcome would be clear”.51
Therefore, within the aforementioned scope, in the next page of the
paper and particularly paragraph 61 entitled ‘Appropriate Circum‐
stances for Burden‐sharing’ the following are written:
There may also be situations where the appropriate
course of action is for a State concerned not to exercise juris‐
diction, in order to facilitate admissibility before the
ICC. Voluntary acceptance of ICC admissibility does
not necessarily presuppose or entail neither a loss of
national credibility nor a lack of commitment to the
fight against impunity (sic).52
Consequently, as far as the legal opinion of the twelve jurists is con‐
cerned, the voluntary inaction of a state‐party does not seem to consti‐
tute a violation of the ICC Rome Statute or infringement of the com‐
50 Ibid., p. 18, para. 59. The title of the official text is “Special issues” and the
subtitle “Uncontested admissibility and consensual division of labour”.
51I bid.
52 Ibid., p. 19, para. 61 (my emphasis).
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plementarity principle.53 Strangely, however, the most problematic
part is not found in the above‐mentioned text, but in the extended ex‐
planatory annotation that accompanies the text:
Article 17 determines the admissibility consequences
arising when a state investigates or prosecutes, but
does not expressly compel states to act. However, it is
stated in the paragraph 6 of the Preamble that exercis‐
ing criminal jurisdiction is the States ’duty’. Although
the Preamble as such does not create any legal obliga‐
tions, the Statute provisions can be interpreted in the
light of the Preamble. The duty to “exercise criminal ju‐
risdiction” should be interpreted according to the
common principle “aut detere aut judicaire”,54 and for
that reason it is met through the extradition and sur‐
render, since those are the legal proceedings that lead
to prosecution. Nevertheless, as noted below, the refer‐
ence to a duty reflects also the spirit of the Statute, i.e.
that the States will be responsible for the investigation
and prosecution. That is essential for the effective func‐
tion of the ICC. In the cases described here, refusing to
exercise jurisdiction against prosecution before the ICC
is a measure taken in order to improve the efficiency of
the performance of justice, and therefore is in line with
the letter and the spirit of the Rome Statute and other
international commitments regarding the basic crimes.
This can be discerned from the failure to prosecute [a
state] due to its indifference or its willingness to protect
the offenders, which can be correctly considered incon‐

53 The ICC case law opposed shortly after to the unofficial entry of the term
‘inaction’ in the Statute. See Decision concerning Pre‐Trial Chamber I’s Decision of
10 February 2006 and the Incorporation of Documents into the Record of the Case
against Mr. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, ICC‐01/04‐01/06‐8‐US‐Corr 09‐03‐2006, ibid., p.
19, para. 29.
54 In the official text mentioned as Αut dedere aut judicaire.Ibid., p. 19, note 24.
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sistent to the struggle against impunity.
On the basis of the analysis above, the footnote of which was in fact
considered ‘useful’, the twelve internationally acclaimed jurists clarify,
while invoking the common principle of international law aut dedere
aut judicaire – which, incidentally, is not expressly stated anywhere in
ICC Rome Statute55 – an innovative interpretation of the complemen‐
tarity principle, through which a state acts lawfully when it refuses to
exercise its jurisdiction as a matter of first priority and according to the
complementarity principle.
The Issue of Voluntary Referrals
The above‐mentioned analysis pointed towards the newly intro‐
duced version of complementarity –or the ‘non‐complementarity’ prin‐
ciple – which was whole heartedly embraced by the first Prosecutor
Luis Moreno Ocampo through the systematic promotion of the ‘self‐
referral’ system.56 According to this new interpretation, certain states,
which were members of the ICC but were also torn by conflict and se‐
rious domestic problems, could be ‘encouraged’ to remit a case that
55 It is highly dubious whether the “aut dedere aut judicaire” principle consti‐
tutes an active principle of International Criminal Law included in Article 21(1)(b)
ICC Rome Statute today, i.e. after an initial ICC recommendation and subsequent
ICTY, ICTR and SCSL recommendations.
Article 21: “Applicable Law. 1. The Court shall apply: (a) in the first place, this
Statute. Elements of Crimes and its Rules of Procedure and Evidence; (b) in the
second place, where appropriate, applicable treaties and the principles and rules of
international law, including the established principles of the international law of
armed conflict…”
In any case, none of the twelve eminent scientists cited any such legal source in
the study in question, nor did they make any reference to Article 21 ICC Rome
Statute!
56 In his study included in the Essays in honor of Cherif M. Bassiouni, William
Schabas mordantly reveals: “Luis Moreno Ocampo, has essentially solicited such
referrals from the states concerned”. W. A. Schabas, ‘Crimes against humanity’, in
Leila Nadya Sadat & Michael P. Scharf (eds.), The Theory and Practice of International
Criminal Law: Essays in honor of Cherif M. Bassiouni, (Liden: Koninklijke Brill NV,
2008), 347‐364, p. 361.
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falls into their jurisdiction to the Office of the Prosecutor, according to
Article 14 ICC Rome Statute.57
A characteristic incident took place in September 2003, when the Of‐
fice of the Prosecutor initially stated in the Annex to the “Paper on
some policy issues before the Office of the Prosecutor: referrals and
communications” that “in the light of the complementarity regime set
out in the Statute and the central role accorded to it in the general pol‐
icy of the Office, the Prosecutor will generally seek to alert the relevant
State of the possibility of taking action itself very early in the proc‐
ess”.58 However, he quickly demonstrated his preference for the self‐
referral of state‐parties, on the grounds that when the State “of its own
volition, has requested the exercise of the Court’s jurisdiction, the
Prosecutor can be confident that the national authorities will assist the
investigation, will accord the privileges and immunities necessary for
the investigation, and will be anxious to provide if possible and appro‐
priate the necessary level of protection to investigators and wit‐
nesses”.59
In other words, despite the fact that the interested States were par‐
ties to the ICC Rome Statute and, according to Article 15(1) ICC Rome
Statute the Prosecutor had the uncontested right to initiate investiga‐
tions proprio motu on the basis of information on crimes within the ju‐
risdiction of the Court,60 the Prosecutor adopted the policy of inviting

57 Article 14 Referral of a situation by a State Party: “(1) A State Party may refer
to the Prosecutor a situation in which one or more crimes within the jurisdiction of
the Court appear to have been committed requesting the Prosecutor to investigate
the situation for the purpose of determining whether one or more specific persons
should be charged with the commission of such crimes. (2) As far as possible, a re‐
ferral shall specify the relevant circumstances and be accompanied by such sup‐
porting documentation as is available to the State referring the situation.”
58Annex to the ‘Paper on some policy issues before the Office of the Prosecutor’:
Referrals and Communications, p. 4, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/
278614ED‐A8CA‐4835‐B91D‐DB7FA7639E02/143706/policy_annex_final_210404.
pdf>, 20 October 2014.
59 Ibid., p. 5.
60 Article 15 Prosecutor: “1. The Prosecutor may initiate investigations proprio
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and welcoming voluntary referrals by civil war or conflict‐torn states.61
Certainly, if this particular method de lege ferenda continues to gain
ground, it will inadvertently distort the complementarity principle, al‐
legedly the ICC Rome Statute’s milestone.
It is legally evident that the propio motu procedure is included in the
inalienable rights of the Office of the Prosecutor, given that, according
to the provisions of Article 12(2)(a) and (b) ICC Rome Statute, the con‐
duct in question occurred in a state‐party territory (or if the crime was
committed on board a vessel or aircraft, the State of registration of that
vessel or aircraft), or a state‐party national.62 However, it seems that
this legal path was not selected by the Prosecutor due to political rea‐
sons. In other words, the Office of the Prosecutor believed that reasons
of international policy imposed the interception of the propio motu pro‐
cedure, since this could provoke scepticism about the Court’s potential
victimisation of certain states, when in fact there have been many situa‐
tions throughout the world where the ICC jurisdiction could have been
exerted following a propio motu inquiry of the Prosecutor. Inescapably,
the selection of isolated cases would probably give rise to searing criti‐
cism against ICC and its arbitrary selection of cases by the discontented
state(s). Such an attack against the ICC in the international political
scene would damage the ICC credibility and would cause new prob‐
lems in the already existent and unavoidable difficulties of its initial

motu on the basis of information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.”
61 Office of the Prosecutor, ‘Report on the activities performed during the first
three years (June 2003‐June 2006), 12 September 2006, p. 7.
62 Article 12 Preconditions to the exercise of jurisdiction: “1. A State which be‐
comes a Party to this Statute thereby accepts the jurisdiction of the Court with re‐
spect to the crimes referred to in article 5.”
2. In the case of article 13, para. (a) or (c), “the Court may exercise its jurisdic‐
tion if one or more of the following States are Parties to this Statute or have ac‐
cepted the jurisdiction of the Court in accordance with para. 3: (a) The State on the
territory of which the conduct in question occurred or, if the crime was committed
on board a vessel or aircraft, the State of registration of that vessel or aircraft; (b)
the State of which the person accused of the crime is a national.”
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operation.63
Nevertheless, on the “Report on the activities performed during the
first three years”, i.e. the first report of the Office of the Prosecutor op‐
erations during 2003‐2006, the Prosecutor himself attributed the side‐
lining of the propio motu inquiry and the legally controversial selection
of the voluntary referrals to the fact that this policy would increase
“the likelihood of important cooperation and support on the ground”,64
i.e. in any case, to a practical and evidently non‐legal reason. In the
same report, he attempted to analyse the relationship between the right
of propio motu inquiry and the self‐referrals system, claiming that
“while propio motu power is a critical aspect of the Office’s independ‐
ence, the Prosecutor adopted the policy of inviting and welcoming
voluntary referrals by territorial states as a first step in triggering the
jurisdiction of the Court. This policy resulted in referrals for what
would become the Court’s first two situations: Northern Uganda and
the DRC.”65
This view on the self‐referrals legitimacy was soon imparted to the
competent ICC judicial authorities. Therefore, in the case of Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo, Pre‐Trial Chamber I practically verified the Office of
the Prosecutor’s view that the self‐referral system is in agreement with
the complementarity principle.66 Having ruled already that the term
‘case’ suggests “specific incidents during which one or more crimes
within the jurisdiction of the Court seem to have been committed by
one or more identified suspects”,67 Pre‐Trial Chamber I confirmed that
63 See Office of the Prosecutor, ‘Report on the activities performed during the
first three years’ (June 2003‐June 2006), pp. 2 and 5,<http://www.icc‐cpi.int/
NR/rdonlyres/D76A5D89‐FB64‐47A9‐9821‐725747378AB2/143680/OTP_3year
re‐
port20060914_English.pdf, 22 October 2014.
64 Ibid., p. 2.
65 Ibid., p. 7.
66 Decision concerning Pre‐Trial Chamber I’s Decision of 10 February 2006 and
the Incorporation of Documents into the Record of the Case against Mr. Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo, ICC‐01/04‐01/06‐8‐Corr 17‐03‐2006, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs
/doc/doc236260.PDF>, 23 October 2014.
67 As mentioned before, the Pre‐Trial Chamber I has separated the legal terms
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on 19 March 2005, Thomas Lubanga Dyilo was arrested and detained
by the DRC authorities on charges of genocide and crimes against hu‐
manity (pursuant to Articles 144 and 166‐169 respectively).68
In this case, Pre‐Trial Chamber I completely adopted the Office of
the Prosecutor’s views and ruled that “when the President of the DRC
sent the letter of referral to the Office of the Prosecutor on 3 March
2004, it appears that the DRC was indeed unable to undertake the in‐
vestigation and prosecution of the crimes falling within the jurisdiction
of the Court committed in the situation in the territory of DRC since 1
July 2002. In the Chamber’s view, this is why the self‐referral of the
DRC appears consistent with the ultimate purpose of the complemen‐
tarity regime, according to which the Court by no means replaces na‐
tional criminal jurisdictions, but it is complementary to them.”69
All the above occurred despite the fact that on 22 February 2006 –
when the ruling in question was handed down by Pre‐Trial Chamber I
–a higher criminal court in Bunia (Tribunal de Grande Instance) had al‐
ready indicted Thomas Lubanga Dyilo on charges of genocide and
crimes against humanity, and there was generally no sign of unwill‐
ingness or incapacity of the state having jurisdiction over the case, ac‐
cording to Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome Statute.
In the meantime, between 2003 and 2006, when the aforementioned
ruling was given in Thomas Lubanga Dyilo’s case, the Office of the

“situation” and “case”. Situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Decision on
the Applications for Participation in the Proceedings of VPRS1, VPRS2, VPRS3,
VPRS4, VPRS5 and VPRS6, para. 65, (my own emphasis), <http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc183441.pdf>, 23 October 2014.
68 Decision concerning Pre‐Trial Chamber I’s Decision of 10 February 2006 and
the Incorporation of Documents into the Record of the Case against Mr Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo, para. 33. Oddly enough, para. 36 mentions that “Therefore, in the
Chamber’s view, the Prosecution’s general statement that the DRC national judicial
system continues to be unable in the sense of article 17 (1) (a) to (c) and (3), of the
Statute does not wholly correspond to the reality any longer.” Nonetheless, even
this ICC recorded evaluation could not lead to a change of decision concerning the
admissibility issue!
69 Ibid., para. 35.
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Prosecutor campaign for the infringement of complementarity princi‐
ple through ‘self‐referrals’ quickly brought its first results. In Decem‐
ber 2003, the Uganda government took the first step, when it reported
the Northern Uganda situation to the ICC.70 The Prosecutor refuted his
original statements, ‘clarifying’ that “the scope of the referral encom‐
passes all crimes committed in Northern Uganda in the context of the
ongoing conflict involving the LRA”,71 whereas in the initial press re‐
lease given for the journalists there was only talk of “locating and ar‐
resting the LRA leadership”.72 Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that
Uganda’s self‐ referral led to the issue of five warrants of arrest, four of
which are still active but unexecuted, while the fifth warrant of ar‐
restagainst Raska Lukwiya will remain after his death forever unexe‐
cuted.73 Thus, almost nine years since July 2005, when these sealed five
warrants of arrest were issued, Uganda’s self referral does not seem to
have the expected results, at least as far as the criterion of ICC’s
caseload is concerned.
In March 2004, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) reported
the situation in Ituri to the ICC. However,in the Ugandan case, the
government had already sent an official letter to the ICC in May 2004
via its legal adviser, in which it stated inter alia that “the Government
of Uganda has been unable to arrest… persons who may bear the

70 See Mohamed El Zeidy, ‘The Ugandan Government triggers the first test of
the complementarity principle: an assessment of the First State’s Party Referral to
the ICC’, 5(1) International Criminal Law Review (2005) 83‐120.
71 Decision to Convene a Status Conference on the Investigation in the Situation
in Uganda in Relation to the Application of Article 53, paras. 4‐5, <http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc97225.pdf>, 28 October 2014.
72 ‘President of Uganda refers situation concerning the Lord’s Resistance
Army’,<http://www.icc‐cpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20media/press%20 re‐
leases/2004/Pages/president%20of%20uganda%20refers%20situation%20concern‐
ing%20the%20lord_s%20resistance%20army%20_lra_%20to%20the%20icc.aspx>,
28 October 2014.
73 See official website of ICC on the Uganda situation, <http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%
200204/Pages/situation%20index.aspx>, 30 October 2014.
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greatest responsibility” for the crimes within the referred situation;
that “the ICC is the most appropriate and effective forum for the inves‐
tigation and prosecution of those bearing the greatest responsibility”
for those crimes; and that the Government of Uganda “has not con‐
ducted and does not intend to conduct national proceedings in relation
to the persons most responsible”.74 On the contrary, in the DRC gov‐
ernment’s letter the jurisdiction was simply assigned to the ICC with‐
out explicit reference to incapacity or/and unwillingness (elements
which were both mentioned more or less explicitly at the aforemen‐
tioned Uganda’s letter).75
Finally, with a letter to the ICC Prosecutor in July 2012, the Mali
Minister of Justice Malick Coulibaly wished to incorporate his country
into the renowned club of states which attempt via self‐referrals to
override the complementarity principle and willingly enter the ICC ju‐
risdiction. In his succinct letter he states: “According to the Article of
ICC Rome Statute, the state of Mali, as a contracting State to the Rome
Statute, has the honour to report to you the most serious crimes com‐
mitted on its grounds since January 2012, to the extent that the Mali
courts cannot prosecute or judge the offenders.76 Nevertheless, this
unlawful, to the author’s opinion, self‐referral case of the state of Mali,
leaves simultaneously some room for a ‘return to legitimacy’, since the
phrase “to the extent that” can be interpreted in many ways and al‐
ways in reference to the emerging actual future incidents.
74 Warrant of Arrest for Joseph Kony issued on 8 July 2005 as amended on 27
September 2005, ICC‐02/04‐01/05‐53, p. 11, para. 37, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/ ic‐
cdocs/doc/doc97185.pdf>, 28 October 2013, with reference to ‘A letter about juris‐
diction’. This letter also refers to other four warrants of arrest issued in secret for
the situation in Uganda on 8 July 2005, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/en_menus/icc
/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200204/
Pages/situation%20index.aspx>, 28 October 2014.
75 William A. Schabas, ‘ “Complementarity in practice’: some uncomplimentary
thoughts’, supra note 32, p. 19.
76 Referral letter by the Government of Mali, 13 July 2012, <http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/A245A47F‐BFD1‐45B6‐891C‐
3BCB5B173F57/0/ReferralLetterMali130712.pdf>, 28 October 2014.
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The Pre‐Trial Chamber Decision on the Al‐Senussi Case (11 October
2013)
At the end of June 2011, Pre‐Trial Chamber I issued warrants of ar‐
rest for Muammar Gaddafi, Saif Al Islam Gaddafi and Al‐Senussi for
crimes against humanity, murder and persecution of any recognizable
group or community for political, racial, national, ethnic, religious or
gender reasons [Article 7(1)(a) and (h) ICC Rome Statute].77 According
to the indictment, the crimes in question were committed in Benghazi
between February 15 and February 28, 2011. As Libya is not an ICC
state‐party, Al‐Senussi is a Libyan citizen and the attributed crimes
took place on Libyan grounds against Libyan citizens, the warrant of
arrest could only be issued after the Security Council referred the situa‐
tion in Libya to the ICC.78
Almost two whole years later, in April 2013, Libya contested the
admissibility of the case against Al‐Senussi in an appeal by virtue of
Article 8 ICC Rome Statute,79 and subsequently all the parties involved
(the State of Libya, the Office of the Prosecutor, the Legal Representa‐
tive of the Victims and the Counsel for the Defense of Al‐Senussi)
submitted written statements setting out their views. Libya, via the
submission of responses, admissibility challenge and final submissions
which lasted until September 26, 2013,80 claimed that not only had it

77 Pre‐Trial Chamber I, ‘Warrant of Arrest forAbdullah Al‐Senussi’, ICC‐01/11‐
01/11‐4, 27 June 2011, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1101360.pdf>, 28 Oc‐
tober 2014.
78 UN Security Council Resolution 1970/26‐02‐2011 ‘Peace and security in Af‐
rica”, para. 4, <http://daccess‐dds‐ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N11/245/58/PDF/
N1124558.pdf?OpenElement>, 27 October 2014.
79 Application on behalf of the Government of Libya relating to Abdullah
Al‐Senussi pursuant to Article 19 of the ICC Rome Statute,ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐307‐
Red2,03‐04‐2013,<http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1575650.pdf#page=1
&zoom=auto,0,849>, 28 October 2014.
80 Decision on the Admissibility of the Case Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi, ICC‐
01/11‐01/11‐466 Red, pp. 8‐9, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1663102.pdf>,
28 October 2014.
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initiated the investigation of the crimes purportedly committed by Al‐
Senussi, but it had also provided substantial evidence, which demon‐
strated the ability and willingness of its judicial authorities to conclude
the investigation and conduct his trial in Libya. As far as the similarity
of the ICC and Libya cases is concerned, Libya claimed that the subject
matter of the Libyan investigation is much broader than the one of
ICC, but it includes the same crimes as those outlined in the ICC in‐
dictment, since the national investigations stretched over the time pe‐
riod from the 1980s to October 20, 2011, when Muammar Gaddafi was
killed, i.e. several months after the attacks against civilians in February
2011, in connection with which Al‐Senussi is accused by the ICC.
Therefore, Libya argued that the charges against Al‐Senussi were suffi‐
cient to raise the admissibility challenge before the ICC.81
Furthermore, Libya set out in detail the requisite infrastructure, and
the fact that a renovated courtroom complex and a prison facility will
be used for the trial proceedings, in conjunction with the assistance
provided by the UN, the European Union and other countries, so that
issues of transitional justice can be effectively handled. Therefore,
Libya highlighted that, since Al‐Senussi is in safe and secure govern‐
ment‐controlled custody in Libya and the necessary evidence and tes‐
timony is already collected and since the issue of infrastructure is al‐
ready resolved, there is no evidence demonstrating that Libya is either
unable or unwilling to carry out a genuine investigation into the case.82
On this basis, Libya requested that Pre‐Trial Chamber I declare the
case against Al‐Senussi inadmissible before the Court or, in the alterna‐
tive, to consider implementing a ‘positive approach’ of complementar‐
ity by declaring the case inadmissible, subject to the fulfillment of ex‐
press conditions by Libya.83 Libya was essentially requesting the ICC
competent judicial authority to implement the complementarity prin‐
ciple for the very first time. Not only had it never been implemented

Ibid., pp. 9‐13.
Ibid., 12‐13.
83 Ibid., at 14.
81
82
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until then; on the contrary – as we have seen – there had been succes‐
sive attempts to infringe it, even before the foundation of the ICC.
Following the above legal actions, in mid‐October 2013 Pre‐Trial
Chamber I issued a lengthy ruling. Based on the already existent case
law of the Court of Appeal for the interpretation of Article 17 ICC
Rome Statute,84 Pre‐Trial Chamber I clarified that there are two crucial
questions, concerning whether a case is admissible before the Court: a)
whether, at the time of the proceedings in respect of a challenge to the
admissibility of a case, there is an ongoing investigation or prosecution
of the case at the national level b) whether the State is unwilling or un‐
able genuinely to carry out such investigation or prosecution.85
It is evident that the first question concerns the assessment of
whether or not Libya’s judicial investigation relates to the ‘same case’,
i.e. the same person and the same criminal conduct.86 For this matter,
Pre‐Trial Chamber I highlighted that the Court of Appeal had already
ruled, by broadly interpreting the term, that the conduct subject to the
national investigation should be substantially the same conduct alleged
in the proceedings before the Court.87 As far as the definition of the
phrase “substantially the same conduct” is concerned, Pre‐Trial Cham‐
ber I highlighted that this varies and depends on the concrete facts and
circumstances of the case88 and, therefore, requires a case‐by‐case

84Appeals Chamber, The Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo
Chui, ‘Judgment on the Appeal of Mr. Germain Katanga against the Oral Decision
of Trial Chamber II of 12 June 2009 on the Admissibility of the Case’, 25 September
2009, ICC‐01/04‐01/07‐1497, paras. 1 and 75‐79, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/
doc/doc746819.pdf>, 28 October 2013. Also see Pre‐Trial Chamber I, ‘Decision re‐
questing further submissions on issues related to the admissibility of the case
against Saif Al‐Islam Gaddafi’, 7 December 2012, ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐ 239, para. 6.
85 ‘Decision on the Admissibility of the Case Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi’, su‐
pra note 79, pp. 14‐15.
86 The term “conduct” is used in the official English text of the Decision, for
which an analysis of the argumentation‐interpretation of all state parties is pre‐
sented, ibid., pp. 18‐31.
87 Ibid., p. 32.
88 The term “facts and circumstances of the case” is used in the official English
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analysis.89, 90
Pre‐Trial Chamber I determined Al‐Senussi’s alleged conduct in the
proceedings before the Court, as it is set out in the Warrant of Arrest
which was issued against him, in conjunction with the Article 58 Deci‐
sion (i.e. the decision about the warrant of arrest for Al‐Senussi),91 and
compared it to the criminal conduct which is the subject of the legal
proceedings in Libya, as it was delineated by Libya in its admissibility
challenge.
The present case before the Court concerns the individual criminal
responsibility of Al‐Senussi for killings and acts of persecution due to
their political opposition to Gaddafi’s regime. The crimes were alleg‐
edly committed directly by Al‐Senussi or through the Libyan Security
Forces during the repression of the demonstrations that took place in
Benghazi from 15 February 2011 to at least 20 February 2011, as part of
a policy orchestrated by the highest level of the Libyan government to

text of the Decision, ibid., at 34.
89 The term “a case‐by‐case analysis” is used in the official English text of the
Decision, ibid., at 34, where a special reference to the May 2013 decision is made,
concerning the admissibility of Saif Al Islam Gaddafi. This term is repeated in page
40, para. 78. See ‘Decision on the Admissibility of the Case against Saif Al‐Islam
Gaddafi’, ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐344‐Red, 31‐05‐2013, p. 32, para. 77, <http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1599307.pdf>, 28 October 2014. Also see ICTR, The Prosecutor
v. Ntagerura et al, Case No. ICTR‐99‐46‐A, Appeals Chamber Judgement, 7 July
2006, para. 23. ICTR, The Prosecutor v. Ntakirutimana, Cases Nos. ICTR‐96‐10‐A and
ICTR‐96‐17‐A, Appeals Chamber Judgement, 13 December 2004, paras. 73‐74.ICTY,
The Prosecutor v. Kupreskic et al, Case No. IT‐95‐16‐A, Appeals Chamber Judgement,
23 October 2001; ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Blaskic, Case No. IT‐95‐14‐A, Appeals
Chamber Judgement, 29 July 2004; ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Kvocka et al., Case No. IT‐
98‐30/1‐A, Appeals Chamber Judgment, 25 February 2005.
90 A swift reading of the cases brought before the ICC today suffices to show
that they are significantly different, as far as the description of the true conduct pa‐
rameters used in court against every suspect or accused is concerned, and proves
that different cases cannot be considered necessarily equal to the alleged wide or
narrow interpretation of the conduct, ibid., at 41, para. 75.
91 ‘Decision on the Admissibility of the Case Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi’, su‐
pra note 79, p. 36, para. 68.
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deter and quell the revolution against the Gaddafi regime occurring
throughout Libya.92
Pre‐Trial Chamber I recalled that the previous decision on Article 58
ICC Rome Statute includes a list with specific ‘incidents’ or ‘events’.93
Nevertheless, “since, as in the case against Mr. Gaddafi, the conduct
that is alleged in the criminal proceedings against Mr. Al‐Senussi is not
shaped by the ‘incidents’ mentioned in the Article 58 Decision (for the
issue of a Warrant of Arrest for Al‐Senussi), it is not required that do‐
mestic proceedings concern each of those ‘events’ at the national level
in order for the Chamber to be satisfied that Libya is investigating or
prosecuting Mr. Al‐Senussi for substantially the same conduct that is
alleged in the proceedings before this Court.”94 Consequently, since
these ‘events’ constitute simple indicative examples of Al‐Senussi’s al‐
leged conduct, the proceedings before the national authorities do not
need to include in the indictment each ‘incident’ separately.95 Thus, the

Ibid., pp. 36‐38.
Ibid., p. 45, para. 78.
94 Ibid., p. 45, para. 79.
95 The Decision for Article 58 (concerning the issue of the warrant of arrest for
Al‐Senussi) includes, inter alia, the following incidents that occurred in Benghazi
during 15‐20 February 2011: 1)the arrest, on 15 February 2011, by the Security
Forces of a lawyer who was organising a protest against Gaddafi regime scheduled
for 17 of February 2011 (para. 43);2) the arrest of several authors, writers and al‐
leged dissidents (including that of the Libyan author Idriss Al‐Mismari) between
15 and 17 February 2011 (para. 43 and 44); 3)the attack by the Security Forces on
demonstrators with tear gas and live ammunition, following thegathering of an in‐
creasing number of demonstrators in the area of Birka, in A1 Fatah street and Jamal
Abdun Naser street on 16 February 2011, causing the death of at least three civilian
demonstrators (para. 36(i); 4) the attack, on the same day, by forces loyal to
Muammar Gaddafi on civilian demonstrators who were hit with sticks and dis‐
persed (para. 52); 5) the event of 17 February 2011 at the Juliyana Bridge, when Se‐
curity Forces, armed with machineguns, barricaded the street to stop the demon‐
strators, opened fire for a significant period of time on the unarmed demonstrators,
causing a large number of injuries and deaths among the demonstrators, and ar‐
rested those demonstrators that were not shot and were not able to flee (para. 36(ii)
and 53); 6) the attack, on the same day, carried out by the Security Forces who fired
92
93
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fact that the file of the national judicial proceedings may or may not in‐
clude enough of these ‘incidents’ (especially those marked as extremely
violent or typical of the criminal actions attributed to the accused) con‐
stitutes a critical indicator of whether or not the case investigated by
the ICC and simultaneously by the national judicial authorities is the
same.96
In this case, the competent ICC Pre‐Trial Chamber ruled that the
evidence submitted by the Libyan authorities proved that the judicial
proceedings against Al‐Senussi are ongoing. The Libyan authorities
examined witnesses repeatedly, collected documents such as medical
reports, death certificates and written orders, requested the victims to
present evidence for their allegations, submitted requests for any addi‐
tional information concerning this particular case to external sources
(other states and international organizations) and did not neglect to
seek potential evidence favorable to the accused.97
Moreover, Pre‐Trial Chamber I deemed that “the evidence relied

with live ammunition on unarmed demonstrators, who had gathered near the
High Court in the centre of Benghazi to protest against the arrest of the individual
who had been organizing the forthcoming protest against Gaddafi regime (para.
50); 7) the killing and seriously injuring, still on 17 February 2011, by the Security
Forces of a number of other demonstrators in different areas of the town (para.
36(iii) and 52) and the attacks by the Security Forces continuing throughout the
night (para. 53);8) the killing and seriously injuring by the Security Forces on 18
February 2011 of a number of civilians while participating in the funeral procession
for the demonstrators killed the day before (para. 36(iv) and 54); 9)the killing by
the Security Forces of at least 60 demonstrators on 20 February 2011 (para. 36(vi)).
Furthermore, the Decision for Article 58 refers to protesters subjected to torture
(para. 46) and abductions and subsequent torture of family members of alleged
dissidents (para. 47). Decision on the ‘Prosecutor’s Application Pursuant to Article
58 as to Muammar Mohammed Abu Minyar Gaddafi, Saif Al‐Islam Gaddafi and
Abdullah
Al‐Senussi’,
ICC‐01/11‐12,
27‐06‐2011,
<http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1099314.pdf>, 30 October 2014.
96 ‘Decision on the Admissibility of the Case Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi’,
ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐466 Red, 8‐9, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1663102.pdf
>, 28 October 2014, p. 45, para. 78.
97 Ibid., pp. 46‐82, para.81‐157.
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upon by Libya for the purposes of the Admissibility Challenge demon‐
strates the taking of identifiable, concrete and progressive investigative
steps in relation to Mr. Al‐Senussi’s criminal responsibility… with a
view to clarifying and ascertaining, inter alia, the following relevant
factual aspects”:98
i) the existence of a policy conceived by the highest level of the State
government to deter and quell the demonstrations against the
Gaddafi regime through “recruitment and arming of mercenaries
and supporters for the repression”99
ii) the mobilisation of militia and transfer of equipment, recruitment
of missionaries, incitement of civilians to kill protesters, provision
of supplies to the Security Forces and other arrangements for the
repression of the demonstrations, including the role of Al‐Senussi
himself and his alleged accomplices in these activities
iii) Al‐Senussi’s commandover the Security Forces and his presence in
Benghazi immediately after the outbreak of the revolution in order
to control the situation
iv) the numerous attacks on civilian demonstrators by the Security
Forces in many areas of Benghazi between 15 and 20 February
2011, causing serious injuries to countless civilians or their death,
as well as similar attacks conducted by them in the whole state
throughout the period of the repression of the revolution against
the Gaddafi’s regime
v) Al‐Senussi’s direct involvement in the shooting of the civilian
demonstrators in Benghazi between 15 and 20 February 2011
vi) the arrest of journalists, activists and civilians demonstrating
against the Gaddafi regime and the role of Mr. Al‐Senussi and his
alleged accomplices in some of these events
vii) instances of detention and torture of civilian dissidents.100
Subsequently, Pre‐Trial Chamber I reached the conclusion ab initio

Ibid., pp. 83‐84, para.162
Ibid., p. 49, para.86.
100 Ibid., pp. 83‐85, para.162.
98
99
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that the judicial investigations of the Libyan authorities comprise the
relevant factual aspects of the Al‐Senussi’s alleged criminal conduct
and, therefore, Libya has initiated a national judicial procedure that in‐
cludes the same case brought before the Court, according to the proper
interpretation of the Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome Statute.101
In other words, the ICC responded positively to the first crucial
question of whether or not a case is admissible before the Court, i.e.
whether or not there is an ongoing national judicial investigation or
criminal prosecution during the ICC proceedings.
As far as the second question was concerned, i.e. whether or not a
state is unwilling or unable to carry out such an important judicial in‐
vestigation or criminal prosecution, Pre‐Trial Chamber I recalled that
the state challenging the admissibility of a case carries the burden of
proof for “all aspects of the Admissibility Challenge to the extent re‐
quired by the concrete circumstances of the case”.102 However, the Pre‐
Trial Chamber acknowledged that an unwillingness or incapability test
for Libya could be conducted only if serious doubts existed about the
true nature of the national judicial proceedings. Libya may bear the
burden of proof for the admissibility challenge, but each party’s allega‐
tions must still be evidentially substantiated in order to be lawfully
submitted.
Subsequently, Pre‐Trial Chamber I took into ‘holistic’103 considera‐

101 Ibid., p. 86, para.164. The court indicated that although a number of criminal
acts inflicted on civilians because of their political opposition to Gaddafi’s regime
constitute the crime of “persecution” within the meaning of article 7(l)(h) of the
Statute, the fact that the political factor is aggravating according to Articles 27 and
28 of the Libyan Criminal Code demonstrates efficiently the murders and inhuman
acts by Al‐Senussi. Ibid., pp. 86‐87, para.166. Also see ‘Decision on the admissibility
of the case against Saif Al‐Islam Gaddafi’, ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐344‐Red 31‐05‐2013, su‐
pra note 89, p. 46, para. 111.
102 The decision states that “all aspects of the Admissibility Challenge to the ex‐
tent required by the concrete circumstances of the case”, ‘Decision on the Admissi‐
bility of the Case Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi’, at 15, para. 27.
103 My emphasis. It is probably the first time that this term is included in the
case law of the ICC, even through the official summary of the lengthy decision. See
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tion a wide range of actual allegations introduced by the parties and
which were found to be evidentially substantiated and pertinent to the
case. The data included the quantity and quality of the collected evi‐
dence, the range, methodology and resources available for the investi‐
gations of Al‐Senussi’s case; the recent transfer of Al‐Senussi and his
thirty co‐accuseds’ cases to the Accusation Chamber; the case‐study of
specific judicial proceedings conducted against other Gaddafi regime
officials in Libya; and the recent efforts to resolve the Libyan judicial
system’s problems via international assistance. Furthermore, Pre‐Trial
Chamber I took into consideration the severe problems of Libya after
the civil war;104 the absence of witness protection programs; the signifi‐
cant difficulties that local authorities face in their effort to maintain se‐
curity in certain prisons; and the absence of legal representation for Al‐
Senussi.
The holistic examination of the above did not result in any negative
indications concerning the judicial proceedings in Libya against Al‐
Senussi. In other words, the judicial investigation of the case in Libya
was not deemed to have been conducted in order to protect the ac‐
cused from his criminal responsibilities, which would justify the notion
of ‘unwillingness’ of Article 17(2)(a) ICC Rome Statute.105 Furthermore,

‘Summary of the Decision on the admissibility of the case against Mr Abdullah Al‐
Senussi’, p. 5, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20 media/
press%20releases/Doc uments /pr953/Summary%20Al‐Senussi%20English.pdf>, 28
October 2014.
104 ICC Judge Christine Van den Wyngaert highlighted in a separate declaration
that she was extremely shocked to hear about the abduction and liberation of the
Libyan Prime Minister Ali Zeidan on October 10, 2013, as well as the general secu‐
rity levels in Libya, since the deterioration of such criminal acts could dramatically
affect Libya in its ability to carry though the proceedings against Al‐Senussi. Fur‐
thermore, she would prefer to have received before the issue of the Decision the
views of all interested parties, concerning whether the current security situation in
Libya is safe enough to trial Abdullah Al‐Senussi there. See Declaration of Judge
Christine
Van
den
Wyngaert,
available
online
<http://www.icc‐
cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1663117.PDF>, 30 October 2014.
105 Article 17 Issues of admissibility: “2. In order to determine unwillingness in
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it was decided that the course of the judicial proceedings on a national
level did not involve any unjustified delay, which would certainly col‐
lide with the true intention to bring Al‐Senussi before justice pursuant
to Article 17(2)(b) ICC Rome Statute. In addition, Pre‐Trial Chamber I
reached the conclusion that the judicial investigations against Al‐
Senussi had been conducted in an impartial and independent way and
with the intention to bring the person in question before the court and,
consequently, there was no issue concerning the application of cumula‐
tive requirements pursuant to Article 17(2)(c) ICC Rome Statute.
Moreover, the fact that Al‐Senussi had no legal representation at
this stage of interrogations did not constitute ‘unwillingness’ pursuant
to Article 17(2) ICC Rome Statute, since it was not an indication of
Libya’s unwillingness to bring Al‐Senussi before the court, but rather a
consequence of the country’s state after the civil war and the over‐
throw of the Gaddafi’s regime. Hence, following a strictly grammatical
interpretation of the provision, Pre‐Trial Chamber I concluded that
Libya is not unwilling to put Al‐Senussi on trial, simply because Al‐
Senussi has no legal representation in Libya. Besides, the scope of Arti‐
cle 17 ICC Rome Statute does not regrettably cover human rights issues
that deal with the ‘fair trial’ principle or the prohibition of death pen‐
alty, since in both cases Al‐Senussi would have to remain in The Hague
and be brought before the ICC.106

a particular case, the Court shall consider, having regard to the principles of due
process recognized by international law, whether one or more of the following ex‐
ist, as applicable: (a) The proceedings were or are being undertaken or the national
decision was made for the purpose of shielding the person concerned from crimi‐
nal responsibility for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court referred to in arti‐
cle 5; (b) There has been an unjustified delay in the proceedings which in the cir‐
cumstances is inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice;
(c) The proceedings were not or are not being conducted independently or impar‐
tially, and they were or are being conducted in a manner which, in the circum‐
stances, is inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice.”
106 The Defence highlighted in a previous paper the fast trials that took place in
Libya against higher officers of the Gaddafi regime, which caused the enforcement
of death sentence on the accused. ‘Defence Application on behalf of Abdullah Al‐
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As far as Libya’s ability to investigate the case and persecute Al‐
Senussi was concerned, the ICC Pre‐Trial Chamber I first examined the
possibility that Libya “is not able to obtain the accused”, due to a total
or substantial collapse or unavailability of its national judicial system
pursuant to Article 17(3) ICC Rome Statute.107 Certainly, in the case of
Al‐Senussi who was already in custody in Libya, such a claim could
not be validly supported. Consequently, Pre‐Trial Chamber I contin‐
ued to examine Libya’s ability to “obtain the necessary evidence and
testimony” pursuant to Article 17(3) ICC Rome Statute, by taking into
consideration the data collected by the Libyan authorities and the cur‐
rent stage of the national judicial proceedings. Undisputedly, the lack
of a specific witness protection programme and the fact that certain
prisons still fall outside the jurisdiction of the Libyan Ministry of Jus‐
tice were deemed as negative factors.Nevertheless, in Al‐Senussi’s case
Libya presented substantial evidence, which included several witness
and victim testimonies,108 as well as documents such as orders, medical
records, and flight records.
For these reasons, Pre‐Trial Chamber I concluded that, following an
overall assessment of all factors, Libya is neither unable to conduct its
judicial proceedings in Al‐Senussi’s case nor otherwise unable to

Senussi for Leave to Reply’ to the “Libyan Government’s Response to ‘Defence
Application on behalf of Mr. Abdullah Al‐Senussi concerning Libya’s Announce‐
ment of Trial Date in August 2013’ and ‘Defence Request for this Application and
the Defence Application of 10 July 2013’ to be decided on an urgent basis, ICC‐
01/11‐01/11‐398, para. 10, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1631011.pdf>, 23
October 2014.
107 Article 17 Issues of Admissibility: 3. in order to determine inability in a par‐
ticular case, the Court shall consider whether, due to a total or substantial collapse
or unavailability of its national judicial system, the State is unable to obtain the ac‐
cused or the necessary evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out its
proceedings.
108 It is noteworthy that at least one of the witnesses testified while detained,
and that several potential witnesses are kept today in Al Hadba prison, which op‐
erates under the supervision of the present Libyan government, i.e. the National
Transitional Council.
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“carry out its proceedings” due to a total or substantial collapse or un‐
availability of its national judicial system.109 In an attempt to set apart
Al‐Senussi’s case from Saif Al Islam Gaddafi’s case, where the continu‐
ous attempts to find him a legal representation had subsequently
failed, it must be stressed that in Al‐Senussi’s case there had been sev‐
eral Libyan lawyers who wished to represent him in the national judi‐
cial proceedings, despite the fact that none of them has managed to
visit him and be granted the power of attorney to do so.
Concomitantly, following the aforementioned legal analysis, Pre‐
Trial Chamber I – after its first decision, according to which the ICC
was considered as the competent judicial body to rule on this case– de‐
cided on October 11, 2013 that because of the fact that the Al‐Senussi
case is today under judicial investigation by Libya’s criminal system
and Libya is willing and able to carry out its investigation, the case is
inadmissible pursuant to Article 17(1)(a) ICC Rome Statute and does
not fall under ICC jurisdiction due to the complementarity principle.
However, at the end of its decision, the Court highlighted the
Prosecutor’s right to appeal the decision pursuant to Article 19(10) ICC
Rome Statute when “he or she is fully satisfied that new facts have
arisen that negate the basis on which the case had previously been
found inadmissible” pursuant to Article 17 ICC Rome Statute. None‐
theless, given the cumulative requirements of Article 19 ICC Rome
Statute “fully satisfied + new facts → negation of case inadmissibility”,
as well as the five‐day period of time set by 154(1) Rule of Procedure
and Evidence to submit the request; this did not occur and is not likely
to occur in the future.
To sum up, if one considers the conclusions of the awakening hy‐
pothesis of the complementarity principle, one should feel content by this
prima facie positive development in favour of the complementarity
principle’s application for the first time in the ICC history. On the other
hand, it could be argued that political tendentiousness, international
diplomatic considerations and the two‐year persistent denial of Libya’s
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Article 17 (3) ICC Rome Statute.
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National Transitional Council to deliver Al‐Senussi to ICC, ultimately
led to a judicial compromise, pursuant to the aforementioned report of
the twelve jurists and the Office of the Prosecutor’s Paper on Policy Is‐
sues in 2003. Therefore, if the last conclusion is right, the case of the
complementarity principle functioning as a dead letter remains true
and cannot be overturned by the awakening hypothesis.
Consequently, this decision splits into two the single – up to now –
case of Saif Al Islam Gaddafi and Abdullah Al‐Senussi110: on the one
hand, it brings the more important and notorious Gaddafibefore the
ICC; on the other hand, it brings the less famous Al‐Senussi before the
Libyan judicial authorities. Hence, in spite of the Decision on the Ad‐
missibility of the Case against Saif Al Islam Gaddafi – where one of the
three main reasons for deciding that the ICC should try him was that
“the Chamber has noted a practical impediment to the progress of do‐
mestic proceedings against Mr. Gaddafi as Libya has not shown
whether and how it will overcome the existing difficulties in securing a
lawyer for the suspect”111 –the insuperable problems in Al‐Senussi’s
communication with his lawyers were not considered equally signifi‐
cant,112 at least as it was shown by the different judicial outcomes and
jurisdictions (ICC’s jurisdiction over Gaddafi case and Libya’s jurisdic‐
tion over Al‐Senussi case).
Nonetheless, on October 17, 2013 Al‐Senussi’s Defense Team (which
includes Professor William Schabas) filed a request for the review and
suspension of the case by virtue of the admissibility of the case against
110 See ICC official website for the case ‘Τhe Prosecutor v. Saif Al‐Islam Gaddafi
and Abdullah Al‐Senussi’ <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20
and%20cases/situations/icc0111/related%20cases/icc01110111/Pages/icc
01110111.aspx>, 30 October 2014.
111 ‘Decision on the Admissibility of the Case against Saif Al‐Islam Gaddafi’, su‐
pranote 89, p. 89, para. 215
112 Although it is also highlighted in the Decision that the Pre‐Trial Chamber I
“is mindful that the Defence ability to raise certain factual matters may have been
prejudiced by the absence of direct contacts with Mr Al‐Senussi, since a visit to Mr
Al‐Senussi by his counsel has not taken place despite the Chamber’s order to this
effect”. Ibid., p. 110, para. 219.
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Al‐Senussi, in line with Articles 19(6), 82(1)(a), 82(3), 83(2)(a) ICC Rome
Statute, Articles 154(1) and 156 Rules of Procedure and Evidence and
64 Regulation of the Court.113, 114
In its appeal, the Defense argued that the Court of Appeal must
suspend the decision of October 11, 2013, because if Libya was to pro‐
ceed to conduct and complete the trial proceedings in line with this de‐
cision, this “would defeat the purpose of the appeal”, thus creating an
irreversible situation.115 Therefore, the Defense argued that “it is essen‐
tial that the Admissibility Decision is suspended to prevent Libya from
relying on the Decision to try and sentence Mr. Al‐Senussi before the
Appeals Chamber has finally determined whether Libya can indeed try
him”.116
The Defense analyzed both the fact that Libya is “unable and un‐
willing genuinely to conduct fair trial proceedings”117 and that, conse‐
quently, Pre‐Trial Chamber I erred in finding that his case was inad‐
missible before the ICC. This part was admittedly crucial, because if it
was decided that Article 17 ICC Rome Statute included respect for
human rights and the fair trial principle, then it would be evident that
Al‐Senussi could not be tried in Libya. In that way the Defense seemed
to have been attempting to implant the fair trial criterion within the in‐
terpretational framework of Article 17 ICC Rome Statute. However, the
scope of Article 17 seems much more restricted and refers to cases
where a state attempts to use judicial proceedings taking place on its
grounds as a shield protecting the accused, and not in cases where the
accused faces infringement of his human rights and rights as an ac‐

113 Public censored document, Appeal on behalf of Abdullah Al‐Senussi against
Pre‐Trial Chamber I’s ‘Decision on the admissibility of the case against Abdullah
Al‐Senussi’, and Request for Suspensive Effect, ICC‐01/11‐01/11‐468‐Red 17‐10‐
2013, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1666694.pdf>, 30 October 2014.
114 It is noteworthy that the OPCV was against the Libyan request not to bring
Al‐Senussi before the ICC. Ibid., pp. 99‐100, para. 195‐198.
115 Ibid., pp. 6‐7.
116 Ibid., p. 8.
117 Ibid., p. 10.
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cused or faces the death penalty (in Al‐Senussi’s case all of the above
apply).
Therefore, the fact that Al‐Senussi “has been detained in Libya for
nearly 13 months without access to any lawyer despite his repeated re‐
quests to see a lawyer”118 or that “he has been interrogated in detention
in violation of his rights under Libyan law without any lawyer being
present”119 or that “he is cut‐off from the world and has been denied
family visits and telephone calls”120 or even that “his ICC Defense team
has been prevented by the Libyan authorities from having any contact
with him despite the Pre‐Trial Chamber’s orders to this effect”121 do
not constitute stricto sensu issues under Article 17 ICC Rome Statute.122
Nevertheless, what ultimately emerged from the appeal as an ex‐
ceptionally crucial issue is the suspension of the Admissibility Deci‐

Ibid., p. 11.
Ibid., p. 11.
120 Ibid., p. 11.
121 Ibid., p. 11.
122 “[Τ]he Chamber emphasizes that alleged violations of the procedural rights
of the accused are not per se grounds for a finding of unwillingness or inability un‐
der article 17 of the Statute. In order to have a bearing on the Chamber’s determi‐
nation, any such alleged violation must be linked to one of the scenarios provided
for in article 17(2) or (3) of the Statute. In particular, as far as the State’s alleged
unwillingness is concerned, the Chamber is of the view that, depending on the
specific circumstances, certain violations of the procedural rights of the accused
may be relevant to the assessment of the independence and impartiality of the na‐
tional proceedings that the Chamber is required to make, having regard to the
principles of due process recognized under international law, under article 17(2)(c)
of the Statute. However, this latter provision, identifying two cumulative require‐
ments, provides for a finding of unwillingness only when the manner in which the
proceedings are being conducted, together with indicating a lack of independence
and impartiality, is to be considered, in the circumstances, inconsistent with the in‐
tent to bring the person to justice.” Decision on the Admissibility of the Case
Against Abdullah Al‐Senussi’, 117‐118, para. 235 and f. 541 where there is an ex‐
tremely interesting analysis on the different phrasing of Article 17 (2) (c) ICC Rome
Statute and Article 9(ii) Rules of Procedure and Evidence (cumulative phrasing in
the first, disjunctive phrasing in the second).
118
119
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sion, since the acceptance of this request would result in Al‐Senussi
sustaining the position of the accused as it was prior to the Admissibil‐
ity Decision. Furthermore,
the Appeals Chamber could then find that the immediate
surrender of Mr. Al‐Senussi to The Hague during the ap‐
pellate proceedings is justified in light of the appeal
against the postponement of the surrender order and to
ensure a secure and privileged setting for communications
between Mr. Al‐Senussi and his Counsel, given that Libya
has not permitted him to have any such contact with his
Counsel in Libya. In the Defence’s submission such a find‐
ing would serve to protect Mr. Al‐Senussi’s fundamental
rights, taking into account that the failure to do so could
not be corrected or reversed at any later stage.123
Undoubtedly, though, the unhindered communication of Al‐
Senussi with his Defense Team is of utmost importance for one more
reason: it could constitute a significant source of new information, not
only about the issue of possible inability or unwillingness of Libya to
bring his case before the domestic courts, but first and foremost about
the whole situation in Libya. Finally yet importantly, it is clear that al‐
though the fair trial principle and the protection of Al‐Senussi’s fun‐
damental rights as a human being and accused do not seem to fall ab
initio into Article 17 ICC Rome Statute, an alternative interpretational
approach could possibly be telologically accepted, given that both (on
one hand, a state’s unwillingness and inability to bring a case to court
and the infringement of the fair trial principle and the fundamental
rights of the accused on the other) lead to exactly the same outcome:
harsh criticism against the ICC, the failure of international criminal jus‐
tice and the rescission of any attempt to put an end to impunity in a le‐
gally proper, fair and civilized way.
Nonetheless, On July 24, 2014 the ICC Appeals Chamber confirmed
the Pre‐Trial Chamber’s decision that Al‐Senussi should stand trial in

123

Ibid., p. 13.
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Libya. Although the Appeals Chamber rejected the Defense’s argu‐
ments, the ICC judges seem to be cautiously adopting for the first time
what has already been coined as ‘positive complementarity’124; that is,
whether a trial according ‘minimised rights’ to the accused could fall
afoul of Article 17’s ‘unwilling’ or ‘unable’ criteria:
Taking into account the text, context and object and pur‐
pose of the provision, this determination is not one that in‐
volves an assessment of whether the due process rights of
a suspect have been breached per se. In particular, the con‐
cept of proceedings ”being conducted in a manner which,
in the circumstances, is inconsistent with an intent to bring
the person concerned to justice” should generally be un‐
derstood as referring to proceedings which will lead to a
suspect evading justice, in the sense of not appropriately
being tried genuinely to establish his or her criminal re‐
sponsibility, in the equivalent of sham proceedings that are
concerned with that person’s protection.
However, there may be circumstances, depending on the
facts of the individual case, whereby violations of the
rights of the suspect are so egregious that the proceedings
can no longer be regarded as being capable of providing
any genuine form of justice to the suspect so that they
should be deemed, in those circumstances, to be “inconsis‐
tent with an intent to bring the person to justice.125
124 Kevin Jon Heller, ‘The shadow side of complementarity: the effect of Article
17 of the Rome Statute on national due process, (2006) 17 Criminal Law Fo‐
rum,<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/ papers.cfm?abstract_id=907404>, 24 October
2014; William W. Burke‐White, ‘Implementing a policy of positive complementar‐
ity in the Rome System of Justice’ (2008) 19 Criminal Law Forum, 59‐85; Enrique
Carnero Rojo, ‘The role of fair trial considerations in the complementarity regime
of the International Criminal Court: From ‘No peace without justice’ to ‘No peace
with Victor’s justice’?’, (2005) 18(4) Leiden Journal of International Law, 829‐869.
125 ‘Judgment on the Appeal of Mr Abdullah Al‐Senussi’ against the ‘Decision
of Pre‐Trial Chamber I on 11 October 2013 on the Admissibility of the Case against
Abdullah Al‐Senussi’, paras 2‐3, pages 3‐4, <http://www.icc‐cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/
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According to Yvonne McDermott Rees, the second paragraph seems
to suggest that the ICC left open a more expansive interpretation of the
complementarity clause, to include unfairness to the accused. Con‐
versely, however, the Appeals Chamber refused to accept additional
evidence from the Defense, which purported to show that the authori‐
ties had mistreated the accused in custody for the purposes of obtain‐
ing a confession from him.126
The Hypothesis of Complementarity Principle as a Dead Letter or
the Awakening Hypothesis of Complementarity Principle: Which
Will Prevail?
Although legal theory generally suggests otherwise, all provisions
and principles may not be equal in practice for one who applies the
law. And if this can be reasonably and lawfully true on the basis of the
hierarchy of laws, it can also occur in a ‘paradoxical’ way, even within
the same legal framework and despite the fact that no issue of conflict
of laws arises, where the ‘weighing’ of different laws is largely inevita‐
ble.
Nevertheless, a legally enacted principle as an actual dead letter, i.e.
totally inapplicable or applied in a manner contradictory to its ex‐
pressly defined context, constitutes a rare phenomenon in advanced
judicial systems operating within a democratic society. Undeniably,
such an exceptionally rare anomaly brings confusion and awkward‐
ness to jurists, since referring to it expressly as such in studies and
monographs casts serious doubts on the judicial system within which it
is supposed to exist and ‘operate’. Thus, this principle passes its ‘legal
life’ as a dead letter and the judicial system within which it ‘exists’ con‐
tinues to operate in a manner inconsistent with the officially pro‐
claimed approach and despite its inherent weakness or, better yet,
anomaly.
doc1807073.pdf>, 29 December 2014.
126 Yvonne McDermott Rees, ‘Towards positive complementarity?’, 26 July
2014, electronically available at: Phd in Human Rights Blog, <http://humanrights‐
doctorate.blogspot.gr/2014_07_01_archive.html>, 24 October 2014.
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The complementarity principle of the ICC Rome Statute has consti‐
tuted until very recently a dead letter, which may have just begun to
become ‘fulfilled’ via the decision against Al‐Senussi.127
The present application of the complementarity principle consti‐
tutes proof of the awakening hypothesis of the complementarity prin‐
ciple; on a first level, a hypothesis that presents the case of an expressly
formulated principle which has been substantially non‐existent within
its legal framework for many years, and only after the publication of a
judgment begins to fulfill its express purpose. Furthermore, on a sec‐
ond level, the complementarity principle’s awakening shows the para‐
dox of principles with different legal force, although, theoretically, they
all have the same nominal force within their formulated legal frame‐
work
The ICC decisions against Al‐Senussi in October 2013 and July 2014
indicate that complementarity has ceased being a principle ‘in trance’.
Of course, the question of whether the awakening hypothesis of com‐
plementarity principle or the hypothesis of complementarity principle
as a dead letter (since, if one accepts that the decisions were the result
of a political arrangement to bring Gaddafi’s son before The Hague
and Al‐Senussi before Libya, the complementarity principle was once
more not applied), will only be resolved by future decisions of the ICC.
Αlthough the culmination of the civil war in Libya recently cannot
make us optimistic about the awakening of the complementarity prin‐
ciple,128 ultimately, history will decide which hypothesis triumphs.
127 It is noteworthy here that while the complementarity concept constitutes a
loan from quantum mechanics to law science (since the term complementarity is
used to express the paradox of wave‐particle duality in the scientific field of quan‐
tum mechanics), the new term of the awakening hypothesis that this study at‐
tempts to introduce constitutes a loan‐neologism of the scientists of philology, who
were asked to aid the author in the description of this paradoxical phenomenon: a
legal principle remains empty for several years and suddenly it starts to ‘fill’, to
take a form.
128 The last episode of the civil unrest and war being the bombing of a Greek oil
tanker. ‘Greek oil tanker bombed in Libyan port of Derna’, BBC, 5 January
2015,<http://www.bbc.com/news/world‐africa‐30681904>, 11 January 2015; George
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POSTSCRIPT: After the writing of this article, the principle of com‐
plementarity has finally started emerging as a core factor for ICC’s ju‐
risdiction. The Chief Prosecutor Ms Bensouda has invoked the princi‐
ple of complementarity in the situation between Russia and Georgia in
Ossetia region.129 Moreover, following the threats of certain African
states (initially Burundi, Gambia and South Africa) to withdraw their
ratifications,130, 131 the Chief Prosecutor Ms Bensouda has once more re‐
ferred to the principle of complementarity as a core principle of ICC’s
jurisdiction and has more extensively focused on the principle’s appli‐
cation on the latest Office of The Prosecutor’s Report on Preliminary
Examination Activities 2016.132 The author of this article hopes the in‐
formal dissemination of this article to academics and members of the
International Criminal Court Bar Association has inter alia assisted in
the complementarity’s late recognition as well.133 Certainly, it remains

Joffe, ‘Libya air strikes: conflict linked to wider Middle East’, BBC, 27 August
2014,<http://www.bbc.com/ news/world‐africa‐28948948>, 11 January 2015.
129 Situation in Georgia, Public Document with Confidential, EX PARTE, An‐
nexes A,B, C, D.2, E.3, E.7,E.9, F, H and Public Annexes 1, D.1, E.1, E.2, E.4, E.5, E.6,
E.8,G,I, J, ICC‐01/15‐4 13‐10‐2015 1/160 EO PT, pp. 132‐133, 150‐151,
<https://www.icc‐cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2015_19375.PDF>, 10 April 2017.
130 But see also ASP President welcomes the revocation of South Africa’s with‐
drawal from the Rome Statute, 11 March 2017 <https://www.icc‐cpi.int/
Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1285>, 10 April 2017.
131 Statement of the President of the Assembly of States Parties on the process of
withdrawal from the Rome Statute by Burundi, 18 October 2016, <https://www.icc‐
cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1244>, 10 April 2017; President of the Assembly
regrets withdrawal of any State Party from the Rome Statute and reaffirms the
Court’s fight against impunity, 22 October 2016, <https://www.icc‐cpi.int/Pages
/item.aspx?name=pr1248>, 10 April 2017;Press Conference by the President of the
Assembly on withdrawal from the Rome Statute, today at 15:00 (GMT) in Dakar, 24
October 2016, https://www.icc‐cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=ma206, 10 April 2017;
132 The Office of the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Examination Activities
2016, pp. 2‐3, 5, 48‐49, 72, <goo.gl/QYsMfM>, 10 April 2017.
133 The latest explicit referral of the complementarity principle can be found at
the Statement of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Ms Fatou Ben‐
souda, regarding the situation in the Kasaï provinces, Democratic Republic of the
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yet to be seen to what extent this core principle of the Rome Statute
will be truly revived and obtain the position the international legisla‐
tors had initially envisaged.

Congo, 31 March 2017, <https://www.icc‐cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=170331‐
otp‐stat>, 10 April 2017.
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The Hellenic tax criminal law –
basic principles and targets
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Attorney‐at‐law, Attica Lawyers‐Founder & Developer;
LLM (Athens University of Economics and Business)

Introduction
Failure to fulfil their tax obligations by the citizens constitutes pri‐
marily a violation of the principle of tax equality (article 4, par. 1 of the
Hellenic Constitution).To this end, apart from the necessity of having a
mechanism for compliance, in order for citizens to fulfil their obliga‐
tions, there is a question of having to create an auxiliary system for the
imposition of sanctions to the citizens who are negligent. This is
achieved firstly through administrative measures, by the enforcement
of additional surcharges, fines, interest, and by taking steps to protect
the State, and generally, through administrative sanctions, if citizens
fail to comply with the tax legislation and the obligations under it (arti‐
cles 1 to 16, law 2523/97). This legal issue is subject to the administra‐
tive law; hence the various differences are reviewed by the Administra‐
tive Courts.
However, the lawmakers chose, in addition to the enforcement of
administrative sanctions, to consider punishable certain breaches of tax
obligations. This option, which follows purposes that are irrelevant to
the criminal law, is under question by criminal dogmatic. As it will be
seen later on, the various tax offences are ratified, in any case, through
the administrative procedure. To this end, any further criminalization
thereof seems to be excessive (and much more when following deci‐
sion 1/2010 by the Supreme Special Court (SSC) it was decided that any
detainment for debt to the State, as a means for a procedural coercion
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is opposed to the Constitution and is not allowed) or, in certain cases,
could fall into common criminal clauses, especially those of fraud and
forgery (articles 216 and 386, par. 1 of the Criminal Code), and some‐
times also into the increased sanctions provided by law 1608/50 for
State embezzlers.
In any case, the application of two sanctions, criminal and adminis‐
trative, for this behaviour seems to be inappropriate, excessive, and
opposite to the principle of proportionality (article 25, par. 1 of the Hel‐
lenic Constitution), at least in certain light‐weight instances. In any
case, from the part of the European Court of Human Rights, it has been
admitted that the enforcement for the same tax violation of a tax fine
by the tax authority and of a sentence by a criminal court does not vio‐
late article 4, par 1 of the seventh protocol of the European Convention
on Human Rights, which protects the principle of ne bis in idem.
The Necessity of Legal Protection
Jurisprudence has accepted that under the criminal clauses of law
2523/97, which are analysed below, the legal interest of the State assets
is protected, since the monetary amounts hidden or illegally withheld
through the tax‐evasion actions belong to state assets; i.e. these should
have been deposited to the treasury of the State which, due to the non‐
payment thereof, shows an respective deficit. In this way, each of the
crimes provided by articles 17, 18, and 19 of law 2523/97 places in jeop‐
ardy or affects the assets of the State, by either reducing its assets or by
not increasing them (through the payment of the various tax or duty
owed, etc.).
Specifically, with regard to the crime provided by article 19 of law
2523/97 (tax‐evasion through fake, fictitious or forged tax documenta‐
tion), it is accepted that the assets of the State are not directly affected,
but that through this punishable action, the terms are set that, under
specific conditions, it would be possible to damage the state assets in
the future. Moreover, through this behaviour, the legal interest of the
memorandum is created, i.e. of fictitious, forged and other tax docu‐
mentation, as being documents with increased value as evidence.
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We believe the that above position is imperfect, firstly because it
cannot explain why, since after admitting that the non‐payment of tax
causes a direct damage to state property, in the above sense (non‐
increase or reduction of its assets),punishable actions are considered
only those that refer to the non‐payment (or to the reduced payment)
of specific taxes, fees, etc. (income tax, VAT, etc.) and not those that re‐
fer to others (e.g. inheritance tax, tax for the transfer of real property,
etc.).This selective treatment, which is obviously due to tax‐collection
purposes, shows also the reluctance by legislators when choosing to
criminalize illegal tax behaviours.
Multiple Criminal Punishment
Within the context of the bad condition of the Greek economy, the
already problematic appeal of the legislators to the criminal law, as an
ultimate means of coercion for the undisciplined tax‐payer, increased
two‐fold: Both in terms of quantity and in terms of quality.
In terms of quantity, the inflation of the tax criminal issues is de‐
clared firstly through the upgrading of certain criminally punishable
tax behaviours from misdemeanours to felonies, and secondly, by in‐
creasing the penalty limits in the latter.
In terms of quality, the same trend is expressed through the stan‐
dardization of two crimes for the basically same behaviour: The tax of‐
fences provided by law 2523/97, which shall be further examined be‐
low, and the separate crime (always misdemeanour) of non‐payment
of debts to the State (article 25, law 1882/90).According to the last pro‐
vision, a sentence of up to five years of imprisonment, the minimum of
which depends on the amount of the debt verified, is imposed to any‐
one not paying the amounts owed to the Tax Offices and to the Cus‐
toms Offices or to the State Entities, as well as to the businesses and or‐
ganisations of the wider state sector, after four months have passed
from the date it was due.
The above criminal clause establishes a separate punishable action
in relation to the tax‐evasion offences provided by law 2523/97. To this
end, if the non‐payment of tax does not constitute a punishable action
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under law 2523/97 (e.g. non‐payment of property transfer tax, of in‐
heritance tax, etc.), after it has been verified, the indebted person shall
be prosecuted for the special criminal offence provided by article 25 of
law 1882/90. Moreover, if this non‐payment constitutes a criminal of‐
fence under law 2523/97 (e.g. non‐payment of VAT, article 18 of law
2523/97), then the tax payer shall be prosecuted for this offence, as well
as for the offence provided by article 25 of law 1882/90.
However, through the above, there is a triple punishment of the
same behaviour. To this end, a tax‐payer committing tax‐evasion over
his revenue, by withholding his income (article 17, law 2523/97), shall
incur the following:
• Firstly, he shall be subjected to the relevant tax sanctions provided
by the administrative law (fines for the overdue payment, interest,
State protection measures, etc., under law 4174/2013).
• Moreover, he shall be criminally prosecuted for the crime of tax‐
evasion over his income (article 17 of law 2523/97) which, depend‐
ing on the amount, could be considered also a felony, punishable
with imprisonment for up to 20 years.
• Further, he shall then be criminally prosecuted for the misdemean‐
our of not having paid certified debts to the State (article 25 of law
1882/90), while:
• In certain occasions, he may be face criminal charges even for
money laundering (law 2331/95), where the basic offence shall be
tax evasion over his income, accompanied then by money launder‐
ing, even by simply holding in a bank account the amounts respec‐
tive to the unpaid income tax.
As one may understand, such punishment of the same, antisocial
behaviour, is not compatible with the principle of proportionality and
is an expression of panic by the state towards the current financial
conditions, hence it cannot be accepted as fair.
The Current Legislative Framework
The substantive and procedural clauses governing the Greek tax
criminal law are included in articles 17 to 21, and 24 of law 2523/97, as
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these have been successively amended, especially by laws 3220/04,
3888/2010 and 3943/2011. In accordance to jurisprudence, the newer (of
substantive law) clauses that amended the above law are not applied
retroactively if they worsen the position of the accused person (article
2, par. 1 of the Criminal Code), e.g. if they increase the penalties of the
various tax offences.
With regard to its structure, law 2523/97 provides for three catego‐
ries of tax offences: Tax evasion through the omission to submit or by
submitting inaccurate statements with regard to income tax (article 17),
tax evasion through the non‐payment or inaccurate payment of VAT
and other deducted or charged taxes, fees, or contributions (article 18)
and tax evasion through forged, fictitious, or tampered tax evidence, as
well as through the failure to apply the clauses of the Code of Books
and Records (article 19).
Legal Entities
Article 20 of law 2523/97 includes certain special provisions for the
natural persons bearing any capacity in a legal entity. Firstly, they are
considered as the perpetrators of the crimes provided by articles 17, 18,
and 19 of law 2523/97 (article 20 par. 1 to 3 of law 2523/97):
• In domestic société anonymes, the Presidents of the Board of Direc‐
tors, the managers or authorized or collaborating consultants, the
administrators, the general managers, or the directors, and gener‐
ally all persons authorized under the law through an agreement or
court decision to exercise administration or management. In ab‐
sence of these persons, as perpetrators are considered the other
members of the Board of Directors, provided they are temporarily
or permanently exercising the management or administration of
the company.
• With regard to personal companies, the general partners or man‐
agers.
• With regard to limited liability companies, the managers and,
when absent or not specified, the partners.
• With regard to cooperatives, the presidents or secretaries or treas‐
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urers, or managers.
With regard to joint ventures, societies, civil, participatory or hid‐
den companies, their representatives and, in absence of them, their
members.
• With regard to foreign undertakings, the managers or their repre‐
sentatives or their agents in Greece.
In addition, as perpetrators are considered those who under the
law, following a court decision or a provision in a will, are managing
foreign property, including the commissioner, guardian, or administra‐
tor of foreign assets, as per the clauses of the Civil Code (article 20, par.
4 in law 2523/97).
Moreover, to the action the heads of the accounting department of
the undertaking are considered as direct accessories, liable for any
form of tax‐evasion, and generally anyone assisting by any means to
the above offences, including the attorney signing the pertinent state‐
ment (article 20, par. 5 of law 2523/97). In the last case, i.e. with regard
to the attorney, it obviously refers to the cases provided by articles 17
and 18 of law 2523/97, with regard to the filing of income tax or VAT
statements (since in the crime stipulated by article 19, the filing of a
statement to the tax authority is not a prerequisite).
The aforementioned clause has been subjected to criticism by the
criminal science, since it divides the clauses of the Criminal Code on
participation, to which it is opposed. Indeed, articles 45 et seq. of the
Criminal Code were more than sufficient in order to deal with the issue
of participatory action by natural persons involved in tax evasion
committed by a legal entity.
Without expanding to issues of criminal dogmatic, two remarks are
necessary. Firstly, under par. 1 to 4 of article 20 in law 2523/97, in our
view, a refutable presumption is created regarding instigation against
certain persons, which, at least, is mitigated by the provision of par. 6
of the same article (according to which, in every case of responsibility
as per article 20 of law 2523/97, it is required to have knowledge of the
actual action of the tax evasion committed by the legal en‐
tity).Secondly, the provision of par. 5 in article 20 of law 2523/97 con‐
•
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siders as direct assistance, punishable with the penalty applicable to
the perpetrator (article 46, par. 1, case b) of the Civil Code) all assis‐
tance given to a tax offence, even if it occurred prior the crime or if it
was not completely necessary for its commitment (to this end, in ac‐
cordance with article 47 of the Civil Code, it would constitute as simple
assistance, punishable under article 83 with a reduced penalty).This
creation of directness for all assistance to tax evasion is opposite to the
principle of proportionality and equality (articles 4, par. 1 and 25, par.
1 of the Civil Code), since it brings a stricter treatment of the simple ac‐
cessory to these crimes in comparison to the participant who is just
participating in all other punishable action; for this reason, it is oppo‐
site to the constitution.
However, it should be stated that a recent law provides that a per‐
son bearing in an undertaking (legal entity) one of the capacities pro‐
vided by article 20, par. 1 to 3 of law 2523/97, in a solely typical manner
(hence the natural person committing an action that constitutes a form
of tax evasion is different, i.e. the person exercising the actual admini‐
stration and management of the legal entity), in order to be convicted,
it is necessary to prove firstly that he knew and willingly covered the
action or omission performed by the third party (which constitutes a
crime of tax evasion) and secondly, that he had the actual ability to
stop this action or omission by the above third party, by exercising the
powers deriving from his capacity.
References
G. Dimitraina, ‘Tax evasion crimes –tax evasion issues regarding in‐
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Introducing an Unacknowledged Crisis
Whilst espionage is not a new occurrence, it has received remarka‐
bly little research attention in Europe. Espionage crimes are of a mixed
character and encompass two separate phenomena: ‘classic’ or eco‐
nomic espionage by intelligence agencies of a foreign state, and inci‐
dents of competitive corporate or industrial espionage, commercial
spying or industrial theft. Both phenomena are characterized by essen‐
tially identical modi operandi, the aim of illegal obtainment of know‐
how and other information as well as the largely identical targets or
victims in form of the owners of know‐how and/or intellectual prop‐
erty such as business and trade secrets. The latter may stem either from
the economy or science. In substance, the difference between economic
and industrial espionage is only the different motivation – in achieving
either a political or an economic advantage. Both forms of espionage
are located at the intersection of conventional (physical) crime and cy‐
bercrime.
The basic understanding of these crimes, their legal framework as
well as the organisational design of administrative competences and
jurisdictions is still largely shaped by the Cold War period.1 Legal
modernisations have not kept pace with the changing political condi‐
tions. Former political frontlines were dissolved and in some cases re‐
1

Metzler 1990.
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placed by economic cooperation. At the same time, new friend‐foe pat‐
terns evolved along the fluid lines of contemporaneous political inter‐
ests. While attacks on economic know‐how originating from some re‐
gions are still persecuted as state crime, delinquents originating from
friendly nations are termed to be ‘friendly spies’ and only hesitatingly
prosecuted – if at all.2 In light of the ongoing developments in the
European political arena, an un‐reflected classification of these phe‐
nomena as state crime (in Germany punishable under § 99 of the Ger‐
man Criminal Code) is increasingly less compelling. Independent of
any legal considerations, it stands to reason that non‐state initiated
modes of illegal know‐how obtainment prosecuted as industrial espio‐
nage (in Germany punishable as ‘Konkurrenzausspähung’ under § 17
of the German Unfair Competition Law) are of larger practical signifi‐
cance. In Germany, this assumption may be based on the available al‐
beit incomplete statistical data drawn from the Polizeiliche Kriminal‐
statistik (police crime statistics), the Lagebild Wirtschaftskriminalität
(situation picture on economic crime) as well as the scarce relevant vic‐
timization studies conducted by economic research institutes.3
The clean legal differentiation does not translate well into everyday
practice. The different criminal provisions amount to separate jurisdic‐
tions for economic and industrial espionage. In Germany, structures
developed for law enforcement agencies with varying responsibilities
which are in part complementary to each other (e.g. different adminis‐
trative levels within a federal state) and in part exclusive (investigative
powers of the Attorney General, cf. § 124a German GVG). This compe‐
tency problem is exacerbated by the fact that in many cases, not only in
the area of cybercrime, the origins and aims of attacks remain undis‐
covered. The subsequent uncertainty as to the competent authority
puts espionage cases at risk of untimely closure of investigations. This,
in turn, leads to problems with statistical recording. Solved cases are
rare and quite likely statistically underrepresented. Unclear cases are
Schweizer 1993.
KPMG 2006, KPMG 2010, PwC 2011, Corporate Trust 2012, Corporate Trust
2014, PwC 2016.
2
3
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more likely to be counted without reference to economic or industrial
espionage as theft, breach of trust or cybercrime.
In addition to this statistical difficulty with reported cases, the
criminal area at hand is characterized by unreported cases. While cases
in all areas of crime go undetected to varying degrees, even discovered
cases of espionage may go unreported due to the affected companies
fearing (further) reputational damage and endangerment of their busi‐
ness secrets. These considerations hamper the cooperation of busi‐
nesses with law enforcement agencies.
It is to be questioned if the distinction between governmental (intel‐
ligence‐led) and non‐governmental (corporate) inducement of attacks
along with the procedural differentiation depending on the affected
know‐how is actually relevant. From the point of view of targeted
businesses, the actual or anticipated economic damages determine
their reactions. These considerations amplify doubts if the distinction
in the approach can still be considered expedient. The current struc‐
tures might not only diminish effective domestic prosecution but also
negatively impact international and cross‐border cooperation includ‐
ing legal assistance.
Starting by clearing up the terminology, this article will examine the
current state of research, describe the approach of an on‐going research
project and end with a succinct quantification of the current state of cri‐
sis.
1. Defining espionage
Considering the long history of the crime in question it may be consid‐
ered surprising that a proper definition of espionage is still a necessity.
This is due to the inconsistency in the terminology for the discussion of
economic and industrial espionage in at least English and German. The
backgrounds and motivations of the individual authors seem to deter‐
mine their choice of vocabulary. Not all terms are always used in the
same way or with the same meaning. In German the terminology
originates from such diverse backgrounds as business administration,
the technical appliance industry, the computer industry, the security
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industry, law and history.4 In English, there are terms generally used
for describing industrial espionage including corporate espionage,
economic intelligence or data theft and terms mostly used to describe
economic espionage such as economic warfare or digital sovereignty.5
Economic espionage can be defined as acts of spying conducted by
and for state agents targeting economic enterprises, business and re‐
search institutions (BT‐Drs. 2014, S. 2, 3). Economic espionage aims to
aid the economy of a foreign state, is motivated by political interests
and belongs to the area of state crime and thus ‘classical’ criminal law.
Industrial espionage is defined in accordance with The Oxford Eng‐
lish dictionary as ‘spying directed towards discovering the secrets of a
rival industrial company, manufacturer, etc.’(BT‐Drs.2014, S. 2, 3). It
serves economic interests and focuses on acquiring product‐related
know‐how. Unlike illegal information procurement of secret informa‐
tion, the collection and evaluation of publicly accessible information
through so called competitive intelligence is legal within the limits of
existent data protection law.6
2. Current state of research
Academic research on economic and industrial espionage is cur‐
rently lacking, both in quantity and quality. The research that does ex‐
ist is fraught by the above‐mentioned inconsistent terminology which
makes it difficult to compare empirical studies and country‐specific
data.
Generally speaking the scarce scientific literature is by and large
limited to the discussion of questions that were relevant at the time of
the conceptualization and implementation of the corresponding regu‐

4 „Betriebsspionage”, „Geheimnisschutz”, „illegaler Wissensabfluss”, „Indust‐
riespionage”, „Know‐How‐Schutz”, „Sabotageschutz”, „ungewollter Informati‐
onsabfluss”, „Werksspionage”, „wirtschaftliche Kriegsführung”, „Wettbewerbs‐
spionage”, „Wissensdiebstahl”, „Wissensabschöpfung” as well as „staatsverstärkte
Kriminalität”.
5 Naucke 1996.
6 Röder 2011; Scherf 2013.
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lation.7 In addition to literature on economic crime and its penal regu‐
lation, titles on competition law are also relevant.8 As the modi oper‐
andi and thus the phenomenology of economic and industrial espio‐
nage change, the normative need for reform becomes evident. In the
recent literature the conclusion prevails that the current legal situation
is no longer appropriate.9
3. The WiSKoS‐Project
To close this research gap is the purpose of a current research pro‐
ject of the Max Planck Institute for foreign and international criminal
law (MPICC) in Freiburg, Germany, called “Wirtschaftsspionage und
Konkurrenzausspähung in Deutschland und Europa (WiSKoS)” or in
English “WiSKoS – Economic and industrial espionage in Europe”. The
project is part of a research program launched by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research on civil security.10
WiSKoS is a joint project in which the MPICC cooperates with the
Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation in Karlsruhe, Ger‐
many. Associate partners of the project are the Federal Criminal Police
Office (Bundeskriminalamt), the State Criminal Police Office Baden
Wuerttemberg (Landeskriminalamt Baden‐Württemberg) und the
Saxon “Police University” (Sächsische Hochschule der Polizei). The
first two act as consultants to the project as well as being end users.
The Sächsische Hochschule der Polizei also plays an advisory role in
the evaluation of state prosecution files. In addition to the planned
publication of three books, guidelines will be formulated for three end‐

7 Cf. e.g. Dannecker 1987; Schönecker/Schmidt/Oehler 1981 give an overview for
Europe; for a current overview see Carl/Kilchling 2016 or Kilchling/Carl 2016.
8 The latest publication on comparative law in the field of economic and indus‐
trial espionage is the doctoral thesis by Föbus 2011; earlier works include Ame‐
lunxen 1977, Liebl 1987 and Tuck & Liebl 1988 all of which focus on now out‐dated
scenarios.
9 Cf. Többens 2000.
10 German: ‚Forschung für die zivile Sicherheit, cf. Bundesministerium für Bil‐
dung und Forschung’, Referat Sicherheitsforschung, 2012.
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user groups: small and medium‐sized enterprises (SMEs)11, the scien‐
tific research sector, and domestic law enforcement and intelligence
agencies. The first two groups will receive a manual for dealing with
economic espionage in a wider sense, while the authorities will obtain
guidance notes on how to improve cooperation with their end‐users.
This set‐up was selected to best further the research interest of the
project. WiSKoS aims to provide an overview of the threat level posed
by economic and industrial espionage in Germany and across Europe.
Apart from taking stock of the status quo, the need for optimization is
to be assessed. This includes the search for alternative models and
strategies in other European countries. Effective control is highly im‐
portant for Germany as a scientific and a business location.
The focus of the project is not on large industrial companies – so‐
called “global players” – who often calculate their own levels of risk
and financial vulnerability and, consequently, actively integrate inter‐
nal systems of prevention and control into the running of their busi‐
nesses. These companies act autonomously once a threat surfaces (i.e.,
without requesting the intervention of (national) law enforcement
agencies).12 Instead, WiSKoS focuses on the impact of economic and
industrial espionage on SMEs that in some cases are the holders of vast
special know‐how as so‐called “hidden champions”.13 While SMEs are
frequently internationally active, due to their size, they are far more
dependent on cooperation with (national) law enforcement agencies
and other state authorities when affected by industrial espionage.14
WiSKoS also includes the European sector of scientific research in its
study since there threat levels and the awareness thereof are frequently
11 Based on a secondary analysis conducted by the Bundeskriminalamt (BKA,
Federal Criminal Police Office) the focus of research is large enterprises and not
SMEs (cf. Kasper 2014).
12 Cf. Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz March 2010: pp. 6‐7; Bundesamt für Verfas‐
sungsschutz, November 2008: p. 10.
13 The defining criteria of hidden champions are contested. This publication de‐
fines hidden champions as SMEs that are leading in Europe or even worldwide in
their niche sector (cf. Springer Gabler Verlag undated (a) or Simon 2007, p. 15).
14 Cf. Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz July 2014, p. 6.
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mismatched.15 The final two groups to be included in the project are
domestic law enforcement and intelligence agencies, which constantly
monitor economic and industrial espionage. These agencies have dis‐
covered that in the past the willingness to report suspected espionage
to the police is considerably lower than for other offenses.16 WiSKoS
will analyse the current state of detection and prevention measures on
an international scale and make suggestions on how to improve coop‐
eration between companies and state regulatory and law enforcement
authorities.
The project is divided into three modules which constitute self‐
contained units of research with an independent content and geo‐
graphical focus as well as specifically tailored methodical approaches.
At the same time, the modules are closely aligned and logically linked
to each other.
Module 1, which has already been completed, provides a broad
screening of national laws and the classification of threat levels (based
on statistical material) among the current member states of the Euro‐
pean Union (EU)17 and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).
The module utilizes a descriptive‐normative approach and includes a
socio‐cultural analysis of the relationship between the state and the
economy. In addition to a comprehensive overview of the current
status quo in the 28 EU member states as well as Switzerland (as a rep‐
resentative of the EFTA member states), the research conducted in this
module was used to identify countries that are being contrasted with
Germany in Module 2. WiSKoS identified as relevant differences 1) the
scope of the country’s economy, 2) the nature of the regulation of eco‐
nomic and industrial espionage inside and outside criminal law, and 3)
the concrete threat level.18 The classification of the latter is based on the
15 This was communicated in preliminary conversations with possible interview
partners prior to the interviews with German scientific organizations for the sec‐
ond module of the project.
16 This was communicated by the Federal Criminal Police Office.
17 “Current” pertains to the British EU referendum, the so called ‘Brexit’.
18 For details see Carl & Kilchling 2016. The concrete selection criteria are in‐
cluded in Section 4 in the chapter on comparative law.
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existence of specific industries and economic sectors as well as on the
potential attractiveness of targets.19 The application of these criteria led
to the selection of Austria, Bulgaria, Switzerland and the United King‐
dom as countries suitable for an in‐depth comparative analysis.
Module 2, which is currently in progress, deals with a detailed
multi‐level evaluation of the countries functioning as a contrast group
to Germany. The problem analysis combines qualitative and quantita‐
tive research methods. In addition to the scrutiny of relevant literature
and documentary sources, specific case analyses are selected to pro‐
vide insight into cases as well as practices of the case work of police
forces and law enforcement agencies. In Germany the case analysis is
done by conducting an extensive file analysis. Concerning the foreign
legal systems the analysis is restricted to the identification and inter‐
pretation of exemplary case studies. Another crucial element of the
empirical fieldwork are workshops and complemental qualitative in‐
terview scenarios designed to analyse problems and solution ap‐
proaches from the perspective of the most relevant stakeholders in the
selected countries. The focus is on government representatives, SMEs
as well as the scientific sector.
The aim of Module 3, which is currently in the planning stage, is to
validate the situation description resulting from the second module. It
deals with contrasting the solution approaches on the legislative and
end user levels thus serving as a feedback mechanism for the previous
findings. The method which is best suitable to achieve this goal is an
extended survey of the area of unreported cases, which will be con‐
ducted by means of two independent surveys. This will be comple‐
mented via a ‘proof‐of’‐concept that collects the opinion of German
businesses on the possibility of transferring key findings, which are
taken from the foreign countries’ description of problems and solution
approaches.

19

For details see Carl & Kilchling 2016 which contains the findings of Module 1.
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4. Quantifiying the state of crisis
Since the WiSKoS project commenced its research in 2015 some
findings are already available.20 The comparative analysis of the
twenty‐nine country reports showed economic and industrial espio‐
nage to be a universal threat. However, the perceived significance of
the phenomenon varies notably. Only nine country experts reported
that their nations were actively targeted by espionage and nine felt that
the threat level was increasing. Economic and industrial espionage is
punishable in twenty‐five countries, all of which are civil law coun‐
tries. In the common law countries included in the study, the United
Kingdom and Ireland, as well as the countries with mixed legal system,
Malta and Cyprus, there are no explicit penal provisions for economic
and industrial espionage. No country expert reported the existence of
legal definitions of either phenomenon. While the range of punishment
varies considerably between the researched countries, it becomes evi‐
dent that the punishment for economic espionage, which is an offense
against state security, is always higher than that for industrial espio‐
nage, which is an offense against fair competition. The punishment is
usually imprisonment and / or a fine. The hypothesized scarcity of sta‐
tistical data was reflected in the county reports. Where crime statistics
are available, the explanatory power of those statistics varies noticea‐
bly in its make‐up and depth and provides extremely limited informa‐
tion on economic and industrial espionage. Relevant cases are fre‐
quently subsumed under “economic crime” in general. These findings
display the current state of crisis and prove the necessity for further in‐
depth research on economic and industrial espionage that will be
henceforth be conducted through the WiSKoS project.21

All findings of Module 1 are presented in Carl & Kilchling 2016.
Frequently updated information on the continuing research is available
through http://wiskos.de/en/home.html.
20
21
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Die Wirkung der Wirtschaftskrise auf das
Steuerstrafrecht in Europa anhand
des Beispiels von Ungarn
JUDIT JACSÓ1
Dr. jur., Universitätsdozentin, Institut für Strafrechtswissenschaften, Lehrstuhl
für Strafrecht und Kriminologie, Staats‐ und Rechtswissenschaftliche Fakultät
der Universität Miskolc/Ungarn

Einleitende Gedanken
Die Aktualität der Reform des Steuerstrafrechts und die Schaffung
von einheitlich geltenden Standards sind in der Europäischen Union
aber auch über die EU hinaus international diskutiert und besonders
auf der Ebene der OECD vorangetrieben worden.2 Die globale Wirt‐
schaftskrise hat dazu auch beigetragen, dass der Kampf gegen die Steu‐
ersünder in den Mittelpunkt der mitgliedsstaatlichen und europäi‐
schen Bemühungen gerückt ist. Diese ist in mehreren Rechtsakten der
EU betont. Gerade in dieser Zeit ist vom Gesetzgeber noch mehr ver‐
langt, dass gegen diese Straftat mit effektiveren Mitteln auftritt, damit
die Steuergerechtigkeit sichergestellt werden kann. Die Mitgliedstaaten
der Europäischen Union haben daraufhin neue Maßnahmen im Kampf
gegen die Steuerkriminalität eingeführt. Die veränderte Wirtschaftssi‐
tuation verlangte neue Reaktionen vom Gesetzgeber. Die durch die
Steuerhinterziehung verursachten Schäden sind ebenfalls als beträchtlich
1 Der Großteil des vorliegenden Beitrages wurde im Rahmen des von der Ale‐
xander‐von‐Humboldt‐Stiftung geförderten Forschungsprojekts „Europäisierung
des Steuerstrafrechts am Beispiel der gesetzlichen Regelungen in Deutschland, Ös‐
terreich und Ungarn” verfasst.
2 Siehe „Die Arbeit der OECD gegen Steuerhinterziehung”, http://www. o‐
ecd.org/ berlin/themen/diearbeitderoecdgegensteuerhinterziehung.htm (4.09.2016).
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bewertet, welche im Hinblick auf die Wirtschaftskrise noch bedeuten‐
der zu sein scheinen.3 Noch ein wichtiger Aspekt kann hervorgehoben
werden: Die Globalisierung des Wirtschaftslebens hat ebenso neue Anfor‐
derungen an das Steuerstrafrecht gestellt. Aus diesen erwähnten
Gründen sind die Aktualität und die Bedeutung der mit dem Steuer‐
strafrecht zusammenhängenden Fragen evident.4
Durch die Umsatzsteuerhinterziehung (besonders durch die Karus‐
sellbetrugsfälle) wird dem mitgliedsstaatlichen Fiskus und dadurch
auch dem europäischen Haushalt enormer Schaden zugefügt.5 Durch
3 In den Entschließungen des Europäischen Parlaments wird ein Betrag von
schätzungsweise einer Billion Euro genannt, die durch Steuerbetrug, Steuerhinter‐
ziehung, Steuerumgehungen (aggressive Steuerplanung) jährlich verloren geht.
Entschließung des Europäischen Parlaments vom 12. Dezember 2013 zur Forde‐
rung nach messbaren und verbindlichen Verpflichtungen zur Bekämpfung von
Steuerhinterziehung und Steuervermeidung in der EU (2013/2963(RSP))
P7_TA(2013)0593. Dieser Betrag entspricht nach dem Europäischen Parlament „ei‐
ner jährlichen Kostenbelastung von annähernd 2 000 Euro pro EU‐Bürger”. Siehe
Entschließung des Europäischen Parlaments vom 21. Mai 2013 zur Bekämpfung
von Steuerbetrug, Steuerflucht und Steueroasen (2013/2060(INI)) P7_TA(2013)0205;
Eine 2015 erlassene einschlägige Mitteilung der Kommission enthält folgende In‐
formation bezüglich des Ausmaßes des Problems: „Die höchsten Schätzungen be‐
laufen sich auf 860 Mrd. EUR jährlich (Steuerhinterziehung) und 150 Mrd. EUR
jährlich (Steuervermeidung).”Siehe Mitteilung der Kommission an das Europäi‐
sche Parlament und den Rat über Steuertransparenz als Mittel gegen Steuerhinter‐
ziehung und Steuervermeidung, COM(2015) 136 final, Brüssel, den 18.3.2015, 4.
4 Siehe dazu mehr Jacsó, ‘Neue Wege zu Bekämpfung der Steuerhinterziehung
durch den Straftatbestand des Haushaltsbetrugs im ungarischen StGB’, ZStW 2015
127(1) 190.
5 Die Kommission vertritt diesbezüglich in Anlehnung an die Rechtsprechung
des Europäischen Gerichtshofes die Meinung, dass der Umsatzsteuerbetrug unter
der Definition des EU‐Betrugs zu subsumieren ist. Gemäß des EuGH besteht „ein
unmittelbarer Zusammenhang zwischen der Erhebung der Mehrwertsteuerein‐
nahmen unter Beachtung des einschlägigen Unionsrechts einerseits und der Zur‐
verfügungstellung entsprechender Mehrwertsteuermittel für den EU‐Haushalt, da
jedes Versäumnis bei der Erhebung ersterer potenziell zu einer Verringerung letz‐
terer führt.”Aus diesem Grund vorgeschlagen, dass der Anwendungsbereich der
neuen Richtlinie über den strafrechtlichen Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der
Europäischen Union erfasst werden sollte.Vorschlag für eine Richtlinie über die
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die Begehung von Steuerhinterziehung können ernsthafte Wettbewerbs‐
verzerrungen in der Europäischen Union entstehen, wodurch auch das
ordentliche Funktionieren des Binnenmarktes gefährdet werden kann.6 Aus
diesem Grund stand die Umsatzsteuer im Mittelpunkt der neuen
Maßnahmen, da die Anfälligkeit in diesem Bereich besonders hoch
eingeschätzt wird.7
In Ungarn erfolgte die Reform des Steuerstrafrechts durch das Straf‐
rechtsänderungsgesetz 20118, mit dem der neue Straftatbestand des
Haushaltsbetruges eingeführt wurde. Das neue Konzept wurde auch
in den vierten ungarischen Strafkodex9 übernommen. Neben den ma‐
teriellstrafrechtlichen Änderungen sind auch andere Regelungsberei‐
che durch Reformschritte gekennzeichnet. Besonders betrugsanfällig
scheint Ungarn, wo seit 2012 die allgemeine Umsatzsteuer 27 Prozent
der Steuerbemessungsgrundlage beträgt, zu sein.10 Dies stellte einen
strafrechtliche Bekämpfung von gegen die finanziellen Interessen der Europäi‐
schen Union gerichtetem Betrug, COM(2012)363 final, Brüssel, 11.7.2012. (Im Wei‐
teren: Richtlinienvorschlag KOM(2012) 363) Erläuterung zum Art 2., 10.
6 In der EU gibt es ein gemeinsames Mehrwertsteuersystem, das auf Gegens‐
tände und Dienstleistungen zur Anwendung kommt. Die heute geltenden unions‐
rechtlichen materiellen Vorschriften sind in der Mehrwertsteuerrichtlinie 2006/112/
EG6 zu finden. Somit ist sowohl das materielle als auch das formelle Umsatzsteuer‐
recht der Mitgliedstaaten stark vom Unionsrecht geprägt, wobei aber die Steuer‐
sätze und ‐befreiungen nicht völlig harmonisiert sind. Den Mitgliedstaaten wird
dabei Ermessensspielraum bei der Umsetzung eingeräumt.
7 Vgl. Brandl, ‘Karussellbetrug – Umsatzsteuerliche und finanzstrafrechtliche
Konsequenzen’, in Achatz/Tumpel (Hrsg.), Missbrauch im Umsatzsteuerrecht, Linde
Verlag, Wien, 2008, 139, 141; Muhler ,Die Umsatzsteuerhinterziehung, wistra, 1/2009,
1 ff.
8 Gesetz Nr. LXIII aus dem Jahr 2011 über die Änderung des Strafgesetzbuchs
Nr. IV aus dem Jahr 1978 und über die Änderung anderer mit den Finanzdelikten
zusammenhängenden Gesetze (im Weiteren: StRÄG 2011).
9 Gesetz Nr. C aus dem Jahre 2012 über das Strafgesetz, in Kraft getreten am 1.
Juli 2013.
10 § 82 Gesetz Nr. CXXVII. aus dem Jahre 1997 über die allgemeine Umsatzsteu‐
er (Im Weiteren: uUStG) In Ungarn wurde die Mehrwertsteuer mit einem relativ
hohen Steuersatz eingeführt (25 %).Nach der Wirtschaftskrise wurde diese von 20
% auf 25 % erhöht. Siehe dazu: http://www.die‐mehrwertsteuer. de/de/umsatz‐
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besonderen Anreiz für die Straftatbegehung dar. Der ungarische Ge‐
setzgeber hat dieses Risiko erkannt und sich bemüht, in den letzten
Jahren mit einem komplexen Kampf gegen diese Erscheinung der Krimi‐
nalität verstärkt aufzutreten. Im Folgenden wird versucht, über die
eingeführten Maßnahmen, welche auch das materielle Strafrecht
betreffen, einen kurzen Überblick zu geben.
Kampf gegen die Steuerkriminalität in Ungarn
1.Außerstrafrechtliche und strafverfahrensrechtliche Maßnahmen
Es muss am Anfang betont werden, dass in Ungarn der Kampf ge‐
gen die Steuerdelinquenz auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen aufgenommen
wurde. Die außerstrafrechtlichen Mittel haben das Steuerrecht11 betrof‐
fen; das ungarische Steuersystem wurde in den letzten Jahren umges‐
taltet.12 Hinsichtlich der Bekämpfung der Steuerkriminalität sind zwei
Maßnahmen hervorzuheben: Es wurden ab 2015 ganz neue Pflichten
eingeführt, wie die Quittungsausgabepflicht durch eine mit der Steuer‐
behörde in Onlineverbindung stehende Verrechnungskasse bei be‐
steuer‐ungarn.html (27.07.2015). In bestimmten Bereichen wurde sie dann in 2016
heruntergesetzt.
11 Die relevanten Rechtsakte im außerstrafrechtlichen Bereich sind: Gesetz Nr.
XCII v. 2003 über die Abgabenordnung (AO); Gesetz Nr. CXXVII v. 1997 über die
allgemeine Umsatzsteuer (UStG).
12 Ohne detailliert auf diese Fragen eingehen zu wollen, sind folgende Ände‐
rungen hervorzuheben: Bei den direkten Steuern wurde ein niedrigerer Steuersatz
eingeführt, wie z.B. bei der persönlichen Einkommensteuer ein konstanter Steuer‐
satz (16 %, ab 2016 15 %); bei der Körperschaftssteuer (10 %; bei Nettoeinnahmen
von mehr als 500 Mio. HUF 19 %) und parallel dazu wurde 2012 der Mehr‐
wertsteuersatz auf 27 % erhöht (bei bestimmten Produkten niedrigere Steuersätze;
wie z.B. 18 % bei Milch‐Produkten, 5 % bei Büchern, seit 2015 auch bei bestimmten
Tieren, wie Rind, Schaf, Ziege). Ab 2016 wurde er in bestimmten Bereichen (Bau‐
wesen) deutlich herabgesetzt (5 % – Wohnungsbau). Es soll noch erwähnt werden,
dass das Reverse Charge‐Verfahren bei bestimmten Dienstleistungen und Produk‐
ten (so in der Bauwirtschaft und bei Abfallprodukten ab 2006, bei bestimmten Ge‐
treidearten sowie Mais, Weizen usw. ab 2012, ab 2015 für bestimmte Stahlproduk‐
te, Ausleihen von Arbeitskraft) verstärkt eingesetzt wurde. Siehe § 142 Abs. 1
UStG.
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stimmten Dienstleistern13 und die Anmeldepflicht in Verbindung mit
dem Gütertransport auf öffentlichen Straßen.14 Die durch die Einfüh‐
rung des Kontrollsystems der Beförderung von Gütern auf öffentlichen Stra‐
ßen zu erreichenden Ziele waren einerseits die Verhinderung der Um‐
satzsteuerhinterziehung durch Eindämmung der fiktiven Warenbeför‐
derung und andererseits der Schutz der steuerehrlichen Wirt‐
schaftsteilnehmer. Ein wichtiger Vorteil dieser neuen Maßnahme ist,
dass die Warentransporte mit LKW über 3,5 Tonnen durch die E‐
KÁER‐ID Nummer und die installierten Straßenkameras aktuell ver‐
folgbar und kontrollierbar geworden sind. Von der neuen Pflicht sind
der ungarische Empfänger (nicht Endabnehmer) bzw. im Fall von Wa‐
renverkäufen oder –beschaffungen der Absender betroffen. Diese neu
eingeführten Maßnahmen konnten die Erwartungen erfüllen. Nach
dem ersten Jahr waren die Erfahrungen eindeutig positiv. Die Bereini‐
gung der betroffenen Branchen wurde angefangen. Die Wettbewerbs‐
verzerrungen werden durch den Ausschluss der Mehrwertsteuerbe‐
trüger vom Markt verdrängt und parallel dazu sind die Mehrwertsteu‐
ereinnahmen gestiegen.
Bevor die erwähnten außerstrafrechtlichen Reformen eingeführt
wurden, sind jedoch erwähnenswerte strafverfahrensrechtliche Änderun‐
gen15 in Kraft getreten. Unter diesen ist die Vereinheitlichung der Steu‐
er‐ und Finanzkontrollbehörde sowie der Zollbehörde im Jahr 2011
hervorzuheben. Die Nationale Steuer‐ und Zollbehörde16 hat einerseits
verwaltungsrechtliche Aufgaben (Steuer‐ und Zollverwaltung), ande‐
13 Siehe die relevante Vorschrift: Verordnung des Nationalen Wirtschaftsminis‐
ters Nr. 48/2013. (XI. 15.) über die technischen Voraussetzungen der Verrech‐
nungskassen, das Inverkehrbringen, die Benutzung und das Service der für die
Quittungsausgabe geeigneten Verrechnungskassen sowie über die Weiterleitung
der durch die Verrechnungskassen gespeicherten Angaben für die Steuerbehörde.
14 § 22/E AO, Die Abkürzung für das elektronisches Kontrollsystem für den
Warenverkehr auf öffentlichen Straßen (Elektronikus Közútformalom‐ellenőrző
Rendszer) ist EKÁER. Siehe https://ekaer.nav.gov.hu/(19.08.2016)
15 Gesetz Nr. CXXII aus dem Jahre 2010 über die Nationale Steuer‐ und Zollbe‐
hörde; Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz Nr. LXIII aus dem Jahre 2011.
16 NAV, Nemzeti Adó‐ és Vámhivatal http://en.nav.gov.hu/ (31.08.2016)
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rerseits fungiert sie aber auch als Ermittlungsbehörde im Kriminalwe‐
sen bei bestimmten Straftaten, wie z.B. bei Haushaltsbetrug oder
Geldwäsche.17
Im folgenden Abschnitt werden die in 2011 eingeführten Änderun‐
gen im Bereich des materiellen Steuerstrafrechts in Ungarn zusammenge‐
fasst.18 Zu der heute geltenden Regelung führte aber ein langer Weg,
der in einem geschichtlichen Kapitel kurz dargestellt werden soll.
2. Die auf das materielle Steuerstrafrecht bezogenen Reformen in Ungarn
Ungarn gehört zu den ehemaligen Ostblockstaaten und daher weist
das ungarische Steuerstrafrecht Besonderheiten auf. Die ungarische
Gesetzgebung orientiert sich erst seit der Wende von 1989, als Ungarn
von der kommunistischen Planwirtschaft zur Marktwirtschaft überge‐
gangen ist, an den westeuropäischen Regelungen. Einige Eigenarten
wurden jedoch beibehalten.19 In den meisten westeuropäischen Staaten
gehört das Steuerstrafrecht nicht zum Kernstrafrecht, sondern zum
Nebenstrafrecht.20 In Ungarn hingegen haben die einschlägigen Straf‐
vorschriften Eingang in das Strafgesetzbuch gefunden. In Ungarn sind
jedoch sämtliche Straftatbestände im Strafkodex zu finden.21 Der unga‐
rische Gesetzgeber hat beim Erlass des neuen ungarischen Strafgesetz‐
buchs22 auf die Einführung des Nebenstrafrechtssystems verzichtet,
weil die einheitliche Gesetzgebungstechnik nach der ausdrücklichen
Auffassung des Gesetzgebers der Rechtsicherheit besser dienen kann.23
§ 36 Abs. 2 StPO
Siehe darüber detaillierter Jacsó, ZStW 2015 127(1) 187‐224.
19 Über die Entwicklung des ungarischen Steuerrechtssystems siehe Varga, Die
Grundzüge des ungarischen Steuerstrafrechtssystems unter kriminalstrafrechtli‐
chen und unter verwaltungsstrafrechtlichen Gesichtspunkten, 2009, 7 ff; Erdős, A
beruházásösztöndzés adójoga (Steuerrecht der Anlageförderung), Miskolci Egye‐
tem, Miskolc, 2012, 9f, 71f.
20 Wie z. B. in Deutschland oder in Österreich.
21 Die einzigen Ausnahmen sind die gegenüber juristischen Personen anwend‐
baren Maßnahmen, weil diese in einem eigenständigen Gesetz (Nr. CIV. aus dem
Jahre 2001) geregelt sind.
22 Gesetz Nr. C aus dem Jahre 2012 über das Strafgesetzbuch.
23 Allgemeine Begründung zum Gesetz Nr. C aus dem Jahre 2012 über das
17
18
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Ohne detailliert auf die Geschichte der Regelung eingehen zu wollen,
wird im folgenden Kapitel ein kurzer Überblick darüber gegeben, wie
die heute geltende Regelung ihre Ausgestaltung erfahren hat.
GESCHICHTLICHER ÜBERBLICK
Im ersten ungarischen Strafkodex aus dem Jahre 187824 – nach dem
Verfasser Kodex „Csemegi” benannt – waren Steuerdelikte noch nicht zu
finden. Die gegen die staatlichen Einnahmen gerichteten Handlungen
wurden in den einzelnen Steuergesetzen als Übertretung geregelt.25 Eine
Änderung ist erst nach dem ersten Weltkrieg eingetreten. Einen wich‐
tigen Schritt in der Entwicklung des ungarischen Steuerstrafrechts
stellte das 1920 erlassene Steuerbetrugsgesetz26 dar, in dem der Begriff des
Steuerbetruges erstmals erwähnt wurde.27 Vor allem die schlechte
wirtschaftliche Lage hatte den Staat nach dem ersten Weltkrieg dazu
gezwungen, mit schärferen Mitteln gegen die Steuersünder vorzuge‐
hen. Das Steuerbetrugsgesetz hatte drei Zielsetzungen: es sollte erstens
zur effektiveren Erhebung der Steuereinnahmen (finanzielles Ziel),
zweitens zur richtigen Vorstellung über den strafrechtlichen Unrechts‐
gehalt des Steuerbetruges (strafrechtliches Ziel), und drittens zur Ver‐
besserung der Steuermoral28 (ethisches Ziel) beitragen.29
Strafgesetzbuch II. Punkt.
24 Gesetz Nr. V aus dem Jahre 1878. Das ungarische Strafgesetzbuch über
Verbrechen und Vergehen (Quelle der Gesetze, die nicht mehr in Kraft sind):
http://www.1000ev.hu/ (10.06.2013).
25 Siehe zur Geschichte der Steuerhinterziehungsregelung: Tóth, Gazdasági
bűnözés és bűncselekmények (Wirtschaftskriminalität und Wirtschaftsstraftaten),
Complex Kiadó, Budapest, 2000, 390 ff, Molnár, Az adócsalás a költségvetési csa‐
lásban, (Steuerbetrug im Haushaltsbetrug), HVG‐Orac, Budapest, 2011, 24 ff.
26 Gesetz Nr. XXXII aus dem Jahre 1920 über die die Staatskammer schädigen‐
den Verbrechen und Vergehen (über den Steuerbetrug), (Im Weiteren: Steuerbe‐
trugsgesetz 1920).
27 Angyal, A magyar büntetőjog kézikönyve. (Handbuch des ungarischen Straf‐
rechts) 8. Adócsalás (Steuerbetrug), Athenaeum, Budapest, 1930.
28 Die schlechte Steuermoral in Ungarn hat auch historische Gründe. Hier soll
nur kurz darauf hingewiesen werden, dass die Nichtzahlung von Steuern im 19.
Jahrhundert als „Waffe” des nationalen Widerstandes angesehen wurde; Angyal, A
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Die ersten auf Steuerkriminalität bezogenen Regelungen in Ungarn
waren jedoch unübersichtlich ausgestaltet, was die Anwendung der
Normen nicht erleichtert hat. Das materielle Finanzstrafrecht setzte sich
in Ungarn in der ersten Entwicklungsphase neben dem Steuerbetrugsge‐
setz auch aus anderen Gebieten zusammen. Die einzelnen Steuergeset‐
ze bestimmten beispielsweise ebenso Handlungen, die als Steuerbetrug
eingestuft worden waren.30 Angyal betrachtete die Ausnahme der
Verbrauchsteuer vom Anwendungsbereich des Steuerbetrugsgesetzes
als einen Fehler der Gesetzgebung, weil gerade bei diesen Handlungen
die gesellschaftliche Einigkeit über ihre Strafbedürftigkeit vorhanden
war.31 Angyal prognostizierte im Jahre 1930, dass diese Norm(en) keine
Zukunft haben würde(n) und schlug die Einführung eines eigenstän‐
digen Finanzstrafgesetzbuches vor, in dem ein Straftatbestand des Finanz‐
deliktes, unter den alle die Staatkasse schädigenden Handlungen zu fal‐
len hätten, geschaffen werden sollte.32 Der Gesetzgeber jedoch vertrat
die Auffassung, dass die einzelnen Steuerarten so unterschiedlich aus‐
gestaltet sind, dass eine einheitliche Regelung nicht möglich sei.33
Nach dem zweiten Weltkrieg wurde jedoch ein einheitliches Rege‐
lungskonzept eingeführt. Im Jahre 1950 wurde die Verordnung mit Ge‐
setzeskraft34 über die Finanzstraftaten35 (1950) erlassen, der die Verord‐
nung mit Gesetzeskraft aus dem Jahre 195936 über das Verbrechen des
Steuerbetruges und über die Änderungen der die Finanzordnungswidrigkei‐
magyar büntetőjog 9.
29 Siehe Angyal, A magyar büntetőjog 5ff.
30 Molnár, Az adócsalás a költségvetési csalásban, 30.
31 Angyal, A magyar büntetőjog, 44.
32 Angyal, A magyar büntetőjog, 48f
33 Angyal, A magyar büntetőjog, 24.
34 Eine Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft (törvényerejű rendelet) war von 1949 bis
1989 durch den Präsidialrat der Volksrepublik Ungarn (a Magyar Népköztársaság
Elnöki Tanácsa) in Vertretung des Parlaments zu erlassen.
35 Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 47 aus dem Jahre 1950 über die Finanz‐
straftaten.
36 Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 18 aus dem Jahre 1959 über das Verbre‐
chen des Steuerbetruges und über die Änderungen der die Finanzordnungswid‐
rigkeiten betreffenden Regelungen.
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ten betreffenden Regelungen folgte. Die Regelung nach der Verordnung
mit Gesetzeskraft 1950 war differenziert. Unter dem Begriff „Finanzstraf‐
taten” erfasste sie die Finanzverbrechen sowie die Finanzübertretungen.
Bei einem Schwellenwert von über 5.000 HUF stelle die Tat ein mit
fünfjähriger Freiheitsstrafe bedrohtes Finanzverbrechen, unter dieser
Wertgrenze hingegen die getrennt geregelte Finanzübertretung dar (die
fahrlässige Tatbegehung gehörte auch unter den Begriff der Finanz‐
übertretung). Nur die vorsätzliche Begehung war als Finanzverbrechen
einzustufen. Darüber hinaus wurden bestimmte Handlungen bezüglich
Verbraucherwaren als Finanzverbrechen oder Finanzübertretung weiterhin
in einzelnen Gesetzen geregelt. Im Jahre 1954 wurde die Verordnung
mit Gesetzeskraft über die Finanz‐ und Zollverbrechen und ‐übertretungen
erlassen. Das Regelwerk aus dem Jahre 1959 erfasste sowohl das Verbre‐
chen des Steuerbetrugs37 als auch die Finanzordnungswidrigkeiten38. Die
fahrlässige Begehung war als Finanzübertretung eingestuft. Als straf‐
bar wurden ausschließlich nur diejenigen Handlungen erfasst, welche
bezüglich aller Steuerarten zu verwirklichen waren.39 Damit wurde die
Entwicklung der Ausgestaltung der Regelung in Richtung eines ein‐
heitlichen Straftatbestandes fortgeführt.
Das zweite ungarische Strafgesetzbuch aus dem Jahre 196140 übernahm
dieses Regelungskonzept grundsätzlich. Im Kapitel über die Delikte
gegen die Volkswirtschaft unter dem Titel „Finanzverbrechen”41 wurde
§ 1 Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 18 aus dem Jahre 1959.
§ 5 Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 18 aus dem Jahre 1959.
39 Begründung zur Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 18 aus dem Jahre 1959,
Siehe auch dazu Molnár, Gazdasági bűncselekmények (Wirtschaftsstraftaten),
HVG‐ORAC, Budapest 2009, 31f., Molnár, Az adócsalás a költségvetési csalásban,
33.
40 Gesetz über das Strafgesetzbuch der Ungarischen Volksrepublik Nr. V. aus
dem Jahre 1961. (Im Weiteren: uStGB 1961).
41 Die Bezeichnung „Verbrechen” beruht darauf, dass das sog. sozialistische
StGB die Straftaten nicht nach ihrer Schwere eingeteilt hat, sondern alle Straftaten
als Verbrechen ansah (§ 2 uStGB 1961). Diese Lösung wurde schon zuvor durch
das Strafgesetzbuch über den Allgemeinen Teil (Gesetz Nr. II. aus dem Jahre 1950)
eingeführt, das die Kategorie des Vergehens aufgehoben hatte. Die Übertretungen
wurden mit der Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft Nr. 17. aus dem Jahre 1955 abge‐
37
38
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der Straftatbestand des Steuerbetruges geregelt.42 Es war ein bedeutender
Schritt in der Entwicklung, weil damit die strafrechtliche Regelung das
erste Mal in das Kernstrafrecht aufgenommen wurde. Diese gesetzes‐
technische Lösung ist auch heute ein Kennzeichen des ungarischen
Steuerstrafrechts. Der Tatbestand umschreibt drei Grundformen des
Deliktes, welche mit dem Regelungswerk von 1959 grundsätzlich ü‐
bereinstimmend ausgestaltet waren.43
Im neu erlassenen ersten Ordnungswidrigkeitsgesetz44 wurden im Jah‐
re 1968 die gleichen Tathandlungen bei Erfüllung von bestimmten Vor‐
aussetzungen als Finanzordnungswidrigkeit geahndet. Eine Besonderheit
des Ordnungswidrigkeitstatbestandes war, dass neben der Erfüllung
der wertbezogenen Voraussetzung (Verminderung der staatlichen
Einnahmen muss unter 5.000 HUF liegen) der Täter innerhalb von 5
Jahren nicht wegen des Verbrechens des Steuerbetruges mit Freiheits‐
strafe bestraft werden durfte.45 Die Rückfälligkeit war nämlich als qua‐
lifizierender Umstand im uStGB geregelt. Die fahrlässige Straftatbege‐
hung war unabhängig von der Wertgrenze als Ordnungswidrigkeit zu
bestrafen.46 Der Bestrafung wegen einer Finanzordnungswidrigkeit
kam eine subsidiäre Anwendung zu. Falls im konkreten Fall aufgrund
der Verletzung der steuerrechtlichen Verpflichtungen steuerrechtliche
schafft (anstatt Übertretungen sind seither die Ordnungswidrigkeiten in das
Rechtssystem eingegliedert). Bis zum Jahre 1972 galt im Kriminalstrafrecht ein ein‐
heitlicher Straftatbegriff. Das heute geltende uStGB teilt die Straftaten ebenso in
Verbrechen und Vergehen ein.
42 In diesem Kapitel wurden der Schmuggel und die Zollhehlerei noch unter
dem Namen „Zollverbrechen” geregelt (§ 249 uStGB 1961).
43 Laut § 248 uStGB 1961 waren diese: a) die „klassischen” Tathandlungen des
Steuerbetruges (falsche Angaben oder Verschweigen von für die Festlegung einer
Steuerpflicht wichtigen Umstände, um dadurch oder in Kombination mit anderen
Täuschungshandlungen die Steuereinnahmen zu vermindern),
b) die ungerechtfertigte Inanspruchnahme von Steuervorteilen durch die Täu‐
schung einer Behörde,
c) Zuwiderhandlungen in Zusammenhang mit Verbrauchserzeugnissen.
44 Gesetz Nr. I. vom Jahre 1968 über die Ordnungswidrigkeiten.
45 § 112 Abs. 1 Ordnungswidrigkeitsgesetz 1968.
46 § 112 Abs. 3 Ordnungswidrigkeitsgesetz 1968
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Rechtsfolgen verhängt wurden, die prozentual zu bestimmen waren
(wie z.B. die Verzugszinsen), stellte die Handlung keine Ordnungs‐
widrigkeit dar.47
Die ungarische Regelung nach dem dritten ungarischen Strafkodex
(1978) regelte in § 310 ursprünglich die „klassische” Form des Steuer‐
betruges, d.h. es gab nur einen Grundfall des Steuerbetruges48 mit drei
Tathandlungsformen49, wodurch grundsätzlich alle Abgaben, Steuern
bzw. Zölle – zusammengefasst sämtliche Steuerarten – erfasst waren. Die
drei Tathandlungsformen waren: a) falsche Angaben oder b) Verschwei‐
gen von für die Festlegung der Steuerpflicht wichtigen Umstände, um
dadurch oder c) in Kombination mit anderen Täuschungshandlungen die
Steuereinnahmen zu vermindern. Nach den Gesetzeserläuterungen
umfasste die dritte Begehungsform den bisherigen zweiten Fall50 des
Steuerbetruges des uStGB von 1961. Im uStGB 1978 wurde die dritte
Grundform in einem eigenständigen Straftatbestand unter der Über‐
schrift „Zuwiderhandlungen in Zusammenhang mit Verbraucherzeugnis‐
sen”51 aufgenommen. Die „Schlepperei und Zollhehlerei”52 wurden wei‐
terhin gemeinsam in einem Straftatbestand geregelt. Wegen Steuerbe‐
trugs machte sich strafbar, wer über Tatsachen (Angaben), die für die
Feststellung der Besteuerungspflicht bedeutend waren, vor der Behör‐
de unwahre Angaben machte (aktive Handlung) oder solche Tatsachen
verschwieg (passive Form) und dadurch oder durch eine andere Täu‐
schungshandlung („Anfangstatbestand”) die Steuereinnahmen minderte
(Tathandlungsformen). Der Grundfall stellte ein Vergehen dar und war
mit einjähriger Freiheitsstrafe, mit Besserungs‐ und Erziehungsarbeit53
§ 113 Abs. 3 Ordnungswidrigkeitsgesetz 1968.
§ 310 uStGB 1978.
49 § 310 Abs. 1 uStGB 1978.
50 § 248 Abs. 1 lit. b) uStGB 1961. „die ungerechte Inanspruchnahme von Steu‐
ervorteilen durch die Täuschung einer Behörde”.
51 § 311 uStGB 1978.
52 § 312 uStGB 1978.
53 Diese Sanktion war bis zum Jahre 1993 als Hauptstrafe im ungarischen straf‐
rechtlichen Sanktionssystem geregelt. Durch die Strafgesetznovelle 1993 wurde sie
durch die gemeinnützige Arbeit ersetzt.
47
48
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oder Geldstrafe bedroht. Das uStGB 1978 regelte ursprünglich nur eine
Betragsqualifizierung („bedeutende” Steuerverminderung54), die als
Verbrechen mit dreijähriger Freiheitsstrafe bedroht war. Die Wertgren‐
ze zwischen der Straftat‐ und Ordnungswidrigkeitsform55 des Steuer‐
betruges wurde von 5.000 HUF auf 10.000 HUF (ca. 335 EUR) hinauf‐
gesetzt.
Der Tatbestand des uStGB aus dem Jahre 1978 wurde nach der Wende
(1989) durch mehrere Änderungen, die eng mit dem Übergang von der
Planwirtschaft zur Marktwirtschaft und den damit verbundenen Steu‐
erreformen zusammenhingen, umgestaltet.56 In Hinblick darauf wurde
der Steuerbegriff immer breiter gefasst und die neueren staatlichen
Einnahmeformen wurden miteinbezogen. Die Strafrechtsnovelle aus dem
Jahre 199357 hat z.B. die Sozial‐ und Rentenversicherungsbeiträge in den
Anwendungsbereich einbezogen und zugleich den Tatbestand umbe‐
nannt (Steuer‐ und Sozialversicherungsbetrug). Bedeutend war die Neue‐
rung, dass mit dieser Novelle der zweite Grundfall des Tatbestandes ein‐
geführt wurde, wonach die Tathandlung auch hinsichtlich der bereits
festgestellten Steuerschuld begangen werden konnte. Nach dem zweiten
Grundfall war „ebenso zu bestrafen, wer in der Absicht, die bereits festge‐
stellte Steuer nicht zu entrichten, die Behörde täuscht, wenn dadurch die Ein‐
treibung der Steuer bedeutend verzögert oder verhindert wird.”58 In diesem
Fall wurde die Steuer rechtmäßig bestimmt, d. h. der Täter machte sich
54 Nach § 27 der Verordnung mit Gesetzeskraft aus dem Jahre 1979 Nr. 5. über
Inkrafttreten und Vollstreckung des Strafgesetzbuches aus dem Jahre 1978 Nr. IV
liegt diese Wertgrenze zwischen Grundfall und qualifiziertem Fall bei 100.000 HUF
(ca. 335 EUR).
55 Der Tatbestand der Finanzordnungswidrigkeit wurde dem Straftatbestand
angepasst. Somit wurde nur die „klassische” Tathandlung (unwahre Angaben,
Verschweigen oder andere Täuschungshandlung) in § 112 geregelt. Die Zuwider‐
handlungen bezüglich Verbrauchswaren wurden in § 113/A des Ordnungswidrig‐
keitsgesetzes getrennt geahndet.
56 Über die Entwicklung des ungarischen Steuerrechtssystems siehe Varga, Die
Grundzüge des ungarischen Steuerstrafrechtssystems, 7ff.
57 Gesetz Nr. XVII. aus dem Jahre 1993 über die Änderung der strafrechtlichen
Regelungen.
58 § 310 Abs. 5 uStGB 1978.
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wegen der in Abs. 1 geregelten Grundform nicht strafbar.59 Nach der
Wende stellte es ein riesiges Problem dar, dass die neu gegründeten
Gesellschaften ihren gegenüber dem Staat bestehenden Einzahlungs‐
verpflichtungen nicht nachkamen und vor allem die für ihre Arbeit‐
nehmer an den Staat zu zahlenden Beiträge nicht entrichteten. Der Ge‐
setzgeber nahm aus diesem Grund durch die Strafgesetznovelle 1993 mit
der Einführung von zwei neuen Straftatbeständen den Kampf gegen
die Schwarzarbeit auf.60
Durch das Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz 199961 wurde der Anwen‐
dungsbereich des Tatbestandes abermals erweitert (auch Unfallbeiträ‐
ge bzw. Mitgliedsbeiträge der Privatkrankenkassen wurden einbezo‐
gen). Noch bedeutender aber ist, dass ein Strafaufhebungsgrund für den
Grundfall der Straftat neu eingeführt wurde.
Das Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz aus dem Jahre 200562 hat die Namen
der Tatbestände umgestaltet; es wurde die Formulierung des Tatbe‐
standes vereinfacht, er wurde dem neuen Steuersystem angepasst63
und umbenannt (nunmehr hieß der Tatbestand wieder Steuerbetrug).
Parallel dazu wurde der umformulierte Tatbestand gegen die
Schwarzarbeit64 eingeführt. In § 310/A wurde eine neue Regelung fest‐
Molnár, Gazdasági bűncselekmények (Wirtschaftsstraftaten), 2009, 329 f.
§ 310/A uStGB 1978. Verletzung der die Einnahmen des Arbeitsmarktfonds
sichernden Zahlungspflicht, § 310/B Verletzung der Zahlungspflicht bezüglich des
Sozialversicherungs‐, Krankenversicherungs‐ oder Rentenbeitrages StGB 1978.
Beide wurden durch das Strafrechtsänderungsgesetz 2005 aufgehoben.
61 Gesetz Nr. CXX aus dem Jahre 1999 über die Änderung der strafrechtlichen
Regelungen.
62 Gesetz Nr. CIX aus dem Jahre 2005 über die Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches
Nr. IV. aus dem Jahre 1978 und anderer Gesetze.
63 § 310 Abs. 1 uStGB „Wer über Tatsachen oder Angaben, welche für die Fest‐
stellung der Besteuerungspflicht bedeutend sind, unwahre Erklärung abgibt oder
solche Tatsachen oder Angaben vor der Behörde verschweigt und dadurch oder
durch eine andere Täuschungshandlung die Steuereinnahme mindert, begeht ein
Vergehen und ist mit zweijähriger Freiheitsstrafe, gemeinnütziger Arbeit oder mit
Geldstrafe zu bestrafen.”
64 § 310/A uStGB 1978 Steuerbetrug in Zusammenhang mit Arbeitsverhältnis‐
sen.
59
60
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gelegt, wonach alle für den Arbeitnehmer zu zahlenden Beiträge zu‐
sammenzuzählen waren. Damit wurde die schärfere Bestrafung der
Tat beabsichtigt.65
Zusammengefasst ist festzuhalten, dass die Ausgestaltung des
Straftatbestandes des Steuerbetruges stets der veränderten wirtschaftli‐
chen Situation angepasst wurde. Der Gesetzgeber versuchte immer
wieder den Anwendungsbereich breiter zu erfassen.
KOMPLEXER STRAFRECHTLICHER SCHUTZ DES HAUSHALTES IM HEUTE
GELTENDEN UNGARISCHEN STRAFKODEX

Worauf schon oben hingewiesen wurde, erfolgte die Neugestaltung
des Steuerstrafrechts in Ungarn durch das StRÄG 201166. Der Haus‐
haltsbetrug und die anderen neu eingeführten Straftaten wurden
durch den vierten Strafkodex in ein eigenständiges Kapitel„Dem Haus‐
halt Schaden verursachende Straftaten” eingegliedert67. In der Einordnung
des Deliktes in das System des neuen Strafkodexes spiegelt sich die
rechtspolitische Entscheidung des Gesetzgebers über den Unrechtsge‐
halt der Straftat (Schädigung der öffentlichen Haushaltsinteressen).
Das neue uStGB hat ansonsten die ab 1. Januar 2012 geltende, komplexe
Regelung beibehalten. Das eigenständige Kapitel beinhaltet somit vier
Delikte:
a) Durch den Straftatbestand „Missbrauch von Sozialversicherungs‐
, sozialen und anderen fürsorgerischen Zuwendungen” werden die we‐
niger gesellschaftgefährdenden Fälle erfasst.68 Vom Gesetzgeber wurde
beabsichtigt, die betrügerische Inanspruchnahme von gesetzlich gere‐
gelten Sozial‐ oder Versicherungsleistungen (wie z.B. Krankengelder)
zu bekämpfen. Obwohl diese Täuschungshandlungen zuvor Massen‐
delikte waren, blieben sie wegen der geltenden Wertbetragsstrafbar‐
65 Allgemeine Begründung zum Gesetz Nr. IX. aus dem Jahre 2005 über die
Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches Nr. IV aus dem Jahre 1978 und anderer straf‐
rechtsbezogener Gesetze.
66 Siehe Fußnote 8.
67 Der Straftatbestand des Steuerbetruges war im uStGB 1978 im Kapitel über
die Wirtschaftsstraftaten (XVII.) unter den Finanzdelikten (Titel 3) geregelt.
68 § 395 uStGB 2012.
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keitsgrenze69 unsanktioniert.70 Diese wollte der Gesetzgeber verändern
und nunmehr strafbar machen. Die Straftat ist mit Freiheitsstrafe bis zu
zwei Jahren bedroht und stell somit ein Vergehen dar. Es muss darauf
hingewiesen werden, dass die Vorschrift einen speziellen Straftatbe‐
stand im Verhältnis zum Haushaltsbetrug darstellt.71 Die Vorschrift
schützt ausschließlich die Sozialversicherungs‐ und sonstigen sozialen
Leistungsstrukturen gegenüber missbräuchlichen Handlungen, wenn
sie vorsätzlich begangen werden und dadurch ein 50.000 HUF ( 167
EUR) übersteigender, aber 500.001 HUF ( 1.677 EUR) nicht erreichen‐
der Schaden verursacht wird. Durch den Straftatbestand werden nur
Zuwendungen für natürliche Personen geschützt. Wird die Wertgren‐
ze von 50.000 HUF nicht überschritten, so stellt die Handlung weder
eine Straftat72 noch eine Ordnungswidrigkeit dar. Bei Überschreitung
der Wertgrenze von 500.000 HUF liegt hingegen ein Haushaltsbetrug
vor. Es handelt sich dabei um ein Allgemeindelikt, das von jedermann
begangen werden kann. Die Strafbarkeit setzt Absichtlichkeit („Erhal‐
tung oder Beibehaltung von Zuwendungen”) voraus. Die Norm kennt eine
Strafmilderungsregelung, danach die Strafe unbeschränkt zu mildern ist,
wenn der Täter den verursachten Schaden bis zum Zeitpunkt der An‐
klageerhebung wiedergutmacht. Eine ähnliche Regelung sieht auch der
Straftatbestand des Haushaltsbetrugs auch vor.
b) Der ungarische Gesetzgeber hat im Straftatbestand des Haus‐
haltsbetruges73 folgende, bisher eigenständig geregelte Delikte zu‐
sammengefasst: Auf der Einnahmenseite des Fiskus: Steuerbetrug, Steu‐
erbetrug im Zusammenhang mit der Arbeitgeberschaft, Unregelmä‐
ßigkeiten im Zusammenhang mit Verbraucherzeugnissen, Schmuggel,
69 Sowohl der Steuerbetrug als auch der Haushaltsbetrug über die Wertbetrags‐
grenze von 100.000 HUF sind strafbar. Die Bagatellfälle waren dadurch nicht er‐
fasst.
70 Allgemeine Begründung zum StRÄG 2011.
71 Gula, Költségvetési csalás (Haushaltsbetrug), in: Horváth/Lévay (Hrsg.), Ma‐
gyar Büntetőjog. Különös rész,(Ungarisches Strafrecht. Besonderer Teil), Wolters
Kluver Kft., Budapest, 2013, 602.
72 § 462 uStGB 2012.
73 § 396 uStGB 2012.
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Verletzung der finanziellen Interessen der Europäischen Gemeinschaf‐
ten, Betrug im Fall von Mehrwertsteuer bzw. den Haushalt schädigen‐
de Formen des Betruges. Auf der Ausgabenseite: Beschaffung eines un‐
berechtigten wirtschaftlichen Vorteiles, Verletzung der finanziellen In‐
teressen der Europäischen Gemeinschaften, jede Form des Betruges,
die im Haushalt Schaden verursacht. All diese Handlungen wurden in
die komplexe Regelung des Haushaltsbetruges aufgenommen, dessen
Aufgabe der effektive Schutz aller öffentlichen Haushalte ist.
Der Straftatbestand des Haushaltsbetrugs erfasst nunmehr drei
Grundfälle. Haushaltsbetrug im engeren Sinne74; Unregelmäßigkeiten im Zu‐
sammenhang mit Verbrauchserzeugnissen75, Verabsäumung administrativer
Verpflichtungen76. Im Folgenden sollen die relevanten Tatbestands‐
merkmale des ersten Grundfalles kurz zusammengefasst werden.77 Es
sind vier alternative Tathandlungen festgelegt: „Wer bezüglich der Einzah‐
lungspflichten in den Haushalt oder bezüglich der daraus stammenden Geld‐
mittel einen anderen täuscht, einen Irrtum aufrechterhält, eine unwahre Er‐
klärung abgibt oder eine wahre Tatsache verschweigt”78 Im Zusammenhang
mit der Tathandlung muss Vermögensnachteil entstehen, dessen Le‐
galdefinition das Gesetz, wie folgt, bestimmt: „der am Vermögen verur‐
sachte Schaden und der nicht eingetretene Vermögensvorteil, sofern dieses Ge‐
setz nichts anderes vorschreibt”79. Höhere Strafrahmen sind bei „größe‐
ren”, „bedeutenden”, „besonders großen”, „besonders bedeutenden”
Vermögensnachteilen vorgesehen (Betragsqualifikationen).80 Die banden‐
mäßige und die gewerbsmäßige Straftatbegehung sind ebenso qualifizie‐
rende Umstände des Haushaltbetruges. Der Grundfall ist mit Freiheits‐
§ 396 Abs. 1 uStGB 2012.
§ 396 Abs. 6 uStGB 2012.
76 § 396 Abs. 7 uStGB 2012.
77 Über die weiteren zwei Grundfälle siehe ausführlich Jacsó, ZStW 2015 127(1)
201.
78 § 396 Abs. 1 uStGB 2012.
79 § 459 Abs. 1 Nr. 17. uStGB 2012.
80 Die einzelnen Betragsgrenzen sind ebenfalls gesetzlich bestimmt (§ 459 Abs. 6
uStGB 2012). Diese liegen in Euro umgerechnet bei 1.677, 16.778, 167.785, 1.677.852
Euro.
74
75
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strafe bis zu 2 Jahren bedroht und stellt somit ein Vergehen dar. In den
qualifizierten Fällen sind höhere Strafrahmen festgelegt, so z.B. ist im
schwersten Fall der Haushaltsbetrug mit Freiheitsstrafe bis zu 10 Jah‐
ren bedroht. Diese stellen somit schon ein Verbrechen dar.
Schließlich soll noch darauf hingewiesen werden, dass der Haus‐
haltsbetrugstatbestand eine Strafmilderungsvorschrift regelt. Sie ist un‐
abhängig von der Höhe des verursachten Vermögensnachteiles an‐
wendbar, ausgenommen sind aber die bandenmäßige und gewerbs‐
mäßige Straftatbegehung. Wichtig ist schließlich darauf hinzuweisen,
dass die ungarische Regelung auch eine Bagatellgrenze kennt. Sie liegt
bei 100.000 HUF (ca. 335 EUR). Darunter stellt die Tat keine Straftat
dar. Im Fall von Zöllen gibt es aber eine Ordnungswidrigkeitsform.81
c) Das ungarische StGB kennt die Strafvorschrift „Verabsäumung
der Aufsichts‐ bzw. Kontrollverpflichtungen bezüglich des Haushalts‐
betruges”, danach sich die Leiter bzw. zur Kontrolle oder Aufsicht be‐
rechtigten Personen einer Wirtschaftsorganisation strafbar machen
können.82 Vorausgesetzt wird, dass sie ihre entsprechenden Verpflich‐
tungen vernachlässigen und es dadurch den Mitgliedern oder Mitar‐
beitern der Wirtschaftsorganisation im Tätigkeitsbereich der Organisa‐
tion ermöglicht wird, einen Haushaltsbetrug zu begehen. Diese spe‐
zielle Verantwortlichkeit des Leiters ist seit 2012 nicht mehr auf die
EU‐bezogenen Fälle und Korruptionsdelikte beschränkt; sie wurde auf
den Haushaltsbetrug erweitert. Diese Erweiterung des Anwendungs‐
bereiches ist zu begrüßen und dient dem einheitlichen Schutz des
Haushaltes der Europäischen Union bzw. des ungarischen Budgets.
Das Delikt ist mit Freiheitsstrafe bis zu drei Jahren bedroht und stellt
somit ein Verbrechen dar.
d) Durch den Straftatbestand Hilfeleistung zu Unregelmäßigkeiten
im Zusammenhang mit Verbrauchserzeugnissen83 werden Vorberei‐

81Siehe ausführlich zur Regelung des Haushaltsbetruges Jacsó,ZStW 2015 127(1)
200ff.
82 § 397 uStGB 2012
83 § 398 uStGB 2012.
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tungshandlungen zum zweiten Grundfall des Haushaltsbetruges84 in
Form eines „sui generis”‐Delikts unter Strafe gestellt.85 Ohne diesen Tat‐
bestand wären diese Handlungen als Vorbereitungen zum Haushalts‐
betrug zu qualifizieren, die aber im § 396 uStGB für nicht strafbar er‐
klärt worden sind. Aufgrund der eigenständigen Kriminalisierung der
eigentlichen Vorbereitungshandlungen ist der Täter wegen vollendeter
Straftat strafbar.
BEWERTUNG UND ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Durch die neue Regelung ist der Haushalt in den Mittelpunkt des
Schutzes gestellt worden, damit die dem Fiskus Schaden zufügenden
Handlungen, unabhängig davon, ob sich diese auf Einnahmen‐ oder
Ausgabenseite beziehen, in einem einzigen Straftatbestand erfasst
werden können. Ziel des Gesetzgebers war es, durch die Schließung
von Gesetzeslücken und Vereinfachung der Rechtsanwendung zum ef‐
fektiven Schutz beizutragen. Die Vorteile (a) und einige Nachteile des
neuen Konzepts (b) dürfen auch nicht unerwähnt bleiben.
a) Dadurch, dass nunmehr der Haushalt in den Mittelpunkt des
strafrechtlichen Schutzes gestellt wurde, konnte auch einheitlicher
Schutz erreicht werden. Ein Positivum der Regelung ist, dass in Un‐
garn dadurch die gegen den EU‐Haushalt und den ungarischen Haus‐
halt gerichteten Handlungenin gleichem Maße geahndet wurden. Die
Ausgabenseite der Haushalte anderer Staaten (nicht nur die Mitgliedstaaten
der EU) wurde durch die weitere Fassung der Legaldefinition des
Haushaltes im Sinne des Straftatbestands86 im Tatbestand des Haus‐
haltsbetruges erfasst. In der Praxis bereitete die Lösung der Konkur‐
renzfrage zwischen Betrug und Steuerbetrug in bestimmten Fallgestal‐
tungen Probleme; nunmehr gibt es eine Scheinkonkurrenz zwischen
Betrug und Haushaltsbetrug auch im Fall von Umsatzsteuerhinterzie‐
§ 396 Abs. 6 uStGB 2012.
Vgl. Molnár, ‘Jövedékkel visszaélés elősegítése § 398 (Hilfeleistung zur Unre‐
gelmäßigkeit im Zusammenhang mit Verbrauchswaren)’, in: Busch (Hrsg),
Büntetőjog II. Különös rész a 2012. évi C. tv. alapján. (Strafrecht II. Besonderer Teil
aufgrund des Gesetzes Nr. C. aus dem Jahre 2012), 697 f.
86 § 396 Abs. 9. lit a StGB 2012.
84
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hung.
b) Durch das vom Gesetzgeber beabsichtige „möglichst abstrakte”
Formulieren des Straftatbestandes des Haushaltsbetruges wird nicht
mehr zwischen den durch betrügerische Handlungen und ohne diese
begangenen Handlungen unterschieden. Sie werden dadurch gleichge‐
stellt, was Gerechtigkeitsproblematik aufwerfen kann. Die ungarische Rege‐
lung kennt keine Differenzierung zwischen Steuerhinterziehung und
Subventionsbetrug, somit gibt es keinen erhöhten Schutz durch den
Subventionsbetrugstatbestand, wie dies z.B. in Deutschland der Fall
ist. Anstatt zwingender Straffreiheit im Fall der tätigen Reue regelt der
neue Straftatbestand nur eine unbeschränkte Strafmilderung. Problema‐
tisch ist, dass sie bei banden‐ und gewerbsmäßiger Straftatbegehung nicht
anwendbar ist. Es ist zuzustimmen, dass die Begehung in Bande ausge‐
schlossen ist, aber der zweite Fall kann Probleme aufwerfen, da in den
Umsatzsteuerhinterziehungsfällen Gewerbsmäßigkeit fast immer vor‐
liegt. Es muss darauf hingewiesen werden, dass die Steuerstrafrechte
anderer Mitgliedstaaten der EU (wie z.B. Österreich und Deutschland)
die Regelung der Selbstanzeige kennen, die einen persönlichen Straf‐
aufhebungsgrund darstellt, welche aber in Ungarn unbekannt ist.
Die nächste wichtige Frage ist, inwieweit die ungarische Konzept
den europäischen Vorgängen eingepasst werden kann. Dazu sollen die
wichtigsten Ereignisse auf der Ebene der EU kurz geschildert werden.
3. Die wichtigsten Maßnahmen auf der Ebene der Europäischen Union im
Kampf gegen die Steuerdelikte
Die Diskussion über die Schaffung von koordinierten Strategien zur
Bekämpfung des Steuerbetruges wurde durch die Mitteilung der Kom‐
mission im Jahre 200687 auf europäischer Ebene erneut aufgenommen. In
den Schlussfolgerungen des Rates88 vom November 2006 wurde die Auf‐
87 Mitteilung der Kommission an den Rat, an das Europäische Parlament und
an den Europäischen Wirtschafts‐ und Sozialausschuss hinsichtlich der Notwen‐
digkeit der Entwicklung einer koordinierten Strategie zur Verbesserung der Be‐
kämpfung des Steuerbetruges. Mitteilung der Kommission KOM(2006) 254, Brüssel,
den 31.5.2006.
88 2766. Tagung des Rates der Europäischen Union, Wirtschaft und Finanzen,
Brüssel, 28. November 2006, (Im Weiteren: ECOFIN Schlussfolgerungen),
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merksamkeit auf den Steuerbetrug, insbesondere den Mehrwertsteuer‐
betrug, gerichtet. Zwar hat der Rat die Bedeutung der Bekämpfung des
Steuerbetruges im Allgemeinen hervorgehoben, als besonders erfor‐
derlich hat er jedoch die Bekämpfung des Steuerbetrugs im Bereich der
indirekten Steuern angesehen. Es wurde betont, dass überprüft werden
sollte, „wie die Mitgliedstaaten in die Lage versetzt werden können, effizien‐
tere Maßnahmen gegen Betrüger zu ergreifen und dem Schutz der Mehr‐
wertsteuer‐Einnahmen anderer Mitgliedstaaten dieselbe Priorität wie dem
Schutz ihrer eigenen Einnahmen einzuräumen.”89
Nach der Wirtschaftskrise wurden die europäischen Rechtsakten,
welche die Bekämpfung der Steuerhinterziehung bezwecken, verviel‐
facht. Aus den in den letzten Jahren vervielfachten Rechtsakten auf der
Ebene der Europäischen Union, welche den verstärkten Kampf gegen
die Steuerhinterziehung bezwecken, ist noch die im Jahre 2011 von der
Kommission verfasste Mitteilung über das Gesamtkonzept zum Schutz
von Steuergeldern hervorzuheben. Diese Mitteilung ist deshalb von be‐
sonderer Bedeutung, weil darin nun die bislang getrennt erörterten
strafrechtlichen und verwaltungsrechtlichen Maßnahmen in einem Ge‐
samtkonzept zusammengefasst wurden. Der Schutz der finanziellen
Interessen der EU ist nach wie vor ein wichtiges Anliegen der Kom‐
mission. Diese Aufgabe erlangte durch den Vertrag von Lissabon eine
noch größere Bedeutung, wurden doch hierdurch weitere Mittel zum
Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der EU zur Verfügung gestellt. Vor‐
rangiges Ziel der Kommission ist es, das Vertrauen der Öffentlichkeit
darin zu bestärken, dass die Steuergelder ordnungsgemäß verwendet wer‐
den.90 In der Mitteilung wurden vier Richtungen des Schutzes der finan‐
ziellen Interessen der EU aufgeführt, welche durch den Vertrag von Lis‐
sabon ermöglich wurden.91
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/de/ecofin/92289
.pdf (21.07.2014).
89 ECOFIN Schlussfolgerungen, 26.
90 Mitteilung der Kommission COM(2011) 293, 2.
91
Diese sind folgende: a) Maßnahmen im Rahmen der justiziellen
Zusammenarbeit in Strafsachen (Art. 82 AEUV); b) Richtlinien mit strafrechtlichen
Mindestvorschriften (Art. 83 AEUV); c) Rechtsvorschriften zur Bekämpfung und
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Kurz nach der Mitteilung über den Schutz der Steuergelder wurde
die neue Betrugsbekämpfungsstrategie92 der Kommission angenommen,
welche – ähnlich wie die als Wendepunkt geltende Betrugsbekämp‐
fungsstrategie des Jahres 2006 – ein umfassendes Konzept beinhaltet.
Beabsichtigt wurde, die vorherige Strategie zu verbessern und zeitge‐
mäßer zu gestalten.93 Hierbei wurden insbesondere die verwaltungs‐
rechtlichen Aspekte der Betrugsbekämpfung hervorgehoben. Im Vor‐
feld der neuen Mitteilung der Kommission hatte der Europäische Rat
seine Entschlossenheit, gegen Steuerhinterziehung auf der Ebene der
EU vorzugehen, Anfang 2012 eindeutig geäußert. Auf seiner Tagung
im März 2012 hat der Europäische Rat die Mitgliedstaaten daher aufge‐
fordert, ihre Steuersysteme unter mehreren Aspekten, so u.a. im Hin‐
blick auf die Bekämpfung der Steuerhinterziehung, zu überprüfen.
Ferner wurde dem Rat und der Kommission die Ausarbeitung von
konkreten Maßnahmen auferlegt, worüber die Kommission bis Juni
2012 Bericht erstatten sollte.94 Das Europäische Parlament verabschiedete
im April 2012 eine Entschließung, in der der dringende Handlungsbe‐
darf bei der Bekämpfung der Steuerhinterziehung betont wurde.95 Ent‐
sprechend der Aufforderung des Europäischen Rates hat die Kommis‐
sion im Juni 2012 eine Mitteilung über die Bekämpfung des Steuerbetrugs

Verhütung von gegen die finanziellen Interessen der EU gerichteten Betrugsdelikte
(Art. 310 Abs. 6 und Art. 325 Abs. 4 AEUV); Ausstattung von Eurojust mit
Untersuchungsbefugnissen (Art. 85 AEUV) und Einsetzung einer Europäischen
Staatsanwaltschaft zur Bekämpfung von Straftaten zum Nachteil der finanziellen
Interessen der EU (Art. 86 AEUV). (Mitteilung der Kommission COM(2011) 293,
10f.)
92 Mitteilung der Kommission an das Europäische Parlament, den Rat, den Eu‐
ropäischen Wirtschafts‐ und Sozialausschuss, den Ausschuss der Regionen und an
den Europäischen Rechnungshof. Die Betrugsbekämpfungsstrategie der Kommis‐
sion, KOM(2011) 376 endg., Brüssel, den 24.6.2011.
93 Mitteilung der Kommission KOM(2011) 376, 3.
94 Europäischer Rat, Schlussfolgerungen, Brüssel, 1‐2. März 2012.
95 Vgl. Anhang 2 der Entschließung des Europäischen Parlaments zur Forde‐
rung nach konkreten Maßnahmen zur Bekämpfung von Steuerbetrug und Steuer‐
hinterziehung (2012/2599(RSP)) B7‐0203/2012.
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und der Steuerhinterziehung erlassen.96 Ende 2012 hat die Kommission
noch einen Aktionsplan zur Verstärkung der Bekämpfung von Steuerbetrug
und Steuerhinterziehung erlassen.97 Aber noch vor dem Aktionsplan hat
die Kommission im Juli 2012 einen Vorschlag für eine Richtlinie über
die strafrechtliche Bekämpfung von gegen die finanziellen Interessen der Eu‐
ropäischen Union gerichtetem Betrug veröffentlicht.98 Dieser Richtlinien‐
vorschlag soll die im Jahre 2001 erlassene Richtlinie über den straf‐
rechtlichen Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der Gemeinschaft erset‐
zen und das PIF‐Übereinkommen99 aufheben.100
Schlusswort
Die Bekämpfung der Steuerhinterziehung ist in den vergangenen
Jahren ein wichtiges Anliegen in der Europäischen Union geworden.
Parallel zu den europäischen Bemühungen haben die Mitgliedstaaten
der Europäischen Union ebenso versucht, mit neueren Mitteln gegen
die Steuerhinterziehung aufzutreten.
Der geschichtliche Teil hat gezeigt, dass zum einheitlichen Rege‐
lungskonzept des Steuerbetruges in Ungarn ein langer Weg führte. Die
Grundidee des berühmten ungarischen Strafrechtswissenschaftlers Pál
Angyal von einem einheitlichen Straftatbestand des Finanzdeliktes
spiegelt sich in den kriminalpolitischen Überlegungen zu einer Haus‐
haltsbetrugsregelung wider. Ein eigenständiges Finanzstrafgesetz‐
96 Mitteilung der Kommission an das Europäische Parlament und den Rat über
konkrete Maßnahmen, auch in Bezug auf Drittländer, zur Verstärkung der Be‐
kämpfung von Steuerbetrug und Steuerhinterziehung, COM (2012) 351 final, Brüs‐
sel, 27.6.2012. (Im Weiteren: Mitteilung der Kommission COM (2012) 351)
97 Mitteilung der Kommission an das Europäische Parlament und den Rat
Aktionsplan zur Verstärkung der Bekämpfung von Steuerbetrug und
Steuerhinterziehung, COM (2012) 722 final, Brüssel, den 06.12.2012.
98Vorschlag für eine Richtlinie über die strafrechtliche Bekämpfung von gegen
die finanziellen Interessen der Europäischen Union gerichtetem Betrug, COM
(2012) 363 final, Brüssel, 11.7.2012.
99 Übereinkommen vom 26. Juli 1995 aufgrund von Artikel K.3 des Vertrags
über die Europäische Union über den Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der Euro‐
päischen Gemeinschaften (ABl. C 316 vom 27.11.1995, S. 49).
100 Art. 16 des Richtlinienvorschlags der Kommission COM (2012) 363.
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buch101 wurde in Ungarn aber seither auch nicht eingeführt, was mit
dem Konzept des Einheitsstrafrechtssystems zusammenhängt.
Zusammengefasst ist zu erkennen, dass aufgrund der dargestellten
Merkmale der heute geltenden ungarischen Regelung des Haushalts‐
betrugs vom klassischen Modell der strafrechtlichen Regelung der
Steuerdelikte abweicht.102 Sie stellt ein eigenständiges Modell dar. Das
Konzept des einheitlichen Schutzes des Haushaltes, dadurch sowohl
die Einnahmen als auch die Ausgabenseite des Fiskus erfasst wird,
spiegelt sich aber in dem Richtlinienvorschlag der Kommission über
den strafrechtlichen Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der Europäi‐
schen Union wider, da durch die Regelung des Betruges zum Nachteil
der finanziellen Interessen der EU103 ebenso beide Seite des EU‐
Haushaltes einheitlich erfasst wird. Das ungarische Beispiel zeigt auch,
dass nur ein komplexer Kampf, der sowohl außerstrafrechtliche als
auch strafrechtliche Regelungen erfasst, gegen diese Form der Krimi‐
nalität erfolgsversprechend geführt werden kann. Es ist daneben auch
wichtig, dass ein gleichwertiger Schutz in der Europäischen Union ge‐
währleistet wird, dazu gemeinsame europäische strafrechtliche Vorga‐
ben ebenso erforderlich erscheinen.

101 Wie z.B. das Finanzstrafgesetz in Österreich. (Bundesgesetz vom 26. Juni
1958, betreffend das Finanzstrafrecht und das Finanzstrafverfahrensrecht (Finanz‐
strafgesetz – FinStrG).
102 Siehe darüber die rechtsvergleichende Arbeit von Dannecker/Jansen. (Dan‐
necker/Jansen, Steuerstrafrecht in Europa und den Vereinigten Staaten, Linde Ver‐
lag, Wien, 2007, 29.)
103 Siehe Art. 3 des Richtlinienvorschlags der Kommission COM (2012) 363.
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Generally
Money laundering refers to the transformation of the proceeds of
criminal activity into untainted, innocent money that bares no traces of
its illegitimate origin. Laundering money hides or disguises untaxed
and otherwise illegitimate income from tax collectors and law en‐
forcement. The term “money laundering” involves all the activities and
processes, acts and omissions that alter the identity of illegally ac‐
quired money into legitimate investments or income that seems to be
obtained from a legitimate source.1 More recently, the term has been
referred to money secretly channeled into financing terrorists.2
We cannot be really sure when money laundering started. How‐
ever, we can be confident that it has been going on for several thou‐
sand years. Sterling Seagrave3 explains how 2000 years BC merchants
in China would hide their wealth from rulers who would simply take it
off them and banish them. In addition to hiding it, they would move it
and invest it in businesses in remote provinces or even outside China.
That is how offshore industry and tax evasion were born. And so were

1 Larry Allen, The Encyclopedia of Money, 2009, p. 292. Kenneth A. Reinert, Ram‐
kishen S. Rajan, The Princeton Encyclopedia of the World Economy, 2009, p. 785.
2 Money laundering makes it more difficult to trace the origin of terrorist activ‐
ity.
3 Lords of the Rim, 1995.
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the principles of money laundering, i.e. to hide, move and invest
wealth to which someone else has a claim.4
The term “money laundering” was first coined at the beginning of
the 20th Century. More specifically, it is derived from the habit of the
gangster Alphonse ‘Al’ Capone5 funneling his ill‐gotten gains through
launderettes to construct the pretence of a legitimate income. This
metaphor of dirty money, income, proceeds or whatever being washed
in order to become white or clean, is still adequate for all definitions of
money laundering.6 Later, Meyer Lansky, in order to avoid a possible
prosecution for tax evasion, transferred the illegal earnings from his
growing casino empire to a Swiss numbered bank account, where ano‐
nymity was assured by the 1934 Swiss Banking Act. Lansky eventually
even bought an offshore bank in Switzerland, which he used to laun‐
der money through a network of shell and holding companies.7 Today,
Lansky can be credited for establishing the modern form of money
laundering and tax evasion.8
Models and Stages of Money Laundering
Money laundering is an international scale process of “recycling
dirty money” and during this process concrete actions are repeated, so
it is conducive to systematize these actions in a model. Different mod‐
els have thrived, as Zünd‘s, in which the circulatory system of money
laundering from criminal activities is likened to that of the hydrologi‐
cal system. This is a model which addresses money laundering as a
closed recycling process and, by simplifying it, satisfactorily captures

Nigel Morris‐Cotterill, A Brief History of Money Laundering, 1999.
In 1931, Al Capone was sentenced for tax evasion.
6 B. Unger, M. Siegel, J. Ferwerda, W. De Kruijf, M. Busuioic, K. Wokke & G.
Rawlings, ‘The amounts and the effects of money laundering’. Report for the Min‐
istry of Finance, February 16, 2006, p. 20.
7 Lucy Komisar, ‘Offshore banking: the secret threat to America’, Dissent Maga‐
zine, Spring 2003.
8 The extent and sophistication of his operations may never be fully understood
as most of them still remain undetected.
4
5
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the activities of money laundering. In that way, it also takes for granted
that criminal assets are solely invested back to new criminal activity.
Moreover, Jürg‐Beat Ackermann and James Preston propounded the
teleological model, which focuses on the purpose of money laundering.
Paolo Bernasconi is the initiator of the phase model. This model sepa‐
rates money laundering in two degrees and differentiates between
trading countries, where criminal activity takes place, and the coun‐
tries where money laundering is performed.9
In USA and Europe the – American – model of three phases is com‐
monly adopted. The three normally quoted stages of the process in
traditional money laundering are placement, layering and integration.
The first part of the process is placement, that is getting all proceeds
of crime into the world’s banking system. Firstly, placement can be
achieved by primary deposit, i.e. immediate placement of criminal
proceeds into a financial system without attracting attention of regula‐
tory agencies. To avoid identification, obligations to report and docu‐
mentation required, limited amounts are undermined by “structuring”
and “smurfing”/10 Money is split up systematically in partial amounts
in order to permit inpayment in bank accounts below respective identi‐
fication and declaration borders. Placement can also be attained
through the influencing control on financial institutes in terms of pur‐
chasing existing banks or starting‐up new banks in OFCs.11 As crimi‐
nals have become more adept at this initial stage, they have, for in‐
stance, invested in businesses that in the normal course of events have
a high physical cash flow. Examples of these cash intensive businesses
are casinos, bars, retail outlets, art dealers and restaurants. If they can
utilise a business type where it is accepted that cash forms the major
proportion of their takings and therefore banking operations, then
where cash is the base metal, it can easily be inserted in the banking
Stavros Katsios, Money Laundering, 1998, pp. 77‐79.
Breaking up a large deposit into smaller deposits which helps avoid the cur‐
rency transaction reporting requirements.
11 Friedrich Schneider & Ursula Windischbauer, ‘Money laundering: some
facts’, European Journal of Law and Economics, 2008, Springer pp. 394‐395.
9

10
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system. Criminals can use existing businesses, create their own or es‐
tablish a totally fictitious concern that never trades but simply launders
cash. They may also buy high value goods (works of art, airplanes,
property, precious metals or diamonds) that sell to legitimate purchas‐
ers and thus the proceeds of crime infiltrate the banking system
through a business transaction.12
Whether the profits of crime are in the form of cash or not, at this
stage there is an increased risk13 for the criminals to be revealed as
there exists a direct connection between the profits and the crime. Once
the placement has been made money cannot be easily traced. As a re‐
sult, all legislations, regulations and training against money laundering
are focused on account opening procedures, such as verifications of the
identity of the new customer (KYC or Know Your Customer), report‐
ing to agencies when the initial investment is over a certain limit, train‐
ing staff who deal with account opening to detect suspicious transac‐
tions.14
The second stage of the money‐laundering process is layering. The
goal in this stage is the concealment15 of the criminal origin of the pro‐
ceeds. As long as cash is converted to a more manageable form or de‐
posited into the financial system, the criminals must distance them‐
selves from the illicit process. They are able to achieve this by setting
complex layers of financial transactions draughtted to circumvent ex‐
isting laws. Therefore, money can be transferred and split frequently
between bank accounts, countries, persons or businesses. Money can
also be withdrawn in cash and deposited into bank accounts with other
banks. It is common to use bank accounts in countries with strict bank‐
ing secrecy laws and to nominate offshore corporations as the bank ac‐

12 Peter Lilley, Dirty Dealing: The untold truth about global money laundering, inter‐
national crime and terrorism, p. 49.
13 Saul M. Froomkin, ‘Offshore centres and money laundering’, Journal of Money
Laundering Control, 1997, 1(2), 167.
14 Peter Lilley, Dirty Dealing: The untold truth about global money laundering, inter‐
national crime and terrorism, p. 49.
15 This stage is the “cleaning” cycle of the money laundering process.
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count holders.16 Businesses that do not accept cash or sellers of con‐
sumer durables are likely to encounter that stage of money launder‐
ing.17
The final stage is termed integration18. The process of money laun‐
dering is completed only after the criminal proceeds – having acquired
legitimacy‐ are either transferred back to the realm of the criminal or
channeled into medium‐term or long‐term investments. Obviously, a
single concealment of criminal proceeds would serve to protect the
criminal from law enforcement authorities. Yet, both the risk of loss
and the need to invest these proceeds urges the criminals to integrate
them into the financial system. However, given that a single hiding of
those takings in a bank account is not enough to assure them, the final
goal of concealing and laundering is only served by a constant chan‐
neling into financial markets.19
The complexity of the money laundering process depends on the
creativity and the special needs of each criminal organisation. The
money laundering needs of a large traditional organized crime family
differ from those of a small cell of fundamentalist religious terrorists.
The goal, though, of the money laundering process remains the same,
i.e. the concealment of either the source or application of criminal pro‐
ceeds20.
A great variety of techniques has been devised in order to accom‐
plish the purpose of money laundering. Offshore financial centres of
OFCs occupy a neuralgic place in the whole money laundering process
Opacity is the key to any successful layering process.
Michael Zeldin, ‘Money laundering’, Journal of Money Laundering Control,
1998, 1(4), 295. OECD, Money Laundering Awareness Handbook for Tax Examiners and
Tax Auditors, 2009, p. 13.
18 “If the layering process has succeeded, integration schemes place the laun‐
dered proceeds back into the economy in such way that they re‐enter the financial
systems appearing to be normal business funds”, Bank of England: ‘Guidance
notes for banks and building societies on money laundering’, December 1990, p. 2.
19 Stavros Katsios, Money Laundering, 1998, p. 86.
20 Michael Sheetz, Investigating Global Money Laundering, Law & Order, Aug 2004,
p. 108.
16
17
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and it would be of particular interest to look into their key role.
Offshore Financial Centres (OFCs)
1. Offshore financial centres and their features
Offshore Financial Centres or OFCs,21 despite their name, are not
necessarily islands, although many island jurisdictions have estab‐
lished OFCs, nor do they have a single universal definition. OFCs
could be defined as places that “host financial activities that are sepa‐
rated from major regulating units (states) by geography and/or legisla‐
tion”,22 or as jurisdictions whose financial sectors account for a signifi‐
cant and disproportionate share of its domestic economy, or as jurisdic‐
tions where a majority of financial transactions conducted by their in‐
stitutions are done on behalf of clients who reside in other jurisdic‐
tions.
Historically, offshore jurisdictions were associated with one or more
of the following: low or zero taxation, moderate financial regulation
and supervision, and secrecy or anonymity in financial dealings.23 In‐
creasingly, many offshore centres are associated with niche markets in
which they have developed extensive professional expertise.24 Offshore
financial activities include offshore banking (both wholesale banking
such as Eurocurrency loan booking and retail banking, particularly in‐
ternational private banking), offshore funds, trusts, holding, financial
services, licencing, trading, business administration, shipping, invest‐
ments, nominees, leasing, LLCs and captive insurance.25

21 In the past few decades, offshore financial centres were known as “tax ha‐
vens”.
22 M.P. Hampton, ‘Treasure islands or fool’ s gold: can and should small island
economies copy Jersey?’, World Development, 1994, pp. 237‐250.
23 Jackie Johnson & Mark Holub, ‘Corporate flight: moving “offshore” to avoid
US taxes’, Journal of Financial Crime, 2003, 10(3), 246.
24 Not all offshore activities take place in all offshore centres.
25 M.P. Hampton & M. Levi, ‘Fast spinning into oblivion? Recent developments
in money‐laundering policies and offshore finance centres’, Third World Quarterly,
1999, 20(3) 649. The Princeton Encyclopedia of the World Economy, 2009, p. 861. P.
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Some of the main characteristics of OFCs are the following.26
Favorable tax treatment to businesses or financial investors.27
Absence of records relating to the de facto rulers of companies.
The legislative prohibition on disclosure of information on these
offshore centres.
Their obvious reluctance to cooperate, on the grounds that in most
centres tax evasion is not an offence of money laundering.
There are no arrangements to exchange information with other
countries.
International corporations can be created with minimum formali‐
ties.
Providing bank secrecy for these corporations.
Very harsh laws for the breach of bank secrecy.
A highly developed tourist activity which may justify cash inflows.
A universal currency (particularly U.S. dollar) is used as the local
currency.
A government relatively invulnerable to external pressures.
A high degree of economic dependence in financial services.
Availability of modern communication systems (telephone cable,
telex) that bind them to other countries.
A favourable geographical location for business trips to rich
neighbouring countries.

2. The role of offshore financial centres in the money laundering process
On the account of the internationalisation of currency, capital, and
corporate securities markets and the ease of international travel and
developments in communications, information, and technology, a very
high proportion of financial crime has become transnational in concep‐
tion, execution and realisation. Money laundering schemes for transna‐

Douvis, Offshore Activities, 2008, pp. 59‐112.
26 Roxana Ispas, ‘Money laundering through offshore areas’, Annals of the Uni‐
versity of Petroşani, Economics, 9(2), 2009, pp. 58‐59.
27 Peter Schwarz, ‘Money launderers and tax havens: Two sides of the same
coin?’, International Review of Law and Economics 2011, p. 37.
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tional crimes and for significant single‐jurisdiction crimes will inevita‐
bly involve offshore countries, as criminals seek for more secretive
places to launder dirty money.28
OFCs have a central role in the whole money laundering process.29
As regards to the stage of placement, the most effective technique is to
smuggle funds offshore is by using a bank or a financial institution.
Other ways to place money offshore include the use of false or fraudu‐
lent customs documentation, the manipulation of securities, commodi‐
ties, and foreign exchange transactions, the abuse of the international
airlines payment system and of course the physical transportation of
cash or negotiable monetary instruments which are carried by couriers
on their person or as luggage, unaccompanied baggage or freight.30
A large part of the earnings of organized crime is not obtained in
cash and, hence, they do not pass through the stage of placement. For
instance, subsidies defrauded by criminal organizations are deposited
by check or wire transfer to the account of an offshore corporation of
unknown owner. Therefore, sometimes the stage of placement is omit‐
ted.31
Once the criminal proceeds are placed in an offshore centre, addi‐
tional secrecy is obtained by agitating the proceeds through one or
more laundering cycles, i.e. sending the funds across many countries
and passing them through numerous hands, bank accounts, and le‐
gitimate businesses. Offshore banking plays an important role in this
stage, as banks in OFCs ensuring banking secrecy purpose and protect
their customer‘s identity by totally anonymous accounts, accounts of
clients protected by an attorney, accounts of fictitious beneficiaries,

28 Mary Alice Young, ‘The exploitation of offshore financial centres’, Journal of
Money Laundering Control, 2013, 16(3) 201.
29 Alexa Rosdol, ‘Are OFCs leading the fight against money laundering?’, Jour‐
nal of Money Laundering Control, 2007, 10(3) 339.
30 David A. Chaikin, ‘Money laundering: an investigatory perspective’, Criminal
Law Forum, 1991, 485‐486.
31 Chara Zerva, ‘Offshore companies and money laundering’, Criminal Justice
2001, 1046‐1057.
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protected secret accounts. Offshore banks attract funds largely because
they promise both anonymity and the possibility of tax avoidance, and
in some cases, tax evasion32. Wire and electronic funds transfers are
primary tools in the stage of layering as they facilitate operations from
a large number of bank accounts, into which deposits have been made
by “smurfing” to a principal collecting account located in an offshore
centre33. Tainted funds can also be routed through shell corporations,
which the FATF34 (Financial Action Task Force) defines as a corpora‐
tion or institution “that does not conduct any commercial or manufac‐
turing business or any other form of commercial operation in the coun‐
try where their registered office is located”.35 Front companies can also
be used to conduct international commercial trade. These companies
are effective in the stage of layering36 because they do not necessarily
require the complicity of a financial institution and they are more diffi‐
cultly detected if they conduct legitimate business, particularly ones
that are exempt from Currency Transaction Reports (CTR), such as liq‐
uor stores or restaurants. Any cash rich business can serve as a front
company. Import and export companies can also serve as front compa‐
nies using double invoicing, under‐valuation and over‐valuation of
goods and financing exports to launder money. Inflated prices to pay
for imported goods are also a common laundering technique used by
front companies37.
At the final stage of integration, which is probably the smoothest
32 Phil Williams, ‘Money laundering’, South African Journal of International Af‐
fairs, 1997, 83.
33 Peter Reuter, Edwin M. Truman, Chasing dirty money, 2004, p. 30.
34 The Financial Action Task Force (on Money Laundering), also known by its
French name, Groupe d’action financière (GAFI), is an intergovernmental organi‐
zation founded in 1989 on the initiative of the G7 to develop policies to combat
money laundering. In 2001 the purpose expanded to act on terrorism financing.
35 Bonnie Buchanan, ‘Money laundering—a global obstacle’, Research in Interna‐
tional Business and Finance 2004, 118.
36 They are also used at the stage of integration.
37 Bonnie Buchanan, ‘Money laundering—a global obstacle’, Research in Interna‐
tional Business and Finance 2004, 118.
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part, the mirror‐image trading scheme is central. It involves buying
contracts for one account while selling an equal number of contracts
from another38. The same person controls both accounts, thus any
profit or loss is effectively netted. At this phase, an offshore business is
contracted to a legitimate and finally illicit proceeds take the form of
the product or profit from a legitimate transaction.
3. How do criminals choose an offshore financial centre?
Considering the main features of OFCs and the purpose of money
laundering, the following factors, reasons and causes that make some
OFCs attractive to money laundering can be drawn.39 Therefore, crime
organizations seek for OFCs:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

With absolutely or very strict banking secrecy, which is not abro‐
gated to detect crimes, either felonies.
With banking systems do not require verification of customer ‘s
identity, or banks that make extensive use of codes or anonymous
accounts or credit nominee accounts.
Where there are no or lax controls on foreign exchange.
With lax corporate legislation and simple to start‐ups, particularly
where there is shareholder anonymity.
With financial systems which allow extensive use of monetary in‐
struments in bearer.
With any controls on imports and exports of cash.
Where money laundering is not a crime.
Where financial businesses that are not subject to any kind of con‐
trol or supervision operate.
Where there is no recording of large amounts of cash transactions.
Where no obligation to report suspicious transactions to national
agencies or authorities is imposed.

38 Bonnie Buchanan, ‘Money laundering—a global obstacle’, Research in Interna‐
tional Business and Finance 2004, 119.
39 George Tragakis, Organised Crime and Money Laundering, 1996, pp. 190‐192. W.
Filipkowski, New trends on money laundering, Criminal Justice, 2005, pp. 883‐891.
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With legal systems that do not provide seizures or confiscations of
property.
With weak or transparent financial supervisory rules and agencies,
particularly where there is no or deficiently trained personnel.
Where law enforcement agencies, i.e. police, customs authority and
coastguard lack in personnel or equipment.
With offshore banking systems where establishing a corporation or
open an account is easy and inexpensive.
With free trade zones, where there is hardly any state control or
supervision.
With legal systems that encourage access to international gold trad‐
ing centers.
With extensive activity of foreign banks, i.e. where foreign banks
have established branches or subsidiaries and there is business de‐
velopment through wire transfers.
With ineffective or corrupted public administration or where busi‐
ness and financial communities follow a ‘laisser faire’ policy and
methods of unfair competition.
With an unusually large volume of interbank transfers of fiduciary
money and financial payment instruments.
Where US dollar and other strong currencies are directly accepted,
particularly where banks and other financial institutions may open
deposit accounts in dollars or other strong currencies.

4.The Panama Papers case
The most recent case that captures the central role of offshore finan‐
cial centres, concerning not only money laundering but the whole
global economy, is the Panama Papers case. The Panama Papers are an
unprecedented leak of 11.5 millions files from the database of the
world’s fourth biggest offshore law firm, Mossack Fonseca, which is a
Panama‐based law firm and whose services include incorporating
companies in offshore jurisdictions, such as the British Virgin Islands,
and wealth management.
Mossack Fonseca data relates to more than 200,000 companies for
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which the firm acted as registered agent. Often used lawfully to
anonymously hold property and bank accounts, these companies were
registered in a range of OFCs and this map depicts the most popular
locations among its clients. The British Virgin Islands held more than
100,000 companies. Rather than dealing directly with company owners,
Mossack Fonseca mostly acted on instructions from intermediaries,
usually accountants, lawyers, banks and trust companies.40
The files expose the offshore holdings of twelve current and former
world leaders and contain new details about major scandals ranging
from England’s most infamous gold heist, an unfolding political
money laundering affair in Brazil and bribery allegations convulsing
FIFA, the body that rules international soccer. They also provide de‐
tails of the hidden financial dealings of 128 other politicians and public
officials around the world and point how a global industry of law
firms and big banks sells financial secrecy to fraudsters and drug traf‐
fickers as well as billionaires, celebrities and sports stars. The Panama
Papers also include the names of at least 33 people and companies
blacklisted by the U.S. government because of evidence that they have
done business with Mexican drug lords, terrorist organizations like
Hezbollah or rogue nations, including North Korea and Iran. The
leaked data covers nearly 40 years, from the late 1970s through the end
of 2015. It allows an unprecedented view inside the offshore world,
providing a day‐to‐day, decade‐by‐decade look at how dark money
flows through the global financial system, breeding crime and depriv‐
ing national treasuries of tax revenues.41
The Panama Papers case establishes with emphasis that regardless
of the fact that OFCs were conjured after World War II, nonetheless,

40 J. Garside, L. Harding, H. Watt, D. Pegg, H. Bengtsson, S. Bowers, O. Gibson
& N. Hopkins, ‘What are the Panama Papers? A guide to history’s biggest data
leak’, The Guardian 2016‐04‐05.https://www.theguardian.com/news/2016/apr/03/
what‐you‐need‐to‐know‐about‐the‐panama‐papers
41 The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, ‘Offshore links of
more than 140 politicians and officials exposed’, 2016‐04‐03. https://www.icij.org/
blog/2016/04/offshore‐links‐more‐140‐politicians‐and‐officials‐exposed
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nowadays, they keep serving purposes of money laundering in a most
complex economical and financial environment. It is remarkable that
European Commission has announced it will tighten the European Un‐
ion’s anti‐money laundering rules and increase transparency require‐
ments for companies and trusts, putting the financing of terrorism and
tax evasion in its crosshairs.42

42 Simon Bouvier, ‘Panama Papers credited as new EU anti money‐laundering
and tax abuse rules proposed’, ICIJ The International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists,
2016‐07‐07.
https://panamapapers.icij.org/20160707‐eu‐tax‐AML‐
rules.html
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Sommario: 1. Il perimetro della riflessione. – 2. Il ruolo della giustizia
riparativa nella declinazione delle risposte al crimine dei «colletti
bianchi». – 2.1. I limiti posti dalle caratteristiche del white‐collar crime
all’operatività della giustizia riparativa: autori, vittime, dimensione del
danno. – 2.2. La modesta praticabilità della giustizia riparativa
attraverso la sospensione del processo con messa alla prova. – 3. Il
contributo della giustizia riparativa alla comprensione del significato
della pena: un’ipotesi di lavoro. – 3.1. Identificazione dei problemi. –
3.2. Il ruolo della giustizia riparativa nel patteggiamento. – 3.3. Il ruolo
della giustizia riparativa nella commisurazione della pena. – 4.
Conclusioni.
Il perimetro della riflessione
Pochi termini criminologici si caratterizzano per una costante
evoluzione sotto il profilo definitorio, che ne determina altresì una
certa «elasticità» semantica, come il lessema complesso «white collar
crime»: lo rilevava già nel 1974 Nestor Courakis, in un breve, mirabile
saggio che introduce allo studio del crimine dei colletti bianchi2.

1 Questo studio è l’esito di un percorso di ricerca che ha portato ad ampliare e
aggiornare il saggio pubblicato in AA.VV., Scritti per Luigi Lombardi Vallauri,
Wolters Kluwer‐Cedam, San Giuliano Milanese, 2016, pp. 847‐861.
2 N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude de la Criminalité en col blanc’, Revue
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Analogamente, si può dire che pochi termini giuridici presentano una
significativa diversità di formule definitorie, dai confini mobili e in
progressiva evoluzione, come il lessema complesso «giustizia
riparativa».
Nello spazio aperto tra questi «Scilla e Cariddi» terminologico‐
concettuali3 si colloca la mia riflessione circa il ruolo che la giustizia
riparativa può avere nell’ individuazione delle risposte al crimine dei
colletti bianchi.
L’ipotesi di lavoro è verificare se due mondi apparentemente così
lontani da sembrare inconciliabili – quello della restorative justice e
quello del diritto penale – possano entrare in un vitale rapporto di
risonanza per immaginare nuove risposte e una più duratura
prevenzione nei confronti del white‐collar crime.
Comincerò con il dare una definizione della giustizia riparativa –
dando per risolte qui le complessità semantiche – per affrontare poi,
più in dettaglio, i profili definitori del crimine dei colletti bianchi.
La giustizia riparativa – meglio conosciuta nella letteratura
internazionale attraverso l’anglicismo restorative justice – è un
paradigma che, muovendo da una visione relazionale dell’illecito
penale, ha il proprio focus nella tutela delle vittime di reato nonché
nella valorizzazione di percorsi riconciliativo‐riparatori su base
veritativa.4 Al centro della giustizia riparativa si pongono infatti due
istanze, tali da formare un’endiadi indissolubile: da un lato, la tutela
science criminelle et droit pénal comparé, 1974, 765‐781.
3 Sotto il profilo terminologico, rispetto al crime dei colletti bianchi, vi è chi usa
il lessema «white collar crime»e chi, invece, ricorre alla formula «corporate crime». Su
terminologia e definizioni si sofferma N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., 769
s. Anche rispetto alla giustizia riparativa si ricorre a lessemi diversi che rinviano ad
aree di significato in parte sovrapponibili: restorative justice, relational justice,
community justice.
4 Mi riferisco al ruolo che la verità ha rivestito nell’esperienza della Truth and
Reconciliation Commission sudafricana, su cui v. le riflessioni di C. Mazzucato,
‘Capolavoro di giustizia. Appunti su esemplarità e perdono nella giustizia penale’,
in S. Biancu & A. Bondolfi (a cura di), Perdono: negazione o compimento della
giustizia?, Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Trento, 2015, pp. 69‐90.
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della vittima e dei suoi bisogni di riparazione; dall’altro lato, la
promozione di un percorso di auto‐responsabilizzazione del che
promuova condotte riparatorie simboliche o materiali. Fa da collante
tra le due istanze il metodo: le parti – in particolare nella mediazione,
che è il principale strumento della giustizia riparativa – sono chiamate
a lavorare insiemeper condividere la verità a partire da questa
condivisione possono essere cercati percorsi di riparazione ed
eventualmente di riconciliazione.
Per tutte, richiamo la nozione proposta da Zehr, che può essere
considerato il padre della giustizia riparativa:
[La giustizia riparativa può essere vista come un modello di
giustizia che] “coinvolge la vittima, il reo e la comunità nella ricerca di
una soluzione che promuova la riparazione, la riconciliazione e il senso
di sicurezza collettivo”.5
L’esito normativo di una elaborazione dottrinale più che ventennale
ha trovato riconoscimento normativo nella Direttiva 2012/29/UE,
secondo la quale la giustizia riparativa è:«qualsiasi procedimento che
permette alla vittima e all’autore del reato di partecipare attivamente,
se vi acconsentono liberamente, alla risoluzione delle questioni
risultanti dal reato con l’aiuto di un terzo imparziale».6
È importante sottolineare, nella prospettiva di raccordo con il
crimine dei colletti bianchi, che la giustizia riparativa è un paradigma
chiamato a lavorare non solo in alternativa al diritto penale ma anche
secondo una logica di complementarità7, che consente di rinnovarlo nei
fondamenti e nelle risposte. Pur nella pluralità dei modelli
sanzionatori, il diritto penale è, infatti, e resta uno strumento

5 H. Zehr, Changing Lenses. A New Focus on Crime and Justice, Herald Press,
Scottsdale, 1990, p. 181 (trad. Dell’A).
6 Direttiva 2012/29/UE, art. 2.1.d). Sulla questione definitoria rinviamo a G.
Mannozzi & G.A. Lodigiani, La Giustizia Riparativa. Formanti, parole e metodi,
Giappichelli, Torino, 2016, pp. 89‐106.
7 Sul punto, v. F. Palazzo, ‘Giustizia riparativa e giustizia punitiva’, in G.
Mannozzi & G.A. Lodigiani (a cura di), Giustizia Riparativa. Ricostruire legami,
ricostruire persone, il Mulino, Bologna, 2015, pp. 73 ss.
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strutturalmente monolitico, valutativo, definitorio di precetti che
formalizzano soluzioni autoritative di conflitti, atto a veicolare sanzioni
la cui esecuzione può essere imposta coattivamente, intrinsecamente
afflittive, sia pure con il temperamento posto dell’ideale rieducativo, e
stigmatizzanti. La giustizia riparativa introduce nel diritto penale
l’istanza di una maggiore tutela e presa in carico delle vittime e la
capacità di strutturare risposte che non si esauriscano nel raddoppio
del male.
Vengo ora al crimine dei colletti bianchi, il terreno su cui si innesta
la mia riflessione nella duplice angolatura prospettica penalistica e di
giustizia riparativa. Esso è entità polimorfa e mutevole, complessa,
come ho anticipato in esordio, già a partire dal profilo definitorio.
Courakis ricorda però che: «non bisogna fermarsi a causa di queste
difficoltà o pericoli: grazie ai numerosi mezzi materiali e intellettuali di
cui dispongono i criminali dal colletto bianco, questa sorta di
criminalità costituisce la forma, la più pura e maggiormente
rappresentativa, delle tendenze criminali della nostra società».8
L’affermazione di Courakis è, per taluni aspetti, in continuità con
l’approccio di Sutherland, per altri, invece, innovativa e profetica: i
grandi scandali economico‐finanziari scoperti dopo il 1974, la necessità
di istituire modelli di responsabilità ex‐crimine dell’ente per arginare
forme di criminalità economica o corruttiva transnazionali, ma anche la
pervasività del crimine economico all’interno di strati sociali che si
approssimano alla classe media, confermano l’intuizione di Courakis
circa la generale diffusione di condotte criminali con abuso di fiducia.
«Fiducia», secondo Courakis, è un termine chiave: la violazione della
fiducia è il dato maggiormente caratterizzante il comportamento dei
colletti bianchi, i quali raramente commettono un reato a danno gli uni
degli altri, indirizzando piuttosto l’agire criminale verso soggetti di
ceto inferiore oppure che hanno poche possibilità di ottenere beni di
prima necessità o verso realtà imprenditoriali di piccolo cabotaggio.9

8
9

N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., 767.
N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., 774 s.
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È, questo, un tratto che colloca la riflessione di Courakis nel solco
tracciato da Sutherland, da cui è doveroso muovere per stabilire cosa si
intenda per «white‐collar cime» e quali illeciti possano a pieno titolo
rientrare in tale categoria socio‐criminologica. Courakis, tuttavia, nel
saggio del 1974, va ancora indietro nel tempo rispetto alla nozione
elaborata da Sutherland, richiamando sia le riflessioni di Hill nel
discorso al Congresso internazionale sulla prevenzione e la repressione
del crimine tenutosi a Londra nel 1872, sia l’uso del termine
«criminaloid» coniato da Ross nel 1907.10
Per Sutherland, il crimine dei colletti bianchi è il reato commesso da
«una persona rispettabile e di elevata condizione sociale nel corso della
sua occupazione»11 violando la fiducia formalmente o implicitamente
attribuitagli.
A quasi un secolo dalla lezione di Sutherland, la categoria del
crimine dei colletti bianchi presenta tuttavia una serie di difficoltà
ermeneutiche che hanno portato alla formalizzazione di varianti e
sotto‐distinzioni.12
Mi limito a richiamare le due principali diversificazioni teorico‐
ricostruttive, basate sulle seguenti alternative concettuali:
(a) definizione
normativa
vs.
definizione
socio‐criminologica.
Quest’ultima appare piuttosto elastica: in essa rientrerebbero i
comportamenti sociologicamente devianti ancorché non (ancora)
definiti come reati dalla legge. Fedele alle intenzioni di Sutherland,
la seconda definizione riposa dunque sul concetto di devianza e
N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., 767 s.
E. H. Sutherland, White Collar Crime (1949),trad. it. Il Crimine dei Colletti
Bianchi, Giuffrè, Milano, 1987, p. 8.
12 Un ricostruzione dei fattori di crisi della definizione elaborata da Sutherland
– a partire dal quella proposta nel discorso tenuto in qualità di presidente
dell’American Sociologica Society – è effettuata da G.G. Geis, White Collar and
Corporate Crime, Oxford University Press, New York‐Oxford, 2016, pp. 84‐124. In
particolare, Geis prende in esame sia l’evoluzione della formulazione di white collar
crime nel pensiero di Sutherland, tra il 1939 e il 1949, sia le obiezioni formulate in
seguito da studiosi tra i quali Tappan, Aubert, Caldwell, Edelhertz, Pepinsky,
Orland, Shapiro.
10
11
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non, tecnicamente, di criminalità13. Viceversa, dal punto di vista
strettamente giuridico‐penalistico, la categoria del white‐collar crime
appare piuttosto circoscritta e risulta identificabile in base a
parametri di natura formale.14
(b) Definizione incentrata sul comportamento vs. definizione incentrata
sull’autore. Nell’ottica di Sutherland erano le caratteristiche
dell’autore del reato e non tanto quelle della condotta tenuta ad essere
dirimenti rispetto all’inclusione o meno di un comportamento nella
categoria dei white‐collar crimes.
In chiave definitoria, Sutherland ha cercato di individuare le cause
del comportamento criminale dei white collars facendo leva sulla teoria
delle associazioni differenziali – teoria che sconta però obiezioni legate
al fatto di essere suscettibile di applicazione generalizzabile alla
criminalità comune15 – e sul concetto di sub‐cultura.16 Questi, come
anche altri modelli di spiegazione,17 hanno tuttavia rivelato nel tempo
la loro insufficienza, ad ulteriore riprova che neppure il percorso
eziologico offre sicure indicazioni di metodo per individuare e
circoscrivere la categoria dei «colletti bianchi».
Nella prospettiva penalistica, peraltro, la via prospettata da
Sutherland per definire il crimine dei colletti bianchi incontra ostacoli
non facilmente superabili: la centralità delle caratteristiche
personologiche dell’agente richiama l’obsoleta e per molti aspetti
inquietante categoria dogmatica del tipo d’autore, sicché appare
senz’altro preferibile lavorare sulle caratteristiche oggettivo‐strutturali
dell’azione delittuosa.
Un tentativo di mediazione tra definizione oggettiva e definizione

Cfr. anche N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., 770.
P. W. Tappan, ‘Who is the criminal?’, American Sociological Rev., 12(1), 1947,
96‐102.
15 Cfr. G.G. Geis, White‐Collar Crime, cit., p. 84.
16 E.H. Sutherland‐D.R. Cressey, Principles of Criminology (1934), trad it.
Criminologia, Giuffrè, Milano, 1996.
17 Si pensi alla teoria del legame sociale di T. Hirschi, Causes of Delinquency,
Transaction Publisher, New York, 1969.
13
14
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soggettiva può essere quello elaborato da Spinellis attraverso la
categorizzazione dei c.d. «Top‐hat crimes»,18 locuzione che individua
una classe ampia di illeciti, realizzati dai «politicians in office», tale da
includere anche i white collar cimes.
Secondo Spinellis, i tratti che contraddistinguono i Top‐hat crimes
sono essenzialmente tre:
1)
la tipologia di autore legata alla sussistenza di determinate
qualifiche soggettive (politici in senso lato e pubblici ufficiali);
2)
le logiche comportamentali (lotta per conquistare il potere e uso
del potere acquisito);
3)
le modalità della condotta (possibilità di gestire un ampio
potere discrezionale).
Queste ultime, in particolare, riconoscibili anche per essere state
suggellate da
vicende
politico‐giudiziarie
a
risonanza
internazionale, includono:
a) le violazioni delle regole basilari del gioco democratico per la
conquista del potere politico (si pensi, ad esempio, al caso
Watergate);
b) la violazione dei diritti umani dei cittadini (un riferimento, tra i
molti, alle torture e ai trattamenti inumani avvenuti in Grecia
durante la dittatura dei Colonnelli);
c) la corruzione, le frodi e gli illeciti tipicamente economici
(emblematici sono la vicenda italiana di Tangentopoli e lo
scandalo per corruzione e finanziamento illecito al CDU che ha
investito il cancelliere Kohl in Germania);
d) le violazioni dei doveri dei pubblici ufficiali riconducibili ad
omissione di atti d’ufficio o abuso (un esempio paradigmatico
può essere rappresentato dalla vicenda del sangue infetto
occorsa in Francia negli anni 1984‐85).19
18 D. Spinellis, ‘Crimes of politicians in office’(or ‘Top hat crimes’), in H. Epp (a
cura di), Crime by Government, Association International de Droit Pénal, Érès, 1995,
p. 18 ss.
19 La chiave di lettura proposta da Spinellis aiuta a chiarire il perché la
criminalità dei colletti bianchi e, in particolare, i delitti di corruzione – classe di
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In particolare, i reati inclusi nella modalità comportamentale sub (c)
si caratterizzano per la produzione di una serie di effetti collaterali che
– tanto nella descrizione fatta da Spinellis, quanto in quella svolta a suo
tempo da Sutherland – investono, oltre all’economia,20 proprio la
tenuta delle regole democratiche: la perdita di fiducia dei cittadini nelle
istituzioni, la creazione di una «zona grigia» tra lecito e illecito, la
diminuzione dell’effettività delle norme penali (dovuta all’impunità
che in molti casi è garantita, di fatto, agli esponenti politici coinvolti in
scandali legati al malaffare economico‐amministrativo), la
legittimazione di un «costo» della democrazia da pagare attraverso
forme di finanziamento illecito dei partiti o tangenti, la creazione di un
clima di sfiducia verso la magistratura quanto più essa si mostra
indipendente perseguendo i reati dei politicians in office, i tentativi di
controllare o limitare la libertà di stampa.
Non è un caso che, sulla base di questa consapevolezza, la categoria
sia stata identificata, più di recente, in termini prevalentemente
oggettivi21 nonché ulteriormente caratterizzata da peculiarità legate alla
reazione delle agenzie del controllo formale e informale e alle
dinamiche vittimologiche.
Queste ultime sono messe in luce da Flechter, il quale analizza il
ruolo e, in taluni casi, la consapevole «collusione» delle vittime rispetto
sia alla criminalità dei colletti bianchi classica, sia alla criminalità posta
in essere da piccoli e medi imprenditori – che presenta tratti comuni
con la white collar criminality –sia, infine, rispetto alla criminalità

illeciti che, nell’ambito dei reati latamente economici, desta serie preoccupazioni da
parte dell’Unione Europea – possano minare le regole democratiche e dello Stato di
diritto, come espresso nei considerando della Convenzione penale contro la
corruzione conclusa a Strasburgo il 27 gennaio 1999.
20 Sui costi della criminalità economica v. R. De Luca & C. Macrì‐B. Zoli,
Anatomia del Crimine in Italia, Giuffrè, Milano, 2013, pp. 722 ss.
21 Per l’analisi dei tratti comuni del crimine dei colletti bianchi v. S. P. Green,
Lying, Cheating, and Stealing. A Moral Theory of White‐Collar Crime (2006),trad. it. I
Crimini dei Colletti Bianchi. Mentire e rubare tra diritto e morale, Milano, 2008, pp. 11
ss. e passim.
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economica senza volto («collarless crime»).22
La tesi di Flechter è che anche i piccoli e medi imprenditori sono
capaci di porre in essere comportamenti devianti al pari delle grandi
imprese o organizzazioni, sebbene a spingerli sia non tanto la ricerca di
maggiori profitti, quanto la necessità di sopravvivere e di reggere
l’impatto della concorrenza.23
Pertanto, anziché parlare genericamente di white collar crime, si è
pensato di lavorare sulla dicotomia che vede, da un lato, i corporate
crimes – illeciti compiuti dalle persone giuridiche e rientranti nelle
politiche aziendali – e, dall’altro, gli occupational crimes,24 illeciti
commessi nell’ambito dell’attività aziendale da lavoratori o da soggetti
in posizione apicale (truffe ai danni dell’azienda, violazione delle
norme sulla sicurezza nei luoghi di lavoro o dei diritti sindacali) o a
danno di una cerchia specifica di consumatori (ad esempio le frodi
alimentari) o della collettività (si pensi all’inquinamento ambientale).25
Robin Fletcher lavora, in particolare, su un’ulteriore distinzione
nell’ambito della teoria del white collar: quella che consente di isolare
almeno una categoria di confine rispetto al colletto bianco
tradizionalmente inteso. Quest’ultima è da individuare nei c.d. «street
level enterpreneurs», attori che usano la propria rete di contatti e la
fiducia di cui godono per vendere beni e servizi a clienti che
normalmente accettano la natura illecita del contratto perché
consapevoli, ad esempio, dell’evasione fiscale da parte del contraente –
se la prestazione viene richiesta/effettuata «in nero» o a conoscenza del
mancato rispetto delle regole previdenziali o sulla sicurezza sul

22 R. Fletcher, ‘White‐collar, blue‐collar and collarless Crime: the complicity of
victim in “victimless crime”’, in G. McElwee& R.Smith, Exporing Criminal and Illegal
Enterprise: New perspectives on research, policy & practice, Emerald, Bingley UK, 2015,
p. 77.
23 Ibidem, p. 81.
24 Cfr. M.B. Clinard‐R. Quinney, Criminal Behaviour Systems: A typology, Holt,
Rinehart e Winston, New York, 1967.
25 S. P. Green, I Crimini dei Colletti Bianchi, cit., p. 7 s.
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lavoro.26 Gli attori di tali comportamenti devianti, accettati dalle
vittime‐contraenti, posso essere white collar (se professionisti, medici
specialisti, ecc.), blue collar (se piccoli imprenditori o artigiani) oppure
collarless (se si tratta di soggetti che vendono beni o servizi sul web).
In definitiva, l’indagine di Fletcher introduce nella tematica del
crimine dei colletti bianchi profili vittimodommatici e vittimologici che,
nell’ottica della restorative justice, appaiono di particolare interesse. Già
dagli studi di Sutherland erano emerse talune caratteristiche del white‐
collar crime così riassumibili:
a) difficile identificazione delle vittime;
b) inconsapevolezza da parte delle vittime della propria
vittimizzazione e dell’entità del danno subito;
c) ampiezza ed eterogeneità dei soggetti colpiti;
d) impersonalità delle vittime dirette, individualità delle vittime
indirette.27
Rispetto alla reazione delle agenzie del controllo formale – polo
concettuale che assieme e a quello vittimologico delimita la riflessione
scientifica in materia – il crimine dei colletti bianchi si caratterizza per
una scarsa percezione della criminosità dei reati economici da parte
della collettività, nonché per una debole e spesso ineffettiva reazione
delle agenzie del controllo formale.
«È la stessa collettività – scrive Sutherland – a non considerare
l’uomo d’affari un criminale; l’uomo d’affari, cioè, non rientra nello
stereotipo del “criminale”».28
Sotto il profilo dell’effettività del sistema penale, Courakis
sottolinea i «meccanismi imperfetti» del sistema quando deve
perseguire il criminale «rispettabile».29
Se è vero che la scarsa propensione ad incriminare e perseguire le
condotte riconducibili al crimine dei colletti bianchi e i modesti livelli
R. Fletcher, ‘White‐collar, blue‐collar’, cit., p. 77.
Cfr. sul punto R. De Luca, C. Macrì& B. Zoli(a cura di), Anatomia del Crimine in
Italia, Milano, 2013, p. 715.
28 E. H. Sutherland, Il Crimine dei Colletti Bianchi, cit., p. 295.
29 N. Courakis, ‘Introduction à l’étude’, cit., p. 779.
26
27
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sanzionatori erano particolarmente evidenti ai tempi di Sutherland, è
però anche vero che le dinamiche sanzionatorie sono mutate nel
tempo, almeno in taluni Paesi di più lunga tradizione democratica, in
direzione di una maggiore severità. Negli Stati Uniti, siffatto
incremento di severità ha caratterizzato la normativa anticorruzione
contenuta nel c.d. RICO e, soprattutto, nel Sarbanes‐Oxley Act, che ha
comportato una rimodulazione verso l’alto delle sentencing guidelines
federali/30 Molti colletti bianchi, infatti, coinvolti in scandali
economico‐finaziari del primo decennio degli anni 2000, sono stati
condannati, statistiche alla mano, a pene molto severe.31
Non altrettanto è avvenuto nell’ordinamento giuridico italiano,
dove la severità e l’effettività delle risposte sanzionatorie per i crimini
dei colletti bianchi sono state compromesse sia da politiche di
minimizzazione delle cornici edittali,32 sia da inasprimenti sanzionatori
destinati a rimanere soltanto cartacei.33 Basti considerare gli sconti per
la scelta del rito, il rischio, sempre incombente, della prescrizione e
l’operatività delle alternative alla detenzione, indebitamente ampliate
per esigenze eso‐penalistiche di controllo dell’entità della popolazione
detenuta.
30 Sulle dinamiche commisurative per i colletti bianchi ampiamente D. C.
Richman, ‘Federal white collar sentencing in the United States: a work in progress’,
Law and Contemporary Problems, 76(1), 2013, 53‐73. Il testo è disponibile at:
http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4346&context=lcp
31 Gli incrementi sanzionatori sono perdurati nonostante la pronuncia della
Suprema Corte United States v. Booker abbia ritenuto incostituzionale l’applicazione
obbligatoria delle linee‐guida, restituendo una quota significativa di potere
discrezionali alle corti di merito. D. Richman, ‘Federal white collar sentencing’, cit.,
p. 57 e p. 61 (ivi anche la giurisprudenza successiva a United States v. Booker). In ar‐
gomento v. anche Z. D. Gabbay, ‘Exploring the limits of the restorative justice
paradigm: restorative justice and white collar crime’, Cardozo Journ. of Conflict Re‐
sol., 2007, 422‐485 (in part. 439 s.).
32 Il principale riferimento, nel panorama normativo italiano, è alla riforma dei
reati di false comunicazioni sociali e impedito controllo avvenuta con d.lgs. n.
231/2001.
33 Si pensi alle nuove cornici edittali per i delitti di corruzione e concussione
introdotte con la l. 69/2015, che ha modificato la l. 190/2012.
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La disputa criminologico‐giuridica sulla nozione del crimine dei
colletti bianchi potrebbe trovare un punto di accordo nell’ paradigma
che qualifica il white collar crime come categoria di «somiglianza
familiare». Con questa etichetta si tenta di fornire una chiave di lettura
che tiene conto delle similitudini che intercorrono tra i reati che, a
seconda delle definizioni precedenti, possono rientrare nella categoria
in esame. Occorre cioè ritenere la locuzione «crimine dei colletti
bianchi» – linguisticamente evocativa ed efficace sotto il profilo
politico‐criminale, come dimostra l’ampio ricorso che ad essa si fa nella
letteratura scientifica – come un contenitore astratto di «oggetti» che
hanno certe proprietà comuni, le quali riposano su caratteristiche talvolta
soggettive, altre volte oggettive, altre ancora legate alle dinamiche
eziologiche dei comportamenti o al contenuto morale delle condotte
tenute.34
Secondo Green, tali «somiglianze familiari» sarebbero riconducibili
a tre:
(a) il tipo di autore: la maggior parte dei crimini del colletti bianchi «è
commesso da entità astratte come società, associazioni, enti non‐
profit e di diritto pubblico»;35
(b) la qualità e la quantità del danno arrecato a vittime dirette e indirette. Il
punto è particolarmente interessante ai fini di questa indagine e si
riporta perciò la spiegazione che offre al riguardo lo stesso Green.
«I reati dei colletti bianchi tendono anche a produrre danni più
difficilmente identificabili, rispetto a quelli causati dalla criminalità
comune. (…) Nel caso di white‐collar crime come evasione fiscale,
corruzione e insider trading (…) l’individuazione del danno
presenta reali difficoltà. Alcuni pregiudizi diretti sembrano
relativamente chiari: probabilmente l’evasione fiscale comporta
minori entrate per l’erario, la corruzione altera il processo
decisionale delle autorità pubbliche di governo e l’insider trading
produce transazioni inefficienti sul mercato dei titoli. Ma ci sono
34 Per l’analisi delle proprietà comuni del crimine dei colletti bianchi v. S. P.
Green, I Crimini dei Colletti Bianchi, cit., pp. 11 s. e passim.
35 Ibidem, p. 31.
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anche significativi danni indiretti, diffusi, aggregati, causati da tali
condotte – per esempio la perdita di credibilità agli occhi di
investitori e consumatori, la sfiducia nell’amministrazione e
decisioni scorrette adottate dai pubblici funzionari – che sono più
difficili da quantificare».36
(c) la violazione di una norma a contenuto morale: nel crimine dei colletti
bianchi ciò che rende illecito il comportamento è spesso la
violazione di un’indipendente regola morale e non tanto l’insieme
delle conseguenze dell’atto stesso. In quest’ambito, infatti, «i danni
causati da una condotta illecita sono spesso indistinguibili da quelli
causati da una condotta lecita».37 La riprovevolezza del crimine,
che non si apprezza tanto in termini di tipologia di danno, diventa
evidente quando il danno si lega ad un comportamento che
concretizza disprezzo o «affronto ai valori e alla dignità della
vittima».38
Questo punto, in particolare, è di rilevo ai fini dell’analisi del
contributo che la giustizia riparativa può offrire nella gestione del
crimine dei colletti bianchi, prevalentemente in direzione di una
complementarità delle risposte.
Con queste premesse minime sulle «somiglianze familiari» – come
direbbe Green – cioè sui tratti distintivi dei reati economici, è possibile
analizzare il ruolo che la giustizia riparativa può avere nella
repressione e nella prevenzione del crimine dei colletti bianchi; nella
ricerca, cioè, di una risposta alle sfide poste dalla criminalità politico‐
economico‐affaristica che non sia incentrata sulla mera repressione e
non si riveli del tutto insoddisfacente per le vittime, siano esse dirette o
indirette.

S. P. Green, I Crimini dei Colletti Bianchi, cit., pp. 32 s.
Ibidem, p. 38.
38 Così S. P. Green, op. cit., p. 39, citando Jean Hampton, ‘Correcting harms ver‐
sus righting wrongs: the goal of retribution’, UCLA Law Rev. (39) 1992, 1666.
36
37
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Il ruolo della giustizia riparativa nella declinazione delle risposte al
crimine dei «colletti bianchi»
1. I limiti posti dalle caratteristiche del white‐collar crime all’operatività
della giustizia riparativa: autori, vittime, dimensione del danno
Rispetto ad un contesto criminale – il white‐collar crime –
caratterizzato da perduranti incertezze definitorie, da una elevata
complessità delle condotte, da immaterialità o difficile identificabilità
delle vittime, talvolta peraltro capaci di collusione con i colpevoli, e da
un alone di effetti dannosi o distorsivi che va oltre il nocumento ad
interessi meramente patrimoniali o economici di corporations o di
singoli, il ricorso alla giustizia riparativa presenta, come è facile
immaginare, non poche difficoltà.
Il discorso deve a questo punto precedere distinguendo le difficoltà
teoriche e quelle operative, legate in particolare alle disnomie della
legislazione italiana in materia di criminalità economica specie sotto il
profilo dell’effettività delle risposte sanzionatorie.
Utilizzerò nuovamente la scansione proposta da Green per verificare
potenzialità e limiti della giustizia riparativa.
Il primo fattore da considerare è la peculiarità delle vittime della criminalità
dei colletti bianchi.
La giustizia riparativa ha come target preferenziale i reati che hanno
come vittima una persona fisica e, tra questi, i c.d. delitti di relazione.
Uno dei primi ostacoli che si incontrano nel pensare la giustizia
riparativa come modalità d’intervento nei confronti del white‐collar
crime è data perciò dal fatto che, in quest’ambito, una vittima in carne
ed ossa è difficilmente identificabile. I reati economici sono spesso a
vittima collettiva;39 basti pensare alle circa 35.000 parti civili ammesse
nel processo per il caso Parmalat. I delitti di corruzione, invece, hanno
una vittima impersonale:40 la pubblica Amministrazione.
39 G. Forti, L’Immane Concretezza. Metamorfosi del crimine e controllo penale,
Cortina, Milano, 2000, p. 271 (nt. 353).
40 Ibidem, p. 271.
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Discorso in parte diverso è quello delle vittime che scientemente
accedono a beni o servizi di cui conoscono la componente di illiceità
come descritto da Flechter.41
Quanto al danno, esso ha dimensioni che variano dal micro al macro.
Difficile è accertarne l’entità e il perimetro – si pensi ai reati di evasione
fiscale o di manipolazione del mercato42 – soprattutto quando le
condotte sono tipizzate nelle forme del reato di pericolo. Le stesse
condotte riparatorie possono essere di non facile formalizzazione o
presentarsi, ex ante,di scarsa efficacia.
Ulteriore profilo problematico è costituito dalla tipologia d’autore,
ben lontano sia dalla figura archetipica del criminale, sia da quella
paradigmatica
con
la
quale
avviare
un
percorso
di
43
mediazione/riparazione. Il crimine dei colletti bianchi, per il contesto
in cui matura e le modalità di realizzazione, è prevalentemente lo
specchio di politiche di impresa. Oltre alla persona fisica, vi è, con un
ruolo preponderante, un autore immateriale – la persona giuridica –
insuscettibile di entrare in qualsivoglia rapporto dialogico con le
vittime se non attraverso un’altra persona, la quale può essere terza sia
rispetto all’autore del reato persona fisica, sia rispetto alla persona
giuridica responsabile ex crimine per il fatto della persona fisica. Inoltre,
un autore‐persona fisica può non essere addirittura individuabile: lo
conferma il principio di autonomia della responsabilità dell’ente;
quest’ultima permane anche quando l’autore del reato non sia stato
identificato o non sia imputabile.44
Ciò vuol dire, in definitiva, che nei confronti del crimine dei colletti
bianchi un approccio in termini di giustizia riparativa dovrebbe poter
prescindere dallo strumento cardine della giustizia riparativa stessa: la
mediazione,45 la quale reclama una persona fisica identificabile. La

V., supra, n. 22.
Sul punto, F. Consulich, La Giustizia e il Mercato. Miti e realtà di una tutela
penale dell’investimento mobiliare, Giuffrè, Milano, 2010, pp. 297 ss.
43 H. Zher, Changing Lenses, cit., p. 16.
44 Cfr. l’art. 8 d.lgs. 231/2001.
45 Cfr. A. von Hirsch, A. Ashworth & C. Shearing, ‘Specifying aims and limits
41
42
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persona giuridica, infatti, non è capace di ascolto attivo, non può
provare empatia né vergogna,46 non sente la necessità di riconciliarsi
con la vittima, non cerca il perdono né ha bisogno di riguadagnare
autostima e senso di sicurezza nella prospettiva di «non‐domination»
elaborata da Braithwaite.47
Ciò non implica, tuttavia, che, rispetto a questo settore della
criminalità, la giustizia riparativa non possa avere spazi operativi,
specie se utilizzata in complementarità con il sistema penale nella
declinazione delle risposte sanzionatorie e non quale tecnica di
diversion ad efficacia estintiva dell’illecito, come tipicamente avviene
per i reati di competenza del giudice di pace o commessi da soggetti
minorenni.
Nella prospettiva della complementarità diventa allora decisivo
riflettere sui criteri di raccordo tra sistema penale‐processuale e
giustizia riparativa per verificare quali sinergie possano crearsi tra due
universi ispirati da logiche distinte ed orientati a risultati differenziati:
il primo, reo‐centrico, focalizzato sull’accertamento della responsabilità
e sulla punizione del colpevole; il secondo, vittimo‐centrico, orientato
all’auto‐riconoscimento di responsabilità e alla riparazione alle vittime
del reato.
2. La modesta praticabilità della giustizia riparativa attraverso la sospensione
del processo con messa alla prova
Con la legge di riforma del sistema sanzionatorio 67/2014 il
legislatore Italiano ha introdotto la possibilità di ricorrere alla
mediazione anche nell’ambito della giustizia penale ordinaria. Essa è
for restorative justice: a making amends model?’, in A. von Hirsch, J. V. Roberts, A.
E. Bottoms, K. Roach & M. Schiff (a cura di), Restorative Justice and Criminal Justice:
Competing or reconcilable paradigms?, Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2003, p. 28.
46 Ascolto, vergogna, empatia sono alcuni dei termini‐chiave dei programmi di
giustizia riparativa, sul cui valore fondativo e interpretativo sia consentito rinviare
a G. Mannozzi‐G.A. Lodigiani, La giustizia riparativa, cit., Parte II del volume.
47 Per un’elaborazione del concetto di dominio v. J. Braithwaite, ‘Principles of
restorative justice’, in A. von Hirsch, J. V. Roberts, A. E. Bottoms, K. Roach & M.
Schiff (a cura di), Restorative Justice, cit., pp. 8‐10.
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consentita dall’istituto della sospensione del processo con messa alla prova
(artt. 168‐bis c.p. e 464‐bis, lett. c, c.p.p.), operativo per reati puniti con
la sola pena edittale pecuniaria o con la pena detentiva non superiore
nel massimo a quattro anni, sola, congiunta o alternativa alla pena
pecuniaria e per i reati previsti dall’art. 550, co. 2, c.p.p.
In questo target di criminalità rientrano anche alcuni significativi
reati economici e contro la pubblica Amministrazione: le false
comunicazioni sociali se il fatto è di lieve entità, l’abuso d’ufficio, il
reato di induzione a dare o promettere utilità dal lato del
corr(eo)indotto,48 l’istigazione alla corruzione, il traffico di influenze
illecite, anche nella forma aggravata, il millantato credito, la
malversazione a danno dello Stato, l’indebita percezione di erogazioni
in danno dello Stato, la corruzione di persona incaricata di pubblico
servizio ma anche la nuova corruzione tra privati e la turbata libertà
degli incanti. Per tali illeciti, con buona pace delle richieste
sovranazionali di sanzioni proporzionate, adeguatee dissuasive, si potrà
imboccare il canale della sospensione del processo con messa alla
prova, inevitabilmente impoverito dalle componenti prescrittive di tipo
mediatorio, in quanto poco praticabili.
Per i reati economici si pone altresì un delicato problema di
coordinamento con la responsabilità ex crimine della persona giuridica,
per il quale però nella l. 67/2014 non risulta esservi delega. La
divaricazione dei destini della persona fisica e dell’ente è evidente: per la
prima si apre la possibilità della sospensione del processo ad esito
potenzialmente estintivo del reato; per la seconda, c’è unicamente il
processo ad epilogo eventualmente sanzionatorio (ancorché la persona
giuridica possa porre in essere forme di riparazione atte a paralizzare
l’applicazione delle sanzioni interdittive e a ridurre l’entità della pena
pecuniaria).
In sintesi, il modello di sospensione del processo con messa alla
48 Così definisce il «privato» indotto, ex art. 319‐quater c.p., M. Donini, ‘Il
corr(eo)indotto tra passato e futuro. Note critiche a Ss.Uu., 24 ottobre 2013‐14
marzo 2014, n. 29180, Cifarelli, Maldera e a., e alla l. n. 190 del 2012’, Cass. pen.,
2014, p. 1482 ss.
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prova, laddove risulti sganciato da componenti volte a valorizzare
un’assunzione di responsabilità attraverso percorsi mediatori e
riparativi, non veicola alcun contributo di giustizia riparativa e di
ricostituzione del legame sociale.
Il contributo della giustizia riparativa alla comprensione del
significato della pena: un’ipotesi di lavoro
1. Identificazione dei problemi
Uno dei problemi principali nell’attività di contrasto al crimine dei
colletti bianchi è dato, almeno nell’ ordinamento giuridico Italiano,
dall’inadeguatezza della risposta sanzionatoria: come rilevato a suo
tempo da Sutherland, spesso la pena non colpisce affatto i colletti
bianchi e, quand’anche inflitta, appare improntata a una particolare
mitezza.
Queste pene miti, tuttavia, presentano profili problematici prima
ancora che rispetto al principio di proporzione, in relazione alla
comprensione del significato della pena da parte del destinatario e al
messaggio di conferma dei valori sottesi alla norma violata, il quale
dovrebbe giungere, per il tramite della pena, alla collettività.
Quale significato e, soprattutto, quale contenuto può avere una
pena inflitta al criminale economico?
Se si accede all’idea costituzionalizzata di una pena rieducativa, il
white collar appare un destinatario del tutto eccentrico, non mostrando
alcuno dei segni – scarsa integrazione sociale, inadeguata istruzione,
inserimento in contesti degradati o ad elevato rischio criminale – su cui
lavorano i tradizionali programmi di trattamento.
Il criminale dal colletto bianco, tuttavia, mostra un volto ambiguo
ed inquietante non appena si rifletta sulla terza delle «somiglianze
familiari» proposta da Green: quella che intravvede alla base del white
collar crime la violazione di una norma morale. Quest’ultima può essere
letta come espressione di disprezzo o più semplicemente di
indifferenza verso le vittime.
Se osservato nella prospettiva criminologica focalizzata sull’autore,
il «crimine dei colletti bianchi» appare infatti come
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«il segno di un individuo troppo adattato, tanto inserito nel sistema
che ha perduto di conseguenza qualsiasi senso morale – in breve
“individualismo per eccesso”».49
Quando il reato, più che come mera infrazione della legge appare
quale espressione dell’indifferenza rispetto alle vittime,50 la pena assume
su di sé la necessità di essere in primis vettore di riconoscimento.
«La pena – osserva Garapon – non è più sofferenza di ritorno, ma
riconoscimento, nel duplice significato di confessione dei fatti e di
accettazione dell’altro. Il faccia‐a‐faccia del processo ridesta questi
nuovi colpevoli, troppo normali – è proprio questo il problema –, che si
sono fatti accecare da un’ideologia o che hanno dimostrato disprezzo
criminale verso l’altro. Poiché il male è il venir meno
dell’immaginazione del proprio simile, la giustizia è la
drammatizzazione di questo faccia‐a‐faccia, la rappresentazione
scenica di questo riconoscimento».51
Il valore di una pronuncia di condanna nei confronti di un «colletto
bianco» – che lascia spesso insoddisfatti quanto alla severità della pena,
soprattutto se è l’esito dei riti differenziati – può diventare, almeno
nella prospettiva indicata da Garapon, il tramite di una istanza
propriamente morale di riconoscimento del racconto identitario delle
vittime.
Che questo possa essere uno dei nuovi scopi della pena emerge
nettamente dalla «patologia» del sistema italiano, il quale non riesce a
punire in modo appropriato taluni white‐collars crimes e occupational
crimes percepiti come gravissimi sotto il profilo della dimensione

A. Garapon, Lo Stato Minimo, Cortina, Milano, 2012, p. 89.
Cfr. Z. D. Gabbay, ‘Exploring the limits of the restorative justice paradigm:
restorative Justice and white‐collar crime’, Cardozo Journ. of Conflict Resol. (8) 2007,
454.
51 A. Garapon, Lo Stato Minimo, cit., p. 89 (corsivi originali). Sull’importanza
dell’immaginazione del proprio simile e sul contributo che, in questa direzione,
può dare persino la letteratura v. le osservazioni di M. C. Nussbaum, Non per
Profitto. Perché le democrazie hanno bisognodella cultura umanistica, il Mulino, Bologna,
2011, p. 111.
49
50
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oggettiva dell’offesa: si pensi alle condanne per omicidi colposi plurimi
legati alla violazione di norme anti‐infortunistiche o sulla sicurezza sul
lavoro. La pena irrogata per siffatte ipotesi di reato, quasi sempre
inadeguata per difetto di proporzione con la gravità oggettiva del fatto,
ha però, quantomeno, il valore di un suggello della
narrazioneprocessuale che ha portato al riconoscimento delle vittime e,
soprattutto, ha consentito di porre il reo a confronto con la propria
coscienza.
Riconoscimento delle vittime e autocoscienza del male non sono tuttavia
immediatamente identificabili con le finalità della pena, che
dovrebbero guidare la commisurazione di quest’ultima: non con la
retribuzione, che si inscrive nella logica del raddoppio del male; non
con la prevenzione generale, perché mancano esemplarità,
spettacolarizzazione simbolica, efficacia deterrente; e neppure con la
prevenzione speciale, perché il confronto del reo con la propria
coscienza non è rieducazione bensì la piattaforma di partenza di un
percorso rieducativo tutto da costruire, e non certo con gli
ottocenteschi strumenti del lavoro e dell’istruzione, pensati per
compensare carenze socio‐familiari o di socializzazione delle (vecchie e
nuove) «classi pericolose». Eppure, nonostante la distanza con
entrambe le teorie relative della pena, proprio il riconoscimento delle
vittime e l’autocoscienza del male sono gli esiti che sottraggono una pena
di severità inadeguata al totale fallimento tanto sul piano dei principi
quanto su quello della prassi.
Proprio nella prospettiva del riconoscimento, la giustizia riparativa e
la mediazione penale potrebbero dare un contributo tutt’altro che
marginale, se impiegate appropriatamente nelle fasi preparatorie del
patteggiamento.
La scarsa percepibilità delle esigenze di economia processuale e di
semplificazione probatorie sottese alla scelta di accedere
all’applicazione della pena su richiesta delle parti e, soprattutto,
l’assenza della dichiarazione di colpevolezza fanno sì che la pena
patteggiata non venga correttamente compresa dalla collettività.
La criminosità dei reati economici – per lo più di pura creazione
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legislativa, privi di quel sostrato empirico che li rende immediatamente
afferrabili nel nucleo specifico di disvalore e incapaci di destare
allarme sociale o di minare il senso di sicurezza dei cittadini – quando
è accertata con una pronuncia che equivale ad una sentenza di
condanna e comporta l’inflizione di una pena minima, talvolta senza
pene accessorie, viene percepita debolmente dalla collettività.
La pena per i crimini dei colletti bianchi risulta peraltro gestita
mediaticamente52 attraverso un mascheramento linguistico della realtà
in cui le tangenti diventano «flussi di denaro», le corruzioni diventano
«maneggi», il reato un «costo» e il comportamento del singolo si iscrive
nel «così fan tutti»: in questo teatro rappresentativo del crimine
economico, il colletto bianco può allontanare agevolmente lo stigma
del “criminale” per assumere le vesti più confortevoli dell’individuo
«disonesto».53
La scissione tra patteggiamento e ammissione di colpevolezza è al
cuore del problema.
La perdita di fiducia nelle istituzioni, correlata alla percezione di
una sostanziale impunità per i reati economici, può avere ricadute
significative anche sulla tenuta delle regole democratiche e generare
finanche ulteriori concatenazioni criminose, legate alla realistica
possibilità che i colletti bianchi inquisiti e condannati tornino
rapidamente «in pista», una volta pagato il debito con la giustizia,
perpetuando il potere di ricatto, la rete di clientele e il know‐how
criminoso acquisito.54
Essendo impraticabile qualsivoglia modello di mediazione – stante

52 Sia consentito rinviare a G. Mannozzi, ‘Percezione della corruzione e
dinamiche politico‐criminali di contenimento e repressione del fenomeno
corruttivo’, Riv. trim. dir. pen. econom., 2011, 461‐472.
53 Sulla percezione del crimine dei colletti bianchi v. già le considerazioni di N.
Courakis, ‘Réflexions sur la problématique de la criminalité en col blanc’, Revue
pénitentiaire et de Droit pénal, 1976, p. 267 s.
54 A. Vannucci, ‘The controversial legacy of “Mani Pulite”: a critical analysis of
Italian corruption and anti‐corruption policies’, Bulletin of Italian Politics, 1(2), 2009,
pp. 233‐264 (in part. p. 257).
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l’impersonalità dell’autore e la molteplicità delle vittime – occorre
pensare, per il crimine di colletti bianchi, a modalità di intervento di
giustizia riparativa diverse dalla mediazione e soprattutto
complementari al momento sanzionatorio.
Va in limine ribadito, sulla scia di Von Hirsch, Ashworth e Shearing,
che un modello di gestione dei conflitti può dirsi «restorative» se è
incentrato sull’obiettivo della riparazione, anche attraverso la
formulazione di scuse formali (making‐amends focus),55 e preceduto da
percorsi di ascolto e riconoscimento. Tale tipologia di intervento non è da
limitare ai reati con vittima fisica individuabile ma può essere utile
anche per costruire risposte al crimine dei colletti bianchi56 con vittime
primarie impersonali e vittime secondarie diffuse.
Occorre pertanto ripartire dalla realtà del patteggiamento e cercare
di trasformarne i punti di debolezza in punti di forza, nell’orizzonte di
significato della giustizia riparativa.
Ciò che difetta nel patteggiamento è la possibilità di far emergere la
dimensione del danno globale e, ancor prima, la possibilità di dar
luogo a una narrazione delle ragioni, delle modalità, delle motivazioni
del crimine che, almeno per i casi di white‐collar crime più eclatanti,
possa essere veicolata in modo corretto ai potenziali stakeholders. La
pena patteggiata emerge infatti da un percorso processuale carsico,
invisibile, da un negoziato che estromette le vittime, le quali spesso
ignorano persino la portata della loro vittimizzazione. Quando
quest’ultima affiora alla loro coscienza,57 esse non ricevono alcun
ascolto, non possono fare le domande classiche di un percorso di
restorative justice, non comprendono la complessità delle dinamiche
delittuose, non riescono a dare un volto all’autore del reato, non
ricevono spiegazioni soddisfacenti, né scuse formali. Le vittime dei
colletti bianchi non hanno niente.
È questo niente che va colmato con un percorso di giustizia
Cfr. A. von Hirsch, A. Ashworth & C. Shearing, Specifying Aims, cit., pp. 26 ss.
J. Braithwaite, Restorative Justice & Responsive Regulation, Oxford University
Press, New York, 2002, pp. 16, 128.
57 N. Christie, ‘Conflicts as property’, Brit. Journ. of Crim., 17(1), 1977, 7.
55
56
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riparativa da coordinare con quello processuale per restituire a
quest’ultimo una quota di credibilità tale da controbilanciare
l’inadeguatezza delle risposte sanzionatorie.
2. Il ruolo della giustizia riparativa nel patteggiamento
Secondo Gabbay è pensabile una strategia di intervento analoga a
quella posta in essere attraverso la Commissione sudafricana Verità e
Riconciliazione (Truth and Reconciliation Commission, da qui in avanti
TRC), istituita per gestire la transizione verso il regime post‐apartheid.
Si tratterebbe di dare voce alle vittime e di ottenere l’ammissione dei
fatti da parte degli autori di reato; non essendoci alcuna ragione di
«transizione», sarebbero da escludere, ovviamente, le dinamiche di
perdono che hanno caratterizzato la TRC.
Nella prospettazione di Gabbay, la TRC presenta una serie di profili
procedimentali utilizzabili, sia pure con alcuni indispensabili
adattamenti, anche nei confronti dei colletti bianchi. Li espongo qui di
seguito, corredandoli da una sintetica argomentazione.
Il primo è quello della gestione della fase di ammissione della
colpevolezza. Occorrerebbe promuovere una narrazione del crimine,
delle sue motivazioni, delle modalità della condotta e delle finalità
illecite/lucrative, che potrebbe essere anche portata a conoscenza delle
vittime primarie, secondarie e/o della collettività. Tale narrazione
dovrebbe essere propedeutica rispetto alla fase del «making amends»,
formulazione di scuse formali che, per i reati dei colletti bianchi (si
pensi ai delitti di corruzione, concussione, abuso d’ufficio), sono da
indirizzare principalmente alla collettività o allo Stato.
Vi è da chiedersi se una reinterpretazione dell’istituto
dell’applicazione della pena su richiesta delle parti alla luce della
direttiva 2012/29/UE potrebbe, nella prassi, utilizzare lo storytelling –
momento narrativo della dinamica criminosa – quale pre‐condizione
del patteggiamento: il colletto bianco potrebbe infatti incontrare i suoi
pari o gruppi di vittime tramite un conference group, strumento tipico
della giustizia riparativa, ed esplicitare sia l’iter criminis, sia i motivi a
delinquere.
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Senz’altro ciò farebbe emergere dall’ombra il reato, rispetto al quale
il colletto bianco, una volta «guadagnato» il patteggiamento, tende ad
allontanare da sé ogni responsabilità. In relazione a quest’ammissione
di colpevolezza – arricchita dalla narrazione della vicenda delittuosa
volta a dare una spiegazione alle vittime o ad altri white collars e
propedeutica alla formulazione di scuse formali – la riduzione di pena
si legittimerebbe come premio processuale che tiene conto anche del
diritto delle vittime alla comprensione del reato. L’eventuale pubblicità
della narrazione a fini riparativi, almeno rispetto ai reati economici più
gravi e che coinvolgono un numero elevato di vittime, potrebbe
promuovere trasparenza, alimentare quei sentimenti di public censure
descritti da von Hirsch58 e incrementare la deterrenza attraverso i
meccanismi di public shaming.59
Il secondo profilo procedimentale desunto dall’esperienza della
TRC concerne la fase di ascolto della vicenda di vittimizzazione,
qualora le vittime abbiano interesse ad esprimere il proprio vissuto, da
parte degli autori di reato, persino da parte della persona giuridica per
il tramite delle persone fisiche che hanno commesso il reato
nell’interesse o a vantaggio di questa. A differenza che nella TRC –
sostiene Gabbay – dove non vi è stato alcun contatto tra vittime e
colpevoli, nel caso del crimine dei colletti bianchi le vittime (per
esempio le vittime di frode) potrebbero chiedere di incontrare gli
autori del reato.60 Questo tipo di ascolto, per la verità, più che pre‐
condizione del patteggiamento, potrebbe inserirsi quale componente
riparativa nell’ambito del programma rieducativo che è precondizione
per la messa alla prova.
Il terzo profilo procedimentale desumibile dalla TRC è relativo alla
fase di riconoscimento del danno. Lo storytelling effettuato dalle vittime
circa l’esperienza di vittimizzazione lascia emergere infatti sia il danno
A. von Hirsch, Censure and Sanctions, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996.
Cfr. D. M Kahan & E. A. Posner, ‘Shaming white collar criminals: a proposal
for reform of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines’, Journal of Law & Economics, 41(2),
1998, 365 s.
60 Gabbay, ‘Exploring the limits’, p. 478 s.
58
59
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primario, sia gli ancillary harms. Nella rosa del danno globale cagionato
dai reati economici rientrano infatti, quali danni collaterali, l’aumento
del senso di vulnerabilità, almeno sotto il profilo economico, e la
perdita di sicurezza e di fiducia: danni sensibilissimi che sfuggono al
paradigma risarcitorio ma che possono essere affrontati con gli
strumenti dialogici della restorative justice. Questa fase potrebbe portare
a offerte riparatorie simboliche e/o materiali valutabili in sede
commisurazione della pena. Anche rispetto a tale prifilo, Gabbay
segnala però una differenza importante con la TRC: il danno non
verrebbe riparato dal governo bensì direttamente dagli autori di
reato.61
In sintesi, riconoscimento del fatto e riparazione del danno
potrebbero essere pre‐condizione per accedere il patteggiamento –
prassi in tal senso, già esistono nel nostro sistema, ma dovrebbero
senz’altro essere rafforzate (art. 444, co. 1‐ter, c.p.p.) – o, qualora il
processo si svolga con il pieno dibattimento, essere utilizzati quali
fattori mitiganti in fase di commisurazione della pena.
In definitiva, le dinamiche appena descritte, modellate sulla
esperienza della TRC, ancorché complesse da costruire e da avviare,
possono lavorare in complementarità con il sistema penale e restituire
senso persino a una pena classica di ammontare minimo, poiché le
istanze fondamentali del rendere giustizia alle vittime – ascolto,
riconoscimento, riparazione – verrebbero garantite.
Alla luce di quanto osservato, e in una prospettiva più generale, è
da ritenere che, nel contesto del patteggiamento, l’ammissione di
responsabilità, la narrazione della dinamica criminosa da condurre
affinché le vittime comprendano il significato del reato economico e la
riparazione siano decisive per ricollocare il patteggiamento in un
orizzonte di giustizia inclusivo delle vittime, come peraltro chiede la
Direttiva 2012/29/UE, e per contribuire al rafforzamento della fiducia
nelle norme, alla ricostruzione dei legami sociali e, in ultima analisi,
alla prevenzione del crimine.

61

Ibidem.
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L’ammissione della propria responsabilità, correlata ad una
narrazione del comportamento criminale, sembra l’unica via per
restituire, anche sotto il profilo veritativo, credibilità ad un istituto che
per molti aspetti rappresenta una forma tutto sommato «degenerativa»
del sistema accusatorio e che, nonostante ciò, ha raggiunto livelli
elevatissimi di applicazione. Come sostiene Marafioti:
«l’intreccio tra esigenze di semplificazione processuale, negoziato,
premialità, alterazione del rapporto comune tra accertamento e
sanzione e tra processo e pena fanno obiettivamente perdere la bussola
del rapporto tra processo e verità»62.
Occorre dunque riagganciare il patteggiamento a una dinamica di
verità ricostruita dialogicamente con il contributo della vittima,
«narrata» anche pubblicamente e correlata all’offerta di scuse formali
affinché la negozialità del processo non sia un «addio alla verità».63 non
soverchi completamente le istanze volte a rendere giustizia alle vittime
di reato e a promuovere la prevenzione del crimine. D’altra parte, i
percorsi di giustizia riparativa sono chiamati a dialogare con il sistema
penale in ogni stato e grado del procedimento, e perciò a inserirsi nella
fase commisurativa della pena (attraverso il parametro della condotta
susseguente al reato) e in quella dell’esecuzione delle sanzioni, se si
vuole dare piena attuazione alla Direttiva 2012/29/UE.
3. Il ruolo della giustizia riparativa nella commisurazione della pena
Resta ora da esaminare il contributo che la giustizia riparativa può
dare ai profili di commisurazione della pena per i reati dei colletti
bianchi gestiti con il pieno dibattimento.
Uno sguardo retrospettivo sulle dinamiche sanzionatorie per i
delitti di corruzione – una delle forme più gravi e pervasive di
criminalità dei colletti bianchi presente nel nostro Paese – può essere
utile per comprendere le difficoltà del sistema sanzionatorio.
62 L. Marafioti, ‘Giustizia penale negoziata e verità processuale selettiva’, in G.
Forti, G. Varraso & M. Caputo (a cura di), «Verità» del Precetto e della Sanzione Penale
alla Prova del Processo, Napoli, 2014, p. 231.
63 Cfr. ancora Marafioti, ‘Giustizia penale negoziata’, cit., p. 236.
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Rispetto ai delitti di corruzione, in particolare a quelli emersi dopo
Tangentopoli,64 la pena appare come un «fallimento» prasseologico su
tutti i fronti:
(a) quello della proporzione: le pene patteggiate per concussione si sono
collocate generalmente sotto i due anni di reclusione nonostante la
severità della cornice edittale;
(b) quello dell’intimidazione individuale: essa è stata pressoché nulla,
come dimostrano le recidive di soggetti riarrestati a venti anni da
Mani Pulite;
(c) quello della produzione di deterrenza, rivelatasi molto bassa, come
dimostrano i crescenti livelli di corruzione percepita documentati
da Transparency International.65
Può la giustizia riparativa riuscire a controbilanciare meccanismi
commisurativi in modo tale che la pena rifletta una visione più
completa dell’illecito, inclusiva della dimensione del danno primario e
secondario realmente subito dalle vittime?
La risposta arriva dall’uso del victim impact statements (resoconto di
vittimizzazione, noto con l’acronimo VIS), uno degli strumenti
principali della giustizia riparativa, ampiamente utilizzato negli Stati
Uniti e volto a dar voce alle vittime in sede di determinazione della
pena.
Questa possibilità si inserisce in una struttura commisurativa di tipo
bifasico, in cui la narrazione degli effetti pregiudizievoli subiti dalla
vittima può essere svolta nel corso dell’udienza per il sentencing o, in
alternativa, pervenire in forma scritta nel fascicolo per la
commisurazione. L’indicazione derivante dal VIS, sebbene non
vincolante, costituisce un ulteriore elemento di valutazione della
gravità dell’illecito e può permettere al giudice di esercitare il proprio
potere discrezionale sulla base di una piattaforma conoscitiva completa
64 Cfr. P. Davigo‐G. Mannozzi, La Corruzione in Italia. Percezione sociale e controllo
penale, Laterza, Roma‐Bari, 2007, pp. 214‐261.
65 Cfr. l’indice di percezione della corruzione (CPI) elaborato annualmente da
Transparency Internationale e disponibile at: https://www.transparency.org/
cpi2015/
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e non incentrata sulle sole caratteristiche oggettive dell’azione
criminosa o sul profilo personologico del reo. Il ricorso al VIS può
avere effetti di mitigazione o di inasprimento della risposta
sanzionatoria.
Uno dei casi più noti ed eclatanti di utilizzo del VIS per così dire in
malam partem è avvenuta proprio nell’ambito del crimine dei colletti
bianchi e riguarda la vicenda Madoff,66 relativa ad uno degli scandali
finanziari più gravi della storia americana. Il giudice ha fatto uso del
VIS per determinare i c.d. ancillary harms derivanti dalla maxi‐frode e
definire, sulla base dell’entità globale del danno, la pena
proporzionata.
L’uso del VIS in questo caso giudiziario è di particolare interesse,
non soltanto per le innovative modalità procedurali di presentazione
del resoconto di vittimizzazione ma soprattutto per l’effetto
condizionante che ha avuto sulla misura di pena irrogata. In concreto,
il VIS è stato utilizzato dal giudice della commisurazione a tre scopi:
per rigettare la richiesta di una pena mite da parte della difesa, per
quantificare meglio il danno, includendo gli ancillary harms patiti sia
dalle vittime primarie che dalle vittime secondarie e, infine, per
irrogare una pena proporzionata alla gravità del reato.
Il VIS – che è dire la somma delle narrazioni di danni primari e
collaterali subiti dalle vittime – ha consentito di stabilire con chiarezza
come, nel caso Madoff, la violazione della fiducia sia stata
particolarmente grave in quanto centinaia di persone hanno preso
decisioni importanti circa la loro esistenza sulla base di dichiarazioni e
documenti falsi. Rigettando la richiesta della difesa per una pena di 12
anni di detenzione, il giudice Danny Chin ha irrogato centocinquanta
anni di pena detentiva, ritenendo, in motivazione, siffatta pena
proporzionata all’ammontare del danno per come emerso dai
numerosi VIS ricevuti ed avente una valenza anche simbolica atta a
veicolare il «riconoscimento» della sofferenza di numerosissime

66 United States v. Madoff (April 20, 2009), Doc. 09 Cr. 213(DC) (U.S. Dist. Ct. S.D.
N.Y.).
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vittime e a ristabilire la fiducia della collettività nella giustizia.
Il valore centrale del VIS è quello di introdurre – in un sistema in
cui la vittima va riconosciuta come portatrice di diritti, primo fra tutti
quello di accesso alla giustizia – una forma indispensabile di co‐
narrazione della vicenda delittuosa67. La diffidenza verso il ruolo della
vittima nella delicata fase della commisurazione appare comprensibile
nella misura in cui risulta dettata culturalmente dalla struttura del
processo adversary, costruito su una (solo apparente) parità tra accusa e
difesa e strutturato sulla centralità del reo quale destinatario della pena
intesa come «ritorsione». A cascata, le garanzie, la proporzione
rigidamente retributiva, l’obiettività sono elementi che diventano
essenziali solo in una visione monoculare, che mette a fuoco il reo e, a
partire dal reato come espressione della colpevolezza dell’autore,
definisce la quantità del male da restituire. La vittima, in questa
visione, è necessariamente disfunzionale poiché, se ascoltata in punto
di pena, rischia di alterare dosi e misure pseudo‐oggettive della
sanzione, peraltro definite da un diritto che di essa, sostanzialmente, si
disinteressa.
In una prospettiva in cui reo e vittima sono entrambi meritevoli di
attenzione, dove accanto al male inferto si pone il male subito e il
bisogno di riparazione, sembrerebbe irragionevole o stravagante non
consentire alle vittime alcuno spazio narrativo, anche nella prospettiva
generale e sociale di una più profonda comprensione del valore delle
norme violate.
Conclusioni
La giustizia riparativa mostra dunque come sia pensabile e
realizzabile un modo di rendere responsabili i colletti bianchi diverso e
più forte rispetto a quello sollecitato dal sistema penale tradizionale,
con i suoi limiti di effettività e le sue croniche inefficienze. Essa può
fare di più rispetto al promuovere la semplice punizione del colpevole:
e quel «di più» lo fa avendo a cuore anzitutto la ricostruzione di una
67 J. Braithwaite, ‘Narrative and “compulsory compassion”’, Law & Social In‐
quiry, 31(2), 2006, 425‐446.
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verità da condividere, poiché «la verità dei fatti nella forma del
riconoscimento delle responsabilità» è da considerare «il valore
fondamentale sul quale ricostruire la possibile convivenza».68 In virtù
della sua essenza dialogico‐narrativa, la giustizia riparativa interpella
altresì a un dibattito democratico sugli effetti del crimine e sulle scelte di
politica criminale affinché queste siano orientate, in egual misura, alla
tutela delle vittime e al rispetto dei diritti umani del reo, evitando che
si assolutizzino logiche di ritorsione, sempre esposte al rischio di facili
scappatoie, o ci si rifugi in vieti paternalismi atti a coprire disparità di
trattamento e a perpetuare disuguaglianze sociali.
In tale prospettiva, il contributo delle scienze criminologiche è
essenziale. Lo ha sottolineato con forza ancora una volta Courakis,
nelle sue riflessioni sul futuro della criminologia, scienza che dovrebbe
contribuire alla predisposizione di scelte di policy a favore di «gruppi
sociali vulnerabili» – come le vittime multiple del crimine dei colletti
bianchi – a partire da una più ampia Weltanschauung in cui l’obiettivo
del fare impresa riesca ad andare oltre il profitto economico per
includere il perseguimento del «profitto sociale».69

68 Così R. Bartoli, ‘Riflessioni sulla carità come paradigma giuridico’, in
Quaderni fiorentini per la storia del pensiero giuridico moderno, 2013, p. 122.
69 N. Courakis, ‘The future of criminology and the criminology of the future
under the shadow of globalization’, in The Contemporary Criminality, Its Confronta‐
tion and the Science de la Criminologie¸ Essays in Honour of Professor James Farsedakis,
Nomiki Vivliothiki Publ., Athens, 2011, pp. 1886 s.
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1. Introduction
The recent financial and sovereign debt crises triggered global pub‐
lic debate on the lending and investment practices of financial institu‐
tions, as well as their corporate governance structures. Many called for
a reinforcement of the legal (civil and criminal) accountability of direc‐
tors and senior managers of financial institutions1, while others high‐
lighted the dangers of over‐deterrence for innovation and economic
growth. In Greece, the so‐called “red loans” are still a hotly debated
and largely unresolved matter. In that context, bank directors and offi‐
cers are often being blamed for irresponsible, even predatory mortgage

1 Seee.g. the 2010 European Commission Green Paper on Corporate governance
in financial institutions and remuneration policies, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_
market/company/docs/modern/com2010_284_en.pdf.
See also the 2013 amendment of article 54 of the German law for Financial Insti‐
tutions (Kreditwesengesetz ‐ KWG§ 54), discussed by Alexandra Mikroulea, He
Diatakseis Tou Neou Rithmistikou Plaisiou Gia Tin Etairiki Diakivernisi Ton Pistotikon
Idrimaton (N. 4261/2014, CRD IV), [The Provisions Of The New Regulatory Framework
For Corporate Governance Of Credit Institutions (law 4261/2014, CRD IV)], CHRIMA‐
TOPISTOTIKO DIKAIO, 1 (2014) (Greece).
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and consumer lending, as well as for extending sub‐collateralized
credit to entities with questionable solvency, esp. media enterprises
and political parties. This has recently led to litigation, with charges be‐
ing brought against senior bank managers, pursuant to article 390 of
the Greek Penal Code (GPC).
Distinguishing between reasonable and excessive financial risks is
admittedly a very difficult task. Banking is not exempt from the obser‐
vation that “most poor business decisions could be avoided (and many
good ones made even better) with the benefit of hindsight”2. Part of the
debate is whether the law (as opposed to shareholders, markets or
other mechanisms) has a role in determining “how much risk is too
much risk” and if so, how exactly the law should intervene (e.g.
through government regulation of risk‐taking, mandatory disclosure
rules and/or judicial review)3. A further question is which should be
the role, if any, of criminal law in the context of financial risk‐taking;
and whether the initiative for criminal prosecution should come from
traditional law enforcement agencies (acting ex officio) or following a
complaint lodged by the victim or its stakeholders (private prosecu‐
tion).
It is our contention that the role of criminal law should be limited to
extreme cases of implausible business decisions, taken in clear viola‐
tion of due process. The dangers of hindsight bias, inherent in ex post
judicial review, and the underlying policy interests make it paramount
that said review is subject to clear limits, already identifiable at the
time that business judgment is exercised. Otherwise, the benefits of
holding particular individuals accountable for their shortcomings, as
well as the related deterrence effect, will be negligible, as compared to

2 Joel B. Harris & Charles T. Caliendo, Who Says the Business Judgment Rule Does
Not Apply To Directors of New York Banks?, 118 Banking L.J. 503 (2001), with detailed
references to NY cases and legislation regarding the standard of liability for bank‐
ing directors.
3 Wulf A. Kaal & Richard W. Painter, Initial Reflections on an Evolving Standard:
Constraints on Risk Taking by Directors and Officers in Germany and the United States,
40 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1441 (2010).
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the costs to the efficient operation of the banking system and the na‐
tional economy as a whole.
2. The dangers of hindsight bias
The adverse impact of the so‐called hindsight bias on judicial re‐
view has been identified and discussed exhaustively in the US and
Europe, particularly in the context of the so‐called “Business Judgment
Rule”. Adjudicating in the light of ex post knowledge may very well
lead a judge to the conclusion that fraud or other misconduct had oc‐
curred, even where it had not. The potential effects of hindsight on
judgment have accurately been summarized as follows4:
“Hindsight blurs the distinction between fraud and mis‐
take. People consistently overstate what could have been
predicted after events have unfolded‐ a phenomenon psy‐
chologists call the hindsight bias. People believe they could
have predicted events better than was actually the case and
believe that others should have been able to predict them.
Consequently, they blame others for failing to have fore‐
seen events that reasonable people in foresight could not
have foreseen. […] hindsight can mistakenly lead people to
conclude that a bad outcome was not only predictable, but
was actually predicted by managers.”
Further to the above, psychological research shows that mere
awareness of the hindsight bias is not enough to reduce its distorting
influence on judgment5. Therefore, awareness of the danger is not a
remedy in itself.
It has been suggested that, in order to address the hindsight bias
problem, one must reconstruct the situation as people saw it before‐
hand, i.e. focus on the circumstances that gave rise to the outcome and

4 Mitu Gulati, Jeffrey J. Rachlinski & Donald C. Langevoort, Fraud by Hindsight,
98 Nw. U.L. Rev. 774 (2003‐2004).
5 Id. at 780, 791.
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not to the outcome itself6. One should therefore examine only contem‐
poraneous information specific to the bank and consider the predictive
ability of the managers, i.e. their ability to make accurate forecasts. In‐
tervening events not specific to the bank should be ignored. That said,
at the time that a prediction or forecast is made, a number of indicators
will be available, supporting or refuting the reasonableness of that
forecast. Once the prediction fails, the evidence refuting it will seem
much more significant. This indicates that the review of contempora‐
neous information does not protect against the hindsight bias7; knowl‐
edge of the outcome may “contaminate” the retroactive evaluation of
the information available at the time of the action or omission and
make the obscure seem obvious.
It is clear that there is no easy solution to the hindsight bias prob‐
lem. Being aware of it will not necessarily lead to judicial self‐restraint.
This is exactly why any ex post judicial review must focus not on the
substance of the business decision, but on the legitimacy and sound‐
ness of the decision‐making process. This should particularly be the
case regarding financial institutions (even more so than in regular cor‐
porations), with view to the competing interests at stake, to which we
now turn.
3. Relevant interests at stake
Arguably, banks serve a “quasi‐public” function, by holding the
public’s funds for safekeeping, and as a result the standard for the duty
of due care in the context of banking may be higher than in ordinary
corporations8. It is further argued that a personal immunity of directors
and officers from liability (i.e. the lack of potential adverse conse‐
quences at an individual level) will encourage unsound and high‐risk
Id. at 786 .
Id. at 816.
8 See Cory A. McKenna, FDIC v. RIPPY: Due Care and the Business Judgment Rule
in the Forth Circuit and the Potential Implications for the Banking Industry, 20 N.C.
Banking Inst. 201 (2016).
6
7
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practices9, or even opportunistic behavior, at the expense of the entire
corporation.10 Under that approach, there is a need to promote ac‐
countability11, which is defined as “the need to deter and remedy mis‐
conduct by the firm’s decision makers and agents.”12 In that direction,
the 2013 Fourth Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV) has consid‐
erably increased the risk for bank directors of paying damages or fac‐
ing administrative sanctions, in case of violation of their administrative
duties13.
On the other hand, everyone acknowledges that risk‐taking is an
inherent aspect of any lending activity; the expectation and the impor‐
tance of risk for the vitality and competitive position of banking insti‐
tutions cannot be overlooked. If directors and officers are fearful of in‐
curring personal liability (civil or criminal), they will likely avoid po‐
tentially beneficial risks, which they would otherwise take. This is also
particularly the case when they enjoy little or none of the benefits
earned by the corporation on risky projects14. Risk‐ averse directors

9 E.g. highly speculative investments of the bank’s money, without sufficient in‐
formation on the financial products’ structure and value.
10 See McKenna, supra note 8, at 215‐6.
11 For the cultural aspect of the debate, esp. the different approaches to risk, as
well as the contention that societies that emphasize personal responsibility are like‐
lier to view corporate officers and directors as being an appropriate focus of regu‐
lation and to hold them legally liable for their mistakes see Kaal & Painter, supra
note 3, at 1451‐2.
12 Stephen Bainbridge, The Business Judgment Rule as Abstention Doctrine, 57
Vand. L. Rev.116 (2004).
13 Up to € 5.000.000 or double the loss incurred as a consequence of the viola‐
tion, CRD IV, art. 67 (2)(f)‐(g).
14 Gerhard Wagner, Officers’ and Directors’ Liability Under German Law‐ A Potem‐
kin Village, 16 Theoretical Inq. L.94 (2015), points out that managers don’t internal‐
ize the full gains accrued from their diligent decisions and should therefore not in‐
ternalize all the negative consequences of their negligent ones. He further observes
(p. 95) that “Managers who face such asymmetric payoffs will adapt their behavior
accordingly. They will be careful to avoid decisions that may lead to losses, par‐
ticularly losses large enough to threaten their personal wealth because they exceed
the ceiling of the D&O insurance cover. At the other end of the spectrum, they will
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and officers can therefore act as a barrier to capital for those relying on
banks to secure credit, e.g. in order to start or expand a business. This
tendency towards over‐precaution, even inertia will lead to reduced
revenue for the bank, will have an adverse impact on its market share
and, more importantly, will stifle growth in the economy as a whole15.
Another, less obvious negative implication of too much ex post scru‐
tiny is herd behavior: it is easier to justify a choice that follows in the
rest of the industry’s footsteps, instead of trying something new and
innovative. But, as eloquently put, “Ironically, few disagree with the
proposition that bank managements’ herd behavior was one of the
catalysts of the financial crisis.”16 Risk of liability also creates a per‐
verse incentive to stick to a previously chosen course of action, instead
of changing strategies to rectify past errors. Indeed, a prompt reaction
to previous mistakes will likely expose, sooner rather than later, the
shortcomings of a previous decision and intensify the risk of being
held liable. One can always hope that staying put and waiting for a fa‐
vorable change in circumstances may remove that risk altogether17.
An additional consideration, which is particularly salient in large
entities with bureaucratic and hierarchical structures, is the extent to
which one is entitled to rely on information and advice provided by
subordinates or advisors. Directors, officers and ordinary employees
enjoy different levels of involvement in particular projects and differ‐
ent levels of accessibility to corporate information. There must be cer‐
tainty as whether an officer of the bank may rely in good faith on the
bank’s records (information, opinions, reports, statements [including
financial statements and other financial data] prepared or presented by
other officers or employees of the corporation, legal counsel or public

not care much about foregone opportunities to earn high profits, as these profits
would accrue to the company and not to them personally.”
15 McKenna, supra note 8, at 210.
16 Luca Enriques & Dirk Zetzsche, Quack Corporate Governance, Round III? Bank
Board Regulation Under the New European Capital Requirement Directive, 16 Theoreti‐
cal Inq. L. 229 (2015).
17Id. at 229.
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accountants etc). Having to micro‐manage and double‐check every‐
thing in the context of overseeing and monitoring subordinates will not
only be counterproductive, but effectively paralyzing for the activities
of the institution18.
Finally, the risk of having directors and officers vindicating their
business judgments at court will also discourage highly qualified indi‐
viduals from seeking positions of responsibility in the banking indus‐
try19. Alternatively, tight liability standards will lead to demands for
increased insurance20, indemnification rights and compensation of re‐
sidual risk21. These costs will be passed on to the consumer, with no
obvious counter‐benefit.
On the balance, there is a clearly identifiable value in directors’ and
officers’ authority and discretion, which would be lost if their decisions
were routinely subject to judicial scrutiny. Meanwhile, as correctly
pointed out, accountability mechanisms may amount to a shift of au‐
thority to judges, since “the power to hold to account is ultimately the
power to decide.”22
All these considerations further highlight the necessity of setting
such limits to the judicial review of the substantive merits of a business
judgment, that strike the appropriate balance between accountability
and decision‐making authority23. For that purpose, it is useful to re‐
view the provisions of article 390 GPC on Criminal Breach of Trust, as

18 See concerns expressed by Mikroulea, supra note 1, regarding the provisions
of article 91(8) of Directive CRD IV and article 83(8) of law 4261/2014 and the need
to exclude negligent behavior from their all‐too‐vague scope.
19 See McKenna, supra note 8, at 209‐10.
20 The fact that most of the risk associated with directors’ personal liability is
shifted to insurance companies, with the costs being incurred by the corporation,
instead of the parties threatened with liability, and the related moral hazard prob‐
lem, are discussed by Wagner, supra note 14, at 80, 89.
21 See Enriques & Zetzsche, supra note 16, at 228.
22 See Bainbridge, supra note 12, at103, 108, with further references to KEN‐
NETH J. ARROW, THE LIMITS OF ORGANIZATION 78 (1974).
23 For an analysis of the tension between authority and accountability see Bain‐
bridge, supra note 12, at 84 et. seq.
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applied by case law particularly in the case of banks, as well as evalu‐
ate the significance of the business judgment rule in that context.
4. Criminal Breach of Trust pursuant to article 390 GPC, as applied
by case law
4.1. The provisions of article 390 GPC
Pursuant to Article 390 of the Greek Penal Code, “He who knowingly
causes harm to property belonging to another, the custody or man‐
agement of which has been entrusted to him by law or by virtue of a
transaction (in whole or in part or for a single action), is subject to a
penalty of incarceration for a minimum of three (3) months. If the
property damage exceeds the amount of thirty thousand (30.000) Eu‐
ros, the perpetrator is subject to a penalty of imprisonment of up to ten
(10) years”.
4.2. Salient elements of the Actus Reus
4.2.1. Custodian or manager of property belonging to another
Criminal breach of trust is a delictum proprium, i.e. only the custo‐
dian or manager of property belonging to another can be the subject of
the criminal behavior. According to related case law24 and academic
24 See e.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 754/1982, LG’
POINIKA CHRONIKA [P.CH.], 164 (1983) (Greece), which dealt with the case of a
bank employee, who held on to 66 bank checks (which had been issued by a client
of the bank and delivered to him) for a number of months, thereby failing to cash
them out promptly, to the financial detriment of the bank. The Supreme Court an‐
nulled the appellate judgment as legally unfounded, because it failed to specify
whether the accused (a simple bank employee subject to the orders of the director
of the branch) had been vested with the power to cash out the checks delivered to
him, i.e. whether he had been contractually entrusted with the custody or man‐
agement of the property of the bank. Seealso Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Crimi‐
nal Court of Greece] 1617/2010 and 532/2011, http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NO‐
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literature25, the custodian or manager must have the power to act dis‐
cretionally and at will, i.e. exercise judgment and enjoy a degree of in‐
dependence while taking and enforcing decisions concerning the prop‐
erty belonging to another. Simple employees, who don’t take initiative,
but only execute orders or instructions of their supervisors with regard
to the management of the property, cannot be held liable for criminal
breach of trust.
Determining who is a custodian or manager of the property is more
difficult in the context of large legal entities with a bureaucratic struc‐
ture and several corporate organs, which act collectively26. Those at the
top of the corporate hierarchy and in managerial positions (e.g. board
of directors, CEOs, heads of financial departments) will likely qualify
as custodians or managers of the property of the entity27, while those at
the bottom, who only deal with menial tasks, will not. For those hold‐
ing intermediate positions, it will be established on a case‐by‐case ba‐
sis, with a focus on whether the accused exercised discretion and
judgment, while performing her duties28. Thus, members of the Senior
MOS).
25 See ILIAS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, ZITIMATA APISTIAS ‐ ARTHRA 390 &
256 PK [ISSUES OF CRIMINAL BREACH OF TRUST‐ ARTICLES 390 & 256 PC], 8‐
11 (Law & Economy, P.N. Sakkoulas SA eds., 2d ed.)(2002).
26 Id. at 14.
27 See, however, Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece]
1586/1994 (in Council), http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), MD’ POINIKA
CHRONIKA [P.CH.], 1381 (1994), which pointed out that the position of Chairman
or member of the board of directors doesn’t, in itself, come with a power to repre‐
sent the company and manage its affairs; however, the articles of incorporation or
a resolution of the BoD may vest a director or officer with such representative
powers. As accurately observed, the BoD is a manager when it acts collectively and
commits the company toward third parties as its organ of representation (art. 18(1),
22 of law 2190/1920), see CHRISTOS MYLONOPOULOS, POINIKO DIKAIO‐
EIDIKO MEROS, TA EGLIMATA KATA TIS IDIOKTISIAS KAI TIS PERIOUSIAS
(ARTHRA 372 – 406 PK) [PENAL LAW‐SPECIFIC PART: THE CRIMES AGAINST
OWNERSHIP AND PROPERTY (ART. 372‐406 PC)], 627 (Law & Economy, P.N.
Sakkoulas SA eds., 2d ed.) (2006).
28 ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 14.
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Credit Board of a banking institution, who approved a working capital
line of credit, as well as the issuance of two letters of credit in favor of a
corporate borrower, have been deemed as managers of the property
belonging to the bank29.
4.2.2. The transactional and external nature of the harmful act or
omission
According to well‐established case law30, the harmful act or omis‐
sion of the custodian or manager must be external, i.e. have an impact
on the property relations of the property owner towards third parties;
in principle, purely internal actions or omissions (be they material or
legal acts) do not suffice31 (although some times the lines are blurred).
Also, said harmful behavior must be of a transactional nature, namely
fall within the scope of the legally vested representative power of the
custodian or manager, who creates legally binding obligations for the
property owner. Material acts or omissions (such as the destruction of
property, the unauthorized use of company resources, the inadequate

29 See Efeteio Athinon (Efet.Ath.) (Athens court of appeals) 623/1993, ANAG‐
NOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 15, 28.
30 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 78/1922, LD’
Themis, 243 (1923‐4) (Greece), which held that internal abuses of power, such as
the misappropriation of funds or negotiable instruments of the bank by a bank of‐
ficer, do not satisfy the actus reus of the crime of breach of trust, because they do
not constitute an abuse of the representative power of the custodian, by means of
an external transactional action. Seealso Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal
Court of Greece] 973/2010 (in Council), Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal
Court of Greece] 532/2011, http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS).
31 In that sense, it is correctly pointed out that when a bank officer or members
of a collective supervisory organ of the bank approve a transaction (e.g. a loan
agreement, a letter of credit), without being involved in the execution of the con‐
tract with the client, they shouldn’t be indicted as principals, but as procurers, be‐
cause their actions are not external. The subordinate officers directly involved in
the transaction may be indicted as accomplices, see ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra
note 25, at 28‐9, 83‐86.
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supervision of subordinates, when unconnected with a specific legal
transaction32) will fall outside the scope of art. 390 PC33. In other words,
criminal breach of trust requires an abuse of the representative and
managerial powers of the perpetrator, in the context of managerial ac‐
tions or omissions towards third parties; the offensive behavior must
fall within the objective scope of said representative powers34, while
violating the terms of the internal relationship, which connects the
perpetrator with the afflicted party35.
4.2.3. The violation of the rules of diligent management (due care)
Under the now prevalent view in case law and academic literature,
an implied element of the actus reus of the crime is that the custodian or
manager has violated the rules of diligent management (due care)36.

For examples see generally MYLONOPOULOS, supra note 27, at 633‐4.
ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 28, see also Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Su‐
preme Criminal Court of Greece] 970/2006, 54 NOMIKON VEMA [N.V.], No. 2,
1348 (2006) (Greece).
34 Violations of the duty of loyalty which are devoid of an external and repre‐
sentative nature fall outside the objective scope of article 390 PC, see I. Manoleda‐
kis, Gia Ta Antikeimenika Oria Tou Eglimatos Tis Apistias [About The Objective Limits
Of The Crime Of Breach Of Trust], LD’ POINIKA CHRONIKA [P.CH.] 553‐4 (1984).
35 See Efeteio Thessalonikis (Efet.Thess.) (Thessaloniki court of appeals)
481/2004, http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS).
36 See Nikolaos Androulakis, He Apistia‐ Agrafon Ousiodes Systatikon Tou Eglima‐
tos Tis Apistias (arthr. 390 P.K.) [Criminal Breach Of Trust‐ An Unwritten Substantial
Element Of The Crime (Art. 390 PC)], KE’ POINIKA CHRONIKA [P.CH.], 161 et seq.
(1975). Under an alternative approach, the focus should be on the abuse of the rep‐
resentative power of the perpetrator, i.e. the overstepping of the limits set out by
the internal relationship between manager and property owner. These limits are
co‐determined by the rules of diligent management, which therefore do not consti‐
tute a separate, unwritten element of the actus reus, see Antonios Vomvas, He
Paravasi Ton Kanonon Epimelous Diacheirisis Stin Antikimeniki Ypostasi Tou Eglimatos
Tis Apistias‐ Arthro 390 P.K. [The Violation Of The Rules Of Diligent Management In
The Actus Reus Of The Crime Of Criminal Breach Of Trust‐ Art. 390 PC], 13 POINIKI
DIKAIOSINI [POIN. DIK.], 1044 (2010).
32
33
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These rules are determined by law, the contract between the owner of
the property and the custodian or manager, the articles of association,
bylaws and internal regulations of corporations, the nature and the
goals of the management and the good practices prevalent in the re‐
lated industry or transactional field37. It has been held that there is no
abuse and therefore no crime, when the accused hasn’t violated the
rules of diligent management, because her actions were allowed pur‐
suant to the contract vesting the managerial powers, the requisite pro‐
cedures were abided by, all negotiation options were exhausted and no
better alternatives were available at the time38. It is further contended
that there is no violation of the rules of diligent management, if the
course of action taken was one of many equally acceptable options and
there is dissent among experts as to the optimal choice39, namely when
the violation is not obvious40. In the face of uncertainty as to potential
outcomes of available options, the optimal decision‐making process in‐
cludes an estimate of the expected value of each alternative41.

37 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 967/2009,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS). Seealso Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme
Criminal Court of Greece] 930/2007, http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS),
which dealt with a case of accused officers of a bank’s regional branch, who issued
a letter of credit in favor of a non credit‐worthy company, without taking the re‐
quired security, as determined by the bank’s central supervisory board, which was
competent to authorize such transactions. The officers had also ignored clear
guidelines issued by the bank’s central offices, as well as best practices common in
the banking industry and adopted by the aggrieved bank.
38 See Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 973/2010 (in
Council), http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), regarding an investment deci‐
sion for the liquidation of mutual funds.
39 Konstantina Papathanasiou, Arhtro 390 ‐ Apistia, in II POINIKOS KODIKAS‐
ERMENEIA KAT’ ARTHRO [PENAL CODE‐ INTERPRETATION BY ARTICLE],
2081‐2 (Aristotelis Charalambakis ed., 2011).
40 Evangelos Nisireos, Epicheirimatikos Kindinos kai to eglima tis apistias [Business
Risk And The Crime Of Criminal Breach Of Trust], 39 NOMIKON VEMA [N.V.], 1073
(1991).
41 Christos Mylonopoulos, He Symvoli Tis Theorias Ton Apofaseon Ston Ypologismo
Tis Periousiakis Vlavis Tis Apistias [The Contribution Of Decision Theory In The Calcula‐
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Particularly in the case of credit institutions, it is argued42 that cus‐
todians and managers (i.e. directors, officers and employees vested
with representative power) are subject to heightened standards of
compliance, which stem from the articles of association, the internal
regulations, administrative guidelines and other legally binding
documents. Under the same approach, large bureaucratic institutions
with a more rigid structure, such as banks, are not managed “freely”, as
is the case in normal corporations, but are instead subject to “institu‐
tional management”; a particular set of rules and guidelines designate
the decision‐making process for major managerial decisions, including
the extension of credit, the monitoring and restructuring of out‐
standing loans43, as well as the investment of funds on financial prod‐
ucts and their resale to third parties44. Serious shortcomings in loan
documentation and monitoring, as well as the use of stale or forged fi‐
nancial information, in clear violation of the bank’s internal regulation,
will act as red flags for a potential criminal breach of trust45.

tion Of Property Damage In Criminal Breaches Of Trust], MD’ POINIKA CHRONIKA
[P.CH.], 705 et seq. (1994).
42 ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 49.
43 Id. at 48‐52.
44 See e.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 1568/2005 (in
Council), http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), which dealt with a case of pur‐
chase and resale of bonds to clients at prices highly skewed in favor of the clients
and occasionally below cost, to the financial detriment of the bank, without proper
documentation, in clear violation of the rules of diligent management and contrary
to well‐established banking practices.
45 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 1488/2006,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), which dealt with bank employees who
extended credit to a number of insolvent individuals and companies, operating
even outside the region covered by their branch, against collateral (particularly se‐
curities) which was forged or stolen. Seealso Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal
Court of Greece] 1511/2006 http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), regarding an
omission of solvency checks required by the bank’s internal regulations and credit
policies; Efeteio Thessalonikis (Efet. Thess.) (Thessaloniki court of appeals) (in
Council) 481/2004, http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), which dealt with the
siphoning of funds to an insolvent company, via fictional loan agreements exe‐
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However, it has been contended that there shouldn’t be a “one‐size‐
fit‐all” approach: credit institutions with different business models are
subject to different standards. Thus, a credit institution focusing on in‐
dustrial development may extend credit to a company under terms,
which would have been evaluated as unacceptably risky for a regular
commercial bank46. Otherwise, flexibility and innovation in the bank‐
ing sector will likely be stifled, at the expense of the real economy.
4.2.4. Harm to property belonging to another
Further to the above elements of the actus reus, it must be estab‐
lished that an actual, quantified harm (economic loss) was causally in‐
flicted to property belonging to another47. Lack of the requisite cer‐
tainty as to the harm inflicted will lead to an exoneration of the accused
(in dubio pro reo)48. To determine such harm, one must compare the
valuation of the property, which would have existed, had the perpetra‐
tor managed it diligently and with due care, and the valuation of the
property, as is pursuant to the examined questionable acts or omis‐

cuted under the names of uninvolved third parties, as well as other procedural
shortcuts (deviations from established credit procedures, lack of collateral, no sol‐
vency checks, lack of required documentation, extension of credit beyond the au‐
thorized limits); Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 466/2004
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS), regarding extention of credit beyond the
authorized limits and without the appropriate collateral.
46 See Androulakis, supra note 36, at 169; MICHAEL MARGARITIS & ADA
MARGARITI, POINIKOS KODIKAS‐ ERMENEIA‐ EFARMOGI [PENAL CODE‐
INTERPRETATION‐APPLICATION] 1335 (3d ed. 2014). Seealso Vomvas, supra
note 36, at1045, according to whom in Germany there is a different regime for sav‐
ings banks (Sparkassen) and for mortgage banks (Hypothekenbanken).
47 See e.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 460/1990, M’
POINIKA CHRONIKA [P.CH.],1135 (1990); Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Crimi‐
nal Court of Greece] 1318/1991 (in Council), MB’ POINIKA CHRONIKA [P.CH.],
238 (1992); Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 367/2003,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS).
48 ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 61.
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sions49. To deal with this hypothetical question, one must look at avail‐
able alternatives to the course of action actually taken50, and evaluate
their probability, in a quantifiable manner.
Said legal requirement of a quantified harm raises the further ques‐
tion, whether the calculation of the harm should be focused on isolated
transactions (which are being scrutinized in the context of a criminal
prosecution) or on the overall management tactics of the accused. It
may be that a risky, niche strategy adopted by the accused created
multiple benefits for the managed property, i.e. had a positive overall
effect, while only a few projects turned sour. If the spotlight is turned
only on the failures, while disregarding the successes, managers and
officers will have another perverse incentive to avoid innovation and
risk altogether, in order to reduce their own risks of criminal liability.
This is particularly salient with regard to the extension of credit, as it is
statistically certain that some loans will never be repaid, for reasons
not necessarily predictable at the time that the contract is executed.
De lege lata and with regard to common banking transactions, it
must be noted that a criminal breach of trust (or an attempt thereof)
may exist even at the stage when credit is extended or a letter of credit
issued, if the debtor does not meet the solvency requirements indicated
by the bank’s internal regulation or by the practices prevalent in the
banking industry51. A mere concrete endangerment of pecuniary inter‐
ests (e.g. in the case of granting bad loans or making highly speculative
investments in financial products) is therefore deemed equivalent to a

Id. at 61‐2.
See e.g. the case of a loan restructuring with a 40% debt write‐off, agreed upon
between the National Bank of Greece and the company Halyps SA. The public
prosecutor filed the criminal complaint lodged against the members of the bank’s
BoD as clearly factually unfounded, taking into account the dire financial circum‐
stances of the debtor and the lack of more favorable alternatives for the bank (order
No. C‐90‐1503/13.7.1990, as reported by ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at
50).
51 ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at 65.
49
50
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real economic loss52. As correctly pointed out53, such financial loss is
also reflected on the balance sheet, considering that an allowance for
depreciation (downgrading) on the assets side is legally required. For
that reason, from a legal and factual perspective, the difference be‐
tween the face amount of a bad loan and the depreciated amount on
the assets side of the balance sheet is a real loss.
4.3.Mens rea (required intent as mental legal element)
Pursuant to article 390 GPC, the perpetrator must “knowingly” inflict
harm on property belonging to another. The perpetrator must therefore
know a) that she is the custodian or manager of property belonging to
another and b) that her action or omission is harmful to that property;
she must also intend to cause this harm54 (in the sense that she either
acted with the specific intention of inflicting the harm55, or she pre‐
dicted this harm as a necessary consequence of her actions or omis‐
sions and accepted its occurrence)56. This excludes dolus eventualis
(which was deemed sufficient before the amendment of article 390 of
the Greek Penal Code, pursuant to art. 36(2) of law 2172/1993)57. The

52 See e.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 204/2010,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS); ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, supra note 25, at
68; MYLONOPOULOS, supra note 27, at 643. This is also the prevailing view in
German jurisdiction and academic literature, see Volker Krey, Financial Crisis and
German Criminal Law: Managers’ Responsibility for Highly‐Speculative Trading in Ob‐
scure Asset‐Backed Securities Based on American Sub prime Mortgages, 11 German L.J.
326 (2010).
53 Krey, supra note 52, at 326‐7.
54 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 532/2011,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS).
55See MYLONOPOULOS, supra note 27, at 646.
56 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 930/2007,
Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 1617/2010,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS).
57 Seee.g. Areios Pagos [A.P.] [Supreme Criminal Court of Greece] 967/2009,
http://lawdb.intrasoftnet.com (NOMOS); MYLONOPOULOS, supra note 27, at 646.
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knowledge is evaluated ex ante, based on the facts available to the per‐
petrator at the time of the criminal act or omission58.
5. The significance of the business judgment rule in the context of ar‐
ticle 390 GPC
5.1. The Business Judgment Rule in general corporate law
The so‐called “Business Judgment Rule” (BJR)59 was formally intro‐
duced to Greek corporate law pursuant to law 3604/2007, but its crite‐
ria had previously been applied by case law60. Pursuant to article
22(a)(2) of law 2190/1920, the members of the BoD of a Société Anonyme
bear no personal liability towards the company regarding actions or
omissions which are based on a legitimate resolution of the general as‐
sembly or pertain to a reasonable business decision which was taken in
good faith, on an informed basis and exclusively in the interests of the
company61. If these conditions are met, a court may not review the sub‐
stance and the impact of the business decision to the company, even if

In Germany, the so‐called dolus eventualis (which exists when the perpetrator seri‐
ously takes into account that her act could fulfill the legal elements of the offense
and accepts this possibility) is sufficient, see Krey, supra note 52, at 327.
58 Papathanasiou supra note 39, at 2085.
59 The German version of the Business Judgment Rule is discussed by Wagner,
supra note 14, at 69.
60 Michael‐Theodoros Marinos, Zitimata Efarmogis Tou Kanona Tis Epicheirimatis
Kriseos (Business Judgement Rule) Sto Etairiko Kai To Ptoxeutiko Dikaio[Issues Of Appli‐
cation Of The Business Judgment Rule In Corporate And Insolvency Law], 15 DIKAIO
EPICHEIRISEON KAI ETAIRION [D.E.E.], No. 6, 657 (2009). Seealso George Soti‐
ropoulos, He Euthini Ton Melon Tou Dioikitikou Symvouliou Gia Epicheirimatikes Epi‐
loges‐ He Isxis Tou “Business Judgment Rule” Stin Ellada [The Liability Of The Members
Of The Bod For Business Choices‐ The Applicability Of The Business Judgment Rule In
Greece], 9 DIKAIO EPICHEIRISEON KAI ETAIRION [D.E.E.], No.7, 785 (2003).
61 For the “safe harbor” of the Business Judgment Rule to apply, the members of
the BoD must be disinterested with regard to the transaction. If there is a conflict of
interest the rule doesn’t apply, see Marinos, supra note 60, at 654.
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it subsequently proves to be poor or destructive for the company62.
The BJR precludes the ex ante judicial second‐guessing of decisions
taken by the directors of the company through informed and rational
decision‐making processes63. It preserves the discretion of the directors
and allows them to take calculated business risks, without the fear of ex
post legal liability. If the requirements of the business judgment rule
are not met, the member of the BoD can still be exempted from liabil‐
ity, if she proves that she met the diligence standards of a prudent
businessperson. Although technically the rule only applies to the direc‐
tors of Sociétés Anonymes, the standard of liability set by the rule
should arguably also apply to other officers of the company who hold
positions of responsibility and exercise discretion64, as well as extend to
other corporate types65.
5.2. Why the BJR also applies to financial institutions
The application of the business judgment rule in financial institu‐
tions is contested.66 Some claim that the rule only applies in the case of
“free management”, namely in ordinary commercial companies. This
contention is partly based on the quasi‐public function of credit institu‐
tions and partly on the complex regulatory framework applicable to
their activities.

Id. at 654.
See Sotiropoulos, supra note 60, at 775‐6; Theodoros Katsas, Epixeirimatikos
Kindinos Kai Euthini Tou Dioikitikou Symvouliou Anonimis Etairias [Business risk and
liability of the BoD of a SA], 12 DIKAIO EPICHEIRISEON KAI ETAIRION [D.E.E.],
No. 8‐9, 891‐2 (2006).
64 The disparity in the treatment of directors and officers as to the exculpatory
effect of the BJR is explored by McKenna, supra note 8, at 211‐215.
65 As to its application to other corporate types see Marinos, supra note 60, at
657.
66 The opposing views are summarized in Mikroulea, supra note 1. See also AL‐
EXANDRA MIKROULEA, ORIA DRASIS KAI EUTHINI TON ETAIRIKON
DIOIKITON [LIMITS OF ACTION AND LIABILITY OF CORPORATE DIREC‐
TORS], 292 (Nomiki Vivliothiki eds., 2013).
62
63
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It is true that banking is a heavily regulated commercial activity and
it has become more so, post‐crisis. The discretionary powers of direc‐
tors and officers are not only subject to the limitations set by the insti‐
tution’s articles of incorporation, bylaws and internal regulations.
There is a vast regulatory framework set by EU and national legisla‐
tion, as well as technical standards and opinions on good practices is‐
sued by the European Banking Authority (EBA) and the Bank of
Greece. Only indicatively do we refer to Regulation (EU) No 575/2013
on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment
firms, law 4261/2014 incorporating Directive 2013/36/EU on access to
the activity of credit institutions and the prudential supervision of
credit institutions and investment firms (CRD IV), the 2013 Opinion of
the EBA on Good Practices for Responsible Mortgage Lending, the
2014 EBA Final Draft Implementing Technical Standards on Supervi‐
sory reporting on forbearance and non performing exposures, Decision
42/30.5.2014 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of Greece on the
framework of Supervisory reporting on forbearance and non perform‐
ing exposures, the 2015 EBA Guidelines on creditworthiness assess‐
ment, the 2015 EBA Guidelines on arrears and foreclosure and the 2016
Code of Deontology pursuant to law 4224/2013 (issued by the Credit
and Insurance Committee of the Bank of Greece and published on Is‐
sue 2376/2.8.2016 of the National Gazette).
However, it would be a mistake to assume that said regulatory
framework is meant to exclude discretion and informed business
judgment, with a view to eliminating risk‐taking in financial institu‐
tions. This would be unrealistic and counterproductive, unnatural
even. On the contrary, the point is to encourage the channeling of sav‐
ings into productive investments in the real economy, while ensuring
the mitigation of credit risk, esp. via diversification and appropriate
monitoring of large exposures67. Emphasis is placed on the creation of
sound corporate governance and internal control structures68, the de‐

67
68

See Preamble of Regulation (EU) 575/2013, par. 32, 44, 51, 55.
A discussion of the role of chief risk officers, risk committees and the aspect
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velopment and validation of credit risk management and measurement
systems69 and the use of a reliable system of collection, verification,
evaluation, updating and monitoring of financial information, when
credit is first extended or at the refinancing/ restructuring stage70.
Business judgment is still inescapable (even with the assistance of deci‐
sion trees)71: this becomes evident by the wide range of available72
(short and long‐term) options at the restructuring stage of distressed
loans. It would make no sense to provide for restructuring solutions
such as the operational restructuring of debtor companies or debt / eq‐
uity swap agreements (whereby the credit institution considers a
change of management of the debtor company or becomes a share‐
holder of the latter), without embracing the exercise of considerable
business judgment and the assumption of additional risk for the credit
institution. Discretion may be more limited in financial institutions, but
it is still there and its importance cannot be overlooked.
In other words, across industries or business fields, any judicial re‐
view should focus on the decision‐making process (whether informed
and rational decision‐making processes have been employed to take a
decision), not on the result. Wherever discretion is exercised and
judgment calls made, the business judgment rule should apply as a
limit to ex post review. Therefore, also in the case of credit institutions,
disinterested directors and officers should be exempt from personal li‐
ability for the poor or even catastrophic results of actions taken on an
informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that they were
acting in the best interests of the company.

of executive pay practices can be found in Mikroulea, supra note 1.
69 Preamble of Regulation (EU) 575/2013, par. 42.
70 See e.g. part III (ib) of decision 42/30.5.2014 of the Executive Committee of the
Bank of Greece, as well as the 2016 Code of Deontology recently issued by the
Credit and Insurance Committee of the Bank of Greece.
71 Part IV (c) of decision 42/30.5.2014 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of
Greece.
72 Pursuant to decision 42/30.5.2014 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of
Greece and the 2016 Code of Deontology.
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5.3. The criminal law perspective
From the point of view of criminal law, any ex post judicial scrutiny
of business decisions should be subject to even stricter standards than
civil liability (also considering the heightened intent requirements).
One must remember that criminal law is an ultimum remedium, i.e. is
not designed to cover all aspects of human behavior, but only actions
or omissions which are highly antisocial and cannot be prevented by
other means (e.g. civil claims or administrative sanctions). The princi‐
ple of subsidiarity of criminal law therefore indicates that not all viola‐
tions of private law duties are (or should be) criminally sanctioned73.
Indeed, a violation of private (civil and commercial) law duties of care
is a necessary, but not adequate element of criminal liability74.
Besides, an additional cause of concern is the broad and vague defi‐
nition of the criminal offence, which comes in the form of a general
clause. This may lead to cases where the requirements for compliance
with the law are not clear ex ante, but only ex post, and therefore a mar‐
gin of appreciation is called for to lessen the heavy burden imposed on
managers75.
That said, the business judgment rule should come into play in
criminal proceedings, to help determine whether the accused abused
her representative powers, in the context of a specific transaction. The
scope of the business judgment rule is of course much wider than arti‐
cle 390 GPC, as it provides a “safe haven” also regarding actions or
omissions which clearly fall out outside the scope of article 390 GPC
(e.g. purely internal ‐legal and material‐ actions or omissions). Ratione
personae, it is narrower, as article 22(a)(2) of law 2190/1920 technically
applies only to directors of SAs (although, as previously discussed, the
criteria developed in its context are valuable to determine the standard
Vomvas, supra note 36, at1046‐7.
Id. at 1046‐7. See also Papathanasiou, supra note 39, at 2082, who contends that
the business judgment rule may be “helpful” in identifying whether the rules of
diligent management were violated, for the purposes of art. 390 PC.
75 See Wagner, supra note 14, at 76.
73
74
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of liability for all officers or employees exercising discretion, irrespec‐
tive of corporate type). In any case, to the extent that no civil or com‐
mercial law obligation is breached (either because the BJR applies as a
safe harbor, or because the accused met the diligence standards of a
prudent businessperson), criminal liability is excluded and the accused
exonerated76.
6. Who should initiate criminal prosecution for criminal breach of
trust?
A final question to be explored is whether the initiative for criminal
prosecution should be vested on traditional law enforcement agencies,
acting ex officio, or whether arguments can be found in favor of private
prosecution (i.e. whether a prior criminal complaint by the victim
should be a prerequisite).
Presently, prosecution is brought ex officio. This is somewhat
counter‐intuitive, given that the victim is ‐in theory‐ in a better position
to evaluate to which extent the relationship of trust has been violated,
as well as whether actual harm has been caused to its assets.
Particularly in the case of banking institutions, the public interest
aspect (soundness of particular financial institutions, as well as of the
banking system as a whole) cannot be overlooked. This concern can,
however, be addressed adequately via the harsh administrative sanc‐
tions already in place, against banks and D&O not acting in accordance
with the dense regulatory framework established by EU and national
law. Moreover, one cannot ignore the agency problems prevalent in
large corporations with widely dispersed share ownership. To rely en‐
tirely on the management of the bank or the general assembly for the
initiation of criminal proceedings against directors or officers will
likely lead to weak enforcement and under‐deterrence.
But does this inescapably point to a public ex officio prosecution as
the optimal solution? Not necessarily. As previously discussed, an ex‐

76

Nisireos, supra note 40, at 1070, MIKROULEA, supra note 66, at 292.
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ceedingly harsh liability regime, coupled with an aggressive enforce‐
ment policy applied by members of the judiciary who lack business in‐
sights, will lead to over‐deterrence. The harm caused to the national
economy by excessive risk aversion caused by judicial activism will be
multifold. In order to strike the appropriate balance, the law could
provide for private prosecution, formed as a minority right (e.g. re‐
quire a complaint lodged by shareholders representing at least 1% of
the nominal capital; this would also allow the State to initiate proceed‐
ings, as a shareholder). Alternatively, the power to bring criminal pro‐
ceedings in cases of criminal breach of trust in financial institutions
could be vested on a specialized fraud unit in the Public Prosecutor’s
office, subject to a complaint lodged by the Capital Market Commis‐
sion.
7. Conclusion
When banks fail, emotions run high and public pressure to assign
blame is accentuated. However, hindsight bias is lurking in the back‐
ground, and may lead to unfair prosecutions. Convictions may ap‐
pease the public outrage, in the short run, but the long‐term repercus‐
sions for the smooth operation of the financial system and the economy
as a whole cannot be ignored. The business judgment rule, which also
applies to financial institutions, may serve to mitigate such risks, par‐
ticularly in the context of criminal law.
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Non‐payment of tax and other liabilities
as a crime: fiscal crisis and the limitations
of criminal legislation
NIKOLAOS C. POUIS
Attorney‐at‐Law (Athens), P.G.Dip., LL.M., M.Sc.

This paper aims critically to present the crime of ‘non‐payment of
debts to the State’ according to the Greek legal system. After a short in‐
troduction we shall endeavour to emphasise and argue for the lack of
any legitimacy of this behaviour (under its current wording) to incur
criminal sanctions (A). Subsequently, we shall note the legal problems
of the framework and its judicial application (B). Then, the analysis
will encompass the influence of past and recent crises on the introduc‐
tion and stricter amendments to the legislation (C). The analysis will
turn to solutions beyond criminal law (D) and finally will reach some
concluding remarks.
Introduction − Legal Framework
The power to design tax procedure law still rests with national
States. Apart from an exchange of information, it is not harmonized
within the EU. Therefore, tax surcharges, penalties and the respective
procedures vary widely between different EU States. The same applies
to criminal tax law at least to the extent that no cross‐border situations
and respective legislation exist and apply (see Article 83 Treaty on the
Functioning of the EU).
The legislative and executive power has the right to take adminis‐
trative or criminal measures in order to punish and/or prevent from
certain behaviour. The Greek Parliament decided that the mere fact of
delay in paying tax liabilities or other liabilities established by tax or
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customs authorities constitutes a crime. As a result Law 1882/1990 was
issued (OGG1 A’ 43). Article 25(1) of this statute stipulates that
whoever does not pay for more than four months debts
towards the State, legal persons of public law, enterprises
and organisations of the broad public sector which (debts)
are established by the Tax Administration is punished by
imprisonment between one and five years if the accumu‐
lated sum is 100,000 to 200,000 euro and three to five years
if the accumulated sum is above 200,000 euro.
This is the wording of Article 25 as amended and currently in force.
It was the first time that the legislator used a measure of such general
and holistic nature to fight delay in payments. Nevertheless, it was not
the first time that the Greek State used criminal law to fight delay in
payments. The first two measures criminalised non‐payment between
private parties where one party is weaker. Emergency Law 690/1945
(OGG A’ 292) criminalised the non‐payment by the employer of the
employees’ accrued income and later Legislative Decree 3424/1955
(OGG A’ 282) criminalised the non‐payment of farmers’ consideration
for the sale of their products. The third one (Emergency Law 86/1967,
OGG A’ 136) by way of imprisonment sentences protects the contribu‐
tions owed to Social Security Funds. In this case the use of criminal law
for the protection of public revenues is obvious but fragmentary.
Again, the employee’s contribution withheld by the employer is pro‐
tected, which refers to the idea of the weaker party and also the liabil‐
ity in administering third parties’ money. However, regarding the em‐
ployer’s direct obligation to pay contributions for his or her employees,
this is a direct pecuniary claim of the social security fund protected by
means of criminal law.
From the introduction of Law 1882/1990 until Law 3220/2204 (OGG
A’ 15) which entered into force in 1‐1‐2004 Article 25 was more compli‐
cated in its wording based on a different categorisation of debts ac‐
cording to the way of payment, the time due, the origin and the
amount. This meant six different imprisonment frameworks and that
1

Official Government Gazette.
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each debt could not be added to the debts arising from another legal
cause.
Law 3220/2004 introduced a simple system based exclusively on the
time due and the amount owed and allowed for every debt and subse‐
quent surcharge on it to be accumulated to reach the criminal thresh‐
old. Some aspects of the new framework were more lenient but the
measure became clearly more collective.
In the original provision only debts to the Public Service (i.e. strictly
tax and similar liabilities to the State) were covered by the wording.
According to the model of Law 3220/2004 the delay in payment of
debts owed to legal persons of public law, enterprises and organisa‐
tions of the broad public sector are also covered by the wording which
is still in force. The sole common condition throughout the history of
the provision is the requirement that each debt be established2 as pub‐
lic revenue in the records of the Public Economic or Customs Author‐
ity. This establishment has always been the starting point for the calcu‐
lation of the time after the lapse of which the delay becomes a criminal
behaviour.
Rule of Law Challenges. Disregarding the Notions of Proportional‐
ity/Subsidiarity and Ultima Ratio
The rationale and wording of Article 25 Law 1882/1990 calls for an
argumentation based on the mission and grounds of criminal law. The
provision raises the issue (always pressing) of limitations to criminal
legislation. The very essence of this crime is delay. Is it possible accord‐
ing to modern criminal law to punish by the sentence of imprisonment
people who behave differently and have totally different motives3 and
2 This establishment is in fact an official entry in the records of the Tax or Cus‐
toms Authority. Until the end of 2013 this entry was a common starting point for
the commencement of both administrative enforcement and the calculation of time
for the requirements of Article 25 law 1882/1990. From 1‐1‐2014 onwards adminis‐
trative enforcement measures can be taken immediately after the creation of the li‐
ability while criminal prosecution according to Article 25 must wait for the lapse of
four months after establishment (book entry) of the revenue.
3 By different motives I mean that the assimilating wording of Article 25 ad‐
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sequences of action just because their behaviour ends up in some euro
in default? Does this meet the demands of the rule of law as applied in
criminal law? The ultima ratio and proportionality principles may give
an answer.
The relationship between ultima ratio and proportionality is a con‐
stant in most analyses. However, ultima ratio is conceptually and meth‐
odologically prior to proportionality. Whereas ultima ratio addresses
the question whether criminal law should be used at all to address so‐
cially harmful conduct, proportionality focuses on the question of the
extent to which criminal law should be used once it is assumed that it
ought to be resorted to in order to address such conduct.4 The other
opinion is that ultima ratio has no normative significance on its own but
only in connection with and as part of the proportionality principle.5
Judicial control of criminalisation of certain behaviours has been a
great challenge for courts. The legitimacy and purpose of State pun‐
ishment is a very old question. Even the Federal Constitutional Court
of Germany (incest case) avoided recognising specific obstacles to the
legislator’s extensive power to decide on the legal means in which legal
goods should be protected. As Rudolf Wendt says: ‘In theory the court
maintains that the principle of proportionality in criminal matters leads
to a stricter examination of the relevant piece of legislation. In his ac‐
tual practice the Court does not adhere to its own standards’.6
In any case and irrespective of the very interesting discussion about
dresses cases of people who cannot or avoid paying because of tax avoidance, tax
evasion (after tax authority investigation), insolvency, poor people, even cases of
mistaken calculation of duties.
4 Bengoetxea, 2013, ‘Ultima ratio and the judicial application of law’. Oñati Socio‐
Legal Series [online], 3 (1), 107‐124, 111. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/ ab‐
stract=2200875
5 Dubber, ‘Ultima ratio as caveat dominus: legal principles, police maxims, and
the critical analysis of law’ (July 3, 2013), pp. 3‐11. Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2289479 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2289479
6 Wendt, 2013. ‘The principle of “Ultima ratio” and/or the principle of propor‐
tionality. Oñati Socio‐legal Series [online], 3 (1), 81‐94. Available from: http://ssrn.
com/abstract=2200873
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the existence and specific content and results of the principles it is evi‐
dent that the notion of necessity is raised by these principles, namely
the necessity of the means used by the legislature. There is no legiti‐
macy for criminal law to punish any harm of a legal good deserving
legal protection, but only the offences of increased social and moral
disrepute which cannot be avoided by more moderate means. In this
proportionality/subsidiarity/ultima ratio context Mylonopoulos brings
an example directly connected with our provision. He says: ‘therefore
e.g. not all harm of property is punished, for example every default on
contract obligation, but only some forms of harm: fraud etc’.7 It is ap‐
parent that this example refers to private property but in my opinion
the author describes a general norm.
The legislator would seek the right balance between two extreme
positions: impunity where blameworthy and harmful conduct goes
unpunished and overcriminalisation where any undesired conduct is
criminal, or excessive criminal sanctions are stipulated and passed.8
In case of a dyadic model where only the victim and the offender
exist, these own their dispute9 and each one of them has to overcome a
clear bias. It is highly probable that they will not care about the other
party’s interests. But in triadic models institutionally organized society
becomes the dispute resolver and the norm maker, and the parties of
the dyadic conflict lose control over their own dispute to the benefit of
the State. This public response of a State owning the penal claim is the
field in which the legislator must lay specific rules and principles to‐
wards his self‐restraint (rule of law). One of them is the notion of ulti‐
mum which involves an assessment of what the last resort is (the issue
of alternative response of the State away from criminal law).
If this cognitive process is to be made by the Greek legislature as re‐
gards the anti‐social behavior of non‐payment of liabilities to the State
what should be the alternatives? Let us assume that the means avail‐
able to the private claimant are not sufficient to protect the property of
Mylonopoulos, Criminal Law (General Part), 2007, p. 16.
Bengoetxea, op. cit., page 13.
9 Ibid., pp. 13‐14, par. 9.
7
8
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the State.10 There must be some alternatives in the ‘space’ between pri‐
vate and civil procedure law measures on the one hand and criminal
measures on the other. And indeed it is nothing new that the State can
use and actually uses administrative measures to ensure the correct as‐
sessment and collection of tax and other ‘claims’. In fact this ‘space’ is
quite full of administrative compulsory measures stipulated in many
instruments. In case any tax amount is not paid by the applicable dead‐
line (at an earlier stage compared to the establishment of the debt
which is a condition of Article 25), the taxpayer is subject to pay inter‐
est at a rate of 8.76% per year on the tax, for the period from the day
following the due date for the payment.11 Apart from that the Hellenic
Republic uses an administrative enforcement procedure based on the
Code on the Collection of Public Revenues (Legislative Decree
356/1974, OGG A’ 90) by virtue of which it is able to collect any pecu‐
niary claim and not only taxes and similar public law derived sums.
There are so many deviations in favour of the State compared to the
‘normal’ enforcement procedure available to individuals and private
legal persons of private law that public law scholars express their
doubts about the constitutional legitimacy of these provisions.12 A
closer look reveals that this extra‐protective scheme covers almost the
whole spectrum of debts described in Article 25 i.e. debts not only of
the State stricto sensu but also the public law legal persons and even
public enterprises incorporated as private capital companies. In this
case the alternative to criminal sanctions is already in force and strict
enough to raise criticism about its harshness without the addition of
criminal sanctions.13, 14
10 For reasons for which public revenues call for enhanced protection see Papa‐
kyriakou, in Kaiafa‐Gbandi (ed.), Economic Crimes and Corruption in the Public Sec‐
tor, 2014, Vol. 1, pp. 17‐18.
11 According to ministerial decisions based on Article 53 par. 1 of the Code on
Tax Procedure.
12 See Gerontas & Psaltis, Interpretation of the Code on the Collection of Public Reve‐
nues, 2016, p. 6 with further references.
13 In fact even the administrative sanctions are under the scrutiny of ECHR and
characterized as criminal if certain criteria are fulfilled. On such limitations, often
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Tax authorities refer to the Public Prosecutor and Article 25 is em‐
powered even if no measures of administrative enforcement of the
claim have still been used. Besides the Code on Collection of Public
Revenues there are numerous provisions protecting the collection pro‐
cedure. For example the Code on Tax Procedure (Law. 4174/2013, OGG
A’ 170) includes Article 46:
…in case of non‐payment, inaccurate exemption or inaccu‐
rate offsetting of VAT or withholding taxes exceeding
150,000 euro, the tax authority is entitled to take preven‐
tive or protective emergency measures against the perpe‐
trator, such as the prohibition of receipt or issuance of any
document required for the transfer of assets, especially re‐
turns, agreements, attestations, and certificates, and the
freezing of 50% of deposits, all accounts and the monetary
content of PO boxes with credit institutions….
Similarly, and referring to any tax liability the Tax Administration is
entitled to take provisory measures to safeguard the collection of taxes
even before the respective amounts become due and payable (see Arti‐
cles 45 and 46 of the above Code). Normally such measures against a
person’s property are ordered by courts but in the latter case apply also
referred to as Engel criteria, see Seer & Wilms (eds.), ‘Surcharges and penalties in
tax law’, IBDF, 2016, 133‐170.
14 For many years the Greek State had the right to pursue the personal deten‐
tion of debtors of public revenues as an administrative measure ordered by an ad‐
ministrative court. After a series of decisions of the Supreme Administrative Court,
the latter finally decided that this measure contravened to the Constitution (Deci‐
sion 250/2008, NOMOS Database). Every provision pertaining to personal deten‐
tion (as an administrative law measure) was repealed (Article 67, Law 3842/2010,
OGG A’ 58). According to the Code on Civil Procedure personal detention (maxi‐
mum 1 year) can be ordered by the Court in case of delay on pecuniary claims only
arising from torts. The Supreme Court (Civil Jurisdiction) denies such order only in
case of default caused by proven lack of resources (based on the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 11, See Decision 158/2013, NOMOS
Database). Until Law 4335/2015 (OGG A’ 87) the same detention could be ordered
against merchants for their commercial debts. From 1‐1‐2016 this potentiality was
abolished.
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to cases of debts deriving from direct tax assessment i.e. debts not con‐
nected with any anti‐social behavior apart from delay in payment or
even without any delay and without court intervention. Lastly, we
must refer to the dependence of many private transactions on a tax
clearance certificate which is another administrative measure towards
collection.
The previous lines prove beyond any doubt that the State has taken
numerous actions to protect its property (pecuniary claims). These pro‐
cedures reflect the special value attributed to pubic revenues and the
relation they have to the fulfillment of the State’s obligation to provide
social benefits as a welfare State.
By going further and criminalizing the non‐payment of debts owed
to it, the Greek State fails to make a fair judgment on the role and limi‐
tations of criminal law. To return to the triadic model referred to earlier
we can easily assume that the legislature misuses its power as resolver
in a case between the debtor and the claimant. The State abuses its dual
role as resolver and the interested part/victim. This behavior is linked
to the tacit but obvious attempt to use the threat of serious criminal
sanctions as tool of collection. This behaviour grossly disregards the ul‐
tima ratio principle and abuses criminal law.
The legislator underestimates the discrepancy between the disre‐
pute arising from two wholly different human behaviours. At least at
the level of describing criminal behaviour in abstracto Article 25 fails to
make any qualitative and graduated judgments based on additional
factual characteristics of the debtor e.g. transfer of property of the
debtor to avoid enforcement, fraudulent behavior concerning the abil‐
ity to pay or the ability to present property during the collection proc‐
ess.15
Likewise, the designation of ‘non‐payment’ as a criminal behaviour
is inappropriate from an evaluative and logical standpoint. This is a
temporally ultimate common fact that has so many different causes
(from real inability to abuse of legal personality and use of tax havens)
that it is not possible to use it to put under the same umbrella so het‐
15

See Papakyriakou, op. cit., p. 36.
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erogeneous behaviours, most of which are already punishable by pro‐
visions against tax‐evasion. The legislator avoids both of his two ra‐
tional choices, i.e. either to classify one behaviour as criminal by add‐
ing specific characteristics to the delayed payment in a way that the
core criminal aspect would not be the delay but the concomitant char‐
acteristics of the behaviour or to describe the different acts delaying or
frustrating the collection of any amount (such provisions already exist
in the Greek criminal system e.g. Article 397, Criminal Code). By this
avoidance the ultima ratio (and Schuldprinzip, see below) principle is ig‐
nored insofar as many of the offenders of Article 25 do not have the
money or property to comply with the State claim or even being able to
pay do not raise any obstacle to the State’s collecting through an ad‐
ministrative procedure. Even one person falling in the latter category is
enough to expose the provision in the very grounds of criminal law
and policy. Lastly, the legislator is obliged by the proportionality prin‐
ciple and by the whole internal system of criminal law sanctions to
achieve an escalation of the description and punishment of any behav‐
iour. This graduated evaluation and punishment of human acts is to‐
tally disrespected by Article 25. It is for the legislator to achieve such
qualitative assessments and create a system with an internal rationale.
For as long time this is not possible (or favourable) for any reason the
punishment is legally and morally unfounded.
The Instrumental and Collection‐oriented Nature of Article 25 and
Its Judicial Application
1. The ‘if you pay me I will not punish you’ model
Throughout the history of Article 25 there are in place a series of
ways out of the ongoing criminal procedure against the debtor. The
legislator motivates the person in default to apply to the Tax Admini‐
stration for a settlement of his or her debts. The criminal court is
obliged to consider whether the application is accepted and the settle‐
ment is complied with and if so to stay the proceedings. The extra mo‐
tive is that if the debtor pays the whole amount the court must termi‐
nate the procedure because no criminal interest is existent anymore!
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But the trading process goes further. Even if the accused person has
been finally recognised as guilty by an imprisonment sentence the ap‐
plication for settlement to the Tax Administration is legally binding if
the debtor is regularly paying his instalments. The prosecutor must
postpone or interrupt the enforcement of the sentence which is almost
automatically eradicated by the full payment of the debt! As a supple‐
ment to these provisions we must note that the debtor has the oppor‐
tunity to pay his or her debt at any stage of the criminal procedure and
the court may decide to inflict no punishment. It is hard to recall any
other criminal provision so instrumental in the Greek legal system.16
Law 3842/2010 slightly changed this scheme by giving the discretion to
the legislator to provide such instrumental and collection‐oriented
criminal provisions ad hoc (postpone prosecution etc.) through the oc‐
casional administrative programmes of debt settlements. Probably this
was an attempt to show a stricter policy against debtors and make
them feel unsafe regarding the inclusion of such ways out in the forth‐
coming administrative settlement programmes. In fact nothing
changed.
2. Sanctions against legal persons’ managers
Greek criminal law does not attribute criminal penalties to legal
persons. It is common practice for the legislator in Greece to impose
such penalties on managers of legal entities. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Ar‐
ticle 25 provide for such criminal liability of managers in such a broad
manner that they deprive former managers of any legal entity of their
right effectively to claim their lack of capacity at the critical point in
time set out by Article 25 (for their failure to be criminally material).
More specifically, paragraph 317 provides for a scheme that can lead
to the prosecution and conviction of almost all past managers with de‐
Ibid., p. 299.
‘…prosecution is pressed for debts… (already) established at the time of ap‐
pointment or established during the time in capacity, even if subsequently they lost
their capacity… and for debts established irrespectively of the dissolution or not of
the legal persons, but were created or attributed to the time they had such capac‐
ity’.
16
17
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cision‐making powers, who served from the time when the legal re‐
quirements for the creation of the debt were fulfilled until the time of
establishment and non‐payment.
An former manager can be criminally liable for an amount deriving
from tax‐evasion behaviours, mistakenly assessed liabilities or even de‐
layed payments that go back to the time he was managing the legal en‐
tity even if the assessment or the establishment of the debt takes place
in the present, at a time that has no connection with the management
of the entity and as a result he is legally unable to order a payment or
even challenge the administrative act. The provision also covers man‐
agers who are appointed after the establishment of the debt! So the rule
is that one is criminally liable for debts of a legal person created, due
and payable and established as such at a time when one had no legal
nexus with it. The only safeguard in this latter case is that the crime
committed within three months of the day of appointment. In essence
managers have three months to become confident that no debts to the
State, in the broad sense mentioned above, will arise from the previous
history of the legal entity they are going to administer. It goes without
saying that apart from challenging criminal law principles this type of
legislation is creating a pyramid of what economists call perverse in‐
centives and/or hands‐off approach as regards the bearing of entrepre‐
neurial risks.
Among the many criticisms against this kind of liability of manag‐
ers18 is that the ultimate goal of Article 25 is to make as many people as
possible criminally liable to achieve collection. Every evaluation of
human acts under the lens of criminal law must overcome the logical
obstacle of the real ability to act, otherwise the impossibilium nulla est
obligatio general principle of law is overlooked19. The behaviour de‐
scribed by Article 25 is by definition a failure (the general notion act is
divided into action or failure). The basic argument against the stipula‐
See Papakyriakou, op.cit., pp. 293‐297.
Similar limitations may be put through the Shuldprinzip (claiming that man‐
agers could not act differently this preventing their behavior being attributed to
their liability‐nulla poena sine culpa).
18
19
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tion of paragraph 3 is the objective inability of a former manager to fail
to pay and thus to commit the crime of non‐payment. He does not have
the legal capacity to avoid such failure e.g. by ordering a payment.
Such an argument can also be supported by the economic situation of a
debtor legal entity. If the entity does not have enough cash or property,
how is it possible for the manager to wilfully fail to pay the obliga‐
tion20? Unfortunately courts do not accept such arguments and the re‐
sult is phenomena of ad hoc cases of objective liability.21 Judges do not
accept such an argumentation for natural persons either.
3. Further problems resulting from the judicial application of Article 25
JUDICIAL APPLICATION DISREGARDING THE LEGALITY OF THE DEBT AND ITS
ESTABLISHMENT

The legality of the establishment of the debt is subject to many chal‐
lenges from both a formal and a substantive legal view. The Tax Ad‐
ministration system is organised in such a way that, on the one hand, it
proceeds quickly and requests the payment of debts and, on the other
hand, hinders the right of administrative and judicial protection of the
debtors so as to accelerate the inflows of revenues. The recent Code on
Tax Procedure in Article 63 further limited the right of judicial protec‐
tion (both provisional and final) by introducing an administrative peti‐
tion as a prerequisite to filing a judicial one. In practice it is almost im‐
possible to get a full stay of execution effect of the title by which the
Tax Administration is pursuing the collection of the debt. As a result,
for a long period of time the establishment title may be based on illegal
20 The former managers can always be prosecuted under tax‐evasion provisions
if it is proven that they participated in such acts during their service. So there is no
legal or practical reasoning for the existence of Article 25 in such cases.
21 Criminal judges are only discussing about such limitations in criminal liabil‐
ity of managers in the context of insolvency affecting the ability of making pay‐
ments. In fact it is not the real inability because of lack of resources that affects
judges’ arguments but the legal obligation to abstain from payments from the in‐
solvency property after the declaration of insolvency. For references to judicial de‐
cisions and the fact that even these elements of equity are rare in judicial practice
see Papakyriakou op. cit., pp. 318‐319.
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or no grounds but the collection process may continue. Taking into ac‐
count the fact that a judicial decision on the legality of the title and/or
the collection procedure will take years to be issued what should be the
correlation between the legality of the above and the application and
interpretation of Article 25? One of the conditions of the crime in Arti‐
cle 25 is the establishment of the debt which, as noted above, follows
an independent and much faster path than the judgment on legality. In
other words, the question is whether criminal courts must be satisfied
by a debt established as a formal condition or must be interested in its
legality and/or a pertinent judicial decision.22
The Supreme Court does not accept any defence claims connected
either with the matter of illegality of the administrative law part of the
debt or with provisory measures in favour of the debtor order by the
administrative court. Only when administrative courts (or civil ones, in
case the underlying legal relationship which the debt derives from is of
private law23) issue a final decision, mostly many years later, annulling
the title of the debt or the establishment of the debt, does the Supreme
Court rule in favour of the discharge of the debtor. So the Supreme
Court says that by its wording Article 25 does not necessitate any such
evaluation on the legality of the grounds and procedure of the debt es‐
tablished and, beyond that, it refers to the separation of the administra‐
tive, civil and criminal jurisdiction which is an obstacle to any attempt
to decide on incidental issues.
Such an interpretation is not mandatory for criminal courts. There is
a simple solution leading to an interpretation closer to the idea of sub‐
22 During the discussions on the bill of law in the Parliament MPs referred to
the case of the debtor who makes a petition for the annulment of the debt’s title or
its establishment. Even MPs who voted for Article 25 believed that there should be
no prosecution in case of judicial challenge of the debt. See Minutes of the Parlia‐
ments’ plenary sessions of 9‐2‐1990 to 9‐3‐1990, Vol. 2, pp. 1351‐1353.
23 Public Authorities establish even debts deriving from private law relation‐
ships e.g. forfeiture of guarantee constituted by the State in favour of a private
party. This initially private law claim elevates to public debt by its establishment
and Article 25 may be applicable. On the legitimacy of such a result see Pantelis,
The Dark Field of Criminal Law, Penal Chronicles, p. 13.
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stantive justice.24 There is no provision in the Greek legal system pro‐
hibiting the criminal court to render an incidental judgment on the le‐
gality of the debt established and all the stages of its creation. A more
moderate solution is the adjournment of the case for more evidence to
be gathered. Moreover, if the criminal court does not wish to make
such an incidental decision there is the solution of suspending the pro‐
ceedings until the final decision of the other jurisdictions. These are le‐
gal ways out of the risky decision of sentencing a person based on the
initial legality of the debt established. The practice of the courts is
oversimplistic, enhancing the Tax Administration’s appetite to collect
but is totally paradoxical in light of the standards of criminal law. The
principle of legality which guards the administrative action does not
suffice to change the measure of persuasion that a criminal judge must
reach in order to say ‘guilty’.
But what do criminal courts believe that the core of criminal behav‐
iour is in case of Article 25? The coherent answer according to the
judges’ trust on the establishment title is that the criminal behaviour is
limited to the non‐payment behavior (of every debt irrespective of its
substantive legality) as is the wording of the provision. But here comes
the revelation of the real core and substance of the criminal behaviour
which the Supreme Court cannot deny when the accused person is fi‐
nally discharged of the debt after its annulment. Supreme Court Deci‐
sion 403/2013 states: ‘...in case of final annulment of the debt in the
framework of the civil procedure this is a reason of rehearing the case...
because the debt for which he was sentenced has already been eradi‐
cated’. This is the result of an irrational adherence to the literal inter‐
pretation of courts. But we must recall that this is only the extremely
conservative and mistaken interpretation of the courts. The ultimate
reason of the problem is the legislator’s disregard for the basic princi‐
ples of criminal law and his failure to describe the real abusive behav‐
iours that he wanted to punish.

24

Papakyriakou, op. cit., pp. 287‐290.
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JUDICIAL APPLICATION DISREGARDING THE LEGAL GOOD (RECHTSGUT)
PRINCIPLE AND THE NE BIS IN IDEMPRINCIPLE

It is real life, especially in times of crisis, that reveals the major prob‐
lems of a legal system. One of these problems is the following very
common situation in the current Greek criminal law world. When the
Tax Administration or the Prosecutors find out about alleged tax‐
evasion crimes, they take action so that criminal charges are brought.
But the real tax‐evasion crimes25 are in the end about non‐payment of
direct or indirect taxes and other liabilities. Of course their wording is
not the same as in Article 25 because in tax evasion the criminal behav‐
iour is to do with certain failures and undisclosed information. In other
words non‐payment is inherent in the behavior. Nevertheless, the exis‐
tence of the different criminal provisions, both Articles 25 and 66 of
Law 4174/2013 put the judges again before a serious and indeed diffi‐
cult problem of evaluation. Is it possible for both criminal provisions
(Article 25 and the respective tax evasion according to the tax evaded)
to be applied according to the notion of ‘genuine joinder of charges’
notion or the application of one of them satisfies the criminal ‘claim’ of
the State?
For one more time most judgments choose a very narrow interpre‐
tation and sentence the same person twice for the same amount of
money non‐paid.26, 27According to the Greek legal system which is af‐
fected by the basic principles of the German one, most evaluations in
such a context in which more than one provisions seem likely to apply
to a situation are made on the basis of specific evaluative rules. And
the content of the judgment is whether we must apply both provisions
and multiply the punishment or choose among the provisions the one
which punishes the criminal behavior in such a way that no other pro‐
visions should apply (constructive or virtual joinder). The criterion is
the minimal correlation between the criminal behaviour and the of‐
Article 66, Law 4174/2013 (OGG A’ 170).
See Supreme Court Decisions 459/2015 and 130/2016, NOMOS Database.
27 See Pavlou, ‘The criminal delay of payment to the state’, Penal Chronicles, 5‐7
and Papakyriakou, op. cit., pp. 299‐301.
25
26
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fence of the legal good (here the property of the State in the broad
sense) compared to the (later or earlier) existence of the more serious
and core criminal behaviour. In our context, to my mind, the core be‐
haviour which Article 25 encompasses is the tax‐evasion behaviour in
the form of actions and failures decreasing or eliminating the State
claim. This latter behaviour by definition includes the non‐payment
behaviour.
The legal good theory which underpins most aspects of German
and Greek law is also applied in the genuine or constructive joinder
discussion. As an analytical tool it is used to clarify if the coinciding
provisions and the respective behaviours harm the same or different
legal goods. If they harm the same legal good it is possible that the
joinder may not be genuine. Of course if one of the two behaviours
stipulated increases the harm against the legal good in a qualitative
manner then each harm is of separate importance for the legal order
and both provisions must produce their sentencing result.
This is a court‐made evaluation system of correlated provisions and
thus it is very difficult to apply it coherently. During the last two years
there are no signs that the Supreme Court accepts the constructive
joinder solution. Thus it does not accept that the harm of the legal good
is substantially the same. A critical point is that the time of the perpe‐
tration of the crime is different and this is correct. Scholars criticising
the Supreme Court propose a more substantial and holistic approach of
the harmful behaviour in which the real harm to the legal good is only
one and the (mostly) subsequent application of Article 25 is absorbed
by the core criminal behaviour. It is true that the judgments that ac‐
cepted this position in the past28 did not found their decision in a very
persuasive or at least analytical manner. The real difficulty is that a
dual evaluation takes place. The court must at each time decide on the
identical nature or not of the harm but at the same time the analytical
tools (legal good theory, genuine and constructive joinder and absorp‐
tion) are also under evaluation because they are not hard and fast rules
but tools shaped in judicial practice.
28

See Supreme Court Decision 446/2014, NOMOS Database.
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The constructive joinder solution is undeniable if we refer to the ne
bis in idem principle which is not a creation of national legal order but a
principle shaped by ECHR and applicable across the European conti‐
nent.29 We shall not refer in detail to the principle for it goes beyond
our analysis and the jurists are very familiar with it. Suffice to say that
the criteria of ECHR are functional and far more solid than the grounds
of the above evaluative tools of the Greek criminal system. It is obvious
that in light of this body of ECHR cases such a hermeneutic approach
can help in the direction of protection of the debtors from double sanc‐
tioning which is in any case morally unacceptable.
The Influential Crisis Factor
1. The two crises
The history of Law 1882/1990 is connected with a major crisis in the
political and economic life of Greece in the late ‘80s. A series of scan‐
dals reaching the highest political and economic level led to a broad
coalition government who served for a few months in 1989‐1990. It was
in the late days of this government that the bill (‘measures against tax‐
evasion in direct and indirect taxation’, including Article 25) was
passed (8 March 1990).30
The Greek State traditionally faced difficulties in collecting suffi‐
cient revenues. It is easy to suppose that this type of permanent failure
was the ratio of Article 25 but the Finance Minister who brought the
bill claimed (in his introductory report) that the real reason was the
great number of debtors who repeatedly avoided owning property in
their own name on which the State could enforce and also that com‐
mercial companies lacked movable or immovable property or the exis‐
tent one was under encumbrance and as a result the State could not
collect even indirectly. It is more interesting that the reasoning states
that the provisions do not address all debtors generally as criminals
but only the debtors who repeatedly fail to pay their liabilities. As a
29 Pavlou, op. cit., pp. 7‐8, Seer & Wilms (eds.), ‘Surcharges and penalties in tax
law, IBDF, 2016, pp. 21‐22.
30 Supra note 22.
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commentator says,“unfortunately this rational reasoning is not in‐
cluded in the wording of Article 25”.31
The real reason may have been a combination of the aforemen‐
tioned scandals and the subsequent feeling of decay in the political
sphere and the unique opportunity of a coalition government to pro‐
duce an important law regarding the serious and permanent problem
of tax evasion (in principle irrelevant to the mere non‐payment behav‐
iour). But the reasoning report reveals the instrumental nature of the
measure. It is true that failure to trace enough property and enforce‐
ment constitute a major problem for the State as well as for private par‐
ties. Article 25 was proposed in order to request that pressure be ex‐
erted on debtors to reveal the property that may hide or hold through
third parties or otherwise present cash and pay to avoid criminal sanc‐
tions.32
So this short historical analysis designates the instrumental and
thoughtless use of the criminal law weapon. In fact the provision does
not include in its wording the real harm that seeks to punish. This fa‐
çade is not enough to cover the unacceptable breadth of the provision
and the problems it causes.
In fact the perennial problem in Greek fiscal policy was tax‐evasion
and not default rates.33 In the twenty years that followed the problem
of tax‐evasion rates remained in the limelight both in media and poli‐
tics. Article 25 was applied but was not central to the anti‐tax‐evasion
fight. In fact I do not believe that Article 25 is a genuine economic
crime34. The major indicator towards this result is that the thresholds of
debts were always relatively low. Article 25 does not punish tax eva‐
sion at least primarily. Instead it leads to inadmissible doubling of the
sanctioning without any special evaluation on the real existence of any
Papakyriakoy, op. cit., p. 311.
According to the minutes of the discussion on the bill (see p. 1352) we learn
that indeed some MPs voted halfheartedly for Article 25 believing that it was nec‐
essary to help in debt collection!
33 Four billion (current market prices) according to the minutes on the bill.
34 Most writers include Article 25 in economic crimes. See e.g. Courakis, Eco‐
nomic Crimes, 2007, Vol. II.
31
32
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further harm. Evasive behavior is already punished by other provi‐
sions and the mere default in payments is not a criminally interesting
behaviour.
But this provision became pivotal at the dawn of the Greek fiscal
crisis in 2010. Twenty years after the first crisis (a complex of corrup‐
tion in the political and economic arena) it was the first time that the
provision found a real ‘user’. The 2011 Government amended the pro‐
vision (due and payable debts to the State were already above 20 bil‐
lion) in a way that made the initial legal problems of the provision
minimal compared to the amendments. I shall not proceed to any de‐
tailed analysis because the amendments introduced by Law 3943/2011
(OGG A’ 66) are fortunately not in force anymore since Law 4321/2015
(OGG A’ 32) but I would like to make a quick reference so as to high‐
light the endangering of the rule of law principle during a severe fiscal
crisis.
The first change in the provision concerned the minimum threshold
of debt which was lowered from 10.000 (set by Law 3220/2004) to 5,000
euro. In conjunction with the outburst of the crisis, the cuts to the em‐
ployees’ income and the increasing of tax rates and other charges, this
provision came out of anonymity and scarce application and touched a
great part of the population in Greece.
The second and most extreme amendment was the inclusion of a
provision according to which ‘the time of perpetration of the crime is
the period of time from the lapse of the four months (period after the
debt establishment after which the crime is committed) until the pass‐
ing of the 1/3 of the limitation period stipulated at each time’.
This expression transformed the crime from an instant one (commit‐
ted only once at the time of the failure to make the payment) to a con‐
tinuous one. This intended to bear the procedural consequence that the
perpetrator of a continuous crime could be arrested at any time as if he
were arrested after hot pursuit because the criminal behaviour is artifi‐
cially characterised by continuity. It is obvious that the legislator made
this addition for the prosecutors and the police to have the right to ar‐
rest the debtors (as if it were possible to commit the crime of non‐
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payment every second i.e. by not paying every second). This contra‐
dicts any rational thinking. The time of perpetration according to
Greek Penal Code is decided either by the time of behaviour or in some
cases from the time of the result deriving from such behaviour. It is not
possible to argue that the result of non‐paying is subsequent non‐
paying so the starting point of the limitation period cannot be changed
and the crime cannot be continuous. Even if we suppose that this is
logically acceptable, an arrest based on the notion that the debtor is
continuously committing such a crime is against Article 6 of the Greek
Constitution which obviously implies a genuine and not artificial in
flagrante crime and a perpetrator caught in actual hot pursuit. Also,
such an artificially continuous crime does not correspond to any actual
behavior and as a result the nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege (Article
7, Greek Constitution) principle is violated.
Apart from the serious offence against the pillars of our legal sys‐
tem the result was the humiliation of many debtors irrespective of the
legality of the debt or the real cause of their default. People were ar‐
rested and brought handcuffed in front of the prosecutors. Of course
the media presented the phenomenon as catharsis and legal values
were disregarded. The years that followed proved that the extremely
fast rise in debts to the State was a result of the crisis and the measures
against it and not the opposite.35
The conclusion is that the legislator is not allowed to use the threat
of criminal punishment in a symbolic manner.36 The artificially con‐
tinuous crime which Law 3943/2011 created did not exist in reality as
such. No harm to the legal good was taking place repeatedly but poli‐
tics made use of such means in order to manage the crisis as a commu‐
nication game.

35 The amount of debts to the State rose from 20 to 70 billion in the period dur‐
ing which Law 3943/2011 was in force!
36 For the concept of symbolic criminal law see Lauterwein, ‘The limits of
criminal law: a comparative analysis of approaches to legal theorizing’, 2016, p. 14.
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Shift to rationality and ‘relevant’ justice. Finally, an economic crime?
In a more society‐friendly approach the legislator set the threshold
of the criminal behaviour first to 50,000 and 150,000 euro (Law
4321/2015) and then with the Law 4337/2015 (OGG A’ 129) currently in
force to 100,000 and 200,000 euro respectively. This amendment pro‐
tected a great part of the population from prosecution in the future and
relieved all the people who were affected by previous legislation as the
new framework is more lenient than the previous one and thus appli‐
cable retrospectively. Also, special provisions terminated the enforce‐
ment and prosecution at any stage for debts below 100,000. The elimi‐
nation of artificial continuity of the crime was another step towards le‐
gal rationality.
The latter amendments raised the thresholds in such a way that the
crime seems now to pertain to economic crime at least because of the
relatively high amounts. Nevertheless, none of the pre‐2011 problems
of the provision were addressed. It is apparent that the legislator in the
modern use of the provision targets legal entities which are among
presumable debtors because of their economic activity which produces
liabilities to the State. It is highly possible that such groups will try to
avoid bearing or even paying debts to the State in a market with high
tax rates and other levies and with low liquidity and revenues. So the
question is: can these groups commit economic crimes? The answer is
obviously yes. And many economic crimes are stipulated to control
their behaviours.37 Is Article 25 an economic crime as the raise in the
thresholds may suggest? My answer is no. Of course some of the defin‐
ing factors of economic crime38 are present in the whole discussion. The
disruption of the normal function of the economy because of the owing
of a great amount of money to the State which has a central role in the
whole economic structure is present. But most businesses do not make
plans of deliberately owing to the State. They use more sophisticated
ways to avoid or evade taxes and other duties and become debtors
See Courakis, op.cit.
For an excellent analysis of such factors in general see Courakis, op.cit., Vol. I,
pp. 37‐57.
37
38
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only after State intervention.
After the legislator’s choice to structure the provision closer to the
economic crime quantitative standards the target is no longer to exert
pressure on every citizen to pay his or her debts but the businessmen
and medium‐and large‐sized players of the economy. But Article 25 is
not a rule worded in such a manner as to be addressed to such players.
It is not a rule related to unfair competition, tax evasion, or other as‐
pects of economic crime. On the contrary it refers to the possible result
(debt) of successful investigations against entities and wealthy people.
This result is nothing to do with criminal behaviour for two reasons. If
the amount derives from the revelation of illegality in some cases
criminal justice must not have any further interest in punishing the
debtor again because of the ne bis in idem principle and other similar
reasons analysed previously. In case of the different scenario whereby
the debt is not correlated at all with previous criminal and generally il‐
legal behaviour the use of criminal law is unacceptable for the many
proportionality/ultima ratio etc. reasons.
For reasons of sequence of facts in real life (tax evasion causing sub‐
sequent debts) and reasons of principle the choice of non‐payment de‐
scriptive wording is not the appropriate one to describe a crime,
whether economic or not. On the one hand, the economic part of the
underlying behaviour is already taken up by other criminalized behav‐
iours not leaving space for more condemnation on the same events of
life. On the other hand, the so‐called simple deviance or order infringe‐
ments which are closer to the citizen’s attempts to non‐payment of
smaller amounts make the punishment unjustifiable.
Solutions Beyond Criminal Law and Policy
The latest amendments of Article 25 are undeniably a step forward.
Nevertheless, the modern history of the provision and the confusion in
which societies and political systems find themselves during crises
make the current form of the provision uncertain. Until its repealing
the legal and value‐oriented problems it bears will not be resolved.
The criminal nature attached to the non‐payment of debts must not
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be simply abolished. It must be replaced by a new relationship be‐
tween State and citizens. In an environment that the only given is the
continuation of the crisis and the fiscal adversities (among other factors
debts to the State are already over 90 billion‐September 2016) we have
to explain to the State that criminalising is not the rational way to col‐
lect money.
But how can we explain this, taking into consideration the fact that
criminal law principles have proved to be insufficient tools to control
the legislator either by self‐control or by judicial control?39, 40
39 The courts in Greece avoided testing Article 25 by ultima ratio/proportionality
standards. In Greece there is no Constitutional Court but each judge can control
the conformityof a measure to the Constitution. The German Federal Court’s ap‐
proach (incest and abortion cases) indicates that courts in such marginal situations
face a judicial activism problem. If they go one step ahead and make use of herme‐
neutic tools and principles that can be logically derived from the Constitution they
may be criticised for excess of powers. Public law specialists and Courts are very
familiar with such a discussion and in criminal law the activism needed may be far
more difficult to support.
This respect for the decisions of the legislator and his margin of decision creates
a psychological wall which has proven impenetrable so far. Maybe it is because of
this psychological difficulty that not even defense lawyers put forward such argu‐
ments. This divergence between the theoretical founding and teaching of the ultima
ratio principle in the criminal law world and the judicial practice unveils the real
practical effect of such principles.
The whole confusion around the founding of the ultima ratio principle and its
specific practical effect on the general context of the question of whether and how
the criminal legislator can be controlled is another reason for which these princi‐
ples prove insufficient to protect debtors from criminal sanctions. If we face the ul‐
tima ratio principle from the constitutional standpoint of proportionality it is quite
easy to assume that it is part of this greater principle. Even if the principle has been
created in the area of criminal law the reference to constitutional law and funda‐
mental rights can add increased normative justification and analytical precision
(see Tuori, 2013. Ultima ratio as a constitutional principle. Oñati Socio‐legal Series
[online], 3(1), 6‐20. Available from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2200869, p. 11). None‐
theless, the principle seems to wield constitutional power. The famous decision of
the Federal German Constitutional Court on abortion was clear: ‘The penal norm
represents, to a certain extent, the ‘ultimate reason’ in the armory of the legisla‐
ture’. But as we saw earlier it has never been possible to define the exact effective‐
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This explanation process may start from the comparative datum
that in most European countries tax law is under decriminalization not
only concerning minor offences but also as regards more important of‐
fences. This decriminalisation does not only refer to the transformation
of a punishment by restriction of personal freedom to administrative
penalties but also to decreasing the administrative penalties (e.g. penal‐
ties not calculated on the tax owed but a fixed sum). It is interesting
that the comparative analysis refers to the non‐payment of tax liabili‐
ties as formal or less serious infringement.41 In Italy for example a gen‐
eral rule exists under which ‘formal violations’ are completely de‐
criminalised. This occurs when the taxpayer’s infringement does not
compromise the control activities of the tax authorities and does not af‐

ness of the principle and take the step forward actually to limit the legislator.
Maybe this is why Roxin, one of the major advocates of the principle world‐
wide was criticised (Dubber, op. cit., p. 9) for his conclusion on the normative
power of the ultima ratio principle (‘more a guideline of criminal policy than a
mandatory requirement’). Perhaps this conclusion after so many persuasive at‐
tempts and analyses by Roxin and many others is another indication of the diffi‐
culty of such an argumentation line actually to limit the very old power of the State
to use the threat of criminal sentencing to achieve the so‐called general good and
preventive function needed to maintain social order.
It is my opinion that Article 25 is a very apt example of an excessive measure
which can produce a groundbreaking jurisprudence based on ultima ratio control.
And it is so because it does not raise such controversial ethics questions as the
abortion and incest decisions of the German Court. We must finally note that the
two main factors against such an outcome are the fiscal crisis making the judges
even more conservative in favour of State revenues and the absence of a Constitu‐
tional Court in Greece.
40 The whole discussion is affected by the EU Law. See e.g. Communication of
the Commission (COM, 20.9.2011, 573), p. 7: “The EU legislator should follow two
steps when taking the decision on criminal law measures…Step 1 The decision on
whether to adopt criminal law measures at all, Necessity and proportionality –
Criminal law as a means of last resort ( ‘ultima ratio’). …criminal law must always
remain a measure of last resort. This is reflected in the general principle of propor‐
tionality…).”
41 See Seer & Wilms (eds.), op.cit., pp. 11 and 112.
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fect the tax basis nor the determination of the tax due.42
Comparative analysis also highlights another deficiency of the
Greek tax system which is against decriminalization. This deficiency
ends up rendering Article 25 even harsher. Most tax systems in Europe
have cooperative characteristics between the State and taxpayers even
during the investigation process. The Greek system totally lacks ad‐
vance general rulings (whereby taxpayers would not be accused of any
infringement because the tax administration’s opinion would be
known in advance). The secrecy of tax administration practice is well
connected with the creation of mistakenly created debts. Unfortu‐
nately, one can only nostalgically reminisce at the waiver of criminal
liability in cases of administrative settlement with the tax authority for
the corresponding administrative tax penalties which was applicable
under the previous regime and motivated taxpayers to settle cases.43
The current regime does not offer this way out.
Special reference should be made to the U.S. tax criminal law sys‐
tem. The United States seem to have the most extensive enumeration of
tax crimes in their tax code (more than 50) and apply criminal penalties
not only to wilful tax evasion, but also to willful failure to pay tax
etc.44,45 No special criticism is attracted by this provision in the U.S. as
42 The categorisation implied by this example between acts against the existence
of the debt and acts against the payment of the debt (see also Papakyriakou, op.cit.,
p. 33) is crucial both for the internal gradation of sanctions of each category and the
evaluation of mere non‐payment without supplementing vicious behaviour as
non‐criminal. The criminal courts and especially the legislator have so far failed to
make this important judgment and Article 25 is still connected with tax evasion
even if it concerns only tax default/delay.
43 Fortsakis, Pantazopoulos in Seer &Wilms (eds.), op.cit., p. 405.
44 See Seer &Wilms (eds.), op.cit., pp. 747‐748.
45 USC, Section 7203: “Any person required under this title to pay any esti‐
mated tax or tax, or required by this title or by regulations made under authority
thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, who will‐
fully fails to pay such estimated tax or tax,… at the time or times required by law
or regulations, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than $25,000
($100,000 in the case of a corporation), or imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both,
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criminalisation is quite an undeniable right of the State in this country.
I do not believe that the U.S. part of the comparative analysis can par‐
ticularly support the existence of Article 25. The U.S. paradigm of
criminalisation is lacking any legitimacy argumentation due to legal
tradition in the U.S. so the European one is far more sophisticated
though imperfect46.
Of course, one could claim that comparative analysis is not enough
to persuade the State. Every State has its own pressing problems ac‐
companied by different traditions in law and administration. In that
case we should return to the core objective of the tax system and its
real problem. The tax system is founded on the objective of generating
tax revenue in full and on time. As a result the State must be interested
in the compensation of the damage incurred to public property by non‐
payment. The damage consists of the uncollected tax amount, the infla‐
tion difference due to late collection and the additional public cost aris‐
ing for the provision of public service (due to the unpaid amount of
money the State must then borrow on increased rates and/or make pri‐
vatisations etc. which bear extra costs). The market interest rate can be
very helpful in calculating the damage and the Code on the Collection
of Public Revenues (see above) can be used in conjunction with current
or additional measures on tax or other forms of legislation in order to
compensate for the damage caused to the State.
We should also bear in mind the cost of criminal prosecution which
is resource‐intensive and not always effective because of procedural
mistakes or even due to the running of the periods of prescription. On
the contrary these resources should be transferred to the creation of a
more sophisticated and proactive supervisory and assessment system
targeting the avoidance of debt creation followed by an effective collec‐
tion system in case of default. It goes beyond the aim of this paper and
is highly technical but it is common sense that the means of electronic
technology can be used effectively to protect public revenues. The pre‐

together with the costs of prosecution”.
46 Cf. Dubber, op. cit., pp. 2‐3.
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ventive nature of the system must prevail.47
Conclusion
The more control techniques offered by modern technology over
citizens’ and businesses’ property and income improve (and become
cheaper) the more the legitimacy of criminalisation of mere delay in
payment of liabilities vanishes. In combination with the aforemen‐
tioned discussion on ultima ratio and the realistic objective of collection
of taxes and other liabilities it is obvious that the evolution of human
achievements should not leave the old questions surrounding the lim‐
its of criminal law and the concepts of ultimum and alternatives unaf‐
fected.
Apart from the modern enhanced abilities of the State to involve
and identify tax evasion and/or collect debts effectively we must em‐
phasise the inappropriateness of criminal law to shape the timely
payment culture and tax consciousness of citizens. The social culture
on payment of public levies must be shaped through modern ap‐
proaches of administrative law which view the citizen as the centre of
interest of public action and no longer as a mere addressee of public
obligations.48 The modern view of the State as a provider of services
can establish the obligation for the State to evolve and improve the
level of its services by making use of every smart effective means of
fair imposition and timely collection of public revenues away from
anachronistic and ineffective criminal sanctions. Shaping the tax con‐
sciousness of citizens with co‐operative means must also be included in
this evolution.
After all, equity, proportionality, modern administrative law and in
the end rationality not only should lead to the total repealing of Article
25 and similar provisions but also demand the shaping of a new cul‐

47 One obvious deficiency of the Greek system is the extremely low percentage
of payments carried out through electronic systems, a deficiency against the proac‐
tive character of the system.
48 For such modern approaches to European administrative law see Efstratiou,
Systematic Foundations of European Administrative Law, 2016, pp. 124‐126.
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tural and educational approach towards public levies and a collection
system of increased effectiveness and minimum criminalisation. The
mere non‐payment of tax and other liabilities (especially in light of all
the other invasive means available to the State) should no longer be a
crime on its own even in times of fiscal crisis.
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Negative “Social Capital”, the “Vicious Cycle of Violence” and the
Problem of Abuse and Neglect of Minors2
Abuse and neglect of minors are acknowledged as phenomena and
problems that need inquiry, while they are subjects of heated debate
within both the scientific community and competent agencies. How‐
ever, control and management of the problem at the state and private
agency levels have not been rigorously researched, while the literature
on minors is mainly focused on delinquency and not on victimization
1 A more extensive version of this study is published in Greek in Honorary Vol‐
ume for Professor Effie Kounougeri‐Manoledaki, Sakkoulas Publications, Athens‐
Thessaloniki, 2016, p. 715 ff.
2 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Children (1989/1992) uses the
term “child abuse and neglect” and not “abuse and neglect of minors”, which nev‐
ertheless seems to be the standard in cases of victimization. According also to N. E.
Courakis, 2012, in everyday Greek parlance, “children” are not identical to “ado‐
lescents” who are also “minors” (p. 478). Since our study is centered on the Public
Prosecutor’s Office for Minors, we shall use in our study the term “minors” more
frequently than “children”.
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(see Spinellis & Troianou, 1987; P. Zagoura [ed.], 2011; N.E. Courakis,
2012; Pitsela, 2013, etc.).3 This is so, despite the general assumption that
the serious psychological and practical problems that a child faces
when he/ she lives in a “destructured” familial environment (in tan‐
dem with a haphazard government response) deprive him/ her of the
social capital4 necessary for his/ her personality’ s coherent development
in future. All the more so, family problems “capitalize” negativism,
while the victimized child may develop into an adult offender through
learning processes of violence. Additionally, the concept of the “cycli‐
cal hypothesis” or the “vicious cycle of violence” (the perpetrator as a
former victim) and the assumption of generational “transference” and
reproduction of abusive parental behavior in the adult life of their
children have repeatedly stimulated research in various scientific fields
and approaches (see E. Agathonos‐Georgopoulou [ed.], 1998; N. E.
Courakis, 2012; J. Wiig & J. A. Tuell, [2008] 2013; C. S. Widom & M. G.
Maxfield, 2001, etc.).

3 This makes sense, since the literature in the penal sciences, and in particular,
in substantive and procedural penal law, traditionally focuses on offenders and not
on victims. However, according to Pitsela, 2013 (footnote 103) Manoledakis main‐
tained the need for reduction of “minority” (pre‐adulthood) to a legally protected
right and its distinct protection to a separate chapter in the penal code in his study,
with respect to the dialectical sense of legally protected rights as far back as 1973.
Spinellis also suggests an “integrated” treatment of offender and victim on the ar‐
gument of the legally protected right of “‘childhood’ […] namely, a minor leading
a life corresponding to his/her age and particularly enjoying […] the rights to affec‐
tion, care, preventative medicine, psychological security…” (C. D. Spinellis, 1992,
pp. 155‐60, specifically 158‐9), which in any case are the rights primarily challenged
by abuse and neglect.
4 With respect to the notion of “social capital”, see in recent Greek literature, C.
D. Spinellis, 2014, p. 130 ff. where James Coleman’s definition is cited, inter alia, in
‘Social capital in the creation of human capital’, American Journal of Sociology, 94,
1988, p. 95 ff.). According to a definition which originates from political science,
social capital “refers to features of social organization such as networks, norms,
and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit.” (R.
D. Putnam, 1995, p. 65 ff., p. 67). The notion of social capital has multiple meanings
and depth and has penetrated into social psychology, pediatric psychiatry, etc.
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The connection among child abuse/neglect and delinquency of mi‐
nors, as well as the perpetuation of the “vicious cycle of violence”, is
demonstrated in many researches that have contributed to the im‐
provement of programs for both families involved in child abuse and
the system of enforcement of penalties and measures to youth offend‐
ers (S. Widom & M. G. Maxfield, 2001; C. A. Smith, T. O. Ireland & T.
P. Thornberry, 2005, etc.). On the other hand, research has shown the
multifactorial aspects of the phenomenon, since cultural and socioeco‐
nomic factors are equally significant in intrafamilial violence (for ex‐
ample, ideas of the superiority of the model of masculinity/ male
power within the family, poverty, unemployment, etc.), including psy‐
chopathological factors and substance abuse (specifically, D. Balourdos
& E. Fronimou, 2011, p.130).
This study, however, is focused on the (case‐by‐case) response by
the state to intrafamilial abuse and neglect of minors primarily through
public and private agencies, especially through the Public Prosecutor.
The general questions that arise are: (a) the capability and the scope of
the measures at the disposal of the state to control and manage prob‐
lematic family situations that may be considered efficient and com‐
patible with the optimal practices, and; (b) the possibility a certain so‐
cial capital for minors and their families may be salvaged or, at least,
the accumulation of negative experiences may be averted and the “vi‐
cious cycle” of abuse and violence be ruptured through state interven‐
tion. The answer to these questions presupposes direct monitoring and
recording of domestic abuse of minors and the management of such
behavior by official agencies.
Research: Aims, Designs and Working Definitions
The problematique set forth in the foregoing and the general ques‐
tions that arose, were the cause for the study in such a field that direct
access to intrafamilial incidents of abuse and neglect of minors was
possible. These incidents are primarily considered part of the dark area
of criminality, as it is also the case of child abuse incidents committed
by persons who do not belong in the immediate family environment.
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These latter cases did not fall into the scope of our research field.5
Therefore, we have focused on social case files kept by the Public Prose‐
cutor because of complaints by individuals or agencies for minors’
abuse or neglect by their parents. In these cases, as a rule, the Public
Prosecutor intervenes through civil law, by virtue of Article 1532 of the
Civil Code,6 the United Nations Convention for the Rights of Children
(UNCRC)7 and Public Prosecutor regulation criteria promoting in all
cases the “primary consideration” of the “best interest of the child” (Arti‐
cle 3 Section 1 UNCRC).
There were two additional reasons for which the focus of this re‐
search was set on all those case files initiated by complaints/reports for
5 Such incidents include abuse by a third party in cases in which the child is not
under direct parental or caretakers’ supervision, e.g. while in the surrounding area
of his/ her school. Additionally, our study and research do not extend into delin‐
quent minors, minors at risk, minors exhibiting antisocial behavior or minors with
adjustment problems for whom there are no data or indications of abuse (see spe‐
cifically ‘Instrumental use of children in the commission of crimes’, ‘Juveniles at
“social risk”’, ‘Children at risk in a mobile society and mobile children in a risk so‐
ciety’ in C. D. Spinellis, 1997, p. 165 ff, 175 ff. and 185 ff., respectively). These cases
need further inquiry.
6 Article 1532 of the Civil Code is focused on the management of poorly exer‐
cised parental care. The court may order any appropriate measure in cases in
which the parents fail to carry out their duty to provide care, while both protective
measures (in cases of emergency or prevention of imminent danger: Code of Civil
Procedure Article 682 Section 1 and Article 735) and preliminary injunctions (ap‐
plying measures of direct protection: Code of Civil Procedure Article 691 Sections 2
and 4) may be applicable. At the same time, if the situation is especially urgent and
the child’s physical and/or mental health is at direct danger, the Public Prosecutor
may order any necessary temporary measure. This is how the relevant case file is
composed, which is the source of our search.
7 The UNCRC articles relevant to this study are: Article 19 on the protection of
children from violence, abandonment and exploitation; Article 34 concerning the
protection of children from sexual exploitation and violence; Article 35 prohibiting
abduction, sale and trafficking of children; Article 36 concerning the protection of
children from any kind of exploitation, and; Article 39 concerning the re‐
integration of the child victim. (For interpretation and commentary on each article,
see P. Naskos‐Perrakis, K. Chrysogonos & Ch. Anthopoulou [eds.], 2002).
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abuse or neglect of minors: First, it was the sheer majority of such cases
as compared to all other case files that involved e.g. antisocial behavior
of minors, parental disputes on communication and upbringing, etc.
This majority gave us the opportunity to explore certain other quantita‐
tive data of the cases under study (see below). The main reason,
though, was the need to record the processes and the structures that
address child victimization incidents occurring within the family
realm, subject to state intervention through criminal justice as a sys‐
tem.8 In this case, however, the Public Prosecutor’s intervention does
not fall in the narrow sense, in the Public Prosecutor’s jurisdiction but
rather, as mentioned above, constitutes an aspect of the civil protection
of the child within the framework of exercise of custody. Therefore,
this process affects the penal justice system but does not “partake” di‐
rectly in it. Evidence brought to the attention of the Public Prosecutor
on account of this process, may, of course, inaugurate a criminal case,
provided that the commitment of the offence of child abuse/neglect is
substantiated against the parent. Therefore, from the point of view of a
systemic perspective, our study is of interest as far as the Public Prose‐
cutor (sub)system is summoned to “converse” with the health care, so‐
cial welfare and solidarity systems, within the framework of more spe‐
cialized Public Prosecutor programs for children’s support; our study
though does not focus on a systemic approach.
For the above reasons, the main objectives of our field study were:
on the one hand, the informed recording of abuse and neglect incidents
brought to the attention of the Public Prosecutor authorities, and, on
the other hand, the examination of the Public Prosecutors’ actions and
needs, in order to tackle effectively such cases, given their number and
complexity. We have chosen the Athens Public Prosecutor’s Office for

8 This is a conception of penal justice as an independent complex entity “con‐
sisting of interconnected and interacting parts, elements or subsystems to yield a
certain result” (C. D. Spinellis, p. 59). Penal justice is distinguished from its (extra‐
systemic) environment (ibidem, footnote 122), while the Public Prosecutor’s Office
(as a recipient of numerous outside influences /citizen complaints) is one of the
four subsystems that constitute the system.
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Minors, due to its staffing from public prosecutors who are particularly
appointed for handling cases of abuse against minors and also, due to
the broad scope of the cases that the Office handles.
The control of the problem of abuse and neglect of minors is con‐
ceptualized as both official and unofficial or informal, matching the
agencies handling the problem (state or private). The control exercised
by the criminal justice agents was defined as official, while the unoffi‐
cial control encompasses the informal reactions of citizens and the
community to the emerging social problems, as well as the actions
taken by non‐governmental organizations (Spinellis, 2014, pp. 3‐4 and
130).
As the basis for the inclusion of a file in the category “child abuse and
neglect”, we have employed the definition of the World Health Or‐
ganization during the worldwide WHO 2001 campaign for the recogni‐
tion of the phenomenon of abuse and neglect as a public health prob‐
lem. According to this definition, child abuse or maltreatment consti‐
tutes “all forms of physical and/or emotional ill‐treatment, sexual
abuse, neglect or negligent treatment or commercial or other exploita‐
tion, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, survival,
development or dignity, in the context of a relationship of responsibil‐
ity, trust or power”.9
Methods/Research Techniques and Description of the Cases Under
Study
The research methods / techniques used in this study are the exami‐
nation of documents and text files by narrative analysis with elements
of content analysis. Content analysis is the objective, systematic quanti‐
tative study of a text by analyzing its content, the context of its themes

9 Report of the Consultation on Child Abuse Prevention, 29‐31 March 1999. Ge‐
neva World Health Organization, 1999 (document WHO/HSC/PVI/99.1). Evidently,
the use of this definition is only partial, since in this instance, the relation of re‐
sponsibility, trust or power is limited to the relations between parents and children
(see G. Nikolaidis in P. Zagoura [ed.], 2011, op. cit. p. 407).
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and its general framework.10 Narrative analysis focuses on the way an
account or narrative of a text is constructed, and identifies the basic
story in this text and the meaning of it, as well as the intention of the
teller and the nature of the audience.11 A group was formed for the col‐
lection and processing of the data, consisting of four Athens University
Law School undergraduates and the latter author of this study, who
coordinated the research work and had access to the Public Prosecu‐
tor’s case files in her capacity as a Juvenile Probation Officer. After
drawing the research material from these files, she conducted an initial
processing and then delivered this material, fully anonymous from this
point on, to the other members of the research group.12 After a second
processing of the data, the results were handed to the first author of
this study.
The research fieldwork started in March 2014 and the first phase
was completed in June of the same year. During this phase, the group
completed the recording of the files of the first half of the preceding year
(2013), using as a criterion their “maturity”/completeness. This crite‐
rion enabled the monitoring, of the interventions of the Public Prosecu‐
tor and other agencies through these files. Out of a total of 414 files, we
randomly selected one out of every three, yielding an initial sample of

10 For the examination of documents and text files as well as content analysis
see Spinellis, 2014, op. cit. pp. 176‐178). Initially we have used a broad definition of
content analysis, applying standardized measurements to metrically defined units
– not necessarily restricted to words or meanings – in order to characterize and
compare the documents and their content (see P. Manning & B. Cullum‐Swan,
‘Narrative, content and semiotic analysis’, in N. K. Denizin & Y. S. Lincoln, Hand‐
book of Quantitative Research, Sage Publications, London, 1994, p. 464).
11 J. Ritchie & J. Lewis (eds.), Qualitative Research Practice. A Guide for Social Sci‐
ence Students and Researchers, Sage Publications, London/Thousand Oaks, CA/New
Delhi, 2003, p. 213 ff.
12 According to the legal framework protecting personal data (see C. D. Spinel‐
lis & M. Kranidioti, 2009, p. 547 ff. and specifically pp. 565‐7). Therefore, in addi‐
tion to all identity data, all numbers of case files, as well as their exact dates were
deleted. Some of the real incidents are described anonymously in the footnotes be‐
low.
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138 files of which 120 were accessible.13 The 120‐file sample represents
29% of the cases of the total population, and this is more than a suffi‐
cient amount for the study. The majority of these files (58.3%) involve
domestic abuse and neglect of minors, resulting in a final sample of 70
case files (equal to 17% of the initial set). Each file contains the respec‐
tive reports/ complaints for abuse‐neglect of a minor (sexual, physical,
psychological/ emotional abuse and neglect). The total number of mi‐
nors involved in these cases is 136.
Table 1
Case files: 70 (100%)
Abuse

%

47

Neglect

%

67.1

23

33

Physical

34/47 (72.3%)

48.6

—

—

Sexual

14/47 (29.8%)

20.0

—

—

Verbal

47/47 (100%)

100.0

—

—

According to Table 1 most complaints (67.1%) refer to cases in
which the minors were allegedly victims of abuse, in the sense of exer‐
cise of active violence against them. Fewer are the complaints in which
the minors were allegedly victims of neglect (33%), in the sense that the
minors were not provided care by their guardians to such a degree that
the health and development of the minors ran a serious risk. Specifi‐
cally, the sexual abuse category amounts to 20% of the cases, while the
physical abuse category without concomitant sexual abuse, is found in
almost half of the cases under study. Moreover, the verbal abuse cate‐

13 During the time of their review, the files were pending (in other words, they
were “open”). We have no definite picture of the management of 20% of these files
(e.g. evaluation of the incident is still pending by the Services, meaning that the
Public Prosecutor may not initiate any action).
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gory – not necessarily accompanied by sexual or physical abuse‐, is de‐
tected in all examined cases.
The vast majority of all minors (abused and/or neglected) are tod‐
dlers (36%) and children up to twelve years of age (37%), while far
fewer are the minors in their early teens (twelve to fifteen years) and
even fewer those in their late teens (fifteen to eighteen years). Their dis‐
tribution by gender is almost equal (58 boys and 54 girls).
An interesting aspect is the nationality of the minors and their par‐
ents, which could serve as an indicator of the degree of integration in
the Greek society. We anticipated that most minors would be Greek
nationals. However, the sizeable percentage of foreigners (26%) ex‐
ceeds by far the percentage of foreigners in the overall population in
this country, a finding that we have considered to be significant. How‐
ever, the nationality could be determined in only 50 out of 70 files,
therefore, one should be very cautious about any interpretation of find‐
ings related to it.
1. The families of the minors
The families of the minors were examined with respect to the num‐
ber of members, family status, exercise of custody, parent employment
and level of education.
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TABLE 2
Case files: Total 70 (100%)
Number of family members

%

Three members (nuclear)

39

56.0

Four members (two children)

17

24.3

Five members (three children)

8

11.4

Single parent

3

4.3

Many members – many children*

1

1.4

No data

2

3.0

Family status

%

Marriage

24

34.3

6

8.6

Separated

21

30.0

Divorced

11

16.0

Children out of wedlock

6

8.6

No data

2

2.9

Co‐habitation**

Actual custody

%

Mother

24

34.3

Both parents

24

34.3

Third party/agency

6

8.6

Father

4

6

12

17.1

No data
* This is a family with more children from previous marriages.
** Frequently termed as engagement.

Most of the families are nuclear (56%), while fewer are the families
with three children and even fewer those with four. Only three families
are single parent families, one case involves a multimember, multiple‐
child family with other children from previous marriages, while in two
files the family composition could not be determined with any accu‐
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racy. An interesting finding is that in most of the four‐member families
(eleven out of seventeen, or 64.7%) both children had been abused.
Families with divorced or separated parents (46%) outnumber families
with married parents (34.3%), while no marriage is noted in some fami‐
lies (17.2%). Six minors were born out of wedlock and only two of
those were recognized. Custody is exercised in most instances (48%) ei‐
ther by the mother or by both parents, while fewer are the cases in
which the father or another third person exercised custody. However,
for a sizeable percentage of all cases (twelve files, that is, 17.1%) it is
not clear who is exercising the custody.
With respect to the employment status of the parents, data is gath‐
ered only for 41 case files (out of a total of 70). In most cases (46.3%)
only one parent had a job, in quite a few cases both parents worked
(34.1%), while fewer are the cases with both parents unemployed
(19.5%). The working person at an almost equal rate, was either the fa‐
ther or the mother, the father slightly outnumbering the mother (ten
cases that is, 52.6% and nine cases or 46.3% respectively). Furthermore
we have data for the kind of employment/ work for only 69 parents
(out of a total of 140). Most of these parents were employed in menial
work (60.9%) while the remaining employed parents rendered services
(39%). No one exercised a liberal scientific profession. Menial workers
were the majority in both sexes, the males slightly outnumbering the
females. Finally, we have data for only 30 out of 140 parents as to their
educational level, in which a considerable percentage (33.3%) had post‐
secondary level education (university or otherwise), although most
had high school or lyceum diploma (36.7% and 30% respectively).
The (Human) Composition of the Files: Narrative Analysis
In the ensuing units we embark on a more specific data analysis,
which shows prominent aspects of the phenomenon of domestic child
abuse and neglect, as well as the actions’ and relations’ dynamics of the
persons involved in such incidents. The minors, their parents and third
persons, within and outside the broader family and its social environ‐
ment, constitute the human composition of the file.
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1. Data on abuse and neglect
Of the 47 complaints for abuse, three refer to abuse by both parents,14
while twelve (four of which were verified) involve abusive behavior by
the mother. In some of those cases violence is anchored on the ideas of
the mother about child upbringing in which corporal punishment or
the exercise of stress are considered pedagogical means. In the majority
though of the cases (the remaining 32), the abusive behavior originated
from the father, mainly in the form of physical violence and/or sexual
harassment, while in many cases, violence assumes many forms and is
addressed to other family members, as well, regardless of gender or age.15
Specifically, in 17 cases, physical and verbal violence (mainly in the
form of threats) is directed towards the mother in the presence of the
children, while there is one case in which the father is at the receiving
end of abuse and bursts of violence. Usually, the mother appears as a
passive recipient‐victim who does not react to the abuse, while it is
characteristic that in six cases of severe abuse, the mother covered up
silently or implicitly the father’s behavior, exhibiting total dependence
on him.16

14 File 5/2013: The complaint involved the systematic physical abuse of a minor
by her parents and the continuous threat of beating, related to her school perform‐
ance. Following an agreement with the school principal, the teacher gave her stu‐
dent excellent grades as well as after‐school tutoring sessions in order to prevent
further incidents of corporal punishment at home.
15 File 11/2013: On the basis of the oral testimony given by the daughter who
ran away from the family abode at the age of 15, under the pretext of preparation
for the university entrance exams, she was staying at her aunt’s home on the fa‐
ther’s side: the father was prostituting his wife, exercised verbal violence against
the son, was especially violent and owned two guns with which he would threaten
and intimidate everyone. Her aunt called him a “beast in humanlike guise”, as he
systematically raped her between the ages of twelve and seventeen, at which time
she had abandoned her home. Usually in a drunken state, he perpetrated indecent
acts against his daughter (rape between the ages of nine and fifteen).
16 File 11/2013: Sometimes the mother herself called her daughter to step into
the room, where her father would wait for her. When the daughter managed to
convince her mother to go to the police to file a complaint against sexual abuse, the
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TABLE 3
Abuse

47

Father

32

68.0

Father + towards other members*

17

36.2

Mother

12

25.5

4

8.5

Mother (verified)*
Neglect

23

Confrontational separation/ divorce

13

%

%
56.5

* These categories are subsumed under the aforementioned categories (“father” and
“mother” respectively), while the percentages are calculated on the basis of the sum total
(47).

In ten out of 23 neglect complaints, the picture of the juveniles, the hab‐
its and the conditions of their living and their families’ living, gives evidence
of failure to exercise parental care. In many cases, there is absence of
personal hygiene, malnutrition, lack of proper medical care and/or
immunization of children, disruption of school or day‐care center at‐
tendance and persistent absenteeism, as well as abandonment of juve‐
niles for extended periods of time without adult supervision. In some
cases, the children do not have access to clean water and food, or they
are begging for food and spare change, or they are exposed to danger
during the days and hours of communication with one of the parents.
Thirteen out of the 23 neglect complaints, were introduced on ac‐
count of a confrontational separation or divorce of the parents. The com‐
plaint content made reference to the inappropriate premises of accom‐
modation and overnight stay of the child in the home of the parent’s
exercising his/her right to communicate with the child. Frequently this
practice sprang from the motive to extract privileges, property or oth‐
erwise, from the accused parent or had a merely vengeful character,

mother has revealed this to the father, who has threatened to kill them all and then
commit suicide, even at the mere contemplation of going ahead with their com‐
plaint.
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such as seeking deprivation or control of a parent’s right to communi‐
cation by the other.17 The case files yielded a picture of incessant at‐
mosphere of tension between the two parents, unending fights and ex‐
treme behavior, failure to hold a basic conversation and understanding
on matters pertaining to the upbringing and custody of the minors. A
typical phenomenon in such kinds of environments was the fostering
of insecurity and terror on the minor through their manipulation in fa‐
vor or against a certain parent (emotional manipulation).
2. Psychosocial status and health of minors and their families
The data referring to the psychosocial status and state of health of mi‐
nors, the family and other persons involved were drawn from: (a) the
reports on living conditions, (b) the child psychiatric assessments and
(c) any other documents (medical opinions, agency reports, etc.) pro‐
duced by the parties involved. The reports and assessments in (a) and
(b) are ordered by the Public Prosecutor. Taking into consideration the
kind and the content of these documents, the cases of abuse in which
members of the family suffer from physical ailments or psychiatric disor‐
ders are featured more than the rest.

17 File 4/2013: The female minor did not joyfully visit her mother. Whenever she
did, she [the daughter] was unwilling to share her experiences from her life in
school, accusing her [the mother] of not contributing for her upbringing as much as
her father. She knew that her parents had divorced “because they argued much
and agreed on nothing”. Her father would tell her that she was a “bad mother”.
The child psychiatric assessment of the female minor specified that “she is in the
middle of a confrontational relationship of her parents and tries to balance out her
feelings with each parent separately…”
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TABLE 4
Abuse/neglect

70

%

Substance abuse by parent

14

20.0

Minors with health problems

12

17.1

Parent’s psychopathology

11

15.7

Assistance by older generation relative

9

12.9

Parent’s physical ailments

4

5.7

Specifically, in eleven (15.7%) out of a total of 70 files, reference is
made to psychopathology of the mother (mainly) while in four (5.7%)
to severe physical ailments suffered by the parents, such as multiple
sclerosis and cancer. In 14 files (20%) the incidents of child abuse and
neglect co‐exist with systematic substance abuse of (sometimes even depend‐
ence on) drugs or alcohol by the parent(s). In the majority of these cases,
substance abuse involves the father and only in three a substance‐
dependent mother. Regarding the minors, in twelve files (17.1%), there
is a reasoned report on their health problems, e.g. heart syndrome, epi‐
lepsy, kidney failure, Asperger syndrome, mental retardation, etc.
Learning disorders are frequently diagnosed and prescribed for special
treatment. The effects child abuse are also documented in the files, in
which reports about abrupt behavioral changes, diminished scholastic
performance, “emotional outbreaks” etc. can be found.
In nine files (12.9%), a special role seemed to be played by the
grandparents on both the father’s and mother’s side, who appeared to
provide assistance to the parents in fulfilling their parental roles and
child upbringing.18 The involvement of the scholastic environment and
the educational personnel is shown to be of decisive significance,
whenever the incidence of abuse and neglect is noticed.19 Finally, the

18 File 9/2013: The father’s mother quit her job to devote herself exclusively to
the care of her underage granddaughter.
19 File 1/2013: A school principal submitted a complaint to the Public Prosecu‐
tor’s Office requesting an urgent intervention of the authorities due to the direct
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potential and the equilibrium within the family is shown to be clearly
affected by the presence of newly‐appeared companion or spouse of
the parent. In this juncture, the developing minor’s relationship with
such companion or spouse in most cases is documented to range be‐
tween negative and indifferent, save for a few exceptions.20
The Actions of the Public Prosecutor
Our study demonstrated the fact that cases of child abuse or neglect
came to the attention of the Public Prosecutor’s Office usually via four
routes:
1.
The in‐person written complaint by one of the parents. This
mainly involves cases of divorce or separation. The compliant was
accompanied by an application to conduct an inspection of the liv‐
ing conditions in the other parent’s environment where the child
lives or in the place where the premise where the right to commu‐
nicate is exercised by the parent not awarded with child custody.
This was the case in 39 cases (55.7% of the total 70 cases). Twenty‐
one of these cases were filed by the mother and 18 cases were filed
by the father (46.2% and 53.8% respectively).
2.
The in‐person written complaint filed by a third party, that is, a
member of the extended family. Such complaints were accompa‐
nied by an application to conduct an inspection of the conditions of
the living quarters of the child. This was the case in three cases
(4.3%). Specifically in two of these cases, the applicant was a
grandparent, while in the one remaining case the applicant was an
adult sister.

risk of the young student to kill herself (she had confided such intimate thoughts
on a worksheet in her Modern Greek course).
20 File 10/2013: A female minor believed that her mother’s companion was the
“reason why her parents split up”. See File 8/2013: A female minor developed a
substantial and close relation with her mother’s ex‐husband who had truly fatherly
feelings for her, as he was glad to let her sleep over at his house, during weekends
and holidays.
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3.

Through the filing of a statement outlining the actual circum‐
stances by another service, organization or NGO, who were noti‐
fied in the course of performing their tasks (ten cases, that is, 14.3%
of the total cases).
4.
Through notification by an anonymous complaint to the Public
Prosecutor’s Office on an actual incident over a hotline handled by
an NGO (18 cases, or 25.7%).
The Public Prosecutor’s Office adopts a standardized route of in‐
spection and management of such incidents, based exclusively on ex‐
trajudicial health and welfare structures (public hospitals and medical
centers, local government agencies and NGOs)21 aided in its technical
aspects by the Hellenic Police. We noticed three stages in this proce‐
dure: (a) the Public Prosecutor’s order to conduct an inspection of liv‐
ing conditions and sometimes a child psychiatric assessment, (b) fur‐
ther monitoring by the agency conducting the assessment of the spe‐
cific case, and (c) follow‐up control of the case at hand.

21 The Public Prosecutor’s Office has no social service of its own, since Law N.
2447/1996 (Article 49 ff.) has never been enforced, despite its provision of establish‐
ing social services in all First Instance Courts throughout Greece.
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TABLE 5
Inspection of living conditions (49/70)

70%

Further inspection

12

24.5

Proposal to render services

17

34.7

Unconfirmed complaints

20

40.8

Child psychiatric assessment (27/70)

38.5%

Children’s Hospital

12

44.5

Mental health center

12

44.5

3

11.0

Both
Further monitoring (70/70)

100%

Assessment agency

56

80.0

Other agency

14

20.0

4

5.7

Hospitality structure*
Follow‐up control (7/70)

10%

* This category is subsumed under the foregoing category “Other agency”. The percentage
is calculated on the basis of the sum total (70 cases).

1. Stage A: Ordering the inspection on the living conditions
The living conditions inspection is usually ordered at the Municipal
Social Service of the minor’s place of residence. The methodology of
the inspection includes on‐site inquiry and interviews with all persons
involved. As it arises from the data of our study (see Table 5) this in‐
spection was ordered in 49 cases, resulting in either a proposal for fur‐
ther inquiry (12/49, or 24.5%) or in a proposal for the provision of ser‐
vices (counseling, e.g.) to the minors and their families (17/49, or
34.7%). No case of removal of the minor away from the home was re‐
corded at this stage. In many cases the living conditions inspection
came to nothing, that is, no actual incidents were verified and the file
was closed or remained inactive (20/49, or 40.8%). Regarding anony‐
mous telephone complaints (a) more than 50% were unconfirmed
(10/18), and (b) at a percentage of 20% the severity of the incidents
claimed in the complaint was never confirmed.
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Moreover, the study verified that the time intervening between the
ordering and receipt of the report, completed by the Public Prosecu‐
tor’s Office ranged between a few days and four months, depending on
the complexity of the case and the available resources of the Social Ser‐
vice, especially staffing, the average time, being two weeks.
ORDERING THE CHILD PSYCHIATRIC SSSESSMENT
In a significant number of cases regarding serious and urgent inci‐
dents (27 or 38.5%), the Public Prosecutor’s Office ordered the carrying
out of a child psychiatric assessment. The child psychiatric assessment
was customarily ordered at the Children’s Hospital or a mental health
center (12/27 or 44.4%), while in three other cases, the child psychiatric
assessment was ordered to be conducted at a mental health center and
then at the Children’s Hospital. Within the framework of our study it is
characteristic that in all these cases either a relative or an agency (state
agency, such as the police, a public hospital or a private agency, NGOs)
filed an eponymous complaint. The proposals of the child psychiatric
assessments were adjusted to the peculiarity of each separate case.
Specifically, there were proposals for treatment program sessions for
parents, children or both, (temporary) accommodation in shelters or
protection structures, controlled communication with the parents, go‐
ing as far as suspension of communication with the unfit or violent
parent, (temporary) assignment of custody to one parent, etc. In all
cases, further inquiry of the progress of the family was proposed. In
general, when ordering a child psychiatric assessment, the response
time of the competent authorities ranged between one day and two
weeks, the average being seven days, thereby indicating the urgency of
the case.
2. Stage B: Further monitoring of the case
In all cases (70/70) the Public Prosecutor’s Office adopted the pro‐
posal of the person conducting the inspection or the assessment. The
agency selected for further monitoring was usually (in 80% of the
cases) the agency who conducted the assessment of the case or some‐
one else recommended by the assessment agency (20%). In most cases
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the criterion for the selection of the agency was the place of residence
of the family and the nature of the problem that made imperative the
rendering of specialized services regardless of the domicile criterion
(e.g. cases of referral filed by a hospital or a hospitality structure). Re‐
moval of the minor from the family abode, was applied sparingly
(4/70) with rather quick implementation, usually within a few days
from the date of submission of the relevant opinion. In all four such
cases the removal was directed towards a hospitality structure. The
removal was ordered either due to sexual abuse of the child (three
cases) or total inappropriateness of the living conditions or substance
abuse by members of the family (one such case).
2. Stage 3: Follow‐up control
Assessment of the actions and follow‐up control were conducted in
order to confirm possible changes in the terms and conditions requir‐
ing a corresponding adjustment in the manner of handling the case.
Approximately 10% of the files required a second, or even a third, liv‐
ing condition inspection in order to ascertain the degree of response
and the conformance of the persons involved to the recommendations
made to them. Indeed, in all cases the Public Prosecutor’s Office came
back for a follow‐up inspection of the case subject to a report or state‐
ment of the agency in charge, in close cooperation of the Prosecutor
with the agency.
Interpretation of the Data and Conclusions
The incidents explored in this study are just a small part of the total
number of cases of abuse and neglect occurring in the real world.
However, due to the incidence of state/prosecutorial intervention,
these are demonstrably by far the most serious cases. According to our
data it is not possible to evaluate safely the extent of the phenomenon
or to make generalizations with respect to the nature of the cases and
the resulting problems, in spite of the fact that the Athens Public
Prosecutor’s Office for Minors handles in all probability the majority of
such cases compared to any other Prosecutor Offices around the coun‐
try. At any rate, it is certain that abuse and neglect cases not reported
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to the Public Prosecutor’s authority by far exceed those reported and
may sometimes refer to much more serious incidents than those de‐
scribed in the case files22. This is true specifically for data regarding ne‐
glect and sexual abuse of minors. In our research the incidents of ne‐
glect and sexual abuse were fewer than those in which the offender
had exercised overt active violence against a minor (see 3). We have as‐
sumed that the cases of child physical abuse, being the most obvious,
were reported and ended up more frequently “within the scope of
prosecutorial intervention” as compared with cases of neglect and sex‐
ual abuse.
The characteristics of the persons involved, according to the case
files, seemed to approach the evaluations of other researchers. The dis‐
tribution of minors across genders was almost equal, with the boys
slightly outnumbering the girls (see 3.1.).23 This, however, is not the
case, if one were to set apart sexual abuse data. In our study all sexual
abuse complaints (20% of the total; see 3.) referred to girls, a finding
that was fully compatible with research data from other countries.24

22 The dark area for all forms of child abuse and neglect in general is vast, while
the estimates of the extent of the phenomenon are exceptionally difficult at an in‐
ternational level. Among the factors hampering the revelation of such incidents is
the lack of a national monitoring system in many countries (D. Balourdos & E.
Fronimou, op. cit., p. 12).
23 As it emerges from research data, corporal punishment is more frequent in
boys than in girls and the index of child murders is higher for boys in certain areas
in the world, especially in Africa. However, according to the World Health Or‐
ganization, the gender – variation of victims of violence per year is very wide (E.
Agathonos‐Georgopoulou [ed.], op. cit., p. 14 and D. Balourdos & E. Fronimou, op.
cit., pp. 14, 18).
24 The indicated frequency of mixed sexual violation for female juvenile victims
ranges from 7% in Finland, Ireland and France to 36% in Austria and 33% in the
Netherlands, whereas for male juvenile victims it is lower in general, i.e. from 3%
in Sweden and 15% in Spain to 19% in Austria (E. Agathonos & Georgopoulou, op.
cit., p. 26). Moreover, according to a recent study of the phenomenon of sexual
abuse, the bibliographical references to juvenile male victims appear to be com‐
paratively much fewer than to female victims and the intrafamilial abuse index
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As for the age of minors, those over the age of twelve were by far
fewer than those at a younger age,25 while the percentage of foreign
minors was significant (see 3.1.). This latter finding is indicative of the
serious communication and social inclusion problems experienced by
minors and their parents. This is shown in other data such as the low
socio‐economic level of these families (see 3.2.). Despite the sparse data
on the educational level, it arises that certain parents reported as of‐
fenders had post‐secondary and university level education, thus dem‐
onstrating that at first sight, their socio‐economic level was rather
higher than expected, judging exclusively by their education.26 How‐
ever, most of the parents held menial jobs, and there was no one em‐
ployed as a liberal scientific professional, such as doctor or lawyer.27
Additionally, the examination of the family’s quantitative data showed
that most parents were in a confrontational state or divorced, while the
qualitative data presented tension, extreme behavior and failure of ba‐
sic conversation and understanding between the parents on child up‐
bringing and custody. The confrontational attitude of these parents ob‐
viously exhibited signs of parental alienation syndrome28 as in some
cases there was an implicit vengefulness and/or desire of the applicant

higher for girls (O. Themeli, 2014, p. 29, 47 ff.).
25 Even fewer are the abused and neglected minors aged between 15 and 18
years (7.5%) than those aged between 12 and 15 (17%), since the frequency of abuse
and neglect wanes in proportion to advancing age. The greater frequency of infants
as compared to minors of older age is demonstrated in past local research into this
phenomenon (see A. Peonidis, V. Tselemengou‐Antoniadou and I. Tsikoulas, 1988,
p. 334 ff.).
26 Unconfirmed or aborted complaints usually involve this socio‐economic
group.
27 As it appears from a review of past research, cases of families of a lower
socio‐economic status end up more often in the Public Prosecutor’s Office, whereas
cases of families of middle or higher strata end up there rarely. The latter group
may have had sufficient legal assistance, thus ending up in out‐of‐court settlements
(E. Agathonos‐Georgopoulou, 1998, op. cit., p. 35).
28 So it seems e.g. in File 4/2013 (footnote 17 above). On this syndrome see R. A.
Gardner, 2001, pp. 10‐12.
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filing the abuse complaint to draw from the other party property assets
or other privileges (see 3.2. and 4.1.).
The abusive behavior showed a special dynamic, e.g. in most four‐
member family cases in which both children had been abused (see
3.2.). Customarily, the offender is the father while, in certain cases, the
inappropriate behavior extends to other members of the family. More‐
over, there were cases in which the mother puts up and covers up this
inappropriate paternal behavior in silence (4.1.), while in certain other
cases, involving violent incidents there were grounds to assume the
presence of psychopathological problems, mainly of the mother (4.2.).
This violent behavior pattern coexisted with mental disorders and/or
physical illnesses, while at a rate of one out of five, child abuse and ne‐
glect coexisted with systematic substance or alcohol abuse or depend‐
ence of the parent (usually the father). In many other neglect cases,
there was markedly poor personal hygiene, malnutrition and aban‐
donment of the minors for a protracted period of time under no adult
supervision. Finally, the case files revealed an association between
abuse of minors and risk factors of victimization, such as learning dis‐
orders and other more serious problems, both mental and intellectual
(see 4.1. and 4.2.).
A gleam of optimism is shone through this dismal situation by the
finding that in some cases, the grandparents came forth to help the
parents bring up their grandchildren. The involvement of education
professionals at school played a significant role, sometimes in the form
of informal actions of supporting the abused child.29 In general, the
habits and living conditions of minors and their parents were indica‐
tive of the failure on the part of the parents to sustain parental care (see
4.1.).
With respect to the inquiry and the management of abuse and ne‐
glect cases, the Prosecutor’s Office operatives embarked on the neces‐
sary actions dictated by their duties, seeking to forge a coherent coop‐
eration framework with the agencies assisting the Office in its tasks.
29

See File 5/2013 (footnote 14 above).
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The opinions and the proposals formulated by such agencies bore spe‐
cial gravity on the Prosecutor’s Office, since the agency selected for fur‐
ther monitoring of the case, usually ended up being the same one that
initially conducted the assessment. If it had to be another agency, it
would be one recommended by the initial assessing agency (see 5.2).
The follow‐up examination was in all cases carried out subject to a re‐
port submitted by the agency in charge of the case (5.3.). Special atten‐
tion centered on those cases notified to the Public Prosecutor’s Office
via an eponymous complaint by a relative or agency, since in such
cases a child psychiatric assessment was ordered (see 5.1.1.). In other
cases, the prosecutorial authorities did their best to intervene on time
and effectively, implementing at times even emergency measures, in‐
cluding removal of the minor from the family abode. Such measures
were taken as a last resort, only in severe cases, a practice in congru‐
ence with the optimal internationally recognized practices applied by
agencies managing child abuse and neglect problems.30 Thus, the re‐
moval of the child from the family was applied in very few severe
cases (sexual abuse, complete inappropriateness of living conditions),
while at the stage of ordering an inspection into the living conditions,
no case of removal of the minor from the family was recorded (5.2).
However, the prosecutorial tasks were confronted by numerous dif‐
ficulties, as it arises from e.g. the actual delay in processing the cases it
managed, or the fact that the inspection into the living conditions led,
in many cases, nowhere, or by the fact that a vast number of anony‐
mous complaints went unconfirmed, while in some other cases, the ac‐
tual events proved, after the examination, much less severe compared
to the allegations of the complaints (5.1.). At any rate, in the examina‐
tion of the cases and the decision‐making process, the Public Prosecu‐
tor’s Office conducted its tasks based solely on out‐of‐court health and
30 The removal of the child from the family is included in one of the measures of
third‐degree prevention which aims at the treatment of the problem when abuse
has already happened. The application of such removal is generally avoided, ac‐
cording to the practices of international organizations and programs (D. Balourdos
& E. Fronimou, op. cit., pp. 62‐64).
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welfare structures, since the applicable provisions of the law for the
constitution of Social Services at the Greek First Instance Courts were
never enforced (see 5). Therefore, the framework within which the
prosecutorial tasks were realized was highly problematic and bur‐
dened by the insufficient funds to address all such problems.
The encompassing socio‐economic and political context within
which the prosecutorial tasks are carried out should also be stressed.
The positive sense of the social capital includes three dimensions: (a)
the moral obligations and the rules that bind society or a particular
community together; (b) the social values, in particular the bolstering
of trust within the citizenry, and (c) the presence of social networks
(especially volunteer organizations).31 If one were to depart from the
notion that the functional economic system and the high level of politi‐
cal integration (fulfillment of the citizens by government and political
commitments) in a given territory or country, result in the efficient ac‐
cumulation of social capital in that area, then one would easily be led
to the acceptance of the fact that the Public Prosecutor’s Office for Mi‐
nors and in general, the entire penal legal system operates within a de‐
ficient socio‐economic and political framework, especially now in the
face of the economic crisis that enveloped Greece in the past few years.
Certainly, the Public Prosecutor’s Office is supported by agencies
equipped with specialized know‐how and professional experience in
handling the abuse and neglect problem. The work by both state and
private agencies supports the Prosecutor’s Office and somehow covers
the third dimension of the notion of social capital as described in the
foregoing. However, the Public Prosecutor’s Office has no service of its
own to inquire into and manage such incidents. As a result, this social
capital should be reinforced or at least whatever remains of it should

31 The positive sense of social capital as specified here, according to Putnam
(1995, op. cit., footnote 4), precedes the negative sense. However, in our study here,
on account of the topic (child abuse and neglect), we gave priority to the problem‐
atique of its negative sense (see also T. H. Sander & R. D. Putnam ‘Still bowling
alone? The post‐9/11 split’, Journal of Democracy, 21(1), 2010, p. 9 ff. and M.
Siisiäinen, 2000, p. 2).
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be salvaged, e.g. through the assistance of education professionals in
revealing and managing cases of abuse.
Additionally, what should be salvaged are the vestiges of family
cohesion whenever possible, since we found cases, in our records, in
which the older close relatives even in dysfunctional families may pro‐
vide assistance to the upbringing of the children. If the preservation of
family cohesion proves to be unfeasible and the Prosecutor’s officials
choose in the end to remove the child from the custody of the parent(s),
the government should exercise due diligence to house and bring up
the child, developing the appropriate institutions and infrastructure
and facilitating the cooperation of the Public Prosecutor’s Office with
the agencies dealing with the problem.32 However, the Office itself
should not assume the main burden to adjust the social and familial re‐
lations nor should it be treated as a substitute for the welfare state.
As a conclusion, we would like to mention that the data we have
collected gave us a solid overview of both the nature of the incidents
acknowledged by the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the actions of the
prosecutorial authorities. Our research, though, is subject to certain
limitations. The main restrictions are: (a) lack of some significant data
for our research plan, such as the educational level of the parents
which we could only verify in 30 out of 140 parents (3.2.); (b) the fact
that our study, from a methodological perspective, followed mainly
the qualitative orientation and is therefore open to critique for such a
course, and (c) the fact that the data we have processed were mainly
secondary, since our study was focused on the material within the Pub‐

32 In Greece there are agencies that focus on the support of families in crisis and
children at risk, as well as of child‐victims of abuse and neglect. One such agency is
the structure named “SOS‐Eliza Shelter”, a close collaborator of the Athens Prose‐
cutor’s Office. This Shelter offers short‐term stay to (abused) children (up to 18
months) and does not aim at long‐term accommodation. New agencies could oper‐
ate in Greece to manage problematic families and abuse/neglect according to the
model functioning in other countries (for such agencies, see D. Balourdos & E.
Fronimou, op. cit, p. 70, 80 ff).
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lic Prosecutor’s Office regarding minors as victims, and we have tried
to feature official social control procedure through this material.
The files, however, that we have studied were composed during the
term of service of the same prosecutorial operators and therefore the
criteria employed for the management of the phenomenon had coher‐
ence and consistency, thus making our analysis inherently coherent as
well. At any rate, in this study we have ventured to formulate a first in‐
terpretation of the data, stressing certain important findings. A more
thorough and deeper analysis of the data and a close reading of the en‐
tirety of our research material would elucidate probably other aspects
of this problem and yield us the capability to formulate concrete pro‐
posals as to its treatment. Furthermore, delving into one particular
category of files, such as the files involving the suspension of parental
custody (which demonstrably involved the most serious and problem‐
atic cases of living conditions of minors), would stress significant as‐
pects of the interaction of the agencies managing the problem. It would
give us consequently, answers to questions, such as when, in which
cases and under which conditions, the removal of a child from the fam‐
ily could or should be decided.
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1. Introduction
This chapter will attempt to make a modest contribution to the
growing and very important literature on the criminology of mobility.
In particular, it will outline some aspects of the criminal law‐related
treatment of third country nationals without leave to remain (hereinaf‐
ter third country nationals for brevity) in Greece.1 It will then highlight
some patterns emerging from the way in which third country nationals
become subjects of the criminal law occasionally drawing some paral‐
lels to similar trends elsewhere in Europe.
I should emphasise from the outset something important about the
chapter’s methodology. Although I hope that it will add something to
the study of criminalisation at the border, it does not take the stricto
sensu criminological or sociological perspective of focusing on actual
practices. It rather offers a theoretical discussion of the way in which
* I am indebted to Maria Voutsinou, Nicola Lacey, and Zelia Gallo for invalu‐
able advice and comments on drafts of this paper. I am solely responsible for all
remaining errors of fact or judgement are mine.
1 I use the term ‘third country national’ rather than ‘aliens’ in order to draw the
distinction between EU and non‐EU nationals. Nevertheless, the term is still wider
than the category of people, to which the chapter refers. Some, for example those
who seek asylum or those deserving of international protection, form sub‐
categories of third country nationals and are excluded from the ambit of the provi‐
sions discussed here. Where this is the case, I will point it out specifically.
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criminal law instruments are constructed and structured so as to or‐
ganise the normative marginalisation of third country nationals from
the political communities of Greece –although, almost certainly, the
same argument can be made in other contexts too. This normative
marginalisation by the criminal law contributes to and, to an extent, fa‐
cilitates the physical exclusion of third country nationals and under‐
mines their integration in networks of social relations with those with a
right to be in the country. This, of course, does not cancel the inde‐
pendent significance of real practices of exclusion or inclusion.
2. ‘Crimmigration’ in Greece: implicating third country nationals in
the criminal law
Let us start with a brief outline, without going into much technical
detail, of some ways in which third country nationals in Greece are
implicated in the criminal law and the ramifications of this implication
for their status. The list that follows is by no means exclusive. It does,
however, include some central criminal law institutions governing cru‐
cial junctures of third country nationals’ existence in Greek territory.
Third country nationals tend to be treated as subjects of the criminal
law as soon as they reach the country’s physical border. The Greek
Immigration and Social Integration Code (Law 4251/2014, hereafter
ISIC), which consolidated and amended previous legislation and in‐
troduced a number of new provisions, provides –in‐line with the
Schengen Agreement and its Implementation Convention– that a third
country national can be refused entry into the country.2 Among other
2 This does not apply to those seeking asylum or deserve international protec‐
tion. In those cases, the procedure is governed by the Geneva Convention and Law
4375/2016, which implements Directive 2013/33/EU. Nevertheless, it is possible,
and there have been such cases, that people who want to enter the country and join
close relatives who have already been granted, often indefinite, leave to remain are
refused entry on grounds of national security and public order on the basis of this
article of the ISIC. Authorities tend to apply this extensively even in cases in which
it is quite obvious that no threat to national security is posed (for example, elderly
relatives have been known to have been refused entry because they ostensibly pose
a threat to national security).
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reasons, such as not possessing the appropriate documents, entry can
be refused if the third country national is registered in the Schengen In‐
formation System as an unwanted alien or if she poses a threat to pub‐
lic order, national security, public health, or the international relations
of an EU Member State. There is a presumption that such a threat is
posed if the third country national is registered in the list of unwanted
aliens (more on which below). Those included in the list must leave the
country immediately. Otherwise, they are redirected either to the coun‐
try of provenance or to a third country. The welcome amendment that
the ISIC introduced in relation to previous legislation is that the execu‐
tive is under an obligation fully and expressly to ground entry refusal
decisions.
The same requirements follow third country nationals after they
have already entered Greek territory. The ISIC maintains two central
procedures from the relevant provisions of Law 3386/2005 for expelling
third country nationals on the basis of their implication in the criminal
law (alongside other grounds).3
According to Art. 82, a list of unwanted aliens is kept with the crite‐
ria of inclusion in the list being determined by the executive. These are
currently: a previous administrative or judicial extradition order; the
third country national’s presence in the country posing a threat to na‐
tional security or public order with the presumption that such a threat
is posed when there are serious grounds for believing that he has
committed serious criminal offences or in respect of whom there is
clear evidence of an intention to commit such offences in Greek terri‐
tory (this presumption is in application of Art. 96(b) of the 1990 Con‐
vention implementing the Schengen Agreement). Inclusion in the list
creates the duty on the part of the third country national to leave the
country within a deadline set by the executive. If she fails to do so, she
may be subject to administrative expulsion.

3 Third country nationals, with the exception of those belonging in ‘vulnerable’
groups, can also be expelled under Law 3907/2011, which implements the so called
Return Directive 2008/115/EC.
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Administrative expulsion can also be grounded directly on the third
country national’s criminal profile. According to Art. 76 of Law
3386/2005 (which remained in force after the introduction of the ISIC),
those with custodial sentences of at least one year or with convictions
for a range of serious offences independently of the sentence, those
who breach any of the provisions of Law 3386/2005 which have re‐
mained in force after the introduction of the ISIC, those whose pres‐
ence in the country poses a risk to public order or national security,
and those posing a risk to public health may be expelled by police or‐
der. The third country national can be held in remand, if deemed a
flight risk or a threat to public order. She may raise objections to the
decision before an administrative judge but this is not a formal crimi‐
nal appellate procedure. There is also provision for an appeal before
the executive, with a five‐day deadline, which suspends the execution
of the expulsion but not of the custodial order.
Art. 83 of Law 3386/2005 makes it an offence for third country na‐
tionals to enter or exit the country or to attempt to do either (this is a
complete attempt offence, not the inchoate offence of Art. 42 of the
Greek Criminal Code). A pending prosecution or police investigation
against the party or any outstanding duties, financial or otherwise, to‐
wards the state are aggravating circumstances, which double the fine
to €3000 which may imposed alongside a custodial sentence of a mini‐
mum of 3 months.
Note that being in the country without the appropriate legal docu‐
mentation is not in itself an offence. It is also generally accepted (de‐
spite a small body of jurisprudence to the contrary) that the offence of
entering is instantaneous and its actus reus is completed as soon as the
third country national has entered or attempted to enter the territory.4
Although this does not mean that prosecution cannot begin at a later
stage, it means that later arrests are not in flagrante and that the period
4 This is largely grounded on a Prosecutor’s interpretative opinion (although
these are not formally binding, they are persuasive sources of legal interpretation
for courts) delivered in 1996 in the context of an earlier version of the same law
(3216/1996 Opinion of the Public Prosecutor of Thessaloniki).
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of statutory barring begins at the time of completion of the offence, i.e.
the time of entering the country. In reality though, labelling the crime
as instantaneous is meaningless because the administrative expulsion
process trumps, both in law and in practice, criminal prosecution. A
third country national, who has illegally entered or attempted to enter
the country, can very simply be expelled by police order (recall that
Art. 76 applies to those who have breached any of the provisions of the
statute as well as other criminal offences). It follows that statutory
temporal barring or the in flagrante rule do not apply and the dominant
position is that there are no limits to when administrative expulsion
can take place. A further very important upshot of the construction of
the Art. 83 offence is that another party cannot be complicit to a third
country national’s presence in the country.
Indeed, the administrative expulsion process of Art. 76 potentially
trumps, and in practice does indeed trump, every other way of govern‐
ing the presence of third country nationals in the country. But even if
one’s case takes the criminal procedure route, criminal prosecution for
the offences of Art. 83 can be waived and substituted by judicial expul‐
sion on the order of a Public Prosecutor (who, in Greece, are members
of the judiciary). The Prosecutor communicates her decision to the
relevant police or coastguard authority in whatever suitable and expe‐
dient means, therefore by‐passing the need for any formal notification,
so that the third country national be immediately redirected or, should
this not be immediately possible, so that the expulsion process be
commenced. But there is an interesting twist. I said above that the
dominant interpretative view is that illegal entry is an instantaneous
offence and one might expect that expulsion can only take place during
the in flagrante period. However, much hangs on the interpretation of
the immediacy requirement for the removal of the third country na‐
tional if so ordered by a prosecutor who has decided to waive full‐
blown criminal prosecution. The removal can take place outside the in
flagrante period (currently a maximum of 24 hours) to allow for contin‐
gencies such as transportation difficulties and so forth, so long as the
state officials involved are not responsible, intentionally or negligently,
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for the delay.
Articles 29 and 30 of the ISIC present us with a different but excep‐
tionally interesting case, because they do not criminalise third country
nationals but rather Greek citizens (or anyone else legally in the coun‐
try). The offences introduced here are independent, that is not deriva‐
tive of the offences committed by third country nationals outlined
above.
Art. 29(6) conjunctively introduces a number of independent of‐
fences: i) facilitating the residence of a third country national in the
country; ii) obstructing the police in a) tracking down, b) arresting, c)
or expelling a third party national. Committing the offence for a profit
is an aggravating circumstance. According to Art. 29(5) it is an offence
to facilitate the a) entry into or b) exit from the country of a third coun‐
try national who has not gone through the appropriate process (set in
Art. 5 of the ISIC). Acting for a profit, professionally, habitually, or in
collaboration with another or others are aggravating circumstances but
do not have a bearing on the scope of application of the provision.
Art. 30 makes it an offence to transport third country nationals, who
do not have the right to remain in Greece, either into, in, or out of the
country and into another EU member state. The sentences range from
10 years in prison and a €10,000‐€30,000 per person transported to life
imprisonment and a fine of at least €700,000 per person transported
depending on the presence of aggravating circumstances. The harsher
sentences apply to traffickers but, as is the case in Art. 29, whether the
defendant is a trafficker or a smuggler or neither does not have a bear‐
ing on the scope of application of the offence. The offences are inde‐
pendent from the defendant’s ulterior intent.
A 2015 amendment to the ISIC consolidated and slightly expanded
the defences to the Art. 30 offences in a rather interesting way. The of‐
fences are not committed when the acts are performed while rescuing
people at sea, when the person transported is one deserving of interna‐
tional protection, and, importantly, in order to facilitate the third coun‐
try national’s subjection to the legal process of assessing her status in
order for them to be granted leave to remain and only if the police or
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the coastguard have been notified in advance. According to recent,
though limited, first instance court jurisprudence the general necessity
defence of Art. 25 of the Greek Criminal Code is not available to de‐
fendants under Art. 30.
3. Some emerging patterns
We should now have sufficient information to single out some pat‐
terns in the way that third country nationals are treated as subjects of
the criminal law.
3.1 Selective inclusion in and exclusion from the criminal law
At various turns third country nationals are treated by the law as
criminally liable, in domestic criminal law or in that of other jurisdic‐
tions. Imputing criminal responsibility to them subsequently grounds
their coercive treatment by the host state. This, however, is not accom‐
panied by the morally and legally necessary (I will have no time to dis‐
cuss this claim in this context) increased protection that the criminal
law typically affords defendants. Refusal of entry and expulsion deci‐
sions generally have to be properly grounded but they are either acts
of the executive or acts of the judiciary which by‐pass the penal proce‐
dure and defer competence to the executive to carry out the expulsion.
This is so in all three broad categories of third country nationals with‐
out a right to remain in the country, with the differences between these
three categories being ones of the degree of the asymmetry between
the penally relevant behaviour for which third country nationals are
held responsible and which carry severe consequences.
(1) The criminal profile of those who already carry criminal convic‐
tions from outside Greece may ground refusal of entry or expulsion as
a threat to public order or national security. Since they are grounded in
a judgement regarding criminal responsibility, these actions of the ex‐
ecutive come as surplus punishment for crimes committed elsewhere.
The issue here is not one of extra‐territorial jurisdiction nor is it neces‐
sarily morally unthinkable for a state to hold one criminally responsi‐
ble domestically for crimes committed elsewhere should these crimes
have some impact within the state’s territory (though, again, this is not
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an argument I can develop here). It is that the in effect criminalisation
of a certain course of conduct is not accompanied by any robust proce‐
dures, which are necessary prior to coercively bringing about conse‐
quences as a response to the violation of the criminal law.
This broadly mirrors a pattern identified by Catherine Dauvergne in
relation to the intertwining between refugee law and international
criminal law.5 Non‐implication in international law offences is gener‐
ally an admission requirement of applicants asylum in domestic juris‐
dictions. This comes with some added twists. First, the definition of po‐
litical crimes, which would enjoy differential treatment in international
criminal law, is tweaked in the context of refugee law so as to exclude
from the outset any reasonable claims to political crime defences. Sec‐
ondly, there is an asymmetry between the lengthy and resource‐
intensive procedure of international criminal law and the assessment
of asylum applications. Thirdly, and relatedly, the fair trial provisions
that apply to international criminal law do not apply to asylum proce‐
dures.
(2) This asymmetry is even further pronounced in the second case,
namely those who simply raise the suspicion of intending to commit
criminal offences in Greece on the basis of any past conduct whether
they have committed criminal offences elsewhere. Recall that the entry
refusal or expulsion is based on criminally relevant behaviour. Once
again, the problem here is not that this is necessarily ex ante criminali‐
sation. It might not be altogether unjustifiable for a state to punish for
manifest intentions if these have an external impact on the normative
relations within the political community (this is not an argument that
can be developed here further). The problem is located in the asymme‐
try between the criminal law grounds for holding the third country na‐
tional responsible and the subsequent treatment of the person as an
administrative subject.

5C. Dauvergne, ‘The Troublesome Intersections of Refugee Law and Criminal
Law’ in The Borders of Punishment (K. Franko Aas and M. Bosworth eds.) Oxford
University Press 2013, pp.76‐90.
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Finally, (3) the pattern of not affording third country nationals the
protection that the criminal law, both substantive and procedural, gen‐
erally makes available to them persists in the case there of those who
commit offences, either immigration‐related or not, while already in
Greece. This reaches its pinnacle in two moments. First, in the waiving
of prosecution in favour of a prosecutorial expulsion order. What is de‐
fined in the law as a criminal offence is quickly turned into the admin‐
istrative matter of processing the defendant. Secondly, in Art. 76(1)(c),
which, reiterating the ubiquitous public order and security clause,
gives the executive the freedom to override the requisite criminal pro‐
cedure that accompanies the commission of criminal and proceed to
administrative expulsion on the vague terms of security, a freedom of
which the executive makes ample use in practice.
That the administrivisation of third country nationals leaves them at
the mercy of often irrational and ungrounded decisions of the execu‐
tive should be quite obvious. But it also exposes them to a subtler
nexus of relative arbitrariness too. Recall that a third country national
may be expelled if she has been handed a custodial sentence of a year
or more. The key is what a one‐year custodial sentence means. The
Greek Criminal Code gives courts a great amount of discretion in sen‐
tencing. It is not uncommon for the prescribed penalty for misdemean‐
ours to be imprisonment of a few months (the minimum is one month)
and up to five years. Therefore, whether a third country national has
been handed a prison sentence of one year might not have to do so
much with the seriousness of the offence she committed but rather
with the particular court’s disposition and sentencing practice.6
The administrivisation of the penal subject at times also leads to
outright incoherence. The one‐year custodial sentence expulsion cases
again provide a useful example. Motivated mainly by prison deconges‐
tion, the Criminal Code now makes the conversion of custodial sen‐
6 The range of penalties is currently under review by a criminal code reform
committee but whether the current committee will succeed where its numerous
predecessors have failed and whether a new code will be in fact be enacted re‐
mains to be seen.
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tences of up to five years to a fine almost a routine practice. This has
rather interesting implications. Someone with a nominal one‐year cus‐
todial sentence or longer might not serve any of it, because it is as‐
sumed that the offence is not considered serious enough to necessitate
the sentence actually being served or because the offender is not con‐
sidered likely to reoffend (if the offender does pose such a risk, then
the conversion is not made available to her), but might still be expelled
from the country on the assumption that she poses a threat to national
security or public order.
3.2 Third country national status as the actus reus of criminal offences
Greek law makes the citizenship status of third country nationals
part of the actus reus elements of the offences of illegal entry or at‐
tempted entry in or exit or attempted exit from the country, and it is
hardly unique in doing so. If one with leave to remain performed ex‐
actly the same acts, they would of course not be committing a criminal
offence.
Citizenship status and actus reus are intermingled in other ways too
across Europe. Let me draw a parallel to two characteristic examples.
In some cases that an offence is being committed within the context of
the process of immigration control, either by third country nationals or
not, either renders the offence a delictum sui generis and/or aggravates
it. For example, s.3 of the UK Borders Act makes assaulting immigra‐
tion officers a specific offence incurring a heftier penalty than the basic
s.39 assault of the Offences Against the Person Act 1861.
Very interestingly, one’s third country national status is often used
to justify her being governed by the criminal law while others engag‐
ing in exactly the same conduct would be treated in markedly different
ways. The central and most representative example comes from Swe‐
den. As Vanessa Barker has shown, there is a pattern of third country
nationals who beg or engage in other “vagrant” activities to be in‐
volved in the criminal justice system rather than be afforded the provi‐
sions of the welfare state. Barker dubs this pattern ‘benevolent vio‐
lence’ because it is grounded in the rhetoric of dignity and protection
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of the defendant as well as, indirectly, the community as a whole.7
One might wonder why it might be remarkable that these offences
include the status of the defendant in the actus reus. Alessandro Spena
considers them to be manifestations of what he terms spurious Täter‐
strafrecht; whereas the offence ostensibly targets the defendant’s ac‐
tions, in reality it targets the defendants themselves, which are consid‐
ered dangerous or essentially criminal precisely because of their status
or one of its aspects.8 Spena’s claim is that criminalising the actor rather
than the action is at odds with the point of the criminal law. Although
this critical claim is correct, it is not entirely clear that the case of of‐
fences determined by one’s citizenship status really are instances of
Täterstrafrecht, spurious or otherwise. This would be the case if the in‐
culpating element were an innate characteristic of the defendant. It is,
however, obviously not uncommon for the criminal law to make a con‐
tingent, institutionally determined feature of the defendant’s identity
an element of an offence. The question then would be whether it is
permissible to criminalise a certain act that could not have been com‐
mitted had the defendant not borne that specific characteristic. This is a
substantive and context‐sensitive question, the answer to which does
not depend on the form of the offence.
There are, however, two other noteworthy things about offences of
this sort. First, one’s status as a third country national without leave to
remain is negative; it indicates a characteristic that one does not have.
For it to become a positive legal status, a legal instrument must regu‐
late it. Criminal laws which make entry without leave to remain illegal
are such instruments. In other words, one’s status as a third country
national is determined, at least partly, by the prohibition of entering
the country. Therefore, the offence both creates its subject and author‐
ises the subject’s coercive treatment. The criminal law, however, is
meant coercively to regulate activities, which are possible independ‐
7 V. Barker, Crimmigration in Sweden: Bans on Begging, Deportation, and the
Logic of Benevolent Violence, European Journal of Criminology (forthcoming).
8 A. Spena, Iniuria Migrandi: Criminalization of Immigrants and the Basic Prin‐
ciples of the Criminal Law, Criminal Law and Philosophy (2014) 8, pp. 635–657.
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ently from their regulation by the criminal law. This is different to the
question of the permissibility of criminalising mala prohibita. That con‐
cerns a certain conduct’s wrongfulness, whereas in the case at hand, it
is a matter regarding the very conditions of possibility of the action.
Nor should it be confused with omissions liability, for the obvious rea‐
son that it is not within the third country national’s control to obtain
leave to remain. Her citizenship status is determined by the criminal
law as soon as she attempts to enter the country.
Second, including one’s status as a third country national without
leave to remain being an element of the actus reus of the offence of ille‐
gally entering the country is also normatively incoherent. I do not have
time fully to develop this argument, which I hold to have general criti‐
cal force, here but I will offer a very brief outline. To make one a sub‐
ject of the criminal law amounts implicitly to recognising that one is al‐
ready a member of the political community governed by the criminal
law. This has at least the following central entailments: one owes cer‐
tain duties to other members of the political community; state coercion
is authorised if one fails to discharge at least some of these duties; this
exercise of coercion is an affirmation of one’s membership of the politi‐
cal community rather than an action of exclusion. It follows that illegal
entry and other similar offences implicitly include the third country na‐
tional in the political community and, at the same time, penalise her for
not being a member of the political community.
3.3 Third country nationals always stranded at the border
Earlier on I tentatively introduced a distinction between third coun‐
try nationals at the border and after having crossed it. It is now clear,
however, that this distinction may hold in physical terms but, when it
comes to their normative standing for the purposes of the criminal law,
third country nationals always remain at the border.
Recall some of the penally relevant regulation of third country na‐
tionals: their entry and continued presence in the country depends on
their criminal profile; entering into or exiting the country illegally is an
offence; crucially, their presence in the country is not independently
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criminalised; they are not treated as accomplices in the accommodation
and transportation offences of Articles 29 and 30.
There might have been two possibilities of recognising the norma‐
tive presence of third country nationals in the country. The first is
would be through the instantaneous character of the offence of illegal
entry. It could have been the case that the third country national com‐
mits an instantaneous crime entering the country but then gradually
enters the political community as a subject of the law. The rest of the
structure of related provisions, however, undermine this opportunity.
Transforming the offence into an administrative matter through the
expulsion process of Art. 76, waiving prosecution, prolonging the time‐
frame of judicial expulsion beyond the in flagrante period, contribute to
keeping the third country national in the limbo of right less ness at the
border.
The second way would be if they committed a different criminal of‐
fence while in Greece. This is precisely what Hannah Arendt talks
about when she says the following about stateless people:
“The best criterion by which to decide whether someone
has been forced outside the pale of the law is to ask if he
would benefit by committing a crime. If a small burglary
is likely to improve his legal position, at least temporar‐
ily, one may be sure he has been deprived of human
rights. For then a criminal offense becomes the best op‐
portunity to regain some kind of human equality, even it
is be as a recognized exception to the norm”.9
Even this recognition through the exclusion of punishment, how‐
ever, is not afforded to third country nationals in the way that is af‐
forded to citizens. The commission of any criminal offence can, and
routinely does, result in their administrative expulsion from the coun‐
try. Therefore, violations of the criminal law on their part are only dis‐
ruptions by someone who has no normative position in Greece. Their
labelling as criminal offenders is only nominal.

9

H. Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, Harvest 1973, p.286.
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Another way of looking at this is in terms of how the law cuts
across the dimensions of existence of the third country nationals.
Physically, they are in the country. Their spatial dimension, however,
is severed from their temporality, which is substituted by and sub‐
sumed under the structure of legal provisions that grounds them at the
threshold. The application of legal judgment to real world facts always
presupposes a suspension of the latter’s temporality. Criminal respon‐
sibility, for example, can only be apportioned with reference to an iso‐
lated temporal fragment; expand the timeframe and radical indetermi‐
nacy ensues because of the proliferation of causal relations between
events and because of the increasing complexity of the psychological
attitudes, which would constitute the defendant’s mens rea. For it to be
grounded, punishment must also assume the image of the defendant at
the time of commission of the offence. In the case of all other criminal
offences, however, this reduction of time to legal judgment, although
detrimental, as is every instance of reduction, does not eradicate the of‐
fender’s legal personality. It transforms it in significant respects but it
does not deprive the offender of all normative membership in the po‐
litical community. In the case of third country nationals, however, the
judgment of the criminal law governs the entirety of their presence in
Greece; their wrong is trying to enter the country and the response to
this wrong is expulsion. This precludes every other instance of norma‐
tive participation in the political community and its institutional struc‐
ture. As legal subjects, third country nationals are always at the border.
3.4 Third country nationals excluded from the criminal law altogether
So far, I have highlighted the differential treatment of third country
nationals as special subjects of the criminal law and the instrumental
role that the criminal law plays in keeping third country nationals al‐
ways at the border denying them membership of the political commu‐
nity. I will now turn to a pattern, which is even more worrying: third
country nationals are altogether excluded from the ambit of the criminal
law.
There is a worrying trend developing in Europe and elsewhere; a
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trend of making third country nationals the objects of the criminal law
but not its subjects. Mitsilegas gives a detailed survey of practices of
employing domestic criminal law in order to prevent third country na‐
tionals even reaching the borders of European states. This is done
mainly through legislation, which targets traffickers and smugglers
rather than third country nationals themselves.10
But the pattern seems to be reaching the border too. Let us consider
the offences of Articles 29 and 30 a little more closely. A central ele‐
ment of the actus reus is the very status of the person transported. Had
the third country nationals been Greek or EU citizens or had other
leave to be in the country, the acts of providing shelter transportation
would have been innocent; indeed, admirable acts of hospitality. The
third country nationals’ citizenship status makes the very interaction
with them in a non‐harmful manner a criminal offence. The wrong is
thus displaced from the actions of the defendant themselves to features
of the object of the offence.
The primary (but not sole) targets of these offences are traffickers
and smugglers. What is striking, however, is that on the construction of
the offences their actions are not wrong because they exploit and en‐
danger other human beings but because they facilitate the entry with
people who do not have right of access to a territory. The third country
nationals are therefore not constructed even as proper victims of the of‐
fence in the criminal law sense. Sure enough, there are other provisions
for victims of trafficking. Art. 19A of the ISIC provides that victims of
trafficking or a number of other offences may, for “humanitarian rea‐
sons” be granted leave to remain, which is however temporary (one
year in the first instance) and heavily conditioned. Article 49 grants
trafficking and smuggling victims a three‐month period of ‘delibera‐
tion’ for them to overcome the trauma of their experience. This, how‐
ever, can be withdrawn should it transpire that the victim has rekin‐
dled her relations with the traffickers/smugglers or “for reasons of

10 V. Mitsilegas, The Criminalisation of Migration in Europe: Challenges for Human
Rights and the Rule of Law, Springer 2015.
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public order and security”. Therefore, even the recognition of the vic‐
tim hood of third country nationals as victims keeps them outside the
realm of the criminal law. It is an administratively organised act of
charity. Charity is an unequal relationship par excellence not only be‐
cause of the inequality of resources between the charitable person and
the subject of her philanthropy but also, and perhaps primarily, be‐
cause the latter does not participate in the determination of the norms
justifying and defining the charitable act. Therefore, recognising vic‐
tims as the objects of charity again prevents third country nationals
from being fully‐fledged legal subjects of the law and therefore ex‐
cludes them from membership of the political community.
This has another important ramification. We have already seen the
variety of ways in which the structure of the provisions relating to the
penal treatment of third country nationals normatively separate them
from citizens or others with a leave to remain in the country. The radi‐
cal exclusion from the criminal law goes even deeper than this, because
it ruptures social and political relations. As the offences of Articles 29
and 30 are not sensitive to the motivation of the defendant, they apply
not only to traffickers and smugglers but also to anyone performing
the acts in question. This, of course, includes volunteers, of which there
have been thousands, who provide assistance to third country nation‐
als motivated by a sense of solidarity. This is not only a theoretical pos‐
sibility; volunteers have in fact been prosecuted In mid‐January 2016
five volunteers, members of NGOs were arrested and subsequently
prosecuted for towing ashore refugees struggling in plastic dinghies
off the coast of the Greek island of Lesvos. Similarly, in the summer of
2015 more volunteers were prosecuted for transporting refugees inland
(these did not lead to convictions).11
So, the parties in these relations find themselves in an impossible
tension between ways of relating to each other. Simply being in a cer‐

11 Note that arrests and prosecutions continued even after the introduction of
the defences in 2015. The Greek Ombudsman has intervened on the matter:
http://www.synigoros.gr/resources/150727‐stp.pdf (in Greek).
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tain place at a certain time reduces third country nationals to a miasma,
and it is a crimen/κρίμα/haram, a sin for citizens to interact with them.
The latter are treated by the criminal law in a way that undercuts their
social relations with third country nationals. This penetration of the
criminal law into social relations usually meets its limits at the point of
harm or, at any rate, some manifest wrongfulness. Here, however, the
overlap is complete. Citizens are faced with incompatible sets of rea‐
sons for acting towards third country nationals and their motivational
disposition is similarly torn in two.
This culminates in the defence available to those prosecuted under
Art. 30. Recall that one does not commit the offence, if one aims at fa‐
cilitating the subjection of the third country national to the appropriate
process of registration, asylum application and so forth. Volunteers are
thus justified to interact with third country national only if they act as
proxies of the state and participate in the rendering of the objects of the
offence into administrative subjects‐objects. The defence does not re‐
store the possibility of social relations developing between those with
leave to remain and those without; on the contrary, it deepens the rift
because it makes citizens complicit to the administrativisation of the
existence of third country nationals and their exclusion from the politi‐
cal community.
4. Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was primarily diagnostic. It abstracted from
some central ways, in which Greek criminal law treats third country
nationals without leave to remain as its subjects, to single out some
emerging patterns. The central claim is that immigration‐related of‐
fences are structured in a way that marginalises third country nationals
both physically and normatively. However, I remained largely quiet on
whether these patterns are justifiable or not. There are important ques‐
tions to be asked regarding the grounds of the penal treatment of third
country nationals but they will have to be addressed in a different con‐
text.
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Introduction
Racist violence in Greece has been a long debated issue with many
important and challenging parameters. During the last three decades,
major historical, political and economic evolutions around the globe
forced million of people to leave their home countries and move to
others:
Since the early 2000s, Greece has become the major
gateway into the European Union for undocumented
migrants and asylum seekers from Asia and Africa.
Years of mismanaged migration and asylum policies
and, most recently, the deep economic crisis, have
changed the demographic face of the capital city. The
centre of Athens, in particular, has a large population of
foreigners living in extreme poverty, occupying aban‐
doned buildings, town squares and parks. Concerns
about rising crime and urban degradation has become a
dominant feature of everyday conversations as well as
political discourse.1
Racism is not a new phenomenon in Greek reality. According to a
survey made by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights

1 Human Rights Watch, Hate on the Streets: Xenophobic violence in Greece, 10 July
2012, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/5257bf074.html, p. 7.
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in 2006 on average 9.9% of the respondents with an immigrant back‐
ground had indicated that they or a member of their immediate family
were the victim of hate crime.2The results of a study conducted by the
Institute of Migration Policy in 2008 on the consequences of immigra‐
tion showed that 48% of the sample believed that it is a phenomenon
that threatens the Greek national identity, while 71% considered it to
be the cause of increased criminality.3
Despite the rising number of racist incidents during the decade
2000‐2010 and pressure from the European community on the Greek
government to take effective measures and fulfill its obligations under
international and European law, until 2008 state officials had shown a
remarkable indifference to legally addressing the situation and protect‐
ing the victims. The law 927/1979 offered minimal space for prosecut‐
ing and punishing hate on the streets and was hardly ever used in
practice by the judicial authorities. Meanwhile, official data depicting
the volume and nature of the offences were almost inexistent at the
same time that non‐governmental organizations, civil society actors
and the media abounded with stories of immigrants physically or ver‐
bally abused in their neighborhoods, and workplaces or inside police
stations and detention centers.
In absence of an official and effective data collection system, in mid‐
2011, the Racist Violence Recording Network (RVRN), was created on
an initiative of the Greek National Commission for Human Rights and
the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in Greece. Apart
from the coordinators, the UNHCR and the GNCHR, RVRN today
comprises 36 Non‐Governmental Organizations and civil society ac‐
tors, as well as the Greek Ombudsman and the Migrants’ Integration

2 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Report on Racism and Xeno‐
phobia in the Member States of the EU, August 2007 (Fundamental Rights Agency, Vi‐
enna, 2007), available at: http://fra.europa.eu/sites/defalult/files/fra_uploads/11‐
ar07p2_en.pdf, p. 118.
3 Adla Shashati for Greek Forum of Migrants, Racist Violence in Greece, available
at: http://cms.horus.be/files/99935/MediaArchive/Racist%20Violence%20Report%
20Greece%20‐%20online.pdf, p. 5.
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Council of the Municipality of Athens as observers. Since the begin‐
ning of its operation, it has published a pilot survey covering the last
trimester of 2011 and four annual reports, corresponding to the period
of the years 2011‐2015, and has broadened its liaisons and activities in a
number of ways. Nowadays, among professionals operating on the
field, it is considered to be the most reliable data recording mechanism
and information source regarding the quantitative and qualitative ele‐
ments of the attacks.
This paper aims to provide a descriptive analysis of the phenome‐
non of racist violence in Greece during the past decade, to detect its
underlying factors and capture its evolution across the years. Detailed
references are made to the systematic deficiencies of the Greek criminal
justice system to counter the problem, address the needs of the victims
and promote justice and equality. The analysis, exclusively related to
hate motivated offences against immigrants or asylum seekers on the
basis of their ethnic origin and skin colour, is largely based on RVRN’s
findings, supplemented by the results of other field studies undertaken
by various independent agencies during the last years.
Reasons for Non‐acceptance of the ‘Other’
The rising levels of racist violence in Greece during the last decade
are heavily influenced and strongly connected with major changes in
the political scene of the country and its deteriorated financial condi‐
tion. Citing Special Rapporteur’s remarks on contemporary forms of
racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance, fol‐
lowing his visit in May 2015,
starting from 2009, Greece has been facing its worst
economic crisis in recent times. The structurally weak
Greek economy and the sudden crisis in confidence
among its lenders resulted in a government debt crisis.
Under pressure from its creditors, Greece has seen the
emergence of political tensions between the govern‐
ment, opposition political parties and trade unions,
leading to an extremely volatile political climate in
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which new extremist parties, including the violent neo‐
Nazi Golden Dawn have gained ground. Moreover,
sharp reductions in public spending and public em‐
ployment in combination with increases in value‐
added‐tax rates and cuts in social benefits, have led to a
rise in poverty and a permanent state of social unrest.4
Within this environment, in the course of last years, strong negative
perceptions have been developed towards migrants, who are consid‐
ered by a quite large part of the Greek society as invaders and job
stealers undermining Greeks’ capacity to find a job. In the meanwhile,
due to the absolute lack of any social or financial state support, un‐
precedented concentrations of third country nationals in abandoned or
rented buildings, situated in particular low income neighbourhoods of
the city, triggered sentiments of frustration and fear among their resi‐
dents who viewed them as potential criminals. Scapegoating immi‐
grants under these grounds served as a fruitful propaganda base to
Golden Dawn for the recruitment of youngsters and elder people of
low economic status as new members in such vicinities near the centre
of Athens.
A massive wake of attacks took place in May 2011, after the violent
death of Manolis Kantaris in the area of Kipseli. According to HRW’ s
description of the facts:
on May 10, 2011 a 44‐year‐old Greek man, Manolis
Kantaris, was fatally stabbed by assailants who stole his
video camera as he prepared to take his wife to the
hospital to give birth. Just hours later, and before any
official announcements were made about the national
origin of the attackers, protesters converged on the area
where the attack took place shouting “Foreigners out”
and “Greece is for Greeks”. Over the next few days,
4 UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on Contemporary
Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance on His Mis‐
sion to Greece, 4 May 2016, A/HRC/32/50/Add.1, available at: http://www.refworld.
org/docid/575fad124.html, pp 2‐3
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gangs of Greeks attacked migrants and asylum seekers
indiscriminately in central Athens in apparent retalia‐
tion for the murder. They chased them through the
streets, dragged them of buses, beat and stabbed them.5
The worst of the violence took place on May, 12 the
next day of the victim’s death, when a 21 year‐old
Bangladeshi man was stabbed to death and at least
twenty five people were hospitalized, according to
news reports, with stab wounds or injuries sustained
from severe beatings.
Strong anti‐immigrant rhetoric used by the Greek government dur‐
ing the years 2011‐2012, as a reaction to the rise of arrivals, was also a
key factor in shaping and reinforcing racist perceptions among the
population. In August 2012, the Minister of Public Order and Citizen
protection, in the context of the “Xenion Zeus” operation which started
in August 2012 and included racial profiling‐based checks of the legal
status of migrants by police on the streets, stated that:“Because ofir‐
regular migration, the country perishes. Ever since the Dorian’s inva‐
sion 4.000 years ago, never before has the country been subjected to an
invasion of these dimensions...This is a bomb on the foundations of the
society and the state”.
The term ‘bomb’ was also used in July 2012 by the same minister
when referring to the centre of Athens, where many irregular migrants
and asylum seekers often rent and live in overcrowded apartments
characterized by substandard living conditions.6
In the aftermath of the general elections of May 2012 and Golden
Dawn’s entrance in the Parliament, hate speech in political and social
fora, as well as in the media was enhanced. On 18‐10‐2012, during a
plenary session, Ms Eleni Zaroulia, a party member of the Parliament,
referred to migrants in Greece as sub‐humans who have invaded our
country with all kinds of diseases. No strong reaction was expressed to

5
6

Human Rights Watch, July 2012, p. 42.
UN Human Rights Council, May 2016, p. 19.
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this extreme example of hate speech which was widely reported in the
Greek media. The Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights,
following his visit to Greece in early 2013, called on the Greek political
parties and the National Parliament to adopt self‐regulatory measures
to counter and sanction intolerant, xenophobic and racist speech used
by politicians7. ECRI’s delegation after its 2014 visit to Greece observed
that hate speech was widespread in the media and on the internet and
that it went largely unchecked and unpunished. The rise of Golden
Dawn seems to have been facilitated by TV stations, broadcasting in‐
terviews with its leadership in a lifestyle show fashion, leading to trivi‐
alization rather than providing in depth information of its racist ideol‐
ogy and activities. Media also play a significant role in linking crimi‐
nality and terrorism with immigration.8
Hate, however, was not only limited to words. Although, until to‐
day, Golden Dawn as a political party continues to deny any involve‐
ment of its members in racist attacks, numerous reports by state and
independent agencies, as well as eye‐witnesses and media accounts
support the exact opposite, corroborating a direct relationship between
the party’s activities and the spark in incidents of racist violence in the
capital during the last years. This is evident in RVRN’s 2011, 2012 and
2013 reports, according to which in several cases victims or witnesses
either clearly recognized persons belonging to the local branch of
Golden Dawn or the perpetrators wore the party insignia. According to
the Special Rapporteur, members of Parliament representing Golden
Dawn participated personally on attacks against migrants, for example,
by destroying open market stalls and verbally or physically abusing

7 Council of Europe: Commissioner for Human Rights, Report by Nils Muižnieks
Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe Following His Visit to Greece
from 28 January to 1 February 2013, 16 April 2013, CommDH(2013)6, available at:
http://www.refworld.org/docid/516e76bb4.html, p. 2.
8 Council of Europe: European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance
(ECRI), ECRI Report on Greece (fifth monitoring cycle) Adopted on 10 December 2014, 24
February 2015, CRI(2015)1, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/
5512cfe74.html, p. 21.
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members of the public who objected to their actions. Such incidents
were shown on major TV channels and issues of impunity were raised,
as the police did not intervene.9
The first determined reaction of the Greek state to Golden Dawn’s
criminal actions was put forward in September 2013 after the fatal
stabbing of Pavlos Fyssas, a 34 year old musician from Nikaia district,
well known for his anti‐fascist views. The crime, committed by a 43
year old man with allegedly strong connections with the Golden
Dawn’s leadership, took place in front of a police squad, which shortly,
after the intervention of a victim’s friend, arrested the perpetrator on
the spot.10 Within few days after the attack, 46 persons, among them
leading members of the party, including its General Secretary and
founder, Mr Nikolaos Michaloliakos, were arrested and subjected to
pre‐trial detention under the charge of creating and participating into a
criminal organization, linked to a range of offences, including the fatal
stabbing of Fyssas and several violent attacks on immigrants.11 Their
trial is on progress.
Another important factor that influences the expansion of racist
crime in Greece is not only the state’s unwillingness and inefficiency to
appropriately monitor and tackle the phenomenon, but also its patent
failure to properly address immigration and asylum related issues that
the country has been facing for decades. In practice the police appear
ill‐equipped or ill‐disposed to investigate attacks. There is no special‐
ized practical training at the police academies, and there are no special‐
ized officers tasked with pursuing or overseeing investigations into
possible hate crimes12. The longstanding deficiencies of the reception
and asylum national systems,as well as the systematic violations of leg‐

UN Human Rights Council, May 2016, p. 14.
Amnesty International, Greece: Prevent further extremist violence after activist
stabbed to death, 18 September 2013,
available at: http://www.refworld.
org/docid/523c0a624.html
11 Human Rights Watch, Greece: focus bill on curbing racist attacks, 9 October
2013, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/5257be424.html
12 Human Rights Watch, July 2012, p. 12.
9

10
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islation regulating migrants’ rights and access to basic services com‐
bined with the absence of effective procedures for their smooth inclu‐
sion into Greek society have exacerbated existing inequalities, en‐
hanced a culture of intolerance and facilitated the commission of fur‐
ther violent acts. Exploitation in the workplace is the norm. Studies
conducted on the field confirm that migrants are still highly discrimi‐
nated regarding their legal access to labour market, insurance coverage
and wage offers13. Impoverishment among the victims renders them
more vulnerable and incapable of reacting against injustice and vio‐
lence. As a consequence they suffer in silence.
Extent of the Problem – Discrepancies Between Official and Unoffi‐
cial Data
Due to a variety of reasons, the majority of racist at‐
tacks are never reported; are reported but not recorded;
or are recorded but not as racist attacks. The inaction
and reluctance exhibited by police officers, the officers’
refusal to arrest perpetrators or record incidents and,
the victims’ very own fear that they may be arrested or
stigmatized, together with their conviction that they
will not be vindicated, resemble communicating ves‐
sels. In any case, it is the classic case of invisible crime
rate, largely induced by the stand and conduct exhib‐
ited by police officers and other state officials. (The
Greek Ombudsman, September 2013).
Until the creation of the Racist Violence Recording Network in 2011
no official criminal justice data existed on racially motivated offences,
since these were not systematically collected and analyzed. Data sub‐
mitted in 2013 by the Greek Prosecutor’s Office to the OSCE’s Office
for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights revealed that no new
13 Nick Drydakis & Minas Vlassis, ‘Ethnic discrimination in the Greek labour
market: occupational access, insurance coverage, and wage offers, Experimental
Economics,
available
at
http://www.antigone.gr/files/en/library/selected‐
publications‐on‐migration‐and‐asylum/greece/070224.pdf, p 19.
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cases were reported in 2010 and 2011, one sentence was handed down
for a racist crime in 2011 and only one racist crime was prosecuted in
2012.14
Hate on the streets, however, was prevalent. In June 2011 Doctors of
the World Director Mr Nikitas Kanakis estimated that 300 victims of
racist attacks had sought treatment at the organization’s clinic in Ath‐
ens in the first half of 2011. Mr Tzanetos Antipas, the head of the Greek
NGO Praksis said at the same time that they had treated just over 200
victims in roughly the same period.15 The Network in its first pilot
study recorded 63 incidents between October and December 2011 in
Athens and Patras.16
During the period Jan–Dec 2012, the Network documented through
interviews with victims 154 incidents of racist violence, 107 of which
occurred within the geographical area of the municipality of Athens
and, particularly, in areas near the city centre, such as Aghios Pantelei‐
monas, Attica Square, America Square and other areas around Omonia
Square, while 23 incidents were recorded in the broader area of Attica
Prefecture17. The majority of the victims did not possess legal docu‐
ments of stay in the country. Only 24 of them filed official complaints.18
The Greek Ombudsman in its 2013 report supported that police re‐
corded fewer than 1/3 of the incidents (82 possibly race motivated inci‐
dents in 2012) that the Ombudsman had recorded and cross‐checked as

14 Organization for Security and Co‐operation in Europe (OSCE), Hate Crimes in
the OSCE Region: incidents and responses, Annual Report for 2012, November
2013, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/528a19084.html, p. 27.
15 The Greek Ombudsman, The Phenomenon of Racist Violence in Greece and How
It Is Combated’, September 2013, available at: file:///C:/Users/user/Downloads/
Greece_Greek%20OM_Special%20Report_Racist%20violence%20and%20how%20it
%20is%20combated_Summary_2013_EN.pdf b, p. 2.
16 Human Rights Watch, July 2012, p. 43.
17 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2012 Annual Report, available at:
https://www.unhcr.gr/fileadmin/Greece/News/2013/dt/ConclusionsNetwork2012T
otalEN.pdf , p. 1
18 Ibid, p. 4.
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having taken place (253 incidents)19.
Following Network’s recordings, in 2013 the number of incidents
rose sharply compared with the previous year.166 incidents were re‐
ported with at least 320 victims, 143 of which committed against immi‐
grants and refugees, while the other 22 against LGBT persons and one
against a human rights defender. During the critical period after the
murder of Pavlos Fyssas 18 incidents of racist violence were re‐
corded.20The vast majority of the victims continued to be undocu‐
mented migrants and only 33 among them reported the crime to the
authorities.21In April 2013 more than 30, mainly Bangladeshi, migrants
working as strawberry pickers were shot in Manolada, Ilia by their
formen when they protested for not having been payed for more than
six months. As a result 8 migrants were seriously injured and required
hospitalization.22Another case that attracted public attention during the
year was the unprovoked murder of Shahzad Luqman, a 26‐year Paki‐
stani worker, who was fatally stabbed by two Greek men in the area of
Petralona on January 17 2013.Hereunder decision 398/2014 of the
Mixed Jury Court of Athens both defendants were convicted at first in‐
stance and their appeal trial is still pending.23
During the same period (January‐December 2013) the competent

The Greek Ombudsman, September 2013, p. 2.
Racist Violence Recording Network, 2013 Annual Report, available at:
http://rvrn.org/wp‐content/uploads/2014/04/Report2013_EN.pdf, p. 5.
21 Ibid., pp. 6, 9.
22 Amnesty International, Greece: Despair pervades camps after 33 migrant workers
shot in Manolada, 22 April 2013, available at: http://www.refworld.org/ do‐
cid/518217644.html
23 The Court’s reasoning underlined the qualitative elements and the special cir‐
cumstances under which the crime was committed: “numerical superiority of per‐
petrators – at midnight‐ attack against an individual unknown to them, who was
targeted as a Pakistani migrant, with the use of knives, in an area frequented by
migrants and the identification of the victim was easier, without any provocation
by the victim, repeated stabs, escape by removing the evidence and hiding the dis‐
tinctive features of the vehicle, moving ahead without fear of being traced and ar‐
rested (…)”.
19
20
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authorities recorded nationwide 109 cases with suspected racist mo‐
tive, in 43 of which charges were pressed under Law 927/1979.24 ECRI’s
delegation on the other hand was informed that 15 cases had been in‐
vestigated and nine prosecutions initiated under Law 927/1979 in
2013.25
A marked drop in incidents was noted in2014, a year that coincided
with Golden Dawn’s members’ arrest.66 acts of racist violence were re‐
corded by the Network, 46 of which against refugees and migrants.
Once again the majority of the victims held no legal documents of stay.
Twelve of them logded a complaint and in five cases criminal proceed‐
ings had been initiated.26
The authorities, on the other hand, recorded a total of eighty poten‐
tially racially motivated offences investigated nationwide by the com‐
petent Hellenic Police services. Case‐files for 57 incidents were formed
and subsequently submitted to the local prosecuting authorities ac‐
cordingly, Among those, 39 incidents were forwarded pursuant to Law
927/1979, as amended by Law 4285/2014.27
In 2015, the incidents rise up again. This might be connected with
the refugee crisis that Greece has exprerienced during the year, as well
as with the Network’s enhanced recording capacity due to the expan‐
sion of its activities and establishing ad hoc contacts with actors operat‐
ing at entry points of refugees. 273 incidents of racist violence were re‐
corded, 75 of which against refugees and immigrants. 172 incidents in
total took place in the city of Athens, whereas 99 in other cities and is‐
lands across the country. These figures corroborate the Network’s long
standing assumptions that hate crime is prevalent in other regions of

24 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2013 Annual Report, p. 10; see also table
in Organization’s for Security and Cooperation in Europe Hate Crime Reporting Database,
available at: www.hatecrime.osce.org/greece
25 Council of Europe: European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance
(ECRI), February 2015, p. 18
26 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2014 Annual Report, available at:
http://mdmgreece.gr/app/uploads/2015/05/Report_2014eng.pdf, p. 9.
27 Ibid., p. 16.
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the country as well, but due to lack of local recording mechanisms, lit‐
tle is known about the true situation outside Athens. Only 3 incidents
were reported to the police according to victims’ statements. However,
the vast majority (47 cases) did not provide any specific information as
to whether they had contacted the authorities.28 As far as official data
are concerned, during the course of 2015, eighty potentially racially
motivated incidents were recorded and investigated nationwide by the
competent authorities.29
Data do not verify a marked increase of incidents against newcomers
(seven attacks). Amnesty International, however, reported that on Sep‐
tember, 3 2015 a group of 15 to 25, allegedly members of the Golden
Dawn, attacked refugees on Kos and threatened activists. Police took
no action to stop the group from attacking the refugees and riot police
only intervened after the physical attacks had started.30
Characteristics of the Attacks – Profile and Modus Operandi of the
Offenders
All published to date reports measuring and describing acts of rac‐
ist violence in Greece show a distinct pattern in the commission of the
offences that seems to be continued in the passage of time. Most inci‐
dents involve physical attacks, while those resulting in verbal abuse
(verbal abuse, threats, degrading behavior) are much less common.
Hate is mainly expressed in a violent way ending up to serious or mi‐
nor bodily injuries. The majority of offences take place during night or
early morning hours rather than daytime. This is possibly connected
with offenders’ and victims’ organization of daily routine activities, as
well as existing opportunities for the commission of crimes (lower
chance of being caught or witnessed in less crowded areas under their
control).

28 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2015 Annual Report, available at:
http://rvrn.org/wp‐content/uploads/2016/04/Report_2015eng.pdf, p. 9.
29 Ibid., p. 26.
30 Amnesty International, Amnesty International Report 2015/16 – Greece, 24 Feb‐
ruary 2016, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/56d05b536.html
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Furthermore, recordings of the years 2011‐2013 reveal that offenders
tend to act in groups and in an organized way, many times multiple
members against one sole victim. Out of the 154 incidents recorded by
RVRN in 2012, in only six cases the perpetrator acted alone. Similarly
in 2013, in 6 out of the 166 cases recorded there was only one offender,
whilst in 2014 in 15 out of the 81 incidents in total. Most assaults were
committed by groups of 2‐10 persons.31 As the Network points out:
The perpetrators are believed to act in an organized man‐
ner and in groups, moving either by motorcycle or on foot,
often being accompanied by aggressive dogs. They are
dressed in black and at times with military trousers, wear‐
ing helmets or having their faces covered. Motorcycle or
foot ‘patrol’ by people dressed in black are described as the
most common practice; they act as self‐proclaimed vigi‐
lante groups who attack refugees and migrants in the
streets, squares or public transportation stops. The victims
spoke of areas in Athens which have become inaccessible
to them due to the fear of being attacked.32
In many cases victims report the use of weapons during
the attacks, such as clubs, clowbars, folding batons, chains,
brass knuckles, spray, knives and broken bottles, while the
use of large dogs has been repeatedly reported in the area
of Aghios Panteleimonas and Attica Square.33
This pattern of organized and joint attacks seems to change in 2014
and 201534 after Golden Dawn’s leading members’ arrest and mobiliza‐
tion of the state and the media regarding the party’s activities. Offend‐
ers continued to express their hate in groups at neighbourhoods of

Racist Violence Recording Network, 2013 Annual Report, pp. 6, 7.
Racist Violence Recording Network, 2012 Annual Report, pp. 2‐3, similar kind
of testimonies emerge from the next reports.
33 Ibid., p. 3.
34 In 23 out of the 46 attacks recorded against immigrants and refugees there
was one single perpetrator. Fifty‐nine (59) attacks were committed by groups of 2‐
10 persons.
31
32
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their control, but became much more attentive in demonstrating their
political identities and connections with specific organizations. As the
Network supports:
Despite the absence in most of the cases of obvious distinc‐
tive elements that would tie the perpetrators with mem‐
bers of extremist groups or with the practice of secutiry
battalions, which was recorded in previous years, common
feature of the attacks are the intense violence, the numeri‐
cal superiority of the perpetrators to the victims and their
explicit targeting because of their ethnic origin and/or skin
colour. Therefore, while the perpetrators in their vast ma‐
jority do not mention during the attack in some way (ei‐
ther expressly or by their clothes and the use of distinctive
characacteristics) the Golden Dawn or their participation
in other organized groups, it turns out from the descrip‐
tion of the facts that organized groups still operate.35
The majority of the victims are men, between the age of 25‐35 years
old on average. At this point it would be interesting to point out that
higher risk for men than for women is not connected with feelings of
compassion of the offenders towards the more vulnerable ones (a
number of incidents have taken place against women), but with practi‐
cal issues related to everyday activities and cultural distinctivenesses
offemale communities, such as the fact that foreign women, both out of
need, fear and belief, go out much less often than men, exposing them‐
selves to lower levels of danger.
Location of the crimes can on the one hand be connected with high
concentrations of migrants in areas where these type of incidents fre‐
quently occur and, on the other hand, with the increased operation ac‐
tivities that right‐wing groups have developed there, trying to inflame
residents’ sentiments of dislike and fear towards foreigners, in parallel
to presenting themselves as a solution for their safety. In this way, such
areas, on average inhabited by people of low economic status, dispro‐

35

Racist Violence Recording Network, 2014 Annual Report, pp. 7‐8.
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portionately affected by the economic crisis and sick of sharing their
neighourhoods with impoverished immigrants, constitute a suitable
terrain for such groups’ settlement and rise of influence.
Correspondingly, it is this kind of influence and power that partly
explains the publicity of the sites, in which racist violence takes place.
The offenders are not obliged to search for a private space to express
their hate; they feel totally secure that, even though they are about to
commit crimes overtly in the middle of the street, they can go unde‐
tected and unpunished, under the protection of the rest of the group,
as well as police officers. Acting in public may also seem more chal‐
lenging and adventurous for young persons who participate in these
groups, covering their need to exhibit their masculinity and power in
front of the others (thrill seekers) or, in cases, it might be connected
with a sense of duty that characterizes a number of assailants, who be‐
lieve that they are under the mission of cleansing neighborhoods out of
strangers (mission offenders).
Moreover, 2015 RVRN’s report reveals a remarkable change regard‐
ing the age profile of the offenders. Even though in previous years the
majority of assailants were estimated by the victims to be approxi‐
mately at the age of 27 years old, in 2015 the age characteristics differ.
Out of the 75 attacks that took place against immigrants and refugees
during the year, 16 of them were committed by persons between the
age of 18‐30 years old, in 24 cases the perpetrator was between the age
of 30‐40 years old, in 19 cases between 40‐50 years old and in 8 inci‐
dents over 50 years old.36 This information is very alarming, as it might
mean that racist violent ideologies and practices have penetrated to a
wide range of the population, irrespectively of its age and self‐control
mechanisms, expected to grow as persons become older.
Official Response to Racist Attacks
Until 2013 the efforts of the Greek state to combat racist crime
within its territory and promote peace and security among its residents

36

Racist Violence Recording Network, 2015 Annual Report, p. 9.
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could at best be characterized as insufficient and ineffective. The wide
discrepancies between official and unofficial data, the total absence of
criminal investigations and convictions of the offenders, lack of any
substantial support to the victims, along with various allegations re‐
garding police’s increased involvement in acts of racist violence are
only some indicators of the situation that prevailed during the years
2008‐2013.
As Human Rights Watch points out in its 2012 report, “in theory,
appropriate legal tools and police guidelines were in place. In keeping
with the European Union’s Council Framework Decision on Combat‐
ting Certain Forms and Expressions of Racism and Xenophobia, by
means of criminal law, Greece amended its criminal code in 2008 to
make racist motivation an aggravating circumstance (article 79 par. 3
CC). A 2006 Ministry of Citizen Protection Circular to the Hellenic Po‐
lice Force entitled ‘Addressing racism, xenophobia, bigotry and intol‐
erance through police actions’ required the police to investigate possi‐
ble racist motive in the commission of a crime when invoked by vic‐
tims or witnesses, when this interpretation was substantiated by evi‐
dence, when admitted by the perpetrator, or when the alleged perpe‐
trator and victim of the crime self‐identify or belong to different racial,
religious or social groups”.37
Available data, however, draw a completely different picture re‐
garding police officers’ stance towards the victims. First of all, police‐
men were accused of being neutral observers of the attacks of right
wing groups at best. At worst, they actually perpetrated racist violence.
There was little evidence that they were pursuing a strategy to prevent
violent attacks on immigrants, despite repeated attacks in certain areas
of the city, and a pattern of intense retaliatory violence in the wake of
crimes attributed to migrants.38
Furthermore, the police refused to investigate, even when there was
ample evidence. Instead of dealing with complainants as potential vic‐

37
38

Human Rights Watch, July 2012, p. 75.
Human Rights Watch, July 2012, p. 77.
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tims of a crime they often seemed to prioritize control of their resi‐
dence status. Even in cases where the residence status of the victims
was guaranteed (asylum seekers, recognized refugees or holders of
residence permits) they were not protected them from being targeted.
Even those who possessed legal documents faced danger of being arbi‐
trarily arrested and detained, as well as being abused. As the Network
points out, ‘they are targeted because of stereotypes, shortcomings and
distortions within the migration policy and because of their particular
vulnerability, as the incidents often take place without the presence of
witnesses or in detention facilities’.39
Police also discouraged victims from filing a complaint in the pre‐
text that the latter won’t be able to recognize the offenders or that it
was pointless to intervene and the victims should defend themselves
on their own or, even better, leave the country in order to avoid any
risk. Numerous reports highlight the incapacity, unwillingness or even
refusal on part of the police personnel to identify the bias element of
the attacks, as well as the indifferent attitude that police officers fre‐
quently developed towards the victims. The serious shortcomings of
the police response to the incidents, both in the stage of intervention at
the time of the commission of the offences and in their subsequent in‐
vestigations are mirrored in the European Court’s for Human Rights
judgment on the case Sakir v Greece (48475/09, 24‐03‐2016), where the
Court accepted that Greece had violated the obligation to conduct an
effective investigation following the assault against the applicant.40
Apart from these concerns, continued allegations of actual personal
involvement of policemen in the commission of racist offences and
their covert associations with organized right‐wing groups have mini‐
mized victims’ trust in the criminal justice system. Numerous studies
reveal the level of cruelty and arbitrariness that characterizes a number
of law enforcement officers when coming into contact with immi‐
Racist Violence Recording Network, 2’014 Annual Report’, p. 13.
Eva Brems, Sakir v Greece: Racist violence against an undocumented migrant, 6
April 2016, available at: https://strasbourgobservers.com/2016/04/06/sakir‐v‐greece‐
racist‐violence‐against‐an‐undocumented‐migrant/
39
40
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grants, especially during street operations, as well as in areas of admin‐
istrative detention.41 For years organizations and international bodies
denounced the climate of impunity that prevailed within the police
force, reinforced by the lack of an effective independent mechanism to
investigate complaints of police brutality and arbitrariness. Law
3938/2011, as amended by Law 4249/2014 set up an office for arbitrary
incidents within the Greek police to investigate cases of abuse of pow‐
ers. However, this office never started its work and, in any case, it
could not be considered as independent, as it remained part of the po‐
lice force.
Since the beginning of its operation, the Network stated to collect
data concerning racist acts committed by law enforcement agencies as
a distinct category. In 2012 25 separate incidents were recorded, 7 of
which occurred in areas of detention. The perpetrators were said to be
officers on duty who resorted to illegal acts and violent practices when
carrying out routine checks. There were also cases where victims re‐
ported that they were brought to police stations, were detained and ill‐
treated for a few hours, as well as reports of legal documents being de‐
stroyed during these operations.42 In 2013, the number of incidents rose
up to 44,43 whilst in 2014 were reduced to 22.44 The European Commis‐
sion against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) supports in its 2015 report
on Greece that in 2013, 109 complaints about racist acts committed by
police officers were lodged.45. In 2015, 11 incidents were recorded in
which the perpetrators were either only law enforcement officials or
law enforcement officials along with either perpetrators. Eight inci‐

41 Amnesty International, Police Violence in Greece: Not just ‘isolated incidents’, 3
July 2012, EUR 25/005/2012, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4ff53e
842.html, p. 18‐21, Amnesty International, ‘A law unto themselves: a culture of
abuse and impunity in the Greek police’, 3 April 2014, EUR 25/005/2014, available
at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/533e67154.html, pp. 17, 22.
42 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2012 Annual Report, p . 3.
43 Racist Violence Recording Network. 2013 Annual Report, p. 7.
44 Racist Violence Recording Network, 2014 Annual Report, p. 12.
45 Ibid., p. 12.
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dents took place in public spaces, seven in detention areas and 1 in a
metro station.46
Greek Ombudsman’s 2013 report reveals the flaws of the followed
procedures and the climate of impunity that characterizes the police
force:
… The examination of the actual response of the police
to complaints the Greek Ombudsman received in 2012
with regard to unbetting conduct of police officers
driven by racist motive corroborates the picture of the
delay in carrying out internal investigations, something
which creates a sense of impunity. The superficial ex‐
amination of incidents eventually reported to the police
together with the cessation of the investigation as early
as its preliminary stage constitutes a blow to the trust‐
worthiness of disciplinary proceedings to such a degree
that indeed any investigation ends up being considered
something of a pretext by the victims as well as by a
great deal of citizens and organizations...47
In late 2012, the Ministry of Public Order and Citizen Protection in‐
troduced special units within the police to tackle racist violence (p.d.
132/2012), whilst the first Public Prosecutor for racially motivated
crimes was appointed later during the same year. The Units are man‐
dated to carry out in‐depth investigations into racist attacks. They can
also open an investigation ex officio and receive anonymous com‐
plaints, including via a dedicated telephone hotline (11414). However,
according to users the hotline has no interpreters available. Further‐
more, callers did not receive any information about the reporting proc‐
ess or any assistance available, but were merely told to report to a po‐
lice station.48
Police practice of arresting victims for lack of legal documents of
Racist Violence Recording Network, 2015 Annual Report, p. 22.
The Greek Ombudsman, September 2013, p. 3.
48 Council of Europe: European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance
(ECRI), February 2015, p. 27.
46
47
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stay in the country, as well as attitudes of indifference and aggressive‐
ness towards them are considered to be the two major obstacles for
addressing to the authorities. The vast majority of the victims are, in‐
deed, undocumented migrants who hesitate to report the crime to the
police for fear of being arrested and deported, a fear well‐ founded and
valid, observing the administration’s approach. For years organiza‐
tions and agencies working with victims exercised pressure on the au‐
thorities to adopt and disseminate a clear policy providing that un‐
documented migrants who are victims of crime will not be subject to
detention.
Moreover, the provision of article 79 par. 3 of the Criminal Code,
remaining un en forced by the Greek criminal courts, was considered
to serve no use. The consideration of the racist motive only at the stage
of the decision or the sentence had as a consequence not to be thor‐
oughly and carefully investigated by law enforcement authorities from
the stage of preliminary investigation. The full racist background and
dimension of the attack was not properly taken into account during the
collection of evidence, the investigation and the judicial proceedings.
After continuous pressure by organizations and civil society actors, ar‐
ticle 79 was abolished by Law 4285/2014, enacted on 09‐09‐2014, which
introduced article 81 A to the Criminal Code rendering more severe the
lowest sentences that can be imposed for hate motivated offences. Law
3304/2005 covers discrimination on the grounds of race, ethnic origin,
religion, political or other beliefs, sex, disability, age or sexual orienta‐
tion in the areas of employment, social protection, education and ac‐
cess to goods and services including housing. Additionally, article 1
par. 1b. of the Joint Ministerial Decision 30651/201449 provided for a
suspension of detention and deportation decisions regarding victims
and essential witnesses of racist crimes as well as the establishment of a
special regime of residence permit for the period necessary for prose‐
cuting and convicting perpetrators.

49 Available in Greek at: http://www.refworld.org/cgi‐bin/texis/vtx/rwmain/
opendocpdf.pdf?reldoc=y&docid=54eb3f924
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Despite positive measures, victims reportedly continue to face ma‐
jor obstacles when approaching the authorities to file in their com‐
plaints. Structural deficiencies, such as lack of interpretation and pro‐
vision of psycho‐social services, undermine their capacity to share their
experiences and receive help for the crimes committed against them.
Moreover, the possibility of being accused and arrested for illegal entry
continues to have a deterrent effect to their decision to contact law en‐
forcement agencies. RVRN’s 2014 annual report purports that despite
the operation of departments and offices of the Hellenic Police for
combating racist violence, it has not become common knowledge
among victims that these organs constitute the competent authority
they can address. This is especially the case of third country nationals
living in conditions of extreme poverty and other without legal docu‐
ments. Even though legislative amendments providing for the protec‐
tion of victims and witnesses may have a positive effect on filing offi‐
cial complaints of criminal acts, practice has demonstrated the difficul‐
ties that victims face during this process, even in cases where compe‐
tent authorities and services were willing to help.
The RVRN stresses out that the state owes to guarantee the victims
substantive access to police and judicial authorities apart from the for‐
mal one. This would entail the need to address structural problems re‐
garding the lack of interpretation at all stages of the process on the ba‐
sis of operational planning. Therefore, the victim must have the explicit
possibility to communicate with the authorities in his/her native lan‐
guage or in a language that he/she understands at the stage of medical
report, complaint and deposition, forensic medical examination, as
well as every time he/she comes in contact with the Hellenic Police and
the prosecuting authorities50.
Concluding Remarks
Combating racist crime in Greece has been proved a very difficult
terrain in terms of protecting the victims and restoring justice and so‐

50

Racist Violence Recording Network, 2014 Annual Report, p. 16.
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cial peace. Even though research data of the past decade clearly show a
marked increase of incidents in the passage of time, as well as the cru‐
elty of the attacks, no efficient official measures are taken in order to
identify the culprits, help the victims and develop strategies of preven‐
tive or protective action. Despite positive legislative reforms of the re‐
cent past and the creation of special police units, it is a common place
among professionals working on the field that the true extent of the
problem exceeds by far the limits of their knowledge, while the major‐
ity of the victims remain unknown and totally unprotected.
The vulnerable situation of the victims, associated with their irregu‐
lar status and long‐term marginalization in the Greek society, as well
as their lack of confidence in the Greek criminal justice system due to
negative or traumatic past experiences prevents them from coming into
contact with the authorities to report the crimes committed against
them. The competent authorities, on the other hand, appear ill‐
disposed or ill‐equipped to tackle the situation. No preventive action is
taken in order to diminish the eventuality of attacks, especially in cer‐
tain areas of the city, where the majority of offences are reported or
during specific events. The state authorities do not exercise in practice
their ex officio powers to investigate the crimes after their commission,
while the courts have been reluctant in applying relevant provisions,
even in cases where racist motive was evident. Investigations sur‐
rounding police officers’ stance of indifference and inaction during the
commission of the attacks, as well as cases of maltreatment of migrants
and refugees in areas of detention are considered to be non transparent
and of poor quality. Even in cases where the victims decide to over‐
come their hesitations and come into contact with the police or the spe‐
cial units operating within the Ministry of Interior and Administrative
Reconstruction, lack of interpretation and psycho‐social support ser‐
vices weakens their capacity to properly describe the offence and de‐
mand justice.
The current situation in Greece, marked by the consequences of the
economic, political and refugee crises, poses great challenges for the fu‐
ture concerning human immigration and the ability of host environ‐
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ments to respect international law and adapt to new realities. Security
bodies and judicial authorities must be urgently provided with exper‐
tise and constant training in order to fulfill their difficult task. To
achieve this goal a more systematic co‐operation with international,
European and Greek organizations working on the field is needed., as
well as the establishment of clear guidelines that would define an ap‐
propriate approach of all involved actors. In terms of prevention, po‐
lice forces should concentrate their efforts in areas where the offences
usually take place, by monitoring the situation and intervening imme‐
diately on the spot when needed. Approaching immigrant organized
communities could also be a useful tool to gather information concern‐
ing the extent of the problem and the characteristics of the attacks and
the offenders, as well as to acquire access to persons that could serve as
interpreters or mediators for supplementing the victims. The top prior‐
ity, however, of the Greek authorities should be to challenge defini‐
tions of ethnic and mono‐cultural Greek identity, existing within Greek
society, which often give rise to perceiving the ‘other’ as a threat to the
country’s well‐being and to create the appropriate environment for the
redefinition of the Greek identity in a multi‐cultural context, character‐
ized by respect for human rights, the rule of law and social peace.
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Introduction
Dimitrios Evrigenis1 in the report ‘on the findings of the Inquiry
into the Rise of Fascism and Racism in Europe’ noted that in Greece the
native population’s attitude towards ethnic or religious minorities is tolerant,
xenophilic and generally free of racial prejudice.2 The mass arrival and set‐
tlement of immigrants in Greece after the collapse of the socialism in
Eastern and Southeastern Europe in the 1990’s, led to the emergence of
racism and xenophobia in society, as the state had not been properly
ready to face such a phenomenon. The worsening of economic dispari‐
ties, the fear of unemployment and insecurity created a negative per‐
ception3 for the immigrants in parts of the population, nonetheless, did
1 Dimitrios Evrigenis was a professor in the Law School of the Aristotle Univer‐
sity of Thessaloniki. He was elected as a judge in the European Court of Human
Rights and also served in the United Nations Committee of the Elimination of Ra‐
cial Discrimination.
2 European Parliament, Committee of Inquiry into the Rise of Fascism and Racism in
Europe, Report on the Findings of the Inquiry (Draftsman: D. Evrigenis), December
1985, p. 44.
3 Antonopoulou, A. & Pitsela, A. ‘Foreign nationals as a minority group in the
criminal justice system of Greece: from offending to victimization of non‐Greek
population’. Eur. J. Crim. Policy Res. (2014) 20: 277. doi:10.1007/s10610‐013‐9219‐1;
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not cause alarming expressions of violence against them.4
However, in the latest (published in 2015) monitoring report on
Greece the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance
(ECRI)5 of the Council of Europe noted a dramatic increase of the racist
violence. The previous assessment of the extent of the phenomenon in
the country, based on the former reports, included indeed significantly
lower numbers of racist violence. Nonetheless, it should also be noted
that in the meantime the record of incidents has been improved due to
the activity of Non‐Governmental Organizations and the establishment
of the Racist Violence Recording Network.6 Despite the still existing
shortcomings in the official statistical records, the data accruing from
the Greek Ombudsman7 and the Racist Violence Recording Network
reveal annual increase in the racist motivated attacks in the period
2009‐2013. The recorded attacks were in their majority against mi‐

Pitsela, A. (2010). ‘Foreigners and crime in Greece’. In Aristotle University of Thes‐
saloniki, NOMOC, Tribute to Professor Kalliopi Koufa, Thessaloniki (in Greek), pp.
277, 278.
4 Council of Europe, European Commission against Racism and Intolerance. Third
Report on Greece. December 2003, p. 5, and Council of Europe, European Commission
against Racism and Intolerance. Second Report on Greece. December 1999. Retrieved
from:
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/Country‐by‐country/Greece/
Greece_CBC_en.asp
See also Z. Papadimitriou (2000), The European Racism. Athens: Ellinika
Grammata, p. 298 ff. (in Greek).
5 ECRI is a human rights body of the Council of Europe, composed of inde‐
pendent experts, which monitors problems of racism, xenophobia, anti‐Semitism,
intolerance and discrimination on grounds such as race, national/ethnic origin,
color, citizenship, religion and language; it prepares reports and issues recommen‐
dations to member States (http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/default
_en.asp). In the terms of its activities ECRI conducts country‐by‐country monitor‐
ing work in 5 year cycles.
6 The Racist Violence Recording Network was set up by the Greek National
Human Rights Commission and 35 Non‐Governmental Organizations in 2011.
7 Greek Ombudsman (2013), ‘The phenomenon of racist violence in Greece and
its confrontation’ (in Greek), retrieved 15.08.2016 from: http://www.synigoros.
gr/resources/eidikiekthesiratsistikivia‐‐2.pdf
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grants, refugees, Roma, Jews, Muslims and members of the LGBT
communities, while the fear of the victims to report the incidents and
their distrust to the effectiveness of the competent authorities was also
confirmed.8
As influencing factors the ECRI specifically indicated the role of the
neo‐Nazi party, Golden Dawn, and the alarming existence of incite‐
ment to racial hatred in the public discourse9. Apart from the economic
crisis and the recession of the welfare state that favored the spread and
growth of the extremist rhetoric, the incomplete institutional distinc‐
tion between the church and the state has also been pointed out as a
contributing to discrimination factor.10
Moreover, in the latest Written Information by the Greek National
Human Rights Commission concerning the implementation of the UN
International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Dis‐
crimination (ICERD) in July 2016, the severe economic crisis that
Greece has been facing during the last seven years is held as a cause of
the increased discrimination against vulnerable groups such as mi‐
grants, refugees, asylum seekers, Roma, and LGBT communities.11
8 Council of Europe, ECRI Report on Greece, (fifth monitoring cycle), adopted on
10 December 2014, published on 24 February 2015, p. 9. Retrieved 15.08.2016 from:
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/Country‐by‐country/Greece/GRC‐CbC‐
V‐2015‐001‐ENG.pdf, p. 23.
9 Council of Europe, ECRI Report on Greece (fifth monitoring cycle), adopted on
10 December 2014, published on 24 February 2015, p. 9.
10 A. Gazakis, D. Syrri & A. Takis (2014). Racism and Discrimination in Greece To‐
day. Thessaloniki: Heinrich Böll Stiftung Greece. Retrieved 15.08.2016 from:
https://heimatkunde.boell.de/sites/default/files/report_en.pdf, pp. 21, 44.
11 In fact the National Commission for Human Rights aligns with the statement
of the UN Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimina‐
tion, xenophobia and related intolerance, Mr. Mutuma Ruteere, following his visit
to Greece in May 2015. Greek National Commission for Human Rights, (2016),
Written Information submitted by the Greek National Commission for Human
Rights (GNCHR) in relation to the implementation of the International Convention
on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) in Greece, p. 8.
Retrieved 15.08.2016 from: http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CERD/Shared%20
Documents/GRC/INT_CERD_IFN_GRC_24494_E.pdf
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Undoubtedly, the unprecedented wave of migration, Greece has
been facing lately, was added in an already challenging period for both
the state mechanism and the society. Consistent with the arguments of
the first European Parliament Report, drafted by D. Evrigenis, on the
findings of the Inquiry into the Rise of Fascism and Racism in Europe12, the
absence of a systemic cooperative policy and the ineffective treatment
have, thus, worsen inevitably the racist phenomena. Notwithstanding
the increase of hate crimes and incidents, what is more alarming is the
ineffective official treatment that could lead to a misinterpreted socially
accepted tolerance.13
In fact, the superficial investigation of racist crime cases resulting in
impunity for the offenders of racist violent attacks, especially among
the police force,14 had not only been addressed by the Greek Ombuds‐
man since 2013, but also recently emerged after the decision in 2016 by
the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in the case of Sakir v.
Greece15. The case concerned the assault against an Afghan national, R.
Sakir, in the center of Athens. The Court noted deficiencies and omis‐
sions in the official police investigation and failure to connect the case
with similar incidents constituting a broader context of racist violence.

12 According to the European Parliament, Committee of Inquiry into the Rise of
Fascism and Racism in Europe. Report on the findings of the inquiry, December 1985, p.
68: the problem of racism is exacerbated by the large scale of international popula‐
tion movements.
13 N. Paraskevopoulos (2007). Analyzing the Facts: Domestic incidents of xenopho‐
bia and racism. Refoulements and hate preaching. (in Greek). Retrieved 17.08.2016
from: http://cm.greekhelsinki.gr/uploads/2007_files/ghm937_ratsismos_xenofovia
_antisimitismos_dikaiosyni_greek.doc. p. 2.
14 Nevertheless, according to relevant empirical research in the police force, the
attributed label of ‘racist’ is arbitrary and unsubstantiated. See in further detail in
E. Vagena‐Palaiologou (2006). Racism and Xenophobia. Research in the Justice and the
Police, Athens: Nomiki Bibliothiki. (in Greek), p. 115 ff.
15 ECHR (2016), Case of Sakir v. Greece: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001‐
161795. The case concerned also violation of the Articles 3 (prohibition of inhuman
or degrading treatment) and 13 (right to an effective remedy) due to the conditions
of the applicant’s detention.
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Thus, the Court concluded in violation of the Article 3 of the Conven‐
tion under its procedural aspect as the authorities did not address the
case in a sufficiently effective manner. Indeed, apart from that, the ju‐
risprudence implementing the anti‐racism laws is characterized as ac‐
tually scarce.16
According to the ECRI’ s conclusions the situation in Greece regard‐
ing racist incidents urges for effective treatment, however, several na‐
tional legislative and policy initiatives were welcomed as positive de‐
velopments in the effort to address issues of racism. In fact, apart from
the introduction of the new anti‐racist legislation in 2014 by the Law
No. 4285/2014, presented in detail in the following paragraphs, previ‐
ously in 2010 the Law No. 3852/2010 (Article 78) provided the frame‐
work for the establishment of local Integration Councils for Immi‐
grants. These councils operate in each municipality in order to record
and investigate problems faced by immigrants residing in the region
and the development of local actions supporting their integration in
the local community. In addition, since 1999 competent concerning ac‐
tions against racism and intolerance have been also the Local Councils
for the Prevention of Criminality17 established by the Law No.
2713/1999, as modified and renamed to Local Councils for the Preven‐
tion of Delinquency by the Law No. 3387/2005.
Moreover, in 2012 special police units18 for the in‐depth investiga‐
tion of racist attacks were established by the Ministry of Public Order
and Citizen Protection. There are two Departments for the Confronta‐
tion of the Racist Violence in the largest cities in Attica and Thessalo‐
niki, and totally sixty eight relevant bureaus across the country. There

16 M. Kaiafa‐Gbandi, ‘The criminal treatment of racist rhetoric, racist crimes and
racist discrimination: towards an effective protection of human dignity’, Criminal
Justice 2/2016, (in Greek), p. 102.
17 See further the key competences of the Local Councils targeting at the im‐
provement of the feelings of insecurity in S. Alexiadis (2011). Criminology. Ath‐
ens/Thessaloniki: Sakkoula publ. (in Greek), p. 327 f.
18
http://www.astynomia.gr/index.php?option=ozo_content&lang=%27..%27&
perform=view&id=23730&Itemid=1027&lang=
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is also a special hotline (11414) operating in 24 hours for the denuncia‐
tion of racist violence incidents.
In 2013 a public prosecutor for the prosecution of racist violence
acts was appointed, thus, revealing on a symbolic basis the importance
attributed by the state to the repression of racism. Finally, the control
of racism has been also included in the Human Rights National Action
Plan 2014‐2016 of the Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human
Rights.
Theoretical Approach
In the terms of the UN International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 196519 as ‘racial discrimina‐
tion’ is defined any distinction, exclusion, restriction, or preference based on
race, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect
of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal
footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic,
social, cultural or any other field of public life (Article 1). In general,racism
as a doctrine of superiority is recognized as scientifically false, morally
condemnable, socially unjust and dangerous.
According to UNESCO, racism consists of “antisocial beliefs and
acts which are based on the fallacy that discriminatory intergroup rela‐
tions are justifiable on biological grounds’ and ‘includes racist ideolo‐
gies, prejudicedattitudes, discriminatory behavior, structural arrange‐
ments and institutionalized practices resulting in racial inequality”.20
In a similar direction ECRI in the General Policy Recommendation
No. 7 ‘on national legislation to combat racism and racial discrimina‐
tion of 2002’ defines racism as “the belief that, on the ground of race,
color, language, religion, nationality or national or ethnic origin, justi‐

19 UN International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis‐
crimination, Retrieved 15.08.2016 from: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ Profes‐
sionalInterest/cerd.pdf. Greece has ratified the Convention by the Legislative De‐
cree No 494/1979.
20 European Parliament, Committee of Inquiry into the Rise of Fascism and Racism
in Europe, Report on the Findings of the Inquiry, December 1985, p. 21.
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fies contempt for a person or a group of persons, or the notion of supe‐
riority of a person or a group of persons”.21
It is rather obvious that the definitions of racism by international in‐
tergovernmental organizations include similar descriptions and, thus,
converge. Simultaneously, it is also true that the characteristics upon
the discrimination occurs vary; race, ethnicity, color, language, relig‐
ion, gender sexual orientation, disability; resulting to wider or nar‐
rower definitions. The Council of Europe recently in the Resolution
2069 (2015) ‘Recognizing and preventing neo‐racism’22 underlined that
in addition to the conventional definition of racism, there is also a
“race‐less racism” equally damaging because it tends to justify dis‐
crimination against certain groups and individuals. Relevantly, the
Council of Europe has adopted the widest/most complete definition
recognizing in the Article 1 of the Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, more
grounds of discrimination, namely the sex, race, color, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.23
As the phenomenon of racism is complex and multifaceted, the dif‐
ficulties accruing in its approach and establishment are both concep‐
tual and methodological. To this end, the broader context of definition
is preferred for its understanding and effective treatment.24

21 ECRI General Policy Recommendation No. 7 ‘on national legislation to com‐
bat racism and racial discrimination’ of 2002, Retrieved 15.08.2016 from:
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/activities/GPR/EN/Recommendation_N
7/ecri03‐8%20recommendation%20nr%207.pdf
22 Council of Europe, Resolution 2069 (2015) ‘Recognizing and preventing neo‐
racism’. Retrieved 17.08.2016 from: http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref‐
XML2HTML‐EN.asp?fileid=21973&lang=en
23 Council of Europe, Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Retrieved 15.08.2016 from: https://rm.coe.int/ Co‐
ERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=
0900001680080622
24 M. Fitz Gerald (1993). ‘”Racism”: establishing the phenomenon’. In: D. Cook
& B. Hudson (eds.), Racism and Criminology. London/Thousand Oaks, CA/New
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Practices totally inconsistent with the principles of democracy, re‐
spect of human rights and the rule of law are the tangible results of re‐
lations of domination and subordination between the ‘legitimate self’
and the ‘hateful, even sub‐human other’ that lie behind racism. The
fact that the actual scientific proof of the false racist perceptions does
not suffice leading alone to its elimination; reveals more incentives of
social and systemic nature. In the past racism has been connected to co‐
lonialism and slavery, however, economic imperatives and dominance
rather than obscurantism seems to favor modern also racist manifesta‐
tions.25
These rooted racist prejudices expressed through violence against
the targeted person or group form the category of hate or bias crimes26.
Hate or bias crimes occurs against vulnerable victims and are rarely re‐
corded due to the fear or the distrust of the victim towards the authori‐
ties.27 Additionally, the correct classification of such crimes is also often
misled due to the poor investigation of the offender’s motive. These at‐
tacks are painful and cause significant intimidation to the victims and
the individuals that bear the same characteristics, as they convey a
clear message of repulsion against them.
Negative qualities are attributed to the victims, thus, neutralizing
the harmful behavior against them. Besides, the attitude especially to‐
wards immigrants that combines them with higher levels of criminality
is widespread.28 The actually vulnerable victim is often mainly per‐
Delhi: Sage, pp. 54, 55.
25 Fredman, S. (2001). Combating Racism with Human Rights: The Right to
Equality. In: S. Fredman (ed.), Discrimination and Human Rights. The Case of Racism.
New York: Oxford University Press, p. 10.
26 Ch. Dimopoulos (2008). Papers on Criminology. Athens: Nomiki Bibliothiki. (in
Greek), p. 748; G. Voulgaris. ‘Hate crimes and their treatment in Greece’. Criminal
Justice 3/2015. (in Greek), p. 275; G. Voulgaris. ‘Hate crimes’. Criminal Justice 6/2010.
(in Greek), p. 711.
27 Ch. Dimopoulos. (2006). Introduction to Victimology. Athens: Nomiki Biblio‐
thiki. (in Greek), p. 276 f.
28 A. Antonopoulou. & A. Pitsela (2014), p. 277; Pitsela (2010), p. 285; V. Karydis
(2004). The Undetected Criminality. National Crime Victim Survey. Athens – Komotini:
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ceived as offender not only among the citizens but also among the po‐
lice and the judges.29 Therefore the mobilization of the criminal justice
system in matters of racism brings about challenges in every stage of
criminal policy; in the criminalization on legislative level, the police in‐
vestigation of alleged incidents, and the judicial implementation of the
law.
The Current Regulatory Framework
Against any racist or intolerant behavior the Greek Constitution pro‐
vides for the protection of human value and dignity (Article 2), the
freedom of indiscriminate development of personality (Article 5), free‐
dom of religious consciousness (Article 13) and the freedom of expres‐
sion/speech (Article 14). Moreover, the general protective framework
of higher legal rank is enriched by international policy instruments.30
The European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Free‐
doms (Legislative Decree No 53/1974), the UN International Conven‐
tion on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 1965
(LD No 494/1979), the European Social Charter (LD No. 1426/1984), the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (LD No.
2462/1997) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (LD No. 1532/1985) have been ratified and incorpo‐
rated into the Greek legal order.
In addition, towards a more complete framework for the protection
of human rights against racism and discriminations, the ECRI in the
2015 Report has strongly suggested31 to the Greek authorities the ratifi‐
cation of the Protocol No. 12 to the European Convention of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms providing general prohibition of
discriminations32. In the same direction, the UN Committee on the

A. N. Sakkoula, (in Greek), p. 73 f., 163, 205.
29 Vagena‐Palaiologou (2006), p. 127 ff.
30 Based on the Article 28 of the Greek Constitution the ratified international
conventions prevail over any contrary national law provision.
31 Council of Europe, ‘ECRI Report on Greece’, p. 10.
32 COE Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
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Elimination of Racial Discrimination, in the 2016 concluding observa‐
tions report on Greece33 recommends also the ratification of the Inter‐
national Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers and Members of Their Families.
1. Criminal law provisions
The need of legislative intervention in the legislation against racism
had already been expressed34 targeting at the modernization of the leg‐
islation towards the international and European standards. Neverthe‐
less, the latest legislative modification caused numerous reactions and
intense dialogue regarding its scope, extent and content.35 At the center
of the discussion has been the risk of compromising the freedom of ex‐
pression favoring some social groups, and also criminal law doctrinal
issues on the protective legal interest regarding the human dignity in
relation to the public order.
More specifically, the Law No. 927/1979‘on the punishment of acts
aiming at racial discriminations’ had long been criminally addressing
racist events based on the race or ethnicity. Particularly, acts of incite‐
ment of violence, public expression of offensive ideas and refusal of
providing goods or services against individuals or groups due to their
race or ethnicity were penalized in a misdemeanor36 degree. Beside

and Fundamental Freedoms.
33 UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, (2016), Conclud‐
ing observations on the twentieth to twenty‐second periodic reports of Greece. Re‐
trieved 15.08.2016 from: http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CERD/Shared%20
Documents/GRC/CERD_C_GRC_CO_20‐22_24986_E.pdf, pp. 7, 8.
34 G. Apostolakis, ‘The penal treatment of the racial, ethnic and religious dis‐
criminations’. Criminal Justice 11/2002 (in Greek), p. 1188; N. Fragakis. ‘Racism is‐
sues’. Criminal Justice 5/2000, (in Greek), p. 569; Voulgaris (2016), p. 714.
35 P. Alikakos. ‘The bias or hate incident as a punishable act’. Criminal Justice
1/2016, (in Greek), 36 ff.; Kaiafa‐Gbandi, (2016), p. 97 ff., Symeonidou – Kastanidou,
E. The penal treatment of racism and xenophobia in Greece. Penal Chronicles 2015,
(in Greek), p. 729 ff.; G. Voulgaris. ‘Hate crimes’. Criminal Justice 6/2010, (in Greek),
p. 711 ff.
36 In general in the Greek sanction system crimes are divided in felonies, mis‐
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race and ethnicity the religion was also added as a cause of discrimina‐
tion after the amendment made by the Law No. 1419/1984. The fore‐
mentioned crimes were prosecuted only by indictment until 2001. The
provision of the Article 72, Law No. 2910/2001 introduced the ex officio
prosecution.
As far as the jurisprudence is concerned, the implementation of the
law had been extremely rare.37 Relevantly, the Supreme Civil and
Criminal Court (Areios Pagos) in the decision No. 3/201038 concluded
that the author of a book containing anti‐Semitic arguments did not
violated the law, as he did not intended to induce the readers to acts of
violence against the Jews. The court in this case pointed out to the
freedom of the historian scientist to interpret and evaluate the histori‐
cal events and assess the role of the person involved. Nevertheless, this
decision has been strongly criticized.39
In 2005, the Article 3 of the Law No. 927/1979 on the provision of
good and services was abolished and substituted by the Article 16 para.
2 of the Law No. 3304/2005 entitled ‘Implementation of the principle of
equal treatment regardless of racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation’. Thus, the discrimination on the
forementioned grounds in providing goods or services to the public is
punishable by imprisonment of six months to three years and fine of
1.000 to 5.000 euros.
The most significant and systematic amendment of the anti‐racism
legislation in Greece was conducted in 2014. The Law No. 4285/2014
‘Modification of the Law No. 927/1979 and adjustment to the Council
Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA of 28 November 2008 on combating
certain forms and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of
criminal law, and other provisions’, modernized the national legisla‐

demeanors and contraventions. The misdemeanors are punishable by imprison‐
ment of 10 days to five years or fine of 150 to 15.000 euros.
37 A. Gazakis., D. Syrri & A. Takis (2014), p. 47.
38 http://www.areiospagos.gr. The decisions of the court are available in the
Greek language.
39 Kaiafa‐Gbandi, (2016), p. 102.
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tion against racial phenomena in fulfillment of undertaken European
obligations. In compliance with the European legislation, the provi‐
sions of the fore‐mentioned Council Framework Decision40 were incor‐
porated in the Greek legal system.
According to the 2008/913/JHA racism and xenophobia directly vio‐
late fundamental freedoms, principles of liberty, democracy, respect of
human rights and the rule of law. The EU member states were called to
adopt offences and establish aggravating cases concerning racism and
xenophobia. To this end, the former Law No. 927/1979 was extensively
modified; while necessary amendments in the Greek Criminal Code
were made as well.
More specifically, according to the Article 1 para. 1 of the Law No.
4284/2014 the intentional public incitement orally, using the press or the
internet or in any other way, to acts that may result in discrimination,
hatred or violence against individuals or groups based on their racial,
national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or
disability, is punishable by imprisonment of three months to three years
and fine of five to twenty thousand euros. According to the provision,
the incitement should expose the public order to danger, or threat the
life of physical integrity of the individuals.
The endangerment caused by the act against the public order, as re‐
striction of the criminal character, has been a matter of debate and
criticized as undue and inconsistent with the adopted European Coun‐
cil Framework Decision.41 Specifically, the Council Framework Deci‐
sion provides for the possibility to restrict the punishment in cases that

40 Council Framework, ‘Decision 2008/913/JHA of 28 November 2008 on com‐
bating certain forms and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of crimi‐
nal law’, Retrieved 15.8.2016 from: http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/Lex UriS‐
erv.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:328:0055:0058:en:PDF
41 The text of the Council Framework Decision provides for a way of conduct
likely to cause disturbance of the public order and not actual danger. Moreover, the
way of conduct is provided to be threatening, abusive or insulting with no further
reference to threat against life, freedom or physical integrity. See Kaiafa‐Gbandi
(2016), p. 104.
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the way of conduct is likely to cause disturbance of the public order and
not actual danger. Moreover, the way of conduct is provided to be
threatening, abusive or insulting with no further reference to threat
against life, freedom or physical integrity. Furthermore, the offensive
character of the racist rhetoric lies in the publicly expressed denial of
the human dignity; however, the actual endangerment of the public
order, as element of the crime, constitutes a different criminally protec‐
tive interest than the human dignity that should be protected.42
To the contrary, by interpreting the law the exposure to danger in‐
dicates the possibility of endangerment and not an actual danger. In
any case, the possibility of disturbing the public order is a necessary
condition for the criminal treatment of an act that actual violates the
terms of the peaceful social coexistence.43 In the same direction, in the
explanatory statement of the Law No. 4284/2014 the appropriateness of
the indictment to generate a direct and imminent danger to the public
order or the interest of the victims is essential in order to confine
through the criminal provision the freedom of expression.44
The incitement to damage property used by the discriminated against
individuals in a dangerous for the public order way is punishable by
the same penalties (Article 1 para. 2). In case the act of incitement re‐
sults in the commission of a crime the punishment is imprisonment of
at least six months to five years and fine of fifteen to thirty thousand
euros (Article 1 para. 3).
Additionally, the formation or participation in an organization or

42 The human dignity is harmed even though no other legal interest is affected.
However, according to another opinion, human dignity is considered not a crimi‐
nally protective interest but a fundamental principle for the restrain of any state or
private intervention against the individual. See the discourse and more references
in Kaiafa‐Gbandi (2016), p. 108.
43 Symeonidou & Kastanidou (2015), 733.
44 Ministry of Justice, ‘Transparency and human rights’, (2014), ‘Explanatory
statement of the Law No. 4285/2014’. (in Greek). Retrieved 15.08.2015 from:
http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/site/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ousC5dlrSgk%3
d&tabid=132, p. 1.
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group of any kind that systematically aims at the commission of the
fore‐mentioned acts is punishable by the same penalties, unless such
an act could be punished more severe by another provision (Article 1
para. 4). Finally in para. 5 the status of the perpetrator as public officer
or civil servant is provided as an aggravated case.
The act of condoning, trivializing or maliciously denying genocide, crimes
against humanity, war crimes, the Holocaust or crimes of the Nazi recog‐
nized by international court decisions or the Greek Parliament is penal‐
ized in the Article 2 para. 1 of the Law No. 4284/2014 on the condition
that this behavior is against an individual or a group defined by their
racial, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sexual orientation, gen‐
der identity or disability, and is expressed in an offensive or threaten‐
ing way or could instigate violence. The provided punishment is im‐
prisonment of three months to three years and fine of five to twenty
thousand euros, while the professional status of the offender as public
officer or civil servant increases the penalty frame. In this provision the
criminal treatment depends upon the possible threat against public or‐
der as well, otherwise it would mean the penalization of the expression
of opinion.45
Although the criminal liability of legal persons is not recognized in
the Greek legal system, the imposition of administrative penalties
against legal entities in case a relevant offense is committed on their
behalf, is provided in the Article 4. Finally, despite the fact that the
fore‐mentioned crimes are prosecuted in officio, the victim is also re‐
lieved from the obligation to pay the necessary indictment fee46 to the
state (Article 5).
Furthermore, according to the provisions of the Law No. 4285/2014

45 This provision is also in line with the relevant jurisprudence of the European
Court of Human Rights. Symeonidou & Kastanidou (2015), pp. 735, 736. See also
Kaiafa‐Gbandi (2016), p. 104.
46 In Greece according to the Ministerial Decision No. 123827/2010 ʺReadjust‐
ment of the indictment fee, fee for the participation of the civil claimant and court
costs of the criminal proceedings’ the victims of prosecuted by indictment misde‐
meanors are obligated to pay a fee of 100 euros in order to file the indictment.
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(Article 10) the Article 81A ‘racist crime’ was added in the Greek
Criminal Code introducing the autonomous punishment of racial mo‐
tivation.47 Since 2008, the element of racial motivation was generally
taken into consideration in the terms of the judicial determination of
the penalty in the Article 79 grCC. At first, the Law No. 3719/2008 modi‐
fied the Article 79 grCC by adding the commission of an act out of ha‐
tred due to the race, religion, national or ethnic origin, different sexual
orientation or gender identity of the victim as a general aggravating
case. The Law No. 4139/2013 also amended the Article 79 providing
that the sentence could not be suspended.
Nevertheless, in 2014 the relevant provision of the Article 79 was
abolished by the Law No. 4285 and replaced by the introduction of a
new article in the Greek Criminal Code. Specifically, the Article 81A
provided for stricter sentencing frame, namely, aggravating the lowest
penalty that could be imposed for hate motivated crimes due to the ra‐
cial, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sexual orientation, gender
identity or disability of the victim. The prohibition of suspending the
case remained also in the Article 81A grCC. Lately, the Article 21 of the
Law No. 4356/2015 amended the Article 81A by providing for also
stricter maximum penalty in cases of misdemeanors, abolishing the
prohibition of suspending the sentence, and also abolishing hatred as a
necessary mens rea element. The selection of the victim due to their
special characteristics suffices to induce punishment.48 The internal
psychological state of hate is no longer required, since it had caused
significant difficulties in the empirical evidence and contributed in the
rare application of the provision.49 Finally, the conviction based on the
Article 81A for a racist crime results also in deprivation of political

47 A. Pitsela, ‚Kriminalpolitik in Griechenland’. Neue Kriminalpolitik, 27, 2/2015,
p. 203.
48 Kaiafa‐Gbandi (2016), p. 103.
49 Ministry of Justice, ‘Transparency and human rights, (2015), ‘Explanatory
statement of the Law No. 4356/2015’ (in Greek). Retrieved 15.08.2016 from:
http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/site/Portals/0/uploaded_files/uploaded_15/N_4356
‐AITIOLOGIKI‐EKTHESI.pdf, p. 14.
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rights for one to five years (Article 61 GrCC).
Summing up, the racist motivation for any crime constitutes an ag‐
gravating case following the international and European standards.
Finally, the Article 29 of the Law No. 4356/2015 introduced the Arti‐
cle 361B grCP, according to which, whoever supplies goods or pro‐
vides services or publicly announces such provision or supply exclud‐
ing individuals out of contempt because of their race, color, national or
ethnic origin, descent, religion, disability, sexual orientation, gender
identity or characteristics is punished by imprisonment of at least three
months (to five years) and fine of 1,500 to 15,000 euros. The participa‐
tion of two or more persons in the act constitutes an aggravating case
and is punishable by imprisonment of at least six months (to five years)
and fine of 5,000 to 25,000 euros. In fact this new provision is held to
bear an educational meaning conveying to the society the message of cul‐
tural maturity and universal cooperation, thus, targeting at the general de‐
terrence.50
The Law No. 4356/2015 has also established the ‘National Council
against Racism and Intolerance’ as a consultative body of the Ministry
of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights (articles 15 – 19). The
Council is officially active since the 20th of April 2016.51 The General
Secretary of Transparency and Human Rights serves as President. Ad‐
ditionally, in every meeting of the Council is also provided the partici‐
pation of a representative from the Greek Ombudsman without voting
right. However, the Greek Ombudsman has the right to become a full
member after a final declaration to the President of the Council at any
time (Article 16 para. 4). In the terms of promoting the social dialogue
the Council may also invite non‐governmental organizations and other
actors of civil society in consultation, if deemed necessary in its discre‐
tion (Article 19 para. 2).
Under the competences of the Council fall the policy planning for

Alikakos (2016), p. 41.
http://www.kathimerini.gr/857491/article/epikairothta/ellada/enar3h‐
ergasiwn‐toy‐e8nikoy‐symvoylioy‐kata‐ratsismoy‐kai‐misallodo3ias
50
51
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the prevention and repression to racism and intolerance, the supervi‐
sion of the implementation of the relevant legislation and the compli‐
ance with the international and European standards, the promotion
and coordination of the actions undertaken by the involved agencies
and the reinforcement of the cooperation in the society (Article 17 para.
1). The Law assigns to the Council several initiatives and activities such
as drafting of studies on the subject of racism and making relevant
suggestions, gathering and processing statistical data, training of judi‐
cial and prosecutorial officials, officers in the official security forces
and other public servants. Especially, the Council should draft an an‐
nual report action and submit it to the President of the Parliament by
to the end of January (Article 17 para. 2).
Most recently, in August 2016 the Law No. 4411/2016‘on the ratifica‐
tion of the Convention on Cybercrime by the Council of Europe and its
Additional Protocol concerning the criminalization of acts of a racist
and xenophobic nature committed through computer systems, and the
incorporation in the Greek legal system of the Directive 2013/40/EU of
the European Parliament and Council on attacks against information
systems, replacing Council Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA’ was in‐
troduced. Nonetheless, the use of the internet in committing racist
crimes has been included in the relevant criminal provisions since
2014.
2. Administrative and civil legislation against discrimination
The Law No. 3304/2005 entitled ‘Implementation of the principle of
equal treatment regardless of racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation’ was adopted in compliance with
the European Council Directives 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 “imple‐
menting the principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective
of racial or ethnic origin”52 and 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 “es‐
52 Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of
equal treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin, Official
Journal L 180, 19/07/2000, P. 0022 – 0026, Retrieved 15.08.2016 from: http://eur‐
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32000L0043:en:HTML
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tablishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and
occupation”.53 The Law, as valid after amendment by the Law No.
3625/2007, provides for protection against discriminations based on
race, ethnic origin, religion, political or other beliefs, sex, disability, age
and sexual orientation in the terms of employment, education, social
protection and access to goods and services, and extends to public and
private sphere. Both the direct and indirect discriminations are prohib‐
ited, as well as the instructions to discriminate. The Law provides also
for administrative sanctions in case of discrimination in the employ‐
ment relationships.
At the moment, the Law No. 3304/2005 is subjected to review. A
new Draft Law54 is under process by the Ministry of Justice, Transpar‐
ency and Human Rights on the implementation of the principle of
equal treatment, following the provisions of the Council Directives
2000/43/EC and 2000/78/EC and also incorporating the Directive
2014/54/EU of the European Parliament and Council on measures fa‐
cilitating the exercise of rights conferred on workers in the context of
freedom of movement for workers.55 The Draft Law includes also the
extension of the Greek Ombudsman competences in similar cases as a
responsible institution for the implementation and promotion of the
principle of equal treatment against discrimination. The Greek Na‐

53 Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general
framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation, Official Journal L
303, 02/12/2000, P. 0016 – 0022, Retrieved 15.08.2016 from: http://eur‐
lex.europa.eu/legal‐content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32000L0078
54 The Draft Law was posted, prior to its submission to Parliament, in the Open
Government platform. Ministry of Justice, ‘Transparency and human rights’, 2016,
Draft Law, retrieved 15.8.2016 from: http://www.opengov.gr/ministryofjustice/wp‐
content/uploads/downloads/2016/06/2016_06_29_Sxedio_Nomoy_Min_Justice
_Isi_Metaxeirisi‐1.pdf
55 Directive 2014/54/EU of 16 April 2014 on measures facilitating the exercise of
rights conferred on workers in the context of freedom of movement for workers,
Official Journal of the European Union L 128/8, 30/04/2014, P. 8, Retrieved
15.08.2016
from:
http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:
32014L0054
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tional Commission for Human Rights in the terms of the fore‐
mentioned report56 has also noted several suggestions and comments
to the upcoming legislative amendment in line also with the relevant
ECRI observations. The recommendations include the modification of
that Law 3304/2005 in order to, among others, include the grounds of
color, citizenship and language, provide a direct obligation of all public
authorities to prevent discrimination when carrying out their func‐
tions, enable NGOs to bring cases to court without representing a spe‐
cific victim, enable the Ombudsman to initiate court cases, participate
and intervene in them, and also to receive complaints from the private
sector concerning racial discrimination.57
Perspective Policy Recommendations
Having examined the legal anti‐racist framework points of im‐
provement could then be indicated. In the crimes included in the anti‐
racism law (namely public incitement to violence and public condon‐
ing, trivializing or denying recognized international crimes) the status
of the offender as a civil servant constitutes an aggravating case. How‐
ever, there is no explicit provision for the punishment of the racial dis‐
crimination in the exercise of public service58. The criminalization of
this act, recommended also by ECRI,59 would bear a significant mes‐
sage and tackle the institutionalization of intolerable racist behavior.
All told, the criminal law provisions have been subjected to criticism as
inadequate to address the phenomenon effectively,60 while the imple‐
mentation also of the relevant legislation is extremely rare.
Additionally, the criminal justice mechanism should further ensure
the in‐depth, complete investigation of such cases. To this end the ex‐
isted education and specialized training of the police officers, the

Greek National Human Rights Commission, (2016), pp. 11‐13.
Greek National Human Rights Commission, (2016), p. 12.
58 Kaiafa‐Gbandi (2016), p. 109.
59 Council of Europe, ‘ECRI Report on Greece’ (2015), p. 43.
60 Kaiafa‐Gbandi (2016), p. 110.
56
57
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prosecutors and judges is recommended to be further intensified,61
while it should also include the probation officers.
Apart from the criminal treatment of racism, the matter of preven‐
tion should not be underestimated. Indeed, the fore‐mentioned Report
by Evrigenis on the Rise of Fascism and Racism in Europe62 attached
great importance to the preventive policy measures. Remarkable is the
activation of non‐governmental and civil society organizations taking
initiatives and developing actions targeting at the elimination of racism
and discrimination.63 Undoubtedly, the establishment in 2011 of the
Racist Violence Recording Network64 initiated by the Greek National
Human Rights Commission and the UN Refugee Agency has been also
a significant step of progress facilitating the record of such crimes on
national level.
Despite the severe economic crisis or even because of it, in the terms
of a comprehensive policy against racism the measures of social char‐
acter are essential, such as the provision of equal opportunities and the
improvement of access to the labor market for the vulnerable groups.
Moreover, the facilitation of the religious practices for the minorities is
necessary.65
Undoubtedly, the education and public awareness against any dis‐
crimination would ensure the sustainability of any policy against ra‐
cism and the overall prevention of relevant phenomena in the future.
Nonetheless, at the moment the treatment of the problem of racism
in Greece presupposes the cooperative and systematic resolve of the
urgent migration issues.

A. Gazakis, D. Syrri & A. Takis (2014), p. 42.
European Parliament, ‘Committee of inquiry into the rise of fascism and ra‐
cism in Europe: report on the findings of the inquiry’, p. 95 f.
63 A. Gazakis, D. Syrri & A. Takis (2014), p. 50. ‘Indicatively: local anti‐racism
initiatives in Athens and in Thessaloniki, Nazi Free Thessaloniki Assembly, etc.’
64 For more information: http://rvrn.org/
65 A. Gazakis, D. Syrri & A. Takis (2014), p. 56.
61
62
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Abstract
Many forms of trafficking appear to be using the cyberspace as
means of victims’ recruitment or for advertising trafficking “services
and products”. Up to now sex‐ and labour trafficking, child pornogra‐
phy, selling of babies, trafficking of organs and mail order brides are
some of the forms of cyber‐trafficking. Traffickers, clients, service pro‐
viders and various stakeholders facilitate the trafficking process
through the Internet. From the moment traffickers use cyberspace as a
tool, trafficking is considered as cybercrime. The problem is that there
are no international texts on cybercrime except at regional level the
Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention.
Prevention is crucial to cyber‐trafficking, however it generally de‐
pends on the importance given to international, regional and local co‐
operation and between various entities responsible for combating traf‐
ficking, as well as to specialized capacity development programmes.
There are many challenges for national governments, police and judi‐
ciary in the fight against human trafficking. An effective strategy
against cyber‐trafficking would demand together with a universal leg‐
islation on cybercrime a uniform technological infrastructure that
would allow the rapid intervention of the prosecuting authorities on
the location and identification of the perpetrators and the preservation
of evidence as well as a strong international cooperation.
Keywords: human trafficking; cybercrime; Internet related crimes;
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victimisation.
Introduction
In relation to traditional means of crime, Internet is a means that
provides only benefits to perpetrators and that facilitates organised
criminal groups operating at transnational level. However, the major‐
ity of Internet related crimes remains dark, since there are very few
cases reported internationally and, depending on the type of crime,
there is even more “darkness” added.1
More and more forms of trafficking appear every day and more of
them are using the cyberspace as means of recruitment or for the ad‐
vertisement of trafficking “services and products”. Up to now besides
sex‐trafficking, child pornography and labour trafficking there is also
information about the use of Internet for the selling of babies, traffick‐
ing of organs and mail order brides.2

1 Steven Branigan (2005), High‐tech Crimes Revealed: Cyber war stories from the
digital front, Boston, MA: Addison‐Wesley; Europol, ‘High tech crimes with in the
EU: old crimes new tools, new crimes new tools’, Threat Assessment 2007, High
Tech Crime Centre: http://www.europol.europa.eu/publications/Serious_ Crime_
Overviews/HTCThreatAssessment2007.pdf; Council of Europe, Organised Crime
in Europe: the Threat of Cybercrime – Situation Report for 2004, Octopus Pro‐
gramme, 2005.
2 A couple of years ago, according to undocumented sources another form of
cyber‐trafficking was added to the already existing list. It concerned the market of
certain pills advertised and sold via Internet (for 27 euros), allegedly having ‘me‐
dicinal’ benefits, which were found to be made out of powdered human flesh. Ac‐
tually, these pills were made out of dead fetuses, babies and placenta chopped up,
dried and reduced to powder. The San Francisco Times reported that tests discov‐
ered 99.7% human flesh in the tablets and that more than 17,000 tablets had been
intercepted until May 2012 by the customs authority in South Korea. Such tablets
were produced in many Chinese cities, but up to now there is no information as to
where the supply of dead babies came from. Even if trafficking of babies does exist
in China, it is not easy to assume that this commerce was based on such trafficking,
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/01/14/china/china‐child‐trafficking‐bust/http://
san‐
francisco.ibtimes.com/articles/193371/20110805/china‐dead‐baby‐pill‐stamina‐
booster‐cannibal‐placenta.htm. See also, Mail On Line, 7.5.2012, http://www.
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Relation of Human Trafficking to Cyber Crime
Cyber‐crime is called the crime committed in Internet environment3.
There are crimes committed in cyberspace and cyberspace related
crimes that use Internet as means to their commission, such as traffick‐
ing in persons. Cyberspace related crimes can also be committed with
the traditional way. In trafficking, perpetrators use all kind of means to
recruit victims from traditional to more modern ones. When trafficking
is committed with the use of Internet it is called “cyber‐trafficking”.
However, there is no official definition of cyber‐trafficking, because
there are no texts relating cybercrime with trafficking. The only text at
international level that relates cyberspace to trafficking (however
through child pornography) is the 2001 Council of Europe Convention
on Cybercrime (ETS No 185). The Convention does not give any defini‐
tion on cyber‐trafficking.
Cyber‐trafficking refers to the use of cyber‐space for:
•
•
•
•

the recruitment of victims;
advertisement of victims,
advertisement of victims’ services or victims’ organs; and for
attracting clients.
Very often the term of “virtual trafficking” is used instead of “cy‐
ber‐trafficking”. I believe that the use of the term “virtual trafficking”

dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐2140702/South‐Korea‐customs‐officials‐thousands‐
pills‐filled‐powdered‐human‐baby‐flesh.html. Also, Charles Custer, “Missing,
Kidnapped, Trafficked: China has a problem with its children”, The Guardian,
12.3.2015: http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/12/ missing‐
kidnapped‐trafficked‐china‐children; BBC news 11.3.2015: http://www.bbc.com/
news/magazine‐31814295; ‘Something horrible is happening in China’, All Girls al‐
lowed: http://allgirlsallowed.org/statistics; Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights,
and Labor. 2011. 2010 Human Rights Report: China. Washington, DC: U.S. Gov‐
ernment Printing Office. http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2010/eap/154382 .htm
3 For bibliographical sources on cybercrime, see Library of Congress – Federal
Research Division(Nov.2009), Cybercrime: An annotated bibliography of select foreign‐
language academic literature, WashingtonDC:https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/
231832.pdf
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is wrong. “Virtual trafficking” can only produce “virtual” victims. Real
persons do not deserve to be treated as virtual victims. The term “vir‐
tual” “softens” the substance of the crime. It refers to something that is
not real. However, when Internet is used people become real victims;
so it is real trafficking, not virtual.4
I prefer the term cyber‐trafficking instead of “virtual trafficking”,
because it refers to the use of cyberspace as a means to commit traffick‐
ing and not to something that is not real. However, I can understand
how the confusion of those who use the term “virtual trafficking”
started. Actually, it starts with the term “virtual sex”. When we use the
term “virtual sex” as a synonym of “cyber‐sex” it is because we refer to
–normally– consenting adults who under other circumstances (: if they
were not using cyberspace) would have had real sex. So, the term “vir‐
tual” comes here to emphasise the contrast with the “real” sex. How‐
ever, in trafficking not only there is no consent, but there is also no
need to consume the sexual act to call it trafficking.5 So, when a person
is coerced to have sex on line, this is neither “virtual sex” –as some‐
thing that is not real sex– nor “virtual trafficking”.6 It is trafficking
4 A good example is the Greek law against child pornography. Art.348A of
Criminal Code punishes not only the person who detains pornographic material
with images of real children, but also the person who detains pornographic mate‐
rial with virtual representation of children, meaning images not of real children, but
designs of children or cartoons instead. Even if in this situation there is no real vic‐
tim, nevertheless the legislator punishes the detainer of such material, because he
believes that a person who likes virtual representation of children expresses a stage
of pre‐criminal dangerousness. Thus, he needs to be punished before he attempts to
commit the crime to a real child. So, in this case we may speak about virtual traffick‐
ing and virtual child pornography, since there is no real victim implicated.
5 See explanatory report of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings. According to point 87 of the above Explanatory Re‐
port: “Under the definition, it is not necessary that someone have been exploited
for there to be trafficking in human beings. It is enough that they have been sub‐
jected to one of the actions referred to in the definition and by one of the means
specified ‘for the purpose of’ exploitation. Trafficking in human beings is conse‐
quently present before the victim’s actual exploitation.”
6 According to BBC News a 10‐year‐old deaf orphan girl from Pakistan was
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through cyberspace, thus cyber‐trafficking!
In some forms the term ‘cyber‐trafficking’ refers also to the space of
commission of the crime (e.g. if the exploitation is on line by cyber‐sex
or of by procuring material of child pornography).
Advantages of the use of the Internet for the traffickers
Internet offers enormous advantages to criminals since it knows no
borders and enables offenders to act from a country distant from the
victim’s, which may be located on the other side of the globe. The in‐
crease in the use of new technologies by perpetrators has been gener‐
ally attributed to:
i) More generalised access to the Internet;
ii) Increased affordability of technology and services (low cost);
iii) Anonymity and/or disguise of users which allow traffickers to
commit their crimes at a reduced risk;
iv) Speed – as it is fast (leaving only digital traces);
v) Ease of use;
vi) Criminals ability to work from home and operate in many countries
reaching an indefinite number of victims;
vii) Difficulty in tracing (since criminals can operate in many countries
and digital traces are difficult to track);
viii) Inability of victims to denounce the perpetrators because their
identity might be unknown to them;
ix) High profitability of crime in relation to the investment required;
x) Lack of appropriate State policies and legislation and lack of uni‐
form international legislation on trafficking and cyber‐crimes that
creates problems not only in prosecution but in jurisdiction in gen‐
eral.

trafficked into the UK and kept in a cellar as a virtual slave for almost a decade.
The child was forced to work for no pay and was sexually assaulted; BBC News,9
February 2012, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk‐england‐manchester‐16974149. UN.
GIFT has launched a virtual human trafficking knowledge hub on 2010,
http://www.ungift.org/knowledgehub/en/stories/un.gift‐launches‐new‐virtual‐
human‐trafficking‐knowledge‐hub.html
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In addition, Internet addresses to a broad audience thus, it gives the
opportunity for more victims and more options for recruitment to traf‐
fickers and it offers also more targeted virtual spaces where individu‐
als can be recruited, such as social networking sites and Internet dat‐
ing. The evolution of wireless and broadband networks offered even
greater opportunities for actors, since there are more rapid and eco‐
nomical.
The Prevalence of Sexual Exploitation in Cyber‐trafficking and the
Increasing Appearance of Other Forms of Trafficking in Cyberspace
According to the UNODC/UN.GIFT Global Report on Trafficking in
Persons,7 sexual exploitation appears to be by far the most commonly
identified form of human trafficking (79%), followed by forced labour8
(18%). Of all the previously mentioned forms, women and girls are
most frequently identified as victims.9 The same report shows that 66%
of women and 13% of girls are identified as trafficked victims against
12% of men and 9% of boys. It needs to be noted that a disproportion‐
ate number of women are identified as being involved in human traf‐
ficking, not only as victims, but also as traffickers.

7

UNODC/UN.GIFT (2009), Global Report on Trafficking in Persons, Febr. 2009, p.

11.
8 A survey carried out by the Human Rights Centre of Berkeley University,
California shows that between 1998 and 2003 more than 500 people from 18 coun‐
tries were ensnared in 57 forced labour operations in almost a dozen cities
throughout the state. There were a large number of cases concerning prostitution,
which accounted for 47.4 percent of the cases. Domestic service cases comprised
33.3 percent. Sweatshop work accounted for only three cases (5.3 percent) but in‐
volved 143 victims (25.8 percent of the victims). The survey data for California in‐
cluded only one case of agricultural labour involving two individuals. See, ‘Free‐
dom denied. forced labour in California’, Human Rights Centre, Berkeley Univer‐
sity, California, Febr. 2005, p. 9.
9 As mentioned in the UNODC report, it is important to note also that these
numbers may be the result of trafficking legislation being in many countries fo‐
cused on trafficking in women and children and also that the public opinion and
law enforcement is more aware of that type of trafficking.
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To date, the following forms of exploitation have been linked10 to
the use of Internet by traffickers besides the child pornography that is
considered the oldest form related to Internet:
i) Sexual exploitation;11
ii) Labour exploitation;
iii) Mail order brides (mainly for advertising).
Up to now there are forms of exploitation that have not been docu‐
mented as related to Internet. For instance, the recruitment of children
for their involvement in armed conflicts has been reported as located in
specific countries – mainly in Africa and has therefore not been known
to be linked to the use of the Internet for the recruitment of victims. In
addition, the recruitment of persons especially children with any kind
of infirmity for begging, despite its growth mainly in the Balkan re‐
gion,12 does not seem to be connected to the use of Internet either; nor
has the recruitment of children in order to be used in thefts.
However, as mentioned above, more and more forms of human
trafficking seem to “evolve” through the possibilities offered by new
technologies.13 Cases have been reported linking the use of the Internet
to:
(a) trafficking for illegal adoptions (including babies and surrogate
mothers);
(b) trafficking for the purpose of the removal of organs.14
With respect to trafficking in babies15 and mothers for the purpose
10 A. Sykiotou, ‘Trafficking in human beings: internet recruitment. Misuse of the
internet for the recruitment of victims of trafficking in human beings’. Directorate
General of Human Rights and Legal Affairs of the Council of Europe, Strasbourg,
2007.
11 A. Sykiotou (2003), Trafficking in Human Beings in the Balkans, Athens, Ant.
Sakkoulas Publs, p. 60.
12 Ibid.
13 A. Sykiotou (2010), ‘The impact of the internet on trafficking in persons’,
Concept Paper prepared for UN.GIFT.
14 Council of Europe/United Nations (joint study) (2009), ‘Trafficking in organs,
tissues and cells and trafficking in human beings for the purpose of the removal of
organs’, Joint Council of Europe/United Nations Study: www.coe.int/trafficking
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of illegal adoptions it appears that traffickers use the Internet mainly as
an advertising tool to reach desperate childless parents. In European
countries with low birth rates, trafficking in babies is becoming an in‐
creasingly prevalent form of trafficking.16
Sites for the advertisement of illegal adoptions of babies are flour‐
ishing in the Internet.17 It is reported that in China there was a site
called ‘Eachnet’ (until October 2005) which was actually selling,
through auctions, boys for an amount of 3,450 Euros and girls for 1,603
Euros. The sites offering babies for adoptions gave not only the de‐
scription of the babies, but also the price for what is called: “adoption
expenses”, which are essentially the purchase price of the child.18 The
advertisement for the sale of a baby by his/her own parents on the auc‐
tion site eBay19 has also been reported, with a starting price of one
euro.20
Regarding trafficking in organs it has to be pointed out, that there
might be a relation between the increase in deceased donation activi‐
ties of organs and tissues and trafficking in persons as the valid con‐
15 The first cases of trafficking of babies and children have been located in Af‐
rica in the 1980s with illegal adoptions of children going to USA and Europe.
16 In Greece an illegal adoption is priced around 20,000 euros, while the mother
(if consenting) takes ¼ of the amount. The price varies according to the preferences
of the parents in gender or country of origin of the baby. In the Balkans Bulgaria,
Romania and Albania are considered the main ‘markets’ for illegal adoptions.
However, worldwide the main country of destination of babies for illegal adop‐
tions is considered to be USA and as main country of origin China.
17 Jewkes Yvonne (ed.), Dot.cons: Crime, deviance and identity on the internet, Wil‐
lan Publishing 2002; Letherby Gayle and Marchbank Jen (2003), ‘Cyber‐chattels:
buying brides and babies on the net’, in: Dot. Cons: Crime, deviance and identity on
the internet, p. 68.
18 Article in Greek news paper ‘Kathimerini’ of 30.7.2006: http://www.
kathimerini.gr/
19 It is interesting to note that eBay is a minority shareholder of Craigslist. New
York Times, April 25, 2010: http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/26/technology/26
craigslist.html?hpw. See, below for further information on Craigslist.
20 Article of 26‐5‐2008 under the title ‘Baby for sale in eBay’ in: http://www. for‐
eignpress‐gr.com/
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sent of the deceased cannot be established in many countries. Accord‐
ing to a study,21 such activities increased within one year (from 2005 to
2006) by as much as 60% in Colombia, 30% in Cuba, 27% in Venezuela,
22% in Chile, 20% in Uruguay and 11% in Argentina.
On a global level, it is estimated22 that up to 5%‐10% of kidney trans‐
plants performed annually around the world are the result of traffick‐
ing. Given the Global Observatory on Donation and Transplantation’s
estimate of overall activity of about 68,000 kidney transplants a year,
this would mean that 3,400‐6,800 kidney transplants are being carried
out on the basis of these forms of trafficking.23 However, the link be‐
tween trafficking in organs, tissues and cells (OTC) and trafficking in
human beings for the purpose of organ removal has not been clearly
established.24

Council of Europe/United Nations joint study, op.cit., p.52.
Ibid., p.5 8.
23 The 2008 Declaration of Istanbul defines trafficking in organs, tissues and cells
(OTC) as: “the recruitment, transport, transfer, harbouring or receipt of living or
deceased persons or their organs by means of the threat or use of force or other
forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of
a position of vulnerability, or of the giving to, or the receiving by, a third party of
payments or benefits to achieve the transfer of control over the potential donor, for
the purpose of exploitation by the removal of organs for transplantation.”
24 The fundamental difference between the two cases lies in the fact that traf‐
ficking in organs is a crime where the organ and the use of it are the central ele‐
ments; it does not matter whether the organ has been removed from a living or a
deceased donor. In contrast, trafficking in human beings is a crime where the ex‐
ploitation of an individual is the central aspect and where a combination of three
elements (action, means and purpose) has to apply in order for the crime to be con‐
stituted. Therefore, trafficking in human beings for the purpose of organ removal
can only be committed if organs are removed from living donors. As the exploita‐
tion of the victim results in the removal and further use of an organ, a case of traf‐
ficking in organs (and thereby both offences) also applies. However, as the aim of
the two crimes is not the same, they overlap but differ in scope. Trafficking in or‐
gans can be committed separately from trafficking in human beings, e.g. if organs
are removed from deceased donors or if no illegal activities or means have been
used with respect to a living donor but, e.g., if the requirements for legal interven‐
21
22
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The form described most frequently occurs in the context of what
has been called “transplant tourism”.25 Recently, many of these “ser‐
vices” have been offered openly through dedicated web sites in the
form of “packages” including the travel and the transplantation proce‐
dure itself. The price of “kidney packages”, for example, may range
from US$70,000 to US$160,000. These web sites are easily found on the
Internet.26 On the other hand, “donors” are usually, but not always, re‐
cruited in their countries of origin. There have been cases reported in
which donors are recruited and transferred to other countries, where
the organ extraction and the transplantation procedure takes place.
Even if the recruitment of victims via the Internet cannot be proved
in this case, this is however a strong indication of the on‐going use of
the Internet connected to trafficking in organs, as an advertising tool
and as a tool for attracting potential buyers of organs that have obvi‐
ously been removed illegally27 (since the legal process of organ trans‐
plantation does not involve such methods as auctions of organs via the
Internet).
Yet, in order to measure correctly the impact of Internet to the vic‐
timisation28 of a person we should be in a position to reply to the fol‐

tions. Ibid., p. 55.
25 Ibid., p. 58.
26 Even if there are no documented cases for recruitment of victims via Internet
for this form of trafficking, there has been documentation on advertisements of
sales of organs through Internet, in particular of kidneys. There are reported cases
for (attempted) auctions of kidneys through in the above mentioned site “eBay”.
27 On the organ markets see, Council of Europe/United Nations (joint study),
(2009), ‘Trafficking in organs, tissues and cells and trafficking in human beings for
the purpose of the removal of organs’, Joint Council of Europe/United Nations
Study, p. 31. According to the above mentioned study, as the term is described
generally, recruitment by one of the means for the purpose of organ removal is re‐
garded as trafficking in human beings for the purpose of organ removal regardless
of how the recruitment is performed – whether through personal contact or contact
through third persons, newspapers, advertisements or the Internet, p. 78.
28 Athanassia Sykiotou (2007),‘Trafficking in human beings: misuse of Internet
for the recruitment of victims’, op.cit; Athanassia Sykiotou (2009), The Internet as
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lowing questions:
1. How many persons use the Internet in a specific place?
2. What kind of use they make of it?
3. What is the frequency of the use?
4. What is the structure of telecommunications in the specific coun‐
try?
5. What kind of preventive measures (if any) are taken at personal
and governmental level to prevent victimisation and revictimisa‐
tion through Internet?
6. Does the victim (or his/her environment if the victim is e.g. a child)
understand that s/he is being victimised?
Socio‐economic Background of Victims
The socio‐economic background of victims is not quite uniform in
all forms of cyber‐trafficking. So, in trafficking for labour exploitation
many of the victims are workers who seek a job. In trafficking for sex‐
ual exploitation we find several forms: for instance, in child pornogra‐
phy there are children of all back‐grounds. From street‐children that
never use Internet or children that are kidnapped and then their photos
are uploaded to several Internet sites, to children that are very well
placed in a family environment, but who are lured through a chat‐
room. There are also young women who seek work abroad and who
are lured through fraudulent advertisements, or through social net‐
working sites, such as face book. However, the socio‐economic back‐
ground of victims is in a large majority that of persons that seek work
(men and women) or company or marriage (mainly women) and who
may be deceived through marriage and dating agencies.
The Process of Recruitment of Potential Victims through the Internet
The links between the Internet and recruitment of victims for traf‐
ficking can take several forms:
a) Victims may fall prey to traffickers via web sites and other Internet

Means of Victimisation, Ant. Sakkoulas Publ., Athens.
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services. Victims are deceived by fake advertisements such as for
domestic work; waitress/bartender; au pair/care; modelling, etc. or
forced to produce pornographic material (the Internet is mainly used
for the dissemination of the pornographic material, but it can also
contribute to the production of material if a web camera is used. For
instance, a child or a young woman can be lured through a chat‐
room and then forced to pose naked on‐line or be exploited sexually
on line e.g. for peepers);
b) Victims recruited in traditional ways may be forced to contact clients
online. Hence, some victims contribute to their own further victimi‐
sation;29
c) Trafficked victims may be traded or their services advertised to cli‐
ents via the Internet.
The two methods mainly identified as used by traffickers to recruit
victims via the Internet are: (a) spurious advertisements for employ‐
ment, dating agencies,30 marriage agencies (that could act as mail‐
order‐bride agencies and/or as façade to dating clubs) and (b) social
networking web sites such as ‘Facebook’31 and ‘Craiglist’ (considered
29 US classifieds website Backpage.com has become one of the primary destina‐
tions on the Internet to buy sex. Hundreds of advertisements are posted each day
by both pimps and prostitutes.In the past several years, the newspaper company
that owns Backpage, ‘Village Voice Media’, has faced a string of protests from activ‐
ists, as well as lawsuits from victims of sexual exploitation who allege that the site
aids and abets forced prostitution.
30 See A. Sykiotou, ‘Misuse of the internet for the recruitment of victims’, op.cit.
Victims are normally (but not always) recruited in their own countries. In such
cases, a recruiter from an “employment agency” persuades them to sign an incom‐
plete or incomprehensible job contract. The necessary documents (visa, work per‐
mit, etc) are then procured by the agency, which normally charges a fee or gives
the victims a “loan” to cover the costs. Persons recruited are often assisted by
“agency representatives” and, on reaching their destination, are taken over by a lo‐
cal contact.
31 Anti‐trafficking campaigns have been created in Facebook such as the Blue
Heart Campaign against human trafficking which is considered one of the larger
anti‐human trafficking groups on Facebook and one of the larger social cause
groups on this issue. UNODC launched the Blue Heart Campaign in March 2009 to
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as the biggest online hub for offering sexual services of women against
their will).32
Online employment agencies and in particular model and marriage
agencies can all be ploys to lure potential victims. Internet chat web
sites are often used to befriend potential victims with the risks for
young people to fall into the traffickers’ net.
The Procedure of the “Trade”
When referring to “trade” we focus of course only to the forms of traf‐
ficking that have the aspect of “trade” and mainly to sexual and labour
trafficking and to mail‐order brides that are the main forms using
Internet as a means of recruitment.
There are several possibilities of “trade” implicating the Internet:
1. the victim may be recruited via the Internet, but the trade may take
place traditionally (transfer of the victim to the exploitation place);
2. the victim may be recruited via Internet and may also be used to at‐
tract clients through the Internet (advertising its services in sexual
exploitation), but the trade may take place traditionally (with the
raise awareness of the crime of human trafficking and its impact on society. It is a
campaign that is open to all those who want to participate and wear the Blue Heart
as a symbol of their support for this campaign and solidarity with victims of traf‐
ficking;
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2010/January/blue‐heart‐
campaign‐against‐human‐trafficking ‐reaches‐10000‐members.html
32 Craigslist is a centralized network of online communities, featuring free
online classified advertisements with sections devoted to jobs, housing, personals
for sale, services, community, résumés, and discussion forums. However, it has
been implicated to networks of child prostitution through its ads. On May 13, 2009,
Craigslist announced that it will close the ‘Erotic services’ section, replacing it with
an ‘adult services’ section where the postings will be reviewed by Craigslist em‐
ployees. This decision comes after allegations by several US states that the erotic
services ads were being used for prostitution. However, according to a New York
Times article, Craigslist has increased its revenue 22 percent in 2010, largely from
its controversial sex advertisements. That financial success is reviving scrutiny
from law‐enforcement officials who say the ads are still being used for illegal ends.
See New York Times, April 25, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/
26/technology/26craigslist.html?hpw
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possibility for the client to pay by credit card and book the services
on‐line);
3. the victim may be recruited either traditionally or via Internet and
may be forced to expose in Internet (child pornography) or forced to
make virtual sex with a client paid through credit cards;
4. in the case of mail order brides, the trade often occurs when the cli‐
ent pays by credit card and the “package” is delivered to him at
home. The victim in such cases is often a girl child who may have
been sold by her parents or abducted.
According to a study commissioned by the Council of Europe,33 po‐
lice operations in several Member States and by Europol suggest that
the Internet and mobile phones are more widely used to recruit victims
of trafficking in human beings than was originally thought. Traffickers
point to the Internet for the recruitment for purposes of labour exploi‐
tation and also sexual exploitation, via bogus escort services, marriage
agencies, job advertisements, chat‐rooms, among others.
In Canada, the Canadian National Threat Assessment34 shows that
most of the victims of human trafficking were recruited for sexual ex‐
ploitation through the Internet or an acquaintance and that Internet is
also used to advertise their services. Ads were posted in ethnic news‐
papers and an Internet classifieds website to solicit clients. Alberta &
BC investigators have seen the girls move from one city to another on
Craigslist.The ad is placed in one city for a period of time and then it’s
removed and the same female is placed in an ad in a different city (e.g.
“Apple is in Edmonton now”). Advertisements of under aged girls
have been placed in Craigslist. Law enforcement in Canada has con‐
tacted Craigslist to have ads removed when they know that a victim is
under the age of 18 years.
It is rather common in sexual trafficking that the traffickers place
33

A. Sykiotou (2007), ‘Misuse of the internet for the recruitment of victims’,

op.cit.
34 Material provided by Cpl. Nillu Singh (Human Trafficking National Coordi‐
nation Centre, RCMP HQ, Ottawa, Canada) during the UN World Congress ancil‐
lary meeting organised by UN.GIFT on 17.4.10 in Salvador, Brazil.
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their victims in apartments or hotels in various cities. They have strict
rules, forbidding their victims to leave their place of work, visit restau‐
rants or receive visitors without their permission. Clients are charged
expanding the “services” and the “product” from €70‐€80 up to €3,000.
The victims pay normally a weekly fee of €500‐€2,000, which go to traf‐
fickers based in another country. In addition to this weekly fee, they
are forced to hand over at least 50% of the money they receive from cli‐
ents. A separate arrangement is made with each victim.
Traffickers often post nude photographs of all the recruited victims
on the Internet, advertising sexual services. Traffickers use also con‐
cealed surveillance cameras and computers to control the prostituting
victims, in apartments.
The trade is rather obvious in several sites that offer e.g. escort or
“personal” services. However, what is not obvious is if that “trade” is
legal or not and ‐if not legal‐ what type of crime this may constitute. If
it concerns children it is obvious that it is trafficking. But if it concerns
adult persons there may be either legal activities (in countries where
prostitution is legal) or illegal (if prostitution is prohibited), but it is
difficult to conclude if this constitutes trafficking or facilitation of pros‐
titution unless there is more prove that these persons have been co‐
erced or deceived.
Description of the Role of Traders and Consumers
1.The role of consumers
Consumers or clients (in sexual exploitation) are the second type of
Internet users. They should be distinguished from traffickers, although
– in the field of pornography – many pedophiles create their own sites,
exploiting their victims directly. In such cases, they can be considered
as traffickers and consumers.
It is obvious that consumers contribute to trafficking in human be‐
ings, since it would not exist without them. The Internet allows them to
stay safely in their homes and preserve their anonymity, giving them
the feeling that they can wallow in any perversion online without fear
of detection.
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Most of the men who use the Internet to find women trafficked for
purposes of sexual exploitation (and to share their experiences) seem to
be travelling businessmen, people reporting on local prostitution, and
students.
Under Article 19 of the Council of Europe Convention on action
against trafficking in persons, using the services of a trafficked victim
is a criminal offence. It must be emphasised that the fact of its possibly
being hard to prove makes no difference.35
At this point, we should note that some of the fraudulent adver‐
tisements posted on the Internet are aimed, not just at potential vic‐
tims, but also at consumers (but in a different way). For instance, Web
sites which include nude photographs of women (some of whom may
not even know that their pictures have been posted) can affect both in
the following way:
a) Women who never intended to let themselves be advertised as
prostitutes are stigmatised as such. In this case, the only exploita‐
tion they suffer is exploitation of their image.
b) Clients may be deceived as well, since they may pay for sexual ser‐
vices which are never provided. In such cases, the client is the di‐
rect victim, and the woman whose picture has been published is
the indirect victim.36
2. The role and identification of traffickers
Traffickers need either a minimum knowledge of the use of Internet

35 See point 234 of the ʹExplanatory Report of the European Convention on Ac‐
tion against Trafficking in Human Beings: “Proving knowledge may be a difficult
matter for the prosecution authorities. Similar difficulty arises with various other
types of criminal law provision requiring evidence of some nonmaterial ingredient
of an offence. However, the difficulty of finding evidence is not necessarily a con‐
clusive argument for not treating a given type of conduct as a criminal offence.”
36 In 2006‐2007, a three‐country study (Greece, Cyprus, Germany) on the de‐
mand side of trafficking was carried out as part of the European project AGIS run
by the University of Thrace. The conclusions showed that most clients were un‐
aware that trafficking in human beings is a crime, while a large percentage did not
care about the girls, but only wanted to get the services they had paid for.
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or accomplices that have the knowledge to recruit their victims
through this means.
Additionally, traffickers who have the knowledge might create sites
themselves or rely on existing ones.37 Exploitative sites, such as those
that recruit and exploit (mainly) women from abroad differ from por‐
nographic sites in being harder to manage and by exposing traffickers
to greater risks, e.g. the risk that the victim will be stopped at the bor‐
der, and that border officials may need bribing. This partly explains
why this type of trafficking seems mainly to attract organised criminal
groups. However, there are other problems, e.g. when criminals use
proxy servers, usually based in countries with no proper legislation –
which makes it increasingly difficult to identify the persons behind the
web sites. These sites (especially pornographic sites) can also use pay‐
ment methods such as e‐gold and Web money – virtual charge cards,
which make it hard for the police to follow the money trail.
Trying to establish a typology of traffickers in order to easily iden‐
tify them is not easy. Several categories of traffickers might often be
applicable to the same person:
– Traffickers that use the form of spams38 to lure their victims or

37 It appears that 70% of Internet sites are invisible (sites which have a reference,
but are not pointed to by others and cannot be located by traditional search meth‐
ods). This applies to many illegal image sites, whose life is very limited.
38 It is reported that only in the second half of 2009 there was an overall increase
in the levels of malicious spam to 3 billion messages per day, compared with 600
million messages per day in the first half of the year. Social networks such as Twit‐
ter are reported as being used to spread malicious spams. See M86 Security, ‘Secu‐
rity Labs Report’, Jul 2009‐Dec 2009 Recap; www.m86security.com Victims of la‐
bour exploitation have been reported as being lured by spam mail or by fraudulent
job offers online. A. Sykiotou, ‘Misuse of internet for the recruitment of victims of
trafficking’, op.cit., p.83. At the European Union level, the European Commission
acknowledged, in a Communication on spam, that laws to combat these threats are
already in the making – particularly the European Union‐wide “ban on spam”,
adopted under the ePrivacy Directive in 2002. However, enforcing them is still a
problem in most European Union countries. Spam was reduced in the Netherlands
with the help of prosecutions brought by OPTA, an anti‐spam agency with just 5
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–

Traffickers who lure their victims through chat‐rooms, instant mes‐
saging, or social networks, and
– Traffickers who use traditional methods of recruiting them, but
who use the Internet to advertise and sell their ‘products’ and who
often belong to transnational organized criminal networks.
The various typologies of traffickers vary according to:
i) The method of recruiting their victims;
i) Whether they choose to transfer their victims abroad or not for ex‐
ploitation;
ii) How they use the Internet and their involvement in the creation of
sites;
iii) Their personal involvement in the exploitation of the victims (e.g.
exploitation for personal use and not necessarily for economic
profit;39
iv) Their level of association with transnational/national organized
criminal networks.
Depending on their contribution to the production of sites and the use
they make of them, traffickers can be grouped in three categories. It
should be noted that these three categories are often connected with
the organised transnational form of trafficking in human beings and
that traffickers can figure in all three categories simultaneously:
i) Traffickers often set up sites in the countries of origin and in the
languages of potential victims. These sites then spawn others, often
full‐time staff and 570,000 euros’ worth of equipment. Ibid., p.28. On 27 November
2006, the Commission called on all the regulatory authorities and stakeholders in
Europe to step up the fight against spam, spyware and malicious software. It in‐
sisted that, although Internet safety had been on the political agenda for some time,
national authorities must do more to prosecute illegal online activities. Ibid., p. 51.
See also the malware targeting Macs discovered during 2009 that included Trojans
posing as ActiveX components required to view pornographic videos. http://www.
sophos.com/security/topic/security‐report‐2010.html; and also http://www.sophos.
com/blogs/gc/g/2009/06/10/mac‐malware‐adopts‐porn‐video‐disguise/
39 The concept of profit does not necessarily entail economic profit. See A.
Sykiotou (2006), ‘The concept of victim in human trafficking’, Review: Poinika
Chronika, pp. 684‐693.
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building up to form national recruitment networks. They are also
tailored to the market the traffickers are targeting;
ii) The material collected via a first site is then used on a second,
aimed at attracting users. Information on the recruited victims is
translated into English and the languages of other sex or labour
markets where the traffickers wish to operate.40 Traffickers in these
two groups may be identical (the same person) or, more often, the
second may act as accomplice to the first;
iii) The third type is the trafficker who recruits victims and exploits
them directly (without middlemen) via online booking with users
(clients, employers, etc.).
A distinction should obviously be made between traffickers who set
up sites themselves and then exploit the victims recruited, and the op‐
erators who are paid by traffickers to set up sites and, thus, becoming
their accomplices. These people play a key role in trafficking in persons
via the Internet, since they have the technical know how needed to cre‐
ate sites and hide electronic traces from the police. However, innocent
IP addresses can also be stolen by traffickers and used to hide their
true addresses.
3. Problems regarding the identification of traffickers
There are several difficulties in identifying traffickers through the
above mentioned sites. Criminals may use proxy servers, usually based
in countries with no proper legislation, making it increasingly difficult
to identify the persons behind the web sites.

40 At this stage, sites aiming at sexual exploitation offering mainly “escort ser‐
vices” start seeking subscriptions from members (clients), who are given the option
of paying online to visit the girls in their own countries or, alternatively, “import”
them (availability in terms of place and time is specified). If a client wants to bring
a girl to his/her own country, a local go‐between makes sure that /he/she gets in
and out “safely”. The same process may apply if a local trafficker wants to bring in
victims advertised on the Internet and exploit them in his/her own business. Often,
this involves contacting a “middleman”, which can be the case with most forms of
trafficking in human beings, from domestic slavery to sexual exploitation.
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Problems regarding identification by the police and consequently
prosecution of cyber‐traffickers mainly relate to (lack of) evidence. In
particular:
i) Timely location of perpetrators and preservation of digital evi‐
dence is an important issue for consideration due to the inability of
many countries to store big quantities of data and also the lack of
obligation for Internet Service Providers to store data (in EU there
is such legislation since Directive 24/200641 obliges ISPs to store
data for a minimum of 6 months);
ii) There is an important degree of volatility of digital evidence (it is
as easy to create many copies, but it is to destroy evidence in‐
stantly);
iii) It is essential to display objectivity in court, as well as the continu‐
ity and integrity of evidence. It is also necessary to demonstrate
how evidence has been recovered, demonstrating the process
through which evidence has been obtained.42 Evidence should be
preserved to such an extent that a third party is able to repeat the
same process and arrive at the same result as the one presented in
court;
iv) Digital evidence is only part of the evidential material which can
support charges against traffickers.
4. The role of service providers in trafficking
Apart from the traffickers, the victims and the clients, there are also
service providers and various stakeholders that facilitate the trafficking
process through the Internet such as financial institutions that allow
payment by credit cards and also the press and/or the media that
might host deceptive advertisements43. All the above can play a key

41 Modifying the Directive 58/2002 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of the European Union.
42 ACPO e‐crime Strategy, 2009 Report.
43 Newspapers and magazines as well as the media have a part of responsibility
in publishing through their sites advertisements that manifestly offer exploitative
services e.g. ‘slaves for all tastes’).
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role to Internet‐related cases of trafficking. Their role in such cases is
not documented and needs to be more thoroughly researched.44 In ad‐
dition, the role of legal entities that seek cheap labour worldwide needs
also to be further researched.
Human Trafficking and Anti‐cyber Crime Legislation
From the moment traffickers use cyberspace as a tool, trafficking is
considered as cybercrime and normally it falls under the scope of legal
texts addressing to cybercrimes. However, as said above the only text
on cybercrime at international level is the Council of Europe Cyber
Crime Convention45 and it took more than 10 years for the member
States to ratify it46. Other texts at EU level regulate mainly the issue of
safety in the use of Internet, but do not refer expressly to cyber‐

44 The distinction between voluntary and forced prostitution might be difficult,
but when it comes to other forms of THB such as forced labour, slavery or practices
similar to slavery it becomes obvious that the behaviour of individuals actively
seeking the services of trafficked victims (or even accepting such services) needs to
be criminalised and punished. Up to now transnational researches on the demand
side of trafficking have been realised by: Anderson, B. & O’Connell‐Davidson, J.
(2003), Is Trafficking in Human Beings Demand Driven? A multi‐country pilot study,
Geneva: IOM: http://www.iom.int//DOCUMENTS/PUBLICATION/EN/ mrs_15_
2003.pdfand in the framework of the European program AGIS between four coun‐
tries of the EU: Greece, Germany, Cyprus and Belgium: ‘DeStoLi. Demand of sto‐
len lives. Researching the demand side of trafficking in human beings’, 2005‐2007;
ILO (2005), ‘The Mekong challenge. human trafficking: redefining demand’; ILO
(2006) ‘Combating child trafficking. Demand side of human trafficking in Asia:
empirical findings’; USAID (Auf. 2011), ‘Tackling the demand that fosters human
trafficking – final report’.
45Council of Europe/Octopus Programme (2008): ‘Guidelines for the coopera‐
tion between law enforcement and internet service providers against cybercrime’,
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/cooperation/economiccrime/cybercrime/Documents/
LEA_ISP/default_en.asp ; Council of Europe/Global Project on Cybercrime & the
Lisbon Network (2009), ‘Cybercrime training for judges and prosecutors: a con‐
cept’.
46 Status as of 29.4.2015. Total number of ratifications/accessions: 45. Total
number of signatures not followed by ratifications: 8.
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trafficking; only to the issue of storing data for eventual prosecution if
there any criminal activity.47
The European Convention on Trafficking on Action against Traf‐
ficking in Human Beings of 16.5.2005 [ETS 197] is considered as cover‐
ing also the use of Internet. The drafters looked at use of new informa‐
tion technologies in trafficking and they decided that the Convention’s
definition of trafficking in human beings covered trafficking involving
use of new information technologies.48 For instance, the definition’s
reference to recruitment covers recruitment by whatever means (oral,
through the press or via the Internet). It was therefore felt to be unnec‐
essary to include a further provision making the international‐
cooperation arrangements in the Convention on Cybercrime [ETS No.185]
applicable to trafficking in human beings.
Art. 9 of the Cybercrime Convention refers to child pornography,
but it is considered that any crime of common criminal law that is
committed with the help of cyberspace can be prosecuted under this
Convention. The legal basis for this argument is given by Art. 19 allow‐
ing the prosecuting authorities to access, research and seizure data
stored in any computer system or portable media. In addition, the
prosecuting authorities may impose an individual who possesses spe‐
cial knowledge for the preservation of data in PCs to provide law en‐
forcement authorities with all necessary information. Furthermore,
there is provision on the obligation upon order of the prosecuting au‐
thorities to maintain the data that is stored on an individual’s com‐
puter for as long as required (up to 90 days) in order to help the inves‐
tigation. The convention is the first text at international level required
to preserve data.
The reason why trafficking is not embedded as such in the Cyber
Crime Convention is because the Convention is a general tool aiming
to cover four large categories of cybercrimes:
a) against confidentiality, integrity and availability of data, such as il‐

47
48

Directive 24/200647 obliges ISPs to store data for a minimum of 6 months.
See point 79 of the Explanatory Report to the Convention [ETS no 197].
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legal access, illegal trapping‐interception, data interference, or sys‐
tem;
b) relating to computers such as forgery and fraud associated with PCs;
c) crimes relating to the infringement of copyright and related rights;
and
d) content related crimes, such as trafficking where the Convention
gives the example of child pornography as a form of trafficking
which is considered to be more related to cyber‐space (at least at the
time of drafting the Convention).
It is rather strange that in 2010 Russia’s proposal for the adoption of
a Convention on Cybercrime at international level has been rejected by
the UN, despite broad agreement that closer international cooperation
is vital in a world more closely connected by global computer net‐
works.49
The Declaration Salvador50 in 2010 had left a window open for a
global agreement (paragraphs 39‐42 of the Declaration). A UN Advi‐
sory Committee was supposed to draw up a study on legislation and
law enforcement strategies for Cybercrime. The process was intended
to bring the opposing countries closer and lead to suggestions that
could open a path for preparatory talks for a global agreement on cy‐
bercrime. Such discussions can last for years.51
Unlike UN, the Council of Europe seems more active and has al‐
ready established a Special Committee within the framework of the
Octopus.52 On December 2014 (23.12.2014) the Commission has pub‐

49 http://www.computerweekly.com/news/1280092617/UN‐rejects‐international
‐cybercrime‐treaty
50 Declaration of the UN 12th World Congress for crime prevention, Salvador,
Brazil, 12‐19.4.2010.
51 The negotiations for the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime lasted
12 years.
52 Council of Europe, Zahid Jamil, Cybercrime model Laws, ‘Discussion paper
prepared for the Cybercrime Convention Committee (T‐CY)’, 23.12.2014, http://
www.coe.int/t/dghl/cooperation/economiccrime/Source/Cybercrime/TCY/
2014/3021_model_law_study_v15.pdf
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lished a model for the creation of model laws on the basis of the sole
supranational text: the Convention on Cybercrime (Convention of Bu‐
dapest).
Obstacles Regarding the Implementation of Transnational Conven‐
tions
Horizontal action taken through conventional cooperation of States
makes the implementation of texts depending on the one hand by the
political will and on the other from the existence of financial resources
suitable for the realization of its implementation. It is known that traf‐
fickers are often located in a country that has not ratified the conven‐
tion or in a country known for its unwillingness to cooperate with the
rest of community despite the fact that it may have ratified the specific
convention.
Further, among the countries that have ratified the Convention (to‐
tal 37) there is great variation in relation to the telecommunications in‐
frastructure and the corresponding Internet penetration. In addition,
conventions leave room of implementation in every national legisla‐
ture which results to emerging in practice various problems related to
the qualification of acts, but also issues of jurisdiction.
What is more, transnational conventions are texts of regional char‐
acter having reduced field of application and this is not enough for an
effective implementation, in the sense of effectively fighting the crime,
since many providers are established outside the region. They also of‐
fer only partial regulation of the subject since up to now existing texts
attempt to either cover the issue of safety in Internet or the issue of
trafficking.
The legal framework that regulates cybercrimes is not enough since
cyberspace is a field that advances with an extreme rapidity.
Preventive Measures
Web pages of police departments, social organisations, Ministries,
Embassies, Banks and other public or private entities can all provide
advice to increase public awareness, avert and protect persons against
the dangers inherent in the new technologies. They can also offer ad‐
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vice on safe Web surfing and on how users can be protected from be‐
ing implicated either as potential victim or as client53 when using the
Internet. Programs that detect pedophile activities could be also
adapted to prevent forms of trafficking related to the Internet.
However, prevention generally depends on the importance given to
international, regional and local cooperation and the co‐ordination be‐
tween the various entities responsible for combating trafficking, as well
as to specialized capacity development programmes; especially in in‐
formation, communication and technologies, since this is a field that
evolves rapidly and has an impact on the new modus operandi of the
traffickers.
For prevention efforts to be effective, it has to be understood that
trafficking is not only a problem of the State(s), but it concerns societies
and citizens worldwide. Only with a collective confrontation of the
problem this phenomenon can be prevented. For this reason, raise
awareness of the media and the civil society is an important tool to
prevent Internet related trafficking (in countries of origin and in coun‐
tries of destination so as to reduce the demand that fosters exploita‐
tion). Also cooperation can be an effective tool from government and
non‐governmental organizations as well as the private sector for the
prevention of persons at risk; and for the prevention of re‐trafficking
and re‐victimisation.
Prevention is also directly linked to the assistance and protection for
potential victims of trafficking and to the demand that fosters all forms
of exploitation. The involvement of the private sector in preventing
Internet‐related crimes applies in particular to Internet service provid‐
ers and financial institutions that have a role in detecting and investi‐
gating suspicious financial transactions.
Up to now there are several preventive measures implemented ei‐
ther by governments or by private organizations both at national and
international levels.

53 Persons wishing to use (adult) sexual services online should be averted for
avoiding services of trafficked victims.
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It needs to be underlined that according to the case‐law of ECTHR,
governments have an obligation to take appropriate preventive meas‐
ures for their nationals. The first time that the Court of Human Rights
highlighted the obligation to cooperation between States, as well as the
obligation to take immediate action on the training of authorities for
the proper and timely identification of victims of trafficking in human
beings was in 2010 with the case Rantsev v. Russia and Cyprus54. In its
judgment, the ECTHR accepts openly that, trafficking in human beings
is identical with the meaning of slavery of art. 4 of the Convention and
as such constitutes a serious violation of human rights. In other words,
Member States have a clear obligation to take positive measures to
prevent trafficking and protect victims, or else they violate the funda‐
mental rights protected by the provisions of the ECHR.
1. Measures at international level
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
Virtual Global Taskforce55 (VGT) is an international partnership of
law enforcement agencies, which was established in 2003 to fight
online child abuse It comprises the Australian High Tech Crime Cen‐
tre, the United Kingdom’s Child Exploitation and Online Protection
Centre (CEOP), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the United States
Immigration and Customs Enforcement authorities, the Italian law‐
enforcement authorities, the New Zealand Police, the Ministry of Inte‐
rior of the United Arab Emirates, Europol and Interpol. VGT could ex‐
pand its mandate to serve for combating the recruitment of victims for
all forms of trafficking in persons.

54 Decision of ECHR of 7.1.2010 (Application no.25965/04). This is the first deci‐
sion that condemns Member States of the Council of Europe in the case of traffick‐
ing in human beings for lack of victim protection measures, effective prevention
and suppression of crime. Decision commented by A. Sykiotou (2010) in: Efar‐
moges Dimosiou Dikaiou no 3, pp. 656‐678.
55 http://www.virtualglobaltaskforce.com/
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2. Preventive measures of the European Union
One example of preventive measures taken at international level is
the forum created by the European Union on organised crime preven‐
tion56, comprising national law enforcement authorities, business and
professional groups, academic researchers, non‐governmental organi‐
zations and civil society in general. This forum was set up in 2001 to
discuss new approaches to preventing organised crime and it has also
included trafficking in human beings.
In the framework of Europol the Analytical Work File (AWF) has
been set up in 2001 to help participating member states to prevent and
combat the activities of criminal networks involved in the production,
sale or distribution of child pornography, and associated types of crime
within Europol’s mandate, e.g. sexual exploitation of children. So far, it
has been immensely, and increasingly, successful.
PREVENTIVE MEASURES TAKEN BY GOVERNMENTS
Many governments have taken preventive measures at national
level. For instance, in Greece there have been installed help‐lines for
victims in 2006 by the National Centre for Social Solidarity (EKKA)
with multilingual staff. In June 2007, the Ministry of Finance has set up
a new body, the DART (Digital Awareness and Response to Threats) in
order to increase public awareness, avert and protect against the dan‐
gers inherent in the new technologies, and provide advice on safe Web
surfing, particularly for children and parents.
In Belgium the ‐eCops system was created mainly to fight child por‐
nography, but it also addresses other Internet‐related crimes, and can
be used to report offences committed via or against the Internet.

56 Athanassia Sykiotou (2009), ‘The European Convention against Trafficking of
Human Beings in Relation to the Case‐law of the European Court for Human
Rights on Art.4 of the ECHR and the Case‐law of the International Criminal Tribu‐
nal for the Former Yugoslavia on Enslavement’ (in English), in: M. Kranidiotis,
(ed.), Volume in honor of Prof. Aglaia Tsitsoura, Sakkoulas Publs., pp. 103‐140.
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PREVENTIVE MEASURES TAKEN BY PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS
a. Public awareness tools
Up to now several interesting preventive initiatives have been taken
by organisations:
– In Poland the NGO ‘La Strada’ has developed Internet web site to
provide advice for people going abroad to work. They also monitor
Internet forums containing suspect job offers.57
– In the United Kingdom the NGO “Safe Modelling” has set up such
a site, which gives detailed advice on avoiding fake agencies.
– In the USA the Polaris Project58 has launched several programmes
against trafficking such as the “Public Outreach and Communica‐
tions Programme” aiming to increase public awareness about the
realities of human trafficking in the United States and build local
capacity to combat human trafficking by engaging media, commu‐
nity members, and key stakeholders in anti‐trafficking activities at
local and national levels. In an effort to develop the grassroots
movement against trafficking and enable individuals, communi‐
ties, and organizations to make an impact, the Polaris Project also
launched the Polaris Project Action Centre59, which is a site that
provides individuals and groups with the information and tools
they need to take action. The site includes basic facts about human
trafficking and information on recent trafficking cases, testimonies
of survivors, daily news, and concrete ways to take action.
b. Filtering systems
Filtering systems and programs that detect pedophile activities have
been created to prevent children from being lured by pedophiles while

A. Sykiotou, ‘Misuse of internet’, op. cit., p.102.
http://www.polarisproject.org/content/view/53/72/
59“Believing that widespread public awareness, community involvement, and
local ownership are essential to bringing about sustainable social change, Polaris
Project’s public outreach efforts are an integral component of our holistic approach
to combat modern‐day slavery”, http://actioncentre.polarisproject.org/
57
58
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in Internet. Such systems can be at the same time considered as con‐
tributing to both prevention and to disrupting trafficking activities.
Some examples include:
i) Cyber Tipline: AOL (America on Line) in collaboration with the
National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) has
created a filtering, monitoring and reporting system for the domain
names of chat rooms. The idea is to capture using the name of the
domain what is the creators’ potential objective (for instance: from
the chat room listings a chat topic such as: “new born ‘secks’” re‐
fers to ‘sex’; or “raype abduct” can refer to ‘rape abduction’). Con‐
sequently, if the user gives the name of a chat room which sounds
suspicious AOL can either block it (not allow its creation) or close it
down. AOL also publishes all the cases that result to arrests to in‐
crease awareness‐raising on the issue.60 This system was created
mainly to combat child pornography and child exploitation and it
applies for domestic cases (in USA & Canada, each system is inde‐
pendent). As a consequence, it presents a deficiency when a case is
of an international character.
The Greatest Challenges for National Governments, Police and Judi‐
ciary in the Fight against Human Trafficking through Cyberspace
The difficulty in monitoring information networks, especially the
Internet, the anonymity of users and the risk for the disappearance of
traces of the crime through the deletion of evidence or using a series of
different providers that are located in different continents create con‐
stantly the need for new legal instruments in such crimes. The latter
poses a problem regarding the confidentiality of communication and
protection of personal data, while there is the evident risk of ending up

60 For instance in 2007 there was a case of a man in Oklahoma who attempted to
sell his children over the Internet for sex. He had a conversation in an Internet chat
room where he allegedly promised to procure a 5‐year old and a 1‐year old for sex
to a New York man for 5,000$. The National Centre for Missing and Exploited
Children picked up on the possible transaction and alerted New York State Police.
Following up on information the Oklahoma Police arrested the perpetrator.
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in a generalized surveillance. The transnational character of cyber‐
crimes imposes the need for police and judicial cooperation between
Member States in order to prosecute and convict the offenders. The ab‐
sence of a uniform legal framework creates problems both in terms of
the definition of the crime, as well as in the investigation and collection
of evidence.
1. Challenges for the governments
The major difficulties in the fight against human trafficking through
cyberspace lie first of all in two types of shortcomings:
1) Shortcomings in legislation, since the related legislation on Internet
remains chaotic and regional. There are not internationally agreed
instruments on the use of Internet or on Internet related crimes (in‐
cluding cybercrime). Only regional instruments exist for the mo‐
ment: In the framework of the Council of Europe the Cybercrime
Convention,61 and in the framework of the European Union, the
legislation on electronic communications and the responsibility for
Internet service providers of 2006.62
2) Shortcomings in technical means and infrastructure, mainly con‐
cerning telecommunications that impede the collaboration between
law enforcement authorities and implementation of adequate
measures in all countries. Success in fighting Internet‐related traf‐
ficking relies at the same time on the technical know‐how and in the
quick response of law enforcement authorities as well as on the co‐
61 Council of Europe Convention of 23.11.2001 (ETS 185); in force since 1.7.2004.
See Sylvia Mercado Kierkegaard (2005), ‘Cracking down on cybercrime global re‐
sponse: the Cybercrime Convention’, IIMA 2005 5(1), Article 7, pp. 59‐66.
62 There is also the legislation on Internet such as the 2005 EU Framework Deci‐
sion on attacks against information systems which provides for the criminalisation
of instigation, aiding and abetting and attempt to commit certain cyber offences,
such as illegal system interference and illegal data interference, but it is not related
to trafficking. It provides for aggravating circumstances (at least between two and
five years of maximum imprisonment) for offences committed within the frame‐
work of a criminal organization or offences that caused serious damages or has af‐
fected essential interests.
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operation and coordination of authorities at national and interna‐
tional levels.
Governments should take the following steps in the fight of cyber‐
trafficking:
1) Harmonisation of Internet legislation aiming at the retention of
data by Internet Service Providers, including the possibility of
withdrawal of any prohibition related to data protection for any ac‐
tion related to human trafficking investigations, while ensuring the
protection of bona fide users;
2) Compliance of national provisions on trafficking in persons with
the international texts;
3) Standards setting(preferably harmonised at the international level)
for various types of web sites and services offered through the
Internet, e.g. employment or marriage agency sites;
4) Institutionalisation of capacity development measures to increase
the capacity of law enforcement authorities to investigate Internet‐
related trafficking cases;
5) Regular monitoring63 and investigation through innovative and
specialised investigative methods and techniques by law enforce‐
ment authorities, combined with preventive action to alert poten‐
tial victims and clients;
6) Regular analysis of reported cases to help create profiling systems
for sites and tools used to recruit victims via the Internet, by:
(i) Gathering all information on Internet‐related cases of human
trafficking using existing systems (such as Interpol, Europol,
Eurojust) to which only authorised persons would have access;
(ii) Gathering tactical intelligence about the methods of recruit‐

63 There are however some concerns on the safeguard of privacy. Recently in
Algeria, a government proposal to filter Algeria’s Internet traffic to beat cyber‐
crime and online pornography is opposed by those who worry about privacy and
connection speeds. It is sustained that the government’s desire to crack down on
questionable sites would be better served by passing an “ethics code for cyber‐
cafes and Internet stores” specifying their duties and rights. http://www.maghare‐
bia.com/cocoon/awi/xhtml1/en_GB/features/awi/features/2009/12/15/feature‐02
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ment;
(iii) Refining methods for analysing patterns and sharing informa‐
tion on trafficking in persons’ cases carried out through the use
of the Internet;
(iv) Developing specific indicators to detect different forms of traf‐
ficking in persons through the Internet.
2. Challenges for the police
Unfortunately in most cases the perpetrators are faster than the au‐
thorities and especially able to have technology on their side.
Very often the certification of victimisation is not possible, unless
the police find the digital traces that prove the offence. However, the
geographic location of the server that the offenders choose to locate in
countries with weak legal framework is possible to neutralize the
prosecution. So, for example, if the perpetrator uses one or more hy‐
perlinks his tracing is not easy.
In addition to that, the location of the victims may be impossible
only by using the Internet.
According to Europol,64 organised crime groups are difficult to trace
over the Internet. This is because there are deficiencies in a number of
key areas, such as:
i) Global information about the Internet itself;
ii) A common reporting system;
iii) Reporting systems for the victims;
iv) Dissemination of information;
v) Data retained by Internet Service Providers (ISP) and Telecoms
companies;
vi) A common strategy at international level.
An effective prosecution of Internet related cases of trafficking
would benefit from the existence of a global database, which could in‐
clude organisations and institutions working on anti‐human traffick‐

64 ‘High tech crimes within the EU: old crimes new tools, new crimes new
tools’; Threat Assessment 2007, High Tech Crime Centre.
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ing, intended to:
i) Facilitate rapid identification of, and contact between, institutions
and organisations active in the anti‐trafficking sector in different
countries (NGOs, local authorities, government bodies, universi‐
ties, etc.); working on different forms of trafficking (sexual exploi‐
tation, forced labour, organ trafficking, illegal international adop‐
tions, mail‐order brides, etc.);
ii) Address different target groups (children, men, women, trans‐
gender people, communities, social and health workers, educators,
teachers, law enforcement officers, judicial personnel, etc.);
iii) Support different types of action (detection of cases; reporting; dis‐
ruption of trafficking activities and assistance directly aimed at
trafficked persons);
iv) Facilitate the exchange of up‐to‐date information on organisations,
projects, activities and services concerned with trafficking; and of
professionals in this field who need to contact their counterparts in
other countries.
Given that many consumers are able to use traditional online pay‐
ment tools, such as their credit cards, as well as new, alternative pay‐
ment schemes,65 to purchase activities related to trafficking (from child
pornography on the Internet to various sexual services and mail order
brides) a financial coalition is crucial to stop the online transactions re‐
lated to human trafficking (this could work in conjunction with the
online reporting system described previously).
Such a system exists already in USA in the framework of
ICMEC/NCMEC (expanding its Cyber Tipline to include measures

65 There is a trend toward these web sites directing buyers away from tradi‐
tional payment tools and methods, such as credit cards, and toward multilayered,
alternative payment schemes. For example, a website may purport to offer the tra‐
ditional credit card payment methods on a webpage, but after attempting to use a
credit card, a purchaser is instructed to send an email to a specified email account.
The sellers will then reply with instructions on how to send money through alter‐
native payment (noncredit card) mechanisms.
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from financial companies). The financial coalition (FCACP)66 has been
created in 2006 and is an alliance between private industry and the
public sector in the battle against commercial child pornography and is
managed by ICMEC/NCMEC. The mission of the FCACP is to follow
the flow of funds and shut down the payment accounts used by these
illicit enterprises. Up to now thirty‐two financial institutions (banks,
credit‐card companies, third‐party payment companies) and Internet‐
service companies have joined the alliance67. The Financial Coalition,
covering 90 per cent of the U.S. credit card industry, aims to eradicate
child pornography by following the flow of funds and shutting down
the payment accounts being used by those illegal enterprises.
Likewise, in Brazil a financial coalition has been established to fight
child pornography between the entities associated with ABECS (Brazil‐
ian Association of Credit Card Companies and. Related Services) in co‐
operation with Safer Net Brazil, the Federal Public Prosecutors’ Office,
the Federal Police Department and the Ministry of Justice. Since the
creation of the coalition the amount reports of ISPs showed a decrease
of 90% in 6 months.
3. Challenges for the judiciary
The global character of cyber‐crime and the lack of uniform legisla‐
tion in some countries (in some there is almost nonexistent regulation
of Internet issues) is impeding the prosecution. From one hand there
are emerging problems of terminology and convergence of legislation,
and from the other, there are many accomplices in the committing of
such crimes (Web developers, service providers, users, etc.) with the

66 In 2007 the FCACP developed and published a best‐practices guide for finan‐
cial institutions, titled ‘Internet merchant acquisition and monitoring best practices
for prevention and detection of commercial child pornography’; http://www. miss‐
ingkids.com/missingkids/servlet/PageServlet?LanguageCountry=en_US&PageId=
373
67 The European Financial Coalition was launched on 3 March 2009, and is be‐
ing supported by the European Commission. Asia Pacific Financial Coalition
against Child Pornography has also been formed.
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aid and abetting of natural and legal persons on a global scale. This
complicates matters of participation in crime, jurisdiction and coopera‐
tion between prosecuting authorities, and also of determination of the
place of the crime.
The difficulty is that given the legal and technical shortcomings
perpetrators avoid often prosecution and conviction.
There are countries that have a legislative framework that punishes
severely cyber‐trafficking, but they do not have the adequate techno‐
logical means required to allow a rapid intervention of law enforce‐
ment authorities for the identification of perpetrators and the protec‐
tion of data and countries that may lack from both.
Some of the major difficulties for the judiciary are:
– Establish the location of the commission of the crime. Very often
there are more persons involved in the commission of the crime, or
the act of the offender/s generates its results in more than one
places, and even the flow of information via the Internet may pass
through different providers, or it has to do with creating different
links and, in short, the crime produces effects in different States
and in innumerable victims and at different times. It should be
more correct to use the concept of ‘space’ (digital) and not that of
the ‘place’ in the commission of crime, since cyber‐space is much
broader place where an Internet crime can be committed.
– Establish the accomplishes and prosecute the entire chain going up
to the head of organized network;
– Establish a judicial cooperation with countries that are known for
their unwillingness to collaborate with international community;
– Have enough evidence and witnesses for the case. It is often that
the victims prefer to return home instead of staying throughout the
procedure. Sometimes there are no adequate protection measures
for the victims and other witnesses and this undermines the com‐
pletion of the prosecution.
– In many cases the legal defense of the traffickers is better than the
victims (that may be inexistent if there is no legal aid) which results
in turning the crime of trafficking in a crime that is punished less
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severely (such as solicitation of prostitution), or even in the acquit‐
tal of the offender(s). The judge should thus have a strong knowl‐
edge on the subject in order not to be carried away by masteries of
the offender’s attorneys.
More particularly, there are three types of problems for the judiciary
related to:
• the evidence;
• the transnational dimension of cyber‐crimes and
• the failure of removing measures for the protection of personal
data, such as secrecy in some legislations.
CHALLENGES RELATED TO EVIDENCE
1. There is great difficulty in handling digital evidence68 due to the
large amounts of data stored;
2. Digital proofs are part of an event only e.g. when an email is sent
we know only the external elements of communication;
3. There is a large degree of variability of digital evidence because
there is easy to produce true copies, but it’s also easy to delete; and
4. Digital evidence is only part of the evidential material to an inves‐
tigating process, not enough to support the entire case in any cy‐
ber‐crime.
CONCERNING THE TRANSNATIONAL DIMENSION OF CYBER‐CRIMES
1. Most of the time these cases usually involve more countries that are
not EU Member States or Council of Europe members and as a con‐
sequence, they do not have a uniform legislative framework that
would allow the prosecution or the effective punishment of perpetra‐
tors.
2. As mentioned above, some of the States in which the providers op‐

68 Eoghan Casey (2001), Digital Evidence and Computer Crime: Forensic science,
computers, and the Internet, San Diego, CA, Academic Press; of the same author (ed.)
2002;Chris Proside (2001), Incident Response: Investigating Computer Crime, Kevin
Mandia, New York: McGraw‐Hill; Ernesto Savona (2004), Crime and Technology:
New frontiers for regulation law enforcement and research, Springer, Dordrecht.
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erate may not be willing to cooperate.
3. Often there are problems connected to the conflict of jurisdiction
when more Prosecutors are appointed (both inside and outside the
country) to deal with the case, in particular when there is criminal ac‐
tivity in more than one places. Of course, the creation and expansion
of the role of Eurojust has contributed to resolve this issue.
4. The success of the prosecution relies on the know‐how and the quick
reaction of the authorities and this, because it takes a minute to erase
all the incriminating evidence from the Internet.
FAILURE TO REMOVING PROTECTIVE MEASURES SUCH AS SECRECY IN SOME
LEGISLATIONS

In some European legislations such as Greece, in order to request
removal of confidentiality of Internet providers, the law requires that
there should be prosecution of a crime in the degree of a felony and of
a particularly serious felony such as murder, terrorism, extortion, etc.,
or risk to public safety. In such cases the withdrawal of confidentiality
is possible only if it is a matter of national security or for the verifica‐
tion of serious felonies (e.g. high treason, criminal organization, etc.).
This may create a problem in cases of p.ex. child pornography which is
considered only as misdemeanor.
Conclusion
The use of Internet has transformed (or rather: mutated) the victim‐
offender relationship. This is said, because in Internet the traditional
(person‐to‐person) confrontation between offender‐victim does not ex‐
ist, since very often the offender is ‘invisible’ and the victim is unaware
of his identity. Consequently, the victimisation has become more ‘in‐
sidious’ and the victim cannot directly help the prosecution authorities
(with the description of offender, etc.)
However, this “invisible threat” is nevertheless able to create count‐
less victims, like an atomic bomb. This should be taken into account by
the legislator as an aggravating circumstance. I believe that this is nec‐
essary, since the Internet allows the offender a rapid spread of his
criminal results in many and various locations and also a simultaneous
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creation of unspecified number of victims, offering the perpetrator the
possibility to act in such way without even moving from his chair.
In the globalization era it is not enough to move only at a level of
horizontal action to tackle crime, because it is unrealistic. It is not
enough to have a uniform legal framework at a regional level (as the
Council of Europe cyber‐crime Convention) when States outside this
region do not have corresponding provisions. The challenge we face
today is that we should respond to the globalised crime with a univer‐
sal legislation, otherwise all attempts will stay fragmentary and we will
not be able to escape from this huge spider’s Web that generates daily
more and more victims. However, together with a universal legislation
we need a uniform technological infrastructure at global level that
would allow a joint system of communications setting for the rapid in‐
tervention of the prosecuting authorities on location and identification
of the perpetrators and the preservation of evidence, as well as a strong
international cooperation.‐
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International conventions: improving
the position of victims of sexual offences
TERTTU UTRIAINEN
Emerita Professor of Criminal law, University of Lapland

Internationalisation of Criminal Law
Criminal law has customarily been considered an exceptionally “na‐
tional” branch of law. Along with family law, it is supposedly one of
the last areas that will feel the impact of globalisation and efforts to
harmonise rights.
This view is largely mistaken, however. Although criminal laws are
the products of national legislative processes, the principles, theories
and solutions that inform their content are often imported – born else‐
where and formulated to suit domestic purposes. Finland, like most
countries, can probably be credited with no more than a single innova‐
tion in the realm of criminal law: the system of day fines, implemented
in 1921 and known as the “Scandinavian fine system”. Other criminal
sanctions, such as community service, have spread from country to
country and taken on local forms.
Likewise, the conceptual system underpinning general doctrines, a
product of philosophical deliberations, has most often taken shape
over time. The notions of criminal responsibility and the concepts we
find in the general doctrines of criminal law date back to antiquity;
some go back even farther. Intention and choice have been discussed
since Aristotle, and the Romans drew the distinctions intentionality,
negligence and accident. Canon Law and the Church, for their part,
emphasised the responsibility of the individual to an extent where
secular law also began to pay more attention to the position of women
and slaves and the mentally ill were no longer considered criminally
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responsible.1
In Finland, the criminal codes of other countries often provided
models for not only the general part of the Criminal Code but also the
description of individual offences. The country’s first Criminal Code,
enacted in 1889, owed a great deal to the Swedish (Strafflagen 1864)
and German codes (Strafgesetzbuch 1871). The two countries contin‐
ued to have a strong influence on Finnish criminal legislation thereaf‐
ter.
Implementing international conventions in national legislation is far
more effective than debating law on the theoretical level and copying
individual provisions from one country to another. The expansion of
international law and growing array of treaties concluded since the
Second World War have had an impact on essentially every branch of
law. As one professor of International Law has noted, nearly every
field of law has become international law.
Sexual Abuse and Violence against Women
Recent decades have seen the emergence of an extensive range of
treaties designed to improve the position of victims of sexual offences,
crimes of violence and human trafficking. The paramount concern has
been to protect women and children. The treaties have been the out‐
come of efforts by the United Nations and a number of other interna‐
tional organisations, such as the International Labour Organization, the
Council of Europe and the European Union. Another crucial actor has
been the European Court of Human Rights and the body of case‐law it
has created in applying the European Convention on Human Rights.
Also figuring significantly is the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court (ICC), an instrument that was approved in 1998 and

1 J. Walter Jones, The Law and Legal Theory of the Greeks. pp. 271‐275, Oxford
1956; Arlette Lebigre, Quelques Aspects de la Responsibilité Penal en Droit Romain
Classique. pp. 55‐56, 60‐70, Paris 1967; Andrea Wacke, Fahrlässige Vergehen. – Revue
Internationale des Droits de l´Antiquité. pp. 508‐509, 518‐541, Bruxelles 1979; Georg
Schubert, Der Einfluss des kirchlichen Rechts auf das weltliche Strafrecht der Frankenzeit.
pp. 18‐28, Münster 1937.
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came into force in 2002. Further contributions have come from third‐
sector organisations, such as Zonta International, which has cam‐
paigned against violence towards women and disseminated informa‐
tion on international conventions.
The first specific criminal penalty for human trafficking in the Fin‐
nish Criminal Code (s. 25:1) was enacted in 1926, after Finland had ac‐
ceded to two international conventions, one for suppression of the
white slave trade and the other for the suppression of the traffic in
women and children, concluded in 1910 and 1921, respectively. Here
we see conventions going back a good one hundred years. This devel‐
opment was followed by a number of quieter decades.2
Things were quite different indeed as we approached the 2000s. The
Council of Europe and the European Union had concluded a succes‐
sion of international conventions on the protection of women and chil‐
dren. These prompted numerous additions and amendments to the
legislation on sexual offences in Finland, as elsewhere.3
1. International conventions on child abuse
The 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child obligates the
states parties to protect children from all forms of sexual exploitation
and abuse. Finland brought the Convention into force in 1991, and its
2000 Optional Protocol in 2012. The Protocol expanded the scope and
level of detail of the Convention’s provisions, with specific application
to the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography. The
instrument also imposed obligations on the states parties to criminalise
certain activities.
In 1999, the International Labour Organization concluded the Con‐
vention on Prohibiting and Eliminating the Worst Forms of Child La‐
bour, which the convention deemed to be the use of a child for prosti‐

2 It was only after the airplane hijackings of the 1960s and 1970s that interna‐
tional treaties were concluded which prompted Finland to criminalise airplane hi‐
jacking and sabotage of air traffic (34:14a, 14b).
3 Minna Kimpimäki, Kansainvälinen rikosoikeus. pp. 182‐204, Kauppakamari
2015.
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tution, for the production of pornography or for pornographic per‐
formances.
A subsequent convention, more detailed and with more obligations
to criminalise, was the Convention on the Protection of Children
against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse. It was adopted by the
Council of Europe in 2007 and came into force in Finland in 2011.
The Convention covered an extensive range of the forms of child
abuse, encompassing not only sexual intercourse with a child but child
prostitution and child pornography as well. Its criminalisation obliga‐
tions were extended to situations where a child had not yet partici‐
pated in sexual activity by requiring that sanctions be imposed for cor‐
rupting a child and for grooming. The former refers to causing a child
to witness sexual abuse or sexual activities, the latter to soliciting chil‐
dren for sexual purposes.
An instrument similar in content to the Convention was the 2004
Framework Decision of the Council of Europe on combatting sexual
abuse of children and child pornography (2004/68/JHA). The Decision
was replaced in 2011 by the Directive on Combating the sexual abuse
and sexual exploitation of children and child pornography
(2011/93/EU). The Directive is more detailed, and its obligations to
criminalise more extensive and specific. It also sets out the lowest
maximum penalty for each form of offence.
The obligations imposed on Finland under international conven‐
tions have meant numerous amendments to the country’s legislation
on sexual offences. The relevant provisions were revised in 1998 as part
of the general reform of the Criminal Code, the point of departure in
the work being to protect the right to sexual self‐determination.At the
time, international conventions did not as yet influence how the provi‐
sions on sexual offences were formulated; not surprisingly, they have
been revised a number of times in the 2000s, addressing a need largely
prompted by the conventions.
The provisions on human trafficking, sexual abuse of children and
child pornography, among other offences, were revised in 2004 (Act
no. 650/2004). Later, in 2011, a rather extensive reform was carried out
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when the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Children
from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse was brought into force (Act
no. 540/2011). The provisions in chapter 20 of the Criminal Code on
child abuse and child prostitution were amended and augmented.
Similarly, chapter 17 of the Code was revised to include the provisions
on child pornography. The reform also extended the criminal liability
of a juridical person and increased the scope of the prohibition to pur‐
sue a business.
The new provisions were added to the Code under the old sys‐
tematics, introduced in 1998, with the result that today the provisions
on child prostitution and child pornography are fragmented.
2. International conventions combatting violence against women
Many human rights conventions, such as the UN Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW,
1979), also seek to combat violence and sexual offences against women.
Violence is a form of discrimination. Another instrument geared to
combating violence is the Council of Europe recommendation on the
protection of women against violence (Rec (2002)5).
From the perspective of human rights agreements, crimes of vio‐
lence and sexual offences are violations of human rights. Accordingly,
states parties have a positive obligation to see to it that no violations of
human rights occur in their territory, with these to include domestic
violence.
The European Court of Human Rights has played a crucial role in
changing attitudes. Numerous provisions of the European Convention
on Human Rights have been applied in cases involving violence and
sexual offences against women, examples being Article 2 on the right
to life, Article 3 on the prohibition of torture, Article 5 on the right to
liberty and security and Article 14 on the prohibition of discrimina‐
tion.4
One instrument with a particular focus on eliminating violence and

4

E.g. Opuz v. Turkey, 9.6.2009.
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domestic violence against women is the 2011 Council of Europe Con‐
vention on preventing and combating violence against women and
domestic violence. Also known as the Istanbul Convention, it came
into force in Finland on 1 August 2015.
The Convention seeks to change attitudes through awareness‐
raising, education and information and emphasises that culture cus‐
tom, religion, tradition or “honour” cannot be considered justifications
for violence. It provides that telephone helplines and shelters should be
set up for victims, and that victims should be given legal aid and that
protection should be given to witnesses. The obligations under the
Convention are set out as applying to state officials, regional and local
representatives and non‐governmental organisations. In Finland, re‐
sponsibility for co‐ordination, implementation, monitoring and evalua‐
tion of policies and measures pursuant to the Convention rests with
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health.
The Convention also imposes obligations on parties ensure that of‐
fences established in the Convention are made punishable by effective
sanctions. For example, they are to ensure that where the victim of the
offence was the perpetrator’s spouse or former spouse, this constitutes
aggravating circumstances in determining the sentence. The Conven‐
tion requires that psychological, physical and sexual violence, stalking,
forced marriages, female genital mutilation, forced abortion and forced
sterilisation be made criminal offences (Articles 33‐40)
Most of the acts which the Istanbul Convention requires parties to
criminalise were already offences in the Finnish Criminal Code.
Among the new offences enacted pursuant to the Convention was
stalking, which was made a punishable offence in 2013 (Act no.
879/2013).A person is guilty of stalking if the person repeatedly threat‐
ens, observes, contacts or in another comparable manner unjustifiably
stalks another so that this is conducive towards instilling fear or anxi‐
ety in the person being stalked (Criminal Code, ch. 25, s. 7a).
Criminalisation of sexual harassment did not proceed as smoothly.
In 2013, the government proposed that sexual harassment be made an
offence punishable under the Criminal Code (Government Bill
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216/2013), but the definition of harassment adopted was narrower than
that in the Convention. When the bill came before Parliament, the
scope of the proposed provision was narrowed further and the name of
the offence changed to “sexual molestation”. It refers to touching of a
person that is conducive to violating the person’s sexual self‐
determination. Gestures, facial expressions and sexually suggestive
remarks do not fall under the definition of molestation. Finland has
two Acts – the Act on Equality between Women and Men and Occupa‐
tional Safety and Health Act – that contain provisions on sexual har‐
assment that are more comprehensive than the provision in the Crimi‐
nal Code.
The Criminal Code has no specific provisions on forced marriage or
female genital mutilation. These have been proposed for inclusion, as
has the renewed provision on rape, with lack of consent as the key con‐
stituent element of the offence.5
Rape as a Criminal Offence: From the Interests of the Community to
Respect for the Will of the Individual
International conventions have resulted in new offences being
added to the Finnish Criminal Code and existent ones being amended
to conform to Finland’s obligations under the conventions. The con‐
ventions and related legal praxis have also had an impact on as “clas‐
sic” an offence as rape. The definition of rape has been broadened and
development can be seen from protection of the family’s and extended
family’s interests to respect for the will of the individual, and from
physical coercion into a sexual act to the lack of consent to a sexual act.
1. Change in the interest being protected
For a very long time, the prevailing view in the case of rape was
that it was not so much the victim’s self‐determination that had been
violated – because at one time women and children essentially had
none – but that the offence affected the family and lowered the status

5

Kimpimäki 2015, pp. 211‐212.
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of the victim in the community. In ancient Athens, the immediate ob‐
ject of a rape might be a wife, daughter of slave but it was the husband,
father or master of the house who was holder of the legal interest. The
basic unit of society among the ancient Romans, Old Testament Jews
and Christians was the family, with a man being the head of what was
a patriarchal family. It was important to safeguard the lineage of one’s
progeny and codes of morality were upheld through honour and
shame. Rape violated a woman’s honour, the family of the master of
the house and the social order.6
The notion that rape also brought shame upon the victim persisted
for quite some time in the Nordic countries. Accordingly, the 1734
Swedish Code prohibited, under threat of punishment, “reproaching”
a victim of rape. The connection between marriage and rape also per‐
sisted, with marriage seen as a means to atone for the offence. As late
as 1994, the Finnish Criminal Code still contained a provision whereby
no punishment was imposed if the perpetrator married the victim of
his crime. This was certainly a curious state of affairs given that the
1971 reform of sexual offences was based on the principle of sexual
self‐determination. In 2003 the European Court of Human Rights heard
a case, M.C. v. Bulgaria (4.12.2003), in which the perpetrator offered to
marry his 14‐year‐old victim when she turned 18.
For many years, legislation on sexual offences was designed to pro‐
tect the social order from unwanted sex. This notion still prevails in
many countries, one indication of this attitude being honour killings.
Yet, rape gradually came to be considered a crime of physical vio‐
lence against a woman. The 1734 Swedish Code still mentioned that
the offence took place against the woman’s will. Thus, the victim could
have been asleep, could have been mentally ill or might have been a
child. Later, the element of will was removed from the laws, and refer‐
ence was made to coercing the victim into sexual intercourse. Rape be‐

6 Georg Doblhofer, ;Vergewaltigung in der Antike;. Beiträge zur Altertumskunde.
Band 46. pp. 4‐5, 97‐98, 110‐111; Terttu Utriainen, ‘Vad biblen berättar om
våldtäkt’. In: Festskrift till Madeleine Lejonhufvud. pp. 363‐368. Vällingby 2007.
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came a crime of violence and the victim’s physical body the object of
the offence. This was the definition that applied in the Finnish Crimi‐
nal Code until the 2000s; to be sure, the degree of violence used in co‐
ercion was less than that defined as vis absoluta of the 1800s.
2. From violence to lack of consent
One impact of international conventions has been that lack of con‐
sent to sexual intercourse has replaced violence as the key constituent
element of rape. The change in attitudes that has taken place can be at‐
tributed to women’s achieving a position more equal to that of men.
Sexual intercourse is seen as an act based on the consent of two equal
persons. Another development – the wars in Rwanda and the former
Yugoslavia – brought home the fact that it is not always possible to
forcibly resist rape. The conflicts played a part in forcing a redefining
the constituent elements of rape.
Even before the tribunals dealing with the former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda and the Rome Statute of the ICC, efforts had begun in the An‐
glo‐Saxon countries to rewrite the provisions on rape. As early as the
1970s, the American women’s movement had begun to draw attention
to the weak position of rape victims in criminal proceedings. Work be‐
gan on reformulating the provisions on rape in criminal codes. A simi‐
lar development took place in England as well, where the Sexual Of‐
fences Act (70) treated sex acts as objective acts.7
In its 2003 Bulgaria judgment (M.C. v. Bulgaria 4.12.2003), the
European Court of Human Rights observed with respect to the situa‐
tion at the time that all references to physical resistance had been re‐
moved from the rape provisions in common law countries and that
Irish law expressly stated that consent cannot be inferred where there
is a lack of resistance.
Likewise, in the statutes of the international criminal courts rape
was described such that it did not require physical resistance on the
7 Jennifer Temkin & Andrew Ashworth, ‘The Sexual Offences Act 2003. (1)
Rape, sexual assault and the problems of consent’. The Criminal Law Review 2004,
331‐332.
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part of the victim. In war, circumstances can be so threatening that re‐
sistance is not possible or that it is dangerous or futile. The judgments
of the tribunals on the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda compared the
rape provisions of different countries. One decision of the Yugoslavia
tribunal expressly stated that one feature common to the legislation in
different countries is that rape involves violence, coercion, a threat or
in any case that the act has taken place contrary to the consent of the
victim.8
Unlike the ad hoc criminal courts set up for the former Yugoslavia
and Rwanda, the International Criminal Court is a permanent institu‐
tion. The foundational and governing document for the Court, the
Rome Statute, was approved in 1998 and came into force in 2002. When
the Statute was being drafted, the experiences, praxis and sets of stan‐
dards of the earlier tribunals were taken into account. Not surprisingly,
rape is mentioned both as an offence against human rights and as a
war crime (Art. 7‐8) In addition, the opportunity to appeal to consent
as a defence is restricted in the Statute’s Rules of Procedure and Evi‐
dence (Rule70), the rationale being that consent cannot be inferred
from the victim remaining silent or from a lack of resistance. Moreover,
neither verbal or implicitly given consent has any significance if coer‐
cion or coercive circumstances have left the victim with no possibility
to give truly voluntary consent.9
In a word, consent has become widely acknowledged as an essential
element of rape. Among civil law jurisdictions, however, one can still
find countries in which the definition of rape is still predicated on indi‐
cations that the perpetrator used violence against the victim or threat‐
ened to do so. This is the case in the Nordic countries and in Germany,
for example. In Germany a threat still requires danger to life or limb
(StGB § 177). It has been speculated that one reason why Germany is
conservative in the matter of sexual offences is that the women’s

ICTY, Furundzija IT‐95‐17/1‐T Judgement 10.12.1998 paras 180‐186.
Minna Kimpimäki, ‘Raiskaus kansainvälisenä rikoksena’. In: Väkivalta Seuraa‐
mukset Haavoittuvuus. pp. 126‐127. Helsinki 2006.
8
9
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movement in the country has not had the same opportunities to influ‐
ence criminal policy as in the United States.10
Significance of International Treaties
On 13 March 2015, speaking at a celebration marking the 20th anni‐
versary of the adoption of The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Ac‐
tion to promote women’s rights, Hillary Clinton noted that 20 years
ago it was revolutionary to declare that women’s rights are human
rights but happily, today it is routine to do so.
That this notion has become a routine one can be attributed in con‐
siderable measure to international treaties and the case‐law of courts.
The changes that have taken place in values and attitudes are now en‐
shrined as norms in international instruments. In many countries, such
as Finland, norms in the form of laws are generally taken seriously: of‐
ficials implement them and they are complied with. The obligations
imposed by international treaties have exerted pressure on political de‐
cision making and the work of government authorities. For example,
one outcome of the Istanbul Convention was that Finland was forced
to increase the number of places available in shelters and to set up
round‐the‐clock telephone helplines.
Monitoring mechanisms, with the national reports they include,
also help non‐governmental organisations in following implementa‐
tion of the conventions. This has occurred in where the CEDAW is con‐
cerned and will obviously be the case when the Grevio monitoring sys‐
tem for the Istanbul Convention begins operating.
Research in victimology can be credited with drawing more atten‐
tion to the position of the victim in the latter decades of the 1990s, the
same time as one can see the burgeoning network of international con‐
ventions. This put a face on the victims of sexual offences and efforts
began to improve their posit on in national legislation.
Development to date has been positive. But will this be the case in
10 Terttu Utriainen, ‘The difficulty of rape law reforms’. In: Kriminologie –
Jugendkriminalrecht – Strafvollzug. Gedächtnisschrift für Michael Walter. pp. 828‐829.
Duncker & Humboldt. Berlin 2014.
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the future as well? It cannot be taken for granted that human rights
will continue to be safeguarded and their protection improved. Devel‐
opment is not necessarily linear, a change for the better. Enacting legis‐
lation and honouring conventions are a matter of political will. The na‐
tionalistic trends that we have seen of late are getting stronger in many
countries, and many adherents of these movements do not consider in‐
ternational treaties and universal human rights necessary or worth
monitoring. In times of economic difficulties and political instability,
we see values and attitudes surface that are at odds with those repre‐
sented by human rights conventions. Then again, economic globalisa‐
tion and advances in information technology promote more expansive
integration. The upshot is that we cannot afford to stand still; interna‐
tional treaties must be developed further and research on them pro‐
moted, for example by setting up international doctoral programmes.
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XII. Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Criminal
Justice, and Crisis

Juvenile delinquency: criminal
prosecution or restorative justice
CONSTANTINOS CONSTANTINIDES
Criminologist, Head of ‘Constanteion’ Institute of Criminology and
Forensic Sciences (Cyprus) Research Unit

Crime According to Criminology Is Being Divided into the Legal and
the Real Crime
Legal crime is an unlawful and punishable action as stated by the
legislator, and is subject of interpretation by the legal system and per‐
ception of the legislator of what he/she considers as a crime and had
been translated into the law, and by the regional culture. However real
crime is being considered as any action that offends the ethical and jus‐
tice feeling of the society and the majority of its partakers, in this sense,
real crime might be considered an action that is not part of the legal
ones. On the other hand, for the purposes of this paper crime shall be
considered as the legal one for a variety of reasons, among them the le‐
gality principal, “nullum crimen sine lege” which Is the moral princi‐
pal, in criminal law and international criminal law that a person cannot
or should not face criminal punishment except for an act that was
criminalized by law before he/she performed the act. Subtler version of
this principal require crimes to be declared in unambiguous statutory
text.
Furthermore, the principal of legality is a core value, a human right
but also a fundamental defence in criminal law prosecution according
to which no crime no punishment can exist without legal ground. Nul‐
lum crimen, nulla poena sine lege is in fact a guarantee of human lib‐
erty, it protects individuals from state abuse and unjust the interfer‐
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ence, it ensures the fairness and transparency of the judicial authority.
The principle is often associated with the attempts to constrain states,
governments, judicial and legislative bodies from enacting or retroac‐
tive legislation, or ex post facto clauses and ensuring that all criminal
behaviour is criminalised and all punishments established before the
commencement of any criminal prosecution. The origins of the princi‐
pal date back to post – World War II when a set of compelling criminal
statutes were established and the drafters of the Nuremberg Stature af‐
firmed the nation of individual criminal responsibility from a tri‐
dimensioned perspective: legal, moral and criminal.
On the other hand, even if there were a large amount of attempts to
establish a common approach path to the understanding of the origin
of criminal behaviour and how is it possible to control criminality,
nowadays there is a vast amount of evidence that shows that our
criminal justice system is the new home for individuals with psycho‐
logical problems. Although this might seem as a solution for some
people, it is also creating a major concern and dilemma for our society.
What about stigmatism? Once labelling those individuals as criminals
and offenders, it creates also a stigma for those who may suffer from
psychological problem.
Going back, at the beginning of the attempts of identifying and un‐
derstanding criminal behaviour and activity, there are theories to ex‐
plain criminal behaviour have been around along as recorded history.
Aristotle by stating that ‘poverty is the parent of revolution and crime’,
was stating at the same time the very first theory of an environmental
and societal view of the antecedents of crime. During the 1600s, Sir
Francis Bacon, stated that “opportunity makes the thief”, pointing out
the power of situation to affect behaviour. In 1700s, Voltaire and Rous‐
seau, had state the core explanations of the classical theory of criminol‐
ogy, “free will, hedonistic decision making, and the failure of the social
contract in producing criminal behaviour”. According to classical the‐
ory, people choose to behave wrongly when they believe the benefits
outweigh the costs. Classical theorists argued for making fair and pro‐
portionate punishment and reforming Draconian punishment. The
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United States’ Bill of Rights protection against “cruel and unusual pun‐
ishment” is a result of this movement’s conceptualization of criminal
behaviour.
Moving on from Classical Crime Theories, we are meeting the Mod‐
ern Crime Theories, where the Positivist School of Criminology em‐
phasizes the understanding of criminal behaviour by uncovering fac‐
tors which account for criminal behaviour. Positivists use the scientific
method and empirical data to aid in psychological, biological, socio‐
logical and sociobiological explanations.
Sociological Theories of Crime, examines social and cultural forces
that contribute to criminal behaviour. Its structural explanation is that,
certain groups within society have less opportunities to achieve the
goals most valued by society. In other words, when individuals are
prevented from achieving their goals (prospective, success, education)
through legitimate paths, they turn to illegal methods of reaching these
goals. Society places demands on people to reach these goals. Differen‐
tial Opportunity within society is seen as a key factor contributing to
criminal behaviour. An explanation of crime as a function of criminal
opportunity, comes from Nettler’s (1974) Rational Crime, according to
which, a) Crimes where objects are easy targets for thefts, b) crimes as‐
sociated with legitimate business, c) Crime as a preferred livelihood
and d) business which offer illegal services.
Another approach is the subcultural Explanation for crime, which
focus on the discrepancy between societal norms and values for a spe‐
cific subculture. Walter Miller’s Theory of Focal Concerns (1958), de‐
scribes the criminal behaviour lower socioeconomic status (SES) teen
age gangs in term of the values and expected norm of the Gang subcul‐
ture. Within his theory, Miller, had listed also six characteristics which
were highly valued by the gang. Since these are highly valued, there is
normative pressure for gang members to display these qualities on a
regular basis. Criminal behaviour is directed towards living up to these
values, Adolescents fight to show they are tough, steal to demonstrate
cunning, crimes show autonomy and love for excitement. The greater
the discrepancy between the dominant culture’s values and the subcul‐
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ture’s values, the more opportunity for norm violating behaviour.
Nevertheless, the same as almost all the stages through the years of
the effort of understanding the origin of criminal behaviour and activ‐
ity, some of the earliest positivist were convinced that criminal behav‐
iour was a result of genetic abnormality. Here comes Lombroso, and
his theory, of advanced notion of atavism, which stated criminals rep‐
resented a savage, earlier from humankind. Hoorten, in 1939, claimed
to have found important biological differences in criminals and non‐
criminals. Sheldon, in 1949 had expressed the theory of His Somatic
Typology listing three major somatotypes, however we could say that
he was obviously influenced by the stereotypes of his culture and his
generation.
Considering the facts that our criminal justice systems is the new
home for individuals with psychological problems, and the so called
genetic cause of criminal behaviour and activity, should society look
towards limiting the reproductive capabilities of individuals who suf‐
fer from certain psychological problems to better society? The same
question was asked back in the late 19th and early 20th century, when
the role of genetics in crime was widely accepted, and prominent re‐
searchers believed that genes were fully or almost fully responsible for
the criminal activity and behaviour and that criminals could be identi‐
fied by their physiological characteristics. Along with this information
and the idea of a eugenics movement during the same time period, it
was not surprising to hear that acts such as sterilizing took place to rid
society of criminals, idiots, imbeciles and rapists (Joseph, 2001).
Not long after the practices of controlled breeding, there was evi‐
dence to support the idea that the environment also played an impor‐
tant role in crime. Early family studies were conducted that showed a
predisposition for criminal behaviour as a result of inherited character‐
istics, BUT than an individual’s characteristics and personality could
still be modified by the environment. The environment can also influ‐
ence individuals to act in a criminal manner. The debate between ge‐
netics and environment continues today with much more reliable re‐
search and data.
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How criminal behaviour is being defined. Law in our societies is de‐
fined by social and legal institutions, not in biology (Morley & Hall
2003). Therefore, determining what constitutes criminal behaviour can
envelope a wide variety of activities, and for that reason, researchers
trend to focus on wider context of antisocial behaviour. Authors Mor‐
ley and Hall (2003), who have investigated the genetic influence on
criminal behaviour, point out three different ways to define antisocial
behaviour. First is equating it with criminality and delinquency, which
both involve engaging in criminal acts. Criminality can lead to arrest,
conviction, or incarceration for adults, while delinquency is related to
juveniles committing unlawful acts (Rhee & Waldman, 2002). Sec‐
ondly, they advise individuals to define antisocial behaviour is
through criteria used to diagnose certain personality disorders. A final
measure suggested, is by examining personality traits that may be in‐
fluenced in the criminal behaviour of individuals. Traits such as ag‐
gressiveness and impulsivity are two traits that have been investigated
the most (Morley & Hall, 2003).
With regards to determining the effects of the environment plays in
criminal behaviour there fewer resources available. Observational
studies and reports submitted by parents are two sources, BUT not
everyone agrees on the validity of the information collected from these
sources. Three additional sources that most researchers cite when
gathering information about both genetic and environmental influ‐
ences are twin, family and adoption studies (Tehrani & Mednick, 2000).
There has been a great debate regarding those studies. Some claim that
these studies support the notion of genetic basis to criminal behaviour
(Tehrani & Mednick, 2000). On the other hand, some have concluded
that there is not enough evidence from those studies to profess that ge‐
netics play a role in antisocial or criminal behaviour.
Moving on, Brunner, Nelen, Breakfast, Ropers and Van Oost (1993)
conducted a study utilizing a large family. In their study they found
that a point mutation in the structural gene for monoamine oxidase A
(MAOA), a neurochemical in the brain, which they associated with ag‐
gressive criminal behaviour, among a number of males in the family
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(Alper, 1995). These males were reported to have selective MAOA de‐
ficiency, which can lead to decreased concentrations of 5‐
hyndroxyindole‐3acetic acid (5‐HIAA) in cerebrospinal fluid. Evidence
suggest that low concentration of 5‐HIAA can be related to the com‐
pulsive aggression.
Neurochemicals are responsible for the activation of behavioural
patterns and tendencies in specific areas of the brain (Eliot, 2000).
There have been attempts to determine the role of them in influencing
criminal or antisocial behaviour. Included in the list of neurochemicals
already cited by researchers are monoamine oxidase (MAOA), epi‐
nephrine, norepinephrine, serotonin and dopamine.
Monoamine Oxidase (MAOA) is an enzyme that has been shown to
be associated to antisocial behaviour. Specifically, low MAOA activity
results in disinhibition which can lead to impulsive and aggression
(Eliot, 2000). Deficiencies in MAOA activity can be more common and
as a result may predispose individuals to antisocial behaviour (Brun‐
ner et al., 1993). MAO is associated with many neurochemicals that al‐
ready have link to antisocial or criminal behaviour. Norepinephrine,
serotonin and dopamine are metabolized by both MAOA and MAOB
(Eliot, 2000). While MAO is related to norepinephrine, epinephrine and
dopamine, which are all related to the personality factor of psychosis
(Eysenck, 1996).
Serotonin is a neurochemical that plays in important role in the per‐
sonality traits of depression, anxiety and bipolar disorder (Larsen &
Buss, 2005). It is also involved with brain development and disorder in
this system could lead to an increase in aggressiveness and impulsivity
(Morley & Hall, 2003). “Studies point to serotonin as one of the most
important central neuro‐transmitters underlying the modulation of
impulsive aggression” (Lowenstein, 2003). Low levels of serotonin
have been found to be associated with impulsive behaviour and emo‐
tional aggression, which can be further associated with antisocial be‐
haviour. In addition, children who suffer from conduct disorder have
also been shown to have low blood serotonin (Elliot, 2000).
Dopamine is a neurotransmitter in the brain that is associated with
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pleasure and is also one of the neurotransmitters that is chiefly associ‐
ated with aggression. Activation of both affective (emotional driven)
and predatory aggression is accomplished by dopamine (Eliot, 2000).
Genes in dopaminergic pathway have also been found to be involved
with Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) (Morley & Hall,
2003). Also a relationship had been pointed between the dopaminergic
pathway, impulsivity, ADHD and violent offenders. Obviously, from
those listed for neurochemicals it seems plausible that there is a genetic
component to antisocial or criminal behaviour.
Personality traits and disorders have recently become essential in
the diagnosis of individuals with antisocial or criminal behaviour.
These traits and disorders do not first become evident when an indi‐
vidual is an adult, rather this can be seen in childhood. Attention Defi‐
cit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Conduct Disorder (CD) and Op‐
positional Defiance Disorder (ODD) are three of the more prominent
disorders that have been shown to have a relation with later adult be‐
haviour (Holmes, Slaughter & Kashani, 2001).
ODD is characterised by argumentativeness, noncompliance, and ir‐
ritability, which can be found in early childhood (Holmeset al., 2001).
When a child with ODD grows older, the characteristics of their behav‐
iour also change and more often to the worse. They start lie and steal,
engage in vandalism, substance abuse, and show aggression towards
peers (Holmes et al., 2001). Frequently ODD is the first disorder that is
identified in children and if sustained can lead to the diagnosis of CD
(Morley & Hall, 2003). It is important to emphasise that not all the chil‐
dren who are diagnosed with ODD will develop.
At this stage the majority of the readers believes that juvenile delin‐
quency and adult criminal behaviour and activity are being originated
from genetically and psychological disorders factors. In this sense we
shall not make any judicial trail, any effort in controlling criminality,
any program based to evidence based policing, or build correctional
institutions and develop correction programs, since those situations are
inescapable and those persons convicted prior to their unlawful acts.
We shall also forget about correctional science and its work on research
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and in correctional institution. Instead we shall build mental health
care hospital for the offenders and lock them in there.
Such a case is unacceptable and impossible, we shall never give up
the effort of controlling criminality, in all levels of prevention, criminal
prosecution and corrections. We cannot accept that in the case of ge‐
netically predisposition the person is pre‐convicted to delinquency and
criminality. According to Tiihonen et al. 2014, where Finnish attempted
in a large scale research to point the relation between the MAOA muta‐
tion with violent criminal behaviour, over 40% of the participants who
had developed violent criminal behaviour and activity, in combination
with MAOA mutation, were victims of abuse during their child hood.
This indicates that the factors are there, however they had to somehow
be stimulated in order to be activated leading in unlawful life.
Relatively psychological disorders are not untreatable, according to
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5 (DSM‐5), all of
the mentioned disorders and even more which were seemed to be re‐
lated with antisocial and criminal behaviour, can be treated and the in‐
dividual to overcome or learn how to handle those disorders in order
to have a healthier and more ‘normal’ life, restoring social and com‐
munication skills accordingly, keeping in mind that the soonest the
possible those disorders are being identified, diagnosed andtreated the
better for those individuals and the easiest the work, which the thera‐
pist has to carry on. This early stage time frame is also crucial for the
level of success and time duration of the rehabilitation.
Taking in account the above, we can clearly view the big picture of
the criminal behaviour and activity origin, where multidisciplinary fac‐
tors are affecting the behaviour in a degree where an individual might
develop and express such antisocial behaviour, which with steady
steps can lead to a variety of unlawful actions, from delinquency to
crimes, but also from bulling to violent criminal activity. This is why
the approach of controlling juvenile delinquency and the future crimi‐
nality have to be holistic, including all levels of prevention, prosecu‐
tion and correction – rehabilitation programs, including a variety of al‐
ternative methods.
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But first we have to identify juvenile delinquency. Juvenile delin‐
quency is being consider as the unlawful and antisocial behaviour of
underage people, minors. Is such a behaviour of a child or youth that is
so marked by violation of law, persistent mischievousness, antisocial
behaviour, disobedience, or intractability as to thwart correction by
parents and constitute a matter of action by the juvenile courts (Ameri‐
can Psychological Association, APA, 2016).
Commonly antisocial behaviour is identified in self harming youths
or in youths that are truant with school and engage in theft or drug
taking activity (Luncheon, Bae, Gonzalez, Lurie and Singh 2008). A
large factor in youth delinquency can also be attributed to a form of an‐
tisocial behaviour known as aggression. Aggression is a major factor in
youth delinquency as acts of aggression are usually carried out on
other people and as such are a crime. Two types of aggression identi‐
fied by Baumeister and Bushman (2008) are “hostile aggression” and
“instrumental aggression”. Hostile aggressions constitute crimes or
acts with impulsive or emotive motivations whereas instrumental ag‐
gression is more calculated and motivated by goal driven behaviour.
The difference in motivation behind aggressive behaviour has led re‐
searchers to explore whether aggression in youths and subsequently
adults, is a result of the increasing violence shown in the media, the
situational circumstances one is in or if there are physiological factors
such as personality that determine how aggressive one is.
The young of age and the unformed and immature criticism are
making juveniles and young people even more vulnerable, not only to
the factors mentioned above, in a higher level, but also to a hall new
range of factors of our nowadays culture and way of living. Among
them there are media and video games. In the early 1950s horror com‐
ics were criticised and linked to juvenile delinquency. Since then tele‐
vision as well as video and computer games have been accused of un‐
dermining moral values and cultivating a more violent and criminally
oriented social climate (Gunter, 1994). Clint Eastwood’s movie “Dirty
Harry” has been linked to copy paste serial killings and more recently
the school shootings at Columbine (1999) have been linked to violent
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video games (Carnagey, Anderson and Bartholow). Numerous studies
have been undertaken to see what effects video game playing has on
feelings of aggression and subsequent acts of aggression.
The past research has led to the application of the General Aggres‐
sion Model (GAM) in violent video game studies (Bartlett, Harris and
Baldassaro 2007). The GAM encompasses all past theories on aggres‐
sion and relies on short term affect, arousal and cognition components
(Anderson & Bushman 2002) According to Anderson (2002), the GAM
can account for the wide variety of effects seen in the media violence
literature which lead to the child exposed becoming more desensitized
to violence and habitually more aggressive. The GAM suggests that
individual factors interact with the situational factors, which may lead
to a person’s feeling impacting on real world actions (Bartlett et al
2007). he concern surrounding movies, television and their effects on
the youth watching them stem from the social learning theory of imita‐
tion (Leyens, Herman and Dunand 1984). In 1961 Albert Bandura con‐
ducted an experiment measuring levels of aggression in children
(1961). The experiment consisted of an adult exhibiting physical and
verbal aggression towards the doll. Afterwards Bandura would place
the child in a room with the doll and see what would happen. It was
found that it was much more likely for those who had witnessed acts
of aggression to act out such acts when placed in the same situation
than those who did not (Bandura 1961). The experiment was run with
live models as well as a video taped model with no difference in the re‐
sults. Thus it can be reasonably applied to youths that witness violent
acts in movies and television would be more likely to repeat those acts
than those who don’t. Criticism came about the contrived nature of the
experiment and the use of artificial films however, was quietened by
numerous field experiments that yielded the same results (Leyenset
al.). Numerous studies have also found the proclivity to act out aggres‐
sively strengthen upon watching violent acts carried out and that the
movie or show will act as a primer for an individual to act out (Berko‐
witz, 2008).
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Socioeconomic factors – Class is considered an important social
marker that plays an undeniable role in deviance (Wahrman, 1972).
Studies have been done and replicated using a range of measures of
socioeconomic factors including income, poverty and status (Ferguson,
Campbell & Horwood, 2004). Each study has led to the same conclu‐
sion; youth in lower socioeconomic standing are more likely to be de‐
linquent. This idea was furthered explored by the strain theory (Mer‐
ton, 1938). According to the strain theory, individuals in a lower socio‐
economic status are more likely to engage in delinquent behaviour to
try and alleviate the imbalance and strain of the social situation (Fergu‐
son et al.). The dilemma faced is able to be adapted to in five ways ac‐
cording to Merton, they are: 1. Innovation: individuals who accept so‐
cially approved goals, but not necessarily the socially approved means.
Individuals who may adapt using innovation may aim to achieve so‐
cially approved goals but in order for them to attain them may be more
likely to engage in delinquent behaviour as they do not have the same
opportunities as the higher classes may have. 2. Retreatism: those who
reject socially approved goals and the means for acquiring them. These
individuals may entirely shun societal norms and follow just what they
want without regard for societal laws thus engaging in delinquent ac‐
tivity. 3. Ritualism: those who buy into a system of socially approved
means, but lose sight of the goals. Merton believed that drug users are
in this category. 4. Conformity: those who conform to the system’s
means and goals. 5. Rebellion: people who negate socially approved
goals and means by creating a new system of acceptable goals and
means (Wikipedia 2008) Peer relationships Ferguson, Campbell and
Howood (2004) further suggest a differential association theory that
may act as an influencing social factor in youth delinquency. The dif‐
ferential association states that an increase in youth delinquency and
its relation to socioeconomic status are due to the fact that youths in
the lower socioeconomic class have a larger exposure to criminal peers
and environments. Sutherland’s (1947) original finding that personal
networking leads to either a favourable or unfavourable view of delin‐
quency, which supports Haynie’s (2002) finding that adolescents who
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report that their friends are delinquent tend to report higher levels of
delinquency than adolescents with fewer or no delinquent friends.
Blackorby and Wagner (1996) found that many juvenile delinquents
are unable to attain skills and knowledge that would help them in em‐
ployment opportunities or the chance to further their academic career
due to expulsion or dropping out of school. Studies show that children
who are provided with adequate parental supervision are less likely to
engage in criminal activity, while children from dysfunctional family
settings such as conflict, inadequate parental control and premature
autonomy are more closely associated with juvenile delinquency
(World Youth Report 2003) hostility and rejection as well as low child
involvement are the most salient predictors of behavioural problems
and delinquency (Simons, Simons, Chen, Brody& Lin 2007). These lines
of study are important as Gerstien and Briggs (1993) found 30 percent
of violent offenders in their study were reared in the absence of a fa‐
ther. Connel, Dishion, Yasui and Kananagh (2007) focuses on prevent‐
ing substance abuse in youths. It does this by targeting problems in the
family arena, primarily in parental monitoring and management of
children engaging in delinquent activities. The research demonstrates
that the motivation of parents to manage and monitor their children
results in less delinquent behaviour exhibited by the youth.
The three major personality factors according to Eysenck (1977) are:
psychoticism, extraversion and neuroticism. According to Eysenck’s
criminal theory, juvenile delinquents would score highly on all three of
the personality dimensions (Van Dam, Coleta, De Bryun & Janssens
2007). To test his theory Eysenck surveyed a sample of males in juve‐
nile detention to assess their levels in the personality dimensions com‐
pared to a control group of college participants. The study found that
of statistically high significance were the high extraversion levels in ju‐
venile offenders, suggesting that highly extraverted juveniles that score
low on neuroticism and psychotocism are more at risk of becoming de‐
linquent. Block and Block (1980) looked at personality in two area’s:
ego control and ego resiliency, later used to determine three types of
personalities: over‐controllers, under‐controllers and resilients (Akse,
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Hale, Engels, Raaijmakers & Meeus 2007). Over controllers tend to be
internalising problems, under controllers tend to externalise problems
while resilients strike a healthy balance (Akse et al.) In internalising
their behaviour, over controllers tend to reject help from others, isolate
themselves and have increased anxiety and depression, whereas under
controllers who externalise their problems are more likely to act out in
a deviant manner (Akse et al.)
Delinquency is found to be more prevalent and more frequent
among young males with a low IQ (Koolhof, Loeber, Wei, Pardini &
D’Escury 2007). An experiment run by Koolhof et al. compared impul‐
sivity, psychopathy and empathy between high and low IQ individu‐
als. The results found a significant difference in the impulsivity of in‐
dividuals with a lower IQ as well as finding those with a lower IQ less
empathetic and with less reported feelings of guilt. This is an impor‐
tant finding as those factors are related to delinquency, and would
seem to suggest that due to those factors individuals with a low IQ are
more prone to juvenile delinquent behaviour (Koolhof et al.).
Bowlby (1969) theorised that as children we create internal working
models which are based on the responsiveness of our primary care‐
giver. He states that these internal working models would allow for us
to predict the future and how to react to our environment and the peo‐
ple in it. He predicted that children who formed secure attachment
would feel free to explore their environment and interact freely with it
as they would feel comfortable having their mother as a secure base
should anything happen. This idea is based on previous experience
and the mother or primary caregiver responding to needs. This is likely
to continue on through life and set them up to be able to maintain
strong social connections (Sigelman & Rider 2006). Conversely, if a
child had not had all needs consistently met as a child they may form
an insecure attachment. Children who develop an insecure form of at‐
tachment may develop a penchant to avoid social situations or have
trouble regulating mood, emotion and behaviour. A study by Elger,
Knight, Sherman and Worrall (2003) found support for Bowlby’s inse‐
cure attachment theory. In surveys completed by youth delinquents
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reporting on attachment characteristics, substance abuse and behav‐
ioural problems, it was found that insecure attachment was related to
the internalising and externalising of behaviours. As previously dis‐
cussed those who have problems in doing this often act out in a devi‐
ant manner. It also showed a relation to antisocial and aggressive be‐
haviour, which is a precursor to delinquent behaviour.
Concluding, juvenile felinquency is not a new phenomenon; how‐
ever it is a fact that there is an increasing trend, due to the fact that
media, video games and technology is available every day and any
time, but also the fact that parents in their effort to cover all of their
families’ financial needs and achieve their financial goals, their every‐
day tight and demanding programme, lays also a lot of pressure on
them and takes a lot of their time, which they were supposed to spent
with their children, observing them and in a more constructive way, as
they were supposed to do. Also those fact makes the parents more ag‐
gressive and inpatient against their children, which creates negative in‐
fluence and a bad parental models for their children. As we had seen,
juvenile delinquency is being affected and caused by a variety and a
large amount of factors, however what we have to underline none of
those factors in its own cannot be enough to conclude in antisocial be‐
haviour and delinquency, combination of those factors has to be in
place. Keeping in mind that no one is being born with delinquency and
criminal behaviour, but those are heritable behaviours, we have to
tried juvenile delinquency in an alternative manner from crime, and
criminal prosecution.
For those reasons the best way in treating juveniles is the restorative
justice system, which is restorative justice views crime as more than
breaking the law – it also causes harm to people, relationships, and the
community. So a just response must address those harms as well as the
wrongdoing. If the parties are willing, the best way to do this is to help
them meet to discuss those harms and how to about bring resolution.
Other approaches are available if they are unable or unwilling to meet.
Sometimes those meetings lead to transformational changes in their
lives. Notice three big ideas: (1) repair: crime causes harm and justice
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requires repairing that harm; (2) encounter: the best way to determine
how to do that is to have the parties decide together; and (3) transfor‐
mation: this can cause fundamental changes in people, relationships
and communities.
A more formal definition is this: restorative justice is a theory of jus‐
tice that emphasizes repairing the harm caused by criminal behaviour.
It is best accomplished through cooperative processes that allow all
willing stakeholders to meet, although other approaches are available
then that is impossible. This can lead to transformation of people, rela‐
tionships and communities. The foundational principles of restorative
justice have been summarized as follows, (1) crime causes harm and
justice should focus on repairing that harm, (2) the people most af‐
fected by the crime should be able to participate in its resolution, (3)
the responsibility of the government is to maintain order and of the
community to build peace. If restorative justice were a building, it
would have four corner posts, inclusion of all parties, encountering the
other side, making amends for the harm and reintegration of the par‐
ties into their communities.
Restorative justice is a different way of thinking about crime and
our response to crime and focuses on repairing the harm caused by
crime and reducing future harm through crime prevention. It requires
offenders to take responsibility for their actions and for the harm they
have caused, it also seeks redress for victims, recompense by offenders
and reintegration of both within the community. Restorative justice re‐
quires a cooperative effort by communities and the government. In his
magnificent work, Cesare Beccaria, back in 1764, express among others,
the governmental and authorities’ responsibility against crime. In the
case of Juvenile Delinquency their responsibility is even higher, be‐
cause we are talking for underage persons, who are vulnerable more
than anyone else and the benefit by treating them correctly for society,
from those people who they are at the beginning of their lives, is even
more higher, than the adult criminals.
Considering all of the above we could conclude that juvenile delin‐
quency shall never be treated as criminal behaviour and activity, juve‐
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niles are expressing such behaviours for a reason, unfortunately, even
if we know that the development of such unlawful actions is being by a
variety of factors, those we had already talked about, there are no evi‐
dence regarding the level of affection of those factor up on individuals.
Never the less, in any case professionals such as teachers, police offi‐
cers, social well fairs officers, judges of juvenile courts and any one
whose profession is to deal in daily base with children, or is an impor‐
tant part of justice system, they have to be constantly trained on how
they have to talk and treat children, but also how they can recognise
any of the above factors, and how they can ask for further diagnosis
and / or investigation. Sometimes juvenile delinquency, is a desperate
scream seeking attention for help and support, and by treating juve‐
niles as criminals is like stigmatising them and telling that, this is what
they are and what they deserve, juveniles ARE NOT common crimi‐
nals, and that alternative methods shall be in place and be used for the
best interest of all stakeholders, and for this governmental and local
authorities are responsible, but never the less schools administrations
have their responsibility and their role to play. Governmental and local
authorities have also the huge responsibility in training and providing
seminars to parents, creating awareness and providing them with
knowledge they need in how they can rise well their children and how
they shall treat such behaviours, promoting a good and healthy paren‐
tal model, indicating the correct and accepted norm for the best interest
of their children. Closing up, from Kahlil Gibran to Sigmund Freud,
children are not our property and shall not be treated as our owner‐
ship, children belong to the whole world, and the societies, what we
have to do is to protect them, guide them, provide them with all the
necessaries for their surviving, and for their wellbeing. No one is being
born as a criminal, but every one under the appropriate conditions and
the necessary factors in place every one is capable to commit offending
and unlawful actions.
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Introduzione
E noto che lo sviluppo sociale dei bambini e degli adolescenti è
influenzato dalle caratteristiche del contesto nel quale vivono, ed in
particolare dalle relazioni che essi hanno con la propria famiglia e con
la comunità. La qualità e la quantità delle relazioni che circondano il
bambino possonoessere considerate attraverso il concetto unificante di
capitale sociale, un concetto sociologico che si è andato
progressivamente affermando in questi ultimi anni e che, elaborato
inizialmente per comprendere fenomeni quali la stratificazione sociale
e lo sviluppo economico, è stato in seguito utilizzato per capire
numerosi e diversi aspetti della vita sociale, ed è uscito dallo stretto
ambito delle discipline accademiche per propagarsi alla sfera della
politica e dei mezzi di comunicazione di massa (Field, 2004).
Nelle sue principali teorizzazioni,diffuse con sempre maggior
successo a partire dalla fine degli anni ‘70,il capitale sociale è stato
definito come l’insieme delle risorse che derivano dal possesso, da
parte di un attore sociale, di relazioni di mutua conoscenza o
riconoscimento (Bourdieu 1980), ovvero come le relazionitrapersone
che facilitano l’azione. Il capitale sociale rappresenta quindi un aspetto
della realtà sociale che gli individui (o i gruppi) usano come risorsa
perrealizzare i propri interessi e per raggiungere fini che in assenza di
tali relazioni non sarebbero raggiungibili (Coleman 1990), ovvero
l’investimento e l’uso strumentale di risorse inserite nelle reti
sociali(Lin 1999), o ancora il livello di fiducia interpersonale
(Fukuyama 1995), l’impegno civico, le norme di reciprocità, la fiducia
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interpersonale che caratterizzano una determinata comunità (Putnam
1993).
Già in queste sintetiche definizioni si possono cogliere due diverse
(anche se non del tutto indipendenti) accezioni del concetto di capitale
sociale: la prima, di tipo prevalentemente micro‐sociale, che accentua
l’importanza delle relazioni, delle reti sociali, dei legami che
l’individuo può utilizzare; la seconda, di tipo prevalentemente macro‐
sociale, che attribuisce maggior importanza alle norme di reciprocità, al
civismo, alla partecipazione, all’associazionismo come caratteristiche di
una determinata società.
Per Putnam (2000) la distinzione più importante è quella che
differenzia il “bonding social capital” dal “bridging social capital”. Il
primo, vincolante, o esclusivo, rappresenta una sorta di collante
sociale, che prevede norme di reciprocità e forte solidarietà all’interno
di un gruppo, fornendo aiuto e supporto a tutti quelli che ne fanno
parte. Il “bridging social capital”, trasversale, o inclusivo, è invece
costituito da reti sociali che creano collegamenti tra persone
appartenenti a gruppi diversi, fornendo informazioni e vantaggi. In
generale, comunque, si deve rilevare che sono state proposte
numerosissime definizioni di capitale sociale, ed attualmente è in corso
una disputa ed un confronto finalizzato a chiarificare e definire il
concetto, la cui eccessiva estensione può comprometterne il valore
euristico (Portes 1998).
La nozione di capitale sociale in relazione allo sviluppo dei bambini
fu elaborata soprattutto da Coleman (1990), il quale fa una distinzione
tra capitale sociale all’interno della famiglia ed al di fuori della
famiglia. In realtà si può affermate che, al di la di questa dicotomia,
esistono numerose e diverse forme di capitale sociale, rilevabile a
diversi livelli, con una estensione che va dal micro‐sociale, incentrato
sulla famiglia, al macro‐sociale, che prevede come unità di analisi la
nazione, la regione o la città, mentre ad un livello intermedio si può
collocare l’utilizzazione del quartiere o del vicinato come aggregato di
osservazione. D’altra parte il capitale sociale può avere un diverso
effetto nell’arco dello sviluppo, e può quindi essere opportuno
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riflettere su come i diversi tipi di capitale sociale influiscano sul
comportamento aggressivo nelle diverse età della vita.
Capitale Sociale e Comportamenti Violenti nei Diversi Contesti
La definizione di capitale sociale a livello della famiglia è oggetto di
dibattito. Da un lato si trovano alcuni, come Wrightet al. (2001) che
ritengono opportuno utilizzare una concezione molto allargata, che
include ogni tipo di relazione che coinvolge il minore all’interno e
attraverso la famiglia, e considera quindi il tempo e gli sforzi che i
genitori dedicano ai figli, i legami affettivi, intensi e duraturi, che
vengono instaurati, le direttive prosociali che vengono proposte.
Secondo Sampson (1999), invece,molti ricercatori utilizzano una
dimensione eccessivamente estesa di capitale sociale, includente aspetti
della vita intrafamiliare, quali la supervisione e le aspettative, che
dovrebbero essere esclusi, mentre invece la nozione di capitale sociale
dovrebbe riguardare i legami con le comunità locali.
In questa rassegna adotteremo una posizione intermedia,
prendendo soprattutto in considerazione gli aspetti della vita familiare
che implicano un maggiore o minor legame con la comunità,seguendo
le indicazioni di Coleman (1990), uno dei principali teorici del capitale
sociale, il quale sottolineava come alcune caratteristiche della famiglia,
ed in particolare la monogenitorialità ed il lavoro della madre,
potessero ridurre i legami con la comunità.
Circa la monogenitorialità, in passato molte ricerche avevano
segnalato un’associazione statistica tra questa condizione della
famiglia ed il comportamento antisociale dei figli (Demo and Acock,
1988), anche se altri ricercatori avevano osservato che controllando per
età della madre e situazione economica gli effetti della monoparentalità
sparivano (Crockettet al., 1993). Per quanto riguarda in particolare il
comportamento aggressivo, Vaden‐Kiernanet al. (1995) hanno trovato
che, a parità di altri fattori socio‐economici, i ragazzi in famiglie
monoparentali (con la sola madre) avevano maggiori probabilità di
essere classificato come più aggressivi dagli insegnanti, mentre ciò non
si verificava per le bambine.
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Al contrario Simons et al (1996) trovarono che la percentuale di
famiglie monparentali, a livello di quartiere,era correlata con i
problemi di comportamento delle ragazze. Un’altra ricerca sembra
dimostrare che la presenza, accanto alla madre, di un’altra figura di
supporto, è sufficiente per controbilanciare l’assenza del padre.
Kellamet al.(1977), per esempio, trovarono che le famiglie in cui era
presente la madre e la nonna erano in grado di fornire un ambiente tale
da essere equiparato a quello delle famiglie con padre e madre
presenti. Bisogna tuttavia osservare che il fenomeno della mono‐
genitorialità è enormemente aumentato in questi ultimi anni (negli
USA ad es. nel 1970 si aveva un 11% delle nascite da ragazze non
sposate, mentre tale percentuale era salita al 32% nel 1997 – US Census
Bureau 1999) e per tale motivo l’effetto di tale situazione sullo sviluppo
e sull’adattamento dei bambini potrebbe essere cambiato (Rutteret al.,
1998).
Facendo esplicito riferimento alla prospettiva di studio introdotta
da Coleman,Wright et al. (2001),attraverso i dati della nota “National
Youth Survey”, una ricerca longitudinale che ha coinvolto un
campione di 1725 giovani che avevano da 11 a 17 anni nel 1976 e che
sono stati seguiti nel tempo, valutarono il capitale sociale delle
famiglie, misurandolo attraverso un indice composito che
comprendeva la valutazione del tempo che i genitori passavano con i
figli, l’intensità del legame che univa i diversi componenti della
famiglia, l’atteggiamento critico dei genitori nei confronti della
delinquenza. Gli Autori accertarono che ad un maggior livello di
capitale sociale corrispondeva un minor coinvolgimento nella
delinquenza, a breve ed a lungo termine, valutato attraverso le risposte
dei ragazzi circa il loro coinvolgimento in tutta una serie di reati, quali
il furto, le aggressioni, le rapine, la vendita di droga, ecc. Runyan et al.
(1998)trovarono che già in periodo prescolare il capitale sociale delle
famiglie, ed in particolare il sostegno dei vicini, la percezione di essere
aiutati, la regolare frequenza religiosa, erano in grado di avere un
impatto positivo sui figli, riducendo in particolare i disturbi di tipo
aggressivo, anche se i genitori erano scarsamente dotati di risorse
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economiche e poco scolarizzati.
Recentemente McCord (2002) ha dimostrato che il capitale sociale
riduce, a lungo termine, il rischio di reati violenti, riesaminando i
risultati del noto studio longitudinale realizzato nelle città di
Cambridge e Somerville, negli USA, a partire dagli anni ‘30. Il capitale
sociale era stato misurato attraverso l’osservazione di 232 famiglie,
quando i ragazzi compresi nella ricerca avevano tra i dieci ed i sedici
anni. Il punteggio del capitale sociale era stato ottenuto valutando la
partecipazione religiosa della madre, la partecipazione della madre ad
attività di gruppo, e la solidarietà tra i vicini. Sulla base di una verifica
compiuta più di quarant’anni dopo l’inizio della ricerca, quando ormai
i ragazzi erano diventati adulti, la McCord giunse ad affermare che il
capitale sociale dei genitori riduceva il rischio che i figli fossero
condannati per reati violenti. Mentre il22% dei soggetti che erano
cresciuti in famiglie con scarso capitale sociale erano stati condannati
per aver compiuto almeno un reato violento, soltanto il 12% dei 155
soggetti appartenenti a famiglie con un buon livello di tale capitale
erano stati condannati per tali reati. Il capitale sociale era anche
associato con una minor probabilità di commettere reati contro la
proprietà (22% rispetto al 32%), ma la differenza non era significativa.
Un particolare aspetto della famiglia che secondo Coleman (1990)
incide sul capitale sociale, e conseguentemente influisce
sull’adattamento dei figli, è costituito dal lavoro della madre, che
secondo questo Autore potrebbe ridurre le possibilità di partecipazione
alla vita della comunità, gli scambi tra i vicini, la condivisione dei
problemi educativi, ecc. Questo aspetto del capitale sociale familiare
assume particolare rilievo nelle società moderne, nelle quali il lavoro
femminile è diventato abituale (Belsky, 2001). Ricordiamo che la
percentuale di madri che lavorano, anche con bambini piccoli, è
rapidamente aumentata nel corso degli anni ‘80. Per esempio negli
USA, il Bureau of the Census (1987, 1993) riferisce che la percentuale di
madri con bambini di età inferiore ai 6 anni che lavoraè arrivata al 54%
nel 1986 ed ha quasi raggiunto il 60% nel 1992. Per questo motivo un
certo numero di esperti ha manifestato preoccupazione circa il
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benessere dei bambini, sostenendo che il lavoro della madre rende più
difficile lo sviluppo e l’adattamento dei figli (Farrel, 1980; Jacobson and
Wille, 1984; Scarr, 1991; Ferber et al., 1991; Baydar and Brooks‐Gunn,
1991). In particolare alcuni ricercatori erano giunti alla conclusione che
i bambini che nel primo anno di vita passavano molte ore senza la
madre risultavano essere più disubbidienti nei confronti dei genitori e
più aggressivi nei confronti dei coetanei dai tre agli otto anni di età
(Haskins, 1985; Rubestein and Howes, 1983; Schwarz, Strickland, and
Krolick, 1974). Altri autori, come Vandell and Corasaniti (1990)
estendevano l’analisi e giungevano alla conclusione che la mancata
presenza della madre per molte ore aveva un effetto negativo non
soltanto nel primo anno di vita, ma in generale negli anni prescolastici.
Questi studi furono oggetto di molte critiche per diverse ragioni, ed in
particolare perché spesso non tenevano conto del fatto che i risultati
ottenuti potevano essere dovuti ad un processo di selezione, in quanto
le madri coinvolte in un precoce ed intenso lavoro potevano avere
caratteristiche diverse dalle altre madri. Per evitare questo errore
Belsky and Eggebeen (1991) hanno condotto una ricerca che prendeva
in considerazione il lavoro della madre, il tipo di cure fornito e lo
sviluppo del bambino dai 4 ai 6 anni, controllando per le caratteristiche
della famiglie al momento della nascita del figlio. Utilizzando i dati del
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, gli Autori trovarono che i figli
delle madri che lavoravano a tempo pieno nel primo o nel secondo
anno di vita del bambino, avevano un peggior adattamento.
Altre ricerche hanno messo in evidenza la complessità del rapporto
tra lavoro della madre e lo sviluppo del bambino. Parcel and
Menaghans (1994) ad esempio hanno studiato l’impatto dei diversi tipi
di lavoro di entrambi i genitori sulle capacità cognitive e sul
comportamento dei figli, basandosi sui dati del National Longitudnal
Survey of Youth, ed hanno trovato che, in generale, gli effetti del
lavoro precoce della madre sullo sviluppo del bambino erano minimo,
e che comunque tali effetti non erano omogenei. Vander Ven et al.
(2001),trovarono che le caratteristiche del lavoro della madre avevano
scarsa influenza diretta sulla delinquenza dei figli, mentre lamancanza
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di supervisione aveva un effetto indipendentemente dal lavoro della
madre. Gli effetti del lavoro della madre potrebbero essere diversi a
seconda della popolazione considerata: Hanet al. (2001) ad esempio
hanno trovato che il lavoro della madre nel primo hanno di vita del
figlio aveva un effetto a lungo termine sui bambini, misurato quando
avevano 7‐8 anni, nel campo dei disturbi di esternalizzazione, ma
questo effetto non si verificava per i bambini afro‐americani, come se
per questi bambini il lavoro della madre fosse meno problematico.
La complessità dei rapporti tra lavoro della donna e violenza
emerge anche dagli studi che non considerano direttamenteil
comportamento aggressivo dei ragazzi, ma che analizzano il bambino
come vittima di abuso.In questo caso il legame tra lavoro della madre
ed il comportamento antisociale del figlio sarebbe indiretto, e mediato
dall’esperienza dell’abuso, in quanto è noto che tale tipo di esperienza
aumenta le probabilità che il bambino vittima, una volta adolescente o
adulto, metta in atto comportamenti antisociali (Widom, 1989). In
questo campo Fiala and LaFree (1988) hanno condotto una ricerca che
ha correlato il tasso di abusi su bambini e di omicidi con vittime
minorenni con numerose caratteristiche sociali ed economiche di
diversi Paesi. Questi autori trovarono che uno dei più significativi
predittori dell’omicidio di bambini era il tasso di madri che lavoravano
per necessità economiche, mentre tale tipo di omicidio era meno
frequente nei Paesi con una più elevata frequenza di madri con elevato
titolo di studio o con lavori di livello elevato. Inoltre la frequenza di
madri che lavoravano non aveva un impatto negativo nei Paesi (come
la Svezia e la Danimarca) con un sistema di supporto sociale per le
madri e per le famiglie particolarmente sviluppato.
Un ampio dibattito si è sviluppato in questi ultimi decenni circa i
centri per l’infanzia, al punto che si è parlato della “the day care war”
(Karen, 1994) per esprimere l’ampio e profondo contrasto di posizioni
circa l’effetto di queste istituzioni. Da un certo punto di vista i centri
per l’infanzia possono essere concepiti come una importante risorsa
che le madripossono utilizzare per meglio socializzare i loro figli. Da
un altropunto di vista il distacco quotidiano dalla madre nei primi anni
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di vita può rappresentare un fattore di rischio nello sviluppo del
bambino, che viene privato dell’essenziale accadimento, costante e
prolungato, da parte della madre. Alcuni sono quindi portati a
considerare un importante capitale sociale la presenza diffusa di asili
nido e scuole materne, mentre altri considerano come capitale sociale le
cure dirette della madre.
La valutazione dell’impatto della istituzioni che prendono in carico
il bambino delle madri che lavorano appare particolarmente rilevante,
se si tiene conto che, a partire dagli anni ‘90, più della metà della madri
con un bambino di età inferiore ad un annolavorava negli Stati Uniti
d’America, mentre nel 1999 il 49% delle madri inglesi con un bambino
inferiore all’anno lavorava. Occorre inoltre segnalare che il dibattito
circa questo tipo di servizi per l’infanzia è condizionato dalle diverse
prospettive ideologiche, che fanno riferimento al ruolo della donna,
all’intervento dello stato nella vita della famiglia, all’importanza dei
servizi sociali, ecc., ma che,nonostante i condizionamenti ideologici, un
certo numero di ricerche empiriche può fornire indicazioni interessanti
circa l’effetto degli asili nido e delle scuole materne.
In passato alcuni studi condotti su campiono limitati avevano
indicato che l’inserimento in centri per l’infanzia aumentava i rischi in
termini di salute mentale, ma valutazioni successive portavano a
ritenere che gli effetti dipendevano sia dalla qualità dei centri, sia dalla
qualità delle cure fornite a casa (Rutter, 1981). La maggior parte delle
ricerche compara gli effetti dell’inserimento negli asili nido sullo
sviluppo del bambino, sul suo adattamento, sulle sue capacità
cognitive, e soltanto qualche ricerca valuta l’effetto sul livello di
aggressività.Nonostante si siano realizzate ampie ricerche, non si è
giunti ad una risposta definitiva, anche se è possibile comprendere che
la dicotomia asilo nido/genitori è semplicistica, e che occorre tener
conto di tutta una serie di differenziazioni, che possono riguardare sia
il tipo di popolazione considerata, sia la qualità dei servizi.
Secondo Belsky (2001), alla luce delle più recenti ricerche, sono
ancora valide le conclusioni alle quali egli era giunto 15 anni prima, e
che avevano suscitato grande scalpore nella comunità scientifica, e cioè
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che precoci, estese e continue cure al di fuori della famiglia sono
associate con relazioni tra genitori e bambini meno armoniose e con
elevati livelli di aggressività dei figli. D’altra parte Borge et al. (2004) in
una ricerca su di un campione rappresentativo di 3.431 bambini
canadesi di 2‐3 anni hanno dimostrato che il livello di aggressività dei
bambini era più elevato tra quelli che erano accuditi dai propri genitori
e non erano inseriti negli asili nido, ma questa relazione si verificava
soltanto per le famiglie ad alto rischio, mentre per la maggioranza dei
casi (87%), composto di bambini appartenenti a famiglie a basso
rischio, non si aveva un diverso livello di aggressività legato
all’inserimento o meno in tali strutture. In generale si può ritenere che,
in base alle ricerche sistematiche, gli effetti più importanti sul bambino
siano legati alla qualità delle cure materne, così come alla qualità degli
asili nido e delle scuole materne (NICHD, 2002).
Un’altra forma di capitale sociale che può incidere sull’adattamento
dei bambini e quindi su eventuali comportamenti antisociali è
costituita dagli interventi di assistenza sociale ed economica ai genitori
(in genere le madri) in difficoltà.
In genere i rapporti tra interventi di welfare e criminalità sono stati
indagati a livello sincronico. Messner e Rosenfeld (1997), ad esempio,
hanno verificato che gli investimenti in welfare, quegli investimenti
che rendevano i cittadini meno vincolati al mercato del lavoro, e che
compensavano situazioni di difficoltà economica permettendo
l’accesso a servizi sanitari, scolastici, educativi anche a quelle persone
che in una pura logica di mercato ne sarebbero state private, erano in
grado di ridurre la spinta anomica e di conseguenza i tassi di omicido
nelle diverse Nazioni prese in esame. Pampel e Gartner (1995),
mediante una indagine che comprendeva diverse nazioni, hanno
confrontato l’effetto che i cambiamenti demografici, ed in particolare
l’aumento della popolazione giovanile produceva sul tasso di omicidio.
Questi Autori hanno rilevato che nei Paesi con forti istituzioni di
protezione sociale collettiva non si verificava un incremento
dell’omicidio come conseguenza dell’aumento della popolazione
giovanile, mentre tale effetto criminogeno si verificava la dove tali
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istituzioni di protezione sociale erano deboli. Savolaien (2000) ha
condotto un confronto dei tassi di omicidio di diversi Paesi ed ha
trovato che gli effetti criminogeni dell’ineguaglianza economica su tale
reato non si verificavano nei Paesi con un maggior investimento nel
sistema di welfare. Beckett e Western (2001), mediante una analisi dei
tassi di carcerazione nei diversi Stati degli U.S.A. hanno verificato che
tali tassi erano più elevati negli Stati con un sistema di welfare più
debole.
De Fronzo (1983, 1997) ha condotto una serie di ricerche per
analizzare il rapporto tra il livello economico degli interventi
assistenzialie la delinquenza. In una prima ricerca su 39 aree
metropolitane statunitensi, De Fronzo (1983) verificò che il livello
dell’assistenza pubblica alle famiglie povere era associato
negativamente con i tassi di diversi reati, tra cui l’omicidio, la violenza
sessuale, ed il furto in appartamento, controllando per altri fattori
economici e sociali. L’Autore giungeva quindi ad affermare che una
riduzione dell’assistenza pubblica avrebbe comportato un aumento dei
tassi dei reati. Nell’ambito di una successiva ricerca,De Fronzo (1997)
verificò inoltre che il livello di assistenza sociale (AFDC) aveva un
impatto diretto negativo sull’omicidio, e un effetto indiretto, sempre
negativo, attraverso la sua associazione con lo status della famiglia
(riducendo il numero delle famiglie con madri sole). L’alto livello del
sostegno economico riduceva quindi i tassi dell’omicidio attraverso
due diversi meccanismi causali.
Tutti questi risultati sono interessanti, e rappresentano un aspetto
particolare del più generale dibattito, sviluppatosi nei decenni scorsi,
circa gli effetti degli interventi di welfare (Patterson, 1994), che da
alcuni vengono considerati controproducenti, fonte di dipendenza , di
passività, di scarso impegno, e quindi di emarginazione (Murray, 1984;
Mead, 1992), mentre da altri vengono ritenuti uno strumento
indispensabile perdi ridurre le condizioni di deprivazione degli
appartenenti alle fasce marginali della popolazione, e per migliorare in
definitiva il loro adattamento sociale (Collins and Haber, 1997;
Kenworthy, 1999).
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Dal punto di vista della teoria criminologica è stato teorizzato da
Vila (1994) che tutti gli elementi che migliorano lo sviluppo infantile,
quali l’assistenza sanitaria, la scuola, le cure dei genitori, hanno una
influenza a lungo termine e sono in grado, una generazione dopo, di
ridurre la criminalità (ipotesi “nurturance”). Allo stesso tempo a livello
della popolazione, ogni altra elemento essendo uguale, i fattori che
tendono a peggiorare lo sviluppo individuale precocemente nella vita,
hanno un effetto favorente, a lungo termine, la criminalità(Vila, 1994).
Per controllare questa ipotesi, Savage e Vila (1997; 2002) hanno
condotto alcune analisi finalizzate a verificare se gli indicatori di “child
welfare” erano in grado di predire il livello di delinquenzaa distanza di
venti anni, a livello trans‐nazionale.I risultati di queste ricerche
confermarono l’ipotesi “nurturance”, ed in particolare indicarono1) che
i miglioramenti nel numero di iscrizioni alle scuole primarie e nel
numero di posti letto ospedalieri per abitante erano inversamente
associati con i cambiamenti dei tassi di omicidio, 2) che i miglioramenti
per quanto riguardava la mortalità infantile, le aspettative di vita alla
nascita, e il numero di posti letto erano inversamente associati con il
cambiamenti dei tassi dei reati violenti, e 3) che i miglioramenti nelle
aspettative di vita alla nascita erano negativamente associati con i
cambiamenti dei tassi di furto.
Anche in Italia è stato ipotizzato che migliori cure per la maternità e
l’infanzia possono ridurre i crimini violenti nella generazione seguente.
Gattiet al. (2002) hanno verificato questa ipotesi valutando le relazioni
tra i tassi provinciali di mortalità infantile (considerati come un
indicatore – negativo – di investimenti per la maternità e l’infanzia) ed
i tassi provinciali di omicidio e rapina 20 anno dopo, controllando per
Prodotto Interno Lordo per abitante.Le variabili erano state misurate in
tre periodi, a metà degli anni ‘70, ‘80, e ‘90. I modelli suggeriti dalle
ipotesi sono stati valutati con il LISREL, e l’ipotesi“nurturance” è stata
confermata per l’omicidio.
Hagan and McCarty (1997) sottolineano come le scuole siano un
importante elemento della rete di istituzioni sociali all’interno delle
quali viene creato il capitale sociale. Alla luce del paradigma del
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capitale sociale, la scuola viene infatti considerata come un contesto nel
quale si sviluppano relazioni importanti per l’adattamento degli allievi,
relazioni che coinvolgono anche gli insegnanti ed igenitori.
Una prima indicazione circa i rapporti tra capitale sociale scolastico
e adattamento degli allievi può essere desunta dagli studi che hanno
correlato la dimensione della scuola con il comportamento degli
alunni. Alcune ricerche hanno verificato che gli studenti che
frequentavano scuole di grandi dimensioni provavano un senso di
alienazione e di frustrazione maggiore di quello avvertito nelle piccole
scuole, mentre le piccole scuole si sono dimostrate capaci di offrire agli
allievi un miglior ambiente sociale. Si è inoltre dimostrato che le scuole
di grandi dimensioni riferiscono un numero di reati gravi e di problemi
di comportamento (Ferris e West, 2002) molto superiore a quello
riportato nelle piccole scuole, e si può supporre che le relazioni sociali
all’interno delle piccole istituzioni siano più strette, le persone si
conoscano meglio e siano maggiormente disponibili ad intervenire per
risolvere i problemi degli allievi.
Il capitale sociale a livello scolastico può riguardare in particolare il
coinvolgimento dei genitori nelle attività della scuola. Alcuni studi, ad
esempio, hanno dimostrato la superiorità delle scuole Cattoliche
nell’ottenere migliori risultati, e ciò sarebbe dovuto ad una maggior
coesione e partecipazione dei genitori alla vita scolastica (Coleman,
1988), anche se altri studi hanno dimostrato che questo effetto è
modesto, se si introducono delle variabili di controllo di ordine
generale (Raudenbush and Bryk, 1986).
Buysse et al. (1997), utilizzando diversi campioni di adolescenti (in
trattamento residenziale, ambulatoriale e senza trattamento)hanno
messo in evidenza come la mancanza di capitale sociale in famiglia ed
a scuola producesse un alto rischio di comportamento antisociale per i
ragazzi.
Nello studiare i rapporti tra la scuola ed il comportamento
antisociale dei ragazzi, Rutter et al. (1998) avevano scoperto un insieme
di caratteristiche, che rappresentavano l’“ethos” scolastico in grado di
prevenire il comportamento deviante degli allievi. Si trattava di un
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ambiente scolastico connotato da insegnanti che rappresentavano un
esempio di buon comportamento, che seguivano e stimolavano gli
allievi, che utilizzavano mezzi disciplinari fermi e coerenti.
I gruppi di coetanei ben socializzati rappresentano un importante
aspetto del capitale sociale, una risorsa che il ragazzo ha a disposizione
e che può influire molto positivamente sul suo adattamento. In realtà si
è osservato che con l’aumentare dell’età il gruppo dei coetanei assume
un’importanza crescente, rispetto ad un decrescente impatto delle
condizioni della famiglia.
Diverse ricercatori hanno trovato che gli amici non devianti erano in
grado di ridurre il coinvolgimento in comportamenti antisociali
(Brown et al., 1986; Claser and Brown, 1985) e che un gruppo prosociale
sembra ridurre l’impatto di altri fattori di rischio (Fergusson and
Lynskey, 1996; Quinton et al., 1993; in Rutter et al., 1998). Si è anche
osservato che la disapprovazione della delinquenza da parte degli
amici riduceva la probabilità che in seguito venissero commessi reati
violenti (Elliott, 1994). In una ricerca su 585 famiglie con un bambino di
5 anni, Criss et al. (2002) hanno trovato che l’accettazione e l’amicizia
dei coetanei rappresentavano un moderatore tra il grado di avversità
familiare ed i problemi di adattamento.
D’altra parte il rifiuto dei pari può far mancare ai ragazzi una
esperienza fondamentale nel processo di socializzazione (Vitaro et al.,
2001) e facilitare l’emergere di problemi di adattamento e di
comportamenti devianti. In una rassegna della letteratura
sull’argomento Parker and Asher (1987) hanno mostrato l’esistenza di
una relazione tra il rifiuto dei pari ed i successivi problemi di
adattamento sociale e di delinquenza, ma si sono anche posti il
problema se il rifiuto svolgesse un ruolo indipendente sui successivi
disturbi del comportamento, ovvero se il rifiuto dei coetanei fosse
legato fin dall’inizio ad un comportamento aggressivo dei soggetti, ed i
successivi disturbi fossero principalmente legati a questa precoce
aggressività. Successive indagini hanno permesso di affrontare il
problema e di fornire alcune prime risposte. Bierman et al. (1993), sulla
base di osservazioni del comportamento,suddivisero un campione di
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95 ragazzi, esaminati in tre momenti successivi (quando i soggetti
avevano 6‐8, 8‐10 e 10‐12 anni), in quattro sottogruppi, composti da
bambini aggressivi e rifiutati, aggressivi e non rifiutati, rifiutati e non
aggressivi, non aggressivi e non rifiutati. A distanza di due anni i
ragazzi aggressivi e rifiutati continuavano a mostrare un più alto grado
di comportamento aggressivi ed un maggior deficit nelle attività
prosociali rispetto ai ragazzi che inizialmente erano aggressivi ma non
rifiutati.
In un altro studio longitudinale, di ampie dimensioni, che seguì i
soggetti dagli otto anni all’adolescenza, si osservò chela combinazione
di aggressività e rifiuto prediceva (soltanto nei maschi) atti di violenza
alle persone, ed in generale forme di comportamento antisociale più
gravi di quelle predette dalla presenza della sola aggressività (Coie et
al., 1992). L’osservazione di gruppi sperimentali permise di verificare
che i bambini rifiutati erano connotati da un’aggressività meno
controllata, più rabbiosa e più persistente (Coie et al., 1991). Anche uno
studio longitudinale e multicentricosu 657 bambini, confermò che il
rifiuto dei pari nei primi anni di scuola aumenta il rischio di una
precoce apparizione di problemi della condotta (Miller‐Johnson et al.,
2002).
Sampson et al. (1997) utilizzano il concetto di “efficacia collettiva”
(definita come la coesione sociale di un quartiere combinata con la
volontà degli abitanti di intervenire in nome di un comune fine) per
interpretare la diversa diffusione della violenza nei quartieri di
Chicago. L’”efficacia collettiva” veniva misurata considerando una
scala di controllo sociale ed una scala di coesione sociale e fiducia.
Sampson et al. (1997) dimostrarono che l’efficacia collettiva, a livello di
quartiere, era inversamente correlata con l’omicidio, con la violenza
secondo la percezione dei cittadini, e con la violenza misurata con
inchieste di vittimizzazione, controllando per razza, età, e tassi di
omicidio negli anni precedenti.
Per comprendere le origini della “efficacia collettiva” Sampson et al.
(1999), in una successiva ricerca, cercarono di evidenziare,sempre a
livello della comunità locale, tre aspetti della organizzazione sociale
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che influenzano la vita dei bambini, il loro sviluppo ed il loro
adattamento: il legame tra le generazioni (gli adulti conoscono i
genitori dei loro figli, osservano i comportamenti dei bambini in
diverse circostanze, parlano dei figli tra di loro, stabiliscono norme,
ecc.), lo scambio reciproco (l’intensità delle interazioni interfamiliari in
relazione all’educazione dei figli, lo scambio di consigli, di beni
materiali, di informazioni che riguardano l’allevamento dei bambini, ) i
ed il controllo informale unito al supporto reciproco (aspettative di
azione all’interno di una comunità). Questi Autori elaborarono i dati
ricavati da un’inchiesta condotta nel 1995 su di un campione di 8782
abitanti di Chicago, residenti in 342 diversi quartieri. I risultati
dimostrarono che la stabilità residenziale e la ricchezza erano buoni
predittori del legame tra le generazioni e dello scambio reciproco. Lo
svantaggio sociale ed economico era invece fortemente associato con
un basso livello di aspettative di un condiviso controllo sociale dei
bambini. Gli aspetti spaziali risultarono molto importanti in quanto la
vicinanza ad un’area ricca in legami tra le generazioni, scambi reciproci
e controllo informale determinava una situazione favorevole al di
sopra ed al di la delle caratteristiche strutturali del quartiere.
Sampson et al. (1999) hanno introdotto questi indicatori in quanto
ritengono che alcuni aspetti del capitale sociale, quali l’esistenza di
gruppi, associazioni, reti, non siano di per sé sufficienti a favorire lo
sviluppo dei bambini, e possano addirittura avere un effetto negativo
sulla vita sociale, se usati per escludere gli altri, e che sia quindi
importante valutare le finalità delle aggregazioni locali per
comprendere se esse sono utili ai bisogni collettivi dei bambini.
Un interessante ed innovativo metodo di ricerca è stato utilizzato da
Bellair (1997) al fine di verificare l’effetto di diversi tipi di interazione
sociale sul crimine, in 60 quartieri. Bellair verificò che anche le
infrequenti interazioni e la semplice conoscenza potevano spingere i
vicine ad impegnarsi in una supervisione ed un controllo territoriale, e
che le infrequenti interazioni corrispondessero a quelli che Granovetter
(1973) definì come “weak ties”, che possono rinforzare la comunità
creando legami all’interno di reti di conoscenze.
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Anche una forma molto particolare di comportamento violento, il
maltrattamento dei bambini, è stato trovato associato, a livello di
quartiere, con la mancanza di risorse sociali, a parità si livello
economico (Vinson et al., 1997).
Una particolare relazione tra comportamenti violenti e scarsità dei
legami sociali è stata individuata, attraverso studi etnografici, da Dubet
(1987), che attribuì l’esplosione di violenza nelle periferie urbane della
città francesi alla progressive scomparsa da tali aree della cultura
operaia. Nei tradizionali quartieri operai la fabbrica costituiva un
elemento di aggregazione e di socializzazione edi bambini e gli
adolescenti crescevano all’interno di una rete di relazioni e di
aspettative che configuravano uno sviluppo sociale e lavorativo, e
proponevano modelli condivisi dalla comunità. Anche se la realtà
sociale comprendeva conflitti e lotte sociali, la comunità era piuttosto
coesa e densa di relazioni sociali. La deindustrializzazione e le
trasformazioni delle periferie hanno eliminato questo tessuto sociale: i
commerci sono rari, i luoghi di ritrovo inesistenti, i palazzi degradati, i
trasporti insufficienti. Si sono formati dei non‐luoghi ove i giovani
cercano di sopravvivere, ove è presente il commercio della droga e la
delinquenza e la violenza sono endemiche, l’insicurezza è diffusa e
profonda.
Alla luce delle teorie del capitale sociale si può ritenere che siano
venuti a mancare in queste periferie urbane quell’insieme di reti
sociali, di aspettative condivise, di impegno comunitario,
indispensabili alla vita sociale ed alla socializzazione dei giovani, e ciò
abbia facilitato le esplosioni di violenza che hanno colpito molte
periferie urbane europee.
Il rapporto tracapitale sociale ed omicidio è stato recentemente
analizzato daPutnam (2000) il quale, in una analisi trasversale che
includeva i 50 stati degli USA come unità di analisi, ha trovato che
l’indice di capitale sociale da lui elaborato1 era inversamente correlato
1 L’indice utilizzato da Putnam (2000) per questa ricerca è costituito da 14
indicatori, che fanno riferimento alla partecipazione dei cittadini a gruppi ed
associazioni, all’impegno civico, valutato attraverso il voto alle elezioni e alla
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con i tassi di omicidio, e che tale correlazione, relativa agli anni 1980‐
1995 era elevatissima (r di Pearson = –.80).La correlazione (parziale) tra
capitale sociale e omicidio rimaneva elevata (r = –.53)controllando per
la variabile paura del crimine: ciò significava, secondo l’autore, che non
era possibile che la direzione della relazione andasse dall’omicidio al
capitale sociale, perché questa relazione sarebbe stata mediata dalla
paura del crimine. Per meglio interpretare la relazione trovata,
Putnam, attraverso unaregressione multipla, introdusse come variabili
indipendenti tutta una serie di fattori sociali ed economici, e trovò che
il modello che meglio era in grado di predire i tassi di omicidio nei
diversi stati comprendeva quattro variabili: il capitale sociale, il livello
medio di povertà, la composizione etnica (percentuale di non‐bianchi)
della popolazione, la frazione di popolazione urbana. Altri possibili
predittori come il tasso di famiglie monoparentali, il livello scolastico,
l’appartenenza religiosa, l’ineguaglianza economica non risultarono
significativi.
Il rapporto tracapitale sociale ed i reati violenti è stato anche
analizzato da Kennedy et al. (1998), attraverso lo studio dell’omicidio e
delle rapine a mano armata nei 50 Stati americani. Questi Autori
trovarono una correlazione tra un basso livello di capitale sociale
(misurato attraverso due item della nota U.S. General Social Survey:
appartenenza a gruppi e associazioni e fiducia sociale) e l’elevata
ineguaglianza, da un lato, ed i reati violenti dall’altro lato. Una
associazione negativa tra capitale sociale ed omicidio è stata anche
riscontrata daLee and Bartkowski (2004) e da Galea et al. (2002) negli
Stati Uniti d’America e da Lederman et al. (2002) in uno studio
comparato su 39 Paesi.
Concentrando l’analisi su di un livello meno ampio di quello
degliStati, Rosenfeld e al. (2001) hanno studiato i rapporti tra capitale
sociale ed omicidio, in 99 aree geografiche degli Stati Uniti. Questi
Autori hanno preso in considerazione due aspetti del capitale sociale,
l’impegno civico e la fiducia sociale, misurati il primo mediante la
partecipazione ad assemblee pubbliche, alla partecipazione ad attività di
volontariato, ai rapporti di amicizia ed alla fiducia negli altri.
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partecipazione al voto e l’appartenenza ad una associazione di
volontariato, e la seconda attraverso alcune risposte tratte dalla nota
U.S. General Social Survey del 1993, 1994 e 1996. Attraverso la loro
analisi Rosenfeld et al. (2001) hanno dimostrato che un basso livello di
capitale sociale è associato ad un alto livello di omicidio, controllando
per tutta una serie di variabili socio‐economiche, che il capitale sociale
media l’effetto dell’appartenenza dell’area agli Stati delSud, mentre
non sembra mediare l’effetto della deprivazione economica, che la
relazione statistica tra capitale sociale ed omicidio non è dovuta ad una
influenza dell’omicidio sul capitale sociale. In una successiva ricerca,
partendo dalla teoria di Putnam (200),Messner et al. (2004) hanno
analizzato i rapporti tra i diversi aspetti del capitale sociale ed i tassi di
omicidio, in 40 aree geografiche degli Stati Uniti. I loro dati
dimostrarono che molti elementi del capitale sociale (impegno politico,
partecipazione religiosa, impegno sindacale, ecc.) non avevano una
relazione significativa con i tassi di omicidio, mentre un’ importante
elemento, la fiducia sociale, risultava negativamente associato con
l’omicidio, ma la relazione andava in due direzioni, per cui la “social
trust” sembrava essere sia causa, sia effetto di valori più bassi di tale
reato.
In Italia, facendo riferimento al concetto di “civicness” che Putnam
aveva elaborato per studiare il funzionamento dei governi regionali
italiani, Gatti et al. (2002a) hanno iniziato a studiare i rapporti tra senso
civico dei cittadini e la delinquenza giovanile,l’omicidio, le rapine ed i
furti d’auto (Gatti et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2005). All’inizio delle
indagini questi Autori avevamo ipotizzato che un alto livello di senso
civico nelle regioni italiane svolgesse un ruolo preventivo nei confronti
della delinquenza. Seguendo in larga misura il metodo di Putnam, gli
Autori hanno misurato il senso civico dei cittadini, dapprima a livello
regionale, ed in seguito a livello provinciale, in modo da avere un
maggior numero di casi e poter quindi approfondire l’analisi statistica.
A questo fine è stato utilizzato unapposito indice costruito con la
media dei valori standardizzati degli indicatori presi in considerazione
da Putnam, ed in particolarela percentuale di votanti ai referendum o
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alle elezioni, la percentuale di cittadini di età superiore ai 13 anni che
leggeva ogni giorno un quotidiano, il numero di associazioni ricreative,
sportive, culturali presenti sul territorio, ogni 100.000 abitanti, e la
percentuale di votanti alle elezioni che esprimeva un voto di
preferenza (questa variabile era inversamente correlata con la
percentuale dei partecipanti al voto e considerata espressione di un
atteggiamento clientelare). Quest’ultimo indicatore è stato omesso nel
corso delle nostre rilevazioni, inquanto il cambiamento della legge
elettorale lo ha reso inutilizzabile. I risultati hanno messo in evidenza,
a livello regionale,una correlazione negativa tra il senso civico e le
denunce per alcuni gravi reati violenti, misurati negli anni ‘70, ‘80 e ‘90.
I dati tratti da una inchiesta dalla vasta inchiesta di vittimizzazione
condotta dall’ISTAT confermavano una associazione negativa tra senso
civico e reati violenti.
A livello provinciale è stata condotta una regressione multiplache
usava come predittori dell’omicidio, oltre al senso civico, anche alcune
variabili di controllo, quali la disoccupazione, la separazione familiare,
l’urbanizzazione, con riferimento agli anni 1992‐1995, ed agli anni
1996‐1999. Nonostante l’introduzione di queste variabili di controllo, il
senso civico è rimasto negativamente associato con l’omicidio, anche se
attraverso uno studio delle interazioni tra variabili si èdimostrato che il
ruolo protettivo del senso civico si realizzava soltanto nelle Province
del Sud, ove l’omicidio è più frequente. E’ stata infine presa in
considerazione l’efficacia preventiva del senso civico nei confronti
delle rapine e dei furti d’auto (Gatti et al., 2002b, 2005), e l’analisi
condotta ha permesso di confermare che il senso civico svolge un ruolo
di contenimento anche nei confronti di questo reato, ma soltanto nelle
Province più urbanizzate, ove il tasso di tali reati è più elevato.
Conclusioni
Come si è visto il capitale sociale può essere definito in vari modi,
può operare in contesti più o meno allargati e a diverse età della vita,
dalla prima infanzia all’età adulta. Da un punto di vista dello sviluppo,
molte ricerche empiriche hanno dimostrato l’impatto del capitale
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sociale, sia familiare, sia extrafamiliare, sull’adattamento del ragazzo,
sulla riuscita scolastica, sul successo socio‐economico (Furstenberg e
Hughes, 1995), sul benessere e la salute (Morrow, 1999).
In generale la prospettiva del capitale sociale si è dimostrata utile
per comprendere, almeno in parte, i comportamenti aggressivi e la
violenza, anche se probabilmente i metodi di ricerca andrebbero
potenziati e migliorati. Non tutte le forme di capitale sociale agiscono
allo stesso modo, ed in molte ricerche il capitale sociale sembra avere
un impatto preventivo sul comportamento aggressivo soltanto in certe
circostanze e soltanto con alcunitipi di persone.
Abbiamo visto che la vita dei bambini e dei giovani può essere
condizionata dalla qualità delle relazioni della famiglia, della scuola,
dei gruppi di coetanei, dalle caratteristiche delle comunità e dei
contesti regionali. In genere ognuno di questi livelli è stato studiato
separatamente, anche se alcune ricerche cominciano a considerare
diversi aspetti del capitale sociale contemporaneamente: ciò appare
importante a causa della natura multidimensionale del capitale sociale
e delle sue potenzialità a collegare la troppo ristretta prospettiva
psicologica con la troppo ampia prospettiva sociologica (Furstenberg
and Huges, 1995).
Oltre all’aspetto multidimensionale, andrebbe considerato anche
l’aspetto evolutivo, analizzando come durante il corso della vota la
perdita o l’acquisto di un determinato tipo di capitale sociale può
incidere sulla messa in atto di comportamenti violenti.
I diversi tipi di capitale sociale hanno un impatto differenziato a
seconda delle diverse età della vita: il capitale sociale famigliare e le
risorse di relazioni presenti nel sistema di welfare agiscono soprattutto
nell’infanzia, anche in età molto precoci, i coetanei agiscono soprattutto
nell’adolescenza, mentre le sottoculture violente ed il crimine
organizzato hanno un impatto sui giovani e sugli adulti.
Anche l’influenza del capitale sociale sul controllo del
comportamento aggressivo sembra avere una dimensione evolutiva, ed
avere una influenza differenziata nelle diverse età della vita. Alla luce
di molte ricerche, possiamo ritenere che il processo di progressiva
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diminuzione dei comportamenti aggressivi, dalla prima infanzia all’età
adulta (Tremblay et al., 2004) possa essere facilitato dalla maggior parte
delle relazioni sociali che abbiamo definito come capitale sociale, anche
se ci si è resi conto di come alcune forme di capitale sociale (gang,
crimine organizzato) possono rappresentare una risorsa per
sopravvivere o per mantenere il senso della propria dignità in ambienti
difficili, ma finiscono per incrementare la violenza.
Visto l’effetto benefico di molte forme di capitale sociale, e negativo
di altre, ci si dovrebbe chiedere come potenziare le prime, e ridurre le
seconde, tenendo presente che l’utilizzazione di relazioni positive,
accessibili come risorsa, rende meno probabile l’avvicinamento alle
forme negative di capitale sociale. In generale si dovrebbe tendere ad
aumentare, a tutti i livelli, il supporto sociale(Colvin et al., 2002),
attraverso le famiglie, le istituzioni di welfare e scolastiche, i gruppi
formali ed informali, i quartieri e le città, eda rinforzare le reti sociali,
incrementando la partecipazione comunitaria e l’impegno sociale, e
riducendo l’individualismo a favore di uno spirito comunitario.
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The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the influence of several
predictors on group fights, committed by Swiss juveniles with/without
immigration background and their peers from ex‐Yugoslavia. We
found that group fights were more frequently reported by Swiss male
juveniles with an immigration background. They are less controlled by
their parents, are more likely to have consumed alcohol and cannabis
substances during the previous thirty days, have pro‐violence attitudes
and friends who have committed something illegal. The influence of
alcohol within this group of respondents is stronger than that of can‐
nabis as predictors of group fights. The difference between Swiss and
ex‐Yugoslavian juveniles is not very large. We also found that drinking
alcohol, in the form of binge‐drinking, has a slightly stronger influence
on group fights than cannabis use. This paper also provides trends of
group fights in 2013, in comparison to 2006 in Switzerland and in ex‐
Yugoslavia.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to test the influence of several predic‐
tors on group fights committed by Swiss juveniles with/without immi‐
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gration background and their peers from ex‐Yugoslavia. We plan (1) to
provide the main characteristics of youths who have been involved in
group fights and (2) to define whether these characteristics vary among
different groups of juveniles depending on their origin or countries of
residence. The inspiration for this paper came from an article by Prof.
Courakis (1998) on football violence in Greece.
Research on football violence/hooliganism has been a growth indus‐
try since the late 1960s in Britain, and academics in other European
countries have steadily been catching up since the mid‐1980s (Marsh,
1996). Two of the three waves of the International Self‐Report Delin‐
quency Study (ISRD‐2 in 2006 and ISRD‐3 in 2013) also partially inves‐
tigated this issue. Young people in the age‐group12‐16 were asked the
question (among others), if they had ever and during last year partici‐
pated in a group fight at a football stadium, on the street or in another
public place. The availability of this variable gave us an opportunity to
conduct the analysis of group fights, as a manifestation of football hoo‐
liganism.
The following findings are the results of the ISRD‐3 study that has
been carried out in almost forty countries all over the world. Our re‐
search group conducted this study in the nine countries of Western
and Eastern Europe, as well as Asia/Oceania. This research took place
in computer‐based form among 12‐16 year old students of the 7‐
9th1grades of secondary schools. In this paper we present the results of
this study in Switzerland and in the four selected ex‐Yugoslavian coun‐
tries (Bosnia‐Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, and Serbia). The Swiss
data was collected at the national level, in Bosnia‐Herzegovina it was
collected in the six regions; in other ex‐Yugoslavia countries, the sur‐
vey took place in the two main cities and suburbs of each country (in
2013‐2015). The total number of the effective responses is 12078. The
results of the survey in the selected ex‐Yugoslavian countries were ana‐
lysed in the form of an aggregative database.

1 Serbian students from older grades were also included into the database when
they had the age of 12‐16.
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The analysis in this paper was conducted in Switzerland and in the
selected ex‐Yugoslavian countries. Among the reasons for this selection
are: (1) ex‐Yugoslavian countries are among the main sources of immi‐
gration to Switzerland. (2) In accordance with the results of the second
International Self‐Report Delinquency Study (ISRD‐2) in Switzerland,
there are disproportionate levels of offending among migrants (Killias,
2009, p.33). In the current paper, we (1) compare the above‐mentioned
findings from the ISRD‐2 in Switzerland with the current results of the
ISRD‐3 in Switzerland and in ex‐Yugoslavia; and (2) test the influence
of several variables on group fights.
To conduct the current analysis, the following variables were se‐
lected:
(1) Substance use (cannabis and binge‐drinking, last month preva‐
lence)
(2) pro‐violence attitude (in the form of dichotomized index, where 1=
assessing robbery and/or assault as not wrong/not wrong at all)
(3) parental control (in the form of dichotomized index, where 1= at
least 8 out of 12 forms of parental control were reported as “never/
almost never”).
(4) Having delinquent friends (in the form of dichotomized index,
where 1= having friends who have committed at least three out of
five offences).
Our database also included other variables (e.g. spending leisure
time in unstructured way, self‐control variables), but they were not in‐
cluded in the analysis to avoid multicollinearity. Descriptive and mul‐
tivariate analysis was conducted within the groups of respondents by
their origin and countries of residence. In Swiss data, the analysis was
controlled by:
1. Having immigration background (at least one parent born abroad)
2. Having no immigration background (both parents born in Switzer‐
land)
3. Having at least one parent born in ex‐Yugoslavia.
The multivariate analysis of the entire database was controlled for
country of residence (Switzerland vs. ex‐Yugoslavian countries).
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Results
This section provides descriptive results of group fights (last year
prevalence), cannabis use, binge‐drinking, pro‐violence attitude, hav‐
ing delinquent friends, and parental control. As a first step, the preva‐
lence of group fights among Swiss juveniles with and without foreign
origin was compared. These results were also compared with the pre‐
vious findings in 2006 (ISRD‐2).

Figure 1 Group fights (last year prevalence) among Swiss juveniles with
and without immigration background and among their peers in
ex‐Yugoslavia, in %; weighted data

We found that students with immigration background are twice as
likely to partake in group fights. This prevalence is even higher among
their Swiss peers with at least one parent born in ex‐Yugoslavia. This
finding is very similar to those that we obtained while comparing the
prevalence of violent offences. This fact, together with an increasing
foreign population in Switzerland, has become one of the most contro‐
versial political issues (Linder, 2011) and the basis of the theory of
“imported violence” (Killias et al., 2010). This finding is in line with the
results of ISRD‐2 in Switzerland (2006), where Swiss respondents with
ex‐Yugoslavian origin also reported a higher prevalence of group
fights, together with cannabis use, violent offences etc. than Swiss re‐
spondents at the national level (Killias et al., 2010, Killias, 2009). We
suggest that it can be explained by problems with integration into
Swiss society as well as by other variables not considered in this analy‐
sis.
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Table 1 Prevalence of group fight (last year prevalence) in Switzerland
and in Ex‐Yugoslavia in 2006 (ISRD‐2) and 2013/2015 (ISRD‐3), in %,
weighted data.
ISRD‐2

⎟ ISRD‐3

Switzerland

Juveniles

Juveniles

Juveniles origi‐

Bosnia‐

(national level)a

of Swiss

Originating

nating from

Herzego‐

origin a

from Balkan

other countries a

vina b

region

a

%

8.0

6.1

16.0

11.5

11.4

N=

2477

2067

357

415

1756

Switzer‐

Juveniles

Swiss

Swiss juve‐

Ex‐Yugoslavia

Bosnia‐

land

with

Juve‐

niles with at

bc

Herzego‐

(nation‐

Both

niles with

least one

nal

parents

at least

parent born

level) a

born

one

in ex‐

in Swi‐

parent

Yugoslavia a

tzerland a

born

vina b

abroad a
7.5
4066/4023

4.1
2081/2035d

10.6
1904/1907
d

17.2
410/423 d

7.1

5.5

6054

2883

Weighted data
Non‐weighted data
c Ex‐Yugoslavia (ISRD‐3) = Bosnia‐Herzegovina, Macedonia, Kosovo, and Serbia. Aggregated
data.
d Weighted/non weighted data
a

b

On the other hand, there is a fundamental difference in the preva‐
lence of group fights in 2006 (ISRD‐2) and in 2013 (ISRD‐3). In accor‐
dance with the results of the ISRD‐2, the prevalence of group fights in
Bosnia‐Herzegovina2 was significantly higher than in Switzerland at
the national level (11.4% vs. 8.0%, see Table 1) (Killias et al., 2010, Kil‐
lias, 2009).As the ISRD‐3 found, the difference between group fights
rates at the national level and in ex‐Yugoslavian countries is modest
2

Bosnia-Herzegovina was the only selected ex-Yugoslavian country in 2006.
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(7.5% vs. 7.1%, see Table 1). The prevalence of group fights among all
Swiss juveniles with immigration background is higher than among
their peers with both parents born in Switzerland.
Table 2 Frequencies of independent variables, in %, weighted data
Both

At least

Switzerland,

Parents

one

national

Were

parent

sample a

Born in

born

Switzerlanda abroad a

At least
one
was born

Ex‐

in ex‐

Yugoslaviab

Yugoslavia
a

Pro‐violence attitude (At least one out of two offences considered as not wrong)
at least 1 out of
2 is not
wrong at all‐a

7,6

4,8

10,7

15,4

4091/4064 c

2097/2052 c

1913/1930 c

417/431 c

5,3

little
wrong (in %)
N=

6128

Binge‐drinking, last month prevalence
1‐2, 3‐4 and
more times

26,0

25,8

25,7

27,2

4048/4001 c

2074/2026 c

1894/1895 c

407/421 c

14,7

per week (in %)
N=
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Cannabis use, last month
Prevalence
yes, cannabis
(last
month preva‐

10,3

9,1

11,4

12,1

4062/4013 c

2079/2030 c

1902/1902 c

407/422 c

11,8

8,4

15,0

11,8

4111/4099 c

2104/2069 c

1929/1952 c

421/438 c

15,0

10,7

19,3

19,1

4123/4092 c

2105/2063 c

1935/1947 c

420/435 c

3,0

lence,
in %)
N=

6054

Parental control
at least 8 out of
12
forms of par.
control were

9,7

reported as
“never/almost
never” (in %)
N=

6231

Having friends who have
committed something illegal
having friends
who
committed
at least 3 out of

3,7

5
offences(in %)
N=
a

5637

weighted data

b

non‐weighted data

c

weighted data/non weighted data

The highest prevalence of pro‐violence attitudes was reported by
Swiss juveniles with at least one parent born abroad, regardless the
country. These percentages are respectively twice and three times
higher than among their peers without an immigration background.
This rate is similar to ex‐Yugoslavian juveniles. In this paper, we do
not explain the reason for such differences.
The prevalence of binge‐drinking is similar in all Swiss subsamples.
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Swiss juveniles reported binge‐drinking twice as often as their ex‐
Yugoslavian peers. The prevalence of cannabis use (last month preva‐
lence) is higher among Swiss juveniles with at least one parent born in
ex‐Yugoslavia or in any other country.
The prevalence of parental control varies among samples and sub‐
samples. Swiss juveniles with at least one parent born abroad, regard‐
less of the country reported the highest prevalence of weak parental
control. This rate is almost twice as high as among youths with both
parents born in Switzerland.
The percentage that report having friends who have done some‐
thing illegal is also different among the groups of juveniles. Swiss
youths with immigration background reported having delinquent
friends twice as often as their peers with both parents born in Switzer‐
land. At the same time, ex‐Yugoslavian respondents have delinquent
friends five times less frequently than their Swiss peers with ex‐
Yugoslavian origin.
In accordance with the bivariate analysis between group fights (de‐
pendent variable) and the selected independent variables: (1) both can‐
nabis use/binge‐drinking (last month prevalence), pro‐violent attitude,
having delinquent friends, and parental control have a significant asso‐
ciation with group fights (p ≤ .000). (2) In this paper, we do not con‐
sider the influence of family well‐off on group fights because the rela‐
tionship between these variables is not significant.
Multivariate Analysis
The following multivariate analysis aims to test if:
(1) the selected predictors affect group fights differently when the
models are controlled for immigration background of Swiss re‐
spondents and by country of residence (Switzerland vs. ex‐
Yugoslavian countries);
(2) consumption of substances (alcohol in the form of binge‐drinking
and cannabis use) predicts group fights differently among different
groups of juveniles;
(3) all selected variables have a significant effect on involvement in
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group fights.
Table 3 provides the results of the multivariate analysis to answer
the question, which of the above‐mentioned predictors has the strong‐
est influence on group fights. The influence of parental control is very
similar in all models, controlled for immigration origin. Youths, who
are less controlled by their parents, are twice as likely to engage in
group fights.
While cannabis use affects group fights significantly, the influence
of binge‐drinking is stronger. Juveniles, who had at least five drinks on
one occasion during the previous thirty days, were twice as likely to be
involved in group fights.
Respondents, who do not consider robbery and/or assault as some‐
thing wrong/very wrong (pro‐violence attitude) are three times as
likely to be involved in group fights. This probability does not vary
among the models, controlled for cannabis use/binge‐drinking and
immigration background. Having delinquent friends generally does
not vary among samples. Juveniles with friends, who have done some‐
thing illegal, are four times as likely to be involved in group fights. It is
interesting to note that, while football hooliganism is perpetrated far
more often by males (Spaaij, 2008); boys are only twice more likely to
be involved in group fights than girls. Respondents with immigration
background are twice as likely to partake in group fights if they are af‐
fected by the selected predictors.
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Table 3 Logistic regression model of group fights predicted by paren‐
tal control, pro‐violence attitude, having friends who have
committed something illegal and binge‐drinking, controlled for
immigration background of Swiss juveniles and gender. Swiss
database, non‐weighted data
Controlled forat least one parent

Controlled forat least one parent

born abroad and ...
... binge‐

... cannabis

... binge‐

use

drinking

use

drinking

3864

3858

,261
OR
Parental control
(1=weak)

born in ex‐Yugoslavia and ...

... cannabis

2,414 ***

3864
,276

OR

3858
,255

OR

2,314 ***

2,505 ***

,269
OR
2,383 ***

Cannabis use, last
month prevalence

1,905 ***

1,827 ***

(1=yes)
Binge‐drinking
(1=at least once

2,434 ***

during last thirty

2,295 ***

days)
Pro‐violence
Attitude
(1=considering
perpetration of

3,191 ***

3,086 ***

3,075 ***

2,992 ***

4,175 ***

4,026 ***

4,518 ***

4,387 ***

2,077 ***

2,139 ***

robbery and/or
assault as not
wrong)
Having friends
who have committed
something illegal
(1= friends have
perpetrated at
least three out
of five offences)
Immigration
Background
(1=at least one
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parent was born
abroad; 0=both
parents were
born in
Switzerland)
Immigration
background 2
(1=at least one
parent was born
in ex‐Yugoslavia;
0=all other

2,119 ***

2,126 ***

respondents,
regardless
the parents’
origin)
Gender (1=male)

2,217 ***

2,265 ***

2,208 ***

2,256 ***

Constant

,015 ***

,012 ***

,020 ***

,016 ***

*** p ≤ .000

The following models have the same predictors except for the con‐
trol variables. They are controlled for country of residence to compare
the influence of the above‐mentioned predictors not within Switzer‐
land, but between Switzerland and ex‐Yugoslavian countries.
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Table 4 Logistic regression model of group fights predicted by paren‐
tal control, pro‐violence attitude, having friends who have
committed something illegal and binge‐drinking/cannabis,
controlled for country of residence and gender (Switzerland vs.
ex‐Yugoslavia), non‐weighted data
Cannabis use

Binge‐drinking

N=9424

R2=,201

N=9416

R2=,227

Sig.

OR

Sig.

OR

Parental control
(1=weak)

,000

2,166

,000

2,411

,000

1,894

,000

3,108

Cannabis use, last
month prevalence
(1=yes)
Binge‐drinking
(1=at least once
during last thirty
days)
Pro‐violence attitude
(1=considering
perpetration of
robbery and/or

,000

2,761

,000

2,586

,000

1,497

,000

1,524

,000

4,199

,000

3,970

,000

3,208

,000

3,256

0,000

,018

0,000

,014

assault as not
wrong)
Country of residence
(0=Switzerland,
1=ex‐Yugoslavian
countries)
Having friends who
have committed
something illegal
(1= friends have
perpetrated at least
three out of five offences)
Gender (1=male)
Constant
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As in the previous group of models, the influence of parental con‐
trol is similar in both models controlled for different substance use.
Youths with weaker parental control are twice as likely to engage in
group fights.
Cannabis use has a weaker influence as a predictor of group fights
than binge‐drinking. Juveniles, who reported binge‐drinking during
last thirty days, were three times as likely to be involved in group
fights. This probability is a slightly lower among their peers who con‐
sumed cannabis (last month prevalence). A pro‐violence attitude has
almost the same influence on participation in group fights, regardless
of the substance that was consumed.
Having friends, who have done something illegal, also does not
vary in models, controlled for living in different countries and con‐
sumption of different substances. Youths who have delinquent friends
are four times as likely to be involved in group fights. Gender also
does not vary among models. Boys are three times more likely to par‐
take in group fights than girls.
Country of residence does not affect engagement in group fights
differently, if various substances were consumed.
Conclusions
The results obtained allow us to show the trends of group fights
and some characteristics of young offenders. We found that among all
groups of respondents, the prevalence of group fights is highest among
Swiss juveniles with an immigration background. Swiss youths with at
least one parent born in ex‐Yugoslavia reported this offence four times
as often as their peers with both parents born in Switzerland.
In accordance with the results of ISRD‐2, the prevalence of group
fights in Bosnia‐Herzegovina3 was significantly higher than in Switzer‐
land at the national level (Killiaset al., 2010, Killias, 2009).The results of
the ISRD‐3 show that the difference between group fights rates at the
national level and in ex‐Yugoslavian countries is very modest.
3

Bosnia-Herzegovina was the only selected Ex-Yugoslavian country in 2006
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Juveniles who reported being involved in group fights are more
likely boys with an immigration background. They are less controlled
by their parents, reported substance use during previous thirty days,
have pro‐violence attitudes and friends who have committed some‐
thing illegal. We suggest that this can be explained by the problems of
integration into Swiss society and by the influence of other variables
that were not considered in this paper.
The difference between the characteristics of Swiss and ex‐
Yugoslavian juveniles in the multivariate model is not very large. We
also found that drinking alcohol, in the form of binge‐drinking, has a
slightly stronger influence on group fights than cannabis use.
Future Research
An interesting area of research to gain further insight into the phe‐
nomena analysed in this paper would be to investigate the influence of
weak integration into the Swiss society on group fights among Swiss
juveniles with immigration background.
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A comparative review of civil and criminal
liability of minors in Greek law
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The Different Purpose of Regulations on Civil and Criminal Liabil‐
ity of Minors
The criminal responsibility of minors is laid out in Articles 121‐133
Penal Code (PC). In particular, according to Article 126 §§ 1 and 2 PC,
as amended by Article 7 § 2 of Law 4322/2015, an offence committed by
a minor aged between 8 and 15 years, is not attributable to him and can
bring against him only reformatory or correctional/therapeutic meas‐
ures. Since the completion of the 15th and up to the 18th year of age,
the rule is still imposing reformatory or correctional/therapeutic meas‐
ures, with the exception of application of Article 127 PC (as amended
by Article 26 of Law 4356/2015), namely the imposition of detention in
a special juvenile detention centre (JDC) (§ 3 of Article 126 PC, as it is
in force following amendment by Article 25 of Law 4356/2015, in con‐
junction with Article 121 § 1 PC).
On the other hand, under civil law, the minor, since the completion
of the 10th year and until the completion of the 14th year of age is held
liable for his actions “... unless he acted without discernment (ability to
distinguish)” (Code Civil 917 sect. a’). After the completion of the 14th
year of age he is held fully liable; he may therefore be obliged to pay
damages to the persons who have suffered harm from his wrongful
acts (CC 914).
According to the above mentioned, the rules of criminal responsibil‐
ity of a minor seem to be more favourable in relation to those of his
civil liability for tortious acts. That diversification of age limits with re‐
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gard to liability is reasonable, if we consider the different purpose of
each regulation: on the one hand the remedial purpose of civil liability
and functional operation of compensation (relief for the person who
has suffered harm from the person who caused it) and on the other
hand the punitive‐preventive purpose of criminal responsibility.1

1 See C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi, ‘The liability of the minor and persons supervis‐
ing it in the law of torts’, 2008, 63 footnote 83 and 66‐67 (in Greek); M. Stathopou‐
los, General Contract Law, 2004, § 8 No 7‐8 (in Greek), who states that, since the pur‐
pose of civil liability is to protect the private interests of the victim by restoring the
damage or offer satisfaction for it, the liability for compensation, while usually re‐
quiring fault by the tortfeasor, is normally indifferent to the degree of fault (excep‐
tions provided for in CC Articles 300, 927, etc.); on the contrary, since the purpose
of penal responsibility is the sanction against the perpetrator, fault is always neces‐
sary (intent and exceptionally negligence under Article 26 PC) and the degree of
fault is critical for the criminal offence or the size of the penalty; same as P. Korn‐
ilakis, Special Contract Law I, 2nd edition, 2012, § 79 3. II No 8‐13 (in Greek), who
adds that there are acts that are both torts and criminal offences, such as theft (PC
372), embezzlement (PC 375), fraudulent property damage (PC 381 § 1) etc., actions
which are only torts (e.g. damage to another person’s property by negligence) and
actions which are only criminal offences (e.g. attempted murder, which caused no
damage); on whether the final judgments of the criminal courts create a precedent
or not to the civil courts, the author refers to CCP (Code of Civil Procedure) 250
and the CPP (Code of Penal Procedure) 63 et seq.; see also Ph. Doris, ‘Liability is‐
sues from historic and law comparative perspective’, Chronicles of Private Law 2007,
673, 679 (in Greek), who points out that “the obligation itself to compensate in key
legal reasons of contractual, pre‐contractual and tort liability is an adverse effect on
the tortfeasor which is justified precisely as disapproval of his behaviour (objec‐
tively and subjectively) by the legal system. An unfavourable consequence is im‐
posed on the tortfeasor, charging on him the burden of the loss of the victim, which
is justified by the demerits that current law attributes to said tortious behaviour by
the rules of Articles 330, 335 et seq., 362 et seq., 382 et seq., 914 and 919 and 197‐198
CC. This is once more a form of civil sanction, in which it merely arises, as a quan‐
titative limit, in most cases, the extent of the damage caused by the behaviour of
the tortfeasor”, but this does not mean, as the author notes just above, “[...] that the
modern legislature is prevented from putting in some cases targets beyond the
goal of simply restoring the damage suffered”.
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The Legislation on Civil and Criminal Liability of Minors in the
Light of the Principle of Proportionality
The legislation on age limits of the civil liability of a minor consti‐
tutes an effort to weigh, combine and harmonise two opposing inter‐
ests: on the one hand the minors’ interests as persons who are in vul‐
nerable and sensitive period of personality formation and on the other
hand the interest of the victim for the harm suffered. The resolution of
the clash between these two conflicting interests is not done in a uni‐
form manner, but is based on differentiated solutions classified accord‐
ing to age, psychological and mental development of the minor and the
specifics of the case (e.g. nature of the act). From the standpoint of con‐
stitutional law, Articles 916‐918 CC crystallise the evaluative process of
weighting two equivalent but opposing interests with constitutional
coverage [the minor’s interest, protected by Articles 2 § 1, 5 § 1 and 21
§§ 1 and 3 of the Constitution of Greece (CoG)], and also the interest of
the victim, who have sustained material/moral damage, protected by
Articles 2 § 1, 5 § 12 and 173 CoG under the harmonising effect of the

2 The issue of free development of one’s personality (Article 5 § 1 CoG) covers
all aspects of the human personality, i.e. both moral and economic, see A. Geor‐
giades, Property Law, 2nd edition, 2010, § 1 no 10 (in Greek).
3 The concept of ownership in Article 17 CoG, read in conjunction with Article 1
of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human Rights and Article 17
of the Solemn Declaration of the Fundamental Rights Charter/Nice 07.12.2000 and
in the light of the case law of the European Court of Human Rights and the Euro‐
pean Court of Justice (for the concept of property/goods see the Marckx judgment
of 13/06/1979, A, no 31 par. 63 of the European Court of Human Rights and the
European Court of Justice judgment of 13.12.1979, 44/1979), includes not only real
rights, but all legally acquired goods, included in the concept of property, as a total
of legal relationships that can be financially appraised, see Ioannina Administra‐
tive Court of 1st Instance 352/2002, NOMOS Legal database (in Greek). Moreover,
according to Areios Pagos in Plenary Session 40/1998, NOMOS Legal database (in
Greek), “[...] Article 1 of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human
Rights, ratified (together with the Convention) by Legislative Decree 53/1974,
which has, in accordance with Article 28 § 1 of the CoG, increased power relatively
to ordinary laws [...] enshrines respect for the property of the individual, who may
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principle of proportionality (Article 25 § 1 sect. d’ CoG).4 Specifically,

only be deprived of it for reasons of public interest. The concept of property in‐
cludes not only real rights, but also all “pecuniary” rights and acquired “economic
interests”. Thus contractual rights are covered and in particular claims recognized
by a judgment or arbitration, or just born under the law, if there is a legitimate ex‐
pectation, based on the current law in force until the court hearing, that they can be
judicially satisfied [established case law of the European Court of Human Rights:
Pressos Compania Naviera SA etc. vs. Belgium (A332): (1995) para. 28 et seq., Pine
Valley Development vs. Ireland (A222) (1992) para. 51, etc.]. As such are consid‐
ered, under the Greek law, claims for damages based on tort or compensation for
moral damages (Articles 297, 298, 299, 57, 59, 932 CC)”.
4 According to the principle of proportionality, which stems from the principle
of the rule of law and by the very nature of fundamental rights and permeates the
entire interior system of the CC, restrictions imposed by the legislature or the ad‐
ministration to the exercise of individual (and social) rights should be limited by
their suitability (according to the Council of State restrictions should be connected
to the purpose intended under the law), necessity (search for the most lenient
among means equivalent in efficacy) and proportionality stricto sensu, in relation
to the effects desired (the aim – legal good – promoted must not be disproportion‐
ate to the severity of impact on individual constitutional guarantees). Therefore,
there must be a proportionate delimitation among the constitutionally protected
conflicting rights, a mutual restriction weighting each right in concreto and the one
right should be limited only to the extent that is necessary for the existence of the
other, so that they can both develop their scope in the best possible way (see C.‐W.
Canaris, ‘Grundrechtswirkungen und Verhaltnismäßigkeitsprinzip in der richter‐
lichen Anwendung und Fortbildung des Privatrechts’, JuS 1989, 161, 163 under 4,
who states that “... einerseits darf der Schutz nicht hinter dem verfassungsrechtlich
gebotenen Minimum zuruckbleiben, andererseits darf er nicht ‘ubermäßig’, dh
mehr als erforderlich und verhaltnismäßig, in die Grundrechte des anderen Priva‐
trechtssubjekts eingreifen”). See also E. Beis, ‘The principle of proportionality –
from public to civil and administrative procedural and private law’, Diki 30 (1999),
483‐486 (in Greek) on the principle of the harmonisation of conflicting rights under
constitutional protection. On the implementation of the principle of proportionality
in the context of private law see Ph. Doris, ‘The importance of the principle of pro‐
portionality on conflicting rights in property law’, in Genethlion of Apostolos S. Geor‐
giades, Vol. I, 2006, pp. 249‐277 (in Greek); id., ‘The principle of proportionality in
the scope of private law relations and especially in civil law’, in Honorary Volume of
the Council of State for its 75 years, pp. 229‐249 (in Greek); id., ‘The principle of pro‐
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as to the civil liability of the minor, he is not considered liable, unless
he has completed the 10th year of age, as he has not yet the maturity to
evaluate the importance and seriousness of his behaviour. Only excep‐
tionally is a minor under 10 years of age able to distinguish the just or
unjust character of his actions, either because he has gained increased
experiences of the trading life due to his early entry in the production
process, or because he has an IQ much higher than the average repre‐
sentative of his age (this of course does not mean that that minor has
necessarily increased social maturity). Even in these exceptional cases,

portionality in the case law of the civil courts’, Human Rights Review – Issue Out of
Series, III/2005, pp. 25‐39 (in Greek); I. Sontis, Obligatory Easements by Law in the
Civil Code (CC p1012‐1017, 1028‐1031), 1981, pp. 81‐88 (in Greek); F. Nikolaou, ‘Ac‐
quisition in good faith of ownership of stolen or lost movables sold in a market’
(CC 1039 sect. b’), Civil Law Applications 2014, 822, 823‐825 (in Greek); id., ‘Bona fide
acquisition of ownership of a movable’, 2014, 35‐41 (in Greek); cf. also J. Hager,
‘Verkehrsschutz durch redlichen Erwerb’, 1990, Kapitel 2., § 3 Die (“Dritt‐”)
‘Wirkung der Grundrechte, insbesondere des Art. 14 GG, fur bürgerlich‐rechtliche
Gesetze’, 9‐46 and especially V., 40‐46. On the principle of proportionality in execu‐
tion, see P. Gesiou‐Faltsi, ‘The principle of proportionality in execution’, Greek Jus‐
tice 32 (1991), 280‐300 (in Greek). On the principle of proportionality in public law
see P. Dagtoglou,Constitutional Law, Human Rights, Vol.e I, 2nd edition, 2005, No
308‐315 (in Greek); A. Gerontas, ‘The principle of proportionality in German public
law’, The Constitution, 1983, 20‐30 (in Greek); E. Beis,ibid., 467‐498, referring to the
principle of proportionality in the procedural and private law; V. Skouris, ‘The
constitutional principle of proportionality and legislative restrictions of profes‐
sional freedom (observations in Judgment 2112/1984 Council of State)’, Greek Justice
28 (1987), 773‐778 (in Greek); I. Dimitrakopoulos, note in Judgment 2245/1999 CoS,
Human Rights 7/2000, 731‐741 (in Greek). In case‐law see Areios Pagos 102/2004,
Chronicles of Private Law D/2004, 990‐992; AP 27/2004, Nomiko Vima 53 (2005), 84‐87;
AP 10/2003, Nomiko Vima 51 (2003), 1410‐1413; AP 17/2001, Greek Justice 43 (2002),
74‐75; CoS 2112/1984, Greek Justice 26 (1985), 130‐132; AP 93/2004, Chronicles of Pri‐
vate Law D/2004, 420‐422; AP 36/2002, Nomiko Vima 51 (2003), 856‐858; CoS 392/93,
The Constitution, 1994, 150‐157; AP 804/2002, Greek Justice 44 (2003), 985‐987; AP
253‐4/2000, Greek Justice 41 (2000), 1000‐1001; AP 899/2001, Nomiko Vima 50 (2002),
977; AP 20/2000, Greek Justice 42 (2001), 55; AP 782/79, The Constitution, 1999, 642‐
646; AP 81/2004, Nomiko Vima 52 (2004), 1384‐1387; AP 26/2003, Greek Justice 44
(2003), 1263‐1269 (all in Greek).
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the minor will not be held liable for damages for the harm caused, pur‐
suant to CC 916, for the reason that his particular skills or abilities that
exceed the level of the average representative of his age may not be to
his detriment.5 This legislative option in CC 916 is an effective means
of minor protection from the Damocles sword of early responsibility,
which would drastically restrict his life choices, as soon as he crossed
the threshold of adulthood.6 The fact that a minor under 10 years of age
is not considered by the legislature as accountable, in the light of the
findings of psychiatry and psychology concerning developmental
stages of the minor, does not mean that the injured party will be left
unprotected, since there can be activated either the imputability of su‐
pervising the minor (CC 923 in combination with CC 914 and possibly
with CC 932 [to award compensation for moral damage7]) or the “re‐
sponsibility on grounds of fairness” of the minor to pay reasonable
compensation to the injured party (CC 918) following assessment of
the situation of the parties, provided that the damage may not be oth‐
erwise relieved (e.g.. by an insurance company or by the minor’s su‐
pervisor).
The minor aged between 10and 14years is considered accountable
and liable to compensate the damage caused, unless he proves that due
to his psychological‐mental growth and maturity was unable to recog‐
nize the unjust nature of his act (CC 917 sect.a’). The above legislative
choice is an attempt to harmonise the two conflicting interests (on the
5 About the fact that under civil liability there is no negligence, even if the tort‐
feasor, due to special skills, had the ability to foresee the illegal result, when the
average person could not foresee it, see among others, A. Georgiades, Contract Law,
General Part, 1999, § 23 no 21 (in Greek); M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 no 60; S. Kou‐
manis, in Brief Interpretation of the Civil Code I, 2010, Article 330 no 18 (in Greek).
6 Cf. Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR), Vol. 4, edited by Christian von
Bar and Eric Clive, 2009, VI.‐3: 103, Comments D., 3425, where the minor’s liability
starts at age of 7 (VI.‐3:103:(2) a person under seven years of age is not accountable
for causing damage intentionally or negligently].
7 A. Georgiades, ibid., 1999, § 62 no 53; G. Georgiades, in Brief Interpretation of the
Civil Code I, Article 923 no 17 (in Greek); AP 1598/2001, Legal Data Bank of Athens Bar
Association “Isocrates” (in Greek).
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one hand of the minor and, on the other, of the victim). Therefore, the
minor having the ability to distinguish is liable to compensate the
damage caused, but may not be able to satisfy the claim of the injured
party due to lack of personal property. In this case the injured party
will not remain unprotected, as the regulatory scope of Article 923 CC
is activated and the person supervising the minor (under the law or by
contract) is required to compensate the injured third party by the
wrongdoing of the supervised minor. Indeed, CC 923 inserts rebuttable
presumptions to protect the injured third party a) that the supervisor
intentionally neglected the duty of supervision and b) that there is a
causal link between the culpable neglect of supervision and the dam‐
age caused. The supervisor is hence considered liable to pay damages,
unless he rebuts with contrary evidence any of the two mentioned pre‐
sumptions, since the events associated with proper or not exercise of
supervision are easier to be proven by the supervisor, rather than the
victim, as belonging to the sphere of influence of the former.8 However,
even when the minor of 10‐14 years of age, who, having the ability to
distinguish, causes harm to a third party, possesses personal property,
then reduced compensation can be adjudicated by the court, if judged,
based on the circumstances (slight negligence of the minor causing par‐
ticularly large damage/insurance coverage of the damage), that the
sentence of the minor to full compensation would ruin him financially
when entering the adult life (in view of the good faith [CC 288] and the
principle of fairness deriving from it [in the light of Articles 21 §§ 1 and
3, 5 § 1, 2 § 1 and 25 § 1 sect. d’ CoG]).9
It is also worth noting that if the minor of 10‐14 years of age, having
the ability to distinguish, is sentenced to pay compensation to the vic‐
tim, he has the right to lodge a claim against his supervisor because he

8 P. Kornilakis, ibid., § 91 3 I no 1; A. Georgiades, ibid., 1999, § 62 no 42‐44; G.
Georgiades, ibid., Article 923 no 1‐2; M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 15 no 89‐90; AP
422/2008, Chronicles of Private Law 2008, 785 with comments by C. Christakakou (in
Greek).
9 See P. Kornilakis, ibid., § 87 6 II no 19; see also in detail C. Christakakou‐
Fotiadi, ibid., 69‐92 with extensive argument.
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intentionally neglected the obligation of supervision, either on the ba‐
sis of the family law provisions that establish the obligation of supervi‐
sion (CC 1531, 1632) or the CC 914 or the CC 335 et seq., 380 et seq.
(breach of contract), should the obligation of supervision arises from a
contract.10
Subsequently, in the case of lack of accountability of the minor, CC
918 takes care for the injured and, on the grounds of fairness,11 pro‐
vides for the possibility of sentence of the unaccountable minor to pay
reasonable compensation to the victim, provided that the loss of the
latter cannot be covered elsewhere for legal or real reasons (by the su‐
pervisor of CC 923 or by an insurance company). The above regulation
of CC 918 cannot be considered highly inequitable and inflexible for
the unaccountable minor, firstly because the court makes the determi‐
nation of compensation, taking into account all conditions of commit‐
ting the act (e.g. the severity of the act and the type of harm, the mental
state of the tortfeasor, possible contributory negligence and future loss
of the victim) and after comparing the financial status of the parties12;
10 About protection of the supervised against damage incurred due to neglect of
supervision, see P. Kornilakis, ibid., § 92 3 I no 2; A. Georgiades, ibid., 1999, § 62 no
44; G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 923 no 4; AP 422/2008, Chronicles of Private Law 2008,
785 with comments by C. Christakakou (in Greek).
11 M. Stathopoulos,ibid., § 6 no 21; A. Georgiades, in CC Georgiades / Stathopou‐
los, Vol. Fourth: Special Contract Law (continued), 1982, Article 918 no 1 and id.,ibid.,
1999, § 60, no 48; G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 918 no 1; Ph. Doris, ibid., in Honorary
Volume of the Council of State for its 75 years, 229, 248‐249; C. Christakakou‐
Fotiadi ibid., 101‐103, 106, 110 and 134 in one; I. Spyridakis, ‘The offence in CC 914,
theoretical considerations and practical applications’, 1999, no 48.1 in conjunction
with 48.2 (e) (in Greek); P. Vafeiadou, ‘Award of “fair compensation” to the victim
in the event of non‐attribution of the act to the tortfeasor’ (Article 918 CC), Civil
Law Applications 2014, 841 (in Greek); M. Georgiadou, in CC I. Karakostas, Special
Contract Law (Articles 741‐946), Vol. sixth, 2009, Article 918 no 2 and footnote 3 (in
Greek); see also Athens Appellate Court 6858/2006, Nomiko Vima 2007, 1136 and
Case Law Archive 2007, 210 (in Greek).
12 On the conditions of application of CC 918 see C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi ibid.,
103‐129 II. 1. Tort and 2. The damage cannot be covered from elsewhere and 132‐
133 under IV. Reasonable compensation; M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 no 21; A. Geor‐
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secondly, because the judgment of the court on the “reasonableness” of
the compensation awarded is subject to an appeal, since it is vague le‐
gal concept.13
Finally, the minor who completed the 14th year of age is considered
fully accountable (CC 917 e contrario) and liable to pay full compensa‐
tion to the injured. The above legislative choice is based on the consid‐
eration that it is rare for a minor aged 14 or more to have no ability to
distinguish the unjust nature of his act. If a mismatch between the age
and maturity/adaptability/social integration of the minor is found, then
the possibility of a mental disorder (e.g. mental retardation) should be
examined and according to Article 915 § 1 CC the minor could be
judged as unaccountable. The unrestricted tortious liability of a 14‐year
old or older minor is compensated for and improved by the aspect14
according to which the in concreto right of the injured party for full
compensation may become abusive when there are specific circum‐
stances (especially large damage due to minor’s slight negligent behav‐
iour, the restoration of which could financially weaken the minor, and
there is insurance cover of the damage by a third party), which militate
in favour of limiting the adjudicated compensation or full acquittal of
the accountable minor (and adult tortfeasor) in view of good faith (CC
288) and in particular the principle of fairness deriving from it (in the
light of Articles 21 §§ 1 and 3, 5 § 1, 2 § 1 and 25 § 1 sect. d’ CoG) and in
derogation from the principle “all or nothing” which governs the law
of compensation.

giades ibid., 1982, Article 918 no 10‐13 and 16‐18; id., ibid., 1999, § 60, no 49‐50; G.
Georgiades, ibid., Article 918 no 2‐6 and 16‐17; P. Filios, Contract Law, Special part,
Vol. 2, 6th edition, 2009, § 170a B (in Greek); I. Spyridakis, ibid., no 48.2 (a) to (f); P.
Vafeiadou, ibid., 841‐845; M. Georgiadou,ibid., Article 918 no 5, 7, 10; AP 1446/2009
with comments by C. Christakakou,Chronicles of Private Law 2010, 342 (in Greek);
Athens Appellate Court 8261/2007, Greek Justice 2008, 821 (in Greek).
13 See G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 918 no 22; P. Vafeiadou, ibid., 841, 846; P. Korn‐
ilakis, ibid., § 87 no 20.
14 C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi, ibid., 69‐92 with extensive arguments and 92‐96 spe‐
cifically for the 14‐year old minor and adult tortfeasor; P. Kornilakis, ibid., § 87 no 19.
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Then, in respect to the criminal responsibility of the minor, the exis‐
tence of a special chapter – 8th – for minors in the general part of the
PC (Articles 121‐133) indicates the intention of the criminal legislature
for separate and specific treatment of them, different and more lenient
than that of adult offenders and motivated by the principle of propor‐
tionality (just as happens with the legislation on civil liability for tor‐
tious conduct of the minor).15 The purpose of provisions on criminal

15 N. Courakis, ‘Law of delinquent minors’: in the cusp of Criminal Law and
Criminology, 2004, 243 (in Greek), where among the key features of the legal model
it is indicated that the penalties should in principle be proportionate to the offence
committed, meaning that they may not be heavier than the contravention itself (Ar‐
ticle 25 § 1 CoG); they may, however, be more lenient if this is necessary in view of
the particular situation of the offender and the need for social reintegration; Ch.
Dimopoulos & K. Kosmatos, Law of Minors, Theory and Practice, 2nd edition, 2010,
57 (in Greek); M. Margaritis & A. Margariti, Penal Code Interpretation – Application,
3rd edition, 2014, Article 122 no 2, 6, 18 and Article 127 no 11 (in Greek); C. D.
Spinellis, Greek Law of Minors Offenders and Victims, 1992, 41 (in Greek); A. Pitsela,
The Criminal Teatment of Juvenile Delinquency, 7th edition, 2013, 69‐70, 83, 192‐193,
269 and 665 (in Greek), indicating that measures which are appropriate, necessary
and effective from the pedagogical point of view, nevertheless they are dispropor‐
tionate in relation to the offence are not legitimate (principle of proportionality of
the penal response to the offender’s and crime’s conditions); Introductory Report of
Law 3189/2003, Article 122 PC; Explanatory Report of Law 3860/2010; Explanatory Re‐
port of Law 4322/2015, Article 2. The fact that the interests and welfare of the minor,
in line with the principle of proportionality, should be the guiding principles in de‐
termining and imposing sanctions in minors law is strongly expressed by the in‐
ternational legal order, such as Rule 5 of the United Nations Standard Minimum
Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice, known as “The Beijing Rules”,
which were adopted by the UN General Assembly on 29.11.1985 (Resolution
40/33); Article 40 § 4 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child provides for
treatment of children (persons<18 years old) which ensures their well‐being and is
proportionate to their circumstances and the offence; Article 1.1‐1 of the UN Model
Law on Juvenile Justice1997 says that “[…] the juvenile justice system must seek
the well‐being of the young person and must ensure that the reactions of the au‐
thorities are in proportion to the circumstances of both the young person and the
offence”; along the same line, the Opinion of the European Economic and Social
Committee on “the prevention of juvenile delinquency, ways of dealing with it and
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responsibility of the minor is the selection of the in concreto more suit‐
able, necessary (i.e. the most lenient possible) and stricto sensu propor‐
tionate measure (less possible intervention in the personal freedom and
personality of the inflicted party), which, by the way of personalised
treatment and parallel evaluation of the offender’s personality and its
action conditions, will serve the purpose of education of the minor of‐
fender (instead of punishment).16 Within this spirit of special (or indi‐
vidual) prevention, education and protection of minors from the ad‐
verse effects of deprivation of their freedom, the penal legislator pro‐
vides only imposing reformatory or correctional/therapeutic measures
for minors aged up to 15 years and even prioritises non‐institutional
reformatory or correctional/therapeutic measures instead of placing the
minors in an institution of treatment. For minors who have completed
the 15th year of age, priority is given to the imposition of reformatory
or correctional/therapeutic measures against punishment; detention of
minors in a juvenile detention centre (JDC) is only exceptionally im‐
posed in case the conditions imposing detention stated in Article 127
PC in conjunction with Article 126 § 3 PC17 are met. Law no 3189/2003
the role of juvenile justice in the European Union” (2006/C 110/13) under 2.3.,
which states that “[...] Judicial and punitive measures or responses must always be
based on the principles of lawfulness, the presumption of innocence, the right to
defence, a scrupulously fair hearing, respect for privacy, proportionality and flexi‐
bility. Both the judicial procedure itself, and the choice of measure, as well as its
subsequent implementation, should be underpinned by the principle of the best in‐
terest
of
the
child”,
http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐content/EN/TXT/?uri=
CELEX:52006IE0414; on the principle of proportionality see also above footnote 4.
16 N. Courakis,ibid., 2; Ch. Dimopoulos/K. Kosmatos, ibid., 57; C. D. Spinellis,
ibid., 38‐39; A. Pitsela, ibid., 68‐72, 187.
17 See N. Courakis,ibid., 244, according to whom “[...] detention should remain,
in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, the last resort (“ultima ratio”)
dealing with juvenile delinquency, i.e. it should only be imposed in serious cases of
infringement and/or “hardcore”/recidivist offenders of a certain age (e.g. 15‐16
years). Even then sentencing should be governed by the principle of education,
concentrating on offering to minors educational, training and working positions.
Extra‐institutional measures, such as fines, should be preferred, and in particular
measures of a community nature, which can strengthen the sense of the offender’s
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enriched the reformatory and correctional/therapeutic measures, im‐
posed at the discretion of the court to better address the minor offender
(such measures is the promotion of community service, media‐
tion/conciliation between the perpetrator and victim through the Mi‐
nors Probation Service for the apology of the minor to the victim and
(and his parents’) accountability to society, such as community service and victim
compensation in the spirit of restorative justice”; see also id., Newer European de‐
velopments in juvenile delinquency law, Poinikos Logos 2001, 301, 307 (in Greek);
Ch. Dimopoulos/K. Kosmatos, ibid., 47, 58; M. Margaritis & A. Margariti, ibid., Arti‐
cle 121 no 8 and Article 122 no 2; C.D. Spinellis,ibid., 38; A. Pitselaalso suggests that
the detention in a JDC should be imposed as a last resort (ultima ratio, ultimum
refugium, last resort, letztes Mittel) and that the special preventive purpose of pe‐
nal correction can be achieved only when the enforcement is necessary, ibid., 57, 78,
171, 173, 210, 259‐260 (and 208‐283 in detail for reformatory or correc‐
tional/therapeutic measures and detention in a JDC); see also Introductory Report
of Law 3189/2003, Article 123 PC, which states that “[...] the placement of the minor
in a special therapeutic institution should be imposed as a last resort, when the
placement of the minor under the responsible supervision (custody) of parents or a
probation officer or the attendance at a counselling therapeutic programme are not
sufficient to address the problem of the minor”; see also Εxplanatory Report of Law
3860/2010 and Explanatory Report of Law 4322/2015, in which the aim is to limit the
detention of juvenile offenders only to very severe crimes, which, had they been
committed by an adult, would be punished as felonies by life imprisonment, on the
model of promotion of non‐custodial measures in order to limit the negative effects
that accompany the confinement, such as social marginalisation; likewise the Ex‐
planatory Report of Law 4356/2015, in which the imposition of institutional refor‐
matory measure of placement in an institution of treatment (Article 122 § 1 case ib’
of PC) is limited to cases of acts, that would be felonies, had they been committed
by an adult, choice consistent both with the principle of the use of criminal law as
ultimum refugium and other directions and requirements arising from Article 37
case b’ of Law 2101/1992, which ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child [“The arrest, detention or imprisonment of a child (person<18 years old)
shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a measure of last re‐
sort and for the shortest appropriate period of time “]; see finally, Article 127 § 1
sect. b’ PC, in which detention in a JDC may (as a last resort) be applied to a minor
who has attained the age of 15, if after having been placed in an institution of
treatment, committed a crime which would have been a felony, had it been com‐
mitted by an adult.
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non‐judicial settlement of the consequences of the act, the victim’s
compensation, the minor’s attendance vocational schools or traffic
education courses, counselling programme in case the minor offender
demonstrates serious mental or physical problems) and even intro‐
duced the possibility of combining more, non‐custodial, measures for
optimal effect (prevention and care for social reintegration of the mi‐
nor), so as to reduce cases of minors’ deprivation of liberty either in the
form of measures or in the form of JDC.18

18 Introductory Report of Law 3189/2003, Articles 122‐123 PC; N. Courakis, ibid.,
2004, 244, 281‐291 (in detail about the content of reformatory and correc‐
tional/therapeutic measures) and 318‐319; id., ibid., Poinikos Logos 2001, 301, 306‐
307; M. Margaritis & A. Margariti, ibid., Introductory notes to Articles 121‐133, no 9
and in detail about the content of reformatory and correctional/therapeutic meas‐
ures Article 122 No 5‐19, Article 123 no 3‐13. See also the Opinion of the European
Economic and Social Committee on ‘The prevention of juvenile delinquency, ways
of dealing with juvenile delinquency and the role of juvenile justice in the Euro‐
pean Union’ (2006/C 110/13) under 3.2.1.‐3.3.1. and 4.3‐4.5, in which basic principle
of the responsibility model, established under international treaties, including UN
Standards Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice or “The Bei‐
jing Rules” of 1985, the UN Guidelines for the prevention of juvenile delinquency
or “Riyadh guidelines” of 1990, the UN Rules for the protection of juveniles de‐
prived of their liberty in 1990, the Recommendation no R (87) 20 of the Committee
of the Council of European Ministers to Member States on social reactions to juve‐
nile delinquency, and, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child approved by
the UN General Assembly on November 20, 1989, (Articles 37 and 40), is the reduc‐
tion to a minimum of measures or punishments that deprive young people of their
liberty, by restricting these to exceptional cases and by making the disciplinary re‐
sponse more flexible and diverse with adaptable measures that can be tailored to
the circumstances of the minor, in line with the conditions and progress made in
treatment or in the application of the measure. The responsibility model works in
conjunction with the model of restorative justice and rehabilitation, which is ori‐
ented to non‐punitive sanctions (e.g. community service, compensation and repa‐
ration, mediation between the minor and the victim, practical training, special
treatment for drug addiction and alcoholism), i.e. measures with minimum stigma‐
tising character, with higher pedagogical value and of lesser repressive nature. De‐
tails about new trends in juvenile law and mainly about the combination of the
“welfare” and “legal” standard, as reflected in the major transnational texts for ju‐
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The reformatory or correctional/therapeutic measures are not im‐
posed indefinitely (Article 125 PC: automatic cessation of reformatory
measures upon completion of the 18th year of age of the minor or ex‐
tension, with special reasoned judgment of the court, at most up to 21
years of age of the minor/permissible extension of correctional / thera‐
peutic measures after the 18th year, following an opinion by a special‐
ised team of doctors, psychologists and social workers, up to a maxi‐
mum of 21 years of age of the minor) and their suitability is checked at
regular intervals and at the latest after one year from the enforcement
(Article 124 § 4 PC), as there is need for continuous monitoring of the
minor offender, to check the progress of the degree of repentance and
the possibility of integration in society as a creative and responsible
member.19 The nature of reformatory and correctional / therapeutic
measures is based on their obvious necessity, given that the reason of
their existence ceases, if proven unnecessary (moreover, for that rea‐
son, it is possible to remove or replace them by Article 124 §§ 1‐3 PC).20
The principle of proportionality requires a demarcated implementation
of reformatory and correctional/therapeutic measures based on the
personality of the minor offender, the commission conditions and se‐
verity of the act, so that these measures are not rendered pedagogically
ineffective.21

venile offenders, see N. Courakis, ibid., 2004, 253‐266 and by id., ‘Juvenile law and
human rights, past and newest trends in Greece and abroad’, Contribution to the
42nd International Seminar of Criminology (Athens 18‐22.12.1989), Proceedings of
the Seminar entitled ‘The deprivation of liberty in the criminal system and human
rights’, Athens: Nomiki Vivliothiki, 1991, 406‐410 (with French summary) and
http://courakis.gr/; see also A. Pitsela, ibid., 11‐23 on international law for the pro‐
tection of childhood and youth.
19 See Introductory Report of Law 3189/2003, Article 124 PC; Μ. Margaritis & Α.
Margariti, ibid, Article 122 no 3, Article 124 no 1 and no 5.
20 A. Pitsela, ibid., 205.
21 A. Pitsela, ibid., 202‐203. See also Article 128 PC, which provides in case of
fault from minor, among all reformatory measures under Article 122 § 1 PC, only
the imposition of reprimand, the minor’s assignment under the responsible cus‐
tody of parents or guardians, and the attendance at specific traffic education
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Moreover, the court decision on the detention of the minor in a JDC
should specify the time limit and contain specific and detailed reason‐
ing on why reformatory or correctional/therapeutic measures appear
insufficient in this case, taking account, where necessary, of the special
conditions of committing the act and the minor’s personality (Article
127 PC in conjunction with Article 54 PC).22 The penal correction of the
minor should be imposed only when necessary (Article 126 § 3 PC), i.e.
additional socio‐psychological effects23 are expected by the imposition
thereof. Otherwise, it should be examined if the same objective can be
achieved with a less onerous sanction, together with less intervention
in the life of a minor.
Finally, it is worth noting that, apart from the criminal treatment of
juvenile offenders, the criminal trial of the latter shows particularities,
compared to that of adults (e.g. adjudication of juvenile crimes by ju‐
venile courts [Article 96 § 3 CoG in conjunction with Article 113 CPP],
failure to apply the principle of publicity in the minor trial (in camera
trial and non‐publication of the judgment), report from the Minors
Probation Service on the personality of the minor before the introduc‐
tion of the case in court [Article 239 CPP], limited power of res judicata
because of the possibility of change, removal or replacement of meas‐

courses.
22 See Explanatory Report of Law 3860/2010; N. Courakis, ibid., 2004, 290; A. Pit‐
sela, ibid., 69; Μ. Margaritis & Α. Margariti, ibid., Article 127 no 7 and 12, which
states that the provision of Article 239 § 2 sect. b’ and c’ CPP should be given spe‐
cial attention where the investigating magistrate must make special inquiry on the
health, moral and mental situation, previous life, family conditions and generally
the minor’s environment, assigning the need to collect relevant information on a
Minors Probation Officer. Article 54 PC shows that the treatment of the minor is
proportional to his personality and needs but in relation to the severity of the sen‐
tence (A. Pitsela, ibid., 70), which defines the duration of the restriction in a JDC
based on the severity of the offences committed (6 months‐5 years, if the law
threatens imprisonment up to 10 years for the act committed / 2 years‐10 years, if
the threatened punishment is life imprisonment or temporary imprisonment ex‐
ceeding 10 years).
23 A. Pitsela, ibid., 269.
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ures imposed against minor offenders [notwithstanding Article 57
CPP]).24
The Intellectual and Volitional Element (Discernment and Compli‐
ance Capability): Approaches and Divergences of Minors’Civil and
Criminal Liability
Contrary to what applies under PC, CC originally based legal ac‐
countability on the individual’s capacity to distinguish between the
just or unjust nature of the act (intellectual element) and not on
whether he can comply with his perception of the just or unjust nature
of the act (volitional element).25 Nevertheless, as developments eventu‐

24 For the specificities of criminal proceedings against minors see detail N.
Courakis, ibid., 2004, 291‐316; A. Pitsela, ibid., 360‐400; Ch. Dimopoulos & K. Kos‐
matos, ibid., 49‐50. Further see Article 45A CPP, which deals with non prosecution
of a minor offender (with or without imposing extra‐institutional correctional
measures) in the case of a committed fault or misdemeanour (if the act was com‐
mitted by an adult), and provided that the prosecution is not necessary to prevent
the minor from committing new crimes (required is the prior hearing of the minor)
[subsidiarity principle of formal procedure)]; Article 242 CPP, concerning non‐
compliance with the procedure in flagrante delicto for offences committed by mi‐
nors; Article 282 § 2 sect. b’ and c’ and § 6 CPP on restrictive conditions ordered for
minors and on the provisional detention of a juvenile defendant who has com‐
pleted the 15th year of age, if the act for which he is accused is rape committed
against a person younger than 15 years or punishable by the law with life impris‐
onment (the detention may in no case exceed six months); Article 340 § 1 sect. c’
CPP, which provides that the Minors judge shall mandatorily appoint defence
counsel to the accused minor who has no lawyer when he is accused of an act,
which if committed by an adult, would be a felony; Article 489 § 1 d’ and e’ CPP on
the possibility to appeal against a decision of a single member and three‐member
Juvenile Court, by which the minor was sentenced to detention in a JDC or refor‐
matory or correctional/therapeutic measures were imposed on him or against the
decision of a single member or three‐member Juvenile Court, by which the minor,
who during the perpetration of the act had completed the 15th year and was tried
after reaching 18 years of age, was sentenced under Article 130 PC in a custodial
sentence.
25 M. Stathopoulos, ibid.,§ 6 no 9; C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi,ibid.,7.
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ated, CC approached PC26 resulting in giving importance both to the
intellectual and the volitional element, so that anyone, who does not
have the ability to “perceive” and/or “conform”,27 be judged not legally
liable. Examples of this approach are the cases of mental illness that
eliminate accountability. Under civil liability not legally liable is “...
whoever (the regulatory scope of the provision includes both the minor
and the adult) damaged another without being aware of his actions or
while on psychological or mental disorder that decisively restricted the
function of his judgment and28 will” (CC 915 § 1, as replaced by Article
20 of Law 2447/1996). In the context of criminal responsibility Article
34 PC provides that “the offender shall not be held responsible for the
offence if, when committing it, due to serious mental disturbance or
disturbance of consciousness, he lacked the ability to perceive the in‐
justice of his act or to act according to his perception of wrongdoing”.
The psychological or mental disorder [e.g. psychosis (such as schizo‐
phrenia or paranoia), bipolar disorder (manic depressive), impulse
control disorders (e.g. kleptomania, pyromania, intermittent explosive
disorder), mental retardation] should mean that the perpetrator (adult
or minor) cannot perceive the unjust nature of his act or is unable to
comply (to volitionally discipline his behaviour) with the above per‐

26 See thoughts of C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi,ibid.,62‐68 on the question of har‐
monisation of Greek civil and criminal law on minors liability issues, as well as
thoughts of L. Kuhlen, ‘Strafrechtliche Grenzen der zivilrechtlichen Deliktshaftung
Minderjahriger?’, JZ 1990, 273 et seq. on the issue of the delimitation of civil tort
(assessment and targets) with criminal responsibility terms, however under Ger‐
man law.
27 M. Stathopoulos, ibid.,§ 6 no 9; C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi,ibid.,7‐8.
28See M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 No 17 and G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 915 no 7,
who indicate that the link “and” in the phrase “... decisively restricting the function
of his judgment and will” of § 1 of Article 915 CC is not used with an additive, but
with disjunctive meaning, which expressly follows from the Introductory Report of
the Law 2447/1996 (published in the volume by I. Deliyannis (ed.), The Activities of
Legislative Drafting Committee for the Reform of the Institutions of Adoption and Guardi‐
anship II, 1996, 127 (“... limiting the function either of the will or the judgment of
the individual at issue”).
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ception.29 The legislature, in the interests of legal certainty, is not satis‐

29 For the concept of disturbance of consciousness and mental or psychological
disorder in civil law see A. Georgiades, ibid., 1982, Article 915 no 4‐6; M. Stathopou‐
los, ibid., § 6 no 16; P. Filios, ibid., § 170 C I 1; G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 915 no 5; M.
Georgiadou, ibid., Article 915 no 6; Thessaloniki Appellate Court 570/2006, Ar‐
menopoulos 2008, 600 (in Greek); Patras Appellate Court 203/2003, Achaiki Nomologia
2004, 628 (in Greek). For the serious disturbance of mental capacity or conscious‐
ness in criminal law see N. Androulakis, Criminal Law, General Part, I. Theory of
Crime, 2006, § 23 B 3‐5, 487‐495 (in Greek); A. Charalambakis, Penal Code Interpreta‐
tion Per Article, Vol. 1 (Articles 1‐234), 2nd edition, 2014, Article 34 No 3‐9 (in
Greek); Μ. Margaritis & A. Margariti, ibid., Article 34 No 3‐9; A. Konstantinidis, ‘Is‐
sues of disturbance of mental capacity or consciousness and their legal assess‐
ment’, Criminal Chronicles 2008, 193 (in Greek); AP 1650/2008, Legal database NO‐
MOS; AP 792/2008, Legal database NOMOS; AP 1498/2007, Legal database NO‐
MOS; AP 623/2006, Penal Chronicles 2007, 141; AP 759/2004, Penal Chronicles 2005,
503 with comments K. Vathiotis; AP 1935/2001, Legal database NOMOS; AP
1549/2000 with observations N. Dimitratos; Mixed Judge and Jury Court of Xanthi
9/2005, Legal database NOMOS Council of Areios Pagos 1487/2004, with consent‐
ing opinion of the Prosecutor A. Fakos,Penal Chronicles 2005, 620; Council of Athens
Appellate Court 135/2001 with consenting opinion of the Appeals Prosecutor S.
Mantakiozidis, Legal database NOMOS; Council of Misdemeanours of Xanthi
22/2009 with consenting opinion of the Prosecutor D. Lambridis, Legal database
NOMOS; Council of Misdemeanours of Rhodes 24/2007 with consenting opinion of
the Prosecutor S. Manolis, Legal database NOMOS; Council of Misdemeanours of
Heraklion 207/2005, Penal Chronicles 2007, 538 with consenting opinion of the
Prosecutor N. Markakis (all in Greek). It is doubtful whether neuroses may be in‐
cluded in mental disorders that strongly restrict the function of judgment or the
will in the sense of CC 915 § 1, as they are not connected with loss of reality con‐
trol. The neurotic person is aware of the situation and has sufficient capacity to
adapt to the environment in which he lives and interacts, in the same time not los‐
ing his contact with reality or having delusions and hallucinations, as opposed to
the person suffering from psychosis. For the characteristics of neurotic and psy‐
chotic disorder see Kaplan & Sadock’s, Handbook of Clinical Psychiatry, 3rd edition,
2004, 30; see also N. Androulakis, ibid., § 23 B 3, 490, according to whom “distinc‐
tive feature of neurosis, which [...] is defined as abnormal mental development of
the individual, are the abnormal reactions to experiences or disturbances in proc‐
essing of experiences (e.g. paranoid reactions, possibly leading to “primitive”, “ex‐
plosive” “malfunctioning” acts). All this, in heavy form and, one might say, by
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fied by the mere medical diagnosis of mental disorder, but further re‐
quires that the decisive restriction of the judgment or will of the of‐
fender be considered as a symptom of this disorder.30 The judge with
the help of expert scientists adjudicates in concreto, whether or not
these two elements above apply.31
Civil and penal law provisions are alike with regard to the above.
The difference lies in the proof of lack of accountability: in civil law, the
person alleging lack of liability for compensation, because he was not
accountable for the commission of the act, has the burden of proof of
his allegation;32 in penal law, the court is obliged ex officio to deal with
the issue of the offender’s lack of responsibility, when faced with such
important data resulting from the process, as well as when the defen‐
dant himself rebuts his accountability by invoking such important
data; if the court cannot rise above the resulting doubts, it must find
that the defendant is not responsible (“in dubio pro reo”).33
Usually the intellectual and volitional element (the ability to distin‐
guish and conformability) connect, interact and affect each other. If the
way of exception, may be of interest in view of Article 34”.
30 A. Georgiades, ibid., 1982, Article 915 no 5‐7; id., ibid., 1999, § 23, no 10; M.
Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 no 18; G. Georgiades, ibid., Article 915 no 6‐7; M. Georgiadou,
ibid., Article 915 no 6‐7; Larissa Appellate Court 541/2006, Greek Justice 2007, 518
(in Greek); Multi‐member Athens Court of 1st Instance 1728/2010, Legal database
NOMOS (in Greek); N. Androulakis, ibid., § 23 B 1‐6, 485‐499; M. Margaritis & A.
Margariti,ibid., Article 34 no 1‐2, 10‐11; A. Charalampakis, ibid., Article 34 no 2, 10‐
12; A. Konstantinidis, ibid., 193; AP 759/2004, Penal Chronicles 2005, 503 with
comments K. Vathiotis(in Greek); Council of Misdemeanours of Heraklion
207/2005 with consenting opinion of the Prosecutor N. Markakis, Penal Chronicles
2007, 538 (in Greek).
31 A. Georgiades, ibid., 1982, Article 915 no 5; M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 no 18; G.
Georgiades, ibid., Article 915 no 8; M. Georgiadou, ibid., Article 915 no 7; A. Kon‐
stantinidis, ibid., 193.
32 A. Georgiades, ibid., 1982, Article 915 no 11; C. Christakakou‐Fotiadi,ibid., 8; P.
Kornilakis,ibid., § 87 no 13; P. Filios, ibid., § 170 A; I. Spyridakis, ibid., no 27.3 foot‐
note 3; G. Georgiades,ibid., Article 915 no. 11; Patras Appellate Court 203/2003,
Achaiki Nomologia 2004, 628 (in Greek).
33 N. Androulakis, ibid., § 23 B 7, 499; A. Konstantinidis,ibid., 193.
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sufferer (adult or minor) from mental or psychological disorder lacks
the perception of the unjust character of the act, it is pointless to exam‐
ine the volitional or not compliance of his acts to this affected percep‐
tion,34 i.e. when someone is in an acute psychotic episode, both above‐
mentioned elements malfunction (intellectual and volitional), so that
their separate examination is meaningless. However, there are cases of
mental disorders, which do not affect the patient’s perception regard‐
ing the just or unjust nature of his actions, but only the compliance ca‐
pacity with this perception. Such are the mental disorders associated
with loss of impulse control, such as kleptomania, pyromania or inter‐
mittent explosive disorder (the sufferer from the latter impulse control
disorder has the ability to distinguish the demerits of several distinct
acts of violence or damage which he commits, because of uncontrolla‐
ble rage and explosions of impulsive aggression).35
Article 917 sect. a’ CC deviates from Articles 915 § 1 CC and 34 PC
with regard to the adoption of the volitional element as an essential cri‐
terion for liability; in said article, the only criterion of a 10‐14 years old
minor’s liability remains the mental element (the ability to distinguish
the just or unjust nature of his actions).36 Both the establishment of the

See N. Androulakis, ibid., § 23 B 6, 497 footnote 52.
For impulse control disorders see in detail Kaplan & Sadock’s, ibid., 280.
36 But the view is also supported (M. Stathopoulos, ibid., § 6 no 14‐15; C. Chris‐
takakou‐Fotiadi, ibid., 41‐43, 58‐59, 68‐69, 88‐89 under a, 91 a, 97‐98 and in detail for
the arguments of the view with many references to the literature and case law,
Greek and foreign, 41‐69 under 2. The concept of discernment and 3. The system‐
atic and teleological approach to the problem; see also Comments by id., in the AP
1410/2006, Chronicles of Private Law 2007, 32) that CC 917 would be completed,
apart from the criterion of the ability to distinguish, also with the capacity to com‐
ply, so that the 10‐14 years old minor be considered not liable, not only when he
was not able to perceive ( “... acted without discernment ...”) the unjust nature of
his act, but also when he did not have the ability to comply with this perception
[by analogy implementation of CC 331 and 915 (legal analogy)]. This solution can,
according to that view, lead to better protection of the minor’s interest and system‐
atically align with CC 331 and 915 § 1 (as in force after its amendment by Article 20
of Law 2447/1996), under which, in the case of mental and psychological health,
34
35
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specific age limits for minor liability and the fact that, for the affirma‐
tion of liability of a minor between 10‐14 years of age, only the ability
to distinguish is necessary, as illuminated by the individual character‐
istics of his mouldable personality (psycho‐mental development, ex‐
perience and awareness of trading practice, maturity in general) pro‐
vide a sufficiently protective framework for the minor, based on solid
and safe criteria and not in unstable and fluid ones, such as strength of
will or resistance power.37
The adoption of the ability to distinguish as the sole criterion of li‐
ability of a minor between 10‐14 years of age under CC 917 sect. a’ is a
legislative option focused on balancing two opposing interests: the in‐
terests of a minor tortfeasor of 10‐14 years old being in a phase of de‐
velopment and formation of his personality as well as the interests of
the injured‐victim of the minor’s tortious action,38 so that any of the
two above interests, is not disproportionately affected.
Furthermore, the addition of the volitional element (“conformabil‐
ity”) next to the mental element (“discernment”) as an additional crite‐
rion for liability within CC 917 sect. a’ could not lead to substantially
better protection of minors between 10‐14 years of age, since this crite‐
rion would lead to problematic cases under it. Conformability is a con‐
cept interpreted in the specific context of CC 915 § 1, i.e. it may be
enlightened as to its content in relation to the element of mental or
psychological disorder under CC 915 § 1 and by using the findings of
the psychology and psychiatry. Lack of compliance capacity, that is in‐
ability of the perpetrator to comply with his perception of just or unjust
nature of his act, particularly associated with loss of impulse control

both the intellectual and the volitional element were adopted as criteria of affirma‐
tion of liability.
37 As regards the justification of the legislative choice of CC, see M. Stathopou‐
los, ibid., § 6 no 14.
38 The injured person may, as the minor tortfeasor, come to a difficult financial
situation due to induced loss [e.g. disability or deformity (CC 931)], see on C.
Christakakou‐Fotiadi, ibid. 84, footnote 135.
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(e.g. kleptomania, pyromania, intermittent explosive disorder39) and is
therefore subject to the cases of mental disorders decisively excluding
the operation of the will in the sense of CC 915 § 1. But also the re‐
peated and persistent actions of the 10‐14 years old minor, violating the
rules of law and the legal interests protected by them [i.e. intimidation,
threats or terrorising others, personal injury by body to body fights or
by using weapons, violence against animals, wallet or stores thefts,
robberies, arson and premeditated damaging of another’s property,
burglaries, frauds, forgeries] may constitute conduct disorder40 (evi‐
denced by submission in court of a relevant expert opinion, namely
mental disorder subject to CC 915 § 1 which will result in the exclusion
of the minor’s liability [just as it is the case when the minor suffers
from a mental disorder (e.g. mental retardation), which leads to the pa‐
tient’s inability to distinguish the just or unjust nature of his act].
Furthermore, if the inability of the 10‐14 years old minor to comply,
was to be considered as a reason for exclusion of liability within CC
917 sect. a’, full compensation of the victim might become unsafe (and
thus jeopardise the realisation of objective of tort provisions) in the
case of school bullying41 whereas each minor who would exercise vio‐
lence (verbal, psychological, physical, sexual, via Internet) against
classmates, would invoke lack of liability, because he acted without
conformability.
It is a fact that adolescence, as a developmental stage, is character‐
ised by large scale physical changes and strong impulses, loss of con‐

See on Kaplan & Sadock’s, ibid., 280.
For the diagnostic criteria of conduct disorder see detail Kaplan & Sadock’s,
ibid., 383; see also G. Papadatos, Mental and learning difficulties of children and
adolescents, 2010, 131‐132 (in Greek). Individuals with conduct disorder show little
remorse or empathy and little care about the feelings and thoughts of others, tend
to see hostile intentions on the incentives of others and tend to engage in risky be‐
haviours. See in detail L. Wilmshurst, Developmental Psychopathology, 2011, 338‐342
(in Greek).
41 For types of school violence and the possibilities of addressing them, see in
detail N. Courakis, Penal Chronicles 2009, 865.
39
40
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trol, identity search even by engaging in risky behaviours, develop‐
ment of addictions or occurrence of mental disorders (e.g. eating dis‐
orders, depression), difficulty in using experience in order to make cor‐
rect decisions, and difficulty in controlling reactions.42 However, using
“conformability” as a reason for exclusion of liability would on the one
hand lead to disconnection of a minor’s unlawful actions from civil li‐
ability and on the other hand discredit the virtues of self‐control, re‐
straint, self‐discipline, which the minor can show even within this sen‐
sitive developmental phase by controlling his reactions and con‐
sciously refraining from attack on other legal interests. A minor of‐
fender, being in the sensitive period of adolescence with its physical
and psychological changes, can experience very easily overwhelming
emotion into a quarrel or on the game, but that does not mean he can‐
not retain control of his actions. This emotional state of the adolescent
is not a condition precluding liability, as is the case of disturbance of
consciousness (e.g. due to exhaustion, hypnosis, panic) or mental dis‐
order under CC 915 § 1, where the person lacks the ability to control
himself. For this reason, equalisation of the absence of the ability to
comply within CC 917 sect. a’ and CC 915 § 1, as to their legal conse‐
quences, would not appear plausible.
Summary – Conclusions
The legislative establishment of age limits, conditions and legal con‐
sequences of the civil and criminal liability of minors under Greek law,
is based on the different purposes of these two forms of liability and
the different function of compensation in relation to that of punish‐
ment. Despite some differences, the legislation on civil and criminal li‐
ability of the minor mostly converge than diverge from one another.
Both legislations are inspired by the constitutionally guaranteed prin‐
ciple of proportionality (Article 25 § 1 sect. d’ CoG). In addition, the
42 For physical, but also psychological and psychosocial changes that accom‐
pany the transition of puberty, and its cognitive developmental characteristics, see
detail I. N. Paraskevopoulos, Developmental Psychology, Vol 4, 1985, 11‐20 (in
Greek); N. Courakis, ibid., 2004, 42‐47.
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age of adulthood (the minor comes of age with the completion of the
18th year) is the same both in civil and in penal law; the difference is
that the minor tortfeasor is deemed as fully accountable and liable to
compensation just as he completes the 14th year of age, while he is
held criminally responsible just as he completes the 15th year of age.
Furthermore, legislation on civil and penal liability is similar as to the
criteria for liability in the case of mental disorders of adult or juvenile
offenders. Deviations from these rules (e.g. liability of 10‐14 years old
minor to compensate the victim, if he acted with distinction) are rea‐
sonable in the context of both the rehabilitative purpose of tort law and
the balancing role of the principle of proportionality. Even when civil
liability has been tightened for the minor in comparison with the corre‐
sponding criminal responsibility, measures that improve the position
of the minor are provided, e.g. the responsibility of the minor’s super‐
visor (CC 923) or the conditional reduction of compensation payable
(or even exemption of minors from payment), by resorting to the re‐
quirement of good faith (CC 288) and the principle of fairness deriving
from it, in the light of Articles 21 §§ 1 and 3, 5 § 1, 2 § 1 and 25 § 1 sect.
d’ CoG.
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Prologue
Restorative justice is a topic of great interest for criminologists and
legal scholars during the last decades; it has generated an extensive
body of literature and empirical research (Braithwaite 1999; Roach
2000). According to one point, restorative justice constitutes a new
paradigm for criminal justice policy. On the other hand, it should be
viewed as a wide rubric, which describes various practices (e.g. family
group conferencing, sentencing circles, healing circles); these practices
should be used in the current criminal justice system, but without be‐
ing able to entirely replace it (Newburn 2007; Stockdale 2015). From a
historical point of view (Gavrielides 2011), the roots of restorative prac‐
tices can be found in the ancient Greek civilization (Alexiadis 1992) and
the ‘epanorthotikon dikaion’ (“restorative law”) of Aristotle (Arti‐
nopoulou 2010a; 2013; Artinopoulou & Gavrielides 2016). Furthermore,
the social control of crime in primitive societies (vendetta or blood
feud) can be viewed as “a form of primary restorative justice” (Archi‐
mandritou 2007: 425; 2006). The roots of restorative notion can be also
found in Maori culture, the indigenous populations in New Zealand
(Pratt 1996). However, the term ‘restorative justice’ was first used by
Eglash (1958, 1977). Recommendation R. (99) 19 of the Council of
Europe regarding mediation in penal issues, as well as the relevant
guidelines provided by the United Nations have played a significant
role in the promotion of restorative practices in European criminal jus‐
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tice systems (Ghetti 2005).
Victim‐offender mediation (VOM) is widely considered as one of
the major forms of restorative justice (Crawford & Newburn 2003;
Shaplandet al. 2006; Arrigo & Schehr 1998). As Aertsen (2004: 18) has
put it, mediation belongs in particular to the “methods for putting re‐
storative justice into practice”. Mediation has been introduced in the
Greek penal law for juveniles (Law 3189 of 2003), and belongs to edu‐
cative or reformative measures imposed to offenders by courts or pub‐
lic prosecutors. According to the Explanatory Report of the aforemen‐
tioned Law, probation officers or juveniles’ supervisors1 play the role
of mediator. The present paper examines the Greek legal framework
related to court‐based mediation in light of the restorative justice the‐
ory, as well as the guidelines and the recommendations provided by
international and European organizations. The first part deals in par‐
ticular with the definition and the goals of restorative practices, as well
as the basic principles on the role of mediator in the process. In the
next section, the theoretical principles and the guidelines – recommen‐
dations have been used as a general framework for the review of the
Greek case (Moore & Mitchell 2009). Since mediators in the Greek ju‐
venile justice system are non‐specially trained in mediation, it seems
that the legislator has not taken seriously into account some main ele‐
ments of restorative justice. The same conclusion bears because of the
general nature of the supervisors’ tasks, which are mainly offender‐
focused. All these issues raise concerns regarding the so‐called – in
socio‐legal and criminological studies – ‘legitimation’ of the mediation
process (Friedman 1977; Tankebe & Liebling 2013).
Theoretical Principles
1. The goals of restorative justice
For the contemporary legal thought in western societies, commit‐
ting an offence or acting in a way that is opposed to the criminal rules

1

Probation officers in the Greek juvenile justice system are called as “supervisors of mi‐

nors” (Spinellis 2007: 184).
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constitutes a violation of state authority and interests. Restorative jus‐
tice theorists, on the contrary, argue that crime should be viewed as a
private conflict among individuals, rather than an offence against the
state (Christie 1977; Zehr 1990; van Ness et al. 2001; Artinopoulou
2010a; Archimandritou 2006). The most popular definition (Walgrave
2008; Roche 2006) has been suggested by Tony Marshall (1996); his
definition belongs to what is known as ‘process‐based School’
(Gavrielides 2007: 44). More specifically, restorative justice has been
defined as “a process whereby parties with a stake in a particular of‐
fence come together to resolve collectively how to deal with the after‐
math of the offence and its implications for the future” (Marshall 1996:
37). According to Gavrielides (2007: 139), restorative justice is “an ethos
with practical goals”. Zehr (1990: 181) has summarized its goals as fol‐
lows: “Justice involves the victims, the offender, and the community in
a search for solutions which promote repair, reconciliation, and reas‐
surance”. In other words, restorative justice “aims to restore the well‐
being of victims, offender and communities damaged by crime, and to
prevent further offending” (Liebmann 2007: 25). Last, according to the
United Nations (2006: 6), restorative justice constitutes ‘a way of re‐
sponding to criminal behavior by balancing the needs of the commu‐
nity, the victim and the offender’.
The contemporary version of restorative justice has highly been
connected with the integrated criminological theory of reintegrative
shaming (Artinopoulou 2010a; Ttofi & Farrington 2008) constructed by
John Braithwaite(1989). Since the dawn of civilization, shaming has
been functioned as a sufficient means of unofficial social control. How‐
ever, Braithwaite (1989) made ‘shaming’ an active and official means of
doing justice. Shaming functions as deterrent mechanism against the
violation of societal norms and legal rules for those who have a stake in
a particular community. Punishment should focus on offenders’ acts
rather than on their personality. Forgiveness is provided as a ‘gift’ to
the offender, but the latter takes the responsibility for abstaining from
offending. Furthermore, Braithwaite has distinguished between ‘rein‐
tegrative’ and ‘disintegrative’ shaming. The first one takes place in
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cases where disapproval of the offence is associated with respect for
the offender, forgiveness, and acceptance back into the local commu‐
nity. On the other hand, disintegrative shaming is mainly disrespectful,
and excludes the delinquent from the community. Therefore,
Braithwaite offered a normative theory in criminological thinking pro‐
viding guidelines for social control of offending (Kranidioti 2007, 2011).
2. Mediation: putting restorative values into practice
The first mediation for juvenile offenders in modern penal history
took place in the ’70s as an experiment in Canada; it was then that a
probation officer convinced a judge that two juvenile offenders con‐
victed of vandalism should directly meet the victims of their offences.
As a condition of probation, judge ordered the offenders to pay finan‐
cial restitution to the victims (Peachey 1989). According to the Council
of Europe Recommendation (1999) 19, mediation is ‘a process whereby
the victim and the offender are enabled, if they freely consent, to par‐
ticipate actively in the resolution of matters arising from the crime
through the help of an impartial third party’.2 An accurate definition
has also been given by Wright (1995: 47 as cited by Baldry 1998), who
defines mediation as a “process in which victims and offenders com‐
municate with the help of an impartial third party […] enabling the
victim(s) to express their needs and feelings, and offenders to accept
and act on their responsibilities”.3In other words, offenders and victims
come willfully together in order to solve the conflict that the crime cre‐
ated to them and society (Alexiadis 2011; Baldry 1998; Beauregard
1998; Cottam 1996; van Ness et al. 2001). The significance of the volun‐
tary participation has been clearly clarified in restorative justice phi‐
losophy (Eliaerts & Dumortier 2002; Crawford & Newburn 2003;

2

Walgrave (2008: 19) has also included community service performed by the offender in

restorative justice practices.
3

Mediation may also involve an indirect ‘meeting’ among the offender and the victim. In

this case, mediator makes negotiations with each party separately for an agreement about res‐
titution to be achieved. Therefore, indirect mediation does not involve all of the main princi‐
ples of restorative justice (van Ness et al. 2001).
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Gavrielides 2007; Zernova 2007). This precondition excludes people
who lack the general capacity to give their consent for participation in
the process (e.g. juveniles with disabilities), while also means that de‐
linquent should be able to recognize his/her guilt (Lawrence & Hesse
2010). In any case, both victims and offenders should be able to with‐
draw their consent during the different phases of mediation (Symeoni‐
dou‐Kastanidou 2013), since respect of ‘self‐determination’ belongs to
the basic principles of the process (Feerick 1997).
More analytically, mediation is a dialogue‐based process (Umbreit
& Bradshaw 1997; Umbreit et al. 2004) that provides victims and of‐
fenders the opportunity to discuss on the consequences of the offence,
and leads to the offender’s apology for the harm done (Shaplandet al.
2006; Shen & Antonopoulos 2013; Dhami 2012). In fact, the conven‐
tional criminal process leaves little room for apology (Bibas & Bier‐
schbach 2004: 88‐90; Bibas 2007); on the other hand, apology constitutes
a ‘speech act’ (Tavuchis 1991: 22) located at the bottom of restorative
justice (Strang & Sherman 2003; Dhami 2012). As Retzinger & Scheff
(1996: 317) have put it, “without the core sequence [apology and for‐
giveness], the path towards settlement is strewn with impediments,
whatever settlement is reached does not decrease the tension level in
the room and leaves the participants with a feeling of arbitrariness and
dissatisfaction”. In this frame, apology has been viewed as a “symbolic
form of reparation” (Dignan 2005: 136; Daly & Proietti‐Scifoni 2011:
217). It entails that the delinquent express his/her sorrow about the out‐
come of the wrongdoing on the victim and all people affected by the
offence (Foley 2016). More specifically, a full apology by the offender
consists of: (a) the admission of the responsibility for the behavior and
outcomes of the offence, (b) the acknowledgment of the consequences
derived from the offence, (c) the expression of regret for the outcome of
the offence, (d) offer for reparation the harm caused, and (e) the prom‐
ise not to repeat the same offence in the future (Dhami 2012).
Broadly speaking, mediation has been widely considered as an edu‐
cative practice for youth offenders providing them the chance to real‐
ize the effects of their offences to victims and society (Courakis 2012;
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Alexiadis 1996; Beauregard 1998). Therefore, juvenile delinquents in
restorative justice theory have been considered “as active agents who
are, or who should be, accountable for their (mis)behaviour” (Put et al.
2012: 83). As Sykes & Matza (1957) have argued, juvenile delinquents
use specific techniques in order to justify their deviant activities (‘tech‐
niques of neutralization’);4 due to their direct contact with victimiza‐
tions’ consequences, mediation process promises the “neutralization of
the neutralizations” (Braithwaite 1999; Hoffmann 2011; Hayes 2006).
Thus, offenders who take part in mediation have been less likely to re‐
convict (Bradshaw et al. 2006; Mika 1993; Morris 2006; Sherman et al.
2015; Nugent & Paddock 1995; Robinson & Shapland 2008). Mediation
provides also victims the opportunity to express their thoughts and
emotions about the criminal act, as well as their proposals for the resti‐
tution of the damage caused. In other words, restorative justice makes
victims a central part of the criminal justice process, in contrast to the
typical procedure, where they play the role of the witness. Further‐
more, forgiveness provides something beneficial for their psychologi‐
cal health (Armour & Umbreit 2006; Morris 2006). Last but not least,
the chance that victims have to express their feelings and the impact
received by the offence might lead them to stop fearing the offender
(Dignan 2005; Hudson 2002; Kilchling & Löschning‐Gspandi 2000;
Morris 2002), and consequently limits the risk for secondary victimiza‐
tion (Wemmers & Cyr 2006). These points have probably been the rea‐
sons why restorative justice practices have been frequently seen as a
victim‐focused social reaction to crime (Umbreit 2001).
On the other hand, restorative values are not always possible to be‐
come a practical reality, since “victims may remain angry or bitter; of‐
fenders may remain unmoved and untouched” (Morris 2002: 599). In
these cases, mediation can be viewed as a form of “punitive communi‐
cation” between the offender and the victim (Duff 2001: 97). Further‐

4

According to Sykes & Matza (1957), techniques of neutralization include the following:

a) denial of responsibility, b)denial of injury, c)denial of the victim, d) condemnation of the
condemners, e) appeal to higher loyalties.
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more, restorative justice practices do not provide sufficient procedural
safeguards to parties involved as regards some of the fundamental
elements of the fair trial (article 6, ECHR), such as the absolute respect
of presumption of innocence and the element of proportionality be‐
tween the offence and the penalty. However, ensuring an absolute re‐
spect for procedural rights constitutes a cornerstone of a rule of law
based state (Ashworth 2002; Morris 2002; Roach 2000; Umbreit et al.
2005). Mediation can be also viewed by offenders just as a means to
make their sentence lighter (Smith et al. 1988). On the other hand, there
have been cases where the victim feels morally ‘obligated’ to partici‐
pate in the process, in order to provide the young delinquent the
chance to make amends, without however taking into account his/her
interests (Baldry 1998; Kilching 2005). The danger for the victim to ‘be
used as a tool’ by the criminal justice agencies in order to achieve the
rehabilitation of the offender is always present (Strang 2002: 58), phe‐
nomenon that is also known as ‘victim marginalization’ (Choi et al.
2013: 113). The ‘instrumentalization of the victim’ poses serious risks
(Centomani & Dighera 1992: 359; Ghetti 2005), especially in cases of
minor participants, who are “more vulnerable to power imbalances,
manipulation and victim blaming” (Gal & Moyal 2011: 2).
3.The qualifications of the mediator
TRAINING
There is always a third party involved in victim‐offender mediation,
widely known as ‘mediator’, ‘facilitator’ or ‘convenor’ (Szmania 2006:
111). On an international level, the mediator is usually a social scientist
(such as a social worker), a police officer, as well as a member of the lo‐
cal community that the crime took place (Bennett 2006; Stockdale 2015).
He/she plays such an important role in mediation that it is recognized
that “the quality of the process depends heavily upon the quality of the
practitioner” (Cottam 1996: 1543). The starting point of mediators’ du‐
ties is to assist victims and deviants to discuss on the harm caused by
the criminal act (Umbreit & Armour 2011). As far as their role and their
required qualifications, there are some main principles found on the
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relevant literature and the guidelines adopted by international and
European organizations.
In particular, mediators should have received high‐quality training
on how to carry out the process, and the special needs of all the parties
involved (Schijndel 2009; Pabsdorff et al. 2011). According to the Rec‐
ommendation No. R (99) 19 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states of the Council of Europe concerning mediation in penal matters,
those who carry out the process “should receive initial training before
taking up mediation duties as well as in‐service training. Their training
should aim at providing for a high level of competence, taking into ac‐
count conflict resolution skills, the specific requirements of working
with victims and offenders and basic knowledge of the criminal justice
system” (para. 24). As it has been pointed out in the Explanatory
Memorandum to the Recommendation, the latter “only specifies a
minimum level of requirements referring to the background and per‐
sonal skills of a potential mediator and the objectives of the training.
Member States would be expected to develop more extensive stan‐
dards and guidelines”. Furthermore, according to the Basic Principles
on the use of restorative justice programs in criminal matters provided
by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (2000), the
facilitators “should receive initial training before taking up facilitation
duties and should also receive in‐service training. The training should
aim at providing skills in conflict resolution, taking into account the
particular needs of victims and offenders, at providing basic knowl‐
edge of the criminal justice system and at providing a thorough knowl‐
edge of the operation of the restorative programme in which they will
do their work” (para. 20).
NEUTRALITY AND ‘LEGITIMATION’: THE BALANCED MODEL OF MEDIATION
PROCESS

According to the Economic and Social Council of the United Na‐
tions (2000), the term ‘facilitator’ means ‘a fair and impartial third
party whose role is to facilitate the participation of victims and offend‐
ers in an encounter programme’ (par. 5). Mediators ‘should perform
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their duties in an impartial manner, based on the facts of the case and
on the needs and wishes of the parties. They should always respect the
dignity of the parties and ensure that the parties act with respect to‐
wards each other’ (para. 18). The same guideline has also been found
on the Recommendation adopted by Council of Europe: ‘Mediation
should be performed in an impartial manner, based on the facts of the
case and on the needs and wishes of the parties. The mediator should
always respect the dignity of the parties and ensure that the parties act
with respect towards each other’ (para. 26). Each mediator has the ob‐
ligation to be neutral towards the victim and the offender (Wemmers &
Cyr 2006; Levi 1997; Cohen & Harley 2003‐2004; Jackson 1998; Moore
1986). The scope and the function of social control agencies regarding
youth delinquency should address the interests and the needs of all
parties participating in probation (delinquents, victims, community);
no one has to benefit at the price of the others (Umbreit & Coates 2013).
Therefore, both theory and international – European organizations
have promoted the ‘balanced model of restorative justice’ (Zinsstag &
Chapman 2012).
In criminological and socio‐legal thinking, legitimacy has been con‐
sidered as the “belief that authorities, institutions, and social arrange‐
ments are appropriate, proper, and just” (Tyler 2006: 307). Applied to
restorative practices, neutrality constitutes a particular idea highly
connected with the democratic sense of justice and fairness, and more
than serious for the legitimacy of the process (Astor 2007). Therefore,
mediators should not take into account their personal experiences,
moral principles, beliefs, and perception of life; in this case, neutrality
comes at risk (Cottam 1996); In Beauregard’s (1998: 1020) words, they
have to acquire knowledge on the “use of a caucus to enhance the ju‐
venile offenders’ ability to participate effectively”. On the other hand,
victims’ needs should also be taken into account, and it is necessary for
mediators to build a relationship of trust with them. Mediators should
give them the chance to express the emotions and to understand their
position (Wemmers & Cyr 2006; Cottam 1996; Armstrong 2012). The
result of the process should empower victims solve their problems cre‐
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ated by the offence (Choi et al. 2010). Generally speaking, mediators are
committed to enable each participant in the process to have their needs
met. In other words, they are on everybody’s side.5 In this sense, the
role of the mediator should characterized by ‘multi‐partiality’ (Chap‐
man 2015: 32). In a child‐centered justice system, it would be plausible
to argue that the educative character of the mediation for juvenile of‐
fenders may be superior than victims’ interests (Messina 2004‐05);
however, adults who are asked to participate in mediation should be
clearly informed by the juvenile justice professionals and consent that
they take part in a pedagogical process that it mainly gives emphasis
on the rehabilitation of the delinquent (Panagos 2016).
II. The Greek Juvenile justice System in Light of the Restorative Jus‐
tice Theory
1. Mediation as an reformative measure for juvenile delinquents
Juvenile offenders’ cases are tried by special courts. The Greek pe‐
nal law has mainly adopted non‐custodial measures for the offender,
while there is also the possibility for prosecutors to refrain from press‐
ing charges. The current legal framework for youth offenders consti‐
tutes an integration of the so‐called ‘justice model’ and the ‘welfare
model’. The deprivation of offenders’ liberty in special correctional in‐
stitutions constitutes a penal measure of last resort(Law 4322 of 2015).
Instead, the legislator has specified a noteworthy number of reforma‐
tive measures listed in the Penal Code (article 122), victim–offender
mediation included (Courakis 1999, 2004; 2011; 2012; Pitsela 2004;
2011a; 2013a; Spinellis & Tsitsoura 2008; Chaidou 2010; Artinopoulou
& Petousi‐Douli 2011; Charalampakis 2012; Papadopoulou 2010)6
5

According to Chapman (2015: 32): “… practitioners cannot be said to be neutral or im‐

partial. They are not neutral in relation to the harm people cause to others, to the protection
of rights, to the value of respecting the feelings, needs and wishes of the parties and to the
importance of good relationships. The practitioner is committed to enabling each person to
have their needs met”.
6

To give some examples, reformative measures for juvenile offenders include reprimand

of the offender by the judge, the placement of the youth delinquent under the responsible su‐
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Therefore, the interests of victims in the area of juvenile justice have
also been taken into account by the Greek Parliament (Pitsela 2011b;
Artinopoulou & Michael 2014). This fact confirms “the restorative na‐
ture of juveniles’ treatment” in the Greek juvenile justice (Artinopou‐
lou et al. 2012: 7) and gravitates towards the participatory model in
criminal justice policy (Zagoura 2012). However, the adoption of me‐
diation by the Greek legislator was made on an unsystematic way,
with no prior evidence from pilot studies. In fact, the introduction of
this reformative measure in the juvenile justice system constituted a
part of a wider legislative effort to comply with European Union soft
law (Papadopoulou 2006).7 From a socio‐legal perspective, thus, me‐
diation in the contemporary Greek law can be viewed as a legal trans‐
plant (Papachristou 1999).
More analytically, the so‐called “victim–offender mediation for the
expression of forgiveness and the extra‐judicial arrangement of the
consequences of the act in general” has been included in the reforma‐
tive measures for juvenile offenders (article 122, para. 1 of the Greek
Penal Code). At first glance, the term ‘extra‐judicial’ refers to the op‐
tion of diversion from hearing (Dhmopoulos & Kosmatos 2010). How‐
ever, mediation should be imposed by Juveniles Court (Stefanidou
2010; Pitsela 2013b). This is not always the case; the article 45 A of the
Code of Criminal Procedure (entitled ‘Diversion from prosecution of
minor’ or ‘Refrain from criminal prosecution of juveniles’) foresees the
possibility that prosecutors have to refrain from pressing charges in
cases of petty offences or a misdemeanors, if they judge that the prose‐
cution is not necessary to prevent the juvenile delinquent from further
offending. In this case, public prosecutor is permitted to impose the
measure of victim‐offender mediation. Moreover, mediation can be
imposed by the public prosecutor as a restrictive term in the place of
pre‐trial detention for offenders not less than fifteen years old, in case
pervision of his/her parents or guardians or a probation officer, the provision of community
service, as well as the compensation of the victim (Courakis 2012; Pitsela 2013).
7

A few years later, the Greek Parliament voted the Act 3500 of 2006 (ar. 11‐14) for ad‐

dressing some forms of domestic violence(Artinopoulou 2010b).
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that the penalty for the offence committed is of more than ten years
confinement in a correctional facility (Pitsela 2013a; Giovanoglou 2015).
There is no any restriction regarding the offence that mediation is per‐
mitted (Pitsela 2013b).8 Furthermore, it is not clear who is considered
as ‘victim’ in cases of victimless crimes or offences against society as a
whole (for instance, serious offences against the environment or dam‐
ages to public property). Considering the meaning of victimization
from a wide perspective, representatives of communities affected by
the offence may participate in the process (Symeonidou‐Kastanidou
2013).
The Greek State does not provide any other official guidelines or di‐
rections about the procedure of mediation, the role, the obligations and
the rights of each participant, as well as any other kind of details in
general (Giovanoglou & Păroşanu 2015; Lambropoulou 2010). The Ex‐
planatory Note of the Law states that supervisors of minors have the
abstract duty to carry out the process; however, there is no other direc‐
tion on how they have to perform this role. This fact should be exam‐
ined in light of the general criticism exercised on restorative practices,
that they do not provide procedural safeguards for the defendants, as
well as the victims (e.g. Morris 2006). The courts have mainly imposed
the educative measure in cases of property offences, and less severe
forms of physical violence (Euaggelatos 2014; Papadopoulou 2010).
During the first judicial year after the introduction of mediation in
criminal law for juveniles (2003‐2004), the measure was imposed in just
six cases on a national level. On the other hand, the total amount of the
judicial cases that led to the imposition of any educative measure
reached the number of 1258 (Papadopoulou 2006). During the last five
judicial years (2010‐2015), the Athenian Courts for Juveniles imposed
the measure 56 times (Mouchimoglou 2016) and the Juveniles’ Courts
8

According to Baldry (1998: 732), “there are no specific limitations as to which cases are

best suited for mediation”. In this frame, it is considered that mediation and restorative prac‐
tices in general are able to be used in cases of severe crimes, such as attempted homicide, rape
and burglary (Cossins 2008; Flaten 1996; McAlinder 2007; Symeonidou‐Kastanidou 2013; con‐
tra: Courakis 2011).
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of Thessaloniki imposed mediation 90 times (Karaberi 2016). The low
implementation of the measure has been mainly attributed to the lack
of a guiding framework regarding the goals and the procedure of the
mediation, while also to the insufficient training of juvenile justice pro‐
fessionals (Pitsela & Giagkou 2013).
2. Juvenile probation officers as mediators
LACK OF SPECIAL TRAINING ON MEDIATING
The Juvenile Probation Service in the Greek criminal justice system
was founded in 1939 (Law 2135) and it was mainly consisted of volun‐
teers (Troianou‐Loulou 1999; Avdela 2013; Pitsela & Giagkou 2013).
Probation Service for Juveniles constitutes nowadays an interdiscipli‐
nary Department of the Juvenile Justice that consists of professionals
(such as social workers, sociologists, psychologists, and lawyers) under
the supervision of the Ministry of Justice, Transparency, and Human
Rights. Probation officers have the mission to prepare a social inquiry
report in relation to the offenders’ moral and mental situation, their
family background as well as the environment they live. They officially
make proposals to the Court for the most suitable penal treatment of
the offender, and they finally supervise the implementation of the
measures imposed (Law 378 of 1976, Presidential Decree 49 of 1979,
Presidential Decree 36 of 2000; Spinellis 2007; Pitsela 2013a; Lambro‐
poulou 2010; Papadopoulou 2010). As Petoussi & Stavrou (1996: 154)
have put it, “supervisors act as defense for the juvenile to the extent
that they are responsible for collecting and presenting information on
the juveniles’ sociopsychological characteristics on which the decision
of the juvenile court is based”. However, the legal status of the proba‐
tion officers is not absolutely clear. It penal theory, they have been
characterized as an ‘investigative body sui generis’ since they socially
researching. In fact, their position and their role is unique, something
that derives from their special duties and services, as well as the peda‐
gogical purpose of the juvenile justice (Pitsela & Giagkou 2013).
In practice, supervisors of minors explore if the offender and the
victim have the willingness to take part in the mediator process, and
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propose to the Juveniles’ Court whether mediation is suitable for each
specific case. Supervisors respect the willingness of offenders and vic‐
tims, something that has been harmonized with one of the most impor‐
tant principles of restorative justice (parties should volunteering par‐
ticipate in the mediation process). In the following, supervisors pre‐
pare the offender for the process and they act intermediary between
the latter and the victim, explaining the purpose of the mediation to
them. Finally, they coordinate the main process (the direct contact or
meeting of the delinquent with the victim) in order to remove the mis‐
understandings and understand each other’s side. Supervisors try to
ensure that the offender understands the value of the mediation and
the benefits, which can be gained from the process, including the im‐
portance of the apology to the victim of the offence (Panagos 2012). De‐
spite the significant role of mediators in the process under examina‐
tion, the juvenile supervisors in Greece have not received any specific
training on mediating (Lambropoulou 2010; Artinopoulou et al. 2012).
Given also the lack of any official guidelines about the procedure of
mediation, each supervisor conducts the mediation empirically, ac‐
cording to what he/she feels that is the best in each case. This fact may
lead to the conclusion that the Greek reality contrasts the restorative
justice theory (Panagos 2012).
PROBATION AS AN OFFENDER‐FOCUSED TASK
As it has already mentioned, mediators should be neutral between
offenders and their victims. Nevertheless, the duties of juvenile proba‐
tion officers in the Greek criminal justice system could be characterized
as mainly ‘offender‐centered’ (Papadopoulou 2010). Artinopoulou et al.
(2012: 7) have clearly noticed that the role of the probation officers
“may be in conflict with their role as mediators”. Moreover, the com‐
munication between the supervisors and victims is in practice minimal;
the only contact they have with the victims (and their guardians) is
shortly before the beginning and mainly during the hearing. This fact
makes the exploration of their willingness and feelings a difficult issue
(Panagos 2012). Besides, the meaningful contact between mediators
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and the victim constitutes a basic precondition for the moral satisfac‐
tion of the latter (Wemmers & Cyr 2006; Arrigo & Schehr 1998; Um‐
breit 2001; Pavlish 2005). In other words, mediators have to “establish a
sense of trust between the victim and themselves, while remaining
neutral and impartial” (Wemmers & Cyr 2006: 123). The aforemen‐
tioned reality reveals a further gap between theoretical principles and
field work. Generally speaking, when the probation officer plays the
role of mediator in the juvenile justice system, the latter is considered
as “very far from addressing one of the basic principles of a restorative
justice approach, that is to guarantee that both the interests of the vic‐
tim and those of the offender are taken into consideration and that me‐
diators are neutral” (Baldry 1998: 739).9
Concluding Remarks
Mediation constitutes an important opportunity provided by the
Greek penal law for juveniles. Youth offenders take the opportunity to
realize, and restore the harm caused by their offence. However, there is
a widespread thought on the position of victims during the process; it
is common notice that mediation constitutes mainly a practice focused
on offenders’ interests using victims as tools for their rehabilitation
(Ghetti 2005; Kilching 2005). The Greek juvenile justice system seems to
be no exception to the rule. The legislator has not taken some of the
main principles of restorative justice into account, since juvenile proba‐
tion officers lack of special training, and their daily responsibilities are
mainly focused on offenders. There is no doubt that juvenile delin‐
quents need special and protective treatment by the criminal justice
agencies because of their immaturity and their general vulnerability;
however, there is no justification for not measuring the (juvenile) vic‐
tims’ needs seriously, especially when the law and the juvenile justice
agencies ask them to actively participate in the criminal procedure.
To make some proposals for criminal justice policy making, training
of supervisors could be a vital necessity and a sufficient first step. Nev‐

9

Baldry (1998) refers to the case of the Italian juvenile justice system.
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ertheless, since neutrality is considered to be an essential trait of each
mediator, a specialized department should be created within the Greek
criminal justice system, manned by well‐qualified and neutral media‐
tors, who will not otherwise be connected with the offenders, neither
with the victims (Alexiadis 2013; Panagos 2012). Under the current law,
the probation officer who plays the role of the mediator in a specific
case should not be directly connected with the juvenile delinquent; in
other words, mediator should be a different supervisor than the pro‐
fessional who carry out the social research regarding the offender
(Panagos 2016). Moreover, a flexible guiding framework should be
prepared specifying the goals and the different phases of mediation
process, as well as the rights and the duties of parties involved (Gio‐
vanoglou 2007; Dumortier 2003)10. There is also the necessity of the es‐
tablishment of a mechanism that will monitor and evaluate restorative
practices providing also guidelines on their implementation (Gio‐
vanoglou & Păroşanu 2015; Choi et al. 2013). The aforementioned sug‐
gestions are not either solely victim‐centered or solely offender‐
centered; on the contrary, they are inspired by both offenders’ and vic‐
tims’ interests and needs. Mediation should have an educative utility
for offenders, and not be a typical, yet meaningful process. The role of
the mediator is extremely important in order to reach these goals, and
this fact should not be ignored in practice.
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Kinder, Jugendliche, Heranwachsende
und junge Erwachsene
im niederländischen Strafrecht1
IRENE SAGEL‐GRANDE
Ass. Prof. em. Dr., Faculty of Law, State University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Einleitung
Wenn man die europäischen Strafrechtssysteme vergleicht, so zeigt
sich, dass Kinder, Jugendliche, Heranwachsende und junge Erwachse‐
ne strafrechtlich nicht nur unterschiedliche Altersgrenzen, sondern
auch verschiedene Sanktionsarten, Strafrahmen und Vollzugsregeln
kennen. Diese Gliederung in Kategorien, die mehr oder weniger strikt
gehandhabt werden, erfolgt auch nicht nach einheitlichen Grundsät‐
zen.
In den Niederlanden unterliegen die 12‐ bis 18jährigen grundsätz‐
lich dem Jugendstrafrecht und die 18‐ bis 23jährigen dem Erwachse‐
nenstrafrecht.2
Im Folgenden werden zunächst die Grenzen zwischen Kindern, den
Strafunmündigen, und Jugendlichen, den strafrechtlich Minderjähri‐
gen, im niederländischen Recht dargestellt. Danach folgt eine Darstel‐
lung der Rechtsposition der Heranwachsenden und jungen Erwachse‐
nen im Strafrecht, in der auch das vor kurzem eingeführte niederländi‐
sche Strafrecht für Adoleszenten behandelt wird.

1 Alle zitierten Gesetze ohne besonderen Zusatz beziehen sich auf das Recht der
Niederlande.
2 C. Verwers & S. Bogaerts, ‘Strafrechtelijke aanpak jongvolwassenen (18‐24
jaar)’, Literatuurstudie, WODC (Wiss. Forschungs‐ und Dokumentationszentrum,
Cahier 2005 – 11, Den Haag 2005.
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Kinder und Jugendliche im niederländischen Strafrecht3
1. Grundsätze des Jugendstrafrechts
Das niederländische Jugendstrafrecht ist im Wesentlichen nichts
anderes als ein vom allgemeinen Strafrecht abweichendes Sanktionen‐
system. Des Weiteren kennt die niederländische Strafprozessordnung4
in den Art. 486 ff. (Strafprozess gegen Jugendliche) einige Sonderre‐
geln. Abgesehen von diesen Besonderheiten gilt für Jugendliche das
allgemeine Strafrecht, ein Strafrecht, das vor allem durch die folgenden
drei Besonderheiten gekennzeichnet wird, die auch im Jugendstraf‐
recht gelten:
Das Opportunitätsprinzip, Art. 167 Abs.2 StPO
Dieses Prinzip besagt, dass von einer Strafverfolgung aus Gründen des
Gemeinwohls5 abgesehen werden kann und verleiht damit der hierar‐
chisch aufgebauten, von einem Kollegium von drei bis fünf General‐
staatsanwälten geleiteten Staatsanwaltschaft eine prominente Bedeu‐
tung im Strafrecht. Der Justizminister trägt zwar die politische Ver‐
antwortung für das Handeln der Staatsanwaltschaft, die jedoch nicht
zum Justizministerium, sondern zur Judikative gehört. In der Praxis
bewirkt das Opportunitätsprinzip, dass etwa die Hälfte aller Strafver‐
folgungen von der Staatsanwaltschaft endgültig entschieden werden,
ohne dass ein Richter je mit dem Fall befasst gewesen wäre.6
Keine besonderen Strafminima
Das niederländische Strafrecht kennt ausschließlich allgemeine

3 Irene Sagel‐Grande, ‘Jugendliche und Heranwachsende im niederländischen
Strafrecht, Bewährungshilfe’, Soziales, Strafrecht,Kriminalpolitik 58. Jahr 2011, Heft 3,
S. 232‐252.
4 Wetboek van Strafvordering, Gesetz vom 15.1.1921, in Kraft getreten am
29.7.1925 und seither wiederholt geändert.
5 „Algemeen belang”.
6 J.J.M. van Dijk, M. Junger & H. I. Sagel‐Grande, Actuele Criminologie, 7. Aufla‐
ge 2011, S. 95.
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Mindeststrafen. Bei der Freiheitsstrafe ist das ein Tag7, bei der Geld‐
strafe € 3,‐.8 Der vor Kurzem unternommene Versuch der Regierung,
wenigstens im Erwachsenenstrafrecht bei schweren Rückfallstraftaten
besondere Mindeststrafen einzuführen,9 ist gescheitert. Die Mehrheit
der Wissenschaftler und Richter wandte sich vehement gegen diesen
Gesetzentwurf, weil es bisher an Beweisen dafür fehle, dass härtere
Strafen geeignet wären, die Rückfälligkeit zu vermindern und weil die
Einschränkung der den Richtern in den Niederlanden traditionsmäßig
eingeräumten weitreichenden Strafzumessungsfreiheit den Richtern
die Möglichkeit nehme, in Ausnahmefällen adäquat zu entscheiden.10
Kleine Strafvollzugsanstalten11
Die niederländischen Strafvollzugsanstalten sind relativ klein. Das
gilt insbesondere für die Jugendstrafanstalten. Am 8 Juli 2010 verfügte
man über insgesamt 1.236 Plätze fürJugendliche bei einer Gesamtbe‐
völkerung von 16.575.000 Einwohnern. Im selben Jahr befanden sich
am 30. September 655 Personen im Jugendstrafvollzug, am 30. Sep‐
tember 2014waren es 461 und 2015 411 Personen.
1. Altersgrenzen
Das niederländische Jugendstrafrecht gilt grundsätzlich für Perso‐
nen, die zur Zeit der Tatbegehung bereits 12 Jahre, aber noch nicht 18
Jahre alt waren. Die Untergrenze von 12 Jahren wurde 1965 eingeführt,
zuvor lag die Grenze gemäß dem Strafgesetzbuch von 1881 bei 10 Jah‐

Art. 10 Abs.2, Art. 77i Abs.1 StGB/NL.
Art. 23 Abs. 2, Art. 77l StGB/NL.
9 I. Sagel‐Grande, ‘Jugendliche und Heranwachsende im niederländischen
Strafrecht, Bewährungshilfe’, Soziales Strafrecht Kriminalpolitik 2011, S. 232 ff., S. 233
f.
10 A.M. van Kalmthout & P.J.P. Tak, Ups and Downs van minimumstraf,
WODC/KU Nijmegen, 2003.
11 2009 gab es in den Niederlanden 15 Jugendstrafanstalten mit am Stichtag
zwischen 28 (Overberg) und 152 (Rentray) Insassen. H. Valstra, Afman, TH., JJI in
Getal ( Jugendstrafanstalten in Zahlen), DJI 2011.
7
8
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ren. Kinder unter 12 Jahren werden grundsätzlich nicht verfolgt,12 weil
man davon ausgeht, dass sie noch nicht in der Lage sind, ihren Willen
dergestalt zu bestimmen, dass man bei ihnen von strafrechtlich zure‐
chenbarem Verschulden sprechen kann.
In den Niederlanden gingen und gehen die Meinungen darüber,
wann die Strafmündigkeit anfangen sollte, auseinander. Sowohl im
Code Pénal, der in abgeänderter Form von 1811 bis 1886 auch in den
Niederlanden geltendes Recht war, als auch im niederländischen Ju‐
gendstrafrecht von 1901 fehlten Untergrenzen für die strafrechtliche
Verantwortlichkeit. So konnten also zum Beispiel gegenüber 8‐jährigen
Kindern Kriminalstrafen verhängt werden. Bei dieser Rechtslage woll‐
te eine parlamentarische Mehrheit in den Niederlanden 2007 wieder
anknüpfen.13 Das UN Kinderrechtskomitee hält jedoch eine strafrecht‐
liche Verantwortlichkeit von Kindern unter 12 Jahren, die unter ande‐
rem in England praktiziert wird, für unakzeptabel.
In Zusammenhang mit der Frage, wie am besten auf Straftaten von
jungen Kindern reagiert werden sollte, muss beachtet werden, dass das
niederländische Jugendstrafrecht, genauso wie das deutsche, zwar
Strafrecht ist, jedoch ein Strafrecht mit starkem pädagogischen Ein‐
schlag. Es soll in erster Linie der Erziehung dienen und dieses Ziel
primär mit pädagogischen Mitteln zu erreichen versuchen. Juristisch
verankert ist der pädagogische Charakter des Jugendstrafrechts in der
UN‐Kinderrechtskonvention vom 20.11.1989, die in den Niederlanden
wie auch in der BRD ratifiziert wurde. Dass der Strafcharakter im Ju‐
gendstrafrecht ein anderer ist als im Erwachsenenstrafrecht zeigt das
niederländische Jugendstrafrecht bereits dadurch, dass Jugendliche
zwischen 12 und 15 Jahren nur mit Freiheitsstrafen von höchstens ei‐
nem Jahr und Jugendliche im Alter von 16 bis 17 Jahren zunächst nur
mit Freiheitsstrafen von höchstens zwei Jahren gestraft werden dürfen.
Dass diese kurzen Freiheitsstrafen nur in Fällen der Begehung schwe‐
rer Straftaten und/oder bei Vorliegen einer hoher Rückfälligkeit ver‐
hängt werden, zeigt die niedrige Zahl der Jugendlichen, die sich in den
12
13

Vgl. des Weiteren unter 2.3.
Het Parool (Tageszeitung) vom 23.6.2007.
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Jugendstrafanstalten aufhalten.
Bereits vor dem Inkrafttreten des Adoleszentenstrafrechts (ASR) am
1. April 2014 konnte der Richter Jugendliche im Alter von 16 und 17
Jahren nach dem Erwachsenenstrafrecht und Heranwachsende im Al‐
ter von 18 bis 21 Jahren nach dem Jugendstrafrecht verurteilen. Das
ASR erweitert den Anwendungsbereich des Jugendstrafrechts auf jun‐
ge Erwachsene im Alter von 21 und 22 Jahren.14
2. Die unter 12‐jährigen
Aus den Ergebnissen zahlreicher wissenschaftlicher Untersuchun‐
gen weiß man, dass die Gefahr des Abgleitens in die Kriminalität ver‐
mindert werden kann, wenn es gelingt, bereits erste Anzeichen von Ri‐
sikoverhalten zu signalisieren und dann umgehend mit adäquaten
Maßnahmen zu reagieren. Deshalb wird in den Niederlanden auch bei
noch unter 12‐jährigen, noch nicht Strafmündigen eingegriffen. Die Po‐
lizei darf diese Kinder bis zu 6 Stunden auf der Wache festhalten und
verhören. Ergeben sich dabei konkrete Verdachtsmomente, so spricht
die Polizei mit den Eltern und verweist das Kind an das Jugendamt.
Dort erfolgt ein gründliches Screening, also die Suche nach den ursäch‐
lichen Problemen und anschließend, falls erforderlich, die Verweisung
zu einer adäquaten Behandlung. Bei der Wahl der Behandlung gilt der
Grundsatz „soweit möglich, leichte Interventionen; soweit unerläss‐
lich, intensive Interventionen”. In Zusammenhang mit den Behand‐
lungen findet jeweils ein Monitoring zur Vorbereitung der geplanten
Evaluation statt.
Als wesentliche Ursachen für die Entwicklung persistent kriminel‐
len Verhaltens bei Kindern im Alter von 6 bis 11 Jahren ergaben sich in
einer Untersuchung an der Universität Amsterdam vor Kurzem15 die
folgenden Faktoren: antisoziales Verhalten der Eltern, Aufwachsen
ohne beide biologischen Eltern und/oder niedriger sozial‐ wirtschaftli‐
Vgl. unten 4.
Effectief vroegtijdig ingrijpen, een verkennend onderzoek naar effectief
vroegtijdig ingrijpen ter voorkoming van ernstig delinquent gedrag, Amsterdam
2013.
14
15
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cher Status.16 Diese Ergebnisse wurden bereits bei der Entwicklung der
neuen präventiven Strategien „Jugend Prävention Team” (JPT)und
„Pro Kid” berücksichtigt. Bei dem JPT geht es um eine individuelle Be‐
gleitung des Kindes und seiner Familie während 5 bis 100 Stunden in
einem Zeitraum von bis zu 6 Monaten, die grundsätzlich in der Familie
stattfindet und sich auf die konkreten individuellen Risikofaktoren
konzentriert. Bei Pro Kid versucht man, mehr Know‐how über die Ri‐
sikofaktoren zu erlangen, die gefährdeten Kinder noch schneller zu
signalisieren und sie dann auch jeweils umgehend der für sie adäqua‐
ten Behandlung zuzuführen.
In den Niederlanden kommen jährlich etwa 4.000 Kinder unter 12
Jahren mit der Polizei in Kontakt. Seit 2008 werden diese Kinder sys‐
tematisch erfasst. In den Gerichtsbezirken17 bilden Staatsanwaltschaft,
Polizei und Jugendamt Arbeitsgemeinschaften mit dem Ziel, die Be‐
handlung der Jugendstrafsachen zu beschleunigen. Diese Arbeitsge‐
meinschaften verfügen über ein eigenes Informationssystem, in dem
beschuldigte verurteilte als Zeugen vernommene – und vermisste Ju‐
gendliche im Alter von 0‐24 Jahren geführt werden.
Am 1. September 2010 trat in den Niederlanden das Gesetz „Bür‐
germeisterbefehl Unter‐Zwölfer” in Kraft.18 Es berechtigt den Bürger‐
meister dazu, den für Kinder unter 12 Jahren Aufsichtspflichtigen, de‐
ren Kinder durch die Begehung von Straftaten auffällig wurden, zu be‐
fehlen, dafür zu sorgen, dass diese Kinder sich nicht mehr unbeauf‐
sichtigt an bestimmten Orten und zu bestimmten Zeiten aufhalten.19
Diese Anordnung kann für bis zu drei Monaten erlassen werden. Die
Vorschrift ist nicht unumstritten. Die Erste Kammer, die Vertretung
der Provinzen, forderte vor Kurzem ihre Aufhebung.
Es lässt sich also feststellen, dass die für die strafrechtliche Verant‐

16 Ministerium für Sicherheit und Justiz, Brief an das Parlament (Tweede Ka‐
mer) vom 12.11.2013, ‘Strafrechtelijke interventies, sociaal verhoor en 12minners’,
Kamerstukken II 2012/13, 28684 nr. 389.
17 Arrondissementen.
18 Staatscourant nr. 13482 vom 31.8.2010.
19 Art. 172b Gemeindegesetz.
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wortlichkeit gesetzlich festgesetzte Grenze zwar generell eingehalten
wird, dass sich aber sowohl die Bürgermeister, als auch die Polizei und
Staatsanwaltschaft und keineswegs nur Fürsorgeeinrichtungen mit den
Unter‐Zwölfern beschäftigen.
In Amsterdam wurde vor einigen Jahren im Rahmen der Kriminali‐
tätsprävention die Alterskategorie der 10‐ bis 16jährigen eingeführt.
Innerhalb dieser Gruppe werden die 10‐ bis 12jährigen unter der Be‐
zeichnung „Frühstarter” erfasst.20
Das Sanktionensystem des niederländischen Jugendstrafrechts
1. Einleitung
Im Folgenden wird eine Übersicht über die Strafen und Maßregeln
gegeben, die dem Richter gegenwärtig im Jugendstrafrecht zur Verfü‐
gung stehen. Dabei werden mit Rücksicht auf die notwendige Begren‐
zung des Gesamtumfangs dieser Abhandlung die vom Inhalt her inte‐
ressantesten und prägnantesten Sanktionen ohne Bezugnahme auf ihre
quantitative Bedeutung vergleichsweise ausführlicher dargestellt als
die herkömmlichen und auch international gebräuchlichen Sanktionen.
2. Die Strafen
HAUPTSTRAFEN
Eine Hauptstrafe kann sowohl allein, zusammen mit anderen Haupt‐
strafen und auch zusammen mit einer oder mehreren Nebenstrafen
verhängt werden, Art. 77g Abs.2 StGB/NL.
1) Hauptstrafen für Jugendliche sind im Falle der Begehung eines
Verbrechens oder eines Vergehens.21
a) Die Jugendstrafe, Art. 77i StGB
Für Jugendliche, die zur Zeit der Begehung des Verbrechens oder
des Vergehens das Alter von 16 Jahren noch nicht erreicht hatten,
beträgt die Jugendstrafe mindestens einen Tag und höchstens 12
20 B. Soetenhorst, Kinderboefjes aangepakt, Het Parool (Tageszeitung) vom
15.6.2010, S.1.
21 Das niederländische Strafrecht unterscheidet bei den Straftaten zwischen
„misdrijven” (Verbrechen und Vergehen) und „overtredingen” (Übertretungen).
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Monate.
Für alle anderen Jugendlichen ist das Maximum des Freiheitsent‐
zuges 24 Monate.22
Gemäß Art. 77k StGB kann der Richter auf Antrag der Staatsan‐
waltschaft oder des Verurteilten die Jugendstrafe ganz oder teil‐
weise durch Strafen ersetzen, die gemäß Art. 9 Abs. 1 StGB für
Erwachsene vorgesehen sind, wenn der Vollzug der verhängten
Jugendstrafe erst ganz oder teilweise erfolgt, nachdem der Verur‐
teilte das Volljährigkeitsalter (18 Jahre) erreicht hat und der Verur‐
teilte nach Ansicht des Richters nicht mehr für eine Jugendstrafe
geeignet ist.
b) Aufgabenstrafen
Eine Aufgabenstrafe kann eine Arbeitsstrafe, die Teilnahme an ei‐
nem Lehrprojekt oder eine Kombination aus Arbeitsstrafe und
Lehrprojekt sein Art. 77h Abs.2 StGB.
Die Arbeitsstrafe besteht entweder aus der Leistung unbezahlter
Arbeit oder aus dem Verrichten von Arbeit zum Ersatz des durch
die Straftat verursachten Schadens, Art. 77h Abs.2 a StGB. Ihre
Dauer beträgt höchstens 200 Stunden, die innerhalb eines Jahres
abgeleistet sein müssen, Strafen bis zu 100 Stunden sollen inner‐
halb von 6 Monaten abgeschlossen sein Art. 77m Abs.2, 3 StGB.
Dieselben Maxima gelten für Lehrprojekte. Werden mehrere Auf‐
gabenstrafen gleichzeitig verhängt, so dürfen sie insgesamt nicht
mehr als 240 Stunden dauern, Art. 77m Abs.6 StGB. Der Staats‐
anwalt kann gemäß Art. 77m StGB amtshalber oder auf Antrag
des Verurteilten die Maxima einmal um dieselbe Dauer verlän‐

22 Das Erwachsenenstrafrecht kennt zwei Freiheitsstrafen, die Gefängnisstrafe,
Art. 10 ff. StGB/NL und die Haftstrafe, Art. 18 StGB.NL. Die Gefängnisstrafe ist le‐
benslang oder zeitlich, Art. 10 Abs. 1 StGB/NL. Die zeitliche Gefängnisstrafe be‐
trägt mindestens einen Tag und höchstens 18 Jahre, Art. 10 Abs. 2 StGB/NL. Die
Gefängnisstrafe kann überhaupt nie für mehr als 30 aufeinander folgende Jahre
verhängt werden, Art. 10 Abs. 4 StGB/NL.
Die Haftstrafe beträgt mindestens einen Tag und höchstens ein Jahr, in Fällen
einer Straferhöhung (z.B. Tatmehrheit) ist ihr Maximum ein Jahr und vier Monate,
Art.18 Abs.2 und 3 StGB/NL.
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gern.23
Eine Aufgabenstrafe darf nicht bei schweren Straftaten (bedroht
mit 6 Jahren Gefängnisstrafe oder mehr), die die körperliche In‐
tegrität des Opfers ernsthaft verletzten und bei Straftaten, welche
die Tatbestände der Artikel 240b, 248a, 248b und 250 StGB (Sexu‐
alstraftaten mit Minderjährigen) erfüllen, verhängt werden, wenn
nicht zugleich eine Jugendstrafe, eine freiheitsentziehende Maß‐
regel oder eine Maßregel zur Korrektur des Verhaltens ausge‐
sprochen wird.
Das Jugendamt24 hat die Aufgabe, den Vollzug der Aufgabenstra‐
fen vorzubereiten und zu unterstützen. Die Staatsanwaltschaft
kann beim Jugendamt Informationen darüber einholen, wie der
Verurteilte seine Aufgaben erfüllt, Art. 77o Abs.1 StGB. Die
Staatsanwaltschaft ist befugt, nachdem sie das Jugendamt hierzu
gehört hat, die festgesetzten Aufgaben, jedoch nicht die Anzahl
der verhängten Stunden, zu ändern, wenn sie zu der Überzeu‐
gung kommt, dass der Verurteilte nicht in der Lage ist, die Auf‐
gaben vollständig in Übereinstimmung mit dem Urteil zu erfül‐
len, Art. 77o Abs.3 StGB.
Wenn der Verurteilte die Aufgaben nicht oder nicht ordnungsge‐
mäß erfüllt oder erfüllt hat, kann die Staatsanwaltschaft innerhalb
von drei Monaten nach Ablauf der Zeit, innerhalb derer die Auf‐
gabenstrafe beendet sein musste, Art. 77q Abs.1 StGB, eine Ersatz‐
jugendstrafe oder eine Haftstrafe anordnen, es sei denn, dass sich
nach der Verhängung der Aufgabenstrafe Umstände ereigneten,
die derartige Maßnahmen als sehr unbillig erscheinen ließen, Art.
77p StGB.
Wenn die Staatsanwaltschaft der Meinung ist, dass der Verurteilte
die Aufgaben ordnungsgemäß erfüllte, unterrichtet sie den Verur‐
teilten hierüber umgehend, Art. 77q Abs. 2 StGB.
c) Geldstrafe
Die Geldstrafe hat, genauso wie im Erwachsenenstrafrecht ein
23 Das Maximum der Aufgabenstrafe im Erwachsenenstrafrecht beträgt 240
Stunden, Art. 22c Abs. 2 StGB.
24 Raad voor de kinderbescherming.
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Minimum von € 3,‐ Art. 77l Abs. 1 StGB und ein Maximum von
der zweiten Kategorie des Erwachsenenstrafrechts, Art. 23 Abs. 4
StGB. Seit dem 1. Januar 2016 ist das Maximum in der 2. Kategorie
€ 4.100,‐. Das Maximum im Erwachsenenstrafrecht ist dagegen
seit 1.1.16 (6. Kategorie) € 820.000‐.25 Wie im Erwachsenen Straf‐
recht darf die Geldstrafe auch im Jugendstrafrecht unter Umstän‐
den in Raten bezahlt werden. Der Richter ist befugt, die Geldstrafe
in eine Ersatzjugendstrafe oder in eine Aufgabenstrafe umzu‐
wandeln, wenn die Bezahlung der Geldstrafe objektiv nicht mög‐
lich ist.
2) Hauptstrafen bei Übertretungen
Die Aufgabenstrafen und die Geldstrafe sind Hauptstrafen im Falle
der Begehung von Übertretungen. In den Niederlanden gliedert
man die Straftaten in „Missetaten”(misdrijven)26 und Übertretun‐
gen (overtredingen).27 Eine Entkriminalisierung der Übertretungen
hat nicht stattgefunden.
NEBENSTRAFEN
Das Jugendstrafrecht kennt nur zwei Nebenstrafen:28
a) Die Einziehung von Gegenständen, Verfall.
b) Das Fahrverbot.
Das Fahrverbot kann nur verhängt werden, wenn der Jugendliche
eines der Verkehrsdelikte begangen hat, auf die in den Art. 179, 179a
und 180 Straßenverkehrsgesetz 1994 verwiesen wird oder Art. 30 des
Gesetzes Haftpflichtversicherung Motorfahrzeuge29 verletzt hat.

Art. 23 Abs. 4 StGB/NL.
Im deutschen Strafrecht Verbrechen und Vergehen.
27 Die Freiheitsstrafe bei Übertretungen ist die Haftstrafe, Art. 18 StGB/NL. Vgl.
Fußnote 21.
28 Das Erwachsenenstrafrecht kennt die Aberkennung bestimmter Rechte, Art.
28 ff. StGB/NL, Einziehung und Verfall, Art. 33a StGB/NL, sowie die Bekanntma‐
chung des Urteils, Art. 36 StGB/NL, Art. 9Abs. 1 StGB/NL. Gemäß Art. 9 Abs.5
StGB/NL kann eine Nebenstrafe mit oder ohne Hauptstrafe und mit anderen Ne‐
benstrafen verhängt werden.
29 Staatsblad (Gesetzblatt) 1963, 228.
25
26
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3. Die Maßregeln der Sicherung und Besserung
Gemäß Art. 77h StGB kennt das niederländische Jugendstrafrecht
die folgenden Maßregeln:30
a) Die Unterbringung in einer Anstalt für Jugendliche.
Diese Maßregel kann verhängt werden, wenn bei dem Jugendlichen
zur Zeit der Begehung des Verbrechens oder Vergehens eine man‐
gelnde Entwicklung oder krankhafte Störung der Geistesfähigkeiten
vorlag. Die Maßregel wird für drei Jahre verhängt und endet, wenn
sie nicht verlängert wird, nach zwei Jahren unter Bedingungen. Eine
Verlängerung um jeweils höchstens zwei Jahre ist möglich. Insge‐
samt darf die Maßregel aber nicht länger als 7 Jahre dauern, Art.
77s, Art.77t StGB.
b) Die das Verhalten beeinflussende, beziehungsweise korrigierende
Maßregel31, Art. 77w StGB.
Diese Maßregel gehört erst seit dem 1.2.2008 zum Sanktionensystem
des niederländischen Jugendstrafrechts.32 In ihr werden Strafe und
Fürsorge vereinigt. Sie kannnur verhängt werden, wenn der Ernst
der Tat, die Häufigkeit und Vielfältigkeit der begangenen Straftaten
oder die vorausgegangenen Verurteilungen das erfordern. Diese
Maßregel wird grundsätzlich dann in Erwägung gezogen, wenn der
Jugendliche außer psychischen Problemen, auch auf anderen Gebie‐
ten der Hilfe bedarf. In der Praxis wird die Maßregel überwiegend
bei männlichen Jugendlichen verhängt, die bereits sehr früh, mit 8,
11,13 Jahren auffällig und dem Jugendamt sowie der Polizei be‐
30 Das niederländische Strafrecht für Erwachsene kennt folgende Maßregeln der
Sicherung und Besserung: Einziehung, Art. 36b und c, Zahlung eines Geldbetrages
zur Kompensation widerrechtlich erlangter Vorteile, Art. 36e StGB, Schadenersatz‐
zahlungen an Opfer, Art. 36f StGB, Unterbringung in einer psychiatrischen Anstalt,
Art. 37 StGB, Maßregel der Sicherung und Besserung, Art. 37a ff. StGB, entweder
maximiert für bis zu vier Jahren oder jeweils wieder verlängerbar, eventuell le‐
benslang, Art. 37 StGB sowie Unterbringung in einer Einrichtung für Wiederho‐
lungstäter (Maximum: zwei Jahre), Art. 38m‐38u StGB.
31 Maatregel betreffende het gedrag.
32 Wet gedragsbeïnvloedende maatregel (Gesetz das Verhalten betreffende
Maßregel) Staatsblad 2007, nr.575.
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kannt wurden.33 In den meisten Fällen haben diese Jugendlichen
schon mehrere Straftaten begangen und wurden sie bereits wieder‐
holt gestraft, und zwar vor allem mit Aufgabenstrafen, Bewäh‐
rungshilfeaufsicht und Betreuungsmaßnahmen in verschiedenen
sozialen Einrichtungen, ohne dass dadurch ihre kriminelle Karriere
beendet worden wäre. Bei diesen Jugendlichen scheint bisher nichts
zu helfen und nun soll die neue Maßregel zur Verhaltenskorrektur
die Wende bringen und eine positive Entwicklung dieser Jugendli‐
chen einleiten. Der Richter stellt in seinem Urteil den Inhalt der
Maßregel für jeden individuellen Jugendlichen fest. Dabei kann er
sowohl die Teilnahme an einem Programm einer zertifizierten Ein‐
richtung wählen, als auch ein ambulantes Programm unter Aufsicht
einer vom Richter bestimmten Organisation. Gleichzeitig vermag er
Verurteilte zu verpflichten, die Nächte in einer Jugendstrafanstalt
zu verbringen oder zusätzlich eine elektronische Überwachung an‐
zuordnen. Die vom Richter bestimmten Einrichtungen bzw. Orga‐
nisationen stellen ihrerseits für jeden Jugendlichen einen Plan auf,
der auf die besonderen Probleme des individuellen Jugendlichen
zugeschnitten ist.
Die Maßregel wird für mindestens 6 Monate und höchstens ein Jahr
verhängt. Gemäß Art. 77wa StGB kann der Richter auch anordnen,
dass das Programm ganz oder teilweise aus der Betreuung und für‐
sor gerischen Unterstützung des Jugendlichen und seiner Eltern be‐
stehen soll. Der Programminhalt wird dann jeweils auf die konkre‐
ten Probleme der gesamten Familie abgestimmt. Zu denken ist da‐
bei in erster Linie an die Hilfe bei psychischen – psychosozialen –
Verhaltens‐ und Erziehungsproblemen sowie bei der Sozialisierung
und dem Erlernen größerer Selbständigkeit, Art. 1.1 Jugendge‐
setz.34,35
33 J. Plaisier, M. Mol, De toekomst van de gedragsbeïnvloedende maatregel,
Amsterdam, 2014, S. 1.
34 Gesetz vom 1.3.2014, Staatsblad 2014 Nr. 105, in Kraft getreten am 1.1.2015
gemäß Königlichem Erlass vom 14.11.2014, Staatsblad 2014 Nr. 443.
35 Jeugdwet.
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Gegenüber Jugendlichen, die Anweisungen nicht befolgen und sich
nicht an ihre Programme halten, kann eine sogenannte Aus‐Zeit mit
Freiheitsentzug bis zu 4 Wochen oder, soweit das noch nicht statt‐
gefunden hat, der nächtliche Aufenthalt in einer Jugendstrafanstalt
angeordnet werden.
Gemäß Art. 77wd kann die Maßregel einmal höchstens um dieselbe
Zeit verlängert werden, für die sie anfänglich verhängt wurde,
wenn das Verhalten des Jugendlichen dazu Anlass gibt und eine
Verlängerung im Interesse der weiteren Entwicklung des Jugendli‐
chen liegt. Das Programm für die Zeit der Verlängerung bestimmt
der Richter.
Dabei braucht es sich nicht um eine Fortsetzung des bisherigen Pro‐
gramms zu handeln. Wenn der Jugendliche sein Programm in Frei‐
heit absolvieren darf und vermutet werden muss, dass er sich nicht
an die Abmachungen hält, kann die Staatsanwaltschaftseine Fest‐
nahme befehlen und nach der Festnahme den Vollzug einer Ersatz‐
jugendstrafe beim Untersuchungsrichter beantragen. Gegen diese
richterliche Entscheidung können der Staatsanwalt und der Jugend‐
liche Berufung einlegen.
Die das Verhalten beeinflussende beziehungsweise korrigierende
Maßregel, die als eine Art ultimum remedium für die Jugendlichen
eingeführt wurde, bei denen die bereits vorhandenen Sanktionen
und Behandlungsmöglichkeiten versagten, wird in der Praxis viel
seltener angewendet, als man bei ihrer Einführung erwartet hatte,
und zwar jährlich nur in 1% aller gegenüber Jugendlichen verhäng‐
ten Sanktionen.36
Die Fragen nach dem Warum, nach Möglichkeiten, hieran etwas zu
ändern und nach den Konsequenzen der seltenen Anwendung
wurden inzwischen untersucht.37
Als Gründe für die seltene Anwendung der neuen Maßregel erga‐
ben sich Undeutlichkeiten hinsichtlich der Zielgruppe, der geringe
Umfang der Zielgruppe, die hohen Kosten der Maßregel, die Länge
36
37

J. Plaisier, M. Mol, a.a.O. S. 1.
J. Plaisier, M. Mol, a.a.O.
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der erforderlichen Beratungsverfahren und die geringe Anzahl der
Behandlungsplätze für Jugendliche mit einer Vielzahl von Proble‐
men. Außerdem wurde festgestellt, dass man nicht überall vom
Nutzen der neuen Maßregel überzeugt ist. Hemmend wirkt aber
auch der Widerstand gegen die bei der Maßregel vorgesehene Mög‐
lichkeit der Verhängung einer Ersatzjugendstrafe. Diese Freiheits‐
strafe wird von vielen deshalb abgelehnt, weil der Jugendstrafvoll‐
zug keine günstige Behandelumgebung bietet und man eine Ersatz‐
freiheitsstrafe nur in Zusammenhang mit schweren Straftaten für
akzeptabel hält. Weil man in der Praxis nicht bereit ist, bei wieder‐
holtem Fehlverhalten eine Ersatzjugendstrafe zu verhängen, rea‐
giert man nur immer wieder von Neuem mit Verwarnungen und
neuen, inhaltlich anderen Auflagen, mit anderen Worten weder
konsequent noch effektiv.
Trotz aller Einwände, die gegen die das Verhalten beeinflussende
Maßregel vorgebracht werden, denkt man aber keineswegs daran,
sie wieder abzuschaffen.
Ein wesentliches Argument für ihre Beibehaltung ist, dass man an‐
gesichts der Forderungen des Internationalen Vertrages für die
Rechte des Kindes unbedingt einer Maßregel ohne Freiheitsentzug
bedarf. Das bedeutet aber, dass es notwendig ist, die bestehenden
Schwierigkeiten zu überwinden. Dabei denkt man an eine intensi‐
vere Zusammenarbeit aller Beteiligten an mehr und bessere Infor‐
mationen über die Anwendungsmöglichkeiten dieser Maßregel, die
Einführung von Effektivitätskontrollen und an die Schaffung der
Voraussetzungen, die es ermöglichen, die Maßregel bereits viel frü‐
her und nicht erst als ultimum remedium wenn das Kind bereits in
den Brunnen gefallen ist anzuwenden.
c) Einziehung von Gegenständen, die bei einer Straftat benutzt oder
erworben wurden soweit der Besitz gegen das Gesetz oder das öf‐
fentliche Interesse verstößt.
d) Einziehung widerrechtlich erworbener Vorteile.
e) Schadenersatz.
f) Freiheitsbeschränkende Maßregeln sind in erster Linie das Verbot,
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sich an bestimmten Orten aufzuhalten und das Verbot, mit be‐
stimmten Personen Umgang zu pflegen.
4. Die Straf‐ und Maßregelaussetzung zur Bewährung38
Gemäß Art. 77x Abs.1 StGB kann der Richter alle Hauptstrafen und
die Nebenstrafe Fahrverbot ganz oder teilweise zur Bewährung aus‐
setzen. Im Falle der Verurteilung zu der Maßregel Unterbringung in
einer Anstalt für Jugendliche hat der Richter auch nach Art. 77x Abs.1
StGB die Möglichkeit zur Aussetzung des Vollzugs.
Bei der Aussetzung zur Bewährung bestimmt der Richter die Länge
der Probezeit und die Auflagen, die der Jugendliche neben der allge‐
meinen Auflage, sich während der Bewährungszeit nicht strafbar zu
machen, erfüllen muss.
Das Maximum der Bewährungszeit beträgt 2 Jahre, Art. 77y StGB.
Der Richter kann die Bewährungszeit auf Antrag der Staatsanwalt‐
schaft oder auf Ersuchen des Jugendlichen verkürzen oder einmal um
höchstens ein Jahr verlängern, Art. 77cc Abs.1 StGB.
Bei den Auflagen handelt es sich um den vollständigen oder teil‐
weisen Ersatz des durch die Straftat verursachten Schadens, die voll‐
ständige oder teilweise Wiederherstellung dessen, was durch die Tat
beschädigt oder zerstört wurde, die Zahlung einer Garantiesumme, die
Zahlung eines Geldbetrages an den Fonds zur Entschädigung von Op‐
fern von Gewalttaten, um bestimmte Umgangsverbote, Aufenthalts‐
verbote, die Anwesenheitspflicht zu bestimmten Zeiten oder während
bestimmter Zeiträume an bestimmten Orten, um Meldepflichten bei
bestimmten Instanzen, um das Verbot des Drogen‐ und/oder Alkohol‐
konsums und in Zusammenhang hiermit um die Verpflichtung, an
Blut‐ und Urinkontrollen mitzuwirken, um die Einweisung in eine Ge‐
sundheitseinrichtung, die Verpflichtung, sich in eine bestimmte Be‐
38 Gemäß Art. 14a StGB/NL kann der Richter im Erwachsenenstrafrecht Ge‐
fängnisstrafen bis zu zwei Jahren, Haftstrafen, Aufgabenstrafen und Geldstrafen
ganz oder teilweise zur Bewährung aussetzen. Freiheitsstrafen von mehr als zwei
und höchstens vier Jahren kann der Richter teilweise, bis zu zwei Jahren, zur Be‐
währung aussetzen. Außerdem besteht die Möglichkeit, Nebenstrafen ganz oder
teilweise auszusetzen.
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handlung zu begeben, um die Verpflichtung, in eine soziale Wohnein‐
richtung zu ziehen, an einer Verhaltenstherapie teilzunehmen und
während der Bewährungszeit einem bestimmten Unterricht zu folgen
sowie um andere Auflagen, die das Verhalten des Jugendlichen betref‐
fen, Art. 77z Abs.2, Nr. 1‐15 StGB.
Zwischen den Auflagen des Erwachsenenstrafrechts und denen des
Jugendstrafrechts gibt es gegenwärtig kaum noch Unterschiede.
Der Richter ist befugt, die Auflagen während der Probezeit zu än‐
dern, aufzuheben, weitere besondere Auflagen anzuordnen oder eine
Aufsicht anzuordnen, zu ändern oder aufzuheben, Art. 77cc StGB.
Gemäß Art. 77dd StGB kann der Richter im Falle der Nichtbefol‐
gung der Auflagen den Vollzug der zur Bewährung ausgesetzten Stra‐
fe oder Maßregel ganz oder teilweise anordnen, Art. 77dd Abs.1, 2
StGB.
Die besonderen Auflagen können mit elektronischer Überwachung
verbunden werden, Art. 15 Abs. 3 StGB.
Soweit es sich bei den Auflagen um Behandlungen und Verhaltens‐
therapien etc. handelt, können das Maßnahmen sein, die denjenigen
entsprechen, die im Jugendgesetz in Art. 1.1 ganz allgemein, also auch
außerhalb des Strafrechts, vorgesehen sind.
Die Aufsicht darüber, dass die Auflagen befolgt werden, liegt bei
der Staatsanwaltschaft, Art. 77aa Abs. 1 StGB. Der Richter kann eine
bestimmte zertifizierte Organisation oder eine bestimmte Person mit
der Aufsicht und Betreuung des Jugendlichen betrauen, Art. 77aa Abs.
2 StGB.
Das Adoleszentenstrafrecht (ASR)
Seit dem 1. April 2014 gilt in den Niederlanden das sogenannte A‐
doleszentenstrafrecht, das Strafrecht für junge Erwachsene (21 und 22
Jahre), mit dem die Grenze zwischen Jugend‐ und Erwachsenenstraf‐
recht noch flexibler geworden ist. Der Einführung des ASR ist eine
lange heftige Diskussion vorausgegangen. Zunächst konnten sich die‐
jenigen durchsetzen, die der Ansicht sind, dass die gesetzlichen Regeln
auch ohne ein Adoleszentenstrafrecht dem Richter, insbesondere ange‐
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sichts der weiten Strafzumessungsspielräume, genügend Freiheit und
Möglichkeiten biete, bei der Strafzumessung die dem Entwicklungs‐
stand des jeweiligen Jugendlichen und Heranwachsenden adäquaten
Sanktionen zu wählen.39 Doch die Diskussion darüber, ob junge Er‐
wachsene tatsächlich nach dem Erwachsenenstrafrecht gestraft werden
sollten40, ging weiter und wurde vor allem durch Veröffentlichungen
auf den Gebieten der Entwicklungspsychologie41 und der Hirnfor‐
schung immer wieder neu belebt. Gerade im Alter von 16 und 17 Jah‐
ren finden noch sehr intensive länger andauernde Wachstumsprozesse
im Gehirn statt.42 So zeigten die Ergebnisse verschiedener Untersu‐
chungen, dass die Adoleszenz eine bedeutende Übergansphase mit
dramatischen Veränderungen in der menschlichen Entwicklung ist, die
sowohl im körperlichen und sexuellen Bereich, als auch auf intellektu‐
ellem und emotionalem Gebiet sowie bei der Sozialisierung eine we‐
sentliche Rolle spielen und deren psychische Verarbeitung für die He‐
ranwachsenden und jungen Erwachsenen eine Herausforderung dar‐
stellt, deren Bewältigung ihnen viel abverlangt. Bei den verschiedenen
Entwicklungsprozessen lassen sich zwischen den Individuen große
Unterschiede in der Art und Weise und somit auch in der Zeit feststel‐
len. In dieser Entwicklungsphase spielt die relativ starke Beeinfluss‐
barkeit der Heranwachsenden und auch noch der jungen Erwachsenen
durch ihre direkte soziale Umgebung – Schwierigkeiten im Elternhaus,
Probleme in der Schule, Konflikte mit peers und der Kontakt zu krimi‐
nellen Freunden – eine große Rolle. Wenn viele Adoleszenten auch be‐
reits in der Lage sein mögen, ihre Umgebung und die sie betreffenden
Probleme so einigermaßen selbständig zu beurteilen und zu lösen, so
fehlt ihnen aber in jedem Falle noch ein reiches Erfahrungswissen und
sein Fehlen beeinträchtigt zwangsläufig die Qualität ihrer Entschei‐
39 So die Regierung Balkenende IV und die Regierung Rutten I, s. Irene Sagel‐
Grande, a.a.O. S. 246.
40 I. Weijers, ‘Jeugdige dader, volwassen straf?’, http://dspace.library.uu.nl
41 W. Koops, W. Slot (Red.) Van lastig tot misdadig. Houten/Digem: Bohn Stafleu
Van Loghum, 1998.
42 Doreleijer, Jansen, ‘De biologische ontwikkeling. In: J. de Wit, W. Slot & M.
van Aken (Red.) Psychologie van de Adolescentie, Baarn, HB Uitgevers, 2004.’
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dungen. Hinzu kommt, dass die Heranwachsenden und jungen Er‐
wachsenen noch erhebliche Schwierigkeiten haben, ihre Impulse zu
zügeln und zu beherrschen. Sie handeln deshalb oft spontan, übereilt
und damit unüberlegt. Allgemein kann deshalb wohl gelten, dass He‐
ranwachsende und junge Erwachsene, die schwere Straftaten begehen,
noch nicht unbedingt erwachsen sind. Nicht selten sind sie in ihrer
Entwicklung zurückgeblieben und noch zu keinem adäquaten unab‐
hängigen eigenen Urteil, insbesondere in schwierigen Fällen und unter
besonderen Bedingungen, fähig.43 Die Konsequenz aus dieser Erkennt‐
nis sollte sein, dass junge Menschen nicht unbedingt dem Erwachse‐
nenstrafrecht unterliegen sollten. Wenn das Jugendstrafrecht dem
Entwicklungsstand des Heranwachsenden oder des jungen Erwachse‐
nen besser entspricht als das Erwachsenenstrafrecht, dürfte es auch für
deren Weiterentwicklung und Zukunft mehr zu bieten haben als das
Erwachsenenstrafrecht. Diese Auffassung wurde mit der Einführung
des niederländischen Adoleszentenstrafrechts geltendes Recht. Auch
junge Erwachsene im Alter von 21 und 22 Jahren können nunmehr
nach dem Jugendstrafrecht verurteilt werden. Gleichzeitig mit der Er‐
weiterung des Anwendungsbereichs des Jugendstrafrechts, wurde die
Möglichkeit eingeführt, Jugendlichen, Heranwachsenden und jungen
Erwachsenen gegenüber, die zu einer Maßregel der Unterbringung in
einer Anstalt für Jugendliche verurteilt wurden, nach dem maximal zu‐
lässigen siebenjährigen Vollzug, eine Sicherungsverwahrung gemäß
Art. 37a StGB anzuordnen, Art. 77tc StGB, wenn das Rückfallrisiko
auch nach den sieben Jahren noch nach wie vorerheblich ist. Schließ‐
lich muss deutlich sein, dass wer nicht bereit ist, die ihm geduldig ge‐
botenen Chancen zu nutzen, nicht immer wieder von Neuem mit
Nachsicht rechnen kann.
Die Entscheidung darüber, welches Recht im Einzelfall zur Anwen‐
dung kommen sollte, ist nicht einfach und deshalb gibt es Beratungs‐
gremien für die Entscheidungsträger. Während das Jugendamt im Fal‐
le der 16‐ und 17jährigen die Staatsanwaltschaft und den Richter berät,

43

I. Weijers, a.a.O.
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ist es bei den 18‐ bis 23jährigen die Bewährungshilfe.44 Außerdem berät
das Niederländische Institut für Forensische Psychiatrie unter anderem
auch hinsichtlich der Fragen, welches Strafrecht angewandt und ob ei‐
ne Maßregel verlängert werden sollte. Der Staatsanwalt beantragt je‐
weils die Anwendung des Jugendstrafrechts bzw. des Erwachsenen‐
strafrechts bei den 18‐ bis 23jährigen und der Richter entscheidet dann,
welches Strafrecht zur Anwendung gelangt.
Mit dem Inkrafttreten des neuen Jugendgesetzes am 1. Januar 2015
sind die Gemeinden grundsätzlich für die Durchführung der Jugend‐
hilfe und Bewährungshilfe für Jugendliche verantwortlich geworden
und seit dem Inkrafttreten des Adoleszentenstrafrechts damit auch für
die jungen Erwachsenen, die nach dem Jugendstrafrecht verurteilt
wurden.
5. Fazit
Kinder unter 12 Jahren können nicht strafrechtlich verfolgt werden.
Wenn sie eine Straftat begehen, beschäftigen sich aber dennoch nicht
nur Fürsorgeeinrichtungen mit dem Fall, sondern auch die Polizei. Das
niederländische Jugendstrafrecht gilt grundsätzlich für die 12‐ bis
18jährigen. Seine Existenzberechtigung beruht im Wesentlichen auf
seinem pädagogischen Charakter, also darauf, dass es Jugendliche in
erster Linie mit erzieherischen Mitteln zu einem rechtskonformen Ver‐
halten bewegen will.
Bereits 1965 wurde mit dem Gesetz vom 9.11.196145 die Möglichkeit
eingeführt, das Jugendstrafrecht auch auf Heranwachsende im Alter
von 18‐21 Jahren anzuwenden. Spätere Versuche, das Jugendstrafrecht
auch noch in geeigneten Fällen für junge Erwachsene für anwendbar
zu erklären, beziehungsweise ein Sonderstrafrecht für 18‐ bis 23jährige
oder sogarbis 25jährige einzuführen, scheiterten. Erst mit der Einfüh‐

44 In den Niederlanden sind das die folgenden drei Instanzen: Die Bewäh‐
rungshilfe Niederlande (Reclassering Nederland), die Bewährungshilfe für Süchti‐
ge (Stichting Verslavingsreclassering) und die Heilsarmee (Leger des Heils Reclas‐
sering).
45 Staatsblad 402, in Kraft getreten im Juli 1965, Staatsblad 58.
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rung des Adoleszentenstrafrechts wurde es dann 2014 möglich, das Ju‐
gendstrafrecht auf 21‐ und 22jährige junge Erwachsene anzuwenden,
die in ihrer Entwicklung zurückgeblieben sind und deshalb noch nicht
als Erwachsene anzusehen sind. Diese Neuregelung wirkt sich vor al‐
lem im Strafvollzug positiv auf diesen Personenkreis aus. Zwar wird
auch im Erwachsenenstrafvollzug für jeden Strafgefangenen ein indi‐
vidueller Vollzugsplan ausgearbeitet, der die individuelle Täterpersön‐
lichkeit und ihre besondere Problematik berücksichtigt, das besondere
Know‐how hinsichtlich der entwicklungspsychologischen, soziologi‐
schen, neurobiologischen und verhaltensgenetischen Besonderheiten
bei Heranwachsenden und jungen Erwachsenen ist im Erwachsenen‐
strafvollzug jedoch nicht vorhanden.
Der Status quo der Kinder, Jugendlichen, Heranwachsenden und
jungen Erwachsenen im niederländischen Strafrecht ist während eines
längeren Zeitraums entstanden, in dem nach einander immer mal wie‐
der etwas geändert, ergänzt oder in der täglichen Praxis umgestaltet
wurde. Es dürfte sinnvoll sein, nun den Gesamtbereich des Strafrechts
für Minderjährige, Heranwachsende und junge Erwachsene auf den
Prüfstand zu stellen, und der Frage nachzugehen, ob dieser Status quo
tatsächlich ein effektiv strukturiertes, auf einander aufbauendes und
ineinander greifendes Ganzes ist, das es möglich macht, jeweils früh‐
zeitig im Sinne eines „Wehret den Anfängen” effektiv mit primär pä‐
dagogischen Mitteln einzugreifen.
Entsprechende Untersuchungen laufen und erste Ergebnisse liegen
vor. Sie zeigten, dass das am 1. April 2014 in Kraft getretene Adoles‐
zentengesetz bereits dazu führte, dass die Anwendung des Jugend‐
strafrechts bei Strafsachen gegen 18‐ bis 23jährige von 1% im Jahr 2013
auf rund 4% im Jahr 2015 angestiegen ist. Bei den 18‐ 21jährigen wurde
eine Zunahme von 2,5% auf 9,7% pro Quartal verzeichnet. Im selben
Zeitraum nahm auch die Zahl der Falle zu, in denen die Bewährungs‐
hilfe die Anwendung des Jugendstrafrechts befürwortete.46

46A.v.d. Laan u.a., Jeugdstrafrecht vaker toegepast bij 18‐ tot 23‐jarigen, Secon‐
dant vom 20.2.2017).
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Abstract
The deadlocks of the traditional criminal justice systems are reflected
in the reproduction of the multiple and complex social inequalities, the
high rates of reoffending and recidivism, the under re presentation of
the victims’ voices, and the overpopulated prisons. In this paper, I
thoroughly analyze the Restorative Justice case through an evidence‐
based perspective. I examine the deadlocks of the criminal justice sys‐
tems by employing recent statistics from the Council of Europe
(SPACE I and II). After I review the state of the art, I present the new
trends of positive psychology and positive criminology in corrections.
Focused mostly in Restorative Justice, either as social movement or a
trend within criminology and the formal criminal justice systems, I
identify the strengths and weakness of Restorative Justice on theoreti‐
cal, methodological and policy level. I conclude with suggestions of a
new model of Restorative Justice that brings together theory, research
and practice in the criminal justice policies. The need for inter‐ and
trans‐ disciplinary approaches and synergies is also stressed in the pa‐
per’s conclusions.
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Introduction
Justice is a wide, abstract and complex concept. It’s not easy to de‐
fine what justice is, but it is easier to define what injustice is. Justice is
then defined only through its opposite, by social injustice and inequal‐
ity. Surprisingly enough, justice as concept is everywhere; in the fami‐
lies, the schools, the communities, the states, and the international in‐
stitutions. Justice is the key concept of socialization and the demand at
the same time. The history of human kind reflects a permanent de‐
mand of justice. Wars, revolutions and social uprisings reflect the
struggle for social justice and equity.
No matter how we define the notion of justice, either as a social con‐
struction or an inherent value, we argue that justice is a fundamental
principle of the socialization that seeks realization in the everyday life
worldwide. Furthermore, justice can be transformed into conscious
praxis, and the term ‘doing justice’ instead of the mere rhetoric word
‘justice’ could alternatively used.
The aim of the paper is to address the potential of restorative justice
as a form of ‘doing justice’ through identifying the problems and the
deadlocks of the current criminal justice systems that exist – at least‐ in
the developed countries. To that, I argue that we need more responses
to the complex problems, as criminality is, and we need to find out
flexible and effective ways of crime prevention and pro‐active strate‐
gies to reduce criminality and re‐offending. Restorative justice could be
an alternative to the traditional criminal justice ways in this perspec‐
tive.
The paper has two main parts. In the first part, I present the prob‐
lem statement through the review and elaboration of research data and
findings on prison population, reoffending, and crime statistics that re‐
flect the deadlocks of the current traditional criminal justice systems. In
the second part, I explore the potential of restorative justice through
addressing the concepts, the methodologies and the practices of re‐
storative justice. The justifications for the restorative justice potential
focused on its holistic and integrated perspective, the evidence on the
fields that restorative justice works, and the economics of restorative
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justice are presented in order to explain why restorative justice is a
value for money justice. Social capital is also taken into consideration
in the justification, due to the pro‐ active perspective or restorative jus‐
tice.
For the purpose of this paper, I focus on the traditional western cul‐
ture and mainly the US, Canada and Europe. Since there are many dif‐
ferences in between the continents and the countries, the criminal jus‐
tice systems are different, as are the legal practices. The differences be‐
tween the continental and Anglo‐Saxon justice systems limit the scope
of the paper. However, I put the concepts of crime, offender, victim,
prison settings, rehabilitation, community, reoffending, and others in
the wider framework of the ‘rule of law’ and ‘human rights’.
That to say, in the first part where the deadlocks of the criminal jus‐
tice systems are presented, I use statistics and data from reliable
sources –whatever means ‘reliable’ in crime statistics – as the Council
of Europe (SPACE I), the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Pro‐
gram and the International Centre for Prisons Studies. I try to avoid the
abstract and philosophical concepts and analysis frameworks, despite
my background in classic and ancient greek philosophers, as Plato’s
and Aristotle’s theories of justice. Instead, I argue that the problems
and the deadlocks of the traditional criminal justice policies reflect the
need for radical changes in the
More specifically the violent crime rate declined 5.1 percent com‐
pared to the 2012 rate, while the property crime rate declined 4.8 per‐
cent. Additional information on the two types of crimes is presented in
the table below (Table 1). current complex, multicultural and postmod‐
ern societies. I present a review of worldwide statistics from various
organisations and synthesize them in order to illustrate how the crimi‐
nal justice system works and their structural problems.
A few original research findings are also included, but they come
only from UK and Greece, so they have limited value for any generali‐
zations. It is not really a meta‐analysis of the research findings, but a
thorough elaboration to describe the problems and the deadlocks of the
criminal justice systems and how the restorative justice could be an op‐
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tion for exploring more effective ways of dealing with the crime issue.
The methodological choices of restorative justice mostly focus on the
qualitative research and include case studies, narratives, focus groups,
field research and participant observation. In the second part of the
paper, I justify why and how the qualitative methodologies fit better to
the restorative justice theory and research. Thus, the empirical limita‐
tions found both in the difficulties of comparative approach and the
problems of generalization in the field of criminal justice systems and
the restorative justice approach.
Problem Statement: The Deadlocks of the Current Criminal Justice
Systems
The criminal justice systems are founded in democracy and in the
protection of human rights. In the context of the Enlightenment (this
time including the French and Scottish Enlightenment) and the ideas of
the French revolution, the values and principles of equality, liberty and
justice defined the fundamental triad, the building‐ideas as it were be‐
hind the values, ideals of and demand for democracy, society and the
birth and sociopolitical organization of western European nation‐
states. Thus, punishment aims mostly at the rehabilitation of the of‐
fender than the retribution.
This reflects how the criminal justice system is constructed in an ab‐
stract and ideal perspective. Nevertheless, there is gap between the
ideal and the real. What we face in USA and Europe is an increase of
penal populism and of punitive attitudes, at least during the last dec‐
ade. Research findings reinsure that criminal penal attitudes and
prison population increase more and more, independently of the rates
of criminality and the trends in crime statistics. And here is the para‐
dox: even if the crime rates decline, both the prison population and the
punitive attitudes are continuously increasing. Cecelia Klingele (2013)
argues that punitive attitudes is what actually increases the prison
population despite the lower crime rates. Namely more strict prison
sentences are imposed instead of probation/community sentences etc.
And ½ of admissions to jail and 1/3 of admission to prison are for pro‐
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bation and parole violations.
Trying to address this paradox I present a few crime statistics from
US and Europe that illustrate the decline in crime rates. The crime sta‐
tistics and the findings in US come from the2013 edition of the FBI’s
annual report Crime in the United States. This publication is a statistical
compilation of offense and arrest data reported by law enforcement
agencies voluntarily participating in the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report‐
ing (UCR) Program.1
A total of 18,415 city, county, state, university and college, tribal,
and federal agencies participated in the UCR Program in 2013. A
summary of the statistics reported by these agencies was included in
Crime in the United States, 2013. Overall the estimated number of violent
crimes in the nation decreased 4.4 percent in 2013 when compared to
the 2012 data, according to FBI figures. Property crimes decreased 4.1
percent, marking the 11th consecutive year the collective estimates for
these offenses declined.

1
http://www.fbi.gov/about‐us/cjis/ucr/crime‐in‐the‐u.s/2013/crime‐in‐the‐u.s.‐
2013/summary‐2013/2013‐cius‐summary‐_final)
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Table 1: Violent and property crimes in the US
Violent crimes

Property crimes

Number of crimes in
2013

1,163,146

8,632,512

Estimated rate

367.9 offenses per 100,000 in‐
habitants

2,730.7 offenses per
100,000 inhabitants

Decline compared to
2012

• murder and non‐negligent
manslaughter – 4.4%

• burglaries – 8.6%

• rape [legacy definition] – 6.3%

• motor vehicle thefts
– 3.3%

• robbery – 2.8%

• larceny‐thefts – 2.7%

• aggravated assault – 5.0%
513.2 per 100,000 in‐
habitants

Total arrest rate

159.8 per 100,000 inhabitants

Arrest rate by crime
offense per 100,000
inhabitants

• murder and non‐negligent
manslaughter – 3.4

• larceny‐theft – 405.5

• rape (aggregate total of revised
and legacy) – 5.5

• motor vehicle theft –
21.4

• robbery – 32.0

• arson – 3.4

• burglary – 82.9

• aggravated assault – 118.8

Notably, collectively, victims of property crimes (excluding arson)
suffered losses calculated at an estimated $16.6 billion in 2013. The FBI
also estimated that agencies nationwide made about 11.3 million ar‐
rests, excluding traffic violations, in 2013. In 2013, there were 13,051
law enforcement agencies that reported their staffing levels to the FBI.
These agencies reported that, as of October 31, 2013, they collectively
employed 626,942 sworn officers and 275,468 civilians, a rate of 3.4
employees per 1,000 inhabitants.
And as the figure (Figure 1) below shows US is the country with the
highest prison population worldwide.
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Figure 1: Worldwide prison populations

Similarly, as the figure above illustrates the picture in Europe is not
much different. In the western European prison populations England
and Wales have the highest per capita prison population in Western
Europe – 143 people per 100,000 inhabitants (Figure 2). Scotland, where
135 people out of every 100,000 are in jail, is also above average.
Northern Ireland, however, is among those countries with the lowest
rates of imprisonment.
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Figure 2: Western European prison populations

Crime statistics in Europe however have declined during the last 10
years as well. The very recent research findings on penal statistics com‐
ing from the member states of the Council of Europe, verify that trend
(M. Aebi and N. Delgrande, Strasburg, 3 May 2013, PC‐CP (2013)5).
However, the prison population didn’t follow this trend.
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Figure 3: Prison Population 2011 in the MS of the Council of Europe

According to that SPACE report, on 1st September 2011, there were
1,825,356 inmates held in penal institutions across Europe. On the same
date in 2010, there were 1,861,246 inmates. This represents a decrease
of about 2% from 2010 to 2011. The average European prison popula‐
tion rate was 154 inmates per 100,000 inhabitants, which is slightly
higher than in 2010, when there were 149.3 inmates per 100,000 inhabi‐
tants. Additional information is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Facts and figures about European prisons in 2010‐11
Prison capacity

Average age of prison population
Female inmates

Foreign inmates

Pre‐trial detainees

Sentence length

Type of offence

Length of imprisonment
Duration of pre‐trial detention
Average mortality rate
Average inmates per custodian
Amount spent
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99.5 inmates per 100 places
– half of the Prison Administrations were experi‐
encing overcrowding.
‐ Since 2009, when there were 98.4 inmates per
100 places, there has been an increase of 1% in
the prison density.
33 years
5.3% of the total prison population
– Almost one fourth of them were pre‐trial de‐
tainees
21% of the inmates
21% of the inmates
– The lower numbers are found in Eastern Euro‐
pean countries, where they seldom represent
more than 2% of the prison population –
the highest in Western European countries,
where they usually represent more than
30%.
‐ Around a quarter of the foreign inmates were
citizens of EU Member States
21% of the inmates
– The percentage increases to 27% when inmates
without a final sentence are included
26% less than one year
26% one to three years
48% longer sentences
14% more than 10 years
drug offences – 17.5%,
theft – 17.5%
robbery – 12.2%
homicide – 12.2%
9 months in 2010
5 months in 2010
28 deaths per 10,000 inmates in 2010
3 inmates per one custodian in 2010
93 Euros per day and per inmate in 2010
The median amount was 50 Euros due to the
huge differences across countries (from3 to 750
Euros). *The 33 Prison Administrations that
provided data on this item had spent more than
17.000 million Euros in 2010.
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Prison population consists of convicted in sentences less than one
year, for less serious crimes. The imposition of the alternatives to
prison sentences (such as community service, probation, etc.), diver‐
sion procedures and restorative justice practices may contribute to the
discharge of the criminal justice workload and the reducing of prison
population.

Figure 4: Countries with the highest percentage of prisons sentenced to
less than one year

The citizens’ trust in the criminal justice institutions appears to be
another significant issue since it seems to be relatively low across
Europe. The Eurobarometer survey in the member states of the EU
show that the Europeans are almost divided in their perceptions. A
majority (53%) tends to trust their national criminal justice systems, al‐
though a sizeable minority (43%) tends not to trust (Flash Eurobarome‐
ter 385, Justice in the EU, TNS Political & Social, November 2013:13). Of
course there are differences between the EU member states. People in
Finland and Denmark (both 85%) demonstrating the highest levels of
trust, since Slovenia (24%), Slovakia (25%) and the Czech Republic
(25%) show the lowest rates. Furthermore, according to the findings of
the European Social Survey (European Social Survey, Trust in Europe,
Topline results from round 5 of the European Social Survey, 1st issue, De‐
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cember 2011)2 the Europeans believe that corruption and bias exist
both in police and justice, as Figures 5 and 6 illustrate.

Figure 5: Perceptions of judicial and police corruption

2
http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/docs/findings/ESS5_toplines_issue_1_
trust_in_j ustice.pdf
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Figure 6: View on how fair the courts are to majority versus race/ethnic
groups: by country

Furthermore, the high rates of reoffending and the failures of reha‐
bilitation policies burden more and more the deadlocks of the criminal
justice systems. In a survey conducted in the United States, from the
404,638 prisoners that were released in 2005, two thirds (67.8%) were
arrested again within three years of release, while 76.6% had been ar‐
rested within five years.3
Statistics illustrate the problems of the criminal justice efficiencies
and the gap between the ideal and the pragmatic. The level of trust of
the European population in doing justice is also problematic. With an
average rate of 24% of the foreigners in the European prison popula‐
tion (Aebi & Delgrande 2015) and the inequalities reflected in the
criminal justice systems (Cole 2000, Statistics on Race and Criminal Jus‐
tice System, Ministry of Justice, UK, October 2011) we also address the
issue of the minority populations in prisons that are often dispropor‐

3

http://www.nij.gov/topics/corrections/recidivism/Pages/welcome.aspx
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tionately represented. The reasons for this phenomenon are complex.
One claim is that racism is surely alive and active within such systems
– a reflection of conscious or unconscious prejudice among the broader
population. Whether this effort is conscious, involuntary, or some
combination of both, it is argued that aspects of today’s criminal justice
system sustain the iniquities of a different era, such that real discrimi‐
nation is merely disguised in socially acceptable practices of safety and
justice (Artinopoulou, 2014).
Prison overpopulation has an impact in the relations between in‐
mates and the prison staff, the protection of prisoners’ rights as set by
the international organizations (UN, A/RES/40/33 Standard minima
rules for the treatment of prisoners, Council of Europe Recommenda‐
tions R (99)22, R (2006)2, the decisions of the European Court of Hu‐
man Rights), the prison as workplace for the staff, the effectiveness of
the crime policies etc. Even if prison as an institution within the crimi‐
nal justice system is the best way for the offenders treatment in the his‐
tory of punishment, comparing to other forms of brutal punishments,
as death penalty and the mediaeval public executions, the way that
prisons function is totally ineffective, and dangerous for the human
rights today. Democracy and human rights are constantly violated in
the prison settings worldwide. I kindly remind the article 10 of the UN
International Covenant on civil and political rights that ‘All persons
deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect for
the inherent dignity of the human person’.
The correction systems reflect the social values of each society and
the level of development. Prisons do not exist in a vacuum. Given that,
I’m not quite sure if we have to be proud of our culture since the of‐
fenders’ punishment is still the goal of the justice instead of crime re‐
duction and offender’s rehabilitation. At the end of the day, we have to
admit that the prisons have failed to achieve their aims. And the tradi‐
tional criminal justice systems are trapped in their deadlocks, if they
somehow work...
These are the reasons why we try to find new ways of dealing with
crime, punishment, re‐offending prevention and reintegration. That’s
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why we explore the potential of restorative justice, as a complementary
and/or alternative response to the criminal justice deadlocks and prob‐
lems. More as a matter of pragmatism than of utopism.
The Potential of Restorative Justice
1. A few justifications
THE COMPLEX CONCEPT OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: A DIFFERENT ZEITGEIST
The criminal justice system(s) (CJS) are de facto and de jure legitimate
structures of power. Both the theories of social contract and conflict
agree that power is an inherent, corporate and fundamental element in
the criminal justice system. Legitimacy and authority are to be found in
the background of the CJS. Obedience, social control, trust, normative
commitments to the rule of law, and moral arguments on fair and jus‐
tice contribute as to the social construction of law and the CJS, as to the
reproduction of its legitimacy and authority in time and space. The citi‐
zens’ trust to the CJS lays on the free willing consent and not the coer‐
cive one.
The attack of September 11 led to reconsidering of the concepts of
risk and danger (Zinn, 2010) and affected the safety and criminal jus‐
tice policies worldwide. Emphasis put as on the individual and collec‐
tive feelings of safety as on concept of ‘risk’. A punitive penal and so‐
cial environment was created for the organized crime, terrorism and
transnational crime. So, the main question remains: is there is any place
left for Restorative Justice Values and practices? In other words, if and
how Restorative Justice may enrich the spectrum of the responses in
crime and how RJ values, such as fairness and equity may get involved
in that scene.
I don’t suggest restorative justice as a solution or a panacea in the
deadlocks as presented above. Neither do I believe that there are pre‐
constructed responses in the social problems, as crime and criminality
are. However, I do believe that the complex problems seek for complex
responses. Different needs, different contexts, much different person‐
alities and individuals, different values and cultures, all differences
demand multiple answers and a wide spectrum of responses.
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Restorative justice is perceived as a trend in criminology that seeks
to bring healing after wrongdoing. It has also a proactive dimension.
Its emphasis is primarily on repairing the harm done to parties in‐
volved in conflict, often by urging conversation between offenders and
victims. It is a model of justice that has developed over the last several
decades to affect criminal justice systems in numerous countries. Its
historical roots borrow from a variety of cultures and philosophies,
and its modern application is found not only in the criminal justice sys‐
tem but also in restorative practices influencing education, the work‐
place, and also cases of pervasive ethnic and social conflict. To date, re‐
storative exercises such as face‐to‐face dialogues between victims and
offenders are said to be the most widely practiced and researched mo‐
dality because direct engagement is considered fundamental to restora‐
tive justice (Umbreit et al., 2005).
It’s not easy to define what restorative justice is, due to its holistic,
interdisciplinary and integrating perspective. Restorative justice is the
field where researchers, policy makers and professionals are dealing
with law and human rights. Usually, restorative justice represents an
alternative response and paradigm in the criminal justice system. Espe‐
cially it is highly recommended for violent and property crimes, for ju‐
veniles offenders, putting emphasis on the victims’ rights, the of‐
fender’s accountability, and the restoration of the harm/damage.
The literature on restorative justice shows that it seeks to encourage
more civic and social participation to prevent and resolve problems of
criminality through personal engagement in healing and peace.
Gavrielides and I argue that restorative justice is a different Zeitgeist. It
relates to how you and I view, pursue, achieve and indeed want to ex‐
perience justice at the inter‐personal, inter‐community and inter‐state
levels. (Gavrielides & Artinopoulou, 2013a). So, restorative justice is
more than a trend in criminology, even if it reflects the continuum in
the criminological thinking. Restorative justice lays on abolitionism
and victimology (Artinopoulou, 2010) and focuses on the individual
(offender/ victim) and the micro and meso level of analysis. Restorative
justice perceives crime as a violation of interpersonal relations that re‐
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flects the broken social and community bonds. It also introduces prac‐
tices as victim offender mediation and conferences, aiming to give
voice to the victims and the offenders and restore the relations through
forgiveness and healing (micro and meso level in case of community
involvement). Restorative justice’s key concepts are the accountability
and the responsibility of the offender, the restoration of the damage
done to the victim, the active participation of community, and the heal‐
ing through the process of catharsis (Artinopoulou, 2010).Restorative
justice aims in the restoration of the harmful effects of crime and advo‐
cates for the offender to have the opportunity to repair the harm and
the implications caused by his actions (Eglash, 1977; Gavrielides &
Artinopoulou, 2013a). It also stresses the importance of repairing the
relationships between the offender and the victim, as well the of‐
fender’s relationship to the society, aiming at last to his re‐integration
into the community. Whereas, it also calls for an active participation
into the restoration process of all the members involved or affected by
the crime (Artinopoulou, 2010; Marshall, 1996). Conferences and vic‐
tim‐offender mediation are a few of the practices encompassed by re‐
storative justice, that offer the opportunity to all the involved parties to
come together under a safe context and resolve the issues or damages
caused by the offender’s actions (Artinopoulou, 2010).Finally, a 2005
meta‐analytic study examining the effectiveness of restorative justice
practices, found that restorative programs were significantly more ef‐
fective in recidivism reduction comparing to traditional approaches
(Latimer, Dowden & Muise, 2005). According to the research findings
‘the overall mean effect size for the 32 tests that examined the effec‐
tiveness of restorative justice program‐ ming in reducing offender re‐
cidivism was +.07 (SD = .13) with a 95% CI of +.12 to +.02. Although the
effect sizes ranged from +.38 to –.23, more than two thirds of the effect
sizes were positive (72%). In other words, restorative justice programs,
on average, yielded reductions in recidivism compared to non restora‐
tive approaches to criminal behavior. In fact, compared to the compari‐
son and/or control groups who did not participate in a restorative jus‐
tice program, offenders in the treatment groups were significantly
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more successful during the follow‐up periods, t(31) = 2.88, p < .01’
(Latimer et al, 2005:137).
Restorative justice is multi‐, inter‐ and trans‐disciplinary approach.
Its foundations lay in sociology, psychology, social anthropology, eco‐
nomics, criminology and law. It includes a bottom up perspective and
focus on the community level. Interactionism, relationism, social trans‐
formation, social change, the ‘otherness’, restoration and healing are
only a few key concepts in the restorative justice vocabulary. Restora‐
tive justice is inclusive, integrating and holistic as it refers to different
scientific discourses. I defined restorative justice as a field of interdis‐
ciplinarity, where interdisciplinarity is defined as the discourse on the
discourses (Artinopoulou, 2015)
The wide and integrating perspective of restorative justice is also re‐
flected in the multiple fields of its implementation. From schools to the
courts, from family to prison settings, restorative justice practices in‐
clude a range of communication strategies from listening skills to the
victim offender mediation and Alternative Dispute Resolution tech‐
niques.
The most frequently used practices are mediation, community con‐
ferences, and restorative circles. The active participation not only of the
opposed parts, but also of the community members is encouraged
through restorative justice. However, the issues of reproducing social
and other inequalities and power structures during the restorative
practices are still pending for any further research exploration (Arti‐
nopoulou, 2014).
2. Research based evidence on restorative justice
The diverse aspects, concepts and approaches embodying restora‐
tive justice do not often allow for extensive research in the field and
quantification of it results. Thus existing empirical data range from
small research projects focused on the community to wide comparative
research projects on European or international level. Lode Walgrave af‐
ter addressing the methodological problems and the empirical ineffi‐
ciencies of restorative justice research asks for a second generation of
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research in the field (Walgrave, 2011). I agree with him that there is an
eminent need for further research in order to examine and justify in
which fields of crime, to whom offenders and victims, to what com‐
munities fits and how it works.
A study towards that direction was conducted by Sherman et al.
(2015). The authors in a recent meta analysis on repeat offending in UK
and after examining 519 studies and a random sample of 1880 accused
or convicted offenders found that, on average, restorative justice con‐
ferences are a cost‐effective means of reducing frequency of recidivism.
The average effect size is .155 standard deviations less
repeat offending among the offenders in cases ran‐
domly assigned to Restorative Justice Conferences than
among the offenders in cases assigned not to have an
restorative justice conference. The 95% confidence in‐
terval for this effect lies between only .06 standard de‐
viations less crime and .25 standard deviations less
crime. This means that the average effect across all
these experiments is highly unlikely to be a chance
finding. (Sherman et al. 2015:12).
John Braithwaite refers to the previous to 2006, several studies that
have shown a 40% reduction in reoffending in the first year outcomes
of the RISE4 youth violence experiment in Canberra and almost 45%
reduction in the British case (Braitwaite, 2014:4).
Recent studies implementing stricter research methodologies and
combined data conclude that restorative justice results into a signifi‐
cant reduction of reoffending (Weatherburn and Macadam 2013).John
Braithwaite, one of the pioneers in restorative justice elaborates the lat‐
est evidence on restorative justice effectiveness (Braithwaite, 2014) and
stresses once again the importance of putting offenders and victims
The Reintegrative Shaming Experiments project (RISE) has been running in
the Australian Capital Territory since 1995. It examines conferencing in Canberra,
which is based on the “Wagga model” of police‐run conferences. The study is be‐
ing conducted by the Centre for Restorative Justice at the Australian National Uni‐
versity. Source: http://www.aic.gov.au/criminal_justice_system/rjustice/rise.html
4
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into follow up rehabilitation programs.
Artinopoulou & Gavrielides push the barriers of restorative justice
addressing the issue of appropriateness of restorative justice in cases of
domestic and/or interpersonal violence. In their comparative research
between UK and Greece argue that restorative justice works even in
cases of minor offences of domestic violence, through the recognition
of the victims’ needs and the change of the dynamics in the abusive
behavior (Gavrielides & Artinopoulou, 2013b).
However, the expansion of the restorative justice literature isn’t in
accordance with the research development in relevant fields, poten‐
tially due to the holistic and ‘alternative’ character of restorative justice
that adopts and prefers the qualitative social research methods rather
than the quantitative ones. Narratives, life histories, case studies, focus
groups and field research are the main methodologies used by restora‐
tive justice to explore the potential responding to crime through other
roads than those of the criminal justice system. The limitations of gen‐
eralization that are inherent in the qualitative social research don’t al‐
low for justifying the restorative justice’s potential in the macro struc‐
tural level.
Acknowledging these methodological problems, I present a recent
European experience on Restorative justice from a transnational EU
funded, two‐year project (2012‐2014). Five countries involved (UK,
Greece, Bulgaria, Netherlands and Germany)5 and I participated as the
principal investigator and the head of the research team from Greece.
The project entitled ”Restorative Justice in Europe: Safeguarding Vic‐
tims & Empowering Professionals” aimed at facilitating the implemen‐
tation of the restorative justice related articles (principally Articles 12
and 25) of the Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 25 October 2012,otherwise known as “the Victims’ Di‐
rective”. The Directive establishes minimum standards on rights, sup‐
5 IARS (UK) was the project leader, and the other partners were the Institute of
Conflict Resolution (Bulgaria), the University of Applied Sciences for Public Ad‐
ministration Bremen (Germany), Restorative Justice Netherlands (the Netherlands)
and The European Public Law Organisation (Greece)
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port and protection of victims of crime, replacing Council Framework
Decision 2001/220/JHA. The project focused on the implementation of
the restorative justice (RJ) related articles. During the project original
research was conducted in the five participating countries, in order to
identify the victims’ needs and the potential of restorative justice. The
findings from Greece are thoroughly presented in another paper of this
volume (Αρτινοπούλου, Β. & Μιχαήλ, Η. Η Ευρωπαϊκή Οδηγία
2012/29/ΕΕ και η Επανορθωτική Δικαιοσύνη: Ένα βήμα μπροστά για
την προστασία των θυμάτων εγκληματικότητας). However, from the
overall research findings it was clear that the victims who had partici‐
pated in restorative justice practices had an overall positive experience
and they would recommend it to others (Gavrielides, Th. 2014).
Of course there is a pool of research findings for restorative justice
practices and evaluation research also. It seems that juvenile delin‐
quency, violent offenses, desistance and reoffending prevention are the
fields that restorative justice works positively at the moment (Umbreit
et al 2003, Bonta et al 2006). Recently the findings on the Good Lives
Model, the positive psychology and the restorative justice interven‐
tions in reducing reoffending seem also very promising. The Good
Lives Model (GLM) suggests principles for effective rehabilitation, and
are primary examples of a risk management approach and a strength‐
based approach of working with offenders (Ward and Maruna
2007).Despite the methodological problems of the evaluation research,
there is a coherent trend in justification of the effectiveness of restora‐
tive justice in these fields.
3. Beyond the economic analysis: RJ in a social capital approach
Cost effectiveness analysis and other calculations prove that restora‐
tive justice is much cheaper than the criminal justice functions, indeed.
And this is a justification in favor of restorative justice implementation
that many ‘restorativists’ argue.
Focusing in UK, as a European country with long standing restora‐
tive tradition in the community sector, the cost‐savings found in Lon‐
don were much higher because of the kinds of crimes the London site
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dealt with – serious burglary and robbery. Here reductions in reconvic‐
tions through RJ Conferencing saved the Criminal Justice System 14
times the cost of delivering RJ; in Thames Valley the cost‐savings ratio
was 2 to 1 (RJ saved the CJS twice as much as it cost to deliver).
Summed together the RJ Conferencing demonstrated cost‐savings on
average of £9 to £1 – through reductions in the frequency of offending
RJ saved the CJS 9 times what it cost to deliver (Restorative Justice
Council, November 2011, p. 4).
In the same report of the Restorative Justice Council in UK, using the
Ministry of Justice data, modelled the potential cost‐savings from de‐
livering restorative justice in 70,000 cases. They found that restorative
justice would provide cashable cost‐savings to criminal justice agencies
alone of £185 million over two years.
Crime by former prisoners costs society more than £11 billion per
year (Prison Reform Working Group 2009), while RJ can deliver cost
savings of up to £9 for every £1 spent. According to Victim Support
(2010: 29), “if RJ were offered to all victims of burglary, robbery and
violence against the person where the offender had pleaded guilty
(which would amount to around 75,000 victims), the cost savings to the
criminal justice system – as a result of a reduction in reconviction rates
– would amount to at least £185 million over two years”.
Nevertheless, I argue that only the cost benefit perspective will not
benefit restorative justice in a long‐term basis. The justification of ‘do‐
ing cheap justice’ maybe fits in the era of austerity, through cutting
down the public spending for crime and criminal justice policies, but at
the same time it divests restorative justice from its holistic, processing
and integrative perspective.
Restorative justice implementation through victim offender media‐
tion and community conferences refers to the tertiary level of dealing
with the crime issue. That means that the aims of the restorative inter‐
ventions are both the prevention of the re offending and the heal‐
ing/restoration of the harm/ or damage done to the victim(s). Recognis‐
ing the effectiveness of the primary level prevention strategies and
policies in a longitudinal basis, social and economic investments are
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needed. Restorative justice’s pro active dimension that empowers the
values of fairness and justice lead to the prevention in the primary and
secondary level. Thus, the benefits are much more than the narrow
comparison of how much a restorative program costs comparing to
other programs in the traditional criminal justice system.
Furthermore, the economics of restorative justice are not able to
measure and calculate any possible effects in changing attitudes and
perceptions in a long ‐term basis. My concern at this point is that the
more we argue that restorative justice is cheap justice the more we un‐
dermine the restorative content, values and aims. The dilemma is if the
wide and superficial implementation of restorative justice alters its phi‐
losophy and becomes an alibi for the politicians to reduce the public
spending in the confrontation and prevention of systemic problems,
such as power imbalances, race, gender and class.
Besides the pros and cons of the economics of restorative justice, I
agree that restorative justice embraces the ideal, the values and the vi‐
sion of justice in the current post ‐modern societies. It is grounded in
the democracy and the active participation of the citizens in doing jus‐
tice. That’s why I strongly relate restorative justice to the social capital,
trust, social change and transformation. Social capital is a complex con‐
cept referring to the social bonds, links, networks and connections that
bind families, communities and societies. Beyond the differences in the
definition of the social capital (Hanifan, 1916; Hanifan, 1920; Cole‐
manm 1988; Putnam, 1993; Fukuyama, 1996; World Bank, 1999) there is
a crucial core found in the social bonds of communities, and the sense
of belonging that bring great benefits to people. Only a few attempts
have been made to relate the concepts of restorative justice with the so‐
cial capital. Bazemore (2005), Braithwaite (1989) and Hsiao‐fen Huang
et al. (2011)addressed the restorative justice as a way of building and
developing the social capital. I do agree that we need more complex
and sustainable methodologies while trying to identify the intercon‐
nections between restorative justice and social capital in terms of im‐
pact assessing of the restorative practices. To this end, we may use the
tools of social policy impact assessment (Barrow, 2000; Becker & Van‐
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clay, 2003; Vanclay, 2014) to justify the social dimensions of doing jus‐
tice and why not to elaborate new tools for assessing the impact of re‐
storative justice in the development of the social capital. Enriching the
spectrum of social impact assessment in criminal justice policies in
general and in restorative justice policies in concrete, may lead to re‐
search based evidence on where, how and when restorative justice
works. Identifying the social indicators and adjusting restorative jus‐
tice in certain contexts will facilitate the evaluation of this kind of jus‐
tice and contribute to a thorough justification of the holistic, integrating
and relational perspective of restorative justice.
4. Suggesting the Gavrielides & Artinopoulou model of restorative justice
Through addressing the methodological problems of defining and
assessing the effectiveness of restorative justice and recognizing the
wideness, diversity and vagueness of restorative justice, both Theo
Gavrielides and I suggested an operational model for restorative jus‐
tice, in order to elaborate on theoretical, the methodological and the
practical level. A tool conveyed through an attempt to reconstruct the
restorative justice philosophy. It is included in the last chapter of our
common publication Reconstructing Restorative Justice Philosophy (Ash‐
gate, 2013) and is open to any kind of testing. The model resulted from
the detailed analysis and de‐construction of RJ, as theory, research and
practice.
Our basic arguments are:
a. That we have to accept there is an injustice, an imbalance in the
status quo. We call this imbalance ‘conflict’; this can be between
individuals, communities, states or even ourselves and reflected in
the deadlocks of the traditional criminal justice systems.
b. There are two forms of justice: the lawful and the fair. Both are de‐
sirable and can co‐exist. However, whereas the lawful requires a
structure and a system of regulation, the fair is value‐based and
can be attained through loose and bottom up methods.
There is enough empirical evidence to show that restorative justice
exists in both forms; the structured and unstructured – the lawful and
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the fair. There is no better or worse form. There is also no reason for
comparing it with what isn’t. Our reconstructed vision of restorative
justice philosophy has a dual dimension: the structured and unstruc‐
tured restorative justice. So let us focus on understanding it as it is.
STRUCTURED RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
Structured restorative justice is placed within the criminal justice
and refers mostly to the diversion procedures.
Chart 1 illustrates how this structured way of delivering justice and
restorative justice works. Within this model, conflict creates crime, of‐
fenders and victims. All three are placed within a funnel. Emptying the
funnel will bring peace. Exit from the funnel can be achieved through a
legalised and structured justice system that is served by structured in‐
stitutions. The outside layer of the funnel, which is made of human
rights as these are materialised through the law, regulates the power
imbalance that this structure creates. Structured restorative justice is
one way of emptying the funnel and is part of many other structured
forms of delivering and maintaining justice and bringing peace
(Gavrielides & Artinopoulou, 2013).
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Chart 1: Structured restorative justice
UNSTRUCTURED RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
The unstructured restorative justice model perceives conflict in
terms of the broken social liaison between individuals, communities,
groups, and states and/or between the states. It also creates harmed
parties independently of whether these are labelled as victims or of‐
fenders. Under this model it does not matter who did what to whom.
What matters is that the conflict has caused harm and a broken liaison
in the pre‐existent relationship of the harmed parties.
The funnel is the unstructured restorative justice is filled with the
concepts of harm, broken social liaison and the harmed parties. Inter‐
estingly enough, the funnel does not empty when the law intervene,
but only when community takes action. Unlike the previous funnel,
here loose and bottom up mechanisms that aim to restore harm and the
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broken social liaison are used. These are not dependent on formalised
sub‐systems. They use localised and informal projects of bringing
peace (Gavrielides & Artinopoulou, 2013).
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Chart 2: Unstructured restorative justice
Human rights are common issue in both models. In the structural
restorative justice model, they are represented by the legal restrictions
and the legislation; while in the unstructured model, human rights are
relevant to the values of fairness and justice, through the value –based
guidelines. Social capital is strongly related to the unstructured restora‐
tive justice, because of the crucial role of the communities and the so‐
cial bonds that lead not only to the restorative justice practices, but also
to the result of the restorative practices in empowering the social
bonds. A mutual, and interactive, process before and after the restora‐
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tive practices reflects and empowers the social capital in certain social
contexts.
We hope that this model contributes to the better conceptualization
of restorative justice, as it reflects the interactive, transformative and
processing character of restorative justice. It is currently under testing
in multiple contexts and open to any addition, comments or critics.
Through enriching the restorative justice framework as with the hu‐
man rights dimension, as with the social liaison intervention, this
model responds to the question why restorative justice is a value for
money justice.
Conclusion
Through addressing the deadlocks and the problems of the tradi‐
tional criminal justice systems, as the increase of the prison population
and the inefficiencies of the offenders’ rehabilitation policies, I sug‐
gested the implementation of restorative justice as an additional/ alter‐
native response to the crime issue. Restorative justice is an interdisci‐
plinary field of ‘doing justice’, through social change and transforma‐
tion. It perceives crime as the reflection of the social bonds and aims to
the restoration through taking over the responsibility by the offender
and responding to the victims needs. Research findings support the re‐
storative justice practices in the fields of juvenile delinquency, property
and violent offences. Restorative justice has positive effects in the rein‐
tegration of the offenders and the reduction of recidivism (Wigzell &
Hough, 2015). The Gavrielides and Artinopoulou model on structured
and unstructured restorative justice contributes to the conceptualiza‐
tion of restorative justice and reflects its interactive and transformative
approach.
Finally, restorative justice benefits the criminal justice systems
through the new ways of dealing with the crime issue that it provides.
Victim offender mediation, community conferences and offenders’ so‐
cial reintegration policies are only a few practices of ‘doing justice’ and
reassuring both victims’ and offenders’ rights. RJ benefits societies and
communities, as it focuses on the social bonds and strengthens the so‐
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cial relations in the basis of societies. Being a bottom up and relational
process, restorative justice asks for restoration of the harm, and the res‐
toration of the social bonds. It’s a transformative and dynamic process
of social change that goes beyond the static and monolithic responses
of the traditional criminal justice ways of dealing with the crime issue.
It’s also proactive at the same time, because the empowerment of the
social bonds leads to better societies. RJ benefits the economies and de‐
velops the social capital as well. That’s why restorative justice is a
value for money justice, not only in terms of the cost benefit analysis,
but of the social benefits as well.
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Hard times for restorative justice
in Bulgaria
DOBRINKA CHANKOVA
PhD, South‐West University, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria

Restorative justice (RJ)1 as a new more humane paradigm of crimi‐
nal justice in which heart stands the idea of restoring the damage to the
victim and offender, balance and security in society, and not the pun‐
ishment, recently gained more supporters in Bulgaria.2 Its introduction
as a part of the criminal justice system responses to the need for fun‐
damental change in the ways of punishing crimes. At a certain moment
social awareness requires radical measures to delete the negatives of
the traditional model of combating crime. A necessity for something
new appears to neutralize public dissatisfaction from the current status
quo. Restorative justice is the novelty, proved adequate response to
this need.3

1 H. Zehr (1990) Changing Lenses: A new focus for crime and Justice. Scottdale:
Herald Press; M. Wright (1991) Justice for Victims and Offenders, Open University
Press; D. Van Ness & K. Strong (2006) Restoring Justice. An introduction to restorative
Justice. 3rd edition; Anderson Publishing; G. Johnstone (2002) Restorative Justice.
Ideas, values, debates, Willan Publishing; I. Aertsen, R. Mackay, C. Pelikan, J. Wil‐
lemsens, J. & M. Wright (2004) Rebuilding Community Connections – Mediation and
restorative justice in Europe. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing; J. Dussich &
J. Schellenberg (eds.) (2010) The Promise of Restorative Justice. New approaches for
criminal justice and beyond. Boulder, CO/London: Lynne Rienner Publishers; etc.
2 D. Chankova (2002) Victim–Offender Mediation. Sofia: Feneya; D. Chankova
(2011) Restorative Justice. A comparative analysis. Sofia: Avangard Prima; V. Genova
(2013) ‘Restorative practices’. Society and Law, 2, 40‐52; D. Anzova (2015) ‘Restora‐
tive justice – needed reform’. Law, Politics, Administration, 1, 77‐92; etc.
3 L. Sherman & H. Strang (2007). Restorative Justice: The evidence. London: Smith
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A huge amount of literature on RJ concept was published recently4
and engaged the attention of legislators and practitioners from criminal
justice systems around the world as well as of a number of interna‐
tional governmental and non‐governmental organizations such as the
United Nations, the European Union, the Council of Europe, the Euro‐
pean Forum for Restorative Justice and so on. Dozens of universal and
regional international instruments promoting RJ were adopted.5 Logi‐
cally, this issue was raised in Bulgaria as well. Similarly to other Cen‐
tral and Eastern European countries, after the fall of the totalitarian re‐
gime in 1989, Bulgaria has gone through processes of radical transfor‐
mation of the political and legal systems, the economy, international
relations and societal life. While discussing the reform of the criminal
justice system, the relevance of RJ was taken under consideration.
However, Bulgaria’s way to restorative justice was and still is rather
uneasy. Traditionally, the Bulgarian legal system is based on a punitive
philosophy. The retributive approach prevails over the restorative
elements in Bulgarian criminal justice. Even when some typical restora‐
tive interventions, such as reconciliation and reparation, could be iden‐
tified in Bulgarian ancient customary law, very few restorative justice
elements could be found in the operative legislation under the socialist
regime, and these related mainly to juvenile delinquency and com‐
plainant’s offences.
After 1989, steps were undertaken to modernise domestic legisla‐
Institute.
4 A. Pitsela & E. Symeonidou‐Kastanidou (eds.) (2013) Restorative Justice in
Criminal Matters: Towards a new European perspective. Proceedings from the Interna‐
tional Conference, 16–17 May 2013, Thessaloniki, Greece. Athens‐Thessaloniki:
Sakkloulas Publications; D. Cornwell, J. Blad & M. Wright (eds.) (2013) Civilising
Criminal Justice. An international restorative agenda for penal reform. Waterside Press;
F. Dünkel, J. Grzywa‐Holten & Horsfield, P. (eds.) (2015). Restorative Justice and
Mediation in Penal Matters: A stock‐taking of legal issues, implementation strategies and
outcomes in 36 European countries. Vols 1 & 2. Mönchengladbach: Forum Verlag
Godesberg; etc.
5 D. Chankova (2008) ‘Review of international instruments of restorative justice
and victim–offender mediation’, Legal Tribune, 1, 56‐62.
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tion and standardize it with European Union law and international
standards. But these steps were not systematic and comprehensive.
There are many indicators that Bulgaria has been becoming more re‐
pressive. A number of recently created criminal offences carry severe
penalties, for example that envisage long periods of custody. As crime
rates increase, sanctions for traditional crimes also increase. Although
the legislation provides for alternatives to punishment, in reality, pun‐
ishment remains a preferred instrument.
Long time new criminal policies, and specifically RJ, remained at
the periphery of the policymakers’ and the public’s attention, although
they enjoyed full support of academics and non‐governmental organi‐
zations. The reform of criminal justice system, including introduction
of restorative justice, was postponed many times for different reasons.
One of them, easily and often referred to, but with less and less
relevance, is the lack of information and know‐how. While it is true
that restorative justice, as an idea and practice, was relatively new to
the Bulgarian legal environment, especially at the beginning of the long
transitional period, this factor is increasingly less valid. As mentioned,
a good body of research is already available in Bulgarian as well as
best practices guides – results of numerous international projects with
Bulgarian participation. RJ is now part of the curricula of many univer‐
sities and taught in different forms of continuing education. Informa‐
tion campaigns, TV and radio broadcastings, and many other promo‐
tional events, etc. have been launched.
The other reason for the delay in developing restorative justice is
pressure to combat high crime rates. Restorative justice is often seen as
too soft a response to crime. The high crime rate (mainly that of re‐
ported and sentenced crime) is a dramatic obstacle indeed. Since the
beginning of the 1990s, recorded crime in Bulgaria has doubled6 and
has remained constant during many years through transition – disturb‐
ing and nurturing sceptics. At the same time we have experienced an
extremely low clearance rate and incapacity of law enforcement agen‐

6

National Statistics Institute, www.nsi.bg (accessed 7 April 2017).
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cies to cope fully with growing crime rates. An indication for the latter
has been the constant criticisms of the European Commission towards
the Bulgarian justice system under the Cooperation and Verification
Mechanism. Hence, the fear of crime among the general public has
been increasing. That is why we have witnessed a rising penal popu‐
lism; some groups of crime victims have very loudly demanded more
and more severe punishments, and as a result the penalties – envisaged
and imposed – become higher and harsher.
Rather surprisingly, and in contrast with other European countries,
restorative justice met strong resistance, mainly from some parts of the
judiciary. Victim–offender mediation and other restorative practices
were considered as directly affecting the sovereignty of the state and
its hegemony in matters of justice as well as threatening the lawyers’
vested interests and territory. Opinions have even been expressed that
RJ is a ‘shadow justice’, a ‘second class justice’ or a ‘denial of justice’.
All these led to mistrust towards informality and extrajudicial mecha‐
nisms.
The other reason for the delay was the lack of built civil society. It is
true that after the fall of communism, local communities were very
weak, the ‘sense of belonging’ was almost inexistent, and this further
prevented the introduction and implementation of RJ as it relies on co‐
hesion. At the dawn of democracy civil society was rather passive;
there were no strong shared values. Although not yet fully functioning,
we can say that nowadays we have a growing civil sector in Bulgaria
and, according to the latest sociological surveys, it is ready to embrace
RJ.7
In this context, the state has not been pro‐active towards RJ until

7 D. Chankova & E. Staninska (2012) ‘Bulgaria on the road to restorative justice
and victim‐offender mediation’. In: D. Miers & I. Aertsen (eds.), Regulating Restora‐
tive Justice. A comparative study of legislative provisions in European countries. Frank‐
furt am Main: Verlag fur Polizeiwissenschaft, pp. 101‐119; D. Chankova (2014).
‘More justice for crime victims in Bulgaria’. In: T. Gavrielides (ed.) A Victim‐led
Criminal Justice System: Addressing the paradox. London: IARS Publications, pp. 189‐
205.
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very recently. As Bulgaria belongs to the continental legal system, the
principle of legality is fundamental and legal safeguards are an ‘icon’,
and therefore the state’s endorsement of RJ in the law is essential. All
the above‐mentioned institutional aspects and sociological and cultural
factors significantly delayed and hindered the process of RJ implemen‐
tation in Bulgaria.
In 2004 the Bulgarian Parliament finally adopted the long‐awaited
Mediation Act.8 This was the natural completion of the non ‐ govern‐
mental organizations’ work and academic underpinning on promoting
and applying mediation as a conflict resolution method. The introduc‐
tion of mediation was also inevitable in the context of the harmoniza‐
tion of Bulgaria’s national legislation with the EU law, the need to fol‐
low the Recommendations of the Council of Europe’s Committee of
Ministers encouraging the application of mediation in civil, family,
administrative and criminal matters, and the UN resolutions on re‐
storative justice. According to Article 3, paragraph 1 of the Mediation
Act, mediation may be used in civil, commercial, labor, family and
administrative disputes, related to consumer rights and other disputes
involving natural and/or legal persons, including trans‐border dis‐
putes. Paragraph 2 of Article 3 stipulates that mediation shall also be
available for cases covered by the Penal Procedure Code. However, the
last Penal Procedure Code (2006) did not include any provision to this
effect, and this is still valid. Now the time has eventually come as Bul‐
garia has to implement Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parlia‐
ment and the Council of 25 October 2012 establishing minimum stan‐
dards on the rights, support and protection of victims of crime, and re‐
placing Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA.9 According to arti‐
cle 12.2 of the Directive, member states ‘shall facilitate the referral of
cases, as appropriate to restorative justice services, including through
the establishment of procedures or guidelines on the conditions for
such referral’. In fact, the Victims’ Directive did not accelerated RJ

8
9

State Gazette N 110/2004.
L 315/57 Official Journal of the European Union, 14.11.2012.
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spreading to a necessary degree. It recognizes that restorative justice
services, including, for example, victim – offender mediation, family
group conferencing and sentencing circles, can be of great benefit to
the victim. However, it put the accent on safeguards to prevent secon‐
dary and repeat victimization, intimidation and retaliation. According
to the Directive, RJ services should have as a primary consideration the
interests and needs of the victim, repairing the harm done to the victim
and avoiding further harm. Measures shall ensure that victims who
choose to participate in restorative justice processes have access to safe
and competent restorative justice services. The restorative justice ser‐
vices are used only if they are in the interest of the victim, subject to
any safety considerations, and are based on the victim’s free and in‐
formed consent, which may be withdrawn at any time. Before agreeing
to participate in the restorative justice process, the victim is provided
with full and unbiased information about that process and the poten‐
tial outcomes as well as information about the procedures for supervis‐
ing the implementation of any agreement.
All these are well known and observed. It seems, Directive consid‐
ers RJ as something we should worry about, we should be very careful
for, and has a defensive nature towards RJ. Evolution in a negative as‐
pect could be even noticed. Alarming, insisting on attention and safe‐
guards while applying RJ practices, is the main point.
The concerns, expressed in the Directive, are hypertrophied. It is
proven10 that there are no higher risks for further victimization in RJ
processes in comparison to any other criminal process. Rather, pre‐
served interests in the criminal justice system played negative role and
the impact of other lobbying structures has been taken into account
predominantly. However, these influenced unfavorably and further
delayed RJ implementation in Bulgaria.
10 H. Strang & L. Sherman (2006) ‘Restorative justice to reduce victimization’,
in: B. Welsh & D. Farrington (eds.) Preventing Crime: What works for children, offend‐
ers, victims, and places? Dordrecht: Springer, pp. 147‐160; I. Vanfraechem, D. Bolivar
Fernandez & Aertsen, I. (2015) Victims and Restorative Justice. London: Routledge,
etc.
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Furthermore, the latest global crisis with its numerous dimensions –
economic, security‐related, spiritual, etc. additionally deteriorated the
conditions for RJ application, on European stage and particularly in
Bulgaria. The long‐lasting and already institutionalized penal crisis11
deepened and become a part of our routinized understanding for
criminal justice system. We witnessed a general crisis of penal re‐
sources and chronic crisis of legitimacy, based on total ineffectiveness
in controlling crime. The crime rate remains high, feeling of insecurity
is common, and as a result new ideas are not easily adopted. Under
these circumstances the pretty mild restorative justice approach looks
inappropriate at first glance, indeed.
Moreover, victim support organizations have been claiming for a
long time that they better protect the interests of the victims. They con‐
sider restorative justice as primarily offender‐oriented. It has to be ad‐
mitted that victims’ involvement in RJ may be considered as too heavy
a burden for victims and disregard of their rights, to some extent. The
opportunity offered to victims to be heard and to play a crucial role in
the aftermath of the offence may be felt by them as a moral obligation
or even a duty. Walgrave12 replies to this allegation by saying that, in
principle, the fact of being victimized is not a reason for ceasing to be a
fully‐fledged citizen, including rights but also responsibilities. We
must, he says, theoretically hope that also victims, like other citizens,
are committed to “common self‐interest” and are willing to search for
socially constructive solutions to their victimization and to the social
unrest caused by the offence.
RJ does not oppose the interest of the victim and offender. It pre‐
sumes that both have interest in a justice approach that aims at resolv‐

11 M. Cavadino & J. Dignan (2006) Penal Systems. A comparative approach. Lon‐
don: Sage.
12 L. Walgrave (2009) ‘Victims in restorative justice’, in: O. Hagemann, P.
Schafer & S. Schmidt, S. (eds.) Victimology, Victim Assistance and Criminal Justice.
Perspectives shared by international experts at the Inter‐University Centre of Dubrovnik.
Mönchengladbach / Kiel: Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences in co‐
operation with Kiel University of Applied Sciences, р. 87.
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ing problems caused by crime, rather than imposing a punishment.
That is why more and more victim advocates understand that taking
part in RJ is in the interests of the victims. Of course, a fraction of the
victim movement, however, will remain resistant. Originally, victims’
advocates had a monopoly of speaking for the victim, which gave them
legitimacy and prestige. The emergence of RJ as a new player on this
“market” has disturbed this monopoly, which is sometimes difficult to
accept.
Happily, the current Bulgarian politicians eventually showed a vi‐
sion. In the Updated Strategy for the Reform of the Criminal Justice
System, adopted by the government in December 2014, RJ is put high
on the agenda and considered as a particularly relevant instrument for
juveniles. The Minister of Justice has convened experts in a working
group, aiming to develop proposals de lege ferenda for promoting vic‐
tim–offender mediation and other restorative models in different
fields, with a special focus on juvenile delinquency. As a result, a Draft
of new Juvenile Justice Act is being developed and is on its way to the
Parliament. This Act regulates the terms and conditions of diverting
juveniles from the criminal proceedings, the imposition of corrective
and educational measures and application of some restorative practices
– mediation and family group conferencing. Undoubtedly, this is a
huge progress, having in mind that many other legislative initiatives
aiming restorative justice introduction, failed in the past ten years. Let
us believe that finally the legislator will adopt a modern law which is
targeted to the most needed group – juveniles – but will further pro‐
mote restorative climate in Bulgaria in difficult times.
However, to accelerate RJ developments it is also important to allo‐
cate the necessary funds. RJ services assume not only non‐
governmental organizations’ and volunteer’s involvement but also
some state’s support, especially in relation to crime victims. It is essen‐
tial to continue with further training of mediators, judges, prosecutors,
lawyers, police officers, probation and prison staff. Systematic meas‐
ures for raising awareness among general public and dissemination of
information should be undertaken.
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Restorative justice has future in Bulgaria, even in hard conditions.
There is enough evidence in comparative aspect that it is something
good for the victim, the offender and the community. There are people
ready to work for this goal, and their number is increasing every day.
Definitely, it is an exciting time for RJ developments in Bulgaria.
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Resozialisierung im Strafvollzug und
internationale Menschenrechtsstandards
FRIEDER DÜNKEL
Prof. Dr., Universität Greifswald, Lehrstuhl für Kriminologie

Vorbemerkung
Nestor Courakis, dem dieser Beitrag in Freundschaft gewidmet ist,
hat in vielfältiger Weise an der Entwicklung internationaler Menschen‐
rechtsstandards mitgewirkt, u. a. in den Gremien des Europarats, wo
wir uns in den 1980er Jahren wiederholt begegnet sind, nachdem wir
Ende der 1970er Jahre eine gemeinsame Zeit bereits im Rahmen der
Anfertigung unserer Dissertationen am Max‐Planck‐Institut für aus‐
ländisches und internationales Strafrecht in Freiburg i. Br. verbracht
hatten. Courakis hat als Experte bei verschiedenen der auch hier behan‐
delten Empfehlungen des Europarats wesentliche Grundlagen für de‐
ren Verabschiedung gelegt und sich auch in seinem Heimatland für die
Verbesserung der Zustände in den Gefängnissen intensiv eingesetzt.
Dafür gebührt ihm Respekt und Anerkennung.
Einleitung – Internationale Menschenrechtsstandards im Überblick
Der Grundsatz der Wiedereingliederung von Strafgefangenen bzw.
allgemein gesprochen der (Re‐)Integration von Straffälligen hat welt‐
weit – wenngleich in unterschiedlicher Akzentuierung und Ausprä‐
gung –Anerkennung gefunden. Dazu haben insbesondere die Bemü‐
hungen und Arbeiten internationaler Organisationen wie der Verein‐
ten Nationen und des Europarats und in jüngerer Zeit auch der Euro‐
päischen Union beigetragen. Auf einer eher abstrakten Ebene kann
man von einem weltweiten Konsens sprechen, auf der Ebene des Eu‐
roparats verdichtet sich dieser Konsens zu einer nicht nur grundsätzli‐
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chen Anerkennung dieses Prinzips, sondern auch zu einer gemeinsa‐
men Überzeugung inhaltlicher Strategien und Ausgestaltungen von
Resozialisierung. Vorrangiges Ziel internationaler Standards ist die
Absicherung menschenrechtlicher Grundnormen (Grundrechte), dar‐
über hinaus aber auch die Verbreitung von kriminalpolitischen Orien‐
tierungen. Dazu gehören beispielsweise die Ausgestaltung von Sankti‐
onensysemen am Prinzip der ultima ratio der Freiheitsstrafe und damit
zugleich der Vorrang von ambulanten (gemeindebezogenen) Sanktio‐
nen vor Freiheitsentzug, die Förderung von informellen (Diversion)
vor formellen Reaktionen, die Orientierung an Prinzipien einer wie‐
dergutmachenden Strafrechtspflege (Restorative Justice)1 oder die über‐
leitungsorientierte Vollzugsgestaltung durch bedingte Entlassung und
Nachbetreuung durch die Bewährungshilfe oder die freie Straffälli‐
genhilfe.
Internationale Menschenrechtsstandards wie z. B. die Europäischen
Strafvollzugsgrundsätze von 2006 (s. dazu unten 4.1) sind Ausdruck
eines gewachsenen Bewusstseins für Menschenrechtsfragen einerseits
und zugleich des Bemühens, ein konsistentes, rechtsstaatlich fundier‐
tes Konzept der Resozialisierung auszuformulieren. Fortschritte in die‐
ser Hinsicht sind in den letzten 20 Jahren vor allem in vier Bereichen
zu beobachten gewesen: Zum einen die Verabschiedung der sog. Anti‐
Folter‐Konvention des Europarats (in Kraft getreten 1989)2 und darauf
bezogen die Arbeit des Anti‐Folter‐Komitees des Europarats (CPT),3
das mit der Formulierung der aus den Inspektionen in allen Mitglieds‐
ländern des Europarats entwickelten „CPT‐Standards”4 Maßstäbe setzte

Vgl. hierzu im europäischen Überblick Dünkel/Grzywa‐Holten/Horsfield 2015.
European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Pun‐
ishment or Treatment, zu finden unter http://www.cpt.coe.int/en/documents/
ecpt.htm.
3 Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CPT); zur Arbeitsweise und zu Ergebnissen der Inspektionen des CPT
vgl. z. B. Morgan/Evans 2001; zum Einfluss auf die Rspr. des EGMR vgl. Murdoch
2006, S. 46 ff.; van Zyl Smit Snacken 2009, S. 126 ff.
4 Die CPT‐Standards sind im Internet unter www.cpt.coe.int bei den Dokumen‐
1
2
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(vgl. dazu unten 4.3). Zweiter Eckpfeiler der Entwicklung war und ist
die Entwicklung der Rechtsprechung des Europäischen Gerichtshofs
für Menschenrechte, der in einigen wichtigen Entscheidungen klar‐
stellte, dass bestimmte Unterbringungs‐ und Behandlungsformen ei‐
nen Verstoß gegen das in Art. 3 der EMRK formulierte Folterverbot
darstellen.5 Damit werden implizit auch die menschenrechtlichen Vor‐
aussetzungen eines Resozialisierungsvollzugs ausformuliert.
Ein dritter Faktor hängt mit den gesellschaftlichen Umwälzungen in
Mittel‐ und Osteuropa zusammen. Der Erweiterung der Europäischen
Union (derzeit: 28 Länder) war die Ausweitung der Mitgliedsstaaten
des Europarats (seit 2007: 47) und damit des unmittelbaren Einflussbe‐
reichs der Menschenrechtsstandards vorausgegangen. Das besondere
Interesse und der Orientierungsbedarf der neuen Mitgliedsländer
spiegelt sich z. B. darin wider, dass bei den notwendigen Reformen wie
z. B. bei der Verabschiedung von Strafvollzugsgesetzen die Europäi‐
schen Strafvollzugsgrundsätze und andere Empfehlungen eine bedeu‐
tende Rolle spielten (vgl. z. B. Litauen). Ein vierter Faktor gerade in Be‐
zug auf die EPR stellen die Aktivitäten des Europäischen Parlaments
und auch der Parlamentarischen Versammlung des Europarats, die in
verschiedenen Resolutionen (unter Bezugnahme auf die Arbeit des
CPT) die Zustände in Gefängnissen zahlreicher Länder beklagten und
zugleich die Verpflichtung der Staaten, Menschenrechte effektiv zu
gewährleisten, hervorhoben (vgl. van Zyl Smit 2006).
Es gibt demgemäß einen breiten europäischen Konsens bei der An‐
erkennung menschenrechtlicher Standards im ambulanten und statio‐
nären Bereich strafrechtlicher Sanktionierung und zugleich evidenzba‐
sierter Konzepte der Resozialisierung.

ten des Ministerkomitees bzw. European Committee on Crime Problems zu finden.
5 Herausragender und immer wieder zitierter Beispielsfall ist die Entscheidung
Kalashnikov gegen Russland; die Rechtsprechung des Europäischen Gerichtshofs ist
– auch im Volltext – unter www.ECHR.coe.int zugänglich.
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„Soft law” und „Hard Law” – zur Verbindlichkeit von Menschen‐
rechtsstandards
Internationale Menschenrechtsstandards sind häufig als Empfeh‐
lungen ausgestaltet, die insofern keinen verbindlichen Charakter auf‐
weisen, als sie weder Bestandteil des Nationalen Rechts sind, und
schon gar nicht diesem etwa übergeordnet gegenüberstehen. Man
spricht deshalb von sog. „soft law”, dessen Nichtbeachtung ohne (völ‐
kerrechtliche) Konsequenzen bleibt. Anders verhält es sich bei Konven‐
tionen wie der Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention,6 die in
Deutschland nach einem parlamentarischen Ratifizierungsakt auf dem
Level eines Bundesgesetzes rangieren und damit für den Gesetzgeber
und die Praxis verbindlich sind.7
Allerdings ist die Unterscheidung in „soft law” und „hard law”
nicht mehr so eindeutig wie es den Anschein hat, da der EGMR einer‐
seits zunehmend Soft‐law‐Regelungen wie die Europäischen Strafvoll‐
zugsgrundsätze in seine Rspr. als Interpretationsleitlinien für die Frage
einer Verletzung der EMRK aufnimmt8 und andererseits das deutsche
Bundesverfassungsgericht in seiner Entscheidung zur Verfassungsmä‐

6 Vgl. zur umfänglichen Rspr. des Europäischen Gerichtshofs für Menschen‐
rechte (EGMR) zusammenfassend van Zyl Smit/Snacken 2009.
7 Konfliktfälle können sich nur ergeben, wenn die Rspr. des BVerfG von der
Rspr. des EGMR abweicht, wie dies im Fall der Sicherungsverwahrung angesichts
der unterschiedlichen Entscheidungen des BVerfG von 2004 (BVerfGE 109, S. 133
ff.) und des EGMR von 2009 (EGMR NJW 2010, S. 2495 ff.; M vs. Germany, Applic‐
tion No. 19359/04) der Fall war. Das BVerfG hat diesen Konflikt durch eine EMRK‐
freundliche Interpretation in seiner darauffolgenden Entscheidung vom 4.5.2011
(BVerfGE 128, S. 326 ff. = NJW 2011, S. 1931 ff.) aufgelöst (und dabei die Regelun‐
gen insbesondere zur nachträglichen Sicherungsverwahrung für verfassungswid‐
rig erklärt) und ist praktisch der Sichtweise des EGMR gefolgt, vgl. i. E. Ul‐
lenbruch/Drenkhahn/Morgenstern in Joecks/Miebach 2016, § 66 Rn. 1 ff.; Grabenwarter
2011.
8 Vgl. in jüngerer Zeit z. B. den Fall Vinter et al. vs UK, durch den ein „Recht auf
Hoffnung”, d. h. die gesetzliche Aussicht auf eine mögliche Entlassung aus lebens‐
länglicher Freiheitsstrafe statuiert wurde, hierzu zusammenfassend m. w. N. Mor‐
genstern 2014.
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ßigkeit der 2006 geltenden gesetzlichen Regelungen zum Jugendstraf‐
vollzug eine deutliche Aufwertung von sog. Soft‐law‐Regelungen vor‐
genommen hat.9 Danach müssen die gesetzlichen Vorgaben für die
Ausgestaltung des Vollzuges sich
am Stand der wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnisse orientie‐
ren … Auf eine den grundrechtlichen Anforderungen
nicht genügende Berücksichtigung vorhandener Er‐
kenntnisse oder eine den grundrechtlichen Anforde‐
rungen nicht entsprechende Gewichtung der Belange
der Inhaftierten kann es hindeuten, wenn völkerrechtli‐
che Vorgaben oder internationale Standards mit Men‐
schenrechtsbezug, wie sie in den im Rahmen der Ver‐
einten Nationen oder von Organen des Europarats be‐
schlossenen einschlägigen Richtlinien und Empfehlun‐
gen enthalten sind …, nicht beachtet beziehungsweise
unterschritten werden.10
Damit wurde einem bei den nach der Föderalismusreform von 2006
anstehenden Ländergesetzen zum Strafvollzug befürchtete „Wettbe‐
werb der Schäbigkeit” (Dünkel/Schüler‐Springorum 2006) im Sinne ei‐
nes möglichst Kosten sparenden Verwahrvollzugs entgegengewirkt.
Gleiches gilt hinsichtlich der 2008 verabschiedeten European Rules for
Juvenile Offenders Subject to Sanctions and Measures (ERJOSSM), die
(abgesehen von den gemeindebezogenen Sanktionen) den Bereich des
Freiheitsentzugs gegenüber jungen Straftätern umfassend abdecken.11
Der EGMR und auch nationale Obergerichte wie das BVerfG legen in

9 Vgl. BVerfG v. 31.5.2006 – 2 BvR 1673/04 – 2 BvR 2402/04, im Volltext unter
www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/rs20060531_2bvr167304.html
10 Vgl. BVerfG v. 31.5.2006, Rn. 62, 63; insoweit wird auch auf eine Entschei‐
dung des Schweizerischen Bundesgerichts vom 12.2.1992, BGE 118 Ia, S. 64 ff., 70,
verwiesen.
11 Vgl. zusammenfassend Dünkel 2011; zu Problemen der Implementation vgl.
Dünkel 2014; Tatsächlich ist es im Jugendstrafvollzug zu einer bemerkenswerten
„Qualitätsoffensive” mit erheblichen Verbesserungen gekommen, vgl. Dünkel
&Geng 2011; Dünkel, Geng & von der Wense 2015.
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ihrer Rspr. auch Standards zugrunde, die etwa das Anti‐Folter‐
Komitee des Europarats aufgrund seiner Besuche in Gefängnissen,
psychiatrischen und Polizeihafteinrichtungen entwickelt hat (s. u. 4.3).
Die Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention und Resozialisierung
Die EMRK enthält keine expliziten Vorgaben für die Resozialisie‐
rung von Straftätern. Das liegt an dem Grundanliegen, das vorrangig
auf das Verbot von Folter und rechtsstaatswidriger Behandlung von
Beschuldigten und Verurteilten ausgerichtet ist. Gleichwohl hat die
Rspr. des EGMR vielerlei Probleme der Vollzugsgestaltung aufgezeigt,
die dem Resozialisierungsgrundsatz zuwiderlaufen. Das betrifft bei‐
spielsweise die Unterbringung in menschenunwürdigen Verhältnissen,
die als Folter bzw. unmenschliche Behandlung gebrandmarkt werden,
wie beispielsweise extreme Überbelegung und damit unzureichende
räumliche Verhältnisse, die einen privaten Schutz‐ und Rückzugsraum
nicht zulassen. Das CPT hat in seinen Standards (s. u. 4.3) als Mindest‐
größe eines Haftraums, in dem mehrere Gefangene untergebracht
werden, 4 qm angesehen, für einen Einzelhaftraum werden mindestens
6 qm gefordert. Der EGMR nimmt darauf in mehreren Entscheidungen
Bezug, enthält sich jedoch der Fixierung einer für alle Fälle geltenden
Mindestgröße.12 Andererseits wurde anerkannt, dass extreme Überbe‐
legung und damit zusammenhängend unzumutbare hygienische Ver‐
hältnisse Folter i. S. v. Art. 3 EMRK darstellen können. Vielfältige an‐
dere menschenunwürdigen Aspekte des Gefängnislebens, wie sie vom
EGMR in seiner Rspr. thematisiert wurden, sind zugleich als schädlich
für die Wiedereingliederung anzusehen.13

Vgl. van Zyl Smit & Snacken 2009, S. 134 f.
Vgl. van Zyl Smit & Snacken2009, S.126 ff. m. w. N.; zum Fall Kalashnikov s. S.
32 f., 134.
12
13
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Regelungen zu freiheitsentziehenden Sanktionen
1. Europarat: die Europäischen Strafvollzugsgrundsätze (European Prison
Rules, EPR) von 2006
Der Europarat hat sich in zahlreichen Empfehlungen Fragen des
Freiheitsentzugs insgesamt gewidmet,14 auf die hier nur hinsichtlich
des Strafvollzugs eingegangen werden soll.15
Die Empfehlung „Rec (2006) 2 on the European Prison Rules” (EPR)
enthalten 108 „Rules”, die z. T. in zahlreiche Absätze unterteilt sind.
Bereits dies macht den umfassenden Regelungsanspruch deutlich. Teil
I (Nr. 1‐13) stellt einige allgemeine Grundsätze, die Basic Principles, so‐
wie Regelungen zum Anwendungsbereich voran. Teil II (Nr. 14‐38) be‐
zieht sich allgemein auf die Haftbedingungen (unabhängig von Straf‐
oder U‐Haft) mit einigen Sonderregelungen für bestimmte Gefange‐
nengruppen wie Frauen, Ausländer bzw. Angehörige ethnischer Min‐
derheiten etc. Teil III widmet sich der Gesundheitsfürsorge (‚Health’,
Nr. 39‐48), Teil IV der Sicherheit und Ordnung (‚Good order’, Nr. 49‐
70). Teil V bezieht sich auf die Leitung und das Personal in Anstalten
(‚Management and staff’, Nr. 71‐91). Teil VI (Nr. 92‐93.2) enthält drei
Regelungen zu Inspektionen und Aufsicht (‚Inspection and monito‐
ring’), Teil VII betrifft spezielle Regelungen für Untersuchungsgefan‐
gene (Nr. 94‐101), Teil VIII für (rechtskräftig verurteilte) Strafgefange‐
ne (Nr. 102‐107, ‚Objective of the regime for sentenced prisoners’).
Die im ersten Teil enthaltenen Grundprinzipien (Basic Principles)
sind von besonderer Bedeutung und verdichten den menschenrechtli‐
chen Anspruch. Im Folgenden sollen nur die für das implizite Konzept
der Resozialisierung wesentlichen Grundsätze benannt werden. Abge‐
sehen von der Achtung sämtlicher Menschenrechte (nicht nur der
Menschenwürde als herausragendes Grundrecht) in Rule 1 werden

14 Vgl. im Überblick Bundesministerium der Justiz Berlin u. a. 2004; Barbu 2016, S.
128 ff.
15 Deshalb bleiben die zweifellos ebenso bedeutsamen menschenrechtlichen
Fragestellungen der Gestaltung des Untersuchungshaftvollzugs (hierzu umfassend
Morgenstern 2016) ebenso wie des Maßregelvollzugs außen vor.
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Regelungen aufgeführt, die dem deutschen Leser aus der Dogmatik
der Strafvollzugsgesetze vertraut sind (z.B. der Gesetzesvorbehalt in
Nr. 2, der Verhältnismäßigkeitsgrundsatz in Nr. 3 oder der Wiederein‐
gliederungsgrundsatz in Nr. 6),16 jedoch sind sie gelegentlich moderner
gefasst. So bezieht sich der Angleichungsgrundsatz in Nr. 5 nur auf die
positiven (man könnte auch sagen „sozialstaatlichen”) Aspekte des Le‐
bens in Freiheit, womit eine Angleichung an unzulängliche Systeme in
Freiheit, z. B. der Gesundheits‐ und Sozialfürsorge, nicht angestrebt
werden soll.
Die neuen EPR betonen nunmehr in besonderem Maß die Bedeu‐
tung des Vollzugspersonals (das „eine wichtige öffentliche Dienstleis‐
tung erbringt”) und die Zusammenarbeit mit externen sozialen Diens‐
ten bzw. die Einbeziehung der Zivilgesellschaft. Es geht demgemäß
nicht nur um Rechte und Pflichten der Gefangenen, sondern auch um
die Verantwortung des Vollzugspersonals und der Gesellschaft für die
Wiedereingliederung (vgl. hierzu im „Besonderen Teil”, Teil V.). In
diesem Zusammenhang sind auch Inspektionen und die Kontrolle des
Vollzugs (das „Monitoring”, vgl. Nr. 9 und Teil VI.) von besonderer
Bedeutung. Eine ganz wichtige Regelung zur „Qualitätssicherung”
stellt Rule 4 dar, die eine mit Kostenargumenten begründete Absen‐
kung von Lebensstandards auf ein menschenrechtswidriges Niveau
ausdrücklich untersagt. Auch das deutsche BVerfG betont immer wie‐
der, dass die für den Strafvollzug Verantwortlichen ein „wirksames
Konzept der Resozialisierung” entwickeln müssen und , dass – obwohl
den Strafvollzugsverwaltungen dabei ein weiter Ermessensspielraum
zukommt – Kostengründe kein Argument für die Verweigerung not‐
wendiger Resozialisierungsmaßnahmen sein dürfen.17
Es würde den Rahmen dieses Beitrags sprengen, die EPR und den

16 Rule 6 lautet: „Jede Freiheitsentziehung ist so durchzuführen, dass sie Perso‐
nen, denen die Freiheit entzogen ist, die Wiedereingliederung in die freie Gesell‐
schaft erleichtert” und ist damit auf alle Formen des Freiheitsentzugs anzuwenden.
17 Vgl. z. B. BVerfG NJW 2006, S. 2093 ff.; BVerfG, Beschluss v. 26.10.2011 – 2
BvR 1539/09; BVerfG, 23.05.2013 – 2 BvR 2129/11 (Personalknappheit darf nicht zur
Verweigerung von Lockerungen führen).
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umfangreichen Kommentar18 (der im Übrigen auffällig häufig die CPT‐
Standards oder Rspr. des Europäischen Gerichtshofs für Menschen‐
rechte zitiert) umfassend zu würdigen. Daher kann hier nur auf einige
wenige Einzelaspekte, die abgesehen vom Menschenrechtsschutz auch
für die Resozialisierung bedeutsam sind, kurz eingegangen werden.
Bei den allgemeinen Vorschriften zur Unterbringung wird nunmehr
das Prinzip der möglichst heimatnahen Unterbringung in Nr. 17.1 ex‐
plizit genannt. Die EPR sehen die Einzelunterbringung während der
Ruhezeit als „Regelfall” vor, „es sei denn, die gemeinschaftliche Un‐
terbringung mit anderen Gefangenen ist für sie sinnvoller” (Nr. 18.5).
In diesem Zusammenhang ist Nr. 18.1 zu beachten, wonach alle Haft‐
räume, insbesondere die für die nächtliche Unterbringung vorgesehe‐
nen Räume, menschenwürdig ausgestaltet sein müssen und die Intim‐
sphäre so weit wie möglich schützen sollen. Der Einzelunterbringung
während der Ruhezeit soll ein umfassendes System von Kontaktmög‐
lichkeiten während der Tageszeit gegenüberstehen.
Als Trennungsgrundsätze sehen die EPR in Nr. 18.8 die Trennung
von U‐Haft und Strafhaft, von Männern und Frauen und von heran‐
wachsenden von älteren Gefangenen vor. Letzteres betrifft den Jugend‐
oder Jungtätervollzug wie er auch in Deutschland üblich ist. Zu Be‐
handlungszwecken und hinsichtlich der nächtlichen Unterbringung
kann mit ihrer Zustimmung von diesen Trennungsgrundätzen abge‐
wichen werden. In diesem Zusammenhang ist auch Nr. 101 erwäh‐
nenswert, wonach U‐Gefangenen auf ihren Antrag hin gestattet wer‐
den soll, am Regime des Vollzugs für Strafgefangene teilzunehmen
(was wegen Arbeit, Arbeitsentlohnung, Therapie‐ oder Ausbildungs‐
maßnahmen von großem praktischen Nutzen sein kann).
Positiv hervorzuheben sind die in einigen Teilbereichen verbindli‐
cheren und differenzierten Regelungen, insbesondere was die Kontak‐
18 Der offizielle Kommentar ist gleichzeitig mit dem Empfehlungstext verab‐
schiedet worden, vgl. Council of Europe, Commentary on the European Prison Ru‐
les, CM (2005) 163 Add. 2; er ist im Internet an der gleichen Stelle am Ende des
Empfehlungstextes zu finden, vgl. im Übrigen Dünkel, Morgenstern & Zolondek
2006; Dünkel 2012.
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te zur Außenwelt und die anstaltsinternen Freizeitaktivitäten anbe‐
langt. Gefangene sollen grundsätzlich eigene Kleidung tragen (vgl. Nr.
20.1), sie haben Anspruch auf Rechtsberatung (vgl. Nr. 23.1‐6), Arbeit
darf nicht zu Bestrafungszwecken eingesetzt werden (Nr. 26.1), ein
Ruhetag pro Woche ist als Muss‐Vorschrift vorgesehen (Nr. 26.16), Ge‐
fangene sollen Zusatznahrungsmittel und andere Waren zu Preisen
erwerben können, „die nicht außergewöhnlich höher als in der freien
Gesellschaft sind” (Nr. 31.5). Bei den Sicherheitsvorschriften wird
nunmehr das Prinzip der „dynamischen Sicherheit” (durch geschulte
Bedienstete, im Gegensatz zu physischen bzw. technischen Entwei‐
chungshindernissen) in Nr. 51.2 erwähnt. Dieses Konzept führt zu
Verbesserungen des Anstaltsklimas und trägt damit zur Entwicklung
einer resozialisierungsfreundlichen Vollzugsgestaltung bei. Völlig neu
sind auch die detaillierten Vorschriften zu Sicherheitsmaßnahmen,
insbesondere der auf Extremfälle zu beschränkenden Unterbringung in
Hochsicherheitsanstalten oder ‐abteilungen (vgl. Nr. 53.1‐7).
Für den deutschen Leser und im Hinblick auf die überflüssige De‐
batte über die Aufwertung der Sicherheit zu einem eigenständigen
Vollzugsziel wichtig erscheint, dass als Ziel der Freiheitsstrafe allein
die Resozialisierung sein soll (vgl. Nr. 102.1 und Nr. 6 der Grundprin‐
zipien). Ferner wird hervorgehoben, dass die Freiheitsstrafe „allein
durch den Entzug der Freiheitsstrafe an sich” charakterisiert wird,
„weshalb die Vollzugsform für Strafgefangene die mit der Freiheits‐
strafe zwangsläufig verbundenen Leiden nicht verstärken darf” (Nr.
102.2). Damit sind schulddifferenzierende Gestaltungen der Freiheits‐
strafe untersagt (etwa nach dem früheren Konzept der Differenzierung
in Zuchthaus und Gefängnis oder der heute noch in einigen osteuropä‐
ischen Ländern üblichen Differenzierung nach unterschiedlichen
„Schweregraden” des Vollzugsregimes).
Hinsichtlich der Entlassungsvorbereitung und des Übergangsma‐
nagements betonen die Regelungen die Wichtigkeit von Vollzugslo‐
ckerungen und einer zunehmenden Teilhabe am Leben in Freiheit un‐
ter Vernetzung mit den nach der Entlassung zuständigen
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Dienstleistern und Einrichtungen.19
Insgesamt sind die neuen EPR als gelungene Modernisierung anzu‐
sehen, die zur Implementierung und „Qualitätssicherung” von Men‐
schenrechtsstandards und eines qualitativ verbesserten Resozialisie‐
rungsvollzugs sicherlich beitragen wird.
2. Das Konzept der Resozialisierung im Strafvollzug in weiteren Empfehlun‐
gen des Europarats
Der Europarat hat zahlreiche Regelungen für einzelne Gefangenen‐
gruppen verabschiedet (z. B. Ausländische Gefangene, Abschiebehäft‐
linge, Junge Inhaftierte, „gefährliche” und Langzeit‐Gefangene, Le‐
benslängliche etc.), die auf deren besondere Problemlagen aufmerksam
machen, aber auch konstruktiv spezifische Forderungen für die Wie‐
dereingliederung dieser Gruppen aufstellen. Andere Empfehlungen
beziehen sich auf bestimmte Sanktionsarten mit Implikationen für die
Resozialisierung.20
Ohne Anspruch auf Vollständigkeit sind für die Frage der Wieder‐
eingliederung sind in der Reihenfolge ihrer Verabschiedung folgende
Empfehlungen von Bedeutung:
• Recommendation No. R (99) 22 zur Überbelegung im Vollzug (pri‐
son overcrowding and prison population inflation),
• Empfehlung Rec (2003) 22 über die bedingte Entlassung (conditional
release, parole),
• Empfehlung Rec (2003) 23 betreffend die Behandlung der zu le‐
benslanger Freiheitsstrafe Verurteilten und anderen Langzeitge‐
fangenen durch die Strafvollzugsverwaltungen (management by pri‐
son administrations of life sentence and other long‐term prisoners),
• Empfehlung Rec (2012) 12 zu ausländischen Gefangenen (foreign

19 Siehe Rule 107.1‐5; zusammenfassend Murdoch 2006, S. 211 f. unter Hinweis
auf die bereits 1982 verabschiedete Rec (1982) 16 on prison leave (Vollzugslocke‐
rungen).
20 Z. B. zur bedingten/vorzeitigen Entlassung (hierzu zusammenfassend Dünkel
2016); im ambulanten Bereich zur Bewährungshilfe, elektronischen Überwachung
etc., vgl. Barbu 2016).
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prisoners),
Empfehlung Rec (2014) 3 zu gefährlichen Straftätern (dangerous of‐
fenders).
Dass die Überbelegung die schädigenden Folgen des Freiheitsent‐
zugs verstärkt, liegt auf der Hand, gleichfalls, dass Resozialisierungs‐
maßnahmen dadurch weitgehend auf der Strecke bleiben. Daher
schlägt die Empfehlung R (99) 22 verschiedene sog. Front‐door‐ (z. B.
weniger und weniger lange Freiheitsstrafen) und Back‐door‐Strategien
(vermehrte und frühere bedingte Entlassung) vor, um zu einer Redu‐
zierung der Gefangenenbelegung zu gelangen.
Die Empfehlung Rec (2003) 22 zur bedingten (vorzeitigen) Entlas‐
sung sieht in der bedingten Entlassung ein Mittel, um einen besseren
Übergang in die Freiheit mit anschließender Betreuung und Kontrolle
(der Bewährungshilfe o. ä. Organisationen) zu gewährleisten. Sie sollte
für alle Gefangenen einschließlich der zu lebenslanger Freiheitsstrafe
Verurteilten gesetzlich vorgesehen sein (vgl. die Rules Nr. 3, 4a, 4b und
9 der Empfehlung).
Die Empfehlung Rec (2003) 23 betont die besondere Notwendigkeit
eines gut strukturierten möglichst frühzeitigen Übergangsmanage‐
ments für Gefangene mit langen Strafen. Der Vollzug muss (z. B. durch
die Gewährung von Lockerungen und anderen Erprobungsmaßnah‐
men so gestaltet werden., dass die Möglichkeiten der bedingten Entlas‐
sung verbessert werden. Im Übrigen hat die Anstalt eine gesteigerte
Verantwortung, schädlichen Folgen langen Freiheitsentzugs entgegen
zu wirken. Hinsichtlich lebenslängliche Freiheitsstrafen verbüßenden Ge‐
fangenen hat auch das Anti‐Folter‐Komitee den Mangel an die schädli‐
chen Wirkungen langen Freiheitsentzugs kompensierenden Behand‐
lungsmaßnahmen bzw. sinnvollen Aktivitäten widerholt beklagt (vgl.
CPT 2015, S. 28) und eine entsprechende resozialisierungsorientierte
Vollzugsgestaltung gefordert.
Ausländische Gefangene als besonders vulnerable Gruppe leiden in
besonderem Maß durch die Inhaftierung. Trotz möglicher Abschie‐
bung soll auch für sie Resozialisierungsmaßnahmen vorgesehen wer‐
den, ggf. um die Integration im Heimatland zu erleichtern. Im Übrigen
•
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sind die gleichen Integrationsmaßnahmen wie für inländische Gefan‐
genenvorzusehen (vgl. zur Entlassungsvorbereitung und Entlassung
Nr. 35‐37 der Rec (2012) 12).
Die Rec (2014) 3 zu gefährlichen Gefangenen bezieht sich insbeson‐
dere auf Verurteilte in Sicherungsverwahrung (secure preventive detenti‐
on). Die Empfehlung verdeutlicht, dass der Europarat auch bei dieser
besonders problematischen Gruppe vom Primat der Resozialisierung
ausgeht und deshalb Maßnahmen der Behandlung und der Vorberei‐
tung der Entlassung vorzusehen fordert, die eine Entlassung in Freiheit
(preventive supervision) ermöglicht (vgl. Rules Nr. 23 ff.). Damit im Ein‐
klang steht die Rspr. des BVerfG, das eine freiheits‐ und therapieorien‐
tierte Vollzugsgestaltung fordert (BVerfGE 109, S. 133 ff.), wie sie pro‐
grammatisch in § 66c StGB und den Sicherungsverwahrungsvollzugs‐
gesetzen umgesetzt wurde.
Die für junge Gefangene bestimmten ERJOSSM von 2008 sind die
wohl am konsequentesten ausformulierte Regelwerk eines resozialisie‐
rungsorientierten Vollzugs.21 Von einer detaillierten Vollzugsplanung
ausgehend soll ein umfangreiches Maßnahmenangebot die sozialen
Kompetenzen fördern und im Rahmen frühzeitiger Entlassungsvorbe‐
reitung unter Einschluss der externen Bewährungshilfe und anderer
Agenturen den Übergang in Freiheit gestalten (vgl. Rules 49 ff., 76 ff.,
100 ff.). Das CPT hat die in den ERJOSSM festgelegten Grundsätze ei‐
ner individuellen Vollzugsplanung und darauf basierend entspre‐
chender intensiven Resozialisierungsmaßnahmen, insbesondere schu‐
lischer und beruflicher Bildung, bestätigt (vgl. Committee for the Preven‐
tion of Torture [CPT] 2015, S. 87). Ein Mangel an sinnvollen Aktivitäten
wirke sich bei dieser Altersgruppe besonders schädlich aus. Die Kon‐
takte mit der Außenwelt sind besonders umfangreich zu gestalten
(mindestens 1 Std. pro Woche Besuch (ähnlich das deutsche BVerfG)
und regelmäßige Vollzugslockerungen sind vorzusehen (vgl. CPT
2015, S. 90).

21 Vgl. zum Kommentar der Rules Council of Europe 2009; zusammenfassend
Dünkel 2011.
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3. Mindeststandards des Anti‐Folter‐Komitees des Europarats
Das europäische Anti‐Folter‐Komitee (CPT) hat sich seit seiner Grün‐
dung 1989 als ein wichtiges Instrument der Aufsicht und Kontrolle be‐
züglich europäischer Mindeststandards erwiesen und zur Verhinde‐
rung von unmenschlicher Behandlung beigetragen. Die Berichte des
Antifolterkomitees haben die Gefängnisreformen in zahlreichen Län‐
dern vorangetrieben. Inakzeptable Lebensbedingungen und unzurei‐
chende rechtliche Garantien für Gefangene wurden nicht nur in ost‐,
sondern auch in westeuropäischen Ländern gefunden. Die Arbeit des
Antifolterkomitees hat zur Entwicklung nationaler Kontrollsysteme
des Gefängniswesens beigetragen, beispielsweise in der Form unab‐
hängiger Beschwerdekomitees in den Niederlanden, eines Ombuds‐
manns in Polen und England (in Deutschland gibt es nur in NRW ei‐
nen Ombudsleuten vergleichbaren Strafvollzugsbeauftragten) oder
verstärkter justizieller Kontrolle in Deutschland und Frankreich bzw.
eines parlamentarischen Menschenrechtsbeauftragten in Ungarn oder
eines Menschenrechtsbüros in Lettland. Es besteht ein offensichtlicher
Bedarf an der Entwicklung verschiedener Kontrollsysteme, die in ihrer
Gesamtheit einen rechtsstaatlichen und menschenrechtskonformen
Strafvollzug gewährleisten können (vgl. Koeppel 1999).
Das CPT veröffentlicht jährlich einen General Report, in dem die
wichtigsten Grundsätze als CPT‐Standards zusammengefasst werden.
Auch wenn es in erster Linie dabei um die Prävention von Folter und
unmenschlicher Behandlung geht, sind viele Grundsätze unmittelbar
auch auf die Förderung der Wiedereingliederung von Gefangenen an‐
wendbar. So formulierte das CPT schon in seinem 2. Bericht von 1992,
dass das Gefängnisklima in Richtung auf ein konstruktives anstatt kon‐
frontatives Miteinander entwickelt werden müsse, um Spannungen
abzubauen. Es drückte den Wunsch aus, dass „ein kommunikativer
Geist und Fürsorge die erforderlichen Kontrollmaßnahmen begleiten
sollten” (vgl. CPT 2015, S. 17). Immer wieder werden unmenschliche
und unhygienische Verhältnisse im Gefolge der Überbelegung ange‐
prangert, die häufig zugleich mit einem Mangel an sinnvollen Betreu‐
ungs‐ und Behandlungsmaßnahmen einhergeht (vgl. CPT 2015, S. 17,
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21, 24).
4.Vereinte Nationen: Die Mandela‐Rules von 2015
Am 17.12.2015 hat die Generalversammlung der Vereinten Natio‐
nen die sog. Mandela‐Rules verabschiedet und damit das erste Regel‐
werk der Vereinten Nationen, die Mindestgrundsätze für die Behand‐
lung von Gefangenen aus dem Jahr 1955 grundlegend modernisiert
(vgl. United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime 2016). Die Mandela‐Rules
sind einerseits detaillierter als ihre Vorgängerregeln, andererseits aber
weniger weitgehend als die EPR, was angesichts des notwendigen
weltweiten (und nicht nur europaweiten) Konsenses nachvollziehbar
ist. Im vorliegenden Zusammenhang wesentlich ist Rule 4, die als vor‐
rangige Zielsetzung der Schutz der Gesellschaft und die Verminde‐
rung der Kriminalität ausgegeben wird. Dies soll durch Erziehung
(schulische und berufliche) Ausbildung und Arbeit ebenso wie andere
Formen der Unterstützung bzw. Hilfe erreicht werden. Genannt wer‐
den u. a. soziale Hilfen, Gesundheitsfürsorge, Freizeitmaßnahmen,
Sport und religiöse Veranstaltungen, die die individuellen Bedürfnisse
des Gefangenen berücksichtigen.22 Im Abschnitt über verurteilte Ge‐
fangene (Rules 86 ff.) wird das Konzept der Resozialisierung noch
deutlicher. In Rule 87 wird ein gestuftes Modell der Entlassungsvorbe‐
reitung propagiert. Dies setzt individuelle Vollzugspläne mit zuneh‐
menden Lockerungen bis hin zur Überleitung in offene Vollzugs‐ oder
Übergangseinrichtungen voraus. Rule 89.2 benennt den offenen Voll‐
zug explizit als die am besten geeignete Vollzugsform für eine effekti‐
ve Wiedereingliederung in die Gesellschaft. In den Rules 106‐108 wird
die Notwendigkeit der Aufrechterhaltung sozialer Bindungen bzw.
Beziehung zu Personen außerhalb der Anstalt betont und die Ver‐
pflichtung der staatlichen und nichtstaatlichen Agenturen zur Beglei‐

22 In den übrigen Basic Principles (Rules 1‐5) werden die Achtung der Men‐
schenwürde, das Verbot der Folter, der Diskriminierung, die besondere Schutzbe‐
dürftigkeit bestimmter „vulnerabler” Personengruppen, das Verbot von über den
reinen Freiheitsentzug hinausgehenden Belastungen und Einschränkungen und
der Angleichungsgrundsatz angesprochen.
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tung und Vorbereitung von Gefangenen vom Beginn der Verbüßung
der Freiheitsstrafe an, beispielsweise hinsichtlich der Unterkunft und
Arbeit nach der Entlassung. Um den Unterhalt unmittelbar nach der
Entlassung zu gewährleisten, soll aus dem Arbeitsentgelt ein ausrei‐
chendes Überbrückungsgeld angespart werden (s. Rule 103.3). Insge‐
samt wird eine Orientierung an einem modernen Verständnis der Re‐
sozialisierung und an einem vernetzten Übergangsmanagement deut‐
lich, wie es auch von den EPR und im Falle junger Inhaftierter von den
ERJOSSM gefordert wird.
Ausblick
Die Idee der Resozialisierung im Strafvollzug gewinnt international
nach einer Phase der Betonung von Abschreckung und humaner Ver‐
wahrung wieder an Bedeutung. Neue empirische Forschungsergebnis‐
se in den USA ebenso wie in Europa (zusammenfassend: Sherman u. a.
1998; 2002; Lösel 1994; 2012) zeigen, dass die ‚Nothing‐works‐Doktrin’
der 1980er Jahre so nicht zutrifft. Die deutschen Studien zum Bereich
der Sozialtherapie bestätigen diesen internationalen Trend (vgl. Lösel
1994; 2001). In Deutschland, Spanien und Frankreich wurde das Reso‐
zialisierungsprinzip auch als Verfassungsprinzip anerkannt, in
Deutschland abgeleitet aus dem Grundrecht der Menschenwürde (Art.
1 GG) und dem Sozialstaatsprinzip (Art. 20 Abs. 1 GG).23 Die inhaltli‐
chen Komponenten eines Resozialisierungsvollzugs firmieren teilweise
unter dem Stichwort „Minderung von Leid” (harmreduction), der
„Normalisierung” oder der „humanen Verwahrung”, immer geht es
aber vorrangig um die erfolgreiche Wiedereingliederung in die Gesell‐
schaft.
Das Prinzip der Normalisierung oder möglichst weitgehenden An‐
gleichung der Verhältnisse im Vollzug an diejenigen in Freiheit bein‐
haltet die Möglichkeit für Gefangene, soziale Verantwortung zu über‐
nehmen und dadurch schädlichen Auswirkungen des Strafvollzuges

23 Vgl. grundlegend BVerfGE 35, S. 202 ff. (Lebach); 98, S. 169 ff. (Arbeitsent‐
lohnung); 116, S. 69 ff. (Jugendstrafvollzug).
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entgegenzuwirken. Wichtig in diesem Zusammenhang erscheint die
Beteiligung der Gemeinde bzw. von staatlichen und ehrenamtlichen
Mitarbeitern, die den Übergang in die Phase nach der Entlassung er‐
leichtern. Die frühzeitige Integration der staatlichen Straffälligenhilfe
(Bewährungshilfe) wird in einigen Ländern (z.B. Dänemark) vorbild‐
lich verwirklicht, ein Feld, in dem Deutschland inzwischen aufgeholt
hat, indem in zahlreichen Einzelprojekten bis hin zu flächendeckenden
Reformen eines mit den Nachbetreuungseinrichtungen und Agenturen
auf Gemeindeebene vernetzten Übergangsmanagements ein konse‐
quenter Überleitungsvollzug entwickelt wurde.24
Insgesamt kann man den aus internationalen Menschenrechtsstan‐
dards abzulesenden europäischen, aber über die Vereinten Nationen
auch globalen Konsens hinsichtlich der Resozialisierung unter Ein‐
schluss ambulanter Sanktionen thesenartig wie folgt zusammenfassen:
1. Ambulante („gemeindebezogene”) Sanktionen haben absolute Pri‐
orität vor freiheitsentziehenden Sanktionen („ultima ratio” der
Freiheitsstrafe).
2. Auch ambulante Sanktionen bedürfen der rechtsstaatlichen Ein‐
griffsbegrenzung und sind dann erfolgversprechend, wenn sie von
den Betroffenen als fair und verhältnismäßig wahrgenommen wer‐
den.
3. Es gibt überall unausgeschöpfte Potenziale für ambulante Sanktio‐
nen mit unterschiedlichen Ausprägungen, je nach dem Entwick‐
lungsstand der Geldstrafe, gemeinnützigen Arbeit, Strafaussetzung
zur Bewährung und bedingten Entlassung in den einzelnen Län‐
dern.
4. Im Strafvollzug ist alleiniges Ziel die Resozialisierung, die in man‐
chen Ländern als Verfassungsprinzip anerkannt ist.
5. Eine konsequente Umsetzung dieses Prinzip setzt die Erstellung

24 Vgl. z. B. das Projekt InStar in Mecklenburg‐Vorpommern, hierzu Jesse &
Kramp in Dünkel, Drenk‐hahn & Morgenstern 2008; allgemein Matt 2012; zu ei‐
nem Gesetzesvorschlag für ein Landesresozialisierungsgesetz, das dieses Anliegen
konsequent umsetzt, vgl. Cornel u. a. 2015.
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und regelmäßige Fortschreibung individueller Vollzugspläne mit
gut strukturierten Bildungs‐ und Ausbildungsangeboten, thera‐
peutischen und sozialpädagogischen Maßnahmen und einer früh‐
zeitigen Entlassungsvorbereitung unter Einbeziehung externer A‐
genturen und Einrichtungen (Bewährungshilfe, Jobcenter, Über‐
gangswohneinrichtungen) bis hin zu einer anzustrebenden beding‐
ten Entlassung und Nachsorge voraus.
In diesem Sinn kann man für Deutschland eine weitgehende Kon‐
kordanz im Bereich der Strafrechts‐ und Strafvollzugsgesetzgebung
sowie ‐praxis mit Blick auf das Resozialisierungsprinzip und die inter‐
nationalen Menschenrechtsstandards erkennen, wenngleich sich im
Detail auch hierzulande Verbesserungsmöglichkeiten und Defizite er‐
kennen lassen.
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Abstract
In Foucault’s analysis, prison has been conventionally denounced as
“the great failure of criminal justice”. Its “monotonous critique” on re‐
cycling crime is connected to two remedies; the full development of its
penitentiary technique and the regaining of its punitive power.
Foucault’s seven “universal maxims of the good penitential condi‐
tion” serve the purpose of the prison and its reform as a correctional
tool. The preservation of these principles in penitentiary regulations
and the accompanying rhetoric and practices are juxtaposed with the
warehousing elements of the prison and its different “less eligibility”
levels or thresholds, congruent with the differentiation of custodial re‐
gimes.
1 Revised version of a paper presented to the Conference “Time served: disci‐
pline and punish 40 years On”, hosted by the School of Arts and Humanities, Not‐
tingham Trent University, with the support of the School of Social Sciences and
the Society for French Studies, 11‐12 September 2015, The Galleries of Justice, Not‐
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Correctionalist Penality: Useful Failure or Ineffective Success?
Michel Foucault, in his seminal work on the prison,2 argues that re‐
formative punishment is likely to be an ever‐present fixturein modern
society. From this point of view Foucault accepts that prison in moder‐
nity is taken for granted and in a way agrees with a Marxist legal theo‐
rist, Evgeny Pashukanis, that payment for a crime by a previously de‐
termined amount of abstract freedom, namely the system of terms of
incarceration in prison, and industrial capitalism are phenomena of the
same historical period.3 The carceral system, according to Foucault, is
part of a disciplinary apparatus, which emerged from the class and
economic conflicts of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Penal detention talk centered on reform is usually expanded on the
“prison works” and “prison is a failure” narratives; “prisons do have a
role to play” (namely they do work) and, at the same time, “prisons are
an expensive way of making bad people worse” (namely they do not
work).4 Penal theorists and other thinkers, political and social support‐

2 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, The Birth of the Prison, translated from the
French by Alan Sheridan, Pantheon Books, New York, 1977.
3 See his Marxist theory based “commodity exchange theory of law”, formu‐
lated in his 1924 / 1926 work The General Theory of Law and Marxism, published with
a new introduction by Dragan Milovanovic, Transaction Publishers, New Bruns‐
wick and London, second printing 2003.
4 Former UK Home Secretary and Conservative Party leader Michael Howard
defended the “prison works” position in his 6 October 1993 Conservative Party
conference speech, claiming that “... (prison) ensures that we are protected from
murderers, muggers and rapists‐ and it makes many who are tempted to commit
crime think twice... This may mean that more people will go to prison. I do not
flinch from that. We shall no longer judge the success of our system of justice by a
fall in our prison population.” (https://www.theguardian.com/politics/ 2004/aug/26
/conservatives.uk). On the other hand, the quote that prison is “an expensive way
to make bad people worse” comes from a 1990 white paper by former Conserva‐
tive home secretary David Waddington, written in the aftermath of the Strange‐
ways prison riot, in support of the argument that alternatives to prison wereur‐
gently needed (https://www.theguardian.com/society/2001/feb/05/penal.comment
– see also J. Soering, An Expensive Way to Make Bad People Worse: An essay on prison
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ers and opponents of this total institution, argue that prison is a refor‐
matory, a site incapacitating the bad and the dangerous, a producer of
social cohesion constructing value consensus, a tool for the control of
surplus populations and the regulation of labour markets, a self‐
legitimating amplifier of delinquency, a useful failure etc.5 In all these
cases, prison is presented as a place of protection. Answers, though,
are different when questions such as how prison success is meant and
documented and who is protected in more or less massive imprison‐
ment societies are asked. Correctionalist penality, prevention of crime
through rehabilitation, incapacitation and other utilitarian considera‐
tions intertwined with retribution, proportionality and desert are the
answers given to the question about the goals of punishment in general
and prison in particular, as one of its modes.6 Regarding the protection
issue, from one point of view the prison protects society from wrong‐
doers, delinquents, criminals with its deterrent and expressive func‐
tions. From another point of view prison protects inmates from public
anger and vengeance, transforming their punishment from a public
happening to an invisible event, the physical punishment or the public
“spectacle of the scaffold”7 to the immaterial or psycho‐spiritual refor‐
mation of inmates. In different terms, prison protects power holders
and ruling elites, serving their domination interests, reproducing the
main characteristics of the social system, supporting the forces of dis‐
cipline and enhancing the legitimacy of power.
The insights provided by the Foucauldian perspective of penality
belong to the most influential ones, together with the intellectual tradi‐
tions Durkheim, Weber and Marx have offered.8 An important point in

reform from an insider’s perspective, Lantern Books, 2004).
5 T. Mathiesen’s, Prison on Trial, Waterside Press, 3rd edition 2006, is a critique
of prisons and imprisonment where the pros and cons of incarceration are infused.
6 See B. Hudson, Understanding Justice. An introduction to ideas, perspectives and
controversies in modern penal theory, 2nd edition, Open University Press, Bucking‐
ham/Philadelphia, 2003.
7 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1977: 32.
8 D. Garland, Punishment and Modern Society: A study in social theory, Clarendon
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Foucault’s contribution is found in his prison failure / success relation
thesis. He claims: If prison is intended to reduce offences, then it fails.
Despite its failure, the institution persists. Perhaps, then, the question
we ask should change: what does this failure serve, what is transform‐
ing it into success. The answer is that prison is not eliminating crime, it
is distinguishing it. It creates a form of illegality amongst others, which
it isolates and organizes, making its supervision possible. This is ex‐
actly the point of the extreme success of the prison: the production of
delinquency, a politically and economically less dangerous form of il‐
legality which can be isolated from other offences.
Corrective or Punitive Prison?
In the present paper I will focus on the monotonous, to use Fou‐
cault’s vocabulary, mainstream critique of the prison, which takes one
of two directions.
The first is based on the assumption that the prison is not suffi‐
ciently “corrective”, namely that the penitentiary technique is not de‐
veloped and remains at an embryonic stage.The second is founded on
the idea that the “corrective” prison is punitively weak, and a double
economic error because of its high cost and its failure to eradicate de‐
linquency.
The conventional answer to both criticisms is the same; it is the
prison itself which can cure its deficiencies, penitentiary techniques are
the solution to the problem they themselves create. In other words,
“the return to the fundamental principles of the prison”, “the realiza‐
tion of the corrective project [is] the only method of overcoming the
impossibility of implementing it”.9These fundamental principles, in
Foucault’s language, are the “universal maxims of the good penitential
condition”10, which serve the purpose of the prison and its reform as a
correctional tool. They are:
1. The principle of correction, or the transformation of the individual
Press, Oxford, 1990.
9 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1977: 268.
10 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1977: 269‐270.
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convict’s behavior, his / her reformation and social rehabilitation.
The principle of classification, or the segregation of convicts and
their distribution in prison establishments according to the gravity
of the crime they committed, their age, personality, the degree of
their perversity, the selected correctional technique, the stages of
their character transformation.
3. The principle of the modulation of penalties, or the individualiza‐
tion and adaptation of the reformed convict’s treatment to his / her
positive responses to a progressive regime, extending from solitary
confinement to partial liberty, gradually leading to conditional re‐
lease.
4. The principle of work as obligation and right, or work as a mitiga‐
tion and not an aggravation of the penalty, which must be an es‐
sential element in the transformation and progressive socialization
of convicts, providing the prisoner and his / her family with some
income; each prisoner should be obliged to work, not to be forced
to remain unoccupied.
5. The principle of penitentiary education, or the use of the prisoner’s
education as a penitentiary instrument, as his / her obligation and
as an indispensable precaution in the interests of society for the au‐
thorities.
6. The principle of the technical supervision of detention, or the su‐
pervision and the administration of the prison regime by a special‐
ized social and medico‐psychological staff possessing the moral
qualities and technical abilities required of educators.
7. The principle of auxiliary institutions, or the supplement of im‐
prisonment by measures of supervision and assistance, during im‐
prisonment and after release, until the complete rehabilitation of
the prisoner or the former prisoner is achieved.
It is not my intention to present the methodological and theoretical
strengths and weaknesses of the Foucauldian approach. These have
been repeatedly and sufficiently discussed and summarized i.a. by
2.
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David Garland11 and Barbara Hudson.12 Professor N. Courakis, also, in
his thorough closing remarks to the Greek version of “Discipline and
Punish”, notes that Foucault’s methodological and documentation de‐
ficiencies are counterbalanced by the innovative approaches he intro‐
duces and the depth of his critical thinking.13My purpose is to project
the above mentioned part of his thinking which is based on the as‐
sumption that prison is an interventionist institution, aiming to recode
the existence of inmates14 combining deprivation of liberty with the
penitentiary technique, to one of the forms of this multifaceted institu‐
tion, namely the overcrowded place of mere detention, characterized
by inadequate physical infrastructure, a general lack of resources, poor
living conditions, insufficient health care provision, a limited range of
meaningful activities selectively accessible for inmates and a minimal,
if any, control of inmates’ violence and intimidation, where many pris‐
oners are physically ill‐treated and verbally abused, neglected, aban‐
doned and released for overpopulation management reasons, without
supervision and support.15
Is the image of this “warehouse‐like” prison, a prison where “activi‐
ties, programming, and mobility have been deemphasized and prison‐
ers are merely stored like objects to serve out their sentences”,16 com‐
patible with Foucault’s great schemata of the carceral apparatus,
namely the politico‐moral schema of individual isolation and hierar‐
chy, the economic model of force applied to compulsory work and the

D. Garland, Punishment and Modern Society, 1990: 131 ff, 157 ff.
B. Hudson, Understanding Justice, 2003: 132 ff.
13 N.E. Courakis, ‘The problem of penal repression in the work of Michel Fou‐
cault, in M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish. The birth of the prison, translated from
the French by K. Chatzidimou and I. Ralli, Rappas 1989: 411‐427 (in Greek).
14 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1977: 236.
15 E.R. Berthelot, ‘Warehousing prisoners’, The Encyclopedia of Criminology and
Criminal Justice. 2014: 1–5.
16 J. Demers, ‘Warehousing Prisoners in Saskatchewan. A public health ap‐
proach’, Reports & Studies, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, Saskatchewan
Office, 2014: 11 ff.
11
12
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technico‐medical model of cure and normalization?17
The Warehousing Prison and Its ‘Clientele’
Before my attempt to answer this question, I will try to present the
main elements of the ‘warehousing’ prison. The case of Greece will be
used as an example to test the potency of Foucault’s argument. I will
derive information using official documents such as reports of various
national and international bodies and authorities, such as the CPT, the
European Court of Human Rights, the Greek Ombudsperson, the Na‐
tional Committee for Human Rights, the Parliamentary Committee for
Prisons and Other Places of Custody.
Greece is a country of the European capitalist periphery, the centre
of a stormy and profound crisis, primarily economic but not limited to
the sphere of the economy. The market economy has collapsed in vari‐
ous aspects. The public debt is huge. Austerity measures imposed six
years ago in the frame of the neoliberal dogma changed dramatically
the everyday life not only of the lower social strata, but even more di‐
rectly the middle class, which faces the fear of falling and its actual re‐
alization18 with a serious deterioration of living standards. The same
measures allowed the open discredit of major institutions and the po‐
litical system to reach a peak and demolished the weak welfare state,
causing high rates of poverty and unemployment. Depression is com‐
parable to a post‐war condition. Social cohesion is seriously threat‐
ened, as taken‐for‐granted economic, social and political rights are
dismantled and shrink by constitutionally ambiguous politics, in a con‐
text of extreme necessity and instability.19
In the field of penality various contradictory penal theory fashions

M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1977: 248.
See J. Young, The Vertigo of Late Modernity, Sage Publications, London 2007.
19 M. Markantonatou, ‘The social consequences of the financial crisis in Greece:
insecurity, recession and welfare deregulation’, International Journal of Anthropology,
27 (3) 2012: 183‐196, M. Matsaganis, The Greek Crisis: Social impact and policy re‐
sponses, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Department of Western Europe / North America,
Berlin 2013.
17
18
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co‐exist in a pendulum‐like regulatory context. Among principles of
punishment justification (the why punish issue) and principles of pun‐
ishment distribution (the how much and what kind of punishment is‐
sue) none seems to prevail. Legislation, official documents and gov‐
ernmental speeches are full of humanitarian overtones and assurances
for respect of human rights. So, rhetorically, the benevolent State is
present. The verb “punish” is used in the Constitution and in criminal
legislation, defining what the state response to crime is. In binding,
“hard law” instruments of the international community, such as the
ratified by law UN International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the aim of the treatment of prisoners is reformation and social
rehabilitation. In the 1999 penitentiary legislation no declaration of any
official aim for the treatment of inmates is declared. According to this
law “without a statement of purpose”, custodial legality is an end in it‐
self. Social reintegration of offenders, not accepted as a basic principle,
is though present in some rules of the Penitentiary Code, which regard
specific issues of inmates’ life, such as social contacts and after care.
The 2014 Organization of the Ministry of Justice, Transparency and
Human Rights, like its 2000 predecessor, declares that the mission of
penitentiary institutions is the social reintegration of inmates. The 2003
and 2005 Prison Rules regulating the internal operation of custodial in‐
stitutions restrict some prisoners’ rights, re‐define and transform some
of them into possibilities and privileges, and (re)introduce utilitarian‐
ism in the legal framework. The Regulations indicate that the aim of
custody is to prepare inmates for a law abiding life. Both regulations
repeat that detainees shall cooperate, only if they so wish, in the plan‐
ning of constructive treatment activities (education, work, vocational
training, therapy, etc) so as to limit the further degradation of their le‐
gal status and the aggravation of the position of their dependents.20
A bifurcatory, tough and soft on crime sentencing policy, is also

20 N. Koulouris, The Social (Re‐)Integration of Prison, Nomiki Vivliothiki, Athens
2009, 101 ff. (in Greek).
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found in prisons, where harshness and leniency co‐exist.21 Inmates can
reduce their sentences through various, but not available to their ma‐
jority, activities (work and education), they can apply for furloughs but
eligibility is limited and for some categories preconditions are more
demanding, even excluding them, they can contact their spouses and
relatives but with lots of restrictions, they can attend counseling and
therapeutic programmes, but these are offered to a small number of
those who apply to participate etc. There is a continuum of “hot ‘n
cold” or “stick and carrot” measures at the disposal of the prison ser‐
vice (work, leaves, conditional release, disciplinary sanctions) oriented
to both, the inmates adjustment to prison and their community re‐
entry. The disciplinary connotations of this combination are clear.
Those who adjust to prison life find themselves conditionally released
faster than those who do not. In other words, inmates who cope with
the problems of prison life and seem to be more suitable for prison are
released conditionally while inmates who cannot afford the pains of
imprisonment stay in prison for longer periods.
The prison population consists of the usual clientele of repressive
total institutions. The social characteristics of the inmate population
have not changed substantially over the last decades. The “natural cus‐
tomer” of the prison system or the typical inmate, is male (approxi‐
mately 93‐94%), young (more than 65.5% under 40 years old), unmar‐
ried (almost half of the prisoners) and of low educational level (only
1/4 having completed secondary education and some of them having
continued to higher level studies). The change is impressive as regards
the national composition of inmates; within two and a half decades

21 See V. Karydis and N. Koulouris, Greece: ‘Prisons are bad but necessary (and
expanding), policies are necessary but bad (and declining)’, in V. Ruggiero and M.
Ryan (eds.), Punishment in Europe: A critical anatomy of penal systems, Palgrave Mac‐
millan, Basingstoke 2013: 263‐286 and L. Cheliotis, ‘Prisons and parole’, in L.
Cheliotis and S. Xenakis, Crime and Punishment in Contemporary Greece. International
Comparative Perspectives, Peter Lang, Oxford 2011: 557‐591. See also, N. Koulouris
and W. Aloskofis, Prison Conditions in Greece, European Prison Observatory – Deten‐
tion Conditions in the European Union, Antigone Editions, Rome 2013.
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foreign inmates, from a neglected, not even registered, category in the
early 1990’s, nowadays is an overrepresented population, increased to
approximately 2/3 of all inmates, the great majority of them coming
from Asia, Africa and the Balkan countries. The structural economic
and social inequalities that make prisons “to detain those whom penal
institutions have always confined, namely the poor and dispos‐
sessed”22 are present and stronger. Next to the penal management of
poverty and marginalization, it should be noted, though, that recently
a small section of the prison population is formed of people from the
middle and upper classes. This development is in line with the current
de‐structuring of the economy and its repercussions.23
1. Distancing, deregulation and denial
The long standing dominant characteristic of the Greek “prison” or
“correctional” or “penitentiary” system (no matter how one calls it, al‐
though words generally are an influential factor in thinking about pe‐
nality and acting accordingly) is inmates’ warehousing, consisting of three
basic elements, namely distancing of the prison service from inmates, de‐
regulation with informal controls and codes of conduct prevailing over
formal prison rules, and denial of accountability. Trying to define or
sketch this system and its constituent elements, I will try to explain
what is meant by the terms I just used. I do not intend to produce defi‐
nitions of these terms. I will simply use them and their descriptions as
“collectors” of rhetoric, laws and practices which form the mutually in‐
fluenced social reality and the context of the Greek prison system,
without avoiding overlapping in some issues.

22 J. Sim, V. Ruggiero and M. Ryan, ‘Punishment in Europe. Perceptions and
commonalities’, in V. Ruggiero, M. Ryan, J. Sim (eds.), Western European Penal Sys‐
tems. A critical anatomy, Sage Publications, London 1995: 17. See also, L. Wac‐
quant, Punishing the Poor: The neoliberal government of social insecurity, Duke Univer‐
sity Press, Durham 2009.
23 S. Vidali, ‘New “special” categories of inmates; dimensions of counseling in
prison’, in S. Vidali and P. Zagoura (eds.), Counseling and Prison, A.N. Sakkoulas,
Athens/Komotini 2008: 53.
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Distancing of the prison administration and staff from inmates and
their needs and indifference for their future is the convenient mentality
and actuality of locking up inmates and just holding them until their
release date. In such a case prisons exist and operate by momentum, as
an end in themselves, or as a means without ends. Planned and tar‐
geted interventions of assistance, motivation and guidance are not in‐
cluded in this situation. Prisoners affected by various personal and so‐
cial problems, many times inert, passive or detached, are left to their
own devices. It may be the alibi of the Greek penitentiary system, un‐
derstood as either distortion or outcome of its very philosophy. Ac‐
cording to this philosophy, opportunities for constructive and produc‐
tive use of time in custody are simply offered to inmates as part of pub‐
lic social policy. The acceptance of these opportunities is totally de‐
pendent upon inmates themselves. The reason given for this is that
compulsory treatment is a violation of inmates’ personal dignity. So, it
is neither acceptable nor allowed to the prison service to interfere with
inmates’ personality against their will.24
The legislator’s choice to adopt neutrality considerations for cus‐
tody and the perceptions of the prison administration and the inmates
emanating from this choice, have a twofold result:
(a) they minimize the prison service initiative and interest to organize
purposeful activities and to produce custody plans for inmates,
(b) they discourage inmates to take advantage of limited and contro‐
versial opportunities to live lawfully after their release.
All parts of the prison mechanism are influenced by the mentality of
the least possible effort: inmates know that just doing time and staying
unnoticed is all that they are asked for; prison staff, especially mem‐
bers of the custodial personnel, know that the duty they are expected
to perform is to observe inmates from a distance.
Deregulation is a situation where informal controls and codes of

24 See Ch. Nikolaou, ‘The “least successful” citizen’, in N. Koulouris (ed.), On
Standby. Korydallos Prison: function, condition, and inmates’ treatment, A.N. Sakkoulas,
Athens/Komotini 2009: 122 ff.
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conduct prevail over formal prison rules and roles and replace them.
Staff – inmates power relations are reversed and the prison system
does not provide safe and secure custody for inmates and respective
working conditions for staff members. Strongly connected with dis‐
tancing, as well as the inadequate staffing levels and the absence of
dynamic security techniques, it is the ‐intentional or not but anyway
conscious‐ shift of control from the prison personnel to strong groups
of influential inmates. In their daily interactions they exploit, intimi‐
date, attack and corrupt other inmates and prison officers, somehow
undertaking the roles of their guards and using them for their own
purposes.25
Denial of accountability, which blocks disturbing information and
neutralizes its consequences, is a variety of processes by which the
prison bureaucracy and other authorities refuse responsibilities and re‐
ject allegations for negative facts and situations within their compe‐
tence. Instances of this reality are prison violence, deaths in custody,
prisoners’ rights violations and degrading living conditions, escapes
etc. In such situations authorities try to persuade social and legal audi‐
ences and inspection and monitoring bodies that nothing worth to
mention is happening or that everything is handled according to rules
and formal procedures; they either present a situation which amounts
to an isoelectric line, or they insist that problems and institutional
wrong‐doing are sporadic and dealt with properly.26 Denial can also be

25 This is the dull picture of Greek prisons drawn by the Council of Europe
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CPT) in their successive reports and the 2011 public statement con‐
cerning Greece, where they conclude that “a regulated prison system, as aspired to
in law, has given way to the practice of warehousing prisoners”
(http://www.cpt.coe.int/en/states/grc.htm).
26 In previous years, especially between 2004 and 2009, the Greek prison ad‐
ministration adopted a conflictual policy of non‐transparency, refusing to the Om‐
budsperson access to prisons (V. Karydis and E. Fytrakis, ‘Prison and freedoms.
Dangerous liaisons’, in V. Karydis and E. Fytrakis (eds.), Penal Confinement and
Rights. The Ombudsperson’s point of view, Athens, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2011 (in
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understood as the lack of appreciation on the part of the competent au‐
thorities of the actual situation in prisons.27 In Cohen’s terms, authori‐
ties either block, shut out, repress or cover up certain forms of disturb‐
ing information or else evade, avoid or neutralize the consequences of
devaluated facts and situations. Lack of transparency and impunity
strongly facilitate a way of thinking and acting to make uncomfortable
realities “disappear”.28
Consequently, warehousing is meant as locking inmates up in un‐
suitable material conditions of severe overcrowding and “throwing
away the key”. It is leaving people in custody to “just do their time” in
an inappropriate, potentially or actually violent and unsafe regime,
non‐transparent and unmonitored. It is a situation which approximates
or meets the threshold of the so‐called “passive infliction of ill‐
treatment” or, in other terms, inhuman or degrading treatment or pun‐
ishment.29 In such a situation basic rights and needs of inmates (bed‐
Greek)). The Ombudsperson is an independent monitoring authority, currently
acting as the National Prevention Mechanism against torture and other cruel, in‐
human or degrading treatment or punishment, competent to visit all detention es‐
tablishments with unrestricted access. Contrary to the secrecy approach of the pre‐
vious decade, a programmatic cooperation agreement was signed on 19 May 2016
between the Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights and the Om‐
budsperson, showing a shift of policy in this area of state action.
27 Greek authorities are blamed by the CPT for their inaction in addressing the
very serious concerns raised by the Committee and “lack of appreciation on their
part of the actual situation in the country’s prison establishments”. This approach
is obvious in the Greek Government’ responses to the reports of the CPT. Re‐
markably, in their last report, published on 1 March 2016, the CPT “acknowledges
the recent steps taken by the Greek authorities which have resulted in a noticeable
reduction in the prison population” and “welcomes the Ministry of Justice’s com‐
mitment to devise a strategic plan for the prison system”. They add, though, that
“further efforts need to be made to promote alternatives to imprisonment and to
move away from the current situation whereby prisons in Greece are merely acting
as warehouses (http://www.cpt.coe.int/documents/grc/2016‐04‐inf‐eng.pdf).
28 See S. Cohen, States of Denial: Knowing about atrocities and suffering, Polity
Press, Cambridge 2001.
29 J. Murdoch, The Treatment of Prisoners. European standards, Council of Europe
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ding, clothing, hygiene, privacy, access to hot water and open air etc)
are not satisfactorily ‐to use a mild term‐ met.
According to repeated criticisms,30 penal repression in Greek pris‐
ons is an abandoned sector of state activity,
– expanding in numbers of inmates and establishments despite of le‐
gitimacy and identity problems,
– overcrowded,
– understaffed and underfunded,
– lacking mission, planning, guidance and standards,
– flooded by a culturally heterogeneous, young, male, poor, low edu‐
cated and fragmented population, consisting especially of migrants
and drug dealers and users, who serve gradually longer, even life
sentences (which are often imposed to persons found guilty for or‐
ganized criminal activities, including violent and drug trafficking
crimes),
– lacking meaningful activities,
– lacking transparency, accountability, and monitoring and
– lacking the will and commitment to change.
The Greek Ombudsperson in their capacity as the National Preven‐
tive Mechanism (NPM) provided for in the Optional Protocol to the
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (OPCAT),note in their 2015 report that

Publishing, Strasbourg 2006: 122‐123.
30 Reported i.e. by the National Commission for Human Rights (http://www.
nchr.gr/index.php/2013‐04‐03‐10‐23‐48/2013‐04‐03‐10‐46‐55), the Ombudsperson
(http://www.synigoros.gr/?i=stp.el.search&q=%CE%BA%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B1
%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AE%CE%BC%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B1+%CE%BA%CF%
81%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%B7%CF%83%CE%B7%CF%82) and the Parliamentary
Committee
for
Prisons
and
Other
Places
of
Custody
(http://www.hellenicparliament.gr/UserFiles/510129c4‐d278‐40e7‐8009‐
e77fc230adef/%CE%95%CE%A4%CE%97%CE%A3%CE%99%CE%91%20%CE%95
%CE%9A%CE%98%CE%95%CE%A3%CE%97_%CF%84%CE%B5%CE%BB%CE%
B9%CE%BA%CF%8C%20%CE%BA%CE%B5%CE%AF%CE%BC%CE%B5%CE%B
D%CE%BF%20%CE%A3%CE%9F%CE%A6%CE%A1%CE%A9%CE%9D%CE%99
%CE%A3%CE%A4%CE%99%CE%9A%CE%9F.pdf).
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overcrowding of the Greek prisons remains a critical is‐
sue for ensuring the hard core of the fundamental
rights, in particular with regard to the unsuitability of
the largest part of the building infrastructures, the in‐
sufficiency of medical care and the lack of specialised
staff. This issue must be addressed not only with emer‐
gency measures for the immediate decongestion of the
detention facilities but also with the adoption of correc‐
tive – remedial mechanisms for the beneficial calcula‐
tion of the penalty.31
In such circumstances, prison everyday life is the undemanding, in
terms of what inmates are called or obliged to achieve, but meaningless
containment of inert and irregularly allocated inmates. The situation
matches the frame of internationally observed changes in the social or‐
ganisation of prisons, which result in penal austerity. The combination
of the three “d”s discussed above describe in many aspects the way
prisoners are dealt with in Greek “bricks of shame”32 in an “unproduc‐
tive slavery”‐like regime.33 It can be understood as producing passive
violations of inmates’ rights closely related to poor living conditions.
This is what the CPT describes as inhuman and degrading treatment,
the “soft” version of torture.
Warehousing at its Extreme Form: The Maximum Security Prison
The most important development in the shape of prison regimes in
the 21st century is the temporary transformation of custodial institu‐
tions from “regular” places for the deprivation of liberty of offenders to
“exceptional” loci designated for the elimination of “enemies” of the

31 The Greek Ombudsman, ‘Prevention of torture and ill‐treatment’, Special Re‐
port 2015, http://www.synigoros.gr/resources/docs/npm_2015_en.pdf.
32 Wording inspired by Vivien Stern’s book, Bricks of Shame: Britain’s prisons,
Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, second updated edition 1993.
33 See A. Davis, Are Prisons Obsolete?, Seven Stories Press, New York 2003,
where the author discusses the relation between slavery and imprisonment.
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state and society.34 After decades of inconsistencies, moving from the
social reintegration to the social exclusion side of the penitentiary con‐
tinuum, in 2014 it was obvious that the priorities of the Greek state
were directed to the latter. In 2002, when a group of perpetrators of or‐
ganized violent acts, claiming that their action was politically moti‐
vated and defined as terrorists, entered prisons, the “prison within the
prison” was invented, in the sense that a de facto special regime was
created for them, restricting all aspects of their communication, asso‐
ciation and activity in custody, approaching or assimilating solitary
confinement. Since then this regime has been revised repeatedly, con‐
verging gradually to the common custodial status of other inmates. In
2014, though, when one of these inmates “failed” to return to prison af‐
ter his seventh home leave, the time had come for the exclusionary,
maximum security prison to appear. Maximum security prisons were
designated to incapacitate persons convicted or remanded for a wide
range of offences as well as inmates considered violent and threatening
for the smooth running of custodial institutions. They operated under a
regime where crucial re‐integrative penitentiary institutions were abol‐
ished or seriously restricted; inmates’ social contacts, work opportuni‐
ties and other activities were limited even more, home leaves and semi‐
liberty were forbidden, transfers for inmates’ personal and social needs
were not allowed and prison life in general focused exclusively on or‐
der and discipline considerations and priorities. In all cases, no upper
limit was set as regards the inmates’ length of stay in maximum secu‐
rity prisons, which could last until the day of their release. The under‐
lying idea was to manage prison time and inmates’ conduct based on
dangerousness considerations with abstract and uncertain criteria.
In a few words, the ordinary version of the prison gave birth to the
exceptional one, after the creation of an intermediate form, the prison
34 See N. Koulouris, ‘The amputation of penitentiary institutions and the return
to prison “Normality”: the short life of “maximum security prisons”’ in Greece’, in
M. Gasparinatou (ed.), Crime and Penal Repression in Times of Crisis. Essays in honor
of Professor Dr N. Courakis, A.N. Sakkoulas, Athens/Komotini 2016: 2468‐2495 (in
Greek).
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within the prison. With this version of the concentration / dispersal di‐
lemma in the allocation of specific categories of inmates,35 different
“less eligibility” levels emerged as the concept of the inmate, the typi‐
cal criminal, changed.36 The conventional prisoner of the late 20th cen‐
tury is the traditional captive of the normal prison system, the usual
pains of imprisonment sufferer, in a regime based on punitive and dis‐
ciplinary restraints, but not excluding socializing opportunities and
benefits, a coexistence of rights and obligations, a “there is better and
there is worse” mentality, a benevolent, “treatment and reintegration”
rhetoric. The maximum security prison outcast is the “dangerous” and
unwanted prisoner, the disobedient, the undisciplined and enemy‐like
treated captive of an excluding, harshly punishing and warehousing
institution, a kind of human waste, a victim of state indifference, left
without rights, the client of an incapacitating regime absolutely based
on restraint principles with a punitive rhetoric, without any re‐
integrative alibis.
Return to Prison Normality
The life of maximum security prisons in Greece was very short,
though. In 2015, nine months after their introduction in law, four
months of operation and three months after the January 2015 govern‐
mental change, they were abolished, as being incompatible with the
policy of a left wing government. It can be said then that when the

35 See D. Drake, Prisons, Punishment and the Pursuit of Security, Palgrave Macmil‐
lan, Basingstoke 2014.
36The principle of “less eligibility”, stemming from the English Poor Laws of the
19th century and the writings of Jeremy Bentham and examined in its historical
context by G. Rusche and O. Kirchheimer, implies that the living standards of pris‐
oners and of the lowest stratum of the working class are parallel (see G. Rusche
and O. Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure, Columbia University Press,
New York 1939). It dictates that to deter from crime, prison conditions should not
be superior to the living standards “enjoyed” by the members of the lowest signifi‐
cant social class in the free society. From this aspect, les eligibility is the “setter” of
the upper limits of penal policy (E.W. Sieh, ‘Less eligibility: the upper limits of pe‐
nal policy’, Criminal Justice Policy Review, 1989, 3:159‐183).
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perpetual tension that characterizes the penitentiary system reached a
breaking point, the “wild” nature of prison won its “civilized” version
and was soundly confirmed with the apotheosis of security. This vic‐
tory was temporary. The Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human
Rights recently adopts a reductionist, social reintegration oriented pol‐
icy, promoting educational and rehabilitation interventions, which are
expanding in prisons, to the limited extent current economic recession,
funding restrictions and staff shortages allow. The reduction of the in‐
mates’ population with a policy of early release schemes is the most
important of their achievements, which is followed by under way
structural reforms aiming at the improvement of the social reality of
life in custody.37This policy is implemented without sufficient supple‐
mentary measures to facilitate the ex‐inmates return to the community,
as the aftercare system was and still is very weak. It is interesting to
note that the reasons given to justify this Ministry of Justice, Transpar‐
ency and Human Rights policy initiative to release inmates were the
inability of the prison to provide inmates, especially the most vulner‐
able ones, the sick, the disabled, the elderly, the care they need and a
barrage of European Court of Human Rights judgments condemning
Greece for violations of human rights in prisons.38
This policy is not a sufficient reason for opponents of the prison to
be satisfied; on the contrary, they should be anxious. The abolition of
maximum security prison and the reorientation of the overall peniten‐
tiary system towards the humane containment of inmates do not mean

37http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/site/el/%CE%91%CE%A1%CE%A7%CE%99
%CE%9A%CE%97/tabid/64/ctl/details/itemid/2392/mid/797/.aspx.
38 See, indicatively: Lavrentiadis v. Greece, 29896/13, 22.9.2015, Lutanyk v.
Greece60362/13, 25.6.2015, Niazai and Others v. Greece, 36673/13, 29.10.2015,
Kalamiotis and Others v. Greece, 53098/13, 29.10.2015, Bouros and Others v.
Greece, 51653/12, 12.3.2015, Koutsospyros v Greece, 36688/13, 12.11.2015, Karambe‐
las v Greece, 50369/14, 15.10.2015, Filipopoulos v. Greece, 41800/13, 12.11.2015, Kar‐
telis and Others v. Greece, 53077/13, 7.1.2016, Patrikis and Others v. Greece,
50622/13, 28.1.2016, Alexopoulos and Others v. Greece, 41804/13, 6.10.2016, Kalan‐
dia v Greece, 48684/15, 6.10.2016.
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that the fight between deprivations and restrictions in the name of se‐
curity, on the one hand, and benefits and rights in the name of legality
and social reintegration, on the other hand, is over. It is true that the at‐
tempted classification of inmates on the basis of the seriousness of their
crimes and their dangerousness has not been implemented and in‐
mates are still roughly allocated in less crowded prisons, but the fin‐
gerprints of maximum security prisons are present. So are the ideas
which dictated their introduction, especially in the era of the loftiness
of inmates’ (de‐) radicalisation and (dis‐)engagement concerns.39
Suspension of Rights, Infliction of Pain, Less Eligibility and Nor‐
malisation
Foucault’s analysis is original, fascinating, thought provoking and
unique in that he highlights “the internal workings of the apparatus”
of penal power technologies and their mode of operation. Contrary to
Durkheimian and Marxist thinking, he departs from institutional de‐
tails, driving to wider social pattern.40 His bottom‐up41 account on pun‐
ishment and imprisonment focuses on the production of obedient and
useful individuals. The objective of punishment is to turn rebellious
bodies into productive and subjugated ones, to combine discipline
with surveillance, to provide strict timetables of improving activities,
under constant observation.42 The client of the correctional prison is the
“least successful citizen”43 who should be treated to (re)gain his / her
citizenship. The warehousing prison, in all its forms, normal and ex‐
39 P.R. Neumann, Prisons and Terrorism. Radicalisation and De‐radicalisation in 15
Countries, International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Vio‐
lence (ICSR), London 2010; Radicalisation Awareness Network, Preventing Radicali‐
sation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism, RAN Collection of Approaches and Prac‐
tices, 2016 (http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home‐affairs/what‐we‐do/networks/ radicalisa‐
tion_awareness_network/ran‐best‐practices/docs/ran_collection‐
approaches_and_practices_en.pdf).
40 D. Garland, Punishment and Modern Society, 1990: 131.
41 B. Hudson, Understanding Justice, 2003: 133.
42 B. Hudson, Understanding Justice, 2003: 136.
43 See Ch. Nikolaou, The ‘Least Successful’ Citizen, 2009: 111 ff.
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ceptional, is unconcerned in pursuing and achieving such aims, even if
it adopts a rehabilitative vocabulary and offers corresponding inter‐
ventions. Its main concern is to incapacitate the unwanted, intransigent
enemies of society and to deal with them as a social and political waste,
preventing the contamination of others.
Despite the restrictions imposed on the imprisoned individuals de‐
scribed by Foucault as “suspension of rights”, which in modern penal‐
ity replaced the infliction of corporal pain of the ancient regime, im‐
prisonment is still painful. Despite the pains of imprisonment dictated
or originated by less eligibility considerations to make prison an in‐
strument with strong deterrent potential, prison is still an attractive
place for the excluded, a refuge for the homeless, the unemployed, the
depraved and deprived, recycling a population not welcome in any
other institution. Human rights considerations challenge less eligibil‐
ity, obliging prison authorities to adopt specific minimum standards,
sometimes well above “the worse than anything offenders are likely to
encounter outside prisons”.44 Nevertheless, changes in the composition
of the inmates’ population and the social organization of prisons and in
the needs of the weak state and the strong market, merging into the
“penal state”45 make the introduction of different less eligibility levels
necessary. This is pursued with the creation of more or less demanding
and restricting custodial regimes, designated for different groups of
inmates or individual prisoners, assessed according to security based
mentalities.
Foucault’s seven universal maxims for the good penitential condi‐
tion are still here, sometimes original, other times varied or distorted.
Prison rules and regulations, statements of purpose and specific initia‐
tives and activities in the penitentiaries are their reflection. The prison
realities of the late 20th and the early 21st century though, are not nec‐
essarily determined and driven by these, sometimes influential, other

B. Hudson, Understanding Justice, 2003: 116.
L. Wacquant, Prisons of Poverty, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press,
expanded edition 2009: 55 ff.
44
45
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times marginal correctional principles, simply because the prisons of
the present are not and do not claim that they are always or mainly
correctional and rehabilitative. A small part of the prison population is
well socialized, with strong community bonds. No particular interven‐
tions based on the “penitential condition maxims” are needed in their
cases. The traditional prison clientele, around whom the idea of the
penitentiary has been developed, are not normally exploitable as a
working force in the present stage of the capitalist development even if
they are eager to co‐operate with their punishers, so the punitive
power is indifferent to use, educate and reintegrate them, unless socio‐
political considerations expressing and promoting rights‐based and
egalitarian, inclusionary policies are prioritized over economic deter‐
minants of penality.46 The maladjusted, trouble makers and enemies of
the state and society, who refuse to enter into a dialogue with their
punishers, are not suitable for correctional treatment. After all, the uni‐
versal maxims are present but weak where the penitentiary technique
loses ground and punitive procedures emerge and prevail, even
though trends and directions to both poles are changing.
Prison regimes which take into account the rights of offenders and
enhance their social encounters are relatively humane and relaxed.
Prison systems facilitating the maintenance and the development of
inmates’ social bonds and taking into account third parties needs, in‐
terests and rights, are consistent with the principle of normalization,
set in the 2006 Council of Europe Prison Rules47 and the 2015 United

46 See N.E. Courakis (editing collaborator N. Koulouris), Penal Repression Be‐
tween Past and Future, Sakkoula Publ., Athens/Thessaloniki, 5th edition 2009: 20 ff,
where political structures, economic forces, cultural values, ideological and reli‐
gious beliefs etc., determining penal means and methods are presented. For a ty‐
pology of penal tendencies in different political economies see M. Cavadino and J.
Dignan, Penal Systems. A comparative approach, London, Sage Publications, 2006: p.
14 ff.
47 Recommendation Rec (2006) 2 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states on the European Prison Rules (http://www.coe.int/t/dgi/criminallawcoop/
Presentation/Documents/European‐Prison‐Rules_978‐92‐871‐5982‐3.pdf).
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Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the
Nelson Mandela Rules).48 In such cases the pains of imprisonment are
relieved to a certain extent. Standard setting, namely agreements on
minima acceptable and desirable in human rights respect terms, is an
endeavour penal reformers are eager to be engaged with and to sup‐
port. The difficult task is to initiate and implement serious and con‐
certed activities for the agreed principles and standards to be material‐
ised. Standards are often set but rarely met, implementation suffers
from various deficiencies (lack of will, lack of resources, lack of inspira‐
tion and expertise...) and sometimes is cancelled by counter forces fa‐
vouring strict, punitive custodial regimes. Normalization, in the sense
of the convergence of life in prison with the positive aspects of life in
the community or the minimization of the differences between life in
custody and life at liberty that tend to develop the responsibility of the
prisoners or the respect of their human dignity, is competing with “less
eligibility” inspired demands and warehousing operations of custodial
institutions. If we do not want to live in exclusive societies of change
and division created by market forces, the civil society and the activi‐
ties of the criminal justice system,49 the books we write, the rules we
legislate and the action we take should be consistent parts of the same
word, not separated in two different spheres, imagination and reality.

48 A/RES/70/175 Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 17 December
2015 (https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp‐content/uploads/1957/06/ENG.pdf).
49 J. Young, The Exclusive Society. Social Exclusion, Crime and Difference in Late
Modernity, Sage Publications, London 1999.
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La justice restaurative pénale, comme justice
sociale ? Quelques remarques critiques
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Maître de conférences en philosophie du droit
Université de Nicosie, Chypre

Mais ce n’est pas pour ce bien ou ce mal qu’on agit,
ce qui est en question, c’est le juste et l’injuste
(Hegel, Principes de la philosophie du droit,
§99, trad. André Kaan)
Mais la menace [de la peine] … elle n’aura véritablement aucune influence
sur celui qui n’a rien… Car tel est effectivement
ce que l’on entend dire dans des Etats qui n’ont pas pris garde
à cette situation
et qui, comme nul contrôle n’a été institué sur l’administration
de la propriété, ni non plus un droit des pauvres…».
(Fichte, Fondement du droit naturel,
§ 20, trad. Alain Renaut)

Résumé1
Le discours sur la « justice restaurative » pénale, relativement nourri
ces dernières années, tend à lier les principes et les objectifs de la jus‐
tice dite «restaurative» à ceux de la justice sociale. Le présent article
s’efforce d’apporter un éclairage sur cet examen conjoint de la justice
restaurative et de la justice sociale. Dans un premier temps, nous pré‐
sentons les arguments‐clés de la justice restaurative et les points de

1 La présente étude est dédiée au Professeur Dr. Nestor Courakis dont le pathos
pour la justice sociale et le droit pénal nous a inspiré quant à sa thématique, même
s’il ne partage peut‐être pas l’approche qui y est exprimée quant à leurs rapports.
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jonction censés exister avec la justice sociale, tels qu’ils sont abordés
dans la littérature spécialisée (A). Après avoir procédé à une clarifica‐
tion conceptuelle des notions en débat, nous en déduisons néanmoins
qu’il faut formellement les distinguer, et que l’exercice de la justice pé‐
nale ne tend en aucun cas à la distribution juste des ressources qui est
l’objet de la justice sociale (B). Il devient alors crucial de se concentrer
sur les actes propres de l’institution pénale, en mettant en lumière ses
fondements normatifs, à travers le prisme de la philosophie juridique
(C). Après avoir ainsi abordé un argument relatif à la justification
exacte de la peine, au sein d’une République, nous arrivons à la
conclusion qu’il existe de bonnes raisons d’être sceptiques à l’égard de
la justice « restaurative », notamment en ce qui concerne sa tendance à
prôner une sorte de privatisation du droit pénal (D). Par ailleurs, les
postulats de la justice pénale et de l’état social distributif, bien que dis‐
tincts, demeurent bien en vigueur.
Α. Le débat sur ce qu’est – ou ce que pourrait être – la justice dite
« restaurative » a généré ces dernières années un corpus très important
de littérature pénale et de critique institutionnelle. Bien que, s’agissant
de la justice restaurative, le seul point sur lequel il existe un consensus
est que nous sommes loin d’être unanimes quant à ses buts et ses pratiques
propres,2 il n’est toutefois pas difficile d’indiquer un dénominateur
commun:3 la justice restaurative [restorative justice, en anglais] vise à
trouver des formes de résolution extrajudiciaire du litige pénal (média‐

2 Voir les remarques de Kathleen Daly, ‘The limits of restorative justice’, in
Dennis Sullivan & Larry Tifft (eds.), Handbook of Restorative Justice: A global perspec‐
tive, Routledge, London/New York, 2006, pp. 134‐135.
3 Pour un précis des méthodes et principes de l’école restaurative voir John Braith‐
waite, ‘Principles of restorative justice’, in Andrew von Hirch, Julian V. Roberts,
Anthony Bottoms et al. (eds.), Restorative Justice and Criminal Justice: Competing or re‐
conciliable paradigms?, Hart Publishing, Oxford/Oregon, 2003, pp. 5‐11, et Robert
Cario, «Justice restaurative: principes et promesses», Les Cahiers Dynamiques,
59/2014 [Dossier: La Justice Restaurative], pp. 24‐31. Ces deux auteurs se classent
parmi les partisans les plus fervents de la justice restaurative et c’est pourquoi on
s’y réfère largement.
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tion entre l’auteur du délit pénal et la victime, cercles de famille, négo‐
ciations sur la peine, participation active des communautés locales ou
d’autres collectivités concernées), avec pour objectif de restaurer les
rapports interpersonnels brisés à la suite du délit pénal.
Certains auteurs préconisent l’adoption des méthodes restauratrices
– à tout le moins – dans les domaines sensibles de la matière juridique,
tels que la délinquance des mineurs ou les violences intrafamiliales.4
D’autres prétendent que la logique restaurative devrait imprégner lar‐
gement les règlements pénaux,5 tandis que certains prêchent même la
transgression absolue de la justice criminelle, selon leurs termes, «au profit
d’une justice restaurative».6
En tout état de cause, et dans la majorité des cas, on considère que la
justice restaurative remet en cause une série de convictions, par hypo‐
thèse enracinées dans le credo juridique : au lieu de percevoir le crime
comme une infraction à la loi générale et abstraite, les auteurs nous in‐
citent à le concevoir comme la blessure d’une personne réelle et tangi‐
ble ;7 une fracture, non pas des relations entre le citoyen et l’Etat, mais
bien du lien sociétal, de manière horizontale. On arrive logiquement à
la conclusion que la punition, à l’inverse d’une «sanction du mal», ac‐
quiert une dimension thérapeutique : elle vise à guérir la victime et
couvrir ses besoins, à pardonner l’auteur et à anticiper sa réintégration,

4 Voir par exemple l’analyse, comportant de nombreuses références au droit
francais, de Louise Baste Morand, «La réparation pénale : un embryon français de
justice restaurative», Les Cahiers Dynamiques, 59/2014 [Dossier: La Justice Restaura‐
tive], p. 61 et s.
5 Voir les propositions faites par R. Cario, «Justice restaurative: principes et
promesses», op. cit., p. 28‐31.
6 L. Walgrave en est un témoin particulièrement significatif, voir Lode Wal‐
grave, ‘Imposing Restoration Instead of Inflicting Pain’, in A. v. Hirch et. al. (ed.),
Restorative Justice and Criminal Justice, op. cit., p. 61 et s. L’auteur insiste sur le fait
que la justice restaurative doit remplacer, complètement, le système pénal, ou dans
le cas contraire il s’agirait plutôt d’une punition alternative que d’une vraie alterna‐
tive à la punition (p. 63).
7 Voir, à titre d’exemple, Robert Cario, «La justice restaurative: vers un nouveau
modèle de justice pénale? », A.J. pénal, 2007‐9, pp. 372‐375.
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à rétablir en définitive la cohésion sociale.
Il est évident que le discours relatif à la justice restaurative se réfère
largement à un ensemble de concepts et de valeurs allant au‐delà de la
loi pénale, qui trouvent leur origine directe dans le vocabulaire philoso‐
phique spécifique à la justice sociale. Ce discours invoque, par exemple,
les valeurs de la solidarité, de la communauté ou du lien social.8 Ses
disciples déclarent avoir pour but «non pas seulement la prévention
pénale» mais aussi l’«éradication de l’injustice sociale»9. Parmi les
principaux représentants de ce courant, J. Braithwaite, dans son ou‐
vrage intitulé, de manière significative, Restorative Justice and Social Jus‐
tice, plaide en faveur d’une convergence de valeurs (la justice restaura‐
tive et la justice sociale partageraient les mêmes valeurs), voire d’une
convergence de résultats (la justice restaurative permettrait d’obtenir
des résultats favorables à la justice sociale)10.
Le présent article ne vise certainement pas répertorier les règlemen‐
tations – ou les propositions de règlementations – en la matière. Nous
ne pouvons pas non plus apprécier, du point de vue empirique, les ap‐
plications de la justice restaurative, qui font en tout état de cause en‐
core l’objet de recherches. Notre hypothèse de travail consiste à préci‐
ser cet examen conjoint, que la littérature interne au courant concerné a
bien introduit,11de la justice restaurative et de la justice sociale. À ce titre, il
convient tout d’abord de clarifier les concepts en cause, à savoir la jus‐
tice restaurative (pénale) et la justice sociale (distributive), puis
d’examiner leurs rapports, quels qu’ils soient.

8 Voir R. Cario, «Justice restaurative: principes et promesses», op. cit., pp. 26‐27,
et Rob White, ‘Restorative justice and social strategies’, Contemporary Justice Review,
3/2000, p. 61‐65.
9 Voir J. Braithwaite, ‘Principles of restorative justice’, op. cit., p. 1.
10 Voir John Braithwaite, ‘Restorative justice and social justice’, Saskatchewan
Law Review, 63/2000, p. 186, 194.
11 Voir les articles ci‐dessus (de R. Cario et J. Braithwaite) et voir également Be‐
linda Hopkins, ‘Restorative justice as social justice’, Nottingham Law Journal,
21/2012, p. 121 et s. ; Gregg Barak, ‘Repressive versus restorative and social justice:
a case for integrative praxis’, Contemporary Justice Review, 3/2000, p. 39‐41.
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Notre idée principale est la suivante : 1. Il faut distinguer, dans leurs
fondements normatifs propres, la réponse au crime pénal et le souci de la
répartition juste des ressources. En d’autres termes, l’exercice de la jus‐
tice pénale ne fait pas que contribuer à la justice sociale. 2. Le souci pé‐
nal et le souci distributif, entre autres à cause de leur fondements normatifs
(clairement distingués), doivent tous deux demeurer des institutions
essentiellement publiques. Seule la République, en tant qu’institution de
la volonté générale, peut les gérer. Dans le cadre précisé, nous présen‐
tons également notre position sur la justice restaurative. L’idée direc‐
trice reste, à ce titre, qu’il faut d’abord se demander, en suivant la sug‐
gestion méthodologique du criminologiste A. Duff, ce qu’est en définiti‐
vela restauration, dans le champ de la loi criminelle.12
B. Selon une définition généralement admise – ouverte par ailleurs
au débat davantage en ce qui concerne les principes et les critères ap‐
propriés – la justice sociale se réfère àla répartition juste des ressources,
des biens et des charges sociales.13 En effet, l’injustice sociale au sens
strict du terme renvoie à la condition dans laquelle se trouve une per‐
sonne (ou un ensemble de personnes) qui jouit de moins de biens et/ou
supporte plus de charges qu’elle aurait dû.14 Ainsi, on peut appeler so‐
cialement injuste toute chose (par exemple, une politique étatique) qui
entraine – ou contribue à – une telle condition.
D’un autre côté, il suffit de parcourir les textes juridiques pour cons‐

12 Voir Antony Duff, ‘Restoration and Retribution’, in A. vn Hirch et al. (ed.),
Restorative Justice and Criminal Justice, op. cit., p. 44.
13 Voir les lignes tout éclairantes par David Miller, Principles of Social Justice,
Harvard University Press, London, 1999, p. 1‐8. Pour la question de la justice sociale
en général voir aussi David Boucher – Paul Kelly (ed.), Social Justice : From Hume to
Walzer, Routledge, London/New York, 1998 ; Matthew Clayton & Andrew Wil‐
liams (eds.), Social Justice, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford, 2004 ; Philippe Van Parijs,
Qu’est‐ce qu’une Société Juste? Introduction à la pratique de la philosophie politique, Édi‐
tions de Seuil, Paris, 1991.
14 On pourrait, par la suite, se référer aux injustices sociales au sens large du
terme, à savoir pour des phénomènes qui apparaissent comme des effets (par exem‐
ple, l’exclusion sociale) de l’injustice sociale au sens strict, expliquée ci‐dessus.
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tater combien les références àla justice sociale elle‐même peuvent être
malheureuses ou même excessives. Elle est perçue, bien souvent,
comme un synonyme de la justice substantielle ou de l’application effective
des normes et des principes de droit, sans distinction de contenu. Et
très fréquemment, elle est présentée, dans le cadre de discours presque
journalistiques, comme l’opposé du malheur public. Dans le premier
cas, la justice sociale ne se focalise sur aucun domaine particulier du droit.
Dans le second cas, elle n’a plus guère de substance juridique.
En réalité, cela n’a aucun sens d’évoquer la répartition du capital
social sans recourir à l’ensemble de normes et institutions publiques
qui la régissent et visent àla réaliser.15 Alors, par son objet, la justice so‐
ciale s’avère juridiquement déterminée, liée aux institutions de droit, exis‐
tantes ou souhaitées, et en même temps déterminable d’un point de vue
juridique : elle renvoie à ces institutions de droit spécifiques qui repar‐
tissent le capital social, soit positif soit négatif (voir, par exemple, les
règlementations relatives à la propriété, la fonction fiscale, les droits
sociaux).
Étant donné qu’on perçoit alors la répartition comme la notion‐clé de
la justice sociale, cette dernière n’est pas loin d’être synonyme de la jus‐
tice distributive. Il est significatif àcet égard que J. Rawls, dans sa Théo‐
rie de la Justice, alors qu’il définit la justice sociale comme l’ensemble des
principes, droits et obligations qui régissent la répartition des biens et
des charges distribuables dans une société,16 à de nombreuses reprises,
utilise ailleurs le terme de justice distributive, tout en traitant du même
domaine.17 D. Miller a donc essayé de conceptualiser la différence: il
soutient que la justice sociale est la justice distributive à l’échelle de la société
politique – en rappelant, à ce propos, que chez Aristote, qui en est à
l’origine, le terme était aussi relatif aux entités de petite échelle (par

15 Voir pour cela D. Miller, Principles of Social Justice, op. cit., pp. 5‐6, Brian Barry,
Theories of Justice: A treatise on social justice,Vol. I, University of California Press,
Berkeley, 1989,p. 355.
16 Voir John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
1971, p. 4.
17 Ibid, p. 274 et s., 314‐315, 318.
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exemple, aux domiciles ou aux corporations)18. Cela nous mène alors
directement à la distinction aristotelienne célèbre entre deux types de
justice : la justice distributive et la justice corrective19.
En résumé, la première, d’une part, vise à l’établissement d’une éga‐
lité proportionnelle quant à l’accès aux biens distribuables [το εν ταις δι‐
ανομαίς [όσων] μεριστάτοις κοινωνούσι της πολιτείας],20 afin que les
ressources soient attribuées conformément aux caractéristiques spécifi‐
ques de chaque personne ou de la condition dans laquelle elle vit. La
seconde, d’autre part, garantit le retour à l’égalité absolue au sein des
transactions humaines, après la survenance d’un éventuel déséquilibre
[το εν τοις συναλλάγμασιν διορθωτικόν].21 afin qu’il soit mis fin aux
bénéfices injustement réalisées ou aux pertes injustement subies. En ef‐
fet, le suum quique tribuere (à savoir «à chacun son dû»)22 va de pair
avec l’«usage légitime de la contrainte publique»,23 comme les deux
traits essentiels de la justice, dans tous ses aspects. Le premier cas
consiste en l’usage légitime de la contrainte à des fins distributives et le se‐
cond consiste en l’usage légitime de la contrainte dans un but de correction.
En tout état de cause, comment convient‐il de percevoir le droit pénal,
qui reste d’ailleurs l’«usage de la contrainte publique» le plus tangible
et le meilleur, compris par tout homme ?24

Voir D. Miller, Principles of Social Justice, op. cit., pp. 2‐3.
Pour une généalogie documentée de cette distinction, voir Izhak Englard,
Corrective and Distributive Justice: From Aristotle to modern times, Cambridge Univer‐
sity Press, Cambridge, 2009.
20 Voir Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trad. Robert C. Bartlett & Susan D. Collins,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011, p. 94‐95 [1130b].
21 Ibid., p. 95 [1131a].
22 La phrase apparait pour la première fois ainsi au commencement des Institu‐
tes d’Iustinian [Inst. 1, 1,3‐4]. Voir pour l’histoire de la phrase David Wiggins,
Ethics, Penguin Books, London, 2006, p. 284, n. 13.
23 Voir Émmanuel Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs. Doctrine du droit/Doctrine de la
vertu, trad. Alain Renaut, Flammarion, Paris, 1994, p. 218 [VI, 231].
24 Voir par exemple Arthur Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law, Cam‐
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999, p. 135. Le penseur y propose de théma‐
tiser le droit pénal comme un champ spécial de l’usage de contrainte légitimé, au‐
18
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Compte tenu toujours du dipôle aristotelien, certains auteurs ten‐
tent de classer le droit pénal dans le domaine distributif. Aya Gruber
propose, ainsi, une «théorie distributive du droit pénal», dans la me‐
sure où le châtiment « répartit les sentiments de douleur et de conten‐
tement entre la victime et l’auteur», en faveur d’un « équilibre juste de
bien‐être » au sein de la société.25 De même, Herbert Morris juge que la
peine est distributive, puisqu’elle « restaure l’équilibre des bénéfices et
des devoirs » que l’auteur du fait criminel avait ébranlé, en revendi‐
quant à son profit de se soustraire au droit pénal.26
Néanmoins, il ne serait pas justifié d’appréhender le respect de la loi
comme un charge à distribuer ; on ne pourrait pas non plus considérer
comme un bien social une chose à laquelle personne n’a droit (à savoir,
le fait de se substituer à l’application du droit en vigueur).27 En outre,
les conséquences d’un crime (ou de l’imposition d’une sanction), soit maté‐
rielles, soit psychologiques, ne peuvent guère être assimilées aux res‐
sources distribuables. Il n’y a donc pas lieu d’entrer dans le débat philo‐
sophique relatif à la question de savoir si la justice sociale réside dans
l’égalité par rapport aux biens matériels ou dans l’égalité du bien‐être
que procurent probablement ces biens, ou bien encore (selon une meil‐
leure approche) si elle réside dans une situation intermédiaire :28 que
les besoins de chacun soient couverts et ses capacités réalisées, grâce à
un accès équitable à l’avantage social, avant tous – et indépendamment
des – résultats psychologiques, sensationnels, intellectuels etc. Par
trement dit d’un domaine qui s’appelle proprement philosophie juridique.
25 Voir Aya Gruber, ‘A distributive theory of criminal law’, William and Mary
Law Review, 52/2010, p. 5, 11, 19.
26 Voir Herbert Morris, On Guilt and Innocence: Essays in legal philosophy and
moral psychology, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1976, pp. 31‐34.
27 Voir la critique exercée par A. Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law, op.
cit., p. 161.
28 Du moins selon une certaine approche, au‐dedans d’une conversation telle‐
ment riche, avec laquelle on se trouve à plusieurs points en accord, voir Amartya
Sen, Inequality Reexamined, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1992, p. 5‐6, 79 et s.
Voir aussi l’analyse de Gerald Allan Cohen, On the Currency of Egalitarian Justice,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2011, p. 73‐81.
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exemple, ce qui importe du point de vue moral, ce n’est pas l’égalité par
rapport aux denrées alimentaires mais l’égalité par rapport au niveau de nu‐
trition, indépendamment d’une égalité «d’utilité» (en matière, par exemple, de
saveur ou de digestion).
D’un autre côté, la plupart des auteurs jugeraient que le droit pénal
doit figurer dans le champ de la justice corrective.29 La similitude entre
le délit pénal et le dommage civilest ici forte : tous deux représentent des
formes de malfaisance, qui doivent être éradiquées. Par ailleurs, chez
Aristote et dans le contexte historique de son époque, il n’existe pas de
distinction entre délit pénal et délit civil.
Il est vrai, comme nous l’avons vu, que la justice corrective vise à
garantir qu’auniveau des transactions individuelles nous évitions tout
dommage illégal. Il est également vrai que les actions, d’un point de
vue philosophique, sont considérées comme objets du libre‐arbitre et,
donc, rattachées au sujet libre et responsable. Il en résulte l’inférence
fondamentale que le dommage oblige celui par la faute duquel il est arrivé à
le réparer. Toutefois, entre les délits pénaux et les délits civils, il existe
plus de différences que de points communs. Par exemple, en droit civil,
il arrive parfois qu’un dommage soit couvert par quelqu’un qui n’a
commis aucune faute (voir le cas de la responsabilité civile objective).
D’un autre côté, en droit pénal, quelqu’un peut être puni même s’il n’a
pas causé de dommage (voir le cas de la tentative) – ou indépendam‐
ment de la question de savoir si un dommage donné doit et peut être
réparé financièrement (voir le cas de la responsabilité civile en parallèle).
La question qui ici reste cruciale, c’est celle de savoir pourquoi, malgré
l’indemnisation,on considère qu’une punition est nécessaire. Et la réponse
découle de la réponse à cette autre question, plus large et bien plus phi‐
losophique : qu’entendons‐nous par crime et comment convient‐il d’y réagir
(si tant est qu’il le faut) ?

29 Voir J. Rawls, Α Theory of Justice, op. cit, pp. 314‐315; D. Miller, Principles of So‐
cial Justice, op. cit., p. 3; A. Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law, op. cit., p.
162; Lucy Allais, ‘Social justice and retributive Justice’, Social Dynamics, 34/2008, pp.
128‐139.
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C. On estime fréquemment qu’il faut punir tout court, presque pour
des raisons évidentes et sans analyser les conditions ou la justification
de cette prétendue nécessité. Ils sont d’ailleurs nombreux ceux qui
pensent qu’il est utile de punir : ils considèrent en fait la peine comme
un moyen d’arriver à une fin qui se situe, comme souvent, à l’extérieur
du droit : à des fins, par exemple, d’apaisement de la société ou de
prospérité, d’éducation morale des citoyens etc.30. La punition se pré‐
sente ainsi comme un « mal », qui doit donc être rééquilibré par un
«bien» (en invoquant, peut‐être, la formule un moyen controversé pour‐
rait être purifié par un but bénéfique).Ici, nous nous dissocions de ces
deux argumentations, en soutenant la position suivante : sachant que la
peine ne constitue pas une contrepartie qui serait une fin en soi, les valeurs
qu’elle promeut ne sont pas extérieures au droit.
Au soutien de notre argument, nous recourons de manière sélective
aux contributions de certains auteurs contemporains (J. Hampton, A.
Ripstein, A. Duff), mais l’horizon principal de nos références reste tou‐
tefois la philosophie allemande classique (Kant, Hegel, Fichte).31 On
doit rappeler, à ce propos, qu’il nous intéresse moins de revendiquer la
cohérence des idées d’un philosophe quelconque, que de constituer
plutôt une argumentation cohérente, aujourd’hui, sous l’égide des ques‐
tions – cognitives ou éthiquo‐pratiques – qui, de nos jours, sont crucia‐

30 Les arguments utilitaristes, opposés aux arguments déontologiques (dont
Kant est le témoin le plus important), prédominent dans les diverses «philosophies
de peine», de Beccaria à Hart. Voir Cesare Beccaria, On Crimes and Punishments and
Other Writings, trad. R. Davies, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, p.
11, 31, 66 et s., et H. L. A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the philoso‐
phy of law, 2nd edition, Oxford University Press, Oxford, pp. 1‐27.
31 S’agissant de la « theorie pénale » des philosophes en question voir Arthur
Ripstein, Force and Freedom: Kant’s legal and political philosophy, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, 2009, p. 300‐324; Allen W. Wood, Hegel’s Ethical Thought, Cam‐
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990, p. 108‐126. Voir aussi Jean‐Christophe
Merle, German Idealism and the Concept of Punishment, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 2009, avec lequel nous ne partageons pas toujours les mêmes interpré‐
tations et conclusions, toutefois il présente de manière éclairante les ouvrages
d’intérêt pénal des trois philosophes allemands.
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les.
La théorie de droit kantienne commence par la présomption selon
laquelle l’action humaine doit être conciliée avec la liberté extérieure
égale, c’est‐à‐dire la liberté pour tous de se fixer et poursuivre des ob‐
jectifs, en toute indépendance des contraintes posées par les choix des
autres, en termes de réciprocité.32 Tout homme a droit à la promotion
de ses propres buts et engage pour cela ses propres moyens (à savoir
son état physique, sa personnalité et les ressources extérieures qui sont
les siennes à juste titre33), mais «sous une loi universelle» : afin que ses
propres buts (et, voire, ses propres moyens) ne posent pas, arbitraire‐
ment, des limites à la liberté extérieure d’autrui. C’est pourquoi la liber‐
té juridique n’équivaut pas à la liberté naturelle, sans entraves. Au
contraire, elle présuppose sa limitation contraignante mutuelle, comme la
condition du libre‐arbitre égal de tous. C’est là qu’on doit faire réfé‐
rence aux deux citations célèbres, relativement obscures, de Kant: a) la
liberté se trouve limitée dans son idée propre et b) le droit et la faculté de
contraindre signifient la même chose.34 On en retient, alors, que la
contrainte légitime publique (en tant que volonté générale) freine la
contrainte arbitraire privée (c’est‐à‐dire, dans les cas où la liberté exté‐
rieure de l’un est soumise au choix arbitraire de l’autre).
Il faut, ici, rappeler que l’indemnisation civile favorise, d’une part,
la réparation d’un dommage injustement provoqué au sein des interac‐
tions humaines (volontaires ou non), et d’autre part, de manière géné‐
rale, la restauration des conditions équitables d’interaction. Toutefois,
le fait présentant un intérêt pénal n’est pas, en vérité, dénoncé parce
qu’il cause un dommage, matériel ou psychologique,35 mais en réalité

Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., pp. 25‐26[VI, 237].
À ce stade et s’agissant de la question bien distincte, bien que toute aussi cru‐
ciale, de savoir comment la possession des ressources matérielles extérieures est légitimée,
voir l’excellente analyse de Helga Varden, ‘Kant’s non‐voluntarist conception of
political obligations: why justice is impossible in the state of nature’, Kantian Re‐
view, 13/2008, pp. 6 et s.
34 Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., pp. 18‐19[VI, 231‐232].
35 Du reste, il est évident qu’un délit pénal puisse parfois également relever des
32
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parce qu’il engendre une «brèche morale»36 dans les conditions de la
liberté extérieure équitable. Comme nous l’avons déjà évoqué, il est
parfois noté que, malgré toute indemnisation, le crime ne s’efface pas. Mais
qu’est‐ce que cela signifie? Si quelqu’un pouvait faire usage de mon
corps ou de mon vélo à sa guise, à des fins qui ne sont pas les miennes, et
que cela n’entraine que la nécessité d’une compensation, cela donnerait
par conséquent l’impression que je n’ai pas de titre de disposition. Il
apparait qu’une telle action (ou même une simple tentative) équivaut,
en effet, au placement des limites de ma liberté extérieure sous le ré‐
gime du libre‐arbitre d’un autre.37 Tout cela s’assimile, alors, comme le
formule de manière pertinente Ripstein, à une «substitution de la ra‐
tionalité publique par des objectifs individuels».38
Quelle est donc la correction nécessaire? Selon le modèle de la jus‐
tice corrective, il serait en vérité crucialde restaurer un équilibre ébran‐
lé, qui concerne toutefois, du point de vue de sa portée, la communauté
politique dans son entier et non pas les deux seules parties. Comme le dit
Kant: «si tu […] voles, c’est toi‐même que tu voles», puisque tu rends la
propriété précaire en général.39 C’est ainsi que la punition tend à inverser
ce mouvement qui avait ébranlé le statut même de la liberté extérieure
égale. Compte tenu de cela, on apprécie mieux ces développements
kantiens et hégéliens que beaucoup considèrent comme les plus noirs
de ces philosophes: l’éloge qu’ils ont fait du poena talionis.40
Tout d’abord, pour ces philosophes, la punition n’a pas besoin et ne
doit pas non plus être justifiée par ses conséquences censées être bénéfi‐
aspects privatistes, c’est‐à‐dire des aspects relatifs à l’indemnisation, comme un
dommage privé relève aussi d’intérêts pénaux.
36 Voir l’argumentation de Jean Hampton, ‘Correcting harms versus righting
wrongs: the goal of retribution’, UCLA Law Review, 39/1992, pp. 1659‐1660.
37 Voir également A. Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law, op. cit, pp. 158,
163.
38 Ibid, p. 134.
39 Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., p. 153[VI, 332].
40 D’une manière telle que certains auteurs trouvent peu réconciliables le Kant
humanitaire et le Kant punitif, voir par exemple Nick Smith, ‘Kantian Restorative
Justice’, Criminal Justice Ethics, 29/2010, p. 54.
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ques. Dans ce cas on traiterait en effet le criminel comme un animal nui‐
sible, comme d’instrument au service de ces fins bénéfiques, ce qui
équivaudrait, selon Kant, à contester son humanité même.41 Hegel,
pour sa part, aborde cette question à partir de la comparaison suivante
: punir afin de prévenir la criminalité équivaut àempoigner, de manière in‐
timidante, un bâton devant un chien. En revanche, punir afin de châtier le
criminel signifie qu’on l’honore comme un être rationnel42 Nous devons
nous demander pourquoi Kant et Hegel, en définitive, persistent à
considérer que la justice punitive – proportionnelle est la seule réponse
juste face à un crime.
Seule la justice punitive peut « indiquer de manière précise la quali‐
té et la quantité de la peine […] quand bien même cela ne serait pas
possible à la lettre », comme l’écrit Kant.43 Il est évident que le quid pro
quo (à savoir que le criminel doit assumer ce qu’il a fait), prisau sens lit‐
téral, constitue un principe impraticable ou même ridicule.44 Hegel
souligne à ce stade qu’il ne s’agit pas d’une égalité quant à la forme spéci‐
fique de l’acte, mais plutôt d’une proportion de valeur,45 qui s’oriente, en
termes kantiens cette fois, vers «la position qu’occupe l’aiguille de la
balance de la justice». Il en résulte que le principe d’une punition pro‐
portionnelle n’est pas une simple formule ne garantissant que la portée
(et les limites maximales) de la peine – mais bien, une maxime axiolo‐
gique visant à réparer la brèche apparue au sein de la liberté extérieure
(et de la valeur morale) égale des sujets humains. Afin que la marque
de l’asymétrie provoquée par le crime soit effacée, cette éradication
doit se réaliser de manière strictement précise et proportionnelle.
À ce propos, l’extrait suivant de Kant, qui suscite fréquemment

Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., p. 152 [VI, 331].
Voir Georg Friedrich Hegel, Principes de la Philosophie du Droit, trad. André
Kan, Gallimard, Paris, 1940,p. 136 [§100].
43 Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., p. 153‐154 [VI, 332].
44 « […] ainsi vol pour vol, brigandage pour brigandage, œil pour œil, dent
pour dent, qui nous représentent le criminel borgne et édenté», voir Hegel Principes
de la Philosophie du Droit, op. cit. p. 138 [§101].
45 Ibid., p. 137‐138 [§101].
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l’étonnement ou la dérision de la part des commentateurs, est caracté‐
ristique: Même si la société politique se dissolvait avec l’accord de tous ses
membres (voir «par exemple, si le peuple qui habite une île décidait de
se séparer et de se disperser dans le monde»), il faudrait auparavant pu‐
nir tous les criminels, un par un, sans exception.46Encore une fois, Kant
souligne, à ce niveau, que ce qui compte, c’est la demande de levée de
l’asymétrie morale per se (et ce indépendamment des appréciations
d’utilité publique).
Plus loin, et malgré les approches manquant d’esprit philosophique
critique et qui persistent à instaurer une dichotomie absolue entre pré‐
vention et châtiment, la théorie de la peine kantienne est imprégnée du
souci d’éviter le crime.47 Néanmoins, chez Kant, la prévention n’est pas
distinguée de l’état juridique lui‐même. La punition se pose comme
une garantie que les objectifs individuels ne se substituent pas à la volonté
générale, soit (à titre rétrospectif) par le biais de l’usage de contrainte,
soit (à titre prospectif) par le biais de la menace de l’usage de
contrainte. Si le ratio de la peine demeure alors immanent au concept
du droit, cela implique tout simplement que sa justification ne dépend pas
des conséquences.48
D. Que signifie donc l’expression d’Hegel, selon laquelle la punition
dépasse le crime?49 Pour une oreille exercée au vocabulaire hégélien, le
double sens du verbe original aufheben est limpide: il signifie à la fois,
d’une part, abolir/nier et, d’autre part, conserver/affirmer.50
La justice pénale consiste, dans le jargon hégélien, en un processus
par lequel « le droit revient en soi par négation de sa négation » et,
alors, la restauration a lieu, c’est‐à‐dire la «société civile retourne à son
Ibid., p. 155 [VI, 333].
Voir l’excellente argumentation de A. Ripstein, Freedom and Force, op. cit., pp.
301‐302, 307‐312.
48 Ibid., p. 301.
49 Voir l’argumentation de A. Wood, Hegel’s Ethical Thought, op. cit, pp. 112‐118.
50 Voir les commentaires du philosophe lui‐même quant au sens du aufheben,
chez Hegel, Encyclopédie des Sciences Philosophiques, t. 1, trad. Bernard Bourgeois,
Vrin, Paris, 1970, p. 530.
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concept».51 En premier lieu, la « blessure du général » (voire le fait du
crime) est dépassée et, en second lieu, le «général» (à savoir la cité de la
volonté générale et de la reconnaissance mutuelle de liberté) se re‐
lève.52
Il convient à ce niveau de revenir à notre hypothèse de travail. Νous
pouvons le rappeler, une des propositions qui constituent le noyau de
la «justice restaurative» consiste à cesser considérer le crime comme
«une atteinte aux intérêts de l’Etat» et à se focaliser plutôt sur blessures
des personnes données, tout en revendiquant un type de châtiment qui
ressemble plutôt à la réconciliation et au pardon, plutôt qu’une sorte
de déguisement juridiquo‐moral du désir de vengeance.53 Dans le sens
contraire cependant, Hegel soutient que la punition ne serait
qu’une question de vengeance, une affaire strictement privée, si on ne se
concentre pas sur le «général blessé».54 Expressis verbis, au paragraphe
218 de ses Principes de la philosophie du droit, il souligne que dans la me‐
sure où des biens personnels sont reconnus comme valables, en termes
du droit et au sein d’une République, le crime, en réalité, n’est plus désor‐
mais «une offense à l’infini subjectif, mais une violation de la chose
publique».55 Il remarque que pendant un procès courant, les parties,
bien que demeurant des sujets, représentent néanmoins la volonté gé‐
nérale.56 On en déduit que la distinction même entre les crimes contre
les biens publics et ceux contre les biens privés, est plutôt une distinc‐
tion quantitative que qualitative: Fichte note, à ce propos, que les «cri‐
mes contre l’Etat» peut avoir lieu de deux manières, soit directement
(dans le cas de la rébellion et de la haute trahison), soit indirectement

51

Voir Hegel, Principes de la Philosophie du Droit op. cit., p. 125‐126, 254 [§82 et

229].
Ibid, p. 125‐127 [§82‐85].
Ainsi, le droit pénal est appelé à adhérer à « une orgie du pardon, d’origine
chrétien », voir Jeffrie G. Murphy – Jean Hampton, Forgiveness and Mercy, Cam‐
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1988, p. 10‐12.
54 Voir Hegel, Principes de la Philosophie du Droit, op. cit., p. 139 [§102].
55 Ibid., p. 245 [§218].
56 Ibid, p. 139 [§102].
52
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(dans tous les autres cas).57
On pourrait en effet aborder la conclusion sous la forme
de l’aphorisme suivant: L’auteur d’un crime n’est pas opposé au spéci‐
fique‐individuel («dommage privé»), ni à l’abstrait‐général («la lettre de la
loi pénale»), mais plutôt au spécifique‐général («la volonté générale et la
liberté extérieure égale»). C’est pourquoi le pardon, ou le « droit de
gracier », comme le dit Kant de manière explicite, est attribué exclusi‐
vement au souverain.58 Certes, si on dissocie ici la souveraineté de la
personne physique qui l’exerce,59 ce sont les pouvoirs nationaux ou bien
en définitive la communauté politique souveraine qui occupent cette place.
Tout débat relatif aux réformes pénales souhaitées60 – et si nous
voulons éviter qu’il se résume à un «mélange de bonne volonté et de
mauvaise philosophie»61 – doit ainsi respecter le caractère public de la
peine et le ratio proportionnel de sa mise en application. De même, en
ce qui concerne une soi‐disant réforme privilégiant des orientations
«restauratives», nous souscrivons pleinement aux observations finales
d’A. Duff:62 il serait possible qu’une forme de médiation pénale soit
instaurée, mais nécessairement sous l’égide etl’autorité d’un tribunal,

57 Voir Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Fondement du Droit Naturel selon les Principes de la
Doctrine de la Science, trad.‐prés. A. Renaut, Quadrige/PUF, Paris, 1984, p. 278 [§20,
ΙΙΙ].
58 Voir Kant, Métaphysique des Mœurs, op. cit., p. 160[VI, 337].
59 Voir Otfried Höffe, Immanuel Kant, trad. Marshall Farrier, State University of
New York Press, New York, 1992, p. 189.
60 Hegel lui‐même, souligne que – à part la question des fondements, qui se pose
au niveau des principes – la précision d’une certaine peine (au niveau de
l’application) est ouverte historiquement. Alors que le crime ne devrait pas rester im‐
puni (sinon l’injuste serait instauré comme juste), la « sévérité du châtiment » est
conditionnée, en dernière analyse, par le progrès de la société politique (elle « est
variable selon l’état de la société civile »), de sorte qu’un crime serait « modéré‐
ment puni », proportionné au niveau de sureté qu’une société aurait acquis, voir
Hegel, Principes de la Philosophie du Droit, op. cit., p. 246 [§218].
61 Voir A. Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law, op. cit., p. 134.
62 En ce qui concerne la formulation qui suit, voir A. Duff, ‘Restoration and re‐
tribution’, op. cit., p. 53‐57.
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dans le cadre d’un procès public. Le juge peut prononcer, en premier lieu,
la condamnation et puis, sous condition de l’accord unanime de tous,
une « consultation des parties » peut s’ouvrir, relative à une «peine
corrective» éventuelle ou à la «restauration» indiquée (par exemple,
des services orientés vers les besoins de la victime ou des services
d’intérêt public). En tout état de cause, l’autorité judiciaire doit enca‐
drer le processus et garantir ainsi l’égalité des parties et la primauté de la
volonté générale. Et il est impératif également que seul le tribunal
s’exprime à la fin, de manière décisive, sur la question des mesures res‐
tauratives en déclarant qu’il s’agit d’une punition appropriée, quant à
son objet et quant à sa proportionnalité.
Certes, pour une série des raisons qui, entre autres, expliquent
que le débat sur la justice restaurative ait été si nourri dans le passé ré‐
cent, il parait souhaitable des proposer des formules des peines alternati‐
ves63 – dont le statut de peine ne doit toutefois pas être contesté (c’est‐à‐
dire, comme une réponse publique – proportionnelle face à un acte d’intérêt
pénal). Au contraire, on ne saurait approuver l’empressement qu’ont
manifesté plusieurs partisans de l’école de la justice restaurative, à se
prononcer en faveur des «tendances à la privatisation du droit pénal».64
Dans un texte fondateur de cette école, le Conflicts as Properties de Nils
Christie, ce dernier affirme qu’il faut revendiquer la «réappropriation»
des conflits pénaux, comme des «ressources publiques», par les socié‐
tés elles‐mêmes, au‐delà de l’Etat et de ses fonctionnaires.65 Si on laisse
de côté les doutes que suscitent ces arguments du point de vue analy‐
tique, il nous parait crucial de noter le point suivant: ce n’est pas par

63 Voir les paramètres évoqués par R. Cario, «Justice restaurative: Principes et
Promesses», op. cit., pp. 24‐25 (critique de l’institution de la prison, nécessité de
fournir un soutien socio‐psychologique aux victimes etc.).
64 Voir les contributions dans le volume Herman Bianchi & Rene van Swaanin‐
gen (ed.), Abolitionism: Towards a non‐repressive approach to crime, Free University
Press, Amsterdam, 1986, et les œuvres de Nils Christie, Limits to Pain, Universitets‐
forlaget, Oslo, 1981, et ‘Conflicts as property’, The British Journal of Criminology,
17/1977.
65 Voir N. Christie, ‘Conflicts as property’, op. cit., p. 7 et s.
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hasard que le discours relatif aux schémas de la justice pénale dite «décen‐
tralisée» a surgi à la même époque où s’est généralisée la mise en doute
de la primauté réglementaire du secteur public66 – et l’alternative pro‐
posée, à ce titre, était alors la «mobilisation de la société civile» ou la
«responsabilisation des individus» etc.67
Bien que dans le cadre du présent texte nous ne puissions élaborer
autant qu’il serait nécessaire,68 notre position est que l’accès aux res‐
sources essentielles à l’autosuffisance de chacun, en termes de justice dis‐
tributive, ne doit pas être abandonné aux imprévus et à la partialité du
dispositif individuel. Pour garder au contraire son caractère obligatoire
et universel, la justice sociale doit être incarnée par institutions publi‐
ques et contraignantes, dont le nom exact demeure: état social. Pour des
raisons bien distinctes, mais toutefois fondées, le statut des institutions
pénales doit rester également public.
Et pour conclure à propos des rapports entre la justice pénale et la
justice sociale, indiquons que l’auteur d’un acte criminel qui se trouve
en désavantage distributif n’est pas, pour cette raison, moins punissable.
Le fait que l’injustice sociale favorise le comportement criminel est cer‐
tainement déjà connu de l’époque de Thomas More,69 et est sans doute
juste dansson vrai champ, à savoir celui de la sociologie critique. Toutefois
sous un angle normatif, cela ne signifie pas que la justice distributive et

66 Voir les remarques critiques par Anthony Bottoms, ‘Some sociological reflec‐
tions on restorative justice’, in A. von Hirsch et al. (eds.), Restorative Justice and Cri‐
minal Justice, op cit, p. 104‐107, et Sophia Giovanoglou, «Modernité tardive et sys‐
tèmes de justice pénale décentrés: Le cas de la justice restaurative», in Crime et Sup‐
pression Pénale à l’Âge de crise, Volume Honoraire au Professeur Nestor Courakis, Anto‐
nis Sakkoulas, Athènes, 2016, p. 590 et s. [en grec].
67 Voir l’analyse des tendances en question chez Jacques Donzelot, L’invention
du Social: Essai sur le déclin des passions politiques, Éditions du Seuil, Paris, 1994, p.
224‐226.
68 Nous nous permettons toutefois de nous référer à cet égard à Stergios Mitas,
La Solidarité Comme Principe de Droit Fondamental, Editions de l’Institut Sakis Kara‐
giorgas, Athènes, 2016, passim [en grec].
69 Voir Maria/Louisa Berneri, Voyage à Travers l’Utopie, Nisides, Thessalonique,
1999, pp. 9, 61 et s. [en grec].
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la justice pénale s’entrecroisent. Ce qu’on touche, dans une telle hypo‐
thèse, c’est la suggestion de deux injustices pour un même cas: l’injustice
qui découle du délit lui‐même et l’injustice qui résulte des circonstances socio‐
économiques qui furent les circonstances de ce délit.
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2012/29/EU. – 2. An Overview of Italian Regulation. – 2.1. Restorative
Justice and “ordinary” penal proceeding concerning adults. – 2.2. Re‐
storative Justice and “processual microsystems”: juvenile rite, proceed‐
ing at the justice of the peace and execution stage. 3. Final Considera‐
tions.
Inputs from European Union: the Directive 2012/29/EU
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in Italy towards
restorative justice1 also due to inputs coming from European Union.
1 Amongst the many, Ciavola, Il Contributo della Giustizia Consensuale e
Riparativa all’Efficienza dei Modelli di Giurisdizione, Torino, 2010; Certosino,
Mediazione e Giustizia Penale, Bari, 2015; Eusebi (ed.), Una Giustizia Diversa. Il modello
riparativo e la questione penale, Milano, 2015; Mannozzi, La Giustizia Senza Spada. Uno
studio comparato su giustizia riparativa e mediazione penale, Milano, 2003; Mannozzi
(ed.), Mediazione e Diritto penale. Dalla punizione del reo alla composizione con la
vittima, Milano, 2004; Mannozzi, Ruggieri (ed.), Pena, Riparazione e Riconciliazione.
Diritto penale e giustizia riparativa nello scenario del terzo millennio, Como, 2007;
Mannozzi & Lodigiani (eds.), Giustizia Riparativa, Ricostruire legami, Ricostruire
persone, Bologna, 2015; Parisi, ‘I confini della restorative justice nella più recente
normativa europea a tutela della vittima: ragionevole attuazione di una victim‐
centredjustice o inevitabile condanna al destino di Sisifo?’, in Cortesi, La Rosa,
Parlato & Selvaggi (eds.), Sistema Penale e Tutela delle Vittime tra Diritto e Giustizia,
Milano, 2015, 123 et seq. (http://labdirpen.wixsite.com/diplap); VV.AA., ‘La
giustizia riparativa nella prospettiva comparata, Speciale’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen.,
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At a supranational level, many sources have come in succession.2 In
particular, within European Union, framework decision concerning the
position of the victim in penal proceedings commended, in 2001, that
all member States of the Union should promote “mediation” in penal
proceedings for those crimes considered “appropriate”.3
In 2012, the framework decision was replaced by Directive
2012/29/EU, which legal ruling are more binding and accurate.4 In
compliance with EU competencies,5 the Directive, as well as frame‐
work decision, has approached restorative justice from a victim’s protec‐
tion standpoint.
The Directive consists of three articles referring to restorative justice.
Art. 2, n. 1 lett. d), provides a definition of it, in line with other interna‐
tional texts. Art. 4 includes a compulsory catalogue of basic informa‐
tion victims have the right to be provided with, among which those
ones regarding available restorative justice services. However, the real
core of the discipline in object is art. 12, which foresees protection
measures for a victim who is involved in mediation procedures and
imposes member States to assure the victim has appropriate access to
safe and skilled in services.

2015, n. 4, 1899 et seq.
2 ECOSOC Resolution 2002/12, ‘Basic principles on the use of restorative justice
programmes in criminal matters’, in www.un.org; Handbook on Restorative Justice
Programmes, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (Vienna, January 30‐31,
2006 (www.unodc.org); Recommendation N° R (99) 19, concerning Mediation in
Penal Matters, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on
15 September 1999 (https://wcd.coe.int); Guidelines for a Better Implementation of
the Existing Recommendation, concerning Mediation in Penal Matters, European
Commission for the Efficiency of Justice, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, December
7, 2007, CEPEJ (2007)13 (https://wcd.coe.int).
3 Council Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on the standing of victims in
criminal proceedings (2001/220/JHA).
4 Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 Oc‐
tober 2012 establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and protection
of victims of crime, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA.
5 Art. 82 (2) TFEU.
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Art. 12 rises different issues that need to be resolved internally.
First, according to the disposition, the discussion is all about
whether a proper “right to mediation” has to be acknowledged to the
victim or not.6 Furthermore, what comes out from the norm is that re‐
storative justice tools can be basically utilized only in case they corre‐
spond with the victim’s interests. In this regards, this could result into
a contrast with one of restorative justice basic principles, which is impar‐
tiality, or, in other words, equal consideration of all “parts”.7 The ques‐
tion arises as to whether admitting disputed facts is necessary or not
and this because, according to a thorough reading of the text, one
might think a confession is strongly required.
Lastly, a basic profile concerns protection of “confidentiality” and,
specifically, the kind of confidentiality assured in regards to anything
happening within a mediation environment compared with a judicial
one. This type of confidentiality is usually assured according to the Di‐
rective, unless primary reasons of public interest might occur, which is
to say that public interest in penal persecution of the crime could pre‐
vail towards confidentiality requirements. For countries provided with
a more advanced mediation system, these type of critical profiles might
expose to risk of a general lowering of warranties’ standards.8
For those member States in which restorative justice is still not well
known, the Directive can only improve. Although the Directive has a
one‐sided perspective, essentially focused on the victim, for the first
time in theme of restorative justice, it offers a binding legal effect for the
entire European Union as well as it sets a series of parameters and
commitments to respect. Among these last ones, for instance, inform‐
ing the victim on the possibility of obtaining mediation is now foreseen

6 Kilchling, in Kilchling, Parlato, Nuove prospettive per la Restorative justice in
seguito alla direttiva sulla vittima: verso un “diritto alla mediazione? Germania e Italia a
confronto, in Cass. pen., 2015, 4188 et seq.
7 Kilchling, Nuove prospettive, 4188 et seq.
8 By reference to Germany, Kilchling, Nuove prospettive, 4188 et seq.
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by Italian law in art. 90 bis c.p.p., which was introduced by d.lgs.
212/2015 precisely during Directive implementation.9
An Overview of Italian Regulation
According to Directive’s indication, in regards to restorative justice,
Italian judicial system is one‐step behind in respect to other systems.
Penal trial today still leads towards imposition of a sentence and not to
“alternative outcomes”. Conflict is traditionally based on an authorita‐
tive model, which is slowly and gradually opening up to a conciliation‐
kind model. Our system also, which is still strongly based on penal ac‐
tion compulsoriness principle, is starting to be acquainted with these
different models.
At a legislative level, restorative justice isstill not fully recognized.10
By considering restorative justice as a tool including any conciliation or
reparation formality, there are other institutions, foreseen and disci‐
plined by Italian code of criminal procedure, that lead back to it.
Within a judicial setting, however, Italian system is limited to pre‐
dicting some kind of processual outcomes in order to enhance results
of a successful mediation activity. On the contrary, norms do not linger
on regulating or foreseeing restorative justice procedures, neither, in
most cases, they show a will of connecting with it. Therefore, it is clear
that the use of mediation tools is inevitably limited and occasional.
In this way, restorative justice is reflected by a series of heterogene‐
ous and uncomplete hypothesis. For significant reasons, it is preferable
to start approaching hypothesis regarding “ordinary” cognition proc‐
9 Del Vecchio, La nuova fisionomia della vittima del reato dopo l’adeguamento
dell’Italia alla direttiva 2012/29/UE, in www.penalecontemporaneo.it, 11.04.2016.
10 From a reforming perspective: Consolidated text of draft laws (Camera dei
Deputati‐House of Representatives, n. 4368) approved by Republic Senate on
March 15th, 2017, ʺModification to criminal code, code of criminal procedure and
penitentiary regulationʺ, where a new institute is foreseen (through the introduc‐
tion of art. 162 ter c.p.), which implies dismissal of crimes that are prosecutable on
lawsuit, following restorative conducts. Instituteʹs sphere of application is residual
in respect to the one related to remission of lawsuit, but, however, the normative is
significant.
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ess towards adults which, so far, are very limited and have started to
develop only recently. Then, those concerning peculiar procedural sys‐
tems, which have wider experimentation.
1. Restorative justice and “ordinary” penal proceeding concerning adults
In referral to restorative justice, the most relevant tools in “ordi‐
nary” penal proceeding towards adults, mainly consists of three type
of cases. The first, regulated since 1988 criminal procedure code’s for‐
mulation. The second and third were included only recently, following
the two reforms of 2014 and 2015, which have made mediation be‐
tween private processual subjects (accused and victim) possible by re‐
producing already existing institutes within juvenile proceeding. These
innovations, born with the intent of reducing judiciary load as well as
prison overcrowding,11 have implied the introduction of processual
systems that lead to accepting mediation or conciliation procedures’
results.
Beside these three hypothesis some other tools, with more limited
case law impact are available, such as conciliation activities carried out
by forces of law and order and in front of a single judge.12
A) For a long time the main processual connection, in respect to
mediation’s activity, has been remission of lawsuit (art. 340 c.p.p.), or
so called contrarius actus, through which a submitted lawsuit can be re‐
voked by the victim itself. In order to make remission of lawsuit effec‐
tive, acceptance by the accused is required (he could be interested in
proving his innocence in respect to the facts he was contested for).13
ECHR, Torreggiani and others vs. Italy, 08.01.2013.
Art. 1, comma 2, R.D. 18.06.1931, n. 773 (T.U.L.P.S.); artt. 5, 6 R.D. 06.05.1940,
n. 635; Certosino, Mediazione, 201 et seq. Art. 555, comma 3, c.p.p.; Grillo, ‘Gli spazi
operativi della mediazione penale nel procedimento penale davanti al giudice di
pace ed al tribunale in composizione monocratica’, in Giur. mer., 2013, 10 et seq.
13 Montagna, ‘Condizioni di procedibilità’, in Garuti (ed.), ‘Indagini preliminari
e udienza preliminare’, in Spangher (directed by), Trattato di Procedura Penale, III,
Torino, 2009, 120 et seq.; Potetti, ‘Remissione di querela, accettazione, non rifiuto:
la soluzione delle Sezioni unite e i problemi pratici che ne conseguono’, in Cass.
Pen., 2012, 4043‐4052; Cass., Sez. un., 13.07.2011, n. 27610.
11
12
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Actually, it is possible that the offended individual decides to submit
this action, which retracts the previous one, exactly after the carrying
out of mediation activity between victim and accused.
Nevertheless, determining a frame of reference for this kind of “or‐
dinary” penal proceeding is required. The affected environment is
clearly the one related to offences prosecutable on lawsuit, for which
an expression of will by the victim is required for penal investigation
purposes,
Crimes, for which the victim can choose whether to activate a penal
proceeding or not are, on one side those related to minor cases, on the
other side those ones affecting a specific sphere of intimacy of the vic‐
tim (sexual violence crimes etc...). For these last ones, however, in or‐
der to protect the victim from any possible pressure or threat, it is not
possible to renounce or revoke the lawsuit.
Therefore, the field regarding remission of lawsuit is restricted only
to the first group of crimes. Once proposed (and accepted), remission
of lawsuit determines the extinction of the crime and the pronunciation
of a provision, which, depending on current stage of the procedure,
will result into a dismissal, a non‐suit decision or an acquittal.
B) The second tool, foreseen by the reform of 2014, is a “probation”
model (messa alla prova).14 In particular, the person accused for minor
crimes may ask probation by providing restorative and compensatory
damages conducts through specific programs and public utility work‐
ing activities. Potential dismissal, through probation, opens an un‐
precedented “window” to mediation. In fact, the Legislator has ex‐
pressly considered this last one to outline the “treatment program”
that has to be attached to the accused request and represents the “core”
of this new type of case.
In fact, mediation is counted within those situations which, “when
possible”, are included in this program (art. 464‐bis, comma 4, lett. c),
14 L. 28 aprile 2014, n. 67. Marandola, ‘La messa alla prova dell’imputato adulto:
ombre e luci di un nuovo rito speciale per una diversa politica criminale’, in Dir.
Pen. Proc., 2014, 674 et seq.; Triggiani (ed.), La Deflazione Giudiziaria. Messa alla prova
degli adulti e proscioglimento per tenuità del fatto, Torino, 2014.
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c.p.p.). As a brief aside, “when possible” implies that probation, within
a mediation process is not automatic, although, given that Legislator is
always quite reluctant in nominating it, this does not reduce systematic
value of the provision, at least as a recognition of mediation norm it‐
self.
This clear stand, although shyly, practically matches with art. 141‐
ter disp. att. c.p.p. According to the norm, external criminal enforce‐
ment offices, in charge of arranging treatment program also based on a
social‐familiar investigation, transmit indication to the judge on the
possibility of carrying out a mediation activity through private or pub‐
lic structures or centers within the territory.
C) Lastly, positive outcome of a mediation activity may be used
during proceedings in order to obtain non‐punishment for the “par‐
ticular tenuity of the fact”, ex art. 131 bis c.p. This type of pronounce‐
ment was foreseen by reform of 2015,15 in accordance with previously
disciplined cases for juvenile rite and proceedings at the justice of the
peace. Norms introduced in 2015, unlike the one on probation, do not
include specific reference to mediation. Nevertheless, this does not ex‐
clude that an out‐of‐court moment, with possible sending out of the
case to appropriate mediation offices, could fit within interstices of the
proceeding.16
All the above is important especially considering that the law, in
order to obtain a non‐punishment pronouncement, requires a compari‐
son between victim and accused.17

15
D.lgs. 16 marzo 2015, n. 28. Caprioli, ‘Prime considerazioni sul
proscioglimento per particolare tenuità del fatto’ (www.penalecontemporaneo.it),
8.07.2015; Mangiaracina, ‘La tenuità del fatto ex art. 131‐bis c.p.: vuoti normativi e
ricadute applicative’ (www.penalecontemporaneo.it), 28.05.2015; Parlato, ‘Il volto
processuale della particolare tenuità del fatto’, in Baccari, La Regina & Mancuso
(eds.), Il Nuovo Volto della Giustizia Penale, Padova, 2015, p. 225 et seq.
16 Ruggieri, ‘Giudizio penale e «restorative justice»: antinomia o sinergia?’, in
Mannozzi & Lodigiani (eds.), Giustizia Riparativa, p. 83 et seq.
17 Cass., Sez. V, 05.09.2016 n. 36857; Cass., Sez. un., 06.04.2016, n. 13681.
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Positive outcome of a mediation procedure, started in the occasion
of such a comparison, could support judge’s discretional decision who,
according to the law, recognizes the “particular tenuity of the fact” and
consequently pronounces, depending on the stage of the proceeding,
provision dismissal or acquittal.
2. Restorative Justice and “processual microsystems”: juvenile rite, proceed‐
ing at the justice of the peace and execution stage
There are three main environments, up to this moment, where re‐
storative justice offers a wider experimentation and they characterize for
being “peripheral” in respect to cognition process towards investi‐
gated/accused adults.
In fact, the first lies within juvenile proceeding foreseen for who
was a minor when he committed the crime; the second within proceed‐
ing in front of the Peace Officer(giudice di pace), foreseen for minor
crimes, so called “insignificant”; the third within executive stage, that
is to say after a final conviction.
A) Juvenile rite can be a fertile ground for restorative justice insti‐
tutes, as its carrying out is affected consistently by educational pur‐
poses. The need of pursuing recover and self‐empowerment for the
young person makes processual outcomes, which do not result “so‐
cially stigmatizing” for the young, particularly desirable.
Therefore, these “alternative” terminations of proceeding options
respond to a particular attentiveness not really towards the victim, but
towards the accused, as the intention is to limit his permanence into
penal justice circle.18
According to d.P.R. n. 448/1998, which regulates juvenile proceed‐
ing, restorative justice tools are used mainly during initial phase of the
proceeding. A prompt access to mediation, within preliminary investi‐
gation is highly recommended. In fact, due to the quick evolution of
young subjects, it could be worthwhile to allow them rapidly become
conscious of consequences of their crime. Given that mediation proce‐

18

Certosino, Mediazione, p. 111 et seq.
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dure still implicates taking on responsibility, on the other hand, this
prompt access is at risk of compromising respect for presumption of
innocence.
This is the reason why the trend is to enhance as much as possible
“confidentiality” regarding the procedure: in fact, mediation of‐
fice/department communicates procedure’s outcomes to the judge but
always without going into details regarding mediation activities that
have brought to these results.19
That said, within juvenile rite, on one hand it is possible to identify
various occasions for a mediation approach between victim and “of‐
fender” while, on the other hand, within judicial environment, identify
different possible processual outcomes which could make potential
positive result of these experiments spendable.
According to what foreseen by art. 9 d.P.R. n. 448/1998, on one side
a mediation tentative can take place, for instance, during assessments
related to personality of the young person. These assessments were in‐
cluded in order to allow prosecutor and judge to acquire data on re‐
sources and social condition of the young in order to verify his level of
responsibility and impeachment as well as to evaluate social relevance
of the fact.
Within this specific environment, it is possible to activate a media‐
tion pathway: judicial authority can ask mediation department opera‐
tors to collect information in order to verify this opportunity.
Shall there be options for the young to receive prescriptions, accord‐
ing to art. 20 d.P.R. n. 448/199, other occasions for mediation can show
out in site of application of precautionary measures that might also
imply a contact between accused and victim, as well as activities tend‐
ing to reparation of damages.
On opposite side, at a processual level, positive outcome of media‐
tion is recognized through different tools, foreseen by law, which ob‐

19 Ruggieri, Obbligatorietà dell’azione penale e soluzioni alternative nel processo
penale minorile, in Picotti (edited by), La mediazione nel sistema penale minorile,
Padova, 1998, p. 195; Certosino, Mediazione, p. 121.
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jective is to accomplish process’s “minimal offence” towards the young
and to “avoid” that process itself has to take place when superfluous or
prejudicial for the young.20 Among these mechanisms there are about
three to mention.
The first is the one disciplined by art. 27 d.P.R. n. 448/1998 that is
the declaratory regarding “irrelevance of the fact” which was regarded
as a model for already mentioned “particular tenuity of the fact”, now
foreseen for adults. Mediation or conciliation results might affect juris‐
dictional evaluation of “irrelevance”. Once assessed, “irrelevance” be‐
comes a condition obstructing “admissibility”.
The second one is judicial release, according to art. 169 c.p. which
allows nonsuit. In fact, a good mediation outcome can be determining
in view of such a benefit concession, especially according to evaluation
of factors referred to in art. 133 c.p. (in particular, guilty party’s crimi‐
nal capacity) for the purposes of a prognosis on future commission of
other crimes.
The third is probation (messa alla prova), according to art. 28 d.P.R.
n. 448/1998. Also considered as a model for the institute then intro‐
duced for adults, this tool implies subject’s foster care to juvenile ser‐
vices with the intent of carrying out an observation program, treatment
and supporting activities helpful in evaluating subject’s personality. It
is about a social reintegration pathway within which, if it is the case,
“conciliation between young subject and offended individual” is rec‐
ommended. Really, probation itself is an occasion as well as a solution
of a particular form of restorative justice. In case of positive outcome,
probation can result into a non suit declaration. This solution is par‐
ticularly suited to recognize mediation practices’ results. However, un‐
fortunately it often happens that the victim shows a “closure” and re‐
fusal attitude in respect to mediation, not managing to metabolize
what occurred and not satisfying his natural desire of “recognition”.

20 Colamussi, Mestitz, ‘Messa alla prova’, in Dig. Disc. Pen. Agg. V, Torino, 2010,
p. 559; Certosino, Mediazione, p. 142; Bouchard, ‘Vittime e colpevoli: c’è spazio per
una giustizia riparatrice?’, in Quest. Giust., 1995, 887 et seq.
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After all, for what concerns juvenile proceeding, the main goal is reha‐
bilitation of the “reo”.21
B) Proceeding at the justice of the peace, where proceeding’s differ‐
ent alternative outcomes mainly match processual economy’s needs, is
a separate issue.
Considering the “thefty” nature of criminal cases, entrusted to the
judge of the peace’s cognition, the goal is to reach judicial load defla‐
tion. Although beside this goal, it is also possible to catch sight of spe‐
cial‐preventive kind purposes aimed at discouraging the subject from
committing further similar crimes.22
Within proceeding at the justice of the peace, it is also possible to
identify opportunities of comparison between victim and “offender” as
well as processual outcomes that might result from a mediation activ‐
ity. According to the first profile, a peculiar “conciliatory spirit”, high‐
lighted by art. 2 d.lgs. n. 274/2000, enlivens the proceeding and repre‐
sents the common denominator of various institutes.23 First of all, in
this framework it is foreseen a mandatory attempt at conciliation, for
those crimes prosecutable on lawsuit. This case implies court hearing
delay and possible carrying out of «mediation activities by mediation
public or private centers and structures within the territory». There‐
fore, it is clear that the discussion could be referred to an expert media‐
tor. The norm that regulates these stages, that is art. 29 d.lgs. n.
274/2000, includes a clear textual reference to mediation activity which
is usually omitted by the legislator. However, an effective mediation
activity can be influenced by different factors. In particular, on one
side, the carrying out of conciliation attempt is always very connected

21 Colamussi, Mestitz, Messa alla prova, p. 558; Renzetti, ‘La mediazione nel
microsistema penale minorile’, in Riv. Dir. Proc., 2014, 656; Certosino, Mediazione, p.
151.
22 Ciavola, Il Contributo della Giustizia Consensuale e Riparativa, p. 326.
23 Picotti, ‘Giudice “di pace” e nuovi strumenti di diritto penale sostanziale per
una giustizia conciliativa. Considerazioni introduttive’, in Picotti & Spangher
(eds.), Verso Una Giustizia Penale ‘Conciliativa’? Il volto delineato dalla legge sulla
competenza penale del giudice di pace, Milano, 2002, p. 140.
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to the site where public hearing takes place, with consequent compro‐
mising of dialog’s spontaneity between victim and accused; on the
other side, carrying out of this attempt is often “managed” by judicial
authority, without involving mediators who are extraneous to the
processual activity. Therefore, a normative intervention, able to ar‐
range such activity in a more “protected” site together with a judicial
practice preferring the employment of experts in mediation would be
advantageous.24
Should conciliation tentative fail, all the above would be useful,
within proceeding’s continuation, in avoiding that collected statements
influence the judge, despite the ban.
Under the second profile (regarding mediation activity outcomes),
even in the proceeding at the justice of the peace, mediation activity
may be of particular relevance to the purposes of the declaratory of “ir‐
relevance of the fact”, here defined as “particular tenuity of the fact” ex
art. 34 d.lgs. n. 274/2000. This possible proceeding outcome, that looks
a lot like the one related to juvenile rite inspired the introduction of the
“particular tenuity of the fact”, now also foreseen for adults, clearly
expresses predicted deflation purposes.
Furthermore, as foreseen by art. 35 d.lgs. n. 274/2000, mediation ac‐
tivity can result into case dismissal after proving reparation conducts.
In fact, out of court mediation activity can be carried out in order to
reach this purpose. As reparation can be considered by the “offender”
expression of awareness, related to facts and to one’s own responsibil‐
ity, this kind of case is fully ascribable to the field of mediation.25

24 Cesari, Le Clausole di Irrilevanza del Fatto nel Sistema Processuale Penale, Torino,
2005, p. 92; Bonini, Sub art. 29, in Chiavario & Marzaduri (eds.), Giudice di Pace e
Processo Penale, Commento al d.lg. 28 agosto 2000, n. 274 e alle successive modifiche,
Torino, 2002, pp. 257, 262; Varraso, Il Procedimento Davanti al Giudice di Pace,
Milano, 2006, p. 82.
25 Certosino, Mediazione, pp. 188, 195; Fidelbo, ‘Giudice di pace (dir. proc. pen.)’,
in Dig. Disc. Pen., Agg. II, Torino, 2004, p. 242; Cesari, Le Clausole di Irrilevanza, p.
95.
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In case of mediation’s negative outcome, also within this type of en‐
vironment there can rise an issue related to “confidentiality” and
judge’s final decision could be influenced by declaration given by dif‐
ferent subjects during mediation failed tentative.
C) Above mentioned “special‐preventive” purpose, is the main rea‐
son related to the third among the environments here treated, initially
referred to as “peripheral”.
This specific environment concerns sentence enforcement’s stage
and it is exactly following final court decision that, so far, concilia‐
tion/mediation tools have been mainly employed. At this stage, the
main purpose is re‐habilitation and re‐entry of the “offender”, while
compensatory or protection perspectives for the offended remain in the
background.26
Conflict composition is appreciable also after a final judgment; both
from victim and community stand points, but above all under a practi‐
cal profile, where conflict composition detects granting of prison bene‐
fits for the “offender”.
During execution stage, mediation procedures are carried out flu‐
ently by working with opportunities related to rehabilitation pro‐
grams.
Always at this same stage, according to art. 47, comma 7, ord. penit.,
the main procedural junction is probation.27although also other insti‐
tutes are considered particularly important. For instance, according to
art.176 c.p., conditional release is a form of suspended custodial sen‐
tence, for which it is required that the accused has held a reforming at‐
titude.28 Also significant is art. 48 ord. penit., which provides for the

26 Fiorentin, ‘Riparazione e mediazione dopo il giudizio nel quadro
dell’esecuzione penitenziaria e delle misure alternative alla detenzione’, in Leg.
Pen., 2004, p. 389; Mannozzi, La Giustizia Senza Spada, p. 332.
27 Certosino, Mediazione, pp. 243, 247.
28 Rispoli, ‘Liberazione condizionale e finalità rieducative. Limiti ed estensione
del concetto del ʹsicuro ravvedimento” alla luce di una lettura costituzionalmente
orientata delle pene’, in Riv. It., 2007, p. 1244.
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semi‐liberty as an alternative to detention.29 Moreover, of particular
importance is disposition ex art. 21, comma 4‐ter, ord. penit (introduced
by 1. 9 August 2013, n. 94, in order to contrast prison overcrowding),
which foresees the opportunity for the convicted of providing, volun‐
tarily and on a free basis, supporting activities to victim’s families.
Clearly, this option means a previous and fruitful carrying out of a
mediation activity.30
Final Considerations
Observing at this regulatory framework, what rises is heterogen‐
eousness within the different existing type of cases, which differ one
from the other for some highlights related to mediation. However,
what comes to notice, above all, is the lack of a general discipline act‐
ing as a junction between the different hypotheses. Also according to
the Directive, a model that could be adapted to specific procedural en‐
vironments should be required.31
No matter what idea of restorative justice is adopted, there are basic
issues to face.
Next to already mentioned issue related to procedure’s confidential‐
ity, the most urgent matters concern: identification of those crimes for
which restorative justice can take place; the role of the offended, espe‐
cially according to his protection and “satisfaction”; the role of the “of‐

29 Mannozzi, ‘La reintegrazione sociale del condannato tra rieducazione,
riparazione ed empatia’, in Dir. Pen. Proc., 2012, p. 833 et seq.
30 Agliata, ‘Il lavoro carcerario in Italia alla luce dei recenti interventi normativi
e del rispetto dei diritti fondamentali a tutela della persona’, in I Diritti dell’Uomo,
2014, p. 519 et seq.; Bernardi, ‘Il progetto di ricerca “prison overcrowding and
alternatives to detention”: contesto e linee programmatiche’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc.
Pen., 2014, 1739 et seq.; Mannozzi, ‘Le aperture alla giustizia riparativa nell’ambito
delle misure alternative alla detenzione’, in Giur. It., 2016, pp. 1530‐1535;
Mastropasqua, ‘La mediazione penale nei procedimenti di sorveglianza: se ci sei
batti un colpo!’, in Mediares, 2008, n. 11, p. 86; Sechi, ‘Contrasto al sovraffollamento
carcerario e misure alternative alla detenzione: un primo bilancio’, 2015, in Riv. It.
Dir. Proc. Pen., 2015, 199 et seq.
31 Parlato, in Kilchling & Parlato, Nuove Prospettive, p. 4188 et seq.
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fender”, especially considering presumption of innocence, possible
needs related to minors and, during execution phase, to rehabilitation
purposes.
Regardless the way mediation wants to be interpreted and beyond
“humanistic” approach,32 finding a balance between these different fac‐
tors could mean abstracting oneself form a logical approach towards
“results” and therefore give up processual economy purposes as well
as appeasement between stakeholders.
Mediation success doesn’t necessarily have to coincide with above
mentioned planning and the idea that simple comparison between
stakeholders can however be a goal to reach should be accepted even if
just in order to pour out emotions or to establish new common law of
social cohabitation.33 In this sense, results not strictly related to proc‐
esses could be useful. But, all that said requires high tolerance of proc‐
essual system compared to longer and unpredictable length of times,
free from “impatience related to judiciary procedure”.34

32 Morineau, L’esprit de la Médiation, Ramonville Saint‐Agne, 1998; Parisi, I
Confini della Restorative justice, p. 123 et seq.
33
Giuffrida, ‘Giustizia riparativa e mediazione penale. Un percorso
sperimentale fra trattamento e responsabilizzazione del condannato’, in Aut. Loc.
Serv. Soc., 2013, 491 et seq.
34 Di Chiara, ‘La premura e la clessidra: i tempi della mediazione penale’, in Dir.
Pen. Proc., 2015, 377 et seq.
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Sommario: 1. Ambientazione. – 2. La crisi del carcere a partire dal
sovraffollamento carcerario. – 3. La risorgenza del sovraffollamento
carcerario come tema cruciale. – 4. L’ambiguo rapporto tra clemenza e
riforme del sistema penale di fronte al sovraffollamento carcerario. – 5.
La gestione dell’emergenza nell’attuale stagione politico‐criminale. –
5.1. Il disegno riformatore della l. 28 aprile 2014 n. 67. – 5.1.1. La
ridefinizione dei confini del penalmente rilevante. – 5.1.2. Le
prospettive di riforma del catalogo delle pene nel segno dell’alternativa
al carcere. – 5.1.3. Esercitazioni sul terreno dell’alternativa al carcere: la
messa alla prova per gli adulti. – 6. Grandangolo.
Ambientazione
«Fare uso della risorsa penale può essere una scelta legislativa
legittima, a certe condizioni ed entro certi limiti, e più o meno idonea
sul piano tecnico, con costi più o meno elevati. Bilanciare i (possibili)
benefici attesi e i (sicuri) costi rientra fra le scelte rimesse alla
valutazione politica del legislatore, formata nel complicato contesto
della sfera pubblica di una democrazia liberale».1
Il presente saggio, dedicato al Prof. Nestor Courakis, intende
inserirsi nell’ambito di una generale riflessione sull’influenza e
l’impatto sul sistema penale della crisi – non solo economica, ma anche
1 D. Pulitanò, ‘Il messaggio del Presidente Napolitano e le politiche penali’, in
Dir. Pen. Cont. – Riv. Trim., n. 1/2014, 140.
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identitaria e culturale – che l’Europa sta attraversando nell’epoca
attuale.
Tra i molteplici aspetti del fenomeno, il tema dell’alternativa al
carcere al tempo della crisi appare meritevole di approfondimento:
rispetto ad esso “crisi” è, anzitutto, crisi del carcere come pena risultata
nei fatti inefficace, ossia incapace di rispondere alle funzioni sue proprie
in termini di rieducazione del condannato e prevenzione del reato;2
una pena dunque solo costosa, sul piano economico, sociale ed umano.3
Di qui la corsa – quanto meno nella scena italiana – alle più diverse
alternative al carcere e il presentarsi di un naturale interrogativo:
appare spontaneo domandarsi, infatti, se la fuga dalla pena detentiva
risponda ad uno scopo ‘genuino’, tenuto conto del finalismo
rieducativo che orienta complessivamente il sistema penale ex art. 27 c.
3 Cost., come accaduto in alcune fasi del passato;4 oppure se, oggi, si

2 «Nei confronti dell’autore del reato la promessa costituzionale della funzione
rieducativa della pena non è stata mantenuta: è incommensurabile lo scarto tra il
dover essere della funzione rieducativa ed il suo essere nella realtà della
esecuzione penitenziaria che, salve alcune situazioni del tutto marginali, non ha
mai avuto, né ha tuttora, funzione di risocializzazione» (M. Pelissero, ‘La crisi del
sistema sanzionatorio e la dignità negata: il silenzio della politica, i compiti della
dottrina’, in Dir. Pen. Proc., 2013, 263). Un esito costituzionalmente inaccettabile:
cfr. C. E. Paliero, ‘Il principio di effettività del diritto penale’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc.
Pen., 1990,471 s.
3 Per un’analisi costi‐benefici applicata al sistema sanzionatorio e, in particolare,
la prospettazione disaggregata delle componenti di costo associate alla sanzione
penale, cfr. C. E. Paliero, Metodologiede lege ferenda: per una riforma non
improbabile del sistema sanzionatorio,in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 1992, 547 ss. Per un
approfondimento dei costi umani della sanzione penale nel contesto delle
riflessioni incentrate sulla giustizia riparativa, cfr. G. Mannozzi, La giustizia senza
spada. Uno studio comparato su giustizia riparativa e mediazione penale, Milano, 2003,
50.
4 Cfr. E. Dolcini, ‘La “questione penitenziaria”, nella prospettiva del penalista:
un provvisorio bilancio’, in Riv It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2015, 1656 s., con riferimento alla
riforma penitenziaria del 1975 (l. 26 luglio 1975 n. 354); M. Pavarini, Governare la
Penalità. Struttura sociale, processi decisionali e discorsi pubblici sulla pena, Bologna,
2013, p. 9.
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investa sulle alternative alla stregua di semplici relè, in grado di
deviare dal carcere – temporaneamente e al bisogno – il flusso dei
condannati, all’interno di un piano di sostanziale mantenimento
dell’esistente (con il noto corredo di inefficienza, impiego simbolico
dello strumento penale e, come acclarato da ultimo in sede europea per
l’Italia, disumanità).
La Crisi del Carcere a Partire dal Sovraffollamento Carcerario
Nella sua complessità, la crisi del carcere può essere analizzata da
diversi punti di vista,5 ma nel dibattito politico‐criminale italiano si è
recentemente riproposto, con rinnovata urgenza, in particolare il tema
del sovraffollamento carcerario, che può essere considerato emblematico
rispetto al fenomeno. Nell’agenda del discorso pubblico, esso
rappresenta un autentico ‘fiume carsico’: ad alcune stagioni che
portano in primo piano il problema della consistenza (e della
composizione) della popolazione detenuta in rapporto alla capienza
delle strutture penitenziarie disponibili, fanno da contraltare periodi in
cui la tematica finisce inghiottita nelle viscere del sistema penale, per
tornare presto alla ribalta come ‘nuova’ emergenza.
L’andamento carsico suggerisce evidentemente che, in Italia,
l’inflazione delle presenze in carcere ha origini strutturali: le cause,
cioè, devono essere individuate nelle dinamiche che governano la
fisiologia dei processi di criminalizzazione in simile contesto; una
fisiologia con esiti, appunto, in parte disfunzionali. E suggerisce altresì
che gli interventi susseguitisi nel tempo per contrastare l’incremento
delle persone recluse hanno, di fatto, mancato il bersaglio, pur
impattando (talora sensibilmente) sulla coerenza e la tenuta del
sistema.
L’opera di scandaglio richiede necessariamente una certa ampiezza
di prospettiva, oggetto qui di un rapido schizzo, soltanto. L’output
5 Ben compendiati, tra gli altri, nel volume A. Gaboardi, A. Gargani, G.
Morgante, A. Presotto& M. Serraino (a cura di), Libertà dal Carcere, Libertà nel
Carcere. Affermazione e tradimento della legalità nella restrizione della libertà personale,
Torino, 2013.
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costituito dal sovraffollamento carcerario è infatti il prodotto di una
pluralità di fattori, operanti a diversi livelli (o momenti) del sistema
penale.
Se si assume come criterio ordinatore lo sviluppo diacronico del
procedimento lato sensu di genesi e applicazione della norma penale,
pare essenziale focalizzare anzitutto il momento della posizione di
questa da parte del legislatore. In tale frangente, infatti, maturano le
opzioni – fondamentali nella prospettiva seguita – per il diritto penale e
per la pena detentiva, nonché la definizione della relativa cornice edittale.
È qui che si registra, da un lato, sul piano del c.d. “bisogno di pena”,6 la
preferenza del legislatore per il reato quale mezzo di tutela a discapito
di strumenti sanzionatori afferenti ad altri settori dell’ordinamento
giuridico;7 nonché, dall’altro lato, l’individuazione – nel catalogo delle
pene principali disponibili – del carcere come sanzione preferita;8 e,
infine, la precisazione dei contorni della comminatoria, attraverso la
quale il legislatore ‘ritaglia’ le diverse fasce di criminalità sulla base del
rispettivo disvalore, così come contingentemente apprezzato nel
discorso politico‐penale, senza trascurare le implicazioni che
determinate soglie (nel minimo o nel massimo edittale) determinano
sul versante del processo e dell’esecuzione penale.
In secondo luogo, l’attenzione deve appuntarsi sull’interazione tra

6 Inteso non come “domanda di pena” veicolata – con cadenze più o meno
razionali – dai diversi attori sociali nel dibattito politico‐criminale (cfr. C. E. Paliero,
‘Consenso sociale e diritto penale’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 1992,868 s.; D. Pulitanò,
‘Politica criminale’, in G. Marinucci & E. Dolcini, a cura di, Diritto Penale in
Trasformazione, Milano, 1985, 45 ss.), ma come raffronto comparativo tra i diversi
strumenti giuridici di tutela a disposizione del legislatore (cfr. G. Marinucci& E.
Dolcini, Corso di Diritto Penale, III ed., Milano, 2001,519 s.).
7 Piano, sul quale risultano teoricamente operanti i principi di sussidiarietà e
necessità come «limit[i] relativ[i] alla facoltà di ricorso alla pena da parte del
legislatore» – C. E. Paliero (nota 2), 449.
8 In merito, cfr. la conclusione, cui approda l’analisi di G. Mannozzi, ‘La
commisurazione giudiziale: la vicenda sanzionatoria dalla previsione legislativa
alla prassi applicativa’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2013, 1264: «La presa d’atto è che il
carcere non ha perduto la sua centralità».
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diritto e processo penale, non solo per il nesso evidente e spesso
sottolineato tra il ricorso alla misura cautelare della custodia in carcere
e l’incremento della popolazione detenuta,9 ma anche per l’impatto che
il rito processuale non ordinario è in grado di esplicare sulla pena
attraverso abbattimenti quantitativi o vere e proprie ‘metamorfosi’
della stessa in caso di condanna (per di più, spesso in assenza di un
compiuto accertamento della responsabilità per il fatto.10
Un momento essenziale è poi quello dell’individuazione della risposta
sanzionatoria da parte del giudice: con l’espressione, volutamente
generica, si vuole alludere alle molteplici occasioni, nelle quali
l’apprezzamento
dell’organo
giudiziario
è
decisivo
per
l’identificazione, in concreto, della conseguenza penale, ben al di là dei
confini canonici della commisurazione della pena ai sensi degli artt.
132 ss. del Codice penale italiano.11 Il sistema è infatti punteggiato di
istituti – applicati d’ufficio o attivabili dal soggetto attivo del reato (si
pensi, per restare in un campo ampiamente arato, all’oblazione
automatica e, rispettivamente, facoltativa ex artt. 162 ss. c.p.it.) – che
riconoscono al giudice e alla sua discrezionalità vincolata un ruolo
decisivo nella definizione non solo quantitativa, ma anche qualitativa

9 Cfr. sul punto G. Illuminati, ‘Verso il ripristino della cultura delle garanzie in
tema di libertà personale dell’imputato’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2015,1132 ss., che
segnala come al 31 gennaio 2013 – anno del pronunciamento della Corte Europa
dei Diritti dell’Uomo nel caso Torreggiani c. Italia, sul quale v. infra – circa il 39 %
dei detenuti nelle carceri italiane risultava in attesa di condanna definitiva (il 20 %
del totale dei reclusi, considerando soltanto i soggetti in attesa della sentenza di
primo grado). Cfr. inoltre D. Pulitanò (nota 1), 142 s.
10 Cfr. G. Mannozzi(nota 8), p. 1244 ss., che sottolinea che «Legittimati (…) da
ragioni di economia della giustizia e di funzionalità degli apparati, i riti
differenziati fungono, in Italia, soprattutto da “vettore” di effettività, essendo
ormai gli unici ad assicurare l’irrogazione di una sanzione prima che l’intera
vicenda giudiziale sia divorata dalla prescrizione», ma con «effetto (…) sui criteri
finalistici e fattuali di commisurazione della pena (…) dirompente» (1245).
11 Sulla fase di sostanziale dissoluzione del ‘canone’ delineato dagli artt. 132 ss.
c.p.it., registrabile nel presente del sistema penale italiano, cfr. G. Mannozzi(nota
8), 1219 ss.
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della risposta ordinamentale all’illecito. E quello dei vincoli legislativi
alla discrezionalità giudiziale rilevante per la messa a fuoco della
conseguenza sanzionatoria in concreto è un terreno fondamentale, sul
quale si scaricano i transitori approdi del dibattito politico‐criminale
con sbilanciamenti spesso a favore di esiti custodiali.12
Da ultimo, una prospettiva ampia non può trascurare la fase
dell’esecuzione della pena, dalla cui disciplina dipende la fissità o meno –
per ciò che qui interessa – della sanzione carceraria applicata con la
sentenza definitiva di condanna. Come noto, è questo l’ambito nel
quale si sperimentano storicamente le alternative alla detenzione breve
(nel sistema italiano, in primis l’affidamento in prova ai servizi sociali,
la detenzione domiciliare e la semilibertà),13 contemperando istanze
diverse: la ricerca di percorsi più efficacemente rieducativi rispetto al
carcere; la presa in carico di esigenze umanitarie per particolari

12 «Automatismi carcerari», per riprendere l’espressione utilizzata da G.
Giostra, ‘Questione carceraria, insicurezza sociale e populismo penale’, in
www.questionegiustizia.it (27 giugno 2014), par. 5. Si pensi, ad esempio,
all’evoluzione della disciplina della recidiva, configurata dal legislatore italiano
come circostanza aggravante del reato, sulla quale cfr. E. Dolcini, ‘La recidiva
riformata. Ancora più selettivo il carcere in Italia’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2007,
515 ss., spec. 533 ss. (da aggiornare alla luce della sentenza della Corte
costituzionale n. 185/2015, che ha dichiarato contrario a Costituzione il carattere
obbligatorio della recidiva configurata dall’art. 99 c. 5 c.p.it., così novellato dalla l. 5
dicembre 2005 n. 251). In merito, cfr. altresì R. Bartoli, Lettura Funzionale e
Costituzionale della Recidiva e Problemi di Razionalità del Sistema, ivi, 2013, 1965 ss.; E.
Grande, Il Terzo Strike. La prigione in America, Palermo, 2007,146 ss.; G. Mannozzi
(nota 8), 1230 s.
13 Valga per tutti il riferimento a G. Marinucci – E. Dolcini, Manuale di diritto
penale. Parte generale, V ed. agg. da E. Dolcini e G. L. Gatta, Milano, 2015, 660 ss. Ai
tipi ‘classici’ di misure alternative alla detenzione è stato recentemente aggiunto,
con un’evidente finalità di deflazione carceraria, l’istituto dell’esecuzione della
pena detentiva presso il proprio domicilio in relazione a condanne a 12 mesi, poi
innalzati a 18 mesi (per effetto del succedersi della l. 26 novembre 2010 n. 199, del
d.l. 22 dicembre 2011 n. 211 conv. in l. 17 febbraio 2012 n. 9 e del d.l. 23 dicembre
2013 n. 146 conv. in l. 21 febbraio 2014 n. 9) (cfr. ivi, 666 s.).
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categorie di condannati; e, non ultimo, la deflazione penitenziaria.14 E
proprio con riferimento alla disciplina dell’esecuzione della pena il
legislatore ha valutato l’opportunità di introdurre “circuiti
differenziati”,
ritagliando
un’area
di
criminalità
ritenuta
particolarmente grave, da sottrarre all’effetto di mitigazione associato
alle misure alternative alla detenzione.15
La Risorgenza del Sovraffollamento Carcerario Come Tema Cruciale
L’occasione per il ritorno in primo piano, in Italia, del problema del
sovraffollamento carcerario è stata la sentenza della Corte Europea dei
Diritti dell’Uomo, 8 gennaio 2013, Torreggiani c. Italia, con la quale lo
Stato italiano è stato condannato per violazione dell’art. 3 della
Convenzione Europea dei Diritti dell’Uomo e, in particolare, per non
aver rispettato il divieto di «trattamenti inumani o degradanti»,
ritenuti nella specie inflitti ad alcuni detenuti a causa delle condizioni
di sovraffollamento carcerario che non garantivano al singolo il
necessario spazio vitale.16 La Corte Europea ha optato per lo strumento

14 Cfr. E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1662 ss., spec. 1664 s. per il riferimento alle finalità
sottese alle diverse forme di detenzione domiciliare: dalla «logica eminentemente
umanitaria» della detenzione domiciliare ordinaria (art. 47‐ter c. 1 ord. penit. it.),
della detenzione domiciliare speciale (art. 47‐quinquies ord. penit. it.), della
“detenzione domiciliare umanitaria” (art. 47‐ter c. 1‐ter ord. penit. it.) alla «logica
diversa, di deflazione penitenziaria» della detenzione domiciliare generica (art. 47‐
ter c. 1‐bis ord. penit. it.) e dell’esecuzione della pena detentiva nel domicilio,
introdotta dalla c.d. “legge svuotacarceri” n. 199/2010.
15 Cfr. art. 4‐bis l. 26 luglio 1975 n. 354 (Ordinamento penitenziario) – definito da
G. Giostra(nota 12), par. 3, «uno dei totem securitari (…) un “favo” informe di titoli
di reato aggrappati intorno al “tutore” dei delitti di mafia, gli unici che secondo
l’insegnamento della Corte costituzionale potrebbero giustificare astratte
presunzioni assolute di pericolosità» –, nonché gli effetti sull’esecuzione della pena
esplicati dalla recidiva. Cfr. A. Della Bella, Emergenza Carceri e Sistema Penale. I
decreti legge del 2013 e la sentenza della Corte cost. n. 32/2014, Torino, 2014,6 s.; G.
Marinucci & E. Dolcini (nota 13), 581 ss.
16 In base alla giurisprudenza della Corte EDU, la disponibilità di uno spazio
inferiore a 3 mq per detenuto in cella collettiva integra di per sé una violazione
dell’art. 3 CEDU. Cfr. G. Illuminati (nota 9), 1133, nota 2; G. Mannozzi, ‘Diritti
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della c.d. “sentenza‐pilota”, avendo rilevato il carattere strutturale e
sistemico del problema nel contesto penale italiano e assegnando
all’Italia un anno di tempo per istituire – sotto il controllo del Comitato
dei Ministri del Consiglio d’Europa – i rimedi giuridici «idonei ad
offrire una riparazione adeguata e sufficiente in caso di
sovraffollamento carcerario, e ciò conformemente ai principi della
Convenzione come stabiliti nella giurisprudenza della Corte.17
La sentenza Torreggiani è stata preceduta da altre condanne della
Corte EDU a carico dell’Italia per analoghe violazioni dell’art. 3 CEDU,
risultate tuttavia meno decisive nell’innescare un processo volto a
individuare e attuare misure strutturali di contrasto al
sovraffollamento carcerario.18 Anche la famosa sentenza Corte EDU, 16
dichiarati e diritti violati: teoria e prassi della sanzione penale al cospetto della
Convenzione Europea dei diritti dell’uomo’, in V. Manes & V. Zagrebelsky (a cura
di), La Convenzione Europea dei Diritti dell’Uomo nell’ordinamento penale italiano,
Milano, 2011,p. 366 ss.; F. Viganò, ‘Sentenza pilota della Corte EDU sul
sovraffollamento delle carceri italiane: il nostro Paese chiamato all’adozione di
rimedi strutturali entro il termine di un anno’, in Dir. Pen. Cont. (9 gennaio 2013),
par. 2. Cfr. inoltre G. Mannozzi, ‘Il «legno storto» del sistema sanzionatorio’,in Dir.
Pen. Proc., 2014,782, che sottolinea come la situazione di sovraffollamento
carcerario coesista, in Italia, con un tasso di detenuti, rapportato alla popolazione,
inferiore alla media europea.
17 Così il disposto della sentenza al punto n. 4, il cui testo è reperibile
all’indirizzo http://www.echr.coe.int. Il successivo punto 5 del dispositivo prevede
il differimento, in pendenza del termine assegnato dalla Corte EDU allo Stato
italiano, della trattazione dei ricorsi – invero, molteplici e seriali – aventi ad oggetto
unicamente il sovraffollamento carcerario in Italia.
18 Si tratta, nella specie, della sentenza Corte EDU, 16 luglio 2009, Sulejmanovic
c. Italia, e della sentenza Corte EDU, 7 febbraio 2012, Cara‐Damiani c. Italia. Cfr. G.
Illuminati(nota 9), 1133. Ma, ben prima delle condanne appena richiamate, già i
dati «mostrano stabilimenti penitenziari sempre più affollati, nei quali le
condizioni di vita, a dispetto delle buone intenzioni del legislatore, sono
sostanzialmente inumane; mostrano inoltre un uso fortemente selettivo della pena
detentiva» (E. Dolcini, ‘Pene detentive, pene pecuniarie, pene limitative della
libertà personale: uno sguardo sulla prassi’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2006, 109). In
merito al carattere selettivo del carcere, cfr. da ultimo G. Giostra(nota 12), par. 6: «il
carcere (…) sta lì ad attestare “fisicamente” una realtà, che un tempo si sarebbe
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luglio 2009, Sulejmanovic c. Italia, che ha inaugurato il filone
giurisprudenziale in commento, è stata seguita da iniziative legislative
non risolutive, come del resto dimostra la successiva condanna
dell’Italia nel caso Torreggiani.19
Un elemento di novità del caso in questione discende, infatti, dalla
valutazione di opportunità, operata dalla Corte EDU, di «applicare la
procedura della “sentenza pilota” in virtù dell’articolo 46 § 1 della
Convenzione»,20 ossia una procedura che «consenta [alla Corte] di
mettere in luce chiaramente, nella sua sentenza, l’esistenza di problemi
strutturali all’origine delle violazioni e di indicare le misure o azioni
particolari che lo Stato convenuto dovrà adottare per porvi rimedio».21
Nella specie, pur lasciando alla discrezionalità del legislatore
nazionale l’individuazione delle specifiche misure da adottare, da un
lato, la Corte – attraverso il richiamo alle Raccomandazioni del
Comitato dei Ministri del Consiglio d’Europa Rec(99)22 e Rec(2006)13 –
sollecita lo Stato italiano ad ammonire gli organi giudiziari circa
l’importanza di un impiego il più possibile ampio delle misure
alternative alla detenzione e a «riorientare la [propria] politica penale
verso il minimo ricorso alla carcerazione allo scopo, tra l’altro, di

qualificata “classista”: uno sguardo alla “etnologia sociale” di provenienza delle
popolazione penitenziaria è più eloquente di qualunque discorso. Con un sistema
carcerocentrico come il nostro, con più di sessantamila detenuti, i ristretti per
corruzione sono 9, per concussione 28, per peculato 46, per reati societari 3»,
nonché E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1668 ss.
19 Accanto ad alcune iniziative tese ad aumentare la capienza del sistema
penitenziario italiano (attraverso il c.d. “Piano carceri”, deliberato dal Consiglio dei
Ministri nel gennaio 2010 e solo parzialmente attuato), si è perseguito l’obiettivo
del contenimento delle presenze negli istituti di detenzione con l’introduzione “in
via prima provvisoria e poi definitive” della misura dell’esecuzione della pena
detentiva presso il proprio domicilio (v. nota 13). Per gli ulteriori provvedimenti di
natura processuale, volti a contrastare il fenomeno delle c.d. “porte girevoli”, ossia
le permanenze brevissime in carcere connesse alla sequenza di arresto e convalida,
cfr. A. Della Bella (nota 15), 4 s.
20 §. 5 sent. Corte EDU, 8 gennaio 2013, Torreggiani c. Italia.
21 §. 84 sent. Corte EDU, 8 gennaio 2013, Torreggiani c. Italia.
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risolvere il problema della crescita della popolazione carceraria».22
Dall’altro lato, la Corte evidenzia come le vie di ricorso interne contro
la violazione dell’art. 3 CEDU possano considerarsi efficaci, solo ove
siano in grado di coniugare l’aspetto preventivo e l’aspetto compensativo:
esse dovranno consentire a chi sia detenuto in condizioni inumane e
degradanti, per un verso, di far cessare la violazione il più rapidamente
possibile e, per altro verso, di ottenere riparazione per la violazione
subita.23
L’Ambiguo Rapporto Tra Clemenza e Riforme del Sistema Penale di
Fronte al Sovraffollamento Carcerario
Storicamente il ‘fiume carsico’ del sovraffollamento carcerario è
stato fronteggiato in Italia attraverso il ricorso ciclico a provvedimenti
generali di clemenza, quali amnistia e indulto: una «clemenza extra
ordinem come mezzo per ridurre la popolazione carceraria in una
situazione di sovrappopolazione crescente (…) a costo però di spezzare
un principio fondamentale di giustizia, l’uguaglianza di tutti di fronte
alla legge, e di indebolire l’efficacia deterrente della legge penale».24 La
riforma dell’art. 79 Cost. ad opera della legge costituzionale 6 marzo
1992 n. 1, innalzando a due terzi dei componenti di ciascun ramo del
Parlamento la maggioranza necessaria per approvare un’eventuale
legge concessiva dell’amnistia e dell’indulto, ha inteso valorizzare la

§. 95 sent. Corte EDU, 8 gennaio 2013, Torreggiani c. Italia.
Così il §. 96 sent. Corte EDU, 8 gennaio 2013, Torreggiani c. Italia. La Corte
EDU non ha infatti considerato «effettivo nella pratica» il reclamo al magistrato di
sorveglianza previsto dagli artt. 35 e 69 Ord. penit. it., sia perché «non consente di
porre fine rapidamente alla carcerazione in condizioni contrarie all’articolo 3 della
Convenzione», sia perché «la recente giurisprudenza che attribuisce al magistrato
di sorveglianza il potere di condannare l’amministrazione a pagare un indennizzo
pecuniario è lungi dal costituire una prassi consolidata e costante delle autorità
nazionali» (così il §. 97 della sentenza in commento). In merito, cfr. A. Della Bella
(nota 15), 7 s.
24D. Pulitanò, ‘“Seduzioni” e costi della clemenza’, in Dir. Pen. Proc., 2006, 1061,
anche per un riepilogo delle diverse concessioni di amnistia e indulto nella storia
della Repubblica Italiana.
22
23
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natura eccezionale di tali rimedi e interrompere la prassi delle amnistie
frequenti. È stata quindi talora imboccata la via, meno impervia sotto il
profilo del voto parlamentare, dei «condoni atipici, per settori definiti,
emanati con legge ordinaria»25 o delle «riforme di istituti di diritto
processuale o di diritto sostanziale»,26 mentre l’ultima occasione di
approvazione – con un’ampia maggioranza trasversale – di un
provvedimento di clemenza collettiva in senso stretto risale al 2006.27
Ma il beneficio che i provvedimenti di clemenza extra ordinem, tanto
costosi in termini di tenuta del sistema, sono in grado di assicurare, si è
– del pari, ciclicamente – rivelato estemporaneo con una contrazione del
tasso di carcerazione presto riassorbita dal riaccendersi delle
dinamiche inflattive della popolazione detenuta, che in termini assoluti
si è tra l’altro attestata su valori di volta in volta nettamente superiori
rispetto ai picchi precedentemente raggiunti.28

25 Cfr. D. Pulitanò (nota 24), 1061. Al novero dei “condoni atipici” viene
ricondotto il c.d. “indultino” di cui alla l. 1° agosto 2003 n. 207 (Sospensione
condizionata dell’esecuzione della pena detentiva nel limite massimo di due anni), che, nei
confronti del condannato che ha scontato almeno la metà della pena detentiva,
prevede la possibilità di sospendere la pena per la parte residua nel limite di due
anni, fatte salve alcune preclusioni legate, prevalentemente, al titolo di reato alla
base della condanna, alla particolare cifra criminale del soggetto, o alla circostanza
che il condannato sia stato ammesso alle misure alternative alla detenzione.
26 S. Turchetti, Legge‘“svuotacarceri” e esecuzione della pena presso il
domicilio: ancora una variazione sul tema della detenzione domiciliare?’, in Riv. It.
Dir. Proc. Pen., 2010, 1787.
27 Il riferimento è alla l. 31 luglio 2006 n. 241 (Concessione di indulto), che
prevedeva uno sconto di pena («nella misura non superiore a tre anni per le pene
detentive e non superiore a 10.000 euro per quelle pecuniarie sole o congiunte a
pene detentive»), ma non una contestuale amnistia per i reati commessi sino al 2
maggio 2006 (con l’esclusione di alcuni titoli di reato tassativamente individuati),
rendendo dunque in ogni caso necessario il completamento dell’iter processuale
senza alcun beneficio per il carico gravante sul sistema giudiziario.
28 Chiarificatori sul punto analisi e grafici di M. Pavarini (nota 4), 25 ss., 76, che,
per l’Italia, registrano due picchi del tasso di carcerazione (tra il 2000 e il 2005 e nel
2010), seguiti da una flessione, molto netta nel 2006 (evidentemente in
corrispondenza della l. 241/2006 di concessione dell’indulto) e meno decisa ma
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Ciò perché i provvedimenti di clemenza (tipici o atipici) e le
modifiche sostanziali o processuali, strutturali ma ‘di contorno’, non
toccano il cuore del problema, e cioè: l’«uso che nel sistema penale
viene fatto delle pene detentive, simbolicamente minacciate a tappeto e
applicate in modo discriminatorio, spesso discriminatoriamente
repressivo, con elevati (insostenibili) livelli di carcerizzazione».29
L’enfasi posta sul carcere, nonostante tutto, è il portato della necessità –
squisitamente politica (prima che politico‐criminale) – di governare
l’insicurezza: «un dato ormai acquisito da tutti i più accreditati studi
sociologici [è che] non vi è alcuna correlazione tra il tasso di
incarcerazione e il livello di criminalità e di sicurezza sociale»; ciò
nondimeno, le proposte di riforma che non si limitano a «ridurre la
risposta punitiva a mera segregazione» sono spesso accolte da un clima
ostile, alimentato dagli stessi sentimenti collettivi – «dall’insicurezza
sociale, dal senso di vulnerabilità, dalla paura» – «da cui provengono,
ciclicamente, le folate allarmistiche che spingono alle novellazioni
sicuritarie: insomma, le cause che impediscono di dare adeguata
soluzione al problema del sovraffollamento carcerario sono le stesse
che lo hanno determinato».30
Crisi del carcere, provvedimenti di clemenza e ipotesi di riforma del
sistema penale appaiono strettamente connessi, anche se con una certa
ambiguità di fondo: da un lato, la clemenza è invocata da chi,
dubitando che il sistema penale possa essere effettivamente corretto
nella struttura, vede in essa una ‘valvola di decompressione’ destinata

comunque significativa nel periodo 2010‐2013 (presumibilmente grazie ai
provvedimenti orientati alla deflazione penitenziaria adottati in quegli anni: dalla
l. 199/2010 c.d. “svuota‐carceri”, introduttiva dell’istituto dell’esecuzione della
pena detentiva presso il proprio domicilio – v. nota 13 –, di notevole successo nella
prassi – cfr. A. Della Bella, nota 15, 5 – alle misure successive, sollecitate dalla
condanna dell’Italia nel caso Torreggiani). Sul rapido riassorbimento dell’effetto
deflattivo connesso all’indulto del 2006, cfr. M. Pelissero(nota 2), 262;D. Pulitanò
(nota 1), 137; S. Turchetti (nota 26), 1790.
29 D. Pulitanò (nota 24), 1064.
30 G. Giostra(nota 12), par. 2.
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ad operare – al culmine di un processo di metamorfosi – come
strumento stabile di riequilibrio, anche al costo di «rotture mirate
dell’ordinaria legalità»;31 dall’altro lato, pure chi propugna una riforma
strutturale del sistema, che sappia arginare stabilmente il problema del
sovraffollamento carcerario, vede in una «clemenza ben temperata (…)
uno strumento tecnico volto ad assicurare compiutamente, con
riguardo a fatti pregressi, gli effetti di riforme di sistema che non
fossero assicurati dal principio di retroattività della legge più
favorevole».32
E non pare casuale che, nel messaggio rivolto alle Camere l’8
ottobre 2013, il Presidente della Repubblica Giorgio Napolitano,
nell’affrontare la questione carceraria a partire dalla condanna
dell’Italia nel caso Torreggiani, abbia tratteggiato i contorni della
riforma che, di lì a poco, sarebbe stata approvata dal Parlamento con la
l. 28 aprile 2014 n. 67, alludendo anche a provvedimenti di clemenza.33
La Gestione dell’Emergenza nell’Attuale Stagione Politico‐Criminale
La prima reazione alla “sentenza Torreggiani” si è avuta per via
pretoria:34 alcuni Tribunali di Sorveglianza, infatti, hanno sollevato

D. Pulitanò (nota 24), 1065.
D. Pulitanò (nota 24), 1066. Cfr. in relazione agli scenari aperti dalla sentenza
Torreggiani, ID. (nota 1), 143: «In una visione non miope, le possibilità di interventi
deflattivi sul sistema andrebbero comunque valutate anche nella perimetrazione di
una eventuale (o inevitabile?) legge di clemenza, che (…) dovrebbe coordinare la
clemenza per il passato (cioè la rottura della legalità di ieri) con la legalità di
domani, cioè con una nuova e più ristretta perimetrazione del pianeta carcere».
Aperture nel senso di un provvedimento di clemenza collettiva nell’ambito di una
risposta più articolata alla sentenza Torreggiani anche in M. Pelissero (nota 2), 262.
33 Testo reperibile in www.penalecontemporaneo.it.
34 Peraltro, a pochi giorni dalla condanna dell’Italia con la “sentenza
Torreggiani”, con circolare del 15 gennaio 2013 (consultabile in
www.penalecontemporaneo.it), il Procuratore della Repubblica di Milano esortava
i magistrati del proprio ufficio a tenere «nel massimo conto, sia in tema di misure
cautelari che in fase di esecuzione, gli auspici della Corte Europea dei Diritti
dell’Uomo» (p. 2).
31
32
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questione di illegittimità costituzionale dell’art. 147 c.p.it. (Rinvio
facoltativo dell’esecuzione della pena)per violazione degli artt. 27 c. 3, 117
c. 1 (in quanto recettivo dell’art. 3 CEDU), 2 e 3 Cost., nella parte in cui
non prevede, tra i casi di differimento facoltativo dell’esecuzione della
pena, l’ipotesi in cui “la stessa debba svolgersi in condizioni contrarie
al senso di umanità”.35 L’obiettivo era quello di ottenere una pronuncia
addittiva della Corte costituzionale, che aggiungesse – agli altri casi
tassativamente già contemplati dall’art. 147 c.p.it. – anche l’ipotesi in
cui le condizioni della detenzione risultassero in contrasto con l’art. 3
CEDU. Nonostante l’esperienza comparata segnali una crescente
affermazione del differimento della pena detentiva in presenza di
degrado dovuto a sovraffollamento carcerario,36 il rimedio prospettato
dalla giurisprudenza di sorveglianza si è infranto contro la decisione
della Corte costituzionale italiana, che ha dichiarato inammissibili le
questioni sollevate per non invadere con il proprio pronunciamento lo
spazio di autonomia riconosciuto al legislatore.37

35 Cfr. Trib. Sorv. Venezia, ord. 13 febbraio 2013, in Dir. Pen. Cont. (20 febbraio
2013), con nota di F. Viganò, ‘Alla ricerca di un rimedio giurisdizionale preventivo
contro il sovraffollamento delle carceri: una questione di legittimità costituzionale
della vigente disciplina in materia di rinvio dell’esecuzione della pena detentiva’;
Trib. Sorv. Milano, ord. 12 marzo 2013, ivi (28 marzo 2013), con nota di A.Della
Bella, Sollevata ancora questione di illegittimità costituzionale dell’art. 147 c.p.: il
Tribunale di sorveglianza di Milano segue la strada imboccata dal Tribunale di
Venezia per rispondere al problema del sovraffollamento carcerario.
36 Cfr. T. Travaglia Cicirello, ‘Il rinvio dell’esecuzione della pena detentiva:
scelta obbligata nell’attuale condizione del sistema penitenziario?’, in Riv. It. Dir.
Proc. Pen., 2014,915 ss.
37
Corte cost., sent. 22 novembre 2013 n. 279, reperibile in
www.cortecostituzionale.it, che conclusivamente osserva: «Da vari punti di vista,
dunque, risulta la pluralità di possibili configurazioni dello strumento normativo
occorrente per impedire che si protragga un trattamento detentivo contrario al
senso di umanità, in violazione degli artt. 27, terzo comma, e 117, primo comma,
Cost., in relazione quest’ultimo all’art. 3 della CEDU, e a fronte di tale pluralità, il
“rispetto della priorità di valutazione da parte del legislatore sulla congruità dei
mezzi per raggiungere un fine costituzionalmente necessario” (sentenza n. 23 del
2013) comporta una dichiarazione di inammissibilità delle questioni». Per una
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Parallelamente si è attivato anche il canale legislativo con
l’intervento in primis del Governo e il ripetuto ricorso alla decretazione
d’urgenza ex art. 77 c. 2 Cost. con il duplice obiettivo di ridurre gli
ingressi in carcere e di intervenire sugli automatismi che impediscono
o ostacolano l’accesso ai benefici penitenziari a determinate categorie
di condannati sulla base di presunzioni assolute di pericolosità. Sul
piano dei rimedi giurisdizionali, infine, il legislatore ha messo a
disposizione del detenuto un sistema di reclami per la cessazione del
trattamento inumano e la relativa riparazione.38 Si tratta di una
decretazione che «non ha il respiro di una manovra riformatrice e,
sotto più di un profilo, risulta criticabile per le sue incoerenze vuoi di
carattere, per così dire, interno, vuoi rispetto all’apparato normativo
sul quale va ad incidere», ma che – positivamente – non ha inteso
fronteggiare “l’emergenza” tramite la costruzione di nuovi istituti di
pena.39
In ogni caso, tale vivacità normativa – comprensiva anche della l. 28
aprile 2014 n. 67, sulla quale ci si soffermerà tra breve – è stata
giudicata favorevolmente sia dal Comitato dei Ministri del Consiglio

critica alla sentenza in esame, cfr. T. TravagliaCicirello (nota 36), 929 s., che avrebbe
auspicato, da parte della Corte costituzionale, una sentenzaadditiva di principio la
quale, nel dichiarare illegittima la norma sottoposta a vaglio, non afferma una
«soluzione normativa precisa, (…) [ma] un principio sulla scorta del quale la
norma dovrà essere successivamente integrata dal legislatore e, nell’attesa,
interpretata dal giudice» (ivi,nota 68).
38 Si possono individuare tre fasi: il d.l. 1° luglio 2013 n. 78 conv. in l. 9 agosto
2013 n. 94; il d.l. 23 dicembre 2013 n. 146 conv. in l. 21 febbraio 2014 n. 10; il d.l. 26
giugno 2014 n. 98 conv. in l. 11 agosto 2014 n. 117. Su tali provvedimenti, cfr. A.
Della Bella (nota 15), passim; Id., ‘Convertito in legge il “decreto carceri” 78/2013: un
primo timido passo per sconfiggere il sovraffollamento’, in Dir. Pen. Cont. (15
settembre 2013);T. Travaglia Cicirello (nota 36), 933 ss.
39 F. Della Casa, ‘Quarant’anni dopo la riforma del 1975 (ovvero: il continuo
divenire della “questione penitenziaria”)’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2015, 1174 s.
Cfr. altresì E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1667. Circa l’inopportunità di rimediare al
sovraffollamento carcerario tramite la costruzione di nuove carceri, cfr. G.
Giostra(nota 12), par. 1.
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d’Europa, sia dalla Corte Europea dei Diritti dell’Uomo,40 essendo stata
in grado di ridimensionare – se non di risolvere – il problema del
sovraffollamento carcerario in Italia: «Nel 2010, la popolazione
penitenziaria superava quota 68.000 (con un sovraffollamento pari al
151%): si marciava spediti verso quota 70.000. A fine settembre di
quest’anno [i.e. 2015] erano presenti negli istituti di pena italiani 52.300
detenuti: il sovraffollamento era sceso al 105,4%».41
1. Il disegno riformatore della l. 28 aprile 2014 n. 67
Vi è un elemento, nell’attuale dibattito politico‐criminale italiano,
che merita di essere sottolineato: l’istanza – capace di coagulare
consenso, tanto da affermarsi nella l. 28 aprile 2014 n. 67 – volta a
ricercare una soluzione ai problemi del sovraffollamento carcerario e
della crisi funzionale del carcere (da considerare, peraltro, una presenza
costante o quanto meno ciclica – come s’è detto – nella scena
penalistica nazionale)42 non più soltanto attraverso rimedi

40 Cfr. G. Illuminati (nota 9), 1136, che richiama la decisione del Comitato dei
Ministri del Consiglio d’Europa, 5 giugno 2014, e la giurisprudenza della Corte
EDU degli anni 2014 e 2015. Quest’ultima, per un verso, ha dichiarato irricevibili i
ricorsi proposti contro l’Italia per violazione dell’art. 3 CEDU connessa al
sovraffollamento carcerario, non essendo state compiutamente esperite le vie
interne di ricorso nel frattempo introdotte dal legislatore italiano in esecuzione di
quanto disposto dalla Corte EDU nella sentenza Torreggiani; e, per altro verso, ha
indicato ad altri legislatori nazionali, convenuti in casi analoghi, la linea di
intervento strutturale decisa dallo Stato italiano come modello per la soluzione del
problema.
41 E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1667.
42 Cfr. G. Giostra(nota 12), par. 1: «È un dato acquisito della criminologia
moderna che il carcere, tanto più nelle attuali condizioni di invivibile luogo dove
regna la sopraffazione e dove la più frequente forma di protesta è l’autolesionismo,
rischia di esercitare una pedagogia criminale (c.d. effetto dei pari), risolvendosi in
una sorta di mola su cui affilare gli arnesi del delitto». E lo dimostra – secondo l’A.
– l’andamento del tasso di recidiva: «dal 68,4 % di coloro che espiano l’intera pena
in carcere si passa al 19 % degli ammessi alle misure alternative, sino all’1 % di
coloro che sono stati anche immessi in un circuito lavorativo» (ivi). Analogamente,
E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1662 s., che alla luce di tali dati arriva ad affermare che «non
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estemporanei, in grado di produrre effetti nell’immediato e però presto
scavalcati dal riproporsi dell’urgenza sulla scia dell’onda lunga del
sistema penale in action; ma anche attraverso un ripensamento
complessivo del sistema sanzionatorio penale e dei confini del
penalmente rilevante.
La connessione tra i due piani dell’intervento appare immediata,
posto che «la vera scommessa è garantire extrema ratio al controllo
penale e, al suo interno, alla sanzione detentiva: se non si affronta la
prima, ne deriverà di riflesso anche un effetto negativo sulla
seconda».43
Come noto, la l. 67/2014 ha previsto l’estensione – subito operativa –
alla giustizia penale degli adulti dell’istituto della sospensione del
procedimento con messa alla prova dell’imputato (artt. 168‐bis ss.
c.p.it.),44 nonché alcune deleghe al Governo – accumunate dalla
rispondenza, appunto, al principio dell’ultima ratio45 – funzionali, per
un verso, alla riforma in chiave non carceraria del catalogo delle pene
principali;46 per altro verso, al «potenziamento di strumenti di
deflazione processuale, quali l’irrilevanza del fatto»47 per particolare
tenuità;48 per altro verso ancora, alla depenalizzazione di reati.49
L’intervento delineato dalla l. 67/2014 si aggiunge alle riforme
disposte con la decretazione d’urgenza immediatamente successiva
alla sentenza Torreggiani, «riforme (…) [di] carattere (…) “aritmetico”,
nel senso che incidono sui “numeri” determinanti la portata
eseguire la pena in carcere, o non eseguirla interamente in carcere, è un bene in sé,
per il condannato e per la società».
43 M. Pelissero (nota 2), 263.
44 Per brevi cenni al nuovo istituto, v. infra.
45 Cfr. F. Palazzo, ‘Nel dedalo delle riforme recenti e prossime venture. (A
proposito della legge n. 67/2014)’, in Riv It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2014, 1703.
46 V. Infra.
47 A. Della Bella (nota 15), 6.
48 Delega esercitata con d.lgs. 16 marzo 2015 n. 28, al quale si deve l’inserimento
nel Codice penale italiano dell’art. 131‐bis c.p.it. (Esclusione della punibilità per
particolare tenuità del fatto). In merito, cfr. F. Palazzo (nota 45), 1705 ss.
49 V. Infra.
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applicativa dei benefici penitenziari (…) [e] sono dunque
provvedimenti capaci di ottenere con poco sforzo riformatore effetti
cospicui e soprattutto pressoché immediati di decarcerazione».50
L’approccio della l. 67/2014 è, di contro, strutturale, dato che ambisce a
emendare l’impostazione carcerocentrica del sistema sanzionatorio
penale attraverso correzioni ‘di sistema’.
LA RIDEFINIZIONE DEI CONFINI DEL PENALMENTE RILEVANTE
Nel disegno della l. 67/2014, la ridefinizione dei confini del
penalmente rilevante segue, da un lato, le tradizionali cadenze della
depenalizzazione, ossia della trasformazione di alcuni reati in illeciti
amministrativi in un’operazione di travaso comunque interna al diritto
punitivo (o alla matière pénale, per utilizzare l’espressione invalsa,
grazie al formante giurisprudenziale, nel linguaggio giuridico
europeo); dall’altro lato, si affida ad uno strumento inedito per
l’ordinamento giuridico italiano, ossia alla conversione di reati in
illeciti civili associati ad una sanzione pecuniaria civile, che va ad
aggiungersi all’obbligo di risarcimento del danno gravante sull’autore
della violazione.
(i)Sul primo versante, anche il ricorso allo strumento della
depenalizzazione tende a ripresentarsi periodicamente sulla scena
politico‐criminale italiana in chiave deflattiva rispetto alla popolazione
carceraria, benché con minore frequenza a paragone dei provvedimenti
di amnistia e indulto.51 Nel caso di specie, la l. 67/2014 definisce lo
spazio dell’intervento di depenalizzazione individuando i reati
F. Palazzo (nota 45), 1696.
Cfr. G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 784. Si pensi alla l. 24 novembre 1981 n. 689
(Modifiche al sistema penale)(art. 32 ss.); alla l. 28 dicembre 1993 n. 561
(Trasformazione di reati minori in illeciti amministrativi); alla legge‐delega 25 giugno
1999 n. 205 attuata con d.lgs. 30 dicembre 1999 n. 507 (Depenalizzazione dei reati
minori e riforma del sistema sanzionatorio). A tale sequenza di provvedimenti storici si
sono ora aggiunti – in attuazione della delega contenuta nella l. 67/2014 – il d.lgs.
15 gennaio 2016 n. 7 (Disposizioni in materia di abrogazione di reati e introduzione di
illeciti con sanzioni pecuniarie civili) e il d.lgs. 15 gennaio 2016 n. 8 (Disposizioni in
materia di depenalizzazione).
50
51
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interessati attraverso «due sistemi (…) che potrebbero essere detti
“nominativo” e “cieco”»,52 ingenerando in particolare con il secondo
non poche difficoltà interpretative.53
Senza entrare nell’analisi di dettaglio, particolare attenzione – sul
piano sistematico e politico‐criminale – merita il criterio enunciato
all’art. 2 c. 2 lett. a) l. 67/2014, che impone di «trasformare in illeciti
amministrativi tutti i reati per i quali è prevista la sola pena della multa
o dell’ammenda, ad eccezione delle (…) materie» elencate nella norma.
Simile disposizione solleva infatti evidentemente un interrogativo, e
cioè se il legislatore ritenga così di non riconoscere (più) alla pena
pecuniaria, in sé considerata, una autonoma funzione politico‐
criminale. Un interrogativo da coordinare ovviamente con i dati
relativi alla prassi del sistema penale italiano, che fanno registrare un
numero molto contenuto – a paragone di quanto accade in altri Paesi
europei – delle condanne alla sola pena pecuniaria, che risulta, tra
l’altro, sostanzialmente simbolica in quanto, di fatto, non eseguita.54
Quanto all’efficacia dell’intervento di depenalizzazione delineato
dalla l. 67/2014 e attuato con il d.lgs. 15 gennaio 2016 n. 8, la dottrina ha
manifestato alcune perplessità. Da una parte, molti dei reati selezionati
per la trasformazione in illeciti amministrativi risultano scarsamente

F. Palazzo (nota 45), 1715.
Cfr. in senso critico G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 784; F. Palazzo (nota 45), 1715 ss.;
A. Gargani, ‘Tra sanzioni amministrative e nuovi paradigmi punitivi: la legge
delega di “riforma della disciplina sanzionatoria” (art. 2 l. 28.4.2014 n. 67)’, in Leg.
Pen. (versione on line, 7 luglio 2015), 5 ss.
54 Cfr. E. Dolcini(nota 18), 101 s., che sottolinea come le condanne alla sola pena
pecuniaria rappresentino nel 2003 il 47 % del totale (in particolare, il 34 % del totale
delle condanne per delitto e il 83% del totale delle condanne per contravvenzione);
condanne che, tuttavia, «non vengono né eseguite, né convertite» (ivi, 102) in pena
detentiva: basti pensare, per un verso, alla circostanza che – sempre nell’anno 2003
– solo il 2 % delle condanne a pena pecuniaria risultava seguita da conversione e,
per altro verso, che – in base all’analisi, ritenuta ancora rappresentativa, della
Commissione ministeriale presieduta dal Prof. C. F. Grosso per la riforma del
Codice penale (1998‐2001) – nel periodo 1990‐1996 soltanto il 3,7 % dell’ammontare
complessivo delle pene pecuniarie inflitte risultava effettivamente riscosso.
52
53
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applicati;55 dall’altra parte, l’esperienza del recente passato dimostra
che «il susseguirsi di provvedimenti di depenalizzazione solo in
apparenza è idoneo a produrre un complessivo effetto deflattivo»,56
poiché i rami sfrondati sono presto rimpiazzati da fattispecie
incriminatrici di nuovo conio. Peraltro, in linea generale, la bontà del
passaggio dal reato all’illecito amministrativo va valutato sia sul piano
della tutela, sia sul piano delle garanzie:57 dal primo punto di vista,
l’illecito amministrativo potrebbe non apprestare una tutela maggiore
rispetto al reato (ad es. nei settori, come l’edilizia e l’urbanistica, nei
quali l’autorità amministrativa preposta al controllo è collocata, per
prassi, in posizione di contiguità con i potenziali autori delle
violazioni); dal secondo punto di vista, il ridotto corredo di garanzie
tipico del procedimento amministrativo sanzionatorio può essere
considerato accettabile solo rispetto a fatti la cui scarsa gravità sia
pacificamente riconosciuta.
(ii) La via di ridefinizione dell’area di rilevanza penale attraverso
un’opera di trasformazione di reati in illeciti civili puniti con sanzioni
pecuniarie civili (ai sensi dell’art. 2 c. 3 l. 67/2014 e del d.lgs. 15 gennaio
2016 n. 7, attuativo della delega) appare, come detto, profondamente
innovativa.
L’analisi penalistica, sul punto, è ancora agli inizi, ma concorda
nell’assimilare il nuovo modello sanzionatorio, per un verso, alle c.d.
“pene private” e, per altro verso, ai “danni punitivi” di derivazione
anglo‐americana.58
Senz’altro la disciplina delineata già in sede di legge delega depone
a favore della qualificazione in senso punitivo delle sanzioni in
questione, atteso che essere dovranno essere «proporzionate alla

Cfr. A. Gargani(nota 53), p. 24; G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 784.
A. Gargani(nota 53), 24 s. L’A. riporta i dati di una «recente rilevazione (…)
[dalla quale emerge che] nel periodo intercorrente tra l’entrata in vigore del d.lgs.
507/1999 e il 30.1.2014 nel nostro ordinamento sono state introdotte non meno di
trecento ventuno nuove fattispecie penali» (ivi, 25).
57 Cfr. M. Pelissero (nota 2), 264.
58 Cfr. A. Gargani(nota 53), 16; G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 785.
55
56
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gravità della violazione, alla reiterazione dell’illecito, all’arricchimento
del soggetto responsabile, all’opera svolta dall’agente per
l’eliminazione o attenuazione delle sue conseguenze, nonché alla
personalità dello stesso e alle sue condizioni economiche» (art. 2 c. 3
lett. e) l. 67/2014).
LE PROSPETTIVE DI RIFORMA DEL CATALOGO DELLE PENE NEL SEGNO
DELL’ALTERNATIVA AL CARCERE

Le linee di riforma del sistema sanzionatorio penale, tracciate dalla
l. 67/2014, sono state preparate dal lavoro della Commissione istituita
dal Ministro della Giustizia nel 2013 e presieduta dal Prof. Francesco
Palazzo.59 Nella relazione di accompagnamento allo “Schema per la
redazione di principi e criteri direttivi di delega legislativa in materia
di riforma del sistema sanzionatorio penale”,60 si dichiarava
espressamente che la definizione dell’articolato rispondeva all’«intento
di ridurre l’incidenza della pena carceraria, reclusione e arresto, anche
al fine di porre le condizioni “sistemiche” per rimediare (…) [al]
sovraffollamento carcerario».61 In particolare, l’introduzione di
alternative al carcere appariva improcrastinabile in relazione alla
«fascia più bassa della criminalità»,62 tendenzialmente raggiunta da
pene detentive brevi, all’origine di una componente tutt’altro che
trascurabile della popolazione penitenziaria.63
Nella proposta della Commissione Palazzo, il catalogo delle pene
principali per i delitti e le contravvenzioni si arricchiva, oltre che di

Cfr. G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 782.
Schema e relazione licenziati nel dicembre 2013 e reperibili su
www.penalecontemporaneo.it.
61 Relazione Commissione Palazzo 2013 (nota 60), 3.
62 Ibid.
63 «Ancora oggi – e nonostante le misure alternative di cui all’ordinamento
penitenziario – la percentuale di detenuti in espiazione di pene detentive
sicuramente brevi [è] ancora elevata (al 30.6.2013 i condannati a pena fino a tre
anni assommavano a circa il 25 % del totale)» (ibid.).
59
60
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sanzioni detentive da scontare presso il domicilio,64 anche di pene non
detentive a contenuto prescrittivo, capaci di condizionare
sensibilmente (sotto il profilo, ad esempio, della libertà di movimento o
dell’attività di controllo da parte delle forze di polizia) la libertà,
comunque fruita, dal condannato.65 Per altro verso, si precludeva
l’impiego della reclusione in carcere per la «criminalità lieve o
bagatellare», fissando il limite minimo della sanzione in questione a
«due anni»66 rispetto ai quindici giorni previsti attualmente dall’art. 23
c.p.it.
Il ventaglio di opzioni sanzionatorie delineate dalla Commissione
Palazzo è filtrato solo in parte nell’impianto della l. 67/2014, che
delegava il Governo a procedere alla «riforma del sistema delle pene»
con particolare riguardo alle «pene detentive non carcerarie».67 Anche
se scaduta per mancato esercizio nel termine assegnato, tale delega
merita attenta considerazione, poiché fotografa il più aggiornato
momento di sintesi del dibattito politico‐criminale italiano in
argomento.
Nella l. 67/2014 la centralità della prigione si attenua, posto che si
prevede di inserire nel catalogo delle pene principali i nuovi tipi
sanzionatori – evidentemente limitativi della libertà personale, ma non

64 Con gli accorgimenti necessari per non discriminare i condannati
svantaggiati in termini di “capitale sociale” in quanto privi di un domicilio idoneo,
e cioè la previsione di «luoghi non custodiali di dimora sociale» (art. 4
dell’articolato), ove scontare la sanzione detentiva non carceraria. Tuttavia – in
mancanza di una simile logistica approntata con risorse pubbliche – il condannato
sfornito di adeguato domicilio avrebbe fatto ritorno in carcere, sia pure in un
regime assimilabile alla semidetenzione con l’obbligo di trascorrervi almeno dieci
ore al giorno. Sul punto, cfr. F. Palazzo, Fatti e buone intenzioni. A proposito della
riforma delle sanzioni penali, in Dir. Pen. Cont. (10 febbraio 2014), par. 4.
65 Cfr. art. 3 (Pena prescrittiva) e art. 12 (Libertà limitata)dell’articolato della
Commissione Palazzo.
66 Relazione Commissione Palazzo 2013 (nota 60), 5.
67 In tal senso, il comma 1 e la rubrica dell’art. 1 l. 67/2014.
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carcerari – della reclusionedomiciliare e dell’arresto domiciliare.68 Mentre,
per i delitti, la reclusione domiciliare si aggiungerebbe alle pene
detentive carcerarie dell’ergastolo e della reclusione, per le
contravvenzioni l’unica pena detentiva coinciderebbe con l’arresto
domiciliare con la rinuncia, dunque, per tale categoria di reati ad una
sanzione carceraria in senso stretto a prescindere dal limite edittale di
pena.69
Nel disegno del legislatore delegante, la piramide sanzionatoria si
ristrutturerebbe a partire dalla fascia di criminalità meno grave (delitti
e contravvenzioni puniti con una pena detentiva non superiore nel
massimo a tre anni), per la quale la detenzione in carcere sarebbe
sostituita da una detenzione presso il domicilio del condannato, ove
questi ne disponga.70 A tale segmento di criminalità si aggiunge quello
dei delitti puniti con la reclusione carceraria compresa tra i tre e i
cinque anni, rispetto ai quali è riservata alla valutazione discrezionale
del giudice, alla luce dei criteri di commisurazione della pena fissati
nell’art. 133 c.p.it., la possibile applicazione della reclusione
domiciliare.
Nel tratteggiare i contorni delle nuove sanzioni domiciliari, la l.
67/2014 cerca, da un lato, di valorizzarne la capacità di veicolare una
carica afflittiva senza però determinare alcuna soluzione di continuità

68 Cfr. F. Palazzo (nota 45), 1710, secondo il quale la l. 67/2014 è in grado di
avviare «il superamento di una concezione (…) ancora carcerocentrica nonostante
la sempre più larga presenza dei c.d. benefici penitenziari (…) [che peraltro] tanto
più si sviluppano quanto più è carcerocentrico il sistema». Cfr. altresì P. Sechi,
‘Contrasto al sovraffollamento carcerario e misure alternative alla detenzione: un
primo bilancio’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2015, 212, per la quale la l. 67/2014 si
colloca «nel tradizionale solco di correzione qualitativa indiretta delle asprezze
sanzionatorie del codice penale del 1930».
69 Cfr. M. Pelissero, ‘La detenzione domiciliare: i vantaggi in chiave deflattiva e
il problema dell’offerta trattamentale’, in Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2016,747.
70 Per una critica alla detenzione domiciliare, «pena ineguale [poiché] (…) si
tramuta nella massima afflizione per il “marginale” senza domicilio adeguato», che
tornerebbe in carcere ai sensi dell’art. 1 c. 1 lett. f) l. 67/2014,cfr. G. Mannozzi (nota
16), 786. Analogamente, cfr. M. Pelissero (nota 69), 740.
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con il ‘ritmo di vita’ abitualmente seguito dal condannato: in tal senso,
va considerata la previsione della possibilità che la restrizione della
libertà associata alla sanzione domiciliare possa avvenire anche per
singoli giorni della settimana o per particolari fasce orarie. Dall’altro
lato, la legge‐delega intende sfruttare le potenzialità rieducative delle
nuove tipologie sanzionatorie, contemplando l’ipotesi che esse siano
affiancate dal lavoro di pubblica utilità, ossia dalla prestazione di attività
non retribuita in favore della collettività per almeno dieci giorni con
modalità compatibili con le esigenze di vita del condannato e per non
più di otto ore al giorno.71
Il travaso dal carcere al domicilio del flusso dei condannati per le
fasce di criminalità considerate persegue evidentemente una finalità
deflattiva apprezzabile nel quadro di un piano di contrasto al
sovraffollamento carcerario di tipo sistemico. Inoltre, la previsione di
un catalogo delle pene arricchito da sanzioni domiciliari, in linea con il
principio di extrema ratio che dovrebbe governare il ricorso al carcere, è
da salutare con favore, poiché presumibilmente avrà effetti positivi
indiretti «sugli istituti della sospensione condizionale e
dell’affidamento in prova, liberandoli dalla loro impropria funzione di
decarcerazione e reimpostandone la concreta utilizzazione su più reali
ed effettive finalità risocializzative».72
Nondimeno, la l. 67/2014 non va del tutto esente da censure. Da un
lato, la disciplina delineata per l’ipotesi di indisponibilità di un
domicilio idoneo, e cioè la sostituzione d’emblée della pena domiciliare

71 Cfr. però M. Pelissero(nota 69), 749, che sottolinea come il lavoro di pubblica
utilità sia una «sanzione dal profilo finalistico bifronte potendo essere arricchita di
componenti special‐preventive ovvero di contenuti afflittivi».
72 F. Palazzo (nota 45), p. 1697. L’A. evidenzia come il sistema sanzionatorio
penale si dibatta tra il problema del sovraffollamento carcerario e «la percezione di
una complessiva ineffettività della pena, almeno per alcune non marginali fasce di
criminalità. (…) la contraddizione (…) germina (…) da una impostazione
pervicacemente carcerocentrica del sistema la quale, producendo sovraffollamento,
comporta una costante torsione in senso decarcerizzante degli istituti
originariamente concepiti in chiave rieducativa» (ivi, p. 1702).
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con la pena carceraria, sembra tradire il principio costituzionale di
eguaglianza (art. 3 Cost.)73 e contribuire ad acuire il carattere selettivo
del carcere in Italia. Dall’altro lato, nella definizione delle nuove
sanzioni, sembra maggiore l’attenzione per la prevenzione speciale
negativa,74 anziché per la prevenzione speciale positiva (ossia
genuinamente rieducativa): manca cioè la previsione di una vera e
propria “offerta trattamentale”, che riesca a neutralizzare il rischio che
la detenzione al domicilio riproduca mutatis mutandis75 «il meccanismo
di esclusione del carcere, meno visibile, ma non meno
neutralizzante».76
ESERCITAZIONI SUL TERRENO DELL’ALTERNATIVA AL CARCERE: LA MESSA
ALLA PROVA PER GLI ADULTI

In una sorta di “circolazione dei modelli”77 endo‐sistemica, la l.
67/2014 ha esteso alla giustizia penale degli adulti l’istituto della
sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova, ampiamente
sperimentato nel diritto penale minorile.78

Cfr. M. Pelissero(nota 69), 742, 751.
Ad esempio, con la previsione della possibilità di applicare al condannato
sistemi di controllo elettronico o con il divieto di applicazione delle pene
domiciliari ai delinquenti abituali, professionali o per tendenza, come prevede
l’art. 1 c. 1 lett. d) ed e) l. 67/2014. Cfr. M. Pelissero(nota 69), 751.
75 Cfr. la critica di E. Dolcini (nota 4), 1664, nota 30: «il mutamento del luogo
dell’esecuzione incide, e non poco, sulla sostanza».
76 Cfr. M. Pelissero(nota 69), 754. Cfr. altresì F. Palazzo(nota 45), 1702, che
evidenzia come rispetto alle nuove tipologie sanzionatorie occorrerà in primis
chiarire il profilo funzionale, ossia se esse debbano essere intese come
«prevalentemente limitative o privative di diritti del condannato (…), ovvero
[come] prevalentemente orientate alla sua “inclusione” e “recupero”».
77 Cfr. E. Grande, Imitazione e Diritto: Ipotesi sulla circolazione dei modelli, Torino,
2000.
78 Cfr. G. Mannozzi (nota 16), 782. Cfr. peraltro A. Bernardi, ‘L’evoluzione in
Europa delle alternative alla pena detentiva tra comparazione e impulsi
sovranazionali’, Riv. It. Dir. Proc. Pen., 2016, 63, che osserva che le «forme di
sospensione condizionale “probatoria” sono state via via introdotte nella massima
parte dei sistemi penali europei e finiscono talora per evolvere nelle c.d. pene
73
74
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A prima vista, la disciplina delineata dal legislatore pare rispondere
ad almeno due “funzioni” diverse, tra loro disarmoniche, che tendono
a plasmare l’istituto in termini strutturalmente antitetici. Ne risulta una
“messa alla prova”, in un certo senso, ibrida a cavallo tra una vera e
propria “alternativa al carcere” per la fascia di criminalità di gravità
medio‐bassa selezionata dall’art. 168‐bis c. 1 c.p.it. e, dunque, connotata
in
senso
specialpreventivo
alla
luce
dell’orientamento
(costituzionalmente) necessario al finalismo rieducativo della pena; e
una “alternativa al processo” costruita secondo una logica premiale per
l’autore del fatto: quest’ultimo, invogliato a chiedere di accedere alla
“messa alla prova” a fronte dei “vantaggi” che questa presenta,
agirebbe in sintonia con gli obiettivi perseguiti a livello generale dal
legislatore, contribuendo cioè alla deflazione del carico processuale e
delle presenze in carcere.79
Per un verso, dunque, il nuovo istituto avrebbe la funzione di
ovviare alla disfunzionalità della pena carceraria breve, affiancandosi alle
numerose categorie analoghe già presenti nel sistema penale italiano;
per altro verso, esso contribuirebbe alla soluzione dei problemi del
carcere, facendosi carico, in prima istanza, della inadeguatezza della
struttura carceraria in rapporto tanto al finalismo rieducativo, quanto
al senso di umanità.
Le due funzioni, come detto, plasmano l’istituto in direzioni

prescrizionali». In una sistematica strutturale di respiro comparatistico dedicata
alle sanzioni lato sensu sostitutive della detenzione breve, E. Dolcini – C. E. Paliero,
Il carcere ha alternative? Le sanzioni sostitutive della detenzione breve nell’esperienza
europea, Milano, 1989, 175, riconducono il modello francese e tedesco di
sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova alle «l ‘sanzioni sospensive’»,
categoria nella quale «si inquadrano tutte quelle misure che consistono nella
sospensione ‘a fini di prova’ della pena detentiva, già inflitta (sospensione
dell’esecuzione) o da infliggersi in caso di fallimento della ‘prova’ (sospensione della
condanna)».
79 Cfr. R. Bartoli, ‘La sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova: una
goccia deflattiva nel mare del sovraffollamento?’, in Dir. Pen. Proc., 2014, 659 ss.
Cfr. altresì L. Annunziata, Prime Criticità Applicative in Tema di Sospensione del
Processo per la Messa Alla Prova,ivi, 2016, 101 ss.
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diverse. In un caso, si tenderà a conferire alla “messa alla prova” un
contenuto afflittivo reale, così da delineare un vero e proprio
“trattamento” – alternativo a quello della detenzione breve – per il
destinatario della misura; un “trattamento” di cui si dovrà apprezzare
l’ “idoneità” in relazione tanto al fatto commesso, quanto alla capacità
dello stesso di contribuire, in senso specialpreventivo, al reinserimento
del soggetto. Nell’altro caso, invece, l’attenzione si concentrerà
sull’appetibilità della misura per il potenziale destinatario e dunque il
relativo “contenuto” dovrà essere, in tal senso, coordinato (e
alleggerito) in chiave premiale rispetto alle alternative che la via
processuale dischiude all’autore del fatto.
Nonostante l’accennata bipolarità funzionale, alcuni elementi, per così
dire, “di contesto” (in primis l’urgenza di dare seguito alla sentenza
Torreggiani del 2013) depongono nel senso della prevalenza di una
priorità rispetto all’altra: nella specie, l’obiettivo di risolvere i “problemi
del carcere” sembra prevalente rispetto a quello di costruire, con tale
strumento, un’alternativa alla detenzione breve pienamente coerente
con i principi del sistema.
Grandangolo
L’evoluzione storica consegna un interrogativo suggestivo, e cioè se
l’attuale dibattito in Italia sull’alternativa alla penacarceraria – anche
nelle forme dell’alternativa alla pena tout court (come dimostra il
nuovo istituto della sospensione del procedimento con messa alla
prova per gli adulti) – sia il presagio di un processo di ridefinizione dei
compiti assegnati dalla società al diritto penale.
L’intima connessione tra concezione e tipologia della pena, da un
lato, e legittimazione del diritto penale, dall’altro lato, è stata
autorevolmente segnalata e ha formato oggetto, notoriamente, di
letture diverse. Basti ricordare che, nel passato, la trasformazione del
carcere in sanzione penale – rispetto al precedente status di ‘congegno’
funzionale alla sola celebrazione del processo – ha rappresentato un
tassello del più ampio programma illuministico di rifondazione della
società, che vedeva nel diritto penale uno strumento in grado di
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prevenire con precisione il reato e quindi di contribuire al controllo
sociale: in una «prospettiva [globale] che (…) raccorda, nel pensiero
illuministico, il sistema delle pene al sistema degli illeciti, ed entrambi
ad una determinata concezione della società».80
Ebbene, la convergenza di molteplici istituti – di diritto sostanziale e
processuale – determina oggi una vera e propria trasmutazione della
pena non solo in fase esecutiva, ma anche (paradossalmente) prima che
si giunga ad un compiuto accertamento della responsabilità penale e,
quindi, prima della condanna; al punto che la capacità orientativa della
comminatoria edittale appare grandemente sfumata e addirittura
sembra perdersi il canone illuministico legato al principio della
indefettibilità della pena, corollario del primato della legge, con una
cesura nella sequenza, in teoria, necessaria tra “norma” e “fatto”.81
È forse il caso di indagare se simile metamorfosi della conseguenza
penale costituisca una semplice deriva del sistema, indotta dal
pragmatismo politico‐criminale di volta in volta chiamato a
fronteggiare le diverse ricorrenti emergenze (reali o presunte) della
criminalità e del diritto penale; oppure se rappresenti il sintomo di un
più maturo inveramento del sistema. Un’ipotesi è che, nella fase attuale,
possa apparire retrivo concepire la pena come semplice riflesso
quantitativo della gravità del reato in ossequio al principio di
proporzione (peraltro, come noto, tra grandezze reciprocamente
incommensurabili: il disvalore del fatto, da un lato, e il sacrificio dei
beni del reo, dall’altro lato); e si faccia strada, viceversa, una nuova
‘idea’, per la quale il criterio dell’afflittività ceda terreno a favore di un
apprezzamento dell’utilità della pena in una prospettiva personalistica,
inclusiva, sociale.

80 T. Padovani, L’utopia punitiva. Il Problema delle Alternative Alla Detenzione nella
Sua Dimensione Storica, Milano, 1981, 5.
81 Cfr. T. Padovani(nota 80), 34.
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